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The Communists' Contribution to the
Theory and Practice of Indian Politics
E. M. S. Namboocliripad

It was in the early 1920s that the national revolutionaries of
India who had come into existence before the First World War·
were converted into Communists. They were influenced by two
factors which inter-acted with each other :
Firstly. the experience of the struggle inside the National
Movement, between the Moderate leaders and the Revolutionary ranks which came to the fore just before and during the
First World War.
Secondly, the Russian Proletarian Revolution of November
1917 which inspired the Indian revolutionaries as did the revolutionaries all over the world. Many of the Indian revolutionaries made almost a pilgrimage to the land of the first proletarian
revolution in the world. Those who did not undertake such a
difficult venture formed small communist groups in Bombay,
Calcutta, Madras and the U.P.-Punjab region.

"C P I" formed in Tashkent
The Indian emigrate revolutionaries who had gone to several
European countries, to the United States, Canada etc. were also
influenced by the Russian Revolution. Some of them took the
initiative in the Soviet City of Tashkent in organising what
was called the Communist Party of India. Although formed
outside India, this new organisation did a lot of work to educate
the young Indian communists at home. That organisation gave
the first theoretical and practical education in MarxismLeninism to the scattered groups of communists living and
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working in their homeland. The Tashkent _Committee may
therefore be comidt!red the original foundation of what subsequently becamf' the Comnumi.'it Party of India.
. .
This however had a major drawback : although calling Itself
the Communist Party of India, it had its office outside the
country. For this reason, a section of Indian communists did
not consider the formation of the Tashkent group as the foundation of the Communist Party of India. They therefore decided
to hold an open conference of Indian Communists in the City
of Kanpur in U.P.; a legally-working Communist Party of India
was also formed in Kanpur. This, according to some, was the
foundation of the real Communist Party of India, since it was
formed and functioned inside the country.
Neither the Tashkent organisation nor its Kanpur successor
however could work legally due to intense repression resoned
to by the British Rulers. The leading comrades of the Kanpuf
Communist Party of India, together with a large number of
communist fellow travellers, were involved in the Meerut
Conspiracy Case which lasted frllm early 1929 to the end of
1934. Only after the accused in the Meerut Conspiracy Case
were released could a formally-constituted, though illegally
functioning, Central Committee and Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India start working. The Tashkent Committee
and the Kanpur Committee were thus the fore-runners of the
continuing leadership of the Communist Party of India.
The work turned out by the Tashkent and the Kanpur
Committees, as well as the countrywide organisation of the
Workers' and Peasants' Party of India (a broader set up than
the Kanpur-formed Communist Party of India), were thus the
organisational foundation in the 1930s for the All India Centre
of the Communist Pany of India formed in 1934.
~t is thus over six decades since the continuing leadership
of the_Communist Party of India has been functioning. During
the fairly long period, the Party has made enormous strides.
Today, though divided into the CPl(M), the CPI and various
other political groups considered Marxist-Leninist the Com.
'
mumsts are a force to reckon with in Indian politics.
Three of the 25 States-Kerala, West Bengal and Tripura
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are having governments led by the CPl(M), the CPI and other
Marxist groups like the RSP and the Forward Bloc. At the Centre
too, a Government is in existence in which the liberal bourgeois
and Marxist-Leninist groups are co-operating with each other
with a view to keep the two major bourgeois formations, the
Congress (I) and the BJP. out of power.
Apart from the Centre, this combination is leading also the
State Governments of Tamil Nadu, Andhra, Karnataka, 81har,
Assam and Jammu & Kashmir. Nine out of 25 States in India
thus have governments in which Marxist-Leninistc; are participants'. The general political influence of Indian Communists over
the Central dnd State administration is therefore unmistakable.
Although numerically the Marxist-Lenimstc; are a "mall'
minority in the Indian political ~cene, its influence in Indian
politics i~ far more than the electoral strength wielded by the
Indian Marx1st-Leninists. For. unlike other political groups. the
Marxist-Leninists have made a distinct contribution to the
theory and practice of Indian politics. It is attempted in this
article to explain how this influence of Marxism-Leninism on
the theory and practice of Indian politics has arisen.

The great heritage of early ideological work
As early as in the beginnmg of the 1920s, the leaders of the
Tashkent group which called itself the Communi.)t Party of India
made big contributions to the study of the economy, polity,
philosophy, etc. of India. In a series of articles written in the
periodical journals brought out by the Tashkent group. "·urrent
major political developments were subjected to Marxist-Leninist
analysis.
M. N. Roy, the former Indian national revolutionary who
became a communist, wrote a !i.eries of articles in the journal
of the Tashkent group, subjecting current political developments in India to Marxist-Leninist analysis. His contributions
to the discu~sion of the communal problem and the analysis
of the Mahatma Gandhi phenomenon were g~eatly rewarding
to the Indian Communists.
His analysis of the communal riots that were breaking out
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after the withdrawal of the Non-Cooperation-Khilafat Movement constituted a great contribution to the study of a major
socio-political problem. His analysis contained in the book India
in Transition was, in fact, the first beginning of Marxist-Leninist
analysis of the Economy, Polity and Ideology of India under
British Rule.
Another foreign comrade who did the same work was Rajani
Palme Dutt, the British Communist who wrote Notes of the
Month which were a month-by-month analysis of intemational
developments as well as national political developments in
India. His book under the title India Today was a sister publication to Roy's fntlia in Transition. The two together constituted text books applying Marxist-Leninist theory to the basic
socio-economic, cultural and political problems of India.
Such ideological work carried out by Roy and Dutt together
with the day-to-day political and organisational work turned out•
by the comrades in India, gave an ideological basis on which
the finally-organised and centralised Communist Party of India
with its Central Committee and Polit Bureau came into being.
This tradition of ideological work, applying the theory of
Marxism-Leninism to Indian condition and enriching the theory
of Marxism-Leninism with the experience of the politicalorganisational revolutionary work turned out by the MarxistLeninists, was carried forward by Indian communists from
1934-35 (when a Central Committee and Polit Bureau came to
be formed and were able to work continuously). This is the great
heritage that we of the CPl(M), the CPI and other ·MarxistLeninists proudly cherish and carry forward.
It is proposed in the following paragraphs to explain what
are the major contributions made by the Indian communists in
this long period, stretching from the formation of the Tashkent
group which called itself the CommuniSI Party of India down
to the present times.
As early as in the beginning of the 1920s, M. N. Roy in his
writings had drawn attention to the problems of communal riots,
relating it to class struggle. He pointed out that the only antidote to communal division is class unity which means the
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bringing together of the working people belonging to all castes
and communities in the struggle against imperialism and the
rich belonging to all castes and communities. This principle is
even relevant today, more than seven decades after Roy wrote
his articles. Class unity through struggles against the oppressing
classes is the only solution to the communal problem.
As opposed to the Hindutva, Islamic Republic, Christian rule
and so on, as well as to the rule of particular castes should be
projected the d~mocratic republic in which men and women born
in every caste, believing in every religion and so on should be
brought together in the struggle against the exploiting classes
cutting across all caste and communal differences among the
ruling classes.
This was the basis on which, two decades later, the communists joined other secular forces including the Congress in
opposing the two nation theory of Mohammed Ali Jinnah on
which the demand for Pakistan was propagated. The Congress
however projected, the communists pointed out, their idea of
a single nation/State of India ; they rejected the idea that India
is ·inhabited by crores of people who are divided on the basis
of language and culture and that the area inhabited by a single
linguistic- cultural group is a nationality within the greater unity
ofthe Indian Nation. We on our part pointed out that the political
unity of India can be preserved only if the linguistic cultural
groups inhabiting a particular State is considered a distinct
nationality within the indivisible Indian State. It was in this sense
that the communists in the 1940s called India a multi-national
State. Multi-national India defined by the communists is, in
other words, supplementary rather than contradictory to the
unity of India as a nation.
That was'why the Programme of the united Communist Party
of India adopted in 1951 and the Programme of the CPl(M) and
the CPI adopted in J 964 demanded maximum possible State
autonomy for every cultural-linguistic group like the Malaya,ees,
the Bengalis, the Tamils, the Andhras, the Kannadigas, the
Punjabis etc.
.
·
This was the distinct contribution made by the Indian
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communists to the nature and content of Indian politics.
India's unbreakable unity can be safeguarded only if the
multiplicity of linguistically-culturally defined States are
considered distinct nationalities within the united Indian
State. No other political party has been able to put forward
such a clear idea. This therefore is a valuable contribution
made by the Marxists-Leninists to the theory and practice
of India's political thought.

Agrarian Revolution - Before and After Independence
The first Programmatic statement of the illegal Communist
Party of India issued in 1930 drew attention to the inter-relationship between the National Revolution and the Agrarian
Revolution. Indian freedom can be won only through the revolutionary means in which the multi-mi Ilion peasantry are drawn
into a militant movement headed by the working class.
This was opposed to the ideas of the bourgeois leadership
of the national movement led by Mahatma Gandhi, such as nonviolence, the landlord-bourgeois clas~s being "trustees" of the
people for their property etc. The Communist Party of India
therefore was enjoined to carry on an ideological struggle
against these Gandhian concepts, as well as socio-political
struggles by way of organising the industrial and agricultural
workers, working peasants and all other sections of the working
people against bourgeois-landlord oppression. This was the
dividing line between the bourgeois-sponsored right leadership
of the Congress and the mass of Congressmen and women.
Within the Congress organisation, a clear left group emerged
in the mid-1930s. Its struggle against the right leadership reached
its climax in the election to the Congress Presidentship in 1939.
The left candidate fighting that election, Subhas Chandra Bose,
issued a statement in which he alleged that the right-wing
leadership of the Congress was trying to enter into negotiations
with the British Rulers on transfer of power to India. This, he
said, is contrary to the national interests. What is required is
mass national struggle against British Imperialism for which
policy he wac; fighting the election.
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The line advocated by the left candidate in the Congress
Presidential election had the support of a majority of ordinary
Congressmen. Bose therefore was elected President of the Congress. The bourgeois leadership however manoeuvred him out
of the Congress Presidentship, going to the extent of personally
expelling him from the Congress.
This was the background against which two forms of antiimperialist struggle were organised in the 1940s - the Quit India
struggle led by the Congress headed by Mahatma Gandhi and
the Indian National Anny movement led by Subhash Chandra
Bose. The former was apparently a militant struggle which drew
millions of Indians into militant forms of action. The latter
resulted in the formation of the Indian National Army headed
by Subhash Chandra Bose which had an agreement with the
military Rulers of Japan who extended support to the I. N. A.
The Communist Party of India could not support either of
them because the Quit India struggle organised by the Congress
leadership was the preparation for a move to put pressure on
the British Rulers to open negotiations with the bourgeois
leaders for transfer of power. As for the INA, the Communist
Party of India considered that, despite the genuinely antiimperialist sentiments of its leaders, it was a movement directed by the Japanese imperialist power which had its contradictions with the British Rulers.
The Communist Party oflndia therefore kept away from both
the movements but, after the end of the war, it engaged itself
in mighty militant mass struggles like the strike wave of the
industrial workers and militant peasant movements like the
Tebhaga movement in Bengal, the Punnapra Va}(alar struggle
in Travancore, the Telengana struggle in Hyderabad and peasant
out-breaks in various parts of the country like the Telegu districts
and Malabar in Madras, the district of Thane in Maharashtra,
several districts in Punjab and so on. Together with the strike
wave of industrial workers, middle class employees including
government employees, students, youths, women etc, this was
a mighty revolutionary upsurge in the post-war months. Despite
its isolation from the anti-imperialist masses because of its
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opposition to Quit India and INA movements therefore,. the
Communist Party of India came out as the leader of revolutionary movements in the post-war years.
However, the Communist Party of India was an extremely
weak force in the anti-imperialist movement which by and
large was led by the Congress. The latter therefore used the
enormous prestige which it enjoyed thanks to its leadership
of the Quit India and INA movements, to direct the immense
mass upsurge as the basis on which ne!;otiations could be
opened between the Congress and the Government as well as
between the Congress and the League. These 3 way-negotiations ultimately enabled the British rulers to put into practice
the slogan given by the Muslim League to "divide and quit"
India. The negotiations ended in the transfer of power to the
Congress leaders in the Hindu-majority Indian Union and to
the League leaders in the Muslim majority Pakistan. The
militant mass actions, to some of which the Communist Party
of India gave effective leadership like the Telengana struggle
which lasted for 4 years and the Bombay revolt of the personne I
of the Royal Indian Navy, were thus betrayed by the bourgeoisie because the proletariat and its party had not become
powerful enough to develop the militant mass struggles into
a revolutionary all-India upheaval.
Nationalism and Internationalism
The Congres!\ which led the Quit India struggle and the Subhash
Chandra Bose leadership which gave leadership to the INA
m_ovement were two forms in which the bourgeois leadership
tried to use the situation created by the Second World War
for throwing the British out. The Congress leaders.used the
Quit India struggle to initiate negotiations with the British
Rulers, whit'.- ch~ ~ubhash Chandra Bose leadership depended
upon the ant1-Bnt1sh faction of imperialist powers for winning
fre~dom. Both were sincere in their desire to win freedom for
ln~i~-the Congress leadership through negotiations with the
Briti~h Rul_ers an~ the Bose leadership through direct military
and fman~:al assistance from the fascist powers to throw the
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British out of India. Both however were contrary to the interests of the Indian people who wanted to carry out an antiimperialist and anti-feudal agrarian revolution. The CPl's
opposition to the Quit India and INA movements therefore was,
in the last analysis, correct. However, the CPI was a minor
force in the political scenario, unable to meet the onslaught
of Gandhian ideology in the Quit India movement and the left
bourgeois, pro-fascist ideology of the INA movement.
The same difficulty had been faced during the years of the
anti-fascist war by our comrades in several foreign countries,
particularly in China, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia as well as
Korea. They too had to face the ideological and political offensive of the bourgeoisie. But, unlike us in India, they were·
far stronger, far more powerful in their respective national
movements. They could organise a wide national revolutionary
movement which was anti-fascist as well as directed against the
ruling imperialist power in their respective countries. They
therefore could come out of the war period much stronger than
we in India.
The Chinese comrades could throw the Kuomintang.reactionaries out of power, making China a People's Democratic Republic. In Vietnam too, at the end of the war, half
of the country was liberated where a People· s Democratic
Government headed by Ho Chi Minh was established. The
s3me thing happened in Korea where the Communists could
establish themselves as the ruling party in the northern part
of the country, while the south remained under the leadership
of the reactionary bourgeoisie. That was how the end of the
anti-fascist war saw India divided on communal lines, while
China, North Vietnam and North Korea had People's Democratic Revolutions.
China, Vietnam and Korea were thus examples of the successful carrying out of the programme of anti-imperialist
agrarian revolution, while in India the process of agrarian
revolution was disrupted by the manoeuvres re~orted to by the
British Rulers, together with the two (the Congress and the
League} wings of the Indian bourgeois leadership.
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It however goes to the credit of th~ CPI _that, during the two
bourgeois-led movements of the Quit India and the INA. the
Party could successfully stee~ clear o_f bo~rgeois ideologies and
keep the flag of proletarian mte~a~1onahs~ afl~at. The P~y
stuck to the principle of proletarian mtemauonahsm. declanng
that the anti-fascist war waged by the Soviet llnion, China,
Vietnam and Korea was as much a People's War for India as
it was for those particular countries.
The CPI pointed out that active participation in the international People's War against Fascism and the organisation
of the anti-imperialist agrarian revolution were the two factors
that would liberate India from British rule. Braving against
the attacks from the misguided national bourgeoisie, the party
held aloft the flag of resistance to facism as an integral part
oflndia's freedom struggle. That was why, after a short period
of complete isolation from the anti-imperialist masses ( 194245), the Party could gather the patriotic forces and give effective militant leadership to the post-war revolutionary upsurge
of 1946-47.
However. because of the organisational weakness of the CPI,
the Congress and the League leadership could come to a negotiated settlement with the British Rulers for transfer of power
1.., the Congress in the Indian Union and to the Muslim League
in Pakistan. But the very role played by the CPI in leading the
post-war revolutionary upsurge made the party a significant
force in Indian politics.
The result was that, in the first general elections which took
place in 1952, the party came out as the major party of opposition
both in the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha. The roles played
by A.K.G. in the Lok Sabha and Sundarayya in the Rajya Sabha,
together with the work of the Communist and aJJied groups in
Tr~vancore-Cochin, Madras, Hyderabad, West Bengal and
Tnpura enabled the Party to become a force to reckon within
~ndian politics, although, in elec~oral terms on the national scale
It was a small minority.
Mention may, in this context. be made also to the role played
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by the then left in the united CPI on the question of India-China
dispute in 1959-1962. As in the days of the Quit India and INA
movements, in the days of the India-China dispute too, the CPI
as a whole, particularly the left in the CPI, was relatively isolated
among the anti-imperialist masses. The stand adopted by the
left in the CPI however made it clear that, as opposed to the
line of war with China adopted by all the bourgeois parties and
the right wing in the CPI, the left in the CPI advocated peaceful
negotiations for settlement of the India-China dispute which was
proved correct in subsequent years when the Government of
India itself had practically to admit that it was foolish on its
part to have gone to war with China on the border question.
Not only the then right in the CPI but even such parties as the·
Congress and t~e subsequent BJP had to admit that the border
dispute between India and China has to be settled through
negotiations with China and not through war.
The three decades that elapsed since the beginning of the
organised work of the CPI's leadership in 1934 to the split of
the party in 1964 was thus the period in which the united CPI
made big advances but during which serious differences arose
within the CPI-between the right and the left wings in the Party.

Right and "Left" Opportunism in the Pre-split CPI
Although it witnessed big advances made by the rarty from 1934
to 1964, its leadership was a 'victim of right and "left" opportunism. In the 1942-1946 period, the Party leadership was the
victim of right opportunism. This was corrected at the Second
Congress of the Party held in 1948, but the leadership switched
over from right to "left" opportunism.
The left opportunism which made its first appearance at the
Second Congress of the Party, repeated itself in a new fonn at
the 1950 May meeting of the Central Committee. Both however
were corrected, after serious discussions with the leaders~ip of
the CPSU, at a Special Conference held in October 1951.
The common mistake of the right and "left" Qpportunism was
the failure to realise that, if the programme of carrying out the
anti-imperialist agrarian revolution is to be implemented, the
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Party has to base itself on the militant s~ruggle_s of the wo_rking
people led by the working class, com~med with the tactics of
revolutionary use of elections and legislatures under the bourgeois constitution. Out of thi~ c~mmon failur~ arose the two
deviations of (a) the bourgems nght opportums~ and (b) the
petty bourgeois "left" opportunis~. These were ·.subjected to
serious self-criticism which ended m the formulation of a new
Party Programme and Statement of Policy.
The Programme stated that the immediate objective of the
Communist Party of India is not the introduction of socialism
in India which is impracticable since the objective conditions
are lacking and the necessary subjective forces are not developed. The Programme however pointed out that the crisis of
the system in the post independence period had brought to the
fore-front the possibility of bringing about a people's democratic revolution out of which will arise a people's democratic
State and Government. It was on this basis that a Programme
of people's democracy was adopted at tht~ Calcutta special
conference of the party in October 195 J .
Having thus spelt out the objective of the people's democratic
revolution which was incorporated in the Party Programme, the
Statement of Policy discussed the tactical line. Considering the
current objective situation ~nd the maturity of the development
of the subjective forces, the Statement of Policy, adopted along
with the Party Programme, made two point:~ :
Firstly, post-independence India having established a bourgeois democratic system with its elected legislatures to which
the .executives are responsible, it is necessary for the Party to
go mto the electoral battle, secure as many electoral victories
as possible since all electoral battles are the concrete man ifestations of class stmggle.
. Secondly, struggle on the parliamentary arena is only an
~mportant aspect of the struggle for People's Democracy. As
important as_ the struggle on the electoral arena is the struggles
of the workmg people outside the parliamentary arena. Any
neglect of the s~ruggle on the parliamentary arena will no doubt
amount to failure to use the immense possibilities of
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gathe.ring the revolutionary forces under the leadership of the
working class. .
There should however be no illusion, spread by the right wing
Social Democrats, that merely through the struggles on the
parliamentary arena, the struggle for people's democracy will
end in success. On the other hand, the very use of bourgeois
parliament for preparing people's democracy should be subordinated to the extra parliamentary struggle. Non-use of the
revolutionary potentialities of the struggle on the parliamentary
arena and subordinating the mass struggle to parliamentary work
are the "left" and right forms of opportunism against which the
Party should guard itself.
The Statement of Policy, adopted along with the Party ·
Programme, had visualised a situation where the Party will have
to adopt the tactics of waging peasant guerilla war as was done
in Telengana. Actual experience however proved that, if the
bourgeoisie resorted to the method of sabotage against People's
Democracy, that situation has to be faced by mobilising more
and more masses of working people led by the working class
against the bourgeois-landlord Government.
That was why the Party did not have any hesitation to form
its own government in Kerala in 1957 and use that opportunity
to mobilise the people around the programme of agrarian reforms and other measures which would bring more and more
people to the cause of People's Democracy.
The major contribution made by the pre-split CPI in he 1950s
was the successful use of the parliamentary arena-rr .nbership
of the two houses of parliament at the Centre and State legislature everywhere as well as the Kerala Government without
slipping into the right opportunist "Parliamentarism" of the
social democratic type.
The left-wing·in the pre-split CPI which converted itself
into the CPI(M) made a concrete analysis of the rise. and
overthrow of the Kerala Government on the basis of which
the newly emerging CPI(M) wrote pargraph 112 in the 1964
Programme. While drawing attention to the possibilities of
forming left-led governments in various States, that paragraph
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warned against the illusion that the governments formed on
that basis would be able to solve the basic problems either
of the country as a whole or of the State concerned.
It was on the basis of this understanding, further strengthened
by the formation of two left-led governments (Kerala and West
Bengal) in 1967 that the CPl(M) formulated the· idea that the
left-led governments should be considered as "instruments of
struggle for winning more and more popular masses, more and
more political allies, to the cause of People's Democracy".
One consequence of this understanding of the relation between
the parliamentary and extra-parliamentary struggles was the fact
the CPl(M) came to the conclusion that, while it should take
initiative to fonn and lead its own State Governments wherever
possible, it would not join governments unless the Party is sure
that it can influence the policies of the Governments.
That was why, in 1967, the non-left governments in Punjab,
U.P. and Bihar were supported by the Party, though it did not
join them. The same policy was adopted by the CPl(M) in
relation to the Janata Government in 1977, the National Front
Government in 1989 and, finally, the United Front Government
in 1996.

In the Post-split CPI and the CPl(M)
The Struggle between the right and the left in the pre-split CPI
ultimately led to the 1964 split. This was based on 3 ideologicalpolitical issues and one organisational issue. The ideological
political issues were :
(a) The attitude to the Congress and its Government : The
right in the pre-split CPI and the post-split CPI looked upon
the Congress as a "progressive national organisation" with
which the Communists should collaborate. The CPl(M), on the
other hand, stood for uncompromising struggle against the
Congress, even though, from issue to issue, the Party was
prepared to cooperate with the Congress. (At the Fourth Congress of the pre-split CPI, the right in the Party had cal led for
such unity with the Congress as would eventually lead to the
formation of a Congress-Communist coalition government.)
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Defeated at that particular Party Congress, they did, after the
split, implement the line in practice in Kerala and West Bengal:
the CPI leader in Kerala (Achutha Menon) headed the anti
CPl(M) Government of which the Home Minister was the
notorious Karunakaran; in West Bengal too, the post~split CPI
extended full cooperation to the semi-fascist terror regime of
the early 1970s and subsequently to Indira Gandhi's Emergency
regime.
(b) On the India-China border dispute, the post-split CPI
extended full support to the campaign for the anti-China War.
The CPl(M). on the other hand. fought for the Government of
India entering into negotiations with China and settling the
border question through talks. The post-split CPI joined not only
the Congress but even the Jan Sangh in carrying on a chauvinistic
campaign against the Chinese and against the so-called "proChina" CPl(M). It was from this campaign that the bourgeois
politicians and the bourgeois media took courage to characterise
the CPl(M) as ''pro-China" and the post-split CPI as "ProRussia".
(c) On question of ideological dispute between the Soviet
Party on the one hand and Chinese Party on the other, the CPI
fully sided with the Soviet position, while the CPl(M) opposed
the Soviet line, even while entertaining reservations on some
aspects of the Chinese line.
Together with these major ideological and political issues
was the question of inner-party unity on which too pre-split CPI
was sharply divided. The left in the pre-split CPI demanded that
all ideological arid political questions in dispute between the
two sides should be discussed at a special party conference
convened on the basis of party membership existing at the
previous party Congress. This was not acceptable to the right
in the pre-split CPI. Based on this accidental majority of members
of the leading bodies of the pre-split CPI, they demanded.that
their political and organisational position should be accepted
by the entire party. The accidental majority eqjoyed by them
in the leading bodies of the pre-split CPI emboldened them to
start taking disciplinary actions aganist those who differed from
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them. All th~ appeals made by the left in the pre-split CPI for
finding democratic solutions to the political and organisational
problems were rejected. The left in the pre-split CPI. therefore
were forced to organise themselves separately, formmg a new
separate party called the CPl(M).
The ideological, political and organisationai struggle between the post-split CPI and the CPl(M) was thus a continuation of the struggle that went on in the pre-split CPI.
Considering the fact that, on all the 3 issues on which the right
and the left fought each other in the pre-split CPI-approach
to the Congress and its Government, the India-China border
dispute and the crisis in the international communist
movement-subsequent history has proved that the post-split
CPI had adopted a wrong line while the CPI (M) had a correct
line. Any attempt at re-unification of the communist movement
should therefore begin with a serious self-criticism on the part
of the post-split CPI.
Before closing this subject, it il) necessary to note that the
CPl(M) had to fight and defeat the "left" and right opportunism
which raised its head in the Party, as for example :
(a) There wa!I a trend in the Party leadership in the 1970s
that, in view of the semi-fascist terror in West Bengal and the
Emergency regime at the national level, the Party should organise
itself for a Telengana type struggle ;
(b) This found expression at the 10th Congress (Jalandhar)
where a minority of delegates opposed the line of supporting
the Janata Government ;
(c) There was a strong oppos;tion at the Salkia Plenum for
the pro~osition that the Party should develop itself as a "a mass
revolutionary party of the working class". The argument was
that a revolutionary party can never be a mass party.
(d) When the Party decided to break with the Janata Government f?r it_s links with the RSS, there was oppositi('n to it
from a mmonty.
(e) On the eve of the formation of the United Front a view
was expressed in the PB and CC that we should Join the
government, even leading it.
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It is thus obvious that the post-split CPHM) has to fight and
defeat the manifestations of "left" and •'right'• opportunism.
The post-split CPI, Naxalites and other groups that consider
themselves communist will therefore have to undertake a serious
self- criticism of their ideology, politics and organisation.

Re-Unification of Ideology and Politics
before Organisational Re-Unification
Three decades after the formal coming into existence of a
regularly functioning CPI, the party got divided into the CPl(M)
and CPI; from within the CPI(M) itself, the Naxalites and other
"Left Communists" also came into existence. Furthermore,
certain other·left parties like the Forward Bloc and the RSP are
today in the field.
After a dec~de and a half of the separate existence of the
CPl(M) and the CPI, they started working together in struggle
against the Congress on the one hand and certain other bourgeois
parties (including caste and communal parties) on the other.
These united actions graduall·. developed into a more stable
united front of left parties whica. allied itself with certain other
secular democratic parties.
· That was how the two Left Front Governments of West
Bengal and Tripura as well as the Left Demc':ratic Front
Government in Kerala have come into existence. The
constituents of these left and democratic fronts have come
together also at the national level to form the United Front
Government.
This United Front Government at the Centre and the left
coalition governments in the 3 States have raised the question
whether the time has not come for all parties and organisations
which consider themselves Marxist-Leninists to merge themselves in a single party. It was the CPI which raised this question
first But the sentiment has spread in other left parties as well.
The CPl(M) however considers it impractical and undesirable at present to have a sin!? le united Communist Party oflndia.
The organisational coming together of various Marxist-Leninist
2
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groups should in its view .f~llow, not precede. the unification
of an ideological and poltucal character.
Unless the question of why the pre-split CPI was divided
into the CPI( M) and the CPI and why other left groups calling
themselves Marxist-Leninists have come into existence is
addressed properly and answers given, it will ·be ridiculous to
think of organisational unification of all existing Marxist-Leninist
groups. That is why the CPI(M) suggests :
(a) Unity in action to develop the emerging unity of left,
secular and democratil.: forces ;
(b) Continue with fraternal discussions of the ideological and
political que!itions which divide various groups with a view to
arriving at a common understanding on the international. national. political and organisational questions. As pointed out by
Lenin, ideological and political unity is an essential pre-con~
dition for organisational unity.
The emergence of a united movement of left. democratic.
secular and federalist forces is a g·eat achievement of the more
than 7 de~ades of the existence of India's Marxist-Leninists.
In the course of this work of 7 decades, while the Indian
communists have made treml!ndous advances, they have also
c0mmitted some serious mistakes. These should be subjected
to serious self-criticism (by all Marxist-Leninist groups). with
a view to consolidate the achievemcnh and correct the mistakes.
Only such a self-criticism, undertaken by all Marxist-Leninist
groups, would prepare the ground for the organisational unification of all communist parties and groups into one single
united Marxist-Leninist Party in India.
While the time has come for us to keep that objective, it is
pre-mature to give the slogan of a merger of all Marxist-Leninist
~rou~s. The essential pre-condition for the subsequent re-unification or merger of all Marxist-Leninist groups is the development o~ the emerging unity in action among all left groups
on the basts of a critical and self-critil.:al analysis of the 7 decades
of the development of India'!. Marxist-Leninist movement.

Early Contacts of the Indian
Revolutionaries with the Leaders
of October Revolution
A.

INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIES IN

Moscow*

On the eve of my departure from Tashkent, Abani Mukherjee
arrived from Moscow. I had no news of his coming. He had ·
no bu~iness there. I had ~ent him to the Baku Congress on the
understanding that, on return to Moscow, he would leave for
Western Europe to take up his headquarters in Holland with
the object of establishing contact with India through the intermediacy of ~ailors. So his sudden arrival was not only a
surprise, but it also turned out to be an embarrassment. He
readily volunteered to take over charge of the Military School
during my absence. He was also an ar<l,.nt advocate of developing the Communist Party of India and increasing its membership. Because of his previous record with the Tcheka, Peter
came to know of his arrival instantly. He had Pever got over
the disappointment of having had to let him go out of his bloody
clutches owing to my intervention, backed up by Lenin's
benevolence. Given his ambitious and stormy character, Abani
Mukherjee was sure to get into some trouble before long. Who
would protect him this time against Peter's vengeance? Safarov
disliked him heartily. Before leaving, l saw Peter to plead with
him to be more lenient. He growled at me : Why did I bring
Mukherjee here? He was sure to create trouble. and in that
case Peter would take him without fail. The meaning of Peter
taking anybody was quite un-equivocal. I was frightened and
told him that Mukherjee had promised to behave properly and
there were a dozen intelligent Indian revolutionaries who
*Taken from Memoirs of M. N. Roy, 1964 Publication, Pages 477-485
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would keep a check on him. I was surprised that Mukherjee
had left Moscow just before the Third World Congress, and
that he willingly agreed to stay away. I came to know the reason
as soon as I returned to Moscow.
When I reached there, several Indian revolutionaries had
arrived from Berlin as representatives of the defunct Indian
Revolutionary Committee. On my way to Moscow, I had pleaded
with the leading Indian revolutionaries in Berlin to proceed to
Russia, which at that time offered them the only safe asylum
and promised to be a reliable base for work to promote revolution
in India. At that time, they did not seem to believe that the
Russian Revolution would last; and Communism did not find
favour with them. So, when at last they changed their mind and
turned towards the base of world revolution, I was naturally
very glad. But to my great surprise, the few representatives of
the Berlin Revolutionary Committee who h.1d already reached
Moscow were rather cool in their response to my friendly
attitude. However, I learned from them that they had come only
as a vanguard of the Revolutionary Committee, which would
before long reach Moscow in full force. I hoped that on the
arrival of veteran revolutionaries like Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya, Bhupendranath Dutta and others. the relation
would change. I eagerly looked out for the arrival of men who
with their revolutionary devotion and long experience could be
expected to be good comrades and willing collaborators.
Within a short time, they all arrived to announce that the
Indian Revolutionary Committee of Berlin, which alone had the
authority to speak on behalf of India, had decided to shift its
headquarters to Moscow, if favourable conditions were offered.
Although the declaration insinuated that I had no right to speak
on behalf of India, I made no secret that the plan of the Indian
revolutionaries shifting their headquarters to Moscow would
have my fullest support; and there could be no doubt that
nowhere in the world could better conditions be obtained than
in Mosco~y enough; the newcomers not only tried
to avoidji;~~em actually took up an openly h<?stile
attitudf.
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The Indian Revolutionary Committee of Berlin was then a
thing of the past. Irrespective of whatever might have been its
achievements in the earlier days, during the closing years of
the war it was a divided house and had practically disintegrated.
Instead of working on the authority of that legend, it would have
been wiser lo have made a new beginning under different
circumstances. But it seems that the news of the formation of
the emigrant Indian Communist Party at Tashkent had frightened the old nationalist revolutionaries, who regarded the new
body as a challenge to their authority. If I had had the opportunity
to meet the leaders of the delegation from Berlin, I could have
explained the situation to their satisfaction. I did not approve
of the formation of the emigrant Communist Party, and I did
not believe that it had any right to speak on behalf of the workers
of India, not to mention the Indian people as a whole.
The delegation of Indian revolutionaries from Berlin was
composed of fourteen people, including Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya, B hupendranath Dutta, Virendranath Das Gupta,
the Maharashtrian Knankhoje, Gulam Ambia Khan Luhani,
Nalini Gupta. The drivmg force of the delegation however was
Agnes Smedley, an American by birth. I had met her in America.
Then she was an anarchist-pacifist. Working as private Secretary
of Lajpatrai for some time, she seemed to have developed a great
sympathy for India. Having learned that famous Indian revolutionaries were living in Berlin, at the conclusion of the War
she came over there and became a very active member of the
Indian group.
But the delegation which came to Moscow was evidently
not the original Indian Revolutionary Committee of Berlin.
Hardayal and Chattopadhyaya had been the two dominant figures of the Berlin Committee and as such they had clashed before
long. No less ardently anti-British, Hardayal however was taken
prisoner in Germany and detained on the suspicion of en~my
espionage. When Germany surrendered, he escaped to Stockholm
and wrote a book describing his experiehceit in Germany.
Evidently, the experience had em~ittered him ..He appeared to
be an apologist of the British rule. in India and ~yocated
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Dominion Status as against complete independence. He actually
wrote something which, though true, ought not to be said by
a revolutionary Indian nationlist. Pointing out the fact that the
fighters for Indian freedom had learned ~heir pol~tical ~esson
from Britain, Hardayal made the declarat10n that, 1f India was
the mother, Britain was the grandmother. That naturally
scandalised all Indian nationalists. It was alleged that he had
written the book with the object of getting the permission to
return to Britain and subsequently to India. But evidently he
did not get the permission. He stayed on in Sweden and during
the last years of his life taught Indian philosophy in the old
University of Upsala. That was a reco~nition of his learning
and intellectual calibre.
The chairman of the Berlin Committee, Mohammad Hasan
Mansoor, had gone to Turkey in the earlier years of the War.
He returned from there to Berlin disillusioned and disgruntled
and declared himself to be a Communist. The professed conversion to communism isolated him from the old colleagues.
He did not join them when they came to Moscow, but later
on came there alone and lived quietly for a couple of years.
1 have already referred to my experience with him. When in
1919 I reached Berlin. Bhupendranath Outta ~as the only
original member of the war-time Indian Revolutionary Committee living there. All the others had dispersed. Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya himself had gone to Stockholm to plead the
case of India's independence in the International Socialist
Conference there.
Feeling that the Indian revoJJtionaries from Berlin were
not very kindl} disposed towards me, I left them alone so as
to obviate the impression that I was trying to influence them
or to stand in the way of whatever plan they might have had.
But I could not help being puzzled and pained when most of
the~ would not even speak to me. It seemed they had the
entirel_y grou~dless misgiving that I might stand in their way
t? seemg various Russian leaders and plead their case. Cur~ously enough, they were very eager to see Chicherin in th~
farst place. He was still Commissar of Foreign Affairs, but
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wielded no great political influence. Moreover, he had just
received the British note about the activities of Indian revolutionaries in Central Asia and naturally did not think that
it would be very wise to receive well-known Indian revolutionaries in Moscow. Nevertheless, as a polite man, not willing
to offend anybody's feelings, he did have a short meeting with
a few of the Indian revolutionaries. It seems the latter were
disappointed with the meeting. Then they demanded an interview with Lenin himself. They made a great secret of the move,
most probably believing that I might stand in their way. But
I got the news from Lenin himself. He telephoned to me and
asked me to come and see him. He enquired about the Indian
revolutionaries who had come to Moscow, and if it was necessary
for him to see them. If they had come to discuss any plan of
revolutionary work in India, they should address themselves
to the Communist International. Lenin was surprised to hear
that the Indian revolutionaries were not at all well disposed
towards me. Nevertheless, I suggested that he should see them
and hear what they had to say. Lenin remarked that I was in
a minority of one against fourteen. I replied that he knew that
I did not claim to represent anybody but myself So, as far
as I was concerned, there was no conflict between the Indian
revolutionaries and myself. Lenin enquired if I had discussed
matters with them, and was surprised to hear th.it they would
not even speak to me. Evidently in exasperation ·he sat back
in his chair and said : "Well, select three of them to come and
see me." I told him that l could not do that, he would have
to contact them directly.
In the next days there was a great flutter m the Indian
delegation. Lenin had agreed to grant an interview. The Indian
revolutionaries had been informed that Lenin would receive
three of their representatives chosen by themselves. There were
differences as regard~ the choice. Everybody considered himself
to be more entitled to the honour and privilege than the others.
I could get all this information through Nalini pupta, the only
one who did not share the general hostile attitude towards me.
He was also the only one among the Indian revolutionaries in
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Europe who maintained some connection wit~ the revolutionary
organisations in India by frequently travelling back and forth
secretly. He had met some of my friends in India and learned
from them about the mission with which I ha~ gone abroad in
the beginning of the War. During his last visit to India shortly
before he came to Moscow, he was instructed to contact me.
So from the very beginning my relation with him was of mutual
trust and confidence. He gave me the information that, although
among the Indian revolutionaries there was a dispute about the
selection of the three to see Lenin, there was a general agreement
about the case which was to be presented on that occasion. A
long thesis was being prepared under the guidance of
Chattopadhyaya and Agnes Smedley to contradict my thesis
adopted by the Second World Congress of the Communist
International the year before. Luhani, a North-Bengal Muslim,
who had come to Britain to study law, was a clever man and
an accomplished speaker. But not being one of the senior
members of the Berlin group, he was not chosen as one of the
representatives to see Lenin. The thesis to be presented by the
representatives, however, was drafted by him. The others could
not prepare a well argued document.
Agnes Smedley, backed by Chattopadhyaya, wanted to be
one of the representatives to see Lenin. Her claim was opposed
by all the rest of the Indians. Finally. Chatto and Dutta, as the
senior-most members, were chosen by general consent. I have
forgotten who was the third one; most probably it was Knankhoje,
who was chosen to obviate the allegation that the delegation
was purely Bengali.
Having given them a polite and patient hearing, Lenin advised
the rt'presentatives of the Indian revolutionaries to see the
Secretary of the Communist International, and remarked that
the Soviet ?ovemment could not actively take part in any plan
for_ promotmg revolution in other countries. The Indian revolutionary representatives returned from the coveted interview
tho~oughly disappointed and even angry. Dutta blurted out that
Indian revolutionaries could expect no help from the Bolsheviks
becauset11eywereeagertomakepeacew1'thB n.t.1s hi mpena
. 1·ism.
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However, they saw Radek, who was then General Secretary
of the Communist International. When they came to his office,
I was in another room in the same building. In their presence
Radek spoke to me Qn telephone. I begged to be excused with
the remark that he would presently learn why I could not come.
Lenin had passed on the thesis submitted by the Indian revolutionaries to Radek. He informed his visitors that in its activities
to help the na1ional movements in colonies, the Communist
International was bound by the thesis of the Second World
Congress. But, he added, if the new Indian comrades disagreed
with that thesis and wanted the Communist International to alter
its attitude and policy, they would have an opportunity in the
near future, when the Third World Congress would meet; the
Indian revolutionaries could stay on and attend the World
Congress, not of course as delegates with votes, but as visitors.
But if they submitted their thesis, the Secretariate of the Communist International would recommend its consideration by the
World Congress.
The Indian revolutionaries were impatient. They would not
waste time in Moscow. They were eager to return to active work
which had been interrupted after the \\'ar. They had come to
Moscow expecting to receive help so that they could go back
to West Europe and resume revolutionary acttvities. Radek
informed the Indian revolutionaries that the Second Congress
of the Communist International had set up its Central Asiatic
Bureau as the instrument to promote revolutionary activities in
the countries of the East. Pending any new decision all plans
of revolutionary activities in India should be prepared in consultation with the Central Asiatic Bureau of the Communist
International. Radek informed the Indian revolutionaries that
I was a member of that Bureau and had just come to Moscow.
He advised them to get in touch with me and discuss their plans.
The meeting with Radek was even more disappointing than
that with Lenin. In order to assuage the feelings of the Indian
comrades Radek promised to ask the Executive Committee of
the Communist International to set up a small commission to
hear the case of the Indian delegation and to investigate the
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whole situation. But that did not satisfy all, and soon thereafter,
most of the members of the delegation left Moscow, one by
one. Chattopadhyaya, Agnes Smedley, Bhupendranath Dutta,
Luhani, Nalini Gupta and a few others stayed behind.
The Commission to hear the Indian revolutionaries and to
examine the Indian situation was composed of August Thalheimer,
the leader of the German Communist Party, Tom Quelch of the
British Communist Party and Borodin. Chatto was the obvious
leader of the Indian delegation. But he was a poor speaker, and
Agnes Smedley was anxious to deputise for him. But a nonIndian would not be the right person to open the Indian case,
which was done by Luhani. He gave a very good performance.
After he had finished, Thalheimer enquired whether the new
Indian comrades had any objection to work in co-operation with
me. On enquiry, I frankly said that I would be only too glad
to have the co-operation of the newcomers. I further added that
I did not claim to represent India. If the new Indian comrades
would agree on a programme of work, and decide to stay in
Moscow to take over the respon&ibility of guiding activities,
I should place myself at their disposal. That brought Chano to
his feet. With great in4ignation he interje~ted : "We have nothing
against you, but we cannot have anything to do with you so
long as you are associated with a known spy who has been
responsible for the death of many revolutionaries in India." The
Commission was taken aback. Borodin suggested that Comrade
Chattopadhyaya should be a little more explicit about his allegation, if he wanted it to be taken seriously. In any case, who
was the British spy he had just mentioned? Chatto signalled
Luhani to answer the question. The accused was Abani Mukherjee,
~nd the allegation was that, on his way back to India from Japan
m 1916, he was arrested at Singapore and imprisoned. He did
not escape from prison, as he had pretended, but was released
by the British police because he had given out infonnation about
!he und~rground revolutionary movement in India. On his
tnformation, a number of people were arrested in India and
sentenced to death and long terms of imprisonment.
In reply, I informed the Commission under what circum-
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stances I came to know Abani Mukherjee and said that his
behaviour had also made me suspicious; but as long as there
was no evidence to bear out the serious allegation against him,
it would not be fair to penalise him, and the penalty would be
the maximum, if I withdraw my protection. I would not take
such a responsibility merely on vague suspicions.
In order to put an end to the unpleasant subject, which could
not be settled there and then, Thalheimer suggested that we
should revert to the discussion of any political differences the
new Indian comrades might have had with me. On behalf of
the delegation, Luhani replied that they disapproved of the
formation of the Indian Communist Party in Tashkent and
demanded its dissolution as the condition for any co-operation
with me. 1 again explained the situation which was forced on
me, and pleaded that the Communist Party of India was formed
on the initiative of a number of others who would certainly not
agree to the dissolution of the party, even if I recommended
it. But the Indian delegation was equally adamant also on this
question.
Chattopadyaya. on behalf of the delegation, gave an ultimatum to the Commission. If their demand:; were not accepted,
they would forthwith leave Moscow, fully convinced that Indian
revolutionaries could not count on any help there.

B.

THE EMIGRANT SECTION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

OF INDIA AND THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL*

The muhajir youths who, on Manabendranath Roy's inspiration, came to Moscow in different groups, entered the
'Communist University of the Toiling East' immediately on
its foundation. The University was founded on April 21,
1921. Many of them joined the Communist Party of India
after their arrival in Moscow. The emigrant section of the
Communist Party of India was granted recognition by the
Communist International in 1921. There are instances of
Communist Parties, formed with a very f~w members,
*Excerpts from Muzaffar Ahmad's Memoirs: "Myself and the Com·
munist Party of India, Pages 57. 70
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becoming affiliated to the Communist International. The Communist Party of China held its first Congress with only twelve
delegates, representing about fifty members. The delegate of
the Communist International also was present at the Con-gress
of the Chinese Communist Party, affiliated lo it.
In the Communist Party in India, there were-perhaps
there are still now-members who would not believe that
the Party was founded abroad. How could they, therefore,
reconcile them~elves to the fact of its becoming affiliated
to the Communist International. These members of the
Communist Party of India were still under the spell of
nationalism. It is true that Sripad Amrit Dange, one of the
first batch of members . to join the Party in the 1920' s,
accepted that the Party was founded abroad; but he too
refused to acknowledge that the Party had been affiliated
to the Communist International. He sent this opinion of his·
in writing to me after the publication of my book The
Communist Party of India and It; Formation Abroad.
I am presenting here some facts and proofs regarding
the affiliation of the emigrant section of the Communist
Party of India to the Communist International in 1921.
I
Some Indian nationalist revolutionanes, led by Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya, came from Western Europe to Moscow at
the invitation of the Communist International. They were :
(i) Virendranath Chattopadhyaya
(ii) Bhupendranath Datta (not a Ph.D. yet)
(iii) Birendranath Dasgupta
(iv) Syed Abdul Wahid
(v) Prof. Pandurang Sadashiva Khankhoje
Cv1) Herambalal Gupta
(vii) Ghulam Ambiya Khan Luhani
(viii) Agnes Smedley
(xi) Nalini Gupta

D .

urmg World War I all except the last-named three had
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come to an understanding with imperialist Germany. It had
been agreed that imperialist Germany would supply the
Indian revolutionaries liberally with arms and money with
the help of which the Indian revolutionaries would organize
widespread uprisings in India. Imperialist Germany helped
the Indian revolµtionaries with money, but I do not know
whether this help was liberal or not. However, it is a fact
that Germany could not supply arms. The Indian revolutionaries were grateful to Germany for helping them with
money. We learn from the autobiography of Raja Mahendra
Pratap that the Indian revolutionaries received help from
the German Government even after the fall of the Kaiser
Government.
Anyway, the Indian revolutionaries, led by Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya, went to Moscow to negotiate with the
Communist International. As a nationalist revolutionary,
Chattopadhyay was not in favour of a Communist Party being
formed in India at that time. What is strange is that
Chattopadhyaya himself was then a member of the Anarchist
Party. Before a Commission, appointed by the Communist
International, Chattopadhyaya proposed chat a Revolutionary
Board be set up to carry on work in India through its agency
and that the Communist Party-if it is to be formed at all-be
formed only after the British had been driven out.
Chattopadhyaya was a well-educated, erudite person, but, it
seems, he was a bad speaker. He, therefore, submitted what
he had to say before the Commission through Ghulam Ambiya
Khan Luhani, a finished speaker and a good writer.
. It is with a view to making things clear for everybody that
I have tried so Jong to give some preliminary facts. Now let
me state my main point in the words of Dr Bhupendranath
Datta :
"I want to state here that one morning some days ago it
appeared suddenly in a Moscow newspaper that an Indian
Communist Party had been formed and become affiliated to
the Communist International. Who were the members of this
Communist Party 1 Roy with his wife, Mukhopadhyaya with
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his wife, and the muhajir youths. Talki~g .of this Party a~ a
meeting even before the Second Com!111ss1~n had. begun. its
sittings, Luhani said, 'It is a bogus ~a~ty . Agam, whtle r~a~mg
their thesis during the second s1ttmg of the Comm1ss1on,
Luhani observed, 'Let the name of this party be struck off the
rolls of the Third International' and that help to the Indian
revolutionary movement be given through their projected
Revolutionary Board."* (italics mine)
This extract proves that the emigrant section of the Communist Party of India became affiliated to the Communist
International at that time. What should be noted here is that
it was Ghulam Ambiya Khan Luhani who presented before
a Commission, appointed by the Communist International. the
demands of the nationalist revolutionaries who had come from
Berlin.
There is no reference at all to dates in Dr Bhupendranath
Datta' s writings. However. it can be seen that Dr Datta and
his friends came to Moscow eady in 1921. I thank Prof.
Khankhoje, for he has at least written that they were in
Moscow for three month". Taking everything into account,
we find that they left the Soviet Union even before the
commencement of the Third Congress of the Communist
International. The Third Congress started on June 22, 1921,
and concluded on July 12, 1921 .
Dr Datta further says that on the question of forming the
Communist Party of India, he, Syed Abdul Wahid and
Birendranath Dasgupta were not unanimous with Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya, the leader of ~heir group. Dr Datta held that
the. right also to form a Communist Party was exclusively
theirs. and they had already written to India in this matter.
Who were these upstart muhajir youths to form the Communist
~a~ty of I~dia abroad? But, even after a lot of investigations
ms1de India, we have not been able to find out who were the
persons. to whom Dr Datta here wrote letters with the purpose
of for~mg a Communist Party. About this, neither did he say
anythmg to us ~~r did he write anything in his book. Dr Datta
returned l" India m 1925 and died in 1961: he had time enough.
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Agnes Smedley was an American woman and a friend of
India. She also held anarchist views. She married Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya. It is not necessary to give any account of
Nalini Gupta here. I shall discuss him in detail later.

II
The emigrant section of the Indian Communist Party extended
its activites to Germany, where the first organ of the Party was
brought out on May 15, 1922. Its name was the Vanguard of
the Indian Independence. Needless to say, this first fortnightly
organ of our Party was published in English language. The paper
was edited mainly by Manabendranath Roy and his first wife,
Evelan Trent Roy sometimes contributed articles to Indian
journals under the pen-name of Shanti Devi. Packets of the
Vanguard of the Indian Independence were received at different
addresses supplied by us, and we distributed them among
different persons. We would also put copies of the paper into
the letter-boxes at certain addresses in Calcutta. Further, only
individual copies were sent to certain addresses. This was a
comparatively safe method to ensure delivery. The paper did
not bear the declaration the it was the organ of the Communist
Party of India, a branch of the Communist International. When
we realized that the police had become very much aware of
the existence of the Vanguard of the Indian Independence and
had also started seizing packets bearing certain addresses, I
wrote to Manabendranath Roy, ''Now it is time to change the
name of the paper. It may make things a bit easier.'' I do not
know whether anyone else from any other province made the
same suggestion, but Roy wrote in reply that he would change
the name of the paper. Thereafter, the paper was named the
Advance Guard. The Advance Guard also did not carry any
declaration that it was the organ of the Communist Party of
India, a branch of the Communist International. But we foµnd
some time later that, like its predec~ssor, the Advance Guard
also had roused the suspicion of the police. It was then decided
to revive the former name of the paper, but it was discovered
that Dr Datta and others, i.e. the nationalist revolutionaries
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who had returned to Germany from Moscow had in the meantime taken possession of a half of the former name and had
themselves brought out one named Indian Independence with
Prof. Binoy Kumar Sarkar as editor.
The Vanguard of the Indian lndepenence and the Advance
Guard between them covered a period of one year. The first
issue of the second year appeared on May 15, 1923, as simply
the Vanguard. There was no hide-and-seek affair this time.
In clear language it was stated that the Vanguard was the organ
of the Communist Party of India, a section of the Communist
International. Lest anyone should entertain any doubt about
this, I am reproducing here the block made from the photostat
of the first issue of the second year (May 15, 1923) of the
Vanguard. The message, sent by the Presidium of the Communist International to the Vanguard on its first anniversary.
was also printed on the first page of the issue. Can there be
any evidence more incontrovertible even than this?
I had not seen this issue or the subsequent issues of the
Vanguard previously, for I was arrested and imprisoned on
May 17, 1923. But Sripad Amrit Dange and Sachchidananda
Vishnu Ghate were then free, and they saw and read this issue
of the Vanguard of May 15, 1923, and the subsequent issues.
Dange was not arrested before March, 1924. After Dange's
arrest, i.e. from 1924, Ghate became active in the Party. Yet
both supplied wrong information on the basis of which the
Right Communists of India observed the fortieth anniversary
of the Party in 1966. They have taken 1925-the year of the
Kanpur Communist Conference-as the year of the foundation
of the Party.
Although the Vanguard and other papers had from the
beginning been printed in Germany, the names of different
cities of India also appeared in the paper. The names of
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras appear in the block printed here.
There is no doubt that the name of Lahore was usually printed
in the paper. As far as I can remember, the name of Kanpur
also appeared some time or other. We had contacts more or
less with all these cities.
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III
The historic Seventh Plenum of the Communist International
was held in Moscow from November 22 to December 12,
1926. The stenographic report in Russian of this Plenum was
published in two volumes in Russia. The report is entitled
in Russian Puti Mirovoi revoliutsii (Paths of World Revolution). Drawing upon the account given on p. 8 of vol. I
of World Revolution, Robert C. North and Xenia have written
in the book, edited by them, M. N. Roy's Mission to China:
Communist-Kuomintang Split of 1927 :
"During the first session of the Seventh Plenum, November
22, 1926, Roy as the representative of the Communist Party
of India had been elected to the Presidium of the Comintern
and to the Chinese Commission." (p. 43)
It is written in quite clear language that it was as the
representative of the Communist Party of India that Roy was
elected to the Presidium of the Communist International and
to the Chinese Commission. This Party was the Communist
Party of India founded abroad. No application for affiliation
of the Communist Party was sent from within India to the
office of the Communist International in 1926.

IV
On November 30, 1927, M. N. Roy wrote a long letter on
behalf of the Communist International to the Central Committees of both the Communist Party of India and the
Workers' and Peasants' Party. The letter became known in
India as 'Assembly Letter'. It was stated in the letter that
every Communist Party must become affiliated to the
Communist International. But from India no application for
affiliation to the Comintern was ever sent by the Communist
Party. In fact, '"Up till now Communist International has
acted upon the affiliation of the Emigrant Section of t.he
Communist Party of India."
It is now proved that the Communist Party ,of India was
established on October 17, 1920,. in the city of Tashkent,
capital of the present Republic of Uzbekistan.
3
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It is also proved beyond dispute that the emigrant section
of the Communist Party of India was affiliated to the Communist International.
In his Memoirs M. N. Roy writes : "To challenge my
representativeness was pointless. I did not claim to represent anybody but myself, and held my position in the
International as an individual (p. 301)". The facts I have
presented in the foregoing pages, the extracts I have reproduced from the book M. N. Roy's Mission to China and
Roy's letter-all taken together-go to prove that Roy's
pretension was entirely false. He had represented the Mexican
Communist Party in the Second Congress of the Communist
International. Thereafter, he had always represented the
emigrant section of the Communist Party of India. None
but representatives of the Communist Parties of different
countries could hold any office in the Communist International. M. N. Roy was elected to the Presidium of the
Communist International as representative of the Communist Party of India in the same way as Stalin, Bukharin and
Manuilsky were elected to the Presidium as representatives
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Even Lenin,
had he been alive then, would have had to get elected in
the same way.

Who are The Founder-members of the Party ?
I hope that I have been able to clarify a number of points for
future writers of the history of the Communist Party of India.
Now that these points are clarifi<'d, those of us who are called
the founder-members of the Communist Party of India can no
longer find, I be~ieve, much strength behind that claim of ours.
The real founder-members of the Communist Party of India
are those who joined the Party in Tashkent and Moscow in
1920-21 We can never forget the fact that the Communist
lnternati~nal granted affiliation to the emigrant section of the
Communist Party of India in 1921. Some of the members of
!he emigrant se~tio~ of the Party went through great suffermgs and hardships m order to return to Jndia and, even after
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undergoing imprisonment here, did not give up serving the
Party. It was with us that they worked. We could have, if we
wanted, regarded our Party as an affiliate of the Communist
International, but the idea did not occur to us at that time.
Towards the close of 1921, we also began to move to some
extent. We became quite active in 1922. Prison life also began
for us in 1923. Everybody knows that prison life was inevitable
for the revolutionary workers of India. But notwithstanding all
this, can we claim to be the founder-members of the Communist
Party of India? As for myself, I cannot find much conviction
to make this claim ;.we can, however, claim, that we only paved
the way to the building of the Party.

A few words about Muhammad Shafiq
1 have already said that Muhammad Shafiq was elected the
first Secretary of the emigrant section of the Communist Party
oflndia and was-by virtue of his position-the first Secretary
of the Communist Party of India, for no Communist Party had
been formed in India in 1920-21. Everyone will naturally ask
~ho this Muhammad Shafiq was. If I want to say anything
about him, however insignificant, I shali have to depend on
secret police reports and the reports of the proceedings at the
court of law. I never knew Shafiq personally. My account,
therefore, is based mainly on the material I have collected from
police reports and court documents.
Muhammad Shafiq was a resident of Akora in the tehsil
Nowshera of Peshawar. In 1919, he served as a clerk in the
irrigation office at Peshawar. In his judgment, delivered on
April 4, 1924, in the case against Shafiq, Mr George Connor,
Sessions Judge of Peshawar, observed that during the antiRowlatt Act mov'!ment Shafiq went to Kabul in May, 1919,
without giving any notice to his office. Again it was in May.
l Q19, that Afghanistan attacked British India ; and as a result
of this war (the Third Afghan War) Afghanistan won the status
of a fully independent state. Shafiq must have gone to Kabul
as a muhajir (self-exiled), but it should be remembered that
he did not belong to the muhajirs of 1920. The Hijrat (flight
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when he left
f rom persecution) movement was yet to start
· ·
d f
h
India. The Hijrat movement of 192~ ongm.at.e roi:n ~ e
Khilafat agitation and only the Mushms participated m It ;
but the movement against the Rowlatt .Act was a ~roa~-based
political one, cutting across the. barriers of n.~tlon~lny and·
religion. The tragic incidents, which took place m Jahanwal~a
Bagh in Amritsar on April 13. 19~~· arose from t~e ant!Rowlatt Act movement, which the Bnush Government m India
wanted to suppress ruthlessly.
Jn course of his judgment the Sessions Judge observed,
"His intention in going there (Kabul) was soon made apparent
for he at once got into touch with Bolshevik agents who were
then at Kabul." If the Judge's observation is correct, then
Shafiq, possibly, got into touch with the Bolsheviks before
reaching Kahul.
On December 10, 1923-after his arreH-Shafiq made a
statement before Khan Muhammad, Additional Magistrate
of Peshawar. To make a statement like this before a Magistrate is a sign of great weakness; but Shafiq made it. A
man making such a statement is never entirely truthful ; on
the contrary, he fabricates a lot of things. Therefore. to get
at the truth one has to read the statement between the lines.
Shafiq says that it was in Kabul he met Raja Mahendra Pratap.
Abdur Rab and Acharya : they had just returned from Russia.
To the muhajirs who were in Kabul at the time, either Abdur
Rab or both Rab and Acharya said that the Russian Government looked upon the Indian muhajirs with respect and also
helped them. As soon as Shafiq heard this, he started for
Russia via Mazar-i-Sharif. He was accompanied by Ahmad
Hassan, and Abdul Majid and Muhammad Sadiq of Kohat.
Ahmad Hassan was probably Muhammad Ali alias Khushi
Muhammad. Shafiq' s statement points to the existence of
factionalism among the Indian muhajirs in Kabul. Shafiq
belo~ged to Moulana Obeidu1Jah Sindhi's group. At the time
of his departure for Russia, he had seen Abdur Rab having
a quarrel with Moulana Obeidullah over extremely petty
personal interests. The subsequent activities of Abdur Rab
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showed him to be a cantankerous and factious short of person.
Shafiq and the others reached Tashkent safely. It seems that
they reached Ta!lihkent some time towards the end of 1919.
As it was not possible to stay idle there, they brought out
a paper named Zamindar in Urdu and Persian. In the Punjab
and the North-Western Frontier Province Zamindar means
'peasant'. Only one issue of the paper came out. When
making his statement before the Magistrate, Shafiq, probably, thought that the single issue of Zamindar had not
certainly reached India. He, therefore, said that it was on
the ideals of Islam that the paper nad been based. The issue
of Zamindar was not just another exhibit in the case ; it was
exhibit No. 2. The judgment contained many extracts from
the issue, but there was no evidence of anything Islamic in
them. Shafiq, perhaps, spoke of the Islamic basis of the paper
in order to minimize his offence. Some three months (three,
according to Shafiq's estimate, which, however, does not
tally with my calculation) after Shafiq's arrival in Tashkent,
Abdur Rab and Prativadi Acharya came there with a party
of thirty muhajirs. The mass Hijrat movement of 1920 had
already started in India.
Some days later Shafiq received the invitation to attend
the Second Congress of the Communist lnternat1onal, which
was to be held from July 19 to August 7, 1920. With the
purpose of minimizing his offence, Shafiq told the Judge that
they had gone to Moscow under orders from the Soviet
Government. Factionalism had already started in Tashkent
also. Shafiq states, '' Acharya went to Moscow for the Second
Congress on behalf of the revolutionary committee of Abdur
Rab, and I went on behalf of our group''. The expression
'our group', perhaps, means the group opposed fo Abdur Rab.
It was in Moscow that Shafiq first made the acquaintance
of Manabendranath Roy and Abani Mukherjee. Roy,
Mukherjee and Acharya attended the Congress as delegates;
Shafiq had an observer's ticket. It is difficult for me to say
whether Shafiq was really an observer or told the story of
the observer's ticket in order to minimize his offence.
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However, Roy alone had the right both to ~a£ticipate in the
deliberations and to vote. The other Indians could only
participate in the deliberations.
One thing, however. strikes me as very strange. Why
did Manabendranath make no reference to Prativadi Acharya
and Shafiq in his Memoirs? How could Roy forget that both
Prativadi Acharya and Muhammad Shafiq had attended the
Second Congress of the Communist International? I cannot
believe that any revolutionary could ever forget an incident
.like this in his career. Roy writes that it must have been
a very strange thing that he should represent Mexico and
Abani Mukherjee should represent India (although without
the voting right) in the Second Congress of the Comintern.
The names of Prativadi Acharya and ·Shafiq should have
been specially mentioned; but Roy did not mention them.
When the question arose of sending back home the young
Indian muhajir students of the Communist University of the
Toiling East, attempts were mac!e to procure by various
means passport for them. Those who failed to procure passports for themselves reached India across the nearly impassable and insurmountable Pamir and the Hindu Kush. From
the documents of the Moscow Conspiracy Case in Peshawar
it appears that Shafiq Muhammad was very lucky in the
matter of passport. What we had so long referred to as the
Peshawar Conspiracy Case ( 1922-23) is now found to have
been described as the Moscow Conspiracy Case in the relevant records. With the help of a false British passport
procured for him, Shafiq returned to India by sea from a
certain port in Holland. Fida Ali Zahid, an approver in the
Moscow Conspiracy Case, said that he had heard from the
Russ.•an instructor in the Military Academy that from Europe
Shaftq went to Lahore but then for fear of being arrested
he fled t~ Kabul in panic. Abduila Qadir Sehrai (Khan) said
that Shaf1q had visited India secretly several times. He said
further that with the help of a false British passport Shafiq
had returned to India by sea from a port in Holland in
November • 192 J• but he h·ad gone to K abul, feanng
.
arrest.
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It seems that the latter is the correct information. In a letter
sent from Kabul to M. N. Roy on August 29, 1922, there
is a reference to one 'S'. This 'S' probably is Shafiq. The
author of this letter said that 'S' was trying to deliver him
up in the hands of A.G. (the Afghan Government). Was
Muhammad Ali the author of the letter? If all this be true,
then it must be admitted that Shafiq had degenerated.
What followed was that towards the end of 1922, when
the Afgh'an Government asked the Indian revolutionaries
to leave Afghanistan, Shafiq also had to leave with them.
Many of the Indian revolutionaries went to Moscow, but
Shafiq no longer had the face to go there. He went to
Seestan, where: he gave himself up to the British Consul,
praying to be sent to India. l cannot understand why Shafiq
went to Seestan to surrender. Seestan today is not a big
province: a third of it is in Iran, the rest in Afghanistan.
Shafiq, however. was arrested as soon as he reached the
Indian border, and proceedings (the Second Communist
Conspiracy Case) were started against him under sec. 121A of the Indian Penal Code. George Connor, Sessions Judge
of Peshawar, sentenced Shafiq to d.ree years' rigorous
imprisonment on April 4, 1924.
I shall have to write about Muhammad Shafo1 once again
in connection with Shaukat Usmani.

c. EARl.V

CONTACTS OF THE INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIES

wrru THE LEADERS oF BOLSHEVIK REvoLunON IN

Russ1A *

1919
I~t>IAN RF.vouJTJONARtf.s tN Russ1A: The following report was

sent out from the Wireless Station of Bolshevik Government
in the beginning of December:
*Excerpts from: "Communism in India: Unpublished Documents 19191n24 ·, Edited by : SuaoL>H Rov. Pages : 1-64 [The details given here are actual

records of' lhe Files of the Intelligence Bureau. Home (Polil1cal) Dcpanment,
Government of India, compiled by Subodh Roy, from the Files maintained in the
National Archives, New Delhi. I
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"On November 2.sth Indian Delegation handed a me~ordloff President of the Central Executive
ran d um to Sve
•
f d"
Committee of the Soviets, in the n~';'1e of the peoples o In 1a.
morandum gives an expos1t1on of the long martyrdom
Th .
me under the yoke of England, wh"1c h , a It h ough 1l
· has
of is
India
given itself the title of a democratic c~untry, keeps a popula~on
f 325 000,000 of the inhabitants m slavery. The Russian
~evol~tion produced an enormous psychological impression
on the Indian people. In spite of England's efforts the principle of self-determination for the nations has penetrated into
India, whose events have taken such a turn that the English
Government was compelled on August 20th, 1917, to formulate in Parliament two principles of their Indian policy.
Indian delegates wanted to explain the situation to the English
public, but they could not obtain a permit to go to England.
In the U.S.A. and in France, Indian delegates were imprisoned. They were driven out from Japan, Switzerland and
Denmark under the pressure of the English diplomats.
"The memorandum further says that the liberty of the
wcrld will be in danger as long as the imperialists' and
capitalists' power of England exists, which power is founded
upon the slavery of a fifth part of the population of the globe.
The memorandum ends with an expression of confidence that
..be days of England are numbered, that the Indians wilJ rise
and drive out the foreign domination, and that free Russia
will stretch out a fraternal hand to them."
BoLSHEVISM. The following note on-by a military officer who
has made a special study of Russia and the Russian situation
will, I hope, interest the readers of this report. In this connection I may mention that the Daily Mail correspondent at
Heisingfers telegraphed as follows to the Daily Mail, London
on 18th January last :
. "The Indian Centralisation Committee, which is now workmg at Petro grad under the Bolsheviks, i ~composed of the same
members as the Berlin Indian Committee. It is stated by the
J:»etrograd Journal Krassanja Gazeta in the special number
devoted toll n"t"ish Ind"1a and to formation
· oflndian centralisation
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Committee at Petrograd, that a large number of lndi·an Bolshevik propagandist have already been sent to India and that
the power of Universal Bolshevism wilJ soon be made known
to the British Empire."
NARENDRA BHA1TACHARJYA : who under the name of C.A.
Martin and M.N. Roy played a leading part in the German
plots against India has been living in Mexico for some time
and appears to be carrying on anti-British propaganda in
Spanish. A Jetter recently intercepted in the American Censorship contained a pamphlet entitled La Voz de la India (The
voice of India) which bore the name of M. N. Roy as publisher.
The pamphlet contained the usual calumnies of British rule in
India and criticised a pro-ally pamphlet caJled El Despartar de
la India (The Awakening of India), also published in Mexico.
From another source it is reported that Bhattacharjya, H.
L. Gupta and the other Indians in Mexico have form~d a
League of Friends of India with the object of obtaining
support for the Indian revolutionary movement among the
South American republics. They have also addressed a letter
to the diplomatic representatives in Mexico of several countries asking them through their governments to present to
the Peace Conference the petition of the League for the
release of India from British domination.
AND INDIA
A Bolshevik agent named Carl Sandberg who had come to
the United States from Christinia, was recently arrested by
the American authorities. A considerable quantity of Bolshevist propagandist literature was found in his possession, some
of it relating to India. Among it was a copy of a book issued
by the Bolshevik government entitled "India/or the Indians",
which consisted of a collection of extracts from Russian
official documents relating to India. The following passages
are taken from the introduction:
"In closing there will be pointed out the role which the
Russian Revolution can on its part play for the Indian Revolution on the ground of mutual struggle with world
801.SHF.VISM
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imperialism, which has assumed in England with regard to
India such unusual forms of rapacious exploitation.
"For us Russians, who are ourselves threatened with the
fatal danger of becoming a colony of Western Europe or may
be of American or Japanese imperialism, it is very improtant
to obtain in the face of the oppressed, and in many ways simi tar
to us in India, a natural ally in India, a natural ally in the cause
of the struggle with a mutual enemy.
"Then let this collection serve our Eastern friends for the
present as a first modicum of all our sympathy to the much
suffering Indian people. as a certain pledge that our revolutionary paths in the near future will joyfully meet not only
on the ground of a struggle for mutual liberation from a foreign
sovereignty but also on the broader basis of class struggle and
social construction."
The book of course is in Russian and the translation of
these passages was done in America. I take no responsibility
for the grammar.
Several British and French subjects who have recently returned from Moscow state that chere is an Indian Lawyer these
(sic) named "Servadi" who is on intimate terms with Lenin and
is running the India Department of the Bolshevik Ministry of
propaganda. This obviously refers to Has~an Shahid Suhrawardy,
a membt..r of well-known Calcutta family, who obtained permission from the British Government to go to Russia from
England in 1916. It is said that he has several Indian assistants
working under him at Moscow but their names has not yet been
ascertained.
BERLIN COMMl1 TEE

This is at present inactive and the German Government does
not ~ay much attention to it. The German Foreign office
contmues to pay for the establishment of the Committee and
will pay 400 marks a month to every Indian Nationali~t residing in Germany until peace is signed or free communication
with India llpened again.
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RusslAN .CoMMITIEE IN Moscow

This, on the contrary, is showing much activity and is working
to organise a new Russo-Indian Mission to Afghanistan.
It is reported-though it could not appear to be likely-Dr.
Hafiz and Umrao Singh Majithia are in Moscow; in any event
much mystery is made in Berlin as to the present whereabouts, which applies also to Sen (unidentified).
Das Gupta has recently received a letter from Dutt
(Bhupendra Nath Dutt) informing him that the chief of the
Moscow Committee has arrived in Switzerland.
All the members of this Committee are reported to have
become Bolsheviks, and they all, on the suggestion of the
Soviet Government, desire to turn their National Committee
to Communism. Das Gupta is himself affected in this way.
He states that the name of the Moscow chief has not been
mentioned to him, but he has grounds for the belief that he
is Umrao Singh Majithia.
INDIAN AGITATORS ABROAD
BARKATUl.l.AH: According to a wireless telegram from Moscow
Barkatullah had an interview with Lemn on 8th May.
HARDA YAL : It is considered by some well-informed Indians
in London that Hardayal's sudden detestation of Uermany and
"fancy" for England is blind. They say that any one who knows
his record before he became a politician knows that he was
in effect a Bolshevik in the days when Bolshevism was not
known. His pamphlet on the Aryan Conquestofthe Dravidians,
written about 12 years ago, is instanced as a proof of this.
He may, it is said, easily enough dislike the late German
Government and the Kaiser and his entourage on account of
the way he himself was treated by the German Foreign office,
but he has no reason to hate the German people. Nor does
it follow that he should have come to like England, any
more than Germany does, though the Soviet has overthrown Imperialism.
There are many who think that German penetration into
India has in no sense been abandoned and "Hardayal is not
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a fool". He is on the contrary remarkably clever. Being a
Delhi man he is able to exercise power and influence equally
between Hindu and Muhammadan students; and as an Indian
Nationalist he does not owe aJlegience to anyone-he would
use Russia, or Germany, or England to gain his object. He
is believed to be in close touch with Russian Bolshevism in
Stockholm; he knows the channels of communication from
England and may be expected to arrange to correspond with
Russians from India if he should be allowed to return there.
BOLSHEVIK PROPAGANDA

In paragraph 4 of my Weekly Report dated 31st March, 1919
it was stated that an Indian (Hassan Shahid Suhrawardy) was
running the India Department of the Bolshevik Ministry of
Propaganda. This is a Department of the Bolshevik Foreign
office and is said to include men and women of every race.
Further reports have been received to the effect that
Turkistan has been chosen as the main base for oriental
propaganda. A special mission is s~~•d to have been sent to
Tashkent for this purpose. A former Russian Consular Officer
in Persia, one Bravin has been put in charge of this mission,
and has been given full powers. large sums of money, and
much literature and pamphlets.
A report dated l 9th April, 1919, stated that Bravin accompanied by another Bolshevik emissary named Batavin
has gone from Tashkent to Bokhara intending to proceed
into Afghanistan. A quantity of propaganda specially directed against the British rule in India, was reported in
March this year to have been sent into the Pamirs with a
view to its being smuggled eventually into India through
Chinese territory.
INDIAN KEVOLUTIONARIES ABROAD

~ROCLAMATION OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF INDIA : A
hthographed circular letter has recently been found on the
Frontier which purports to emanate from Provisional Government of India. It bears the signature of Obeidulla Wazir
and Zafar H&~Hain, Secretary to the Provisional Gov~mment
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of India. Obeidulla is a Sikh convert to Islam and was the
signatory of the "Silk letters." He is the "officiating Salar of
Kabul" in the •'Army of God."
Zaffar Hussian was one of the Lahore students who fled to
the Frontier in February 1915. He is a "Lieutenant Colonel'' in
the "Army of God." A translation of the letter is printed below:
"You have read the news of the Provisional Government
of India in the Rowlatt Sedition Committee Report. This
Government has been instituted in order to establish a better
government in place of the present treacherous, usurping and
tyrant Government. Your Provisional Government has been
continuously struggling for the last four years. As soon as
you determined to refuse to accept the oppressive law, the
Provisional Government, too, succeeded in obtaining help
then and there.
The Provisional Government has entered into a compact
with the invading forces. Hence you should not destroy your
real interest by fighting against them, but kill the English
in every possible way. don't help them with men and money,
and continue to destroy rails and telegraph wires.
Earn peace at the hands of the attacking armies and obtain
sanads of honour by supplying them with provisions.
The attacking army grants peace to every lndfan irrespective of caste and creed. The life and honour of every Indian
is safe. He who will stand against them will alone be killed
or disgraced.
May God guide our brethren to tread on the right path.''
Sdl- 0BEIDULLA.
Wazir of the Provisional Government of India.
ZAFAR HUSSAIN

Secretary, Provisional Government of India.
Delhi.
RusstAN COMMITTEE : The India Committee in Moscow is busy

in Russian Turkestan and Bokhara. It is said that there are
about 60,000 Indians residing in Turkestan. A successful
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Bolshevik propaganda is carried on there through the Indian
Committee. Several Indians in Turkestan have already joined
the Committee in addition to six Indians from Afghanistan
and India who have arrived.
PROPAGANDA IN THE EAST
A report dated 15th April, 1919 stated that there were many
indications that the Bolshevik authorities have a special
organisation for the encourgement of revolutionary movements in the orient and that they are engaged in turning out
propagandist literature in Indian and other Eastern languages.
It added that there was little doubt that many of the Indian
revolutionaries and anarchists who formerly composed the
Indian Committee under the German Foreign office have now
taken service in Moscow.
A BOLSHEVIST MUHAMMADAN AGENT : It is reported from
Helsengfors on 5th April, 1919 that Muhammad Bak Hajilachet
corresponds with Bombay and is engaged in Bolshevik
propaganda among the Mussalman population of India.
THE TRAINING OF AGITATORS : A report received in London on
25th April, 1919 states that very many agitators have been
prepared for service in the East. A large number of these are
to try to reach Tashkent and Persia. It is reported that a branch
of the "League of the Eastern Freedom" is already working
in Tashkent. Natives are being trained as agitators. The
"League of Eastern Freedom" has as its object the spread
of Bolshevism among the people of Asia. With this end in
view, special "Action Courses" have been arranged in Moscow in Mussulman Workman'!"! Hall (Asadoulev's house,
Bolshoi Tartarski Street), Lectures are delivered on :
( J) Economics of the East, by Suetloff.
(2) ................................................... .

(3) India, by C. D. Mstislavsky.
(4) Imperialism in the East, by V. Kriajin.

(5) ····································· ···············
(6) Socialism in the East, by Troanovsky.
(7) Revolution and the Mussalmans, by Cysoupoff.
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......................................................
......................................................
·····················································

In addition to the above, periodical lectures on other
subjects are delivered. The temporary bureau of the "League
of the Eastern Freedom" is in Sivtsefvrajka Street, House 14.
1920
DEl-'ENSIVE

MEASURES

PROPOSED

AGAINST

BOLSHEVISM.

APPOINTMENT OF A SPECIAL 0fFICER IN EACH PROVINCE TO DEAL
WITH BOLSHEVIK PROPAGANDA

Telegram P. No. M.D.0-2616, dated 28th Nov. 1919.
From : Genera) Malleson, Meshed.
To : The Chief of General Staff, Delhi.
Priority : The following is a report from a British news
writer, regardi!'lg the Bolshevik Mission.
1. It is difficult to give the exact composition of Suric's
party as all intercourse with it is jealously guarded but the
following is approximately correct : Suric : Russian Jew
(other informants say he is an educated Kalmuck Muhammadan). A Russian Colonel formerly in Kurshk as Captain:
speaks Persian and acts as interpreter. Russian doctor, Russian Secretary, Russian lawyer, Young German, Three Austrians, Fourteen Cossack, Maulavi Abdur Rab (also known
as Abdur AuO, probably an Indian; said to have been in Kabul
two years ago and gone thence to Bokhara. An India Rajah
(Mahendra Pratap, Brahmin); said to be a convert~d Muhammadan; eats with Russians. Another Indian said to be a
Madras1 Hindu.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6. The news writer states that he is convinced that the
object of Suric is to induce the Amir to renew the war with
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India-and the arrival of Suric in Kabul will be followed
speedily by a fresh outbreak of war.
Telegram P., Nos. 116-8. Dated the 28th January, 1920.
From-His Excellency the Viceroy
(Foreign and Political Department), Delhi.
To-His Majesty's Secretary of State for India, London.
ANTI-BOLSHEVIK MEASURES IN INDIA : Please refer to my
telegram, Home Department, No. 1022, dated the 18th October, work has now been commenced by officers specially
appointed for counter-propaganda, coordination of intelligence, both internal and external. and organisational measures
to keep Bolshevist emissaries and propaganda out of India.
Conflicting announcements in Reuter's Telegram, however,
regarding policy about to be adopted by His Majesty's Government towards Bolshevists hamper them considerably. Similar embarrasment is felt by us when defining our attitude
towards Afghan relations with Bolshevists and a clear statement from you of British policy towards them would be of
great assistance to us.
NOTES IN THE FOREIGN AND POLITICAL DEPARTMENT
A meeting was held on the 27th January, 1920· to discu~s
certain matters in connection with the defensive measures
against Bolshevik propaganda outlined in the Home Department Letter No. 2483 dated t'1e 25th November, 1919.
PRESENT:
Foreign Department :
The Hon'ble Mr. Dabbs.
Lt. Col. O'ConnC'r.
Mr. Cater.
Home Department :
The Hon'ble Mr. McPherson.
Lt. Col. Kaye.
Mr. Corbett.
General Staff Branch :
Lt. Col. Muspratt.
Maj. Lumby.
1. & P. (S.) 3716/20
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India Office
White Hall.
London S. W.l.
30th March, 1920

Dear Sir,
I forward, for information, a copy of the paper noted in
the margin on the subject of Bolshevi~ propaganda.
Letter from the Director of
Yours faithfully,
lntellingence Office. dated
Sd/- Illegible.
27th March, 1920
Secretary,
Judicial & Public Department.
J. H. E.
The Director of Intelligence,
Scotland House,
London, S. W. I.
27th March, 1920.
Dear Mr. Hote,
Perhaps it may be moderately old news to you, but I
nevertheless let you know that we now have it from an
unimpeachable source that the Bolesheviks have stopped
Indian propaganda. This [is] reported from a source favourable
to them to be due to the raising of blockade. On the other
hand they intend, as we know. to keep it secret f'Jfeanwhile
i1; <»rda to present it to England later as a great concession.
Yours sincerely,
Sd/- H. M. Miller.
A~ a precaution, the part I have underlined Utalicised]
),hould be treated as confidential.
(lntld.) H. M.
INTERNAi.

A youthful apostle of Bolshevism
has recently come to notice in Bengal in t~e person of Durga
Das Chatterji, a 4th year student of the Bangabasi College
in Calcutta. This young man has been going about under
rhe wing of the well-known Liyaqat Hussein addressing
meetings. Several times he has alluded to Bolshevism
PRo-Bm.sHt::VIK INDIANS :

4
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· t"ng
out its advantages and asking
his
to
pom
1
.
d" audience
.
.
accept it if Government failed to tak~ 1m~e iate action m
the matter of high prices and prof1teermg. England, he
pointed out, in the present state o~ affairs, would nev~r ~e
able to save India. If the Bolsheviks attacked from withm
and without and the only course left for them was to accept
Bolshevism which he recommended them to do. Durga Das
is a well known protegee of the well known extremist
Jitendra Lal Banerjee who sends him to meeting as his
deputy when he cannot attend himself.
M. C. RAJAOO~Al AcHARI : A High Court Vakil of Madras.
holding extreme views is reported to be an ardent proBolshevist, his idea being to attain the revolution he
desires to see by fostering labour unrest. In this programme
he is said to be assisted by a certain Sukhini Narayan Iyer.
a young barrister, now in Guntur, who recently returned
from Ireland where he was associated with Sinn Feiners.
These individual are being watched by the Madras
Police. The former is touring the districts.
Jethmal Parsanam (notorious Sindh agitator) recently
made a speech on 'Socialism' at Karachi the whole trend
of which, in the opinion of the reporting officer. was
calculated to encourage industrial discontent, and dispose
the audience favourably towards Bolshevism. Bolshevism, he said, was nothing else than hunger, seventy-five
per cent of Indians were poor and must starve if the
bureaucracy retained the reins of Government.
The notorious Dr. Choitrarr Gidvani supported him.
S. P. Dave is now reported to have arrived in Bombay,
unnoticed two months ago. He is stated to be living at
Bhavnagar, Kathiawar.
. Chaman _Lal (see list of Pro-Bolshevik Indians) has come
mto prominence this week.
He is reported to have allied himself with Miller, the
ex-g~ard of the N. W. Railway l vide last week's report)
wh~ ·~ now the head of a rapidly increasing Labour Association composed pricipally of railwaymen. To this
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association he has been appointed Legal Adviser. Chaman
Lal has also allied himself in Lahore to a certain Swami
Wichara, Nand, described as lecturer of the Poona branch
of the Indian Home Rule League. This Swami has recently
established in Lahore a branch of the League with Gawardhan
Das, noticed last week for his pro-Bolshevik utterances, as
President. Swam"i Wichara Nand' s scheme, it is said, is to
obtain control over the labouring classes, form Unions, ally
them when formed with trade unions of foreign countries
and then to strike at imperialism. It is said that Chaman
Lal has invited Swami Wichara Nand to Rawalpindi where
it is proposed to start a branch of this League.
Bepin Chandra Pal has renewed his anti-capitalist campaign. On 6th March speaking at the Surma Valley Conference at Sylhet on the subject of the rise in the cost of
living he explained how India was being exploited by the
foreign capitalist. His speech throughout can only be desnibed as thinly veiled Bolshevism.
No man, Pal holds, has a right to that which he does not
produce with his own labour, be the product material or
intellectual. The only hope in his opinion is to form an open
alliance with British Labour, which looks upon capital as
its natural enemy.
KNOWN AND SUSPECTED BoLSHEVIK AGENTS : A Durani Pathan
was recently found at Amritsar Station talking Bolshevism
and praising the Bolsheviks, representing that if they came
to India all wealth would be divided and there would be
no more poor. He gave his name as Sardar Gholam Haider
Khan and said he was a horse dealer and going to Bareilly.
It appears that there is a man of this name resident at Kohat.
Enquiries are in progress.

MusuM-BOLSHEVIK CoMRINE : Information has reached the
Allahabad C.l.D. that at the recent Bombay Khilafat Conference, Maulavi Mohammad Fakir, an Allahabad delegate,
suggested to the subjects commiue·e that owing to the recent
comparison made in the British Press between Lenin and
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the prophet Muhammad, a resolution should be passed that
it was not in the interests of Muhammadans to oppose
Bolshevism in India or in any part of Asia. The resolution
was disallowed but the information adds that most of the
delegates present were in favour of using Bolshevism as a
weapon against the British Government.
Jn conversation with an officer of the Government recently, Mushier Hossein Kidwai showed that he had a very high
opinion of Bolshevik strength and spoke of their "Great
Citizen Army." Bolshevik Russia, in his opinion is much
more organic and therefore more powerful and dangerous
than Imperial Russia.
AN INDIAN COMMUNIST MANIFESTO: In the issue of the Weekly
Report of July 19th mention was made of a manifesto published in the Glasgow Socialist. A copy of this curious document has now been received. It is an appeal to the British
to join hands with the coming proletarian revolution in India
against both foreign imperialism and the sentimental nationalism which would create a bourgeois democracy of Indian
exploiters. Omitting verbiage the appeal runs thus :The time has come for the Indian Revolutionists to make
a statement of their principles in order to interest the European
and American proletariate in the struggle of the Indian masses,
which is rapidly becoming a fight for economic and social
emancipation and the abolition of class rule. The appeal is
made to the British proletariate because of their dfrect relation
to revolutionary movements in countries dominated by British
imperialism.
The nationalist movement in India has failed to appeal to
the masses, because it strives for a bourgeoise democracy and
cannot say how the masses will be benefited by the indepen~ent. national ~xistence. The emancipation of the working class
hes m the soc1aJ revolution and the foundation of a Communist
State. Therefore the growing spirit of rebellion in the masses
must be ~rgan~sed on the basis of the class struggle in close
cooperation with the world proletarian movement.
But, because British domination deprives Indians of the
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elementary rights indispensable for the organisation of such
a struggle, the revolutionary movement must emphasize in
its programme the political liberation of the country. This
does not make its final goal- a bourgeois democracy unless
the native privileged class could rule and exploit the native
workers in place of British Bureaucrats and Capitahst. All
that the world is allowed to know of the Indian revolutionary
movement is th~ agitation _for political autonomy. This had
naturally f~iled to enlist the sympathy of the working class
in any country, which must always be indifferent to purely
nationalist aspirations.
The idea of class conscious rebellion against capitalist
exploitation has been gaining ground in India, immensely
stimulated by the war. The quickened industrial life. the rise
in the cost of living, the employment of Indian troops overseas
and the echoes of the Russian revolution, have fanned the
discontent always existing in the masses. The nationalist
revolutionary movement, recruited from educated youth of the
middle class, tried to tum the discontent to an armed uprising
against foreign rule. Since the beginning of the present century, terroism, local insurrections, conspiracies and attempts
at revolt have become more and more frequent until at least
practically the whole country came under martial law. These
activities did not inspire the masses with lasting enthusiasm;
the leaders failed to prescribe remedies for the social and
economic evils from which the workers suffer. By dynamic
economic forces, which are destined to cause a proletarian
revolt in every country, have grown acute in India and hence
the spirit of rebellion has grown more and more mainfest
among the people who are not moved by the nationalist doctrines
presented by the revolutionaries. To-day there are two tendencies in the Indian movement, distinct in principles and
aims. The Nationalists advocated an autonomous India and
incite the masses to overthrow the foreign exploiter upon
vague democratic programme or no programme at all. The
real revolutionary movement stands for the economic emancipation of the workers and rests in the growing strength of
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confined to the bourgeois. but the masses are awakening to
the call of the Social Revolution.
The growth of class consciousness in the Indian proletariat was unknown to the outer world until last year, when
one of the most powerful and best organised strikes in history
was declared by the Indian revolutionaries. Though the Nationalists used it as a weapon against political oppression,
it was really the spontaneous rebellion of the proletariat
against unbearable economic exploitation. As the workers
of the cotton mills owned by the native capitalists were the
first to walk out it cannot be maintained that the strike was
nothing more than a nationalist demonstration.
It is known in England how this revolt of the famished
workers was crushed by British imperialism. But the British
working class were misled into believing that it was merely
a nationalist demonstration and therefore abstained from
taking definite action according to the principles of class
solidarity. A simultaneous general strike would have dealt
a vital blow to imperialtistic capitalism at home and abroad,
but the British proletariat failed to rise to the occasion.
The only step taken was very weak and of a petty bourgeois nature-the protest against the manner of crushing the
revolt signed by William Lansb11ry and Thomas. This was
not the voice of the revolutionary proletariat raised to defend
the class interest.
The bourgeois nationalist movement cannot be significant
to the wo.rld .proletarian struggle or to the British working
~lass, whtch is learning the worthlessness of mere political
md~pe~dence and sham representative government under
~ap1tahsm. But the Indian proletarian movement is of vital
mt~rest. The tremend~us strength which imperialistic capitalism
denves fron1 extensive colonial possession rich in natural
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resources and cheap human labour must no longer be ignored.
So long as India and other subject countries remain helpless
victim of capitalist exploitation and the British Capitalist is
sure of his absolute mastery over millions and millions of
human beasts of burden, he will be able to concede the
demands of British Trade Unionists and delay the proletarian
revolution which will overthrow him. In order to destroy it
completely, world capitalism must be attacked simultaneoulsy
on every front. the British proletariat cannot march towards
final victory unless he takes his comrades in the colonies
along with him to fight the common enemy.
The loss of the colonies might alarm orthodox trade union
psychology with the threat of unemployment, by a class
conscious revolutionary proletariat, aiming at the total destruction of capitalist ownership and the establishment of a
Communist State cannot but welcome such a collapse of the
present system since it would lead to the economic bankruptcy of capitalism-a condition necessary for its final
overthrow.
To all possible misgivings of British Comrades we declare
that our aim is to prevent the establishment of a bourgeois
nationalist government which would be another bulwark of
capitalism. We wish to organize the growing rebelliousness
of the Indian masses on the principles of class struggle, so
that when the revolution comes it will be a social revolution.
The idea of the proletarian revolution distinct from nationalism has come to India and is showing itself in unprecedented strikes. It is primitiv.e and not clearly class conscious
so that it sometimes is the victim of nationalist ideas. But
tho~e of the vanguards see the goal and the struggle and reject
the idea of uniting the whole country under natioanalism for
the sole purpose of expelling the foreigner, because they
1ealize that the native princes. landlords, factory owners,
moneylenders, who would control the Government, would
be not less oppressive than the foreigner. ·Land to the tiller'
will be our most powerful slogan, because India is an agricultural country and the majority of the population belongs
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to the landless peasantry. Our pr~gramme als~ calls for the
organization ot the Indian proltanat on the b_as~s of the class
t uggle for the foundation of a Commumst State, based
sr
·
h'Ip o f t he produring
the transition period on the dictators
letariat.
We call upon the workers of all countries especially Great
Britain to help us to realize our programme. The proletarian
struggle in India as well as in other dependencies of Great
Britain should be considered as vital factors in the International Proletarian Movement. Self-determination for India
merely encourages the idea of bourgeois nationalism. Denounce the masked imperialists who claim it and who disgrace
your name (of British workers). The fact that India is ruled
by the mightiest imperialism known to history makes any kind
of revolutionary organization among the working class almost
impossible. The first step towards the soci~tl revolution must
be to create a situation favourable for organizing the masses
for final struggle. Such a situation can be created only by the
overthrow or at least the weakening of the foreign imperialism
whic.h maintains itself by military power.
"Cease to fall victims to the imperialist cry that the
masses of the East are backward races and must go through
the hell fires of a capitalists exploitation from which you
are struggling to escape"-"we appeal to you to recognize
the Indian revolutionary movement as a vital part of the
world proletarian struggle against capitalism. Help us to
raise the banner of social revolution in India and to free
ours~lve~ from Capitalistic ImpP.rialism that we may help
you m fmal struggle for the realization of the universal
Communist State."

Sd/- Manabendra Nath Roy
Abani Mukherji
Sant! Devi
Thi~ appea.l •. with its orthodox Leninism and its misreading
of l~~1an pohtics woven into an incitement to rebellion, is
rem1m~cent of a letter addressed by Lenin to the British Labour
Party JUSt before the Scarborough Conference. That letter
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turned the Conference against Bolshevism and all its works
and led to a descisive repudiation of Third Internaional. This
appeal may well have a similar effect if it comes to notice
in India. Still the writers' belief in indegenous Bolshevism
in India is interesting, if not insignificant.
INDIAN REVOLUTIQNARIES ABROAD : Some scraps of information
are available regarding a few well-known persons, which
indicate how they are working together. Mohendra (sic) Nath
Ray was received in Europe by Birendra Nath Das Gupta,
who forwarded him to Germany on his way to Reval. Birendra
Nath Ghosh, recently released from the Andamans and now
in Calcutta, is corresponding with Das Gupta, but with what
object it is not known. Das Gupta himself wishes to return
to India, A. A. Mirza, so long identified with Islamic and
Pro-Bolshevik agitation in England, has at last made his way
to Rome. Italy has become a most important centre of revolutionary intrigue. Benoy Kumar Sarkar, an old associate
of Lajpat Rai in America where he still is, has applied for
a passport to France. Mrs. Naidu has been travelling in
Europe to the great interest of the revolHtionaries, of whom
Das Gupta writing to a friend in Italy strongly advised him
to get an invitation to Italy extended to her and to ~ee himself.
This same letter described the printing of propaganda in Italy
and their distribution through Germany and America.
Chattopadhyaya remains in Stockholm. He is reputed to
receive Bolshevik money, though he is often short of funds
and is thought to supplement his own earnings with the help
of Swedish friends. He receives anti-British literature from
America and republishes it in Sweden. He, too, has a plan
for a communist revolt in India and is confident of its success.
He hopes to send it to India by hand in September or October.
These details have been given because it is believed that
the Indian revolutionaries abroad are beginning to show a
new activity. They have found new Allies and, it would
appear, new plans. They are quite unpractical enough to
build on the hope of a Communist revolution and they are
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just as ready as they ever were to be exploited by unscrupulous associates.
.
.
When the last mail left England the Third International was
sitting in conference in Moscow.
The delegates of Asiatic countries, India, China and Korea
etc. attended the preparatory Session of the Congress of the
Third International and was warmly re~eived. Royde (? Roy)
who represented India declared that the flames of the social
revolution were spreading and that Oriental people would soon
follow the example of Russia. This Royde may be the ubiquitous N. N. Bhattacharjya. He was followed by other European speakers whose addresses were received with applause
and are to be printed for propaganda purposes. Lenin is said
to have announced (Figaro 22nd July) that Russia had no
intention of pursuing the campaign against the West after
Poland had been conquered, but that the world revolution
would then extend it~elf to India where Irish Soldiers were
distributing arms and munitions to the Hindus.
COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA : Some time ago it was reported
that certain individuals in Calcutta had subscribed to and
were receiving the Workers Dread1zou11ht from England. The
names of these individuals were given and enquiry was made
about them in Calcutta. One of them only, Muhammad Yusha
Knan, has been found to be receiving the paper; it could not
be ascertained whether others were receiving or not. Mohammad
Yusha Khan is a member of a big farm in Calcutta dealing
in salted hides. he is Wahabi and a cousin of Mohammad
Akram Khan, Khilafat agitator anri editor of the Mohammadi.
Yusha Khan helped Akram Khan with money to start this
paper and supports him generally in political matters. This
paper describes itself as pubJished by the C. P. (British
se~tion of the Third International) editor Sylvia Pankhurst.
Miss Pankhurst of course receive,;; money from the Soviet
Government and attended the recent conference of the Third
Internatioanl at Moscow.

~not~er Bolshevik production has recently been found in
India. It is ca.Hed Soviet Russia and is published by Maartene
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Bureau in New York. This particular copy was sent gratis to
the editor of an Indian paper. The Soviet subsidised Daily
Herald also appears to be received by every mail.
INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIF.S ABROAD
B. N DASGUPTA : The most interesting news of him is that
he presented a petition to the Secretary of State praying that
the terms of Royal amnesty may be applied to him. He was,
he says, a most loyal subject until the war broke out when
by his youthful eagerness for democratic political progress
and his then love for Turkey he was induced to help His
Majesty's former enemies. He makes the usual promises to
amend and devote his full time and energy to further the
industrial and commercial development of His Majesty's
Indian Empire.
This merely means that. as reported from another source,
he is home sick and anxious to return to India. He is said to
believe, probably rightly, that the development of Indian
industries is a fundamental step towards revolution. There is
Lcrtainly no evidence of the sincerity of his repentence in the
record of his recent activities .................... He has great faith
m the Bolsheviks and says an agreemem has been reached
between them and the Indian revolutionaries. The main centre
of work are, he says Moscow, Kabul and New York, San
Pransisco and small centre in England Among the Indians in
Mos~ow are Mukherjee, M. N. Roy and Halfsri (?) and Rash
Behari Bose is according to him in Afghanistan along with
Mahendra Pratap and Acharya.
It is perfectly true that M. N. Roy (N. N. Bhattacharyya)
is in Russia and that Mahendra Pratap and Acharya are in
Afghanistan. But nothing has been heard previously of Bose
going to Afghanistan. a fact which would most probably have
come to notice had it occured. About Mukherjee there are
execllent grounds for believing him to have stayed in Germany to watch the work there. M. N. Roy won a considerable
reputation for himself among the Indians in America by his
communism in Mexico, and since he has arrived in Europe
he has set himself to work on Bolshevik rather than on
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are said to be anxious to join the Bolsheviks.
DiwANCHAND VARMA : This man claims for himself a cons.id.,
erable past as a revolutionary and to have been orae of the ftrst
Indian "terrorists."
He is now a convinced Bolshevik and apparently in touch
with some of the leaders, but he is rather out of touch with
the Indian movement.
INDIAN COMMUNISTS

Reports about the following individuals have been received
and are summarized below :
DALIP SINGH GIL, described as the son of a peasant in
Patiala State and brother of a dacoit who was hanged, arrived
in Switzerland from America during the war. He was suspected by the German Government of being a British spy
and was enticed into Germany and arrested. He remained in
Jail, where he made acquintance of Liebknecht, until the
Revolution. He was set free with Leibknecht and was supported by him and his party, through whom he came to know
German and Russian Communists, Radek being one of his
imimate friends. From them he conceived the idea of trying
to introduce Communism into India and himself became a
Communist. His efforts to secure the support of other communists were failed by his ignorance of German, he therefore
associated Mansur (Dr. Mansur) with himself and thus made
his own progress easy.
Chattopadhyay is still in Stockholm and states that he too
has hopes of obtaining Bolshevik money, with which he
mtends to start a paper called the "Indian Communist" to
be distribtuted free all over the world. He has seen Kamenoff,
who gives him a sham contract for purchasing chemicals in
orde~ to blind the police. He corresponds with Germany and
Russia through Bolshevik couriers, is anxious to get B. N.
Dutta from Uerlin to help him and accuses Har Dayal of
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having been bought by the British Government ............. His
faith is entirely fixed on the Bolsheviks, who are said to be
preparing for an Indian Revolution in March next year, and
whose Bureau of Eastern Propaganda is working harder than
ever .............. Chatto also hopes to make Bolsheviks of all
Indians and intends to start with Rabindranath Tagore, whom
he expects in Stockholm in September and October and
whose recent utterance have been such as to encourage
Chattos's hopes.
Saklatvala has been in communication with Roy (N. N.
Bhattacharji) whilst the latter was in Moscow through a
delegate who attended the conference from Glasgow who has
now returned. Roy wants Saklatvala to establish an Indian
Communist group associated with the British Communist
Party. He states he has been seeking to influence in the
direction of improving conditions of Indian workmen, and
is in thorough agreement with Saklatvala in despising the
Indian Natiohal Congress, which he regards as "an illegal
assembly of a few aristocratic gentlemen" called together
in order to dominate the mass of the people.
Moscow Conference-Reliable information gives names
of delegate who represented various sections of British
India as :
( l) Mahendra Pratap
(4) Roy.
(5) Man tu.
(2) Suhrawardy.
(6) Barkatullah.
('.\) Martin.
(7) Unknown.
All these men are well-known; Martin and Roy are two
aliases of N. N. Bhattacharji. As far as their succeeding
movments are concerned Suhrawardy is at present under
examination at Constantinople where he went via Tiflis,
which place he communicated with his family in Bengal
asking for money and stating he was "quite well."
N. N. Bhattacharji is reported to be with Jamal Pasha's
mission to Afghanistan and there is some reason to believe
that he may attempt to enter India.
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B. N. Das Gupta is going to Stockholm as soon as his
brother arrives, but he expects to return in about a month.
Rabidra Nath Tagore, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu and B.N. Dutta
from Berlin are also off to Stockholm. There is to be a
meeting of the members of the Executive Committee of the
Indian National Society as soon as everyone is assembled.
Dutt has sent a wire in Cipher to Das Gupta to proceed to
Stockholm at once.
INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIES ABROAD
THE BERLIN HINDU GROUP: B. N. Dutt's correspondence is
still the main source of news of this dwindling body of the
irreconcileables. He recently wrote that the "Traitors" had
left Germany for London a few days previously; that some
of them were approvers like Dr. C. Chakravarty and among
them was one likely to keep his word and work furtively
in India. Dutt remarked that he was delighted to have got
rid of these useless persons and to be left with a clean sheet,
though there were still soine who woutd have to be removed.
Now was the time, he said, to procure fresh blood from India
to assist in the accomplishment of their heavy task. Accordingly he asked Das Gupta at least to induce Jatin Sette ('?)
and Fazlul Hak Hasrat Mohavi (an Aligarh graduate) to join
him as soon as possible; he added that he had addressed
a similar request to Chattopadhyaya.
It is believed that Hasrat Mohavi (or Mohani) is identical with the individual interned in India for complicity
in the silk letter case; in short the individual now so
prominent in the Khilafat agitation. Regarding Jatin Sette
(7) Das Gupta remarked in conversation that he was an
extreme revolutionary who had been interned but was now
free. He is an M. A. of Calcutta whose real name may be
Jatindranath Sen or Seth.
Sov1BT DESIGNS ON INDIA : That the Bolshevik Government
is thoroughly earnest in its hope to provoke revolution in
India, as the best means of wrecking the British empire, as
I think, been so proved as to leave not the slightest doubt
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in anybody who is open to conviction. Bolshevik speakers
and writers have openly proclaimed their intentions and
spread the announcements over the world. From every
direction have come secret reports of plans and intrigues
undertaken to give effect to these designs. Every revolutionary party or society seems secure in its hope of financial
and other assistance from Lenin and his friends. The distinction. therefore, which is made for clearness in this report
between revolutionary bodies and Bolshevik agenices is a
false distinction. because now-a-days every revolutionary
organisation whatever its origin seeks alliance with Bolshevism.
The important question then is by what methods the
Bolsheviks can hope to execute their plans in India. They
can rely either on an invasion from Central Asia of forces
raised by themselves. or on indigenous agencies in India, or
on a combination of the two. Indigenous agencies are certainly
hard at work to promote disaffection against government.
Their methods are certainly skilful and as such are likely
to rot the core of Government's strength by disaffecting its
servants, military and civil, and by destroying the influence
of the more conservative elements of Indian Society through
the promotion of a government of dictatorship of the proletariat. That their methods are disguised as Khilafat agitation or election campaign need not affect their result. As
regards the likelihood of invasion this seems more remote.
INDIAN BoLSHEVIKS: A report from Geneva of the 18th
February declares that Bravin, the Bolshevik emissary has
made his way into India with three Indian assistants and
that he is working round about Peshawar where a secret
conference was to be held in February. This Conference
was to have been of the greatest importance as it was to
have united the islamic and non-islamic parties for the wa~
against England; and one Nafis was anxious to attend at
all costs.
Enquiry is made about Nafis wbo is said to be a native
ofTrans-Caspia, who was in Calcutta in 1902-05 and visited
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Persia Moscow, Switzerland and Berlin where he was associat~d with Chempakaraman Pillai. He may possibly be
identical with the notorious Abdul Hafiz of the Zurich
Bomb case. But the report, so far as the object of the
Peshawar Conference is concerned, is given with the greatest reserve.
Another report states that there are now 150 Indians in
Moscow and Petrograd who are undergoing instructions in
the art of propaganda. When qualified in these. school Indians
return to their native country. A German named Preetz or
Praetz, long engaged in India as merchant or manufacturer
in the textile trade and now in Berlin is declared to have
stated that he had received from Lenin the enormous sum
of 50 million United States gold dollars and I Milliard of
Czarist paper roubles for the purpose of propagating the
Bolshevik gospel in India.
IMPORTED BOJ.SHEVISM IN INDIA

The letters printed below have a peculiar interest as to
whether they are explained as emanating from real Bolshevik
emissaries or from Indians aiming Bolshevism. There is no
foundation in fact for the widely r..pread rumour that Bravin
has succeeded in entering India with two of his assistants.
In fa:;t he was superseded in Afghanistan by Suritz and is
believed now to be in Caucasia. But this name may be a cloak
for the emissaries who actucllly are in India.
To
The Editor,
"The Englishman", Calcutta
Dear Sir,

Camp Bat Khel
Via Malakand
N.W.F. Province

The 10th April, 1920.

His Exce_llency M. Bravin has directed me to inform you
that the Soviet Government will watch with great interest the
reposed treaty of friendship between Great Britain and the
G~ Granted Kingdom of Afghaniscan. No doubt his Majesty
~mu Amanullah Khan Al Ghazi has gained his complete
independence 'hrough the energies of his able Foreign
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Minister Sarder Mahmod Beg Kham Tarzi, and is at liberty
to establish his friendly relations with the Foreign Powers,
but the special points we are anxious to know are :
1. What will be the fate of the frontier people who are
looking anxiouly towards Afghanistan for protecting
them fro~ British Government's aggressiveness?
2. Under whose control the frontier tribes will be
placed?
3. By remaining friendly with Afghanistan, will the
Indians get self-government from the British?
4. Will Afghanistan gain some thing from the British?
The case of Egypt and Persia, is before the eyes of the whole
world. Our agents in Simla and Delhi have informed us that
for the sake of her interest in Persia and Mesopotamia, the
British Government have resolved to crush the old Turkish
Muslim Government and to show their impartiality and innocence to the Islamic world, they are prepared to grant some
concessions to the Afghan Government who will be asked
instead to check the Bolshevik advance on India.
I will communicate with you on the subject again on arrival
at Kashmir. Will you kindly publish it in your paper and also
inform the Government about it?
Yours truly,
Sd/- M. Alex1ef
chief Agent to Bolshevik's
Bureau for Northern India.
To
The Editor,
"The Amrita Bazar Patrika," Calcutta.
*the letter above
Dear Sir,
I am directed to forward you a copy of a letter on reverse*
and beg to publish it in your paper.
Mr. Lenin has read the dreadful account of massacre at
Jallianwala Bagh in your esteemed paper and has authorised
me to make this known to the people of India that the Soviet
5
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Government are in full sympathy with the just cause of their
Jndian brethren. As you are editing the best nationalist paper
in India, I have ventured to send this letter to you for publication in case the "Englishman" does not care to take any
action on it.
Yours eternally,
Copy forwarded
Sd/M. Alexief
to the Editor,
Chief Agent to Bolshevik
the "Democrat"
Bureau for Northern India.
for information.
MAHENDRA NATH Rov
This Indian revolutionary escaped
arrest in the United States by fleeing to Mexico with his
America11 wife. There he continued the production of pamphlets and literature attacking the British Indian Government.
On one occasion. as reported at the time, he offered the fruits
of his labours to the German embassy for any purpose for
which they could be employed. It was there too that he was
converted to the Communist Creed and associated himself
with Lynn A. E. Gale and other Bolsheviks and eventually
became the leader of the Mexican Communists. But for a brief
appearance as a labour agitator at Tampico his Bolshevism
found only a literary expression, so far as is at present known.
It is now reported that he left Mexico on January 15th last
and that he is believed to be on his way to Ru.ssia via Spain.
Since his departure 'El Communists' the organ of the Communist Party has not appeared and it is thought that lack of
funds and lack of a suitable person to take direction of it will
pervent its reappearance in future.
"LENIN THE STRATEGIST''-' 'Lenir has very good reason for
the Indian, Egyptian, Persian and other Nationalist intrigues
which he is promoting against Great Britain. He regards
it as impossible to exercise and direct influence on the
English workmen which lead them along the paths of
communism. Consciouly or unconsciouly, the English working
man f~els himself to be the Centre of an Empire, the prosperity
of which depends on its colonies. He is thus too well off,
~nd too deeply. imbued with the idea of property and selfmterest to be mfluenced by communist propaganda. The
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utmost of which he is capable is a progressive series of
bargains with Capitalism and by that route communism will
never be reached But, if England were deprived of her
colonies, then her industrial condition would be no better
than that of the countries of the European mainland and
her exchange would fall as there has done. The English
workmen would the11 cease to be prosperous or contended.
and England could be made as ripe for communi~m a~
France or Italy. The ref ore, in so far as England is concerned, Lenin 1s devoting himself ardently to the de~truc
t1on of her Empire and the liberation of her colonies.''
BoLSHf-.VIK PROPAGANDA IN INDIA
BEPIN CHANDRA PAL, who had been on tour in Ea~t Bengal, and
Sylhet, along with Srish Chatterjee, pleader of well-known
revolutionary tendencies, had returned to Calcutta. Detailed
report of his speeches during his recent tour show that they were
of a more than usually objectionable nature. At Sylhet on 23rd
September he delivered a speech obviouly intended to excite
tht> people of that district most of whom belong to the Baisnab
'lect. Universal brotherhood and self-reliance, he pomted out
are the keynotes of the lives of both the Bolsheviks and the
Ba1~nab, the only difference being m respect of violence to
"'hich the Bolsheviks are accustomed. Just as the Ba1snab goes
to Sri Brindaban, so the Bolsheviks, are also coming to India.
RASH BEHARI BosF. : A Report was received sometime ago
that Bose was probably in Afghanistan in touch with the
Bolseheviks. This has to some extent been corroborated by
.1 confessing revolutionary in Bengal who reports that another absconder and associate of Rash Behari named
Amarendra Chatterjee is in touch with the Bolshevik, through
Rash Behari, while a different Calcutta Police source reports that Amarendra has recently been in Afghanistan.
A report has been received that Khalil Makdour. a member
of the Egyptian party in Geneva, has been asked to join
a Bolsheviks Party which left Berlin in March to stir up
trouble on the Indian frontier.
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It is noticeable that a good many rumours of imaginary
Bolshevik successes are current in Northern India. These
chiefly concern the relation between Bolshevism and Afghanistan, the intentions to the Amir to outwardly profess
friendship and to suddenly descend on India at a favourable
opportunity, and the spread of unrest among the frontier
tribes etc. The return from Afghanistan of large numbers
of ignorant Muhajirin is sufficient explanation in itself of
the source from which these rumours originate, and there
is no reason, on present evidence, to suppose that they are
the work of Bolshevik agents who have penetrated India.
In one of the recent numbers of the India News Service
issued by the Friends of Freedom for India an account is
given of the part played by Roy (N. N. Bhattacharya) at
the Moscow Conference. According to this he showed himsef
••plus royaliste que le roi" in opposing Lenin, who wished
to support existing Nationalist agitation in India as a means
of overthrowing the present administrat.ion preparatory to the
establishment of Bolshevism. Roy held that agitation in
India was confined to the middle classes, and that the purity
of Bolshevik ideals should not be sullied by any cooperation
with the ··bourgeois". He ultimately allowed himself to be
convinced by Lenin-the whole affair was probably a move
to gain notoriety.
THE BERLIN GROUP: It is reported from Berlin that Achariya
who is now in Moscow. has written to Chattaopadhyaya in
Stockholm informing him that the Russians are now concentrating their energies on renderin6 assistance to the PanIslamic Movement, as such, and as outside other political
movement. This attitude, Achariya points out, must be strongly protested against.
. Upon receipt of this letter Chatto decided to go at once
m person to Moscow, it being felt that should this line be taken
up an~ persisted in by Russia, it would be highly detrimental
to the interest of Indian independence. Further it appears that
Dutta has already sent an ultimatum on this subject to Lenin
by the hand ot a lady who has recently gone to Moscow, named
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Clara Szetky (sic). Das Gupta went to Berlin and from there
to Stockholm, in order to join Chatto. Dutta was also to go,
but had not, at the date of the report, obtained a passport. The
three of them intend holding a conference in Stockholm and
Chotto will then proceed to Moscow.
It is understood that should the negotiations with the Russian
Government turn out unsatisfactorily, a violent anti-Revolutionary Propaganda will be started by the leaders of the Indian
Revolutionary movement in Europe. At the moment they are
at a loss to know how to act. Das Gupta (who is travelling
under the name of Haider) will return from Stockholm to
Berlin, in about a fortnight's time. Dr. Ghose, his wife and
nephew have met Chatto but it is not definitely known where
the meeting took place.
Chatto's intention of visiting Moscow has been confirmed
from another source. It appears that he has received Bolshevik
funds through Hellberg who is a prominent member of the
Central Bolshevik Committee of Stockholm, and that he intends
to accompany Litvinoff on his journey to Russia via Reval.
At the Baku Conference in September Enver Pasha proclaimed his agreement with the views of the Third International in the name of Algeria, Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt, Arabia
and India.
Roy, representative of India, was apparently responsible
for the statement that there were over 37 million landless
peasants in India and that the entire land was in the possession
of some six or seven hundred princely families. He regretted
however to admit that the national India movement was being
carried on by the middle classes. It is difficult to believe that
even Roy would make the preposterous statement that all the
lands of India in the hands of some six or seven hundred
princely families, but his regret that the national India movement is being carried on by the middle clsses is entirely in
the strain of a letter he wrote from Reval at the end of May
to a friend in America. In the course of that letter Roy said,
..If the Nationalists leaders don't see our point of view we
are determined to part with them and even fight them if
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necessary, and it is inevitable that we must fight the Nationalists either now or later. Since we are convinced that the
establishment of Nationalists Government would not emancipate the masses."
Roy 1s out for notoriety, and means to impr~ss the Bolsheviks with his importance. It is difficult to estimate what
influence he carries, probably it is not very great. From the
latest report it appears that he has decided to remain in
Tashkent for a few monthes and has abandoned his intention
of proceeding to Kabu I.
SNEEVLIETS. who was recently reported to be en route for
the Far East, where he was to carry on Bolshevik propaganda,
has suddenly returned to Holland. It is strongley suspected
that his change of plans was due to direct orders from Moscow,
in connection with Rabindra Nath Tagore's visit to Holland.
The Soviet Government sometime back invited Tagore and
Sir Jagadish Bose to a congress to be held in Moscow to discuss
Orientalismand Internationalism, and Sneevliet's mission was
apparently to prepare Tagore's mind for the proposal which
would be made to him at Moscow. The Communists in Holland
watched Tagore very closely during his stay, and as a rusult
an adverse report concerning him is said to have been sent
to Moscow, as Tagore did not associate with communists,
neither were his lectures appreciated by them.
PROPAGANDA IN INDIA : Many references have of late been
made to Bolshevik plans for flooding India with agents and
literature, and that such is their desire no doubt. But there is
little evidence in India to show that these plans have ever been
carried into execution.
It is possible that men have entered the country who
have been supplied with money from Russian sources, on
the understanding that they would carry on Bolshevik
propaganda; but once in India their connection with
Bolshevism. has gone no further than taking Soviet money.
Probably most of these socalled agents had no intention
of ~arrying out their contracts, they desired to return to
India and had 110 objection to return with money obtained
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at the cost of promises which they knew it would be
impossible to enforce.
So far as indirect methods are concerned, such as subsiding
existing agitation, it is not easy to appreciate the situation.
The labour unrest in large industrial centres is an obvious
instance where Bolshevik influence might be suspected. Of
the prominent labour leaders, Lajpat Rai has Bolshevisk leanings,
Chaman Lal is in c1ose touch with English Communists through
Saklatvala in London. It is therefore not difficult to show a
certain connection with Russian ideas, but up to the present
no proof has been obtained of any Russian money behind the
labour agitation. The rise in prices and economic causes
generally are sufficient in themselves to explain the present
epidemic of strikes.
f. 312-April
J & P (S) 3698/20

Secret

India office
Whitehall
London, S. W. I
18th March, 1920

Dear sir,
I forward, for information, a copy of the papers noted in
the margin, on the subject of connection between the Indians
at Berlin and the Bolsheviks at Moscow.
Letter dated S.3.20
Yours faithfully
from the Italian
Sdl- Illegible
Ambassador to the
Secretary,
Foreign Office.
Judicial & Public Department.
APRIL 312
Translation No. 479

Italian Embassy

March 5th, 1920.
Confidential
My Lord,
I have the honour to infrom your Lordship in case the
information may be of use, that according to pews which
my Government has received from Italian Minister at Berne,
it appears that Djevedet Bey, proprietor of the journal
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"ldkam " and resident at St. Moritz, where he maintains
relation's with Nedjmeden Molla and other Unionists has
declared that the Indians who were at Berlin have departed
for Moscow with the object of negotiating with Lenin. (the
news of the Indians' departure from Berlin has also been
confirmed by a telegram from Berlin to the "Neile Urcher
Zeitung"). These men have had proclamation published in
the various dialects of Western and Central Asia.
Indian propaganda is said to have been greatly helped
by the Unionists. almost all the Indians who were at Berlin
being inscribed as members of the Committee of Union and
Progress. One of them has been sent to Switzerland.
It appears on the other hand that Germany is preparing
to give the maximum amount of support to this propaganda
and that aeroplanes are ready to go to Moscow and organise
from there a vast service of communications with Turkestan
and Afghanistan.
The Right Hon'ble Earl Curzon
I have & c.
(3igned) Imperiam
of Kedleston, K.G.
BERLIN TO SWITZERLAND : Recent reports confirm the information given in previous weekly Report that the Berlin Committee
are in communication with Ghadr Party in San Fransisco and
the Friends of Freedom for India in New York.
Au communications between the Berlin Committee and the
outside would appear to pass through the hands of Das Gupta
in Zurich where he is known as M.A. Haider. This man has
been recently described as the most active and dangerous of
the Indian conspirators and has rect>ntly replaced Prabhakar
as the leader of these men. From his retreat at Zurich he is
in touch with many phases of the great anti-British conspiracy.
A very optimistic letter reached him from B. N. Dutt in
Berlin at the beginning of November. The writer asserted that
the fight for India was about to begin and that Afghanistan
would resume hostilities in six month's time. He alluded in
cryptic terms to a most frotunate event which has just occured
and which made him feeJ sure that the days of British domination in India were numbered. He pleaded the attention of
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British spies as an excuse of not saying more about it, but
promised full detail when he met Das Gupta at the Socialist
Conference in Switzerland in January. He added that owing
to the great responsibility of his work he had summoned
Chattopadyaya from Stockholm and was anxiouly awaiting his
arrival. In a letter Dutt gave Das Gupta news received 'at
last and after great difficulty' from Indian Committee in
Kabul. He described their activities in Afghanistan and their
efforts to utilise Kashmfr as a secret jumping-off place for
work in India. He wrote hopefully of the progress made, but
excused himself from giving details. (It is noteworthy that Har
Dayal sometimes ago urged the desireability of making use
of Kashmir, particularly for importing arm into India , and
said he had a friend in Srinagar ready to help. In a third letter
Dutt informed Das Gupta that Chattopadhayaya has sent Tarak
Nath Das 5,000 Kronen through his attorney Gilbert E Roe
(Roe is defending various Indians in deportatic and other cases
and was recently elected a president of Friend of Freedom
for India).
Das Gupta has also received letters from Tarak Nath Das
and Sailendra Nath Ghosh in America both appealing for
funds from the Berlin Committee; Das on the ground that
the work, he is doing benefits the Germans as well as Indians,
and Ghosh on the ground that his work must be carried out
on a far larger scale. Ghosh also said that he had received
a very important message from India together with a letter
from a certain Satu which is to be delivered personally either
to 8. N. Dutt or Das Gupta.
ACTIVITY IN CENTRAL As1A : Fifty-four sohools have been
opened at Tashkent, mainly for propaganda purposes where
oriental languages are taught and some Indians are engaged as instructors. Propaganda literature is also being
prepared. As agents become proficient they are to be sent
to India, China and all other countries having a Muhammadan population. Those for India will enter mostly by
~fghanistan under Afghan auspices or by sea under various disguises.
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The decision to concentrate all efforts on India was recent-

iy re-affirmed by the Tashkent Soviet, because it is hoped

to decide there the destruction of the British empire and
the future of the world proletariat. It is understood that
centres where propaganda will be partly prepared are to be
opeued in India.
RECIPROCAL MOVEMENTS BETWEEN RUSSIA AND INDIA

The following was issued by wireless on December 12th:
"Russian papers report that an Indian Bolshevik Commission is said to have arrived at Samara in order to enter into
relations with Soviet Russia".
The Svenska Dagbladet of Helsingfors gave the following
·
details about the same time:
"Indian Bolshevik Commission is actually in Samara. The
chiefs have declared that 300 millions of Indians are awaiting
a favourable occasion for rejecting the British slavery and
that they want to join with Russia".
From Sweden too comes the report that about 100 agitators
have been sent to India from the schools in Moscow. I have
received detailed reports about 3 such agitators have been
sent to India from schools in Moscow.
Two are Finns who were expected at the beginning of
January to leave Stockholm for India as propagandists. Their
names are given as Issenivs and Karl Harrin; but they were
expected to travel with forged or stolen passports as Harry
Bennet, American and Thomas Grieg, British. Issenius is
believed to be identical with Allan Usenius an extremely
dangerous propagandist. Nothing is known for certain of Karl
Harrin, but he is possibly Hurmev Aara, a Finnish Bolshevik
of some importance in Stockholm.
The third man is Dr. Max Fischer. It may be mentioned
here though he is not known as a Bolshevik, but he is
employed by ~he German Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He
wa~ reporte~ m .~ecember to be on his way to Trieste for
India ~or ~nti-Bnllsh propaganda. He possesses 5 passports,
three m h1s own name as commercial agent, consular agent,
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and tourist and two under an assumed name. This man is
perhaps identical with a man of the same name who was
working with the Chinese revolutionaries in Shanghai in 1916.
A BENGALI BOLSHEVIK : The Intelligence Branch, C.I.D.,
Bengal has received the result of enquiries made with regard
to Shaheed Suhrawardy, who was one of the first Indians
to throw in his lot with the Soviet Government in Moscow.
This man was a well-known revolutionist. His father Zahid
Suhrawardy, a judge of the Calcutta Small Causes Court, has
not heard of his son for a long time and is unwilling to talk
about him. He believes him to be in touch with the Bolsheviks. An officer who knows the family recently ascertained
from one of their relations that one of the members have
gone to Russia via Afghanistan and been detained there. On
inquiry whether any information could be obtained in Calcutta
about Suhrawardy it was said that a Russian named Ivanhow could give information. This Russian was said to be a
great Arabic and Persian scholar who had come to India to
prosecute his studies and had been on friendly terms with
Suhrawardy on account of the latter's knowledge of Arabic.
No Russian named Ivanhow is known in Calcutta, but inquiries are made to trace him.
INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIES ABROAD
THE BERLIN INDIAN COMMITTEE : Information has come from
Berlin regarding many Indian renegades in Europe. This
shows that the community is considerably exercised in
mind regarding the ultimate fate of its members, and that
1.:onsiderable friction exists between the Hindu and Muhammadan members. Details are gilr'en to illustrate the case with
which individual renegades, even those who have not worked
whole-heartedly with Germany. can obtain gra~ts of money
from the German Foreign Office. The active organisations.
of the Indians at the moment are:
I. The Orient Institute.
2. The Indische Gesellschaft
3. The Hindustan Sabha
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It is not very clear to what end these different organisation
are directed. The first seems to be working to maintain the
pro-German and anti-British feelings of the various orientals in the lately belligerent countries. The second of which
B. N. Dutt is the head is reported to be directly under the
German Foreign Office, and all the Hindus in Germany
belong to it. The third is the lndo-German Bolshevik Society
founded about 6 months ago by Dr. Mansur, Verma and
Dalip Singh with the object of spreading Bolshevism in
India. It is reported to be most flourishing. According to
Dalip Singh it has members in Sweden, Russia, Austria,
Egypt, Turkey and America and is much helped by the local
communist party in Berlin.
AND PLATFORM BoLSHEVJSM : The attitude of the Press
towards Bolshevism is still following the lines indicated in
a recent weekly Report. The opinion to be formed from a
study of articles and speeches on the subject is that the
extremist politician is becoming more and more inclined to
dabble in extreme socialism. Whatever may be the individual
view of socialism there can be little doubt that its doctrines
combined with existing conditions in India form a dangerouslv inflamable mixture.
PRESS

The chief exponents of Bolshevism in the press at the
monment are the Hindu of Hyderabad (Sindh) and the small
group of extremist journalists at Cawnpore who are connected with Pratap and the Prabhu. Th!s group has been noticed
in recent issues of this report. Now the Maryada has been
inoculated with the virus. This paper belongs to Madan
Mohan Malaviya whose nephew Krishna Kanto Malaviya is
the editor. Its circulation is about 1,600 and it is printed at
the same press as the Abhyudaya which has a circulation of
3,500. The United Provinces CID which reports these facts,
has drawn attention to these articles in the Maryada for
Fe~ruary. these two are written by Rama Shankar Avasthi,
assistant ed1tot' of the Pratap.

0!
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The first article asserts that people now realise that no
amount of villification or denunciation of Bolshevism can
check its onward progress. No one can be sure that it will
keep with the boundaries of Russia. It has propaganda in
most European countries and in America and is a great
menace to capitalism and imperialism. Lenin and Trotsky
are true patriots; they have crushed their enemies, improved
the economic conditions of Russia and are carrying on the
internal administration smoothly. Mr. Llyod George is in
favour of concluding Peace with them. They have had to
go through a very difficult ordeal but have come out successful.
The Hindu of Hyderabad (Sindh) published on January
30th an article on the .. Bolshevik danger to India" from which
the following is taken :
"In our opinion whether the Bolshevik attack or preach
their propaganda or not, if the grievances of the public
against the Government continue and the quarrels between
labourers and the wealthy go on, men themselves under
similar provocations as have the Russians will be affected
with Bolshevism; and subsequently, if similar bloodshed and
disturbances occur, it will not be surprising. If this danger
is not attended with risk today, it will be to-morrow. Therefore, it appears to be our duty to oppose this danger and for
this we should prepare now. We should improve the condition
of our backward brethern, and having shown our sympathy
to them, we should strengthen the nation. Otherwise if, like
the rich people of Russia or England, we oppress the backward classes, their sorrows and grievances will re-act on this
nation."
On February 2nd Jethmal Parsaram, a notorious Sindhi
agitator, lectured on socialism to an audience of 300. The
speaker's argument was difficult to follow, coloured as it
was with facts distorted to suit his argument. He concludes
by saying :
..We should get more rights of ·Home Rule. Officers.
you are only a few. It is our country and you should give
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us the reins. India is not yours, seventy five per cent of
Indians are poor, and if you have their reins they will
starve. These poor men you should care for. When they
get the votes they will trouble you very much. What you
call Bolshevism is really hunger."
In reporting the lecture the Bombay Special Branch remarked that the lecture was significant for two reasons : "it
shows how the extremists are deliberately fostering industrial discontent; and secondly how they or at any rate a
section of them are prepared to welcome Bolshevism for the
furth~rance of their own ends. The reporting sub-Inspector
noted that the whole trend of the lecture was to dispose the
audience favourably towards Bolshevism."
It is perhaps worth noting here the Gale's Magazine of
Revolutionary Communism has been advertised for sale and
actually obtained in both Karachi and Bombay. The magazine
is published in Mexico by a disreputable individual named
Lynn E. Gale who fled from the United States during the
war to avoid the draft. His magazine i'S openly Bolshevik
and advocates "New Thot". Gale himself is an associate of
Narendra Bhattacharya alias C. Martin in Mexico.
SPECIMENS OF PRO-BOLSHEVISM AND OTHER SPEECHES IN INDIA
Speaking at a Khilafat meeting at Lahore on February 8th
last, Gobardhan Das, ex-convict is reported to have praised
the Bolsheviks and said that the rich had no right to live so
comfortably when the poor were in trouble. He described
Bolshevik principles as quite natural and praiseworthy and
advocated them as worth following. He wished, he said, to
see Bolshevism preached and acted upon in India.
INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIES ABROAD : Reliable information has
been received to the effect that Mahendra Pratap, Abdur Rabb
and Acharyya are in Kabul at the beginning of January last.
They had previousJy spent two months in Moscow, and had
passed through Turkestan or their way to Afghanistan. In
January too, Barkatullah was in Moscow, but was shortly
to have gone to Turkestan. Chattopadhyay in Stockholm was
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asked to communicate with him through the Mos~ow Foreign Office. The last named was also instructed that it was
desirable that he, Hardayal and other Indians in Europe
should get in touch with representatives of the Russian
Republic in different places. Relations were also to be
established between Indian communities in all parts of the
world and the Russian Government. Men of integrity and
principles were to be sent to Russia for propaganda work.
From Christiana tt is reported that the European Indian
Committee is beginning an intensive propaganda in order to
undermine the reputation of the British Govt. The general
ignorance of Norwegians regarding India and their sentimental character are believed to favour the revolutionists. Otherwise Chattopadhyay is reported to be following a lawabiding life, and his sister Mrs. Sarojini Naidu is said to be
lecturing on Indian subjects without reference to politics.
THE SOVIET' s INTEREST IN INDIA

The Gazette de Lausanne of February 12th has contained a
remarkable article by one Sergy Persky entitled "Lenin et
Jes lndes Britanniques." This has been a stock subject with
the French Press for sometime past, but most of the articles
have been merely copied from English papers. That in the
Gazette was of different calibre. The writer described the
disillusionment which has overtaken the American politicians who in 1918 denied that Bolshevism has any interest
for them; and the disillusionment which awaits the British
premier if he imagines he can confide in Lenin's promises
or trust him to abandon Bolshevik propaganda wh~n the
blockade is raised. While Litvinoff exchanged sweet words
at Stockholm, Moscow worked hard to Bolshevise Afghanistan and the British colonies and awaited the moment for
effective work in England ... But it is India speacillay that
they (Bolsheviks) attack."
In September 1918 the Council of Workmen and.Soldiers
at Moscow received five Hindus "Messengers of Indian
People", really creatures of Lenin, who picturesquely
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and the oppredescn"bed the sufferings of their compatriots
,
1d d "
ssion of the English. "All our hopes', they cone u e • are
based on you, our brothers". "Come and deliver us and we
shall bless you."
The writer then descirbed two copies of a curious book
~hich he had received from Moscow several month~ before.
One copy was in Russian, the other in Hindi, and it was
called:
"India for the Indians, Blue Book; collection of secret
documents. Edition of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs,
Moscow, I st edition."
On the front page in large characters was printed:
INDIA FOR THE INDIANS.
DOWN WITH THE IMPERIALISTS.
LONG LIVE THE INTERNATIONAL.

The volume purports to be a collection of consular reports
and letters from India received during the Tsarist regime and
taken from the Archives of the Imperial Foreign Office.
Describing the periodical failure of crops, famines etc.
the preface declares that it is the worst of the errors to
attribute these entirely to natural causes. The only rational
remedy is a complete change of the agrarian laws and the
formation of a grain reserve. But England will not allow India
to reserve the grain which she requires for herself, since she
lives by the exploitation of her colonies. English policy
towards India, both economic and administrative, is despotic
in a degree equal to that of the old Tsarist regime. Neither
the divine will nor the Indian workfTlen-so hard working
and so well endowed for work, is to blame for the famines;
the guilty one is the Englishman, egotistical and ferocious,
who for more than a century has sucked the blood of his
unfortunate victim. "This abominable policy of England" is
illustrated by descriptions of the army, the police and the
system of taxation.
As a result there is a national movement for liberty, which
has united alJ classes, and is growing in strength daily win
the ultimate object of throwing off the hated yoke. For
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England this will be a terrible blow. England without India
is of no account : for this reason she has always refused to
lighten her yoke. It is fair to say that England only entered
the World War for the sake of India and the routes to India.
Seeing danger from Germany and Austria she did not hesitate
to throw one-half of Europe upon the other and finally to
drag the whole civilised world into the bloody conflict.
The importance of India to England is thus enormous; and
the freedom of India is thus of vital moment, and every
possible means of affecting it must be employed. An Indian
revolution would cause a world-wide shock. and without an
independent India there can be no general peace. We must
therefore not only acclaim an Indian revolution. but with
every means at our disposal we must work for it directly or
indirectly. Let our Indian friends take this expression of our
sentiments as a formal engagement to help them. In the not
distant future we shall have the joy of seeing our two revolutionary roads meet and join, not only on the ground of
national enfranchisement, but also on the yet more burning
soil of the struggle of the classes and of the reconstruction
of a new social edifice and order.
LENIN

&

BENGAL

A report has been received which states that Lenin intends
to form in Bengal an organisation based on the old Bande
Mataram movement which is still vivid in the recollection
of the natives. It also states that Lenin is the prime mover
in the fabrication of paper money.

1921
INDIAN REVOLUTIONARIES AND THE BOLSHEVIKS

A large amount of space has been given in recent weekly
reports to account of the revival of revolutionary activity
amongst Indians in Europe which has resulted under
Chattopadhyay's leadership. A report· has been since received from a source entirely independent from that on which
6
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previous accounts have been based. It is interesting both as
largely corroborating previous information and as giving
certain new facts. There are naturally discrepancies. but the
main outJines of the story are in agreement with what is
already known. Chatto, it is stated was in Moscow. towards
the end of 1920, and whilst there succeeded in obtbining a
promise of assistance from the Soviet Government. One of
the conditions imposed. however, was that Chatto should
show proof that he actually represented the Indian Revolutionary and Communist Parties, and the proof asked for was
a "Mandate" !".igned by the leading revolutionaries and
Communists. Chatto was not able to produce any such mandate,
but is now engaged in drawing all the well know revolutionaries into his net so that he may satisfy the Soviet Government and obtain their assistance as soon as possible. This
strengthens the surmisl! made in a previous Weekly Report
that Chatto's reorganisation scheme has hen designed chiefly
to attract Russian financial assistance.
Of the fact which are new, the following are the most
interesting. Chatto whilst in Berlin met the leaders of the
Egyptian, Persian, and Turkish Committees, as well as several
Germans and Americans, and on all sides received promises
of assistance and cooperation. He has been reproached for
going too slow, and for holding meetings which result in
nothing but talk, but he pointed out in reply that they failed
badly on"ce before, even with the greatest power at their back
and their failure was to be ascribed to the fact that they did
their work without due care and co'lsideration.
Chatto has opened the old bureau of the Berlin/Indian
Committee and has appointed Heramba Lal Gupta as Secretary for the time being. B. N. Dutt has been made General
Secretary for Europe of the Indian Committee. The objects
of the Indian Committee agree with the information already
received, but a new suggestion is the smuggling of Communist propaganda literat1.1re into India by means of (Indian ?)
sailors who visit various Indian ports. The Indian Committee
do not consider it safe to send ''trained" Indians back to India,
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and it is proposed to utilise the services of European Socialists and Communists for propaganda work in India.
With regard to Communication with India, the Committee
have come to the conclusion that the only way this can be
done are:
(I) Either through English Socialists, or
(2) Indian students in London.
In the case of the latter, only those are to be employed
who are entirely above suspicion.
Interest now centres on Chatto's visit to Moscow, and if
he can succeed in persuading the Soviet Government to give
him satisfactory financial backing we may see interesting
developments.
CHA TTOPADHYA y. s GIHJUP

Further progress has been made in Chatto's scheme as far as
commercial side is concerned. His proposal for propaganda
and political activities, will probably be left in abeyance until
it is known what assistance Soviet Government will give.
B. N. Das Gupta has decided to leave SwitLerland and
to establish the H. Q. of the Indo-European Trading Company
in Germany where it is thought that most of the work will
be conducted. As a further step he has secured accomodation
in Berlin and Leipzig and has left Kasim to manage the
branch in Zurich.
Chatto and Heramba Lal Gupta is passing under the false
name of Lopez and Chatto is an absconder in a Swiss political
case. The share-holders of the concern will be shown as : B. N. Das Gupta
S. N. Das Gupta
S. K. Ray,
Abdul Wahid, and
Ismail Kami!, who is described as a Barrister-at-law and
a member of the Legislative Council of the Government of
Ceylon.
With regard to the recruitment of Indians for training
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in Europe it is proposed to send S. N. Das Gupta and S.
K. Ray back to India to search for suitable men. The Soviet
Government are reported to be prepared to pay all the
expenses incurred in brmging Indians to Europe for th~s
work. Some of them will to direct to Russia for training
in Press Propaganda and others will be sent to the ·various
branches of the lndo-European Trading Company for industrial training.
Chatto' s Group is much exercised as td how he can get
the mandate required by the Soviet Government. He had
been considering the possibility of utilising his sister (Mrs.
Sarojini Naidu) for the purpose of approaching revolutioanary leaders of India, but was not certain if she would be
given permission to return (Note-she has already salied
for India).
BAKU CONFERENCE : Details from a reliable source has been
received concerning the Indian Delegates who attended the
Baku Conference held last September. These are said to have
been seven in number, all residents of Peshwar, and with the
exception of one Abdul Kadir were by profession petty
traders. Abdul Kadir who acted as leader of the delegation,
is described as the only man among them who apparently
had any education. The party as a whole did not take a very
active part in the actual Conference though it is stated that
they were well received and much appreciated.
Four other Indians are mentioned who attended the Conference, but not direct from India. These are Roy, Mukherji,
Maqbal Hussain and Misri Khan. The part played by Roy
at Baku, and his subsequent activity at·Tashkent, are wellknown. It appears he is a personal friend of Lenin-who
places the greatest confidence in him. His object is not only
to win "freedom" for India but also to revolutionise it into
adopting Bolshevism. In a conversation with Quelch, the
delegate to Baku from England, Roy gave him to understand
that there were hopes of Communism being established at
least in Bengal, if nowhere else. He based this statement on
the ground that Bengal was the brain of India, and religious
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differences which work all the parts of India are less apparent
in Bengal than elsewhere.
Mukherji is stated to be working under Roy's supervision
in Tashkent in connection with the preparation of propaganda
for India. He is described as an energetic worker well-trusted
by the Bolshe.viks. and he is probably indentical with Abani
Mukherji.
As" regards the methods to be adopted for propaganda in
India it seems that a great point is being made of training
Russian Muhammadans with fair complexion which resemble Europeans as far as possible. It is hoped to introduce these
men into India where their European appearance would have
great effect with the ordinary villager.
PROPOSED TRANSFER OF PROPAGANDA HEADQUARTERS

Proposals are on foot for the transfer of the Indian revolutionaries in Bolshevik hands from Tashkent to Kabul. Roy is
believed to be behind this proposed transfer, which finds
favour with the Bolsheviks, as they require a base nearer India.
Roy, Abdur Rab, and Acharyya were reported to have left
Tashkent about January 20th for Moscow to attend a Conference oflndians (Note-Possibly a conference to discuss Chatto' s
proposals). It was considered uncertain whether Roy would
himself return to Tashkent, his presence among the propagandists not conducive to peaceful and united effort. He is not
in good odour with the Indians, who are reported to be disaffected towards their present employers. Friction has also
occured between Roy and Suritz, the Bolshevik representative at Kabul. A proposal has been made that Roy should be
put in-charge of the advanced centre of propaganda at Kabul,
and owing to Suritz' s unwillingness to work with or under
Roy, it is believed that Suritz may shortly be replaced by
Legrand, the head Bolshevik representative in America.
CHATTo's GROUP : It is not yet clear how far negotiations
for financial assistance from Soviet Government kas progressed. According to Das Gupta a definite sum has been
mentioned, £50,000. This amount is however conditional on
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Chatto being able to satisfy Lenin, both as to his position
as leader of the Indian revolutionaries and also as regards
the feasibility of his schemes. Chatto has not yet been able
to obtain the mandate required as a preliminary step. The
mandate is to be signed by well-known persons .such as
Gandhi and other leaders in India and Chatto though quite
able to obtain signatures of Indian revolutionaries in Europe
has not yet hit upon a scheme for approaching Indian leaders
in India. The position is further complicated by the attitude
taken up by Roy in Russia. Roy is also claiming to be the
leader of the Indian Revolutionary party. He has considerable
influence with Lenin and has done his best to discredit
Chatto. The latter on his part has, during recent months,
attempted to expose Roy to Lenin but apparently with little
success. The matter would be simplified if Roy and Chatto
would agree to work together but as far as Chatto is concerned
he is not prepared to do this for the following reasons:
(I) Roy is not considered sufficiently clever or stable.
(2) He is believed to have embezzled party funds.
[Note :-This last accusation was brought against him by the Indians
m America with whom he worked before his flight to Mexico.]

It is probable that Chatto will utilise the visit of his sister,
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, to India, to approach Gandhi and other
extremist leaders on his behalf; until the result of her efforts
is known matters will probably remain at a stand still.

INDIAN ACTIVITY IN EUROPE
CHATTo's GROUP: The question of obt.iining financial assistance from the Soviet is still unsettled and remains the chief
anxiety of Chatto and his followers. At the date of latest
information ( J5th March) almost all the Indian revolutionary
leaders were in Berlin, most probably in connection with the
final settlement of the matter. At that time it was considered
quite certain that the Soviets were prepared to <..on tribute cash
under certain safeguards, and Das Gupta had received a
promise to that effect conveyed through the Soviet representative in Berlin. It remains to be seen what effect the
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signing of the Trade Agreement between Great Britain and
Russia, with its stipulation against anti-British propaganda
will have on these plans.
Chatto continues to direct his attention towards linking
up Indian revolutionary movements in various parts of the
world in addition of Agnes Smedley of the Friends of Freedom for India, who as previously noted, has already arrived
in Europe and is working as his Secretary, a proposal has
been put forward that S. N. Kar should also be sent from
America. If this proposal is carried out Kar will replace B.
N. Dutt as head of the local Indian Committee in Berlin.
The American link has further strengthened by the arrival
in Berlin of an American journalist named Lockmann. Lockmann was during the war, a financial intermediary between
the organization in America and the German Embassy and
has always been in close touch with the Indian movement.
He is a personal friend of Agnes Smedley and is now being
used as a Bolshevist progagandist and it is reported that he
will shortly be sent to London with messages from Chatto
to Indians in London.
With regard to Chatto's suggestion that openly revolutionary branches of his organisation should be established
in the important European Capitals, an Indian Deputation
recently approached the German Government on the subject
and were given to understand that the title selected "The
Indian Revolutionary Society" was an objectionable one and
might give rise to trouble with England. The Government
proposed that the Society should camouflage itself under the
title of the "Indian News Service and Information J:sureau,
Limited", it being understood that so far from interfering
with any revolutionary activities the German Government
would render the Bureau its moral and material support.
The inclusion of Agnes Smedley in this Bureau is under
consideration.
Friction between M. N. Roy in Russia and Ch,atto still
continues. It appears that Roy has induced the Soviet to
despatch 40,000 dollars to the San Fransisco Ghadr Party.
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Chatto heard of this from the Soviet Representative in Berlin
and tried to stop the funds being despatched but was ~oo late.
He was particularly anxious to suspend p~yment until all the
European groups were united, under his own c~ntrol. A
further report regarding Roy states that he has lost mfluenc_e
through an anti-Amirist speech he has recently made and 1t
is reported that at Chatto' s instance Roy was summoned and
reprimanded.
Chatto's schemes for uniting all Indian revolutionaries in
Europe under his own control have made further progress
by the enlistment of the notorious Dr. Hafiz, who has agreed
to become a member of the Central Executive Committee.
It has further been settled that Hafiz should go to Afghanistan
and open amunition factory that at the expense of the Committee,
with funds which (it is anticipated) will be received from
the Soviet. Hafiz is an expert chemist and is at present
employed in Austria in amunitions factory.
DAI.IP SrNGH Gu.L : In Weekly Report of the 2nd of May.
paragraph 5, it was noted that Dalip Si11gh Gill has been
imprisone'd by the Soviet Government in Moscow as a spy,
at the request of the Berlin-Indian Committee. This news has
been confirmed by a letter from Dalip Singh Gill addressed
to the Latvian Consul General, Moscow, headed Buturskaya
Prison C"ll No. 30, Moscow, March 30th, 192 J. A copy of
this letter has come to our hands. It runs as follows:
"There is no British representative in Moscow. l send you
this petition and beg you to afford me help as you do to
American subjects, as in accordance with the text of the trade
agreement between Soviet Russia and England, published in
the Pravda of the 22nd March, British subjects are to be
immediately released. Please clear up this matter as regards
my case and obtain information regarding the possibility of
returning to my native land."
This is Gill's third visit to Russia. After Gill had become
a Commu~ist in the winter of 19 l 9 he went by Aeroplane
from Berlin to Moscow, where he met various Russian leaders, He collected d considerable amount of money and on
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his return to Berlin, began to work on Communist lines. In
the early summer of 1920 Gill again started for Russia,
supplied with funds provided by Gen. Hoffman and Talat
Pasha, the object of his journey being to obtain further help
from Bolsheviks. This time the aeroplane was shot down by
the Poles and Gill was imprisoned for some time. On his
release he returned to Berlin and trained himself in a scheme
to send literature from Berlin to Russia by air and thence
to India. ·Gill afain went to Moscow in January of this year
and while there was imprisoned as a British spy. His protest
to the Latvian Consul, that as a British subject he should
be released according to the terms of the trade agreement
with England, contrasts strangely with his previous record.
CHATO GROUP AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE SOVIET

It is now possible to state further developments in Chatto's

scheme for uniting revolutionary work under one head. Discussion!\ with the Soviet Government have been going in for
some time with a view to arranging a meeting in Moscow
of al I prominent Indian revolutionaries to settle future plans
and the part which Russia would play in them. This meeting
was to be held in Moscow on May 25th. After a conference
lasting for two or three days it was hoped to place a co'llplete
scheme before the Soviet Government and before thr Third
International on the 1st of June. The subject of discussion
was to be briefly the "best method for inaugurating a revolution in India". The following individuals were expected
to be present in Moscow :
(5) Amin Faruqui lS~cre
{I) M. N. Roy
tary of the Indian Rev(2) M.P.T. Acharya
olutionary
Party m
(3) Abdul Rab
Tashkent.)
(4) Shafiq Ahmad (Re(6) V. Chattopadhyay
cently arrived from Af(7) Dr. Ahmad Mansur
ghanistan and one of
(8) B. N. Dutt.
the members of Provi(9) P. S. Khankhoji alias
sional Government in
Aga Khan.
Kabul.)
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(JO) G.A.K. Lohani (now ( 12) Das Gupta
definitely admitted as ( 13) Agnes Smedley
a member of the Com- ( 14) Abdul Wahid
mittee but not on the
(15) Dr. Abdul Hafiz
executive)
( 11) Nalini Gupta
In addition to the above, others were expected. There
are 35 members on the Tashkent Indian Committee and it
is probable that representatives of this Committee were to
attend. From Paris Madame Cama and Rao have been invited. They were repMted to be willing to go provided they
could obtain permission from the French authorities.
Srinivasha Vishwamitra (an Indian recently expelled from
Denmark as an alleged Communist) and Chatto's brother
has also been mentioned in connection with the Moscow
meeting, while it is said that some Indians have been invited
from England. These selections have not been made without
a certain amount of opposition from the Soviet Government
and its representative in Berlin, chiefly owing to the fact
that some of the names in the list are those of well known
nationalists. Mrs. M. N Roy, who arrived in Berlin about
the 27th of April in connection with final negotiations, in
particular objected to the inclusion of Heramba Lal Gupta
and stated that if he, and others like him, appeared in the
Committee, the support of the Russian Soviet would be
refused. The Soviet representative in Berlin confirmed Roy's
statement. Chatto then wired to the Russian Government
that he refused to be dictated to and threatended to break
off negotiations. The result was a telegram from Chicherin
himself to the effect that the Berlin Indian Committee might
bring anyone they wished to the meeting at Moscow.
Incidentally, it is reported, there is no longer any doubt,
that the Soviet are already financing the Indian Revolutionary movement. Every member who goes to Moscow meeting
was to have his expenses paid, and was to receive a minimum
5,000 mark\. Chatto has had all his debts paid ( 15,000
Swedish kronens). Dr. Hafiz has been given I 0.000 kronens
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as expenses for his wife and children. These payments have
been made through the Soviet representative in Berlin.
While these difficulties were being overcome a series
of preliminary meetings was held in Berlin in order to
define the precise attitude the Committee should adopt. and
to present a united programme to the Russian Government.
This, however. after much discussion proved an impossible
task. "The Friends of Freedom for India" in America, for
instance, are ready to accept Russian help for a political
revolution in India but they will not tolerate any Communit
propaganda. The Ghadr Party of America. on the other hand,
are in favour of Communism. In Berlin H. L. Gupta is
against Communist propaganda, whereas B. N. Dutt is in
favour of it. Barkatulla and the "Provisional Government
of India" party are in favour of political revolution. M. N.
Roy and his associates arc out for purely Communistic
work. These differences proved impossible to reconcile and
it was decided that the first step should be to present a
statement before the Soviet Government and the Executive
of the Third International of the real position in India and
thereafter as far as possible to follow thei1 advice.
INl>IANS IN EUROPE

C'uAno's GROUP : The members of the Indian ColT'mittee
were reported about the second week of May to be busy in
securing passports and arranging details for their journey to
Russia in view of the meeting of Indian revolutionaries in
Moscow. A copy of a letter given by Chatto to fellow conspirator
shows how matters were being arranged.
Bt::RLIN Clo VICTOR KoPP
3rd May 1921
Dear Comrade Vorovsky,
This is to introduce to you Mr.-who will shortly proceed
to Moscow along with the Indian delegation to take part in
the forthcoming congress.
He will perhaps bring with him two-or three.other Indian
comrades, and I should be very much obliged if you give
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them all the necessary help for th~ir journey. It is extremely
essential that they should reach Moscow in time for the
Congress. Instructions with regard to their journey have
already been wired from Moscow to th.e Legation here. We
should be very much obliged if you would allow them to
send their correspondence and reports through your courier.
Clo Karakhan. Commissar of Foreign Affairs.
It is over two years now since I met you at your legation
in Stockholm, and you were not in Moscow when I was there
last winter. I hope that we shall meet again. either in Moscow
or in Rome.
With comradely greetings,
Yours sincerely,
Virendra Nath Chattopadhyaya.
To prevent mistakes. kindly consult bearer's passport.
N.B. Victor Kopp is the Soviet representative in Berlin.
Vorovsky was at one time the representative of the Soviet
Government in Stockholm.
It appeai:s that H. L. Gupta is to remain in Berlin, where
he will be in-charge of affairs during Chatto •s absence. It
has been suggested that the ultimate destination of all the
Indians who are going to Moscow will be Afghanistan. This
is possible, but it is clear that their movements after the
Moscow Conference will depend on the decision arrived at
by the Soviet Government and up to the present no information on this point has been received.
INDIANS IN BERLIN : The Berlin Indian Committee has recently been suffering from an epidemic of "Spy Mania".
At their request Dalip Singh Gill has been imprisoned by
the Soviet Government in Moscow. Dr. Mansur. who was
formerly working with Dalip Singh Gill in Berlin is now
being carefully watched though he is in other respects free.
At present he is giving Hindustani lessons in Berlin.
Ram Bhattacharji in Berlin is also regarded as a spy and
was brought to task by the Committee. and asked to clear
himself. This he did by giving certain references and by showing that he had some of his teeth knocked out by the Indian
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Police. Pending further enquiries the Committee will have
nothing to do with him. S. K. Roy in Switzerland and Mookerji
who attended the Baku Conference as an Indian delegate are
also suspected and according to B. N. Dutta, Mookherji is to
be shot at sight. Of lesser known individuals Varma and Kaul
(not identical with P. N. Kaul) are also regarded as British spies.
In Paris A. Ghosh is under strong suspicion.
The arrival of Agn~s Smedley (of the F.F.I.) in Berlin has
already been mentioned. It has now been ascertained that she
made the journey from America by enlisting as a stewardess
on an American Ship under the name of Miss Bird. On
landing at Danzig the only document she could produce was
a paper showing her as a stewardess. She then wired to B.
N. Dutta who arranged with the Berlin Foreign Office that
this paper should be visaed authorizing her to proceed to
Berlin. Chatto has now managed to get her a German passport, and it is rumoured he proposes to marry her.
CHATTo's NF.GC>TIATIONS WITH THE Sov1ET

It is now possible to indicate the general trend of the ne-

gotiations which have taken place between the Berlin Indian
Committee and Moscow. Chatto has unsuccesfully carried
out his schemes for linking up the revolutionary centres in
Europe. He is in touch with American groups, such as the
Friends of Freedom for Indian, and has enlisted under his
banner most of the prominent Indian seditionists in Europe,
and he has formulat~d an ambitious plan of work which only
requires money to be put into execution. Having reached this
stage, his next step was to approach the Soviet Government,
as the leader of the Indian Communist Party, for financial
assistance. To investigate his claims and the representative
nature of his Society, the Soviet Government sent an agent
to Berlin early in March with a view to test Chatto's statement that his Society fully represented Indian opinion. The
agent demanded a mandate signed by the well-known Indian
leaders such as Gandhi, etc. Chatto could not produce the
required mandate but the promised it would be shortly forthcoming and further argued, "If you could believe one man,
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M. N. Roy, who has no mandate from Indians why should
not you believe us-a Society ?"
[Note - Chatto is reported to have hit on the idea of utiJizing his
sister Mrs. Naidu to approach Indian leaders on her return to India,
in order to obtain their signatures. Mahamed Ali in a recent speech,
in which he alluded to the intention of Government to arrest him on
some "absurd pretexts"and said that such a pretext might be a charge
of conspiring with Bolshevists through Mrs. Naidu.]

Ultimately it appears the agent was satisfied and promised to recpgnize Chatto' s organization and returned to
Moscow having promised that he would send them I 00,000
roubles. It was at this stage that Chatto wrote to one of his
confederates explaining the situation, and the statement that
Chatto had at last arranged for financial support from the
Soviet, which appeared in a recent Weekly Report, was based
on this letter. Later information, however, shows that negotiations have not yet been concluded.
In the third week of March a letter and telegram from
Moscow was received by Chatto stating that it would be
impossible to send the promised assistance as M. N. Roy
stood in the way. Roy, it seems, advised the Soviet that
Chatto's group is a Nationalist Party and not a Communist
Party ...They are the very people who were Nationalists at
the time of the war for German money, now they have found
Russian money and are Communists." The Soviet agent
stated that it was against communist principles to help
Nationalists. After receiving this news the Indian Committee
in Berlin were at a loss how to proceed. discussed innumerable plans which included a scheme hr the murder of Roy.
They were considering the advisibility of going in a body
to· Russia and of making a final appeal for support when the
agent of the Soviet Government returned to Berlin at the
beginning of April.
At the date of latest information negotiations had been
resumed. Chatto had wired to Abdul Wahid, B. N. Das Gupta
and Dr. Hafiz, probably with a view to calling them to Berlin and possibly with the intention of taking them with him
when he goes to Moscow.
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The opposition of Roy is clearly responsible for the set
back which Chatto has experienced in his negotiations with
the Soviet. Information which we recently received stated
that Roy's attitude has now been made clear, as he has made
an offer of cooperation with the Indians in Berlin provided
they accept his terms. The terms include strict adherence to
communism and the acceptance or Roy as leader. It is the
last condition which is responsible for hesitation to close
with Roy's offer. Heramba Lal Gupta, in particular, who has
much influence in the party, is absolutely opppsed to working
under Roy.

D.

EXPERIENCE OF DR. BHUPENDRANATH DUTTA
IN

Moscow

Dr. Bhupenclranath Dutta, youngest brother of Swami
Vivekananda. was one of the mo.vt active Indian revolutionaries outside India. When Berlin Committee was formed
during the World War I to co-ordinate the activities of
Indian Revolutionarie.v outside India and to secure German arms and assistance to organiu armed resistance
against British Government in India in order to attain
India's independence, Dr. Bhupendranath Dutta was elected
as Secretary of the Berlin Committee. As Secretary, Dr.
Dutta wa.v the Chief Executive of the Berlin Committee
which was given the status of an Emigre Government by
the Government of Germany. Virendranath Chattopadhayya,
younger brother of Shrimati Sarojini Naidu, an Indian
revolutionary of outstanding merit and reputation, was a
pillar of the Berlin Committee and due to his efforts Dr.
Bhupendranath Dutta could become the Secretary of the
Berlin Committee.
The October Revolutio11 in Russia in 1917 fired the
imagination of the leaders of the Berlin Committee and they
were gradually attracted towards Marxist ideology and
became eager to make contacts with ·the leaders of the
October Revolution. But their sole aim wa.T 'independence'
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of India. After Germany's defeat in World War I the~e was
a turmoil in the Governmental set-up in Germany and
consequently the leaders of the Berlin Committee faced
great uncertainties. In the subsequest period Dr.
Bhupendranath Dutta, Virendranath Chattopadhay~a and
other leaders of the Berlin Committee established contacts
with Bolshevik Party and the Communist International and
also paid a visit to Moscow.
Dr. Bhupendranath Dutta gave an account of their experience in Moscow in his book (in Bengali), entiled:
"Aprakasita Rajnitik /ti hash." Some relevant excerpts from
this book are given here (in English Translation) for the
readers to make their own assessment of these hi.iuorical
facts.

Aprakasita Rajnitik Itihash *
"The Russian revolution had stirred the minds of Indian
revolutionaries living in Europe. Some of them were aligned
to Left-Socialist ideas before that. Virendranath
Chattopadhayya and Trimul Acharya were members of the
Communist-Anarchist Party in Paris. The writer (i.e .• Dr.
Bhupendranath dutta) in his student days became a member of the Bronx park Socialist Club in New York. Madame
Cama was left-minded. I heard that she was sympathetic
to Russian Bolshevik ideology. In 1925, when the writer
(i.e., Dr. Bhupendranath Dutta) departed from her in Paris,
she said to this writer (i.e. Dr. Dutta) mixed in English
and French : .. keep your flag high likt' Admiral Togo and
organise the ouvriers et pay sans of India." The French
Socialist leader Jaures and Longuet, the grandson of Karl
Marx. were their friends. The Indian revolutionaries while
staying abroad received support only from the leftists of
Europe. The Socialist leader, Hyndman. of England. the
Russian Anarchist leader Peter Krapatkin, the Bolshevik
leader Lenin - all of them wanted independence of India.
•Excerpts from 'Apralcasita Rajnitik. ltihash •(Unpublished Political
History)
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So. when one of them established a new state order through
revolution, was it not natural that all left-minded persons
would go there ? For this reason the vision of all types of
revolutionaries was fixed on Moscow. Then Moscow was
known as "New Mecca."
"The new Revolution of Russia had greatly influenced the
minds of left-minded Indian revolutionaries. Of the Indian
revolutionaries, who were aligned to Moscow, had convened
a conference in Stockholm in 1920 and decided their course
of action. The writer (i.e., Dr. Dutta), Pandurang Khankhojewho came from Iran, Birendranath Das Gupta and Biswamitra-an
Indian student staying in Denmark, assembled there. After
discussion, it was decided that : those who wanted to remain
Nationalist-minded they should form an organisation and stan
work : and, those who were left-minded i.e., those who believed
in the Communist ideology-would form a separate organisation
to start work but both the groups would struggle for India's
independence. This programme of action was intimated to
Gadar Party in America. The expenses for this conference were
borne by the Sweedish Communist leader, Strome. We also
met the Communist leaders of Sweden. They said that they
could not do anything from there and Y'e should go to Moscow
for necessary arrangement. So, it was decided to send
Virendranath Chattopadhayya to Moscow. Before this conference M.N. Roy had also invited Virendranath to Moscow."
"In the winter of 1920 Chattopadhayya went to Moscow
and returned after discussions with the leaders there. The
leaders of the Communist International told him there: "You
bring other (Indian) revolutionaries here, form a Committee
and start work." He (Chattopadhayya) also agreed to bring
other (Indian) revolutionaries to Moscow and on this understanding returned to Berlin."
"During this time Borodin returned to Berlin. The writer
(i.e., Dr. Dutta) introduced him to Chattopadhayya. He (i.e.,
Boradin) said : "In the meantime you start work in Berlin
after forming a Committee and anange to establish the
Communist International' s contact with India."
7
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"Before this development i.e., before Chattopadhayya's
departure for Moscow the writer (i.e .. Dr. Dutta) received
a letter from him from Stockholm containing information
that one young man named Ghulam Ambia Lohani was on
his way to Moscow via Berlin and arrangement for his stay
in Berlin had to be made. As far as I rememberChattopadhayya
got the name of this youngman from his sister Shrimati
Sarojini Naidu ..... A few days after receipt of this letter
one lame young man reached the writer's residence at
Ansbro-kher Street (in Berlin). After acquaintance he said that
he hailed from Pabna district (now in Bangladesh-Ed.); he
came to study law in London and was on his way to Moscow.
He secured his passage money from the Soviet Embassy in
London. Later on, after staying with him for a few years the
writer came to know all about him. In London he lived a fast
life and all along lived like that. He had earlier studied at
Aligarh (University) for some time befon~. He had married
a French woman in London but at that time he had no connection with her. He was a very ;ntelligent person and could
speak English well."
"The Indian Revolutionary committee was set up in Berlin
as proposed by Borodin. Lohani reached Berlin after this and
Chattopadhayya also returned from Moscow. Chattopadhayya
wanted to include Lohani in the group that would visit
Moscow ... "
"During this time one evening a young woman came to
the writer's (i.e., Dr. Dutta's) place and asked him : 'Are
you Mr. Dutta? Thereafter she introd·1ced herself as Agnes
Smedley. She was engaged in Indian revolutionary work in
New York in association with Taraknath Das and Sailendranath
Ghosh and faced imprisonment for four years along with
them. When Taraknath Das and others were penniliess she
supported them from her earnings.
After the First World War she was a front-ranking worker
of the organisation, "Friends of Indian Freedom." She was
acquainted with all the Indian revolutionaries living in U.
S. A. The Indians did not see any woman so devoted to India
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like her except Sister Nivedita. She was bo~n in a poor
worker's family in Pennsylvania in U.S.A. She was a stenographer and also a journalist. Her articles were published
in the Modern Review, the monthly journal published from
Calcutta ...... "
"At last al I of us started for Moscow. Chattopadhyya,
Agnes Smedley· and Khankoje went together. Nalini Gupta
was also taken to Mo:-.cow. The writer (i.e .. Dr. Dutta) and
Birendranath Das Gupta went separately. Except Nalini
Gupta we all were members of the "'Indian Revlutionary
Committee."
"On reaching Moscow the writer (i.e. Dr. Dutta) again
met Borodin. Borodin told Chattopadhayya : "I suggested
formation of Indian Revolutionary Committee (in Berlin) so
as to delay your visit to Moscow and advised you to start
work in Berlin." Its meaning was understood by us subsequently. The writer (i.e., Dr. Dutta) again met Borodin.
Borodin said : "You have come : stay here for six months;
you will meet everybody. This is how we work here."
Subsequently it was learnt that he (i.e., Borodin) advised
some one of our group: "You hold a conference with Mahendra
Pratap and others and form a Committee."
"On reaching Moscow the members of the Berlin Committee met Acharya and Peshwari. Roy was then in Tashkent.
Subsequently he (Roy) and Abani returned to Moscow with
their wives and a few Muzahareens. In the mean time the
writer (i.e. Dr. Dutta) met Sabitsky, Office Se-cretary of the
Communist International, and told him : "We are waiting
here so long but nothing is progressing." He (Sabitsky)
replied : "Let Roy return, then a Commission will be set up
and programme of work wiJJ he decided." Before this discussion we had the impression that we came to Russia as
Members of the Indian Revolutionary Committee of Berlin.
In this regard he (Sabitsky) said : "We attach no value to
this Committee." During this time Chattopadh~yya and ·Agnes
Smedley declared themselves as husband.and wife according
to the social practice of the Communists.
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At last a Commission started its work to finalise the
programme of work. Borodin, Koeltch, Rutgers and all Indians assembled here. Rutgers was the President of this
Commission. He asked all members of the Indian Team
individuaHy to give his opinion.
But Chattopadhayya said : "'We belong to one party. One
member representing the whole party will give the opinion." In reply Borodin said : " we do not know any party;
we will select the appropriate person after scrutiny." Its
implication was that they would select their 'own person'
according to their choice. The members of the Berlin Committee said : "Then we will boycott this Commission ...... "
Thereafter, three months elapsed. No new Commission
was set up. Subsequently Rakosi became the Secretary of
a Commision and started work promptly. He convened the
meeting of the new Commission to decide the programme
of action for the Indian Revolutionaries. Rakosi was wellknown to Nalini Gupta. On his way to Moscow Nalini was
a co-passenger with Rakosi in a Steamer. Nalini informed
the writer (i.e. Dr. Dutta) that Rakosi said : "I am not
concerned either with Roy's group or with Dutta's group :
I will assemble both the groups and form a Party."
The members of Chattopadhayya •s group started propagating : "There is no scope to organise workers movement
in India, only nationalist movement should be organised."
They propagated this theory to the delegates of all countries.
This created division in the party. Subsequently when a
Commission was set up under the Chairmanship of James
Beles all Indian Revolutionaries assembled there. On finding Borodin in this meeting chattopadhayya asked the President, "In what capacity he (Borodin) was there." The President replied : "He is present here as a member of. the
Commission." Chattopadhayya then.said: "If it is so, I will
boycott this Commission." The President ignored this threat.
Chattopadhayya left the meeting. At that time Borodin asked
one of the Indians : "In what capacity you have joined this
Commission-as an individual or as a member of the party?"
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He replied : "As an individual." In this Commission a thesis
of Roy which he had already printed and sent to the International, was distributed. The thesis of this writer (i.e., Dr.
Dutta) and of his companions was also placed in the meeting
along with a thesis of Chattopadhayya." Chattopadhayya sent
his thesis to Lenin. Lenin gave him a reply.
"Dear Comrade Chattopadhayya,
I have read your Thesis. I am in agreement with your views.
We will have to destroy British imperialism. When I can meet
you will be conveyed to you by my Secretary.
Sd/- V. Ulianov (Lenin)"*
The writer (i.e., Dr. Dutta) sent his thesis to Lenin through
Rakosi. Lenin gave the following reply :
"To
Comrade Bhupendranath Datta,
Dear Comrade Datta,
I have read your Thesis.We should not discuss about the Social
classes. I think we should abide by my T~esis on colonial
question. Gather statistical facts about Peasants' League if they
exist in India.
Yours,
V. UHanov (Lenin)"
The contention of the writer's thesis was : So long as
the foreign power was ruling over us, We should unite all
classes of people and try to complete the Political Revolution. In this connection Marx's ..Civil War in France''
was referred to and views of Marx were quoted. But from
the very beginning Communist Party should be organised
which, after the Political Revolution, should strive for
Socialist Revolution to establish Socialism in India.
"The members of the different Indian groups were in this
Commission. James Beles was the President of this Committee and he was representing the Communist International.
Besides, Borodin, Trionosky, Dr. Thalheimer and Rekosy,
• (Translation from Bengali version)
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Secretary of the Communist International were in this Commission. Dr. Thalheimer was the Editor of the German Com·
-munist Party's organ, "FREIHEIT."
"The Commission sat for two days. On the first day Lohani
read his thesis. Khankhoje said "If you want to form a Communist Party, do it ; if you want to organise working class
movement, do it." On the second day the members of our group
were to read the thesis. The writer (i.e. Dr. Dutta) said, "I
have sent a copy of my thesis to Lenin. This thesis is quite
lengthy, for this reason I am reading the gist of it." While
reading the thesis the writer referred to the writings of Karl
Marx a number of times. On noticing it Dr. Thalheimer
commented in jest ; "Our Indian Comrades have read too much
of Karl Marx." During this time Borodin asked me, "Where
is the difference between your's and Roy's views?" The writer
(Dr. Dutta) said in reply : "Roy is unwilling to work with the
nationalists. In the revolutionary movement in India whom
one will find except the nationalists?" On hearing it Borodin
said : "It is correct." At last Agnes Smedley placed her brief
comments on India to the President of the Commission instead
of reading it. On reading it Beles (Chairman of the Commission) asked her : "Comrade, being a member of IWW how
could you be such an English-hater?" Finally Roy stood up
and said : "There is a proposal to form a new Communist Party
(for India). But Communist Party of India has already been
formed. Why not these Comrades Join this Party ?" As soon
as Roy said it. the members of the writer's (Dr. Dutta) group
protested against it and put up a typerwritten protest letter to
Rakosi. It was written in this protest letter : "We all Communist-minded people want to form a Communist Party of
India. We have sent message to our country accordingly and
preparations are going on in this direction. But suddenly
without informing us a Communist Party of India was formed
in Moscow.* We do not recognise this Party and we are not
willing to give any co-operation to it."
•It is actually "Tash.ii.ent".
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On hearing this report everyone who had come from
Germany became unwilling to stay in Moscow any longer.
All of them wanted to return back.
Finally the Time came to leave Moscow. The writer (Dr.
Dutta) went to meet Roy and his wife. Roy told him (Dr.
Dutta) : "You stay here and take responsibility for all work.
Do not. feel sorry for my victory." The wirter (Dr. Dutta)
said in reply : "Roy, it is not true. Neither have you won,
nor am I defeated. It is the mandate of Malibureau that a
small bureau will be set up in Moscow. Now you make your
career here. I make my career elsewhere." Then Roy said:
"The world is big enough for everybody."

0
Formation of Communist Party of India
in Tashkent in 1920

A. M N Rov's

VERSION ON THE FORMATION

OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA IN TASHKENT*

The destitute Indian religious emigres were brought to Tashkent.
It was not easy to house, feed and clothe them there. Everything was scarce in the capital of the new-founded Turkestan
Republic. The first difficulty was to find a house which could
accommodate more than fifty people. Having received the
news of the coming of the Indian "comrades,·• the Turk-Bureau
of the Communist International had found a suitable house
with the help of the Turkestan Government. In the modern
part of the city, there was no large enough house. The house
for the Indian emigres was between the modern part and the
old part of the city. Ir was a one-storey building with a large
number of rooms of all shapes and sizes. It was still winter.
Already at Bokhara the Indian emigres had been provided with
warm clothing. Each was given a uniform of the Red Army
soldier. The long brown coat was quite warm. Yet, some
arrangement had to be made for heating the house, at least
for another month or so. Fuel was the scarcest commodity of
all, and to· heat a big house required a considerable quantity.
To obtain that, a special permit of th~ Government had to be
secured, and no lesser official than the Commissar of Supplies could issue the permit. The now famous Lazar Kaganovitch
was the official to be approached. I thought of seeing him
personally so as to make it sure that the permit for the precious
commodity would be obtained soon. But my secretaryinterpreter-a Russianjew who had lived long in America-felt
•Excerpt from: Memoirs of M. N. Roy, 1964 edition, Pages: 459-467
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that it would not be quite proper. In the official hierarchy I
held a position higher up than the Commissar of Supplies. The
Secretary said that a letter from me would be enough, and he
would go with it. I asked him to draft the letter in Russian,
and he produced a tearful document describing all the suffering of the Indian comrades, and how they would freeze if
the house was not heated properly. I asked if it was necessary
to write all that. He replied, "Yes, some agitation is necessary
to move the Commissar."
My Secretary went off with the letter as drafted by him,
and within a couple of hours returned triumphantly with the
permit, not only for fuel, but also for a pair of "valniki" (thick
high felt boots worn in Russia during the winter) for each
Indian comrade. He also brought a message from the Commissar, that the Indian comrades would be provided with
everything necessary to make them comfortable, and that I
would only have to ring him up, and the required commodities
would be delivered promptly.
Before long, two truckloads of wood arrived, and several
tall white porcelain tile stoves in the house were lit. There
followed a scramble for the warmest room. Anticipating that
many similar difficulties would foJlow, I suggested that three
from amongst the emigres should be chosen to constitute a
House Committee to supervise the alfotment of rooms, and
also the provision of food for them all. There were several
fairly educated young men in the crowd. I selected three of
them and recommended them for the Committee. They readily
agreed with my suggestion that, in the allotment of rooms,
preference should be given to those not in good health and
also to the aged. There were actually several gray beards who
had joined the crusade for the defence of the Khilafat. It was
a miracle that they had survived the hardships of their journey
over the snow-peaked Hindukush. It was also agreed that cots
should be provided only to the aged and those in indifferent
health. It was impossible to secure cots for all. anyhow. But
large woollen carpets were secured to cover the floors, and
on the whole the guests were fairly comfortable.
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Feeding arrangements were also quite satisfactory-one
meal consisted of what was called pilaf, no worse than eaten
in my residence or in that of any other high party or State
official. The evening meal was composed of lepioshka (thick
but well-baked unleavened bread known in Northern India as
nan) and some meat preparation, usually shashlik (Shik Kabab ).
In between. in the morning and in the afternoon, apple tea
with raisins (in lieu of sugar) was also supplied. It was not
a very luxurious board, as expected from oriental hospitality.
But none in those days got anything better, and most of the
guests were not accustomed to anything better at home.
Nevertheless, before long, there was grumbling, and articulate
complaints. Except for the minority of the educated, the rest
of the lot felt that they were obliging us by accepting our
hospitality. The House Committee spared me the trouble of
listening to unreasonable complaints and trying to do the
impossible. As a matter of fact, about a dozen young men of
the company proved to be very helpful.
Presently, the time came when we had to broach the question
of the purpose of bringing the Indian emigrants to Tashkent.
At Bokhara most of them were attracted by the hope of receiving military training. They believed that after a short sojourn
in Tashkent. they would all be ~ent home with plenty of arms
and mone}' to fight the British. But we had to decide the nature
of training according to the competence of the recruits. It
would be easy enough to teach all of them how to shoot a
gun or even to handle some more complicated weapons. It would also not be difficult to satisfy their expectation of going
back to India with arms. But the question was: what would
most of them do with their guns, and whom would they fight.
and for what ideal?
They had left India with the purpose of fighting for the
Khilafat. Most of them were not even nationalists. They were
anti-British, but had no idea of what would happen when the
British were driven out of India. So it was felt that a measure
of elementary political training was necessary before the
majority of the emigrants could be armed. The plan was not
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to convert them to Communism, but to awaken in them the
minimum measure of political consciousness. They might be
easily persuaded to abandon the slogan "Khilafat Zindabad"
for the slogan "Inquilab Zindabad." But they should have some
idea of revolution, and how it would be brought about. And
for that purpose, first of all they should become loyal soldiers
of the revolution. Then we were thinking in terms of a national
democratic revolution. But if most of the emigrants were not
nationalists. none of them had any idea of democracy.
I discussed those difficulties with the educated minority
of the group. After some persuasion, they agreed with my
proposal that the emigrants should receive a course of political training before a military school for training the soldiers
of the Indian Revolution could be founded. Arms were easily
available. As a matter of fact, I had come to Tashkent with
a large quantity of them. But there was no possibility of
sending them farther on nearer to India. We did not want
the Indian emigrants to be Communists. But if they were to
be armed, we wanted to be sure that the arms would not be
turned against us.
It was quite clear that. before we could proceed to do anything fruitful with the emigrants, the educated minority should
be differentiated from the fanatical mass. So, to begin with,
l set myself to the task of politically educating the educated
few. Most of them responded quite satisfactorily, although a
few turned out to be very refractory. I was very much surprised to find that a few of the educated young men were more
fanatical than the emigrant mass. Curiouly enough, one of them
eventually became an equally fanatical Communist. He is still
living somewhere in Pakistan, although it is reported that he
has left, or has been expelled from, the Communist Party. He
was a pathological case-distrustful of everything and fanatically religious. Another, a somewhat more elderly person who
claimed to have been closely associated with Mohammad Ali,
was a more deliberate trouble-maker. On the strength. of his
supposed association with the leader of -the Indian Khilafat
Movement, he commanded the confidence of the group and
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could sway them as he liked. He is also alive, and it is reported that he holds a high position in Pakistan.
My closer relation with the educated few aroused suspicion and resentment among the rest. The latter of the two
mentioned before took advantage of that situation, and carried
on a whispering campaign that I was trying to convernhem
to Communism. An educated few among them had actually
been so converted. There was a terrible uproar, but the
trouble-maker was a very skilful intriguer, and could not be
detected easily. The tense situation came to a head when one
day the majority of the group demanded that the meat given
to them should be from sheep slaughtered in their presence.
They suspected that they might be given meat which
Mussalmans were not allowed to eat. It was a groundless
suspicion, because in those days no pigs were easily available in Turkestan. But the excited fanatics would not listen.
When the House Committee, assisted by the other educated
few, tried to explain the position, they were denounced as
Kafirs who would be driven out of the house if they continued
their objectionable activity. It was an embarrassing position.
I would not have minded throwing the majority of the lot
out into the streets because no good was ever likely to come
out of them anyway. But the Russians were very sensitive
about the "Indian comrades" and advised me to be patient
and persistent. On my replying that my patience was
exhausted by the unruly fanatics and that I did not believe
that further perseverance would produce any result, the
Russian comrades suggested that the Presi-dent of the Turkestan
Republic, who was a Muslim, should visit the boarding house
and talk to the Indian comrades. The President himself was
a young man, who wore European clothes and kept no beard.
However, his visit did make an impression; after all, he was
the head of the govenment!
After the visit, he sympathised with my difficulties and
offered to help. He was also of the opinion that nothing
could be done with most of the Indian emigrants, and
suggested that we should select only the hopeful few and
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tell the rest to go out and earn a living, on the ground that
in a Communist State none could have bread unless he
worked. He offered to provide employment for those who
would be willing to work. Of course, his advice could not
be accepted, and it had to be kept a strictly guarded secret.
Meanwhile, I went ahead with the political training of the
educated few, barring the couple of mischievous ones. To
pacify them, the ignorant majority was allowed to go out and
roam in the bazar. That was a risky procedure, becaues even
Tashkent was full of enemy spies in those days. They could
take advantage of the disaffection of the Indian emigrants,
and with a little money purchase their services. Before long,
it was discovered that the apprehension was not unfounded,
and I was placed in the delicate situation of dealing with
suspected enemy agents as they were dealt with in those days
in Russia. My position was delicate bacause the Russians
would not do anything against the "Indian comrades."
My preliminary efforts with the educated minority produced greater results than I expected and wanted. Most of them
tranferred their fanatical allegiance from Islam to Communism. I had not spoken to them at all about Communism. I
only told them that driving the British out of India would be
no revolution, if it was succeeded by replacing foreign exploiters by native ones. I had to explain the social significance
of a revolution: that, to be worthwhile, a revolution should
liberate the toiling masses of India from their present economic position. Instinctively idealists, they readily agreed
with my opinion and jumped to the conclusion that, if the
revolution was to liberate the toiling masses, it would have
to be a Communist revolution. I was surprised when some of
them approached me with the proposal that they wanted to
join the Communist Party. Others enquired why we should
not found the Communist Party of India there and then. Their
enthusiasm was very well meant. Although some of them had
a utilitarian motive, I could not discourage them.
Presently, they were reinforced by the arrival of a small
group which called itself Communists already at Kabul. It
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was led by an old gray-bearded Maulana, Abdur Rub, and
a South Indian Hindu named Acharya. On their arrival. they
were accommodated in the emigrants' house and expected
to have special attention and privileges owing to their
professed political faith. I would have welcomed the advent
of even a few clever and convinced Communists to help
me deal with a rather difficult situation. But after some
conversation I discovered that Abdur Rub was an impostor,
and Acharya was an anarchist, if he was anything. But the
educated minority of the earlier emigrants were easily
influenced by Abdur Rub and Acharya, who fanned their
Communist fanaticism.
The result of a new crisis in the emigrants' house was
that some of the inmates began· talking about communism
openly and went to the extent of making disparaging remarks about their fanatical past, which was still present
with most of the other. Occasionally. it came to fierce
altercations and even exchange of blows. To maintain order
and to protect the minority, we had to post some armed
guards near the house. On the other hand, the minority,
which proposed the formation of an Indian Communist
Party, was reinforced by the Abdur Rub-Acharya group and,
on the latter's instigation, sent a delegation to the TurkBureau of the Communist International to plead their case.
I tried to argue with them that there was no hurry. They
should wait until they returned to India. There was no sense
in a few emigrant individuals calling themselves the Communist Party. They were evidently disappointed, and I apprehended that the experience might dishearten them. I
needed their help to manage the refractory majortiy of the
emigrants. The idea of turning them out with the offer of
employment was not practical. So I agreed with the proposal of the formation of a Communist Party, knowing
fully well that it would be a nominal thing, although it
could function as the nucleus of a real Communist Party
to be organised eventually. An intelligent and fairly educated young man named Mohammad Safiq, who had come
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from Kabul with the Acharya group, was elected secretary
of the party.(*)
The party was formed. But what should be its activity?
A Communist Party must work among the masses. India was
far away. The Indian masses could not be reached from where
we were. But I pointed out that in the emigrant group we
had a cross-section of the Indian masses. On ruturn to India,
the pioneering Communists would have to face the political
backwardness, general ignorance and religious fanaticism of
the masses. So they had better serve their apprenticeship by
endeavouring to influence the cross-section of the Indian
masses within our reach. They agreed and it was decided that
they should try to persuade the rest of the emigrants to attend
a series of general political talks preparatory to their admission to the proposed military school. The members of the
communist group were to deliver those talks. Apart from
Mohammad Safiq, two others proved to be quite efficient.
One was Shaukat Usmani. He was a graduate of some Indian
University and quite intelligent. But he was the most fanatical of all and stuck to his guns till the bitter end. As he
was known among the emigrants to be a devout Mussalman.
his talks were readily attended and began to have influence.
The other was Abdullah Safder. In India he used to teach
Urdu to British army officers on the Frontier, but he himself
hardly new any English. But being a professional teacher,
he was also quite successful in his talks. Usmani returned
to India several years later and became an important member
of the Communist Party. He was an accused in the Meerut
Conspiracy Case. Safder went to Moscow and graduated from
the Communist University for the Toilers of the East. Then
he received higher education in Marxist Theory at the Institute
of Red Professors. He also came hack to India eventually and
lived underground. In the earlier part of the Second World
War he left India with the object of returning to Russia. I have
had no news of what happened to him thereafter.
• M. N. Roy did not give further details about formation of Communist
Party of India in Tashkent.
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The central theme of the talks delivered in the emigrants'
house was that they must soon return to India to fight for her
liberation. But a few of them, even if supplied with arms,
would not be able to make a revolution. For that purpose, they
must win over thousands and thousands of others like themselves. Therefore, before returning to India they must learn
what they would tell them to win them over for the revolution.
Once that preliminary training was imparted, they would be
admitted to the Military Schools to receive training in the use
of alJ sorts of arms and when, on return to India, they would
have enlisted the support of many others for the revolution,
plently of arms would be sent to them.
The talks, delivered by several of their own fellow-religionists, did not mention the word "Communism" nor made
any disrespectful reference to religion, which pacified the
recalcitrant lot, and the atmosphere in the India House (that
was how the emigrants' house was called) became quiet. The
idea of being trained in the use of arms seemed to have been
attractive.
Shortly thereafter, a Military School was founded. The
group of Russian officers who had accompanied me from
Moscow was still in Tashkent. To them was entrusted the
organisation of the school. John, the American Wobbly, was
appointed the Commandant of the School. He was to look after
the disicipline. Having looked over his wards, he sarcastically
remarked: "We are going to train not an army of revolution,
but an army of God."

B.

FORMATION OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA
IN TASHKENT IN

1920 *

The foregoing extract is from M. N. Roy's original English
text. The extract shows that the muhajir (self-exiled) youths
who had emigrated to Tashkent in 1920 compelled M. N.
Roy to lay there the foundation of the Communist Party of
• Excerpts from Muzaffar Ahmad's Memoirs : .. Myself and the Communist Party of India", pages : 4S-S6
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India. This idea created by his Memoirs would have remained
firmly planted in our minds, had not new facts come to light
meanwhile. Most of the muhajirs who became members of
the Communist Party of India in Tashkent and in Moscow
are dead. Of those who are still alive, we may, if we try,
get in touch with only Comrade Rafiq Ahmad of Bhopal. He
also is seventy ( J967). Others who are still living live in
Pakistan. To us Pakisran today is not only an alien country
but a remote one too.
I will never say that M. N. Roy was not asked some time
or other by the muhajir youths in Tashkent to fOim the
Communist Party of India. But we now possess evidence that
far from doing what he claims in his writing to have done
in founding the Party in Tashkent, Roy actuaIJy did the
reverse. It was M. N. Roy himself. not the muhajir youths.
who took the real iniliative in founding the Communist Party
of India in Tashkent.

Dr. Devendra Kaushik's Discovery in Tashkent
Shri Devendra Kaushik, M. A., Ph. D., is a Reader in History
in the University of Kurukshetra. After obtain~;.g a doctorate
in History from the University of Agra, he became a Ph.D.
also of the Lenin University of Uzbekistan in the ~oviet
Union for his researches on The Leninist Nationalist I'olicy
in Central Asia. He had to stay in Tashkent for three years
for the purpose. He has told me that it was in Tashkent that
he first read my book The Communist Party of India and
Its Formation Abroad and felt a desire to see the places where
the muhajirs lived. He also enquired whether any documents
of the period of the muhajirs' stay in Taskent were available
or not. As a result of his investigations, he found a file (F.
60, ed. No. 724, L. 1-14) in the Archives of the Communist Party of Uzebekistan. In fact, the Keeper of the Archives
himself had searched out this file for Dr Kaushik. Dr Kaushik
discovered some valuable documents relating to the Communist Party of India in the file. Dr Kaustiik, I believe', could
lirtle expect that he would come by several documents of such
g
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value. The file under reference contained the following documents :
(i) very brief minute(i of the meeting in Ta1'hkent in which
the Indian Communist Party was first formed;
(ii) brief minute' of a subsequent meeting of the newlyformed Indian Communist Party;
(iii) a letter to the Communist Party of Turkestan communicating the news of the formation of the Indian Communist Party in Tashkent.
[In 1920 this Party was called the Communist Party of
Turke1'tan. Turkestan had not yet been reconstituted into a
number of republics under different names.]
I am reproducing below the text of all three document~
found by Dr Kaushik :
(1)

·'Formed the Indian Communist Part}' in Ta~hkent on Oct.
l 7, J920, with the following member!>
I. M. N. Roy
2. Evelina Trent Roy
3. A. Mukherjee
4. Rosa Fitingof
5. Mohd Ali (Ahmed Hasan)
6. Mohd Shafiq Siddiqui and
7. Acharya. M. Prativadi Bayankar
The period for probation for candidate members would be
three months.
Mohd Shafiq is elected Secretary.
The Indian Communist Party adopts the principles proclaimed
by the Third International and undertakes to work out a
programme adopted to the Indian condition.
(Sd.) President : M. Acharya
(Sd.) M. N. Roy, Secretary

(2)
"Further, in the Party Archives, Tashkent, are given the
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minutes of a subsequent meeting held on December 15, 1920.
It reads as follows :
Resolved to admit Abdul Qadir Sehrai, Masud Ali Shah
Kazi and Akbar Shah as candidate members.
An Executive Committee of Roy, Shafiq and Acharya is
elected.
(3)

·'Also preserved among the documents is a communication
sent by Roy to the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of Turkestan. It has been signed by Roy as the Secretary
concerned. (The Russian term is 'otvestvenny secretar').
There is another signature also thereupon which is illegible. Roy signed in bold letters in Russian in red ink. It reads
as under :
·'This is to state that the Communist Party of India has
been organized here. It is working in conformity with the
principles of the Third International under the political
guidance of the Turkestan Bureau of the Comintern."
None of the seven members with whom the Communist
Party of India was first formed in Tashkent ,,n October J7,
1920, belonged to the muhajir youths who had emigrated
from India to Turkestan that year; yet Manabendranath .vrites
that it was because of their obstinacy that he proceeJed to
build the Communist Party. Evelina Trent Roy, one of the
seven members, was Manabendranath' s first and American
wife. Rosa Fitingof was Abani Mukherjee's Russian wife.
Muhammad Ali had left India in 1915, while a student in
the Medical College in Lahore. he had also declared himself
Lo be a Communist much earlier. Mohammad Shafiq also
was not one of the muhajir emigrants of 1920. He had left
India in 1919, for political reasons. Acharya had left India
in 1908. Narendranath Bhattacharyya alias Manabendranath
Roy, and Abani Mukherjee had left India in 1915.
At the time of writing his Memoirs, Roy could n!->l even
dream that the brief minutes relating .to the formation of
the Communist Party of India in Tashkent would not remain
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hidden in the Archives of the Communist Party of Uzbekistan
and would one day be discovered by a person named Dr
Devendra Kaushik. Now necessity knows no law, and M.
N. Roy was compelled by necessity to take the initiative
in founding the Communist Party of India in Tashkent. He
attend the Second Congress of the Communist International
as a delegate of the Communist Party of Mexico, but the
affection and appreciation he received in Congress was due
to his being an Indian. Even after the Congress he was put
in charge of work in the Eastern countries, especially India.
At that time there was not the slightest possibility of a
Communist Party being formed in India in the near future,
and Roy had left Mexico once for all. At various places
Roy had written that he was his own representative in the
Communist International and went to Moscow at the invitation of Lenin. All this claim of his is just empty selfglorification. It is true that Lenin invited Roy to Moscow
on the basis of Borodin's report, but Roy did nut go there
with empty hands. He went there on the" advice of Borodin.
his patron, as delegate of the Mexican Communist Party just
formed. All this is recorded in Roy's Memoirs. It was in
Mexico that Borodin had impressed upon Roy that representatives of Communist Parties only (although the name
Communist Party was not essential) could hold any office
of high responsibility in the Communist International. With
the Third Congress of the Communist International drawing
near, Roy had to found the Communist Party of India in
Tashkent; otherwise, what could hav~ been his locus .ftandi
there ? Whom could he represent?
But what I fail to understand altogether is why among the
seven founding members. there was not even a single muhajir
emigrant of 1920. It was these muhajirs who were likely to
become members of the Communist Party of India in Tashkent
or in Moscow afterwards. It will not be an exaggeration to
say that the presence of the muhajirs in Tashkent at the time
was a windfall for Roy. Three of the muhajirs of 1920 were
admitted as candidate members at a Party meeting on
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December 15, 1920; but two of them, Abdul Qadir Sehrai
(Khan) and Masood Ali Shah, were questionable characters.

Who were Acharya and Abdur Rab ?
It was in Tashkent that M. N. Roy's relations with Maulavi
Abdur Rab and M. Prativadi Bayankar Acharya became strained.
In his Memoirs Roy dismisses Maulavi Abdur Rab as an
'imposter' and Achar)a as an 'anarchist'. Some information
about them should be given here. Maulavi ABDUR RAB belonged probably to the district of Peshawar, for he is referred
to also as.Abdur Rab Peshawari. As far as I have been able
lo garher, he was a linguist, a good speaker and a scholar.
He was a high official of the British Government. probably
in the diplomatic service. The Makran Gazetteer was compiled
from material gathered by Abdur Rab. Makran was situated
in the Kalat section of Beluchistan; it was not an easily
accessible place Once a man had been there, the terrible
experience of the place would haunt his memory like a constant
nightmare. In the introduction to the Gazetteer. it is written :
"In the present work an endeavour has been made to
collate whatever publishe-d information is available and
to supplement it with material gleaned from the country
itself. For this purpose one of our Gazetteer asshtants,
Maulavi Abdur Rab, was deputed to Makran, where he
spent J4 months in investigating actual conditions in Situ
during 1903-4, and I am indebted to him for the local
material included in this work.'' (Baluchistan District
Gazetteer Series, vol. vii MAKRAN, by R. Hughe!il-Buller,
l. C. S., Bombay, 1906, p. iv.)
Mr R. Hughes-Buller, I. C. S., editor of the Gazetteer.
has acknowledged his debt to Maulavi Abdur Rab for spending fourteen months in Makran during 1903-4 ·and collecting local material for the Makran Gaze~tter.
I do not know in which places and on what sort of assignments Maulavi Abdur Rab was employed in the following few years. It is found in Dr Bhopendranath Datta's
Aprakasita Rajnaitik ltthas ( 1953) (Unpublished Political
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History) that in 1914-at the beginning of World War I-he
was a high official in the British Embassy at Baghdad. The
British closed down the embassy and left Baghdad after the
Turks had sided with Germany and against the British. But
they left Mualavi Abdur Rab behind in the hope that he
would take advantage of his being a Muslim to smuggle
information to the British. But Abdur Rab did nothing of
the sort : he sided straight with Turkey, and, consequently.
with Germany. I believe that this was the first time Abdur
Rab embroiled himself in anti-British politics. After the war
he was seen in Angora, Afghanistan and in 1919 in the
Soviet Union also.
Now I shall tell something about AcHARYA of South
India. His name is recorded as Mandayam Parthasarathi
Tirumalai Acharya in the police r~port in our country. But
he signed his name as M. Prativadi Bayankar Acharya in
the Party meeting on October 17, 1920. Originally, the
Acharyas had been inhabitants of My10re, but for many
years members of the family had been domiciled in Madras.
I do not know whether Mr Acharya came in contact or not
with any revolutionary party in his student days in India.
He became involved in politics in 1908, when he went to
London probably for studies. He became a fellow-worker of
Virendranath Chattopadhyaya's at that time. In France also,
he and Chattopadhyaya both together came in contact with
the Anarcho-Communist Party. He had toured Europe and
America. As far as it can he surmised, the first time he made
the acquaintance of Abdur Rab and became also his friend
was during World War I. They were seen together in Afghanistan. They went to Russia in 1919, long before M. N.
Roy visited the country. They also met Lenin in 1919.
It is easy to see why M. N. Roy dubbed Acharya an
'anarchist'. In 1920, during the Second Congress of the
Communist International, Acharya might have himself told
Roy that he had come into contact with the anarchists in
Europe : or Roy might have received this information from
sorrte other person. But Roy has not written a single word
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about why he has dismissed Abdur Rab as an impostor.
Before giving him this bad name Roy should have given,.at
least, some hints as to where and how he had practised
imposture. I have heard that disgraced as he was in the Soviet
Union, Acharya returned with a Russian wife to Germany.
There he turned again towards his former anarchism and
described himself then as an 'Anarcho-Syndicalist' and 'a
member of the Fourth International'. Is it because of Acharya
then that the name of the Fourth International is heard in
Mysore and some parts of South India? Towards the end of
his life, Acharya returned to India and lived in Bombay. I
heard (in 1967) that he had died.
In Tashkent in 1920, and later possibly in Moscow also,
the names of Acharya and Abdur Rab were spoken of together
by the muhajirs. It appears that the two friends became
escranged. Manabendranath had di!lmissed Acharya as an
·anarchist', but it is found that when he founded the Communist Party of India in Tashkent, he included Acharya, but
left out Abdur Rab. This shows that Roy succeeded, at least
temporarily. in freeing Acharya of his ties with Abdur Rab.
Roy·s character is indeed worth studying.
It is necessary to study the character of Abdur Rab also.
What I have gathered from documents shows that Abdur Rab
was not a religious fanatic. He was also not a staunch Khilafatist.
In my hook The Communist Party of India and Its Formation
Ahroatl, I have given an account of the journey of Rafiq
Ahmad of Bhopal. as told by him to me. It was not possible
for me to take down alJ that he said; besides, the account
in that case would have become much longer. Rafiq Ahmad
told me a lot about Abdur Rab also at that time, but I have
written very little, rather nothing, about all that. Moreover,
there were many things about Abdur Rab which Rafiq Ahmad
did not know. Recently (in 1967), Rafiq Ahmad wrote to me
from Bhopal again about Abdur Rab. now I feel that it is
necessary to give here some extracts from the accoupt given
by Rafiq Ahmad about Abdur Rab. Rafiq Ahmad and his
comrades reached Kabul on May 1, 1920, or thereabouts.
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Maulavi Abdur Rab and Acharya also were in Kabul at the
time. Rafiq Ahmad writes :
"We met Abdur Rab and Acharya of South India in a hall
in the Russian Embassy. After having tea and cakes, we
started talking. Maulavi Abdur Rab said that they h~d come
from Russia to Kabul three or four months back. The situation
in Kabul was that Badshah Amanullah wanted to have peace
with the British at any price. Disappointed at this development, he was going back to Russia with his comrades. There
were some Indians among these comrades. He said that there
had been a revolution in Russia and the Revolutionary
Government would give them help and facilities in all their
endeavours. Abdur Rab also said that for those who wanted
it the Soviet Government would even arrange the journey
from Russia to Anatolia. Subsequent events showed that the
Soviec Government had extended this facility regularly to
the muhajirs; but the muhajirs had never been given permission to enter Anatolia. Abdur Rab wante~· the names of those
of us who wanted to go to Russia with him. He told us that
he would secure necessary permission from the Badshah whom
he was meeting the next day. A number of them, including Rafiq
Ahmad, submitted their names to him on the spot. The next
day whf"n Muhammad Akbar Khan, Muhammad Akbar Shah,
Sultan Muhammad and Gawhar Rahman met Abdur Rab, he
informed them that Badshah Amanullah would not permit the
muhajirs to go to Russia. He had probably met the Badshah
meanwhile. Abdur Rab then advised the mujahirs to submit a
joint petition to the Badshah, praying for permission to go to
Russia. The muhajirs did accordingly. Abdur Rab said, ··Take
your own time and come. I shall wait for you in Tashkent.•'
Abdur Rab left for Tashkent and we went to Jablus Siraj. To
some of the muhajirs he gave £3 per head so that they could
get suits of clothes made for themselves.''
This account shows clearly that Abdur Rab was not at all
a staunch Khilafatist. Instead of encouraging the muhajirs to
go to Anatolia, he encouraged them to go to Russia, the land
of revolution. What views did he hold and what course of
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politics did he follow? He used to declare himself a Communist; then why did he not join the Communist Party of India?
If he thought that the Communist Party of India formed in
Tashkent was not worth its name, he could have joined it and
built it into a real Communist Party. His following was not
small. He had visited Russia long before Roy. He had met
Lenin long before Roy came to Russia. What, however, I fail
to understand at all is what effect his actions produced on
Indian politics.
The data that Dr. Devendra Kaushik collected from old
local newspapers during his stay in Uzbekistan contain the
information that a small party of Indian revolutionaries from
Kabul arrived in Tashkent in March, 1919. * On the basis of
the data collected by him, Dr Kaushik says that Abdur Rab
was the leader of this party. But Col. F. M. Bailey, a British
Intelligence officer, who was in Tashkent at that time, has
written in his book Mission to Tashkent that Ba'rkatullah was
the leader of the party. Dr. Kaushik has mentioned also this
fact in his article. The First Congress of the Communist
International was held from March 2 to March, 6, 1919. It
ii,, therefore, evident that Barkatultah, Abdur .Kct.b and others
of the party would have then been guests not of the Communist
International but of the Soviet Government. Abdur R<ti1 was
a very good speaker; besides. he could make speecnes in
Turkish, which made him quite popular with the residents of
Tashkent. It is learnt from Dr Kaushik's article that the old
residents of Tashkent still remember Abdur Rab.
Considering the circumstances, we can easily realize that
Abdur Rab had love of authority and leadership. He was,
therefore~ disappointed to see Manabendranath Roy in Tashkent
and realized at once that leadershil> had passed into Roy's
hands. The organizational theory that a revolutionary party
was greater than one's personal leadership did not appeal to
Abdur Rab's mind. He started building his own party with the
muhajirs. Although he had declared himself a Communist,
*Link (English weekly, Delhi) January 26. 1966, p. 72.
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he had in his pocket another organization named ·Association
of the Indian Revolutionaries'. Dr Bhupendranath Datta has
quite wrongly referred to this organization as 'The Indian
Nationalist Samiti'. Abdur Rab was in Moscow, organizing
a separate party of his own with the muhajirs. Later some
muJiajir youths returned to Peshawar and made various statements to the police, divulging which of them had belong-ed
to Abdur Rab's party and which of them to Roy's party, i.e.
the Communist Party of India. Roy's quarrel with Acharya
of South India started during their stay in Tashkent. Roy had
proposed that Acharya return to India, stay underground and
organize the Communist Party of India. It was not possible
for Acharya, who had left India in 1908 and joined the exiles
abroad, to return to India and do this work. Acharya felt that
Roy was making a proposal of this kind only to discredit him.
Acharya made a counter proposal that Roy was not fit to remain
in the Communist Party and that his namt.:, therefore, should
be struck off the Party rolls. The Communist Pdrty of Turkestan
tried to make up this quarrel but having failed, they advised
both the parties to go to Moscow for a settlement. Moscow's
verdict went against Acharya. Acharya then rejoined Abdur
Rab's group. From the documents of the Moscow Con~piracy
Case ( 1922-23), held in Peshawar, it is found that Abdur Rab
was in the end working for the American Relief Mission. The
Soviet Government and the Communist International did not
approve of this action of his. Therefore, Abdur Rah too left
the Soviet Union in disgrace and went to Germany. On August
30, 1967, Raja Mahendra Pratap wrot~ to me that "Maulavi
Rab had a Turkish wife and he was, therefore, allowed to visit
Stamboul at the request of some Turkish official. He must
have died also in Turkey''. The Raja has heard only that
Maulavi Rab is no longer alive.
,/

[~]
Mainfes to to the 36th Indian National
Congress, Ahmedabad, 1921
Sent by M. N. Roy from abroad

Fellow Countrymen,
You have met in a very critical moment of the history
of our country to decide various questions affecting gravely
the future of the national life and progress. The Indian nation
today stands on the eve of a great revolution, not only
political hut economic and social as well. The vast mass of
humanity. which inhabits the great peninsula. has begun to
move towards a certain goal; it is awakening after centuries
of social stagnation resulting from economic and political
oppression. The National Congress has placed itself at the
head of this movement. Yours is a very difficult task, and
the way before you is beset with obstacle~ almost insupl·rable
and pitfalls treacherous and troublesome. The m1ss1on of
leading the people of India onward to the goal of national
liberation is great and you have made this great mission your
own. The National Congress is no longer a holiday gathering
engaged in idle debates and futile resolution making; it has
become a political body-the leader of the movement of
national liberation.
The newly acquired political importance obliges the Congress to change its philosophical background; it must cease
to be a subjective body; its deliberations and decisions should
be determined by the objective conditions prevailing and not
according to the notions, desires and prejudices of its leaders.
It was so when the Congress, national in name only, was the
political organ which expressed the opinions and aspiration
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of a small group of men who ruled over it. If the old Congress
dominated by the Mehta-Gokhale-Bose-Banerji combination
is dead and discarded from the field of pragmatic politics,
it is because these men wanted to build a nation after their
own image; they did not and could not take into consi~eration
the material they had to work with; they failed to feel the
pulse of the people; they knew what they thought and wanted,
but they did not know, neither did they care to know what
the people-the people which constituted that nation which
their Congress also pretended to represent-needed for its
welfare, for its progress. The old Congress landed in political
bankruptcy because it could not make the necessities of the
common people its own; it took for granted that its demands
for administrative and fiscal reforms reflected the interest
of the man in the street; the "grand old men" of the Moderate
Party believed that intellect and learning were their inviolable mandates for the leadership of the nation. This lamentable subjectivism, originating from defpctive. or total absence of understanding of the social forces that underlie and
give strength to all movements, made the venerable fathers
of Indian Nationalism betray their own child; and it led them
to their own ruin, disgrace and political death. You, leaders
of the new congress, should be careful not to make the same
mistake; because the same mistake will lead to the same
disaster.
The programme of the Congress under the leadership of
the Non-cooperation Party, is to attain Swaraj within the
shortest possible time. It has discarded the old impotent
tactics of securing petty reforms by means of constitutional
agitation. Proudly and determinedly, the Congress has raised
the standard with "Swaraj within a Year" written on it. Under
this banner, the people of India are invited to unite; holding
.this banner high you exhort them to march forward till the
goal is reached. This is indeed a noble cause. It is but natural
that the people of India should fight for the right of ruling
itself. But the function of the Congress, as leader of the
nation, is not only to point out the goal, but to lead the people
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step by step towards that goal. From its activities of the last
year, it is apparent that the Congress understands its task
and is trying to find the best way of executing it. The people
must b~ infused with enthusiasm to fight for Swaraj; they
must be united in this struggle, because without union the
goal will not be attained.
Why was the old Congress discredited ? Because it could
not make the national question a vital problem for the people.
Under the old leaders, the Congress was caught in the cesspool of political pedantry and petty reformism. Not much
greater results can be expected if these are to be replaced
by abstract idealism and political confusion. In order to
deserve the name and to be able to execute the difficult task
set before it, the National Congress must not permit itself
to be carried away by the sentiment and idealism of a handful
of individuals however great and patriotic they may be; it
must take into consideration the cold material facts; it must
survey with keenness the everyday life of the people-their
wants and sufferings. Ours is not a mere political game; it
is a great social struggle.
The greatest problem before the 36th Congress is how to
enlist the full-hearted support of the people in the national
cause, how to make the ignorant masses follow the banner
of Swaraj. In order to solve this problem, the first ching
necessary is to know what is that ails the masses? What do
they want? What is needed for improving the immediate
environment of their material existence? Because only by
including the redress of their immediate grievances in its
programme will the Congress be able to assume the practical
leadership of the masses of the people?
Several thousand noisy, irresponsible students and a number of middle-class intellectuals followed by an ignorant mob
momentarily incited b,y fanaticism, cannot be.the social basis
of the political organ of a nation. The toiling masses in the
cities, the dumb millions in the villages must be brought into
the ranks of the movement if it is to be potential. How to
realize this mass organization is the vital problem before the
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Congress. How can the man working in the factories or
labouring of the fields be convinced that national independence will put an end to his sufferings? ft is not a fact that
hundreds of thousands of workers employed in the mills
and factories owned by rich Indians, not a few of whom
are leaders of the national movement. Ii ve in a condition
unbearable and are treated in a manner revolting'? Of course
by prudent people such discomforting questions would be
hushed in the name of the national cause. The argument
of these politicians is "let us get rid of the foreign domination first.'' Such cautious political acumen may be flattering to the upper classes; but the poor workers and peasants
are hungry. If they are to be led on to fight, it must be for
the betterment of their material condition. The slogan which
will correspond to the interest of the majority of the population and consequently will electrify them with enthusiasm to fight consciously, is "land to the peasant und
bread to the worker". The abstract doctr~ne of national selfdetermination leaves them passive; per~onal charms create
c:mthusiasm loose and passing.
How can the Congress expect to arouse lasting popular
enthusiasm in the name of the Khilafat and by demanding
the revi'!lion of the treaty of Sevres? The high politics behind
such slogans may be easy for the learned intellectuals to
understand; but it is beyond the comprehension of the
masses of Indian people who have been steeped in ignorance
n.ot only by the foreign ruler, but by our own religious and
social institutions. Such propaganda based on the questionable doctrine of utilizing the ignorance of the masses in
order to make them do the bidding of the Congress, cannot
be expected to produce the desired result. If the masses of
the Indian people are to be drawn into the struggle for
national freedom, it will not be done by exploiting their
ignorance. Their consciousness must be aroused first of all.
They must know what they are fighting for. And the cause
for which they fight must include their immediate needs.
What does the man in the street need? The only aspiration
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of his life is to get two meals a day, which he hardly
achieves. And such are the people who constitute 90% of
the nation. Therefore, it is evident that any movement not
based on the interests of these masses cannot be of any
lasting importance or of formidable power.
The programme of the Congress has to be denuded of
all sentimental trimmings; it should be dragged down from
the height of abstract idealism; it must talk of the things
indispensable for mortal life of the common human being;
it must echo the modest aspirations of the toiling masses;
the object for which the Indian people will fight should not
he looked for somewhere in the unknown regions of
Mesopotamia or Arabia or Constantinople; it should be
found in their immediate surroundings, in their huts, on
the land, in the factory. Hungry mortals cannot be expected
to fight for an abstract ideal. The Congress must not always
urge the people, which can be cal,ed the classical example
of suffering and sacrifice personified, to suffer and sacrifice
only. The first signs of the end of their age-long suffering
~hould be brought within their vision. They should be
helped in their economic fights. The Congres~ ;an no longer
defer the formulation of a definite programme of economic
and social reconstruction. The fromulation of such constructive programme advocating the redress of the ianmediate grievances of the suffering mas~es, demanding the
improvement of their present miserable condition, is the
principal task of the 36th Congress.
Mr. Gandhi was right in declaring that "the Congress must
cease to be a debating society of talented lawyers", but if
IL is to be, as he prescribes in the same breath, an organ of
the "merchants and manufacturers", no change will have
been made in its character, in so far as the interest of the
majority of the people are concerned. It will not be any more
national than its predecessor. It will not meet any more
dignified end. If it is to represent and defend the ipterest
of one class viz. the merchants and manufacturers, it cannot
but fail to take care of the common people. The inevitable
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consequence of this failure will be the divorce of the Congress from the majority of the nation. The merchants and
manufacturers alone cannot lead the national struggle to a
successful end; neither will the intellectuals and petty shopkeepers add any appreciable strength to the movement. What
is indispensable is the mass energy : the country can· be free,
Swaraj can be realized, only with the conscious action of
the masses of the people. In order to be able to execute its
task, the Congress must know how to awaken the mass
energy, how to lead the masse.s to the field of resolute action.
But the tactics of the Congress betray its lamentable indifference to and lack of understanding of the popular interest.
The Congress proposes to exploit the ignorance of the people
and expects them to follow its lead blindly. This cannot
happen. If the leader remains indifferent to the interest of
the follower, the two
soon fall asunder. The masses are
awakening; they are showing signs of vigour; they are signifying their readiness to fight for their own interest; the
programme of using them as mere instrllment, which are ·to
be kept in their proper place, will soon prove ineffective.
If the Congress makes the mistake of becoming the political
apparatus of the propertied class, it must forfeit the title to
the leadership of the nation. Unfailing social forces are
constantly at work; they will make the workers and peasants
conscious of their economic and social interests. and ere long
the latter wiIJ develop their won political party which will
refuse to be led astray by the upper class politicians.
Non-cooperation cannot unify the nation. If we dare to
look the facts in the face, it has failed. It is bound to fail
because it does not take the economic laws into consideration. The only social class in whose hand non-cooperation can prove to be a powerful weapon, that is the working class, has not only been left out of the programme, but
the prophet of non-cooperation himself declared "it is dangerous to make political use of the factory workers". So
the only element, which on account of its social-economic
po.~ition, could make non-cooperation a success is left out.

will
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The reason is not hard to find; the defenders of the interests of the merchants and manufacturers betray unconsciously their apprehension Jest wage-earners should be
encouraged to question the right of exploitation conceded
to the propertied class by all respectable society. The other
classes which are called upon to .non-cooperate, being dependent economically 011 the present system, cannot separate themselves from it, even it is damned as "satanic" by
the highest authorities.
Non-cooperation may prove to be a suitable weapon to
fight, or better said, to embarrass the foreign bureaucracy,
but at best, it is merely destructive. The possible end of
foreign domination, in itself, is not sufficient inducement
for the people at large. They should be told in clear terms
what benefit would accrue to them from the establishment
of Swaraj. They should be convinced that national autonomy
will help them solve the problem of physical existence.
Neither will empty phrases and vague promises serve the
purpose; it has to be demonstrated by the acts of the Congress
that proposes to achieve the amelioration of the people's
suffering, and that it will not neglect the immediate needs
of the poor in quest of abstract freedom to be realized at
some future date.
For the defence and furtherance of the interests of the
native manufacturers, the programme of Swadeshi and boycott
is plausible. It may succeed in harming the British capitalist
class and thus bring an indirect pressure on the British
Government, though being based on wrong economics, the
chances of its ultimate success are very problematical. But
as a slogan for uniting the people under the banner of the
Congress, the boycott is doomed to failure; because it does
not correspond, nay it is positively contrary, to the economic
condition of the vast majority of the population. If the
Congress chooses to base itself on the frantic enthusiasm for
burning foreign cloth, it will be building castles on a bed
of quick sand. Such enthusiasm cannot last; the time will
soon come when people will feel the scarcity of cloth and
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as long as there will be cheap foreign cloth in the market
there can be no possibility of inducing the poor to go naked
rather than to buy it. The Charka has been relegated to its
well-deserved place in the museum; to expect that in those
days of machinery it can be revived and made to supply the
need of 320 millions of human beings, is purely vis'ionary.
The boycott will enlist the support of the manufacturers, but
it will never receive a dependable response from the consumers. Then, all the doctrines of purifying the soul may be
good for the opulent intellectuals, but their charm for the
starving millions cannot he permanent. Physical needs know
no bounds, and a political movement cannot be sublimated
beyond material reasons and necessities. They are mistaken
who say that Indian civilization is purely spiritual, and that
the Indian people are not subject to the same material laws
that determine the destinies of the rest of humanity.
While for any serious or lasting purposes, the Non-cooperation programme cannot be said to hav,e achieved a small
part of what was expected, the 36th Congress intends to go
a step further on the road of Non-cooperation. To their great
discomfiture the leaders of the Congress observe the popular
enthusiasm evoked by Khilafat agitation, and Non-cooperation subsiding day by day. The enlisting of several lakhs
of members and the raising of the Tilak-Swaraj Fund cannot
be accepted as a clear reflection of the popular support behind
the Congress. Pessimism about the solidity of ranks and
tenacity of purpose of the Non-cooperation demonstration
has of late been repeatedly expressed by responsible Congress leaders both from the press and platform. To enlist his
name in the Congress register and to contribute a rupee to
the Swaraj Fund does not necessarily imply that a member
will be ready to take active part in the struggle. In order to
keep the artificially fomented popular enthusiasm alive, the
leaders of the Congress have been looking for new diversions
of an exciting character. But either consciously or unconsciously, they would not lay their hand on the real cause of
popular discontent and develop their discontent by helping
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the masses acquire consciousness. Instead, another irresponsible step has been taken. Without waiting for the annual
Congress, the All-India Committee has sanctioned Civil
Disobedience. But the very language of the resolution shows
that its authors themselves are in doubt as to whether it can
be carried into practice any better than the other aspects of
Non-cooperation. The resolution asks "those who courd support
themselves to leave the government services". Considering
the fact that the proportion of the government employees
unable to make both ends meet one day without their miserable salary, is almost 90%, it cannot be expected that the
response to this ukase will be very imposing.
Civil Disobedience when carried into practice, will be some
sort of a national strike. If everybody stops working, the
government will be paralysed. But is the Congress certain that
everybody will readily respond to its call? If it is, then it
betrays lamentable ignorance of the material condition of the
people. as well as of the economic laws that determine all
social forces and political actions. On leaving their civil and
military occupations, thousands and thousands of people will
he without any means of livelihood; is the Congress in a
po~ition to find work for them? And it should not be for~otton
that the lower middle-class element employed in the government departments, will never stoop to manual work. The
Congress leaders seem to appreciate the complexity of the
situation; because, in the words of Mr. Gandhi, "they are not
prepared to provide employment for those soldiers who would
leave the army". With the disastrous effects of the exodui; of
the Assam plantation workers still fresh in memory, how can
it be expected that the same tactics would not be followed
by the same result in the future? The political organ of a nation
cannot execute its task only with popular demonstrations. Our
object is not confined to bothering the government; we are
struggling for freedom. It cannot be realized unless the activities of the Congress are determined by a constructive
programme; unless the leadership of the Congress becomes
more responsible and less demagogic.
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Taken light-heartedely, the resolution of Civil Disobedience will end in making the Congress ridiculous. Because,
in spite of all optimism, all enthusiasm, the Congress does
not represent the interests of all the sections and classes of
which the nation is composed. Much less does it advocate
the material welfare of the workers and peasants who form
the overwhelming majority of the nation. What is the use
of speaking in high-sounding language when the speeches
are not backed up by action, determined and permanent? The
spirit of the people cannot be raised by such impotent tactics;
nor is the government terrorised. They only discredit the
speaker, sooner or later. The threat of declaring Jehad unless
the Khilaphat is redeemed has become too hackneyed; the
deferring of the establishment of Swaraj month by month
fails to inspire confidence in thinking people. Why do these
bombastic resolutions of the Congress never come out of the
airy realm of words? Because the Congress does not determine its tactics in accordance with the ~ay of social forces.
It is simply deluding oneself to think that the great ferment
of popular energy expressed by the strikes in the cities and
agrarian riots in the country, is the resu It of the Congress
or, bettersaid, of the Non-cooperation agitation. No, it is
neither the philippics against the "satanic western ci vilization". nor the constant reiteration of the Punjab wrongs, nor
the abstract formula of Khilafat that have awakened the
discontent of the wretched masses, who appear to have once
and for all shaken off the spirit of passive resignation. The
cause of this awakening, which is the only factor that has
added real vigour and a show of majesty to the national
struggle, is to be looked for in their age-long economic
exploitation and social slavery. The mass revolt is directed
against the propertied class, irrespective of nationality. This
exploitation had become intense long since, but the economic
crisis during the war-period acceAtuated it. The seething
discontent among the masses, which broke out in open revolt
after the war, was not, as the Congress would have it, because
tht· Government betrayed all its promises, but because the
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abnormal trade boom in the aftermath of the war intensified
the economic exploitation to such an extent that people were
desperate, and all bonds of patience were broken.
Newly developed mdustries brought hundreds and thousands of workers to the crowded cities where they were
thrown into a condition altogether revolting. Sudden prosperity of the merchants and manufacturers brought in its train
increased poverty and suffering for the workers. City life
opened new visions to the workers hitherto resigned to their
miserable lot as ordained by Providence. The inequality of
wealth and comfort became too glaring, the worker got over
the lethargic resignation typical of the Indian peasantry, and
rebelled. His revolt, under such circumstances could not have
been against this or that government; it was against the brutal
system that wanted to crush him to the dust. Mass revolt is
alarmingly contagious. The spirit was soon carried to the
villages by various channels, and resulted in agrarian riots,
which today are 1'preading like wild-fire all over the country.
These are the development of the social forces generated by
objective conditions. The political movement must give up
the pretention of having created these force: .. but must bend
its head before their majestic strides and adapt itself to their
a~tion and n:action. It is these social forces whkh lend
potentiality and real str~ngth to the political mover:.1ent. In
fact every political movement is the outcome of the development of certain social forces.
What has the Congress done to lead the workers and
peasants in their economic struggle? It has tried so far only
to exploit the mass movement for its political ends. In every
strike or peasant revolt the non-cooperators have sacrificed
the economic interest of the strikers for a political demonstration. The Congress from its intellectual. ideological and
material aloofness, demands Swaraj and expects the masses
of population to follow it through thick and thin. It does not
hesitate to call upon the poverty-stricken workers i\nd peasants to make all kinds of sacrifices, sacrifices which are to
he made in the name of national welfare, but which contribute
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more to the benefit of the native wealthy than to harm the
foreign ruler. The Congress claims the political leadership
of the nation, but every act betrays its ignorance of or
indifference to the material interest of the majority of the
people. So long the Congress does not show its capability
and desire to make the everyday struggle of the ma~ses its
own, it will not to be able to secure their steady and conscious
support. Of course, it should not be forgotton that with or
without the leadership of the Congress, the workers and
peasants will continue their own economic and social struggle and eventually conquer what they need. They don't need
so much the leadership of the Congress but the latter's
political success depends entirely on the conscious support
of the masses. Let not the Congress believe that it has won
the unconditional leadership of the masses without having
done anything to defend their material interests.
His personal character may lead the masses to worship
the Mahatmaji; strikers engaged in a st~ggle for securing
a few pice increase of wages may shout ' Mahatmaji-ki-jai";
the first fury of rebellion may lead them to do many things
without any conceivable connection with what they are really
fighting for; their newly aroused enthusiasm; choked for ages
by starvation, may make them burn their last piec..es of loincloth; but in their sober moment what do they ask for? It
is not political autonomy, nor is it the redemption of the
Khilafat. It is the petty, but imperative necessities of every
day life that egg them on to the fight. The workers in the
cities demand higher wages, shorte.:- hours. better living
conditions; and the poor peasantry fight for the possession
of land, freedom from excessive rents and taxes, redress from
the exorbitant exploitation by the landlord. They rebel against
exploitation, social and economic; it does not make any
difference to them to which nationality the exploiter belongs.
Such are the nature of the forces that are really and objectively revolutionary; and any change in the political administration of the country will be effected by these forces. The
sooner the Congress understands this, the better.
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If the Congress aspires to assume the leadership of the
masses without founding itself upon the awakening mass
energy, it will soon be relegated to the dead past in order to
share the ignominy of its predecessor. To enlist the conscious
support of the masses, it should approach them not with high
politics and towering idealism, but with the readiness to help
them secure their immediate wants, then gradually to lead
them further ahead It is neither the Khilafat cry, nor the
Boycott resolution, nor the absurd doctrine of "back to the
Vedas with Charka in hand", nor the scheme of making the
middle-class intellectuals and petty ~hop-keepers declare a
national strike that will unite the majority of the nation behind the Congress. Words cannot make people fight; they have
to be impelled by irresistible objective forces. The oppressed, pauperized, miserable workers and peasants are
bound to fight, because there is no hope left for them. The
Congress must have the workers and peasants behind it; and
it can win their lasting confidence only when it ceases to
sacrifice them ostensibly for a higher cause, namely the socalled national interest, but really for the material prosperity
of the merchants and manufacturers. If thP Congress would
lead the revolution which is shaking India to the very foundation, let it not put its faith in mere demonstrations and
temporary wild enthusiasm. Let it make the immetiiate demands of the Trade Unions, as summarized by the Cawnpur
workers, its own demands; let it make the programme of the
Kisan Sabhas its own programme, and the time will soon come
when the Congress will not stop before any obstacle; it will
11ot have to lament that Swaraj cannot be declared on a fixed
date because the people have not made enough sacrifice. It
will be backed by the irresistible strength of the entire people
consciously fighting for the material interest. Failing to do
so, with all its zeal for Non-cooperation, for all its determination to have the Sevres treaty revised, Jespite its doctrine
of Soul-Force, the Congress will have to give in to another
organization which will grow out of ranks of the common
people with the object of fighting for their interests. If the
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Congress wants to have the nation behind it, let it not be
blinded by the interest of a small class; let it not be guided
by the unseen hand of the "merchants and manufacturers" who
have replaced the "talented lawyers" in the Congress, and
when the present tactics seek to install in the place of Satanic
British.
While the Congress under the banner of Non-cooperation,
has been dissipating the revolutionary forces, a counterrevolutionary element has appeared in the field to mislead
the latter. Look out, the revolutionary zeal of the workers
is subsiding, as shown by the slackening of the strike movement;
the Trade Unions are falling in the hands of reformists,
adventurers and government agents; the Aman Sabhas are
capitivating the attention of the poor peasants by administering to their immediate grievances. The government knows
where lies the strength of the movement; it is trying to
divorce the masses from the Congress. This clever policy
directed by master hands, cannot be counteracted by windy
pharases and sentimental appeals. Equally ~lever steps should
be taken. The consciousness of the masses must be awakened;
that is the only way of keeping them steady in the fight.
Fellow Countrymen, a few words about Hindu-Moslem
unity, which has been given such a prominent place in the
Congress programme. The people of India are divided by
vertical lines, into innumerable sects, religions, creeds and
castes. To seek to cement these cleavages by artificial and
sentimental propaganda is a hopeless task. But fortunately,
and perhaps to the great discomfiture of some orthodox
patriots, who believe that India is a special creation of
Providence, there is one mighty force that spontaneously
divides all these innumerable sections horizontally into two
homogeneous parts. This is the economic force: the exploitation of the disinherited by the propertied class. This force
is in operation in India, and is effecting the innumerable
vertical lines of social cleavage, while divorcing the two
great classes further apart. The inexorable working of this
force is drawing the Hindu workers and peasants closer and
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closer to their Moslem comrades. This is the only agency
of Hindu-Moslem unity. Whoever will be bold enough to
depend on the ruthless march of this force of social-economics, will not have to search frantically for pleas by which
the Musulman can be induced to respect the cow, nor to make
the ignorant Hindu peasants believe that the salvation of his
soul and the end of his earthly misery lies in the redemption of the Khilafat or the subjugation of the Armenians by
the Turks. Hindu-Moslem unity is not to be cemented by
sentimentality; it is being realised practically by the development of economic forces. Let us concentrate and depend
on the objective.
Fellow Countrymen, let the Congress reflect the needs of
the nation and not the ambition of a small class. Let the
Congress cease to engage in political gambling and vibrate
in response to the social forces developing in the country.
Let it prove by deeds that it wants to end foreign exploitation
not to secure the monopoly to the native propertied class,
hut to liberate the Indian people from all exploitation, political,
economic and social. Let it show that it really represents the
people and can lead them in their struggle ii; every stage of
it. Then the Congress will secure the leadership of the nation,
and Swaraj will be won not on a particular day : elected
according to the caprice of some individuals, but by the
conscious and concerted action of the masses.
Manabendra Nath Roy
Aboni Mukherji

m

Moulana Hasrat Mohani 's Resolution
for Complete Independence of India

In Ahmedabad Congress, 1921

It is on record that Moulana Hasral Mohani placed a resolution in Ahmedabad Congress in 1921 for complete independence of India.
It is already stated in this volume (Page 123) that M. N.
Roy had sent a detailed appeal in the form of a memorandum
to Ahmedabad Congress in 1921 which was to be presided over
by Desh Bandhu Chittaranjan Das. M. N. Roy had also sent
this memorandum to several individuals iri India by post. M.
N. Roy had said in his memoir (Page 547, 1964 Edition) ''But
ultimately it did come before the Congress legally. Two
delegates from Ajmer reprinted the document on their signatures and submitted a re'iolution that the Congress should
discuss it. lt was further said that the appeal gave Maulana
Hazrat* Mohani the idea to move for the first time in a
Congress Session the resolution that complete independence
was the goal of the Indian National Congress." M. N. Roy
further stated m his memoirs: "That was the first item in the
programme of national revolution outlined in the appeal. The
Congress Session rejected Hazrat Mohani' s resolution and the
mover was arrested soon afterwards. But the ideal of complete
independence gained ground in the ranks of the Congress,
although still for some time the latter officially waged war
against the "bureaucracy".
• In Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya's ·• The History of the Jndian National
Congress", the name arpears as Maulana Hasrat Mohani (vide page 228. vol.
1. 1946 Edition).
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That Maulana Hasrat Mohani' s resolution placed in
Ahmedabad Congress in 1921 for complete independence of
India was a very significant event before the whole Ahmedabad
Congress is borne out by what Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya had
said in his " The History of the Indian National Congress'\
Volume I, page 228, quoted below :
"We must now refer to a debate initiated by Maulana Hasrat
Mohani, who proposed to define 'Swaraj" in the creed as
"Complete Independence, free from all foreign control." At this
distance of time, one is apt to look upon it as the most naturalsequence of all that had happened, and may even wonder why
it should have been resisted at all by the Congress or by Gandhi.
But. at the time. Gandhi was obliged to speak out frankly :
"The levity with which the proposition has been taken by
some of you has grieved me. It has grieved me becau!ole it shows
lack of responsibility. As responsible men and women, we
'ihould go hack to the days of Nagpur and Calcutta."

Lenin's Colonial Theses*

For The Second Congress of The Communist International
In submitting for discussion by the Second Congress of the
Communist International the following draft theses on the
national and the colonial questions I would request all comrades, especially those who possess concrete information on
any of these very complex problems, to let me have their
opinions, amendments, addenda and concrete remarks in the
most concise form (no more than two or three pages), particularly on the following points:
t
Austrian experience;
Polish-Jewish and Ukrainian experience;
Alsace-Lorraine and Belgium ;
Ireland;
Danish-German, Italo-French and Italo-Slav relations:
Balkan experience;
Eastern peoples;
The struggle against Pan-Islamism;
Relations in the Caucasus;
The Bashkir and Tatar Republics;
Kirghizia;
Turkestan, its experience;
Negroes in America;
Colonies;
China-Korea-Japan.
N. Lenin
June 5, 1920
• "Preliminary D1aft Theses on the National and the Colonial
Questions'' were ~eceived by Lenin from G. V. Chicherin, N. N. Krestinsky.
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l) An abstract or formal posipg of the problem of equality
in general and national equality in particular is in the very
nature of bourgeois democracy. Under the guise of the equality
of the individual in general, bourgeois democracy proclaims
the formal or legal equality of the property-owner and the
proletarian, the exploiter and the exploited, thereby grossly
deceiving the oppressed classes. On the plea that all men are
absolutely equal, the bourgeoisie is transforming the idea of
equality, which is itself a reflection of relations in commodity
production, into a weapon in its struggle against the abolition
of classes. The real meaning of the demand for equality consists in its being a demand for the abolition of classes.
J. V. Stalin. M. G. Rafes, Y. A. Preobrazhensky, N. D. Lapinsky, and
I. Nedelkov {N. Shablin). representative of the Bulgarian Communists,

as well as from a number of leaders in Bashkiria. Kirghizia, and Turkestan.
Along with correct ideas. lhe noles conlained certain grave errors. Thus,
Chicherin gave a wrong mterpretation to Lenin's theses on the necessity
of support for national libcralion movements and on agreements with the
national bourgeoisie, without due regard for Lenin's distinction between
lhe bourgeoisie and the peasantry. With regard to this Lenin wrote : "I
lay Kreater i,tress on the alliance with the peasantry l which does not quite
mean the bourgeoisie)'' (Central Party Archives of the Institute of MarxismLenmism of the C. C. C. P. S. U.). Referring to the relations between
lhc future socialist Europe and the economically underdeveloped and
dependent countries, Preobrazhcnsky wrote : " ... if it proves impossible
to reach economic agreement with the leading national groups, the latter
will ir.evitably be suppressed by force and econom1cally important regions
will be c\lmpelled to join a union of European Republics." Lenin decisively objected to this remark : " .. .it goes too far. It cannot be proved,
and it is wrong to say that suppression by force is "inevitable". That
is radically wrong" (see Voprosy /stori1 KPSS [Problems of the C.P.S.U
Hutory/ 1958, No. 2, p. 16).
A grave error was made by Stalin, who did not agree with Lenin's
proposition on the difference between federal relations among the Soviet
republics based on autonomy, and federal relations among independent
republics. In a letter to Lenin, dated June 12, 1920, he declared that
in reality ''there is no difference between these two types of federal
relations, or else it is so small as to be negligible"·: Stalin continued
to advocate this later, when, in 1922. he proposed the "autonomisation"
of the independent Soviet republics. These ideas were criticis~d in detail
by Lenin in his article ''The Question of Nationalities or 'AutonOJDisation' ',
and in his letter to members of the Political Bureau "On the Formation
(Jf the U.S.S.R." (see present edition, Vol. 36, and Lr.nin Miscellany
XXXV/, pp. 496-98).
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2) In conformity with its fundamental task of combating
bourgeois democracy and exposing its falseness and hypocrisy, the Communist Party, as the avowed champion of the
proletarian struggle to overthrow the bourgeois yoke, must
base its policy, in the national question too, not on abstract
and formal principles but, first, on a precise appraisal" of the
specific historical situation and, primarily, of economic
conditions; second, on a clear distinction between the interests
of the oppressed classes, of working and exploited people,
and the general concept of national interests a~ a whole, which
implies the interests of the ruling class; third, on an equally
clear distinction between the oppressed, dependent and subject
nations and the oppressing, exploiting and sovereign nations,
in order to counter the bourgeois-democratic lies that play
down this colonial and financial enslavement of the vast
majority of the world's population by an insignificant
minority of the richest a.nd advanced capitalist countries, a
feature characteristic of the era of fil)Dnce capital and
imperialism.
3) The imperialist war of 1914-18 has very clearly revealed
to all nations and to the oppress~d classes of the whole world
the falseness of bourgeois-democratic phrases, by practically
demonstrating that the Treaty of Versailles of the celebrated
"Western democracies" is an even more brutal and foul act
of violence against weak nations than was the Treatly of BrestLitovsk of the German Junkers and the Kaiser. The League of
Nations and the entire post-war policy of the Entente reveal
this truth with even greater clarity and distinctness. They are
everywhere intensifying the revolutionary struggle both of the
proletariat in the advanced countries and of the toiling masses
in the colonial and dependent countries. They are hastening the
collapse of the petty-bourgeois nationalist illusions that nations
can live together in peace and equality under capitalism.
4) From these fundamental premises it follows that the
Communist International' s entire policy on the national and the
colonial questions should rest primarily on a closer union of
the ·~roletarians and the working masses of al I nations and
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countries for a joint revolutionary struggle to overthrow the
landowners and the bourgeoisie. This union alone will guarantee victory over capitalism, without which the abolition of
national oppression and inequality is impossible.
5) The world political situation has now placed the dictatorship of the proletariat on the order of the day. World
political developments are of necessity concentrated on a
single focus-the struggle of the world bourgeoisie against
tht• Soviet Russian Republic, around which are inevitably
grouped. on the one hand, the Soviet movements of the
advanced workers in all countries, and, on the other, all the
national liberation movements in the colonies and among the
oppressed nationalities. who are learning from bitter experience that their only salvation lies in the Soviet system's
victory over world imperialism.
6) Consequently. one cannot at present confine oneself to
a bare recognition or proclamation of the need for closer union
betwe~n the working people of the various nations; a policy
must be pursued that will achieve the closest allince, with Soviet
Russia, of all the national and colonial liberation movements.
The form of this alliance should be determint:J by the degree
of development of the communist movement in the proletariat
of each country, or of the bourgeois-democratic liberation
movement' of the workers and peasants in backward countries
or among backward nationalities.
7) Federation is a transitional form to the complete unity
of the working people of different nations. The feasibility of
federation has already been demonstrated in practice both by
lht' relations between the R.S.F.S.R. and other Soviet Republics
(the Hungarian, Finnish and Latvian in the past, and the Azerbaijan and Ukrainian at present), and by the relations within the
R.S.F.S.R. in respect of nationalities which formerly enjoyed
neither statehood nor autonomy (e.g., the Bashkir and Tatar
autonomous republics in the R.S.F.S.R., founded in 1919 and
1920 respectively).
8) In this respect, it is the task of ~he Communi't International to further develop and also to study and test by
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experience these new federations, which are arising on the
basis of the Soviet system and the Soviet movement. In
recognising that federation is a transitional form to complete
unity, it is necessary to strive for ever closer federal unity,
bearing in mind, first, that the Soviet republics, surrounded
as they are by the imperialist powers of the whole worldwhich from the military standpoint are immeasurably stronger- cannot possibly continue to exist without the closest
alliance; second, that a close economic alliance between the
Soviet republics is necessary, otherwise the productive forces
which have been ruined by imperialism cannot be restored
and the well-being of the working people cannot be ensured;
third, that there is a tendency towards the creation of a single
world economy, regulated by the proletariat of all nations
as an integral whole and according to a common plan. This
tendency has al ready revealed itself quite c Iearly under ca pi talism and is bound to be further developed and consummated under socialism.
9) The Communist International' s national policy in the
sphere of relations within the state cannot be restricted
to the bare, formal, purely declaratory and actually noncommittal recognition of the equality of nations to which
the bourgeois democrats confine themselves-both those
who frankly admit being such, and those who assume the
name of socialists (such as the socialists of the Second
International).
In all their propaganda and agitation-both within parliament and outside it-the Communist parties must consistently
expose that constant violation of the equality of nations and
of the guaranteed rights of national minorities which is to be
seen in all capitalist countries, despite their ••democratic"
constitutions. It is also necessary, first, constantly to explain
that only the Soviet system is capable of ensuring genuine
equality of nations, by uniting first the proletarians and then
the whole mass of the working population in the struggle against the bourgeoisie; and, second, that all Communist parties
shr nld render direct aid to the revolutionary movements
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among the dependent and underprivileged nations (for example, Ireland, the American Negroes, etc.) and in the colonies.
Without the latter condition, which is particularly important, the struggle against the oppression of dependent
nations and colonies, as well as recognition of their right
to secede, are but a false signboard, as is evidenced by the
parties of the Second International.
I 0) Recognition of internationalism in word, and its
replacement in deed by petty-bourgeois nationalism and
pacifism, in all propaganda, agitation and practical work,
is very common, not only among the parties of the Second
International. but also among those which have withdrawn
from it, and often even among parties which now call
themselves communist. The urgency of the struggle against
this evil, against the most deep-rooted petty-bourgeois national prejudices, looms ever larger with the mounting exigency of the task of converting the dictatorship of the proletariat from a national dictatorship (i.e. existing in a single
co•mtry and incapable of determining world politics) into
an international one (i.e. a dictatorship of the proletariat
involving at least several advanced countries, and capable
of exercising a decisive influence upon world politics as
a whole). Petty-bourgeois nationalism proclaims as internationalism the mere recognition of the equality of nations,
and nothing more. Quite apart from the fact that this recognition is purely verbal, petty-bourgeois nationalism preserves national self-interest intact, whereas proletarian inter·
nationalism demands, first, that the interests of the proletarian struggle in any one country should be subordinated
lo the interests of that struggle on a world-wide scale, and.
second, that a nation which is achieving victory over the
bourgeoisie should be able and willing to make the greatest national sacrifices for the overthrow· of international
capital.
Thus, in countries that are already fully capitalist end have
workers' parties that really act as the vanguard of the proletariat. the struggle against opportunist and petty-bourgeois
10
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pacifist distortions of the concept and policy of internationalism is a primary and cardinal task.
11) With regard to the more backward states and nations,
in which feudal or patriarchal and patriarchal-peasant relations
predominate. it is particularly important to bear in mind :
first, that all Communist parties must assist the bourgeois-democratic liberation movement in these countries,
and that the duty of rendering the most active assistance
rests primarily with the workers of the country the backward
nation is colonially or financially dependent on;
second, the need for a struggle against the clergy and other
influential reactionary and medieval elements in backward
countries;
third, the need to combat Pan-Islamism and similar trends,
which strive to combine the liberation movement against
European and American imperialism with an attempt to
strengthen the positions of the khans, landowners, mullahs,
etc.;*
fourth. the need, in backward countries, to give special
support to the peasant movement against the landowners,
against landed proprietorship, and against all manifestations
or survivals of feudalism, and to strive to lend the peasant
movement the most revolutionary character by establishing
the closest possible alliance between the West-European
communist proletariat and the revolutionary peasant movement in the East, in the colonies, and in the backward countries
generally. It is particularly necessary to exert every effort
to apply the basic principles of the Soviet system in countries
where pre-capitalist relations predominate-by setting up
"working people's Soviets", etc.;
fifth, the need for a determined struggle against attempts
to give a communist colouring to bourgeois-democratic
liberation trends in the backward countries; the Communist
International should support bourgeois-democratic national

* In the proofs Lenin inserted a brace opposite points 2 and 3 and
wr ·te "2 and 3 to be united" .-Ed.
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movements in colonial and backward countries only on
condition that, in these countries, the elements of future
proletarian parties, which will be communist not only in
name, are brought together and trained to understand their
special tasks, i.e., those of the struggle against the bourgeiJis-democratic movements within their own nations. The
Communist International must enter into a temporary alli.m1.:e with bourgeois democracy in the colonial and backward countries, but should not merge with it, and should
under all circumstances uphold the independence of the
proletarian movement even if it is in its most embryonic
form:

sixth, the need constantly to explain and expose among
the broadest working masses of all countries, and particularly of the backward countries, the deception systemal1cally practised by the imperialist powers, which, under
the 1.rnisi= of politically independent states, set up states that
art" wholly dependent upon them economically, financial!y and militarily. Under present-day international conditir1no; there is no salvation for dependent and weak nations
except in a union of Soviet republics.
12) The age-old oppression of colonial and w·eak nationalities by the imperialist powers has not only filled
the working masses of the oppressed countries with animo!'ity towards the oppressor nations, but has also aroused
di ~trust in these nations in general, even in their proletariat.
The despicable betrayal of socialism by the majority of
1 '1c official leaders of this proletariat in 1914-19, when
·'defence of country'' was used as a social-chauvinist cloak
lo conceal the defence of the "right" of their "own"
hourgeoisie to oppress colonies and fleece finaciaJly
dependent countries. was certain to enhance this perfectly
legitimate distrust. On the other hand. the more backward·
the country, the stronger is the hold of small-scale agricultural production, patriarchalism and isolatiun, which
inevitably lend particular strength and tenacity to the deepest of petty-bourgeois prejudices, i.e., to national egoism
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and national narrow-mindedness. These prejudices are bound to die out very slowly. for they can disappear only after
imperialism and capitalism have disappeared in the advanced countries, and after the entire foundation of the
backward countries' economic life has radically changed.
It is therefore the duty of the class-conscious communist
proletariat of all countries to regard with particular caution
and attention the survivals of national sentiments in the
countries and among nationalities which have been oppressed
the longest~ it is equally necessary to make certain concessions with a view to more rapidly overcoming this distrust
and these prejudices. Complete victory over capitalism cannot
be won unless the proletariat and, following it, the mass of
working people in all countries and nations throughout the
world voluntarily strive for alliance and unity.
Published in lune 1920, in Lenin's Collected
Works, Volume No. 31 according to the text of the
proof-sheet, as aptcnded by V.I. Lenin

3. Report of the Commission
on the National and The Colonial Questions, July 26*
Comrades, I shall confine myself to a brief introduction, after
which Comrade Maring, who has been secretary to our commission, will give you a detailed account of the changes we
have made in the theses. He will be followed by Comrade Roy,
who has formulated the supplementary theses. Our commission have unanimously adopted both the preliminary theses,
as amended, and the supplementary theses. We have thus
reached complete unanimity on all major issues. I shall now
make a few brief remarks.
*·The commission on the national and the colonial questions, formed
by the Second Congress of the Communist International, included representatives of the Communist parties of Russia, Bulgaria, France. Holland,
Germany, Hungary, the U.S.A., India, Persia, China, Korea and Britain. The
work of the commission was guided by Lc!nin, whose theses on the national
and the colonial questions were discussed at the fourth and fifth sessions
of .he Congress. and were adopted on July 28.
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First, what is the cardinal idea underlying our theses? It
is the distinction between oppressed and oppressor nations.
Unlike the Second International and bourgeois democracy, we
emphasise this distinction. In this age of imperialism, it is
particularly important for the proletariat and the Communist
International to establish the concrete economic facts and to
proceed from concrete realities, not from abstract postulates,
in all colonial and national problems.
The characteristic feature of imperialism consists in the
whole world, as we now see, being divided into a large number
of oppressed nations and an insignificant number of oppressor nati"ons, the latter possessing colossal wealth and powerful
armed forces. The vast majority of the world's population,
over a thousand million, perhaps even 1,250 million people,
if we take the total population of the world as 1, 750 million,
mother words, about 70 per cent of the world's population,
hc\ong to the oppressed nations. which are either in a state
of direct colonial dependence or are semi-colonies, as, for
~·xample, Persia, Turkey and China, or else, conquered by
!'>omc big imperialist power, have become greatly dependent
l'n that power by virtue of peace treaties. This idea of
distinction, of dividing the nations into oppressor and oppre1,sed. runs through the theses, not only the first theses
published earlier over my signature, but also those submitted
hy Comrade Roy. The latter were framed chiefly from the
standpoint of the situation in India .md other big Asian
countries oppressed by Britain. Herein lies their great importance to us.
The second basic idea in our theses is that, in the present
world situation following the imperialist war. reciprocal
relations between peoples and the world political system
as a whole are determined by the struggle waged by a small
group of imperialist nations against the Soviet movement
and the Soviet states headed by Soviet Russia. Unless we
bec1.rthat in mind, we shall not be able to pose a single national
or colonial problem correctly, ev_en if it concerns a most
outlying part of the world. The Communist parties. in
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civilised and backward countries alike, can pose and solve
political problems correctly only if they make this postulate
their starting-point.
Third, I should like especially to emphasise the question
ofthe bourgeois-democratic movement in backward countries.
This is a question that has given rise to certain differences.
We have discussed whether it would be right or wrong, in
principle and in theory, to state that the Communist International and the Communist parties must support the bourgeois-democratic movement in backward countries. As a result
of our discussion, we have arrived at the unanimous decision
to speak of the national-revolutionary movement rather than
of the ''bourgeois-democratic'' movement. It is beyond doubt
that any national movement can only be a bourgeios-democratic movement, since the overwhelming mass of the population in the backward countries consists of peasants who
represent bourgeois-capitalist relationships. It would be utopian
to believe that proletarian parties in these backward countries,
i~ indeed they can emerge in them, can pursue communist
tactics and a communist policy, without establishing definite
relations with the peasant movement and without giving it
effective support. However, the objections have been raised
that, if we speak of the bourgeois-democratic movement, we
shall be obliterating all distinctions between the reformist
and the revolutionary movements. Yet that distinction has
been very clearly revealed of late in the backward and colonial countries, since the imperialist bourgeoisie is doing everything in its power to implant a reform; st movement among
the oppressed nations too. There has been a certain rapprochement between the bourgeoisie of the exploiting countries and
that of the colonies, so that very often-perhaps even in most
cases-the bourgeoisie, of the oppressed countries, while it
does support the national movement, is in full accord with
the imperialist bourgeoisie, i.e., joins forces with it against
all revolutionary movement. and revolutionary classes. This
was irrefutably proved in the commission, and we decided
that the only correct attitude was to take this distinction into
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:Kcount and, in nearly all cases, substitute the term• 'national·
revolutionary'' for the term ''bourgeois-democratic''. The
significance of this change is that we, as Communists, should
and will support bourgeois-liberation movements in the colonies only when they are genuinely revolutionary, and when
their exponents do not hinder our work of educating and
organising in a revolutionary spirit the peasantry and the
masses of the exploited. If these conditions do not exist, the
Communists in these countries must combat the reformist
bourgeoisie, to whom the heroes of the Second International also belong. Reformist parties already exist in the colonial
countries, and in some cases their spokesmen call themselves
Social-Democrats and socialists. The distinction I have referred to has been made in all the theses with the result, I think,
that our view is now formulated much more precisely.
Next, I would like to make a remark on the subject of
pca~ants' Soviets. The Russian Communists' practical ac·
tivities in the former tsarist colonies, in such backward
countries as Turkestan, etc., have confronted us with the
question of how to apply the communist tactics and policy
111 pre-capitalist conditions. The preponderance of pre-capHalist relationships is still the main determining feature in
these countries, so that there can be no question of a purely
proletarian movement in them. There is practicall) no industrial proletariat in these countries. Nevertheless, we have
assumed, we must assume, the role of leader even there.
Experience has shown us that tremendous difficulties have
to he surmounted in these countries. However, the practical
re~u Its of our work have also shown that despite these difficulties we are in a position to inspire in the masses an urge
for independent political thinking and independent political
action, even where a proletariat is practically non-existent.
This work has been more difficult for us than it will be for
comrades in the West-European countries, because in Russia
the proletariat is engrossed in the work of state administration. It will readily be understood that peasants' living in
conditions of semi-feudal dependence can easily assimilate
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and give effect to the idea of Soviet organisation. It is also
clear that the oppressed masses, those who are exploited, not
only by merchant capital but also by the feudalist, and by
a state based on feudalism, can apply this weapon, this type
of organisation in their condition too. The idea of Soviet
organisation is a simple one, and is applicable, not only to
proletarian, but also to peasant feudal and semi-feudal relations. Our experience in this respect is not as yet very
considerable. However, the debate in the commission, in
which several representatives from colonial countries participated, demonstrated convincingly that the Communist International' s theses should point out that peasant's Soviets, Soviets of the exploited, are a weapon which can be employed,
not only in capitalist countries but also in countries with precapitalist relations, and that it is the absolute duty of Communist parties and of elements prepared to form Communist
parties, everywhere to conduct propaganda in favour of peasants' Soviets or of working people's Soviets, this to include
backward and colonial countries. Wherever ci>nditions permit,
they should at once make attempts to set up Soviets of the
working people.
This opens up a very interesting and very important field for our practical work. So far our joint experienc~ in this
respect has not been extensive, but more and more data will
gradually accumulate. It is unquestionable that the proletariat of the advanced countries can and should give help to the
working masses of the backward countries, and that the backward countries can emerge from their present stage of developments when the victorious proletariat of the Soviet Republics extends a helping hand to these masses and is in a position
to give them support.
There was quite a lively debate on this question in the
commission, not only in connection with the theses I signed.
but still more in connection with Comrade Roy's theses, which
he will defend here, and certain amendments to which were
unanimously adopted.
The question was posed as follows : are we to consider
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as correct the assertion that the capitalist stage of economic
development is inevitable for backward nations now on the
road to emancipation and among whom a certain advance
towards progress is to be seen since the war? We replied in
the negative. If the victorious revolutionary proletariat conducts systematic propaganda among them, and the Soviet
governments come to their aid with all the means at their
disposal-in that event it will be mistaken to assume that the
backward peoples must inevitably go through the capitalist
~tage of development. Not only should we create independent contingents of fighters and party organisation in the colonies and the backward countries, not only at once launch
propaganda for the organisation of peasants' Soviet and strive
to adapt them to the pre-capitalist conditions, but the Communist International should advance the proposition, with the
appropriate theoretical grounding, that with the aid of the
proletariat of the advanced countries, backward countries can
go over to the Soviet system and, through certain stages of
development, to communism, without having to pass through
the capitalist stage.
The necessary means for this cannot be indicated in advance. These will be prompted by practical experience. It has,
however, been definitely established that the idea of the Soviets is understood by the mass of the working people in even
th~ most remote nations, that the Soviets should be adapted
to the conditions of a pre-capitalist social system, and that
the Communist parties should immediate1y begin work in
this direction in all parts of the world.
I would also like to emphasise the importance of revolutionary work by the Communist parties, not only in their own,
but also in the colonial countries, and particularly among
the troops employed by the exploiting nations to keep the
colonial peoples in subjection.
Comrade Quelch of the British Socialist Party spoke of this
in our commission. He said that the rank-and-file British worker would consider it treasonable to help the enslaved nations in their uprising against British rule. True. the jingoist
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and chauvinist-minded labour aristocrats of Britain and America present a very great danger to socialism, and are a bulwark of the Second International. Here we are confronted with
the greatest treachery on the part of leaders and workers
belonging to this bourgeois International. The colonial q~es
tion has been discussed in the Second International as well.
The Basie Manifesto is quite clear on this point, too. The parties of the Second International have pledged themselves to
revolutionary action, but they have given no sign of genuine
revolutionary work or of assistance to the exploited and dependent nations in their revolt against the oppressor nations. This,
I think, applies also to most of the parties that have withdrawn from the Second International and wish to join the Third
International. We must proclaim this publicly for all to hear,
and it is irrefutable. We shall see if any attempt is made to
deny it.
All these considerations have formed the basis of our
resolutions, which undoubtedly are too lengtlJY but will nevertheless, I am sure, prove of use and will promote the development and organisation of genuine revolutionary work in
connection with the national and the colonial questions. And
that is our principal task.
(From V.I. Lenin"s Collected Works, Volume No. 31)

[]
Draft Theses on The Oriental Question*
M. N. Roy

I
I. The fact that in spite of its general bankruptcy, Europeon
capitalism is still holding its own against the increasingly
powerful attack of the proletariat in the Western countries,
proves that capitalism, as a world-domineering factor. has not
yet reached such a state of decay that its immediate downfall
i!. inevitable. Since the time that capitalism entered into its
last and most highly developed phase,-Imperialism, its stronghold was no longer kept confined only in the industrially
advanced countries of western Europe. The innate contradictions of the capitalist system inevitably led to over-pro<lm..·tion and its consequence, the recurring commercial and
financial crisis : in Imperialism was found a way out of this
entanglement. Of course, it was a temporary solution bound
to prove ineffective for saving the capitalist mode of production from the collapse under its own contradictions. But the
fact is that till today imperial expansion and exploitation
do render strength to capitalism to maintain its position in
Europe.
The great Imperialist war shook the very foundation of the
capitalist order in European countries and had not these states had other sources to draw strength from, they would not
be able to continue defending the right of capital till today
as they are actually doing. These sources of strength lie in
the imperialist character of the present day capitalis~ which·
holds in its hands the entire economic, political a~d military
*Presented to the Third Congress of the Communist International
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control of the whole world, and thus finds itself in a position
to put up a stiff and continued resistance against the proletariat in the home countries. The existence and power of the
European bourgeoisie do not depend wholly and exclusively on
its ability to bring the greatest amount of surplus-value out of
the labour power of the workers in home countries. The imperial
right of exploiting the vast non-European markets and peoples
has supplied and still supplies it with additional modus vivendi and a weapon to defend its position at home in spite of the
apparent precariousness and impossibility of maintaining its
power there for any length of time.
2. As result of the war, the world finds itself divided today
into two great colonial empires, belonging to two powerful
capitalist states. The Unites States of America endeavours to
a1'sume supreme and exclusive right of exploiting and ruling
the entire New World : while Great Britain tas annexed to Its
empire practically the entire continents of Asia. and Africa. Then
continental Europe, owing to its utter economic .bankruptcy and
indu!-trial dislocation, is bound to be an economic dependency of either of these two great imperialist states which are
preparing for another giant struggle for world domination. As
far as the power of the American bourgeoisie is concerned, the
Europeon war has not affected it very much; on the contrary,
the control of the world finance, which has been for a century
the monopoly of the British capitalists. had been to a great extent transferred to the hands of the American capitalists who
cannot be called to have reached the period of decay and
disintegration as yet. In order to consolidate its newly acquired
world-power, the American capitalist class inclines towards
keeping temporarily away from the infectious ruins of Europe.
Thus, the British hourgeoisie is the supreme ruler of the Old
World, and the backbone of the capitalist order.
Now, where lies the source of strength of the British bourgeoisie? Judging from the industrial conditions obtaining in the
British Isles at the present moment it would appear that if its
resources were limited to the productivity of those islands and
the power of consumption of continental Europe, the capitalist
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order in Britain certainly stands on the very brink of collapse.
But despite all its chronic contradictions and the difficulties it
is having in reconstucting the industrial fabric of the home
country on the pre-war basis, the capitalist class of Britain
proves to be quite firm in its power. It still succeeds in deceiving
a part and coercing another of the .proletariat. The possession
of the va'\t non-European empire, and the control over the newly
aeated economic depl·ndency to which continental Europe has
been reduced, render British 'apital a very wide scope of action,
thus enabling it to maintain its position at home and incidentally
'Securing its international power. Economic and industrial devdopment of the rich and thickly populated countries of the
East would supply new vigour to Western capital. There are
gre-at possibilities in these countries which will provide cheap
labour-power and new markets not to be exhausted very soon.
Th~refore the destruction of its monopolist right of exploitation in the vast Eastern colonial empire is a vital factor in the
final and successful overthrow of the capitalist order in Europe.
~- In view of the fact that the power of international capital
is rooted all through the globe, anything less than a worldwide revolution would not bring about the end of capitalist order,
and triumph of the proletariat in Europe. The struggle of the
European proletariat must be aided by the revolutionary action of the toiling masses of other lands subjugated by ,he same
power viz. Capitalist imperialism. In its struggle to get out of
the inevitable vicious circle, capitalism developed itself into
imperialism, thus bringing extensive markets and huge armie\ of colonial workers under its domination. By converting the
peasants and artisans of the subject countries into agricultural and industrial proletariat, imperialism brought into existence another force which is destined to contribute to its destruction. This being the case, the overthrow of the capitalist order
in Europe, which to a great extent rests on its imperial extension. will be achieved not alone by the adyanced proletariat of
Europe, but with the conscious co-operation of the ~orkers and
other revolutionary elements in those colonial and subject
countries which afford the greatest economic and military
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support to the imperial capital and which are the most developed
economically, industrially and politically.
4. Therefore, the Communist International in its task of
mobilizing the forces of the World Revolution, should not limit its field of activity only in the countries of Europe an~~ the
United States of America. While undoubtedly it is the proletariat
of the industrial countries of Europe and America which stands as the vanguard of the armies of the World Revolution, the
historical phenomenon should not be overlooked that the toiling masses of the most advanced non-European countries are
also destined to play a role in the act of freeing the world from
the domination of imperialist capital. This historic role of the
masses of the most advanced non-European countries consists
of ( 1) raising the standard of revolt against foreign imperialism
simultaneouly with the revolutionary al:tion of Western
proletariat and (2) fighting the native land-owning class and
bourgeoisie. Thus attacked from both sides. imperialism will
have no possible way out -of the vicious circle of its own
crea-tion. Deprived of the possibility of creating new markets
by economically developing countries like China, India etc. it
will not be able to recover from the effects of over-production
in the home countries.
The great countries of the East have become an integral
part of the capitalist world; battles against capitalism have
hegun and are going to be fought there. This is the result of
the historic development of imperialism.

II
5. The point of view that the peoples of the East, because, in
general, they are not on the same economic and political level
with those of the West, can be reckoned as one and the same
unit with identical problems to solve, is erroneous, since it lacks
the foundation of fact. It is a mistake to think that a uniform
policy can be formulated to guide the activities of the
Communist International in all the countries beyond a given
geographical limit. The: Eastern countries vary greatly in their
politice l. economic, industrial and social conditions : conse-
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quently the different oriental peoples have different problems
co solve. Therefore a certain definite line of policy and tactics
cannot be laid down to be followed rigidly in all Eastern
l.'.'ountries. The conditions obtaining in the various countries
•;hould be carefully studied in order to ascertain which social
dass is historically and circumstantially destined to be revolutionary in the present moment as well as in the immediate
future. since in such a revolutionary social class is to be found
rhe natural ally of the Western proletariat in its fight for the
overthrow of the capitalist order of society. Or in other words,
m order to mobilize the anti-imperialist forces effectually in
the Oriental countries, the Communist International has to look
for and base its activities on that social class which historically
docs belong or is destined to belong to its own ranks.
6. Whereas in the ·Musalman countries of the Near and
Middle' East the religious fanaticism of the ignorant masses
and the anti-foreign sentiments of the land owning middle-class
1.:an he counted upon as a force for the undermining of imperialism, these elements no longer possess the same significanc~ in a country like India owing to the radical economic and
industrial transformation that has taken place ihere in the last
two decades. Imperial capital has just touched the surface of
the Near and Middle Eastern countries;-the economi·; structure of the society is still predominantly feudal and the influe111.:c of the clergy is strong. But in India, which since considerable time ago, has been brought fully under the control and
exploitation of capital mainly imperial and partly native (the
latter has been growing very fast in the last years), feudalism
ha~ been destroyed not by means of a violent revolution but
by its long contact with modem political and economic institutions which are the reflex of the most highly developed
capitalist state. There has come to existence in India a native
hourgeoisie, which more than 30 years ago began its historical
struggle for the conquest of political power from the foreign
ruler. and a proletariat, including a huge landless peasantry,
which is growing in number and class consciousness in
proportion to the rapid industrialization of the country.
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Consequently. the revolutionary movement in India today does
not rest on the religious fanaticism of the ignorant masses which
is fast loosing its potentiality owing to the economic transformation of the society, nor does it rest on the petty bourgeois
sentimental nationalism which is built on the imaginary unity
of interest of the entire people not taking into consideration the
class division which is becoming more and more clearly defined
every day. In India and other countries of the same political
and economic condition, the liberal bourgeoisie. which stands
at the front of the national democratic movement, is a revolutionary factor in so far as it carries on its historic struggle
against the imperial ruler for the right of exploiting the native
resources and native labour. But this revolutionary character of
the bourgeoisie is temporary. since as soon as the foreign
political domination wilt be overthrown by a mass-revolt, it will
turn against the working class and will use all violent measures
in order to thwart further march of the revolution in the name
of representative government and national qefence. It is also
possible that the weak native bourgeoisie will find it more
profitable to sell itself out to its imperialist peer in return for
such change in the political administration of the country as
will provide it with wider scope and opportunity for developing
as a class. Thus. the rapidly growing proletariat including the
masses of landless peasantry is the principal social class which
constitutes the foundation of the revolution, in an Oriental
country like India.
Therefore the activities of the Communist International in
the economically and industrially advanced countries of the East
should consist of the formation of such political parties as are
capable of developing and directing the revolutionary movement according to the objective conditions. Such parties will
be the apparatus of the Communist International :-through
them the peoples of the East will be unified in their respective countries to fight against the foreign .imperialism, and they
will lead the fight further on for economic and social emancipation of the working class against the native bourgeoisie as soon
it takc·i: the place of the foreign exploiter.
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7. The bourgeoisie of the subject and dominated countries
will serve temporarily the purpose of a weapon against imperialism, but it cannot be relied upon. In the East the forces of
the World Revolution,- the forces on which the activities of
the Communist International should be based,-are to be found
in poor peasantry in those countries where feudalism still exists
and among the proletariat and agrarian workers in those where
machine industry has heen introduced and the major portion of
the population has been brought directly under the domination
of modern capitalism, either foreign or native. The first stages
of the revolution all over the East are bound to be a great
upheaval against the foreign imperialism, but it will be headed
hy the most revolutionary social class according to the economic
development of the respective countries. Therefore in organizing this upheaval different tactics will have to be adopted in
different countries.
For instance in India, a country directly ruled by foreign
1mp~riali!>m and needing political independence for free
o;m:ial development, it has not been practicable to unify the entire
pt•ople, or at least a sufficiently large part of it, in a movement
for political liberation on the basis of bourg~·.•is nationalism.
The foreign imperialism exploits the masses through the agency
of the native bourgeoisie and the impotent relics of feu.:ialism;
therefore a movement·led by the bourgeoisie and actl.ated by
bourgecis economic and political ideology naturally fails to
attract the masses to its standard, since it cannot inspire confidence in them; it does not show them a way out of their present
miserable existence. But until and unless the masses of the
subject population take active and conscious part in the revolutionary movement the foreign imperialism cannot and will
not be overthrown only by the action of the bourgeoisie, even
if it may succeed in rallying a certain section of the people behind it temporarily fired by sentimental enthusiasm. And it is only
the historic struggle for economic emancipation which will
unify the exploited class to which belongs the great majority
of lhe people in the subject countries, including even.the lower
suata of the bourgeoisie.
11
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8. Religio-political movements like Pan-Islamism cannot be
any longer counted upon as a force against imperialism. Today,
under the domination of imperialist capital and thanks to the
progressiveness of the rising native bourgeoisie the so-called
Muslim world has become a thing of the past:- it has ceased
to be a social unit. It exists only in the imagination of the:: fanatics, and the idea serves the ambition of the ruling dynasties
and classes of the Mahomcdan countries. Thus, Pan-Islamism.
which once had a certain revolutionary character, in so far as
it could foment a mass unheaval, finds itself rested today only
on the most reactionary and counter-revolutionary elements.
The Khans, Mullahs and even the progressive Mussalman
merchants and capitalists of the East find in the bankrupt idea
of Pan-Islamism a very convenient means of exploiting the
ignorant masses. Such being its character ar the present moment,
Pan-lslamism stands more on the side of imperialism than for
the cause of liberation. In the economically and industrially
backward countries of the Near and Miqdle East the poor
organized to fight
peasantry and handicraft workers should
against imperialism and its henchmen, the native landlords and
merchant class.

be

Article on India*

"'While rc.'admg new:oi from India, one unconsc1ou~ly rememhcr., hlrl'land tremble\. In both the place~ there 1<. equally
unmea,ureahlc feeling. ~imilar bhndne~~. Mmilar foohshne" and 1,1m1lar rough handling of human feehng~. As in
breland of the bygone years, ~o in India of today, a moment
ha' <.ome when the be\t that British parhamentam.. m can
p1c,ent m the field of reforms has been tentatively rdused
h) the people concerned. A~ in 1914 Eireland wa~ on the
\l'rgt· l'f agreement with "Home Rule'' act in the form it
" .. ., prt>,cnted. 'o too the project of reforJll..: of Montague
~cl\ m general agreed upon by India at the moment of its
.lppcarancc. But nobody today hope~ for the ~ucces.: of the
rcfor m~ of Montague. They have lo't all value for India. At
theo momt•nt of their introduction they are a~ dead as the old
bn,h "act of Home Rule".
ObJecllvc political cond1t1on~ in India are very quickly
\.:h,mgmg. Now in big cltie~ and industrial centre~ proletariat
e) 1\l!I, which often and often run~ to strikes and i~ org:inised
m permanent trade umons. In Punjab, in spite of military
rule, whole population 1s disturbed and is putting forward
extreme left demands. In ~ome regions the elections are now
bemg boycotted, by whole classes, whole regions, whole
tribe~. Mu!!ilim!!I as a umted mass have refused to take part
• Th1\ Article wa~ (pubhshed m the Bulletin of the Commamst lntern:ition,ll BC'I No 13 of 28 I 1921) with the title 'E1reland-lnd1a' and 1t was
J. tran\lat1on from Rus\1an to English.
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in the eJections. Hindu Sabha (lndiskoe Sabraniye) is thus
a representative onJy of more Conservative and more welJoff (zazhitochnoe) Jayer of the people. But the mood of this
conservative part is far from being favourable for Britain.
To this must be added a certain revolutionary character
of the decision of the National Congress of India. ·It, certainly, can be disputed as to how much this Congress is
expressive of the desire and mood of the whole country, but
that there is a representation of really politically conscious
section of India, is quite probable. In the period of apathy
and peace this part may appear to be definitely insignificant,
but in the period of danger the number of its members grows
endlessly. At the present moment Congress has gathered
round it a very wide mass of the people of India.
This conscious part of Indian people has gone far to the
left and adopted Gandhi's tactics of ''non-cooperation'' and
boycott. It is proposed to boycott not only Government and
elected organs but all trade and goods impprted from England
and also not to work for British capitalist-plantation owners.
Reasons which have metamorphosed good relations and
Montague reforms into revolutionary desire of their boycott
are certainly not a secret. Among them a big role is played
by unlimited imperialist policies in Turkey and Iran. This
has enraged the Muslims and has formed them into a unity
with the Hindus and into an anti-British force. This pious
wrath has been further sharpened by the speech of lsher who
proposed the utilisation of Indian army as a permanent force
for British economic imperialism in the middle-east. Peace
in Turkey with division of Turkey as the base proved to be
the provocation insulting the Indians and the proposals of
permanent use of Indian Army of its support further sharply
increased the hatred for England. Absence of any steps
towards a trial of general O'Dyer for mass shooting of the
polution in Amritsar is one more reason.
The whole imperialist politics of Curzon in middle-east was
wrong, based partially on lust for oil and partially on the hatred
of ~ussia. If it is permitted that an army commander could
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!>hoot 400 unarmed and defenceless Indians and after tl'tat
could avoid coming up for trial, and if there is no law which
could put the British civil and military administration in India
under reins, then the rule of London over this country has no
justification.''
Refuse Paying Taxes
Later Congress unanimously adopted a resolution presented
by C.R. Das which reads :
"Because, according to the Congres~ opinion, the present
Government existing in India has not justified the confidence
of the people of the country, and because of the fact that
Indian people strongly decided to establish "Swaraj" (selfrulc) in their homeland therefore the resolution supporting
boycotts, strikes is approved. This resolution was passed in
the: special session of the Calcutta Congress, the present
Congress announces that the above mentioned Congress which,
on one side, included the refusal to cooperate, and on the
other refusal to pay taxes, must be partially or totally translated into practice by a date decided by the Indian National
Congress or AICC''
Boycott of England
This resolution later puts forward in detail all the means for
reaching the goal of boycott and boycott-strikes. Parents
must not send their children up to the age of l 6 in state or
state-subsidised schools, they should boycott the courts,
trials should be conducted by local people of tradt: union
1.:.adres. Schools should participate in boycott movements and
decide the ways of their participation. People devoted to the
national movement should decide how the national institutes
of higher learning should participate in the movement. Directors
of Government Schools and their staff are called upon to
nationalise their schools. Advocates are requested to stop
their practice and devote all their po.wers to the service of
the nation.
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For the achievement of economic independence Congress
calls on the traders and industrialists to boycott foreign
goods and popularise handlooms and hand-spinning wheels
and khaddar and the whole nation is called upon to give
maximum possible sacrifice for the national movement.
Summing up the achievements of the activity of the
National Congress, its president in his presidential address,
by the way, said, "Resolution of boycott of the British and
the refusal to pay taxes, expresses the united will of the
people who are trying with all their powers to reach their
goal. Resolution adopted is the practical basis for future
struggle. No repressions can frighten the Indians. They will
advance further and further on this road to self-control and
self-sacrifice".
Ben Spur and Col. Wedgwood, representatives of the
British Labour Party were present on the 30th December
session of the Congress. In reply to the welcome addressed
of the President of the Congress Spur sai~. "British Labour
Party hopes that all the people who constitute the British
empire today will opt for remaining in it. But the party
feels that the final solution of this problem should be made
according to the wishes of the people themselves.''
Underlining the desire of the British workers to see
India free, he also pointed out forceful unanimity of the
Indian National struggle coinciding with the rise in the
Indian labour movement.

Boycott of the Elections
When the elections began for the new local administrative
organs in the United Provinces, Gandhi, the leader of the
freedom movement of India, came to Allahabad two days
before the elections. The extremists had already prepared the
ground for him by increased agitation among the local
peasants. On the eve of the elections. in Oudh, the centre of
the agrarian movement, a meeting was fixed for the peasants.
Huge crowds of 3'l-25 thousands came there from all places
in <'rder to express their love for Gandhi and hear him
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speaking. promising freedom from slavery to the oppressed
people of the land. His arrival led to unusual enthusiasm
among those assembled in the meeting. With the prophetic
style characteristic of him, he blessed them and then delivered
a long speech.
"Next day"-writes the Times Correspondent-"showed
what a big influence Gandhi has over the masses. We visited
the court room where elections were to have taken place.
Election Commission sat by the table, the voters' list was
lying before it, it has the ballot papers. But from 8 in the
morning to late evening not a single voter turned up to cast
his vote. No where boycott had so far achieved such succes!-' '.
Gandhi announced that his followers undoubtedly would
have achieved victory in these elections. But no victory in
the elections can be compared with that grandiose demon'\tration which the people organised by their conscious absence
from participation in the elections.
·'Indian people-said Gandhi-will not fall a prey to the
illu!iions of participation in fake administrative organisations
whkh have the object of further enslavem=nt of the Indian
people. Indian patriotism has destroyed these machinations
all over the country. India at last has demonstrated h'"'r spirit,
by passing through the fire test and suffering. Bu' not by
force, but exclusively through the 'power of the spirit' India
will achieve independence, and after becoming free from the
damaging influence of British domination and western civilization, wili follow the ancient wi~dom of the Vedas and
v. ill achieve that peace and tranquility which she had before
the foreign occupation''.
In answer to a question, •'Is there any antagonism between
Muslim Indian and Indians belonging to other religions?"
Gandhi pointed out to his "brother" Shaukat and said,
''Between my brother and myself there has never been a
shadow of misunderstanding during many months of our joint
life and work. While he remains a _staunch Muslim and I,
a devoted follower of the Buddha. He eats meat while I am
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a vegetarian. He believes in the power of arms while I
condemn alJ types of force. But what all these divergences
in point of view of people mat~er who have a heart beating
for the betterment of India?"
Negative approach to the use of force on the ~.ide of
GanJhi has done much for keeping his Mohammedan friends
from following the path of open rebellion.

Against Collaborator of London
Member of the State Council, Shrinivas Shastri, tried to
speak in Bombay at a meeting which was organised under
the Chairmanship of the Minister of peoples' education.
hut was not allowed to do so and the meeting did not
take place.
8000 workers on strike
8000 workers of wagon workshop of West Indian Railways
in Lilluah (near Calcutta) stopped work, ~emanding an increase in wages. Police has been called for the protection of
the workshop.
"Disturbances among workers and peasants"
Among a few thousand workers engaged in Jute Industry in
Naihati near Calcutta, on Friday the 4th of February. after a
visit tu this plac~ by the leader of freedom movement Gandhi,
big disturbances took place.
A clash between the workers and police took place as a
result of which 2 policemen were killed .md I 0 injured. When
additional forces arrived the rebels dispersed and took their
injured with them.
Among the peasants of Oudh the disturbances are continuing.
A.gitators are calling the people to completely boycott the
government and not to take part in the elections. At one place
a crowd of I000 when came to know about the arrest of their
leaders went to the railway station so as to stop the tr~in in
which he was to be taken away. All the thousands of persons
lied down on the rails and no promises from the side of the
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Government Officers could remove them from the railway Jines.
Police, which was called at the spot, was met by the crowd by
stones. Police opened fire. There are injured on both the sides.

Eastern Question
In his lecture on the tasks of the Communist Internat1onal
in the east, Com. Sokolnikov points out, first of all, the fact
1ha1 sympathy of the bourgeoise-feudal classes of the east
1owards the Soviet lJnion is very unstable. This sympathy
ha~ been aroused by the hatred of the allies, but this hatred
as significantly weaker than the fear of the toiling masses
of their own countries. This explains the fact that our military
allies in the east on the first easy opportunity enter into
agreements with out military enemies-the allied powers.
Coming to the question as to who i~ the real carrier of
revolution in the east, we must first of all discard the point
of view as if the east is something unified and a whole. As
i~ well known, capitalism introduces uniformities in the social
r~lations of different countries, but nevertheless east is still
aimost untouched by capitalism. Big industry is developed
only in India and here the carriers of the national-democratic
revolution and its leaders will be, undoubtedly, only the
proletariat. About other countries of the near east, Persia,
Bukhara, Afghanistan etc. it can be said in general that m these
places the oppressed classes are the peasantry and revolution
must have an agrarian character. In our work in the east we
must study in detail all the specialities of the social relations
of every separate country and avoid jargonisation (Shablon).
Discussion of the report (doklad) of Com. Sokolnikov is
postponed till the next meeting of the ECCi and floor was
given to Com. Rosmer for an urgent announcement about
economic boycott of Spain.
(Report of the session of ECCi) BCI. FT

Hunger and failure of harvest
lndia Office has published the following telegram of the
Viceroy of India :
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One more province has been declared as unlucky in relation
to food. It has been decided to telegraph to London every week
the reports about the situation in famine affected areas of Agra,
Oudh, Punjab, NWFP, Central India, Central Provinces, Bombay,
Hyderabad and part of Madras, which have been affected by
drought. Drought is continuing.
The areas of Ahmadnagar in Bombay Presidency have also
been declared as affected. Lack of food is felt in Mandlay, Durg,
Bilashpur, Jugulkor, Buldan, in the Akali areas, in the Central
provinces and Nasik area of Bombay Presidency.
Hunger in Hyderabad, which is continuing since last year,
has increased. Strong need is felt in the areas of Bellari and
Alentapur in Madras Presidency.
Price of rice is showing very weak tendency of reduction.
Prices of all other commodities are either stationary at the earlier
higher level or have increased.
As a result of the early ending of monsoons, spring sowings
have been strongly reduced. This situation affected negatively
the autumn sowing.
In Bellari social work for helping the starving people has
began; help is given to the starving in the region of Deoria in
Bihar province and in Orissa. Lack of forage is felt in parts
of Pubjab, Central India, Central Provinces, Bombay and
Hyderabad.
Total number of starving people who are getting state aid has
reached 77 ,263' '.

Message of the Communist International
to the Gaya Congress

To the All India National Congre!'ts, Gaya, India.
Rcprci.cntative of the Indian People 1
The Fourth Congrc~~ of the Communist International sends
to }OU tl\ heartiest greetmg~. We arc chiefly intere~ted m the
o,truggle of the Indian~ to free themselvel\ from British dommat1on. In this h1~tonc Mruggle you have the fullest sympathy and 'upport of tht: revolutionary proletarian masses of the
1mperiah~t countric~ mcludmg Great Britain.
Wt• communil\ts are quite aware of the predatory nature of
wc•,tcrn imperialism, which brutally exploits the peoples of the
Fa't and ha~ held them forcibly in a backward economic ~tate,
m order that the in~atiable greed of capitali~m can tie satisfil'd The mfamuu~ method~ by which Briti'h imperiah"m sucks
thl" hfe blood of the Indian people are well known. They cannot
be condemned too strongly; nor will simple condemnation
be of any practical value. British rule in India was established hy force and is maintained by force; therefore it can and wdl
1:.1! overthrown only by a violent revolution. We are tnot ?) in
f;.nour of resorting to violence if it can be helped; but for selfdefence, the people of India must adopt violent means, without
which the foreign domination based upon violence cannot be
ended. The people of India are engaged in this great revolutionary struggle. The Communist International is wholeheartedly with them.
The economic, social and cultural progress of the Indian
people demands the complete separation of India from
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imperialist Britain. To realise this separation is the goal of
revolutionary nationalism. This goal, however, cannot be attained by negotiation nor by peaceful means. Imperial connection in any form stands for nothing less than the control of the
destinies of the Indian people by and for the interests of the
British ruhng class; at best thili control will be exercised in
conjunction with the native upper classes. But the control will
be there, obstructing the freedom of the nation.
Dislocation of world capitalist economy, coupled with the
strengthening of the world revolutionary nationalist movement
caused by the awakening of the expropriated masses, is forcing
imperialism to change its old methods of exploitation. It
endeavours to win over the cooperation of the propertied upper
classes by making them concessions. From the very beginning
of its history the British government found a reliable ally in
the feudal landowning class, whose dissolution was prevented
by obstructing the growth of higher means of production.
Feudalism and its relics are the bulwarks of rpaction; economic
forces, that give rise to the national consciousness of the people,
cannot be developed without undermining their social foundation. So the forces that are inimical to British imperialism are,
at the same time, dangerous to the security of the feudal lords
and modern landed aristocracy. Hence the loyalty of the latter
to the foreign ruler.
The immediate economic interests of the propertied upper
classes, as well as the prosperous intellectuals engaged either
in liberal professions or high government offices are too closely
interlinked with the established order to 11ermit them to favour
a revolutionary change. Therefore, they preach evolutionary
nationalism whose programme is ··self-government within the
empire'· to be realised gradually by peaceful and legal means.
This programme of constitutional democracy will not be
opposed by the British government for ever, since it does not
interfere with the final authority of imperialism. On the contrary
its protagonists are the potential pillars of imperial domination.
The policy of liberal imperialism heralded in 1909 by the
Morlrv-Minto reforms and inaugurated in 1919 by the
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introduction of the Government of India Act will culminate
sooner or later in home rule or dominion status for India. The
repetition of the fiasco of the Irish Free State and Egyptian
''independence'• can be expected in India. Those who look upon
any such eventuality as a solution of the national question are
to be counted as the henchmen of imperialism. The movement
led by the National Congress must rid itself of all such elements
and be free from an} illusion about a ''change of heart'' on
the part of the British. The Indian people must be free or be
i:rushed to death by British imperialism; there is no middle
course. And the people of India will never liberate themselves
from the present slavery without a sanguinary revolutionary
struggle.
The social-basis of a revolutionary nationalist movement
cannot be all inclusive, because economic reasons do not permit
all the classes to participate in it. Only those sections of the
people, therefore, whose economic interests cannot be reconciled with imperialist exploitation under any makeshift arrangement, constitute the backbone of your movement. These sections
embrace the overwhelming majority of the nation, since they
indude the bankrupt middle classes, pauperiM·d peasantry and
the exploited workers. To the extent that these objectively
revolutionary elements are led away from the influ!nces of
social reaction, and are free from vacillating and comp!"Omising
leader~hip, tied up spiritually and materially with the feudal
aristocracy and capitalist upper classes, to that extent grows the
strength of the nationalist movement.
The last two years were a period of mighty revolutionary
upheaval in India. The awakening of the peasantry and of the
proletariat struck terror in the heart of the British. But the
leadership of the National Congress failed the movement in the
intensely revolutionary situation.
The relation of the Communist International with the struggle
of the oppressed people is inspired by revolutionary idealism·
and based upon mutual interests. Our sympathy and support are
not confined to empty phrases couched.in sweet words. We must
stand shoulder to shoulder with the people of India in their
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struggle against imperialism; therefore we will fail in our
revolutionary duty if we do not point out to you the mistakes
that weaken the struggle and harm the cause of Indian independence.
In leading the struggle for national liberation the Indian
National Congress should keep the following points always in
view:
( 1) that the normal development of the people cannot be
assured unless imperialist domination is completely
destroyed.
(2) that no compromise with the British rulers will improve
the position of the majority of the nation,
(3) that the British domination cannot be overthrown without a violent revolution, and
(4) that the workers and peasants are alone capable of
carrying the revolution to victory.
Therefore, in order to d~clare its complete freedom from
all connection with the reactionary upper clpsses, the National Congress should categorically declare that its political
programme is the establishment of a democratic republic,
completely independent of any foreign control. The vast
majority of the nation, that is, the toiling masses, wm rally
round this programme, since the present condition cannot be
improved without a radical change in the existing system.
Tireless and courageous agitation has to be carried on to win
the masses for the cause of national liberation. The present
spontaneous mass upheaval provides a very fertile field of
propaganda. The necessity of developiog the revolutionary
consciousness of the masses demands the adoption of an
economic programme, in addition to the political programme,
of a republic to be established through a revolution. By
leading the rebellious poor peasantry against the reactionary
and loyalist landed aristocracy, the Congress will on the one
hand strike its roots deeply into the masses, and, on the other,
will assail the very bedrock of British rule. The native army,
which maintains Bdtish domination in India, is recruited
from among the poor peasantry. So a programme of agrarian
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revolution will win the native troops to the cause of national
freedom.
In conclusion we express our confidence in the ultimate
success of your cause which is the destruction of British imperialism by the revolutionary might of the masses.
Let us assure you again of the support and cooperation of
the advanced proletariat of the world in this historic struggle
of the Indian people.
Down with British imperialism! Long live the free people
of India!
With fraternal greetings,
Humbert-Droz,
S•cr•tary,
Presidium of the Fourth Congress
of the Communist International.

~

Programme of National Liberation

THE PROGRMME

*

Our mo\·ement has reached a stage when the adoption of
a definite programme of national liberation as well as of
action can no longer be deferred. A programme of national
liberation must be formulated in order to state the position
of those who do not believe in halfway and the so-called
''evolutionary'' methods advocated by the compromising
liberals. The ambiguous term swaraj is op1.m to man}
definitions, and in fact it has been defined in various ways
according to the interests and desires of the different
elem~nts participating in our movement. Such a vague
objective is certainly not conducive to the strengthening of
a movement: on the contrary it makes for weaknt>ss. Therefore
a militant programme of action has hecome indispen~able
in order to mobilise under the banner of the National Congres~
all the available revolutionary forces. The nation is not a
homogeneous whole: it is divided into classes with divcr~e
and often conflicting interests. All these various social
classes struggle for their respective interests. They all believe
that national liberation will remove their grievances. Therefore the programme of the National Congress, which is not
a cohesive political party, but the traditional organ of our
national struggle, cannot be according to the interests of
one certain class. The National Congress is a coalition of
all forces oppressed by foreign domination; therefore its
programme must be a coalition programme.
*Submitted by M. N. Roy to Gaya Congress in 1922
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First of all, we must define what form of national selfgovernment is needed for the welfare of the majority of the
nation; then is to be formulated the methods of the struggle
which will lead to the realisation of this national selfgovernment.
Programme of National Liberation
It is a well known fact that the domination of foreign
imperialism has led to the economic ruin, industrial stagnation, social degeneration and intellectual backwardness
of the people of India. The woeful tJle of the unlimited
exploitation and heartless suppression suffered by the
Indian people at the hand of the British rulers has soiled
the pages of history. The basis of our national movement
i)', tht! necessity of the Indian people to free itself from
this slavery. So Jong as the political state power is controlled by the foreign imperialist, no substantial economic and ~ocial progress will be permitted to the masses
of the population. Therefore, the first and foremost objective
of the national struggle is to secure the control of the
national government by the elected repre~entatives of the
people. But this cannot be achieved with the sanction and
benevolent protection of the imperialist overlord5 as the
renegade patriots of the Liberal League think, hecause
any measure of self-government or home rule or swaraj
under the imperial hegemony of British will not amount
to anything. Such steps are calculated only to deceive
the people. They are camouflage. As the leader of the
s11 uggle for national liberation. the Congress must ho Idly
challenge such measures and declare in unmistakable
terms that its goal is nothing short of a completely
independent national government based on the Jemocratic principle of universal suffrage.

Theory of Equal Partnership a Myth
fhe theory of ''equal partnership in_ the British l:ommonwcalth' · is but a gilded version of imperialism. Only the
I}
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upper classes of our society can find any consolation in it,
because the motive behind this theory is to secure the
support of the native landowning and capitalist classes by
means of economic and political concessions, allowing
them a junior partnership in the exploitation of the country. Suc·h concessions will promote the interests, though
in a limited way, of the upper classes, leaving the vast
majority of the pt:ople in political subjugation and economic servitude. The apostles of' 'peaceful and constitutional" means are nothing but accomplices of the British
in keeping the Indian nation in perpetual enslavement. It
is needless to point out that England did not conquer India
in order to .. civilise" us, so to believe that the Indian
people will attain the state of complete political autonomy
under the guidance of the benign British rule is simply to
entertain an illusion. But those believing in co-operation
with the British government are too hardheaded businessmen to be under any illusion. If they .advocate the policy
of "peaceful & constitutional" mea6s. it is because such
a policy is more conducive to the interests of their class
than a sudden radical change in the political administration
of the country.

Our Landlord and Capitalist Class
The landowners are interested in the security of their estates
and preservation of their right to suck the blood of the
peasantry by rackrenting and innumerable other forms of
exploitation. Any government offoring them this security
will win their loyal support. The nationality of the rulers
will make little difference. The moneyed upper classes seek
expansion in the industrial and commercial field. Any government providing facilities for this expansion will have
their support and cooperation. If the British government
will insist on the old policy of obstructing the industrial
development of the country. our capitalist classes will militate
in the nationalist ranks. But convenience of exploitation,
as well as exigencies resulting from the disastrous effects
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of the world war today demand a change in the method of
imperialist economics. Ever increasing popular discontent
fo1 ce'i the British ruler to seek an alliance with some
powerful native element, which will find it profitable to
help maintain a government preserving "law and order".
It offers economic concessions and political privileges in
consideration for such help. Thus the landowning and
capitalist classes find it possible to have their interests
protected and aspirations satisfied within the framework
of imperialist suzerainty.
Thl!ir property rights protected, and the avenues of their
l'conomic development open under the British rule, the
landowning and capitalist classes have no reason to quarrel
wllh the former. In fact their economic interests demand
pracl·ful conditions, which are enforced under imperial
~ocrcion. They are afraid that a sudden change in the political
status of the country will disturb the .. peace and order"
..,o indispensable for the security of property and prosperity
of commerce and industry. A clear programme of national
liberation cannot be carried through without risking a
revolutionary action of the masses, whc- may not be so
willing to go back to their socio-economic slavery after
conquering the political power for the native upper classes.
ln order to avoid these unwelcome possibilities, the
landowning and capitalist classes prefer a peaceful and
gradual progress. They find it wise to take as much as can
be got with the least danger to themselves.
This policy of caution and compromise, however, leavei.
Lile interests of the Indian people out of consideration. It
is calculated to secure and promote the interests of the thin
upper strata of the people. Therefore, it goes without saying
that the National Congress must declare that the realisation
of the programme of the Liberal League, or any other
programme fundamentally of a similar nature, does not
bring the Indian nation as a whole any nearer to freedom.
Because under ·'equal partnership in the commonwealth"
or ·'dominion self-government" or ''home rule within the
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British empire" the Indian people will still continue to be
under British domination. which will function with the aid
and connivance of the native capitalist class.

No Change of Heart
Those preaching the doctrine of .. change of heart" on the
part of the British rulers fail to dissociate themselves dearly from such halfway measures. Such a doctrine admits the
possiblity of reconciling the interests of the Indian people
with those of imperialism, consequently it is a dangerous
doctrine, and the Congress must be freed from it. This
a nbiguity of its position and the vagueness of its objective have contributed to the vacillation and weakness that
characterised the activities of the Congress during the last
twelve month~. A determined fight which is required to
conquer national independence for the Indian people is
conditional upon a clearly defined programme, and only
such a programme will draw the masses of the people into
the national struggle as it takes into consideration the vital
factors affecting the lives of the people.
Therefore. the Indian National Congress declares the
following to be its PROGRAMMF. OF NATIONAL LIBERATION AND
RECONSTRUC"TION :
( 1) Complete national independence, separated from all
imperial connection and free from all foreign supervision.
(2) Election of the national assembly by universal suffrage. The sovereignty of the people will be vested in the
national assembly which will be the supreme authority.
(3) Establishment of the federated republic of India.

Social and lkonomic Programme
The principles which will guide the economic and social
life of the liberated nation are as follows :
( 1) Abolition of landlordism. All large estates will be
confiscated without any compensasion. Ultimate proprietorship of the land will be vested in the national state. Only
those actually engaged in agricultural industry will be
allowed to hold land. No tax farming will be allowed.
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(2) Land rent will be reduced to a fixed minimum with
the object to improve the economic condition of the cultivator. State agriculture co-operative banks ~ill be established to provide credit to the peasant and to free him from
the clutches of the money-lender and speculating trader.
(3) State aid will be given to introduce modern methods
m agriculture. Through the state co-operative banks agricultural machinerie!. will be sold or lent to the cultivator
on easy terms.
(4) All indirect taxes will be abolished and a progressive
mi:ome tax will be imposed upon incomes exceeding 500
rupees a month.
15) Nationalisation of public utilities. Mines, railways,
tc..•lcgraphs and inland waterways will be owned and opera1~d hy the state under the control of workers' committees,
not for profit, but for the use and benefit of the nation.
t6) Modern industries will be developed with aid and
under the supervision of the state.
(7) Minimum wages in all the industries will be fixed
hy lcgi~lation.

(8) Eight-hour day. Eight hours a day for five and half
dd}s a week will be fixed by law as the maximum duration
of .vork for male adults. Special conditions will be laid
down for woman and child labour.
I 9) Employers will be obliged by law to provide for a
certain standard of comfort as regards housing, working
conditions. medical aid, etc. for the workers.
I 10) Protective legislation will be passed about nld age,
"ilkness and unemployment insurance in all the industries.
( 11) Labour organisations will be given a legal status
and the workers' right to strike to enforce their demands
will be recognised.
< 12) Workers' councils will be formed in all the big.
industries to defend the rights of labour. These councils
"1111 have the protection of the state in exercising their
tunctions.
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( 13) Profit sharing will be introduced in all big industries.
{ 14) Free and compulsory education. Education for both
boys and girls will be free and compulsory in the primary
grades and free as far as the secondary. Technical and
vocational schools will be established with state aid.
( 15) The state wil I be separated from all religious creeds,
and the freedom of belief and worship will be guaranteed.
( 16) Full social economic and political rights will be
enjoyed by the women.
( 17) No standing army will be maintained, but the entire
people will be armed to defend the national freedom. A
national militia will be organised and every citizen will be
obliged to undergo a certain period of military training.

How to Reach Our Goal
The aims and aspirations of the great majority of the Indian
people are embodied in this programme, the realisation
of which will bring progress and prosperity resulting from
national freedom within the reach of all the classes. Now
the object before us is clear. Everybody knows what he
is fighting for. Swaraj is no longer a vague abstraction
open to any interpretation, nor is it a ''mental state".
Swaraj-national independence-which still continues to
be the summary of our programme, represents a clear
picture of the national life breathing in the healthy atmosphere of freedom.
The goal fixed, we must now find the ways and means
for reaching it. It goes without saying that a bitter and
protracted struggle separates us from the goal we are
striving for. The "civilising" character of British imperialism will be tested by the brutal resistance it will put
up against the Indian people in its attempt to realise a
programme which proposes to raise India to the status of
any free civilised nation. Tht' patriotism of the liberals will
be measured by the adhesion they give to this programme
of ours, a programme which do~s not injure them but
rt.'\JUires of every ~incere Indian na!ionalist the courage and
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Jeter mm.ttron to ~truggle clgclm't the foreign ruler, cind
\\h1'-h .um' not dt the economic. development of and c.omtort.ihk po,1tton ford tew . but for freedom, progre" .md
pro,pc11tv for all We know, however. whdl to expect from
both qu.irter,, Bntt\h 1mpe11.sl11~m will never "c..hc1n~e 1t~
h~.irt .md our upper' ld"e' will never n'k. d c.omfortcible
prt 'ent .ind a prom1,1Pg future d''ured to them, for re.ti
flet·dum to the n.itt<'n Our 1mmed1dte td\k, therefore," to
111\olvc 111 the 'truggle .ill tho'e element\ who'e weltcire
1k m.rnd' the 1eJh,Jt1on ot our progrdmme

\nah'i"' of Our

Jt'orce~

No\\ 111Jfight1t I\ md1,pen,,1ble to mJk.e cl lorrect e'tlmate
ot the ,1\,1tl,1ble .md rt."h.1blc fofle' •.md to mob1h'e them

't' ,,, 10 h.1vc thc11 tullc\t might brought to bedr upon the
''tUdlton Grc.it md"c' of our n<ltlon.il .trm} cire JU't on the
pn111t of .iw.ik.enmg Their under,t.indmg
hm1ted Jnd
then ''''on not tdr-reJ.l.hmg fht. .ib,trJ.l.t c..oncept1nn ot
11.ttw11til hhc1.it1on lc.i\c' them md1fferent, nor doe' the
ph.lurt. of J happy dnd pw,pcrou' hte tdr ahedd cippe.d
'' >nj!lv to the11 1mJg111.it1011 I hey dre \\I ipt.d up m mme
•nllnl.dtJtt.• cltf J.1r,, thu'e dtfel.fmg their c\eryd.iv hfe In
ordc1 to lcJd them 'tep b} 'tep m the great 'tn l'gle we
mLhl lJ~ c up then 1mmcd1atc problem' The\e "iowever
1.. Hll'lll hl \olved unle" there" d r.id1cJI pohtu.o-e'-onom1l.
l h.rnrc but b)' \tandmg 'boulder to 'houlder with them m
th~1r 'truggle ..igam't 1mmed1atc gnev,m"'e' we "111 help
tht.m dl.vl"lop their rc\olut1on.uy l.On,uou,nc" Wt! wtll
• om mlc them m .il.lual \lruggle ho\\ their e\er J •1 ty hfe
'' hound up with the de'>ttn)' of the entne n.it1on
It '' d known t.H..t th.it mten'>1f1cd e<.t1nonm. explo1tdllon
h.1 .. ,•t lc1,t c'<h.iu'>h!d the p.tt1enl.e of the Indian mc11i,e1i .md
'hJ1'.\.,.n their lrdd1t1on.il re'1gn.it1on Uunng the ld't vedr'
the} h.n e 1epedtcdly dcltlon,trcited their will and re.id me"
to tight Th" rebelltou,nt!" of the md"e' " the 'ohd
f 1undJ.t1on on whll.h the Jltl\ 1t1e' ot the N.it1onJI Congrc"
'hould he b.i,cd 1 o develop th" ,pc.int<tneou' revolt J.g_J.m't
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unbearable conditions, therfore, will be to strengthen the
national struggle. With the purpose of developing all the
forces oppressed and exploited under the present order and
to lead them in the struggle for national liberation, the
Indian National Congress adopts the following ACTION
PROGRAMME:

(I) To lead the rebellious poor peasantry in their struggle
against the excesses of landlordism and high rents. This
task will be accomplished by organising militant peasants'
unions which will demand: (a) abolition of feudal rights
and dues, repeal of the permanent settlement and talukdari
system; (b) confiscation of large estates; (c) management
of the confiscated estates by councils of the cultivators;
(d) reduction of land rent, irrigation tax, road cess, etc.;
(e) fixed tenures; (f) no ejection; (g) abolition of indirect
taxation; (h) low prices; (i) annulment of all the mortgages
held by money-lenders etc.
(2) To back the demands of the peas'antry by organising
country-wide mass demonstrations with slogan of "non·
payment of rent and taxes''
(3) To organi!'le mass resistance against high prices.
innease of railway fare, postage, salt tax and other indirect
taxation.
(4) To struggle for the recognition of labour unions and
the workers' right to strike in order to enforce their demands.
(5) To secur~ an eight-hour day·. minimum wage and
better housing for the industrial wnrkers.
(6) To back up these demands by mass strikes to be
devdoped into a general strike at every available
opportunity.
(7) To support all strikes politically and financially out
of the Congress fund.
(8) To agitate for the freedom of press, platform and
assembly.
(9) To organi~~ tenants' strikes against high house rents
in the cities.
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(I 0) To build up a country-wide organisation of national
volunteers.
( 11) To organise strikes of the clerks and employees in
the government and commercial offices for higher salaries .
. ( 12} To enter the councils with the object of wrecking
them.
( 13) To organise mass demonstrations for the release of
political prisoners.

The Final Step
The realisation of this programme of action, every.clause
of which corresponds to the immediate interests of one or
another section of the people, will increase the fighting
capacity of the nation as a whole. The national army will
h" drilled. so to say, ready for action. Every class.will find
the Congre~s striving for its welfare. In face of a gigantic
ma~s movement thus organised and involving larger and
larger sections of the population, the authority of the
~nvernment will break down. Non-cooperation of the produ~tivt= elementi; of society will paralyse the life of the
cnuntry. thus dc!aling a death-blow to ihe government.
Inauguration of the campaign of nation-wide civil disobeuiencc wi II precipitate the final stage of our st1 tJggle to
he crowned inevitably by the conquest of an ind~pendent
natio11al existence, in which the people of India will have
the opportunity of progressing in social. economic and
·nt~llcctual realms, in accordanc~ with the principles
contained in our programme of national reconstruction.
/Jecember I 922
(One Ynir oj Non-coo11eration. Chapter X.)
OPEN LETTER TO

c.

R.

DAS*

Thi: 37th annual session of the National Congress at Gay·a
n1arkl!d the close of an historic period in our struggle for
~sen1 hy M. N. R;,y CC. R. Das was the President of G:aya Congress
Ill

1922)
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liberation. The social tendencies that constituted the innate
weakness of our movement during the last two years still
reign supreme in the Congress. The consequences are easily
to be anticipated. Non-cooperation as a political force is dead,
that is that orthodox brand of non-cooperation which makes
religion out of politics and has turned the traditional organ
of national struggle (the Congress) into a prayer hail and
conclave of theologians. This brand of non-cooperation is
dead, notwithstanding the fact that the die-hards of this
school won the day at Gaya. It sounds paradoxical; but it
is true none the less.
Although Gaya failed to be as dramatic as Surat, the result
has hardly been otherwise. The reactionary elements have
gained an apparent ascendancy, not by dint of their own merits,
but because the opposition failed to marshall its forces in the
proper way, and took its stand on an insecure ground. This
is, however, a transition period.
After 1907, the impotency of the moderates became palpable and the stalwarts of the old Congress ~II willing victim!.
to the "rallying" order of Morley. Of course, it is evident
that no such glorious fate awaits the orthodox non-cooperators
of the "no-change" party. They may shout at the top of their
voices that they do not want such glory; but the truth is that
the government wants their co-operation much les~ than they
want government's favour. So the bankruptcy of die-hard
Gandhism will be exposed in a diffierent way, if it is still
to be exposed. If in the near future there does not appear
in the political field a new party with a clearly formulated
programme inspired. not hy sloppy sc.ntimentalism, but by
a revolutionary social outlook and firm grasp of the situation,
the Congress under the leadership of the "victorious" nochange party will sink into ohlivion and imbecility no less
despicable than that overtaking the moderates shortly after
the split at Surat. And if such a party does take the field,
as is historically inevitable, the apparent triumph of religious
quietism in our political movement will be very shortlived
and the Congre!i' will be ere long rescued from its rut.
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A great crisis has been pressing upon our movement ever
since the eve of the Ahmedabad Congress. It would have
come to a head probably at Ahmedabad, had not the attention
of the country been diverted by the policy of relentless
repression, which clapped all the forward-looking leaders,
including the president-elect of the Congress. into jail. At
last the crisis is over. The Congress has succumbed. The
crisis lasted too long and therefore the depression and disintegration have heen too great. But the very process of
disintegration has at the same time clarified the situation,
giving impetus to the energies which will eventually dissipat~ the depres~ion. New attempts have already been made
to resuscitate the Congress. But most of the elements making
these attempts are still groping in the dark.
Two Ways Ahead
There are but two ways ahead : reversion to the constitutional
<ll'tnocracy of the liberals, or adoption of more revolutionary
methods. To choose one of the two ways has been the
fundamental issue that gave birth to the controversy that rent
the Congress during the last half a year; and it was precisely this problem that had to be solved at Ga)a. The victory
of the die-hard quietists signifies that the problem stil1 rem:iins unsolved, at least in part. The intellectuall) bankrupt
lower middle class is, on the one hand, debarreJ from the
heavens of constitutional democracy. owing to its economic
di!\ability. and on the other hand its reactionary social and
religious prejudices give it a counter-revolutionary ideology.
It is this social element that still holds the balance of power
m the Congress ranks. The eventual overthrow ot' this pernicious influence is conditional upon a clear grouping in
elements in the pro-change party, which today embraces two
centripetal forces, one heading towards constitutional democracy in the garb of rationalism. the other inclined towards
a revolutionary outlook, but this inclination is still largeiy
sentimental. This confusion in the pro-change camp gave a
temporary victory to the tendencies objectiveiy dead, but
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which nevertheless can still appeal to the imagination of
purely sentimental revolutionaries.
There are two tendencies demanding a change of the
Congress programme. There is nothing in common between
them except that both demand a change. But the character
of the change sought for by one is diametrically opposite
to that demanded by the other. This was not made· clear at
Gaya; hence the defeat of the leftwing led by Chittaranjan
Das, which failed to attract under its banner the sentimental
revolutionaries in the ranks of the "no-change" party. These
elements looked upon the leftwing with suspicion, because
the latter failed to stand out separately from the ''pro-change''
party of the right-the Mahratta radicals who advocated
.. responsive co-operation". So, it is clear that the orthodox
"no-changers" secured not a victory, but a walkover. This
state of affairs will not last. The left must part company with
the right, and in proportion as it asserts its revolutionary
potentiality upon the situation. the centre will collapse. If
the social forces destined to lead our m9vement in the new
historical period are not soon mobilised, moderatism in the
garb of wordy extremism of the Mahratta radicals will reconquer the political field. This will mean a great setback
to the movement. Should this be permitted?

The Three Social Elements within The Congress
There are three distinct social elements operating in the
national movement as represented by the Congress. namely,
the upper middle class including the intellectuals, the lower
middle class (small traders, petty int.!llectuals etc.) and the
masses of workers and peasants. The first stands very close
to the co-operating liberals. In fact most of them blundered
into the non-cooperation movement, and have always lent
a rather half-hearted adhesion to it. Their quarrel consists
in that the Reforms Act did not make sufficient provision
for the interests of their class. Hence their opposition to the
reforms. Today they oppose the non-cooperation programme.
not because it is not revolutionary enough to meet the
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situation, but because it is not "rational". But there is no
such curious thing as a rational revolution, and swaraj can
be won only through a revolution. An extension of the
reforms, or, at the most something on the model of the Irish
Fre~ State or Egyptian independence will satisfy the ambition
of this section of our people. They are firm believers in the
theories of democracy, social contract, free competition,
parliamentarism and all the rest of the parapher~alia of
capitalism, which is breaking down under the pressure of its
own contradictions all over the world.
The lower middle clas1', apparently led by the petty intellectuals, but in reality dominated by a reactionary religious
and theological ideal, is in an unenviable position. Economically it is totally ruined. It has no hope from the present
S)'stem. No amount of reforms will affect its position. Therefore it talks about a radical change. But a progressive change
will not be beneficial for it either, because it will only drag
this class down to the level of proletarians. Hence its frantic
antipathy towards modern developments. It would like to see
tht: society hark back to those primitive conditions to which
11 al"cribes the glories of the golden age. The bankrupt lower
middle class must have a radical change, but i1' members are
:.igainst disturbing the social status quo. Their position is very
t!quivocal.
Neither of these two middle-class elements r~presents
the interests of the third social factor, which constitutes
such a vital part of the nation and which in the last two
years has played such an important role in the movement.
This third factor is the masses of workers and peasants.
E\ierybody, of late, talks about the· 'masses''. But no middleclass party can be expected to fight under the slogan: ''Not
the Masses for Revolution, but Revolution for the Masses.''
Middle-class libertarians will never attain such a revolutionary outlook as to look on the working class, not as the
pawns in the game, but as the very life of our struggle:
The1efore, it is inevitable that the revolutionary energy of
the toiling masses. who constitute the vast majority of the
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nation and without whose conscious action swaraj cannot
be won, will be focused through an independent political
party. To raise the standard of this party, the future leader
of our struggle for national liberation, is the task objectively undertaken by the leftwing of the pro-change party.
It is necessary to face the facts, however unpteasant they
may be. we cannot make them non-existent by overlooking them.

The Crystallisation of Political Parties
within The National Congress
We must recognise the fact that it is the conflict of class
interests that simultaneously strengthens and weakens our
movement. This lesson ought to have been learnt by all
forward-looking people by this time. In other words. it must
have become evident that India is not free from those inexorable laws of history which give rise to great revolutions
in particular epochs. The confusion of the last year as well
as the present decomposition and proc,FSS of" regrouping of
forces within the Congress are brought &bout by the operation
of these laws. Several social elements with discordant interests went into the composition of the non-cooperation
movement. There were certain things superficially in common; therefore, they could work in apparent hhrmony for a
certain length of time. But the development of the impelling
forces is followed by the clarification of the ideology of the
movement. The objective of the respective classes becomes
clearer: consequently it becomes impossible for them to
remain as integral parts of one and tht" same cohesive political
apparatus. It becomes necessary for each of them to formulate
its particular aims and aspirations in the shape of a programme.
The Congress has never been a compact political organ
reflecting an identical social interest. It has become less so
in the last years, when the nationalist movement transcended
the limits of the so-called "politically-minded" classes. The
movement however cannot be carried further withour cohesive political parties as the vanguards of the several social
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l·lasses which are objectively antagonistic to the imperialist exploitation. The Congress will serve only as the rallying
ground for these nationalist forces, the most revolutionary
of which will eventually assume its leadership and bring the
struggle for national liberation to the final victory. The
present decomposition of the Congress will be followed by
the rise of these political parti~s.

The Need for a Revolutionary People's Party
During the last twelve months, that is, ever since the initial
c:nthusiasm began to subside in the movement, the struggle
for power has been going on inside the Congress ranks. The
three principal social elements that enter into the composition
of the Congress have been struggling to capture the supremacy.
This struggle at last culminated in the split at Gaya. But the
present schism in the Congress ranks bases itself upon the
<.·onfli<.·t between the upper-middle class rationalists and the
lower-middle class revivalists. The third element, that is, the
toiling masses, which is destined to decide ultimately the fate
of the nation, is still practically left out of the struggle.
Nevertheless. the fundamental issue involved in the transition
through which the Congress is passing i~ not the <.:onflicr
between the upper and lower strata of the middle class. Neither
uf these two elements is able or willing to rise up to that height
of revolutionary outlook which is required to Jrag the
Congress out of the miserable rut into which it has sunk
under the leadership of the lower-middle class spiritualists.
and to save it from the sure reversion to the programme
of constitutional democracy, which will follow the triumph
.. [ upper-middle class nationalism. The problem we are
called upon to solve was tersely enunciated by Deshbandhu
Chittaranjan, when he questioned the ability of the middle
classes to make non-cooperation effective, and boldly declared that the masses wanted swaraj more than the bour-.
geoisie. In short, the historic question put to the revolutionary nationalists today 1s : Is purely bourgeo~s politics
capable of developing our struggle for liberation? The
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experience of the last two years has amply proved that the
answer can be safely given in the negative. Hence it follows
that the social basis of the movement must be radically
changed. In other words, the change in the non-cooperation
programme must transcend the limits of substituting lowermiddle class confusion by upper-middle class radicalism.
The change should be so formulated as actively to involve
into the movement those social forces that are bound to be
uncompromisingly revolutionary, namely, the workers and
peasants-those who have nothing to lose. but a world to
gain. The future belongs to this element. The time has come
for the organisation of these objectively revolutionary elements in a political party of its own, which will be the great
people's party of India. The organisation of this party, the
future leader of the struggle for national independence, is
the task of those who stand for a change, but for a forwardlooking change in the Congress programme.

The Propertied Classes are The Basis
I
of the Present Order
You have undertaken this hi~toric mission of liberating our
movement from the fetters of middle-class reaction, compromise, hesitation and timidity, in order to transplant it onto
the healthy soil of revolutionary mass action. But you fail
to accomplish this mission if the objective forces asserting
themselves on the social background of ou1 movement are
not taken into proper and proportionate consideration. There
is room for only three parties in the Congress. Two arc
already in the field. You have to be either the third, that is,
the political expression of the working masses, or nothing.
'{~,'\.~ ~~\\\ctance to recognise \be tl.\stcncc of c\a~~ C()nf\\ct
and tr admit tht" inevitability of cJass struggle betray the
~az.•.ness of your social outiook. It behoves a party of those
social elements that benefit by class domination to denounce
cla.'is struggle a~ dangerous IC1.'>oc1ety, and piously to preach
~lass col/ab~ratron, but those inspired by the revolutionary
M.J of soc10-economic liberation for all cannot subscribe
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to this rolling-class philosophy without betraying their ideal.
Has not Deshbandhu Das himself declared against substituting the foreign bureaucracy by its native prototype? If he
will look a bit deeper into things he will discover who stands
behind the bureaucratic governments. It is the propertied
dasscs, owning all the means of production and distribution
and consequently exploiting the expropriated majority.
Therefore by declaring war upon the present governmental
!.Y'•tem. Mr Das admits the necessity of destroying the authority
nf the class that stands bt"hind it~ as otherwise the character
of the modern bourgeois state cannot be changed, and Mr
Da.., ·.., socio-political ideal will never COIJle out of the realm
of utopia. ~e are not manufacturing the spectre of class war.
lt i~ raging fo the civilised society based on private property.
Vfr i:c,mmunists stand for the abolition of classes and con~cquently of class struggle; but classes cannot disappear
unless private property is abolished. And can any reasonable
pa~on believe that the class benefiting by the system of
private property "'ill ever consent to its abolition without
struggle. however sanguinary it may be? No amount of
humanitarian sermons will induce its members to forgo the
o;mallcst part of the profits and privileges that accrue from
ownership. Hence, to organise the expropriated and exploited workers and peasants, but not on the principles of class
inh·rcsts and class struggle, is to deceive them~ to preach
to 1hc \'icrims of class tyranny virtuous doctrines of the
'"idea\ of human unity'',' 'class collaboration for the common
benefit of the community" etc. etc. only perpetuates class
domination.
We dwell somewhat at length on the question of classes
and class struggle, not that we give Qrecedence to the civil
war over the national war, but because your party entertains
a very subjective and prejudiced attitude on the matter. This
con~titutes a serious weakness for the you11i! party, which
thus fails to strike an anchor in the depths of the society.
If you propose to lead a certain class of our society in the
national war. you cannot do so without defining clearly how
13
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the interests of the particular class will be advanced by the
successful prosecution of the national war. The non-cooperation movement so far failed to do so; hence its failure
to secure permanently the active support of the massel\. Your
party should not commit the same mistake if it is to carry
the struggle further on.

The Issue of Council Entry is a Secondary One
Now, lamentable aversion to class conflict led the pioneers
of your party somewhat astray. Lack of realistic vision prevented you from grasping the true significance of the breach
in the Congress ranks. Consequently, you greatly prejudiced
your otherwise strong position by an equivocal attitude towards the radicals of the extreme right. It is deplorable that
you forced the issue at Gaya on the secondary question of
council entry. You surely do not believe that the future of our
movement depends on whether we contest the coming elections or not ! Your attitude towards the question of council
entry has its tactical value, but this tactical valut! also becomes
problematical, if there does not exis( a revolutionary party
which will send its members to the polll\ with a concerted
programme, and will back their actions in the councils by
means of mass action outside. Then, the tactics of' 'wrecking
the councils" presupposes the chances ofreturning a majority,
which are not very bright. So long as there does not exist a
well organised party, it is premature for revolutionaries to
make the question of council entry the point of issue. None
but the party with a revolutionary outlook and a large
following among the masses can carry on successfully the
tactics of "wrecking and obstruction". Otherwise the consequence is likely to be reprehensible, namely, the ''responsive co-operation" of the Mahratta party, which is hardly
distinguishable from the liberals. The difference between
"responsive co-operators" and the liberals is as fictitious
as that between the tories and liberals in the British parliament concerning colonial affairs. But do we need the luxury
of such party politics when the playground is but an empty
show?
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Your leaders failed to dissociate themselves from the
··pro-change" elements of the rightwing because they did
not recognise the significance of the diversity of social
interests behind the two wings of the "pro-change" party.
Had your programme not revolved on the pivot of council
entry. its other clauses would have attracted all the available
revolutionary elements within and without the Congress, and
1hc Congress today would have stood clear of the stifling
atmo~pherc of lower-middle class reaction and inanity. Given
a cll'ar under'itandiug of the cross-currents of the social forces
Jctuating our movement, you are the vanguard of the revolutionary mass party, which is the crying need of the day,
and which alone will save the Congress from the disgraceful
fate of sinking into the neo-liberalism of the Mahratta politicians on the one hand, and on the other, from equally
disgraceful fate of surrendering itself to the imbecile lead··
ership of ultra-Gandhism which unconsciously plays the role
of the handmaid of social reaction.
You should have made your position at Gaya unequivocal.
You ~hould have repudiated openly any possible relation
hased upon identity of interests with those advocates of
'\:hange" who in the name of rationalism and practical
politics would turn the Congress into a respectable party of
the upper middle class in tussle with the big bourgeoisie.
Then the reactionary religious nationalists would not have
had the chance of rallying a large section of the sentimentally rt>voJutionary element by artfully harping on the tune
of ·'the massess". But the shallowness of their affection
for the masses was exposed by their failure to respond to
the revolutionary note struck by Mr Das in his statement:
·we do not want a bourgeois republic." And they become
th~ standard-bearers of rank reaction when, through the
mouth of Rajagopalacharya, on the authority of the Mahatma, they denounce "any scheme to make political use of
the workers". What a preposterous theory ! But everyone.
pretending to advocate the cause of the masses, while blinking
at. the ugly feature of class interests. eventually lands in
this reprehensible position.
.
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The True Nature of The Split at Gaya
The net result at Gaya, however, was that in the din of the
clash between upper-and middle class interests, the revolutionary voice of the workers and peasants raised through the
declassed Chittaranjan was drowned. Unfortunately the fight
did not take place on the issue of bourgeois poli!ics versus
mass politics but of upper-middle class confusion as well
as rowdyism. Apparently the latter has won, but it is the
contrary as a matter of fact. The upper-middle class rationalists of the Mahraua school will pursue their own line of
action, in spite of the Congress decision, and the latter will
be left without any intellectual leadership on the one hand,
and bereft of revolutionary dynamics on the other. Meanwhile, no clear avenue has been cut for the only truly
revolutionary forces to assert themselves upon the movement. If the next twelve months are allowed to pass by
without seeing the growth of a leftwing party with a clear
consciousness of its own social nature, we can be sure that
in its next annual session, the Co~ress will be hardly
distinguishable from the Liberal League or the Home Ruic
show of Mrs Besant.
The voice that spoke through Deshbandhu Chittaranjan
and his associates is presumably embodied in the CongressKhilafat Swaraj Party, which has been inaugurated by issuing
the manifesto, signed by a number of the leaders of the ''prochange" faction. But in reality the Deshbandhu with his
revolutionary following again finds himself in the minority,
because the majority of the new party, which appears to be
formed under his leadership, sub;;cribes much less to the
socio-political views of Mr Das than do the die-hards of the
''no-change·' cult, who remain in the control of the Congress
machinery. The result of such a combination can and will
be-either that Mr Das will soon have to abandon his original
position in favour of the ··responsive co-operation" of the
Mahratta rationalists, or that he will have to part company
with them in order to organise the third party inside the
National Congress, the party which will reflect clearly the
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unc:omprom1smgly revolutionary elements of our !;Ociety,
Jnd wh1d1 will mfuse v1gour mto the .iational \truggle by
mean.., of revolutionary mass action.

The Ne<·essity for a Second Split
Thi., uneqmvocal position will be cleared by a i,econd ~plit
rn the Congre!;s camp To force this inevitable separation of
the rcvolutwnary forcc1-1 from the embrace of the nghtwmg,
wlurh will hnng the Congrcs!; hack. practkally under the
1111 lut·ncc of hhcrah!.m, i.., the tao;k before you. Only by hreaking JW.l)' from the nghtwmg, which m the name of rationalhm
h.i' repudiated the tactic'> of m1htant non-cooperation. your
p.11t) will '>land out as the vanguard of the national army. the
kJde1 of the national \truggle, and m this role will liberate
the f'ungre..,.., from the control of the religious die-hard~. by
Jlt1<1cl111!' to it.., rank!-. all the !-.inccre clement\ left m the fold'
llf the "no-change" party.
~

l·t>ht uary 1923.
(One Yt•w of Ncm-coopuatwn. by
M N. Roy & Evelyn Roy. Chapter x111)

[!!]
Resolution on the Orient Question*
Adopted on March 4, 1922,
by the Executive Committee
of Communist International
Resolution
J• Owing to the great importance of the national revolullonary
movements which are developing more and in the colonial
countries of the Near Ea!tt and neutral A!tia and e~pecially in
Egypt and in India the Plenum of the Executive proposes to the
parties of those countries which are in connection with the
aforementioned regions to orgamze a sy!ttematic campaign for
the liberation of the colonies in the press, in Parliament and
among the masses. The Communist Party of England i!t e~pe
ciaJly requested to launch a well-organiied and continued acllon
with a view of !!.Upporting the revolutionary movement m India
and Egypt.
2. The three parties which are connected with North Africa,
Asia Minor and India, the Communi!tt Parties of I-ranee, Ital)
and England should follow the example set by the French part)
and establish special colonial commissions attached to thei1
Executive Committees in order systematically to collect informations on colonial matters, establi!th connections with the
revolutionary organizations in the colonial countries and realize
close contact with them. The Balkan Communist federation
undertakes to deal especially with the organizations of the
Communist movement in Turkey.
3. The Executive Committee proposes to all parties that they
utilize all possibilities for the publication of Communist literature
in the languages of the colonies and thus create close connection
• Taken frf'm:

INPRECO!lR

No. 29 of 1922

Message sent to the All India
Trade Union Congress, Lahore,
by the Third International in 1922

1he Third lntnnational sent a greeti11gl by Telegram dated
-1.12.1922 to tht All India Trade Union Cungress having its
H'\'\IOll at Lahore in 1922. The British Commercial Mission
at Mmcow trmzsmitted a ropy of this message of greetings
to the Marquel·s Cur:.on t~f Kedleston for information of the
I 11rt·i.~11 Depurtme~zt of the British GO\.•ernment. Subsequentlv.
the SC'1 retary <~f the• Judicial and Public Department of the
Hnt1\/i Gm·t•rnment sent a copy of this message tn the Sec1t•tan to th<' Um·t·rnmt•nt of India, Home Department, for their
111fomwtwn These two letters are printed here after the
1•1t·~ wge of"greetings sent bv the Third International toAITUC.
l he<ie fact\ rt vea/ /um sensllive the British Govt'rnment was
111 tlio\e ,iars about the spread of Communist influence
111 lnclia.
1

1

Message
· "Cmnrades. The proletariat of the West greets you with the
t!nthusiasm in the stubborn fight which you hdve
been waging for several years to secure the amelioration of
the t'conomic conditions of the working class of India. The
Fourth Congress of the Communist International ~ends you
warm greetings.
Comrades, While expressing our sympathy and promising
you our fulle~t support in winning your cause, we should like
to remind you that your tasks are great and that you must not
narrow them down. The working class of India is not only
greatc~t
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fighting for honourable pay for honourable work; the economic liberation of the workers and peasants of India depends
on the nation's political liberty. No amelioration can be obtained
in the framework of imperialist exploitation. Therefore your
duty is to play an important role in the fight for national
liberation. Prepare yourselves to fulfil this historic role. The
vanguard of the proletariat of fifty-two countries re-presented
at this Congress is with you. Beware of the false friendship
and treacherous counsels of leaders of compromise''
Letters of the British Government regarding this message of
greetings of the Third International :
INl>IA OFFICE
WHITRHAl.I
LONDON,

s.W.1.

14th December. 1922.
Confidential
J. & P. (S) 6599.
Manifesto of the III International
to the All-India Trades Union Congress.
Despatch from Moscow dated
4.12.22 and c11closure
Dear Sir,
I forward. for information. copy of the papers noted in the
margin. on the subject of the above.
I am,
Yours faithfully.
for Secretary
Judicial and Public Department.
The Secretary to the
Government of India.
Home Department.

Meuage sent to the A/TUC, Lahore

No. 949.
(M.2bl4)
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British Commercial Mission,
Moscow
December 4, 1922.

My Lord Marquess,
I have the honour to transmit herewith translation of a
manifesto addressed by the Fourth Congress of the Third
International to the All-India Congress of Trades Unions at
Lahore.
I have the honour to be
With the highest respect,
My Lord Marquess,
Your Lordship's most obedient,
humhle servant,
The Right Honourable.
Th~ Man1uess Curzon of Kedleston. P.C.K.0. etc. etc. etc.

Message of the Communist
International on the Chauri-Chaura
Sentence in 1923

History of Chauri-Chaura incident : "On the 5th February
( 1922), when a Congress procession was taking place at
Chauri-Chaura, near Gorakhpur, U.P., 21 constable.\· and a
Sub-Inspector were rushed by the mob illlo a Police Station,
and the .r;tation and the men in it were set fire to. They all
perished in the flames. "-said Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, in
his 'The History of the Indian National Congress', Vol. I, page
235, of 1946 publication.
Comrade Muzaffar Ahmad had gfven a more objective
report on Chauri-Chaura Incident in his memoir: 'Myself and
the Communist Party of India' where he stated: "Jn February
1922, there had been a small uprising of peasants in ChauriChaura ill the district of Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh. The
peasants had attacked and set fire to an outpost of the oppres.r;ive police force. There had been altogether twenty-one
policemen there, and all of them were burnt to death. The case
was tried by Judge Holme in the Sessions Court. It ls not known
how the actual culprits were found out from among a huge
number of persons or how the Judge took evidence against
them. It was an entirely absurd affair. But Mr. Holme's heart
was filled with malice and vindictiveness. He pronounced
death sentence in the same case and simultaneously on 172
per.'iOns. That day even Engli.r;hmen residing in India hid their
heads from shame. The Allahabad High Court called for the
papers at once and upheld the sentence in respect of about
ten or twelve persons. " (page 355, 1970 edition)
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Immediately after Chauri-Chaura incident Gandhiji
suspended the Congress movement on the ground that principles of non-violence were violated by the Chauri-Chaura
incident.
The Manifesto of the Communist International, reproduced here, was in protest against the death sentence given
to 172 Indians which they termed as a 'legal murder'.

Manifesto
lmperialist justice has condemmed 172 men to death in India.
One year ago, 228 men were arrested on the charge of having
participated in a riot which resulted in the burning down of
the police station at Chauri-Chaura and the killing of 22
policemen. One hundred and seventy-two men are to be executed
in revenge for the death of 22 policemen who fell while
defending "law and order". The atrocity of this legal murder
i~ unparalleled, even in the bloody history of British rule in
India. 172 Indian peasants are going to be hanged, while the
curtain is hardly down upon the bloody drama of the Mophla
Massacre, and while brutal repression has not yet succeeded
in quelling the rebellion of the Sikh peasants. The revolt of
the colonial masses has attained such dangerous proportions,
that Imperialism has inaugurated veritable reign of terror to
maintain its position.
Since I 919, India has been a scene of mass murder and
brutal repression. Begihing with Amritsar, British Imperialism has gone on making free use of tanks, bombing-planes,
m:ichine-guns and bayonets in order to drown the rebelHous
people in rivers of blood. The jails of the country contain
more than 30,000 men and women arrested and sentenced
to various terms of imprisonment, for taking part in the
nationalist movt"ment. 6,689 poor peasants of Malabar
(Mophlas) are undergoing penal servitude. Five of them
have been hanged and 70 suffocated to death, 5,000 Sikh
peasants of the Punjab are lying in jail, beaten and maltreated. To add to this inglorious record, another 172 men
are to be sent to the gallows.
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The great majority of these condemned men belong to

the poor peasantry, which was driven to revolt under the
unbearable burden of war taxation and unprecedentaJly high
prices. The revolt was directed simultaneously against the
native landlords and foreign government, both of which
jointly suck the blood of the peasantry. The revolt was
e'(.pressed in the form of huge mass demonstrations, under
nationalist slogans and direction. These demonstrations
were peaceful. since the leaders of the nationalist movement are petty bourgeois pacifists believing in the cult of nonviolence. But Imperialism would not suffer even a peaceful demonstration of the unarmed masses. A procession of
about 3,000 people was fired upon from the police station
of Chauri Chaura, by which it was passing towards the
near-by market in order to picket the sale of foreign cloth.
This act of provocation infuriated the peaceful demonstrators, who attacked the police station. all the inmates of
which were killed in the affray. The casualty on the side of
the insurgents was never disclosed; but the result of firing
volleys upon a crowd of 3,000 can be 1easily imagined. The
fury quickly spread in the surrounding districts and developed into a dangerous agrarian uprising, which was suppressed by military forces rushed to the spot. The number
of those perishing at the merciless hand of "law and order"
is not known. Upon the suppression of the revolt, a considerable number of men were arrested, 228 of whom were sent
up for trial under the charge of "murder and arson". The trial
has ended by condemning 172 of the accused to death.
The international proletariat, engaged in a bitter struggle
with Capitalism in every part of the world, must not let this
imperialist butchery go unchallenged.
The revolt of the toiling masses in the colonial countries
is a powerful factor in the revolutionary struggle for the
overthrow of bourgeois dictatorship and the inauguration of
a new order of society. Imperialism attempts to drown this
revolt of the colonial masses in rivers of blood. The proletariat of the imperialist countries cannot remain indifferent.
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Energetic action must be taken on behalf of our Indian
comrades, fighting bloody battles against the imperialist
terror.
Working men and working women! Hold protest meetings
and demonstrations, condemning this act of imperialist butchery and demanding the release of the condemned men.
D~naand of the 2nd International and the Amsterdam Federation that they call upon their mainstay, the British Labour
Party, to save the Jives of 172 Indian peasants, whose only
~nme was that they were hungry. and they were so unbearahly hungry because they had been forced to contribute too
much for the prosecution of the "war f~•r democracy", Demand
of the 2~ International that its backbone, the Independent
Lahour Party, be asked to rise up to its noble professions of
pac1fi!lm.
l'rolrtariat of Great Britam! It is your duty to take the lead
m th1:-. ca:-.c. Call upon the Labour Party to take Parliamentary action against this bloody deed of British Imperialism.
If the reformist leaders will not be moved to action even by
'uch a flagrant violation of every moral and legal code which
they hold up as a standard for others, you rnu!lt repudiate their
leadership and resort to direct action in order to uphold the
nght of the subject peoples to revolt, and to demonstrate the
world-wide solidarity of the toiling mas!lcs in their struggle
aFainst Capitalism. The wild career of Imperialism gone mad
can only be checked under the threat of direct action of the
home proletariat.
Down with Imperialism!
Victorv. to the Workers and Peasants of
. India!
Long /fre the International ~ol1darity
of the Working Class!
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITIEE
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE RF.D INTFRNATIONAI. OF LABOUR UNIONS.

Kanpur Communist Conspiracy case,
1924*

Earlier Events
I had sent Shaukat Usmani away to Aligarh. I think I did the
right thing. It was the end of February, 1923. At that time,
I have already said, I had no lodging of my own. Therefore,
along with Abdul Halim, who also was in the same plight.
I slept every night in the living-room of my pupil's house at
3 Gumghar Lane. Early one morning, when I had just woke
up, I saw Muhammad Ismail, a sub-inspector in the Special
Branch of the Calcutta Police, going along the lane. I had
known him even before he joined the pdfice. Although he had
covered his head with a shawl. I knew him by the sight of
his forehead. I called him by his name and asked him why
he was there so early in the morning. He said that his maidservant had run away and he had heard that she had started
working in some household at Chandney. In fact, he had come
to select points for posting watchers.
A large number of watchers (I cannot remember clearly
their exact number today), in batches of four or six together,
started following me. Just a few days later, I found also a subinspector accompanying these watchers. I was being watched openly, a thing which I had not heard of happening in the
case of anyone else. Later, I heard a report that Mr Kyd, the
Deputy Commissioner of the Special Branch of the Calcutta
Police, had ordered Muzaffar Ahmad to be watched openly.
It was not possible for me to go anywhere without this crowd
*Excerpts from Muzaftar Ahmad's Memoirs:"Myself and the
Communist Party o: India", pages 327-406
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after me. I thought of consulting Bhupendra kumar Datta and
~ent a courier to him. He sent the message that he would be
waiting on the first floor of the office of 'The Servant', an
English daily, long before the appointed time. I should go there
along with the watchers. go up straight to the frist floor and
meet him, leaving the watchers behind on the road. I saw
Bhupendrakumar Datta according to the instruction given. He
a'ikcd me to stay away for some time in a village. Just then
it was not possible for me to go away to village. Moreover,
I was absolutely penniless. The draft for£ 50 received through
Bhupati Majumdar had not yet been cashed. At this time
Jihanlal Chattopadhyaya also sent me word that he could
arrange to fix me at some village near Munshigunge (Dacca).
Then there was another unexpected development. I was
pa~sing my days with this pack of watchers at my heels. One
afternoon, l went out for a walk in the open air and was sitting
nn the lawn of Wellington Square. The watchers also sat down
on the lawn, some distance away from me. I was seized with
a sudden whim. Central Calcutta was a maze of lanes and
alleys. I thought of testing once whether it was possible to
give the watchers the slip. I had made myself familiar with
the lanes and alleys long agCl. I got up and started walking.
After some time, I increased my pace as much as possible.
The watchers were not familiar with the lanes and alleys in
tt1is part of the city. and nearly all of them fell beh!nd. When
I wa., crossing Mirzapur Street (now Suraya Sen Street). I
looked back and found that the Brahmin from Faridpur with
a holy tuft of hair on his head was still following me.
In our Bengal, no one observes the custom of keeping a
noly tuft on his head. I got very annoyed with him and lhought
of teaching him a lesson by making a bath absolutely necessary
for him that night. I led him through the narrow passages in
the Muslim slums of Baithakkhana. where people dispose of
even the refuse water after washing their utensils. Slippers
were not yet in vogue in Bengal in those days : people wore
shot:s : otherwise, the man could not have avoided wetting
his feet in the slops. Tired out, I came to College Square and
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sat there for a long time. Then I got up and was walking very
slowly inside the park. It was almost time to close the gates
when suddenly there appeared a mad dog, one of those small,
long-haired dogs. At first, the dog went for the watcher. But
he kicked up such a row that the dog jumped, bit me below
the knee, and hung by its teeth which had got stuck into my
cloth. I shook off the dog violently. and then it bit ~ few other
persons. All this happened even in less than a minute's time.
I went to a shop in Mirzapur Street and was examining the
wound under the light when a gentleman advised me to go
at once to the emergency ward of the Medical College. I found
there on duty a senior student of my acquaintance. He washed
the wound, burnt the spot with nitric acid and took down my
name, address, etc. In those days the Pasteur Institute was in
the hills of Shillong; there was no cold storage or refrigerator
in Calcutta. So it was unavoidable for me to go to Shillong.
All the same. I saw Dr. Tejendranath Roy and requested him
to agree for my treatment in Calcutta and save me from going
to Shillong. He explained to me that .the things needed for
treatment were not available here. He read out to me from
a book that hydrophobia could occur even eighteen years after
the dog bite. I was compelled to go to Shillong.

Why I Did Not Want to Go to Shillong
There is a brief history behind my reluctance to go to Shillong
for anti-rabic treatment. My correspondence with M. N. Roy
began from May, 1922. Almost from the very beginning he
had been asking me to go to Europe. He wrote that there were
many things to discuss. My impression was that through these
discussions with me he wanted to teach me a lot of things
and to learn from me also a good deal about the Indian
situation. I also wanted to go abroad. Unlike Dange, I didn't
have any objection to going to Europe in search of Communism. But although Roy was certainly inviting me to Europe.
he was not sending me any passage money. As I had become
exposed to the police, there was no hope of my getting a
passpon. If I was to go, I had to go by working on a ship.

Kanpur Communist Conspiracy

ca.~e.
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The police were reading most of M. N. Roy's letters to me
: so they would be keeping watch in this direction also. As
it was more likely for people like me to go as a saloon-worker,
the police would watch this department most and, next to it,
the deck. But the police, it seemed to me, would not expect
a frail man like me becoming a coal stoker ; so I explored
chis possibility. Jafar Ali Sahib was the elder brother of Aftab
Ali. I went and told him everything. Aftab was then in America.
Jafar Ali Sahib promised to help me in every way. He had
a shop dealing in sailors' uniforms in Kalibabu's market at
Kiddcrpore. He had transactions with the engine department.
He said that he would fix me up with a serang who would
not put me to any work at all. There was one difficulty. Owing
to the lack of physical cleanliness, I had got scabies on some
parts of my boJy. Persons with scabies are not allowed pn
ship .... So I had to cure myself of scabies, and this took a long
tune. Then, when I was once again talking with Jafar Ali Sahib
ahout going to Europe, I was bitten by the dog. Much time
wa.; lost by going to ShilJong. After returning from Shillong,
I read in the early morning edition of a newspaper that a
'Bolshevik agent' had been arrested in Kanpur. The 'Bolshevik agent' was Shaukat Usmani. The day was May fO, 1923
- which meant that Shaukat Usmani had been arrested on May
9, 1923. I realized at once that it was my turn now. It was
not possible for me to stay away anywhere and from there
try to go abroad. Qutbuddin Sahib had gone with his family
to a village named Saonta near Kushtiya. The draft, referred
to earlier, still lay uncashcd. I had kept the draft with Qutbuddin
Sahib and he had put it in a place from where it was not possible
for me to bring it. This means that the person in who&e custody
he had kept the draft would not hand it over to me. Fortunately,
I found hy chance someone through whC' m I sent a message
to Qutubuddin. I wrote to ham, "The po. ice would be searching
your place any day. Come immediately on receipt of my
letter." He came on the night of May 16, 1923. I was then
livmg at 5, Maulavi lane, in one of his houses. After hearing
everything, he said, "It's better not to wait till' the draft is
14
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cashed. I shall give you some money tomorrow. Slip away
to some place for the time being." It was early morning, and
we were still sleeping when we were awakened by the sound
of boots. I s3w Mr Kyd standing near my head. Sub-Inspector
Bazle Murshedi was saying, ..Sir, he is Mu1.affar Ahmad."
J3 Elysium Row and 14 Elysium Row (now. called Lord
Sinha Road) are two adjacent buildings. Premises No. J3
belongs to the Intelligence Branch of the Bengal Police and
Premise!! No. 14 to the Intelligence Branch of the Calcutta
Police. There is an intervening wall. but there is also a common
door leading from one building to the other.
I was taken to the outhouse of the building of the Special
Branch. Among men of these two buildings there is a practice
that whenever any new person is arrested and brought here.
officers of all ranks and watchers from both the buildings come
and have a look once at him. Everyone had a look at me too:
that is, all those who had never seen me before now saw me.
Before leaving, Nalini Majumdar, then an inspector in the
Special Branch, said to me, "Well, we1hall meet in Peshawar.'·
The other officers also said the same thing. The assistant subinspectors of the Special Branch and the watchers began to
protest loudly, "It's we who went through the trouble of
standing and keeping watch in the sun and now the I. B. people
want to pocket the travelling and other allowances." This was
an old quarrel between the S. B. and the I. B. On missions
anywhere outside Calcutta it was the I. B. people who were
sent. I was convinced that whatever might be the reason, I
was going to Peshawar. The officers were very happy at the
prospect of drawing fat allowan.:es.
In the evening Kyd said to me, "You are arrested under
Sec. 54 of the Criminal Procedure Code." In those days the
Pol ice Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner of Calcuua
had the powers of a magistrate. They could arrest anybody and
keep him in police lock-up at Lalbazar. Neither myself nor
my friends of those days knew what Sec. 54 was. On the ninth
day of my arrest, my friends informed Mr. A. K. Fazlul Haq.
He came to Elysium Row immediately, and demanded bail
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for me, saying that if bail was not granted forthwith, he
would move the High Court the next day.
Just after Mr Fazlul Haq had left the office of the Special
Branch Mr Kyd ordered me to be released on a bail of
Rs.500/-. Under Sec. 54 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the
accused person under arrest must be granted bail as soon as
askt:d for. After I came out, people of all classes started saying
that then~ ws no case against me ; if there had been really
any case pending :igainst me, the police would never have
released me on a bail of Rs. 500/-. I was befooled by what
everybody was saying. I got misled about the whole thing.
I could have easily gone away. ifl wanted. I could have even
tried to go to Europe. I had Rs. 750/- on hand after cashing
the draft. I thought only of the possibility of a case being
srartf'd against but not that of detention without trial under
Regulation III of 1818. None of my friends warned me of
1t. Ho\\ could I know what was going on in the highest
circle~ of the Government?
During the period I was in the lock-up after my arrest, I
was taken almost every day to Elysium Row and showered
with questions. In order to find out what and how much the
police knew, I said nothing for a few days. Then one day a
bundle of letters was opened and shown to me. I found there
many photo copies of letters exchanged between \.!. N. Roy
and me. Then I thought of changing my tactics. f said that
I wrote to M. N. Roy and also followed the Comn:iunist
International and that I was acquainted with Nalini Gupta. I
said further that Nalini was not a Communist but had leaning
towards the terrorist revolutionaries. (After very thorough
investigations many years later, I found out that Nalini was
not a member of either Anushilan or Jugantar; he was a daring
vagabond). The copy of the statement I made can now be had
from the National Archives of India. I did not know either
personally or by their antecedents any of the Communists,
starting from those in the North-West Frontier Province of
those who were working in different parts of India, including
the accused in the Moscow Conspir~cy Case. I knew Shaukat
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Usmani only. He was arrested before me. He also made a
statement. But I have neither read his statement nor taken a
copy of it. Of the first three state prisoners. l was arrested las1.
In Bengal I had connections with Bhupendrakumar Datta
and Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya. I did not make any statement
or say even a word about them to the police.
The police have mixed up slightly my statem'ent with that
of Abdul Hafiz. The man whom NaJini met in Amherst Street
was Abdul Hafiz. not me.
In the eyes of the Home Government we were 'Bolsheviks'. In the opinion of the Secretary of the State for India
none of us were fit to remain outside jail. Accordingly, he
wanted to have us either convicted and thrown into prison
or detained as prisoners under Regulation III of 1818. Wl·
did not have even the slightest knowledge of all these thing'
at that time. Now that old Government records are availabe.
I am writing fluently about them. The Secretary of State got
impatient to some extent because of his attitude that Bolshevism, if it entered India, will w~ck the British Empire.
But there was an attitude of hesitation on the part of the
Government of India, for the situation did not exactly call
for any summary measure.
A lot of consultations took place also before the Moscow
Conspiracy Case was launched in Peshawar. Some were of
the view that the accused had just entered India from abroad
and, therefore, no case could lie against them. Malcolm Hailey,
Home Member in the Governor-General's Executive Council,
said that the mere fact of having studied in a university in
Moscow could not constitute an offence. He suggested that
the accused be detained under Regulation Ill of 1818. There
were some who said that since Shaukat Usmani was going
about all over India, he should be arrested and included in
the Moscow Conspiracy Case in order to strengthen it. Tht>
Government of the Frontier Province had out of zeal issued
also a warrant against Shaukat Usmani with the object of
instituting a case against him under Sec. 121-A of the Indian
Penal Code, and it was on the strength of this warrant that
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Shaukat Usmani was sent up to Peshawar after his arrtst in
Kanpur. Sir John Maffey, Chief Comm:ssioner of the Northwest Frontier Province, said that he wanted the accused to
he detained under Regulation III of 1818, but they could be
prosecuted also. Col. Kaye said that if prosecution was possible they should be prosecuted. but the trial must be held in
Peshawar. Kaye had an instant brain-wave. It struck him that
~ince the Judicial Commissioner of Peshawar was still the
~amc officer that had tried the case against Muhammad Akbar
Khan. he could not go back upon his previous judgment.
But when Shaukat Usmani was arrested and sent up to
Peshawar, the Moscow Conspiracy Case had proceeded quite
far. It was not possible to include any accused person in the
middle of a trail without starting the case all over again.
Besides. Sir John Maffey, Chief Commissioner of the North\Vcst Frontier Province, wrote to the Government of India :
"3. There is no conspiracy case pending in this province,
though, owing to an inaccurate message issued to the press
fr;:,m Cawnpore. the Criminal Investigation Department of
rhe United Provinces and Bengal appear to have acted on
rhe assumption that there is. The United Provmces' Criminal
Investigation Department have informed the Intelligence
Rranch, Peshawar, that the Government of the United
Provinces are not prepared to institute a case agait1st Usmani
in tl10~e provinces. while the Bengal Criminal Investigation
Department have arrested an associate of Usmani named
Muzaffar Ahmad, and have suggested that he should be
induded in the case with the former in Peshawar.
"4. While the trial of Usmani in Peshawar mighl possibly
he argued to be legal, if evidence of his activities outside India
Wt!rc strong (which it is not), neither he nor Muzaffar Ahmad,
who had never appearently left India, can be tried in Peshawar
for their actions in furtherance of the revolutionary conspira~y
committed in India; for these actions though they are connected with individuals and movements in the PuQjab, United
Province:;, Bengal and possibly, other provinces. do not, so
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far as the available evidence shows, definitely link up with
a single individual or act in the North-West Frontier
Province." (No. 487-P.C.N. dated the 29th May, 1923.)
Although the Bengal C.l.D. (Criminal Investigation Department) had wanted to include me with Shaukat Usmani in the
case against him in Peshawar in order to pass the buck to others
and at the same time to pocket fat allowances, but after John
Maffey's letter their hopes were dashed to the ground. So the
case against Usmani and, consequently, against me also in
Peshawar did not materialise. But we had caught a Tartar. The
Government of India had recourse to Regulation III of 1818.
ORDER IN CouNCll.
ACTION TO BE TAKEN AGAINST

I. Shaukat Usmani. 2. Ghulam Hussain. 3. Muza/farAhmad,
under Regulation Ill and their cases then to be more fully
examined with a view to prosecutimz under the ordinary law.
The case.\· against (4) Dange and (5) Singaravelu should
be examined with a view to prosecul#on. (Reading 8. 6. 23.)
Regulation III of 1818 was really the Bengal State Prisoners
Act of 1818 ; hence, prisoners under this regulation were also
called 'state prisoners.'
It was imperative to name the place of detention in the
warrants issued against state prisoners over the signature of
the Home Secretary to the Government of India.
On June 12, 1923, the Government of India sent the
following telegram to the Government of Burma in pursuance
of their 'clear the .line' telegram, dated the 12th June, 1923:
Telegram P., No. 1309 dated Simla, the 12th June, 1923.
From the Secretary to the Government of India, Home
Department.
To the Chief Secretary to the Government of Burma, Mymyo.
Please refer to my clear the line telegram no. 1309-D, dated
9th instant. There are obvious reasons including the conditions
of incarceration prescribed by the regulation, that place of
confinement of these men should be as far as possible removed
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from the scene of their recent activites and connections. If
so, arrangements for their transfer will be made in due course.
The Government of India could not make up their mind
as to what to do with us. Now they wanted to include Shaukat
Usmani and me in the Moscow Conspiracy Case, only to be
frustrated owning to the objection of the Chief Commissioner
of the Frontier Province ; now order was issued under Regulation III of 1818 for detention without trial of Muzaffar
Ahmad, Shaukat Usmani and Ghulam Hussian. It was decided
to banish us to Burma. Although Burma was then a province
of India, to us it was virtually a foreign country beyond the
seas. The Government of Burma were asked to keep us as far
removed as possible from the scene of our activities and
rnnnections. There was no place of activities or connections
of ours within Bur:ma. The language of the telegram shows
that there was no instruction to keep us separate from one
another. The telegram mentions •place', not 'places.'
On June 20, 1923, the Government of Burma informed the
Government of India (Telegram P .• No. 529-C, dated the 20th
June, 1923) that they had decided to incarcerate Ghulam
Hussian in the Thayetmoy Jail, Shaukat Usmani in the Myingyan
Jail, and Muzaffar Ahmad in the Mandalay Jail and they
wanted to know the probable date of their arrival in Rangoon.
We, of course, knew nothing about all these dt-velopments
hchind the scene. Even though I am in my eighties, I cannot
help feeling a little excited in reading about me in old
documents. I am also feeling very happy to think that Mandalay
Jail was fixed as my place of confinement. I have never been
to Burma in my life, but from the sound of their names-I do
not know why - it seems as if Thayetmyo and Myingyan
were bad places.
One thing strikes me as very strange. According to the order
of the Governor-General-in-Council we were detained temporarily as state prisoners pending detailed examination of our
cases with a view to prosecution. This being the position, why
did the Government try to send us away to Burma. However,
we wer~ not sent ultimately to Burma.
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OnJv three of us were held as state prisoners, but MayJapuram Si~garavelu Chettiar, Sripad Amrit Dange, etc., were left
out. The Government were seriously thinking of prosecuting
us. The telegrams that were exchanged between the Secretary
of State for India and the Government of India, if printed
together, would make a voluminous book.

Setting The Stage for The Conspiracy Case
The Intelligence Bureau of the Home Department of the
Government of India had been making preparations for the
case. The Central Intelligence Bureau was by then renamed
as the Intelligence Bureau. Lieutenant-Colonel Cecil Kaye
was its Director. Mr Kaye was an officer of neither the Indian
Police Service nor the Inidan Civil Service but of the Indian
Army. Under his supervision, not only documents were being
collected but the list of persons to be accused in the case was
being prepared as well.
At first. a list of one hundred and fifty-five persons was
prepared, which included the names pf even those at whose
addresses our literature. letters. etc., were sent. This. I think,
was an absurd list. Finally, the Intelligence Bureau prepared
a list of thirteen persons furnished with full details about them
and forwarded it to their counsels for consideration. These
thirteen were :
( I ) Manabendranath Roy
(2) Muzaffar Ahmad
CH Shaukat Usmani
(4) Ghulam Hussain
(5) Shripat Amrit Dange
(6) Maylapuram Singaravelu Chettiar
(7) Ramcharanlal Sharma
(8) N.ilini Gupta (Nalinibhusan Dasgupta)
(9) Shamsuddin Hassan
( 10) M. P. T. Velayudhan
( 11) Manila! Doctor (Shah)
( 12) Sampurnananda
(13) Satya~hakta
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Jn the records of the Kanpur Conspiracy Case, Dnage's
name appears everywhere as Shripat Amrit Dange, never as
Shripad Amrit Dange.
M. P. T. Velayudhan was a fellow-worker of Singaravelu
Chettiar's. When, after his expulsion from the Communist
Party of India and the Communist International, A bani M:ukherjc~ wrote letters to Communists in different part in India, many
did not acknowledge receipt, but Velayudhan did. He promised
to help Abani Mukherjee. At the time of returning to Europe,
Abani Mukherjee left in Velayudhan's custody both these
documents : the credential given to him by Dr. Bhupendranath
Datta and Maulavi Barkatullah and the mandate for admission
lo the Third Congress of the Communist International. It was
,culcd that Velayudhan would send back both the documents
aftc-1 A bani' s return to Europe. The docu-ments possibly were
r~turned to him. But in the process Velayudhan did not forget
to line his purse a little. He allowed the Police Intelligence
Branch to make photo-copies of both the documents. One of
thl'lll is reproduced here. This photo-copy was obtained from
:he National Archives of India.
Sampurnananda was Headmaster in Dungar College in
Hikancr when Shaukat Usmani was a student there. He is the
'lame person as the famous Dr Sampurnananda of Banaras who
hc~amc a Chief Minister and a Governor later.

l Shall Write about Manila) Doctor Elsewhere
Satyabhakta was a native of Bharatpur State. His real name
wm. ChikanJal (Chakanlal). 'chikan' being the 'chikan' of
"Chikan Kala' (the beautiful black hue)* of the Vaishanavs
of Bengal. At the beginni~ of his political career, Satyabhakta
wa~ in Gandhi's Sabarmati Ashram. I think that he became
''\atyabhakta' there. Probably. during the Non-co-operation
mov~ment. it was he who first conceived the idea of printing
photo~ of leaders and selling them. He started this business
in Allahabad. He must have sold lakhs of photos of Gandhi
·Th" Vai~hnav~d~ity Krishna 1s called Chikan Kala.
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1 have found the paper being re1er~e as. r~anvma m somr
laces. When Dange brought out his Soc1a/1st, Satyabhakta
:ecame acquainted with him through correspondence.
This wa' a remarkable combination. Later, both were
found advocating Indian Communism. not International Communism.
The coun11els. after going through the documents, dropped
from the list of the accused five names : (I) Shamsuddin
Hassan, (2) M. P. T. Valayudhan, (3) Manila! Doctor, (4)
Sampurnananda and (5) Satyahhakta. Finally. on February 27.
1923, the Governor-General of India in Council granted sanction to prosecute the following eight persons under Sec
121-A of the Indian Penal Code :
( 1) Manabcndranath Roy
(2) Mowla Baksh alias Shaukat rUsmani
(3) Muzaffar Ahmad
(4) Ghulam Hussain
(5) Nalm1bhusan Dasgupta
(6) Ramcharanlal Sharma
(7) Shripat Amrit Dange
(8) Maylapur Singaravelu Chettiar
The Governor-General in Council directed Lieutenant-Colonel Cecil Kaye, Director of the Intelligence Bureau of the
Home Department of the Government of India, to institutr
cases against the afore-named persons under Sec. 196 of the
Criminal Procedure Code of 1898 in the Kanpur District
Magistrate's Court.
If the papers of a political case were filed before an Engltsh
Judge, it ended as a rule in the conviction of the accused. there
were rare exceptions. Wht"n Mr Ross Alston took charge of
-as barrister accepted the brief for-the Kanpur Conspiracy
Case, he all\ked the higher officers of the Government of India
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to instruct the Government of the United Provinces to appoint

an English Magistrate to hold the inquiry into the case.
The Home Department, however, had also to overcome
many hurdles before they could obtain the sanction of the
Governor-General-in-Council to prosecute eight persons
under Sec. 12 J-A of the Penal Code. They wanted not only
to proceed against the accused but to ensure their conviction
also After considerable labour and effort the Intelligence
Bureau of the Home Department of the Government of India
collected an immense number of documents. But who would
read all these? The documents, therefore, were summaris~d.
and the briefs were given to the lawyers to read. The first
person to be given was Sir Muhammad Shafi, Law Member
in the Governor- General's Executive Council. After reading
the briefs, Mr Shafi gave his opinion :
"To my mind, it is perfectly obvious that, if, for any reason,
the originals of Roy's letters to his various correspondents
in India mentioned in the general Statement regarding Roy's
pr~vious history and activities as well as in the particular
Slatements regarding each of the accused persons now under
.irrest cannot be produced in Court, or grounds of admissibility of Secondary evidence definitely e~tJblished and Roy's
signature proved, it is hopeless to expect conviction of
these persons from any Court of law at Bombay, Madras,
Calcutta, Lucknow or Lahore where, of cours.!, naturally
the contemplated trial will have to take place." (6. 6. 23 ; 261 /
1924 & K. W.).
The other members of the Executive Council gave more
or less the same opinion as Sir Muhammad Shafi.
In those days the Advoate-General of Bengal was Legal
Adviser to the Government of India, and the Government could
not file a case like this without his consent. Mr. S. R. Das
(Satishranjan Das) was then the Advocate-General of Bengal.
The Solie it or to the Govenment of India came down to Calcutta
with some documents and met Mr. S. R. Das, who, after going
through them, said that it would not be possi\>le to get the
accused convicted on the strength of such evidence. This was
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terrible! It was most essential to get the accused convicted.
After this, three big officers of the Government of India
(Lieutenant-Colonel C. Kaye was one of them) with three
portmanteaus, full of dcocuments, met Mr. S. R. Das in Calcutta.
Col. Kaye briefed him about the documents. Mr. Das then
realized that it was essential for the Government of India to
institute the case. and it was agreed that he would draft the
petition of complaint. But even on February 11, 1924, it is
found the Government of India did not receive the draft from
Mr Das.
So, on February 11, 1924, Sir Malcolm Hailey. Home
Member of the Government of India, wrote a demi-official
letter to Mr S. R. Das, wherein he observed :
" .... Our consideration of the case has been going on
for many months. We are detaining these people under Regulation III ; and it is always desirable that if we have a case
against such men it should be brought forward as soon as
possible. I would not of course put any man through the
course unless I received legal advicte that there was sound
case against him such as would justify such action ; but as
you know in the present case our main object is less to obtain
a heavy sentence against the accused than to thoroughly
expose the whole conspiracy and to justify our action in using
Regulation III."
After this. of course. Mr S. R. Das prepared the draft
of the petition of complaint against us. It was this petition
which was filed on March I, 1924. in the court of the
District Magistrate of Kanpur. Mr J. W. Clay. by Lieutenant-Colonel C. Kaye as complainant. and the curtain rose
on the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case (called the
Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case by the Government of
India) although the real work of inquiry did not start before
17 March, 1924.

An Affair of Dange's
The Bombay Government did not want to include Dange as
accused in the KanpurCommunistCono,;piracy Case. An extract
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from the decision of the Governor-in-Council of Bombay in
this connection is quoted below :
From Demi-Official Letter from A. Montgomerie, Esq.,
I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of Bomaby, Home Department (Special).
To the Hon'ble J. Crerar, C.S.I., C.l.E., Secretary to the
Govl!rnmcnt of India, Home Department (Politics), No. S. D.
12~~. dated Poona, the 16th July, 1923.
6. In view of tlie above considerations, His Excellency the
Gon~rnor in Council is strongly of opinion that it would be
more politic to continue to keep a close watch on Dange and
Ill'• activities. He i.'i our most .fruitful source of i11formatio11
a, to Bolshnist activities and he is not himself at present
particularly prominent Bolshevist. He has had failure in the
propaga!lda efforts, he has been in bad health and has been
..,houldcrcd out of his leading position by Singaravelu of
~1adr:1 ..... If he remains quiescent, he will provide us regular
.111d u~t!ful information. lf he becomes more dangerous and
dl'\'clopi. a more practical propaganda of sedition, it will
probably be possible to prost!cute him under section 121-A,
Indian Penal Code. In any case, his Excellency in Council
1:on~idcro; that delay for the present would not naturally affect
the ~ituation in view particularly of the recent reports of the
probable re~trictions in future of Bolshevist propaganda in the
b1 ... t a~ a result of negotiations over the trading regulationi.
Ol!twccn Russia and Great Britain." (My italics.)
The Government of India decided to drop Dange from the
~a~c. Even after heaping Dangc with abuse (it was one of his
tril'.h). Col Kaye expressed himself in support of leaving
Dange out of the case. But the Sccr~tary of State for India
in Great Britain was absolutely adamant, and S. A. Dange also
had to be included in the Kanpur Conspiracy Case.
It wa, known beforehand that of the eight person'i who
\\ere finally accused, it would not be possible to bring up two
fl•r trial in the court. They were (i) Manabendranath Roy and
1ii> Ra1111.·haranlal Sharma. Roy was in the Continent, and
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Ramcharanlal Sharma was a political refugee in Pondicherry
in French India. Maylapuram Singaravelu Chettiar had had
an attack of typhoid. When he was convalescing, the police
came with a warrant to arrest him in connection with the
Kanpur case. Eminent doctors, among whom there were
Englishmen, certified that the patient should npt be moved
from bed yet. He was, therefore, granted bail and allowed to
stay in his own house at 22 South Beach in Madras.
Nalini Gupta left Moscow for India on December 16, 1922.
He reached Karachi via Iran on June 12, 1923. From Karachi
he went to Bombay, and from Bombay to Madras, where he
stayed for a few days at Singaravelu's house. From Madras
he went to Calcutta in the latter half of July, 1923. From
Howrah station Nalini went straight to Rameshchandra
Dasgupta's mess at 39, Harrison Road and also found him
there. Ramesh had been in the same mess at the time ofNalini's
departure in 1922, On meeting Ramesh, Nalini said, "Take
me to Muzaffar Ahmad." "He is in jail," Ramesh replied. It
is strange that neither Dange nor S~garavelu had informed
Nalini of my arrest. Nalini told me in Kanpur Jail that he had
gone straight to Ramesh' s mess ; that it was from Ramesh
he had first heard of my arrest; and so on. Ramesh Dasgupta
also confirmed this after my release. There are some who have
given a different account.
Nalini was arrested in Calcutta on December 20, 1923. He
was then staying underground at Kankurgachi. After his arrest,
he made a long statement to the police mixing fact and fiction
in the manner of the Arabian Nights. Once after concluding
his statement for the day, he said, "I have many things else
to say. I shall say them tomorrow."
On the first occasion, in 1921, M. N. Roy sent Nalini Gupta
to India to contact his terrorist revolutionary friends. There
is mention of this in his Memoirs. Further, in one of his letters
to a certain terrorist friend he wrote, "I sent Nalini to India
to secure news about you."
On the second occasion, in 1923, he was sent to India to
recruit students for the Communist University for the Toilers
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of the East in Moscow. Nalini was incapable of carrying out
this highly responsible mission ; in fact, he failed. He sent
only one student, Gopendrakrishna Chakravarty, who also
found himself in trouble. I shall come to that later.
In Kanpur Jail Nalini gave me a long account of every thing
that had happened after his second visit to Calcutta. The
account was like this :
After coming to Calcutta he could not find me. Unable o
find any place to 11tay in, he went to Dr Meghnad Saha, who
had met him in a hospital in Berlin. In his statement to the
police, Nalini said that he had met Dr Saha in London. Anyway,
Nalini told me that Dr Saha had considered his request sympathetically. Dr Saha took him to Subhaschandra Basu and
spoke about his need for a shelter. At that time Subhas Basu
had been making efforts to bring together the two major
terroist revolutionary parties. He sent for Upendranath
Bandopadhyaya of Jugan tar and Ramesh Chaudhuri of Anushilan
and asked them to get Nalini a shelter. It was a habit with
Nalini to blab that he knew to make explosives between thirty
minutes and an hour of his introduction to anybody. Ramesh
Chaudhury was delighted to hear this and told Upendra
Bandopadhyaya that he himself would arrange a shelter for
Nalini. Bandopadhyaya left in a happy frame of mind. He
had heard many reports against Nalini.
But Ramesh Chaudhury was pleased enough to take Nalini
Gupta to Dacca. There Nalini started teaching a number of
young men how to make explosives. Abani Mukherjee also
was in Dacca then. When Nalini heard of this, he became
agitated and said, "I will kill him." Nalini, of coune, did not
tell me about this murderous desire of his. I heard it from
someone else. Pratul Gangopadhyaya, the terrorist leader,
prized Abani Mukherjee more than he did Nalini. Nalini had
to leave Dacca. A member of Anushilan Samiti told me that
about this time Charubikash Datta of Chittagong came and
0 ok Nalini along with him. Afterwards they were somewhere
an Khulna.
·

!
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One Akhil used to stay with Nalini at Xankurgachi. Na/in;
told me that this Akhil was Ram~s~ ~charya~ the Je~der of
Anushilan Samiti. Nalini was a prol1f1c liar, and it was d1fficu/r
for me to know the truths from the lies.
After his arrest on December 20, J923, Nalini gave statements to the police day after day. At the end of his first series
of statements. the police sent the report to the Government
that there was nothing against Nalini to get him convicted in
a court of law, and, therefore, a warrant under Regulation UI
of I 818 should be issued against him. Nalini was made a state
prisoner sometime in January, 1924.
Ghulam Hussain was a lecturer in Edwards Mission Colleg~
in Peshawar. From Peshawar he got into touch with Muhammad
Ali, the dearest friend of his student days, in Kabul. Then he
obtained a temporary appointment in Kabul and spent some
time in the company of his friend. Muhammad Ali. There was
plenty of money at Muhammad Ali's disposal to be spent for
expanding the activites of the Communist Party in India. Out
of this, Muhammad Ali gave a large~sum
to Ghulam Hussain,
t
which, as it appears from the latter's statement of confession,
amounted Rs. 25,000/-. After his return to India, he resigned
his service in Mission College and went to Lahore. He did.
it is true, some work of organization but at the same time he
purchased a piece of land in Lahore and got a pucca house
built for himself. His so-called party career began in dishonesty. He could not bear hardship at all. Those who embrace
revolutionary politics have to remain always prepared for a
life of sufferings. However, when Ghulam Hussain became
a state prisoner under Regulation III of 1818, he broke down
at the very beginning, although as a college teacher he had
some prestige of his own, besides the prestige enjoyed sep·
arately by his family. His grandfather, Alla Ditta, a retired
Government officer, was an eminent eye-surgeon. As he was
known to Sir Malcolm Hailey, allowances under different
heads were sanctioned for him .and his family. Still, he could
not in any way stand being penned up within the four walls
of the jail. He started making a statement. When, in course
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of making his statement, he heard that we would be prosecuted
for conspiracy and he also would be •Jne of the accused, he
started virtually to· weep. His statement became a regular
Mahabharat. At that time, Muhammad Shafiq was being tried
under Sec. 121-A of the Penal Code in the conspiracy case
in Peshawar (Sessions Case No. 26, 1924 ; Home Department,
Political, File No. 264 of 1924). Exploiting his weakness, the
Home Department of Government of India pressed him to give
evidence against Muhammad Shafiq ; and he did accordingly.
I am quoting here the last few lines from the appeal sent
hy Ghu lam Hussain to the Governor-General-in-Council on
January, 14, 1924 :
"In case there be any circumstances casting any suspicion
or doubt on the integrity of what I have submitted most
respectfully, I am prepared to explain it without any reservation. Deeply as I have erred, my sufferings have been no
less deep. I acknowledge my mistake. It was a crime. Fatality
alone dragged me into these circumstances, otherwise all this
ill accords with my calibre. I was engaged in a conspiracy
against the Bolsheviks. The little amount of political work that
I did, a blind to secure a part of their ill gotten gold, and there
r am in prison broken and annihilated. Inspite of my sins I
hope your Excellency's Government will mercifully take a
lenient view of me. I will not ever attempt a similar 1!xperience.
So help me God!"
The case against Ghulam Hussain also was withdrawn.
Finally, there remained four of us accused :
(l) Shaukat Usmani
(2) Nalinibhusan Dasgupta
(3) Muzaffar Ahamad
(4) Sripat Amrit Dange
The inquiry into the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case
began on March 17, 1924, in the court of the Joint Magistrate
of Kanpur, Mr W. Christie. A day or two ago, the recording
of the final statement of confession made by Ghulam Hussain
on oath before the additional District Magistrate of Lahore,
Mr Munir Hussain, had been completed.
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In the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case there were no
lawyers for the defence at the magistrate's Court. I have
already mentioned that even at the stage of preparation for
the case, Mr Ross Alston, a barrister of the Allahabad High
Court, was appointed as counsel for the State at a daily fee
of Rs. 1.000/-. Mr S. R. Das (Satishranjan Das) • AdvocateGeneral of Bengal, drafted the petition of complaint for
the case. According to the convention of those times, the
Advocate-General of Bengal was also Legal Adviser to the
Government of India. Mr Ross had demanded the appointment of an Englishman as magistrate to conduct the inquiry
before committing the case to the session. Mr Christie was
the English Magistrate.
It was among the visitors in the Joint Magistrate's Court
I first saw Satyabhakta. He wore European clothes, and a
turban perhaps to hide the holy tuft of hair on his head. It
was Satyabhakta who later wanted to form the "Indian Communist Party".

Dange's Private Secretary
Vasudev Hari Joshi was a newly-won friend of Dange's. He
came at the same time as Dange to Kanpur when the latter
was transferred there after his arrest. He also sat in the visitors'
block in the Magistrate's Court. One day when the court was
in session, he was taking notes of who knows what. The
Magistrate was an overbearing young man. As soon as his eye~
fell on Joshi, he shouted, "Who are you there taking notes
without my permission?"
Twenty-four years old, shon-statured Dange sprang to his
feet and promptly said. "Your Honour. he is Mr. V. H. Joshi.
my private secretary. I have asked him to take notes."
The Magistrate relented and said. "Why didn't you take
my permission '!"
Vasudev Hari Joshi felt flattered at this and from that day
started putting himself forward as S. A. Dange's private
secretary, and thus he remained Dange's private secretary for
many year~. During the trial of the Meerut Conspiracy Case,
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he wanted to go secretly to Moscow to plead with the Communist International but he was arrested in the dock area of
Bombay. Many years later, I heard the Dange and Vasudev
Joshi had quarrelled and broken off. I heard subsequently that
Vasudev Joshi had died.
There was another noteworthy incident in the Magistrate's
Court. I have already mentioned that neither we nor Dange
had any counsel in the lower court. Vasudev Joshi had in the
meantime boosted Dange, short of stature as he was, as a great
per!ionality among the not so numerous Maratha residents of
Kdnpur. Dange could have had a lawyer to defend him. A case
under Sec 121-A of the Penal Code can be tried only by a
Sl!ssions Court. Why should we, we thought, for nothing open
our lips in the lower court?

flange •s Statement in The Lower Court
l 'n<ll'r Sec. 364 of Criminal Procedure Code of 1898, in a case
of tht!i kind the inquiring magistrate can summon the accused
m the witness box. and question him. The reply of the accused
i.-. not admissible as evidence because it is not given on oath.
Dange also was asked questions and he gave also the usual
rt!plics. like 'yes' or 'no'. Lastly. he was asked:
(}. Hal'<' you any more to say ?

A. My studies in economy had convinced me that as India
"'a~ heing industrialised a working class would be created in
India. The industrialisation of the country was being carried
on by the British capital with the help of native capital. That
native capital was struggling to get the hold of the monopoly
ro exploit Indian wealth. That this struggle was expressed in
the movement called the nationalists' movement. That the
native capital wanted to use the working class towards its own
ends. I wanted the working class to fight for its economic
bettt~rment. and as I thought that capitalism is western product,
~he working class must fi~ht on western lines and that socialism was the expression of that movement. I staned to spread
the doctrine of socialism even before Mr. M. N. Roy was heard
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in India to be working on behalf of the Communist International. I wrote a book and started a paper: the book and the
paper were sent to press in Europe as well as in India. That
perhaps attracted the attention of M. N. Roy and the convention. When the sessions of the convention were being held
in 1922 an individual was sent to me. he met me in Bombay.
he represented himself to be coming to me under a mandate
from the convention. He did not show me any document and
asked me if l could attend the sessions of the convention. Mr
Ashleigh* was the name of the gentleman. In one of the
exhibits, he is referred to as Mr. Nandalal (see Ex. 6). I asked
him about the intentions and the policy of Mr. M. N. Roy and
the convention. When l was given to understand that it meant
the breaking away of India from the British Empire I told him
that I could not join the convention or attend the scssiom.
After that as I was given th~ address of M. N. Roy by Mr.
Ashley, I addressed him on the subject. Meanwhile I was going
on with my work of socialist propaganda. As it was a necessity
for me as an editor to have complete knowledge of the European
movement I maintained connection/ with Roy in order to get
the required information. Reuter telegraphed Roy's programmt:
in India. I disapproved of his programme through my paper.
As regards the visit of Mr Ashley and my connections with
Roy I issued statement in the Vernacular press on 5. 7. 23
stating the facts as they were. I am not a member of the
conspiracy to deprive the King-Emperor of his sovereignty
of British India by a violent revolution ; neither have I assisted
the furtherance of any such conspiracy and if it lies within
the power of this Court I beg to be acquitted.

Sdl- R. A. W. Christie
Sd/- S. A. Dange
The above is the full and true record of the statement given
by Dange accused and it was recorded by me and read over
to accused.
Sdl- W. Christie
28.3.'24
*Charles Ashleigh
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Dange did not give us the slightest hint that he would make
statmcnt like this in the lower court. I have written a lot
ahout Charles Ashleigh earlier, I am asking everybody to
..:nmpare that account with this statement of Dange's so that
hl' can see its numerous inconsistencies. Charles Ashleigh was
m Bombay from April 18 to April 22, 1922. He came to India
with passage money for possible delegates to the Fourth
Congress of the Communist International. The Congress was
hdd from Novemcbr 5 to December 5. Only Dange can say
v.hy he referred to the Fourth Congress of the Communist
lrnernatmnal as a ·convention'.
In the Kanpur Jail Dange caused us a lot of trouble. He
'" full of complexities. He was always apprehensive of ap1·L·anng inferior in comparison with others. although there was
.ih:-oiutcly no ground for this. Vasudev Joshi his champion.
~· .1mcd on incessant propaganda in his favour. Among the
\1aratha rc~idcnts of Kanpur he elevated Dauge to the rank.
:! nl)t of Tilak, of one nearest him.
<)fthe four accused. three- (i) Shaukat Usmani, (1i) Muzaffar
·\l"lmad and (iii) Nalini Gupta - were state prisoners, i.e.
nri .. 1111~1s under Regulation III of 1818. Even with the warrants
pending. cases were filed against them under Sec. 121-A of
lhc Penal Code. This, as far as I understood. was illegal. But
\\ho would challenge it '! As for the lawyer, they tJnderstood
t:• 1thmg. Anyway. since warrants under Regulation Ill of 1818
"•.:r ! ~till pending against us, the Intelligence Bureau had
. H:cordingly to provide us with food & clothes. The Director
hum.elf was present in Kanpur. But Dangc had scri<ms
''hJc~tion tu this arrangement. ''No more of Regulation III here
'" hl' ~aid. We then said, ..To hell with Regulation III here!
Wt! shall stay as ordinary undertrial prisoners." We did not
Wijnl to quarrel with Dange.
The fo '\l hearing in the lower court began on March 17.
1924. The cases in Peshawar. the Moscow Conspiracy Ca~e
particularly. had not been attended with propaganda. In the
Kanpur Communist Case, however, it was the GQvernment of
India that made all arrangements for propaganda. It was at
d
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their request, rerpesentatives of Reuter and the Associated
Press were present all the time in the court. On behalf of the
Government of India the press reporters were briefed by the
Government of India to use the heading- "Kanpur Bolshevik
Conspiracy Case". In Britain the Government wanted to
use the Kanpur Communist Case to carry on before the world
the propaganda that there had been Bolshevik ·i.nfiltration
in India.
On April I, 1924, Mr. W. Christie, the inquiring magistrate, signed the committal order written by him. All the four
accused were committed to the sessions.
The trial was to be held in the court of one of the worst
Sessions Judges not only in the whole of India, but, it may
be said. also in the whole world. His name was H. E. Holme.
ln Pebruary, 1922. there had been a small uprising of peasants
in Chauri Chaura in the district of Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh.
The peasants had attacked and set fire to an outpost of th••
oppressive police force. There had been altogether twenty-one
policemen there, and all of them were burnt to death. The case
was tried by Judge Holme in the Sessio1's Court. It is not known
how the actual culprits were found out from among a huge
number of persons or how the Judge took evidence against
them. It was an entirely absurd affair. But Mr Holmc's heart
was filled with malice and vindictiveness. He pronounced
death sentence in the same case and simultaneously on J72
persons. That day even Englishmen residing in India hid
their heads from shame. The Allahabad High Court called for
the papers at once and upheld the sentence in respect of only
about ten or twelve persons.
It was the same Sessions Judge who was going to try us.
As it look time to make the multifarious arrangements, the
Sessions Court could not sit before April 22, 1924. As in the
Magistrate's Court, here also we found a Lewis gun placed
outside the court. The arrangements in the court-room in
Kanpur where sessions case were tried looked odd to me. The
Judge's dais had been set up close to one of the walls. On
the floor below there were chairs for the lawyers and the
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visitors also. Anyone coming into the court from outside would
fmd us first. The prisoners' dock was behind them, which was
indeed good for us. We could, if we wanted, snatch a con\ersation or two with the visitors and we did that. It was thus
I made the acquaintance of Rajkumar Sinha, a Bengali domiciled in Kanpur. He was then staying home after appearing in the I.Sc. examination from Banaras Hindu University.
Others, including Jogeshchandra Chattopadhyaya in Gandhi
l·ap, also came with him. Later, Rajkumar Sinha and Jogesh
Chattopadhyaya received long-term sentences in the Kakori
Conspiracy Case. Chattopadhyaya was mad with vanity. Who
k.nuws what he was so vain about ? During the All-India
Krishak Conference in Gay a, he was pulled up sharply by Prof.
Ranga for trying to put himself and his associates forward as
the only revolutionaries. Ranga asked him not to say things
""hu.:h he did not understand. Chattopadhyaya was silenced.
I have already said that we had no lawyers in the lower
('1111rl. We found that an advocate and a barrister had been
c:nt?agcd for the Selfisions trial. I have already written about
Va~udcv Joshi, Dange's friend and so-called private secrelary. He was a steadfast propagandist for Dange, and his
propaganda drew the c:=nthusiasm of G. G. Jog, a Maharashtnan resident of Kanpur. Mr Jog held a good post in Kamal
Tower, a firm of Juggilal Kamalpat. He was a Congress
IL"Jdrr of Kanpur. Vasudev Joshi set up a defence committee
with him and certain other persons. Dange was connected
wnh all this. I am not very certain, but, most probably,
Gancshshankar Vidyarthi also was a member of this commltlc:=c. This committee engaged an advocate from Allahabad,
whose name was Kapildev Malaviya,. a nephew of Pandit
Madanmohan Malaviya. Whether for his being a Congressman or for other reason, I don't know, the Jogs were very
intimate with Kapildev. They earnestly wanted to see Kapildl'v established in the legal profession, Mr Jog used to say
frankly that conviction of the accused being inevitable, there
wa•: 110 harm for anybody if Kapildev made some reputation
out rJf the case.

2.n
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Our Lawyers
So far about the advocate. Now I shall say something about
the barrister. Mr Manila! Doctor (Shah) was a barrister.
'Doctor' was his family title; the real surname was Shah.
He came from Gujarat, probably from the State of Baroda;
at least, he received his education in Baroda. Refused
appointment by Arabinda Ghose in the Education Department, he had to enter the profession of law. He had, therefore.
a life-long grudge aginst Arabinda Ghose. After passing
the M.A. and the LL.B. Examinations and having enrolled
himself in some court in India, he went to London for the
Rar-at-law examintaion. There he came into contact with
three Indian revolutionary leaders. Savarkar, Virendranath
Chattopadhyaya and Kashiprasad Jayaswal. He said later that
he could not accept their politics of establishing a Hindu
Kingdom. On Gandhiji's advice he went to South Africa. Hr
was happy there. hut became estranged with Gandhiji on thl·
question of continence. Gandhiji, he said, had turned to
asceticism after having fathered a good number children.
For him. he had married only rece'ntly or was engaged
(I cannot exactly remember) ; so how could he practise
continence? Manilal left Gandhiji's ashram and travelled in
the British colonies, but the British Government did not let
him stay in peace anywhere. He was last in the island of Fiji.
The British Government expelled him even from there. Hl'
then returned to India. During our trial in Kanpur. he wa'
in Gaya in Bihar. I know that he was interested in the tradl'
union movement. But up to the time of my arrest on May
I 7, I 923, l knew nothing about the fact that Abani Mukherjee
had got into contact with him and attempted to bring out a
manifesto jointly with him. As he failed in the legal profession, so in his political career also he got involved in a
very dirty affair. Manila! Doctor was a straight-forward
person. He was not a barrister of the calibre required tn
conduct the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case. As for
Pandit Kapihtev Malaviya. he also was no better.
I have said t!arlier that I had kept Rs. 740/- with Qutbuddin
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Ahmed. He spent the money for our defence. He sent Abdul
Halim to Gaya to enagage Manila) Doctor, and this was how
the latter was engaged. He was engaged only to conduct the
ca~c in the Sessions Court. I cannot remember what it was
..1_!.!r1:cd to pay him Rs 500 or 600, but he was engaged to
ddend all the four accused. I have already mentioned that
Kapildev was engaged by friends in Kanpur. G. G. Jog, Vasudev
Joshi, etc.
Wl1ile studying in London Mr Jiwanlal Kapoor, a barrister
m Lahore and latel' a judge of the Supreme Court of India,
\\.a~ S) mpathctic towards us. He also expressed his willinglll'!'i" to defend us in the Sessions Cciurt, but Manila! Doctor
haJ hcen engaged already.

·\ttcmpt to Engage Jinnah Fails
r Jur~ being an international movement, defence committees
'' ~·rl' formed ahroad, including one in London. Charle~ Ashleigh,
.1bout whom I have written before. becamt.• secretary of this
._11mn11ttee. I hav~! written that George Lam.bury abo was
:ntl'.'fl'Sted in our defence. Friends in London requested Mr M .
.\ .Jinnah througt• Mr Marmaduke Pickthall or. it may be.
rlrrou!!h some solicitors' firm in London to accept the brief
Int the accused. Although he did not refuse. he demanded
t:.2000 (Rs. 30,000/-) as his fee. Considering that Mr C. Ross
:\bton's daily fee was Rs. 1,000.-, Jinnah was not prepared
!.'~how towards Communist prisoners the sympathy. usually
'lwv. n by lawyers in defending accused persons in political
~ <t'il'"· In this respect. he was a clas-conscious per~on.
Ro}·'s Attempt

'.':nw Manabendranath did an unexpected thing. He sent a
mc,!-agc to Mr. I. B. Sen (lndubhusan Sen). a barri!o.ter of the
C1kutta High Court, to represent him in the court in Kanpur.
Prohably. Manabendranath did not know I. B. Sen when he
wa . . m India~ otherwise, he could never have asked I. B. Sen
lo :tpr.ear in a criminal case. Mr I. B. Sen practised in the civil
' 1<.lc of the Calcutta High Court. Because of some !.light defect
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in his tongue, he never argued in court. But he was extremely
capable in drafting plaints and written statements, and this
was the cause of his reputation in the Calcutta High Court.
Anyway, I. B. Sen did not go to Kanpur to appear for Roy.
There was no unanimity among us in jail. Dange had the
impression that we suspected him. He was not detained without
trial along with us : he wrote against our programme telegraphed hy Reuter. I did not like all this. He made no effort
to send delegates to the Fourth Congress even after receiving
passage money for them. He pocketed a fat sum. The Bombay
Government did not want to proceed against Dange on the
ground that if he were left outside jail, he would be a source
of information for them. Dange knew all this and thought that
possibly we also were in the know. The thought that we were
suspecting him rankled him constantly. But that he had betrayed us in respect of the passage money for delegates ; that
the Bombay Government had made special efforts but failed
to keep him out of jail ; and that the Secretary of State for
India had refused to pay any heed to the Bombay Government's suggestion - about all these we knew nothing at- all.
Nalini Gupta was a past master in the art of stirring up
quarrels between one another. But we are obliged to him for
not poisoning our lives by setting the four of us to fly at one
another's throat. He would tell us stories about where, how and
whom he had set against whom. During such reminiscences
he even told us that it was he who had provoked the quarrel
between Surendranath kar and M. N. Roy, which led Suren Kar
to leave M. N. Roy and go over to Dr Bhupendranath Datta's
group.

Our Inclinations in Jail
At the time of returning to India on the first occasion in 1921.
Shaukat Usmani had conspired ~ecretly with Abdur Rab and
Acharya. He had promised to carry on organizational work
for them in India. When this became known, Usmani apologised
to Roy. Nalini Gupta would rake this up and tease Usmani.
Lying on his bed, Usmani would mutter as if in sleep. "Let
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ml! go to the big house once, and I'll get even with you." 'Big
house' meant the Communist International.
How can I speak for myself? But I think I never behaved
unbecomingly.

Dividing The Accused
J have mentioned earlier that Manilal Doctor and Kapildev
Malaviya were engaged as lawyers for us. If all the accused
had been represented as a single party, then, according to the
procedure of the cuurt, Manilal Doctor would have been the
~cnior counsel and Kapildev his junior. But G. G. Jog, after
L:llnsulting Dange, made the two lawyers independent of each
ocher. l, at least, had no objection to this arrangemevt, but
the way that divided the accused made Usmani and me feel
like hiding our heads from shame. We two fell to Manila)
Doctor's share, and Nalini Gupta and Dange to that of Pandit
Kapildcv Malaviya, Pandit Madanmohan Malaviya's nephew.
Looked at otherwise, Nalini Gupta of Calcutta and Sripat
Amrit Dange of Bombay, having Hindu names, were divided
into one lot and Muzaffar Ahmad of Calcutta and Shaukat
llsmani of Kanpur, having Muslim names, into another.* It
\\a' Dangc who had worked out this division through his
rriends. Vasudev Hari Joshi, and G. G. Jog. Dange and Nalini
h.1d hecomc friends suddenly in jail. Just for having Hindu
11:une~. one accused person from Calcutta and another from
lbmbay were grouped together. Again, for having Muslim
names, one accused person from Calcutta and another from

• When we lNalini, Dangc, Usmani and I) came togcthi.:r in Kanpur
01:.tnct Jail, Nalini and Dange gave us the impression that they had not
met cc1rlier in Bombay in I 923. Long afterwards in 1964, I found out from
~falini's statement to the police that Nalini and Dange had met in Bombay
in 192.J. This can be seen also frnm Dange's letterto M. N. Roy. Moreover,
m h1o; elaborate speech of 1964 Dange said that he had saved Nalini from
;im·M and sent him to Calcutta, hut 11 was in Calcutta and from Muzaffar'.s
cu~tody that Nalini had been arrested. Liars have weak memories. Dange
knew that Muzaffar had been in Jail since long before Nalini's arrival
m Calcutta.
•
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Kanpur were grouped together. The two from Calcutta could
easily have been divided into one lot and there was no harm
in dividing the other two into another lot. This arrangement
would not have affected, one way or the other, the sentences
passed upon the accu~ed, but the prestige of us all would
have been saved and Jog and friends could have pushed
Pandit Kapildev Malaviya up a1'> much as they pleased. But
Kapildev was a very junior lawyer, not even entitled then
to practise at the High Court. Anyway, this was the backdrop
against which the case against us opened at the Sessions
Court.
I want to record a few things here although they are not
relevant at this stage. When I was a state prisoner, I had very
little connections outside. I did not even know whether or
not Abdul Halim was in Calcutta. So, two or three days before
my transfer to Kanpur, from Calcutta Presidency Jail I wrote
a letter to Abdul Halim at his address at Kirnahar. When.
after accepting our brief, Manila! Doctor came to Kanpur
Jail and met me, I learnt from him that Abdul Halim had
gone lo Gaya lo engage him. I was extfemely happy to learn
that a life of extreme hardships and sufferings had failed to
break Abdul Halim's spirit. Later. during our trial, Abdul
Halim twice came to Kanpur and met us.
As a state prisoner, I stayed the longest period in Dacca
Central Jail. It was here one day. all on a sudden, commenced
a prank. The Inspector-General of Prisons in Bengal was a
man called Lieutenant-Colonel Thomson. Except for bdng in
jails unJer his jurisdiction. prisoners under Regulation III of
1818 had nothing to do with him. They were entirely the
responsibility of the Jail Superintendent or the District Magistrate. The Government of India had to pay for their food and
clothing and all other expenses. But the Government of Bengal informed the Government of India that they would bear
all expenses for the prisoners. Thom~on's prank was behind
this move.
On June 8. 1923. Lord Reading signed the 'order-ini:ouncil' (reproduced earlier in this book> for the arrest of
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thrc1.: persons, Muzaffar Ahmad, Shaukat Usmani and Ghulam Hussain. I was then in the Lalbazar lock-up of the
Calcutta Police. From there I was taken to the police office
111 Lalbazar and was served on June 16, 1923 with this order
s 1g11 ed by Mr J Crerar, Home Secretary to the Government
of India. It was stated therein that I was to be detained in
Nev. Alipore Central Jail, and I was sent there at once. I
found there 15116 long-term prisoners, transferred from
Andaman Jail. They received special treatment in jail. There
wa-; a separate kit<.;hen also for them. My meal came from
there. The food was not so bad and included meat and fish.
The District Magistrate of 24-parganas. Mr Lodge, told me
thal a separate kitchen would be set up for me in my ward
and my food would be cooked there. as food from the other
~i1chen could not suit me. I told him that this arrangement
·u1ted me. I did not want to get completely separated from
thl' long term political prisoners. The authorities accepted
my suggestion, but they informed the Government of India
that Muzaffar Ahmad did not cost them. much, for his bill
1probably from June J 6 to June 30) had totalled Rs. I 9/2
l)nly. Anyway, this was how I passed three months and nine
days in Alipore Jail. I was then the only state prisoner in
1he whole of Bengal.
On September 25, 1923, the tenth day after my third month in jail, some more state prisoners arrived in Alipore New
Central Jail in Calcutta. Among them were Dr Jadugopal
Mukhopadhyaya, Professor Jyotish Ghosh, Bhupati Majumdar,
Amarendra Chattopadhyaya, Bhupendrakumar Datta,
Monoranjan Gupta, Upendra Bandopadhyaya, Monomohan
Bhattacharyaya, Rabin Sen, Amritalal Sarkar and Ramesh
Chaudhury. As far as I can remember, some of them were
transferred on the same day or the day after, to Midnapore
Central Jail. I was transferred to Dacca Central Jail.
Completely segregated from the world outside, I was
passing my days in Dacca Central Jail. Here also I was the
only state prisoner. Of course, Satish Chakravarty came
there. but he came much later.
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Kazi ImdaduJ Huq 's Gesture of Affection
Here one morning (long before Mr Satish Chakravarty's
arrival) the jail authorities informed me that they had received instructions from the Government that a state prisoner
would be given prison meal, but he could, if he wished, make
his own arrangements to get food and other things from
outside. Col. Thomson, Inspector-General of Ptisons, had
made some young English officer the Home Department sign
the instructions and got this thing through. I did not know
what I could do alone. I hoped that there were other state
prisoners in other jails ; they would certainly fight. I went
without any food that day. Capt. B. G. Malia, the Superintendent, said, "I believe the order is to be withdrawn soon.
You are ill and we will send you food from the jail hospital.
If you have anyone you know outside, get your tea sent by
him. Your letter will be sent by a special messenger." I was
more or less a stranger in Dacca in 1923. I could not remember even the name of any person I knew who was not a
Government employee. If I wrote to any ordinary employee.
I might be exposing him to risk. I (\.rote a letter to Khan
Bahadur Qazi lmdadul Huq. Secretary of the Board of Secondary
and Higher Secondary Education. I thought that he, in any
case, would not lose his big post. He had been my colleague
in Bangiya Musalman Shaitya Samiti and Headmaster of
Calcutta Training School (Normal School) at that time. We
used to visit his house. I had taken up in my arms his eldest
son, nick-named Afzal, numerous times. Immediately on
receiving my letter, Qazi Sahib sent me a tin of Lipton's tea,
a big tin of Huntley Palmer's cream-cracker biscuits, one
seer of sugar, and a tin of milk. That day he brushed aside
the thought that men of the Intelligence Branch might record
much adverse observations against him. I have never been
able to forget this gesture of his affection. Even today,
whenever I think of it, I feel overwhelmed.
The order, referred to above, was withdrawn within a few
days. The Government sanctioned a daily allowance of Rs.
1/4 for our food.I do not want to give here a lengthy account
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of the trial at the Sessions Court. The co~plainant, Col Kaye,
deposed from the dock and was cross-examined by the defence, one of his statements at that time created a little confusion.
He stated that, according to the report he had received from
the Madras police, Nalini had crossed Dhanuskodi on November 24, 1921. According to Nalini, the date was December
24, flot November 24. For those who come to India from abroad
by way of Colombo, Dhanuskodi is the first place of entry
into Indian territory. At Dhanuskodi the names of passengers
arc entered into a register, their passports carefully examined
and their luggages also checked by the Customs.
Nalini was arrested in December. 1923 and on the 22nd
of that month Nalini told the police that on his way to India
he had travelled from Berlin to Marseilles by train in the
m1dddle of September, 1921. He had gone to the British
Consulate there and got his passport renewed first. Then he
had left for Colombo as a passenger abroad the French ship,
Aukor. There is no mention in Nalini's statement of the date
on which the ship had sailed from Marseilles. But in those
day-. it took a French passenger ship eleven days to reach
Colombo from Marseilles. Anyway, whatever might have been
the date of his departure from Marseilles, before the ship had
reached Colombo, Nalini began feeling pain in the appendix.
Therefore, as soon as the ship sailed into the jetty, Nalini was
removed to the Colombo Medical College Hospital. He had
•w operation there and was released from the hospital six
weeks later. Taking a11 these things into account, we can say
that it was possible for Nalini to reach Dhanuskodi on November 24, 1921.
I have reasons for going into so much calculation on this
point. Previously I also had the impression that Nalini had
reached Calcutta in the last week of November, 1921, and I
have written so in some places. But after I had read statement
to the police all my previous ideas got upset. I had to assume
that Nalini had reached Calcutyta in the last week, not of
November, but of December, 1921. But, even if the month
uf September were left out of account, Nalini could have easily
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reached Dhanuskodi on November 24, 1921, after staying in
the Colombo Medical College Hospital for the last three weeks
of October (1921) and the first three weeks of November
(1921); otherwise, where could he have been and what could
he have been doing during the days preceding December 24,
1921 '! From Madras to Colombo is only a day's journey.
Anyway, the hearing at the Sessions Court gradually drew
to an end and the Sessions Judge, Mr Holme, wanted some
time to write his judgment. He had first fixed May 16 as the
date for delivering his judgment, but he adjourned it after·wards to May 20, 1924. When we arrived at the court on th~
20th, we found that the khaskhal· (fibrous root of an Indian
grass) screen which had been hung on the door to protect tht•
accused from the lu (hot summer gusts of northern India) wa!I
no longer there, and there were none in the court-room except
the Judge, his peshkar (bench-clerk), orderly and three or four
policemen. The lawyers were gone; probably the court-inspector was present. Even Dange's friends were unable to reach
the court.
Mr Holme hurriedly delivered the jlldgment that all the four
accused-Sripat Amrit Dange, Muzffar Ahmad, Shaukat Usmani
and Nalinibhusan Dasgupta-would each have to undergo
rigorous imprisonment for four years. Having pronounced the
sentence hurriedly, he ordered the policemen to take the
prisoners back to jail at once.
I was told that Khan Sahib Amanatullah, who was then the
Jailor of Kanpur District Jail belonged to Naini in the district
of Allahabad. The warders told me that he had begun as a
warder and became a jailor later in the course of service.
During this period he had also studied English. During l 930's
when the system of classification of prisoners into divisions
l, II and 111 was first introduced in jails, Faizabd District Jail
in the United Provinces (Uttar Pradesh) was converted into
a special jail for division II prisoners. Khan Sahib Amanatullah,
a Khan Bahadur already, became the first Superientendent
of Faizabad Special Jail.
Anyway. to come back to ourselves. Immediately after our
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n:turn to jail, Khan Sahib made us change into the short
drawers and short jackets of ordinary convicts of U. P. jails.
He did not yet make us wear iron collars around our necks
and iron shackles around our feet. The Sessions Judge, it is
l· lear to everyone, did not recommend any special treatment
for us. We were fortunate that he did not pass the maximum
,entence of transportation for life upon us. Later, with our
paper Khan Sahib went first to the Superintendent's quarters
and then to the District Magistrate. The Magistrate ordered
in writing that subjed to the approval of the Government, the
tour of us, convicted prisoners, would be treated as 'first-class
mi,Jemeanant.' I have never enquired whether or not there
1:. any regulation like this in the jails in Britain; perhaps, there
1:.. Possibly, during the period of Khilafat-Non-co-operation
movement also, respectable persons were tr~ated similarly.
The ~ystem of classification of prisoners in jails had not been
mtruduced in the 1920s. Only those who have not ~ommitted
felony are called misdemeanants. For the few days we were
111 Kanpur Jail as misdemeanants, we were allowed to wear
our own clothes and also given comparatively good food.
Thi!> arrangement continued for a few days only. Finally,
the Government sent information that the 'Bol~hevik convicts'
1.J:. we were called) instead of receiving any speda] treatment
"huuld be degraded to the rank of ordinary convicts. This time
we really became ordinary convicts, each with an iron collar
dround the neck, a shackle around our ankle, and in short jacket
and short drawers. None the less, we were not herded with
the ordinary convicts.
We told the Superintendent of the jail that we ourselves
li·td not sent any petition to the Government for special treatment and as we ment to send one now, we should be supplied
with writing materials. The Superintendent said that the matter
having been finally decided, no petition would be allowed any
lnngeL We went on a hunder-strike in protest. I do not know
whether or not any order for transfer of the four of us to four
diffe~ent jails had been received previously. but we were
transferred in the afternoon of the sam~ day : Muzaffar Ahmad
16
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to Rae-Bareli District Jail, Shaukat Usmani to Bareilly Jail,
Sripal Amrit Dange to Sitapur District Jail and Nalinibhusan
Dasgupta to Gorakhpur District Jail. Before leaving Kanpur
Jail, Dange and Nalini had broken their fast. Usmani and I
left without taking any food, but this fact was not recorded
in our history tickets. After reaching Rae-Bareli Jail, I went
without food for two more days. I broke my hist when the
District Magistrate came and gave me permission to send the
petition demanding special treatment to the Government. Thi~
petition of mine is in the National Archives. Needless to say.
we were no longer treated as special convicts.
Let me say a few words about the situation in Kanpur Jail
during the few days we were there after our con"iction.
Dange said that he had written only four letters to M. N.
Roy, and for that to be sentenced straightway to imprisonment
for four years was not fair. As for Nalini Gupta, Dange said.
he could very well be in prison for four years, for he had visited
many places, in India and abroad, been to Moscow and aitcnded the Third Congress of ~he 9ommunist International.
Dange further said that he had received only £50 from Roy.
but why did Roy send him this money? He had never asked
for any money. There are people who are ready to give him
thousands. Dange was really refering to Ranchoddas Bhavan
Lotvala. In fact, Dange had written a lot more than four letten
and received a good deal more than £50. All these facts arc
now available from records.
Another day, at night, Dange said, "I have lost my wife."
We, all of us, expressed commiseration and asked, •'When did
this tragedy occur?" "No, she is not dead." he said, .. I am
engaged to a girl. Would she now wait for me for four years?"
"She will," we said.
In fact, the girl waited. Her name was Ushabai. She was
a widow, perhaps widowed in childhood.
"I suffer from numerous ailments," said Nalini Gupta. "I
might have survived a two-year-term. But it is absolutely
impossible for me to survive four years in jail."
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Dange and Nalini had been getting more and more
friendly. but in the course of these few days this friendship
crystallised.

Tht' Appeal in the High Court
.-\fter our trial and conviction in the Sessions Court, came the
-.tag~ for appeal to the High Court. But who was to appeal,
where was the money to be found, and who would appear as
lltir lawyers? There was the possibility of our sentence being
H'dm:cd on appeal. The case had been filed at the instigation
1lf Lord Curzon, the British Foreign Secretary. The British
Government's intention was to tell the entire world that the
Hu~sians were spreading Bolshevism in India. Sir Malcolm
Haill'y. Home Member in the Governor-General's Execuitive
Council, had written to Mr. S. R. Das, Advocate-General of
Bengal. that th<." Government wanted to see the accused convicted,
hut the o.;l•ntence should be light. They wanted to show the
world that Bolshevism had infiltrated into India and also to
pr1>\'C that they were justified in applying Regulation III of
i XIS. Not to speak of this statement in Malcolm Hailey's letter,
\' i: have seen that even in a prohibited place like Peshawar
m11"t of the accused in the Moscow Conspiracy Case were
-entcnccd to one year's rigorous imprisonment: only two were
;,i.:nll·nced to two year's regorous imprisonment.
As regards our appeal to the High Court. we earnestly
v.1ntcd a good advocate or barrister to be appointed to reprt:'scnt us. Kapildev Malaviya was not an advocate of the High
Court; the question, therefore, of his representing us in the
High Court also did not arise at all then. Manila! Doctor was
· barrister and was entitled to appeal also in the High Court.
We were in this state of mind when one day Nalini Gupta
:t,ked me to write for him a letter to Mr Jatindramohan
Sengupta, the Calcutta barrister, requesting him to come
10 the Allahabad High Court and look after the appeal in
r~~pect of the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case. At that·
time I. at least, did not know that Dange's friends had other
plans in mind. I protested saying that we would have to pay
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Mr Sengupta his fees, passage money from Calcutta to Allahabad
and back. and hotel charges also. Even if he declined the fees
(there was no reason whatsoever for his declining fees from
communists), the expenses would still be heavy. Who would
pay for them? Nalini said, "You needn't worry. Mr Sengupta
is a relation of mine. Every thing will be all right." Among
the Hindus in Bengal, the vaidyas are a mino·rity caste and
it is said that among them everyone is related to everyone
else. The letter was sent to Mr Sengupta and Nalini took it
for granted that he would come. When comrade Halim had
visited us, Nalini had told him also that Mr. J.M. Sengupta
was coming to look after our appeal in the Allahabad High
Court. This, I heard, was the rumour also in Calcutta.
When we were in Kanpur Jail.one morning a wakalatnama
was sent to us for signature. It must have been sent by the
defence committee set up on the initiative of Dange's freinds.
The wakalatnama bore the name of Pyarilal Banerji, the wellknown advocate of Allahabad. We signed the wakalatnama.
On July 7, l 924, we four were transferred illegally to four
differnt jails; for under the rules n6 accused person could be
transferred from one jail to another during the pendency of
his appeal. He could be, however, transferred if the jail lay
within a city where the appellate court was situated. But we
were sent to distant jails. I had already applied tor transfer
to a jail in Caltutta. Now I made a second· application stating
that it was necessary for me to go to Calcutta in connection
with my appeal, so that I could engage a lawyer from the
Calcutta bar and contact my well-to-do friends there for funds.
I stated also that if it was necessary for me to be in some jail
in the United Provinces for the disposal of my appeal, from
Kanpur I should have been transferred to some jail in Allahabad
instead of Rae-Bareli Jail. The Government turned down this
application of mine on the plea that there were enough lawyers
in the provincial bar to look after the appeal.
We did not receive any information from anywhere. We
four were in Kanpur jail till July 7, 1924, But while we were
there, nothing was heard from Nalini's 'relation', Mr. J. M.
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Sengupta in reply to his letter. Nalini had a mishievous type
of intelligence, an in born trait. which occasionally got the
better of him. Who knows whether or not Nalini was prompted
hy thi!-1 mischievous instinct of his to write to Mr J. M.
Sengupta? Perhaps he was. Dange and Nalini were at that time
inclined to think that it made little difference whether they filed
the ·1ppeal or not; for they had already sued the Government
for pardon and were under the impression that they would
1.'.Crtainly be released. I will write about this in detail elsewhere.
I was in a miserable situation in Rae-Bareli. I wrote secretly
to my friend, Qazi Nazrul Islam. the famous Bengali poet.
The letter fell in the hands of the authorities and I was severely
purti'\hed by the Inspector-General of Jails of the United
Provinces. This meant that for one year I would not be (i)
!!ranted any 'remission' and allowed (ii) to write or (iii) to
receive letters from anybody outside or (iv) to have any
mtervil~ws. This last prohibition created an intolerable situ.111on for me. but the punishments were not applicable in
n·,pcct of my appeal. The lawyers could interview me for this
purpose and if necessary, get wakalatnamas signed by me.
Hut none ever visited me. The defence committee in Kanpur
"•l'rc looking after the appeal also, but they kept me absolutely
111 the dark about the developments. While in Kanpur jail, after
t'Xecuring the wakalatnama in favour of Mr Pyarilal Banerji,
t~H.' well-known advocate of Allahabad High Court. I had felt
h~,peful that having accepted our wakalatnama, Mr Banerje
Wt 1uld represent us also in the court.
The plans and calculations of Mr. Jog and his friends in
Kanpur were crystallising round their young friend, Kapild~v
Malaviya, although he was not an advocate of the High Court.
There wes never any meeting between them and us, at least
between them and me. I had, therefore, no chance of knowing
through conversations what was at the back of their minds.
Jt was difficult for me to realize that they would put up a lawyer
from the lower court in the High Court also. As Kanpildev
practised in Allahabed, he would, I thought, be good enough
h> a~sist our advocate.
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Mr Pyarilal Banerji signed the menorandum of the appeal
to High Court. But I do not know whether his junior or his
clerk, filed the appeal. Only two grounds were mentioned in
the memorandum, and the Judges in the High Court made
critical observations on the insufficiency of the grounds given
there. The two grounds were:
GROUNDS

I.

Because the conviction Under Section 121-a l.P.C. is
not justified as no offence is mad~ out.
2. Because the judge had relied on inadmissible evidence.
A bench consisting of ( 1) Hon'ble Sir Grimood Mears,
Knight, Chief Justice and (2) Hon'ble Sir Theodore Caro
Piggot, Knight, Judge, was set up by the High Court to try
this appeal (Criminal Appeal No. 588, 1924 ).
It has been mentioned already that we had to depend for
the appeal on the defence committee in Kanpur and also that
our wakalatnamu, executed in favour of Mr Pyarilal Banerji.
was accepted by him and filed in the I:ligh Court. Nalini's letter
to Mr. J. M. Sengupta gave rise td' the rumour that he wa~
coming to Allahabad to look after our appeal. Nalini himself
helped in spreading this rumour. In fact, everything was still
in the air. No one had engaged Mr Sengupta, for, in that case.
he would have informed the Allahabad High Court. The rumour
that Sengupta was coming was reaching also Mr Pyarilal
Banerji's ears, and he must have been feeling aggrieved. Two
days before the hearing of the appeal was to commence. om
dt"fence committee in Kanpur informed Mr Banerje that no
one was coming from Calcutta and, therefore, he would have
to argue the appeal before the Hight Court. He was not prepared at all for this and could, if he wished, have rudely
rejected the request of the defence committee. I do not know
much about court procedures but. I believ~. if Mr Banerji had
defaulted after accepting our wakalatnama. the High Courl
Judges might have taken exception. He. therefore. told the
Judges everything and prayed for an adjuournment to give him
time to prepare. The Judges turned down his prayer on the
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pica that, according to schedule, the hearing should have
~·ommenced in August. Pandit Kapildev Malaviya was present
m the court, and as he had appeared for the accused in the
l•lWCr ~ourt, he was given special permission to argue the
appeal before the High Court.*
This was a queer decision. I ccnnot recall having heard
of any other instance of an eminent member of the bar being
n·fu,ed his reasonable prayer for adjournment. I have failed
to finJ out from old newspapers whether Pandit Kapildev
~alaviya applied tor the special permission in advance or
.1ftcr the rejection of Mr. Pyarilal Banerji's prayer. Anyway,
th~ .;ituation was that while the High Court Judges refused
111 ~rant Mr. Banerji an adjournment, they granted a special
pn\"ilege to a junior lawyer who was not an advocate of
th~ H 1gh Court. l do not know why the Judges referred to
thl· month of August in rejecting Mr. Pyarilal Banerji's
pr,1yer. The hearing. fixed for August, had to be postponed
nut for the sake of the prisoners but because of the Gove111mcnt' s lack of preparations, and the autumn vacation
.1!"1' had arrived. The vacation Judges were, Dr. Shah
\fohamma<l Suleim in and Mr. Lalgopal Mukherjee, Mr.
R111,~ Ah.ton. the barrister for the State. did not at all want
tlw appeal to he heard by these two Judges. He wanted
G11mood Me.ars. then on holiday in England, to return. In
ih11, connection many letters pas~ed between Ross Alston
.1rHl the Home Department of the Government of India. The
IL·tters are on record.
Finally. it was Kapildev who argued the appeal. He made
probably a good speech. but he did not know how to argue
: 1 case for the Communists. Whatever may be the personal
'i~ws of a lawyer. he must identify himself with us. his
dient..... If Kapildev had carefully gone through the document' filed by the proser.ution as evidence against us, he
rnul<l have realized what we wanted. But he took a different
lme; otherwise, he could not have argued in the High Court
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that our actions should have been view~d with 'contempt'
and that there was no need for prosecutmg us and getting
us convicted. Was this the message we wanted to put before
the country. This argument did not help Kapildev either to
get us acquitted or to get our sentence reduced. The Judges
said, •'This plea does not impress us.'' Instead of expressing
his 'contempt' for our actions, he could have· cited as precedence the Moscow Conspiracy Case in Peshawar. The
prisoners sentenced to one year's imprisonment in Peshawar
had then been released after completion of their term. He
could have met Shaukat Usmani and got all information from
him. The copy also of the judgement in the Peshawar Case
was available with Mr. Kaye.
The hearing of the appeal before the High Court commenced on November 3 and ended on November 6, 1924.
On November J0, the Allahabad High Court dismissed the
appeal in respect of the Kanpur Communist (Bolshevik)
Conspiracy Case.
The curtain came down here upon the Kanpur Communist
(Bolshevik) Conspiracy Case. Of cdurse, there are stiH many
things which remain to be told.
The purpose of those who had set up the defence committee was also accomplished. Their friend, Pandit Kapildev
Malaviya, appeared in the appeal also before the High Court.
This was what they had wanted.

Wrong Translation Creates Confusion
During our trial at the Sessions Court, many of M.N. Roy's
letters were submitted there as evidence against us. I am
reproducing here the English version of certain portions
from two of these letters written in Bengali. The original
letters can no longer be recovered by any means. The extracts
are about Abani. I have discussed Abani Mukherjee in detail
on pages 242-309 of this book.
The first letter (Exhibit No. I 0) was written to me from
Berlin on January 31, 1923. After his return to India, Abani
Mukherjee devoted himself to the mission of destroying the
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small movement we were building up in India. M. N. Roy
wrote in this connection :
"Abani Mukherjee is a dangerous man. I brought him up
like a snake on milk and plantain. Then all the worthies• here
wanted to put him in jail as a British spy, it was only through
me that his life was saved. Today he.is a leader of this party 2 •
So dreadful was arrogance. Any way I cannot pardon him any
more. So, he is done for in the Universal Revolutionary
Society. ·1' '
The second letter was written by M. N. Roy from Berlin
to Nalini Gupta in August, 1923. This was Exhibit No. 54 of
the Kanpur Case. He wrote there :
"Where is that vagabond 4 gone ? Is he still in the
Country ? If he comes here I shall perform his Sradh. I shall
not make any mistake this time.''
Many readers have been misled by Mr Kunjabehari Roy's
literal translation. The greatest victims have been foreign
writ~rs. I know Mr Kunjabehari Roy. He is a well-educated
person. In 19 J 8, I worked with him (under him, to be precise)
fp: a short period in the Bengali Translator's Office of the
BeP.gal Government. He did this job of translation throughout his career.
This literal translation. I believe, was done at the request
of the police. 'To perform one's Sradh (i.e., ob .. equies) is
a Bengali idiom meaning 'to take one severely LO task.' It
due.; not at all carry the idea of 'murdering' Abani Mukherjee.
The letter written to me (Exhibit No. 10) is dated January
31. 1923. Roy had not yet received the letters forged by
Abani. But they reached his hands long before he wrote the
letter to Nalini in August of the same year. I am asking
everybody to compare the extract from the letter written to
' Nationalist revolutionaries.
·India Independence Party
1 Abani Mukherjee was expelled from the Communist Party of
India and the ranks of the Communist International.
• Abani Mukherji.
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Nalini (Exhibit No. 54) with the extract from the letter written
to me (Exhibit No. 10).
By rendering Jiterarlly-probably at the request of the
police-a Bengali idiom which does not admit of such
translation. Mr Kunjabihari Roy had created a great confusion. This has led foreigners to conclude that M. N. Roy wanted to murder Abani Mukherjee.
"But they (the British) also knew that he was working
against Roy. and it, therefore, seems likely that they felt it
wouJd be more damaging to the Communist movement to
allow him to remain free to cause trouble for Roy. According
to British intelligence. Mukherjee was enough of a nuisance
to provoke Roy into expressing his determination to have
Mukherjee murdered if he should ever return to India. (Gene
D. Overstreet and Marshall Windmiller : Communism in
India, p. 67 .)
If Kunjabehari Roy had not translated M. N. Roy's letter
to Nalini literally. all this discussion would not have been
necessary. Among the Hindus in India the Sradlz is performed
after one's death. So, how could Royi>erform Abani's Sradh,
as he said he would, without murdering Abani ? This was
how the idea of murder got into the heads of men of the
British intelligence and foreign writers.
In India. the Sraclh of a deceased per"on cannot be
performed just by anybody. It can be done only by person
vt:sted hy religion with the right to do it. M. N. Roy did
not possess this right. Besides, being a leader of the international Communist movement, how could he perform
anybody's Sradh ? Abani Mukherjee went back to Berlin
in April, 1924, and M. N. Roy also was there at the time;
hut Abani Mukherjee was not murdered.
In the Soviet Union Abani Mukherjee had a wife who
was a Soviet citizen. His son was a Soviet citizen by birth.
Abani sought Soviet citizenship on this ground and obtained
it in 1925. What is strange is that the vile slanders he
indulged in against the Communist International in his
letter to the British Prime Minister, Mr MacDoriald, did not
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sland in the way of his getting Soviet citizenship. Needless

to say, the Government of India had granted him also the
pasliport to return to India, the only ~ondition being that
he would have to make his own arrangements. There was
no case pending against him in India. He was not accused
in the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case. His name was
dropped although it had been included in the origina1 list
of the accused. There was nothing standing in the way of
his returning to India.
The defence committee in Kanpur had raised funds.
When. after the trial in the sessions court, Judge Holme
wa!> writing his judgement, an uncle of Shaukat Usmani's
came from Bikaner to see him. He brought some money
with him. I cannot recal1 now what the exact amount was,
lb.. 250/- or Rs. 300/-; but it was certainly not below Rs.
250/-. There is mention of Rs. 350/- in the police records.
Shaukat Usmani asked his uncle to leave the money with the
deft·ncc committee for the purpose of the appeal in the High
Court. and he did accordingly. Mr Ruikar also sent some
money from Nagpur. Mr Jog and his friends surely knew that
they would, some way or other. put up Pandit Kapildev Malaviya
111 the High Court also. Then why did they ask for money from
London '! A defence committee was set up in London also.
C'icorge Lansbury, M. P .• was associated with it. He was also
lnown to Pandit Motilal Nehru. I have already spoken of
c•:11nrade Charles Ashleigh. He was the secretary of the defence
committee in London. Mr Jog and his friends approached
Pandit Motilal Nehru and made him send a telegram to George
Lansbury for money. The defence committee sent £47 !Rs.
7051-) in two or three instalments. The defence committee in
London. however, protested to Motilal Nehru against Kapildev
Malaviya's arguments in the High Court which were being
reported in the British newspapers.
Pandit Kapildev Malaviya belonged to A1lahabad and practised in the lower court there. Mr Jog and his friends had
cnnugh money to pay him a daily fee of Rs. 50/-, even without
requiring any money at all from London.
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Mr Jog was mad about Dange and Nalini, both of whom
repented and sued the Government for pardon. Kapildev, who
argued our appeal in the High Court, did not think it necessary to inform me of even such developments as the dismissal
of our appeal there. I was not allowed to read newspapers.
As none of the accused had been acquitted, it would have
taken two months for me to receive the official communication of the dismissal of our appeal. Dr. D. K. Mukherjee,
of course, gave me the information, probably, on the next
day. Dr. Mukherjee was the Civil Surgeon of the district
of Rae-Bare Ii and Superintendent of Rae-Bareli District Jail.
Although he was a Bengali, he never spoke a single word
of Bengali to 'me. He was afraid even of his subordinates,
whose suspicion might have been roused if he had spoken
to me in Bengali.

Popular Impressions about the Bolshevik case
In those days, it was through the English newspapers that news
about any incident was disseminated all over the country. To
a great extent this is the practice also foday. All the vernacular
newspapers used to reproduce news from the English newspapers. No publicity was given to the Conspiracy Cases in
Peshawar. The Government of India did not want that. The
news-agencies conducted their service in English. Reuter
published news from abroad in India and Indian news abroad,
but they did not report news from one part of India to another.
For this purpose there was the Associated Press of India, which
disseminated Indian news within India. I have heard that some
reports about the Peshawar Conspiracy Case appeared in the
Urdu newspapers. But the Associated Press did not collate
these reports and publish English versions of them elsewhere.
The Government, perhaps, had forbidden that.
But by the time the Kanpur Conspiracy Case was held, there
had been a change in the policy of the Government of India.
The Government decided that they themselves would conduct
propaganda against us with the help of the newspapers. They
arranged for representatives of Reuter and the Associated
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Pre..;s to be present all the time in the court. They attended
not only the Magistrate's Court and the Sessions Court but
pos!tibly-1 am not sure-the High Court also. Mr Ayenger
was an able journalist. I cannot remember his full name. He
earned considerable reputatiQn in the world of journalists in
Delhi later. With one assistant he managed the job for both
Reuter and the Associated Press. The day the preliminary
inquiry into the case commenced in the Magistrate's Court,
Colonel. Cecil Kaye (Director of the Intelligence Bureau of
the Home Department of the Government of India and Complainant in the case for the Government of India) called the
representatives of Reuter and the Accociated Press and told
them to report the case under the heading ·Kanpur Bolshevik
Conspiracy Case'. From the next morning the word 'Bolshel'ik' began to be read and uttered all over India, from Assam
t<.1 Bombay and from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin. Did
thi~ campaign result only in hatred gathering all around us?
Didn · 1 it also attract the attention of anybody towards us too
and also serve to some extent the purpose of propaganda for
u~ at Government's expense and at the price of our imprisonment'! Yes, it did. The Communists of China fought their
i:ncmie!-1 with weapons seized from them. The Kanpur Conspiracy Case was an organized campaign of propaganda against
u~ and the Soviet State. There could be no campaign without
printed documents. Since those documents were exhibited in
the case, extracts from them must have appeared in the
newspapers. Many read these extracts and hungered for more.
Whatever might have been the calculations of the British,
however much we might have suffered, the Kanpur Bolshevik
Conspiracy Case provided inspiration also to our movement.
To some extent, it contributed to the considerable accession
of strength which took place in our movement up to the year
1928. The programme and the manifesto, circulated in the
Congress session at Gaya in 1922. had also laid the groundwork for our propaganda.
During our trial in the Session Court in Kanpur, among
the school students at least ther~ was impression that we
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would at least be Europeans and fierce-looking persons. But
when they came to the court and saw us, they exclaimed, "But
Jove, these are Indians". Grown-up people also came to see
as people do during all political trials. But I never saw a big
crowd. I do not know whether the sight of the Lewis gun scared
anybody away, for a Lewis gun was placed not only in the
Magistrate's Court but in the Sessions Court also.
After the publication of the judgement in the Sessions
Court, many newspapers wrote in support of as well as against
us. But it was the Government that gained out of the cases
in Peshawar. There was, for all practical purposes very little
propaganda forthe accused. But the Kanpur Case was launched,
keeping in view a particular ideology (Bolshevism), and plenty
of ideological documents also were filed in the court. It was
a completely new type of case, and it was not easy also for
the newspapers to comment on it. The Sessions Judge delivered his judgement on May 20, l 924. On May 22, Amrita Ba:.ar
Patrika, the English daily of Calcutta, wrote a lengthy editorial
on it, pointing out, one by one, especially instances of lapse!>
on points of law on the part of the ~ourt. In fact, many such
lapses had occurred in the Kanpur Case.
Another English daily of Calcutta, The Bengalet!, did not
ex.press any opinion. The Times of India (a British-owned
newspaper) of Bombay reported the judgement without commenting on it. The Englishman, the British-owned Calcutta
daily wrote an editorial attacking us.
After the dismissal of our appeal in the Allahabad High
Court, the issue of the Kanpur Bolshevik Case came up before
the •'AIJ-Party'' Conference in Bombay on November 21.
1924. The conference was in session on November 21 and 22
under the chairmanship of Dinsha Manockjee Petit. Distinguished personalities like Mr. Gandhi, Mr. C. R. Das, Pundit
Motilal Nehru, Mrs. Besant, etc .• were present at the conference. A special item on the agenda was the Government's
Bengal policy.
"Mr. Gandhi proposed the appointment of a representative committee to draw up a resolution dealing with the
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Government's policy in Bengal. Mrs. Basant maintained that
rhc existence of a dangerous revolutionary conspiracy in India
had been proved and referred to the Cawnpore Bolshevik
Conspiracy trial, urged the conference to repudiate the Third
International.'' [The Times (London), November 22, 1942,
p. 12, Col. 8 (Reuter)].
I do not know whether or not the All-Party Conference
accepted what Mrs. Besant said, but it has been quoted in many
plac.:s by foreign writers. Mrs Besant herself claimed in many
plaL·es that she spoke for all the others.

Sripat Amrit Dange
and Nalinibhusan Dasgupta Pray for Pardon
l havi: already said that the four prisoners convicted in the
Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case were transferred to different jails on July 7, 1924. We, however, knew nothing about
our 11npcnding transfer~ to different jails on that day. A little
after noon. a jail warder suddenly came and asked all the four
nf u~ to come to the office. When we asked him the reason,
he said that orders for our transfer had come.
Before noon. Dange's friends (Mr Jog and others) had
interviewed him. Mr. Jog and company has developed friend~·.hip with the jailor and his clerk, Muhammad Hafiz. Mr. Hafiz,
I think. told Mr. Jog about the transfer, and Mr. Jog, possibly
:!ave this information to Dange without our knowledge. Before
leaving for the railway station, we had to wait for a few hours
in the jail office. It was during this interval that Dange wrote
his petition to the District Magistrate of Kanpur. The office
room in Kanpur District jail was quite big. We did not evince
any curiosity about what Dage was writing sitting in a corner
of the room. His.fiance was expected in Kanpur and we thought
he was leaving a message. He must have handed over the paper
to Mr. Hafiz at some opportune moment. Nalini did not sign
it m our presence, for, in that case, we would have got
suspicious and wanted to see it. It was Dange, as all others
b~lit.ve, who signed also for Nalini at that time, as there was
no other way of keeping the thing secret. Nalihi must have
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consented to this arrangement. This paper, bearing the si~
natures of both Sripat Amrit Dange and Nalinibhusan Dasgupta. was their joint petition for pardon. It was addrressed
to the District Magistrate of Kanpur and dated July 7. A little
before our departure for the station. Mr. Muhammad Hafiz
rang up Mr Jog at ·Kamala Tower', Juggilal Kamalapat's
Office. Mr Jog. Ganeshshankar Vidyarthi and c.ertain other!.
persons went to the railway station. We were completely
uuaware of the fact that Dange and Nalini had left Kanpur
Jail after sending a prayer for pardon. We came to know of
this nearly forty years later, in 1964 (from documents preserved in the National Archives of India.)
File No. 421-PoJI (Home Deptt.)-1924
P.14
To
The District Magistrate, Cawnpore
Sir,
We, the undersigned, beg to inform you that we are willing
to give an undertaking to Government not to commit any
more offences, for which we are It present convicted and
we shall be thankful to government if they will deign to
consider our request favourably and release us as soon a!t
possible, as we are undergoing suffering which we cannot
sustain. We shall be personally thankful to you if you arrange
with Government for our petition being granted.
We are,
Your Obdt. Servants.
District Jail.
Cawnpore
Shripat Amrit Dange
Nalini Bhushan Dasgupta
7th July 1924
This is the original petition in English. The two signatures therein were both written by Dange. If Nahni and Dange
both had !i.igned in our presence on a piece of paper, our
suspicion would have been roused. Dange must have signed
for Nalini with his consent. Nalini never said that the signature was not his. The ink on the letters 'Bh' in the signature
is comparatively thick. Dange, I think, wrote 'Ku' after
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Nalini, for Nalinikumar Dasgupta was alsoanotherofNalini's
name. His friend, Kiranbehari Roy, said in his evidence that
Kumar was Nalini's second name. After writing 'Ku', Dange
it:mcmbered that it was 'Bhusan' in the judgement. He then
ruhbed off ·Ku' and write 'Bh' over the letters. There are
, 0 me who think that Dange had at first written 'Bu' by
11w.rnke and changed it to 'Bhu' later, and hence, the ink
11n "Bhu' is thicker than on the other letters.
Anyhow, this is not Dange's only petition for pardon. There
·.m: mon.• such letters written by him and Nalini. I will reprodul·l~ them one by one. I want to make one point clear here.
Whl'n the Dangc letters came to light in 1964, there was a
\lehat~ over whether Dange's name w&s Shripad or Shripat.
l \\ o of Dange' s friends, Renu Chakravarty and 'Ferishta'
l prolnbly her husband. Nikhilnath Chakravarty) argued that
I l,111gt' always wrote "Shripad', but as the name on the amnesty
f't't 1t1un was •Shripat', the petitions were forged. Going a few
'h~P' further, 'Ferishta' said that Nalini had forged the letters .
.-\nd thi.., was the same Nalini as could not write a postcard
:..'\'l.''.1 without Ahdul Halim's help. Taking the cue. Dange also
,,,;J tlaat he was a Brahmin and Brahmins always write Shripad,
1101 Shripat.
There wa!-1 no reason at all for this debate. But now I find
lhat IJs the Bengali saying goe!-1 that in searching for earthW.lrrn-, we have dug up a snake). Numerous more cocuments
h:iv~ since been discovered from the Archives. The Police
records show Dange·~ name as Sripat Amrit Dange. It was
abo Sri pat Amrit Dange against whom the sanction for startmg
....a ~as~ in Kanpur was granted by the Government of India .
11 11~ accused i.n the Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case was
Sripat Armit Dange, not Sripad Amrit Dange. Deposing from
the dock, Dange, said,
"My name i~ Shripat Amrit Dange; my father'.;; name i!-.
A~nrit Raghunath Dange; I am by caste Brahman; 24 years
ot age-........
·

,

ScU- S. A. Dange

Sd/- H. Holme,
Se~sions Judge.
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Above examination (overleaf as well) was taken in Ill)
presence and hearing and the record contains a full and true
account of Statement made by the accused.
Sd/- H. E. Holme.
Sessions Judge

3-5-1924''
This court record has been developed from the microfilm
of the case records in the National Archives.
The debate about the name, I hope. ends here. It is now
confirmed that the name of Dange who was accused in the
Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case was Shripat Amrit Dange.
Shaukat Usmani stated t!mphatically that his name was Shaukat Usmani not Mowla Buksh. and the prosecution accepted
it and did not send for the register of students in Dunger
College in Bikaner w prove that Shaukat Uamani was real!~
Mowla Buksh. What difference does a name make?
After his transfer to Gorakhpur District Jail, Nalini Dasgupta
wrote a letter suing for pardon, also to the District Magistrate of Gorakhpur.
P.18

To
The District Magistrate.
Gorakhpur
Sir.
I most humbly and respectfully beg to state that I have
been convicted for four years R.l. on 20th May, 1924 under
Section 12 l-A, l.P.C. from the Court of Sessions Judge at
Cawnpore.
I regret very much what I have done, and I request you
kindly to do your best for my release, and I promise that in
future I will never take part in any kind of political movement.
and I am ready to give any kind of assurance you may like.
I have the honour etc.
Sdl~ Nalini Bhusan Das Gupta
Prisoner
Gorakhpur Dt. Jail
16-7-1924
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Bardy nineteen days after their conviction by the Sessi1111.; Court. Dange and Nalini sent the petition for pardon
rhrough the District Magiatrate of Kanpur, ''as we are under~oing suffering which we cannot sustain.'' On the 16th.of the
-.ame month. Nalini individually sent another petition for
pardon form Garakhpur District jail.
After waiting in vain in Sitapur District Jail for a reply
tt• hi~ appeal, Dange sent another petition, a pretty lengthy
·111c. on July 28. 1924 to the Governor-General-in-Council,
<;ora,,me1;t a.tier his release. I am reproducing here the type,cript of the application written by him.
Clo The Superintendent
District Jail
Sitapur (U.P. of A.O.)
bom

Shripat Armit Dange.
Prisoner, (4 years R. I. under Sec. 121-A l.P.C. in the
Bolshevik Conspiracy Case of Cawnpore)
Tu

His Excellency
The Governor-General-in-Council.

Your Excellency,
I am one of the four in the Bolshevik Conspin.cy Case of
C.1wnpore. I beg to put forward for Your Excellency's con-.1deration a prayer for the remission of my sentence for
following reasons.
In submitting my prayer I have to refer to certain facts,
which Your Excellency may not be cognisant of; but Your
Excellency can verify their truth by referring to Col. C. Kaye,
~irector, Central ~ntellig~nce Bureau or to the person mentioned hereinafter.
·
When the above-referred case was proceeding in the
Lower Court, Mr Ross Alston, that learned Counsel for
prosecution happened to have a side talk with me, during
the course of which he remarked, ''Government is not very
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particular about the punishment of the individual accused.
The case is instituted only to prove to a doubting public the
truth of Government's statements, made from time to time
as to the existence of Bolshevik Conspiracy in India.'' I
think the learned Counsel is not likely to have misrepresented Your Excellency's policy as he was in too close touch
with Government officials to have mistaken· Government's
intentions. The position of Your Excellency's Government
has been vindicated by the verdict of the Court, Your
Excellency may not mind remitting my sentence and granting my prayer.
I might also refer to another incident. Exactly one year
back the Deputy Commissiner of Police of Bombay, Mr
Stewart, was having a conversation with me, in his office.
regarding my relations with M.N.Roy and an anticipated visit
to me of certain persons from abroad. During the course of
the conversation the Honourable officer let drop a hint, inthe following words, the full import of which I failed to catch
at that moment. Mr Stewart said, "you hold an exceptionall)
influential position in certain 1circles here and abroad.
Government would be glad if this position would be of some
use to them." I think. I still hold that position. Rather it ha!.
been enhanced by the prosecution. If Your Excellency is
pleased to think that I should use that position for the good
of Your Excellency's Government and the country. I should
be glad to do so. if I am given the opportunity by Your
Excellency granting my prayer for release.
I am given the punishment of four years' rigorous imprisonment in order that those years may bring a salutary change
in my attitude towards the King Emperor's sovereignty in
India. I beg to intorm Your Excellency that those years are
unnecessary, as I have never been positively disloyal toward!I
His Maje~ty in my writing or speeches nor do I intend to be
so in future.
Hoping this respectful undertaking will satisfy and move
Your ExceJlenry to grant my prayer and awaiting anxiously
a reply.
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I beg to remain,
Your Excellency's
Written this day
Most Obedient Servant,
28th July. 1924.
Shripat Amrit Dange.
Forwarded through the Superintendent, District Jail,
S1tapur (U.P).
FndMsement No. I 048, dated Sitapur Jail the 31. 7 .24
.Suhmitted in original to the Inspector General of Prisons,
l' P disposal.
Sd/- Jllegible,
Major, I. M. D.
Supdt., Jail, Sitapur.

In pursuance of his prayer for release on the undertaking
!t• turn an informer, sent hy him lo the Governor-General-inC11uncil on July 28, 1924. (I cannot follow why he mentioned
llw Jatc a1.i July 26 in his ~ub~equent appeal), Dange sent
another application on November 16, 1924.
f"rom Home Deptt.

Political File No. 278175 of 1925 page 2 (Corres.).

from
Shripat Amrit Oange. Esq. District Jail. Sitapur
(U.P)

To
His Excellency, Governor-General-in-Council,

Your Excellency,
Pending my appeal before the Hon'ble High Court, Your
E\cdlency's Government were not prepared to take into
~uno;ideration my petition, dated 26th (?) July. J924 re:
rcmi~sion of my sentence. in what is known as the Bolshevik
Conspiracy Cse of Cawnpore. The decision of the Government was l:Onveyed to me in their communication No. 5718/
IV- 1376 D/Nainital I 1.10.24, forwarded with the endorseMer.r No 22594/E 37 of 240/21.10.24 of the lnspe!ctor
General of Police. U.P.
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My appeal having now been dismissed, I beg to bring the
same petition to Your Excellency's notice for consideration
and await "favour.
I beg to remain,
16th November,
Your Obedient Servant,
1924
Shripat Amrit Dange
This is just a reminder of Dange's earlier petition. It make!"\
no fresh prayer. On October 21, 1924, Dange had been informed through the Inspector-General of Police, United Provinces (Dange had offered to turn informer for the police) that
his petition to the Governor-General would not be considered
till the disposal of his appeal by the High Court. The appeal
was dismissed on November I 0, and on Novmeber 16 Dange
sent a reminder to the Governor-General that his appeal havin~
been dimissed, his petition might be kindly considered.
If Dange had been released then and there, as he had stated
in his petition. his political career would have ended once for
all. He could never have fulfilled the secret undertaking to
act as an informer for the Home Departlhent of the Government
of India in exchange of his release. Only by retaining his
position of influence in politics. he could have supplied
information secretly to the Government of India. The Homl'
Department of the Government of India did not release him
at that time with the consideration that he could be of use in
future. Although Col. Kaye had retired then and been succeeded by David Petrie, he helped in the matter of the appeal arising
from the Kanpur Case. Petrie said that he could not agree to
Dange's immediate release, because people might think that
if by suing for pardon one could get oneself released forth
with, it was better to go to jail for some actual offence: but
if Dange sued for pardon after serving his sentence for two
years, he would be the first to reconmend his release. From
the documents of the Home Department of the Government
of India which I read later in connection with the Dange affair!'.
I have learnt also that some of the officers in the department
were of the opinion that Dange should be granted frequent
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rt:mis~ions

so that he could be released quickly. Dange was
1! 1ven remissions for a fairly long period-one year.
\bout Nalini Gupta Again

!'\kn of the Intelligence Branch of Bengal had met Nalini
tiupta in Gorakhpur District Jail and it was at their request
that Nalini was transferred from Gorakhpur District Jail to
Khulna District Jail in Bengal. The letter I am reproducing
hdow will make the point clear.
Intelligence Branch, C.I.D.
13 Elysium Row
Cakutta, 27 th June 1925
No. 6673
SEC'Rlo:'f

''I

f"rom
J E. Armstrong. Esq., O.B.E. Deputy Inspector-General
pnli1:e. Intelligence Branch, C.I.D., Bengal
To

The Chief Secretary to the Government of Bengal.
Sir.

I have the honour to address you on the subject of moving
th.- Government of India to suspend the sentence of impris1 •nmcnt which Convict Nalini Bhusan Gupta is at present
und1•rgoing.
This man, Nalini, was convicted and '\entenced in May
I 924 to four years' R.I. in connection with the Cawnpore
·Bolshevik) Conspiracy Case. At our request he was transfrrred from the Gorakhpur Jail to the Khulna Jail at the end
l~f 19:!4 and thereafter to the Alipore Central Jail. as it was
lound that he was suffering from appendix trouble and gall
' 11rnes and that an operation would have to be perfomed. He
~""admitted into the Prince of Wales Hospital for treatment
1 ~ De\:emi>er last and has only just returned to the Alipore
C. cntral Jai I.
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In spite of two operations his condition is distinctly bad
and he is too weak and emaciated to stand. Major Sandes, the
Superintendent of the Medical College, writes as follows:
"I myself have personally seen the case and it strikes one
as that of a man being seriouly but not at the moment dangerouly
ill. His mental condition is one of marked depression, and
release undoubtedly would improve the latter ci:indition." On
the I0th June, Major Sandes again worte:
"He (Colonel Connor, the Surgeon in charge of Nalini's
case) is definitely of opinion that the convict is not progressing and that he is likely to go steadily downhill. His mental
outlook has an important bearing on his malady. If it is within
the bounds of possibility to give him his liberty, even for a
time. it might do much towards saving his life. In this opinion
l concur."
Prior to his conviction Nalini made a statement lo the
police, but subsequently stated that through fear he had not
disclosed all he knew. Since his conviction he has been inkr
vicw~d on several occasions and has1eadily given information
within his knowledge. It has not, however, been possible to
obtain from him a detailed statement owing to his state of
health.
In his present conditon, if set at liberty, he is physically
incapable of mischief and in view of the medical opinion
quoted above that such a course may be the means of saving
his life, l recommend that his sentence be temporarily suspended and that he be handed over to some ralative. If this
step is approved his relatives will be communicated with and
suitable arrangements made.
I have etc ..
Sd/- J. E. Armstrong,
Deputy Inspector General of
Police, I. B.
I submit these papers, for Home Member's information. As
D.I.B's letter shows there was no doubt that the man should
be released and I therefore telegraphed in reply to Bengal
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novernment agreeing to release. I will show to H.E. to-morrow if H. M. returns the papers.
Sdl- {Illegible)

30. 6. 25
I have shown H. E. Post Copy of telegram should be sent
bv, mail to Bengal.
Sd/- (Illegible)
1. 7. 25
According to Mr. Armstrong. Nalini had an operation for
appendicitis and gall stones in 1924-25. He is wrong, I think.
Salini had an operation for appendicitis in the Colomho
Medical College Hospital in 1921. I heard nothing about
gall~tone. It is true that Nalini was operated upon twice
at the Prince of Wales Hospital of the Calcutta Medical
College. Dr Ramchandra Adhikari, the eminent tuberculosis
,pecialist of Calcutta, was then a house surgeon in the Prince
11f Wales Hospital (only opreations are performed here)
rn 1926. I asked him about N~lini's actual ailment. He
n.plaincc.J to me that Nalini was actually suffering from
intl:'stinal tuberculosis. Anyway, Nalini was seriouly ill and
underwent operations twice.
About Nalini, plenty of documents of which I knew nothing
prl!\'iouly are now available. Of these, we have read the
:-.tatt:ment he gave in 1924 against Amritalal Haira, accused
II! th~ Rajabazar Bomb Case (Nalini left for England after
g:" ing this statement) and the statements he gave day after
day-in the manner of Scheherazade of the Arabian Nightsafter his arrest towards the end of J923. All these are prt"scrvcc.J in the Archives of the Government of India. Mr. Armstrong
has rt:ferred to the statements he gave after his conviction.
We have not got them yet. But the police, it seems, asked him
about Gopen in A?Igust, 1924. Nalini then told the police that
a revolutionary named Subodh had been brought to him and
he had sent him to M. N. Roy with a letter.* On the whole,
Nalini was a man with the temperament of a vagabond. He
"' Col C. Kaye : Communism in India, p. 134.
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was a political upstart. In J 926-27, when he was with us at
37 Harrison Road, he caused us no end of trouble. His fac;ionalism at that time severely taxed our patience. Yet when
the propaganda that he was a police agent was being carried
on by the Congress office and on behalf of the newspaper.
Forward, we fought against it for him.
When. in 1927. he was preparing to go back again to
Germany, the period of the validity of the passport he had
renewed at Marseilles had expired. He did not then tell me
whether or not he had been able co get his passport renewed.
But I was getting information that he was seeing people here
and there. I came to know that he had met at least Charles
Tcgart. the Police Commissioner of Calcutta. This was how
I came to know of this. One day when Nalini was having an
interview with Mr. Tegart in the Lalbazar Police Offict!,
another interview slip. seeking interview. was received from
Atulkrishna Ghose, a fellow-worker of M. N. Roy's and a
leader of Jatin Mokhopdhyaya's party. He had gone there to
arrange cenain things for his young'? brother, Amarkrishna.
Mr Tagart sent for Atulkrishan witll Nalini sittting in front
of him. Even before entering the office, Atulkrishna Ghose
could hear Tcgart shouting very loudly. He was telling Nalini.
"What are you after? Do you think Muzaffar will become a
Lenin and you a Trotsky? That is impossible." Tegart, it
1'1Cemed to me, was play acting. Tegart, I have heard, wai, an
internationally known police officer. Yet he did not know that.
in 1927, Trotsky was under heavy criticism in the Soviet
Union. I came to know of this interview on the next day from
Atulkrishna Ghose. But Nalini did not disclose anything about
it to me. Why did he go to Tegart? It was quite possible for
him to go for a passport. because, in those days, the Police
Commissioner of Calcutta and even a District Magistrate could
issue international passport. Before leaving India, Nalini had
bt:cn avoiding me. At last he came to me one day. because
if he left without meeting me. he would find himself in
difficulty in Bombay. He told me that he had neither money
nor a passporr. I asked him why he did not meet Tegart about
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tht' pa-;sport. Nalini sa~d that he had met Tegart but '_Yithout
.tn\' :.ucces!>. But, possibly, he got the passport; possibly he
l·ntc:rcd into some deeper understanding with Tegart. Nalini
\\a!- a deep one. By the way, I told Nalini also about the money.
The police had taken away from Kiranbehari Roy the amout
•Jf twenty-five pounds sent for Nalini. The money had been
L1er1l!'lllcd in the Kanpur Court during our trial, and now, at
long last. Nalini authorised a lawyer in Kanpur to withdraw
thr' amount. The money was due and I asked Nalini to stay
:i kYr days more to receive it, but he did not agree.
J ~trongly believe that Nalini had with him passport given
h~ Tc:gart. Yet, after reaching Bomba), he wanted a passport
.1110 <.:omrade Shantaram Mirajkar arranged to get him one.
I do not want to say anything more about Nalini. When
hL" w~rn back to Europe in 1927, he went back, I am convinced,
a' , British agent. He used to run a restaurant in Germany.
Thl' rt'!'ltaurant was a rendezvous for Indians, where ewrything
wa' t.h-;cussed. Nalini could very easily report on the Indians
t 1th~ British Government. He was running his restaurant in
lkr!m even after Hitler's seizure of power in 1933 and till
1ftl· declaration of war. No foreigner having the slightest
:·~"lc1ation of Cc111munism about him was allowed by Hitler
lt1 -.t,1y in Germany. Virendranath Chattopadhyaya and others
ran Jway from Germany. Soumyendranath Tagore was put
ill:dl'r arrest by Hitler but he was spared, I have heard, on that
• 1 ~ t ,1,10n beacues he was the grandson of Rabindranath Tagore's
:..·hk,t brother. Although Nalini was not really a communist,
Ill· had plenty
association with Communism. He had visited
\fo~i..:ow quite a number of times and had been an accui-ed
.n .t 'Bolshevik Conspiracy Case' in India. How could Nalini,
\~llh this background, run his restaurant even after Hitler's
'c11ure of power?
Among governments of different countries there exists a
high-level arrangement under which the agent of one country
•~ alloYr-cd to remain in another. Nalini, for instance, was
""''Wed to remain in Berlin, and he used to send reports to the
llrir"h Government on Indian residents in Berliu. Likewi,e,

of
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under this arrangement, there was Hitler's agent also in London,
who sent reports to Germany on the German residents in London.
Nalini had to return to India after the outbreak of war, but he
did not contact me after his return. He forbade Sunil, his
youngest nephew (son of his first cousin), to go to Abdul
Halim. Nalini served also for some time in the Delhi office of
Thomas Cook. How did he secure this appointment?
I will conclude Nalini's account here. Although we did nor
at all know. that Nalini was making one statement after
ano-ther to the police, I should have suspected him till 1927.
In 1927, I suffered much ill-treatment at his hands. I wrote
a letter abroad in his favour. When. after his return from
Germany in 1928, Dr. Gangadhar Adhikari came to Calcutta.
he told me that Nalini was regarded as a British spy by many
abroad and he asked my opinion of him. I told him that I had
not found any proof of his being a spy. Dr. Adhikari then asked
me to sent this information to Germany, which I did. But I
repent now of having done so. It is not that I did not harbour
any o;uspicion about Nalini in my mind. On the other hand.
it is as much as a fact that I did no't then possess the proof~
that I have now of his being spy. I had suspicions about him
in my mind. At least, I could have written as much. Although
I found his factionalism extremely exasperating, I displayed
wt>akness about him. The very thought of this fills me with
repentance.

I am Released Prematurely
f'ur the whole of 1922 and till the middle of 192.~. I pas!>ed
through severe physical stress and strain. which, I am con·
vinced, was the cause of my tuberculosis. In 1923-1924.
Captain B. G. Malia, 1.M.S., Superintendent, Dacca Central
Jail, had diagnosed my illness and got me removed from the
'Six Cells' to a room with many doors. But he did not let
me know of my illness. But once when I met him outside
jail. he told me that he had diagnosed my illness in Dacca
Central Jail.
for one night. in July. 1924, I was kept confined alone
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a small building in Rae-Bareli Jail. There was only one
with me. The warder was somewhere near by. I had
a ,light fit of cough, and a lot of blood came out of my mouth.
There being no spittoon, I spat out the entire blood on the
fhwr. As in all other jails in the United Provinces (Uttar
Pradesh) the floor of this jail was of mud. In the morning,
ttw docror, a sub-assistant surg~on, came and scraped away
L'' crything about the floor. Later in the morning, Dr. D. K.
\tu~herji, the Superintendent came. He was also the Civil
Sur!!con of the district of Rae-Bareli. My gum was very bad
v. nh pyorrhoea. The doctor said that the blood was from the
gum. I had nothing more to do on my part, but Dr. Mukherje
~·n4uirrd about me and from time to time examined me. I
~·.,ulJ know nothing about what reports he was sending in
1hc n1canwhile. He came one day and told me that I would
ht.:' ~cnt at government expense to the District Jail in Almora,
.1 lull station, which people found too expensive to visit, and
hl'. ad\ ised me to take as much nourishment as possible.
On the day of my arrival in Almora, the entry 'incipient
11ilwrrnlo~is' was made for the first time in my history ticket.
·\lmora Jail was situated on a high hill. I climbed up to that
height supportt~d by the sepoys. The morning after my arrival
111 Almora Jail, a letter came from the Government of India
• 1 rdl·ring my unconditional release on medical grounds. As
t.~r a!'. I can recollect, the date was September 12. 1925.
I had no previous knowledge of what notes were exchanged about me in Government circles. The National Archives
ha\'ing been opened recently to the general public, I have
found some documents. They are reproduced below:
111

~llllVict

No. 61
(To be submitted in Duplicate)
Statement of [?] prisoner recommended for release on
an·ount of bodily infirmity, from the District Jail at RaeBareli.
·

J "''-

FORM

1·

Name of Prisoner-Muzaffar Ahmad No. 6575 (Bolshevik Prisoner).
·
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2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

Sex-Male, Age 31 years.
Caste and profession-Bengali (Musalman) Journalis.
Crime-121-A l.P.C.
Sentence and date-4 years R.I. on 20.5.1924.
By what authority passed-Sessions Judge Cawnpore.
Unexpired period-2 years 9 months 12 days.
Nature of complaint in consequence of which release i:-.
recommended, and a brief history of the disease-Incipient
Tuberculosis.
Since his admission into the jail on 5. 7. 1924* he has been
slowly losing health and for the last two months the decline
has been rather rapid. For the last fortnight he has been getting
an irregular type of fever: his weight when he came in wa~
95 lbs** which had gone down to 81 lbs. and he has been
reduced to bone and skin. I am of opinion that he has be~n
suffering from Incipient Tuberculosis.
9. Declaration of the Surgeon: certified that(a) the disease is likely to prove fatal if the prisoner
remains in prison:
( b) there is a reasonable chance of recovery if the prisoner
is released;
(c) the disease has not been produced or aggravated by
any wilful act on the part of the prisoner.
Sdl- D. K. Mukherji.
Officer in Medical Charge of Jail.
I 0. Opinon and remarks by Officer in Charge of Jaill
(No. 1153)
Dated 7th August, 1925.
Release recommended and submitted to the Inspector
General of Prisons, United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.
for necessary action.
• Rae-Bareli Jail on 8th July, 1924, (M.A.)
••My weight was 112 lbs. when I was admitted into Kanpur Jail (M.A.)
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The Medical Officer recommends the releas~ and certifies
conditions (a). (b) and ( c ).
I Ye1;, he has relatives to look after him if released.

Sd/- D. K. Mukherji,
Superintendent of Jail.
II Remarks and recommendation by Inspector General of
Prisons.
So. I 868 l/E38

l>ated Lucknow. 8.8. 1925.
Reference this office D. 0. No. 2518/31. 7. 25.
Submitted to the Deputy Secretary to Government, United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh, Judicial <Criminal) Department,
with the remark that the prisoner may be released. his weight
ha.., fallen and the Superintendent reports that he is losing
h1·alth rapidly.
Sdl- Illegible
Lt. Col. l.M.S.
Offg. Inspector General of Prisons,
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.
No. 5097

From
J. R. W. Bennett, Esqr., l.C.S.

Deputy Secretary lo the Government
United Provinces.

To
The Secretary to the Government of India
Home Department (Political).
Dated NainitaJ, August 3 J, J925.
Subject: Proposed release on medical grounds of Prisoner
~bzaffar Ahmad of the Bolshevik Conspiracy Case.
·
Judicial (Criminal) Department.
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Sir,
I am directed to refer to the correspondence ending with
the Home Department letter No. D.-1613/25-Poll., dated July
13, 1925, and to forward for the orders of the Government
oflndia the roll of prisoner Muzaffar Ahmad No. 6575 convicted in the Bolshevik Conspiracy Case who is at present
con-fined at the District Jail at Rae-Bareili.
2.

It will be observed that the prisoner i!I suffering from
incipient tuberculosis and has been slowly losing weight
since his admission into the Rae-Bareli Jail on July 5. *
1924. During the last two months his decline is reported
to have been rather rapid. His weight which on admission
was 95 lbs. is now only 81 lbs. and he has lately bel!n
suffering from irregular attacks of fever.

3.

As consumption of this type is often fatal and the patient
may sink rapidly the Governpr in Council recommend . .
that the Government of India my be moved to sanction
the release of Muzaffar Ahmad as early as possihk.
Pending the receipt of the orders of the Government of
India the Governor in Council has directed the transfer
of the prisoner from the Rae-Bareli to the Almora
District Jail.
I have the honour to be,
Sir.
Your most obedient servant.
Sd/- J. R. W. Bennett,
Deputy Secretary.
Telegram/Express.

• July 8. 1925 (M.A.)
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No. 1-278/25.

Political Branch: Dated 5th September, 1925.

To
UPAO NAINITAL

Your letter 5097. dated 31st August, Government
of India agree to release Muzaffar Ahmad.
I should like the Home Department to see Ps/2, 7 and I 0
t1fthc file in regard to the recent activities of Muzaffar Ahmad,
1>ne of the convicts in the Cawnpore conspiracy Case, who
"a~ released last year on medical grounds of ill-health.
From the U.P. letter (P.U.C.) it appears that Muzaffar
Ahmad was released unconditionally, and presumably therfore.
hL' violated no undertaking by again taking a prominent part
in Communist activities. At the same time, the fact that a man
like Muzaffar Ahmad can with impunity resume his old way
almo"t immediately on the top of his release cannot but
lea\'\: an unfrotunatc impression on the public mind. The
rudgmcnt in the Cawnpore Conspiracy Case-especially
that of the Allahabad High Court-was of the greatest
~t:t \'iL·~ to the Government in that it convinced those mem1ll!t s of the public who were open to conviction of the
tL·ahty and of the potential danger of Bolshevik intrigues
111 India Now, however, they see that Muzaffar Ahmad
j., agam out of the jail, and although it was only a short
timt' ago that he was sentenced, is again openly flaunting
han!-.df as an active Communist. Under these circumstanct''· the public can hardly be blamed if they make up their
mind~ that the Government do not take a serious view of
act1\'ities of the kind that earned Muzaffar Ahmad and his
fellow plotters their punishment. If any such impression
~\'l!re to arise, it would be in every way unfortunate. If it
1"' a fact that Muzaffar Ahmad was released absolutely
unconditionally, his speedy return to his old courses points
the moral that men of his kind should never be released
except on strictest conditions of continued good behaviour.
If M1.1zatfar Ahmad is sufficiently restored to health to be
able to do what he is reported t~ be doing, proper place
18
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for him is in jail, and it is unfortunate that the condition,
of this release preclude us from sending him back there.
Sdl- D. Petric

20. I. 26
Let me see our papers about Muzaffar Ahmad's release.
Sdl- J. Crerar
21. I. 26
In their letter da~ed the JI st August, 1925 the U.P. Government recommended the release of Muzaffar Ahmad in view
of the state of his health caused by incipient tuberculosis and
Government oflndia merely conveyed by telegram their sanction
to the proposal.
Sdl- J. Men.

22. t. 2<>
D. I. B. should see the pp. I regret they were not shown
to him at the time. In such cases in future the alternative of.
conditional suspension or remission should be examined. The
difficulty of course is that the conditions must under the law
be accepted by the prisoner. In the(>resent case there was little
change of this and the medical reports indicated that he should
be released at once.
Sdl- J. Crerar
25. t. 26
As a matter of fact, I was shown the Home Department
papers about the actual release of Muzaffar Ahmad, but I was
not aware whether it was conditional or unconditional. It i!>
of course, correct that any condition of release must be
accepted by the prisoner, but I would strongly recommend that
in such future cases the alternative of conditional suspension
or remission be examined, as is proposed in Secretary's note.
I fancy we should have more acceptance than refusals.
In this particular case Muzaffar Ahmad has made us look
rather foolish. What is more, he seems to be back in the
movement again "With bot~ feet."
Sdl- D. Petrie
27.1.26
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What did David Petrie want? Did he want me to perish
<ttler my release? I was unable io oblige him. A man is born
unly once. Who, therefore, does not want to live. Even today,
nn the wrong side of eighty, I have not lost my desire to live.
Sir David Petrie perhaps is dead.
After my release from jail, I stayed in Almora for
mnie than three months. There was some improvement in
my health. From Almora I returned to Calcutta on January
2. I 926, via Oehra Dun (where I went to see Usmani) and
Kanpur and laid my bed straight on the floor of the office of
th~ Workers' and Peasants' Party (then called the LabourSwaraj Party) on the second store) of the building "at 37
Harrison Road. On January 20. David Petrie, submitted a
n:pnrt about my getting back into the movement "With both
fret" to Mr Crerar, Home Secretary to the Government of
lrdia. Reading these old files now, I am led to wonder what
I mi~ht have done in the course of two weeks to upset Petrie
o,;o much. I wanted to see this file, but my friends have not
ht'l'll able to trace it. I fell ill frequently in I 926. Besides,
h) having me under surveillance, Mr Petrie and company
l.:'ntin:ly poisoned my political life. His hired agent, Janakirra~a<l Bagerhatta, even became Secretary of the Communist
Party of India. He was found out by us afterwards. I heard
rccl·ntly that he had died.

~

The Peshwar Conspiracy Cases
(1921-1924)*

Between 1921 and 1924 there were four successive Communist Conspiracy Cases in Peshawar. Another Conspiracy Case
was held in 1927. All these cases were launched under Sec.121A of the Indian Penal Code. It was in Peshawar that the
conspiracy cases against the Communists began. Everybody
knows that Peshawar at that time was Indian territory.
Before anything is said about these cases, it is necessary
to describe briefly something of their background. In the last
century or at the beginning of thctlJresent one in India tho'ie
who ventured to bring about a political revolution in the
country tried to proceed towards their goal along the path of
religious practice. Hence. every believer who ventured on the
path of revolution sought to establish the hegemony of his
own faith. The Muslim Wahabis revolted against the rule of
the Sikhs and the British. They wanted the restoration of the
Muslim rule. They called their war the Jihad, i.e. holy war.
The Namadhari Sikhs of the Punjab revolted against the
British with the cry ..The Khalsas, and none else. shall rule.''
Bankimchandra' s Anandamath, a work filled with hatred against the Muslims, provided inspiration to the terrorist revolutionaries of Bengal. Their philosophy of revolution was the
philosophy of Anandamath. Chapekar Brothers of Poona made
it their mission to remove the obstacles to the Hindu religion.
They formed a revolutionary organization with the name
•Excerpts from : Muzaffar Ahmad's Memoirs : "Myself and the Com·
munist Par\V llf India", pages 152-197
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·socit•ty for the removal of obstacles to the Hindu Religion.'
They Killed British officials also. Aurobindo Ghosh sought
to attain revolutionary success through the practice of religion
by founding the 'Bhawani Mandir' (Temple of Bhawani).
Religious inspiration was not lack~ng also in the preparations
for the anti-British revolution in our country. As for the
foilowers of Islam, they did not live within the borders of
India only. Among them, there was a sense of international
brotherhood. The basis of this, of course, was not class : it
was rl'ligion.

Tht' Fugitive Students of Lahore
In rcbruary, 1915, fifteen revolutionary Muslim students from
different colleges in Lahore crossed the north-western frontier
of !nc.lia and went first into the territories of the independent tribes ; from there they went to Kabul. World War I was
111 progress then. and the frontiers of our country, particularly
1lw north-western frontier, were strongly fortified. In spite of
ttm. however. the revolutionary students succeeded in crossi1~g the frontier. They were not the only ones to cross the
!ronricr. Maulavi Obeidullah Sindhi also crossed the frontier.
Whether he preceded the students or followed them is not
known to me. It should however be mentioned here that it was
~'laulavi Obeidullah Sindhi who instilled re"olutionary
•nspirarion to the students of Lahore to leave the ,..ountry. He
might have done this himself or through his favourite student.
l\hwaja Abdul Hai. Khwaja Sahib was a revolutionary,
although, to all appearance, he pursued the vocations of
.1ournalism and teaching.
The fifteen students, referred above, came to be known later
as 'fugitive' students or 'mujahid' students. The word 'jihad'
means holy war. Those who fight holy wars are called mujahids.
The mission of the fugitive students was to make war against
British rule, across the frontier, if possible; if not. by fighting
on the side of Turkey. The Turks were already waging war
t.pon the British. Moreover, the Sultan of Turkey was the
Khalifa of the entire Muslim world. But the students along
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with Maulavi Obeidullah were taken prisoners as soon as they
reached Kabul. They were put not in chains exactly bur kept
under surveillance.
During World War I Germany and Turkey sent a 'mission' with the object of discussing with the Afghan Government matters connected with India. Raja Mahendra Pratap and
Mau la vi Barkatullah were members of this mission. The TurkoGerman mission reached Kabul on October 2, 1915. From
Mahendra Pratap' s autobiography we come to know that during
their talks with Amir Habibullah Khan he told the Amir about
Maulavi Obeidullah Sindhi and the fugitive students of Lahore
were being kept under surveillance. Two Sikhs had been put
in chains and thrown into prison. They had been accused in
connection with some bomb case in India and somehow escaped
to Afghanistan. Raja Mahendra Pratap brought their case also
to the knowledge of the Amir. The Amir immediately ordered
that Maulavi Obeidullah Sindhi and the students be released
and made state guests. The two Sikh prisoners also were
released.
I am giving the names of some of the fifteen fugitive
students from different colleges in Lahore :
(I) Khushi Muhammad
(2) Abdul Hamid
(3) Zafar Hassan
(4) Allah Nawaz
(5) Abdul Bari
(6) Muhammad Abdullah
(7) Abdur Rahman
(8) Abdur Rashid

Rahamat Ali
( 10) Abdul Majid (Kohat)
I have not been able to ascertain the names of the remaining
five students. I have gathered.that the students engaged themselves not in holy war abroad. but in waging war upon British
11nperiali!'om.
(9)
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•·ormation of A Provisional
Indian Government in Kabul
A provisional Indian Government was formed in Kabul on·
l)ccember, I, 1915, with Raja Mahendra Pratap as President
and Maulavi Barkatullah as Prime Minister. Maulavi Obeidullah Sindhi was appointed its Home Minister. The fugitive
,tudents of Lahore also joined this provisional government
in various capacities. In his My Life Story of Fifty-Five Years
Mahendra Pratap writes of having done something that
,eems very strange to us, although he describes it as an
ori~inal idea. As President of the Provisional Indian Govt•rnment he sent to the Tsar of Russia a letter inscribed on
a thick sheet of gold. Maulavi Barkatullah and Maulavi
Oheidullah helped him in drafting this letter. It will be no
news to say that in the letter the Tsar was solicited to help
in the winning of Indian Independence. But Russia was
Rritain"s ally in the war, while Raja Mahendra Pratap and
Im friends were bound by an agreement with Germany.
Mahcndra Pratap sent this letter against the desire of Dr. Von
Hentig of the German Mission. As it was not possible to send
rhe letter to St. Petersburg, the Tsarist capital, in the midst
of a war, it was sent to the Tsar's Governor-General in
Tashkent. Muhammad Ali & Shamser Singh carried the
ll·1ter. Muhammad Ali was Khusi Muhammad, the fugitive
o;1udcnt from Labore Medical College, and Shamser Singh
, ....1, the alias of Dr. Mathura Singh. Although the letter had
l"•l!-it so much in gold, no satisfactory reply was received ;
11 wall, however, most fortunate that the bearers of the
kttcr--both of them- could return alive to Kabul. But
Mahendra Pratap did not stop at this. He sent two messengers
again with a letter addressed to the Tsar' s Governor-General
in Ta!-ihkcnt. The messengers never came back to Kabul. They
\\ere arrested by the Tsarist Government and turned over to
the British force occupying Iran, where they were shot dead.
In his book Mahendra Pratap has recorded only the fact of
·:ending the letter inscribed on a sheet of gold. As for the
other items of information, I have gathered them from Dr.
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Devendra Kaushik's article Indian Revolutionaries in Soviet
Asia (link, New Delhi, January 26, 1966).
Among the fugitive students of Lahore, Allah Nawaz
probably became an Afghan citizen. He was appointed
Afghanistan's Minister in Berlin. In his book Mahendra
Pratap writes, "Mr. Allah Nawaz is Afghanistan's Minister
in Berlin." I do not know exactly how many of the fugitive
students joined the Communist movement. Abdul Hamid of
Lahore Medical College was admitted to the Communist
University of the Toilers of the East and studied there. In
1922 he was returning along with others to India but could
not proceed farther than the Pamir. It is learnt from old police
reports that he returned to India in 1926 and was also prosecuted in Peshawar. He was sentenced to one year's rigorou"
imprisonment but on appeal the sentence was set aside by
the higher court. He did not return perhaps to politics afterwards or he might have pursued som; safe kind of politics.
We did not hear of him again. Among the fugitive students,
Khushi Muhammad and Rahamat Ali earned much prominence in the Communist movement abroad. I shall introduce
them briefly here.

About Muhammad Ali
In police records Khushi Muhammad has many aliases, e.g.
Muhammad Ali, Sipassi. Ibrahim and Dr. Nayar. His home
was in Nawanshahr, a town in the district of Jullundur in the
Punjab. His father's name was Jan Muhammad. I shall use
the most widely known of Khusi Muhammad's namesMuhammad Ali. He passed the F.Sc. Examination of the
Punjab University from Lahore Government College and entered Lahore Medical College. While studying there, he left
India along with fourteen other students in February, 1915.
I have already said that they were (jescribed as 'fugitive' and
'mujahid' students in the police reports. In World War I Britain was Russia• s ally. It was, therefore, a most adventurist
st~p to invite the Tsar of Russia, Britian's ally. to fight the
811t:sh and send Muhamad Ali and Shamser Singh (Or.
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Mathura Singh) on this mission exposing them to risks at
every step. Still Muhamhad Ali and Shamser Singh proceeded with courage on this mission. In J 9 J9, at the time
of the Third Afghan War, Muhamhad Ali was found carrying
on anti-British propaganda in the territories of the independent tribes on the Indian frontier. There is no doubt also that
he turned toward!- Communism after the October Revolution
1)f I 917. but the exact time of this development is not known
10

me.

From Afghanistan to the whole of Western Europe
Muhammad Ali went everywhere on missions of the Communist Party of India and the Communist International.
Muhammad Ali was one of the three members constituting
rhe Foreign Bureau of the Communist Party of India, which
had its headquarters in Paris. The other two members were
Manabendranath Roy and Clemens Palme Dutt. As Muhammad Ali stayed at the headquarters, it was mainly he who
Jirected the work of the Foreign Bureau.
Muhammad Ali made many attempts to return to India to
do secret organizational work but he failed completely. He
managed to reach Pondicherry by a French Ship in J924. But
the French Government made his stay there extremely difficu It. The police kept him surrounded day and night in such
a way that all his efforts to enter India failed. He had to sail
for Antwerp by the next ship under orders from the French
Government. Amanullah' s Afghan Government expelled him
from Afghanistan along with Maulavi Obeidullah Sindhi and
many others. After that, he worked at the headquarters of the
Communist International.and stayed in Western Europe most
ot the time on party work. I have already mentioned that he
stayed in Paris as a memeber of the Foreign Bureau of the
Communist Party of India. When Hitler's army occupied Paris,
Muhammad Ali was there. There were in Paris at the time some
faint-hearted Indians, who saved their own skins by becoming
overnight propagandists for Hitler. But Muhammad Ali
absolutely refused to become Hitler's propaganadist and was
consequently shot dead by Hitler's soldiers. This news
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appeared in Indian newspapers at the time. It attracted my
attention particularly, because I knew about Muhammad Ali.
In another town of India it attracted the attention of Ajodhyaprasad also, who knew Muhammad Ali personally. Muhammad Ali had a Rumanian wife, who bore him a daughter. We
have not been able to know whither they went. It is strange
that Clemens Palme Dutt, a comrade of Muhammad Alis does
not possess any information about him.

aahamat Ali alias Zakaria
Among the fugitive students, Rahamat Ali earned prominence
in the Communist movement second only to that earned by
Muhammad Ali. In the police reports his name appears as
Rahamat Ali alias Zakariah alias Ibrahim Yahiyaalias Goorlack,
etc. To our comrades abroad Rahamat Ali was well known
particularly as Zakaria. His home was in the district of Gujranwalla
in the Punjab.
/
Zakaria was also a member of the Provisional Indian Government formed in Kabul and also one of those who were
expelled form Afghanistan by Amanullah. I do not know when
he first turned towards Communism, but, according to information gathered by Dr. Devendra Kaushik from old Soviet
journals, which he studied for his article in Link, Zakaria
addressed the Third Congress of the Turkestan Communist
Party, held in Tashkent on 9 June, 1919, and his speech was
greeted by the delegates with the slogan 'Long Live India'.
This happened a year before Manabendranath Roy's first visit
to Moscow. Zakaria was certainly not present in Tashkent
when, on Roy's initiative, the Communist Party of India was
formed there. Had he been there, he would have been, like
Muhammad Ali, one of the founder-members of the Party.
However, like Muhammad Ali, he had declared himself a
Communist much earlier. In 1923 Zakaria stayed at different
places in Iran in connection with the work of the Communist
Party of India. In December of that year he was found working
i11 the Eastern Section of the Communist International. In
P ~rlin also he was engaged in doing work for our Party. I do
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not clearly know when, subsequently, he got into Sorbonne
University and studied there. But sometime in early 1930s he
was conferred with a Doctorate of Sorbonne University. His
thc!.i!' the Hindu-Muslim Problems through Marxist Eyes has
heen published as a book in French.
If he is living, Dr Rahamat Ali alias Zakaria would now
( 1968) be sixty-eight or sixty-nine years of age. S. A. Dange
wrote to me in a letter that Dr. Rahamat Ali had met him
in a hotel in Paris in 1946 and had requested him to visit
his place and meet his children. Uange wrote further that
he gave some pecuniary help to Dr. Rahamat Ali but that
wa~ not enough for his needs-which means that Dr. Rahamat
Ali wa~ in an extremely bad situation in 1946. We have no
information about what he was doing or where he was staying
rn France under Fascist occupation. We do not also know
whether he joined the Communist Party of France or not.
Hijrat and Muhajirs
n,,daration of independece for Afghanistan-First Muhajirs
111

Kabul.

The Hijrat movement originated from the Khilafat movement During World War I the Prime Minister of Britain
1'arnestly sought help from the Indian Muslims. Ht', therefore,
111ade a pledge to them.
The pledges given by Llyod George declared unequivocally
in these words : "Nor are we fighting to deprive Turkey of
the rich and renowned lands of Asia Minor and Thrace which
are predominantly Turkish in race." (The History ofrhe Indian
National Congress, Vol. I. p. 139). The Muslims, however,
were asking for the entire Arabian peninsula. Led by Maulana
Muhammad Ali, editor of Comrade. a Khilafat deputation
went to London in the beginning of March, 1920. But Lloyd
George did not fulfil his pledge. In April, 1920, as soon as
the r.ews reached India, a powerful Hijrat movement broke
out. The Khilafat deputation was still in London.
Declaration of Independence for Afghanistan
Hijrat is an Arabic word and means going into self-exile to
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escape persecution. The self-exiled person is called a muhajir.
The plural of muhajir is muhajirin. As these words are
connected with a special event, their spelling and pronunciation should be remembered. I do not think it is a very
difficult thing to remember them. It is, therefore, strange that
even a man like Manabendranath Roy should write muhajtr
as mujahir. The breach of pledge by the British Prime Minister
gave rise immediately to the campaign that India was no
longer a fit country for the Muslims to live in, and, the
Muslims, therefore, should leave the country. At this time
Badshah Amanullah Khan with all the prestige of his office
made the announcement that he would accommodate the
Indian muhajirs in Afghanistan. He had previously been a
British pensioner. The Soviet Government in Russia was th~
first to accept Afghanistan as a fully independent country.
The Third Anglo-Afghan War broke out in April-may. 1919.
Although, at the request of Afghani¥an armistice had been
declared on May 14, 1919. Afghanistan was recognised a1;
a fully independent state by the British in the peace treaty
signed by them on August 8. 1919, at Rawalpindi. The
British also agreed not to interfere in any way in the foreign
policy of Afghanistan. The treaty was ratified finally on
November 22, 1921 at Mussoorie.

First Muhajirs in Kabul
The exodus of the Muslims started in April , 1920. Most of
those who sold their lands, estates, houses and properties and
left the country were the Muslims of Sind and North-West
Frontier Province. Next to them in number came the Muslims
of the Punjab; a small number came from other provinces too.
In his History of the Indian National Congress (Vol. I. p. 199)
Pattabhi Sitaramayya writes that 18,000 Muslims left the
country during this period. I have.already written about Rafiq
Ahmad of Bhopal. He says that it was his party along with
a number of other muhajirs who arrived first in Kabul on May
l, 1920 or thereabouts. But Rafiq Ahmad's statement that
~.!oammad Akbar Khan also arrived on the following day does
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not seem to be correct ; for it is recorded otherwise in the
judgement (31 May, 1922) delivered in the case against
Akbar Khan :
"He (Muhammad Akbar Khan) was at home in Haripur in
June, 1920. when the Hijrat movement was at its height."
We should try to record the correct information as far as
possible. I have, therefore, reproduced this brief extract from
the judgement in Akbar Khan's case.
Jt is a fact that some muhajirs left India, a land dominated
hy the British and the Christians, m order to settle in the
Muslim state of Afghanistan. Many of the young and educated
11111hajirs, probably a majority of them, wanted to go to Anatolia and fight on the side of Turkey. Even among these young
men many changed their opinions subsequently. We can cite
the e:xample of Shaukat Usmani. His real name was Mowla
Baksh. Mowla Baksh means 'Allah's gift'. But the name
Shaukat Usmani which he assumed at the time of his departure
from India means 'the Glory of Usmania'. Everybody knows
that the Turkish Empire was called Usmanian empire after the
name of ancestor Usman. Among the yoamg and educated
muhajirs, there were a few who wanted to go abroad anyhow
and to explore whether anything could be done against the
British from outside.I have elsewhere written that at Maulavi
AbdJr Rab's request some of the educated young men, immediately after their arrival in Kabul, got ready to go to the
Soviet Union, the land of revolution. This clearly shows that
not all these young men had left India with a particu1ar pass ton
for visiting Anatolia. Through Abdur Rab they also sought
permission from the Badshah to go to the Soviet Union, but
the Badshah did not grant their prayer.
After this, the educated muhajirs submitted a joint petition
to Badshah Amanullah Khan seeking his permission to go t.o
Anatolia. At first, Amanullah Khan procrastinated in communicating his decision. But permission was granted when the
muhajirs announced that if they did not get passports from
the Badshah they would leave even without passports. The
~ducated muhajirs who were staying at Zablus Siraj divided
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themselv~s

in two groups, and Muhammad Akbar Khan and
Muhammad Jan were elected their respective leaders. Muhammad Akbar Khan hailed from Haripur in the district of
Hazara. He was well versed in both English and Persian. He
was twenty-five or twenty-six years of age. Muhammad Jan
was a native of Peshawar. The fist to leave via Mazar-i-Sharif
was a caravan of eighty people under the leadership of Muhammad Akbar Khan. Shaukat Usmani writes that they reached
Patakesar in a little less than three weeks after a very arduous
journey of three hundred miles across the Hindu Kush. The
Amu Daria (Oxus) strikes the plain there. In his judgement
in the case against Muhammad Akbar Khan and others J.H.R.
Fraser, Sessions Judge of Peshwar, describes Patakesar as
Bolshevik territory. Shaukat Usmani has written that Patakesar
is situated within the Afghan border. Across the river there
is Termez, a Soviet town. Usmani was right. Termez was at
that time a town in the Republic of Turkestan. It has now been
incorporated into Republic of Uzbikistan.
In his judgement Judge Fraser recorded one fact which
has not been mentioned by either Rafiq Ahmad or Shaukat
Usmani. He has written that on reaching Patakesar the muhajirs
became suspicious of Muhammad Akbar Khan and Abdul
Qayuum of Peshawar. They thought that it would be dangerous
for them to enter the Soviet Union in the company of these
two persons. According to the Judge, it was in Patakesar that
Muhammad Akbar Khan's leadership had almost ended.
Akbar Khan came from a family of risaldars. In the social
set-up prevailing at that time a family like this was-and
probably even now is-aristocratic and wealthy. Hafeezullah,
Akbar Khan's father, had been in the C.l.D. at one time. It
had been his duty to collect information about the rebellious
Muslim colonies of Chamarkand (not Samark~nd) and Samas ta.
But these places were situat~d in the territories of the
independent tribes between India and Afghanistan. According
to the Government records, Akbar Khan was once asked to
collect a bomb from Samasta which he did. It was a bomb
;,f the Chamarkand type which was also thrown at the
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Rawalpindi station. It is difficult to undertsand to which side
Hafeezullah really belonged. Why did the rebels give him the
bomb? Who knows whether the bomb used at the Rawalpindi
~tat ion was supplied by him? Any way, Muhammad Akbar
Khan's leadership over the ca~avan of the muhajirs did not
end at Patakesar ; it was maintained till the caravan reached
Tash-kent. The Judge's statement that Abdul Qayuum was a
Deputy Superintendent of Police in Lahore is also wrong. It
i .... of course, true that his father Khan Bahadur Abdul Hakim
Khan was a Deputy Superintendent of the C.l.D. of Lahore.
It wa~ because of his father that Abdul Qayuum was regarded
with suspicion. Abdul Qayuum, however, did not return to
India ; he became a Soviet citizen. He married a Russian girl
a11d served in the Soviet Union. He is no longer alive. Some
tmu.· back when Rafiq Ahmad visited the Soviet Union, Abdul
Qayuum's daughter was brought to meet him.
i\ny way. about eighty or so muhajirs reached Termez by
.:ro!ising the Amu Daria at Patakesar. The Soviet authorities
g:.t\ e them a huge reception there and made excellent arrangement!! for their board and lodgings. Tired and exhausted by
their journey across the Hindu Kush, the muhajirs found real
re~t in Termez. At that time the Turkomans in that region were
m r~volt under the leadership of the Basmachis and had pulled
up the railway line at some places. The Basmachis were the
rich peasants and feudal landlords of Turkestan and used to
loot and pillage. 'Basmachi' is an Uzbek word, meaning
'robber'. The British were behind them, supplying them with
arms and money. Temporarily, Termez lay cut off from the
rest of the Soviet territory, and on account of the dangers on
the way the Soviet authorities requested the muahjirs to wait
at Termez and leave by steamer when it came. More than fifty
per cent of the muhajfrs in the first caravan were eager to go
to Anatolia and to fight shoulder to shoulder with the Turks
and they could not brook any further delay. They proposed
that two indigenous boats be procured for them by which they
would travel to Chardozo railway station. From there they
would travel by train to Kransnovodsk and by ship to Balm.
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Arrangements were made accordingly. The muhajirs were
going by boat towards Kirkee when from the bank of the
river the Turkomans invited them. They said, "Brother Muslims,
you are tired and exhausted. Come, rest for a w.~ile with us!"
Some of the muhajirs warned, "Don't steer th't boat to the
bank. It might be dangerous!" ··why not?" said others, "Since
they are inviting us!" But when the muhajirs alighted on the
bank, they were surrounded and then searched for fire-arms.
When no fire-arms were found on them, they were made to
run and beaten simultaneously. A Turk had joined the muhajirs
at Mazar-i-Sharif. One of their companions named Sarfaraz
had left them on the way. The muhajirs, therefore, had taken
the Turk with them under the name of Sarfaraz, because the
passport issued by the Afghanistan Government had been
made out in his name. The presence of the Turk proved useful
for the muhajirs. He acted as an interpreter between the
muhajirs and the Turkomans. Ultimately, the elders among
the Turkomans sat in council to deciJe the fate of the muhajirs
and all the muhajirs were sentenced to death. The order to
shoot them had already been given when an old man came
rushing on horse back. He said, .. Passports issued by the
Afghan Government have been found on the prisoners. If they
are executed, the Afghan Government will hold us responsible and might even attack our territory. Therefore, instead
of killing them, let us keep them in prison." We can see from
Rafiq Ahmad's statement that, thanks to the passports of the
Afghan Government, the muhajirs were saved. Then one day
the Turkomans heard the boom of the Red Army's cannon
and fled, leaving their prisoners behind. The muhajirs were
given shelter in Kirkee fort where they found everything
arranged for them and there they waited for the steamer to
take them to Chardozo. In the meantime the Turkomans had
returned with a large armed forpe and beseiged Kirkee fort.
When the Red Army was about to counter-attack, the Indian
muhajirs also approached the Commander for arms. They
said that they would fight the Turkoman counter-revolution:-ries. They were given arms and defended the river bank from
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the trenches. That the muhajirs of our country fought shoulto shoulder with the Red Army against the counterrr:rnlutionaries will remain a matter of pride for us in history.
Rewgnition of this has, at last, come from the Supreme
So\'ict on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the
Russian Revolution. They have decorated Rafiq Ahmad of
Bhopal. one of he muhajir combatants at Kirkee fort, with
the ··Medal for Combatant .. for his valour in fighting against
thl· counter-revolutionaries in Central Aisa in the latter
half of 1920. It is as the representative of his comrades that
Rafiq Ahmad has received this medal of honour for fighting
<1gainsl the counter-revolutionaries. Many of them are not
ltviug today.
Aftt'r the rout of the Turkoman counter-revolutionaries. the
Indian muhajirs went by steamer from Kirkee to Chardozo
\' here they got a huge reception. Some had thought that after
th~ muhajirs' experience of -being arrested by the Turkomans
and nearly dying at their hands and the way they had taken
up arms at Kirkee, none of them would want to go any more
Iv Anatolia. especially when some of the muhajirs arrested
b; the Turkomans, did not come back again. But at Chardozo
11 was found that about a half of the muhajirs were stil1 firm
rn their resolution to go to Anatolia. They left by train for
Baku via Krasnovodsk. The Turkish officers were recruiting
Turkish soldiers also in Baku at that time, and the Soviet
Government was giving them all facilities. The rest of the
muhajirs from Kirkee went to Tashkent. It was these muhajirs
who joined the military school in Tashkent, it was these
muhajirs who went to Moscow and studied in the Communist
University of the Toiling East after the military school in
Task.bent had been closed down, it was also these muhajirs
who joined the Communist Party of India in Tashkent and
Moscow. While men from other caravans also participated in
these activities to some extent or other, the largest number
of participants, we find, came from the caravan led by Muhammad Akbar Khan. Those from this caravan who had gone
to Baku had to return frustrated. The Turks did not trust them
dd
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and allow them to join the army. They treated many other
Indian muhajirs also in the same manner.
The first course of study at the Communist University was
not a very extensive one. After the course had be?n completed,
it was sugge~ted that the members of the Communist Part}
of India should return to their country and start building the
Party. Attemps were made to send them by various routes.
It was decided that they sould go in batches of at least two
; so everyone was asked to select a companion. As his companion Shaukat Usmani selected Masood Ali Shah, Mir Abdul
Majid selected Firozuddin Mansur, and Rafiq Ahmed selected
Habib Ahmad Nasim. Gauhar Rahman Khan and Muhammad
Akabar Shah together formed a group. Shaukat Usmani and
Masood Ali Shah had obtained Iranian passports; and so had
Akbar Shah and Gauhar Rahaman. They-four of them-returned
to India through Persia in batches of two. As for the other~.
no arrangement had previously belift made for their passage
through Afghanistan, now their passage through Persia too
could not be arranged. So ten of them decided to go to India
across the Pamir, an almost impossible enterprise but then:
was no alternative. The names of these ten are :
(I) Mir Abdul Majid (Lahore)
(2) Firozuddin Mansure (Sheikhupura)
(3) Rafiq Ahmad (Bhopal)
(4) Habib Ahmad (Shahjahanpur)
(5) Abdul Qadir Seharai (Khan) (Peshawar)
(6) Fida Ali (Peshawar)
(7) Sultan Mahmud (Hazara)
(8) Saeed Ahmad Raz (Delhi)
(9) Abdul Hamid (Ludhiana District, one of the fugitive
students of 1915 from Lahore Medical College)
(10) Nizamuddin (fugitive from the army at Quetta)
The last station on the railway from Tashkent ·is Osh. The
railway goes across the valley of Ferghana. Samarkand, Khokand, Andijan. etc., lie on the way. According to Firozuddin.
their last halt on the railway was a station which was beyond
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And1jan but twenty miles behind Osh. After getting down
thae. they had to arrange for other modes of transport. From
thae they went to Gulcha, from Gulcha to Murghab and from
Murghab to Kharog. Kharog was the most important place in
the autonomous region of Gorni-Badakhshan in the republic
:,f Tajikistan. The Pamir lies within this region. The party
..:overed a distance of 350 miles from Osh in twenty stages.
While crossing the Altai, they suffered terrible hardships as
a n.~o;ult of snowfall. Snow fell very heavily when they enrnmped on the Karakul steppe. Fortunately, there was no
'now-fall at Kharog. They reached Kharog in the middle of
O..:tnher. There were 250/300 Russian soldiers with them.
These soldiers were being posted in place of those who were
to go on leave. In the list given above. the ten muhajirs have
!we11 divided in three batches. They were divided accordingly
.1ftcr their arrival at Kharog so that they could work convi::nil·ntly. First-named four, namely Mir Abdul Majid,
hrozuddin Mansur, Rafiq Ahmad and Habib Ahmad set out
fir..,t. They came via Ishkashim. A Shignani escorted them
~o lshkashim. From Ishkashim a local m~n escorted them
upto Nugsani pass. From there they went to Chitral. The part
of che Hindu Kush from Chitral to the Pamir is an extremely
diffcuh journey. Chitral also is a part of t)le Hindu Kush,
aftt!1· which the Himalayas begin. Our comrades crossed this
part of Afghanistan in secret at night ; otherwise they might
h:ive been found out.
Our comrades had planned that after reaching India they
would work underground as long as possible for the Party.
They entered the state of Chitral without attracting the notice
0 1 any frontier-gu&rd. On their way to the town, they met a
company of men. On being asked whither they were going,
the men answered that they were going to perform the haj.
It was learnt on further enquiry that they were bound for
Mazar-i-Sharif. Mazar-i-Sharif was a place ·known to our
comrades, "Well," they thought, "We too would say that we
are returning from Mazar-i-Sharif after performing the haj
there"· They were dressed like Mahammadan mendicants.
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As they were entering the city of Chitral, the people seeing
the clothes they were wearing, even gave them alms. The ruler
of the state of Chitral is called 'Mehtar'. Mehtar is a Persian
word ; it means 'chief'. We call mehtar (methor) those who
clear away dirt and garbage. We give people a pompous name
and get them to do the sweeper's job. This too is a form of
exploitation introduced by the social system of old times. To
resume my story, those four comrades met the M eh tar's private
secretary and informed him that they were returning after
performing the haj at Mazar-i-Sharif. In fact, the muhajirs had
visited Mazar-i-Sharif on their way to Turkestan. I had not
felt it necessary to say anything about this place then. Now
that the name of Mazar-i-Sharif has cropped up in the story
told by our four comrades of their perfoming the haj there.
it is necessy to give some account of the place.

Mazar-I-Sharif
Mazar-i-Sharif is the capital of Afghan Turkestan. The place
is sacred to a section of Muslims, particularly of the Shia
jamaat (community). For purposes of the haj a visit to Mazari-Sharif is for them the same thing as the visit to Mecca Sharif
is for other people. The ceremony of walking round he
mosque of the Kaaba and reading the Id prayer in a vast
congregation in an open space along with Muslims from all
over the world on a fixed day of the year is called the haj.
It is said that the grave of Ali, Muhammad's son-in-law and
cousin (son of his father's brother) and the fourth Khalifa
of the Muslim world, was 'discovered' at Mazar-i-Sarif.
Mazar means grave. How Ali's grave could be situated there
is difficult to say. Sultan Ali Mirza had his famous mosque
built there some time about 1420 A.O. Muslims of the Shia
community regard this mosque with great reverence. They
believe that the mosque is Ali's grave. The place was a
village formerly named Khayar. Later, it was caJled Khojakhyaran. Subsequently, between the twelfth and fourteenth
centuries, the grave of Ali was 'discovered' here and the
'discovery' it is said to have been proved. It is, however,
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difficult for me to understand how such proofs could be
obtained several centuries after Ali's death. During the first
half of the nineteenth century the place was referred to as
Mazar by travellers, but for a little over the last hundred
ytars. it has been called Mazar i-Sharif.
To pick up the thread of my story, the private secretary
sent a report to the Mehtar that four persons had come to
Ch1tral after having performed the haj at Mazar-i-Sharif. The
Mehtar ordered that each of them be given a joobba (clock)
and fifty rupees for food. Everything was proceeding well for
our comrades. A little more time and they would have disappeared, but Habib Ahmad's lack of self-control ruined
l'"c!'ything. There lay an English newspaper on the private
~erretary's table and Habib Ahmad felt terribly tempted. With
~real effort he was restraining himself. But at the last moment
hi~ patience gave way and he asked the private secretary
'A-heth~r he could glance over the paper just once. The private
~c1:r~tary was taken aback. He realized that these men were
not ~uslim dervishes (friars): may be he pondered also'What a dangerous thing I was going to do!" To our four
comrades he said, "You can leave now. But before you leave
Chitral, you just see the Agent of the India Government."
When they came out, they found themselves being watched
fr um afar by men in plain clothes. It was quite obvious to them
that they were under arrest. There were four of them: Mir
Abdul Majid, Rafiq Ahmed, Habib Ahmad and Ferozuddin
Mansur.
They were sent to Peshawar under police guard.
This is the story of he four of the ten muhajirs who reached
Kharog. There were three in the second batch : Abdul Qadir
Sehrai (Khan), Sultan Mahmud and Fida Ali. The lshkashim
Pass through which the previous party had come had become
covered with snow in the mean time. It was, therefore, decided
10 send them by way of Wakhan, and it took th.em four days
~y ~his route to reach Kalapanja, the last outpost of the
Soviet Union. After reaching the Afghan border, they journeyed for two nights across very steep ascents and came to
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the Borogil Pass, which was twelve thousand five hundred
feet above the sea level. Here the guide left them, after pointing out the snow covered route through the pass. In due time
they arrived at Chitral situated at the sout~m end of the
Borogil Pass. It was dawn and they entered Chitral, unnoticed
by anybody. They went of their own accord to the residence
of the Border Officer and surrendered. These three also were
sent to Peshawar under police guard.
The remaining three of the ten, Abdul Hamid, Saeed Ahmed
Raz and Nizamuddin, could not make the journey on that
occasion and returned to Moscow

The First Peshawar Conspiracy Case
This however is not the Moscow Conspiracy Case. Some have
referred to it as the Tashkent Conspiracy Case. It was, of
course, the first of the Peshawar conspiracy cases held in
connection with the Communist m()Yement. Repeated mcntiCln
has been made of Muhammad Akbar Khan. From Jablus Si raj
in Afghanistan he set out for Soviet Turkestan as leader of
a caravan of eighty muhajirs. I have already described the
hazards and hardships of the journey. He also joined the
Military School. Muhammad Akbar Khan was regarded wit!'!
respect in Tashkent also. Although I cannot remember to have
come across any mention of his name in Manabendranath
Roy's Memoirs. the evidence submitted in the case against
him proves that Muhammad Akbar Khan had free access to
Manabendranath Roy in Tashkent. Roy respected him.
Muhammad Akbar Khan did not go to Moscow ; he came
from Tashkent. Although he remained in Tashkent for a pretty
long time after the formation there of the Communist Party
of India, he did not join the Party. But he accepted the
programme of the Party. This is proved from the evidence
submitted in the conspiracy ~ase against him. On May 13.
1921, he was seen in Kabul on his way back to India. Of course.
he did not return to India immediately. He was also found in
Chamarkand, the colony of rebels, in the territory of the
independent tribes.
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The first batch among the muhajirs returning to India
r~ached Peshawar on June 3, 1921. After their return, these
muhajirs made statements, one after another, before the Peshawar
Jntdligence Branch. Many of them stated that Akbar Khan
\\'as pro-Bolshevik. This set the police and the Peshawar
lncdligence Bureau very much on the alert and they waited
for an opportunity to lay him by the heels. But they got no
wind of when and how he managed to enter India in the
meantime. Muhammad Akbar Khan had decided to buy and
install a printing press in the territory of the independent tribes
111 order to have our political literature printed there and
circulated in India. He purchased and sent too a printing press
tu the territory of the independent tribes. There were perhaps
'-•line accessories still to be sent, and it seems that he went
Ill Lahore in this connection. From the court documents it
appt.:ars that he established contact with some workers' unions,
·:~pecially press-workers' union, in Lahore. Muhammad Ali
i-.·a-; then staying in Kabul as a representative of the Communist
Party of India. Before leaving for India, Muhammad Akbar
Khan had in consultation with Muhammad Ali planned everything about the mode and nature of the work he was to
do in India. After his return to India, everything was also
prnceeding quite smoothly.

About Bahadur
The police, however, came to know that Muhammad Akbar
Khan had returned to India and met his father, Hafizullah
Khan. Subsequently on September 25, 1921, Muhammad Akbar
Khan and Bahadur. alleged to be his servant, were arrested
lln the far side of Shabe Kadar but within the district of
P~sha~ar. They were going to the territory of the independent
tribes across the frontier. Some information about Bahadur
is needed here. Bahadur introduced himself as a Tibetan: He
was engaged as a cook at Gilgit by a party o( pioneers who
went there to make a special survey of Kasbgar. He came
to India with this surveyors' party. Again, in 1919, he accompanied this party to Persia. In the middle of January.
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1920. he left the surveyors• party at Bazgaran and went over
to the Bolsheviks. Of course. this was the statement made
on behalf of the State in the case against Muhammad Akbar
Khan. Bahadur was later seen in Bukhara an~ Tashkent. It
is difficult to say where he first met Muhammad Akbar
Khan. One of the witnesses said that he had seen Bahadur
also with Akbar Khan in Kabul when the latter was returning
to India. According to another witness, Bahadur first met
Muhammad Akbar Khan at Chamarkand. Anyway, whenever they might have met, Bahadur came with the first batch
of the muhajirs to return to Peshawar on April 3, 1921. He
eluded police surveillance and went to Muhammad Akbar
Khan's house at Haripur. He carried a letter from Muhammad
Akbar Khan in the name of Hafizullah Khan.
I have already said that Muhammad Akbar Khan and
Bahadur were arrested on September 25, 1921. Hafizullah
Khan was arrested at his own resid~nce at Haripur on September 28, 1921.
On October 10, 1921, the Chief Commissioner of the
North-West Frontier Province gave sanction to prosecute at
Peshawar (1) Muhammad Akbar Khan (aged 26) (2) Bahadur
(aged 18), and (3) Hafizullah Khan (aged 52), father of
Muhammad Akbar Khan, under Sec.121-A of the Indian
Penal Code. All the three accused were then in Peshawar Jail.
This was the beginning of the Communist conspiracy cases
in India.
As I have already said, Muhammad Akbar Khan, the chief
accused in this case, did not become a member of the Communist Party of India while he was in Tashkent. But he took
very seriously the task of the Communist Party of India. He
did much organisational work even within the short time he
was able to move about in hiding. But whether he got arrested
through carelessness or was b~trayed to the police is not
known to me.
We possess no documents about what passed between the
Government of India and the Government of the North-West
~·:ontier Province after the arrest of Muhammad Akbar Khan.
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Cases under Sec. 121-A of the Indian Penal Code (i.e.,
conspiracy to wage war upon the King-Emperor) can be tried
only at a Sessions Court. This case was tried also at the
Sessions Court. J. H. Fraser, l.C.S., was the Judge. He
de Ii vered his judgement on M~y 31, 1922. He found Mahammed Akbar Khan and Bahadur guilty of the charge of con'piracy and sentenced them to rigorous imprisonment for
three years and one year respectively. He held that the charge
of conspiracy against Hafizulla Khan had not been proved,
and the latter was, therefore, acquitted.
This was how the first Communist conspiracy case staged
in Peshawar ended-but not quite completely. That story
toliows.
~econd

Peshawar Conspiracy Case

The ..:ase I am going to write about now was the third in point
of time. But the chief accused in the first and the third cases
"'a!- one and the same person : Muhammad Akbar Khan.
Bt·i-.ide~. it was not a separate case, but an off-shoot of the
fir~t one. It was simply a case of breach of Jail discipline.
Muhammad Akbar Khan came from an educated risaldar*
family of Haripur in the district of Hazara. His was, as I have
:tlrcady said, a well-to-do family also. The Isla:nia College
<•t ~eshawar was found~d by the British Government in India
with the object of providing education in a British institution
to boys from the families of the big Khans, so that they would
develop loyalty to the British. As the British found themselves
always at their wits end in controlling the dauntleb Pathans,
they boosted particular families. One of them was the risaldar
family to which Akbar Khan belonged-a family of loyalists,
it would appear from the very title. Muhammad Akbar Khan,
a child of this family, studied in the Islamia College of
Peshawar. His case records show that he failed once in the
h.A. examination. When he wanted to appear a second time,
he found that he was short of the required "percentage of
* The commander of a troop of cavalry
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attendance in the class. He could not, therefore, avail himself
of a second chance. But he was a well educated person. Even
the British Judge who tried the case against him observed that
Muhammad Akbar Khan had a very good knowledge of the
English language. His knowledge of Persian also was appreciated.
Born in a risaldar family and educated in the Islamia
College as Mahammad Akbar Khan was, he did not becomt:
a loyalist. His father, Hafizullah Khan, used to supply regularly information about the revolutionary colonies of Sama~ta
and Chamarkand to the British intelligence in Peshawar.
Nevertheless, Muhammad Akbar Khan developed himself into
a confirmed enemy of British imperialism. I do not know when
he came to be connected with the revolutionary colonies of
Samasta and Chamarkand, but there is no doubt such connel'tions were established.
The revolutionary centre which had been established in the>
territory of the independent tribe& it the time of the Wahab1
revolt was also in existence during Akbar Khan's youth.
While deciding the appeal of Muhammad Akbar Khan
Against the first case against him, preferred before the Judicial
Commissioner of the North-West Frontier Province, the latter
wrote in course of his judgment on September,' 24 :
" ..... that the Chamarkand colony has been created artificially by a number of persons who have no other bond excepl
the conspiracy (a revolutionary movement against the British
Government and some of the members of it personally) itself.
Its continuance and existence depends solely upon that conspiracy. No person could voluntarily become a member of that
community unless he definitely intended to be a member of
that conspiracy."
The attitude of the British Government towards the revolutionary colony of Chamarkapd is reflected in this extract
from the judgment of the Judicial Cmmissioner of the NorthWest Frontier Province. It was this fear of conspiracy that led
in Peshawar in 1923 to something disgraceful in the annals
r f administration of justice in the whole world.
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On May 7, 1922, Muhammad Akbar Khan was sentencl!d to rigorous imprisonment for three years in the first
Peshawar Conspiracy Case. He was in Peshawar District Jail.
On March 7, 1923, he was committed again to the sessions
for trial under Sec. 121-A of the Indian Penal Code by J.
Almond. l.C.S., Additional District Magistrate of Peshawar.
Two others were committed to the sessions along with him.
rhey were :
11) Muhammad Hassan and
(2) Ghulam Mahboob
There was a fresh charge against Muhammad Akbar Khan;
'~ hKh was that through some secret channel he had sent seven
:•1 t!ight letters out of P~shawar District Jail. The recipients
\\at' persons Jiving outside the frontier and included members
11! •hl' Chamarkand revolutionary colony also. It is not known
\\ hdhcr the original letters reached their destination or not,
;·,ut ~opies of them were found on the person of Ghulam
\fahboob when he was searched on the Nowshera railway
'.l.Hton platform. Muhammad Hassan admitted the handwritmg m the copies to be his own. He did not know Akbar Khan's
handwriting, nor he ever know him personally. He had written
the (;Opics for money. In his letters Muhammad Akbar Khan
h. uJ told his friends that he and Bahadur had be~n sentenced
'u ngorous imprisonment for three years and one year respec11vely, he had expressed the hope that this short time would
,oon be over (a young man of twenty-six could very well say
!hi:-. I and he would join his friends and again work togethe1.
I le haJ also wanted this information to be sent to his friends
111 Kabul. There was a reference to a man with teeth of gold
among them. 'C<'mrade' and 'tovarislz', these two words, also
occur in the letters. 'Tovarish' is a Russian word, it also means
c1Jmrade.
Even assuming that every letter of the charge brought by
the Government against Muhammad Akbar Knan is true, this
i!I. for the purpose of starting a case, a very simple offence
against jail discipline. Ordinarily, a prisoner is not proceeded
against for an offence like this ; for this involves the question
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of face-saving for the authorities. Even if proceedings arc
started, the sentence does not exceed a few months' term. But.
for this simple offence, Muhammad Akbar Khan was prosecuted on a charge of conspiracy to wage war upon the KingEmperor, and sanction for this action was given by the
Government of the North-West Frontier Province. There wa~
mention in the letters of press accessories being despatched,
but the Government failed to understand what they were for.
They failed to spot who this man with teeth of gold was, Dr.
Noor Muhammad or Muhammad Ali. No letter in Muhammad
Akbar Khan's handwriting was placed before the court. Still
this farce of a trial was carried out, and Judge Fraser, who
had tried the previous case against Muhammad Akbar Khan,
sentenced him to rigorous inprisonment for seven years, including
a term of solitary confinement for three years. The term nt
seven years was to commence on the expiry of the previou!>
sentence of three years. Muhamrpad Hassan and Ghulam
Mahboob were each sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for
five years, including also a term of solitary confinement for
three months.
I have not heard of anyone anywhere else in India saying
anything against this utterly arbitrary trial in Peshawar. In
1926 I had a question put in the Central Legislative Assembly though one of its members, Satyendrachandra Mitra of
Bengal. It surprised Sir Abdul Qayuum of Peshawar, who came
to Mr.Mitra. thanked him and said, "I should have done thi!ol
myself'. That was enough. Could a loyal 'Knight' of the
British dare anything more?

The Moscow Conspiracy Case (1922-23)
The name 'Moscow Conspiracy Case' is not an invention of
mine. It is found in the files of the case. I have referred to
it elsewhere as the 'Peshawar Conspiracy Case· ( 1922-23 )-in
fact, because of nothing but my ignorance at the time. I have
already given the background of this case, which will explain
t~ everybody why it was launched. I did not mention one
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fact previously. I have noticed that there was a lot of cor-

re.,pondence over this case between the Government of India
and the Government fo the North-West Frontier Province.
I do not think that such correspondence took place before
proceeding against Muhammad Akbar Khan. At least, I have
not come across any such documents. Since Akbar Khan
cCluld be prosecuted and awarded a heavy sentence, it was
-.urprising how and why the Home Department of the Govi:rnment of India came to develop misgivings about the
pO!o.Sibility
securing COnVicion for the arrested prisoners
on the mere charge of having studied in Moscow University.
But Sir Malcolm Hailey, Member of the Governor-General's
Executive Council, himself expressed such misgivings. He
thought of keeping the arrested persons in detention without
trial under Regulation III ofl 818. For young readers of today
I want to make it clear that Regulation III of 18 I 8 was really
l .illt'd the Bengal State Prisoners Act of 1818. Everybody
i...n~>ws that it was in Bengal that British rule first started,
1.111d this Act for the so called defence of the State was
enforced everywhere with the extension of the British empire.
Of course, for Barnaby and Madras there were separate
regulations. People of all classes ranging from princes and
l.'.h1ef~ down to persons like the accused ones in the Peshawar
C'oilspiracy Case were detained under this Act.
Along with the question of bringing the prisoners to trial,
th~re arose the question of Rafiq Ahmed, a subject of the
State of Bhopal. He had not committed any offence against
the State within the territory of India. How could he be made
an accused in this case? Then arose the question of Shaukat
Usmani, who had come back to India and was moving about
in the country. If he could be arrested and included in this
case, many complications of legal procedure would disappear
But where was Usmani to be found? Usmani, however, was
arrested in Kanpur on May 9, 1923, and the judgment in the
Moscow conspiracy case was delivered in the Sessions Court
on May 18, 1923. The Moscow Conspiracy Case was decided
without Shaukat Usmani.

of
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Even after the trial of Muhammad Akbar Khan, the Gov.
ernment of the Frontier Province carried on repeated discussions with the Government of India on the subject of prosecution under Sec. l 21 of the Indian Penal Code, although what
they had in mind was Sec. 121 ·A. The Government of India
ultimately pointed out the error. They said, "You actually mean
Sec. 121-A. Why are you repeatedly speaking of Sec. 121'!
Sec. 121 is waging war against the King-Emperor and the
minimum punishment for this offence is trnsportation for life.
Sec. 121-A is conspiracy to wage war upon the King-Emperor
or to deprive the King-Emperor of his sovereignity over the
empire of India. The maximum punishment for this offence i~
transportation for life. and the minimum could be anything.··
The Government of the Frontier Province had no end of
worry also about whom to approach for sanction to launch
prosecution. The Government of India informed them thal
their Chief Commissioner also co?ld grant this sanction. It
was the Chief Commissioner who had given leave to prosecute Akbar Khan.
The fact was that the Government of India could not
believe that if the prisoners were brought to trial, they would
be convicted by court. They were, therefore, in favour of
keeping the prisoners in detention under Regulation III of
1818. But Sir John Maffey, Chief Commissioner of the
North-West Frontier Province, informed them that if the case
was proceeded with, it would result in the conviction of the
accused. However, he was not against applying Regulation
III. It was the policy of both the Secretary of State for India
and the Government of India first to try to get the accused
convicted and, failing that, to apply Regulation III. Finally.
the Director of the Intelligence Bureau also expressed the
opinion that the accused would be convicted by court, but
both the Sessions case and the appeal should be tried in
Peshawar ; because in deciding the appeal case the Judicial
Commissioner would not be able to go against the judgement
he himself had pronounced on Muhammad Akbar Khan's
previous appeal.
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Conspiracy Case Opens in Peshawar

Therefore, the Moscow Conspiracy case opened in Peshawar.
:\ft er completing duly the preliminary enquiry, J. Almond,
1c S .. first class Magistrate of the District of Peshawar,
(llmmitted the case to the Sessions for trial under Sec. 121.\ Pn April 4, 1923. Fraser, the well-known Sessions Judge
\\ tio had tried th,.• case against Muhammad Akbar Khan, was
\\ ait mg for an opportunity like this, and he jumped at the case.
111 nrdcr to prosecute anybody under the provision of any of
•hr ~cctions occuring in the chapter of offences against the
·.;1a1c in the Indian Pena] Code it is necessary to obtain beforehand the permission of the Provincial or the Central Govenment.
In rl11S i.:ase. permission was given by the Chief Commissioner
:;f the rrontier province. The accused were :
r 1) Muhammad Akbar Shah, Viii. Badrashi in the Nowshera
i..·h,11 of the district of Peshawar, aged 23 ;
1 2) Gawhar Rahaman Khan, Viii. Darbesh. adjoining Haripur
in the district of Hazara ; aged 27;
11) Mir Abdul Majid, Dhal Mahalla within Mochi Darwaja
nf the city of Lahore, aged 21 ;
(4) Fcrozuddin Mansoor, Sheikhupura town, aged 21 ;
()J Habih Ahmad, Shahjahanpur town, present U.P;
(6) Rafiq Ahmad, Bhopal City, Bhopal State, aged 24 ;
(7) Sultan Mahmud, Haripur, Hazara district, aged 24
18) Abdul Qadir Khan (Sehrai), Peshawar.
Two of the accused turned approvers in this case. They
were (i) Fida Ali and {ii) Ghulam Muhammad. Fida Ali belonged
to Peshawar. With Abdul Qadir Khan's group of three muhajirs,
he had reached Chitral by way of the Pamirs. Wakhan, and
the Borogil Pass. He had studied in the Communist University
of the Toiling East in Moscow and had also been in .the
Communist Party of India there. As for Ghulam Muhammad.
ne had not joined the Communist Party of India abroad. He
had come back from Tashkent to· India. The police arranged
to send him to jail so that he could be used as a witness in
the case. He was kept also with the accused, but it is difficult
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to understand why he was allowed to stay with them. He
listened to their conversations and was making up a story in
his own mind. It is learnt from Rafiq Ahmad's statement that
Ghulam Muhammad did not give much evidence against the
accused in the lower court. But, after the case was sent to the
Sessions, he testified against them with a vengeance. As for
Fida Ali, he is said to have done the same thing in the lower
court. At the Sessions, however, he retracted his evidence ;
that is to say, he did not give evidence against the accused.
From the very beginning Fida Ali had been kept separate
from others in jail. In the end, both Fida Ali and Ghulam
Muhammad were acquitted for turning approvers.
The accused engaged a lawyer in the lower court. It wa~
his duty to guard against unfair interpolation of document:-.
m the case. Since the real trial would take place at the Sessrnns.
what was the good of spending money in the lower court'!
The supervision of the case for \IJe defence in the Session:-.
Court was quite good. The relations of the accused engaged
Mr. Abdul Qadir (later Sir Abdul Qadir, Judge, Lahore High
Court), an eminent barrister of the Lahore High Court and an
eminent man of letters in Urdu. It might be that because of
his supervision the Judge did not dare award heavy sentence~
upon the accused. As I have already said, the high officials
of the Home Department of the Government of India did not
believe that the accused would be convicted by court. Hence
they were in favour of keeping the accused in detention
without trial under Regulation Ill of 1818. They finally granted
sanction to prosecute the accused because the place of the trial
was the North-West Frontier Province.

Those Who Were Convicted
On May 18, 1923, J.H.R. Fraser, I.C.S., the Sessions Judge
of Peshawar passed the following sentences upon the accused
under Sec. 121-A of the Indian Penal Code :
( 1} Muhammad Akbar Shah and
(2) Gawhar Rahaman Khan (sentenced to two years'

r.i. each)
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(3) Mir Abdul Majid,

(4) Ferozuddin Mansur,
( 5) Habib Ahmad,
(6) Rafiq Ahmad and
(7) Sultan Mahmud, (sentenced to one year's r.i. each).
1\bdul Qadir Khan (Sehrai) was honourably acquitted.
The police always try to plant their own men in every
political and revolutionary movement. This is done every
wht!re ; this was done also in Tsarist Russia. Taking into
ai:count everything that occurred earlier and subsequently, it
would not be in the least unfair to reach the conclusion that
the British Government sent Abdul Qadir Khan as their agent
-"'lfh the Hijrat emigrants. The British Government must have
·.cnt their agents with the muhajirs. Later, after the October
Revolution, it became necessary to collect information about
1'lc Soviet Union. Abdul Qadir Khan was a qualified teacher
of Pu11htu and Urdu and had passed the necessary examinations
itdd by the Board of Examiners appointed by the Government
of India. These teachers (there were also pundits to teach
Sanskrit and Bengali) used to teach language to British ci\· ilians and military officers. At the time of the Hijrat exodus,
Abdul Qadir Khan, to quote his own words, "was lecturer in
f'u~htu and Hindustani to the R.A.F. officers stationed at the
Military Staff College, Mhow, Central India."' (The Times,
London). It will not be wrong at all to think that it was here
Abdul Qadir was trained to work as an agent. It was here Abdul
Qadir was taught Russian also. Speaking of the time he was
studying in the Communist University of the Toiling East, he
complained " .... though some of us had learned Russian, the
lndian Section was always taught through the medium of
English." (The Times, London). It is not possible.for anyone
to learn enough Russian in course of a few months' stay in
the Soviet Union to enable him to follow lectures on politics,
economics, history, the theory of· Marxism. etc.
It is apparent from Abdul Qadir Khan's sta~ement that he
told many lies. While making his statement before the police
20
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in Peshawar, he said, "I went to Jablus Siraj and from there
to Tashkent under Muhammad Akbar Khan of Haripur." This
is a lie. Abdul Qadir has himself written in The Times that
he did not go by way of the Oxus (Amu Daria). (But Muhammad
Akbar Khan followed this route). In his article in The Times
Abdul Qadir Khan has written that he entered Soviet territor}
by way of Takhta Bazar and reached Tashkent by railway via
Merv and Bukhara. Most of those who went under Akbar
Khan's leadership became Communists. Qadir Khan might.
therefore, have thought that if he said that he had accompanied
Akbar Khan the British Government would attach greater
value to his report.
Abdul Qadir K·han was shot in the leg in Tashkent. I could
not give a clear account of this incident in my 'The Communist.
Party of India and its Formation Abroad,' because Rafiq
Ahmad could not describe it clearly to me. What I have been
able to make out from Abdul Qadip's statement and his artidr
in The Times of London is this :
Qadir and others went from India House to the railway
station. There they first surveyed the train that had come on
a propaganda campaign. After the train had left, they saw that
a godown near by was on fire. They stood there, looking at
the scene. All of a sudden the place was surrounded by soldiers
There were some gold coins in Abdul Qadir' s pocket. He told
about this to his interpreter : The interpreter said that it wa!>
absolutely illegal to keep gold coins in one's possession. There
was the possibility of his being searched and caught if he went
out by the gate ; so Abdul Qadir Khan tried to jump over the
waJJ. At that time he was shot in the leg by the sentry on duty.
For this act of shooting Abdul Qadir has described the Soviet
Government as ruthless. I do not know whether the Government of any country would have desisted from shooting in

a situation \ike this.
Abdul Qadirjoined the Communist Party of India in Tashkent.
But he did not study much in the University ; he was in hospital,
in a sanatorium, ten miles away from Moscow, and according
to some muhajirs in a lunatic asylum also. Most probably, he
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feigned illness. It was by staying apart from others in this
manner, he might have gathered for his British masters reports
ahout the Soviet land. In the Moscow Conspiracy Case the
pr,)~ecution did not produce much evidence to speak of against
him. He has himself written that in the court the public
pr0sccutor did not demand his conviction ~ he was, therefore,
h<'nourably acquitted.
Evidence is available that - after his acquittal - Abdul Qadir
Khan used to maintain close contact with the police. At a
:necting of the Communist Party of India in March, 1927,
<i:1whar Rahaman Khan gave us a report about Abdul Qadir.
He said that Abdul Qadir had once been found loitering at
the end of a road that led to the territory of the independent
tnhe .... Asked to explain his presence there, he had told Gawhar
Rahaman Khan that he had been expecting a certain person.
!'hJt Abdul Qadir worked for the police was known to Gawhar
I< Jhaman Khan, hence, Abdul Qadir had felt no hesitation in
tdlmg him the reason of his presence there.
Ashfaqullah Khan, an absconder in the Kakori Conspiracy
Case, was a resident of Shahjahanpur, a town in Uttar Pradesh.
Habib Ahmad, accused in the Moscow Conspiracy Case, also
hdonged to the same place. It was decided through Habib
Ahmad that Ashfaquallah Khan would be sent first to the
rcrritory of the independent tribes, from there to Kabul, and
from Kabul to Moscow. He would study in the Communist
University of the Toiling East. Janakiprasad was then Joint
Secretary of the Communist Party of India. He ~sed to write
his name as Janakiprasad Bagerhatta. The other S~cretary was
Sachchidananda Vishnu Ghate. The police were able to buy
over Janakiprasad. Possibly, it was through him the police got
the information that Ashfaqullah was trying to get out of the
.:-ountry ; and it was for Ashfaquallah that Abdul Qadir Khan
wa!' on the watch road. He was also rewarded for his services
tu the police. In 1930 (?) AbduJ Qadir Khan was found to be
a lecturer in the London School ·of Oriental Studies. It was
during this time he contributed three consecutive articles to The
Times of London under the pen~name, •A Pupil of the Soviet'.
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It is necessary to say one thing here. The accused persons
in the Moscow Conspiracy Case could not use the prisoner's
dock as a platform for the propagation of their ideology. Only
dwellers in dreamland can talk of using the P.eshawar Court
as a platform for political propaganda, but this was not at all
practicable. Generally, the accused defended themselves. They
said that the Soviet Union had no reason to feed them if they
stayed idle; hence, they had entered the Military School and
the University also. Even Sir Malcolm Hailey, Home Member
in the Governor-General's Executive Council, was sceptical
of the possibility of the accused being convicted by court. He
said that the mere fact of having studied in Moscow University
could not be a ground for prosecuting anybody. But the accused
were tried and convicted also. They did not say anything
exceptionable in their statements to the police. In fact, after
their release, most of them worked for the Party.
We have found from our experf.nce in India that many of
the revolutionaries retire from pohtics after their release from
long imprisonment or detention in other forms. Of the seven
accused who were convicted in the Moscow Conspiracy Case,
Mir Abdul Majid, Ferozuddin Mansoor and Gawhar Rahaman
Khan worked in the Communist Party in India also. In he
beginning Habib Ahmad also worked for the Party for some
time in Delhi. Rafiq Ahmed of Bhopal was also with him in
Delhi for some time. At the time of the Hijrat, Muhammad
Akbar Shah was probably reading in the Intermediate class.
After his release, some time in 1925, he entered a Peshawar
College and duly passed the Intermediate and the B.A. examinations. His father had wanted him to study law and
become a lawyer. But law was not taught in Peshawar at that
time. Akbar Shah's father was reluctant even to send him to
Lahore, because Mir Abdul Majid was there. In the end Akbar
Shah went to Aligarh University and passed the Law Examination. He used to practise at Nowshera. He did not do any
work for the Party. Perhaps he harboured some sympathy in
his mind for the Party. When in 1939, we found Akbar Shah
join Subhaschandra Basu's Forward Bloc, we were astounded.
To resume active (?) politics after such a long time and that
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too the politics of Subhaschandra Basu-this was something
wh~ch it is difficult for a Communist to conceive of. I have
heard that Muhammad Akbar Shah helped Subhaschandra
Basu also to get out of India through the North-West Frontier
Province.
Sultan Mahmud did not join politics of any kind after his
release.
Mir Abdul Majid was also one of the accused in the Meerut
Communist Conspiracy Case ( 1929-33).
Seven of the accused, including Abdul Qadir Khan, crossed
the Pamirs and entered Chitral. Four of them came through
the Nugsani Pass and three others came through the Borogil
Puss. Muhammad Akbar Shah and Gawhar Rahaman Khan
came by sea with Persian passport. Of these nine, only one,
Fida Ali, turned an approver.
Having read some documents myself and also heard from
others something of what they have read, I have come to realize
that the Intelligence Bureau failed to discover the identity of
the person named 'Afzal'. They came across references to this
name in letters and messages and suspected all and sundry
to he Afzal. There is evidence of the remarkable patience and
efficiency shown invariably by the Intelligence Bureau in
deciphering names and codes. I wonder why they failed in
the case of Afzal. A long time having elapsed since then, there
l'an be no objection now to divulging who Afzal was. The
officers of those by gone times are also dead. Afzal was Ga whar
Rahaman Khan. Pakistan is now such a distant country to us
that it is not possible to find out exactly whether Gawhar
Rahamnan Khan is still living or not. I was told by a certain
person that Gawhar Rahaman Khan had died.
During the period of British rule, although the North-West
Frontier Province was not like Tibet a wholly forbidden
country, just short of being one. It was virtually impossible
for any news from inside the Frontier Provine~ to get outside.
Muhammad Akbar Khan was sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for seven years under Sec. 121-A of the Indian Penal
Code for the offence of smuggling letters out of jail. If the
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news of this sentence had been published in India and outside and if it had provoked criticism in the press, such a
sentence could never have been passed. The stiuation was
that if the trial of the arrested prisoners in the Moscow
Conspiracy Case had been held outside the North-West Frontier
Province, they would have been acquitted. This was why the
Government of India took stringent measures to prevent
publication of the news of the Peshawar cases in the prc~s
outside and, failing that, to see to it that they did not receive
much publicity. On May 18, 1923, the Sessions Judge of
Peshawar pronounced his judgement in he Moscow Conspiracy Case. The news should have spread in India and abroad
on the very same day ; but it didn't. Dr. Rushbrook Williams
was in the publicity department of the Government of India.
With supreme tact he drafted a statement of one hundred •.md
twenty-nine words on the Moscow Conspiracy Case. The
statement was given to the Rawalpindi correspondent of the
British-owned English language '"daily, The Pioneer, of
Allahabad on June 6, i.e. fifteen days after the pronouncement of the judgment. He might have sent it by post and it
appeared in the The Pioneer of June 9, 1923. It is said that
the statement was given to the Associated Press also. I do
not know how the Associated Press gave publicity to the
statement. It does not seem to me that it was published
anywhere.
Although the press did not publish the news, the word
spread that Bolshevik agents had been arrested from different
parts of India and sent to Peshawar, where they were being
tried in camera. No news of the trial could be secured from
anywhere and even the big newspapers, owned by the British
and their supreme champions. were feeling very helpless.
Ultimately, The Statesman of Calcutta lost patience. Mr.
Newman was perhaps the name pf the editor of The Statesman
at that time.
The Statesman wrote on August 5, 1923 : "Some weeks
have elapsed since the last of a series of arrests of Bolshevik
·.gents in different parts of India was effected. These arrests
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we believe, at the instance of the Government

of the Frontier Province, which had become possessed of a

!i.;t of names. At any rate. none of the prisoners was placed

hdore the local magistracy, all being sent up for trial to
Pe~hawar. But no word has yet come of any trial. Presumably
the ~..i.ses are being heard in camera, and there may be good
rea1ions why the names of witnesses should not be divulged
hut the Government will be making a grave mistake if it
..;uppresses the evidence and the result of the trial. The only
l"ffect of such a policy will be to lend colour to the suspicion
1hat Government is shielding not only the witnesses but others
who ought to be in the same dock with the prisoners."
Along with what actually happened. rumours also were
,rn·ad in connection with this affair. There was a proposal
tP implicate Shaukat Usmani and me also in the Moscow
C11nspiracy Case in Peshawar. Usmani was arrested on the
'l!-ength of a warrant of the Frontier Government and brought
·1J...o to Pl~shawar. But the Frontier Government did not agree
1... receive me.
C. Kaye, Director of the Intelligence Bureau. was deeply
pained to read the last sentence in The Statesman's comment.;. Drawing the attention of the Home Department to
tl. he said that he would not have minded it if it hctd appeared
·n A.mrita Bazar Patrika, but why should a paper like The
~tatesman· make such an observation? It seems that when
fht• Statesman spoke of 'others who ought to be in the same
Jock with the prisoners,• it had in view persons like the
Oirector of th Intelligence Bureau.
But this time Sir W. Malcolm Hailey, Member of the
Governor-General's Executive Council, woke up. He wrote
a ·privute' and 'confidential' letter to Mr. Newman, editor(?)
~>f The Statesman. There were not many accurate facts in the
letter. It said that all the Bolshevik agents in Peshawar bad
ueen convicted ; only one had been honorably fi.Cquitted. The
accused were persons not much different from students, and
the news of their conviction had appeared in the press. For
maintaining contacts with M. N. Roy, ahogether three
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persons had been arrested from Lahore, the United Province
(now Uttar Pradesh) and Bengal and placed in detention under
Regulation III of 1818, and the Government was considering
whether they could be prosecuted on a charge of conspiracy.
As in cases of conspiracy being carried on by means of letters
it was very difficult to establish in court the identity of their
authors, the three arrested persons had not been sent up for
trial to Peshawar. This statement of Malcolm Hailey is not
true. Shaukat Usmani was sent to Peshawar Jail under police
guard, but he was not tried there ultimately. In his letter Sir
Malcolm Hailey did not mention the names of the three persons
who had been placed in detention. Ghulam Hussian was arrested
in Lahore. Shaukat Usmani in Kanpur in the United Provinces,
and Muzaffar Ahmad (i.e. the author himself) was arrested
in Calcutta in Bengal. Here I close for the present the account
of the Peshawar Communist Conspiracy Case or the Moscow
Conspiracy Case.

Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya
I cannot conclude my account of the year 1922 without some
reference to two other persons. The first of them is Jibanlal
Chattopadhyaya, the second Abaninath Mukhopadhyaya. The
latter is equally well known also as Abani Mukherji. I have
already written that contact was established between
Bhupendrakumar Datta and me. One day (in which month I
cannot recall) Bhupendrakumar Datta came to me and told me
that he would be staying at Hard war with ChariJchandra Ghose.
who was suffering from tuberculosis. During his absence, his
friend, Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya of Munshiganj, would keep
in touch with me. A letter had been written to Jibanlal
Chattopadhyaya asking him to come down to Calcutta. It was
subsequently heard that the incidence of malaria was very
high at Hardwar ; hence they d\d not go there. Much later they
went to Dehri-on-Sone. Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya, however,
came to Calcutta one day and met me. At the very first meeting
I was charmed by his friendly manners. Besides nurisng a
patient,Bhupendrakumar Datta had to go about here and
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the.re. I realise now that he had not even till then given up
the terrorist revolutionary movement. I used to meet Jibanlal
Chattopadhyaya more frequently and had, therefore, more
talks with him. It also seemed to me that he had stronger
Ieanmgs towards Marxism-Leninsm than Bhupendrakumar
Datta. It did not strike me at that time that Jibanlal
Chattopadhyaya's interest in Marxism had anything to do
with the emergence of Narendranath Bhattacharyya
(Manahendranath Roy), a former member of the terrorist
revolutionary party, as a leader of the Communist Interna11nnal. But, after all, he accepted Marxism, though it may
ht'. not deeply. I have heard that he had to pay some price
fo~ chis later in the terrorist revolutionary party.
Jn his Biplabi Jibaner Smriti (Reminiscences of a
Revolutionary Life) Dr. Jadugopal Mukhopadhyaya has
wnnen that although contacts had been established on an
mternational level, the key for it, however, lay with me. This
., a half-truth. It was Bhupendrakumar Datta who had told
me that I would be responsible for sending letters abroad
and that if they wanted to send any letter, they would hand
1hem over to me for despatch. Further, even letters addressed
to them personally, would be sent to my address and I would
deliver those to them. It seemed to me-I might have
misunderstood them - that at that time they did not want to
lake risks. This arrangement worked for a short time. Later,
they also despatched and received letters directly. Cecil
Kaye, Director of the Intelligence Bureau, has written that
'"after Muzaffar Ahmad's arrest Roy appoil1ted Jibanlal
Chatterjee as Muzaffar Ahmad's successor." (Communism
in India, p. 92).
M. N. Roy must have written letters to Jibanlal
C'hattopadhyaya. Photostat copies of one or two of these letters
0 do not exactly remember how many) were produced as
evidence against us in the Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case.
The original letters perhaps reached Jibanlal '; otherwise the
Government would not have submitted photostat copies
instead of the originals at the court. In one of these letters
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M. N. Roy (my thanks to him!) expressed some concern over
my arrest.
The first issue of Nazrul Islam's bi-weekly magazine
Dhumketu (The Comet) was published on August 12, 1922.
At first, the office of Dhumketu was on the first floor of a
house at 32, College Street. It was removed later to the first
floor of a building at 7. Pratap Chatterjee Lane. It is m)
impression that the articles in Dhumketu revived the dormant
terrorist revolutionary movement. The terrorist revolutionary
leaders used to visit Dhumketu's office at 7 Pratap Chatterjee
Lane. I have seen Bipinbehari Gangopadhyaya come and
embrace Nazrul Islam. Bhupendrakumar Datta and Jibanlal
Chattopadhyaya were fequent visitors. Charuchandra Ghost>,
Bhupendrakumar' s ailing friend, was living in a house at
Shyambazar. Nazrul and I went there also to see him.
I sent to Germany many addresses where the Vanguard and
other papers could be sent._ I did not ;~eek the prior permission
of the addressees. I only ascertained whether they pursued
any kind of politics. In this manner I sent also the addres~
of the house (at Sutrapur in Dacca) of Pratul Gangopadhyaya.
a leader of Anushilan Samiti. I did not know him personall~·
at the time. He recived the Vanguard regularly. Young workers
of Anushilan Samiti had a dig over this at their counterparts
in Ji ban Jal Chattopadhyaya' s party~ Jugantar : "We have
conections with the communist International. We are. therefore, getting these papers. But what about you? You are not
getting them." Jibanlal informed me of this. I could not send
their addresses to Germany because none had given them tu
me earlier. However, I got the addresses from Jibanlal at once
and forwarded them to Germany. Further, I collected also the
old copies of all the papers that had been published till then
and handed them over to Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya for
transmission to Munshiganj an~ Dacca.
I was arrested in Calcutta on May 17, 1923, and was held
in prison under Regulation III of 1818. My arrest makes a long
story, which I shall tell in connection with the Kanpur
f:olshevik Conspiracy Case. I shall say only this much here:
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my political estrangement with Bhupendrakumar Datta and
Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya began with my arrest.
For several (nearly four) months I was the only prisoner
under Regulation III of 1818. At first, I was in Alipore Central
Jail in Calcutta. Afterwards, on September 25, 1923,
Bhupcndrakumar Datta and several other pominent persons
.:ame a~ prisoners under Regulation III also to Alipore Central
Jail. Of course, they were not put in the same ward with me.
I wa" kept alone in a ward, which in the vulgar language of
1ail-warders and convicts was called 'Randi Phatak'. In fact,
11 was once a ward for women convicts. The practice of keeping
\\omen convicts had ceased some time ago in Alipore Central
!ad. When after being brought to jail, I heard that I would
h· put in 'Randi Pathak', I felt depressed. However, I found
:-omc consolation when I heard that Chittaranjan Das and
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad also had been in this ward.
hbanlal Chattopadhyaya was not among those (numbering
:wout ten) who came with Bhupendrakumar Datta to jail. He
h:td gone to Delhi for a meeting of the Congress. He had been
lat~ in returning to Calcutta via Bombay However, he also
v.J~ Jrrested after his return to Calcutta. From his activities
vutside, 1t had seemed to me that there had been a change in
Jihupendrakumar's views ; that is, he had decided not to
prucccd further in the Communist movement. But (I could not
understand why) after coming to Alipore Central Jail, he sent
word to me through a warder that I should try to get myself
rransferred to the same ward as theirs. But before I could do
.mything, they were transferred to Midnapore Central Jail and
myself to Dacca Central Jail.
Till my arrest in May, 1923, I had sincerely trusted
Jiban-lal Chattopadhyaya and his fellows. I had not had the
'lightest misgivings about them. I believe that they also had
trusted me in the same way. But now, at last, thanks to 'the
.'1ational Archives of India, I have come to know that they
had not been frank with me at least about one thing ; they
had suppressed it from me. It were better if I had remained
ignorant about it altogether. Now that I know it, it sort of
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rankles in my mind even after the lapse of four or five years
short of half a century.
Bhupendrakumar Datta and his fellow-workers were arrested in Septempber J923 and released during the beginning of
1928. After his release Bhupendrakumar Datta returned to hi~
former course of politics and never even met me afterward!!.
Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya also did not come over to us. He did
not keep aloof from the policy of boycotting the Communists
adopted by the terrorist revolutionaries. But it seemed that
contact with Marxism had caused some wavering in his terrorist revolutionary mind. He was friendly when we met and
would drag me to a restaurant for tea. As far as I can remember.
in 1931 Jibanlal Chattopadhyaya was·in detention without trial
in Buxa Fort, and I was one of the accu!\ed persons in the
Meerut Communist Conspiracy Case ( 1929-33). At that time.
he wrote me a letter from Buxa Fort saying, "Your statemenb
before the court have created an impression on the minds of
1
the prisoners here."
To use a colloquial expression, J iban Chatterjee, it may
be said, is a very good ·recruiter' of young boys. I mean he
can attract young men into his party very ably. He has, at least
he had once, a remarkable talent in this direction. Many young
men from his party came over to the Communist Party of India
in 1939-40 and this made Jibanlal severely attack me in onl·
of his papers. I did not read the article, even after my attention
had been drawn by my comrades to it. It was MarxismLeninism not Muzaffar A~mad, who drew young men from
his party into the Communist Party. I wanted to cherish th!.!
memory of an old friendship.

~

Kanpur Communist Conference,1925*

.\ ii~t of rhirteen names was submitted by the Government
w their counsels for inclusion as accused in the Kanpur
l~Pl-.hevik Conspiracy Case. Satyabhakta was the last name
:ll1 thl' list. The Government Counsels struck five names.
1111.:luding Satyabhakta's, off the list. Satyabhakta used to
ruhh~h a Hindi weekly named Pranavir from Nagpur. We
k·.11n from police reports that after the publication ofDange' s
•,,,, wlist he used to correspond with Dange and wanted to
know what books he should read. So111e time before the
commencement of our trial, he moved to Kanpur and opened
a book-shop there at Patkapur. I do not know how many
nook-. there were in the shop, but his 'Socialist .Cook Shop'
v. a~ advertised.
Did Satyabhakta know that his name too had been
111.-ludcd in the list of the accused in the Kanpur Case by
the Intelligence Department and struck off by the counsels
lor the Government of India'! I think he did not. We have
ga1hcred this information recently only after reading the
liocuments in the National Archives. Had Satyabhakta
known this. he would never have come forward to build his
'Indian Communist Party' in Kanpur. He was a gre.at
coward. which is borne out by his writings. It is, however,
a different matter if the source of his inspiration lay
cl~ewhere.

*Excerpts from Muzaffar Ahmad's Mcmoir5o "Myself and the Comrnunist Party of India, Pages 407-413
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The appeal in the High Court in respect of the Kanpur
Conspiracy Case was dismissed on November 10, 1924.
Without waiting for that, on September I (September IO.
according to some), Satyabhakta announced that 'The Indian Communist Party' had been formed in Kanpur. At that
time he wrote in a newspaper, ''in the Cawnpore 80Jshev1k
Conspiracy Case it has been settled that to have faith in
Communism in itself is no offence. Thus the fear of the
law against Communism has been removed.''*
I have seen two English notices circulated by Satyabhakta. The first notice was dated June 18, 1925, and wa~
entitled 'The Future Programme of the Indian Communi!lt
Party'. The second notice, which was entitled 'The Fir:-.t
Indian Communist Conference', was published, like the•
first one, from Kanpur and dated October 12, 1925. Tht:
space in my book is gradually decreasing; otherwise, I could
have reproduced these two doc11lnents ·for the benefit of
research workers.
Although it is called a 'programme', there is no programm.;;
at all in the first document. 'Freedom' and 'Swaraj'-thc.,c
two words occur there. Not to speak of anything else, there
is no mention even of 'full independence' in it. Mauland
Hasrat Mohani had been the first to move the resolution on
full independence at the Ahmedabad session of the Indian
National Congress in I 92 I. I cannot, therefore, at all understand how he could tolerate Satyabhakta's impudence m
Kanpur. As Chairman of the Kanpur Communist Conference
the Maulana made a reactionary speech, which reflected the
views of Satyabhakta. Singaravelu Chettiar had faith in
monetary aid from international sources, but he was extremely opposed to internationalism. He betrayed extreme co\\'
ardice after the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy Case. The
case having ended in our ~onviction, the purpose of the
British and the Indian Governments was fulfilled. It was
~roved that Bolshevism had infiltrated into India. The
* Quoted by Col. Kaye in his C°"""""ism in India, p. J4.3.
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(icwernment of India, therefore, decided that it was unneces'ary to proceed with the case against only Singaravelu. They
~\ere taking steps to withdraw the case, but Singaravelu could
nor wait; he tendered 'unqualified apology' to the police."'
The old records are gradually being revealed to our
e~ c'S. and reading them, we are making the shocking discov,·ry uf what immeasurable harm people like these did to
11ur P.irty.
It is a matter of great satisfaction that the Communists
of those times did not support the views of Satyabhakta.
lk quitted the conference before it ended. I have never
-.(!rn him since the day he left the conference after packing
Im; papers into a khaddar bag. I have recently received
information that he is alive and living in Vrindavan. I have
!!111 heard whether or not he is wearing a string of beads
.,f 111/.v1 (the holy basil).
Afrcr leaving the cor.ference, he tried to found another
party, the National Communist Party. He wrote in the
pap1.:rs also about it but he failed. Satyabhakta left without
handing over the papers, the list of members, accounts,
l h: .• of his party. He left us nothing but Mr Hasrat Mohani,
hut we had to part with him also.
It is difficult to understand why Satyabhakta announced
ti•c formation of his Communist Party with such precipiratl! haste, without even waiting a few days more for the
d1..,posal of the appeal by the High Court, and what purpose
lay hidden behind this move of his. If he had not moved,
would anyone else have done this job? There was not the
farntest trace of Communist ideology in the Communist
Party announced by him.
I have already said that I was released from Almora
Jail after only one night's stay there. I was staying in
Almora to recover my health when I received from
*The Government, having accepled an unqualified apolggy tendered by

Sing,arvelu Chettair of M.a.dcu ....Qassed order for the withdrawal of t\\e
~~~;8F~lagainst him." CFxtract from the "Pioneer'' 30.6.24). Home 'Deptt
'

1

c No. 261. 1924.
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Satyabhakta a letter asking me to attend without fail a
Communist Conference being held in Kanpur. He also sent
Rs30 by money order.
Those whom I met in Kanpur were Shamsuddin Hassan
of Lahore, S. V. Ghate, K. N. Joglekar and R. S. Nimbkar
of Bombay, Janakiprasad Bagerhatta of Bikaner,
Ayodhyaprasad of Jhansi and C. Krishnaswami Ayengar
of Madras. Ayodhyaprasad told me that Krishnaswami wall
the nephew of Rajagopalachari, which was afterwardi.
confirmed by Krishnaswami himself. Besides meeting
Maulana Hasrat Mohani and Maylapur Singaravelu Chettiar,
I met Arjunlal Sethi and Kumarananda. I met another
person, an old man of the name of Radhamohan Gokulji.
He was respected among the Hindi writers and was a leader
of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan. He had been to Nepal and
had also met the exiled Raja Mahendrapratap. This also
was one of his credentials as a 'revolutionary'. The name
of Shamsuddin Hassan was frequently mentioned during
our trial. The names of Joglekar and T. V. Parvate also
were mentioned in the course of our trial in connection
with Dange. Parvate did not come to Kanpur. In the course
of their conversations Nalini and Dange had mentioned
Srikrishna Lodge and Ghate. Nalini said that he had seen
our political literature lying scattered on the table of
Srikrishna Lodge. Dange had mentioned the name of his
'friend' Nimbkar in connection with the Mulsipeta
satyagraha. I did not know any of them personally at any
time previously. They had heard my name as one of the
accused in the Kanpur Conspiracy Case. Many have written
that Joglekar put in very hard work in connection with the
Kanpur Conference. But I did not notice this. It was Ghate
whom I saw labour very hard; he did typing and other jobs.
He used to stay in the small' conference camp. Joglekar
and Nimbkar were members of the All-India Congres~
Committee to which Joglekar had been elected for the first
•.ime that year. He told me that he had spent some money
also on his election. They stayed in the Congress camp
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,md were quite conceited about their being members of
the Congress Committee. Janakiprasad also was a mem-

ber of the All-India Congress Committee, but he stayed
with us in the small camp of the Communist Conference.
Mir Abdul Majid of Lahore, accused in the Moscow
Conspiracy Case (and later also in the Meerut Communi~t Conspiracy Case), did not attend the Kanpur Communist Conference. It has been wrongly stated in some
reports and in some books also that Abdul Majid attended
the Kanpur Conference. But it is a fact that Abdul Ma_jid
was elected in absentia a member of the executive committee of the party. Majid had been a member of the
Communist Party of India founded abroad, which became
a SL'ctlon of the Third International, i.e. the Communist
International.
One further fact requires mention. Shapurji Saklatvala
was an Indian. but he lived in England. He was connected
with the Tatas--a nephew of Ratan Tata's and one of the
fnundcrs of the factory in Jamshedpur. He was elected a
member of the British parliament. He was thrown out of
the office of the Tatas for joining the Communist Party of
Great Britain. Satyabhakta wrote letters to Saklatvala. inviting
him to be President of the Kanpur Conference. Saklatvala,
it 1s surprising, agreed without making any enquiry from
any quarter. The news was circulated all over India. But
the Communist Party of Great Britain asked him not to be
President of a conference of a Communist Party of obscure
origin. This proved to be a blessing; for it was Singaravelu
Chettiar who was then chosen as President; in respect of
views. he was a safe person for Satyabhakta.
The conference was entirely a childish affair. All sorts
or people-one could hardly follow who they were- were
going into or coming out of the single conference camp.
On December 26, J925, when the conference was in ·session,
Satyabhakta could not be traced anywhere. The man who
was translating Singaravelu's speech was making repeated
mistakes. Mr Jalib, the well-known editor of the famous
21
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Urdu daily of Lucknow, Humdum, who was sitting inside the
conference camp, got up and translated the whole speech into
Urdu. From beginning to end he pronounced 'bourgeoisie'
(the word was there in print) as 'borghese'. B~_cause of his
reputaion as a great scholar, nobody said anything.
Is it a fact, as S. V. Ghate wrote in the English weekly,
New Age of February 6, 1966, that the Communist Con·
ference in Kanpur had Ganeshshankar Vidyarthi's bless·
ing behind it. Then why didn't he give the Communi~t
Conference a plot of land to set up its camp within the
boundaries of the vast Congress Nagar. Didn't he give
sites to numerous other organizations. As Secretary of the
reception committee of the Congress session in Kanpur.
held in December, 1925, Ganeshshankar Vidyarthi had full
authority in such matters. As the book is growing in bulk.
I refrain from recounting my personal experiences her~.
The Kanpur Communist Conferemre was held on a plot of
land belonging to peasants on the other side of the road
outside the Congress Nagar. It is a fact that Saklatvala
sent a message to the Kanpur Conference. But M. N. Roy
never sent any message. He wrote more than one lengthy
letter to Ghate and Janakiprasad, severely criticising the
whole business.
I have mentioned elsewhere-with proofs-when the
Communist Party of India was first founded and that it
was a section of the Communist International. That is the
real date of the foundation of the Communist Party of
India. Then why did the Right Communist Party rush in
the direction of Kanpur to determine the date of its foun·
dation. Was the Communist International a mote in their
eyes ? Dange, it is obvious, was the influence behind this
development. Like Satyabhakta, Dange also was a cham·
pion of an 'Indian Communist Party. What he said on the
'Indian Communist Party' from a certain place in
Maharashtra, after his release in 1927, made it clear to
everybody'at home and abroad that Dange did not believe
,n internationalism. This was why there was a very strong
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critJC:ism of Dange in The Masses of India, a journal published from Europe. Since then Dange has been silent about
it. He wrote me a lengthy letter after the publication of my
T~e Communist Party of India and its Formation Abroad.
The sum and substance of the letter was that he had doubts
abcut the emigrant section of the Communist Party of India
being affiliated co the Communist International. On receipt
of the letter, I met and had a talk with Dange in our Party
office in Calcutta-Comrade Jyoti Basu was present then.
Here also Dange expressed doubts about the Party becoming
affiliated to the Communist International. He said to me,
·'You have used quite restrained language about
Bhupendranath Datta.,,• Needless to say, Dange had read
the original Bengali edition also of my book. What is
surprising is that when it became necessary to abuse me
Dange observed that I had used immoderate language towards an old man like Bhupendranath Datta. Anyway, I
think that the Communist Conference in Kanpur was a
disgraceful affair. After the three Communist Conspiracy
Cases in Peshawar and the Kanpur Communist Conspiracy
Case, how could one think of tracing the foundation of the
Communist Party to the farce staged by Satyabhakta? We,
some of us, formed-rather were forced to form-a committee in Kanpur. Satyabhakta tarnished the name of the
Communist Party. If Satyabhakta had not contrived his farce,
the Communist Party would have been as underground
organization and Dange, perhaps, would not have joined it.
Before the Kanpur Case, Dange sometimes wrote in his
letters that he was no believer in secrecy. There are such
letters among the case •exhibits, which include also secret
letters written by him. Without the knowledge of his correspondents, Dange would receive secret letters at the
universally-known address of his house and thus expose the
identities and addresses of the comrades to· the police.

Communist Party of India's Manifesto*

On the eve of the annual meeting of the Indian National
Congress, the nationalist movement presents a picture
which is apparently very discouraging. What a change
compared with the situation that prevailed in 1920-21 when
the people were enthusiastically gathered around the National Congress eagerly looking up to it for a cour~geous
lead in the fight for freedom!
Today the National Congress exists but in name, a number
of conflicting political groups contending for the possession of its prostrate frame. Nationalism-the courageous
fight for real freedom-is drowned in the surging sea of
communalism. Bickering over petty formalities is the
outstanding feature of political life of the country. More
than half a dozen political constellations are vilifying each
other. Each claims to represent the nation. But none of them
touch the vital issues before the nation, their sole object
being to secure a majority in the legislatures.
Even those who recognise the impotence of these pseudo
-parliamentary bodies are nevertheless frantically trying to
enter them. They have forgotten that the road to freedom does
not lie through the blind alley of those impotent and unrepresentative legislative bodies. •They have forgotten that in
the fight for national freedom these at best can only serve
as auxilliaries to other more powerful and effective weapons.
• To The All India National Congress, Gauhati Session
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The Legislatures do not Represent the People
The present legislative bodies, to capture which has become
the beginning and end of the programme of nationalist
parties. are impotent. They are impotent because they do
not represent the people. Being unrepresentative, they
~·annot act as th~ vehicle through which popular energy can
find adequate expression. The experience of the last two
\'t!ars should have made this abundantly clear. The Swaraj
Party entered the councils ostensibly with the object of
wrecking them. What actually happened, however, was
the wreck of the Swaraj Party on the treacherous ground
of pseudo-parliamentarism.
Although the situation is as clear as daylight, it may be
u!lcful to give a few facts showing the unrepresentative
character of the legislative bodies established by the
rt>forms of 1919. It is necessary to repeat this axiomatic
truth because of the lamentable parliamentary degeneration
of the entire nationalist movement.
The total population of British India (excluding Burma)
is 221 ,500,000 in round numbers. Of these a little Jess than
5,000,000 are qualified voters according to the findings of
the Southborough (franchise) committee. That is to say,
ab·:mt 2. 2 per cent of the entire nation is enfranchised by
the reforms! The councils at best, therefore, represent this
small minority. The overwhelming majority of 97 .8 per
cent, being unenfranchised, cannot make themselves heard
or felt through these bodies.
Is not the nationalist movement reared on a very narrow
social foundation when its programme and policies are largely concerned with entrance into an action within these legislative bodies? Can the nationalist parties which stake their
very existence on capturing a sufficient number of seats in
lhese councils be expected to shake the power of imperialism? Still, these unrepresentative legislative bodies have
become the centre of nationalist politics. Consequently, the
~ationalist movement as represented by the existing political parties is divorced from the popular masses. It has
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neither the power nor the will to fight for freedom. The
general desire is to reach a compromise with imperialism
without losing face. Mutual recrimination and loud protestations of patriotism do not change the C'Ssentials of
the situation.

No Fundamental Differences
among the Nationalist Parties
Nationalist criticism of the councils seldom concerns their
unrepresentative character. Neither the National Congress
nor any particular party inside or outside it has ever
conducted a campaign for the extension of the franc.hise.
The National Congress in the beginning boycotted the
reformed councils not as a protest against their unrepresentative character, but owing to the limited power
conferred on them. The general nationalist demand is that
the government should be respon(ible to the legistaturei.
representing 2.2 per cent of the population. This would
he considered self-governme-nt! Political domination and
economic exploitation of the people by British imperialism would obviously be considered tolerable and permissible provided that they are carried on with the sanction
of the legislature representing the enfranchised few of th~
native upper and middle classes.
The year 1925 was marked by a complete decomposition
of the nationalist movement. The National Congress was
split up into warring factions. But there is little fundamental difference between these parties. They all subscribe
to the program of self-government within the British
empire. Even their immediate demands are identical.
The bitter controversy between the orthodox swarajist
leaders and dissidents (respopsivists and independents)
confused the situation. The rank-and-file members and
adherents of the Swaraj Party failed to see the sham
character of their fight over formalities. Ostensibly, the
dfference was only on one point-on what condition the
nationalists should accept office. On principle, however,
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there was no objection to accepting office under the present
constitution, which only three years ago was boycotted.
During his negotiations with Malaviya, Motilal Nehru
!'ttdted on 15 September that "the general principle and policy
laid down in the resolution of the Kanpur congress shall be
adhered to." But two days later, after the negotiations had
broken up. the central organ of the Swaraj Party wrote
cdi tori al I y:
"The result of the elections would go a great way to show
ii the country wanted a change of policy formulated by the
Kanpur congress ... The Swaraj Party would also approach
the Congre~s to formulate a new policy, if necessary, in
the light of the mandate of the country" (Forward, 17,
September).
Where is the fundamental difference between the two
parties then? Both are ready to change principles and
policies at the behest of the electorate representing 2.2
per cent of the population. Both are prepared to override
the interest of the unfranchised masses in favour of an
infinitesimal minority. The independents stated the new
"principle and policy" of agreement with imperialism before
the election; whereas the swarajists wanted only to temporise.
At the moment of writing, the results of the election are
not fully known. But it is a foregone conclusion that the
swarajists will lose ground. Nowhere will they have an
independent majority to carry on their old tactics. So they
will approach the Gauhati congress to revise the decisions
of the Kanpur congress. The endeavour will be made to
trick. the Nationai Congress into sanctioning a policy of
compromise dictated by the interests of the upper and
middle-class minority.
The authority of the National Congress will be asserted,
it will regain its position as the supreme organ of the
Indi-an people, only if at Gauha~i the tricky politics of the
bourgeois leaders are frustrated. This can be done by
mobilis-ing the rank and file on a platform of revolutionary
nationalism.
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Contradictions Inside the Swaraj Party
One by one the consciously bourgeois elements have gone out
of the Swaraj Party. But unfortunately the leadership of the
party still remains predominantly bourgeois. The left-opposition which saved the party by repudiating the treacherous
Sabarmati pact, and which made itself felt in Bengal, is still
incapable of and unwilling to revolt openly against the
bourgeois leaders. But the Swaraj Party will not be able to
become a party of the people, leader of the fight for national
freedom, until and unless it breaks away completely from the
bourgeoisie, seeking compromise with imperialism.
The weakness of the Swaraj Party has always been th~
contradiction between the leadership and the ranks. The
programme and policy of the party have always been dictated
by the interests of the capitalist and land-owning classes;
but the members and adherents of the party largely hail from
other sections of society. The par1-y has always defended
aristocratic and bourgeois interests while making some
meanin·gless gestures to hoodwink its revolutionary following. But in course of time even these meaningless gestures
became somewhat harmful to the agreement between British imperialism and the native upper classes. The Swaraj
Party stood at the parting of ways. It must completely betray
its petty-bourgeois followers or forfeit the votes of the upper
and middle classes. The latter eventuality would be fatal for
a party which had staked its existence on the success of a
parliamentary policy.
Serving as a connecting link with the people, the petty
bourgeoisie give the Swaraj Party a national significance. But
most of them cannot give it the vote. Connection with the
popular mass.es would be vital for the party that wants to lead
a revolutionary fight. For a party depending exclusively on
parliamentary action, however, the electorate is more important than the nation. The class' composition of the present
electorate demands that any party seeking its vote must be
committed to defending capitalist and landowning interests .
."\hould these interests conflict with those of the nation, the
iatter must be betrayed.
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This w~s the vital issue in the controversy that raged
the period immediately preceding the elections. The
bourgeois leaders who still remained at the head of the
Swaraj Party were called upon to speak clearly on this' point:
Would they throw overboard their trusting lower-middle
clas~ following, betray the people and stand openly as the
~pokesmen of th~ capitalist and landowning classes? They
evaded a straight answer. By means of sophistry and hairi.plitting over formalities, they deceived the party. Actually,
however. they have betrayed the party and the nation. Their
msii.tence upon staking the future of the party on the verdict
of the electorate is a violation of the sovereignty of the
people. They would make not only the Swaraj Party, but
the National Congress, an instrument to be used in the
interests of the small minority-enfranchised by the grace
of Britain.
1r.

The Programme must be changed
The Swaraj Party cannot rescue itself from the deadening
grip of bourgeois influence unless it adopts a new
programme. A new programme reflecting the interests of
the people and providing for militant mass action for the
iealisation of national freedom will put the leaders to the
test. They must either accept that programme and thereby
burn the bridge over which they want surreptitiously to
sneak over to the camp of the bourgeoisie with the party
in their pocket, or leave the party, following the example
of their spiritual comrades who have preceded them.
The programme of the Swaraj Party is essentially a
programme ·of bourgeois-nationalism. Literally, it is
ambiguous. For example, while formulating its broad
principles at Gaya, C. R. Das said:
"Swaraj is indefinable, and it is not to be confused with
any particular system of governJllent. Swaraj 1s the natural
expression of the national mind, and must necessarily cover
the whole history of the nation."
This statement ought to be laughed at, were it not so
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tendentious. Das could not have been able to carry the best
elements in the nationalist movement with him had he at that
critical period defined swaraj, which was enunciated as an
undefinable metaphysical category at Gaya, in "1e course of
two years and a half assumed a very definite material form-a
particular system of government. At Faridpur, the swarajist
leader defined swaraj as dominion status ~·ithin the British
empire. The party. intellectually paralysed by the cult of hero
worship, could not even ask the leader how such a modest
place on the outskirts of the British empire would be "the
natural expression of the national mind covering the whole
history of the nation."
Dominion status is not an expression of the national
mind. It corresponds with the interests of the nationalist
bourgeoisie. Here is what C.R. Das has had to say in favour
of dominion status: (I) it brings mlterial advantage, (2) it
affords complete protection; and (3) it provides all the
elements of swaraj (Faridpur speech).
Dominion status will bring material advantage to whom?
To the Indian bourgeoisie. An agreement with imperialism
will assure the development of Indian capitalism. Protection is needed by those who have something to protect. They
again are the capitalist and landowning classes who are
afraid that national revolution involving the worker and
peasant masses might encroach upon their preserves. The
classes of Indian society that live and thrive by exploiting
the toiling masses and to whom national freedom means
the freedom to increase this exploitation, want the protection of British imperialism against the possible revolt
of the people. This is the meaning of dominion status.
Material advantages for the Indian bourgeoisie and protection of the rights and privilege~ of exploiting classes-these
are the principal elements of the swaraj, which the founder
of the Swaraj Party desired to see established.
So long as the Swaraj Party stands by the programme out1med at Gaya and expounded in detail at Faridpur by its
founder, it cannot claim to be essentially different from the
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other nationalist parties. It must go the same way as that
pursued by other parties committed to the defence of the
upper classes. Even dominion status is a far cry. It won't be
granted by imperialism just f ~r the asking. There must be
a long period of apprenticeship, which must be served by
"
co-operating
with imperialism on the basis of the reforms.
The nationalist bourgeoisie are anxious to serve this
apprenticeship to qualify for a further instalment of
~oncessions-economic and political.
This is the situation in which the Congress meets at Gauhati.
It must choose between the enfranchised 2.2 percent and the
unfranchised, oppressed and exploited 97.8 per cent of the
ndtion. The hypocritical policy of shouting "swaraj for the 98
per cent'' and doing the bidding of the 2 per cent cannot be
carried on any longer without ruining the nationalist movemt'nt. without prostituting the name and prestige of the
National Congress.
The opinion of the Forward quoted above, and more than
one pronouncement of the swarajist leaders in a similar strain,
do not leave any doubt about the policy that will be pressed
upon the Congress as soon as the results of the rlection are
known. In the very unlikely event of the swarajist~ increasing
their forces in the councils or even retaining their present
strength, they will accept office. The fiasco of the last two
years cannot be repeated all over again. In the much more likely
eventuality of their defeat in the polls, they will, of course,
change their policy and try to secure the sanction of the Congress
for this bankrupt policy of surrender and compromise.
The National Congress can save itself only in one way.
It is roundly repudiating the programme and policy that
sr:ek to make it an instrument of parties betraying national
interests for the sake of a small minority. The repudiatfon
of the bankrupt policy of bourgeois nationalism should be
follow-ed by the adoption of a program ot democratic
national freedom. Pseudo-parliamentarism should be replaced
by milit-ant mass action. The policy of surrender and
compromise should be discarded in favour of a policy of
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courageous and genuine fight with imperialism. The National
Congress should be liberated from the treacherous bourgeois
leadership and brought under the inspiring influence of a
republican people's party.

Communal Conflicts
Many must have been discouraged by the communal conflicts that have been devastating the country during the last
years. It is certainly a discouraging phenomenon. But here
again a party of the people wilJ find the solution. While
the upper classes fight for rights and privileges, the masses
of both the communities have one very vital thing in common. It is exploitation. Hindu and Muslim workers are
sweated in the same factory. Hindu and Muslim peasants
toil on the land, side by side to be equally robbed by the
landlord, the money-lender and the agents of imperialism.
The Muslim worker is not better 'Paid when the employer
is his co-religionist. Nor does a Hindu lanlord take less rent
from a Hindu than from a Muslim tenant.
The same rule largely applies to the exploited middle
classes (petty intellectuals, small traders, artisans, etc.).
United by the common tie of exploitation 98 per cent of
the entire people have no reason to be involved in the
.communal conflicts. Help them to be conscious of their
economic interests, give them a courageous lead to fight
against their common enemy, the forces of exploitation, and
the bottom will be knocked out of the insidious policy of
provoking communal conflict. It is true this cannot be done
overnight. But there is no other remedy for the cancer of
communalism which eats into the vitals of the nationalist
movement.
The collapse of the nation,list movement has given an
impetus to the communal conflict. Reorganisation of the
nationalist movement with a program of militant mass
action will remove this impetus. Non-cooperation and the
1~hilafat agitation quickened religious fanaticism at the
expenses of political consciousness. This grave error must
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ht: rectified by placing the nationalist movement on a solid
secular basis. The masses should be mobilised under the
banner of nationalism with slogans of immediate economic
demand~. Land tenure, land rent, usurers' charges, prices,
wages, working conditions, primary education-these should
be the main topics of agitation. On every one of these points,
vitally concerning the life of the people, the identity of interest
can be made clear very easily. Agitation along these lines,
therefore, will provide for the safest guarantee against
communal tension, while building up a solid basis for the
nationalist movement.
Democratic principles, however. do not operate against
the interests of national minorities. The mutual distrust between
the Hindus and Muslims in India has a historical background,
The communal question, therefore, should be approached as
the question of a national minority. One of the main planks
m the nationalist platform must be the protection for national
and communal minorities. If the nationalist movement fails
t1) guarantee this protection, imperialism gets the chance of
offering it and thus drives a wedge staight through the nation.
The behaviour and pronouncements of more than one
prominent Hindu nationalist leader gives the Muslims sufficient reason for suspicion. The extra-territorial patriotism
of a section of the Muslim leaders, on the other hand, gives
a handle to the injurious propaganda of the Hindu reaction
aries. Excesses on both sides should be avoided. The surest
guarantee against communalism is the mobilisation of the
masses on the basis of their economic interests. Class lines
cut deeply across the superficial and often artificially drawn
communal lines.

National Interest and Class Interest
The recrudescence of communal conflicts has been very
harmful to the nationalist movement; but the present
de-composition of the movement is caused primarily by the
conflict of class interests inside the nationalist ranks . Indian
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society is as much divided into classes as capitalist society
in any other country.
The relation of British imperialism with the differenr
classes of Indian society is not uniform. The nation is
oppressed and exploited by a foreign power. But the pressure of this oppression does not fall equally on all the strata
of the Indian population. The object of exploitation is not
the entire people. but only the classes that produce wealth
by their labour-power. These are the workers and peasants
constituting over 90 per cent of the nation. The quarrel
between imperialism and the upper classes of Indian society
is a quarrel over the booty. Native landlords and capitalists
also live at the expense of the producing masses. But the
monopolist policy of imperialism did not permit them an
unrestricted economic development which would increase
their capacity to exploit the working class. The major poruon
of the values produced by the Indi'an workers and peasants
go to swell the pockets of imperialism. The Indian bourgeoisie were allowed only a modest middleman's share. In
course of time they have become dissatisfied with this small
portion of the booty. They wanted an ever-increasing share
and finally the prior right over the entire resources of
labour-power of the Indian masses.
The Indian bourgeoisie, however, could not realise their
aspirations for the mastery of the country without challenging the monopoly of imperialism. This again they can not
do by themselves. India cannot become free from foreign
domination except through the revolutionary action of the
entire people. But the popular revolt against imperialism is
not caused by the grievances of the nationalist bourgeoisie.
It has its own causes. The popular masses rise against exploitation as such. Consequently, the nationalist bourgeoisie, who
would like to be the sole masl'ers and rulers of the country•
do not dare to use the weapon which alone can seriously
threaten the imperialist hold on the country. National
interests-the interests of the 98 per cent-are thus sacrificed
for class interests. The attempt to conquer sole mastery over
0
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the country being fraught with possible danger of im-mense
gravity, the nationalist bourgeoisie enter into agreement with
imperialism to exploit the Indian people jointly.
Why does imperialism enter into such an agreement?
There are several reasons. Firstly, the general crisis of
i.:apitalism has weakened the basis of imperialism so much
that the policy of the old classical colonialism must be
re\'ilied. Secondly, the Indian market is attacked by Japan,
USA, Germany, etc.; only goods manufactured in India with
cheap labour can compete with these intruders. Therefore
Britain adopts the policy of industrialising India under the
domination of imperialist finance. Thirdly, the decline of
the accumulation of capital in Britain does not permit her
to spare sufficient capital to carry on the programme of
industrialising India. She must draw Indian capital into
operation. Fourthly, the mass character of the post-war
nationalist movement forces imperialism to win· over to its
~ide ever-wider strata of the native society.
A foreign power cannot rule a country for a long time
unle~s supported by a certain native element. A government
to be stable must have a social basis. Up to the world war,
two social factors supported the British government in India.
They were the landowning class and the peasantry. These
two together constitute a majority of the population. So
imperialism had a sure social base. But these two social
forces did not support the British government in the same
way. The landowning class gave positive, conscious support,
while the peasantry provided an unconscious support, by
virtue of its .passive loyalty. Since the war, the situation has
changed. The passive loyalty of the peasant masses has been
disturbed. It has been replaced by a state of seething revolt
which breaks out from time to time; consequently, the basis
of irnperialism is now seriouly shaken. A new ally must be
found to reinforce it.
•
The new ally is the nationalist bourgeoisie (bankers,
merchants, manufacturers, high officials and the professional
people clos~ly connected with these classes). In the years
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following the war, the nationalist movement was heading
towards revolution. The ominous prospects were dreaded by
a nationalist bourgeoisie. They decided to travel the safer
way, and accept the junior partnership with imperialism in
the exploitation of the Indian people.
The defection of the bourgeoisie left its mark on the nationalist movement. Compromise and surrender became the
policy. This sacrifice of the people on the altar of class interest has been carried on by stages ever since 1922. The la!lt
stage wilJ be when the new legislative assembly and council
meet. It does not matter what form it will take . There may
still be staged the farce of his majesty's opposition. But,
essentially, the parties representing the bourgeoisie will give
up all real resistance to imperialism and co-operate-either
"honourably" or "responsively"-with the British government.

What is to Be Done?
The reconciliation of the antagonism between imperialism
and the native bourgeoisie, however, does not remove the
basic cause of a national revolution. The necessity of freedom for the Indian people is not determined by the sectional
interests of the nationalist bourgeoisie. The agreement
between imperialism and the native bourgeoisie does not
free the Indian people from political domination and
economic exploitation. Nearly 98 per cent of the population
still remains without any political rights. Economic
concessions to native capitalism are not and will not be
made by reducing the share of imperialism. The latter will
increase the exploitation of the labouring masses w_ho will
be forced to produce value for native capitalism over and
above what they produce for imperialism. This being the
case, the fight for national freedom must be continued. The
nationalist movement must be a movement of the masses
with a programme reflecting the interests of the majority
of the people. The programme of the movement must be
free from all haziness ind ambiguity, such as has been the
case with the swarajist programme.
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Particularly clear should be the position of the nation"'list movement on the agrarian question. The peasantry
constitute over 70 per cent of the population. It is the most
important economic factor in the present state of Indian
~ociety. It will .play a decisive role in the movement for
national liberation. The fight for the peasantry should b~
one of the main tasks of the nationalist movement. Imperialism is endeavouring skilfully to regain the confidence
of the peasantry. During the last years, it has forced upon
the landowning class tenancy reform laws in several provinces. This has enabled it to take in hand the alarming
situation created by the acute agrarian disturbances in 1919: t. The next step in the attempt to regain the confidence
of the peasantry is the royal commission on agriculture.
Needless to say that the motive behind all these moves is
not to help the peasantry, but to deceive them. Brutal
rxploitation of the peasant masses is the main source of
imperialist profit from India. To frustrate the sinister designs
of imperialism to regain the confidence of the peasantry,
the nationalist movement must adopt a radical agrarian
programme and expose the motive of the so-called reform
measures passed or proposed by the government.
The following occurred in the manifesto issued by the
Swaraj Party on the eve of the 1923 ele~tions:
"It is true that the party stands for justice to the tenant,
but poor indeed will be the quality of that justice if it
involves any injustice to the landlord."
If the nationalist movement wants to secure active
support of the peasant masses, it must liberate itself from
the reactionary point of view expressed in this quotation.
Such a programme is necessary for a party fishing for the
vote of the landed gentry; but it is positively harmful for
a party that proposes to lead the popular masses in the fight
for freedom. If you are so careful as not
touch the
privileged position of the landowners, you can only do
injustice to the peasantry. The landowning class is a social
Parasite that sucks the blood of the peasantry. Then, over

to
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nearly half the country. the government is the landlord. The
maxim of justice should also apply there.
Thus the swarajist program about the peasantry not onl}
protects the parasitic landowners: it gives British imperialism an unlimited lease of life. The agrarian programme of the
nationalist movement must be to defend the interests of the
peasantry. It should be directed ruthlessly against all the
agenl'ies, foreign and native, that exploit the peasantry.

The Programme of The Nationalist Movement
The movement for national freedom can be led to victory onl~
by a party of the people. Unless it is led by a party whil'.h
acts according to a clearly-defined programme, the nationali'it
movement will be floundering like a rudderless ship. It i!remarkahle that for years the leaders did not tell the country
what exactly was the object of t~e nationalist movement.
Swaraj was defined as everythint but what it is-national
independence. The nationalist movement loses alJ meaning if
its object is not to secure national freedom. National freed,>m
-it is a very clear expression. It does not require any legal
or constitutional commentary. It means freedom for the people
to establish its own government-to manage its own affair1'.
political, economic, cultural and so forth. Up till now thi~
fundamental point of the nationalist programme has not been
clearly and squarely placed before the country. This must be
done as the first act in reorganising the nationalist movement.
Let not the controversy over the conditions under which
nationalists should accept office confuse the main issue. All
the existing nationalist parties today are committed to the
programme of dominion status. Even that much is not demanded immediately. Some measure of responsiblilty to the present
unrepresentative legislature would placate the most radical
element. This is no struggle for national freedom. It is mockery. It is a downright betrayal of the nation.
The people must have freedom, complete and uncondi·
tional. There must be a people's party to demand and fight
for this freedom.
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Then. national freedom is not a thing in itself. National
would not be worth having and fighting for if it
did not bring the people political and economic rights that
:hi:y ar~ deprived of under the present. conditions. The
n1nnctc form of national freedom will be the establish1111:n1 of a republican swtr. based on advanced democratic
p1in1.:1ples.
A 11atio11al assembly elected by universal adult (man and
"oman) .mjfrage will be the supreme organ of the people.
:\II c:a.;te and class privileges will be abolished. The country
\\ rll he thoroughly democratised.
To the mas~es. national freedom must offer more concrete
advantages. It must remove their immediate economic griev.m1:L'~ and guarantee them a higher standard of life. National
trc~~dom must establish the principle: The land belongs to
rh" Tiller. Parasitic classes living in luxury on unearned
11Komcs from land will be deprived of their vested interst.
Pie enormous sums that swell the pockets of landowning
da"i~ will go to relieve the burden on the peasantry. Land
rent will be reduced all round. Poor peasants, eking out a
miserable existence on uneconomic holdings will be entirely
~xempt from rent. The peasantry will be protected against
the excesses of the money-lenders. The national govenment
will help the peasantry by means of extensive agrarian
credits. The cultural level of the peasantry will be raised
ihrough the introduction of machinery in agriculture and
~hruugh free primary education.
The national government will guarantee the industrial
workers an eight-hour day and minimum living wage. There
will be legislation as regards decent working conditions
.ind housing. Unemployed workers will be taken care of by
the state.
.
Public utilities such as railways, waterways, telegraphs
~tc · will be the property of the nation. They will be operated
not for private profit, but for ihe use of the public .
. Workers (also peasants) will have full freedom to combine, and the right to strike to defend their interests.
frL~cdom
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There will be complete freedom of religion and worship.
National and communal minorities will enjoy the right
of autonomy.
These are the main points of the programme which will
unite the overwhelming majority of the people and set
them in irresistible action. The programme of bourgeois
nationalism (defence of the interests of the capitalist and
landowning classes) has betrayed the nation. The nation must
assert itself and move towards freedom in spite of the
treachery and timidity of the bourgeoisie. The National
Congress must be liberated from the influence of
hypocritical bourgeois politicians. Those willing to fight
honestly and courageously for freedom must become thr
!!pokcsmen of the people. The party that wishe~ co lead t
the struggle for national liberation must become the party
of the people, representing not the fortunate few of the
electorate, but the unfranchised 11¥ljority. Council c~amber!'I
present too restricted a field of operation for the party of
the people, which must find much wider spheres of action.
National indrpendence and complete democratisation of
national life in every respect-these are the main plank!\

of the nationalist platform. The battle to realise this
programme must be fought with the slogan: "Land, Bread
and Education."
I December 1926

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA

~
Formation of All India
Workers & Peasants Party in 1928

A. PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

c·l1m1.ide'>,
Hcforc I read my address I wish to thank you for the high
hnnour that you have done me by electing me the President
lll rhe fu '>l Workcrl!I' and Peasants' Party Conference. I know
lull ~ell that there are many comrade~ in our party who are
nc.ul ..i.nd '>houlderll above me in ability and learning. My
th,1ughr f tr'>t wa' not to accept th as tremendous responsibil1t}. hut the m!.iMence of friends left me no other choice hut
h1 how my head before your dec1s1on. lam conllcious of the
).!H'.it honour you have done me by repollmg your trust in
ml' ..i.nd I am !lure I ~hall receive your full co-operation to
m..i.kc tha~ confere nee a succe~s.
C.1kutta il!I a hi11torical place, whe{e many events of far1c,1chmg effects have taken place. But for a Punjabi its
l11,tm 1cal llignificance is increased by its associati(ln with
thl· Kauana Gata Maru incident where many PunJabts that
h..i.d gone to Canada to seek entrance but were refused, were
rt.·<.~1vcd with shots on their return to their mother country.
81..•ngal and th~ Punjab again co-operated in 19 J4-15 to
•\ .i~e the second war for liberty against the foreign yoke;
hut their efforts failed to achieve the desired goal. Hundreds
uf 'lUr brethren were hanged and hundreds were transported
for life many of whom are still rotting in jails. I think many
mon• will have to suffer imprisonment or other tortures
whether with or without trial, before our country can win

-------.By Sohan Sinp Joa~alcuua. December 21,1928.
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freedom and until that is done no self-respecting Indian can
afford to sit quiet and not do his level best to free the
motherland from the imperialist thraldom.
CONGRESS : The movement for liberty began in 1881 when
the Indian National Congress came into being. The people
that took interest in the movement were mostly lawyers,
barristers and other educated persons. They gathered once
a year in some big city where they made fiery speeches and
passed many resolutions that mainly concerned their class
interest. They also put forth their demands before the
Government. Their fight was mainly a fight for the loaves
and fishes of office. At the annual session great enthusiasm
was manifested ; but during the rest of the year practically
nothing was done. This state of affairs continued upti I 1914. '
During this interval the only notable movements were the
Punjab Agrarian Movement led by L. Lajpat Rai and S. Ajit
Singh and the Bengal Swadeshi ~ovement. These attracted
a good deal of public attention.
In 1914 the Great War began. In reality this was the time
for taking advantage of the helplessness of the British
Government, for one's difficulties are the opportunities for
one's enemies ; but unfortunately our leaders cast in their lot
with the Imperialists and Capitalists •• because under the influence of the British propaganda they were led to believe that
the War was being waged "to make Democracy safe". But their
eyes were opened soon after the War was over, and they realised
that the safety of Democracy and smaller nations was a mere
excuse to cover their imperialistic aggrandisement and all the
utterances of the British Statesmen were fabrics of lies. Nothing
was done towards the liberation of the country during 1914-19.
It was after the close of the war and the shattering of all the hopes
of the leaders that Mr. Gandhi~stepped into the political arena.
He united the country by placing before it the tripple programme
of the, Punjab Wrong, the Khilafat Question and the HinduMuslim Unity. Under his leadership the non-co-operation movement was launched which, as you know, became very popular
It brought great awakening among the masses. But after the
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Chauri-Chaura incident came the Bardoli resolution which
. . u~pended not only mass Civil Disobedience and No-tax
cdmpaign, but practically all other activities as well. Thus the
problem of liberty remained unsolved.
From its very inception the Congress has been fighting
for the class interest of the bourgeoisie. It has never placed
hefore the masses a programme expressing the needs and
demands of the masses who have been totally neglected in
It" programme. This is why they did not take any interest
m the national movement. The masses were attracted by the
Non-co-operation Movement for it held out to them a hope
of lightening their burdens through the then proposed No-tax
Campaign, besides freeing them from the clutches of the
landlords. The Bardoli Resolution however proved that Mr.
Gandhi too was not with the masses ; but was consciously
ur otherwise, acting for the interests of the landlords and the
rapitalists, for by letting intact the prevalent order of things
he showed that he was content to leave the cultivators to the
mercy of the landlords without even raising their voices of
protest. If any man entertain a doubt about this, let him pursue
the Bardoli resolution given below:
(I) The Working Committee deplores the inhuman conduct of the mob at Chauri-Chaura in having brutally murdered constables and wantonly burned police station.
(2) In view of the violent out-breaks every time mass
civil disobedience is inaugurated, indicating that the country is not non-violent enough, the Working Committee of
the Congress resolves that mass civil disobedience .... be
suspended and instructs the local Congress Committees to
advise the cultivator.v to pay land revenue and other taxes
due to the Govt. and to suspend every other activity of the
offensive character.
(3) The suspension of mass civil disobedience shall be
continued until the atmosphere is so non-violent as to insure
the non recurrence of atrociiies such as at Gorakh~ur or
of the hooliganism such as at Bombay and Madras on the
17th of November and the 13th of January.
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(4) All volunteer processions and public meetings for
the defiance of authority should be stopped.
(5) The Working Committee advises Congress workers and
organisations to inform the ryats (peasants) tit.at withholding
of rent payment to the Zamindars (landlords) is contrary to
the Congress resolutions and injurious to the best interests
ofthe country. The Working Committee assures the Zamindars
that the Congress movement is in no way intended 10 attack
their legal rights and that even when the ryats have grievances,
the committee desires that redress be sought by mutual consultation and arbitration.
This class resolution clearly proves that the No-tax campaign and the mass civil disobedience movement were given
up not because of the Chauri-Chaura incident. but because
of the cultivators being resolutely bent upon not paying rent
even to the landlords. The peasants who had become conscious of their rights joined this fnovement in the hope of
being freed from the tyranny of the landlords. They made
great sacrifices, but the Congress leaders said to them that
the "interests of the country" required that they should pay
the rent. which meant that men who could be counted on
fingers be allowed to exercise this tyranny over the peasants
who formed 75% of the total population. and keep them under
their thumb for ever. How strange is the "interest of the
country .. that require that millions should suffer the pangi;
of hunger and want in order to support the luxury of a few'!
The passing of this resolution convinced the peasants and
workers that this movement was not going to ameliorate their
condition. They withdrew themselves and the non-co-operation movement came to an end.
Mr. Gandhi was followed by Mr. C. R. Das with the slogan
that he would fight for a Swaraj which would give freedom
to the 98% of the people of lndi4. But his attitude soon showed
that he too was fighting for the bourgeois interests and was
doing nothing to liberate the masses from the clutches of the
money-lenders, the capitalists and the landlords. The greater
~art of his time was spent in the Councils. After his death
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one of his co-workers who had studied him at close quarters
wrote about him, "Mr. Das was not a revolutionist, he stood
hetween India and revolution". This fact and his other activiiie~ clearly show that he too was a reformist leader.
After his death the leadership of the Swaraj Party passed
into the hands of P. Motilal Nehru. By writing the report
associated with his name the Pandit has proved that he too
can sacrifice the interests of the masses for the interests
of the bourgeoisie and the landlords. In short I can say
without fear of any contradiction that uptil now the Congress movement has been carried on for the benefit of the
hourgeoisie and the landlords, and has done nothing for the
amelioration of the lot of the masses.
The country has now before it the burning topics of the
boycott of the Simon Commission, the Nehru Report and
many others with which now I deal one by one.
SIMON COMMISSION : I do not wish to take much of your
t:me in dealing with the Simon Commission, because I do
not attach much importance to it. I am fully convinced that
lhi!-. is a move to strengthen the Imperialist hold on India.
But there is one thing to be mentioned, which is that the
movement of boycott and hartals has put a 11ew life and
nguur in the country. The national movement that had
-;lackened since the abandoning of the Non-co-operation
movement, has again gained strength. The enthusiasm shown
by the masses in demonstrations against the Simon Commission is highly praiseworthy. Now the question arises,
will the enthusiasm of the masses be so directed as to prove
beneficial to the country, or will it be allowed to subside
without accomplishing anything? The Congress has been
unable to place before the masses a programme expressing
their needs and demands. This is why many movements
come and go without benefiting the masses.
Most of the Congressmen an<I;, the liberals Have joined this
boycott movement because no Indian bas been taken in the
c~mmission and.not because they refuse to acknowledge the
right of the British Parliament to frame any constitution for
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India or to determine her future status. By writing the Nehru
Report the bourgeois leaders have acknowledged this right
of the parliament. Therefore, it is for this that we find them
every now and then urging for a Round-tabJe Conference.
The fact is that the Indian bourgeois leaders wish to share
with British Capitalists the loot that is going on in this
country and wish to substitute "Brown for white Bureaucracy" in which the masses will be fleeced as before.
The history of the Congress movement shows that the
leaders have ever been ready to compromise with the British
Government so that like the Englishmen they too might grow
fat at the cost of the masses. I think this is the reason why
they have never placed a revolutionary programme before
the masses.In reality the big landlords and capitalists of India
do not wish to break with the British because their interests
are common. It is for this reason that they are submitting
to the British dictatorship. But
the interests of· the proletariat are opposed to those of the bourgeoisie they cannot
accept this dictatorship.
Whatever the Commission may recommend for India rn
its final report, we are tasting its fruits even now. The first
instalment of the Commission• s benefits was the death of
Lala Lajpat Rai, and the second was the beating of Pt.
Jawaharlal and other leaders at Lucknow. Let us see what
more we get. Besides this we have Public Safety Bill and
Trade Dispute Bill. I think that those who even now refuse
to boycott the commission are selling their country for a mess
of pottage. We should condemn all these people in general
and the nominated Labour representatives in particular who
voted for co-operation with the Simon fraud in Indian Legislatures against the decision of the Trade Union Congress.
NEHRU REPORT : We had been hearing the word 'Swaraj'
from the lips of the Congress feaders but we never understood
its significance. This word has been so vaguely applied that
one can make it mean anything one likes. To some it means
Complete Independence to others Dominion Status. None had
defined it so far, so no body was certain what our Congress
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f nc:nds meant by ·it. Sometimes reactionaries manage, by
Jugglery of words, to pass as extremists. But time comes
when they are revealed in their true colour. Many leaders
had been posing as extremists under the cover of undefined
Swaraj. But now that the Nehru Report has defined it, they
are shown to be reactionaries. Not only do they wish to
remain chained to chariot wheels of the Empire but they wish
ah.o to leave armed forces and Foreign Affairs in the British
hands. Even in the Internal Affairs the powers of the Govt>rnor General are defined so vaguely that he can interfere
in all matters whenever he likes.
In the case of the Indian States to say nothing of making
wholesale changes they have proposed no reforms in the
exi!.ting state of affairs.It means that the states wiU continue
to he ruled by the reactionary and despotic princes, who are
notorious the world over for their extravagant, luxurious and
immoral ways of life. They have always been opposing the
movement for India's liberty and are not prepared to give
~ven a vestige of representation to the people. Many of the
princes owe their states to their treachery of the country ;
the way in which they suppressed the agrarian movements
in their respective states can be condemned severely.
Lord Birkenhead had challenged the Indian leaders to frame
J. 'constitution' which would set forth their demands. The
Nehru Committee took up the challenge and prepared the
Nehru Report. This shows that the Indian leaders are prepared
10 co-operate with the British Government, but not for less than
what the report contains. This report puts forth their minimum
demands as they say, nothing less than which will make them
co-operate with the British Government.
The Nehru Report is a class-constitution which betrays
the interests of the proletariat. The framers of this constitution have looked to their own class rights and have totally
neg_lected those of the masses .. Even if we got the Swaraj
defined in the Nehru Report the condition of the masses will
not be changed in the least.
At every point in the report there have been devised
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safeguards for the British Commercial interests, nor has
there been any diminution in the plunder of the peasants
by the landlords. The climax was reached when the Lucknow All· Parties Conference put their seal of approval on
them leaving intact the vested interests. The resolution
speaks for itself :
''All titles to private and personal property lawfully
acquired and enjoyed at the establishment of the Commonwealth are hereby guaranted."
The Indian landlords and the capitalists have been thus
bribed to secure their co-operation up to the Dominion status
defined in the report. These people have never stood by their
country, but have always been playing the traitor. Many of
these have been helping the Government in its policy of
repression. To secure the co-operation of such people the
Nehru Committee has sacrificed. the masses. Their action
appears to show that they do rfot wish to bring about an
awakening among the masses, because they know that if the
masses become conscious of their class-interests, they will
not rest until these interests are made safe, and the people
who suck their blood now are made to exit. This attitude
explains the Bardoli resolution and the suspension of ma!is
civil disobedience and No-tax campaign. The non-co-oper·
ation movement was given up for the leaders did not like!
that the peasantry should get rid of the tyranny of the land·
lords. Now one wonders if there was any necessity of passing
the resolution guaranteeing the vested interests in this calm
atmosphere.
Throughout the report emphasis has been laid on loyalty
to the Empire. So far the fight has been confused. Our
bourgeois leaders fighting for self-government obscured the
fact that they were not fighting the Empire and Imperialism
both. We must clear the ai'r and put the issue definitely
before India that we are out not only to end Imperialism but
Empire as well. All Empires have proved to be curse everywhere; for they meant the exploitation of one country by
another.
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The presence of the King, the Governor-General and the
Go\crnor in the Nehru Scheme has made it all the more
rt·.11:tionary. They have taken great pains to prove that
Dominion Status and Complete Independence are the same
thm~o,;. though in reality there can be no comparison be1w~~n the two. ''Dominion Status", declares the Report,
··1ia~ come to mean something indistinguishable from
Independence". Leaving aside all other defects can there
hl' true independence as long as British interests flourish
hae? The flourishing of British interests means economic
,1,m:ry for India. India wil1 get true freedom only when
tlil' British interests are cleared away bag and baggage. The
uindition of affairs in Egypt and China has conclusively
p1nved that as long as there are British interests in a countr_y 1t can never be safe. Will the peaceful evolution recnmmcnded by the Nehru Committee ever succeed in clearing. away these interests from the Indian soil? India can
at:ain true liberty only through a revolution and not by
framing constitutions.
The final authority and other discretionary powers in every
matter that the Nehru Committee has decided tr leave in the
hands of the Governor-General makes meaninr,less the few
~ood features of the report like the universal suffrage and
fundamental rights. This constitution can never be acceptable
lo the peasantry who will agree to no constitution that does
not safe-guard their interests as given below :
(I) Reduction of land rent. so that persons earning less than
R'· 200/- per month be free from any payment.
(2) Protection against the avarice of the money-lenders by
legalising the maximum rate of interest @ 7% per annum.
C3) A!!tsistance by means of credit to the cultivators.
(4) Land to the peasants and last but not the least cancelling
all the vested rights by Jaw.
For the industrial workers, iq addition to "the provisions
made in the Nehru Report, the public utilities must be made
the property of the nation, that is to say railways, telegraphs
and waterways etc. must be run for the public use. The workers
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should have a right to resort to mass-action and sympathetic
strikes. Therefore, we should declare that unless these righl!i
are acceded to, no constitution will be acceptable to the rank
and file of the workers. It would have been·.better if, instead
of framing a constitution, the leaders had framed a programme
acceptable to the masses and had thus carried the fight for
freedom to a finish.
INDEPENDHNCE of INDIA LEAGUE : But some people might
say, "Why be so anxious? It is not only you who do not
believe in Dominion Staus, but there are many others too
who are of the same opinion. This is why the Independence
of India League has come into life." I wish to state our po lie~
concerning this League. Because the Congress had done
nothing for the good of the masses they were getting out ltf
control so the conscious bourgeoisie have created this League
in order to keep the masses unde~ their influence. If we study
the constitutions of this I,.eagrk and the 1.N. Congress we
do not find much difference in them, the only diffcrencl'
being that no persons holding communal views can join the
League. But in our Workers' and Peasants' Party there i~
no room for communalists. The League has also declared th11t
it will do nothing against the policy of the I. N. Congres1'.
which means that it will safeguard the bourgeois interests.
Some of its leaders not only openly declare their view~
against class-war but also cry hoarse for a Round-tabk
conference and this shows them in their true colours. They
support the Nehru Report and Complete Independence at the
same time.This is ridiculous and shows how firm is their
conviction for Complete Independence. Some of them J:O
about declaring openly that if they pitched th~ir demand at
Complete Independence then alone they could hope to get
Dominion Status. Under these circumstances how can we be
certain that they will not fower the ideal of Independence?
On the other side our party is carrying on an uncompromising:
Campaign for Complete Independence, our Workers' and
Peasants' Party is an Independent party and our slogan is
Complete Independence. Then what was the need of this new
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party'! All people who believe in revolution and class strug!.!k should join our party and placing before the workers
~ind peasants a revolutionary programme should organise
them to win freedom.
And if they are unwilling to give up the League we shall
,_.c what programme and policy they adopt. If we are con\ im:ed that thc:y are wholeheartedly bent upon achieving
Jndcpcndence, we shall be too glad to co-operate with them.
TRADE UNION MovEMF.NT : At present the Trade Union
\fovcment is in the hands of the reactionaries. It is led by
pi::r:-.ons belonging to the petty-bourgeoisie class. They want
IP limit this movement to economic fight and do not wish
1t1 let it meddle with politics. But until the economic fight
1., r a1 ricd on to the political field no great advantage can
.u.:.:ruc to the masses. Many persons have joined this movement simply that they may have an opportunity to go as
lahour representative to the International I abour Conference
at Gen~va and thus see Europe without spending a single
11: 1! from their pockets. I have taken pall in the annual
't''~ions of the Trade Union Congress. Tt ~re resolutions are
'>upported or opposed with the sole object of the speaker's
Jc.,1re to court notice which might ultimately send him to
<lrncva. Bustle and activity is confined to the sessions and
durmg the rest of the year practically nothing is done tow..t.rds organising labour. These words of mine do not allude
to the few extremist Trade Unionists who do not wish to
rnnfine this movement only to the reduction of working
hours and increase of wages and who are certain that as long
as they hold their views they can never hope to be selected
for the European trip; but to those who r.iean to make this
movement a stepping stone to their care~r.
Trade Union movement has no militant policy. Alt po"'- er is spent on redressing minor grievances, most of its
leaders keep aloof from politi~s. The defects of leadership
have been clearly shown in the past strikes. So, our work
consists in organising the workers and the peasants, so that
after affiliating our organisations with the Trade Union
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Congress, we might capture it. We must make this Congress
an energetic and militant body, so that it may bring about
emancipation of labour.
I wish to add a word about the Geneva International.
Experience has shown that this International can in no way
prove beneficial to the working class, and the Congres~
representives going there have neither done nor can do any
good to the labour; because it is a mere trick to throw dust
in the eyes of the proletariat. and thus put off the day of
reckoning.
We should clearly declare that we have no confidence in
this international, that we believe that it can do nothin~ to
improve our lot, therefore we do not wish to have any
connection with it direct or indirect.
AFFILIATION QUESTION : Now that capital is internationally
organised and is suppressing the labour movement in all countries, it is essential that our md'vement should have international connections, for it is only by internationally organising
ourselves that we can fight with the so organised Capital. And
because means of communication have destroyed time and
space and every part of the world has become so accessible,
therefore we must of necessity affiliate ourselves to the
International Movements.
I have been greatly pleased to see that the League Against
Imperialism is trying to organise the revolutionary workers
and the national movements of the colonial countries on
international basis, and the importance of its propaganda work
can be judged from the fact that the literature produced by
it has been prescribed under the Sea Custom Act by the
Government of India. Because the League is out to abolish
Imperialism from the face of the earth and we too have the
same objects, we should therefore have no objection to have
connections with it. Personally I wish, that if practicable, we
should secure affiliation with the International of Moscow or
with the Peasants' International Kristen tern, because these
internationals are the real supporters of the political, economic and social emancipation of the proletariat and have
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!>hown by their atiitude that they have been unceasingly fighting
Jgainst Capitalism and Imperialism. Besides, they honestly de:-ire to organise the Trade Union Movements internationally. If
our Party decides to seek affiliation with these Internationals,
noni:.· will be more pleased than I.
And because in the Asiatic and Colonial countries matters
are taking a senous turn, we should try to organise conferences
111 wnjunction with the Trade Union Movements of these
rnuntries and should prepare a common programme to emanl'1patc ourselves from the yoke of the blood sucking Impe11al1Mn. Therefore we should establish relations with the Paci11·: Trade Union Secretariat as well.
H1u mH TRADE UNION CONGRESS: The attitude of the British
·1 raJe Union Congress during the last few years has clearly
:-h, l\v n that our Trade Uni on movement has been totaJI y neglecll!d hy it and almost all of its leaders are diametrically opposed
h) Jndia's attaining Complete Independence. But from the last
yl;'ar rhey have begun to make efforts to keep the Indian Trade
ljmon movement under their influence and exploit it for
imperialistic ends. The appointment of the Simon Commission
ha~ completely unmasked them and has shown that there is
pradically no difference between Baldwins and Macdonalds;
on the other hand they are the chips of the same block. The
Pillars of Imperialism like Mr. Baldwin, Sir Joynnson Hicks
and Birkenhead on the one hand, the labour leaders like Mr.
Macdonald and Co. on the other, all wish to exploit the cheap
lahour and raw materials of India for the benefit of Lancashire
and, by investing huge capital in this country keep her ever
in bondage. Therefore, it is that all British leaders Liberals,
Conservatives and Laborites are all opposed to India's getting
i:ompJete independence. We must not, in consequence, have
any confidence in them. We should also keep in mind that
th~ International Federation of Trade Union (Amsterdam) is
: Capitalists' organisation; for it has always stood for
~uropean Capitalism and Imperialism and has ever been
~ndifferent to the struggles of the oppressed countries for
independence. In its past history it has clearly demonstrated
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its inability to lead the militant and energetic Workers to their
goal. We should, therefore, decide once for all that we should
have nothing to do with it.
But we must have an official agent in ·Great Britian who
may give to the British workers true information about the
Indian Trade Union movement. In my opinion we should
select The Workers' Welfare League of India, London, for
this purpose, for it has proved by its activities its complete
sympathy with the Indian workers' cause and its readiness
to help them in their struggle.
STRIKES : There have taken place many strikes during the
current year, which fact shows that there has been a great
awakening among the industrial workers, and that they have
begun to find it impossible to drag on existence in their present
wretchedness. Therefore, they have begun to make efforts
towards improving their lot. This increasing unrest among the
workers and their desire to en6 the prevalent miserable conditions of life show which way the wind blows. Signs are not
wanting to convince the workers that though they have met
with failures in many strikes, still these very failures will
prove stepping stones to victory, for learning from their past
mistakes and shortcomings they will gird up their loins for
a fresh grim and determined struggle which will help them
towards their goal.
But here I may point out that the cause of failure of many
strikes lay in the fact that the leadership was in the hand!of such people who had their own axes to grind. Therefore
they were always on the look out for a chance of compromise
with exploiters and thus betray the workers leaving them in
the lurch. We should therefore be on our guard to prevent
such self-seekers from gaining influence in our ranks. for
gaining this influence they will prove very injurious to our
cause. We should expose them severely. Now that the
workers are going to stand on their own legs, many wolves
in sheeps fur will enter our movement and betray us at the
eleventh ho11r.
I must add a word of praise for our Bombay comrades who
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Junng mill strikes stuck to their guns with unsurpassed
1.:uu-rage and determination facing hunger and want for their
~·ause. Their fortitude and brave stand has earned praise of
the l!nemies even, and if. all of us would imbibe the spirit
,Jlllwn by them I am sure that we can bring about revolution
in a very short time. It will be an act of ingratitude on our
part to forget the help given by the Russian workers and our
Indian friends. Without this timely help the Bombay workers
would not have held out so long. We should thank the Soviet
Government for infusing among the workers a desire to help
their oppressed breathren abroad.
At the same time I raise a protest against the action of
thl' Indian Government in having employed its police to open
fire on the non-violent and unarmed workers in many places.
We must end this state of affairs where human life is con~•dered so cheap. as soon as possible. The firing on the
workers in Bombay, Baman Gachi and the South Indian
Railway where hundreds were wounded and killed, shows
the Government's attitude towards strikes. On your behalf
and mine I wish to express heartfelt sympathy for their
hcrcaved families.
INDIAN LEGISLATURES : Uptil now the Government has
h1·cn nominating labour representatives of their own cht>ice,
and therefore the latter have always stood by the Government even in opposition to the interests of the class which
!hey ~ere supposed to represent. Experience therefore shows
that we must reject this system of nomination, and declare
that the persons nominated by the Government are not our
representatives.
We should once and for all decide that we shall have
nothing to do with the imperialist Government and t~at he
who co-operates 'with it will not be one of us. We should
~arry on countinuous propaganda for uniyersal adult S\lffrage, until our demand is acceded to, I shall take the liberty
to suggest that at the time of elections we should put our
pro~ramme before the public in general and the voters in
particular, so that they may vote for one who agrees to
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support their demands more than the rest. Thus we can gt:t
benefit from the elections too. I put forward this sugge.,tion because of its propaganda and educational value. In
my opinion we should take advantage u.f the elections in
disseminating our ideals among the public.
TRADE DrsPUTE 811.L : The campaign carried on by the
workers for the fulfilment of their demands have not only
staggered the mill owners and capitalists but have shaken
their friends and Government as well. Now the Employer!>
and the Government are making a common cause to pur
obstacles in the way of the workers' organisations and do
declare strikes to be illegal. This measure, if it becoml''
a law, will completely crush our Trade Union Movement.
We should be on our alert and should carry on a whirlwind
campaign against the passing of this law. We should clearl)
understand that if the propose4 measure passes into law we
shall not be safe and shall bc 1unable to do anything for our
salvation. If we do not succeed in rescinding this Bill, \H
shall find similar measures being devised to put down the
agrarian movement when it raises its head. Thus thl'
peasants' and workers' movement will be throttled.
Our party should carry on an unceasing agitation again~t
this Bill and draw up a line of action to work upon. I suggcsr
that we should organise demonstrations and protest meetings in different places and should prepare for a general
strike to show our indignation against the proposed law
We should demand that every employed, whether in Go\'ernment or private service, should be free to join Unions.
We should, further agitate for fixing the minium wagt: at
Rs. 30/· and eight hours a day.
If this Bill becomes law, the workers in Railways, Telegraph, Postal Service, Pub.lie conservancy, on light and wa~er
supplies will be forbidden to resort to strikes, and the individuals absenting themselves will be fined and driven out.
Besides we shaJI be deprived of our right to resort to sympathetic strikes and thus the whole movement will be crushed.
Our movement is based on the principle that an injury to one
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,.. an injury to all, hut the Government does not wish to let
u~ follow this principle. If the proposed Conciliation Boards
anJ the Courts of Enquiry by Government come into being
all movements will come to a stand still, because the Gov~rnment will poke its nose everywhere at its sweet will, and
1hu., cool the enthusiasm of the workers by putting off the
111attcri; till the Greek Calends. In short this Bill, from top to
hnnom. is opposed to the Labour interests and will be fatal
to our movement.
We should also express our indignation against those re;.i~·tinnary labour leaders who have expressed their approval.
of the Bill, because while keeping a show of connection with
tht· Trade Union Movement, they are betraying it. We must
ie: the public know of the treachery of these people.
Prnuc SAFETY Bn.1. : The Government has contracted the
whim that the strikes are due to Russian influence, but the
ta.:t is that the people have become sick of the miserable
rnnditions of life. Besides the meagre wages. enormous fines
.md consistent insults at the hand of the employers have made
them realise that they are not being treated like human beings.
Thl'rcfore. they are fighting to keep up their self-respect and
to hl~tter their conditions. But the Government rhinks that these
'inkes are being engineered by Moscow or its agents. It does
not know that a starving man will clutch at any thing. To save
11.;clf from Bolshevism, the Government introduced the Pub1ic Safety Bill in the last session of the Assembly, but it was
'.iefeated. Now it is again making preparation~ to introduce
11 once more in the Assembly and is exerting its utmost to
influence the Assembly members in its favour. This Bill is
not a Public Safety Bill ; but is in reality a Government Safety
Bill. Because the tJays of Bureaucracy are numbered, and its
prestige is gone, it is now trying to prolong its life by whatever
means it can. This Bill gives so great discretionary powers
10 the Governor-General that ,he may deport and refuse adinntance to any foreigner he likes. Such discretionary powers
~hall not be vested in a Government that does not depend for
ns hfe on the will of the people, and which is sure of its position
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even if it may choose to misuse these powers. For the preseni
the Bill is meant to deport Comrades Spratt and Bradley who
are helping the Indian workers and peasants in their struggh:.
but after this another Bill will be introduct\d to deport withou1
trial. This Bill if passed into law is an infringement on personal
liberty and the Government will use it to the detriment of the
Trade Union Movement.
PEASANTS : The real nation Jives in huts and cottages in th!!
villages, but none cares to improve their lot. We also spend
most of our time in organising the industrial centres and pa}
little attention to bring about awakening among the peasan111.
The miserable condition of the peasants, like that of the
industrial workers, is indescribable. Being underfed they arc
no better than walking skeletons. They have no good ho3!\ell
to live in and cannot get good clothes to wear. Interest, land
rent, direct and indirect taxes ha\'e brought them to the verge
of ruin, and the landlords' tyrit.nny over them sends a shiver
through one's body. The land is either in the hands of big
landlords or princes and Mahants. Only the Punjab and some
other places are free from this evil. These people continue
to grow fat at the cost of the poor ryots who are daily wasting
away and cannot resist the most ordinary attack of a diseallc
even. Nor have they so much money as to enable them to call
in medical aid. Therefore, it is that the peasants are meeting
premature death in thousands like dogs and fleas. Their busines~
is to work day and night and never taste the comforts of life
in their everlasting struggle for existence. Here is a big army
that can win freedom if we manage to awaken them to class·
consciousness. But we should remember that the word Swaraj
and freedom do not appeal to them because they do not
understand what they mean and how their condition under
Swaraj or freedom will be different from their present condition. They are obsessed with the idea that whether it be
Swaraj or Independence, their lot will not improve a jot. That
is the land-rent and the taxes which they pay the present
Government will have to be paid to the Government that takes
its place. Therefore, why should they care who rules over
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thi:m. for they are to be equally fleeced and made to remain
1111 ~crable under all Governments. Therefore, it is that the
Cnn~rl.!ss Committees and Volunteer corps have so short life
1 ~ rural areas. We should place ~fore them a programme
i.:ontaining their immediate· demands and they should be made
1,i understand how their condition will improve under a free
Ciorcrnment. If they were convinced that their burden of land
n;nt will be considerably lightened under the Swaraj Governn1cnt they would be saved from the clutches of the moneylenders and the land will be so distributed as to lead to their
prn~pcrity, they will be ready to make any and every sacrifice
t;i win freedom, and whoever places a programme of this kinl
hd'orc them will secure their co-operation. It is our party that
.tlnnc can place such a programme before them. Therefore,
\\t' ~hould convey our message to them, and should put in
greater efforts to organise them. They wait for us, only workers
.m: needed to call them forth. If we go to them like brother
thc:y are sure to hear us with interest and come under our flag.
The policy of the Government at present is that the land
,fiould remain or should go into the hands of the capitalists
11r landlords so that raw materials may be produced on a greater
'cal~ for the benefit of Great Britain. Therefore it is that
instead of giving arable land to the peasants, it sells it to the
highest bidder, who then leases it to the peasants.
Because of overpressure on land many of the peasants are
losing their work and thus unemployment is rampant among
them; so that they are forced to seek means of subsistence
in mills, on motor lorries etc. Our war cry should be 100%
organisation. The Akali movement has proved what organisation
'.:an achieve. It is not impossible to organise the peasants if
we place a suitable programme before them as hinted above.
We should condemn those members of the Indian· Legislatures who have supported Government masures intended to
harm the interests of the peasants.
'
BARDOLI : The peasants tiave again and again tried to
.,etter their lot but every time their efforts have been baffled
by the combined action of the Government and the
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landlords. Neitherthere has been sufficient awakening among
them nor have they been properly led. This is why they have
never achieved success. The peasants all over India are
being crushed under the weight of laxest.and land rent, bur
the Government is increasing this burden day by day. These
poor people do protest against this oppression but being
unorganised, their voice is not effoctive.
In Bardoli there was an increase of land rent by I lac
in 1925. The peasants were loo poor to pay even the former
rent but this additional weight proved the last straw that
breaks the camel's back. They raised a voice of protest
against this oppression, they submitted application~ for
remission, put questions in the Legislatures through their
representives and tried every possible means to mend thi11
wrong, but their cries fell on deaf ears. At last they were
forced to decide upon the non-payment of the increased
rent. They stuck to this decisfon. Their land was attached,
their property was confiscated and they were put in prison.
but nothing daunted the.m. The bravery and fortitude that
they have shown is worthy of great praise. But it has to
be said with sorrow that they were not properly led. I know
that now that Mr. Patel has been lauded to the skies by
bourgeois India, to decry him will be thought to be a strange
thing. But the fact is that even in spite of so heavy sacrifices
the peasants have not profited much. The land rent was
already so high that the people had been prepared for mass
action and no-tax campaign. But Mr. Patel contented himself with an impartial enquiry. Where as their least demand
should have been that they would not pay the increased rent
and would never let it increase. Now if the committee
decides in favour of an increase in rent which most probably
it will do the Ryots will have no choice but to pay it. Thu~
all their sacrifices and sbffering will prove useless. We
believe that as long as the present system continues there
can be ·no hope of the betterment of the workers' and
peasants' condition. For this reason we shall have to end
this evil system, and all this can be brought about by a
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revolution alone. Therefore, in order to prepare the peasants
for a revolution we should place before them a programme
based on their immediate needs of life ; and organising them
in this way prepare them for the battle of freedom.
THE CoM1No WAR : To say that preparations are being
made for war is wrong, because they were complete long
a~o. Now we are to hear the news of its outbreak. There
is international chaos. Trade rivalries have increased, but
Great Britain has specially prepared herself for a war and
we cannot ~ay when a war might break out. All peace pacts,
Geneva meetings and disarmament proposals are not t<!
11utlaw war but to throw dust in the eyes of the unwary
world. In reality under cover of these proposals every nati.m is preparing for human slaughter and Secret Treaties
are being signed. This shows the extent to which mutual
mistrust has increased, and the efforts that are being made
to plunge the world in another devastating war.
The world is passing through a crisis. On the one side are
the people who seek to keep intact the existing order of things
hased on private property rights and to maintain in their
present form Capitalism and its higher form Imperialism.
On the other the people who feel that the present organisation
of society is unjust and tyrannical, and until this is broken
up and replaced by a new, better socialist system, the condition
of the poor cannot be improved. Thus these two schools of
thought have ranged them:iielves in opposing files.
Russia and Great Britain are the representatives of these
war preparations. Russia stands for liberty. equality and fraternity and Britain for Capitalism and Imperialism, which
means exploitation. A great rivalry exists between them. Russia does not want war in reality, not she can gain by a war.
But her existence means a message of revolution to the poor
workers and peasants all over the world. As long as the Russian
Bolshevic Government exists it will be a bbacon light for the
revolutionaries the world over. The people will imbibe revolutionary and communist ideas and will try by every possible
means. to overthrow the existing order of things. But the
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Imperialist Government wish to crush the Soviet rule and
replace it by one of their own kind and thus give a set back
to the socialist movement all over the world. For this reason
it is that the Imperialist countries, especiajly Great Britain,
are trying to destroy Russia. Russia has been forced in selfdefence to prepare for a war.
Our attitude is clear. We, who believe in International
labour unity, cannot tolerate that before our very eyes millions
of our brethren be sacrificed to the demon of Imperialism.
As soon as the war begins, we should resort to mass strikes,
sabotage, and hartals and boycott and by paralysing the means
of transport harass the enemy in the rear. The path is fraught
with difficulties, but men of our way of thinking are left with
no other choice. Therefore, when the enemy is busy in ~r
we should adopt such tactics as will put him between two fires.
The workers and peasants should not hesitate to make any
sacrifice at that time, because tbkt will be the opportune time
to destroy British imperialism.
OuR ENEMIES : Our enemies have begun to discredit us in
many ways and alienate public sympathy from us by their
malicious propaganda in the press and on the platform, so that
they may easily arrest and confine us. They doubt us as
Bolshevics and Communists and the likes, but we must not lose
heart. Is it not a matter of pride to be called a Bolshevic? Because
Bolshevic is one who replaces the present rotten order of things
by a new and just system, in which the wealth is distributed
justly where there are no poor and no rich classes, where there
is no unemployment. in which there is an end of the ruler and
the ruled, oppressor and the oppressed, employer and the employee, landlord and peasant, where every one is prosperous and
gets all he needs, where all live a happy and prosperous life.
To speak my mind freely I am working to bring about such
an order of things and becadse the Bolshevics of Russia have
shown us the way in this respect, we are thankful to them.
If our enemies call us Bolshevics, we accept .the epithet,
because we know that Bolshevism stands for liberty.
equa-lity. and fraternity.
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NF.ED OF CBNTRAL ORGANISATION : So far our parties have
been working in their respective provinces and I am glad
to see that in almost all cases our point of view has been
the same. In our respective provinces we have gained power
that is to count with. But in thus working province-wise
not only is there a danger of differences rising among us
but also there is disadvantage of our power being divided.
By uniting all parties into one central .body we shall acquire
a power that will carry weight. This central body has long
been overdue, but we have not been able to co-ordinate our
activities so far. Now we should thank those of our Calcutt\'
L·omrades who with great labour and at great expense have
called this All India Workers' and Peasants' Party Confert'nce and have given us an opportunity to understand and
co-operate shoulder to shoulder with one another. I am sure
that this organisation of ours will prove very beneficial to
the country and will shorten the life of our bondage.
I make bold to suggest that in order to place our viewpoint before the country and to educate our members we
should start a weekly organ, for this will keep us in touch
with the work going on in different provinces. Besides many
persons who misunderstand us will come to know our ideas
:ind aims and have sympathy for us.
TASKS OF THE PARTY : Now a question arises that our
bourgeois leaders are retreating by inches and are prepared
to seek compromise with the British Government. at any
cost and are thus leaving the masses in this miserable
condition. This proves clearly that the problem of the country's
freedom has not been solved. But the condition of the
masses has grown so wretched that to remain any longer
under British yoke means death to them. They cannot wait
long, therefore they urgently need solution of their troubles.
What should that solution be?
If we study the history 9f our partie's, we shall learn
that in every Province their origin was due to the dissatisfaction with bourgeois leadership. Secondly, the
Muslims that had left India because of Khilafat question,
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on their return brought communist ideas with them from
Russia. They had seen there what great changes that
revolution had wrought there in the masses. These were
the reasons that they along with others w6re forced to form
a party separate from the Indian National Congress. Th~y
co-operated with the Congress as far as their principle'
allowed them, but in cases where the Congress advis~d
for a backward policy they worked independently. Unlike
the bourgeois leaders they did not say ''Let us get the
masses on our side", but they said ''Let us be on the side
of the masses''. Because of this the masses soon began to
look to these persons for leadership.
Throughout my address I have been explaining our
programme but a few points need special emphasis :
First, that whatever our programme may be. it shouh.I
be based on class struggle. We should work for IOO'k
organisation, we must see thlt all our members become
class-conscious and know their goal and how to reach it.
Besides. we shall have to educate them with the necessity
of unceasing war against the exploiter, for without these
tactics it is difficult to win economic freedom. We, mu~t
again face the bourgeois reformist leaders who have betrayed many strikes and Agrarian Movements. We should
encourage hartals and strikes.
Secondly, our watchword should be Complete Independence and we should declare from house tops that we are
not prepared to come to terms until and unless we achieve
Complete Independence. Besides this we should carry on
an active propaganda to call a constituent assembly where
representatives will be sent by universal adult suffrage.
This assembly will frame a programme for the masses.
because All Parties Conference has failed to safe-guard the
interest of all and has proved to be an agent of the
Capitalists.
Thirdly, we should include in our programme the abolition of Landlordism and the Indian States. And we should
propagate for distributing the wealth justly, because this
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1 u~t demand appeals strongly to the masses and will help
~1 , in organising them soon.

Fourthly, we should look sharp to secure International
affiliations with all thvse parties who are bent upon destroymg Imperialism
Fifthly, we should try our level best to disseminate our
11.ka11 among the young men, because they are ever ready to
~1v~ up old rotten ideas and imbibe the fresh and healthy
1m~s Besides youngmen are full of energy and enthusiasm
and these are the qualities that will stand us in good stead.
Sixthly. we should carry on an active propaganda again:.
~I th~ coming war and should preach among the masses not
,,, "'upply recruits and other assistance to the Government
If war comes about.
Last, but not the least, I remind you once again to look
ti• ~our organisation and solidarity of rank and file.
CoMRADt~s IN JArL : Before I conclude my address I remind
}m1 of those comrades who arc rotting in Jails for dissemmating their views. At present Fazili Ilahi Qurban is impris1111ed for three years and Md. Akbar Khan Quraishi for ten
~ears. How Mr. Campbell was deported from this country, is
well known to all.
In addition to these, in all other countries our comrades
are receiving a very hard treatment at the hands of the
Imperialists. But we should remembl!r that pioneers in every
age and clime had to suffer in the same way for their new
ideas and ideals. There is nothing to fear for it is nature's
will that such men should suffer, so that public attention
may be drawn to them. Therefore, we should unceasingly
fight to bring about the happy common wealth of toil that
is to be.
'
·'There amidst the world new builded will our earthly
deeds abide.
Though our names be all forgotten and the tale of how
we died.''
CoNctusmN : I have taken a good deal of your precious
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time a few words more and I have done. The age through
which we are passing is the age of democracy. I do not wam
to be a prophet, but I say that the present century will see
Socialism and Communism, governing t~ world, Kingship
will wholly vanish from the surface of the earth. Mussolinis
that are now oppressing the poor and helpless human-ity will
be wiped off the world. Empires and Imperialism will cease
and the present rotten and unjust system will give way to
a new and just system in which the dignity of man and labour
will be proclaimed and where all men will be truly equal.
free and prosperous. This so called civilisation will be no
more, because in it the real earners are deprived of their
bread earned by the sweat of their brows and where man 1~
exploited by man.
This civilisation will yield place to such an other wherl'
the governing principle will be ''he who does not work,
neither shall he eat."
Real democracy where I 00% are represented has never
been established. The people who declare democracy to
have failed even before its full advent are in reality the
supporters of Mussolinis. We should fight for the establishment of true democracy. Neither will there remain law!'i
which rob the poor and weak of their lawful earnings and
which have been made simply to protect property righl!I of
the strong and rich.
Their place will be taken by such laws as will stop
exploitation of man by man will banish proverty from off
the face of the earth, and will supply everyone with work.
Let us, comrades, then fight to bring about such a beau ...
tiful order of things. But all this cannot be achieved without
revolution, for a revolution is the only friend of the poor and
the helpless. It is revolution alone that can bring real brotherhood and Liberty to matlkind. Let us then all sing :
''Arise ye prisoners of starvation
Arise ye wretched of the earth
No more tradition chain shall bind you
Arise ye slaves no more in thrall
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For Justice thunders condemnation
A better world is in birth
The earth shall rise on new foundation
Ye have not been ye shall be all
Then comrades· come rally
And the last fight let us face
The International Shall be the human race
Long
Long
Long
Long

live
Jive
live
live

the Proletarian Revolution
the Soviet Rule
Marxism and Leninism.
the solidarity of the exploited
People of the earth
Long live the Workers and Peasants Party
of India."

B.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME*

('omrades,
Before proceeding with our solemn and urgent task my first

and foremost duty is to utter a few words of welcome to
those who have come here to help us in our arduous duty.

It is my unique privilege as the Chairman of the Recep-

tion committee to welcome you in the name of the peasants
and workers and all exploited classes of Bengal. We are
really fortunate to have you here and your help in
dtliberations.
We hope you will make this First Conference of ours
a !\Uccess. The workers and peasants of Bengal are proud
to know that you so willingly accepted their invitation.
To-day is the beginning of a great and eventful era in
India, and you are its makers and pioneers. I, on behalf
of the Reception Committee, welcome• you once again.

"'By P. D1NDA (Bar-at-I.4wJChainnan, Reception Committee of the First
All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference, December 21 (1928}
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We have assembled here to-day because we ~ave realised
now that our task is not confined to affairs of provincial
origin alone. Being placed in the same sort of circumstance!'\
our cause is an All India one. Looseness of our relations and
activities of scattered bodies are the strength of our opponents. That is why we are here to discuss current affairs and
make resolutions in common.
I . The recent strikes clearly proved the impotence of the
Indian Trade Union Congress as it is constituted now. The
attitude of its leaders towards the working class movement
is more of the nature of philanthropy than anything else.
Our duty is to give it an impetus on totally different lin~i.
Our direct action will be aimed at establishing democracy
in industry, but will always be opposed to any suggest.tin
of class collaboration.
2. There are people in the working class movement who
ridicule the theory of class s(ruggle. No amount of spiritualism can upset that theory. We can be just as materialistic as any other peQple of the world. The Congrc~s
leaders in season and out of season speak loudly that they
stand principally for the oppressed masses of India. But the
members of the Congress party in the Bengal Legislative
Council vigourously opposed and put all sorts of troubles
on the way of passing the measures which were going to
give to the cultivators a ridiculously meagre amount of
freedom of enjoyment of land. The members of the Council
forgot their party divisions and got themselves united to
preserve their class interests.
3. Social-Democrats in our midst who believe that a
compromise between Capital and Labour can be arrived at
and worked for the betterment of the masses, will kindly
see how in the recent strikes of the Calcutta scavengers the
Corporation authorities did not observe the sacredness of
an agreement. Some of the Councillors who put on the garb
of poverty to gain popularity amongst the simple-minded
people opposed any concessions to the sweepers. For they
are the rate payers. They must protect their own class.
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4. Peasants are very much hard hit. They are subject to
any amount of oppression. They are within the whims of the
landlords and in the clutches of usurers. They are intoxicated
tiy opium doses administered by priests. While idle Zamindars
:md Talukdars live upon poor cultivators' earning and spend
tht•ir hard-earned money in the gay life of the metropolis, the
toilers in the countryside are spending their sweated days
pi:nniless, homeless and without food, clothes and education.
To save them from their economic distress we must fight hard,
for we know that the Indian masses mainly consist of them.
Lind which they cultivate but do not own, like air and sea.
hdongs to 4'0ciety.
S. The immediate future of the working class movement
i~ full of struggles. The Trade Disputes Bill and the Public
Safety Bill are really meant to suppress the working class
movement before it passes out of its infancy. Those bills along
with some others will again be introduced in the Legislature.
The Indian Capitalists will not lag behind their foreign brothtr'- in realising the importance and urgency of those bills. The
rt·cent utterance of the Chairman of the Scindia Steam Navigation Co. Ltd. tends to prove it. In course of tim~ Indian
and foreign capitals both will combine for their safety and
to exploit labour and natural resources with greater ease and
freedom. Therefore, our fight will be directed not only to the
forcgin capital but also against Indian capital.
6. It is a pity that our youngmen of the middle class have
developed a false and queer sense of prestige. They loathe
to identify themselves with the cause of the workers and
peasants, although they suffer equally under the capitalist
system of society. They are ill-fed, ill-educated and
unemployed. They are patriotic. But patriotism alone will not
give them a decent living. In independent countries ·where
the capitalist system of society exists, the able-bodied and
educated young people of th~ir class are unemployed and
oppressed. Our youngmen fail to see it. They should discard
that notion of prestige and make a common cause with the
working classes.
24
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7. Internationally our position is worse. We go to section.;
of the working class movement from which we get little help.
We are not ready to make common cause with those who
recognise us. We should go to those for help who have
developed class consciousness. For they are the people who
stand for humanity at large and do not believe in politi<:al
boundaries and the institution of Empire. They are the onl\
people who recognise the India of Workers and Peasants.
They receive our delegates and are always ready to send
theirs. In our struggles they are with us.
8. We have often seen, how the man-power of Indian
masses was used to satisfy the greed of an Imperial power.
Soldiers maintained out of the Indian Revenue were sent out
to China though Indians objected to suet- a course.
In the last Afghan war our soldiers fought against tht•
Afghans simply because Afg~nistan wanted Independence.
Who suffered most and gained nothing? It is the working
class; for the army consist of them. If workers and peasant:refuse to become instruments of war against the indepcn·
dence of their fellow-brothers of other lands, India will soon
gain her freedom. So our nationalist brothers should recognise
the rights of workers and peasants in society and they m
return will get the help of a force which can withstand an)
number of shells from guns and bullets from rifles.
9. The Nehru Report. we must say, is a failure from ou1
workers' and peasants' point of view.
Associations and Combinations are allowed as they an·
now by law. It will be no criminal offence to declare a strik~
or help the strikers. So far the Nehru Report is not much
of an improvement.
Even it does not give sufficient guarantee to a general
strike that it will not be• liable to offend the principles of
criminal law. If it gives the workers and peasants nominal
political rights it do~s not insure their economic freedom.
It does not put any limitations to the power of the rich. The
rich will remain fo~e as before to blackmail the poor. The
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Report recommends Adult Suffrage. It is not of much use
the capitalist system of society. The unlimited monetary
resources of the rich will frustrate its utility.
Poverty will be taken advantage of by the rich candid..att:s. Voters wi!I be bought over else they will have to face
tc:rriblc consequences.
Peasants, we are told, will have a fixed tenure. That
,, a good start. But the Report recommends no protection
against the force and extortion of the Zemindars and
Talukdars.
On the contrary, it protects the interest of those who
:tit" now in possession of their ill-gotten rights and titles
•HI land. For it says .. All titles to private and personal
rrupcrty lawfully acquired and enjoyed at the establishllll'nt of the Commonwealth, are hereby guaranteed." Besides
rhc class of tenureholders may include capitalists and
~·mployees of labour. How can it be possible to improve
thl' hard lot of peasants or establish their rights on land
unks!\ and until land is nationalised ?
10. Communalism spreads among the workers and peasant!\ more rapidly than among the middle classes. Priests
rrosper well among them. They destroy the faculty of
I l'asoning in the minds of the masses. The ignorant
working classes are very credulous to believe in their
~xplanations about the mysteries of life and con.,equenct's of sins. Thus faith being established in their minds,
the priests start to exploit it to serve their own purposes.
They make a living out of it. They are parasites of our
~ociety. Pliests are the people who are always ready to
help the rich. As soon as they are suppressed and
prevented from living their parasitical lives, communalism will disappear like magic.
11. The Independence resolution of·the National Congr~ss is not new to our movement. We demand it more
~ehemently than many others. Our idea of Independence
I:- different from that of the Congress. We want both
in
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political and economic independence. When we say t:conomic independence, we mean independence of the rnao;;ses. By political independence we mean the recognition of
political rights of workers and peasantS. We do not want
a French Revolution over here. For it will not render the
conditions of the masses any better.
12. The states of out feudal lords commonly callt:d
Ruling-Chiefs must be vigorously attacked. The wor~ing
class movement is very backward in those parts of India.
The chiefs' power is absolutely autocratic. Their power
to play with the lives of the poor is unlimited. Hearth!!
and homes are very insecure. Poverty is extreme in those
states. Famine is a matter of course. Communalisrn •~
rampant. At regular intervals the gay chiefs visit 9thc
capitals of Europe and there squander the blood-staint>d
money of the people of their states in dances, big partie~.
shooting excursions, race lhorses and other immoral
purposes. Their freedom to live this kind of life has never
been questioned. Still they want more, and for that purposes
some of them have gone to England to do propaganda
work in the British Press. They will dwindle down before
the onslaught of the movement of the masses.
13. The position of the women must be fully taken inw
consideration. Unless we make them free economically.
our movement will not succeed. The economic dependence has forced some of them to lead a life of shame.
We must enlist their sympathy in our cause and recogni!.e
their rights as equal to ours. Religiously' biased people
think that women are meant for inferior tasks of life. We
ask them to look at the position of women in Russia at
the present moment. Womenfolk over there have been
helping to solve the intricate and complex pro.blems of
state. They are found ju~ as fit to work as their comrades
of the other sex.
Comrades, this is the state of things in India. You must
realise where we stand. You are invited here to discuss and
consider resolutions which will direct our thoughts and
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1rnide

our future activities. I do not know whether you will
;gree with me or not, but I think and fully believe that if
we suc~eed m achieving the following points our constructi\ i: as well as propaga~da work will be much strengthened:
I. We musl have an All-India central organisation with
provincial branches.

2. That organisation must have definite principles with no
room for ambiguity .
.l The central organisation will be affiliated to the League
·
against Imperialism.

4. f'or our young comrades an All-Jndia Young Comrades'
League should be started.
5. For propaganda and publicity work an organ should be
puhli!lhed by the central body.
6. If financial help is forthcoming we should have a school
11t politics to train the workers in !he cause, in the principles
of the working class movement.
7. To help us constantly in our propaganda work and in
nther matters at i~ very necessary to have a Research Department attached to the central body.
:.i

8. If you do not think it unnecessary, it is better to have
'eparate organisation for our women comrades.

9. If we get ourselves ready in the meantime and you agree
to the proposal, it is worth while to fight elections for the
Councils aild to local bodies.
Having taxed your patience so far, I do not like to take
your time any more. You are expecting something much better, and you will soon get it. Only one word I shall add.
Comrades, there is no royal. road to succ~ss. Dark and ful1 of
lhorns is the path leading to it. But our courage must be dauntless and our resolution firm.
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c. POLITICAi. RESOLUTION •
The political situation in the past year, while conforming
generalJy to the lines described a year ago, has undergone
important developments. The foIJowing are its main feature'i:
(I) Continuance of the firm policy of Imperialism towards
the bourgeois nationalist movement, ar.d increasing!:,
reactionary attitude towards the masses.
(2) Consequent retreat of almost all parties of the bourgeois, including the Congress, in support of a timid liberal
programme of constitutional demands, and communal
reconciliations.
(3) Considerable increase in the strength and militancy of
the mass movement, workers, peasants and petty bourgeoi~1e.
(4) An effort on the part of a wing of the bourgeoisie to
threaten imperialism with the mass movement, and at the same
time to regain the control ove( the petty bourgeoisie and th\.'
masses which they are losing.
I. The provocative and apparently stupid policy of
British Imperialism is indicated by the increasing difficulty
of its position in the world. The approach of war, and the
continued economic decline of Great Britain, render it
imperative for imperialism to keep its political control and
economic predominance in India undisturbed. But this is
becoming increasingly difficult, as the shortage of an
exportable surplus of Brit~sh capital tends to deprive the
British interests of an important weapon used in maintaining their economic leadership. Increasing recourse must
therefore be had to the political weapon, and the Brittsh
political dictatorship has been used to force through tht·
rupee ratio, the all British commission on constitutional
reforms, etc. and is expe~ted to enforce the Reserve Bank
bill inspite of the strenuous opposition of practically the
whole forces of the bourgeoisie.
•Submitted to the First All India Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference, December, 1928.
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At the same time the appointment of the Butler Committee
and the statements of the leading loyalist Princes show that
sl'rious steps are being taken by imperialism to safeguard
rt~ position by strengthening hold on the States and increasing their military efficiency.
But the difficulties of British Imperialism also determine that its fundamental economic and political line of policy
111 India shall be maintained. It is British Imperialist policy
to industrialise India in co- operation with Indian capital,
1hough in such a way that British predominance is maintained. The policy of concessions is still pursued, as is shown
hy the continued grant of tariffs to predominantly Indian
firm-. and industries. Similarly the basic policy of compromise with the Indian bourgeoisie on the political field is to
he maintained, and even concessions to be granted, provided
that effective British control is absolutely secure. Thus the
memorandum to the Simon Commission of the European
i\;,sociation suggests an increase in the nominated and
gnvernment seats in the assemblv, addition to the powers
of the provincial legislatures, but no widening of the fran(hisc, some concessions to the bourgeoisie-none to the
masses-but increase in the power of British control at the
u~nrre. Further the respectful attitude of officials and of all
responsible sections of the Anglo-Indian and British Imperialist press towards the Nehru Report, testifies to an anxiety
to compromise. The unexpected aggressiveness of
Imperialism does not therefore imply a fundamental change
in its policy towards the Indian bourgeoisie, but only a
partial and probably temporary modification. The essential
line of policy remains the same.
2. Before the firmness of the Government the bourgeoisie
have again retreated. Their natural indignation and the pres~u.re ?f the masses after the appointment of the Simon Commission drove them towards an uncompromising attitude, in
the case of the Congress leaders to support of the Independence Resolution and the approval of hartals on the arrival
of the Commission. But later, when the All Parties
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Conference was convened and the bourgeois left wing had
to choose between the masses and their class they chose the
latter. The attitude of the Government impressed many with
the fact that nothing was to be gained·. by declamation or
threat. There was left no alternative but a united front ot
the bourgeoisie, on the basis of practical constitutional possibilities. All the bourgeois parties, under the same compulsion, dropped their political and communal differences and
put forward a reasonable proposal for compromise with
imperialism in the Nehru Report.
The Nehru Report, as accepted by the All Parties Conference, makes the following principal demands: (I) Complete
responsibility for an Indian Parliament elected by universal
suffrage, in regard to internal affairs, including finatice,
customs, taxation etc. (2) Rights of tht! individual of a
bourgeois democratic type, including a special safeguard of
private property rights, but intluding also some freedom for
Trade Union organisation, etc,
In return it concedes: (I) Foreign affairs to be conducted
on the same basis as thoite of the dominions. (2) Executiw
powers nominally vested in the king, acting through nominated Governor-General and Governors, (3) No discrimination against British financial, commercial and industrial
interests. (4) The armed forces to be under the control of
a committee consisting partly of ministers and partly of
British officers. (5) Existing pay etc. of present civil and
other officers to be guaranteed, their resignation voluntary.
(6) Indian states remain under their present regime, but in
relations with the Indian Government.
The masses thus enter into the programme hardly at all.
In the states they are left at the mercy of the princes. In British
India they are given the vote, personal rights, a certain
protection for trade unions, primary education, some vaguely-worded promises in regard to economic improvement, and
security of tenure of land, the landlord system being otherwise retained.
The report is entirely a bourgeois-democratic scheme,
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of a not very advanced type, and in relation to imperialism
constitutes almost the minimum which the Indian bourgeoisie could demand. Its acceptance means a decisive retreat
on the part of the Congress leaders from the po'sition taken
hy them a year before, and represents a consolidation of the
whole bourj!'eois class, on the basis of reconciliation of minor
differences, the complete acceptance of imperialism, and a
minimum programme of demands, into a single reactionary
hloc, completely divorced from the masses.
The retreat of the bourgeoisie from its position of would
he leader of the masses, is shown also by: (I) Its betrayill
of the Bardoli peasants' resistance to increase of assessment. ( 2) Its practical neglect of and even opposition to
Lhe numerous mass workers' strikes which have occurred
this year. (3) The half-hearted and formal opposition expressed to the extremely dangerous and reactionary Trade
Dt!-.putes Bill. (4) the conduct of the Bengal Congress
Council party in connection with the Bengal Tenancy Law
Amendment Bill, in which on practically every issue they
~upportcd the zamindars against the cultivators, frequently voting with the Government.
3. While the bourgeoisie as a whole have been retreating,
the masses, including a large section of the petty bourgeoi"ie. have been making noteworthy advance. The workers'
movement. which has been rising slowly for some time, has
rea<'hed a level of activity and militancy which has not been
:ittarned for six or seven years past. Most disputes have been
characterised by (I) extreme obstinacy and prolongation;
the resort by the capitalist to all devices of intimidation
and deceit to break the workers' strength. which however
has in most cases been maintained with remarkable courage
~nd endurance. (2) the active participation of the state
l urces on the capitalist side; wholesale arrests, prohibition
of meetings, forcible entry into workers' houses, beating,
!!tc. (3) a consequent tendency in some cases for the workers
10 emancipate themselves from the ideology of the old-style
bourgeois leaders, and to acquire class-consciousness and
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an attitude of struggle against both the employer and the
state. The political consciousness of the leading sect1om
of the workers has substantiaJly increased. And at the same
time the base of the movement is broade•ing; several disputes
have occurred in previously unorganised industries.
The basic conditions which bring about this movement.
viz trade depression and an employers' offensive, rising
prices, and a gradual spread of knowledge of the workers'
movement and of revolutionary ideas. continue to operate.
In spite, therefore. of some setbacks and local demoralisation.
the progress of the movement is likely to go on without
serious intermission for some time.
There has also been a l~ss marked. but important, advance
in the peasants' movement. Actual campaigns against Tand·
lords or Government have occurred or are threatened from
Bombay, Madras, U. P. and Bengal; mostly defensive. but
one or two actually taking'' the offensive; while several
workers' and peasants' conferences have been held in
different provinces.
Some sections of the petty bourgeoisie have manifested
increased activity. as is shown by the constant growth and
activity of the youth-movement, the enthusiastic acceptance
almost everywhere in the organisations. and in Congresi.
meetings etc .• of the slogan of Independence, and the tendency, given expression though not yet much realised in
practice, to take up mass organisation.
In response to the growth of the mass movement especially of its leading section. the workers, the Government
in addition to its practical repressive measures. has taken
serious steps. It has brought forward a Trade Disputes Bill,
of which the most important proposals are to penalise heavily
all strikes with a political complexion, and to prevent all
strikes in railways and other services, thus cutting off from
the movement its largest and hitherto most active and best
organised section. Further, by means of the Public Safety
Bill, steps are taken to cut the feeble connection between
the international revolutionary labour movement and the
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Indian workers. In addition increased efforts are being
madi.: through the I. F. T. U and the British Trades Union
Congress to support and strengthen the reaction.ary leaders
of the unions.
.
4. The publication of the Nehru Report, which by its
fr.inkncss ar.d moderation revealed the true nature and aims
'.>f bourgeois nationalism. brought about a crisis within the
Congress ranks. The hypocrisy of the bourgeois nationalist
propaganda for some time past, especiaJly of its support of
. :omplete independence, was very clearly shown. It was
frared that the petty bourgeoisie, whose enthusiasm has be~n
~rt'atly roused by the slogan of independence, would withdraw support in disgust At the same time the rapid rise of
1he workers' movement impressed many with its power, and
wnh its danger for the bourgeoisie. It was clearly seen to
hi: l'mancipating itself from the control of the old type of
moderate bourgeois labour leader.
Accordingly. the Independence for India League was
l.i•ml'heJ. dnd rapidly found support among the bourgeois
politil'ians, although its policy, not yet formulated in detail,
must ml'an nothing short of mass revolution if taken seriously. There was even some talk of revolution and of socialism. The possibility arose of a serious breach in the ranks
of the bourgeoisie if such wild talk were allowed to continue,
l'ven if only for purposes of demonstration. before the masses
and the petty bourgeoisie, whose psychology it fitted so well.
A halt was therefore called by the Bengal group, who pub1ished independently and in advance of the general body, a
"uggested programme, clearly with the object of forcing the
hand of the All India League, and confining independence
propaganda to harmless bourgeois lines.
The programme and manifesto ·published by the Bengal
lndept!ndence for India League, while using phrases such as
~ ·.ec~nomic emancipation'' i •'removal of economic 'inequalHtes '· and "rousing the masses", contains nothing totally
unacceptable to the more moderate wing of the bourgeoisie.
The section on political democracy contains nothing but the
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industries, railways, shipping, and air services, to introduc~
compulsory arbitration, profit sharing, and labour part1c1pation in management. Taxation on private capital, including
inheritance duties are also proposed.
This is a programme not intended to rouse the re\ olu·
tionary energy of the masses in pursuit of their ecol\.om1L
demands, but is calculated to bring Indian mdustrtah!i.m rnto
line with modern bourgeoi~ practice, including its method'
of k.eeping the workers under control. It is essenuall} J
programme for the bourgeol-.ie, in which items are mcludl·d
not a4' demands by the workers, but a~ promises of "hJI
will be done for them by the bourgeoisie when bourge<'I'
independence is established, so that the independent
workers' movement may be held in check. In particula1 11
has no revolutionary significance at all.
Even more reactionary i!\ the programme in connection
with the land, in which the chief items are annulment ot
agricultural indebtednes& and abolition of landlord1,m.
by indemnification. Thi~ Item provides a very dear
indication that the Independence League intends on b1eak
with the Congress, which in Bengal is notoriou!il~
influenced by landowning interests but is on the contrary
more in fundamental agreement with the general line of
Congress policy.
The unreal and hypocritical character of the programme
is perhaps most definitely revealed by the fact that throughout there is not a word mentioned of the method by which
the aims are to be achieved.
The programme is quite m line in its counter-revolutionary character with the usual propaganda of its leaders (cf.
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-dential Speech of Mr. S. C. Bose at the Maharashll'Provinc1al Conference, 1928, in .vhich the class struggle
I' definitely opposed) and with their conduct in connection
lo\ 1th I 1bour disputes. In more than one strike the efforts of
the Independence League leaders have been directed towards
t11ppmg the ~trikes in the interest of a national industl")
'nm':! leaden of the school do not hesitate to avow
hem-.elve11, Fa~c111,ts .
.\!though The Bengal League represents a moderate
"mg m reiatrnn to some other sections. tht" nature of the
I 1•.1gue a"' a whole 1s fundamentally the same. This 1s
-h.lwn h~ (I) The personnel of the leadmg groups, the
mt·mbcr"' of the All Parties Conference who ~igned the
•n1t1.il mamk\to and the decision to make the League a
"111g of the National Congress only. No section or group
"h1l h 111, loyal to Congress principles c.an realJy lead the
111.11,'e' Congre~\ aims are nationalist and opposed to class
-truggle The ma~\ movement can only grow by waging
thl· da\11, 'truggle To confine the '.eague membership to
l 'ong:re" member~ means in effect to exclude the masse!i.
'2 l The action of moM of the member' m supporting
•lll1 uhaneou!lly the Independence League and the Nehru
Rl'pt,rt '·e~cept for Dominion Status''. The whole Report
<ll·pend!i upon Domm1on Status, that is compromise with
1mpenah11,m, ll!i its basis, and its provisions are quite
1n::ompat1ble wath any attainable independence. l3) The
r~pcaced hmt that if independence is ad ,·"~ated, Dominrnn Statuli may be granted as a compromise, (4) The
t J1lure of almost all the propagandists of the League to
trcJ.te the matter seriously. They appear to think that a
mere 'ent1ment m favour of independence is sufficient
quJ.ltf1cat1on for membership of the League and the propaganda nf this !lenhm~nt is its whole work. The practical
revolutionary implication~ of independence are neglected
.ii most entuely.
The Independence for India League is thus to be looked
upon as the re~ultant of different tendencies : ( 1) A hesitating
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and as yet confused move on the part of a section of tht!
petty bourgeoisie towards revolutionary policy with perhaps on the part of some of the idea of exploiting the
revolutionary mass movement for th~ attainment of independence for the middle classes. (2) An attempt by a
section of the bourgeoisie to extort concessions from
imperialism by threatening it with a movement for independence among the middle classes and the mas~c,.
(3) An attempt by a section of the bourgeoisie to regain
that control over the mass movement and the petty bourgeoisie which the increasingly reactionary attitude of the
bourgeois class as a whole. and of the bourgeois labour
leaders is causing it to lose.
In conditions of rising mass movement. the Worker~ and
Peasants, Party has (I) to assist the growth of the movement
to the utmost, (2) to clarify its very confused ideas. and
(3) to improve its organisatitfn especially that of the working
class vanguard of the movement, and to widen and strengthen
the Party.
For the first purpose it is necessary to establish unucd
front with all organisations which tend to increase the
momentum of the movement, whether of the workers, or of
the peasants or of the petty bourgeoisie. But for the remaining
purposes it is essential to insist more strongly than has b~en
done previously upon the independent role of the Workers
and Peasants' Party, as the only organisation which has a
correct policy and can unite to lead all the mass revolutionary
forces of the country. The party can be content no longt•r
to act primarily as a section or wing of another organisation.
It is the only genuine representative of the rising mass
movement.
The developments of the past y~ar bring the relations
between the Workers' and Peasants' Party on the one hand
and the National Congress with its independence wing on
the other, to a new stage. The gradual divergence between
the masses and the bourgeoisie, which had been making itself
manifest for some years past, has sharpened decisively. The
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hourg~oi~ie as a whole has retreated, and that section which
has not done so, maintains its advanced position more and
more obviously for tactical reasons only. On the other hand
thi= masses have advanced considerably. The appropriate
;:~prco;sion of the old refations between the movements, was
that the Workers' and Peasants' Party constituted itself a
,1. ing of the national movement, and worked as a section of
the Congress.
This can no longer be the situation. The 'Workers and
Pt!asants' Party is the representative of the advancing mass
movement. The dominant leadership of the Congress asso~i
ati:~ itself with the retreating bourgeois bloc, whose representall\ c organisations is the All Parties Conference. The two
movements are separate, and their leading organisation must
do ~o also. The Workers' and Peasants' Party must henceforth
play a defmitely independent part.
For some time however the Congress will maintain its
composite character, of a loose organisation, with indefinite creed. under bourgeois leadership, but with a petty
hourgcois following including different social strata and
d1fft!rent political tendencies, some of a potentially revolutionary nature. While this is the case, and while the
Workers' and Peasants' Party remains relatively weak and
unorganised in the country, it will be necessary to follow
the traditional policy of forming fractions within Congress
organisations, for the purpose of agitation. of exposing its
reactionary leadership and of drawing the revolutionary
"l•ctions towards the Workers' and Peasents' Party. This
policy however is only temporary,. The Workers' and
Peasants' Party can have no intention of dominating or
capturing the Congress: the function of its members within
the Congress is a purely critical one. Party member cannot
therefore be allowed to take office in Congress organisations.
The object of the Workers• and Peasan\s' Party can only
be to build up its own independent organisation, so that it
ca~ a~ soon as possible dispense with the necessity of
agitation within the Congress.
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The relation with the Independence League is of a different nature. Although not homogeneous in membership.
the Independence League has a definite policy and programme. It is in essence a bourgeois organisation whose policy
is an insincere travesty of that of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, and whose object is in large part to prevent
the independent growth of the mass movement. Worker!''
and Peasants' Party members cannot enter the Independence League as members, as to do so would be to attribute
to it before the masses a seriousness and importance which
it does not possess. The Workers' and Peasants' Party can
only work with the Independence League in a united front
on the basis of its propaganda for independence. which in
spite of its frivolous character has objectively son ~alue.
But it is necessary continually to expose the League\
faults of programme and policy and its fundamentally
bourgeois, even Fascist clfaracter and ultimately counterrevolutionary role.
As opposed to the policy of the Independence League, the
Workers' and Peasants' Party must emphasise the follow·
ing principal points.
I. It must expose the Nehru Report as a whole, and
especially the pretence that it is possible to support simultaneously the Report and independence. The allied concep·
tion that Dominion Status ic; a "step to independence" must
also be exploded.
2. There must be left no doubt as to the meaning of
independence; it involves the destruction of imperialist political and military control and economic penetration. and
hence necessitates revolution.
3. The independence of the labour movement from bour·
geois control must be iftsisted upon, and the necessity of its
pursuing its class struggle against all exploiters.
4. The abolition of landlordism, in principle without compensation, must also be put forward, and the consequent
necessity of the agrarian revolution.
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5. In regard to the states, the policy of the Nehru Report,
"'hich is supported by the bourgeoisie and intelligentsia of
chc states, represented in the states' peoples conference, must
he opposed. It is in effect to leave the states under their present

ft'11dal regime, only advocating some formal change in the
rdations brtween the princes and the Government. The policy
.if the party must be to draw the population of the states into
the ~truggle side by side with the masses of British India, for
till' total abolition of the states and the establishment of
dt·mtH.:ratic government on the same basis as is advocated for
thl' rl!st of the country. Only the creation of a mass movement
1,1 thl· states can neutralise or destroy them as a base for
m1pl·rialism.
ft is essential for the party also to develop its own
.11.:ti\'ity in other ways. It must not depend upon the Congress
.uhl the bourgeois movement even to the extent that it has
in the past for its campaigns and slogans, and must take
rh o\\n ~ompletely independent initiative in all political
m:mcrs. It is neccs!lary for the party (I) to wage a far more
1ml~nsc campaign against the Trade Disputes Bill, in spite
,,f the indifference of the bourgeois politicians. (2) Similar!} a campaign of propaganda must be conducted against
the war danger, and particularly against the war preparaliom against Soviet Russia. (3) The international nature of
the n:volutionary nationalist and working class movement
lllU!-tl be emphasised in concrete manner, ar.d examples from
rnrrent politics brought before the masses, particularly the
worker~. Of especial importance is the support of the Chinese
workers and peasants against the white terror of the bourgeoi!> nationalists in alliance with imperialism, and expo ..
'illre of the part played by the Chinese bourgeoisfe in the
rnovcment. In this matter the whole nationalist press anil
Propaganda is definitely. c.ounter revolutionary, and the
da1,s sympathy between the Indian and the Chinese bour~eoisie must be exposed.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE ALL-INDIA WoRKERS AND
PEASANTS PARTY*

J. Name
The name of the party shall be "The All-India Workers and
Peasants Party.
2. Object
The object of the party is the attainment of complt.tc
independence from imperialism in general and Brith.h
imperialism in particular and thorough democratisation of
India based on economic, social and political emancipation
of the masses.
3. Means
The means shall be the party programme adopted from yem
to year at the annual session of the party or at any extraordinary congress called for the same purpose.
4. Extent
The jurisdiction of the party shall extend over the territonc'
including Indian states. known as India proper. adjoining
territories under the influence of British imperialism.
5. Membership
A. The membership of the party shall be of two kinds:
1. Individual.
2. Affiliated body.
B. Any person who will subscribe to the object, constitution and programme of the party may be taken in as an
individual member of the party subject to the approval of
the national executive committee. Every individual member.
except students and women wiJJ have to become a member
of some workers or peasants union within two months of his
becoming a member of the party. Special exception may be
made by executive committee provincial or central.
C. Candidates and members shall not be members of any
communal organisation or take part in communal propaganda.
•Adopted in Calcutta Conference, 1928
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D. The national executive committee of the party
,tJ.ill have power to affiliate with it· any workers or
pcJ,ant~ union which is in sympathy with the object and
programme of the party. The party shall undertake the
~h>rf.. of giving the members of affiliated unions class• nil'.ctou~ education in trade-unionism and politics,
.rnJ shall assist the work of the unions by advice and
prop.iganda.
l:. Members will have to pay party dues regularly and
r1·rlnrm the organised work of the party assigned to them.
t- S11h.\crip1im1
la) J<.ach mdividual member of the party shall pay Rs 3
pi:r annum to be collected by quarterly instalments. The
1'\l"l"Utivc rummittee may exempt or suspend anybody from
,,1hi.t nption if it thinh so desirable.
lhl Affliated organisations: The affiliated organisations
'hJll pa} 1oouh~cription at the rate of Rs 3 per thousand or
pa1 t thcn•of per annum.
•~I Donation of any amount will be received by the party
lrom !tympathi~ers.
Management

The work of the party shall be conducted as follows:
fa) There shall be an annual congress of the party. This
l'ongreio.'i or any special congress of the Workers and Peasants
PJrt\· of India shall direct and control the policy and programme of the party.
!b) The annual congress of the party shall be held with
•111 individual members and representatives of affiliated
organ i~ations on the basis of one per thousand or part thereof.
(c) Special congress: In case of emergency the national
l'Xe~utive committee shall have power to summon a· special
~\)ngress.

ld) National executive committee: there shall be an
~xecutive committee of the party elected every year at the
annual congress from amongst the members (individual
and affiliated).
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(e) If between two elections there is any vacancy in the
national ex~cutive committee, the committee shall itself fill
up the vacancy from among the individual or affiliated
members.
(f) The national executive committee shall be entru,tetl
to carry out the programme of work of the party and \hall
be responsible to the congres~ for its work.
(g) The national executive committee shall submit a report
of its work to the annual congress of the party.
(h) The work of the party shall be conducted under th(·
guidance of national executive committee which shall mert
every three months.
(i) For facilitation of work of the party shall be aiv1dt'd
into departments. One member of the national cxecuti\"e
committee shall be placed in charge of a department. Thl'
national executive commi<tce members in charge of sul·h
departments shall be responsible to the executive t:ommittrl.'
for work of the di!partments.
8. Office
A. Bearers. The national executive committee shall ckl:t
from among its members, one general secretary and treasurl'r.
Departmental leaders shall also be elected fom among the
members of the executive committee.
B. Meetings : At a meeting of the national executive
committee. the executive committee shall elect its own
chairman. At all meetings of the executive committee five
members shall form a quorum. At least 14 days notice rnu't
be given prior to calling national executive committre
meetings.
C. Meetings of the NEC: A national executive memher
not attending two consecutive meetings without giving satisfactory excuse shall be considered to have vacated his seat
and the national executive committee shall have power to
fill such vacancy.
9. For a meeting of the congress the national executive
committee shall give one month's clear notice to all
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pn1vincial committees and affiliated organisations who
,hall communicate same to all members within a week of
receipt.
! o. The executive committee shall have power to frame
!!(ncral rules for carrying out the programme of the party.
The n~: ional executive committee shall have power to
1b.:i<le whether nr not the party members shall participate
m out~ide bodies such as the Indian National Congress.
kgislalive and local boards, international organisations,
:tr

: l Discipline
111, esM!ntial for party work that individuals should observe
thl' requirements of a party discipline. Decisions once taken
h~ the appropriate organ of the party must be obeyed.
Any member found acting against the interests of the
P•irty or violating its decisions can be expelled by the

pr°' incial executive committees. Such members shall have
tht.: right of appeal to the central executive committee.
i 2. Organi.wtion

Prrn inl·ial committee should be elected under the direction
\if the national executive committee of the party.
Branches should he set up in towns talukas and villages
und~r the direction of provincial committees.
Groups set up in factories, railways, mines, etc. should
work on factory committees.
Fraction or groups should be set up in trade-union branches
management committees, executive committees etc.; and
;tl'\o in provincial congress committees. This applies to the
Trade Union Congress and All India Congress Committee.

A definite youth organisation should be bro~ght into
bcm~ to work in the existing youth movements, trade unions
and congress committees etc.
A women section must be set up to ~ork among women.
OPERATION OF 0ROANISATION

Study circles must be started forthwith in order that members
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may understand and correctly interpret party policy, and most
important the application.
It is essential that all committees, branches and
fractions should meet regularly, ·a.nd keep up to date
with current events. Therefore provincial executive committees must meet at least once per month. Branches and
fractions or groups every week.
The entire branch membership shall be grouped in
accordance with their special party work e.g. in trdde
union group, congress group, peasants group etc. Each
member must belong to at least one group. Each group
shall appoint a group leader who shall he responsible tn
the provincial or branch committee according to size.
Fractions or working groups must elect a group Teadcr.
who shall be responsible to the provincial or branch
committee. These fractions must carry out decisions of
an higher body. These dci'cisions will be conveyed to the
group by the group leader. After discussion and decision
by the group or fraction on a resolution or nomination~
for official position etc.; the decision of the group mu~t
be binding on the whole of the group. The work of the
party groups within the trade unions and congress committees sha.11 be guided by the programme and policy of
the party. The demands of the party must be pressed
forward and the propaganda of the party thus advanced.
This applies to groups operating in the TUC and AICC.
BRANCH CoMMITIHEs: The branch committee shall coor·
dinate the entire work of the town or village, and be responsible to the provincial committee to which it must
report all work, and receive instructions and general line
of policy, which it should convey to the groups. The branc.h
committee must get reports of work from group leaders.
PROVINCIAL CoMMI'frEEs: These committees when elected shall coordinate the party activity in the province. The)
will receive instructions and policy on current affairs from
the national executive committee. The provincial committee in turn conveys this information to the branches, groups
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etc., and must receive report regularly from branches,
l!roups etc. on work done, future meetings of organisations,
~lection of officers etc. The provincial committee shall
have power to deal with immediate problems, issue urgent
manifestoes and leads in the name of the provincial committee, Workers and Peasants Party, and shall be respon,jhle for ~he same to the national executive committee.
Committees elected: The branch chairman, secretary,
rx~cutive members and treasurer shall be elected by the
whole hranch membership and with group leaders shall
1:onstitutc the executive committee of branch.
The Provincial Committees: This committee shall be
drct~d by an annual meeting of representatives, elected
h~ party branches and groups and affiliated organisations
throughout the province.

.

E.

MANIFJ<:STO FROM THE EXECUTIVJ<; COMMITTEE

OF COMMUNIST INTERNATIO'!\.!AL TO THE ALL·INDIA
CoNn:KENCE 014· WORKERS' AND PEASANTS' PARTIES

The Communist International supporting everywhere the

revolutionary movement of the toilers and the opprescd, through your organisation, albeit not part of our international
body, send its greetings to the workers and peasants of India
now waging a heroic struggle against imperialist oppression
and feudal reaction upon one of the most important sections
of the world front. The victorious progress of this struggle
demands in our opinion above all, the creation of an independent class party of the proletariat, the uniting and raising
of the isloated actions of the peasants to the highest political
level, and the formation of a real revolutionary bloc.of workers
and peasants, under the leadership of the proletariat not in the
form of a united workers and peasants party, but on the basis
of cooperation in deeds between the mass organisations of the
proletariat on th~ one hand, and peasant leagues and committees on the other, for the overthrow of the imperialists and
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the destruction of the political and economic basis of colonial
exploitation and slavery. The growing influence of the workers
and peasants parties, and particularly the attendance of thousands of peasants' at your provincial cm.iferences, proves that
the understanding of the necessity for this militant bloc j1,
penetraing among ever larger masses of toilers.
Your conference is taking place at a moment which may
become the turning point in the history of the national revolution. The furious preparations of the British bourgeoisie
for a new imperialistic slaughter, and the intensification of
all forms of colonial plunder and terror, place the peoples of
India in a position from which there is no other way out. but
open and determined fight for the overthrow of the alien yoke.
The revolutionary crisis in the country is maturing Tn th~
strike movements various detachment of the working clas~
(particularly the textile workers of Bombay) begin to come
out as an independent force.~onscious of the irreconcilability
of its interests with imperialism and the chaffering bourgeoisie, and of its historic role as the champion of the national
revolution. More painfully, and slowly, but with equal ccr·
tainty, the oppressed, ruined and disunited peasantry is entering the path of organised struggle. Growing unemployment.
ruin and hopelessness stir also the town petty bourgeoisie to
revolutionary activity. The pent-up discontent of the masses.
the despair, and the sublime hatred for the oppression, i~
already breaking forth to transform these isolated and ~efen
si ve actions, attempt an aggressive fight against British
imperialism and its native allies, that is the fundamental ta~k
before your conference.
The main obstacle to the victorious organised struggle
against British imperialism and its feudal allies in the period
of increasing terrorism and bloody repression is the influence of opportunist bourgeois nationalism. Each day brings
and will bring fresh proof of the treachery of the bourgeoisie.
of its bringing before imperialist, of its intention to bargain
and to come to terms with the latter behind the backs of the
toilers of India and at their expense. Lately this treachery
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assumed the character of the most cynical toying with
the slogan of "independence" which the swarajists now
throw out to deceive the masses, now tucked away in their
pocket (the Motilal Nehru report), in order to penetrate into
the Simon commission through the back stairs, and now raise
.igaan in a ciistorted shape, simultaneously with the "dominion status' slogan. However, crude and downright dishonc,ty this game may be, the penal regime and bloody repres''"" of any exposing criticism particularly communist crit11.:1sm, create a state of things under which the fraud of
bourgeois nationalism still keeps its hold on a considerable
'ection of the toilers. The struggle against this fraud compels
you not only to be determined at relentless exposure of the
hourgeois treachery, but also through systematic every day
al.'.t1vity to bring home this exposure, to the masses of the
\.\-Orkers and peasants. The experience of the last movement
in Bardoli showed how great the danger is still that not only
the bourgeoi 1tie, but even the usurers, who buy out the peasants'
lands find themselves able to suh,,rdinate the movement of
the peasants and to utilise it for their own ends. No declarations of readiness to combat opportuni1tm have any revolutionary worth if there is no practical and actual proof of
tht~ waging of this struggle among the masses, and of the
overcoming of the bourgeois influence is persistent every
day work.
The greatest danger to the organisation of the masses, to
the creation of a revolutionary bloc of t!'lc proletariat and
the peasantry and to the proletarian leadership in this bloc,
consists not only in bourgeois nationalism as such, but comes
from the organisations and groups of ''prominent'' pettyhourge.ois intellectuals actually influenced by the form of the
·'Independence League".The wavering and oscillating petty-bourgeois intellectuals of India are either tied up with the
1;ystem of landlordism and usury and preached the return to
obs~lete forms of pre-capitalist exploitation or they reflect
the anterest11 of capitalist exploitation being the agents of the
bourgeoisie within the national movement. In either case
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they deny the importance of the class struggle, and whilst
claiming to be ''at the head'• of the workers and peasants
movement, they are fit in reality only to behead it. The better
elements alone of the petty-bourgeoisie intellectuals with a
revolutionary frame of mind may rise to the proletarian class
viewpoint, and become a positive factor in the national
revolutionary struggle.
The ''Independence League' 'at least in its present shape
in fact assists official swarajism in its nefarious play with
the slogans of "Independence" and "dominion status".
Duly appreciating the very fact of the organisation of this
League as proof that at the present time one cannot approach
the masses without demanding independence and the overthrow of imperialism. your conference at the sam~ time
cannot fail to dissociate itself from the confusion and twaddle
which characterises the advertised League platform with its
lavish promises.
The masses must realise that all the talk of the organiser~
of the League in their platform about "nationalisation" and
''socialisation'' is an empty sound if in the same breath they
recommend FoR THE PRESENT "'impartial board for arbitration
with a view to making strikes and lockouts unnecessary''
(platform of the Bengal Independence League).
There cannot be a shadow of confidence in the verbal
promises of the League generally, when in reality some of
its leaders (the chairman of the Bengal branch of the League.
S.C. Bose) continue to play the part of blacking organisers
(betrayal of the last strike in Jamshedpur). The masses want
from the political leaders of the petty-bourgoisie not words
but revolutionary deeds. The more determined and outspoken
your criticism, the sooner the League will either expose itself
as the left-wing of bourgeois nationalism, or having shaken
off the politicians at th~ head, will join, for a certain period
and within certain limits, the national-revolutionary camp
(retaining, however, even in this case their incorrigible hal~
heartedness, chronic wavering, and inevitable confusion ID
the whole of their politics and tactics).
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The experience of all revolutions shows that the peasantry is inevitably deceived and defeated if it acts without the
alliance and the leadership of the proletariat. In explaining
to the peasantry the need for the workers and peasants bloc
ir is not diffcult at the same time to explain to them, upon
the ground I\ of the severe experience of the Indian revolution,
the need for the leadership of the proletariat in this bloc.
The Indian proletariat has demonstrated to all the toilers that
it represents the most revolutionary force in the country, it
has shown that it will stop at nothing in this struggle neither
in the town nor in the village, that it marches and will mars;h,
in the front rank of the fight against British imperialism,
feudalism, and the reformist bourgeoisie. The proletariat is
helping and will help the peasantry which has been thrust
hv imperialism into a singular c..ondition of humiliation,
disunion and barbaric exploitation, shrouded in the falsehoods of religion, caste and nationalisms, to organise its
force and to break the shackles of slavery. bondage, land
hunger and imperialist and feudal oppression. The leadership
of the proletariat, as the more concentrated, united, enlightened and hardened section of the toilers in this struggle, will
secure.the victory to the workers and peasants bloc. It is
extremely important to demonstrate to the peasants in deeds
and practice the significance of fighting alliance with the
proletariat in their everyday struggle, already now.
The organisation of the workers and peasants bloc is based
upon the common interest of the workers peasants and the
town poor, in the fight against imperialism and feudal reaction.
Nevertheless, it does not eliminate the class differences, and
therefore, it does not imply by any means the fusion of the
workers and peasants into the party.
the Great October
revolution the proletariat gained the following of the peasantry
of al) the nations which inhabited the former tzarist Russia
Just because it was organised into the in'dependent Bolshevik
~any• into a party armed ·with the Marxist-Leninist theory,
:~e~o~~ilable to pettybourgcois waverings, disciplined, selfcnficmg, capable of screening itself underground from the
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blows of the tzarist terror, at the same time never ceasing 10
take advantage of all the legal possibilities. The Indian proletariat, we feel sure, will follow this path.
The Indian proletariat will be the champion of the nationalrevolutionary fight and lead to victory of the peasantry. the
town poor, and all the toilers, if it organises and consolidates
the vanguard the Communist Party, which will educate the
working masses in the spirit of a clear and unmistakable class
policy in the realisation of the need for tremendous sacrifice~
in order to overthrow imperialism and bourgeoisie. The existing
(only on paper) Communist Party of India, since it does not
show any signs of revolutionary life, has no grounds to coni-ider
and even to call itself communist, although there are individual
communists among its members. Under the conditit>ns of
imperialist terror by the feeble organisation of the Indian
workers and the bullying of the reformist trade-union bureaucrats the task of building atenuine Communist Party will be
considerably facilitated if at the same time broad revolutionary organisations of the workers are formed with thi:
active participation of communists, or a broad left wing
created in the trade-union movement upon the platform of
consistent class struggle.
We expect that your conference will raise the question
of participating in the building of such broad revolutionary
mass organisation of the workers. These can be built only
in the irreconcilable everyday struggle against imperialism
and bourgeoisie, as well as against reformism and the pettybourgeois groups under the cloak of socialism. The heroic
steadfastness of the Indian proletariat in the strikes, the
rapidity with which it gathers its forces although as yet only
locally, the persistent endeavours to promote strike leaders
from its own ranks-leaves no room, no doubt that the
elements for revolutionary mass organisations of the workers
have matured.
We are convinced that your conference will discuss, and
severely condemn the grave opportunistic blunders committed by the representative of the workers and peasants
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parties in the leadership of the strike movement, particularly in connection with the heroic struggle of the textile
workers of Bombay. The source of these mistakes is the
in!luffic1entJy clear stand against the reformist blacklegs
1Jolihi) the re1entless exposure of whom is an indispensAble
('Cndition for every victorious strike (and for strengthening
the organisation of the proletariat in the course of its
dl·velopment). Having yielded to the demand of the tradeunion bureaucrats at the commencement of the strike to
refrain from exposing to the working masses the reformist
rrt'achery, the members of the workers and peasants partjes
h.id thu.i disarmed themselves also for the further struggle.
Surrender to the reformists led inevitably to surrender to
the employers, to the signing of the demands which were
dil:tated by the chairman of the Arbitration commission, the
flunkey of the Anglo-Indian bourgeosie, a surrender all the
more inadmissable since, as partial strikes which subsequently broke out proved the workers refused to give up
the fight in spite of all their hardi;hips Only by learning from
the severe lessons of the past struggle the working class will
promote from its midst a consistent class leadership for the
imminent. even more decisive strikes of the textile workers,
railwaymen, miners and metal workers. With the growing
intensity, of the revolutionary activity of the proletariat on
one hand and the bloody onslaught of imperialism against the
workers' organisation on the other (the Trade Disputes bill),
the preparation and organisation of the gent-ral strike becomes
the most urgent task of the current struggle. The Indian workers
~ho performed wonders of endurance during the defensive
fights in the fights of 1928, will show similar wonders of
valour in the forthcoming aggressive fights.
In the work among the pea$ants the task is to pass from
general slogans and to draw in the peasants to the real
revolutionary struggle in the defence "of the everyday inrerests of the masses. Your organisations cannot afford to
wave aside even seemingly backward manifestations of the
anger of the peasantry. You must endeavour in every
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manifestation of this kind to discover the revolutionary
substance and to transfer it to a higher level of class
consciousness. In view of the tremendous variety of forms
of land tenure in India, and the multitude of forms of prccapitalist and semi-feudal bondage, the best way to embrace
the peasant-movement in the various districts and localities
is to organise from below peasant leagues·· led whereever
possible by agricultural labourers and poor peasantry proved
in the fight. It is necessary, not only in words, but in deeds,
to endeavour to raise the isolated actions of the peasants
to the level of an agrarian revolution. Under the slogan!\
of abolition of every form and vestige of feudalism and
semi-feudalism, of confiscation of the land of zamindars.
usurers, priests and its transfer to the toiling peasantry
while accuring in the first place the interest of the poor
peasants, the agrarian revolution has been and remains the
pivot of the national-revolutionary struggle in India.
•
In purging the leading bodies of your organisations from
suspicious and unreliable element~ you will, of course, above
all, be guided by the criterion of loyalty and devotion to the
cause of the workers and peasants, remembering that the pettybourgeoisie, not to speak of the bourgeois intellectuals, arc
closely tied up with the system of big landownership so that
they must by all means combat the developing agrarian revolution.
Concerning organisational forms, your conference will have
to discuss the question of separating the workers' organisations
from the peasants' organisations, so that the former be ensured
a clear-cut and consistent cla!:s development, and the latter
the full embracing of the struggling peasantry. Provincial
workers and reasants parties, after an appropriate distribution
of their branches and members upon this class basis, are bound
to develop in the future in revolutionary mass organisations
of the workers on the one hand, into peasants leagues, and
committees on the other whic.h in tum will strive to gain the
leadership inside existing peasant bodies or will build new
peasants organisations. The periodical conferences and
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meetings of these mass organisations, called from time to time
should constitute one of the forms expressing the militant bloc
;lf the worker and peasant masses. If your conference accepts
this point of view, it will put before itself the question of
forming a committee for the coordination of the activities of
th~ local workers and peasants organisations, having in mind
chiefly their independent revolutionary development upon
th.: class basis.
The Indian toilers, in their hard struggle, are nearing the
fulfilment of their great historic task. The proletariat now
Mganising its forces can rely on the support of the peasantry,
ot the poor of the towns, and of all the oppressed and exploited
of India for whom there is no salvation except as the result
of the triumphant revolution. It can rely upon the support of.
the proletarian of all lands and of the oppressed peoples
throughout the world. We appeal to your conference to wage
.1 derermined fight against waverings and backslidings to
lriucise grave opportunistic blunders. to work out the revol1Jtionary tactics for the forthcoming fights. to pass to such
f <1rms of organisation which, as international revolutionary
experience has proved, open the possibility for winning the
masses to the cause of the revolution.
Down with British imperialism!
long live the revolutionary fight of tlie workers and
pea.vants of India!
l.ong live the revolutionary rising of the colonies!
Long live emancipated Soviet India!
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEij OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

F. XXIII

CONFERENCE OF THE WORKERS AND

PEASANTS PARTY OF INDIA.

The revolutional} elements in the Indian nationalist ~ove
ment are organising themselves. They have not yet found a
"Written by. M. N. Roy
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unified leadership. But consciously or unconsciously, they
all look for it in the right direction-to the proletariat. The
speeches made and resolutions adopted at a number of subsidiary conferences, that took place simultaneously with the
annual meeting of the National Congress .. show to what an
extent the conditions are ripe for the proletariat to exercise
hegemony in the struggle for national freedom.
Only a few years ago socialism was practically unknown
in India. Indeed, the attitude even of the radical petty bourgeoisie towards socialism was one of suspicion and hostility.
The nationalist petty bourgeoisie were decidedly reactionary
in social outlook. Rude realities of the present, and hope for
a brighter future are liberating the petty bourgeoisie from
the illusions about the dead past. Breaking away from feudal
traditions, they find little solace in capitalism. which urttier
the conditions of colonial exploitation does not offer their
class any prospect of substantial economic betterment. They
must gather courage to look fufther into the future. And there
the beacon of socialism attrach their vision showing them
the only way out of political suppression, economic ruin and
cultural stagnation. As a result to this, the most characteristk
feature of the political situation in India today is the rapidly
growing popularity of socialism. All the petty bourgeoi~
subsidiary organisations of the National Congress profe!ls
socialism.
It is significant that the profession of socialism by the
petty bourgeois radicals c-oincides with their revolt against
the policy of compromise with imperialism. This show~
once again the inability of the petty bourgeoisie to play ai1
independent political role. As soon as they attempt to break
away from the leadership of the big bourgeoisie, they, in
spite of themselves, tend to come under the influence of
the proletariat. They do so in spite of themselves. for the
petty bourgeoisie by themselves are not a socialist class.
And. as they do so in spite of themselves. they are not likely
to advance in the revolationary direction unless the proletariat meet them half way and make a fighting alliance
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with them for the realisation of the programme of national
revolution, for betraying which they are revolting against
the leadership of the big bourgeoisie. Their profession of
c.o,:ialism should be taken as indication of the opportunity
IO bring them under the revolutionary leadership of the
pn,Jetariat. In the revolutionary struggle for national democratic freedom under the hegemony of the proletariat,
!.omc of them are likely to be entirely de-classed and become
consciously socialist. On the other hand, there is the danger
of their relapsing under the control of the big bourgeoisie
N developing into a Socialist Democratic Party, if their
ohjcctive (unconscious) advance towards the proletariat is .
not met promptly and tactfully.
The other danger of petty bourgeois radicalism crystaJJising
int<' a reformist Social Democratic Party, has been revealed
by the views expressed by some leaders of the movement
on such vital question as the function of the state, means
of 1.:apturing political power, relation of classes, confiscattnn of land, etc.
A picture of the situation gives a very clear perspective
of future development, and shows our tasks. It is a tug-ofwar for the leadership of the anti-imperialist struggle. Which
way ~hould it develop-towards constitutional agitation under
the bourgeois leadership, or revolutionary fight under the
hegemony of the proletariat ? The petty bourgeoisie, which
constitute the great bulk of the conscious and active nationalist ranks, stand in the middle, willing to move towards
revolution, but lacking a determined, clear-sighted, unified
leadership. And as this can alone come from the proletariat,
the task before us is clearly defined.
. During the meeting of the National Congress the following subsidiary bodies held their separate conferences : 1.
All-India Youths League; 2. Swadhin Bharat Sangha
~or.ganisation of those who suffered persecution for revo!uti~nary activity); 3. Social~st Youth Le4gue; and 4. Allndia Volunteers Corps. The members of these bodies represent the most active element and majority of the Congress
26
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rank and file. Socially, they are all petty bourgeois intellectuals who are, as a rule, in very precarious economic
condition. The Independence League, recently formed by
the left wing leaders of the Congress, is at present the
political leader of this revolutionary natfonalist mass. The
League also held its meetings during the sessions of the
Congress. But being an integral part of the Congress, it did
not assert separate existence. Consequently, radical and
revolutionary forces, that constituted the majority in all the
congresses and conferences (except the All-parties
Con-vention) were without a unified political leadership.
The Congress, and incidentally its clearly revolutionary
subsidiary organisations, were dominated by the bourgeoisie stand-ing outside it. The following quotations from the
speeches made and resolutions passed in the suhsidi!'ry
conferences show that the outcome of the Congress
does not represent the realities of the situation, which 1i.
decidedly revolutionary.
In a statement made in the All-parties Convention in
opposition to the dominion constitution the spokesman of
the Swadhin Bharat Sangha said :
"Dominion status means that the entire politics of India
will in the last resort be controlled by Britain in the interest
of British imperialism ... We are also of the opinion that the
salvation of India and her masses lies in the establishment
of socialist regime. We are afraid that the constitution sketched
in the Nehru report is based on capitalist construction of
society. We are not prepared to accept this constitution."
In contrast to the compromise in the National Congress
on the controversy over independence versus dominion
status, the Youths' conference resolved that
"Complete independence and not dominion status should
be the immediate objective of India."
The conference called lfpon the youths to attain this goal
by "all possible means". This is an improvement upon the
independence resolution passed by the Congress in 1927, in
which such restrictions were placed upon the means for the
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attainment of independence as reduced the whole resolution
to empty verbiage:
By the second resolution the conference enjoined the
vouths to "combat capitalism by all available means". Capitalism
~-as condemned as "detrimental to the best interest of the
11dtion".
A third rec;olution indicated revolt against the cult of
reactionary pacifism. This meant repudiation of
Gandhi-the idol of petty bourgeois nationalism. This
rc!iolution calls upon:
"Young India to take up the new challenge of imperialism
and to create in the country an atmosphere in which respon- ·
~1ve violt'nce should not be deprecated."
This resolution has direct bearing on the situation. A few
d.1y1; before the meeting of the National Congress a British
pol ice officer wa~ killed aty Lahore. The assassination was
gl·ncrally interpreted as an act of the nationalists avenging
the death of Lajpal Rai of injuries inflicted by the police
·luring a demomtration. All the nationalist leaders, including
those of the Congress, rushed to denounce vehemently the
p1:rpetrators of the deed, as they had done on previous oc1.'.asion. This treacherous and cowardly behavi.Jr of the bourgeois leaders was always resented by the ran~ and file. Now
it is openly condemned. The nationalist rank and file declare
their determination to answer imperialist violence by revolutionary violence.
The Socialist Youths' conference met with the slogan, "We
want Revolution, and not Reformation". We find the following
:itatcments in the speech opening the conference :
"Nationalism is the slogan of the middle class; while socialism
is lht= cry of the toiling masses. The present social evils can
be cured not by reform, but by revolution.
"Dominion status was the cry of vested interest, and it
~·en~ains to be seen how far the extremist section of the capitahi,t class will become revolutionary in politics." .
Thousands of young men went about in military uniform
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as nationalist volunteers, signifying what such demonstration
can only signify, that is, an enthusiastic will on their part for
a real fight for freedom. When this is compared with the
previous uniform of loin-cloth and Gandhi-cap of homespun
stuff, the implication of the development of the movement
becomes evident.
The climax of the situation was a huge mass demonstration
in which over twenty-thousand workers participated. Previously thousands of workers, particularly peasants, used to be
herded into the meetings of the Congress to be lectured by
the bourgeois leaders. They had nothing to say or do; but only
to provide an imposing background for the reformist policy
of bourgeois nationalism. They are no longer satisfied with
the passive role. This year the demonstration was a part of
the general revolt against bourgeois leadership, and it was ihe
most important-the dominating factor in the revolt. The
demonstration indicates the readiness of the proletariat to
appear on the political scene at§ an independent force, which
is the essential condition for its ability to be the new leadt:r
in the new stage of the revolution.
Meeting in this atmosphere of revolutionary development
from all sides, the Workers and Peasants Party, whose driving
force are the communists, was objectively the most important
event of the moment. The Workers and Peasants Party is not
the Communist Party, although the communists play in it the
leading and dominating role. Several years ago it appeared
on the scene as the first sign of radicalisation of the nationalist masses. As such the communists supported it, and aided
its growth. Practically all the great strikes of the last two
years were led under the banner of the Workers and Peasants
Party. The object of the communists was to make this new
party the rallying ground for all the nationalist revolutionary
elements, to develop it into a revolutionary nationalist mass
party which is a crying rreed of the moment.
The quickening of the process of radicalisation inside the
nationalist rank during the last year placed the Workers and
Peasants Party in a very favourable position. Until now the
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party functioned in loose, decentralised manner, as practically independent provincial organisations. It was divided to
reorganise the party on a national scale in a conference which
~hould meet simultaneously with with the National Congress
at the same place.
The conference of the· Workers and Peasants Party was
n:ry we11 attended. It magnificently reflected the revolutionary atmosphere prevailing in the country. But in doing so,
11 forgot, or rather neglected, its objective task-to mobilise
all the forces of national revolution under its banner. Instead
of coming 'JUt as the leader of the entire revolt, it placed
it:.elf in the position of one factor-of the revolt.
ln the main political resolution of the conference not
only the Nehru report is rightly condemned as "a bourgeois
<lt:rnocratic scheme of a not very advanced type", but an
:ttl•tude of hostile criticism is also taken towards the Inlkpendence League representing the opposition to the
bourgeois right wing of the Congress. Indeed, no distinction
"made between the two factions inside the Congress. When
!he petty bourgeois left radicals :lfe trying to oust the
hourgcois leaders from the leadership of the nationalist
movement, they are not supported; on the contrary, they
ai 'o were condemned as the enemies of the workers and
rl'asants, in the same breath with the representatives of big
rnpital and landlordism. The criticism levelled against the
programme of the Independence League was essentially
correct; but the well-merited criticism should ha"e been
accompanied by a positive attitude-an offer of united front
on the common platform of anti-imperialist struggle. The
relation with the rest of the nationalist movement is defined
as follows :
. "While the Workers and Peasants Party remains relatively weak and unorganised in the country, it will be
".cc~ssary to follow the traditional policy of forming fraction
· h'm Congress organisations for the purpose of
. s .wit
agna~1on, of exposing the reactionary leadership and of
drawmg revolutionary sections towards the WPP. This
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policy, however, is only temporary. The WPP can have
no intention of dominating or capturing the Congress. The
function of its members within the Congress is puretv
critical. Our party members, therefore, cannot be allowed
to take office in the Congress organisations."
A motion that the members of the party should join the
Independence League with the purpose of capturing it was
also rejected.
(lnprecor, Vol 9, No.6, I February 1929, pp 93-94)

~

Declaration of The British Delegation
on the Theses on the Colonial Question*

In The Shth World Congress
of The Communist International
I
rtie Briti!>h Delegation has decided to vote agamst the
~u.:cl!ptanc:!

as a basis of the Theses moved by Comrade
Kuu!-rncn. The Briti'>h Delegation has furthermore tallied
.111 amendment to the theses of Comrade Kuusmen, which
n h.1l'I requested the Presidium to circulate to the Delegation,, and which it requests will be voted upon at this
Congrei.i. .ilso.
II
In \'lew of a number of accusation" and charges which have
hcen made during the Congress debate, the British Deleg:at ion desires to make the following statemt"nt of our position.
In the first place, we repudiate the alle~ation that at any
time we have defended the theory of "decolonisation". We
regard this allegation as an attempt to cover up the nonleninist theory of "agrarisation". As can be seen from the
'Peeches of all the members of the British Delegation who
have opposed the these" of Comrade Kuu~:ncn, we have not
for a moment entertained or supported the absurd and
un-Marxian theory of "decolonisation". We are not respon'ible for things which have been written by Comrade Roy
or Comrade Luhani or other comrades in the past. We are
rei.pons1ble for what we have said ourselves, and it is upon
what we say that we take our stand. We have never
N • Puhlished in the International Press Correspondence. Volume No. 8,
0 ~I, Pages 1743-1744.
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suggested that imperialism in any way has weakned the
oppression of the colonies, or their dependence upon or rule
by finance capital; on the contrary. We have never suggested that imperialism was a progressive force in the colonies;
on the contrary. We have never stat.~d that imperialism
softnes the contradictions within the colonies, or as between
the colonies and the imperialist metropolis. On the contrary,
we stated, and we stand by it, that these contradictions are
enormously accentuated.
We stated, and we still stand by this, that in the first
place "decolonisation" in the real sense of the word involve'
a revolution, that there is no "decolonisation" without revolution and secondly that imperialism hastens the development of the objective conditions which make for successful revolution under the hegemony of the proletariatt The
road of the colonies to real "decolonisation", that is, to
independence and emancipation, can take one of two forces.
Either, in the event of prolet:;uian victory in tl"!e metropolis.
the victorious working cJass of the former imperialist countr}
will help the colonies to move towards Socialism, avoiding
the capitalist stage of development. Or, the other road is
through a national revolution which, in the epoch of wars
and revolutions and the existence of the U. S. S. R., will
grow into a Socialist Revolution. In this case, the bounden
duty of the proletariat in the ruling country is to help the
colonies in these revolutions by using every possible means
to fight the imperialists and defeat them.
On the whole of this question we stand where Lenin
stood:
"The economic difference between the colonies and the
European peoples-at least the majority of the latter-consists
primarily in this, that the colonies used to be drawn into
the exchange of commodities, but as yet not into capitalist
production. Imperialism. has changed this. Imperialism is,
amongst other things, the export of capital. Capitalist
production is being more and more rapidly transplanted to
the colonies. They cannot be torn away from"dependence on
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biropean finance-capital. From the military point of view,
from the point of view of expansion, the separation of
thl' colomes 1s practical, a~ a general rule, only under
\ilL i.tli~m. while under capitalism it i~ possible either as
,m e>.ceptaon, or at the price of a series of revolutions and
'"'urreclloni,, both in the colonies and m the metropolis.
, Work,, Vol. 19, page 196.)
It wa~ all ... ged by Comrade Remmele that our point of
, IL'\.\ wllh regard to mdustnahsat1on was a rejection of
l cnm\ theory that the colomes may escape the capitalist
,,dgc of development. The a~sumption behind this allegatiun 1' that the duect road to Soctahsm for the colonies lies
1hrn.ugh coanplete agrari~ataon on the one hand, and the
fl'\ nlut1011ary bourgeoiMe on the other. To make matters
qr11rl· clear, we repeat that we !ltand with Lenin on the first
'I the two alternative pro~pecb referred to above:
' It the revolutionary victonoui, proletariat carries on
.1m11ng't them 1'Y"1temat1c propaganda, while the Soviet
<Hl\ ~rnment1' come to the tr help with all the re~ource~ at
tht·11 d1\ro..,a]. 1t 1~ incorrect to a~!lume in that case that the
. . .ip1tah't Mage of development 1s inevitable for the backv. J.rd people~."
There wa1' not one word 10 th1~ ~uggestmg that
1ndu ..1nah,at1on doe!I not take place before the revolullon.ir) proletanat of the metropoh!I reache~ a poi,it1on in which
1t 1..J.n grant th1!1 asi,i~tance, i.e., m the era of fmance1...1prtah,m.
,1,

11

III
The followmg are the rea!lon~ why we vote agamst the
1c,olutton t'J accept the theses as a basis:
1 The the&e~ base their analysis on cl picture of the
trn!!I formation of the colonies into (not their "maintenance as
"'Jlich ~ome defenders of the theses attempted to make out)
the agrarian hinterlands or appendages of the metropohs.
While thi& was partly (only partly) true of the objective
condttions in the cla!\sical period of cap1talism, it is not true
11

,
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of the imperialist period, and all the facts show this. In
particular, the description of India as a "village continent"
is grotesque. We make the simple contrast between Lenin's
phrase about the "transplanting" of capitalist production
more and more rapidly to the colonies and everyone who
knows the position in the British Empire knows that this is
taking place, with the result of industrialising the colonie1;,
and the passage in paragraph of the theses:
"In any case the capitalist enterprises cultivated by
imperialism in the colonies (with the exception of a few
workshops established for possible military needs) are predominantly or almost exclusively of an agrarian capitalist
sort, with a low organic composition of capital."
2. We vote against accepting the theses as a basis because
it gives a totally one-sided and historically incorrect
picture.
''The tendency of the big imperlialist Powers to adapt
their monopolised colonies ;6ore and more exclusively to
the requirements of their own industries."
This passage, which is characteristic of the whole of
the part of the theses, leaves out the distinction between
the classic era of capitalism and the era of finance capital.
when in the search for higher rates of profit, and not the
requirements of industries in the metropolis, that is the
determining factor. Again, the classic example is the British Empire, where the industrialisation of the colonies.
repeatedly referred to in resolutions of the Communist
International, and due exactly to the process of "transplanting" which Lenin referred to, has been a powerf~I
factor in advancing the depression and stagnation of British native industries, and the parasitic transformation of
British capitalism.
3. We vote against accepting the theses as a basis because
throughout there is a gt!neral blurring of the distinction
between the era of classic capitalism and the era of imperialism, the rule of finance-capital. This is indicated most
clearly by the mere passing reference to "deviations" from
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the general anti-industrialisatfon trend of imperialist colonial policy, "due to interests of finance-capital in exporting
capital". Not only this passage confuse policy with objective processes of development but it draws a fantastic
picture of the policy of finance-capital as a kind of deviation from that of capitalism as a whole. Our attitude on this
question doc-s not mean that we deny the existence of
rrtarding factors or of retardation. This was made clear by
.. everal speeches. But the line of the theses is that there is a
general process of retardation of industrialisation, with
...:ertain deviations due to the obstructive tactics of financec.1pital. Our line is that, in the era of monopolist finance..:apitalism, industrialisation of the colonies inevitably takes
place, despite retarding factors in imperialist policy which
111crcilessly cripple the production forces of the colony, but
neverthelcs'i do not prevent the main trend.
4. We vote against the theses because on the basis of
rhese incorrect premises they arrive at a politically false
and dangerous conclusion; that of a long prospect of "vacillation" of the colonial bourgeoisie in the course of the
na1ional revolution. We consider that the reference to the
role of the Russian bourgeoisie between 1905 and 1917ohjectively a role of counter-revolution from beginning to
l.!nd. notwithstanding certain "oppositionist" demonstrations from time to time, and notwithstanding the fact that
in February 1917 the bourgeoisie did its best to head the
mass revolt, once it had b~gun, in order to behead it-only
emphasises the total incorrectness of the li11e of the theses,
and their defiance of facts. To speak of the Indian swarajists
~s having not yet "betrayed the national liberation struggle
m the decisive manner in which the Kuomintang did so in
China", is not only to ignore the totally changed circumstances since 1920, when the theses of the Second Congress
~ere written, but also to imply that the Communists can
change their estimate only when large scale massacres of
w~rkers and peasants begin. Throughout the theses only speak
wnh very big reservations, and after all kinds of saving
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clauses. of the ultimately counter-revolutionary role of the
bourgeoisie in the present epoch. The theses confuse the
necessary distinction which the Communist Party must
draw. for purposes of manoeuvring, between the different
interests within the counter-revolutio~ary camp. with a
distinction between the objective historical roles played by
different sections of that camp.
5. We vote against accepting the theses as a basis hecause. it is an effort to reconcile false premises and wrong
conclusions with actual-realities and the principles of Marx
and Lenin, the theses repeatedly fall into eclecticism unworthy of a Comintern document. The prevailing method
of the theses is: "on the one hand we must recognise. on
the other hand we cannot but admit", without any consistent
line. Thus: a) We find the native bourgeoisie sudd"1ly
appearing- still more the proletariat, with a degree of strength
sufficient to enable it to struggle for the hegemony of the
national revolution - as "forces of resistance to imperialism.
all this in "viJlage continents" which are becoming more and
more agrarian: b) In Paragraph 7 we had mysterious reference
to "circumstances" which may force the imperialists to ma"-~
lasting concessions. without any attempt to explain what Lhe
circumstances can be precisely because an investigation of this
term would reveal the weakness of the whole document : c)
the cobweb of reservations and contradictions which covers
the clauses dealing with the role of the native bourgeoisie
(Paragraphs 19, 20, 2 I, 22, 23) : d). The entirely false picture
of historical events in the coaonial countries after the wa'r given
in Paragraph 9, due to a method of selecting facts which
systematically discount the strength of the colonial revolt
against the domination of British finance-capital. This eclectic
method deprives the theses of all semblance of a militant
document. such as a Comintern resolution should be.

IV
In this connection. we wish to make a strong protest against
the polemical methods employed by Comrade Kuusinen in
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hrs concluding speech, intended to create the impression
that Comrade Rothstein was entering an apology for British
imperialism, instead of correcting the glaring omission in
thr theses to give proper prominence to the national
po . . t-war revolts of Afghanistan, Turkey and Persia. Such
methods in the long run compromise only those who
i:mploy them.
We repudiate the suggestions that our criticisms of the
thL·-;cs are an apology or defence of imperialism. They no
more represent a defence of imperalism than the well-known
pas~age of Marx on the consequences of capitalist development constitutes a defence of or apology for capitalism .•
With r1:gard to the various descriptions which several
1.omrades. notably Comrade Murphy. saw fit to give to our
l•ne of critici!-m - "Mcnshevik", "ultra-Left", chractcristic
of the leadership of the British Labour Party", "reminiscent
of the Second. International", etc .. -we desire to state the
lol!owing: So far as Comrade Murphy is concerned, we
~·11nf111e ourselves lo remarking that his observations on the
:illrged oppmmnism and ultra-Leftism of the British Delegation least of all befit Comrade Murphy.
So far as Comrade Kuusinen's references to Comrade
Bennett and the British Party are concerned. we know and
!he C'omintern knows the value of the work which Comrade
lknnctt has put in, and is putting in, with the British Party,
•.md we know the leading part played by Comrade Bennett
111 carrying through, in opposition to the majority opinion
uf tht: British Party. those very decisions of the IX. Plenum
to which Comrade Kuusinen refers.
We are also aware that Comrade Kuusinen's main conlr.ibution to the political leadership of the British Party was
his strenuous defence, in the winter of 1924, of the th~ory
that the road to a mass Party in Great Britain lay pr-imarily
through the organisation of the Left wing in the Labour
Party - a proposition on which we were'iible to defeat him
~n th~ Presidium. With this in our minds, and also bearing
m mmd the somewhat novel distinction (so far as the
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Communist International is concerned) which Comrade
Kuusinen drew in his concluding speech as between "English Communists" and "real English Communists", we
venture to express our doubt whether the cause of the
Bolshevisation of the British Party wou.ld be very greatly
advanced if the E. C. C. I. replaced Comrade Bennett by
Comrade Kuusinen.
We wish to enter our emphatic protest against the tone
and method of polemics introduced by Comrade Kuusinen
and certain other comrades, which, if persisted in, can only
have the effect of kiHing healthy discussions. The only
possible method of discussion for the Communist International, in our opinion, is to debate questions upon th~1r
merits, with full freedom and encouragement for all Section'
and individual comrades to state their point of view fre!Iy.
frankly and fearlessly. The metohd of hurrying to tie lahch
on comrades who hold different opinions, before a final
decision has been reached, tan only result in destroying
independent thought and in robbing Comintern discussion!\
of much of their value.
This particularly applies when the comrades who stid
labels are those who should be the la~t to adopt this coursl'.
Nothing would have been easier, for example, than for tht!
British Delegation to brand the author of Paragraph 23 in
the theses as an apologist for the Indian bourgeoisie, whil:h
at this precise moment is engaged in a bitter economic and
political struggle against nearly 200 thousand of the Indian
proletariat. We did not consider this method possible for
ourselves, and we demand that the E. C. C. I. shall prevent
such methods spreading for the future.

~
The Indian Struggle for Independence*
Clt!mens Dutt

Tht• ... ession of the Indian National Congress held in Madras
the end of 1927 marks a turning point in the history o(
the Indian nationalist movement. It makes it necessary to
;:xamin1: very carefully the nature and significance of the
new dcvdopments and, especially in view of reactions here,
hring!- us sh}irply up against the question as to what should
be the attitude of British labour towards the Indian struggle.
.11

The focus of attention has been the boycott of the
Statutory Commission appointed in accordance with the pro' 1-;ions of the Government of India Act of I q 19, "for the
purpose of inquiring into the working of the system of
~uvcrnrnent" and to "report as to whether it is desirable to
c:-.tabli~h the principle of responsible governement, or to
l'\tl!nd. modify or restrict the degree of responsible government existing" in British India. The appointment of the
( \1 mminsion has raised the fundamental issue of acceptance
of the right of the British ruling power to determine the
character of the Indian constitution, and is noteworthy for
the intensity and unanimity of the opposition and hostility
it has evoked, but it is not itself the central feature of the
prc~cnt situation. The boycott of the Commision has been
embarked upon for a variety of reasons and, while in itself
an act of opposition to British imperialist interests, does not
necessarily involve any fundamental antagonism.
•Published in 'The Labour Monthly'', March 1928, London.
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The most outstanding immediately apparent mark of the
new stage is the development of the struggle to one directed
against British imperialism as a whole. This is very noticeably expressed in the new resolutions of the National Congress. In spite of the return of some right wing politician~.
like Mrs. Annie Besant, who had long ago abandoned the
Congress on accout of its "extremist" character, the Madras
session showed a pronounced move to the left. Decision'
were taken which were even unexpected and surprising to
the leaders themselves.
For the first time, it was proclaimed in clear terms that
"the Congress dee Jares the goal of the Indian people to hi:
complete national independence." This, at last, puts the
nationalist movement on a level which goes beyond the aims
of the upper-class Indians, and which was not previeusly
reached even at the height of the non-co-operation movement. At that time Gandhi defined the object of the non-cooperation programme to bet~ "redress of the Punjab-Khilafat
wrongs" and the establishment of "Swaraj," an indefinite
term which came to be accepted by the chief leaders a~
meaning merely Dominion Status within the British Empire.
Another characteristic sign of the present anti-imperialist standpoint was the decision to join and support thl'
International League against Imperialism, founded at th~
Conference in Brussels in February, 1927. A resolution was
passed opposing the war preparations of British imperialism in India and announcing "that in the event of the British
Government embarking on any war-like adventure, and
endeavouring to exploit India in it for the furtherance of
their imperialist aims, it will be the duty of the people of
India to refuse to take any part in such a war or to co-operate
with them in any way."
A further indication is to be seen in the resolution recording "assurances of•full sympathy with the people of
China in their fight for emancipation, who, in the opini~n
of the Congress, are the comrades of the Indian people 1 ~
their joint struggle against imperialism."
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Thi! Chinese.people are engaged in a mass struggle against
tntt:ign imperialism and against the agents and allies of
1on:ign impenalism among themselves. Do the resolutions
,lf the Indian National Congress then mean that the Congress
for..:es are !limilarly pledged to a life and death struggle with
Hiiti~h imperialism? It is here that the contradictions within
th• Indian Nationalist movement make themselves apparent.
Th~ d~finitely anti-imperialist character of the resolutions
.1d11ptcd by the Congress represents a notable advance, inih..:.tting: the forces at work inside the movement, but the
kader!. of the Congress give no sign that they intend to
:r.in,latl! them into action, which would involve a mass.
!n11luLion:uy struggle.
The Congress leadership is predominantly in the hands
· ·i 1hl' Indian middle class, who are connected by a thousand
:h··.. 1..'l'Onomic and political, with the system of British
d11mi11ation aud exploitation. They are in the main the same
:.·.iJer'> who were responsible for stifling the mass revolu··•Hw.ry movement in 1920-22. The right wing is openly
ho.,11lc even to the attitude of anti-imperialism, is against
thL' independence declaration, and only supports the boycott
' 1 f thl' Simon Commission for tactical reasons The Swarajists
rir Congress party, who constitute the large~t section of the
dL"l'lt!d members of the legislatures based on the present
narrow propertied franchise, look upon the independence
rc-;olutic'n as a gesture, a reply to Birkenhead, rather than
•1" a real aim for the attainment of which practical measures
need to be devised. Up to the eve of the Ccngress, the old
s. . araj party leaders maintained their opposition to the
llldependence demand. and in the draft Constitution prepared
for lhe Congress it finds no place.
Th~ standpoint of the right wing was frankly expressed
by LaJpat Rai. himself an ex-member of the Swarajisf Party,
whc-, made the following comment:
··we feel that any talk of complete national independence
at 1h
·
. e present moment hy our own efforts is mere moonshine. The practical politician in India directs his energies
27
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to a compromise with the British Government on such a basi~
as may be profitable to both ... But those negotiations th~
British Government will not enter into. That is why I am
wholeheartedly in favour of boycotting the Commission."
This betrays the whole vacillating character of the
bourgeois opposition to British imperialism. Even if the
bourgeois nationalists do not admit, as Lajpat Rai does.
that their object is an adjustment of relations with Brnish
imperialism which shall be "profitable to both" yet they
are in spirit opposed to their own Congress resolutions and
averse to realising the consequences of their own decisions. Even on the boycott itself they are not united. Although those opposing the boycott are numerically insignificant, as shown. for example, in the large majority b)
which the Legislative Assembly determined that•thcre
should be no committees set up by it tc co-operate with
the Commission, there is a section of landholders and big
capitalist interests that hotd out, while some of those who
oppose the Commission only do so because of the nonrepresentation of Indians on it, and not in principle. wh1k
still more are opposed to the organisation of hartals and
mass demonstrations.
What then determined the character of the anti-1mpenalist resolutions of the National Congress and their acceptance by the bourgeois leaders? The cause is to be found
in the pressure from the rank and file of the nationafot
movement which drove the leaders to take up a left position
in order to prevent the leadership being taken out of their
hands, Between the defeat of the non-co-operation movement in 1922 and the new forward move in 1928 is a period
not merely of passive recuperation and recovery after
defeat, but of active development and class differentia·.
tion. It was a period of intensified industrialisation and
economic exploitation: The ranks of the working class were
augmented and their organisations strengthened and rendered more class-conscious. The gulf was deepened between the proletariani~ed peasants and petty bourgeoisie
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.ind the Indian capitalists, who were more and more attracteJ h1\\-ards union with British imperialism on the basis of
thl! l.ttter'!!. policy of economic concessions. Thus, while the
hour~em!I leadership moved steadily to the right, the pettyhourgeo1s left wing and the mass following of the Congress
muved to the left and developed a more and more articulate
, 01l c m expressmg ib discontent with the policy of the
1-:Jd~r..,

J'Jke, for instance, the independence resolution. This has
.th\ •'Y' be(:n a demand of the left wing, and has been repeatedly
put forward to the Congress by provincial organisations. The
\lahwtta, a leadmg right wing organ. in commenting on the
p.1., 1,.ivc of the re5.olution at Madras, notes that already in
pH'\ 10u1, years, .. Mahatma Gandhi had to use all his tact and
rnflucm:c to mduce Congress men to reject the proposal." Just
pr 1111 to the C'ongres,, in November, Pandit Motilal Nehru, the
IL-.1dt>r of the Congress Party, declared :
"The only rc,ult the pre!lent action of the Government
" ltkcly to lead to 1s to strengthen the hands of that
~·wwmg hCJdy of Indians who arp working for complete
independence. I am afraid those who arc sttll for full
lt:'\pon1,1hle Government withm the Empire will fipd it
drffi~ult to maintain the majority which t1'~y undoubtedly
h.t\t' at pre!lent."
It "clear that the leader!!., who m November still felt that
thL')' had the majority, decided in December to bow to the
" 1nrm, and to put forward the left wing re!lolutions them'eh C'i, rather than face the possibility of lieing defeated.
l 1nder the pressure from below, which especially easily
mfluencel!I the petty-bourgeois left wing, which is already
conl\c1ous of the bankruptcy of bourgeois nationalist policy,
the bourgeois leaders have been compelled to proclaim that
they too Mand for uncompromising struggle with imperialism.
The right wing elements, who are outside the Congress,
naturally ('Ons1der that this is a dangerous policy. They
already see the red light and are alarmed. Thus, we find Sir
H. S. Gour, loyalist moderate, declaring :
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•·The mentality of the Congress has been the mentaht)
of the proletariat. It i~ run by those who advocate the doctrine
of Bolshevi~m. The under-current of its methods of work 1 ~
Bolshevik."
This is interesting as an instinctive expression of cla'~
feeling, but. actually, as we have seen, it is untrue. In c.ptk
of its radical declarations, the Indian National Congrc''
remainc; in the hands of the Indian bourgeoisie and cannot
provide the leadership for a revolutionary mass struggle
Consequently, its anti-imperialist resolutions, although :-.ignificant of the pressure from below, have not the importanle
nf a new revolutmnary policy. If there was no force read>
to challenge the present bourgeois leadership, it could not
be said that the Indian national movement had advanced fl\
a new stage.
But the real significance of the new phase of the movement
is l<' be found precisely in the emergence of such a challengt>
The awakening revolutionapSt forces of the masses are hej?m
ning to group themselves under their own independent pnhtical leadership expre~c;ed through the Workers' and Peasant,..·
Party. This party developed during the last two years throug~
the alliance of left wing nationalist groups with politicall~
conscious working class elements, and its growing activity and
influence was one of the most significant features in the hi~tor)
of the past year.
At the meeting of the All-India Congress Committee m
May, 1927, the representatives of the Workers' and Peasant!!.·
Party put forward a proposed programme for the National
Congress which attracted considerable attention, although
discussion on it was ruled out of order. The programme
demanded the adoption of complete national independence a!I
the goal of the Congress, and called for the preparation of
direct action by the masses, including the organisation of 3
general strike as a political weapon, through agitation in
support of a programme of demands for economic and political
rights and organisation for the workers and peasants.
The Workers' and Peasants' Party played a prominent part
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the Bengal-Nagpur railway strike, and in working-class

Jnd peasant demonstrations during the year. At the same time
1 ha~

an influential hold on the Congress organisation in
tiombay, and, in a lesser degree, elsewhere. It addressed its
(•"" n MJnifesto to the National Congress proposing the calling
l't a Constituent Assembly on the widest possible basis in
.1rd~r to determine a constituion for India, and a programme
pf .1ct1011 in ,upport of it. Most noticeable of all is the fact
ih.11 lhe mass demonstrations of workers which greeted the
.11rl'1ral of the Simon Commission in Bombay were organised
1mder the direct leadership of the Workers' and Peasants'
P.111>
•
I tm 1, a clear indication of the entry of the masse~ into
1tw -.trug~Je as an independent political force. This i'i that
i 1.111-.. .. the new stage into which the Indian ?o.truggle for
1lllll'pt.>ndence i?o. entering. As yet the demands of the Indian
... orlcr-. and peasants have been given little heed to by the
n.111un.-.r movement a~ a whole. In proportion as their po11t1l.1l orgam,at1on increases m strength, the centre of gravity
•I the Indian national struggle will shift to their fight. Already
1h1~ procel'll'I ii-. seen in the emphasis on the struggle agamst
.i!tpenJh~m. for the overthrow of imperialist exploitation
~ .1n 11nly be n::ali,ed through the independent revolutionary
•1l tum of the mas!i.es. Every stage in the dcv~lopment of
h' H>lutmn, as Lenin has said, means a change in the mutual
1 l'lat1on~ of the classes in the revolution. Such a change is
t..1.kmg place now in the Indian national revolution. when the
ll'dder~hip is passing from the hands of one cla~s. the bour!'eol\1e, mto the hands of another class, the proletariat, which
11 'clf carrie~ with it and leads the struggle of the peasants.
Should the British working-class support the Indian struggle for independence?
The British Labour Party has already by its actions an'Wercd this question in the negative. Not merely does it refuse
'Upport to the mass struggle of the Indian nationalists, but,
hy the actions and declarations of its leaders and by the
parttcipation of its representatives in the Tory Government
1
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Commission, it has affirmed its solidarity with the policy of
British imperialism in India.
While the leaders of the British Labour Party openly justify
their solidarity with imperialism, proc ..iming their faith in
the Empire, in caiptalist policy towards India and in the
supreme rights of the British Parliament, there are some who
defend their opposition to Indian nationalism on the ground
that the Indian nationalist movement is led by capitalists ar,d
landlords who are only out for their own interests. This, for
example, was the basis of the attack on Motilal Nehru which
appeared in the Glasgow Forward as an answer to his criticism
of the Labour Party.
Mr. Mardy Jones, M.P., speaking in India, in November,
1927, made the following observations on the attitude c!f the
Labour Party towards Indian self-government :
"The [Labour] Party would not agree to place political power
in the hands of wealthy merchatnts and landlord classes without
a guarantee that the right of political citizenship should be
extended to the people generally .... They would require very
strong proof that the political and industrial leaders of India
were sincerely prepared to secure the betterment of the workers
and peasnats of India."
This kind of argument implies, in the first place, that
Indian political freedom is a gift which the British Labour
Party can bestow and not the outcome of a struggle against
British imperialism. Secondly, it assumes. that it is the
wealthy classes to whom power will have to be given.
provided only that proof of their good intentions is forthcoming.
But we have seen that the whole significance of recent
developments is that the independent political struggle of
the masses of the people is making headway even against
the opposition of the upper class leaders. It should then
follow that the attitude of distrust of the latter on the part
of British workers should involve support of the political
demands of the workers and peasants. The leaders of the
Labour Party, however, condemn the bourgeois nationalists
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not from the poit of view of the left wing, but from exactly
the ~ame standpoint as the reactionary merchants, landholders and fJunkeys. MacDonald applauds the att~mpts of the
Simon Commission to get the right wing nationalists to
dei;ert the Congress and join the reactionaries, and so does
the Daily Herald. In such cases, therefore, the claim to
oppose the selfish interests of Indian capitalism is only a
cover for support of British imperialism.
The real ~truggle of the Indian masses is already coming
into the f.-,refront and will become more and more prominent. Since the existing British imperialist exploitation is
the greatest oppressor of the Indian masses, the struggle
of the latter must be waged under the slogan of complete
national independence. Solidarity of the British and Indian
Workers' movements demands, therefore, first of all support of the Indian struggle for independence. This support
must be given to the Workers• and Peasants' Party as the
political leader of the revolutionary mass struggle. Only by
full support of the anti-imperialist struggle in India will it
ht' possible to prevent British imperialism using India as a
weapon against the workers in this country. Unity in the
fight against imperialism is the foremost need of the hour.

~
The Present Strike
in India*

Move~ent

All over India to-day strikes are breaking out in ever-increasing frequency. During the autumn of last year there were
several. including the prolonged one at Karaghpur, lastinJ? for
three months. But their extent was nothing to the wave that
is now spreading over the whole of India. The Times, of May
17, even considers it necessary to print a report to the effect
that the Punjab, where so far only one strike has been reported.
will not be touched by the present unrest "though it probably
will be affected if th~ labour troubles in the Presidern:y
~i.e.,Bombay province) become general."
There are four noticeable features about this wave of
unrest : (1) The officials of that section of the trade union
movement with European reputations are either standing
aloof for the movement or definitely opposing it. For instance, Shiva Rao, the present Chairman of the Executive
Council of the Indian Trades Union Congress, made the
following statement at a meeting of the Madras and Southern
Mahratta Railway Labour Union, according to the Bomhll_1
Chronicle, of April 18 :
"The time had come when the trade union movement
in India should weed out of its organisation mischiefmakers. A warning was all the more necessary for there
are certain individuals wfio go about the country preaching
the gospel of strike."
*Published in : "The Labour Monthly", June 1928, London
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The leadership of the strike movement is consequently in
the hands of the Left Wing of the Labour movement' and in
particular of many members of the Workers' and Peasants'
Party of Bengal and Bombay.
(2) The forces of the Government are everywhere in evidence, and ruthless attempts are being made to break up
meetings and spread false rumours by agents provocateurs.
Shootings have already taken place, not only by armed police
hut by British troops. Many arrests have been made, but reports
~o far received indicate that the authorities dare not as yet
to convict. Strikers, even in the Bengal province, who carried
out a march in order to collect funds and food, on their return
were driven on like a pack of sheep by the police riding in
lorries and were prevented from even resting, let alone seeking
refreshment, for close on tweenty-four hours on an end. In
'Pile of all this provocation the strikers' demonstrations have
been kept disciplined.
(3) The demands of the strikers are largely the elementary
demands for recognition of the union, against wage reductions, for wage increases, against victimisation, and for
better housing accommodation or allowances for housing,
and in one case the most elementary demand for the immediate cessation of all abusive and filthy language-the necessity for such a demand signifying the brutal treatment
which the agents of British imperialism consider they can
impose upon the subject races.
l4) The unrest is not only confined to the urban areas. For
in January there was unrest on a tea estate at Mijkar in Assam,
where a manager was attacked, the reason for the unrest being
given as a demand for higher wages. Near Bardoli in the
Bombay province, in April there were protest meetings against
the decision to increase the level of assessments on the peasants
and a demand that they should rather be reduced- demand
which was supported in about seven othet areas in the same
district.
·
·
Two of the most noteworthy examples of this strike movement are given below.
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Bombay Textile Strike
It has long been evident that a conflict in Bombay was
inevitable. As the international cotton situation became
more and more pressing, the mHlowner~ of India, like thoo;e
of Egypt and Japan, and for the matter of that, like the cotton
lords of Manchester and New Bedford, in their anxiety to
outbid each other in the world markets, have been driven
to pursue a common policy of rationalisation and reaction.
The form to be taken by the Bombay millo~ners was already foreshadowed in the Report of the Indian Tariff Board.
where the extension of the piecework system, increase in
the number of spindles allotted to each spinner and looms
per weaver are strongly recommended. It is taken as
axiomatic that labour costs must be reduced, but•the
previous attempts of the Bombay owners have not met with
much success for while their rivals in Ahmedabad were
able to reduce wages in l 9l1, the efforts of the Bombay
millow-ners to follow their example in 1924 and 1925 ended
in failure. The alternative method of speeding up is now
being tried out, and warned by the strikes at the end of last
year, the owners opened their campaign with considerablt'
caution, putting forward the E. D. Sassoon concern as a sort
of pioneer battalion, while the others held themselves in
readiness to advance into the breach at the first favourable
opportunity.
On January 3 the gallant five-Apollo, Alexandra, Spring.
Rachel, and Jacob Sassoon-their names are like a battle cryposted notices to the effect that each spinner was to work
double frames. The challenge was answered-the workers
struck, the mills closed ; soon 10,000 men were out.
It should be noted that the Bombay Textile Labour Union
took the opportunity of the breaking out of this strike to
declare itself "unequivocally" against the policy of a general
strike. The Workers' and Peasants' Party, however, were in
favour of the general strike policy; the strike, through lack
of sufficient support, broke down, and the workers, returned
on the companies' own terms.
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The owners immediately proceeded to put into force the
further recommendations of the report of the Textile Tariff
Board. On April 16, however, the workers were out again
on strike, and within a week practically all mills were deserted
involving some 150,000 workers. One of the main grievances
of the workers was the reduction in wages involved in the
introduction of higher counts, one of the Tariff Board's
rt!commendations. By this means, owing to the reduction in
weight of cotton that could be worked, involved in their
introduction, the wages of the workers were reduced from
some 58 rupees a month to 45 or 40 rupees, reckoned ,by
thl! strike committee to be equivalent to an all-round cut of
25 per cent. Another grievance was a change in working
hours of some workers involving an increase of one-and-ahalf hours to eleven per day.
A strike committee was immediately formed, but it was
notict!able that the leaders of the Bombay Textile Labour
Union kept aloof from the dispute. What is more, on April
19. three days after the commen~ement of the strike, N. M .
.lo'ihi, one of its leaders, gave an extraordinary interview to
the Bombay Chronicle. which he started off by saying: "As
yet I do not know what the exact cause of the present unrest
is,·· yet went on to admit that there was "no doubt" that the
millowners were attempting to reduce wages.
Then after regretting that the Millowners' Association had
omitted to negotiate with his union before introducing the cuts
in wages, &c., he remarked:
"Under the circumstances, when the Millowners' Association is unwilling to negotiate with the representatives of
the organisation of workers and when some persons, who
believe more in strikes than in negotiations naturally get
more scope for their activities, the representatives of the
Bombay Textile Labour Union, who are willing to negotiate
where negotiations are practicable, hav~ to be content with
being merely lookers on. "·(Our italics.)
Whatever doubts Mr. N. M. Joshi had about the causes
of the unrest the chairman of the Millowners' Association,
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Mr. J. B. Petit, seemed to have no doubts whatever ; for in
the course of an interview with the Bombay Chronicle, on
April 27, he made the following statement, worthy indeed
of Baldwin's statement in July, 1925 1••• to the miners:
"A straight cut in wages would appear to be inevitable.''
At a great mass meeting the leaders of the strike, many of
whom were members of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, were
elected on to a strike committee, in addition to the leaders of
the Textile Labour Union: these latter demanded as a condition
of serving a 50 per cent. representation on the committee.
Mass demonstrations and marches were organised; clashell
with the police rapidly became more frequent, and many striker~
were injured and arrests were made. In one of these clashes
the police opened fire, killing one and wounding others ~ the
pretext that the strikers were throwing stones at the mills. This.
however, could not have been the case, because it took place
at a distance of at least half a l"ile away from any mill. A court
subsequently justified the action of the police.
At the time of writing the strike is still in full force though
many workers, as has been the practice in previous strikes.
have returned to their villages. The Millowners' Association
have now issued an insolent notice dismissing all the striker!-.
that is they have declared a lock-out, and rejecting their
demands as "impossible." They define the terms on which they
will be allowed to resume work. These include "a full ten
hours-day." The Times, of May 17, in reporting this, remarks
that "both sides in the dispute appear to be stiffening."

The Lilloah Strike
The strike of the railway shop workers at the Lilloah workshops of the East Indian Railway Company, near Calcutta, has
been in some ways even more sensational. The story is a simple
one. The East Indian Railway is a State-managed one, which
has so far refused to recognise the existence of the Union.
An all-round increase of 25 per cent. was demanded, calculated to bring the wages up to the level of the workshops of
Lucknow and Lahore ; the minimum thus arrived at was no
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more than 45 rupees per month. Another grievance, also a very
common one, was concerned with the question of free quarters
for the men, or a11owances in lieu of accommodation.
Petitions were first presented as early as the middle of
January, but the agent refused to grant any of their demands,
,md his recognition of the Union took the form of dismissing
t"'o of its most active members. A subsequent petition was
also unsuccessful, and on March 3 four more men were summarily
J1-;l:harged, but after further protest reinstatement was promp;cd. When it was seen that the Company only meant to
reinstate four out of the six the workers' exasperation at bcing
tricked was intense, and they retaliated with a stay-in strike.
The following day, March 8, the works were closed by the
tinier of the Company, and 14,000 men were locked out.
In spite of the Company's provocative behaviour the
workers remained quiet but firm, but this policy did not
commend itself to the authorities, who proceeded to
interfere with a peaceful demonstration on March 28 on its
rl!turn from holding a meeting at Bamangachi. First a baton
d1arge by the police immediately followed with an assault
hy tlic military, in the course of which two strikers were shot
down and numbers injured. The circumstances of this uncalled
for attack have attracted a good deal of public attention owing
to the censuring of the responsible officer, Captain Christie,
by the District Magistrate at the official inquiry. According
to this report no warning was given to the strikers, and the
shots appeared to have been fired not at random but
deliberately at particular individuals who were regarded as
the leaders. More significant is the fact that killed and injured
were shot in the back, supporting the workers' contention that
~'l far from attempting to overpower the police and rush the
loco yard, they were driven back by police and troops while
proceeding peacably across the Bamangachi railway bridge
to their own houses.
.
This clash of forces undoubtedly intensified the class
character of the struggle, and sympathetic action has been
tak~n in most of the other departments and centres of the East
Indian Railway-at Howrah, K.haraghpur, &c.

India: South Indian RaHway Strike*

For sometime the railway unions of India had been in a state
of ferment, due to the tremendous retrenchment proposals
put forward by the agents of the railways, which mea1u that
at least 75,000 railway workers would be dismissed. An
agitation was set on foot by the leaders of the various unions
catering for the railway J'Orkers for a ger:ieral strike, to
prevent the proposals being put into operation.
At a meeting on June 16, the S.l. Railway workers decided
to lay certain proposals before the agent requesting him to
postpone the retrenchment proposals, which had been placed
before the men. The following day a Strike Committee was
elected and it was decided to organise a stay-in strike.
On June 28th Central Committee of the S. I. R. Union
wired the agent requesting him to give a decision on points
raised previously : The withdrawal of Circular 202 (dealing
with retrenchment), increase of pay for unskilled and allround increase in wages, and stating that failing a reply a
stay-in-strike would take place in the shops on the line. The
reply of the agent was to the effect that the retrenchment
policy was the direct result of a Government inquiry. The
next day, the workers at Negapatum commenced a stay-in·
strike. By 11 o'clock qrders came through from the agent
of the railway declaring a lock-out. Over 8,000 were affected
at Negapatum, Podamur, Golden Rock and Trichinopoly, and
police were drafted in and placed at all the important centres.
*Published in :"The Labour Monthly", October 1928, London
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The Central Committee of the Union stated that the
mm1mum demands of the workers would be :
( J ) All round increases of 25 per cent. in wages.
(2) Minimum for gangmen to be Rs. 30.
(3) Withdrawal of Circular 202.
Meanwhile several prominent Labour leaders condemned
the ~trike action. S. V. Aiyar, editor of the Indian Railway
Magu:.me and president of the M. and S. M. Railway Employt't:"i Umon, states:
Capital has resources behind it.. .. There is no strike fund
,rnd donations from Saklatvala and others from England will
not feed 40,000 mouths.
Erne"it Kirk, General Secretary of the Madras Labour Union
condemned the stike action, and said :
· ·1 am not against a strike, but if intt1ated and rushed and
wire-pulled by adherents of Moscow it is severely handi1.'.apped from the outset.''
Re!.olutions of protests were made at the workers' meetmgi. agam~t Aiyar for "betraying the interests of the workers."
Jnd Kirk for working against the Central Committee.
On July 6, a complete "Hartal" was observed at Trichinopoly All business was suspended. The vegetable and grain
rndrkets remained closed in sympathy with the locked-out
workers and a procession 3,000 strong marched through the
town.
At all the other centres resolutions were passed calling for
a general strike all along the line. Meanwhile, arrangements
were made to call a conference of the A. I. Railway Federation. By this time preparations were being made to call a
general strike for July 20. R. V. Naidu, president of the S.
L R Employeec; Association, appealed to the workers not to
participate; since "constitutional agitation is our watchword."
But telegrams sent by the president of the Union were held
up by the authorities as "b_eing objectionable."
On the 18th, Pillai, president of the S. I. R. Labour Union,
wrote the agent asking whether he agreed to accept Labour
Commissioners or Arbitrators on the following points :
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(1) Lock-out wages.
(2) Surplus to be absorbed after voluntary resignation.
(3) Unskilled wages to be increased.
(4) Running staff grievances.
The agent replied on the same day, stating that reduction~
were inevitable; that the question of pay was not one for
arbitration, as the principle of no-work, no pay will be
observed, that the unskilled rate of pay was fair and reasonable. He was prepared for negotiation or arbitration on tht:
other matters, on condition that all agitation for a general
strike ceased.
The reply was considered unsatisfactory and after another attempt to come to an agreement. it was decided that
the strike should be called for on the 20th. The tabour
weekly, Thozi/alee. issued a strike supplement printed in
red, wall-papers and leaflets were issued by the strike
committee, but the laboulfleader, Ernest Kirk. warned thl'
workers "not to be carried away by Communist ideas being
imported into the Un.ion."
On the 20th, the strike commenced. Practically all unskilled and night staff left duty. All work stopped at the
central stations. The authorities replied to the strike by
organised terrorism. The few trains that were running were
escorted by reserve police with loaded guns. Meetings were
dispersed, and at Korandi were prohibited within a radius
of five miles. At Egmore forty men were served with
notices prohibiting them from attending meetings. Within
three days there were sixty-two arrests, and thirty men had
been sent to the Shirjaki sub-jail.
At Mayavaram about 5,000 strikers lay on the rails and
refused to let the Ceylon boat-train, under strong escort, pass.
The police interfered and arrested nine, but the engine fires
were put out. Later, about 8' 0 clock, the crowd of strikers
increased at the station and some stone-throwing began. The
polict opened fire on the strikers and it is stated that five
were killed, several injured and about fifteen arrested. At
Tuticorin there was also firing by police and seven were
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injured, and a shepherd named Kone was bayoneted and died
later. Fourteen coolies were arrested. At Villupuram, when
a train reached the station, it is stated that some stones were
thrown. and the police in reply charged the crowd of strikers
with drawn bayonets and fired buckshots. Six were killed
and twenty-two wounded.
The Forward said of this incident that:
"The race of dividend hunters will easily detect in these
violent actions the mystic hands of Moscow. But can outside
influences work so much havoc upon men's minds as to
make them lay open their hearts to the policemen's bullets?"
By the 25th D. K. Pillai, the president of the Central
Committee. was arrested and searches made in the private
re!.idences of the Committee members and Union offices.
T. K. Naidu, secretary of the Engineering Workshop Labour
l1nion, and a member of the Strike Committee was arrested
nn the 26th, and P. Mudalier and V. Aujar, general secretary
and vice-president of the Central Committee, were arrested
ar Madura.
On the 26th the Strike Committee issued a statement
denying charges of sabotage and agreeing to go to arbitration
on the four points previously given.
V. Aujar, who had been released on bail, stated at a
meeting on the same day that the strike was premature, and
Ernest Kirk, in an interview, attacked the Strike Movement
saying :
"The strike is due to the influence of Communists ... The
militant Moscow virus has already got into the blood of
!.everal leading branch officers and members of the Central
Committee ... I would get into communication with the agent
at once and agree to call off the strike provided h~ would
be willing to resume negotiations."
The next day, the 27th, the Union secretary at Tinnevelly,
M. Pillai, without any instructions from the Central
Committee called off the strike. Most of the strikers were
unwilling to resume work and the action of Pillai was
challenged, but a small number began work.
28
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The same day, Narayanaswami, the secretary of the
Podanur Branch Chari, the manger of Thozilalee office, and
Arumugan, a member of the Strike Committee, along with
R. Naidu, president of the Madras B~anch and six strikers
were arrested.
At Trichinopoly and Madura the strike was in full swing,
but at other places a few had started work.
On the 3oth Krishnamachari, the secretary, and Pillai.
treasurer of the S. I. R. Local Labour Union, the only
members of the Strike Committee left after the arrests,
issued this statement:
"We have demonstrated to the public our capacity for
organisation and concerted action ... (but) we find that the
public have suffered in this quarrel between Capital and
Labour and we are very sorry that we were forced to go on
strike much against our wishes ... relying on the justice of
our cause we are determined to continue our fight by peaceful methods and with the ·sole aim of sparing the public all
inconvenience, we have decided to call off the strike from
6 a.m. on the 30th."
Although the strike had been called off a large number
were still out on August 1.
On the 2nd the agent stated that the whole staff were
working. He also stated that the recognition given to the
Union was withdrawn ; that no strike pay would be paid,
adding that he had the full approval of the Government. No
points are to be submitted to arbitration, but if there are some
outstanding he will consider submitting them to the Commissioner of Labour.
The governing authorities did not intend to run any risks
for even when Joshi, Giri and Naidu arrived at Negapaturn.
on August 7, they were prohibited from speaking or attending
meetings within a radius of five miles.
A commentary on one cause of the collapse of the stnke
was made by Jhabwalla, who stated at a meeting on July 18,
that the leaders of the strike had wired to him concerning
concerted action by the G. I. P .• the B. B., the C. I. and the
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1. R. workers. He had immediately wired back asking
them to wait until July 28. It appeared that the telegraphic
1.."ommunications were held up by the authorities. To his
,,uprise the strike was declared on the 20th, and was bound
to fail for want of organisation and support.
Since the calling off of the strike about twenty-seven
,tnkcrs have been sentenced to six months' imprisonment,
Jhout thirty-six to three months and about forty-three others
tor period!! of two to four months.

Appendix I

Historical Facts about
Formation of Indian Na~onal Congress
in Mumbai in 1885*

It was in the midst of these conditions that the establishment
of the great Indian National Congress was conceived. Mr.
Hume's idea was originally to allow provincial organijations
like the Indian Association of Calcutta, the Presidency
Association of Bombay, and the Mahajana Sabha of Madras
to take up political questj.ons, and the AU-India National
Union to concentrate more or less on socia·I questions. He
consulted Lord Dufferin who had recently come out as
Viceroy, and the advice he gave cannot be better rendered
than in the words of Mr. W.C. Bonnerjee who wrote in his
'Introduction to Indian Politics', published in 1898, as
follows:
''It will probably be news to many that the Indian National
Congress, as it was originally started and as it has since been
carried on, is in reality the work of the Marquis of Dufferin
and Ava when that nobleman was the Governor-General of
India. Mr. A. 0. Hume, C.B., had in 1884, conceived the
idea that it would be of great advantage to the country if
leading Indian politicians could be brought together once a
year to discuss social matters and be upon friendly footing
with one another. He did not desire that politics should form
•Excerpt from: ''The.History of the Indian National Congress'',
written by Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, Vol. I, page 14-19 which reveals
who were actually behind formation of Indian National Congress 1n
1885 and what was the purpose behind it. To project these historical
facts on formation of Indian National Congress this chapter has been
reprinted here.
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p.ut of their discussion, for, there were recognised political
hod1es in Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and other parts of
India, and he thought that these bodies might suffer in
11nportance if, when Indian politicians from different parts
of the country came together, they discussed politics. His
idea further was that the Governor of the Province where
the pohtic1ans met should be asked to preside over their
dehberations, and that thereby great cordiality should be
l''tahlhhed between the official classes and the nonoffll1al Indian politicians. Full of these ideas he saw the
nohle Marquis when he went to Simla early in 1885, alter
Lord Dufferin had in the December previous assumed the
\'1ceroyalty of India. Lord Dufferin took great interest in
the matter and after considering over it for some time he
'ent for Mr. Hume and told him that, in his opinion, Mr.
Hume'!"!. project would not be of much use. He said there
"'.i' no body of per~ons in this country who performed the
functwno; which Her Majesty's Opposition did in England.
fhe new11papers, even if they really repre!"!iented the views
of the people, were not reliable and as the English were
nt:ce,sarily ignorant of what was thought of them and
their pohcy m Native circles, it would be very desirable
in the1r mterests as well as the interests of the ruled that
Indian politicians should meet yearly and point out to the
Government in what respects the administration was
drfective and how 1t could be improved, and he added that
cln a'~embly such as he proposed should not be presided
over by the Local Governor, for in his presence the people
might not like to speak out their minds. Mr. Hume was
ronvinced by Lord Dufferin' s arguments and when he
placed the two schemes, his own and Lord Dufferin' s,
hefore leading politicians in Calcutta, Bombay Madras,
and other parts of the country, the latter unanimously
accepted Lord Dufferin's scheme and proceeded to give
effect to it. Lord Dufferin had made it a condition with
Mr Hume that his name in connection with the scheme
of the Congress should not be divulged so long as he
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remained in the country, and his condition was faithfully
maintained and none but the men consulted by Mr. Hume
knew anything about the matter."
In March 1885, it was decided ·to hold a meeting of
representatives from all parts of India at the ensuing
Christmas. Poona was considered the most central and the
most suitable place. From this meeting was issued the
following circular:
A Conference of the Indian National Union will be held
at Poona from the 25th to the 31st December, 1885.
The Conference will be composed of Delegates- leading politicians well-acquainted with the English
language-from all parts of the Bengal, Bombay and Madras Presidencies.
The direct objects of the Conference will be : ( 1) to
enable all the most earnest labourers in the cause of national
progress to become perso6ally known to each other; (2) to
discuss and decide upon the political operations to be
undertaken during the ensuing year.
Indirectly, this Conference will form the germ of a
Native Parliament, and if properly conducted, will
constitute in a few years an unanswerable reply to tht
assertion that India is still wholly unfit for any form of
representative institutions. The first Conference will
decide whether the next shall be again held at Poona, or
whether, following the precedent of the British Association, the Conference shall be held year by year at
different important centres.
This year the Conference being in Poona, Mr. Chiplonkar
and others of the Sarvajanik Sabha have consented to form
a Reception Committee, in whose hands will nest the
whole of the local arrangements. The Peshwa's Garden
near the Parbati Hill.will be utilised both as a place of
mee,ing (it contains a fine Hall, like the garden, the
property of the Sabha) and as a residence for the delegates,
each of whom will be there provided with suitable
quarters. Much importance is attached to this, since,
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when all thus reside together for a week, far greater
opportunities for friendly intercourse will be afforded
than if the delegates were (as at the time of the late
Bombay demonstrations) scattered about in dozens of
private lodging houses all over the town.
Delegates are expected to find their own way to and from
Poona, but from the time they reach the Poona Railway
Station until they again leave it, everything that they can
need, carriage, accommodation, food, etc., will be provided
for them gratuitously.
The cost thus involved will be defrayed from the Reception Fund, which the Poona Association most liberally
offers to provide in the first instance, but to which all
delegates, whose means warrant their incurring this further
expense, will be at liberty to contribute any sum they
please. Any unutilised balance of such donations will be
.:arried forward as a nucleus for next year's Reception
Fund.

It is believed that, exclusive of our Poona friends, the

Bombay Presidency, including Sindh and the Berars,
will furnish about 20 delegates, Madras and Lower Bengal
each about the same number, and the N. W. Province,
Oudh, and the Punjab together about half this number,
Having already armed himself with the blessings of
the Viceroy in India, Mr. Hume proceeded to England
and consulted Lord Ripon, Lord Dalhousie, Sir James
Caird, John Bright, Mr. Reid, Mr. Stagg and other eminent
men before he started the Congress. Under their advice
he organised what became the nucleus of the Indian
Parliamentary Committee in England to act for India by
obtaining pledges from candidates for Parliamentary
election, not that they would help India but only "that they
would take interest in Indian affairs. He further arranged
an Indian Telegraph Unjon to prov)de funds to send
telegrams on important matters to leading Provincial
papers in England, with which he arranged for their
publication.
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A graphic account of the I st session of the Congress
is given by Mrs Besant in her publication, 'How India
Wrought for Freedom', and we are indebted to her for the
following extracts there from :
''The first meeting did not, however, take place at
Poona, for, only a few days before Christmas, some sporadic cases of cholera occurred, possibly presaging an
outbreak, and it was thought wiser to move the Conference, now call the Congress, to Bombay. The Manager),
of the Gokuldas Tejpal Sanskrit College and Boarding
House placed the whole of their fine buildings at the
disposal of the Congress, and all was ready by the morning of the 27th December for the reception of the Representatives of the Indian Nation. As we glance ofer the
lists of those who were present, how many we see who
became famous in the annals of India's struggle for Freedom! Among those who clould not act as Representatives
we note the Reformer, Dewan Bahadur R. Raghunatha
Rao, Deputy Collector of Madras; the Hon. Mr. Mahade\·
G. Ranade, then member of the Legislative Council and
Small Cause Court Judge of Poona, later to be a Judge
of the High Court of Bombay, leader honoured and trusted;
Lala Baijnath of Agra was there, to be known as scholar
and writer later on; and Professors K. Sundararaman and
R. G. Bhandarkar. Among the Representatives may be
noted Editors of well-known Indian papers, of The Dyan
Prakash, The Quarterly Journal of the Poona Sarvajanik
Sabha, The Maratha, The Kesari, The Nababibhakar, The
Indian Mirror, The Nassim, The Hindusthani, The Tribunt',
The; Indian Union, The Spectator, The lndu Prakash, Tht:
Hindu, The Crescent. How many names shine out. familiar
and honoured : Mr. A. 0. Hume is there from Simla; W.

C. Bonnerjee and Norendranath Sen from Calcutta; W. S.
A.pte and G. G.

Agarkar from

.g ~_,,J'J1)'b
Poona; Gangaprasli

from Lucknow; Dadabhai Naoroji, K. T. Telang, Phero·
zeshah M. Mehta-then, as now, leader of the Bombay
Corporation, D. E. Wach a, B. M. Malabari, N. a.
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Chandavarkar, from Bombay; P. Rangiah Naidu, President
of 1he Mahajana Sabha, S. Subrahmania Aiyar, P. Ananda
Charlu, G. Subrahmania Aiyar, M. Viraraghavachariar,
from Madras; P. Kesava Pillai from Anantapur. These are
3 mong the earliest who wrought for India's Freedom, and
those yet on earth, are working for her still.
'·At 12 noon, on December 28th, 1885, in the Hall of
the Gokuldas Tejpal Sanskrit College, the First National
Congress met. The first voices heard were those of Mr.
A. 0. Hume, the Hon. Mr. S. Subrahmania Aiyar and the
Hon. Mr. K. T. Telang, who proposed, seconded .and
'upported the election of the first President, Mr. W. C.
Bonnerjee. A solemn and historic moment was that in
which the first of the long line of men thus honoured by
the Motherland took his seat, to preside over her first
National Assembly.
"A fler alluding to the representative and weighty
l"haracter of the Congress, he laid down under four heads
the objects of the Congress:
(a) The promotion of personal intimacy and friendship
amongst all the more earnest workers in our country's
cause in the various parts of the Empire.
(b) The eradication, by direct friendly personal intercourse, of all possible race, creed, or provincial prejudices amongst all lovers of our country, and the fuller
development and consolidation of those sentiments of
national unity that had their origin in our beloved Lord
Ripon's ever memorable reign.
(c) The authoritative record, after this has been carefully
dicited by the fullest discussion, of the matured opinions
?f ~he educated classes in India on some of the more
important and pressing of the social questions of the day.
(d) The determination of the lines U\)O\\ and methods
by which during the next twelve mo~ths it is desirable
for Native politicians to iabour in the public interests.
''The nine resolutions of the first National Congress
mark the beginning of the formulation of India's demands:
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The first asked for a Royal Commission to enquire into
the working of Indian administration.
The second for the abolition of the India Council.
The third dealt with the defect of tlJe Legislative Council 11
in which then all the members were nominated, and asked
for the admission of elected members, for the right of
interpellation, for the creation of Councils in the N.W.P.
and Oudh, and in the Punjab, and for a Standing Committee
in the House of Commons to consider formal protests from
majorities in the Councils.
The fourth prayed for simultaneous examinations for
the l.C.S. and the raising of the age of candidates.
The fifth and sixth dealt with Military expenditure .
•
The seventh protested against the annexation of Upper
Burma and the proposed incorporation of it with India.
The eighth ordered th~ sending of the resolutions to
political Associations, add they were discussed and passed
all over the country by political bodies and public meetings, an admirable plan which has fallen into desuetude.
they were carried with much enthusiasm, and here and
there amended on minor points.
The final resolution fixed the next Congress at Calcutta,
on 28th December, 1886.
In Calcutta, a political organisation of middle class
Muslims was formed in 1885. It joined with two other
groups in organising the second National Congress held
that same year also in Calcutta. The Conference later
gave way to the Congress. It is true that the 1st Congress
of 1885 was attended by only 2 Muslims, the second al
Calcutta 33, and 6th session at Calcutta in 1890 by 156
Muslims out of 702 delegates or 22 per cent.

Appendix II

India in Transition
M. N. Roy

I. The Growth of the Bourgeoisie
C'ontrar y to the general notion, India is not under the feudal
s~ stem. In India, feudalism was destroyed or more correctly
~p!!aking, undermined not by a violent revolution, as in
Emope, but by a comparatively peaceful and gradual process. FeuJalism as the basis of social economics received
the first death-blow in the earlier years of the British
possession in· the middle of the 18th century, when the
political power passed into the hcands of the representatives
of a foreign commerical bourgeoisie. In proportion as the
British East India Company went on making the power of
British commercial capital supreme in India, the foundation
of the feudal system could not help being undermined. But
It took the East India Company almost a hundred years to
consolidate its supremacy all over the country. Therefore,
though weakened, feudalism maintained its existence, at
least in form, throughout this period. From the very beginning of the British occupation, the final proprietorship in
land was taken away from the Indian land-owning class,
either by force or by fraud, and was vested in the British
Government. In other words, in place of the feudal lords,
the representative of British commercial capital became the
owner of the land.
The last vestiges of feudal power were shattered by
the failure of the revolution of 1857, which is known as
the Sepoy Mutiny. The revolution of 1857 was nothing
but the last effort of the dethroned feudal potentates to
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regain their power. It was a struggle between the worn.
out feudal system and the newly introduced commercial
capitalism for political supremacy. At the same time.
when feudalism was crumbling d"wn in Europe before
the rising bourgeoisie a vibration of this great social
struggle did not remain unfelt in India. But during the
one hundred years preceding 1857, the normal economic
development and the rise of the native bourgeoisie had
been prevented in India by the following causes: First.
the forcible export of more than 70 per cent of the
accumulated wealth of India by the East India Company
in order to help the industrial development of England.
Second, the deliberate destruction of the craft industries
and the consequent forcing of the artisan class t>ack to
the land, instead of into the modern machine industries.
as in Europe. The craft industry was also in process of
destruction in Europe, b6t the difference lay in the fact
that, whereas in Europe it succumbed before a higher
form of production, namely, the machine, which evolved
as a new social force, in India the process of destruction
was premeditated and violent. Indian craft industries did
not die in order to give place to a higher form of pro·
duct ion within the country. They were the victims of the
industrial growth in England. But historically speaking.
the broad results were the same, namely. the political
power passed on to the hands of a new social class.
controlling superior means of production, thus bringing
about the undermining of the feudal system as an eco·
nomic force and the destruction of the craft industries.
Practically the whole country was brought directly under
capitalist exploitation after the failure of the revolt of
1857. The Government of India was removed from the
hands of the East India Company and transferred to the
Crown.
Tuday India is divided into four distinct classes, namely:
(i) the landed aristocracy, including the native chiefs.
(ii) the bourgeoisie a~d the intellectuals, (iii) the petty
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peasantry, and (iv) the working class, including the landless
peasants. Of the 17 ,328 big landowners, nearly 700 are
classed in the category of Native States. The~r chiefs are
called Feudatory or Protected Wards of the British Government.One-third of the area of the entire country, or 709,555
~quare miles, is governed by these Chiefs, and is known
a!I Native India. The biggest of these States is Hyderabad,
1)r the Nizam' s Dominions, which equals Italy in area, with
13.500,000 population. The smallest is limited to only five
\'illages. The aggregate population of Native India is
7:!,000,000, a little less than one-fourth of the entire population of the country. The existence of these Native States
1' responsible for India's being called a feudal country.
Theoretically, the Native Chiefs enjoy the sovereign power
within their respective territories, but practically, they have
no power whatever, much less do they constitute the backhone of the socio-economic structure of the country. The
internal administration of none of these States is feudal;
except a few, none of these ruling chiefs is directly descended from the feudal nobility of pre-British India. To all
intents and purposes, they are puppets in the hands of the
British Government. Besides the local and municipal administration, all these States are governed politically and
militarily by the British, commercially and industrially by
the native bourgeoisie. In fact, the native bourgeoisie has
more influence in the government of the Native States than
in the Government oflndia. All these States·have Legislative
Councils of their own, representing the local commercial
~nd landowning class, and lately the industiral bourgeoisie
ts fast making itself supreme. But the autocrat in whom the
absolute power is vested for all practical purposes is the
Resident, who is the representative of the British Government. Originally, these Residents were sent to the Courts
of the Native Princes as ambassadors of the British
Government, but being th~ representative of the more
ad~anced social class, namely, the bourgeoisie, these
residents have i11 course of time become the arbiters of the
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States. Therefore we see that even in these Native States
where at least the shadow of feudalism still clings to a certain
extent, it is the bourgeoisie which wields the political power.
In the internal administration o,f many of the larger
Native States the progressive tendency of the bourgeoisie
is more clearly manifested. In States like Mysore, Travancore.
Baroda, Cochin etc., the percentage of illiteracy is much
lower than in British India. Whereas in the latter primar}
education is not even free, in some of the Native States it
is free and compulsory. In recent years, the industrialization of the country has been more rapid in the Native
States than in British territories. The condition of the peasantry
in these States is the same as in British India. In short. the
remnants of feudalism are not to be found in the•Native
States any more than in the British territories, except in
the courts of the pampered puppets.
The Native Chiefs, op~ressed as they are by the British.
are nevertheless conscious of the fact that their continued
existence is doome<J to destruction, and it is only by gracL'
of the British Government that they are maintained as a
conservative factor in the society. British power in India
has never been based upon these scions of an extinct
feudalism; on the contrary, it is the Government of India.
representative of the British bourgeoisie, that maintains
them grafted upon the social order. Consequently, they
know very well that they owe their existence to the British
power, so they are heart and soul pro· British, and will help
the latter in any exigency, as was shown in the last war.
The remaining 16,628 of the above mentioned 17,328
big estate owners are also directly or indirectly connected
with the feudal monarchs who ruled over India after the
fall of the Mughal Empire. Thus they, together with the 700

Native Chiefs, constttute the landed aristocracy of India.
These aristocrats, together with their families and dep~!1dent relations, number 540, 115 out of a total popuJauon
of 320,000,000. The total number of persons who Jive on
land rent is 8,500,000, according to the census of 1911.
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Except for the 540, 175 mentioned above, who belong to the
aristocracy proper, the remaining eight million belong to
the landholding class. The difference between the landowners and the landholders is that the former nominally own
rheir estate under the· protection of, or as feudatories of,
the British Government and their properties are subject to
1he feudal laws of inheritance, being handed down from
father to eldest son. The second class hold their land on
permanent or temporary lease from the Government. The
rt>nt paid by them to the Government is sometimes permanently fixed, sometimes assessed periodicalJy according to
thi: changed valuation of the land.
The landholding class can be counted as old as the British
G1wernment in India. It rose out of the chaos which followed the falJ of the Muslim Empire and preceded the
consolidation of the British power. Its forerun~ers were the
usurers and high officials of the latter years of the Muslim
:idministration. In the last part of the 18th century the
country was ravaged by widespread famines caused by the
deliberate destruction of the craft industries, the unrestricted export of foodgrains, heavy fall in the total production
of food-stuff owing to climatic conditions, the transfer of
extensive areas of land to the cultivation of indigo and jute
and the laying waste of large tracts due to the continued
state of civil war. As a result of these things, the great bulk
of the peasantry found itself heavily indebted, and their
holdings fell into the hands of the usurers and former
government officials who had accumulated a certain amount
of capital. The East India Company, which in those days
was unable to control alone the disturbed population
because of its numerical weakness, encouraged the growth
of this class of landholders, who were allowed to hold the

land on behalf of the Government, in whom the t\t\c \\{{\\\a\
0 ~nership was vested. Thus the elemeni~ that might hav.e
given rise to a native bourgeoisie were diverted from their
natural development into a landholding class for the
convenience of a foreign bourgeoisie who conquered the
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political power and wanted to monpolize the right of
exploiting the whole population. The modern Indian bourgeoisie is largely derived from this landholding class.
which is investing its accumulated wealth more and more
in commercial and industrial enterprises, now that the
British government has been forced to change its policy
of holding back the industrial development of India. The
smaller landholders find it more profitable to get ri:f of
their land and to invest their money in trade and commerce, and the result is a growing concentration of land
in the hands of big capitalist concerns. This tendency
towards concentration will be shown later on in detail in
(page 470).
The Indian intellectuals who, together with the ptogre!>sive element in the landholding class, form the basis of the
modern bourgeoisie, are the creation of the British Government. Already in the eitlier years of its rule, the British
Government found out that it was more profitable to employ
natives in the clerical and administrative posts of lower
ranks than to bring out men from England for these worko;.
Besides, it was necessary to depend on the Indians for the
purpose of local administration. It was impossible that the
numerous personnel required to maintain the cumbersome
British bureaucracy in India could be recruited from the
home country. On the other hand, the big British commercial firms in India needed the services of the cheaply paid
clerks and other employees. For any one of these, in the
earlier days of the British occupation, no less than fifty
Indians could be hired for the amount of money required
to be paid to an Englishman coming out of England. Therefore.
modern education was introduced by the British Government in the second decade of the 19th century. Since then.
the modem intelligenuia has been growing very rapidly•
transcending the limit marked out for them by the foreign
rulers, and capturing entirely the professions of medicine,
law and teaching. Today, the English are practically ousted
from these professions by the Indians. According to the
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census figures of 1911, the number of people employed in
public administration and professions amounted to 7 ,973,662.
This figure does not include the clerks and emp.loyees of the
commercial firms. These professions proved to be lucrative,
and money began to be accumulated in the hands of the upper
strata of the intellectual class. In 1850 the total accumulated
wealth of this class, as shown in the investments in Gov~rnment securities, amounted to £69,000,000. Since there
was no industrial or other profitable means of investment,
this whole amount was invested in Government securities.
The total capital invested in native banks at that time
amount¢d to£ 19,000,000. Land offered the only other form
of profitable investment at this period, and the accumulated
~avings of this class were also invested in land leases, which
were in the process of transfer from the hands of the big
holders on account of their failure to meet higher government assessments, as well as from the small holders, be~ause of their heavy indebtedness. Thus a considerable
portion of land has been passing out of the control of the
old conservative holders and into the hands of the more
progr.!ssive rich intellectuals. This class of progressive
landholders, which simultaneously is engaged in many in'tanccs in the lucrative liberal professions also, is rapidly
marching itself in the ranks of the bourgeoisie proper, since
in proportion as the capital accumulated in its hand grows,
it ex.tends its investments to industrial enterprises. Today
in India are to be found numerous instances in which the
rich landholder and industrialist are combined in the same
person.
In the earlier y~rs of British rule, there existed in India
a great deal of inter-provincial activity in banking and
commerce. This internal trade was completely destroyed.by
the. introduction of the modern banking system and the
establishment of British commercial houses in the first half.
of che 19th century. The result was that the prosperous Indian
bank"mg and merchant class was reduced to petty shop- ·
keepers. After 1860 this inter-provincial commerce again
29
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revived with the accumulation of wealth. The reason for
this revival was the continued expansion of European
capitalistic enterprise, which pushed the exploitation further and further into the country, in ~.earch of raw materials
and a market for their manufactured goods, and created a
class of Indian middlemen in the process. The growth i 11
the volume of foreign trade led to the enrichment of this
native mercantile class, which soon found itself in the
possession of considerable capital for investment, but foreign
trade and international banking being monopolized by the
foreign ruling class, the Indian merchants found this way
blocked to them and an outlet for their energy and capital
was found in indu_strial enterprises. The first power-driven
cotton mill was erected at Ahmedabad in 1851.
Modern industry owned by native capital remained
insignificant in India till 1880. In that year there were 5R
cotton textile mills with t1l paid-up capital of £3,832,000
and 22 jute textile mills with a capital of £2,246,000. The
number of workers employed in these two industries was
68,000. Besides these and other private industrial enterprises, including native inter-provincial commerce and banking
houses, there was £90,000,000 invested in savings banks
and joint stock companies. This capital was all in the hands
of the Indian mercantile class except for 0.02 per cent which
was owned by English capitalists. Thus as far back as the
eighties of the last century, Indian capitalism, as represented by the liberal professions and landholding class, and the
Indian merchants and traders, was ready to enter into its
industrial phase, but the foreign Government was opposed
to it. The imperial capital of Britain wanted to hold India
as a source of raw materials and as a market for finished
goods. Consequently, the young native machine industry
was subjected to special taxations which seriously checked
its growth, and in many cases, ruined it in the very beginning.- But the cheapness of raw materials and labour kept
the textile mills going, in spite of the fact that they were
the main object of governmental attack.
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The increasing wealth of the intellectuals and the
absence of profitable means of investment made them
discontented with the British Government. Finding it
beneath their dignity to carry on trade, and industrial
outlets being denied by the Government, land and Government securities were the only remaining sources of investment left to this class. The interest on securities was
very low, being but 3 to ~ per cent. It was not at all
attractive for an ambitious class. Neither was the income
from land investments very high. Besides. the area of
productive land being comparatively limited, no v~ry
large scope was presented. The native capitalist class was
excluded from building rail ways. tramways, exploiting
mines and other industries whose development was not
obstructed by the Government. All these industries were
the monopoly of English capital. The liberal professions
were overcrowded, so the rich intelligentsia found its
further economic development blocked on all sides. The
British Government was seen to be the cause of all this,
and there arose the necessity of fighting against it. Economic
necessity forced the intellectual bourgeoisie to begin its
political struggle, which was initiated in the form of the
lndian National Congress. whose first session was held
m 1885 in Bombay, under the presidency ofW.C. Bonnerjee,
a rich lawyer who had his savings invested in commercial
and industrial enterprises. The object of this political
movement was manifest-it was to replace or at least to
curtail the power of the British Government, which was
standing in the way of the economic development of the
bourgeoisie. This movement was headed by rich lawyers,
merchants, milJ-owners, physicians etc., or in othe~ words,
that progressive element of the society which possessed
capital to be invested.
In the last years of the 19th cent~ry. the power of
lndian capital went on growing, though rather slowly,
because of the fact that it was denied the outlet of
industrial development. Nevertheless, since there was a
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class with money to be invested, and great masses of
people were looking for employment, having been
deprived of their land and of their ancient handicraft
occupations, industries kept growiqg despite all obstructions created by the Government.
The big landholders of the province of Bengal enjoy
a privileged position under the Permanent Settlement
introduced in 1793. According to ·this system, they pay
a fixed scale of taxation, their holdings being exempt from
new assessments. According to the Bengal Tenancy Act,
the cultivators to whom the big landholders leased out
their lands, enjoy the right of occupancy. As a result. the
agricultural production of the province of Bengal has
always been high, and the rental value of land intreased
enormously. But the Permanent Settlement prevented the
Government from participating directly in this increased
land value. A means to nu1.lify the effects o..f the Permanent
Settlement was found in the partition of Bengal in 1905.
By this partition, the eastern half of the province, containing the .rich rice producing area, was placed under the
administration of a newly created Provincial Government,
with the power to revise the old system of taxation. Thus
arose a new conflict between the Government and the rich
landholding class which, as stated before, contained a
large number of intellectuals.
The unification of landed and capitalist interest as
against British rule, w.as achieved. In 1905 the political
movement of the Indian bourgeoisie as represented by the
Indian National Congress, backed by the progressive
landholding class, used the economic weapon of boycott
against British capitalism. The 25th session of the Indian
National Congress held in Calcutta in 1906, under the
presidency of Dadabhai Naoroji, also a rich merchant lawyer,
declared a boycott of English goods until the Partition of
Bengal Act was repealed. The economic power of the
Indian bourgeoisie, composed of the intellectuals,
mercantile capitalists, liberal landholders, and the
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industrial capitalists, had acquired sufficient strength to
enable it to declare an open struggle against the foreign
capitalistic monopoly.
The number of fa~tories in 1905 amounted to 2,688.
Of these, only 718 were non-power, the rest being either
s!eam-or electricity-driven. The textile industry had grown
to count upon 178 weaving mills, with a capital of
£10,762,000, and 750 ginning mills owned by individual
capitalists (figures for capital invested not available). The
jute industry counted 38 mills for weaving, with a capital
of £5,393,358, and 100 pressing mills owned by priV'ate
capital. According to the Government statistics the capital
of joint-stock companies registered in India, engaged in
industrial enterprise amounted to £57 ,000,000. The amount
of capital invested in industries had increased almost
trn-fold since 1880, whereas investment in Government
securities had increased by only £4,000,000 the total amount
being £94,6 I 6,740, during the same period. With industrial development, Indian capital also began to create
modern banking institutions. In 1905 there existed in
India nine banks with Indian capital. These were in
addition to the native banking firms based on usury. There
were six woollen mills and seven paper factories.
The theory on which the boycott movement was based
was that this growing native industry should be protected
and stimulated in order to increase the national wealth,
the only way of improving the economic condition of the
people, according to the bourgeois reasoning of that epoch.
Owing to the fact that Indian industry was too new and
weak to hold its own in a competition with British
capitalism, the object of the boycott movement. was not
a~tained. British goods could not be thrown off the market,
simply because Indian industries were not able to
produce the amount needed for consumption. But the
Government found it necessary to recognize the strength
of the bourgeoisie. In 1909, the Morley-Minto Reforms
were introduced, conceding to this class some nominal
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share in the administration of the country. For the first
time, an Indian was appointed in the Viceroy's Executive Council, which corresponded to the board of advisers
of an autocratic monarchy. The ~choice fell on one of
the premier lawyers, who was at the same time a rich
landholder. The number of elected members in the
Legislative Councils, both Imperial and Provincial. was
increased. Special electorates were conceded to the landholding class as well as to the Muslim bourgeoisie. A
Royal Commission was appointed to investigate the
possibility of increasing the percentage of the native
element in the public services. In 1911 the first phase
in the political struggle of the Indian bourgeosie culminated in the repeal of the Act of the Parrition of
Bengal. The Indian bourgeoisie was very much encouraged by its first political victory. It kept on the struggle
until a year later the Gpvenment of India had to declare
through the mouth of the King-Emperor, who visited
India expressly for this purpose, that self-government
would be conceded to the Indian people at the earliest
possible moment.
Nor was the victory of the bourgeoisie in the industrial
field altogether negligible. In 1908, the number of cotton
weaving mills had increased to 212, with a proportionate
increase in the amount of capital invested therein. The
number of jute mills (weaving) also increased to 56, with
about 50 per cent increase in the invested capital. In bot~
these industries, a small percentage of English capital
had always been invested, but after 1905 the proportion
as well as the actual amount of English capital invested
in these industries showed a noticeable decrease. Besides
the cotton and woollen textile industry, which benefited
most by the boycott movement, a general impetus was
felt in the industrial field as a whole. New industries were
started, and existing ones extended and modernized. Th~
following indu~tries felt the impetus most: coal-mining.
glass-making, matches, flour and rice-milling, oil mills.
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tanning, leather m'nufacture, metal works, pottery, soap.
pencil, paper, dyeing, etc.
The number of joint-stock companies increased from
t.530 in 1905 to 2,061 in 1910. The al!Jount of capital
invested in industrial enterprises was calculated at
£7 2.800,000 in 1908 and £ 108,606,000 in 1910. The numhe r of banks owned by Indian capital increased to 14 and
16 respectively. The industrial and commercial concerns
run with private capital, about which no figures are available·, a!so showed a great increase. The iron and steel
industry received a great impetus when in 1907 the l'ata
Iron and Steel Company was organized with a capital
hitherto unprecedented in India.
Urged on by its initial political victories, the Indian
hourgeoisie went on consolidating its position economically. Although it was not until the Great European War
that Indian capital received the fullest opportunity to
assert itself, a considerable amount of industrial and
commerc:ial activity was felt all over the country in the
years preceding the war. The growth of modern industry
i~ shown by the fact that the value of machinery imported
in the year 1914 amounted to nearly£ 10 ,000,000. Besides,
in the same year, two and a half million pounds sterling
worth of parts of machinery were manufactured in India.
In 1914, the capital invested in Government securities
amounted to £ 121,500,000, drawing interest al 3~ to 4 per
rem, whereas there were 2,545 joint-stock companies with
an aggregate capital of£ 113,396,000. The figures for the
capital invested in the privately owned industrial enterprises are not a\·ailable.
The war opened up a new era for the Indian bourgeoisie.
The necessity for mobilizing her entire industrial strength
for the production of war materials, combined with the
dislocation of marine transport, owing firstly to the transfer
of merchant vessels to naval purposes and secondly to the
submarine warfare, made it impossible for England to keep
the Indian market supplied with manufactured goods. This
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placed the Indian manufacturers in an unexpectedly advantageous position. The overwhelming competition of the
imperial capital was suddenly removed and Indian capital
was presented with a free field o{ development. But thi~
was not all. The British Government itself, which so far
had persistently followed the policy of keeping India
industrially backward, found it necessary to change its
policy. Since the beginning of the century, there hac! been
gr.owing discontent in the country. In the years preceding
the war, this discontent had become widespread and acute
because of the increasing poverty of the masses and the
enormous growth in the number of unemployables among
the intelligentsia. So at the outbreak of the war, things
looked rather threatening in India. Attempts werfll'made to
overthrow British rule by organizing armed uprising~.
Signs of revolt appeared among the Indian troops. The
political movement for 98tional liberatio~. originally started under the auspices of the wealthy intellectuals and growing bourgeoisie, had been largely captured by the so-called
Extremists, whose ranks were swelled by the lower strat:i
of middle-class intellectuals. Terroristic societies had been
active since 1904. The tendency towards complete separation of India from the British Empire by means of a violenl
revolution was no longer confined within the secret revolutionary organizations. It began to spread among the
ranks of the Extremists, who constituted the Left Wing of
the Indian National Congress.
There were two factors behind the political movement
in India. First, the rise of a class which had accumulated
a considerable amount of capital in its hands and which
wanted to have the right of participating in, if not monopolizing, the exploitation of the natural riches and
labour power of the eountry. Second, the growing poverty
and the existence of a great number of unemployed and
unemployables due to the intensive and extensive exploitation by foreign capital, which so far had found it profitable to keep the country industrially undeveloped. Both
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rhese factors were working against the British rule. But
sr.cially speaking, they were contradictory to one another. The fact that they had a common enemy to fight made
it possible for them to unite, and a united effort of these
two factors would bring about the destruction of British
rule. To prevent this union was naturally the desire and
purpose of the British Government. Among the bourgeoisie was found the element which could be won over, or
at least whose actions could be moderated by means of
political concessions. But in India, the bourgeoisie of
1916 was not the same as in 1909. It was no lorrger
possible to placate it with hollow political and admin1slrative privileges. It wanted economic concessions, a
share in the exploitation of the country.
In the first years of the war, Japan began to capture
a considerable part of the Indian market, formerly supplied by English manufacturers. It was practically impossible for the British capitalists to keep the Japanese
goods out· of the Indian market. All these internal and
external reasons taken together made the British Government take the Indian bourgeoisie into confidence. In
the vr.ry beginning of the war, the prom•se of giving India
s~lf-government was repeated. provided India would help
England in the prosecution of the war. As self-government
means the transfer, wholly or partially, of the adminislration of the country to the Indian bourgeoisie, this promise won the active support of the propertied class to the
cause of .the war. Hoping to gain at least a considerable
control over the government of the country, this class
suspended its political struggle and helped the British
Government in the recruitment of Indian troops and in
discouraging the nationalist movement, now led by the
lower middle class. These valuable services were paid by
~he granting of a ~ per cent import duty on cotton imports
~n 1916. This was a protection granted to the principal
1 ~dustry of India, and it meant such an economic concession to the bourgeoisie that the latter readily helped the
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Government of India to raise a war fund of£ 100,000,ooo
as a gift to England. The immediate effect of this was thar
the amount of capital invested in the textile factories
owned by registered joint-stotk companies rose to
£24,500,000 in 1917, the number of mills being 276.
Besides, there were 1,800 cotton ginning factories and a
considerable number of weaving factories owned by individual capitalists or private companies. Since l 880 up
to 1917, the cotton textile industry had increased 375 per
cent in the amount of capital invested, 792 per cent in
looms, and 4 l l per cent in spindles employed, the aJlround increase being 427 per cent. By the year I 917, India
could produce the entire quantity of yarn needed for her
textile industries and half the amount of textile-woven
goods, or in other words, the native production was 94.6
per cent of the imports as compared with 42 per cent in
the years preceding thv war. In 1917, India produced
1,614,216,458 yards of woven cotton goods valued at
£18, l 00,000, besides a considerable quantity of yarn of
great value.
The average total capital of companies registered every
year from 1910 to 1914 was approximately £12,000,000.
The figure rose to £ 18,000,000 in 1917- J8; and in the two
years following the conclusion of war, it reached the
enormous height of £ 183,000,000 and £I 00,000,000
respectively. Of course, these figures, especially the latter
ones, do not represent the actual amount paid up on registering the companies; but they signify nevertheless the
large industrial and commercial prospect the promoters
had in view. Besides, this capital inflation was intended
to give a tolerable appearance to the extraordinary rates
of dividends paid to the shareholders.
The profit made by the Indian industries in the last
few years is veritably fabulous. Cheap ignorant and unorganized labour, together with an abundance of easily
available raw materials enables the owner to make such
excessive profits. The average dividend paid by the
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important cotton mills in 1920 was 120 per cent, the
highest figure being as much as 365 per cent. The number
of mills coming under this category is quite large. The
actual profit made in.some of these mills came up to 500
per cent, if the habit of capital inflation so frequently
indulged in by the Indian companies is taken into consideration. The average rate of dividends paid by the jute
mills in the same years was still higher, being not less
than 140 per cent. One concern~ the Hooghly Mills of
Calcutta, paid as much as 400 per cent. In many other
industries, for example, tea plantation and manufacture,
coal and gold mining, leather works, etc., the rate' of
profit, if not so high, is also very considerable. The
average in the collieries is 90 per cent. From this it is
very easy to imagine the rapidity with which the Indian
~apitalist class is enriching itself. The inevitable result
of this enormous profiteering is the accentuated growth
of industries, because the profit is constantly increasing
the capital ready for new investment.
The economic and industrial condition of the country
in 1917 may be well appreciated from the following facts.
There were more than 36, l 35 miles of railways, light
railways not included, owned almost exclusively by
English capital, a considerable portion of the light railways being Indian-owned. The number of workers employed on the railways including the industries directly
allied with them, was 1,500,000. There were altogether
about 9,000 industrial establishments, employing more
than 2,000,000 workers. Over four thousand of these
were driven by steam or electric power. There were 1,800
tea and coffee plantations, employing 900,000 workers.
G~eat activity was shown in coal, petroleum, manganese,
nuca, iron and gold mining. The amount of business
transacted through the principal ports 'and dockyards can
he estimated from the fact that no less than 1,000,000
~orkers were employed. In 1919 the total profit made
in the cotton, jute, woollen, paper, mining and leather
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industries was £45,000,000. The gross income of the
railways was £77 ,600,000. It should be remembered that
the amount of capital invested in the English-owned
industries like railways, etc., is·.not taken into accouni
here.
Great impetus was felt in the jute industry also. In 1917,
the number of mills rose to 78 and the capital invested to
13,215,000 pounds. The amount of Indian capital invested
in this industry has increased by 311 per cent since 1914.
The entire industry has grown by 362 per cent in volume,
and 528 per cent in capital since 1880. Manufactured jute
exported in 1917- 18, was valued at £30,000,000-34 time~
more than the export of 1880. The woollen mills produced
goods worth £ J,405,000 in 1917 as against £4~0.000 in
1913. The production of paper mills increased to£ 1,253,000
from £545,000 during the same period.
In 1917, India produtfod 18,200,000 tons of coal wherea\
the total consumption for that year amounted to 17 ,849,0CJO
tons. The increase in the coal output was 2,000,000 ton~
more than the 1913 output. In the same year, the cual
exported from India amounted to 408, 117 tons worth
£253,000. The consumption of coal in Indian industries
for that year was 9,000,000 tons, as against I 0,326,000
tons in the Japanese industries, exclusive of her merchant
marine. The petroleum output of India in 1917-18 was
288,759,523 gallons valued at £1 ,093,000. Of this, only
139,000,000 gallons were consumed in the country, leavi11~
the rest for export.
Indian commerce grew in proportion too. Of late
Indian merchants are taking an increasing part in overseas commerce. She has become a competitor in the
markets of the Dutch Indies, Malay Peninsula, East
Africa, Afganistalf and, to a certain extent, China. She
supplies these markets with maftufactured or partially
manufactured cotton goods. Her export of finished good~
is increasing, whereas the export of raw materials, especially jute and cotton, is decreasing.
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That the Indian bourgeoisie has not been slow to seize
the opportunity presented to it by the war conditions and
the changed economic poJicy of the British Government is
proved in the following table, which shows the percentage
l;f the decrease in the investment of Indian capital in
Governmi:-nt securities as against increase in the various
industrial pursuits.

Government Securities
BJnks
Mun1c1pal Debts
lute Mills
Cotton Mills
Wolillcn Mills
1.-oal Mines
Tea
Flour Mills
Iron and Steel

1914

1917

1918

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

70
106
89
311
132
106
136
137
137
332

67
I J2
84
467
162
125
134
125
206
295

1919 1920
74
116
84
383
167
125
157
123
238
284

.62
137
81
563
386
187
149
136

406
207

The change in the economic policy of the British
Government was marked by the appointment in 1916 of
the Indian Industrial Commission, with the object of
finding the best means of fomenting the industrial
development of the country. The Commission constitued
ten members, out of which four were Indians, one being
a leader of the Right Wing of the Indian National Congress,
which is the political organ of the bourgeoisie, and the
other three were the premier industrialists of the country· The Commission was instructed to examine and
report upon the possibilities of further industrial development in India and to submit its recommendation with
special reference to the following q\Jestions:
"A. Whether new openings for the profitable employ~e~t of Indian capital in commerce and industry· can be
1nd1cated
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B. Whether, and if so, in what manner, Government can
usefully give direct encouragement to industrial development: ( 1) by rendering technical advice more freely available, (2) by the demonstration of the practical possibility
on a commercial scale of particular industries, (3) by affording, direct or indirectly, financial assistance to industrial
enterprises, or (4) by any other means which are not incompatible with the existing fiscal policy of the G;:,vernment of India•'.
The Commission completed its work and submitted a lengthy
report in 1918. The following are the features of the
recommendations contained in the report: ( J) that in future
Government must play an active part in the rndustrial
development of the country; (2) that India produces all
the raw materials necessary for the requirements of a
modern community, btft is unable to manufacture many
of the articles and materials essential alike in times of
peace and war; therefore it is vital for the Government
to ensure the establishment in India of those industries
whose absence exposes us to grave danger in the event
of war; (3) that modern methods should be introduced in
agriculture so that labour now wastefully empolyed would
be set free for industries; (4) that universal education
should be introduced, but that it would be unfair and unjust
to impose upon employers this duty which devolves rather
upon the State; (5) that institutions for technical and
mechanical training should be introduced widely; (6) that
the policy of laissez faire in industrial affairs to which
the Government clung so long should be abandoned; (7)
that the establishment of Industrial banks should be encouraged by means of Government financing if necessary:
(8) that the necessity of securing the economic safety of
the country and the inability of the people to secure it
without the co-operation of the Government are apparent:
therefore the Government must adopt a policy of energetic intervention in industrial affairs.
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The poiitical expression of the British Government's
reconciliation with the Indian bourgeoisie is in the Montagu-Chelmsford Reform Scheme. Taking. advantage of
the unexpected opportunity presented to it by the war
conditions of 1917- t'8, the Indian capitalist class acquired
such a secure economic position that it was no longer
possible for the Government to ignore it. To revive after
1he war the old policy of obstructing the industrial growth
of the country would surely force the Indian bourgeoisie,
which had developed its political consciousness and organizations sufficiently, to place itself actively at the ltead
of the revolutionary movement which was spreading wider
and wider throughout India. The only way of preventing
such a catastrophe was to devise means for divorcing the
political ambition of the bourgeoisie from the spontaneous
revolutionary upheaval among the masses. Already in .1911,
the Indian bourgeoisie had been promised self-government, a promise which was repeated in the beginning of
the European war in order to win its support. The war was
over. The Indian bourgeoisie had stood faithfully by the
British Government. The time had come when some con11iderable concessions had to be made to it. These conces11ions were made by the introduction of the MontaguChclmsford Reforms, whose principal features were as
follows: (I) The control of the British Parliament over the
Government of India exercised through the Secretary of
State for India was modified. (2) The number of Indian
members of the Viceroy's Executive Council was in~reased. (3) The system of dual chamber was introduced
m_ the Legislature and the number as well as proportion
ot elec:ted Indian members was increased. (4) 'J'.he franchise was so extended as to embrace all owning property
e'tce_eding a certain minimum. (5) The a~tual power of lawmaking which had so far been vested in the Executive was
partially conceded to the Legislature. (6) Indian ministers
were appointed to assist the provincial Governors, these
members being recruited from the leaders of the moderate
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nationalists. (7) The size as well as power of the provincial Legislature was also extended. (8) The number of
Indian elements in the superior posts of the Civil Service
was increased to 33 per cent. (_9) New facilities were
provided for entering the Civil Service by holding the
examinations in India as well as in England. ( 10) The
difference between the scale of salaries of the Indian and
English officials was reduced. ( 11) Municipal administration was given over to the local bourgeoisie to a great
extent.
But the remarkable feature of this Reform which is said
to have brought a new political era to India, is the economic
concessions made to Indian capital. The following pas11ages quoted from the Reform Scheme speak for t~mselves.
"As the desirability of industrial expansion became
clearer, the Government of India fully shared the desire of
the Indian leaders to sicure the economic advantages that
would follow the local manufacture of raw products. English theories as. to the appropriate limits of the State\
activity are inapplicable to India. We believe that this i~
true in case of industries, and that if the resources of the
country are to be developed the Government must take
action. We feel no surprise that there remained a feeling
of bitterness among the advanced parties. The people have
recognized their inability to carry out their programme (of
industrial development) without the help and guidance of
the Government. The war has created a new position. Ttie
prohibition of imports from enemy countries was welcomed
as giving India an opportunity of replacing foreign articles
by home products. After the war, the need for industrial
development will be all the greater, unless India is to
become a mere dumping ground for the manufacturers of
foreign nations, which will then be competing all the more
keenly for the markets on which their political strength 5 ~
perceptibly depends. India will certainly consider bersell
entitled to claim all the help that the Government can g~ve
her to enable her to take her place as a manufacturing
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country. On all grounds, a forward policy in industrial
development is urgently called for, not merely to give India
economic stability, but in order to satisfy the aspirations
of her people, who d~sire to see her stand before the world
as a well-poised, up-to-date country; in order to provide
an outlet for the energies of her youths, who are otherwise
drawn exclusively to government services or to a few overi.tocked professions; and in order that money now lying
unproductive may be applied to the benefit of the whole
community. Imperial interests also d~mand that the natural
resources of India should henceforth be better utilized:·we
L:annot measure the access of strength which an industrialized India will bring to the power of the Empire. Mere
traders may be disposed to regard each new source of
manufacture as a possible curtailment of their sources of
profit. But each new acquisition of wealth increases the
purchasing power of the whole. The war has thrown a strong
light on the military importance of economic development.
Nowadays the products of an industrially developed community coincide so nearly with the catalogue of munitions
uf war that the development of India's natural resources
becomes a matter of almost military necessity. We believe
that this consideration is not a matter of indifference to
India's political leaders; and that the"y are anxious to see
India self-supporting in respect of military requirements.
The government must admit and shoulder its responsibility for furthering the industrial development of the
country.
"We have been assured that Indian capital will be forthcoming once it is realized that it can be invested with
security and profit in India; a purpose that will be furthered
by the provision of increased facilities for banking and
credit. The real enthusiasm for industries, which is not
confined to the ambitions of a few individuals but rests· on
~h~ general desire to see Indian capital and labour applied
J~mtly to the good of the country, seems to us of the happiest
augury.,,
30
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This rather long quotation is reproduced because herein
are indicated the reasons which forced the British capitalist
class not only to recognize the Indian bourgeoisie as a factor
to be taken into consideration, but to he.Ip it develop by
conceding it the position of junior partnership in the
exploitation of India. The object behind this remarkable
change of policy on the part of British imperialism was
to split the revolutionary movement by making clear to
the bourgeoisie that it was no longer impossible for it to
realize its ambitions under British rule. The opportunity to
develop as an economically powerful class was what the
Indian bourgeoisie was striving after; their political movement was a struggle to conquer this right. The economic
and industrial advancement secured during the war was
strengthened by the declaration of change in the govern~
mental policy, and the Indian capitalist class entered a
period of spectacular development from 1918. The growth
of industries was very rapid' and commerce extended
enormously.
In 1918-19 the capital invested in joint-stock companies
was £255,000,000 as against £135,000,000 in 1913-14.
Besides, there were 3,600 factories owned by private capital
whereas in 1913-14 the number of factories owned by
private capital was 1,300. The amount of wealth accumulated in the hands of the bourgeoisie as shown by the
investment in Government securities-to find a profitable
investment of which wealth was the principal burden of the
commissions appointed and reforms introduced by the
government-rose to £359,000,000 in the same year.* As
a result, a considerable development took place in the
industrieg of jute and cotton textiles, engineering, iron and
steel, coal-mining, etc. Another factor helped the transfer
of a large capital from trade and commerce to industries
during the war. This was the closing down of German and
Austrian firms, which used to carry on a large export and

* One hundred years ago, i.e. in 1820, the same class had only
£20,000.000 invested in government securities.
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import trade in raw and manufactured products through
the Indian middleman.
With the growth of the native industries. a considerable
change took place in the sea-borne trade. In the imports,
an increase was shown in machineries, while there was a
decrease in cotton textiles. The amount of raw materials
exported decr~ased. According to the report of the Director
of Commercial InteJiigence, the volume of foreign trade of
India was valued at £600,000,000 in 1920 as against onesix.th this amount twenty years ago; the greatest increase
m imports was in machinery and kerosene. In presenting.
his report, the Director-General said: "India's purchasing
power must be developed by developing her industries.
Manufactured and partly-nanufactured goods are of greater
value than of raw materials. This tendency has been marked
in the last years. Manufactured jute is exported. A great
porfton of the oil-seeds are crushed and the oil exported.
Thus, India has been capable of buying more machinery and
other foreign goods for her industrial development.',
The amount of manufactured cotton imported in 1920
showed a decrease of 60 per cent in the quantity of yarn
and 36.5 per cent in the quantity of woven goods as compared with 1914. In 1920, cotton goods constituted 28 per
cent of the total import of India, whereas in 1914, it was
over 50 per cent. On the other hand, the export of raw
maLerials has decreased by 19 per cent. In the pre-war
pe.riod, India used to import a considerable amount of
railway materials but in the last years, an increasing part
of her demand is being met by native industry. The contract
to supply steel rails to one state railway and to two other
systems owned by English companies has been given to the
·
Tata Iron and Steel Company, an Indian firm.
Jute, raw and manufactured, used to form a great part
of India's export trade, being 24 per cent 'of the total ·A
~reat change has taken place in· this. The export of raw jute
10 1919-20 was only 77 per cent of that of 1913-14. At the
present time, nearly 75 per cent of the raw produce is
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consumed in the local mills as against 50 per cent in the
pre-war years.
The export of raw cotton decreased by 22 per cent in
I 920 as against 1914, whereas the incre¥.e in the export
of cotton woven goods was 120 per cent. The total production of the cotton textile industry rose by 41 per cent. The
latest figures as to the growth of the Indian manufacturing
industry are not available, but it is generally held that the
industrial capital of India today is 2,000 per cent greater
than in the pre-war days.
This vast increase of wealth of the Indian bourgeoisie
has not been achieved by depriving British capital of the
full benefit of imperial exploitation. We will see in the
next chapter that with the increase in the wealth of th~
bourgeoisie, the poverty of the masses has also increased.
Today the bourgeoisie in India .is not a negligible factor.
If the British Government iSi frying to win it over to its
own side, this is because it can no longer suppress it or
ignore it as a socio-economic factor. But on the other hand.
in comparison with the vastness of the country and its
population, as well as in competition with the imperial
capital, the Indian bourgeoisie cannot help being conscious of its weakness. Therefore, its political tactics are
determined by the desire to acquire concessions and support
from the British Government, in order to further its own
development. It does not as yet feel itself strong enough
to challenge the right of the British Government to be in
India, but by virtue of its increasing wealth and rapidly
concentrating capital in industrial enterprises, it has grown
into a political power, so much so that the Government has
to recognize it as such. The Government has made political
as well as economic conc~sions, not because it finds in
the new Indian bourgeoisie a mortal enemy, but because
the growing revolutionary movement among the masses is
forcing upon the authorities the necessity of compromising
with that section of the people which is closer to themselves
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by class interest. The Government is willing to admit the

Indian bourgeoisie to a junior partnership in the exploitation of the country, but the Indian capitalist class, which
already controls 75 per cent of the industry (excepting
railways, mining and plantation) as well as a big share in
:he commerce, is not satisfied with this.
The more the British Government makes concession to
the Indian bourgeoisie. the more ambitious the latter becomes. It knows quite well that it is necessary to make
compromises with the imperial capital. till the time comes
when it will be in a position to openly contend for the right·
of monopoly of exploitation with the foreigner. But it also
knows that British imperialism cannot be overthrown without
the help of the masses. So to deceive the workers, whose
revolutionary consciousness is steadily growing. owing to
their increas~d poverty, which is accentuated by the concentration of wealth in the hands of the bourgeoisie, the
latter has thrown open the doors of the Indian National
Congress to the masses. But at the same time, by declaring
the boycott of British goods for the second time, the Indian
bourgeoisie shows its tendency to aggrandi1e itself at the
cost of the people. In the Indian bourgeoisi,. as well as in
the masses, are to be found the objective forces making for
a revolution. But these two factors are divided by class
tnterest and this class differentiation is growing and ~s
bound to grow wider in proportion to the further development of the Indian bourgeoisie. Both the forces are solidifying themselves in their own way : the masses in the
growing number of trade unions and peasant movement ;
the bourgeoisie in the political movement expressed by the
National Congress. The fact that the Indian National Congress. under the leadership of Gandhi, succeeded in raising
more than 10,000,000 rupees in three months for a National
Fund demonstrates the growing solidarity' of the Indian
bourgeoisie. The All-India Muslim League, founded in
1905 _under the auspices of the Government, to marshal the
Mushm capitalists and landed aristocracy in a political
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opposition to the Indian National Congress (originally
composed of the Hindu elements of the population with a
sprinkling of liberal Muslim intellectuals), has abandoned
its original role and merged itself into th~ national movement of the Indian bourgeoisie as a class." In short, to-day
the latter constitutes a social class economically and politically well-knit, conscious of its historic mission. Undoubtedly, it is going to be at the vanguard of that national
upheaval which will overthrow foreign rule, but the more
class-conscious it becomes, the more it will lose the power
to deceive the masses. The more the country develops
economically and industrially, under the leadership of the
native capitalist class, the wider will grow the class cleavage. Therefore, to rely on the national solidarity undw
purely bourgeois leadership for the purpose of destroying
British rule in India may not be always safe. The overthrow
of the British rule will be ach~ved by the join~ action of
the bourgeoisie and the masses, but how this joint action
can be consummated still remains a question. It will be
easier to solve this problem when the condition of the
masses is analysed, in order to understand what a great gulf
divides these two revolutionary factors.

2. The Condition of the Rural Population
In 1911 the total population of India was 315,000,000.
This showed an increase of 21,000,000 over the figure
of 1901, when the population amounted to 294,000,000.
But a study of the census statistics shows that the actual
increase by births was but I 0,000,000, the remainder
being due to more efficient methods of taking the census,
and to the inclusion of new territories within the census
area. Thus the actual increase of the population of the
country could not be called high, nor even normal in
comparison with that of the European countries. The
cause of this low birth-rate is to be looked for in the
chronic poverty of the rural population. Many statisticians, both official and non-official, have testified to the
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fact that the great bulk of the agricultural population

lives in a state of perpetual starvation. According to Sir
William Digby, who held various high posts in the Indian
Civil Service for twenty-five years, more than fifty per
cent of the entire agricultural population never have their
hunger satisfied once in tbeir lives. Sir Charles Eliot,
former provincial Governor of Bengal, declared that
40,000,000 of the inhabitants of India never get one full
meal a day. Such testimony can be added ad infinitum,
while the history of Indian famines is known to all the
world. Instances are not rare in which millions of people.
are swept away by famine and the resulting pestilences.
According to Government estimates, 6,000,000 people
died in 1918 of Spanish influenza (non-official estimates
place the total mortality for that year from famine and
disea.se at 32,000,000).
AIt hough detailed statistics of the 1920-21 census are
not yet available, the present population is estimated at
nearly 320,000,000. This figure shows an increase of less
than five million in the last ten years, despite the fact
that the methods of census taking have become more
accurate, and the limits of census area have been extended to include outlying border districts.
Indian nationalists of all shades of opinion unite in
declaring British imperialism responsible for all these
evils, and the precarious condition of the people is laid
solely at the door of the present governm.ental abuses.
Their idea of a panacea for all these ills lies in the
termination of foreign rule and the establishment of an
autonomous or independent government. Their attitude
can be summed up in the words of Sir Surendranath
Bannerji, one of the veteran leaders of the Indian National Congress, who at its session held in Lucknow in
J9 I 6 said : "I have demonstrated that we- are the natural
leaders of the masses, the protectors of their interests,
:nd those interests will be safe, far more safe in our
ands, than in those of the foreign bureaucracy.' '
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Nobody can minimize the disastrous effects of British
imperialism upon the Indian people, but in their political
agitation, based consciously or uncon~iously upon class
interest, the Indian nationalists neglciet to investigate
other causes which are also responsible for the present
condition of the agricultural population and which will
continue after the termination of foreign rule, unless anJ
until far-reaching changes in the present mode of production are brought about.
In 1911, 280,000,000 of the entire Indian population
lived in villages and small towns of less than 5.000
inhabitants. But there existed a general tendency toward'
decrease in the rural population and an increase in that
of the towns, especially of the great industrial cities. Far
example, in the ten years ending in 191 I, the population
of the city of Calcutta showed an increase of 14 per cent.
that of Bombay 25 per cent, ;md of Ahmedabad 16 per
cent. whereas the population of religious centre11, in
which there is always a great number of people engaged
in non-productive professions, decreased-Benares by 5
per cent, Mathura by 4 per cent etc. The urban population
in 1911 was 35,000,000. There were thirty cities of more
than I 00,000 inhabitants, but in the last decade thi.,
distribution has greatJy changed. An increase is to be
noted in the population of the newly-grown industrial
centres. The growth of several of the principal urbdn
industrial districts has bet.n almost ~pectacular, as for
mstance, the population of the city of Calcutta, which
rose from 1,300,000 in 1911 to 1,800.000 at the begmning of the war, and at present it is estimated at over
2,000,000. The growth of Bombay has been still more
rapid, proportionately, if not in actual numbers.
Taking into consideratipn the vastness of the country
and its population, India still remains predominantly
agricultural despite the rapid development of industry in
recent years. Since the production is mainly agricultural.
the economic condition of that part of the population
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engaged in an industry so important is necessarily a
determining factor in the national life. Therefore, the
forces and agencies which affected this cla~s must be
carefully investigated and analysed in order to determine
its potential relation to the political movement of the
country as a whole.
The entire rural population of India can be divided into
two great classes, namely, those engaged in the exploitation of the earth's surface, and those engaged in handicrafts, transport and trade. The census of 1911 puts the
number of the first class at 224,000,000. Of these,· only·
eight and a half million lived on agricultural rent, i.e.
belonged to the landholding class who took no part in
actual production. All the rest were cultivators of the soil.
Thus we find two-thirds of the entire Indian population
engaged in agricultural pursuits. Before proceeding to an
analysis of the present economic condition of this great
dass, we will briefly consider the condition of that other
section of the rural population, cor. · isting of handicraftsmen, transport workers and traders.
When the British first came to India, a prosperous
artisan class existed. Not being able to cori1pete with the
imported machine-made commodities, this artisan class
was forced to abandon its occupation and go back to the
land, but the destruction of Indian handicrafts was achieved
more by violence than by peaceful competition, in order
to secure a monopoly for the imported goods on the market.
As a result of this violent destruction of the means of
livelihood of a large section of the people, a greater part
of the population was forced to live by agriculture than
the land area justified. And so it is that ever since the
British occupation more people lived by agriculture than
could, under normal circumstances, be provided ·for. The
result of this crowding out arid destruction of handicrafts
w.as first felt in the large towns and districts adjacent to
big trading marts, leaving the handicraftsmen of the remote
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village partially unaffected. Thus we find even as late as
the last decades of the 19th century the modest necessities
of the rural population manufactured or produced either
by the cultivator himself or by the village artisan class
out of their occupations. The populatiOn thus displaced
has been partially absorbed, either among the land workers
or the city proletariat. The extension of railways and river
navigation has brought about very great changes in the
local trades and primitive transport system of the rural
area. In the earlier days, as in all the industrially backward
countries, the Indian village used to be a self-contained
economic unit. Its cloth and often the raw material for it,
its food-stuff, its fuel and its scanty need of agricultural
and industrial implements, together with the rest of Ule
household necessities, used to be produced in the village
itself. But in spite of the fact that large-scale machine
industry remained almost un~nown in India until hardly
twenty years ago, the influ~nce of imported machinemade commodities did not leave the Indian village
untouched. It is long since cheap, machine-made commodities began to penetrate farther and farther into the
country, ousting the artisan from his means of livelihood.
Modern means of communication have brought the Indian
villages closer to the cities, where the machine-made
articles are imported from foreign countries. The village
trader, to whom the peasant sells the surplus product of
his land, brings within the reach of the peasant's slender
purse comparatively larger quantities as well as varieties
of domestic and ornamental articles made by machinery
in some far-off land. The village trader who deals in these
imported machine products, gives the peasant more of
such articles as cloth, metal pots and utensils, cutleries.
etc., than can the village artisan. Busy trade centres have
.
sprung up along the railways and the river steamship
routes, where the peasant can dispose of his product for
ready money and can buy cheaply those necessities of
life for which he formerly used to depend on the village

.
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artisan. He sells his cotton, for example, to the exporters
or the native mill-owners' agents and buys machinemade cloth cheaply from the local dealer.
Thus the village weaver is being gradually eliminated
ali an economic factor of the community. And when we
iake into consideration the fact that the craft of weaving
became so widespread and well developed in India for
c~nturies that it could survive the onslaught of machine
production, the ultimate undermining of the weaver may
be looked upon as the death of the rural artisan class. The
~ame process of elimination is going on in all other craft
industries; as the transportation by bullock cart has been
greatly replaced by railways, the once prosperous industrit:'s of wheelwright and cartwright have been ruined.
Such has also been the fate of boat-making industries,
owing to the fact that an increasing bulk of the water
traffic is carried in river steamers or steam launches owned
hy big river navigation companies. The village leather
worker is disappearing under the competition of organized
industries.
In short, the economic position of that portion of the
rural population which has for centuries been engaged in
non-agricultural pursuits has changed. The village artisan
finds it more and more impossible to earn a living by his
craft. This being the case, a great bulk of the artisan class
is thrown out of occupation. And since the population
which e~rned a living by handicrafts was to be counted
by tens of millions in India and also on account of the
ta<.:t that the large-scale machine industry of the country
has been and still is too small to absorb an appreciable
P~rhon of these displaced artisans. the latter had to turn
either towards the land, which was already overcrowded,
or to stick to their hankrupt professions in order to eke
out a miserable living. There is still to be found a large
pop~lation in the rural distriC::ts engaged in handicrafts,
but Us economic condition is absolutely hopeless. If these
unfortunate people are still sticking to the occupations
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which cannot prevent death from starvation, it is nor
because they are too fond of these ancestral pursuits to
abandon them, but because all other ways of earning their
livelihood are blocked. According to the census report of
1911, no less than 25,000,000 of the rural population were
engaged in handicrafts, a third of which number belonged
to the weaving industry. The increasing influx of machinemade cotton cloth, not only foreign but Indian manufactured as well, has thrown a considerable part of the!le
people out of their calling. The actual number thus di1.iplaced is hard to be ascertained, as the census figures of
1920-21 are not available. But in the words of the Indu'trial Commission (1916-18): .. The extended use of cotton
cloth of native and foreign manufacture by the poofe1
classes has very prejudicially affected the communitic!I of
weavers scattered over the country.''
While the economic posil'ion of the rural artisan ha'
become desperate, that of the trader on the contrary, 1'
improving. The same agency, that is the imported manufactured articles, which has undermined the social
foundation of the handicraft industry has at the same time
been a cause of prosperity for the trading clas!I. The mo~t
powerful man in the rural districts of India today i!I the
trader, who is at the same time the usurer and in man)
cases happens to be the person who, by virtue of the
liquid capital he is in po"session of, speculates in the
small holdings of the cultivator. The Indian peasant i!I
entirely under the thumb of the country trader, who not
only lends him money at an exorbitant rate of intere~t.
but who controls practically the entire economic life of
the countryside. He loans, sells and purchases seeds and
grains, besides dealing iii cloth, salt, oil, utensils, drug~
and other household articles no longer produced in the
village but imported from outside. The position of a
village farmer with grains, oil-seeds or cotton to sell. but
at the same time heavily indebted to the village trader.
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his only customer, makes the former a helpless victim
of the latter. Thus this rural trading class is looked upon
by beth the peasant and the ruined artisan as the cause
of 1heir misery. The peasant thinks so because the grip
of the trader-usurer is becoming tighter on his throat
~very day, while the artisan is deprived of his living by
the import of cheap machine-made commodities. The
country dealer, possessing trader's and usurer's capital,
-.ucks the blood of the peasantry on the one hand, and
as representative of industrial capital on the other, has
ruined the artisan class.
As in most parts of the country the production is on
a !'!mall scale, it is practically impossible for the farmer
ti> take his product to the larger markets where he can
!!l't a better price. But there is another factor which
deprives the peasant of the right of selling his crops in
tht• open market. It is again the trader engaged in usury.
He loans the cultivator money either in cash or in seed
grains in exchange for a mortgage on the prospective
harvest. Naturally he imposes his own terms. Thus bound
down, the farmer loses the right of even removing his
crops from the field before the claims of the usurer as
well as that of the big holder or the government (as
1he case may be) are satisfied. The disastrous effects
of this system will be dealt with extensively in its
proper place, but it is evident from what is said that
the trading class is the master of the situation in the
rural districts.
In 191 I the number of people living on trade was
I 7,800,000. Of this a considerable part belonged to the
urban population, but no less than 70 per cent could be
classed among the rural traders. It is through the agency
of this comparatively small section of the people that the
most outlying parts of the country were brought within
the orbit of capitalist exploitation. The rural trading class
of India, obstructed in its normal growth as the pioneer
of the future native bourgeoisie, has proved itself a very
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efficient instrument for extensive and intensive exploitation in the hands of foreign capital. It is through the
medium of this class that the peasantry, in spite of being
largely engaged in very backward met.Jiods of land culture, has been reduced to capitalist exploitation. In the
person of the village trader, the agent of the big export
firms is to be found in almost every corner of the countr).
These agents have elaborated a system of taking away by
far the greater volume of the produce of the soil in exchange for cheap machine-made commodities, a considerable portion of which consists of domestic necessities
and worthless ornaments, thus leaving the peasant starving
and submerged in debt for the rest of his life. The crops
on the fields are sold to the large capitalist concerns beftMe
they are harvested or often before they are sown.
On account of the influence of capitalist commerce exercised over agriculture, whiph still remains t~e basic industry of India, its social significance has undergone a
radical change thanks to the mediation of the rural trader.
The value of the agricultural production of the country i~
no longer determined alone by its capacity to feed the
population, but also, and to an ever-increasing degree, by
its usefulness to serve as raw materials for modern industries. Or in other words, the rural population of India.
though apparently untouched by modern means of production, is no longer left to produce what it needs for its own
maintenance; the land tilled by the Indian peasant has to
produce what is needed for the machines somewhere else.
The productive power of the land and of those who toil on
it has been drawn into the orbit of the capitalist system.
In short, the rural population of India has been to all intents
and purposes reduced to capitalist exploitation, without
having in appreciable degree its standard of living raised
and mode of production revolutionized, as would have been
the case under normal circumstances.
The cultivation of the soil in India, although to a great
extent still backward, is being adapted more and more to
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che exigencies of trade and industry than to the primal
necessity of feeding the cultivator and his family. In form,
agriculture still remains almost the same as a century ago,
but its social character has been modernized. In this peculiar phenomenon lies the cause which is going to de!erminc the economic and political movement among the
rural populauon of India. Thus we find an increasing
dc:gree of local specialization of particular crops, espedally in those grown for export or for supplying the
necessities of the modern industrial centres of the country.
for example, cotton is no longer grown in small patches.
m almo!lt every village, but it is concentrated in areas
specially adapted for it. In the irrigated dry plains of the
Punjab, United Provinces and Sindh, the growing of edibles
like wheat, sugar cane, etc., is declining gradually, owing
to the inability of the peasantry to meet the excessive rate
ot taxation and various kinds of rents imposed on these
lands in reutrn for the improvement made by artificial
irrigation. In place of food crops, the cultivation of longstaple cotton has been introduced, because on account of
it~ superior commercial value, cotton enables the peasant
to meet his increased liabilities. On the irrigated low lands
of Madras cotton, groundnuts and other oil-seeds which
arc in great demand in the export market, are replacing
che staple food crops. In Central Provinces sugar cane is
heing ousted by cotton, which is readily exchanged for
cash, with which the cultivator can buy the cheap imported
1iugar without taking the trouble of manufacturing it by
his crude methods. The great fertile delta of the Ganges,
which producc.s nearly one-fourth of the entire rice of the
world, is rapidly coming under the cultivation of jute at
the expense of the grain which is the staple of the province
~s well as of a great portion of the country. The reason
~s that the poor and indebted peasantry can realize cash
•mm~diately after the harvest from jute. ·and as a rule
receive advances in money in order to meet the cost of
liOwing by mortgaging the coming harvest to the agents
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of the exporter or manufacturer, who are to be found even
in the remotest villages. Instances are not rare in which
the cultivator is found to be so hopelessly at the mercy
of the local dealer or exporter's agent~. that he has to part
with his rice crop from the very field' and to go hungry
all the year round, or to buy what is left after the choice
grains have been exported, at a price often several times
more than he has received for his crop. And this ba1i
purchase he can make only by mortgaging his land-holding
or by selling his cattle or plough.
Thus we find not only the peasant ground down to
abject poverty, but the economic life of the Indian village
in rapid process of transformation. Owing to the demand
for raw materials in the industrial centres outside as iJiell
as inside the country, the kind of crops raised is undergoing a change and the method of marketing is altogether
different from what it used /CJ be before. Thf'. peasant can
by no means be called the owner of the product of his soil
and toil. His labour-power has been socialized in the sense
that he is no longer allowed to enjoy the product of it,
as well as that it is employed, not in order to satisfy the
hunger of himself and his family, but for supplying the
commercial and industrial needs of somebody else. The
entire clgricultural industry of India, in spite of its backward state, has also been socialized in so far as its scope
is no longer limited to producing food for the toiler, and
the value of its products is determined more by their
exchangeability for other commodities than by their intrinsic character as articles of consumption.
Now we turn to examine the deplorable economic condition of the agricultural population of India as well as
the causes which underlie it. Above has been given a
general picture of the rural population, with special reference to the ruined state of the non-agricultural class,
that is, the artisans and craftsmen. The new tendencies and
the deep changes in the economic life of the rural population, agricultural as well as industrial, have also been
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But·an the changes, cross-currents and upheavals in the rural population can be estimated according to
their proper magnitude and character only by a thorough
knowledge of the economic condition of that bulk of
humanity engaged in agriculture, the basic industry of the
country.
In 1911 the number of people living on the cultivation
of the surface of earth and pasture was 224,000,000, that
1s more than 70 per cent of the entire population. Of these
8,500,000 lived on agricultural rent, taking no part in actual
production; they belonged to the landholding class. There..
fore the number of people engaged in agricultural production and living on it along with that of the allied industries
wa:- 215,500,000. This bulk of population can be divided
into three sections according to their relative economic
-;tatus. Owing to the absence of any reliable material, it is
\cry hard to make this classification accurate, but in broad
Imes it is as follows:
I . Peasant proprietors, not in the sense of owning the
land they cultivate, but that their holdings are large
enough to leave to them a certain surplus to sell after
having satisfied their needs.
2. Small farmers, living partly on the produce of land
held on rent and partly on wages.
3. Land workers living exclusively on wages.
Besides these three main classes, a population of about
7,000,000 lives on cattle and other stock raising.
In 1920 the total population of India rose to 320,000,000
and the area under cultivation of both food and non-food
crops amounted to 291,000,000 acres in the same year.
Th~s the average cultivated area per head of the populauon was a little above nine-tenth of an acre. But the
actual distribution of the cultivated land was as follows:
Deducting the 8,500,000 living on agricultural rent, and
,000,000 dependent on stock-raising, fishing and hunt•~g, the aggregate number of people subsisting exclusively on agriculture amounts to 208,000,000 of which
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41,000,000 are land workers living exclusively on their
wages without owning or holding any land. Thus we have
in round numbers 167 ,000,000 people belonging to the
first two classes of the agricultural ~pulation, namely
peasant proprietors and small farmers. Large-scale farming is practically unknown in India. In spite of the fact
that there is a rapid process of concentration in landholdings, the capitalists, rich intellectuals, traders and landspeculators, in whose hands the holdings are being concentrated, are not given to agriculture. Except in certain
cases-for example, tea, indigo, coffee, partly groundnuts and other oil-seeds-the tendency of the Indian
bourgeoisie is to invest its capital not in agriculture, but
in land. Of late this tendency has been showing s;gns
of decline, and capitalistic production is being introduced into agriculture, especially in the cultivation of
cotton, sugar, oil-seeds, aQd such other non-food crops
which are in growing demand as raw materials in the
new industries of the country. But on the whole, practically the entire cultivated area of the country is held
on rent under various systems of land tenures, by the
first two classes of the agricultural population. The
number of these two classes is 167,000,000, including
women, children and dependents. This number is divided among 28,000,000 families, averaging six members.
About 5,000,000 of these families can be put in the first
class (peasant proprietors), and the other 23,000,000 in
the second (small farmers). The average holding of the
first category amounts to about 20 acres and that of the
second to about 8 acres per family. Information available about the average holding per family of cultivators
and the difference between the holdings of. the two
classes is very scanty •and unreliable. The size of the
holding varies from one province to the other. The tenant's bold~ng per family goes as ·tow as 2.8 llcres in the
Punjab while that of the big farmers goes as high as 59
acres in Bengal.
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Of the 42,000,000 people living on agricultural wages
25,800,000 are actual workers, men and women included,
the former being 13, 100,000 and the latter J2, 700,000. The
rest are evidently children and infirm dependents. A considerable portion of the land workers are employed by the
peasant proprietors and big landowners cultivating a part
of their field directly, that is, not renting it out to the
tenants. A small number of the field workers is also employed
by the petty farmers in the sowing and harvest seasons.
These land-workers can be called agricultural proletariat,
111 every sense of the word. Their economic position is.
much worse than that of the pauperized peasantry, being
that of wage-earners pure and simple. The classified figures
of the 1920 census are not yet available, but according
t,> the semi-official reports and other sources of information. the number of field workers living exclusively
1ln wages has increased by 60 per cent in the last ten
years, causing a decrease of about 40 per cent in the petty
peasantry and small landholders. This increase in the
number of land-workers is due on the one hand to the
tremendous rise in the cost of living, forcing women and
young people into manual labour, and ora the other, to
the rapid process of land concentration caused by the
growing indebtedness of the petty peasantry.
This huge mass of agricultural workers is a dead-weight
on the rural population of India. It came into existence
not by the process of the economic evolution of society
a"i in the European countries; it was created by the destruction
of the native craft industries, which till the earlier decades
of the 19th century employed 25 per cent of the entire
population of the country. Craft industries, which supplied
the means of livelihood to such a considerable portfon of
the people, was ruined as stated before, not by the growth
in th~ c~untry of a higher (orm of production namely
machine mdustry, but partly by violent methods and partly
by the introduction of machine products imported from
a foreign country. Thus by the thirties of the last century,
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nearly half a million families of artisans were thrown out
of work completely. As the normal industrial development
of the country was obstructed artificially in order to preserve
the monopoly of a foreign capitalist class on the Indian
market, this huge mass of rural populatiOn dislodged from
its occupation by machine production, could not be turned
into a city proletariat in the same manner as in European
lands. A great part of it was driven back to the land whict.
had already been supporting too many people, and consequently crowded others out. Thus came into existence
the large rural population living on agricultural wages.
The number of these field workers has constantly been
augmented from the small farmers overwhelmed by indebtedness on one side and on the other, from the vil&iag~
artisans ruined by the steady penetration of cheap, imported machine-made articles into the farthest interior of the
country.
The condition of these field-workers is very bad. At
least six months in the· year they are without work or
are employed very irregularly. Since nearly two-third
of the entire cropped area of the country is cultivated
by small farmers holding on an average 8 acres per
family of six (at the minimum) and since the distribution of the greater part of the remaining one-third (about
100,000,000 acres out of 106,000,000) is also so subdivided as to preclude the employment of any considerable number of hired labourers, the possibility of this
large mass of field workers being absorbed into the
agricultural industry is very limited. The peasant proprietors (that is, the farmers holding on an average 20
acres per family) cannot employ a very large portion
of the agricultural workers, and these only in the season
of seeding and harvesting. The area covered by largescale farms is hardly 6,000,000 acres, and this is the
only place where a steady employment is provided for
the field-workers; but no more than a couple of millions
can be provided for there, under the best circumstances.
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This being the case, the field workers of India constitute what is called the floating population. Not having a
place where they can be steadily employed, these toilers
wander over the country in large masses in search of
employment. According to the climatic conditions and
those of the soil, different crops are sown and harvested
in d1fferent parts of the country in different parts of the
year. Crops like rice, which need speedy seeding, transplanting as well as harvesting in short spaces of time,
supply work to a great bulk of these land-workers; but the
total duration of this employment does not last more thafl
two months a year. The average wages of the field-worker
1~ nardly 8 pence during the working period; thus if the
whole year, including the unemployed months, are taken
into consideration, the amount dwindles down to 3 or 4
pence a day. The agricultural wages have gone up during
the last two years by 20 per cent while the rise in the cost
of living has been over 400 per cent.
Along with the change in its industrial policy, the
Government of India has recently been adopting measures to improve the agriculture as well. The object is
the same, namely to increase the agricultural productivity of the country. The only way of achieving this end
i11 the introduction of modern methods of cultivation by
using machinery. But the smallness of the average holding of the farmer is a great obstacle to the use of machinery. A free transfer of the agricultural industry from
the present system of small-scale individual production
t~ large-scale capitalistic production entails the neces~
sny of driving an increasing percentage of the rural
population to wage-slavery, because large farms can only
come into existence by depriving the small peasants of
the petty holdings to which they cling, although starving
P_er_petually. Thus the scheme of increasing the ·productivny of the land by introducing improved methods
~ould swell the wealth produced by the agricultural
industry, but the economic condition of the population living
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on small holdings or field labour would grow worse in
proportion, since the introduction of improved methods
will drive.the small farmers off the land and increase the
number of rural wage-earners. But the growing use of
labour-saving machineries in agricutrure will deprive the
field-workers of employment, thus accentuating thei 1
present precarious plight. This problem seems to be taktn
into consideration by the government in its new econon,ic
policy, even if the political movement of the bourgeois
intellectuals still remains oblivious to such vital question
of social economics. The British rulers appear to appreciate the grave danger of the existence of an ever-growing mass of unemployed and unemployables in the country. In recommending that the Government should encourage and help the introduction of machinery in agriculture, the Industrial Commission ( 1916-18) remarks:
"It is clear that, if the '}asis of employ~ent also bl·
widened, crop failures will lose much of the severity of
their effects, and the extension of industries, in as great
a variety as circumsta:nces will permit, will do more than
anything to secure the economic stability of the labouringclasses."
Of course this view of .. securing the economic stability
of the labouring-classes" is taken from the exploiters' angle
of vision and adapted to their interests. While the occasional crop failures have their effects on the economic condition of the people, it is only the theory of capitalist
imperialism which ascribes to crop failures the entire
responsibility for the havocs wrought by the famin.es rn
India. The same Industrial Commission admits in another
part of its report: "Famine now connotes not so much a
scarcity or entire absence of food, as high prices and a Jack
of employment in the llffected areas." It also testifies to
the fact that "the development of irrigation and the improvement of agriculture enable the country to grow a much
larger quantity of food-stuffs than before."
The secret of the misery of the rural population lies
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the fact that the agricultural production of India has

hecn brought completely within the sphere of capitalist

exploitation, foreign and native combined. The unrestricted export of foodgrains, together with the merciless spet:ulation carried on by the native traders, raises the price
~ontinually on the one hand, while on the other, the lack
of employment among an evergrowing section of the rural
population creates great scarcity of money. So, even when
thi:rc is food the people die of hunger because they have
no money to buy it with.
In the province of Madras, the use of machinery in
agriculture has been more than in any other part. As"a
rc~ult the productivity has been increased, especially of
the land under oil-seeds; but the other side of the picture
'hows a great decrease in the number of unemployed fieldw11rkers.
Finding it impossible to absorb this mass of unemployables within the country, a large number of these had to
he sent out to earn a living somewhere else. The rubber
plantations of the Malay States provided a field. The
emigrant workers have been helpless victims of the same
class of native traders who found it profitable to speculate
m human labour. In the last years, the slump in the rubber
market has thrown hundreds of thousands of these plantation
workers out of their employment.
So it is evident that the problem of finding employment
for the growing mass of field-workers can be solved neither
by the capitalist method of increasing production by the use
of labour-saving machineries; nor by the bourgeois nation~lis_t programme of conferring on the big landholding capitalist class the right of ownership, thus exempting it from
the liability of paying augmented taxes to the Government;
not_ by the petty-bourgeois liberal reformism which pre~cn bes the abolition of large holdings and leaves the basic
m~ustry of the country in the hand of the small farmers. We
will be better able to formulate our solution after having
analysed the system of land tenures as well as the economic
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condition of the first two sections of the rural population,
namely peasant proprietors and small farmers.
In India the ownership of the soil, both cultivated and
uncultivated. is vested in the State. The land tenure is divided
into two classes, namely Zamindari syslem and Ryotwari
system. The former again is divided into two categories.
permanent and temporary. The system of land settlement th<tt
prevails in India is based on the imported idea of Englis~
feudal aristocracy mixed with the native tradition of peasants
owning the land and paying the State tribute through the
medium of a class of tax-collectors. Of course, none of these
old basic ideas can be found in toto in the present system of
land tenure; but the latter is the development of the two old
systems adapted to the modern necessities of capitalist ~x
ploitation.
Under the first system of tenure, that is the Zamindari
system. the land revenue is asV'ssed by the State permanently
or temporarily as the case may be, on individual families
holding large estates and occupying a position analogous to
that of a landlord. These holders in their turn lease out small
parcels of their estates to tenants who cultivate the land. When
the revenue is assessed directly by the State on small holdings
occupied and cultivated by the peasant, the tenure is called
Ryotwari. The second class of tenure is always temporary.
In order to understand clearly the agrarian problem of India
and the economic condition of the population engaged exclusively and living on cultivation of the earth, it is necessary
to go into the history of the development of tenure, distribution
and taxation of land. When in the middle of the J8th century
the British East India Company assumed the political control
over the province of Bengal, the ryot or cultivator had been
in the habit of paying a fixed share of produce, either in kind
or cash, to the large landl\olders caJled the Zamindars. Under
the Mughal Empire, these Zamindars paid to the central
government nine-tenth of what they received from the cultivator, retaining one-tenth for themselves. Besides, they had
the right to assess additional local cesses which entirely fell
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to their share. At the time of the Emperor Akbar was intro-

duced the custom of renewing assessment of the holding of
the landlords every ten years. Nominally, the landlords held
their estates under mandates from the Emperor in return for
meritorious services rendered. The right of colJecting revenue
pa!-ised on to the heir after the death of the Zamindar, on the
former' s pa) mg the Emperor a gift or fine. With the decline
of the Mughal power the well-regulated feudal land laws
introduced by Akbar ceased to function, and chaos and anarchy
m land taxation as well as administration was the order of
the day when the British became the supreme political rulers
ol rhe country. In its first attempt at revenue administration",
the Company adopted the prevailing custom of annual as..,i:s . . ment; according to this system, the right of collecting
rent was sold annually to the highest bidder, that is, to the
person who could guarantee the government the greatest
amount of revenue from the land. The result of this method
of collecting the largest amount of revenue was disastrous.
The Company's government was satisfied with receiving
from the landholders the guaranteed amount, without mindmg the methods employed in collecting it as well as the share
that the collector chose to take for his own. Between the
government and the people there came into existence a class
of tax-farmers, who by their very economic position were
not at all interested in the actual agriculture, but only in
getting as much as possible from the cultivator. Knowing
that the holding might pass away from his hand the next year,
the tax-farmer's philosophy was to make hay while the sun
was shining. Consequently, the peasantry was ruined, agriculture was largely abandoned, and the amount extracted
from the cultivator even by the most merciless procedure
diminished. It was not long before the Company came to
understand the wrong economics of the system.
The British East India Company, in its character as the
re~resentative of trading capital, naturally desired to exterminate the Indian feudal land tenure, in order to bring the
producing forces within territories occupied by it under its
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own direct exploitation. The procedure of leasing out gradually the right of collecting land revenue ruined the hereditarv
landowner families. In a short space of time, the forme.r
hereditary right of collecting land revenu~ passed away from
the ancient feudal families into the handS- of a new class of
lease-holders and tax-farmers, who were at the same time
officials, traders and usurers. But this fundamental change
in social economics alarmed the British Parliament, which
in those days ( 1977-80) still greatly reflected the political
views of the English landed aristocracy. True to its feudal
traditions, which were not dead as yet, the British Parliament
could not watch idly the peaceful passing off of its peer!\
in India. Accordingly, it was enacted in 1784 that "wherca!\
diverse Rajas, Zamindars, Polygars, Talookdars and otW:r
native landholders within the British territories in India, have
been unjustly deprived of, or compelled to abandon or relinquish, their respective lndi~ Jurisdictions, Rights and
Privileges, the Court of Directors should take measures for
establishing, upon principles of moderation and justice, the
Permanent Rules by which their respective Tributes, Rent!\.
and Services shall be in future rendered and paid to said
United Company by the said Rajas, Zamindars, etc." Thu!I
we find the struggle of the two philosophies of the social
economics of the England of those times, namely the reactionary tendency of the landed aristocracy to cling to
undermined feudalism, and the bourgeois mission of freeing the peasantry for unfetter.~d exploitation by capital, reflected in the administration of India in the earlier days of British
domination. The disastrous effects on revenue as a result of
the system of annual assessment, together with the opposition raised by the British Parliament against the destruction
of the Indian feudal familie!I, thrust upon the Company's
government the necessity Q_f reforming its land policy. The
political power wielded by the British rulers in those days
was not sufficient to enable them to assume the task of
bringing the entire population under the exploitation of trades capital, without some native intermediary. Nor were the
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English invaders numerically strong enough to undertake
rhL' task of collecting the land tax directly from the culti-

vators. Therefore, it was resolved to create out of the new
rt:\'cnue collecting class a class of landholders. Being originally a class of usurers, traders and land-speculators, this
new landholding element could be counted upon as the social
has1' of the foreign rule.
The reformed land tenure was introduced as an experiment
111 1789 in the form of a Ten Years' Settlement. It was a
reversal to the old system of Akbar. This policy of reviving
1hr d~ad lamllordism, although in a modernized form, was

inaugurated under the auspices of Cornwallis-that champwn of the British landed aristocracy. who had but a few
~ l"ars before met his defeat at the hands of the rebellious
l·11lnnial bourgeoisie at Yorktown. The experiment was found
1n be satisfactory to all concerned; the income of the govl'mment was stabilized, a loyal supporter was found in the
l·ontt"nted cla~s of newly-created landholders, and agricultural production was increased, the peasantry having been
~avcd somewhat from the ravenous exploitation of the irrcliponsible tax-farmers. On the expiration of the experimental period, Cornwallis reported that the new sy~tem had
worked very satisfactorily and recommended that the next
av.;essment should be made in perpetuity. Consequently the
entire cultivated area of the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa was assessed permanently, the Government's share
in the revenue being fixed at 90% of the whole economic
rt:nt. This is known as the Permanent Settlement of l 793.
The effect of this settlement was that a permanent landholding class living on agricultural rent was created out
of the tax-farmers, or in other words, those who had. been
~ollectors of revenue became practically the owners of
their leaseholds, while the cultivators, wlao had been the
owners of the soil they tilled, became tenants at the mercy
of the Zamindars, who soon began to burden them with
rack-rent.
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The Permanent Settlement of 1793, which is looked upon
even by the Indian Nationalist as one bright spot in the
history of British rule, and for the general extension of
which all over the country the political .leaders have been
stoutly fighting during more than half a ·century, has been
the most sinister event in the annals of modern India. It
checked the growth of the Indian bourgeoisie in its infancy
and diverted it into a wrong way. In the latter part of the
eighteenth century, there came into existence in India a
prosperous trading class with a considerable capital accumulated in its hands. This trading class was largely responsible for undermining the foundation of feudalism in the
days of decay of the Mughal Empire. All the big landowner!>
as well as the rulers of the various independent states tt.at
sprang up on the ruins of the Mughal Empire, were heavily
indebted to this class of usurious traders. The land wa!I
rapidly passing out of the hapds of the hereditary feudal
owners into the control of usury and trades capital. Thi!
latter was interested in seeing more people engaged in
industries than in agriculture. In the middle of the eighteenth century in the province of Bengal alone, there were
several million people employed in one industry-that of
cotton-spinning and weaving. TherP. were textile factories
employing more than 100 workers. Woven cotton cloth
formed a considerable part of the commodities exported
from India by the East India Company, even towards the
end of the eighteenth century. So this class of traders was
the advance guard of the coming Indian bourgeoisie and
would have developed into the modern capitalist class had
not its normal growth been obstructed. The representatives
of the British bourgeoisie recognized in the Indian traders
and land-speculators their rival, historically destined to
compete for the right of mpnopoly of exploiting the country. In the pious request of the English landed aristocracy
assembled in Parliament not to wipe off landlordism in
India, was found a way to sidetrack the energies of Indian
capital. Feudalism as a hereditary element in social
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ecl'nomics had already been irretrievably undermined; the
land had been freed from feudal fetters. By the Permanent
Settlement, the land liberated from feudal ownership was
given over to the trading class still in its infancy. Thus the
l'apital and energy of the trading class, which under normal
i:!rcumstances wou Id have proved to be the forefather of the
!ndian bourgeoisie, was diverted to the investment on land
\\ h1~h offered a promising prospect. In the struggle between
two trading classes the less developed one succumbed before
thl' more developed. The Indian traders and usurers were not
""" prl'vented from constituting themselves eventually into
nrnlo; of the British capital. but were converted into a loyal
'upporl of British rule. But the hand of history cannot be
lt'.p! hack for ever. As has been shown in the first part, this
\ t'r) landholding class, created by the British Government
l11r tts own benefit, has contributed largely to the rise of the
mndcrn intellectuals. commercial and industrial bourgeoisie
of India. The social forces assert themselves unfailingly.
<>f course, by the Permanent Settlement the absolute
11 wncrship of the land was not forfeited by the government.
Th~ land was leased out to a number of middlemen at a rate
of assessment fixed in perpetuity, who were given the right
to collect the revenue on behalf of the State. Thus under the
lamindari system which is in many respects analogous to
landlordism, the land rent in India is not, as in other countries,
a tribute paid to the State out of the income of the land·owner,
but on the contrary it represents the relinquishment of a portion of the land revenue in favour of the landholders. Or in
other words, under the Permanent Settlement the British Government, instead of exacting tribute from the landlords, concedes to them a part of the net rental of land, besides the
privileges of sucking the blood of the poor tenants by a
thousand and one ways, which will be dealt with presently.
The British rulers adopted this method of subsidizing a parasitic class for its own purposes as demonstrated above. But
rhe reactionary character of that wing of the Indian political
movement, which demands the extension of this system of
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tenure over the entire country, is betrayed when we find that
under it, it is the small class of landholders that thrives at the
cost of the cultivators. Even to the government this system
has ceased to be useful, since it has played out its role to divcn
India's trades capital from industry to land; whereas, on the
other hand, in the provinces where this system is in force,
the government is deprived by this privileged class of a great
part of the land rent. For example, in the three province!-. of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, where the Permanent Settlement
was first introduced, the total revenue paid to the government
by all the Zamindars taken together is £3,500,000, the !.um
fixed as 90 per cent of the entire economic rent a century and
quarter ago, while the actual rental has gone up to more than
£ 14,000,000.
The Permanent Zamindari system holds good in five-i.ix1h
of the provinces of Bengal and Bihar, one-tenth of the Unit~d
Provinces and a quarter of the province of Madra~. representing in all about one-fifth of the area of British India. Another
32 per cent of the area of British India is under temporary
Zamindari system which allows a new assessment every 20
to 30 years. In the rest of the area, that is 48 per cent. the
Ryotwari system is in force. In the native states the temporary
Zamindari system prevails, although a considerable portion
of land is under Ryotwari tenure. Accurate figures about the
land tenure in the Native States are not available. Though for
reasons stated above, in the earlier days of their domination.
the British rulers were forct:d to bring into existence a new
class of landholders, after the old feudal landlordism had been
destroyed by the development of new social forces, in course
of time those reasons gradually lost their potentiality. The
procedure of collecting land rent through the medium of a
privileged class soon proved to be uneconomical. The Permanent Settlement precluded the government from participat·
ing in the actual profits of land rent, which kept on increasing
owing to the more settled condition of the country. To its
discomfiture, the foreign capitalist government found that it
had signed away its right of exploiting the agricultural
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population, in so far as the proceeds from the land rent were
to the new landholding class, which was growing
wl·althy under the protection of the government. But the
British rulers did not think it was yet possible to maintain
their power over the vast population and extent of the country
v. ithout the help of a solid and contented native element. So
they did not d.ue to do away with the Zamindars; but they
,kdded not to concede so much privilege to them in the
nc\\ ly acquired territories. Thus we find the Permanent
Settlement in force in those provinces which fell into the
hand-. of the English first, namely Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and
the United Provinces. Even in those provinces, the Permanent
St>ttlcment was not introduced into those portions which
,·ame under the British domination subsequently. The new
~~'item was temporary Zamindari tenure. Under this system,
the class of intermediary landholders was still retained in
onkr to collect the rent for the government, but the latter
reserved the right of enhancing its share in the total economic
r.:nt of the land from time to time. The government still
needed such a class of landholders in order to avoid the
troubles and worry of collecting the revenue. This system
prevails in those parts of the country which came under
British administration while the British power was not yet
.vcll consolidated ; that is, in some part of Bengal and BiharOri'isa, nine-tenth of the United Provinces, the whole area
of the Punjab, four-fifth of the Central Provinces, the entire
North-Western Frontier Province and smaJI tracts of Bombay.
A~ stated above, 32 per cent of British India and by far the
~reater part of the native States come under temporary
Zamindari system. In British India alone, 195,000,000 acres
are held by Zamindars temporary, while 122,000,000 acres
are held by Zamindars petmanent.
·
~nder the temporary Zamindari system, the right of collecrmg rent in return for a share in it, is confewed, in addition
10 individuals, upon joint villages. The revenue system which
treats the village as a unit, and makes a collective assessment is only applied to the joint villages of the north, that
~ oncerned,
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is, in those parts of the country where the old village communities existed at the time of Bitish occupation. For the
convenience of collecting revenue. the British Government
thought it wise to utilize these comiµunities as economic or
proprietory units ; the services of tlie Patwari (the village
headman) were found particularly valuable. Theoretically
these so-called •joint villages' are held jointly and severall)
liable for the revenue charge, local rates etc. the burden of
which they distribute among the co-shares according to the
rule and principle of their constitution. But in practice, the
Patwari is the supreme power being the representative of the
Government and abusing his power to such an extent that
instances are not rare when he is killed by the villagers.
Now we will proceed to analyse the effeca.s of lhe
Zamindari system, both permanent as well as temporary.
on the cultivators. It is held by a great majority of th~
Nationalists that the Z;ynindari system, and especially the:
Permanent Settlement of the Bengal type. is most bent··
ficial to the cultivator, because it protects him from the
exploitation of the Government. But the facts disprove thi~
opinion. which manifestly is based upon class interest.
Under the Zamindari tenure, the tenants suffer more than
anybody else. He has absolutely no protection against
being rack-rented.
The excesses committed by the Bengal landholders be·
came so flagrant that the Government found it imperative
to curtail their power by granting Occupancy Right to the
cultivator. By the Bengal Land Act of 1859, the govemmenl
recognized the right of the tenant holding land since 1793
or for twenty years, to remain in possession of the holding
without the Zamindar' s having the authority to eject him Clf
to enhance his rental without a civil suit. But these guarantees
count for very little in the practical life of the cultivator.
By the privilege of appropriating a large portion of the entire
economic rent. the Zamindars have accumulated consider·
able wealth ; thus they can afford to buy off all the pettY
judicial, revenue and executive officials on whom rest$ the
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task of enforcing the law. And on the other side, the object
of the government in enacating such laws was not to safeguard the interests of the toiling class-against the landed rich,
but to weaken the position of the landholders by posing as
the protector of the poor cultivator against the oppression
of the latter. Thus, while in recent years there has always
existed growing acrimony between the government and the
landholding class over their respective share in the proceeds
of exploitation, the position of the peasantry has been getting
"'orse and worse, because both are desirous to extract as
mu1:h as possible from the cultivator. The fact that the public
exchequer receives less revenue from the area under Zamindari
-.vstt!m than from the Ryotwari area, that is, the area under
direct government assessment, does not by any means sub'tantiate the contention that the cultivator under the former
1~ any better off economically than under the latter. Under
the Zamindari tenure, the actual payment, including that
made in kind, is much more than the legal rate of rent payable
to the landholder. The cultivator: pays a fixed rent, assessed
a1 an average of 35 per cent of his net income, plus contribtitions for the upkeep of the Zamindari household and
rent collecting staff, the latter being a permanent demand
and is considered a part of the tenant's liabilities. The salary
of the Zamindar' s collectors is £ I per month on the average.
This terribly insufficient wage naturally makes the
~~mindar' s officials extremely corrupt ; they exact all·
Kinds of contributions from the tenants under one pretext
or another. Most of the rich holders are absentees, living
~ost of the year in the cities, where their luxurious life
~ suppor(ed by the rent exacted from the peasantry.
1 hus the cultivator is left entirely at the mercy of the
~n .. crupulous rent collectors, who at the same time indulge
in petty usury. Over and above all these liabilities,
Which are more or less constant, the }>easant has to pay
contributions, mostly in kind, for the various religious
~:d ~ther festivals celebrated in the household of the
mmdar. AIJ these taken together constitute no less than
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75 per cent of the net income of his land and labour, which
the cultivator has to part with for the benefit of the idle
Zamindar. Should the poor peasant refuse to meet all these
legal liabilities, the landlord, who is u~ually also the usurer
and is on friendly terms with the local native officials, finds
means of getting him into various complications, which
result in his ejection from the holding and ultimate ruin.
The entire cultiv~ted area (56,803,000 acres) of the provir.ce
of the Punjab is under temporary Zamindari system, the term
of every assessment being fixed at twenty years. This province,
being one of those parts of the country where modem irrigation
has greatly increased the productivity of the soil, is considered
as heaven for the cultivator. But when one turns to the actual
condition of the people, quite another picture is foune. Thi:
entire benefit accrued from the improvement of land and the
consequent rise in its value goes to the government and to the
native tax farmers. In 1894 itl\vas found by an enquiry that more
than 20 per cent of the total cultivated area had been either sold
or was heavily encum~ered with debt ; between 1892 and 1896
more than 50,000 acres had passed from the hand of the small
farmers to that of the money lenders and other non-agricultural
holders. In the year 1899-1900, 120,000 acres were sold, and
the area under mortgage was 300,000 acres. In 15 years ( 19021917) the net increase in the mortgage of the province exceeded
£10,000,000. Of this nearly 90 per cent falls on the peasant
farmers. The real cause of of this ruined economic condition
of the peasantry is to be looked for neither in the government's
contention that the cultivator is improvident, nor in the nationalist theory of the excessive rate of land revenue exacted by
the state. It lies in the fact that the comparatively backward
agricultural production of India has been reduced to the modem
form of capitalist exploitation. It is not the rent with which the
present government of India is principally concerned, as was
the case with its predecessors ; today the source of government
income from the land lies in the commercial value of its produce.
Thus the peasant's relation with the state or the landlord is
not liquidated, as before, by paying a certain portion of the
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aops ; the entire quantity of the product of his land and labour
i~ under the control of capitalist commerce. That land revenue
does not constitute the principal factor in the field of economic exploitation of the present Indian state is proved by the
following figures which show a gradual diminution in the
percentage of it :

Proportion borne by the
land revenue to gross
1m:ome of the state
Taication proper

1870

1880

1900

39%
43%

29.5%
41.8%

23%
40.8%

1910 1920

19%
38.6%

35%

In order to disprove the nationalist contention that the
p1:asantry is becoming impoverished on account of the heavy
burden of taxation imposed on the land by the government,
the latter pnints out the fact that in all the provinces where
the assessment is subject to periodical revision, it has been
the policy of the government to reduce gradually the prop~rtion borne by the assessment to the net assets. For example in the province of Agra the standard of assessment
was r~duced from 90 per cent in 1812 to 50 per cent in 1885,
the percentage having been lowered considerably since then;
in the province of Orissa the reduction was from 83.3 per
cent in 1882 to 54 per cent in 1900 and the present rate is
below 50 per cent. But this decrease does not actually affect
lhe total revenue; on the contrary, the amount of income to
the public exchequer from land revenue has increased.
The development of the land revenue of British India since
the revolution of 1857 is shown by the following figures :
1856-57

173,000,000

1870-71

199 ,000,000.

1880-81
1890-91

219,000,000
240,000,000
262,000,000
317 ,000,000
351,000,000

1900-01
1910-1 t
1920-21
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Territorial expansion of any fiscal importance during this
period was the acquisition of Upper Burmah in 1886. Thus
the extension of cultivation, resulting in larger production and
rise of prices may be held responsib~ for this substantial
increase in the total land revenue. Today, in actual land rent
the Indian peasant pays less in proportion to the gross produce
of his land than before, but the amount he pays is more than
he used to pay formerly. Because the part left to him has cea ;ed
to be his property in the sense it used to be. The commercial
value of the entire agricultural production is of much more
importance to the present capitalist government than the rent
on the land. This is equally in case with the landholders, the
majority of whom look upon land not in the same spirit as
their feudal predecessors used to, but rather as a prmitable
means of investing their capital. The difference between the
economic outlook of the government and that of the landholding class in this; while the fdrmer being the poJitical apparatus
of a foreign bourgeoisie, completely conscious of its interest.
is desirous of increasing the productivity of the land, the latter.
having its capital invested in the land, tries to recover the
greatest amount possible in rent and interest. Thus it is but
natural, looked at from the point of view that the two exploiting
factors representtwocategories of capital, one more advancl.!d
and more conscious than the other-that the comman
victim, that is, the cultivator. should be exploited in
different ways. That is why we find the peasants in those
parts of the country directly assessed by the government
superficially more prosperous than their fellows living
under Zamindari tenures.
The government's policy is to let the peasant toil on his
land with the least encumbrance possible in order that at
the end of each year there may be .an increase in the total
production, since the ireater the poductivity of the land and
labour of the country, the more profit accrues to the capitalist class, whose representative is the government. But
agriculture in India being still very backward, there is a
limit to the increase in its production. Therefore the

.
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1n,uff1c1ent agricultural production of the country has been
hrought under intensive capitalistic exploitation, thus throwllll!: the peasantry into a state of hopeless and perpetual
po~~erty. The grip of the money-lender is becoming tighter
tnd tighter every day. In order to brmg the product of the
cultivator's labour freely into the open market of capitalist
wmmerce, the government would like to do away with the
intermediary of the native trader and money-lender; but it
L.mnot be done,- the latter have become an integral part
of the 'tructure of the exploiting apparatus.
Twenty year~ ago the provmce of the Pun1ab found it!!ielf
•n JR agrarran cri!~ic;. The money-lender was the master of
rht• '1tuat1on, being in alliance with the Zamindar. The
1..ult1vator wali losing his hold upon the land. The cultivated
.m~a redeemed wa' alway' less than the area newly mort!.!clgt•d At lal'lt in 1901 the government found it necessary
tu turn tt"' hack on the tax-farmmg baron!!! and take up the
\,lU,t! of the peasantry. The Zamindar~ were a convenient
l la" to have in order to save thP government the troubles
.inJ wome11 of collectmg the rent, and to be relied upon
111 c&1'e of emergency; but al'I soon as they t'On!ltituted a fetter
on production, bourgeois economic theortes of the freedom
of the pea,antry and the secunty of its tenancy were turned
Jgarn't the once useful class. Thus was passed, to the great
d1,comf1ture of the Zamindars and in the face of strong
oppo,1t1on from the camp of the nattonahsts, the Land Alienation Act By this legislation, the cultivator was given the
nght of occupancy on the land, that is, the landholder could
no longer enhance the rate of rent arbitrarily. Formerly it
had been well nigh impossible for the cultivator to hold on
to the same piece of land for any length of time. Unle~s the
pe.i~ant was secure on his holdmg, he could not be expected
to work hard on it and increase its productivity. The cultivcltor was freed from the vagaries of the Zamindar in order
to be more intensively exploited by the capitalist government and the native trading class. Under the old system of
tenure, the Punjab peasantry was inextricably in the grip of
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the usurer, who used to lend him money to pay the exactions
of the Zamindar. The land was rapidly being transferred from
the hand of the agricultural class. It was ceasing to be a source
of production and becoming a medium of speculation. The
result of this process was a fall in production, therefore thr
government, controlled by a foreign bourgeoisie, found it
imperative to "protect' the cultivator. But so long as the
accumulated wealth of a certain class of the native population finds its way to higher forms of investment blockt!d.
it must follow speculative and usurious pursuits. If it ill
prevented from speculating on land rent, it speculates on
agricultural product; and the government being interested in
complete commercialisation of the product of the land, need~
the services of the native trading class. Thus we lind the
peasant still in the grip of the usurer, even after he has been
secured on his land, somewhat immune from the exactiom
of the Zamindar.
The secret of the incurable misery of the Indian peasantry
lies in the fact that it is being ground between two mill-stont:!I.
viz. foreign capital in a higher stage of development and the
native capital in a lower stage. In the field of exploitation thl'
two depend upon each other, while at the same time, owing
to the very historic inevitability of the evolution of capital·
ism. they cannot help clashing with each other. When they
depend on each other, the native traders bring the farmer
directly under the commercial exploitation of the foreign
bourgeoisie ; when th~y conflict with each other, it is again
the peasantry which perishes in the clash.
As stated before, the average holding of the Indian cultivator is so small that it is very hard for him to subsist on
its produce. When, under the Zamindari system, a greater
part of the pro~uce is taken away from him in the form of
rent, interest and contribution, he has to starve because what
is left to him is too insufficient. On the other hand when.
under the benign protection of the capitalist government, the
relative amount of the various kinds of direct taxation to be
borne by him is reduced, the portion of his produce spared
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him may be somewhat more, but the prices of other necessittes have already gone up and he finds himself in the
dutches of the trader. Such being the case, a great majority
of the:: rural population Ii ve on the verge of starvation all their
life. Not being able to· sustain himself and his family on the
produce of his small holding, the petty .peasant sinks into
11u.lchted11ess, which goes on increasing till he is thrown off
h1~ land no matter what sort of tenure he theoretically enjoys.
The existence of a considerable amount of capital invested
m land is forcing its rapid concentration in the hands of the
non-agricultural class. The registration of Land Records
'hows a growth in the cases of land transfers. Jn the year
1918-19 no less than 994,000 holdings changed hands, in\l1lving 4.676,000 acres. The figures available about the
lil"ies of land transfer are very incomplete. The Statistical
Reports of the government on this subject do not embrace
rhrcc entire provinces, viz. Bengal, Madras and Bihar and
On~sa ; no informations are available about the number of
transfers executed through the Civil Courts : and it is stated
111 th~ official statistics that the figures contained in the
official reports are also incomplete. Thus we can put the
number of transfers at three or four times above that indicated. Or in other words, an average of about 20,000,000
a~rcs of cultivated land is passing on to the control of non.igriculturists annually. Therefore to that extent, agriculture
m India is ceasing to be determined by the village economy
of the petty peasantry.
This transfer of land from the cultivators to the land
speculator is gravely affecting the production of the country. We call this class, in whose hand the land is being
~oncentrated, 'speculators', because they invest their capttal not in agriculture, but in land. The method of cultivating
rhc land thus concentrated is not modernised; capitalist
large scale production is not being introduced in the place
of ~mall scale individual production. Thus we find an incre~se of 50 per cent in the land lying fallow in British India
in 1917- 18 and the proportion increased to 62 per cent in
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the year followng. The cause of the pauperisation of the
small farmers, who are abandoning their land because they
find it impossible to eke out a living on it. The government
is naturally alarmed at the fall of production resulting from
this diminution in the area cultivated. therefore it is adopting a •forward policy' in agriculture as well as in industry.
It does not find any other solution of this grave problem
than to hand over the agricultural industry to the capitalh:t:-..
who have so far been speculating in land and the limited
product of primitive agriculture. To encourage the introduction of modern machinery in agriculture is the new
policy of the government. Considering the fact that mechim:r)
cannot be used economically while agriculture continues
on the prevailing small-holding system, the corollary ~f this
new policy inevitably must be the wholesale expropriation
of the small farmers. The consequence of this will be the
enrichment of the landhol~ing and money-lending class
which has a surplus capi{al to avail itself of this new
policy, and a tremendous increase in the mass of rural
population living on agricultural wages. And since thl·re
already exists a great scarcity of employment for the field
workers, the misery of the land prnletariat can be easily
imagined when their number will be greatly augmented
by the introduction of labour sa\'ing machineries in agriculture on one hand, and by depriving ~mall farmers of
their land holding on the other-the two inevitable results
of large scale farming.
Though the cultivator living under the Zamindari system
is so much exploited by the idle class of modern land-barons
in some provinces and by capitalist tax-farmers in others.
the economic condition of the Ryotwari tenants cannot be
called in any way better. Under the Zamindari system.
specially the permaneqt type of Bengal, the rate of rent
legally paid by the cultivator is often less than that borne
by the fellow living on Ryotwari tenures. But this advantage
is more than out-balanced by innumerable other contributions having their origin in the tradition of feudalism, long
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dead and gone as an economic force. The Zamindari tenants
arc protected by the government with land laws which
render the former secure against the excessive exploitation
of the landholder. Of course the real object of this protecuon is to cut into the enviable large income of the rich
landholding class, whose continued existence is becoming
more and more undesirable, and even prejudicial to free
capitalist exploitation of agriculture. Nevertheless while
the Zamindari tenants are protected, the cultivators living
m Ryotwari land are exploited directly by the government.
And, since the capitalist background and consciousness of
the British Indian government is much more scientific ~nd
Jcveloped than that of the native land speculators, landed
huurgeoisie and usurers. the exploitation exercised by the
IMmer is naturally more efficient and cuts in deeper. The
Ryotwari system prevails over 48 per cent of the entire area
nf British India and a greater portion of the 32 per cent
under temporary Zamindari system, to all practical purpose,
falls under the former. The land under these two kinds of
ti:nurc can be said to haive been nationalis~d if the owner
'htp hy a state in the hands of a foreign power, can be called
nationalisation. This system of government dealing directly
\\Ith the cultivator is claimed to have been adopted according to the tradition of the country. It is true that in India,
h1storicatly, land revenue is an economic factor prior to
private rent on land. In the pre-British period, the monarchs,
hoth Hindu and Mussalman, used to take directly a share
of the produce of the land; this claim was not based on the
right to participate in the contributions gathered by the
landowning nobility, but directly on the produce of the soil.
Thus the revenue idea evolved before that of rent, which
all through the pre-British period was theoretically none_x is tent. The rent enjoyed by the feudal holders was iden~•cal with that portion of revenue relinqutshed by the Crown
in favour of its nobles. The real rent and rent-yielding
property in land was introduced into Indian economics by
the British. It has been indicated already how the English
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idea of landed aristocracy was reflected in the Permanent
Settlement of Bengal.
·
The British government in India being a political apparatus of the bourgeoisie, could not fore.ver stick to the policy
of creating a rent-getting landed aristocracy for India. For
various reasons pointed out before, especially in thos~
earlier days of the Indian Empire when the British rulers
were still closely connected with and were under the political control of the English landowning class, the creation
of a class intermediary between the State owing the land
and the peasant cultivating the soil, was found necessary.
But the economic policy of the Indian goverment changed
in proportion as the social character of the English bourgeoisie went on changing.
Thus came the time when the Indian government decided
to keep to itself (that is to the British bourgeoisie), both
the revenue as well as ren; from land. The intermediary
land-holding class appropriating the land-rent was no longer necessary. In order to justify this combined statelandlordism and state-capitalism (in agriculture), the British official revenue experts resort to the history of ancient
and medieval India to establish that •'the right of the state
to the rent is superior to that of the private holder''.
For all practical economic purposes, the area under
Ryotwari tenure and a considerable portion of that temporary Zamindari tenure granted to small holders cultivating
the land by themselves with the aid of hired labour, could
be called a huge farm. The government, in its character of
landowner receives the rent and in that of capitalist proprietor, is interested in the increase of production, which
as social production, belongs to it. Thus the peasants are
nominally independent small farmers, but in fact labourers
on a huge capitalist farin. The productivity of those tracts
directly under government control, has been greatly in·
creased by the introduction of artificial irrigation. But this
advantage has been more than out-balanced by new taxations. The average rate of rent on the land actually under
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i:ultivation is 2.8 rupees per acre; considering the backwardness of agriculture and the consequent low output as
well as the smallness of the average holding of the cultirntor. this is a very high incidence. But the actual amount
paid by the cultivator in· the irrigated tracts is much more
than this, taking into account other indirect taxes on land
such as cess, contributions for the expenses of guarding the
,·anal zones etc. The actual amount paid goes up to 3.5 per
cent of the net produce. All these liabilities have to be
liquidated in cash; consequently the cultivator finds it nece.. sary to sell his crop immediately after the harvest. This
forced sale makes it impossible for him to get a fair price.
Thui... while on the one hand the productivity and therefore
rht• value of land is increased, the wealth in possesion of
!he peasantry, on the other hand, is increased. He toils on
hi" land to sell out his produce at a low price, and has
t(I incur debts in order to obtain seeds and capital for
'owing and cultivating his land the next year. This
h.rnkrupt position of the peasantry is greatly helping the
i:ommercialisation of agriculture. The cultivation of
non-food crops is increasing, while that of food-crops
1:-; decreasing proportionately. Finding himself under all
kinds of liabilities to the government as well as to the
money-lender, the peasant is forced to grow the crops
in demand for industrial use in preference to food grain,
because the former are sold more readily and at a higher
price.

The follwing table containing percentage of increase in
the area as well as yield of the principal food and non-food
crops, shows the change in the agrarian economy of India:
Crops

Unit
in

Increase
in yield

lncre~se

1900

1919(%)

1919(%)

100

so
30
90

Wheat

JOO

Cotton

so
so

100

100

Rice

in area
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Crops

Jute
Oil Seeds
Tea

Unit
in
1900

Increase
in )'iC'ld
1919(%)

Increase
in area
1919(%)

100
100

70
105

60

100

200

60
55

The output of rice, the staple of the larger part of the
population, has never been in excess of the needs during
the last 6 years; but in 1919-20 there was a striking expansion in the shipment of non food articles like cotton (both
raw and manufactured). jute (raw and manufactured). oil
seeds. tea etc. The value of food grains exported in 191920 was £7 ,200,000 in excess of that of 1913- 14, wllereas
the value of non-food agricultural product exported was
£60,610,000 more. In 1909-10 jute and cotton exports had
constituted 13 per cent anjl I 0 per cent, wh.ile in 1919-20
they were respectively 24 per cent and J9 per cent of the
total export.
Taking into consideration the fact that a great bulk of
raw materials like jute and cotton is of late consumed in
the large scale industries developing in the country, it is
evident that the production of non-food crops must have
increased much more than is shown by the rise in export
figures. And this increase must have been at the cost of
food grains, since the increase in the total area under
cultivation has not been considerable. In the last two years
the movement has been decidedly to the contrary. The total
cropped area decreased by 12 per cent and the extent of
cultivated land lying fallow increased by 50 per cent.
Besides, there is another factor to be taken into consideration, viz., there is a tendency towards decrease in the
area under more than .one crop a year. Only in one year
(1918-19) the decrease was from 3 7 ,000,000 acres of
27 ,000,000 acres. Neither have modern methods of cultivation been introduced in the area under non-food crops
to any appriciable extent. Therefore, obviously, the
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proportion of land under non-food crops needed for industrial purposes in India as well as in foreign countries, is
increasing and that under food crops conversely, is
decreasing.
From this movement of crops it is evident that the agricultural industry, on which by far the greater part of the
rural population of India depends, is ceasing to be determined by the needs of the cultivators themselves. It is
becoming commercialised, and has become so to a great
ex rent already. Capitalist industry and commerce, British
a'> well as native, have in their hands the control of lndiat1
.1~riculture. Or in other words the Indian peasant is the
\ ictim of capitalist exploitation, and is becoming more so
cH·ry day. The big landholder, small tax-farmer, money1ender, country trader, land-speculator, liberal intellectual
with his capital invested in land, as well as the government,
tinder whose collective and several economic pressure the
Indian peasant is reduced to a state of abject and chronic
poverty, are consciously or unconsciously all parts of one
and the same structure of capitalist exploitation which holds
the country in its hand.
A study of the production and export of agricultural
commodities in India will give a further insight into the
economic condition of the rural population. It will also
'how that the exchange value of the produce of the comparatively backward and seemingly individualistic agriculture of the country, has become pre-dominant over its
use value. Let us begin by giving a summary of the total
agricultural production in amount as well as in price, of
the last year ( 1919-20) :
Total Agricultural, Production
1919-20

.

Articles
Rice
Wheat

Sugar

....

Tons

Amount

Price

33,956,000
10,297,000
3,000,000

£ 684,552,960
209,244,280
80,096,800
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Articles
Lbs
Tea
Cotton in bales of 400
"
Jute in bales of 400
Tons
Linseed
Rape and Mustard seed
"
Sesamum
Ground nuts
Cwts
Indigo
Barley
Maunds*
Jawar
"
Baj
"
"
Maize
"
Gram
Minor products
"
including fruits

..
..

..

Amount

Price

337 ,055,600
480,000

18,527,780
342,063,000
101,790,360
13,826,680
37,296,000
24,558,000
10,200,000
2,200,000
29,270,000
96,005,000
56,350,000
31,026.000
72,00J>.OOO

8,482~000

430,000
1,200,000
614,000
800,000
446,000
58,540,000
153,660,000
80,500,000
58,540,000
900,000

181,005 ,480

£ 2,000,000,000

Total in round numbers

In comparison with the pre-war standard, the price of
food stuff has gone up 76 per cent wholesale and 400 per
cent retail. If the cultivator had been the owner of his
produce after having liquidated all his legal liabilities in
revenue, rents, and taxes, he would be in a rather prosperous position today, since 90 per cent of the food con·
sumed in India is produced in the country. The following
figures about the rise in the price of a few staples will give
an idea as to the general increase in the wealth produced
by agricultue:
Articles
Wheat
Rice
Grains
Pulses
Meat

Selling prices calculated

in seers per rupee

1913

1920

14
10
• 20
12
4

seers
seers
seers
seers
seers

6 seers
4 seers
7 seers
4.5 seers
1.8 seers

• The Indian unit of measure, Maund, is equivalent to about 70 poun<b·
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Now, when the price of food-stuffs has gone up so
tremendously. what has been the effect on the cultivators
who produce these articles and who are supposed to be
proprietors of the produce of their toil, if not of their land?
We can just as well have the peasant's life described in the
words of Sir O'Moore Creagh, who was the Commanderin-Chief of the Indian Army.
·'The peasant digs, sows and reaps, the rain falls and the
crops prosper and are reaped, but no sooner is the harvest
ewer than the crop is divided. The landlord, be he government or a great landlord, takes the lion's share. The village
shop-keepers and the village servants are paid from what
rt:mains, when the producer has nothing left. The moneylender, town Vakil (lawyer) and medical men cannot squeeze
him drier than they do. He again gets credit for his food and
~t·ed for the next crop from the village shop-keeper, which
lOsl him dear, and he goes home to plough, sow and live
in the hope of a better time which never comes.''
So, this is the condition of the great bulk of the population engaged in the principal industry of the country-an
industry whose production is increasing as far as possible
within the bounds of its backwardness, and the value of
whose produce has gone up almost fabulously. Then, who
t!I henefited by the increase of production as well as rise in
price? Into whose hand falls the wealth produced by the
peasantry? To the Government, Zamindar and the land
speculator goes a part in the form of revenue, rent and tax;
and the rest, which is the more considerable part, goes to
swell capital, both foreign and native-commercial as well
a~ i~dustrial. So the agricultural population of India is the
vic~1m of a system of exploitation which works through
vanous agencies in various ways.

~t is held by nationalist economists that the enormous rise
in prices and the resulting inisery of the peasantry is due
to the export of food grains. On the face of it, it looks
reasonable, but facts do not corroborate the contention. Of
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the £ 180,000,000 which constituted the approximate value
of the total agricultural produce exported from India in the
year of 1919-20, only a little more than £ 42,000,000 was
covered by food-stuffs. This cannot be called a very considerable amount. It is an increase of 16.5 per cent over
the value of the food grains exported in 1913-14. But the
prices have gone up by 75 per cent wholesale, not taking
into account the tremendous rise in retail price. How ir. the
difference of 50 per cent to be explained? Evidently there
is great speculation in food-stuff going on inside the
country. The produce of the land is controlled by trade~
capital, which by various means expropriates the peasant
of the fruit of his toil, in order to sell it back to him for
a price several times higher.
Large scale capitalist farms do not exist in India, agricultural production is mostly in the hands of small far11_1er!I
producing on their own ,account. The onl.Y exceptions to
this are the tea plantations and other minor cases. This
being the case, ordinarily the total net income of the
agricultural classes of India in 1919-20 should have been
£ 1,611,000,000. This figure is obtained by subtracting
from the total value produced, £ 327 ,000,000 exported.
£ 52,000,000 paid in land rent and £ 10,000,000 paid in
other taxes and contributions indirectly connected with the
land. If this amount is divided among the 209,000,000
people, including land workers living on land, there results
a per capita of £8; but according to official statistics, the
per capita income of the entire Indian population is cal·
culated at less than £2. This is the average; that is, when
the income of the rich which is included in the average.
is taken into consideraion, that of the poor is reduced to
very little. So there must be some social element which
absorbs by far the greater part of this £8 that would belong
to the peasant otherwise. The rise in the price of food·
stuff as well as other agricultural produce means the
prosperity of this social class on the one hand, and poverty
and starvation for the cultivator on the other. This class
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is the Indian bourgeoisie, the tale of whose rather spectacular development has been told in the preceeding part.
The wealth wrung from the peasantry is being accumulated
111 the hand of the Indian bourgeoisie and invested by it
in a more profitable field-modern industry. Of course
It is to be und~rstood that British capital still holds the
monopoly \)f exploiting India ; but a certain class has
,dways tried to break the absoluteness of this monopoly,
and of late has grown to the status of a powerful competitor
who will no longer be ignored and is thus being invited
into the corporation as a junior partner.
As in the industrial field, so in the agricultural, India
has for a long time been reduced to capitalist exploitation,
without receiving the benefits of capitalist development.
In the industrial field, as shown before, handicrafts were
dt:,troyed in competition with higher means of product ion, the artisan class was pauperised, but the city proll'tariat in the strictest sense of the term, did not come into
·.·xi~tence till very late. Likewise. while it is long since
lhl! land as well as the agricultural produce came under
capitalist economy, the cultivation of the soil was left
iargely in the hands of small farmers givc:n to backward
processes of production. Since agriculture remained undeveloped, the population engaged in this industry could
not even derive the little benefits that accrue as side-issues
of capitalist exploitation. Although it is true that in case
he would not be by one way or othel' expropriated of the
scanty produce of his land and labour, the Indian cultivator
~o~ld save himself and his family from starvation, still
It is a known fact that the actual agricultural production
of ihe country is very low, and the methods and implements
used for tilling the soil are almost primitive. Since agri~ulture had for a long, long time been the main national
industry of India, the land and its produce-have always been
the means of speculation conducted by traders as well as
~su~·y capital. A helples vicdm of the money-lender, the
ndian peasant has always been in great lack of working
3.~
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capital. This conspicuous lack of wealth accumulated in the
hand of the cultivator prevented the development of a clas~
of rich farmer-proprietors who could avail themselves of the
modern means of production in or~r to augment their income. The greater part of the burden of SU pporting the society
falls on the back of the Indian cultivator, who has always
been ground down to the earth. The wealth in the hand of
the peasantry at the present time can be judged fror:i the
following figures.
In· 1919 the total number of livestock amounted to
150,000,000 bovines (bulls, oxen, buffaloes and cows).
56,000,000 ovines (sheep, goats etc.) and 5,000,000 pack
animals. The number of ploughs and carts in the same year
was 19,500,000 and 5,000,000 respectively. Thes& figure~
are only for British India, those for the Native States not
being available. The method of cultivation is very backward:
the old-fashioned hand-1118de plough-share is still in vogue:
and the ploughing is practically all done by cattle, the us~
of mechanical implements being very limited.
Small scale farming and backward methods of cultivation
are the causes of low production. Density of population and
lack of fertile waste land, to a great extent have prevented
the growth of large scale farming in India. Although low m
proportion to the area, the total amount of agricultural production of the country has always been considerable and it
has greatly increased in the last half a century. This production
was found to be sufficient for the industrial and commercial
needs of the British bourgeoisie. So instead of investing its
capital in agriculture as has been done in other colonies, the
British bourgeoisie found it more profitable to develop first
the means of communication and transport, in order to bri~g
the entire agricultural produce of the country under capitalist
exploitation. The Indian bourgeoisie was encouraged to invest
its accumulated wealth in trade, tax-farming and land spec·
ulation. For a long time the Indian bourgeoisie occupied the
place of a speculating middleman dependent on the capitalist
structure of the foreign bourgeoisie. Therefore large scale
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farming was not developed by native capital either. The
production increased very little in proportion to the degree
of exploitation of the producing class. The result has been the
impoverishment of the l~tter. The incurable economic bankruptcy of the agrarian population of India is due to the fact
that a backward and antiquated method of production has been
reduced to the most modem and highly developed form of
c:=xploitation.
The British rulers have always followed the policy of
exploiting the peasantry through the medium of a native
agency-at frist the permanent Zamindars, then the temporary
1.1x-farmers, the village headman and always the native trading
and money lending class. These privileged classes sucked and
!>till suck the blood of the cultivator under the auspices of the
g•>vcrnment, in return for the meritorious services they render
w the latter. These parasitic elements participate in the traffic
m production without in any way helping to increase productilln. They have been grafted on the body of social production
and distribution by the policy of imp --rialist capital, by which
for a considerable time the normal growth of the native
bourgeoisie has been prevented. The princif)al factor in the
ruin of the Indian peasantry is usury. The pent-up energy
of the capital debarred from a freer field of' investment
expresses itself through usury, which takes its most virulent
form in advancing seeds to the peasant. As stated before,
the usurer, trader and often the land holder, are as a rule
united in the same person. In olden days tht. <.:ultivator used
10 be at the mercy of the money-lender as a result of his futile
efforts to liquidate the never-to-be satisfied demands of the
l~ndlord; of late the rise in prices puts the peasant more under.
his control. In order to pay rent, the cultivator borrows seeds
or money at an excessive rate of interest, which often goes
up as high as 600 per cent and is never lower than 100 per
~ent. ~he l?an sometimes tak!'S the form of conditional sale
Y~hich, m case of defult in payment of interest within a
specified time, the mortgaged leasehold passes to the creditor
autom at"1ca1-1Y. The harvest is often sold to the trader even
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before sowing. Thus it is not the peasant nor the big landholder, but the trader and usurer, who are the practical owner~:
of the agricultural produce of the country.
Formerly, and still to a great extent, ~he landholder and
the trader were the usurers. But in 1914, the government
decided to include usury in the general scheme of capitalist
exploitation. This was done by passing the Co-operative Credit
Societies Act, ostensibly designed to benefit and protect the
cultivator. But the real object was to -centralise usury-capital
under the supervision of the State, in order that the former
might not prejudice agricultural production by its irresponsible methods. On account of the fabulous exactions of usur~
capital, in the beginning of the century, the land was pa~sing
into the hands of speculating non-agriculturists at an alairming rate. This naturally affected production. The British
bourgeoisie, with its advanced means of production and mon·
developed consciousness, a8'in came to the r~scue; it had
already 'freed' a considerable portion of the peasantry from
feudal serfdom; now came t·he time to 'protect' it agaimt
a backward form of exploitation. Another motive behind thi~
move was to find an outlet for the capital accumulated in
the hands of the petty bourgeoisie. The Co-operative Credit
Societies have grown fairly well. In 1918 there existed 32.4J9
of them with a capital of£ 17 ,554,000 of which only I. 9 per
cent constituted state aid. In 1900 the number of Cooperative Credit Societies was 3498. The Co-operative
Credit Societies flourish more in those provinces where
big landholders do not exist. By reducing the rate of
interest the cultivator has to pay, on the loan he must
contract under any circumstances in order to be able to
sow and harvest his land, the credit institution has stabilised him on his land, thus safeguarding agricultural production. On the other hand, supported by the petty bour·geoisie, which has its capital invested in them, the government through these credit societies can exercise the
minutest control over the agrarian economy of the village.
When the land does pass out of the hands of the cultivator.
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I!'! no longer to be a mere object of speculation; but the
present tendency is to have it concentrated in the shape
of large scale capitalist farms.
The poverty of the peasantry has become so chronic and
the chances of any radic~l change so non-existent that a
rnmplcte agrarian revolution remains as the only solution.
Neither the reformed land policy of the government, nor the
frankly conservative, if not reactionary programme of the
nationalist movement, offers any prospect for betterment.
The growth of large scale farms worked by machinery
would depriv-e millions of a livelihood; and a step back
to landlordi$m would make the progress of people today ·
living on land, retrograde. The population is so vast that it
"ould be impossible for the modern industries, even if they
111~rcase to a hundredfold their present magnitude, to absorb
rhe mass of unemployed which would come into existence
a.. a result of an extensive introduction of labour-saving
machinery in agriculture. Besides, the growth of industry
would throw into unemployment another large section of the
11opulation, the artisans. Thus nothing short of a radical readjustment of the national economy can improve the situation.
There must be a revolution in order to change not only the
'upcrstructure, but the very basis of social-e..:onomics.

it

Significant signs of this coming revolution are to be found
in various parts of the country. The peasantry is revolting.
Although there have been isolated instances of peasant
~e~olts from time to time during the last century and a half,
H is only in recent years that the agrarian trouble has
assumed an aC"ute and widespread aspect in the national life
of t.he country. The first agrarian revolt during the British
period occurred in 1835-38 when the English indigo planters, together with the newly created Bengal Zamindars.
endeavoured to reduce the small farmers to a state of serfdom.
The
· ·
'
h upnsmgs
were of quite- a serious nature
and were
eaded by the liberal intelligentsia. The revolt was ultimately crushed, but the government passed legislation
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restrcting the rights of the English Squires transplanted int
India, and of native landlords, to revive adead and uncivilise~
form of exploitation under a full-fle~ged bourgeois regime.
In 1877, the peasants in the centre of Bombay Presidency
revolted against the excessive rate of taxation imposed bv
the Zamindars as well as by the government. In 1907 ther~
took place in the northern part of the province of Punjab.
serious agrarian disturbances which had to be quelled by the
declaration of martial law. This movement was due to the
exorbitant increase of canal taxation; as a result of the riots,
the canal administration was somewhat reformed.
During years and decades the forces have been accumulating; the economic position of the peasantry wa~
becoming absolutely hopeless. At last came the pe\iod of
enormous rise in prices during the war. This brought the:
situation to a climax. The condition of the peasantry became
so bad that riots began f6 break out in different parts. In
1917 a series of uprisings occurred in the province of
Bihar; this movement was directed against the big land·
holders, who had increased the rent by 25 per cent in spi1e
of the failure of crops and the rise in prices. Since then
the peasant movement has been spreading in oher provinces; at the present moment the entire north of the country
is affected and of late the movement has broken out in
the south in the form of Mop la rising. The agraian troubles
are assuming such tremendous proportions that they a~e
causing growing disquietude among the Indian bourgeoi·
sie, which never took the agraian problem seriously in its
political reckoning. A member of the Legislative Assembly from Madras writes :
''If the government believes that the present taxes can
be continued or that fresh taxes can be levied or that the
unfortunate owner of small holdings can be ground down
any further, they would be living in a fool's paradise. TheY
would be instrumental in this country in giving i~petufs 1~
the agrarian unrest which is slowly developing 1tsel a
over the peninsula.''
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Making due concession to the typical bourgeois nationalist psycholpgy of throwing all the blame on the foreign
rull!r, one can find in these words the recognition of the
i;criousness of the agrarian unrest. Now let us have the
c~limaion of the peasant movement from another source. A
member of the Punjab Provincial Legislative Council, in his
~.peech, moving a resolution to amend the land laws, expressed the following sentiment :
··rn coming to a just decision on this point we must
hear in mind that a vast majority of land proprietors in
the Punjab possess small holdings from 3 to I 0 acres. I(
ii 1s true, and it is true. that these wretched proprietors
are living from hand to mouth; if it is true, and it is true,
:hat they are generally ill-fed, ill-clothed and without any
~ducat ion. then I say, with all deference to the official
point of view, that the Land Revenue Administration in
India generally. and in Punjab particularly, has not succeeded. The condition of the agriculturists, labourers and
cultivators, as even worse, and thP. agrarian movement in
the neighbouring provinces is not without causes. The
origi11 of such movements as communism, nihilism, and
agrarian movements lies in the stomach ·'
So we find that the rebellious mood of the peai;antry is
becoming so manifest that it is causing alarm to the government and the landed aristocracy alike. Both are very much
l:oncerned in checking it. Before the Imperial as wdl as the
Provincial Legislative Councils are being hrought various
measures and suggestions for the re-adjustrr•~nt of land settlement But since none of the parties, by virtue of their
belonging t\.l the exploiting class, i.s capable of striking at
the root of the trouble, the situation is gettmg more serious
and complicated.
.
Since 1918, the peasant movement in the north of the
country has become a standing affair. Local risings and riots
~re very frequent and of such·a serious nature that the military
ts often called in to cope with the situation. Appreciating
the potentiality of the agrarian movement, the Indian
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National Congress admitted in its session of 1916 a great
number of peasant delegates. But the bourgeois political
movement has demonstrated its utter inability to understand
as well as to lead the agrarian movement.
In the winter of 1920, the agrarian movement broke out
in the most violent form ; it almosi assumed the proportions of an insurrection. This happended in the province
of Oudh, where the Zamindari system prevails and the
power of the landholders is very extensive. The peas~nts'
actions were well organised; they were directed only against
the rich landholders, until the government sent troops to
protect their Jives and properties. Houses were burnt,
estates looted and crops destroyed by the rioters. The
immediate cause of this serious outbreak had been the
high-handed methods with which the Talookdars (big
landholders) extracted from the cultivators the larg~ sums
of money which the former had contributed to the war fund
in the previous years. This made the already heavy economic burden, caused by· excessive taxation and rise m
prices, unbearable for the poor peasants. Of course, the
government rushed to the aid of the propertied class, and
crushed the revolt with military force. But the movement
has not died; on the contrary it is steadily spreading to
other parts. These agrarian disturbances have, during the
course of the last year, crystallized into a political move·
ment, the character and activities of which well be dealt
with in a subsequent chapter.
The latest phase of the agrarian trouble is the Mopla
risings, on the coast of Malabar. Subsequent informations
show that the movement has been advancing to the east
coast as well. The Moplas are the descendents of the Arab
traders who came to India centuries ago. Their number
does not exceed a million. They are very poor, agriculture
being their means of livelihood, and· have always been
under the thumb of th'e money-lenders, who are Hindus.
The majority of the big landholders in that part of t~e
country also happen to be Hindus. The recent revolt is
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~au~ed

by purely economic causes. It was started by looting
the houses of the landholders and money-lenders, with a
demand for remission of rent for getting back the land that
had been concentrating in the hands of the speculator and
capitalist agents. But in every instance of peasant disturtiance the government. promptly demonstrates its class
atfiliation by rendering military aid to the landholders,
thus the clao;;s differentiation of Indian society is brought
into evidence for those who care to see it. The Zamindars
and landholders may struggle with the government to
maintain their privileged position. unchanged by the new
economic policy of the latter; and the government may
·protect' the cultivator from the abuses c~mmitted by tri-e
Zamindar; but as soon as the peasant revolts against the
system that starves him to death, he finds the ranks closed
m the enemy camp. Such is the social and economic
position of the agricultural population of India. It stands
between two classes of exploiters namely, the foreign
capitalist, and native landholder, usurer and trader. The
two may disagree and struggle about the share each should
have in the exploitation, but boi.l· of them are identical
in their fundamental social significance-they live and
thrive on the labour of the toiler, be he .1 worker in the
factory or cultivator of the soil.

3. The Proletariat-I
Historical and Social Background
The class of industrial workers living excluslvely on wages
earned in cities, is a comparatively recent phenomenon in
Indian society. Of course, since in 1820 the first coal mine
w~s worked by mechanical process. the beginning of the steam
railways dates as far back as J853 and the first factory.moved
~Y steam power was built in 185 l, workers were employed
m these industries; and the number of industrial workers went
~n increasing in proportion to the growth of these modem
industries. But, as has been shown in the previous parts. in
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a wide sense, India did not enter an industrial age till 1880
and the real industrialisation of the country began still later:
Therefore, though existing in small numbers and confined to
a few localities, the proletarian class did not become a factor
in the social organism till rather late.
This belated growth of the city prol~tariat is naturally due
to the retarded industrial development of the country. Unnl
very recently, India remained an agricultural land, and even
today she is predominantly so, 72 per cent of her entue
population being engaged in and living on the cultivation of
the soil. But when we take into consideration the fact that m
1911 no less than 87 per cent of the entire population wa,
dependant on agriculture and auxiliary industries, the rapidity with which the country is being industrialised becomes evident. It is needless to say that India did not choo'le
• late
to remain in a backward state of national economy so
as in the earlier years of the twentieth century; nor wall 1t
that the conservatism of heryeople and the shyness of native
capital were the factors resf>onsible for her industrial backwardness, as is held by the imperialist historian and "
commonly belived. If the Indian people remained victim'
of conservatism till so late it was not due to some pecuha1
characteristic of theirs, but because the great revolutionary
agency, modem machinery, did not come into the country
to shake the society to its very roots and make national
conservatism an impossibility. And it was not that modern
machinery was kept out of the country because the Indian
people had a special disJike for it, but because it happened
that by one of those ironies of history, the capitalist class
which has used machine power to enslave the workers in
other parts of the world, found it more profitable to do
without it in India. If the wealthy class of Indian societ)
came to the industrial field so late, it was not from any
instinctive aversion to the pursuit on its part, but becau~e
the abnormal political condition of the country prevent~d
it from developing along the same lines as did its peers in
other land. The economic development of India through the
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introduction of power-driven means of production, was not
allowed for a considerable time by the foreign bourgeoisie
which usurped the political power. Not being able to utilise
the political State power, the Indian middle class could not
enlist the aid of mechanical inventions in order to exploit
the natural riches and Jabour power of the country. Large
scale machine-production, which in the countries of western Europl~ made the trading class grow into a liberal
bourgeoisie, and snatched the artisan from his tool and the
peasant from his soil in order to herd them into crowded
cities, affected Indian society in an entirely different way.
In order to reap the full benefit of machine-production in
one country, the foreign rulers found it profitable to ke~p
machinery out of India.
Just at the same time that the spinning-jennies and flyshuttles were contributing to the rapid growth of the Lancashire
towns in which masses of ruined craftsmen were forced into
factories, the product of the same mechanical agencies was
creating a contrary effect in India. The imported cotton
manufacturers, forced upon the Indian market by the foreign conqueror, wrought havoc ar.aong the native weavers,
but instead of driving them to factories, made them change
their tools for the plough-share. The introduction of higher
means of production in cotton manufacture marked an era
of social and economic progress in England, but it had a
retrograde effect upon India. The forces that helped to build
so many industrial centres in the former, were used for the
destruction of prosperous towns and urban industrial centres in the latter. The reason of this diame1r.1cally opposite
effect of the same cause was that Indian as well as English
so~iety came under· a more developed method of exploita~1on, but the improved means of production which made
this new method of exploitation possible, remai.ned the
property of the bourgeoisie of one country, which became
the. political ruler of the other. Every .force, physical or
social, has two attributes--destructive and constructive,
negative and positive. Whereas England felt both the effects
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of the social force expressed through the mechanical inventions of the eighteenth century, in India, which became an
economic and political dependency of England in consequence of the expansion of the system created by this force.
only the negative, the destructive effect was felt. The selfsame force of exploitation, which distinguished itself bv
bringing into existence the infamous century of slave-labo~r
and child torture in England, contributed to the breaking up
of the artisan class of Bengal, but without bringing in ib
train great industrial cities with swarms of slum-dwellers.
the progenitors of the mighty modern proletariat.
In the first part of the eighteenth century the economic
·structure of Indian society corresponded to that stage
which precedes the industrial epoch. Handicraft was very
highly developed; and a thriving trading class had1rown.
based on the productions of the prosperous and industriou~
artisan. Trade and industry had led to the rise of towns.
rich and populous. When Clive entered Murshidabad, the
then capital of the Kingcfom of Bengal, he found the cit)
·'as extensive, populous, and rich as the city of London,
with this difference. that there are individuals in the first
possessing infinitely greater property that in the last".
Clive saw Murshidabad in 1757. When in the 80's of the
eighteenth century the city of Dacca, the capital of East
Bengal, came under the domination of the East India
Company, it had a population of 200,000 and its export
of manufactured articles was so large that the value of only
one commodity, namely muslin, amounted to £ 300,000
a year. Nor were these exceptional cases; all over the
country, and especially in the province of Bengal, traJI!
and industry flourished, and these had been concentrated
in urban centres. Indian society was no longer confined
within the narrow limits of agrarian economy. Industr~
had ceased to be a mere part of the village organism; 11
had grown too big for the necessities of the village com·
munities and thus had long ago transgressed the bound·
aries of the village and diverged to the large urban centres.
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there to be commercialised by a wealthy trading class. It
io; very often forgotten that the economic relation of the
Western nations with the East, and particularly India, is
not the same today as it was in the beginning of the
eighteenth century. European traders were first attracted
rn the Indies not by raw materials but by manufactured
wares. By the end of the eighteenth century, the textile
industry of Bengal was so well controlled by native trades
l:apital and capitalist exploitation had obtained such a
high degree of efficiency ''that cotton and silk goods of
India up to 1813 could be sold for a profit in the British
market from 50 to 60 per cent lower than those fabricated
in England''. (ff.ff Wilson, History of India.)
·
Such was the economic condition of India when
industrialisation took place in England and subsequently in
other European contries. While the most highly developed
imperialism of today is marked by the export of capital to
the colonies, the movement was the reverse in the early days
of imperialism. Then wealth was imported from the colonies;
and this imported wealth helped greatly the growth of
modern industry. But curious as u may seem, the product
of these capitalist industries not only prevented but de~troyed the growth of industrial capitaJisn, in the colonies.
India is the most remarkable example of how capitalism.
being by its very nature a force of social progress, has
nevertheless led to social stagnation, if not retrogression.
The capitalist industries built in England with ~tum-labour
~s their social basis aided greatly by the wealth imported
from the colonies, were solidified and extended endlessly
by selling their products in countries like India, to the
st:rious economic detriment of the latter. Although India, in
~e!lpect of craft and trade. stood on the eve of capitalist
industrialism in the eighteenth century, the general e~onomic
tendency since then has been more towards agriculture and
less and less towards manufacture. This state of economic
affairs held good till the closing years '.of the nineteenth
century, when the social forces of history broke the bonds
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of artificial restriction and asserted themselves. Thus it was
not less than a century and a half that India was held in an
abnormal state of economic progress. The expression 'abnormal state of economic progress' sounds strange; but it
expresses exactly what took place in _India during the period
from the middle of the eighteenth century till the end of the
nineteenth. The political control of the country passed to the
bourgeoisie. which. however. happened to be foreign. Under
the political rule of the bourgeoisie the economic exphitation of the society could not remain in the fetters of antiquated methods. Gradually the entire production of the land
was brought under capitalist exploitation on the one hand.
and manufactures of capitalist industries destroyed to a great
extent the backward form of craft production, on the other.
So the national economy could not be said to have. staycd
stationary, since under the capitalist system of modern political
regime of the bourgeoisie. the total production of the country
increased; but the power of productivity and the kind of
produce were determined(by the needs and· convenienct! of
foreign capital. which reigned supreme. The economic bast~
of social production. underwent a radical change in coni.equence of the fact that a capitalist government ruled the
country, but no great transformation took place in the form
and method of production. The productivity and labour power
of India were included in the general scheme of capitali~t
exploitation, but she had to remain on the outskirts, occupyin!?
the place of a reserve force, so to say.
The industries of England needed a market as well as raw
materials. India promised to supply both. But an India with
her own modern industrial production would cease to do M>.
Therefore. the same British capitalist class, which found the
machine an invaluable instrument of exploitation in the
home country, prevented its introduction into India. Whil~
at home. machinery aided the English capitalist, in India the
absence of it was foun~ to be more conducive to the interest
of the foreign bourgeoisie. If Great Britain is what it is
today as the result of Capitalist production, India is what
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.. he is today due to capitalist exploitation. If capitalism
has concentrated 67 per cent of the population of the British
hies in the cities, it is also capitalism which has driven
75 per cent of the population of India to the soil. While
the proportion of the total population of India engaged in
arts and crafts was 25 per cent in the latter part of the
l'tghteenth century, it dropped to 15 per cent a hundred years
lata. At tht~ time of the British conquest, in the province
l>f Bengal alone, several million people were occupied in
the weaving and spinning industry; the numerical strength
llf this class of artisans is reduced to less than half a million
at present. This is, of course, the consequence of higher
fonm. of production introduced into the textile industry. But
huw negarive has been the effect of mechanical inventions
111 India. may be judged from the fact that in the beginning
of the present century the number of operatives in the powerdri ven cotton textile factories of the country was less than
200.000. It shows that machine production eliminated from
the field of social economics an older form of production
''dthout replacing it, as in other modern countries, by large
,~,1le capitalist industries. This mf.l:;od of imperialist exploitation dislocated the social organism. Millions and millions
11 1 people were deprived of the means of !.velihood by the
destruction of craft industries brought aboJt by the import
of mal:hinc-made commodities, but modern industries were
not allow~d to grow in the country; thus the artisans ousted
from their craft by the machine could not be tied to the same
machine as wage slaves. The Indian artisans, after having
lo~.t their independent means of productioa.. were not absorbed into large industrial centres, but were driven to the
l~nd. In India, the social expression of machine production
did not take the form of a city proletariat, but that of a vast
mass of land-workers and paupensed peasantry.
In order that a class-differenllation of the present Indian
~o~iety be properly understood, it is nec.essary to make a
brief review of the process by. which the country was reduced
10 capitalist exploitation without having felt the social
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re-adjustment that ~omes in the t~ain of cap.italist develop.
ment. The economic transformation of Indian society ha~
gone through such confusing up-and-down, backward and
forward stages during the last two hundred years, that not
a little difficulty is encountered, even by the modern minded
Indians themselves, in determining fts present character and
the immediate outcome, social and political. There is a
tendency to think that Indian society is not divided into
classes but castes. This tendency assumes active ex.pres~ion
in the social theories of the liberal reformers of the nationalist movement. This tribe of social reformers can be divided into two categories; the radical religionists with
strong national jingoism and the class-conscious modern
bourgeoisie with liberal tendencies. The first take upon
themselves the great task of proving that Indian culture ha~
•
been a unique thing, that it developed in its own way and
that the structure of Indian society has not been subjccr to
the action and reaction of material laws. And, following thi~
course of reasoning, the(e apostles of Indian culture come
to the conclusion that the class-struggle never soiled the
sanctity of Indian society, and that it is never going to be
the principal factor in the process of social readjustment.
They preach that class-struggle is the peculiar outcome of
the materialist civilization of the West and is not pos!>ible
in Indian society, which is based on the knowledge, of the
spiritual essence of man. 'Gandhism' is the political expression of this social movement. The second class of soc.:ial
reformers is the modern bourgeoisie. They are the disciplesof the 18th century school of economics, and their philosophy
is that of the nineteenth century freethinkers and utilitarians.
No national egoism can make them blind to the class cleav·
age in Indian society; but class egoism, the idea that by the
dint of their education and privileged positions they are t~e
custodians of national interests makes them diffuse the social
character of the present struggle. They encourage the development of a modernised version of religion, whose futile fus~
about caste seeks to drown the din of class struggle. Thes~
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bourgeois reformers, who are the most conscious leaders of
nationalism, are very much interested in the uplift of the
'depressed' classes; and while holding thousands of wage,1aves in perpetual starvation do not hesitate in the least to
hdve them shot when these slaves show signs of revolt, in
order to uplift themselves.
It has been shown in the preceding chapter how the
Indian pea.-: an try. in spite of their belonging to variou~
~:.istes and to the two great antagonistic religions, namely
Hinduism and Islam, have been always weighed down in
misery by the landlords, usurers, and traders; and how, at
thl! present moment, the agrarian revolts are the result of
accentuated class differentiation, the political movement
for national liberation notwithstanding. We do not want to
go into an analysis of the caste system. But it is necessary
to throw a look back on history to ascertain what was the
ei.:onomic basis of caste. In Hindu scriptures and classics
the caste system is glorified in various ingenious ways.
Hut coming down to the origin of it one discovers slavery.
The caste-line was first between the Aryan conquerors and
the conquered aborigines. The di .• tinction was made by
colour, the conqueror being fair and the conquered dark.
The Sanskrit word for caste is Varna whk:: means colour.
The divisions and sub-divisions in the caste system were
o;ub!otequently evolved in accordance with the intermixture
hctween the conquered and the conquermg races, and the
development of tools. The social growth followed almost
tht• same process of evolution as in the savage and barbaric
periods in the human society everywhere, om} with certain
modifications in the super-structure, caused by local circ~mstances. The physical and climatic conditions told hea~tly upon the structure. of Indian society. Slavery, Feudalism, Serfdom-all took somewhat different form$. The
country being mostly flat, and the fertility of the soil almost
um form, the distribution of population was rather even. For
a considerable time and up to very recent~date, the villag~
formed the social unit, and the village community was
34
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based upon the hereditary di vision of labour stereotyped
into the caste system, which in the commercial and manufacturing epoch, developed into trade and craft guild~
resembling greatly their prototype in contemporary Europe.
Caste was the basis of socio-economic organized production, but did not prevent exploitatfon. The class-line ran
through the caste-system. So when in recent years, by virtue
of the increasing introduction of machine-made commodities and the growth of modern industry inside the countrv
caste has ceased to be a living social factor, its economi~
essence-the class division- stands naked. Neither the
hollow shell of the decayed caste system, nor the lingering
traces of religion and priest-craft, nor the great movement
for national freedom, can hide the class-line which divide~
the whole social organism horizontally into two distinct
parts.
It is held that the great bulk of the Indian people still
live in such an economi~ally backward stage, that it wili
he long before the clasl differentiation will be clear in the
society. The caste system is also looked upon as a factor
which diffuses the class cleavage between exploiter and
exploited. It is said that even the exploited class is dividea
into castes which prevent them from understanding rheir
unity of interest. There are some who go as far as to say
that a worker feels himself more akin to his employer if
he be of the s:l.me. caste, than to his fellow worker of another
caste. It will be shown later that the facts disprove all these
pre-conceived ideas. The main argument is, however. that
capitalism has not come to India, therefore the things tha
accompany the capitalist mode of production cannut be
found there. This is a wrong theory and all types of confusions arise from it. First, capitalist exchange and, to. a
certain extent, production of commodities prevailed 10
India at the time of, and even before, the British conquesc.
Secondly, the British government is the political apparatu~
of the capitalist class. India, therefore could not have be~n
left untouched by capitalist exploitation under its ruic.
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During the hundred and seventy years of British rule, the
production of India has been reduced completely
under capitalist economy. But, since the capitalist exploitation was carried on by a foreign imperialist bourgeoisie,
the outward effects of the capitalist mode of production
were not clearly felt on the Indian society. Nevertheless,
the fundamental social transformations that result from the
capitalist c.1ntrol of national economy have taken place, and
the present as well as the future of the country is bound
10 be determined by these transformations. It is necessary
to investigate how these social transformations occurred
~ ithout causing serious disequilibrium on the surface.
In the rniddle of the eighteenth century, when the English
merchant invaders were establishing their political dominatwn in some parts of the country, India economically stood
al a stage which under a normal course of development would
have led up to modern capitalist industrialism. Although
industrial production was still based on the hereditary craftsmanship according to the caste system, another class had
developed which controlled the distribution of the commodll1c~ produced by the guilds. Th .. hereditary artisan had
cca~cd in many instances, to be an independent member of
the autonomous village community. His pi •Jduction was no
longer the property of the community to oe exchanged by
himself into other necessities produced by other equally
independent members of the community. Arts and crafts
which centuries ago had arisen as a part of village economy
within the bonds of caste, had long ceased to be the exclusive
concern of the isolated village, but were 1aken from one
province to another in order to be sold and resold by a
prosperous trading class with considerable capital accumulated in its hand. The principal industries had been
commercialised and their base had been removed from the
village confines to the towns, hundreds of which flo~rished
alt over the country. Still confined to the. caste-guilds in so
fa_r as labour was concerned, the social and economic control
ot th · d
e m ustrial products had gone out of the hands of the
~ocial
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artisan. Instead of completely controJJing production and
distribution as before, the craftsman was supplied with raw
materials· by the trading middle-man, who took the finishtd
product out of the former' s hands, not to distribute according
to the needs of the community, but to sell it for profit. s,.
this class of traders, the artisans were spared the worrie!i t;f
securing raw materials, of exchanging their fabricated ware~
and looking about for other necessities of life. All the~c
troubles had been taken over by the benevolent trader. Production was largely separated from the family and concentrated in towns under the control· of Trades Capital. In the
towns, manufactures had grown, employing often more than
a hundred hands, who worked for the trading capitalist. and
thus had ceased to be independent artisans of the olden day~.
Individual or domestic production was to a great extend
displaced by collective production, but the owne~ship had
been shifted from the producer to the mercantile class. The
secondary, exchange value of industrial products had acquired predominance o./er the primal use value. Busy mm·
merce had developed, bringing in its train a prosperous cla~~
of capitalists who controlled the economic life of the society.
in spite of the fact that the old caste divisions still per~isteu
in the field of production. The magnitude of commercial
capitalism that prevailed in India about the middle of the
eighteenth century can be judged from the testimony among
many others, of Verelst, one of the first English Governors
of Bengal. He writes : "The Bengal silks, cloths, etc. were
dispersed to a vast amount to the West and North, inland
as far as Gujrat, Lahore and even Ispahan." The stage (l~
India's social economics and the rise and power of a capitalist
class in the first part of the eighteenth century are borne our
by the following words of Burke:
..There are to be found a multitude of cities not exceeded
in population and trade by those of the first class in Euro~e;
merchants and bankers who have once vied in capital with
the Bank of England, whose credit has often supported a
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ulltt!ring state and preserved their governments in the midst
of war and desolation, millions of indigenous manufacturers

and mechanics."
Thus we find that at the time of the British invasion,
India stood at the stage of social economics which would
havi: been the period of transition of her industry from
manufacture to mechanofacture. But it did not happen; the
machine did not come to India. She could not pass from
mercantile capitalism to industrial capitalism. The social
progress was obstructed. But the secret of the abnormal
economic condition of India during a century and a half lies
m the fact that with the machine, the effects of machine
production were not kept out of the country. The destructive
.:ffects of machine production were fully felt on the national
l't.:onomy.
With the growth of machine industry in England, her eco11om1c relation with India changed. The trade was reversed.
(n,tead of importing manufactured goods from India, the
British East Indaa Company began to export to India articles
fabricated by machinery in Engla1.J. The cost of production
m India was so low that even the English machine industry
had to be protected in its early days agairi ~t Indian imports
hy the enormous duty of 80 per cent ad valorem. Owing to
th1.; protective tariff, but principally on account of the introduction of a higher form of production, Indian manufactured
goods were not thrown out of the English market. But this
wal-1 not all; the tables were turned before Ion~. Cotton fabrics
bl.:"gan to be exported from Lancashire to India. The cost of
production in India was low, but that in England in those days
was also low; besides the English manufacturers had the
advantage of superior machinery. Thus, foreign mechanofacture was pitted against Indian manufacture. Tbe result
could not be anything but the collapse of the latter. Machine
production destroyed craft-industry and trpdes capital in Engldnd as well as in India· but its effects on the economic
dist n'bution
· of the population
'
were not the same. In both
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countries the artisans were dispossessed of their means of
livelihood; but while in England they were herded into the
factories, in India they were driven back to the soil. But there.
the land was over-crowded; so the influx. of the mass of ruined
artisans from the town created a ~erious dislocation in the
agrarian population. The newcomet5 could not be accommodated without displacing others. This pressure on land provided a change of speculation to the trading class, undermined
in the towns by the ruin of industry. Thus while in England.
machine production attracted the people from the village to
the city, and pushed the capitalist class from a lower to a higher
form of exploitation-from trade to industry-in India, the
effects of the same machine production happened to be the
contrary. It drove the town artisans back to the village, thus
reducing their standard of living and dragging th" structure
of national economy back ward. It induced capital to take to
petty-trading and land-speculation instead of entering upon
an area of industrial development. In short, India was reduced
from the state of a m'nufacturing country, to that of an
agricultural country. But on account of the scarcity of land.
the ruined artisans could not become peasants; there was m;
land to get, at least for a large number of people. Thus machine:
production did bring into existence in India also a vast number
of people divested of all ownership. But the difference was.
that instead of a city proletariat, there was born in India as
a result of the evolution of higher means of production, a class
of wage-earners tied to the land. Factories were not allowed
to grow, thus these masses of the dispossessed could not do
anything but become superflous auxiliaries to agricultun:.
Since this vast number of agricultural workers came into
being, unemployment has been a standing problem in India.
On account of the small individual farms prevailing there, a
large number of agricultural labourers could not be employed
on the land with any steadiness. In consequence of this di~·
location in the economic distribution of the Indian people,
brought about by the one-sided influence of foreign machine
production, a large section of the population could not be
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absorbed into the economic organism of the society. The
permanent presence of this mass of unemployed and
unemployables in the country constituted a serious obstacle
to the economic struggle of the city proletariat when the latter
~ame into existence subsequently, as a result of the rather
laborious and stunted growth of modem industry in India.
India was prevented from developing machine industry
by two causes : First, in the early days of the rule of the
British traders a tremendous amount of wealth was exploited
and exported from the country without having brought anything in return. Second, in order to preserve the monopoly
on the Indian market, the export of machinery from England
ro India was prohibited by imposing heavy custom duti"es.
The heavy drain of wealth exhausted the economic vitality
of India for a considerable time, thus disabling her capitalist
dass and preventing it from showing any active signs of
struggle. The effects of the export duty on machineries were
such that till the 60' s of the last century, the cost of building
a factory in India was four times as much as that required
to build the same in England. And it was so, notwithstanding
the cheapness of Indian labou1. The British bourgeoisie,
which by virtue of possessing higher means of production,
imposed its political power upon India. found it very important to deprive the Indian capitalist "lass of the access
to modern machine production. This policy was vital for the
continuance of the exploitation of India by British capital.
Looked at from the point of view of world economics, the
social progress of India during the period from the middle
of the eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth has
not been retrograde. Indian society, which was at the period
of mercantile capitalism at the time of the British conquest,
has been brought under the exploitation of industrial finance
and imperial capital. Political power went into the hands of
the bourgeoisie which, for the convenience of unhampered
exploitation, broke down, either violently or peacefully. all
obstacles that stood in the way. The sqcial production and
economic life of India today are inseparably interwoven with
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the structure of world capitalism. The agricultural industry
to India is an adjunct of the British industrial system, and
for this reason, 72 per cent of her population engaged in the
cultivation of the earth, to all intents and purposes, occupv
the social position of proletariat in the wide scheme c;f
capitalist exploitation. Capitalist exploitation under the political rule of a liberal bourgeoisie, has helped to clarify the
class differentiation as well. Though the Indian capitaliM
class was not allowed a free development, or to enlist in its
service the modern mechanical inventions, it was not excluded altogether from the scheme of exploitation. As soon a~
its social aspirations were broken down in competition with
a higher mode of production, its good offices were enlisted
by the foreign ruler, who soon made out of it an admirable
means of exploitation and the social basis upon which the
extraneous political domination could rest.
So till the closing decades of the last century, the Indian
capitalist remained a ridiculous adjunct to the imperial
capital. It was not until ~e 80's that he demanded a more
dignified position. This renaissance of Indian capitalism was
marked by a strong tendency towards industrialism, and
brought into being a city proletariat, separated from the ranks
of a proletarian nation.
In the centuries preceding the British invasion, the development of industry and the consequent expansion of trade
led to the growth of towns. The proportion of the population
living in urban centres in the early part of the eighteenth
century was greater than in the end of the nineteenth. A large
section of the urban population was engaged in trades and
industries. In proportion as industries were brought under
control, the number of independent craftsmen were replaced
by wage earners, complete or partial. So in the first half of
the eighteenth century, there was a proletarian element in
the urban population of India. But industrial capital affected
India in a different way; instead of being a revolutionary
social force, it pushed the country to a state of national
economy which it had already passed beyond. In the early
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vear!\ of British rule, Indian towns were destroyed by the
products of English machine industry. The population of
Dacca, one of the principal textile centres, diminished from
200.000 in 1770 to 90,000 in 1840. In the middle of the
eighteenth century, the people living in urban centres were
~stimated to be 25 per ~ent of the entire population; at the
e11d of the nineteenth the proportion had fallen to 15 per cent.
The decadence of formerly flourishing towns occurred in all
parts of the country, till new and modern cities began to be
built; these did not grow up around industrial centres as
happened in Europe, but on the sea-board, as a result of busy
l'xport and import trade, and inland, as administrative centres
and as stations both for collecting raw materials to be expol'ti:d and for bringing the imported manufactured goods
within the reach of the people. Naturally, the great majority
of the inhabitants of these new cities were wage-earners, but
the absence of an industrial proletariat was conspicuous. The
only national industry of any importance that was allowed
to exist, or that could resist the attack of machine-made
1.·ommodities, had to take shelter in the confines of far-away
villages. The native trading class ··.Jund it more profitable
10 sell cheap imported articles, than to handle the scanty
produce of the bankrupt village artisans. Thus, even handicraft industry, which had been develot:'ed to the first
stages of !!Ocial production as far back as the end of the
seventeenth century, was again pushed back on an individual basis. The new cities of India were not the outcome
of the native social progress, but were the outposts of the
foreign ruler and trade-counter of the fore1s;11 bourgeoisie.
But this original artificial character of theirs soon changed;
~heir petty bourgeoisie and pigmy intellectual wage-earning population gradually grew into the most progressive
cl~ss of Indian society. Out of these elements, together
wnh the progressive land-holder and country trader, arose
the_ modern bourgeoisie. But the majority of them remamed in an economic COl)dition corresponding to that
of the proletariat.
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The economic and social position of the intelJectual
proletariat who form a great majority of the population of
most of the modern cities, should not be passed unnoticed.
In recent years, the enormous rise in the cost of living and
the acute scarcity of accommodation, have driven most of
these intellectual workers out of the city proper to the
adjacent suburbs or villages, whence they come to work in
the town every day. In social standard they belong to the
intelligentsia; by profession they are clerks, ministerial
employees in the government offices, assistants in the large
trading firms, teachers, etc. The system of modern education introduced by the British government, opened the schools
for all, irrespective of caste divisions. Anyone who could
afford to meet the expenses, sent their children to the
schools. A product of these schools, the intellectual worker'
are recruited from all castes. Today they all belong to the
same class of wage-earners, though the:~ artificial social
traditions of caste-divisiqn still persist among them in so
f ~r as inter-marriage is 'not permitted. More than threefourths of the intelligentsia, which constitutes 5 per cent
of the total population, belong to the rank of intellectual
workers. The economic condition of these people is absolutely miserable, and it is more so, considering the fact that
psychologically they belong to the bourgeoisie and not to
the work-ing class. Their mode of living is that of the former:
but the standard falls very short, the average income of this
class of workers is 20 rupees ( £ 2 at the present inflated
rate of exchange) per month; and when the fact that each
wage-earner has several dependents to support is taken intt'
consideration, the actual rate of income goes down by m.iny
times. Their standard of living, in so far as clothes and
dwelling are concerned, has to be higher thiln that of the
manual worker; consequently, in actual nutrition they are
worse off than the latter. Although many of them have come
up from the lower ca·stes, thanks to the modern semi-edu·
cation, the environment in which they work has developed
a petty bourgeois psychology in them. Depending on the
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bourgeois institutions for their means of livelihood, they are
supporters of the present system of society, in spite of the
fact that in the latter they can never be anything more than
wage-slaves.
Till a quarter of a century ago, all that had been felt on
the surface of Indian society of the effects of modem capitalism was commerce organised on a large scale, and the
hurt:aucratir: administrative institutions which mark a capitalist state. These were the reflex of the idustrial system of
England. They were the integral parts of the scheme of
t:xploitation of British industrial capital, which held India
in subjugation. So the class proletarianised in India by imp~rialist capital was not so much the ruined and expropriated
artisans; the latter, though reduced to the level of pauperised
proletariat for all practical; purposes, were pushed back to
the land, to sink into an economic condition worse than that
of the wage-earners. Capitalism, exploiting India through the
media of commerce and bureaucracy, created a different kind
of proletariat; this was the petty intellectual workers. The
labour of this proletarian class was less muscular than
mental, since all it could sell for a .,tarvation wage was not
so much intellectual assets, as the capacity to read, write,
and count. The writing too, was not original; what was
needed was a copying machine. But this class of petty
intellectual workers, though economically belonging to the
category of property less wage-earners, socially and psychologically clung to the bourgeois customs and tradition. Their
economic condition was objectively destined to make them
revolutionary, but their social prejudices no1 only prevented
the growth ofrevolutionary class-consciousness, but actually
dragged them deeper and deeper in the depths of decay and
d<>moralisation. StiU, it was from the ranks of this class of
social slaves as well as from among the students that the
revolutionary element in Indian nationalism arose. And when
w~ consider the fact that 90 per cent of ~he students in the
Primary and secondary educational instit1.1tions are doomed
to enter the ranks of the petty intellectual proletariat, the
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class contradiction in the folds of the Indian nationalist
movement becomes clear. Since the class of petty intellectual
workers has always been directly exploited either by the
government or English employers, it is but natural that the
class-oppression should appear to it as foreign oppression.
But this equilibrium is bound to be disturbed in proportion
as the native capitalist class comes on the field to emplo}
more and more petty, semi-manual workers. Inevitably the
development of native industrialism will bring the factorylabourers to the front lines of the revolutionary ranks. in
contradistinction to the petty intellectuals, despite the latter's completely proletarianised economic condition. During
the recent years, this process of re-shuffling of the revolutionary forces has been going on in the Indian movement.
and at the present moment it looks quite probable that clas~
consciousness wilJ ere long transcend the limits of rf'ationalist pre-occupations.
The economic cleavage ~etween the propertied and wageearning classes of the bouifgeois society is becoming wider.
The poor proprietor among the intelligentsia is being expelled from the bles~ed realm of ownership by the proces~
of the concentration of wealth in the hands of those who know
the art of converting wealth into capital. The following extracts from the report ( 1919-1922) of the Educational Commissioner of India, are indicative of the economic conditi(.'ln
of the lower strata of the middle class:
"In Central Provinces there has been a further fall of nearly
15 per cent in the number of pupils in the High School
Department. This was due to the high cost of living .... There
is a drop in the number of pupils in the high stage of the Un ired
Provinces, due also to hard times. In the province of Bihar.
there is a fall in the number of students, due to the same
cause. But the colleges in all provinces are overcrowded. The
decline in Bengal of middle English schools can be attributed to economic distress' '
This shows that facilities for higher college and University education available to the rich are not sufficient, the
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L."olleges being overcrowded, but the very scanty provision
for secondary education cannot be fully availed of, because
the petty intellectuals are finding themselves economically
unable to send their childem to the schools. And the diminution of secondary education in the ranks of the wagel!arning semi-intellectuals signifies a corresponding fall in
rht:ir prospect of finding employment.
In order .l., have a reserve force, the British government
t•rought into existence more of these ministerial workers
than could be absorbed in the present organism of the
('apitalist structure. Since the closing years of the past
~~ntury. unemployment has prevailed in the lower strata,
or the wage-earning section of the· intelligentsia. Thi'S
ur.cmployed element grew till it became unemployable.
And an clement which finds no chance of getting fitted into
ihe "iOcial organism, converts itself into a force of destruction. Even after the political independence of the country
has heen achieved. this army of petty and semi-intellectual
'>•orkers will still remain considerably unemployable, because a bourgeois national government would not be able
to ahsorb it completely, nor chang.· radically its economic
po,ition in the social organism. The fundamental thing is
1hat in C\ery sense of social economics, this class has been
proletarianised, and the substitution of on~ capitalist gov1..•rnment by another cannot and will not change their po~ition. Their social prejudices must succumb before they
realize that their salvation lies in the frank recognition of
their social position, and consciously take their stand where
they really belong.
4. The Proletariat-II
Process of Development
As ~he result of the devious working of the same force of
ca~nalist exploitation, the modern urban centres of India
:h~ch grew as the outposts of capitalist ·civilisation, were
nttl rather recently conspicuous by the absence of the
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inevitable counterpart of capitalism, namely, the proletariat. The proletarianisation of the Indian masses was not
intensive, but extensive. The modern industries first intro.
duced into India having been mining and transport, the
workers employed in them were not concentrated in cities.
The modern urban centres continiled to be purely commercial marts till the earlier 80's of the last century, and
predominantly so, as late as the beginning of the current
one. The great majority of the working class, belonging to
the category of wage-earners partially or totally, lived in
the rural district. The cities offered very little attraction
to the purely manual workers, except to those employed in
domestic services and other non-industrial occupations of
comparatively little importance. What little remains of the
handicrafts that survived the attack of importe'1 machinemade goods, had to do so by retiring within the confine~
of remote villages. In 1899 the industrial workers, in their
partially or totally wa.t;,e-earning capacity, were distributed
as follows: The total number of people living on industrial
wages was estimated at a little over 15,000,000, making
a population of 33,000,000, with their families and deper.dents. This included about 6,000,000 women-workers. Thal
is, about 8.5 per cent of the then population of the country
was dependent upon industrial wages. Accurate information
as to what portion of this class of industrial workers be·
longed to the city proletariat, is not available. But considering the magnitude of modern machine-industry that
exis-ted in those d.iys, the portion cannot be placed higher
than 15 per cent. That is the number of workers employed
in modern large-scale industries on the eve of twentieth
century could not be more than 1,500,000 which, together
with their families numbered 3,300,000. At that period, the
principal industries of the country were transport (incl~d~ng
railways, tram·WfYS and river steam-navigation), mmmg
(coal, gold, iron, manganese, mica etc.), textile (cotton.
wool, silk and jute), electric and gas works, and tea pla;~
tations. The number of cities with a population of 50,0
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or over was 45. But very few of them could be called modern
indus-trial centres. Only Calcutta with its ship-building
vards, railway workshop, gas works, and jute mills; Bombay
~·ith its harbour and dock-yards, railway workshops and
cotton mills; Ahmedababad with its cotton mills;-Cawnpore
with its woollen mills .and leather factories; Jabbulpur with
ii~ railway workshops and government arms factory; Jamalpur
with its locomotive workshops; Ranigunj with the surrounding coal fields; Cossipur, Ichapur, Dum··Dum and
Kirkee with their government arms and powder factories;
Rangoon with its rice mill~ and harbour; Karachi, Madras
:md Chittagong with their harbours and dock-yards; and the
tea plantations of Assam and Darjeeling could be called
modern industrial centres with a proletarian population
accumulated there.
The remaining 13,500,000 (that is 29,700,000 including
families and dependents) of the population living entirely
or partially on industrial wages in 1899-1900 were domiciled
m the rural district. These people were occupied in the
following trades : weaving and spinning, ceramics, tanning
and leather works, carpentry, mi.. ll works, sugar manufacture. other food industries, manufacture of chemicals, buildmg industry, manufacture of boats, cart~- and other means
oflransport, dress-making and manufactu1~ of toilet articles,
etc. The precarious state of these handicraft industries and
the uncertain economic condition of the workers engaged in
them have been dealt with in the previous part. T'1ese artisans,
once engaged in prosperous trade in the town, were ruined
and dislodged from their hereditary eco1..... cnic position by
the introduction of machine made products imported from
abroad. The busy towns, once centres of manufacutre as well
as trade, were divested of their character of centres of production and became exclusively those of distribution and
administration. Thus, the urban population engaged in
Productive work was driven to the villages; but even in the
~emotest corners of the co~ntry the artis~n class did not free
Itself from the competitinn of the cheap imported goods.
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Consequently, what remains of the rural industrial work
today is partially engaged in and dependent upon agricultur::
and mostly upon agricultural wages at that.
This dislocation of the social equilibrium has destroyed
the economic basis of caste-divisi~n. Industrial, professional, and cultural callings of the Indian society were confined
within the limits of hereditary caste-divisions. In the eighteenth century caste, in so far as the industrial population
was concerned, had taken the character of trade guild~.
which were shattered by the higher method of production
of industrial England. Nevertheless, till today the innumerable caste-divisions are found existing in the Indian societv.
and the superficial barriers, separating these castes ha~e
not been broken down as yet. But a little enquiry under the
surface discloses the fact that the very foundaLion of the
caste system has been undermined. The craft divisions on
which the castes were built to all practical purposes havt!
ceased to exist with tpe ruin of the craft industry. It oni~
remained for the large scale machine-in.dustry to gather th~
demobilised human forces and build up a new social struc·
ture; but this unifying force was very late in coming. Therefore.
in spite of their destruction as factors of social-economics.
the caste-divisions continued to exist; but they were but the
memory of something dead and gone-a social prejudice that
cannot be forgot-ten easily unless a violent storm of new
institutions based upon higher means of production, knock~
the undermined structure to the dust and throws it to the four
winds. The Indian worker, released from caste bonds, has not
been enslaved to the machine; on the contrary, he has b.:cn
tied to the soil which his forefather had left long ago. Unlike
large-scale industry, agriculture does not kill individuali~m.
Therefore three-fourths of the Indian people, in spite of bemg
engaged in the same industry, agriculture, can keep the~
sel ves hedged witJiin various caste-divisions whose economic
basis has ceased to exist long ago. The following figures taken
from the Census Report of 1911 are interesting: They sh~W
that caste, which existed in so far as inter-marriage and eaung
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together were concerned, did not have any economic-importance. Altogether 89 castes were found to be in existence
including a large section of the Muslim population as well.
But the actual professional (industrial) divisions functioning
were 21. In most of these professional divisions were engaged members of various castes. Let us take some of the
most important castes for instance. The number of Brahmins,
whose p11•fession according to the caste system is study,
teachiqg and worship, was 14,598, 708. Now in the same year,
rhe- number of people occupied in professions and callings
allowed only to the Brahmins according to caste law was,
at the most, 5,695,049. Therefore about nine million Brahmins mnst have been engaged in non-caste or extra-caste
i.:allings.
On the other side, of the 5,695,049 engaged in Brahminic
professions, more than 70 per cent belonged to other castes
which are debarred from these noble and holy professions by
i:aste regulations. Kshatriyas or Chattris or Rajputs, all taken
together, were numbered at 9,430,095. These are military
castes. They are to occupy themselves only with national
defence. The number of people e.agaged in works allowed to
the military castes was 2,398,586 in the same years. Besides
more than 50 per cent of the public forces ·)f India is recruited
from the Muslim and other <.:lasses outside the Kshatriyas.
From this it follows that almost 90 per cent of the military
caste were occupied in callings, below or above their castelimits. The numerical strength of the Baniyas or trading and
money-lending caste, was put at 1, 125,517. But the actual
number of people dependent upon these pt ·Jressions was not
Jess than 17,839,102. And among these could be found Brahmins of venerable parentage and direct descendents of valorous Kshatriyas. There were 11,493,753 Chamars, that is
leather and hide workers, one of the lowest and most despised
c.:astes. Now the same years found only 698,741 People engaged in this industry. Therefore the rest of these hated,
untouchable Chamars must have been a~commodated somewhere else in the social om:ganism. Telis or the oil-crushing
35
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caste was 4,233,250. But the number of workers employed
in this trade was hardly half a million (exact figure unavailable). By the year 1911 most of the oil consumed in the country
was crushed in power- driven mills situated in urban ct-ntres
employing workers from all castes, not excluding even the
Brahmin. All the different sub-castes belonging to the guild
of the weaving and spinning industry was calculated at
15,306,041. But the workers employed in the textile factories
were not recruited exclusively from the given caste and the
actual number of people engaged in handicraft texitle industrv
was less than 8 millions.
·
This same process of disintegration and economic chaos
may be marked in all the castes. A Brahmin can be found
sweeping the street or engaged in the kitchen, whereas the
son of a washer-woman will be occupying a big~ admini~
trative post, or the son of the weaver teaching philosophy
in the University. In short, capitalism had done its work and
done it well, but one-sid/dly. The destruction was very nearly
complete, but the process of reconstructiOn was barred from
setting in immediately. The working-class of the Indian
nation had been expropriated of its means of production. 11
had ceased to be the owner of its tools, thus losing the po~er
to wield them according to dictates of its own necessity; 1t~
productivity had been crushed under the mass-production of
machine-industry. The productive elements of the commu·
nity had been practically reduced to the state of wage·
slavery. But it was only the distribution of capitalism that
had so far been introduced into India. With the absence of
mass-productive industrial centres, the masses of IndiJ•I
workers, in spite of having been expropriated and pauperised.
remained scattered in the rural districts. Their productive
capacity was subjugated to capitalist exploitation quantita·
tively. So long as the economic exploitation of the country
could be kept a mopopoly of imperiali~t capital, th~ cone~~
tration of the propertyless workers m modem mdustn
centres did not take place. But at last the native capital began
to make itself felt. It refused to ramain forever in the fetters
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of usury, petty trading, landholding and speculation. It wanted
industrial expansion and all the effects of imperialist capital
could not prevent it any longer.
With the advent of native capital in the field of modem
machinery, began the period of social re-distribution of the
people. British capital wanted the Indian worker to forsake
his independent craft and dedicate himself exclusively to the
producti1 ln of raw-material for the British industries. To do
rhis work, it was necessary for him to be held in the village,
labouring on the soil. But this method of exploitation was not
suitable to the interests of the native capitalist class. The latter
did not enjoy the advantage of holding the British workers
in his factories to produce surplus values for him. The toliers
of India engaged in the production of raw material, supplied
the British capitalist with labour power which supplemented
1hat of the British proletariat, tied to the machine that manufactur~d commodities form those raw products. But to the
Indian capitalist, the labour power of the Indian worker only
in its supplementary capacity, was not enough, because he did
nm possess big industry to be supplemented by the labour of
th~ land-toiler. So the labour p..;wer of a man in the city
was more necessary to the Indian capitalist than that of a
man in the village. Or in other words, i ~1e normal process
of the industrial revolution, impeded by a form of exploitation suitable for imperialism, began to assert itself with
the rise of Indian industrial capital. British capital accomplished the destructive part of the industrial revolution in
lr.dia, but prevented the constructive phase of it till, under
its own regime, the native bourgeoisie 1ose to build the
modern India on the ruins of the old, whose hollow skeleton had been pre,;erved by the foreign ruler. in conjunction
with the native conservatives.
~hough the first power-driven factory owned "y native
capnal was built in Bombay in the year 1851, it was not until
the 80' s of the last century that the rea\ industrialisation of
the country began. In the closing decades of the nineteenth
century. a revolution in the movement of the population
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became quite marked. Several large cities had come into
existence with their industrial centres, where a considerable
number of workers were attracted from the villages. Since
the industrial revolution in India was obstructed by a foreign
agency, and the normal play of social forces was disturbed
the industrial centres of modern lrtdia did not grow in th~
same districts where, in the early days, had flourished the
towns inhabited by a rich trading and prosperous artisan
class. Thus we find that while traditionally Bengal used to
be the centre of India's cotton texitle industry in former days,
the modern cotton industry developed in another part of the
country. And in the place of the cotton-industry around
Calcutta, the capital of Bengal, grew the modern factories
for pressing, spinning and weaving jute. Modern industrial
centres with a proletarian population began to devt;.lop since
the last decades of the past century. But the native capitalists had to go through ~ protracted struggle with the foreign
ruler before they could puild industries to any considerable
extent. Therefore, during the thirty years from 1880 to 1910.
the growth of modern industrial centres in India was rather
slow. The number of toilers living on wages accumulated
in urban centres still remained very small. Nevertheless.
considerable numbers of workers had been concentrated in the
factory towns of Bombay and Bengal even in the closing years
of the last century. Most of these workers were unskilled, fresh
from the village to which they were still bound by family ties
or the fascination of a miserable piece of land, heavily
encumbered with debt. The city-worker of modern India did
not come out of the ranks of expropriated artisans; he came
mostly from the peasantry. After having lost his trade:, the
artisan was pushed back to the land, where he had come to
stay two or three generations before the call of modern indus~ry
brought him again to the city. The normal course of industrial
development was o~structed in India. Industry did not grow
through the successive phases of handicraft, manufacture.
small factory, mechanofacture, and then mass production. So
the Indian worker has not been trained in industry. He lacks
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rhe pro1etarian tradition. The presence of a vast number of
pauperised population in the country makes the economic
condition of the industrial worker of the city very uncertain.
Not having had the traditional industrial training, the factoryworker of India is generally unskilled. All these factors taken
rogether make the comparatively new industrial proletariat of
india a loosely-knit mass of wage-slaves thrown suddenly into
new envi. •mments, which are more pressing, more nauseating,
more unbearable than their village homes, where they toiled
and starved and which they have abandoned in quest of a more
comfortable one but recently.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, and specially
during the last half dozen years, there has been a steady influx
of workers from the village to the city. This movement of
population is due to the growth of modem industries. The
population of old industrial cities has swelled, and other urban
districts have been industrialised. The working population of
these industrial centres is mostly drawn from the ranks of the
poor peasantry and agricultural proletariat. The growth of the
new industrial cities having been rather sudden, the housing
conditions of the workers is inde:.~ribably horrible. The cost
of living is much higher in the towns than in the village.
The needs, however modest, of a townsn·an are again more
than those of a villager. Thus, after cor11ing to the city in
quest of a more comfortable life, the worker becomes disillusioned. Discontent follows disillusionment. In the village he did not feel the exploitation as keenly as he does
in his new environment. The struggle for life is harder and
more acute in the city. Here he misses tr1~ carefreeness of
rural life; and the mutual sympathy that characterises the
sufferers in the isolated villages is smothered in the bustle
of a commercial city. But the activity of an urban environ~l!nt infuses new energy in the wor}cer, who but a short
lime ago was a patient toiler on the land, accepting his hard
lot as ordained by providence. This traditional passivity
receives a jolt in the city. The glaiing inequalitie41 of
wealth and comfort, in contradistinction with the merciless
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intensity of exploitation of man by man disturbs his mental
calm. The spirit of resignation, instilled in him by the
teaching of religion during the ages, begins to be ruffled.
He can no longer help doubting whether everything is for
good, as he has been taught to believe.
Of course on the other hand, th~ first disillusionment in
the city arouses in the worker the desire to go back to his
village home. But it is not always so easy to do a thing a~
to want it. Often he lacks the wherewithal to pay his passage
back to the far-off village. Then he actually does receive
more cash money than he could ever get or hope to get in
the village. The scandalously low wages of a factory worker
are handsome in comparison with the dole received by an
agricultural worker. And the poor peasant has never enjoyed
the blessed sensation of slipping in his pocket a handful of
coins, even if they may be of copper, without the •apprehension that one or another of his innumerable creditors would
be presently coming to take them away from him. In the towr.
he earns his wages, ho,ever small, and spends them as he
likes. This is not a mean temptation to resist. To return lo
the village, allured by the fresh air, would be at the cost of
the newly-earned freedom of naked wage-slavery, which 1~
to a human being more exhilerating than the drudgery of
village life. Indeed there are cases of returning to the old
home. But these are rare, and only those few who happen
to have their families still in the villages, go back. In cases
of long-protracted strikes also, a number of the strikers go
back to the villages. because it is impossible for them to
live in the city without work. The strikes being spontaneo1•'
and the trade-unions being new, the workers are also utterly
without any income during the strikes. The wages are so
low that the worker begins to starve in the second week
of unemployment. Therefore, after having starved as long
as he can, the worker naturally feels inclined towards returning
to the village where he can get a morsel from either the
parents, or relations, or somebody else. But this tendency
is on the decline as the result of the growth of unionism
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Practical experience also tends to discourage the workers
from returning to the village once they are in the city. Very
few leave the village home on their own choosing; they are
driven out by the economic pressure. On his return to the
village having been in the city for some time, the worker
finds the place left by him occupied by somebody else. The
wwn life has awakened new visions and new desires in him,
which cannot be satisfied in the hackneyed village life. In
the city, the last remnants of the caste bonds have been
shaken off him, so on returning to the village he finds himself
an outcaste. The recent exodus of the Assam tea plantation
workerii under the instigation of the Non-co-operation agitators ended in disaster. Thousands of workers returnetl lo
their villages after years of absence, to find that there was
no room for them there. The land they used to till had been
t•ccupied and leased to some others by the money-lender;
the life in the plantations had completely freed them from
those holiow caste prejudices that still hold good in the
villages: and if they were under-paid and illtreated in the
plantations, starvation and destitution greeted them on their
return to the villages.
The Secretary of the Railway, Mining and Papermill
Worker's Union, who accompanied a b·'.tch of repatriated
plantation workers to their villages mr kes the following
~tatement:

"I found that the repatriation of the coolies had
practically resulted in seuding them to death. Most of the
returning emigrants had no home, no lands. Maoy <'f them
had been born in the tea gardens and ~:.J not even know
the name of their villages. At least 60 per cent of the
returning emigrants have no distinct caste, having intermarried with the Chamars (the lowest caste). The village
people absolutely refused to have anything to do with
them, and even denied entrance into the village to men
who actually had houses still standing. The villagers
the~selves find it difficu)t to keep th~mselves from starvation, and therefore, feeding the returned coolies is an
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impossibility. In the village there are no industrie~ in
which these men might be employed, nor any kind of work
can be found for the day labourers. It is futile to bring
away the coolies from the gardens and send them to the
villages, from which 50 to 60 men are leaving daily for
the tea-gardens, owing to the farmne condition prevailing
there. Strikes never succeed if the strikers leave, as their
places are easily taken by others".
It is true on account of their youth and the comparative
weakness of capitalist organisation, many factories in the
new industrial centres of India work rather spasmodically.
They do not offer steady employment to a given number
of hands all round the year. Consequently, the workers in
such factories are still in a state of semi-proletarianisation.
because a part of the year they have to go back to the
•
villages, the city failing to employ them. But development
of capitalist organisation and the impro,·ement of industrial production are rapidly changing the situation. The
causes for the fluctuatfon in the urban working-class are
being speedily removed. The modern towns of India are
bound to grow at. the cost of the villages. Primitive agriculture no longer suits the scheme of capitalist explo1·
tation, neither of the imperialist nor of the native hour·
geoisie. The Indian worker must produce more; and he
cannot do so wtih the plough-share. Indian labour-power
must be supplemented by machine-power. So the economic
life of India, which more than a century and a half ago was
pushed back to the village from the town of the trader and
guildsman, is being shifted to the city of the capitalist anu
industrial proletariat. The urbanisation of Indian labour
began 40 years ago. In the earlier days, the process went
on rather slowly owing to the hostility of the imperialist
capital; but during the last ten years all bonds have been
broken, and many large industrial cities have come in~o
existence accumula\ing large masses of proletariat. It. 15
several years since the latter has ceased to be the docile
Indian toilers of tradition. New material conditions have
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aroused new energy, new aspiration new spirit in them. The
will to resist has taken the place of resignation. In short,
the worker of the industrial cities of modern India is a
powerful social factor. He may not be fully conscious of
his vital position as yet; he may be still unable to wield
his power in the right. way; he may still, occasionally, fall
\·ictim to the lingering religious and social prejudices, but
he can no longer be ignored. Any social or political movemc:nt that fails to count on him runs a great danger, because
he stands at the vanguard of the forces on which the economic iife of the nation depends, and this vanguard will
.. oon become conscious of the historic role it is destined
to play.·

5. The Proletariat-III
Present Condition and Future
The number of industrial wage-earners in 1911 was 17,515,230
making a total population of 35,323,041 with their families
and dependents as against about 15,000,000 (33,000,000,
with families) in 1899. While we 1ilke into consideration the
fact that during the intervening period the rural craft industries dwindled, it becomes apparent that the .1umber of workers
rmployed in modern industries must have increased proportionately, since the total number of industrial wage earners
showed a rise. This number did not include the workers
employed in transport and domestic services. The number
engaged in these two were 2,394,800 and 2, 725,&56 respectively, making a total population of 10,b~S.058 including
families and dependents. About 15 per cent of the entire
body of industrial wage-earners was employed in modern
mac~ine-industries. But a large portion of those engaged in
handicrafts were also drawn to the towns, since their industries depended on the urban population or export trade. For
example, the majority of the building workers lived in the
towns; so also was the case .with the carpenters and furniture
workers, dress and toilet makers.
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Thus while on one hand, the artisan class of the old towns
was ruined economically and was absorbed in the ranks of
the pauperised peasantry or land-workers after having been
driven out of their urban homes, on the other hand, a new class
of industrial wage earners employ~d in craft industry, was
coming into existence in the mode'f'tl cities. This new class
of handicraft workers rested on a different social basis. They
were not independent artisans owning their tools, but wage
slaves; in their respective trade and profession they were not
bound by the caste laws; and as an economic factor, they
formed a part of the modern capitalist system. They were
accumulated in cities owing to the growth of the latter. During
the first decade of the present century the building industry
in the towns had increased two-fold and the furniture industry
had grown ten times. This was due to the migration of the
rural population to the cities, thus creating need ·ror more
housing accommodation. With the exception of hand-weaving
and spinning, employing.about 3,500,000 workers, all other
craft industries of any ~portance, are in· the towns.
The forcible penetration of foreign capital destroyed the
equilibrium in the old system on national economy. It pushed
the productive forces backwards; by preventing the growth
of machine industry it drove the semi-proletarianised craftsmen back to agriculture. But, as the inevitable consequence
of capitalist exploitation, towns had to grow; and the new
towns created their new industrial workers. At first these
industrial workers were employed in small factories run more
or less on handicraft basis; but small scale production could
not prosper in a society reduced to the exploitation of th~
industrial capital. Therefore, thanks to the rise of the modern
bourgeoisie and its entrance into the industrial field, all the
industrial wage-earners of the modem towns are being con·
centrated in large factories. This social re-adjustment has be~n
greatly helped by t~e unexpected economic and indust~i~l
situation created by the war, which gave the Indian bourgeo~sie
the opportunity to increase the dimensions of the native cap~ta·
list industry. The rapidity with which the Indian bourgeoisie
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developed in the last ten years has been shown in the first
chapter. In consequence of this sudden industrial development, the growth of large cities has been accentuated proportionately. For instance the pressure of population has been so
enormous in Calcutta that the price of land went up 350 per
cent, during the last six.years; and house rent has increased
tiy 200 per cent.
The cla-..'iified report of the census of 1920 is not yet
available; but it is shown by other sources of information
that the number of industrial workers employed in large
capitalist concerns is more than 9,000,000 at the preseni
time, as against a little over 3,000,000 before the war. It is
estimated that 4.5 per cent of the total population is to-day
employed in the three principal industries namely, transport,
textile and mining. That is, the number of workers in these
industries is 14,400,000. The portion of these particular
industries still left to handicraft is not considerable. Therefore, the total number of proletariat can be reasonably put
further above the estimated figure of 9.000,000. In any case,
rnmpared with the vastness of the total population, the
numerical strength of the proleta1 ~:it cannot be called very
great. But what should be remarked is not the actual number
existing at the present moment, but the p1 ocess of growth
of the proletarian class. The primal industIJ of the country,
viz., agriculture, has been overburdened for a long time; the
~umber of people depending on wages derived from this
mdust1y is too large to be borne by it under any condition;
then~ are in the country tens of millions of people without
any means of livelihood worth the name. liierefore it is but
natural that a heavy migration from the village to the town
~ill immediately follow the growth of modem large scale
industry offering employment. This redistribution of the
~opulation will inevitably bring in with it new orientation
10 the political life of the nation.
.
Imperialism reduced the toilers of the country to the economic state of wage-slavery, but by denying the native capital
the opportunity of exploiting the workers with the aid of
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modem means of production, the class differentiation of the
society was kept rather confused. The rise of a national
bourgeoisie, followed by the increasing exploitation of the
workers by native capital, has broken the social stagnation.
Proletarianisation of the Indian worker has begun, and the
Indian society cannot be spared the inevitable consequences.
It will be shown presently that these consequences have begun
to make themselves felt since several years ago.
The following list gives the principal industries with the
approximate number of workers employed : cotton and jutetextile (machine-driven) 1,300,000; transport (including railways and river steam navigation) 1,200,000; mining, 800,000:
plantations, 900,000; engineering and metal works, 150,000:
rice, flour, oil, paper and saw mills, 15,000; cotton ginning
and jute bailing, 100,000; printing press, 150,000~ dockyard
and shipbuilding, 200,000; marine transport, 300,000; building, 1,900,000; tanneries and leather works, 50,000; sugar,
120,000; arms and am19unition factories, 100,000; tobacco
factories, 38,000; petroleum refineries; 40,000; gas and electric works, 50,000. Other industries employing a smaller
number of workers, are rubber works, tinning and packing.
pottery, cutlery, chemical, pencil, sheet-metal, sporting
goods etc. Then, there are about a million furniture worker~
living in towns, engaged in capitalist factories. The number
of workers employed in urban-mechanical factories can,
thus, be estimated at 7,000,000. To these should be added
the masses of non-industrial workers accumulated in the
large cities, whose number can also be counted in millions.
The urban non-industrial workers include domestic servanb,
carriage drivers, street sweepers, other municipal employees.
porters, carriers, etc. These unskilled workers are also employed
en masse and live on the outskirts of the towns in conditions
absolutely revolting. Then, we have already seen the eco·
nomic condition of the petty intellectual wage-earner. In
short, the large coiiimercial cities are populated mostly by
property less wage-slaves of different categories, but belong·
ing to the same social class.
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Since the modern machine industry of India has not been
built gradually on the background of craft industries, the
proletariat, until rece~tl~ was. a m~ss of u~skille~ labourers.
Machine industry, built m India with English capital, usually
employed skilled workers imported from the home country.
The absence of Indian workers grown up in machine-envirunment with a mechanical training, obliged the Britisfl
i:apitalist to import skilled workers from England even if he
had to pay comparatively high wages to these workers.
Gradually the latter proved to be a rather useful member of
the exploiting class. Working men, wage-slaves themselves,
these imi.iorted skilled labourers ceased to feel themselves
workers as soon as they landed in India, readily getting
absorbeu into the class of colonial over-lords. Thus the
working class employed in Indian industries remained dinded into two sections, far removed from each other. The
first of which, that is the British labour aristocrats, rendered
the capitalist great help in exploiting the more numerous
second, that is the native unskilled workers. The latter
continued to be so miserably under-paid that ti1e employer
could well afford to pay handsou ·e salaries to the former
in recompense for the valuable colonial services rendered
by them. Being unskilled and extremely exploited, the
Indian industrial workers were not alway., steady in their
urban occupations. The permanent pressure of a huge unemployed mass always made the economic position of the
unskilled industrial labourer very insecure. They never became
vnal to the industry, which could at any emergency throw
them out in favour of new recruits from 1be unemployed
reserve force. Thus it happened that till 15 years ago, when
the first big strike of the railway workers took place, the
wages of the industrial workers stayed stationary. In the early
years of the twentieth century, the average wages of t~e urban
worker was half a pound a month. Since then, the rise in
the wage scale has not been more than 100 per cent whereas
the cost of living has gone up 300 per c~nt only in course
ot the last four years.
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The economic condition of the Indian industrial worker
is horrible. He is much worse off than the workers of anv
other civilized country. It is dangerous to draw parallels i~
history; but it could be said that the social readjustment feh
in Europe, and especially in England, as a result of the
Industrial Revolution, has at last com~ to India. The effect
of this readjustment is a certain concentration of workers in
the new industrial centres. And this concentration of labour
forces in rapidly growing factories has brought in its train
untold sufferings. The living condition of the Indian factor~
worker is intolerable. The sudden concentration of population in the cities has made the housing problem very acute.
In most of the large industrial towns no accommodation al
all is available for the working people who, therefore. have
to dwell in the surrounding villages, often 6 or 8 miles awa}
from where they have to work. The working day is .of 12
hours which has only lately been reduced to 11 and in !lomc
cases 10. Thus in order to present themselves at the factory
at six, when the work startS('the labourers ha~e to start from
their dwelling quarters as early as four in the morning. Then
again in the evening, utterly exhausted by the long day's hard
labour, with what can just as well be called an empty stomach.
the worker has to walk the distance back home after lea\'mg
the factory at six. Owing to the lack of cheap suburban
transportation, it is necessary to walk this distance twice a
day; and even had there been any, his scanty earning would
not permit the worker to pay the fare.
As to the conditions of the urban workingmen's quarters.
when there are any, the following description is taken from
the report of the Indian Industrial Commission (1916-18). w~
take the cases of the two most important and typical industnal
cities, namely Calcutta and Bombay. The living condition of
tlfe jute mill operatives in the suburbs of Calcutta is pictured
as follows:
"We have little do11bt that the Jong hours passed in the
uncongenial, if not unhealthy, surrounding of a factory. from
which ~he laboµrer returns at night to a dirty, crowded and
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insanitary hovel, where his only relaxation is found in the
ltquor shop and the bazaar, are most unattractive to a man
Jccustomed to rural life, and it is only the congestion existing
in his native district and the desire to earn higher wages that
kad him to submit to such conditions.''
The slums of Bombay are described by the ·industrial
Commission as follows:
·'The worse type of chaw ls (tenements) consists of a two,
1hree. or four-storied building, with single-room units either
placed back to back or separated by a narrow gully (alley)
1wo or three feet wide, usually traversed by an open air
drain. The rooms, especially those on the ground floor, are
pfl~n pitch dark and possess little in the way of windows ..
The ground floor is usually damp, owing to an insufficient
plinth: the courtyards between the buildings are most
undesirably narrow and, therefore, receive insufficient sun
Jnd air. They are very dirty. Water arrangements are very
insufficient and latrine accommodation bad. A most insan11ary smell hangs round these buildings. The rents vary
an:ording to the value of the ground. The monthly rent per
;onm is from 1 rupees to 7 rupees, and the rooms themselves
an." usually 10 feet square. The standard of comfort is so
low that the overcrowding entailed by taking in boarders
nr lodgers is readily tolerated for the sake of contribution
to the rent received from them.''
The Commission testifies to having seen families occupying the same room, and single lodgers living in the same
rooms occupied by one or more families. In the city of
Bombay and its immediate surroundings, three-fourths of a
million people are living in one-roomed dwellings, described
above. Among the urban population of factory workers, the
death rate is 60 per l 000, and the infant mortality is 650 per
thou~and births.
lt is but very recently that the British government has
changf"d its economic policy of obstructing the growth of
modern industrialism in India. In order to handicap the
working of the new cotton-factories and to render their
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products unable to compete with the imported goods, the India
Factories Act to 'protect the labouring class' was passed as
early as 1881. It happened that the interests of the rising native
bourgeoisie and the government were not :·identical in India
in those days. In the early '80s it was not a very rare instance
when a worker worked 18 hours a day in the cotton mills. This
inhuman practice was not much affected by the government
measure; because the officials, who were to enforce the factory
regulations, could be easily bought. And the tragedy of the
whole situation was that, as in all government departments.
these petty native officials helped the rich capitalist to abuse
and infringe the laws to protect the poor labourer. The Factory
Act of 1881 fixed the maximum working day at 15 hours; b111
even this did not satisfy the thirst of the employers. The
original Act was again amended in 1891 making it more
stringent; but with no avail. The .brutal exploitation went on
until the workers rebelled. In theiater '90s a number of strikes
took place in the cotton factories of Bombay and Ahmedabad
as well as in the jute mills of Calcutta. The situation remained
practically unchanged till 1906 when the boycott of foreign
goods, declared by the Indian National Congress, gave the first
great impetus to the indigenous machine industry. This impetus
was felt very largely in the cotton industry. Mills after mills
were erected and the old ones extended. The number of urban
workers was suddenly increased. In order to break-down the
boycott movement, the banks handling the import of Lancashire
cotton fabrics, kept on under-selling this commodity during
the years of 1906, 1907, 1908. The only available weapon.
with which the Indian manufacturers could fight this economk
battle, was the cheap and unorganized labour. They made such
an inhumanly excessive use of this weapon that the situation
became scandalous, and in 1908 the government, which thrives
on the exploitation of the Indian masses appointed a Commission of Enquiry to investigate the condition of factory
labour and recommended means of improving it. In its reports
published in 1911, the Commission says : "The hours of
Jabour are exces~ive, begin from 14 to 22 per day. Sanitary
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provision is gravely defective in most factories.•' One witness,
of practical experience, stated : •'Any man would feel exhausted even if he merely sat in a chair in some of the work rooms
for eight or ten hours, the atmosphere was so foul."
On the recommendation of the Commission of Enquiry the
1ndian Factorit'S Act was amended in 1911. The new legislation established a maximum 13 hours day for men, 11 hours
for women and children, with a thirty minute break for a meal
m the middle of the day. But in practice very little improvement was made in the life of the factory worker by the new
lcgislarion. The fact that the overwhelming majority of the
indian workers was unskilled and that, owing to the existence
of a hungry mass of unemployed, it was long before they could
bl!gm to organize themselves, made them helpless victims of
the employing class. The abuse of child labour was particularly
brutal. In short, the harrowing scenes that followed the Industrial Revolution in England were repeated in India, in spite
of ht"r much-vaunted spiritual civilization. And the extortion
of labour was the most scandalous and disgraceful in the cotton
factories of Bombay, owned mostly by native caJJital.
Indian factory production was originally modelled 011 the
hnglish system which gives a privileged position to the skilled
workers. With the rapid development of capitalism, the American
method of standardized mass-production is, however, gaining
preference of late. Until a few years ago, the Indian factory
workers were divided into the widely separated classes of
skilled and unskilled. There were very few Indians in the first
class, which was almost exclusively reserved for 'imported'
English mechanics and engineers. The monopoly was quite
complete in the railways and other industries owned by the
state or foreign capitalists. In the textile industries, the skilled
weavers were mostly native. But all responsible positions,
and especially those belonging to the mechanical branch,
~ere held by Europeans who, on account of the disproportionately high wages and treatment they received could by
no means be recognized as members of the proletarian class.
But the Indian skilled workers did not enjoy such a privileged
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position, either in wages or in treatment. The only advantage
they had over their unskilled colleagues was that their
employment was not so unsteady as that of the latter, because
it was not so easy to find skilled weavers, c~rpenters, moulders.
designers etc., to replace the ones under employment. The
native craftsmen, in spite of their knowledge of the trade, could
not readily handle the mechanical tools; and to employ Europear.
workers would increase the cost of production enormously.
Thus, while in the earlier years of the twentieth century, the
unskilled urban workers were still but a mass of fluctuating
wage-earners not altogether divorced from their village bonds,
there had come into existence, nevertheless, a class of skilled
workers domiciled permanently in the city and depencLent
exclusively on industrial wages.
In 1910 the numerical strength of this class of pure proletariat was about 1,000,000, \)lat is nearly 50 p~r cent of the
total number of urban factory labourers of that time. Th~
European element in this -skilled labouring class numbered
15,000 employed in factories and 80,000 employed on the
railways-traffic and workshops included. The number of
European skilled factory workers has increased since then: last
year in the cotton mills of the province of Bombay alone
23,000 of them were employed. But, on the other hand, the
English monopoly over the field of skilled mechanical work
in the transport and other industries owned by the government
and British companies, has been broken. The number oflndian11
employed in these branches has increased considerably. This
change was forced by war conditions. The import of skilled
workers from England had to be stopped, and Indian industries, extended and placed on a war basis for the production
of military supplies, needed an additional number of skilled
workers. Thus, native workers had to be admitted into the
heavens of expert mechanical positions, so far reserved for
the workers belonging to the ruling nationality. This process
brought the Indian closer to the machine, and therefore, proportionately farther from the village life and traditions. Consequently, the number of industrial wage-earners domiciled
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in the towns, divorced from all connection with the village,
increased.
Before the war, the textile industry, owned mostly by native
capital, had to import foreign mechanical and engineering
workers from abroad along with foreign machines. The obo;tructed growth of machine industry had prevented the rise
of a class of expert mechanics among the Indian proletariat.
This obligation to employ highly paid English mechanics
L·onstituted a heavy burden on the industry. But in spite of
th~ir desire to get rid of this burden, the native capitalists went.
on employing the imported experts in order to maintain the
~fficiency of the factories. The war conditions told on this
practice also; and the mechanical jobs in the textile industries
"ere opened to the native workers.
It is generally held that Indian labour in machine industries falls short of the required standard of efficiency. Evidence
1~ not lacking to prove that, in spite of the miserably low
'"·ale of wages. Indian labour can produce as cheaply as the
Western workers. The comparatively inferior stage of organllation, in which the Indian capitalist industry found itself
umil recently and the unspeakably bad living conditions
together with the artificially forced low standard of comfort
of the Indian workers, are the causes of the small productivity
of Indian labour in spite of the low wages. The Industrial
Commission ( 1916-18) arrived at the following conclusion
on the subject :
''It is true that the inferior physique and tropical condttions contribute to this state of affairs (low rate of pro~uction), but there is great reason to believe that the former
15 to some extent the result of preventible disease, whilst
other causes, which are even more obviously remediable, are
factors that unneceHarily increase the difficulties of our
labour problem.••
·
Major White, of the Indian Medical Service, said : .•'A large
part of the relative inefficiency of Indian labour is due to
removable pathological causes.'' Indian employers, lacking
a long experience in driving large herds of wage-slaves, still
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believe in the antiquated theory and practice of paying the
least possible wages. But the wrong economics of this practice
is beginning to dawn upon them. The st~y and uninterrupted
growth of industry requires a settled class of urban workers·
and the prevailing intolerable condition in which the facto~
labourer has to live in the towns, is not very conducive to make
him forget the village, with which he still maintains a cJost~
connection. Of course it is no longer practically possible for
the entire body of urban workers to go back to the village.
thus leaving the modem industrial centres utterly deserted.
But what actually happens is a constant fluctuation in the
working population-the movement back and forth between
the village and the town. This in itself is very prejudicial to
the productivity of the industry. So, of late there has arisen
a movement, backed by the new economic policy of the
government, to increase the jlousing capacity of the large
industrial centres, in order t~at the working people can be
accommodated near the factories. These housing facilities
have been good for completing the proletarianisation of the
city workers, because large numbers are settled in the towns
once for all. But the condition in which they find themselves
in their new environment, is horrible. Driven from their holding
on the soil, separated once for all from the village life and
traditions, and rudely disillusioned in their pilgrimage to the
shrine of urban industry in quest of higher wages, the Indian
proletariat is bound to develop the psychology of its class,
and it is doing so amazingly fast.
The relation which the Indian city worker maintained with
the village until recently and still maintains to a certain
extent, though to a diminishing degree, has its effects on the
rural wage earners. The discontent aroused in him by the
sight of glaring inequalit\es between the poor and the rich
in the cities, is carried with him to the village and contributes
to disturbing the resignation of the rural toiler. Coming.to
the cities, the worker finds out that he has been living a hfe
not of a human being, but an animal; he sees how many thin.gs
of necessity and comfort have been denied to him; his des1re
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live and enjoy is aroused; he becomes indignant at having
been deprived of many things that are within th~ reach of
the people living in the towns. He goes back to the village,
but his new spirit does not die in him. On the contrary, it
contaminates the inarticulate masses in the rural districts,
and arouses in them the desire to go themselves to the cities.
The result is an increased migration from the village to the
town. Even those who come back from the cities, return
thither with new comrades. Thus is growing a new social
force motivated by the changed economic condition of a large,
section of the people. The economic basis of the country has
been changed; the corresponding redistribution of the population is inevitable. The social equilibrium has been disrnrbed. A process of readjustment must follow. With all their
traditional resignation and apathy, the wage-earners cannot
any longer stay and starve in the villages. The small-scale,
hackward agriculture cannot provide them with employment. The attractions of city life are felt in the remotest
corner of the country. The wage-slaves must flock thither.
And the concentration of a numerous social class doomed
to the same misery will inevitably give rise to a situation
impregnated with revolutionary possibilities. The signs are
already very manifest. The revolt of the wage-slave against
the propertied rich is rocking the country. The nationalist
pre-occupation can no longer calm it down. Side by side with
the national struggle, which is assuming alarming proportions, the class-struggle is also developing. The modem
bourgeoisie, which is leading the national struggle, could not
have come into existence and power without bringing in its
tra~n the other side of the social picture, namely the proletariat, which in its turn must initiate and lead the struggle
fort.he emancipation of the exploited class. The class-struggle_ is raging in India simultaneously with the struggle for
national liberation.
.. Whether nationalist pre-occupations-the historic neces~lly fo~ ~olitical independence of the Indian people-will
e suff1c1ent for keeping the class-struggle in the background
10
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indefinitely, is to be judged by the actual class differentiation in the present social organism and by the possibility
of this differentiation growing wider.~ comparative study
of the economic condition of the different classes of the
society is helpful for making this judgement. Since the
entire Indian people is under the exploitation of a foreign
imperialism, it is true that until about half a century agl',
no social class had any considerably great wealth accumulated in its hands. On the contrary, in the early days of the
British rule, the riches of the upper class were exploited and
taken out of the country. For more than a century the propertied class was not allowed the freedom of investing their
wealth in profitable means of exploitation. Generally sp;aking, this brought down the economic condition of the entire
nation approximately to the same level. National exploitation was naturally followe;d by national pauperisation.
But this abnormal econonfic equilibrium could not be
maintained for ever. In course of time it was disturbed, and
class-exploitation within the structure of the exploited nation
became a social phenomenon. The rise of the modern bourgeoisie in India has been traced in the first chapter; the
pauperisation and destitution of the peasantry has been shown
in the second; now we will see that in recent years the
enrichment of the capitalist class has caused impoverishment
of the proletariat.
Let us take one industry, namely the textile, in which by
far the largest amount of Indian capital is invested and which
employs a considerable part of the city proletariat. In spite
of the fact that this industry was not very small in that period.
the companies owning cotton mills in the last decade of the
past century could not pay more than 6 per cent to 7 per cent
dividend; in 1907-1908, in spite of the prosperity resulti~g
from the boycott movement of 1906, the rate of dividend did
not rise any further than 1S per cent. BQt in recent ye~rs.
the profit made in the same industry has been increasa?g
enormously. According to the Bombay Stock Exchange Last
of 1919, the dividend paid by the cotton-mills exceeded 2S
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per cent. There were at least three mills paying 40 per cent,
two paying 50 per cent. and four others paid 56 per cent,
70 per cent 100 per cent. and 120 per cent respectively.
Coni,idering the fact that. the capital invested as well as the
total productivity of the textile industry have increased tremendously since 1919, it is to be deduced that the rate and
amount of profit must have gone up in proportion. In 1918
1he companies possessing jute mills paid to the shareholders
an average of 20 per cent, or double the rate of the previous
year. The profit from the jute mills has increased very much
,mce then. (For the increased rate of profit in Indian indus.:
mell vide section-Page 443).
A look at the other side of the picture makes the class
deavage of Indian society quite manifest. According to the
evidence recorded by the Industrial Commission, the wages
of the Bombay cotton mill operatives in 1918, ranged from
15 shillings and 10 pence to £3 2s 7d per month. The wages
in the Calcutta jute mills were from I 2 shillings to £2, and
the average wages of the workers in the Bengal coal fields
was 19 shillings per month. In the same year (1918), the cost
of living had gone up 200 per cent. The price of food.grains
was 175 per cent wholesale and 400 per cent retail more than
in the pre-war period. But the wages had hardly improved,
the average rate of increase having been not more than 25
per cent. This unbearable economic burden exhausted the
patience of the workers, and the result was the food-riots
and the strike-movement which during the last three years
affected every class of workers including those toiling on
the land. By its three years• struggle for economic
betterment-a struggle much abused, dissipated and misled
by the bourgeois nationalists-the Indian proletari~t has
succeeded in securing an average SO per cent increase in
the .wages, while the profit of the capitalist during the same
period has grown much more, in proportion as well as in
total amount.
The .rise in the scale of average wages per month in the
cotton industry is as follows :
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Year
1895
1914
1918
1920
Wages
Rs. 14.5
18.5
21
24
The lowest scale of wages for unskille4 labour was 7 rupee!I
in 191 S and 8 rupees in 1920 and the highest for the expert
weaver was 36 rupees and 40 rupees respectively. The scale
of wages in the same industry in another province, viz. Madras
was as follows :
1895
1914
1918
1920
Year
Wages
Rs. 9.5
17
21
25.5
The wages in the jute industry of Bengal showed the
following scale of increase :
1895
1914
1918
1920
Year
Wages
11.8
16.5
17
2l5
The increase in the wages of the workers employed in the
engineering industry has been as follows over the unit of 1880:
Year
I Skilled
Unskilled
1914
11%
7%
1918
13%
7.5%1920
15%
9%
The railway wages rose in the foJiowing scale. The rate
of 1880 is taken for the unit:
Unskilled
Year
Skilled
5.7%
1914
18%
7.5%
1918
20%
9%
25.33%
1920
The average scale in several other principal industriell
taken together showed the following rate of increase :
1895
1914
1918
1920
Year
Wages
Rs. 9
18.3
19
25
From the above abstract figures it is evident that in all
the industries, the perceniage of increase in the wages has
been more during the last period, that is, between 1918 and
1920. Remembering the fact that it was during this period of
two yean that the strike movement among the Indian proletariat became very strong and widespread, it is concluded
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that this meagre improvement in their economic condition
was secured by the efforts of the workers themselves.
Therefore it is natural that the Indian proletatiat, however
ignorant, however undeveloped they may be still, could not
help learning from the experience of the last three years that
they must fight to earn the right to live as human beings.
They have also found out that in this struggle. they have to
face the opposition of the native as well as the foreign
employer, and that in case of emergency, the two do not
hesitate to join forces in spite of the national struggle that
makes them enemies otherwise.
·
The wages and living conditions of the working class vary·
so much from one part of the country to the other that one
cannot get a clear idea about the situation from the average
wage-scale in the principal industries. In fact, the actual
income of nearly 80 per cent of the workers falls considerably
below the average quoted above. For example. the daily
earning of a miner in the coal fields of Bengal is seven annas,
which is equivalent to 8 pence. With this he can hardly buy
his food. not to take into account his family, housing and
other primary necessities. The wages in the plantations are
!'till worse, the average being as follows:
1914
1919
Men
Rs. 6.2
Rs. 6.35
Women
Rs. 4.68
Rs. 5.15
Children
Rs. 2.9
Rs. 3.15
The average wages of an unskilled urban labourer is 9
rupees per month. This buys him not more than 90 pounds
of food grains at the prevailing price. In order to have at
least one full meal a day for himself and for his family, which
averages two or three persons with very little earning capacity, he needs not less than 120 pounds of foodgrains alone.
Then there are other expenses which he .must meet.
Such are the conditions under which the workers in the
~ndian cities live and labour. The cash payment they receive
1 ~ the towns is indeed more than they used to get in the
villages and more than the unskilled rural labourer still gets.
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Therefore, in spite of the wretchedness of the city life and
the practically lower economic value of the wages earned
there, urban employment offers a lure to the village toiler
who wants to run away from the never-to-be-broken bond~
of indebtedness and the hopeless drudgery of primitive rural
life. Once in this city, his life is not by any means bettered:
but the division of the society between the rich few and the
poor many becomes manifest to him. In the village everybody seemed to be poor; everybody lived approximately the
same kind of life; the sight of somebody benefiting by th~
labour or others is more vivid in the city than in the village.
These factors act quickly on the psychology of the workers
herded around the factories in horrible conditions. Thus .
•
notwithstanding their still existing ties with the village,
their ignorance, lingering religious prejudices and the traditional spirit of resignation-_the most baneful product of
the much-vaunted Indian culttire-the proletariat is forced
to develop the fighting qualities. The Indian worker has
declared the class war, apparently unconscious of what he
is engaged in. Under the regime of capitalist exploitation,
Indian society stood divided into two classes since long ago.
The cleavage has been growing wider and wider with the
development of the native bourgeoisie. But the rise of modern
industrial centres with their army of wage-slaves has brought
the situation to a point where the cold facts have to be faced.
They can no longer be softened nor clouded by nationalist
preoccupations.
That the unbearable economics conditions are making the
patient Indian workers learn the necessity of fighting for their
interest, and that this awakening of the labouring masses is
no longer unnoticed by the upper classes of the society is
shown by the discussion of the 'Labour Problem'which is
capturing the attention of the press as well as the platform.
We quote below extracts from a typical article on the subject
published in The Hindu of Madras, a nationalist journal of
the conservative school. The article was titled "The Labour
Crisis : A Gloomy Outlook".
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•'The labour crisis in Madras is but the forerunner of what
in store for us in the future. I have observed with keen
interest the first symptoms of the awakening intelligence
throughout the country. In one word it is showing itself in
the form of restlessness. The silent suffering and the stolid
contentment of the poor and labouring classes have given way
to a vehement desire to share the comforts of life with the
well-to-do classes above them, the members of which are
setting a bad example to the lower classes ....The wheel of
fortune in the villages has turned; the ancient simplicity of
the villagf" life has disappeared. The labouring classes have
learned by silent suffering, helped by the instinct for selfpreservation, to outwit their tyrants and masters by using the
very s~me methods they have so long been practising to filch
them out of their honest dues".
The writer goes on describing at length the revolutionary
changes that are taking place in the rural life; how the old
caste divisions are breaking down and the society is getting
Jivided into two classes, viz. rich and poor; and how the latter
are losing their traditional virtues and becoming turbulent. He
remarks: ''They (workers) suffer and cherish a strong dislike
to the class which has compassed their ruin through quarrels
and litigations, which are the village edition of the imperial
'divide and rule policy'."
So much for the pious alarm of the respectable bourgeoisie
which is shocked at the impudence of the lowly. But the real
strength and character of the awakening of the Indian working
class, urban as well as rural, are indicated by the strike
movement of the last several years. The rebelliousness of the
wurkers has added great potentiality to the struggle for national
freedom. In the din of political fights, the economic struggle
of the working class has been drowned; economic strikes have
been invariably transformed into premature political ones; but
to an observer with an understanding of the social forces, this
complexity of affairs cannot confuse the great outstanding
~otive behind it all. The working-class, and particularly the
cuy proletariat, has begun to fight for its economic betterment,
1s
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and signs are not lacking that before very long, the conscious
desire for social emancipation will not remain beyond its
mental outlook.
Eversince the class of city workers eiisted in India, the
strike has not been an altogether unknown affair. But so long
as the numerical strength of this class remained insignificant
and the large majority of the workers were unskilled, strikes
were very few and far between. Indian workers employed in
modem industries were mostly unskilled until I 0 or 12 years
ago, and the permanent presence of a huge army of unemployed in the country constituted a standing menace to the
steadiness of the factory workers' job. Under such circumstances, the only consequence of a strike would be the Sl.1'11·
mary dismissal of the strikers, who could be replaced by new
men at a moment's notice and at even lower wages. Thus.
although there occurred strikes .of the cotton-mill operatives
of Bombay in the later years oft~e '90s, of the railway-workers
in 1906, of the coal miners around the same year, of the
Calcutta jute-mill worker-s in l 907 etc., the economic struggle of the working class did not take sufficiently organised
and powerful form till 1917. In this year, the war conditions
had on the one hand given a tremendous impetus to the
machine industry in India, while on the other hand, they had
pushed the cost of living several times higher. The number
of workers accumulated and settled in the industrial centres
had greatly increased; the proportion of skilled workmen
among the Indian labourers had also increased. Owing to the
sudden growth of industries, the towns were horribly congested and the housing condition was scandalous. The wages
were so low that the workers could hardly buy anything with
them. Such a situation could not help creating discontent.
which was first expressed in the form of food-riots. Shops
were looted by hungry work-people. The food-riots were
quelled ~ith the aid of armed forces.
Unable to drag along any longer in their unbearable existence
.-unorganised, practically leaderless-the workers of the
textile industry found the first weapon of the class-war. They
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instinctively learned to strike. The first strikes were declared
m the latter part of 1917. and within the course of but a few
months, not less than 120,000 workers took part in the same
-;trike, tying up simultaneously a number offactories in several
towns. The demand was for higher wages and shorter hours.
wht<.'h were granted to a certain extent. Since then strikes
followed upon strikes, and the year 1918 found the entire
country seething with labour unrest. Out of the strike movement were born labour organizations. Trade unions were organi,cd by the workers in various industries. The class-war
hecame more naked. Even when forced to concede to the
!-trike-demands, the capitalists refused to recognise the unions
:t~ legitimate bodies. The government endorsed the attitude
of the employers, many of whom were Indians and not a few
belonging l<.' the nationalist movement. Recognition of the
right of collective bargaining was included in the strike
demands. By the middle of 1918, 'participation in the control
nf industry' was included in the demands of several strikes.
The story of the strike-wave that 5wept the country during
the years from 1918 to 1920 is a history h:• itself. It needs
1'1pecial study; but lack of sufficient reliable IT'aterial precludes
our entering it at length. Suffice it to say that, side by side
with the national stuggle, the class struggle has also been
developing. In the short space of four years, trade unionism
has made great progress in India. It shows that the Indian
proletariat has been very quick in understand;!lg the necessity
of its class organism to fight for economic interests. In the
earlier days of the movement, when almost every strike was
followed by turbulent disturbances created by the workers, the
nationalist leaders suddenly found in it a very good weapon
to be used for the purposes of demonstration. Very sbon all
the strikers were led and organised by nationalist leaders,
~ho in their enthusiasm, tried to read a ifolitical character
in the economic struggle of ihe working class. This led to
the disasters of the Punjab, Bombay and other places in 1919.
But the bloody baptism under nationalist leadership did not
damp the spirit of the rebellious wage-slaves. What did
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happen was, that the failure of the bourgeois nationalist to
understand the real significance of the labour unrest, prevented him from leading it into the r.ight channel. Consequently, the leadership of organised labbur began to pass into
the control of conservative reformists and government agents.
Nevertheless, mass action still remains the backbone of the
national struggle; and the masses are pushed on to the revolutionary ranks not so much by national enthusiasm, as by
the instinct for self-preservation, which is the mother of the
struggle for economic emancipation.
That the struggle of the proletariat is an affair distinct from
the national movement and that what the Indian worker i~
really fighting for is freedom from his age-long eco~mk
bondage and social ostracism, can be seen from the innumerable strikes organised and led by the Unions. Today we find
hundreds of thousands of wor}ers all over the c~u11try, fighting
with grim determination the 6attles of economic emancipation
with the capitalist class, irrespective of nationality. How far
the sense of solidarity and will to fight have progressed
among the Indian proletariat can be judged from the following picture of the 50,000 textile workers of Madras who were
locked-out for more than three months. The government
extend full aid to the employers in their efforts to breakdown the resistance of the workers, who were terrorized and
prosecuted in every conceivable way. A correspondent gives
the following descriptior. of the spirit of the workers after
10 weeks of struggle and starvation:
''One sees in the faces of these workers, when the)
assemble in thousands in their union premises every evening.
a deep and silent determination to carry on the struggle in
spite of all the brutal devices that are now being practised
to cow them down to o~edience and break the strike. 'Are
you downhearted'? The answer 'No' uttered by thousands
of voices sends a thrill of joy among the vast assembly· But
only a few can realise the real sufferings and privations of
these brave people. Here is an example of endurance and
suffering perhaps unparalleled in the strike phenomena of
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recent times, and which is destined to have far-reaching
results all over the labour world. Still stubborn, still peaceful,
still determined to endure and to suffer for their economic
nnancipation. ' '
About a year ago, the labour unrest became so acute and
wide-spreaJ that the government found it necessary to recognise it as a problem separate from the general national
movement. Commissions WPre appointed to investigate the
causes of the unrest and devise remedies to counteract them.
In its report, the Commission for Industrial Unrest in Bengal
states that in the nine months, from July 1920 to March 1921,
no less than 137 strikes took place in the province of Bengal
alone. The following figures quoted from the report of the
Commission show that the strikes were very wide-spread and
affected all branches of industries.
As regards the economic loss by these strikes, it is calculated that 244, 180 employees were involved and that the
aggregate duration in working davs was 2,631,488.
Five strikes or more occurred in the following industries:
,"'lumber of strikes

---·--------------

Engineering and metal works
Jute mills
Transport and in the port of Calcutta
Public utility services
Coal mines
Cotton mills

33
27
19
l2
7
6
Railway~
S
Printi11g press
S
This Commission, compoiied of official employers,
legislators and labour-leaders, made an exhaustive study
of the causes of industrial unrest. In course of this study,
the pre-occupation that the labour troubles were due to
political agitation was greatly dissipated. Inter alia, the
Commission says :
'.'Industrial unrest is only a phase of the general unrest
which has prevailed since the close of the war in every
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country in the world. The causes of the unrest are multifarious, political, social and economic. The economic causes
are the most obvious and perhaps the most important. The
increase in the cost of food-stuff, clotll'·and other necessities
of life has been followed by a rise in the wages of all classes
of labour, but the rise in wages has not at all times and
in all industries, kept pace with the increase in price!!.
During the intervals, genuine hardship must have been
caused to the labouring classes, giving rise to apprehension
as to the future and a general feeling of unrest ... At all
events, labour is developing a new consciousness of its
solidarity and value."
Out of the 134 strikes recorded in the report of the 'ommission 110 were due to demands for higher wages or demands
for wage increase together with other concessions, 13 were
the continuation of the pre)'ious strikes aft~r the original
demands had been partialfy or completely satisfied. The
strikes were renewed due to additional claims for over-time
wages, strike pay, re .. institution of dismissed strikers or
other reasons connected directly with the immediate interest
of the workers. One remarkable feature was that only one
strike was declared for better facilities for prayers on the
part of the Mohammedan employees. This analysis of the
strikes demonstrates the fundamental character of the unrest
that has contaminated the entire working population of
India.
In recommending the introduction of Joint Works Committees (on the style of Whitley Councils) the Commission
makes the following interesting and significant remarks. "It
is a regrettable fact that, in spite of all that has been do~e
during the last quarter of a century to improve the material
condition of the work-pepple in the jute mills and other l~rge
industrial concerns on the banks of the Hoogly, the relations
between the employers and employed are much less intimate
and. cordial than they were twenty years ago."
.
It should be. indicated that the owners of the industries
referred to in the report are both foreign and native. The
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gravity of the industrial unrest can be gauged by the fact
that the government found it necessary to appoint such a
commission of enquiry and accept its recommendations. This
shows that the employing class has been forced to recognise
rhe proletariat as a factor to be contended with; and this
position in 1he class-struggle has been reached only after four
years' fight. The class-cleavage in India is very wide and
the objective force of the proletariat tremendous!
It is not only in the province of Bengal that the industrial
unrest has attracted the attention of the government. AJI
the provincial as well as the central governments are gravely concerned with this problem. Why? Because the growing
rnnsciousness of its class interest makes the working class
a powerful revolutionary factor, which will take part in the
struggle for national freedom, not swayed by the wordy
sentimentality of petty bourgeois libertarians, but in the
pursuit of its ultimate economic and social liberation. To
defect the most advanced section of the working class from
the national struggle by advocating the protection of its
immediate material interests, appears to be within the present
'cheme of the government. The experienced British bourgeoisie, which stands behind the Indian government, does
not fail to make a clear survey of the social forces underlying
the revolutionary results of the class-contradictions and
amagonism in the national movement, if the awakening
working class is not led on to the revolution,try path according to its class interest. This is a task which appears to be
beyond the wisdom and sagacity of the nationalist leaders
and naturally calls for a political party of the working class.
The first stage of the proletarian struggle, which was
?1arked by a mad wave of spontaneous strikes, followed
invariably by riots and disturbances, seems to have tenninated by the end of the last year. Since then, the proletarian
movement has apparently entered the period of organisation
a~d preparation for continuing the struggle with renewed
vigour in the near future. Since the beginning of the present
Year the strike fever seems tp have been on the decline. But
37
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now though the strikes are less frequent, they are better
organised and are marked with the tendency of improving
the immediate material conditions o~ the workers. In 1918
and 1919, the first years of proletarian struggle under nationalist leadership, the strikes cost the workers heavily, but
very little was achieved by way of improving their material
conditions. The nationalists were more interested in turning
out a popular demonstration than to develop the revolutionary consciousness of the masses by participating in their
struggle of every-day life; of course this defect of tactics
of the nationalists is due to their affiliation which puts a clas!\
stamp upon their activities. The proletarian class must develop
its own leadership and political career. Short-sighted ~tion·
alist tactics have temporarily driven the organised section
of the proletariat into the control of those non-revolutionary
elements who, however, arp helping to solidi_fy the workers'
ranks. The influence of this non-revolutionary element ha~
succeeded in curbing the strike-movement, and is trying to
divert the proletarian energy into the channels of negotiation
and conciliation with the employer. But this will simply
embitter the antagonism, because the worker will come closer
to the exploiter and will have more chances of seeing clearly
the class-line that separates them.
Notwithstanding the temporary slackening of the revolutionary fervour of the working-class movement, the situation
in general has not changed very much. A note issued by the
Labour Office states that in the province of Bombay, six
strikes were declared in the month of April 1921, involving
103,850 persons and the loss of 184,450 working days. In
May there were 11 strikes and lockouts affecting 120.290
men and causing the loss of 127 .115 working days; in June
the number of strikes )Yas 10 with 16, 117 men taking part
and the Joss of working days was 79,804. The next month
showed a further decrease.
The demands put forth by the strikers of late are better
thought out than before, when the proletariat was led mo~e
by indignation, restiveness and agitation. Now the deman 5
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are calculated to further the interest of the class, immediately
as well as ultimately. The fight for the recognition of the
unions is still going on. In many districts, the working-day
has been reduced to I() hours. Demands for participation in
the profits is not infrequent. In many industrial centres,
especially m Bombay, the latest demand is for universal free
primary education for the children of the workers. A movement has been started for the institution of a minimum wagehoard and 8-hour day. In July, a resolution to that effect was
moved in the Legislative Council, but met a united oppositien
from the British as well as native industrial interests and was
lost. The Factory Act of 1911 has been amended in spite of
thr opposition from the Mill Owners' Association with light
\.'.Onccssions to the workers, including a 11-hour day for men,
a I 0-hour day for women and a 6-hour day for children.
Almost in every province with a large industrial proletariat
some sort of conciliation board has been appointed to settle
the disputt"s between capital and lahour. These are but signs
which indicate which way the wind is blowing. The city
proletariat has become a social. economic and political factor
in the national life.
It is the development of large-scale industry which is going
to determine the future of India. The revolution has already
begun and is marching with gigantic strikes, disrupting the
undermined structure of the village and building huge cities.
whither the hapless wage-slaves are being driven by the force
of circumstances. The vast masses of wage-slaves. which long
since came into existence in the organism of Indian society
red~ced to capitalist exploitation, are in a process of concentration. The scattered forces are being mobilised into solid
ranks. The consequence of this social readjustment" cannot
remain unfelt. In fact it is already manifesting itself very
powerfully. It is the mass awakening that has at last given
~e~l potentiality to the movement for national liberation; and
11 15 the organised, class-conscious proletariat, aided by the
pauperised peasantry, which will lead the national struggle
to a successful end. An unconscious ignorant mob, excited
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by frothy sentiments, is no match for the mighty British
imperialism. In spite of its rapid growth. the Indian bourgeoisie is still very weak and is bound to be ~steady in its purpose:
but before the worker there is nothing but struggle. It is having
nothing to lose but his chains, on whom ultimately depends
the national freedom; but national freedom does not mean
anything to him unless it brings in its train his economic a'ld
social emancipation. The national liberation of India is but
a prelude to a greater thing-the social emancipation of the
working class. National struggle and class-struggle are going
on side by side; the noisiness of the former cannot conceal
the existence of the latter.

6. Political Movement-I
Before proceeding to deal with the national movement of
modem ln~ia, it is necessar~to review briefly. the social and
political events in the pre-British period. This study will help
us to understand better the later developments. since these arc
but the inevitable consequences of the past. What is happening
today has not been produced by the events exclusively of
yesterday. Human history is connected with the dark ages of
barbarism by the unbroken chain of evolution.
The English are not the first conquerors of India, whi<..h
has been practically under foreign domination since the thirteenth century. Before the English became the political masters
of the country. it had been ruled by Mohammedan conquerors.
Of course. the character of the mediaeval empire of the Musi ims
differed greatly from the modem capitalist imperialism. Bui
the fact remains that the domination of a conquering race
interfered with the free social development of the native
people, precluding thereby the evolution of a national state.
The Muslims began to invade India when the latter was
in the first stage of feudalism. It was only among the Rajputs
of the north that the feudal monarchy was fully developed.
while the rest of the country still remained divided into a
number of kingdoms partly theocratic partly patriarchal. Under
such circumstances. national consciousness, embracing the
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t'ntire population that inhabited 'the continent of India, was
naturally an impossibility. The attempts made from time to
time by one or another of these kingdoms to extend its boundaries
at the cost of the neighbours, were not by any means actuated
by the ideal of building up a great unified nation : dynastic
ambition, pure and simple, was the motive behind such attempts.
Nor could the heroic opposition put up by the Rajputs against
the Muslim invaders be called national resistence, because the
Rajput clans fought bravely to defend the feudal right of their
chiefs, whose castles, women-folk and patron-deity figur.ed
4'Upreme among the holy objects to be defended at all costs.
The Rajput chiefs led their legions to battle in order to defend
the sanctity of Rajasthan (the abode of the kings) against the
aggression of the barbarian invaders. No talk of defending
India or the Indian nation was heard, unless interpolated
)luhsequently by the zeal of patriotic writers unmindful of the
process of social evolution.
Under the rule of the Muslim emperors, the greater portion
of the country was brought under one central state, but not
as a nation-because the court of Delhi was not the centre
of a national state. The feudal imperialism of the emperors
of Delhi was not based on the support of the loyal native
nobility. It did not stand at the head of subordinate jeudal
nobles resting on serfdom as a social institution. The country
was ruled, not by native feudal chiefs grown out of the people,
but by nobles sent from the court of the foreign emperors.
Feudal in origin, these nobles, nevertheless, could not count
<>n the spontaneous support of the people they ruled over,
bec~use they had not grown out of the indigenous patriarchal
society; power was not maintained by existing social forces
wit~in the country but by a mercenary army. The strength of
Ind.1an society lay in the decentralised village communities,
~hich were far from being distintegrated by the advent of
higher political institutions from outside. Therefore the Indian
~eople were not unified under a centralized state power, the
first requisite for the growth of a national political consciousness. The feudal hordes and mercenary armies of the invading
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Muslims were able to sweep the country because a united
resistance could not be put up. The social development of the
native population precluded it. Only ~ajputana, where feudalism had attained a high degree of dewlopment, could never
be completely subdued by the Muslim emperors, because in
Rajputana, the strongly centralised feudal state was the outcome of a normal social growth, while Muslim feudalism was
artificially foisted upon the country.
The result of the Mohammedan conquest was that the
state-feudalism introduced by it, disturbed the free evolution
of native feudal society. The theocratic and partriarchal
Hindu kingdoms, which would otherwise have developed
into feudal monarchies, were overthrown, to be repla19ed by
imperial provinces ruled by the court nobles with the help
of mercenary armies. Feudalism, which was in the process
of evolution in the native s?cial organism, was deprived of
the possibility of political expression. The political state.
imperial as well as provincial, was the apparatus of a dominant social class extr-aneous to the country. Its expression
was mainly directed against the native feudal chiefs. an
increase of whose power constitued a menace to the safety-the
very existence, of the Muslim authority. Thus the establishment of a more advanced form of political institution, instead
of contributing towards, checked the social progress of the
people. The forces that would have led the people eventually
through the different stages of political and social evolution
to a united national state or a number of states, were disturbed.
But however supressed, the growth of native feudalism could
not altogether be thwarted. It kept on accumulating vigour.
which was expressed in the form of innumerable revolts
against the imperial authority. This rebellion of oppressed
feudal chiefs against the supremacy
of foreign state feudalism
..
should not be mistaken for a national awakening.
Political nationhood is a comparatively recent phenomen~n
in the annals of human history. It is the result of a certain
stage of economic development, affecting communities inhabiting a given geographical region. Diverse groups of peoples
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living in the same surroundings, are gradually welded into a
national entity under the pressure of economic forces. So long
as these forces are not sufficiently developed, the sense of
nationhood remains unknown to a people. India is no exception
to this law. The extensive peninsula called India, is a mere
geographic al expression; it is very distinctly marked out from
the mainland of Asia by physical barriers. But to hold that
this geographical accident has been in itself sufficient to create
a sense of national unity among the diverse communities
inhabiting India, would be to misread the history of human
evolution. To weld the numerous races and tribes, divided by
language and grades of culture, into one national unity was
conditional upon the development of a material force which
could make such fusion possible. As long as the productive
forces remain so backward that the different groups of the
people can live in self-contained isolated communities, the
simple accident of their happening to be situated within the
limits of a certain geographical area does not suffice to make
i! nation out of them. It is only economic development that
induces these isolated communities to come into relation with
t:ach other to satisfy their mutual needs. These relations may
bt war like or peaceful, according to the circumstances. In
the period of barbarism, clans and tribes make war upon each
other in quest of fertile ground; gradually the stronger one
subdues and absorbs the weaker and grows into a theocratic
feudal monarchy. Under the latter, the people are not united
by national consciousness, but by common allegiance to the
high priest or king or to both, as the case may be. The economic
forces whic'1 eventually change this allegiance into rebellion
are the source of political nationhood. Development of the
mode of production bring into existence a new social class,
t~e ~ourgeoisie, which struggles to control the production,
distribution and exchange of commodities.. In course of time,
the political state power vested in the theocratic and feudal
monarchy becomes a burden on social production, and the
element controlling the latter originates the theory of nationhood, which is that the sovereign power is not vested in an
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individual but in the entire community united into a nation.
Under the influence of this growing social class, the bourgeoisie, which controls the productive life of the community, the
national state, distinct from its feudal predecessors, is evolved.
Economic relationships among the people united under such
a state break down all racial, tribal, linguistic and cultural
barriers; sectional isolation, prevailing hitherto, gives phce
to national cohesion.
Such economic development was not to be found in the
resplendent Hindu kingdoms which flourished at the time of
the Muslim invasions, not to mention those of earlier epochs.
The Muslim conquerors naturally would not help the growth
of the idea that their political power was the expression of
the sovereign will of the people, subjugated by them. Since
neither the Hindu kingdoms nor the Muslim empire were
based upon the economic ;upremacy of the middle-class.
those states could not produce a sense of natfonal solidarity
among the people superficially united under them. They
could not unify the Indian people into a single national
existence because the economic forces, which alone are capable
of bringing about such a union, had not yet attained the
adequate stage of development.
This absence of national consciousness in the early and
medieval stage of lnctian development has been a great bone
of contention between the two camps of historians, namely
the imperialist and nationalist. The former teaches that it was
a peculiar defect of the Indian people that they never could
unite upon a national basis; that this lack of national unity
made the Indian people fall an easy prey to all foreign invaders:
and that the unifying force of the British rule was indipensable
for saving the Indian people from the political chaos and social
anarchy in which they had been submerged for centuries. On
.
the other hand, the patriotism of the nationalist histor1~n
revolt~ against this stamp of innate inferiority attached to his
race, and he rushes to the other extreme in order to refute the
imperialist interpretation of history, as if with a vengeance.
He is untiring in pointing out how religious and cultural

.
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traditions knitted the people inhabiting the continent of India,
into what he calls, a 'homogeneous· national unit'. Scientifically judged, both of them-the imperialist as well as the
nationalist-are bad readers of history. Their subjective attitude prevents them from looking at the history of human
progress as it is. The imperialist distort history to so serve
the purposes of insidious propaganda; while the nationalism
of a subject people of India are not inferior to other races,
the nationalist historian goes so far as to assert that even
among the people of primitive India, three or four thousand
>ears ago, there existed a national consciousness. He forgets
that, granted the existence of a certain religious and cultural
solidarity, the presence of political nationhood is not necessarily established; it is with political nationhood that modern
India is concerned, because political subjugation prevents
the economic and social progress of a people. Political
nationhood, and the struggle to attain a politically free national
existence, in its turn, is conditional upon a certain grade of
economic development in a particular people.
At the time of British conquest, that is towards the middle
of the eighteenth century, the economic and political evolution of India was such that her people could be called rather
a number of nationalities inhabiting a continent, than a
composite national unit. It is quite possible to imagine that
but for the intervention of capitalist imperialism, which
while obstructing the economic growth of her people, forced
on them political unity, India would be today in a sociopolitical stage corresponding to that of modem Europe-a
c~ntinent composed of a number of free nationalities in
different grades of economic and social development, but not
~ne united nation. The march of historical events there, up
till t~e eighteenth century did not appear to tend towards
wetd.1~g the diverse and often antagonistic communities into
a unaf1ed national entity. ·
Nearly six hundred years of Muslim rule left the various
~dian communities still in a more or less isolated position.
he revolts against the central authority of the court of Delhi
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were local, being led by feudal kings. and had grown powerful
in spite of the imperial suppression. They never took the form
of struggle for national liberation. Different parts of the country
tried, and at last succeded in breaking away from the empire,
in different times and under the lead of different chiefs, mosi
of whom were interested in their own particular locality. The
trading and intellectual middle-class, whose mission it is
to lay the foundation of a modern national edifice, had not
yet become a political factor. It was only towards the end
of the Moghul Empire (at the beginning of the eighteenth
century) that a middle-class was found to raise its head. Up
till then, under the Muslims as well as the Hindus, the state
had been controlled either by the theocratic intelligen~ia of
the Brahmans, or the military caste of the Kshatriyas, or the
Muslim feudal nobility having no organic relation with the
native society. Under such c9nditions, the idea of a national
state embracing the entire c&untry was inc:onc·eivable.
In the earlier decades of the eighteenth century the Muslim
feudal imperialism broke down, after having ruled over the
country approximately for five hundred years. By that time the
middle-class had become an important factor in socio-economics, but nevertheless, it was still hedged in by feudal fetters
on one side and by the caste guilds of the village communities
on the other. Although the village still retained its position as
the productive unit, the exchange and distribution of commodities had given rise to large towns which had become centres
of prosperous trade carried on by an opulent middle-class.
Production itself could no longer be kept rigidly confined within
the limits of the village community. It had greatly lost its fonner
individualistic character. In the large towns were accumulated
numerous classes of handicraftsmen producing more for exchange than for use. This transformation in the economic life
of the country had not oniy created a prosperous middle-cla~s
engaged in trade, but enabled the rich traders to make thetr
influence felt in the political field, in spite of the fact that the
ruling feudal aristocracy, Hindu as well as Muslim, looked
down upon them. The various independent states that sprang
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into being upon the ruins of the Moghul Empire, found themselves largely controlled financially by the trading class,
although their political structure still remained feudal. This
rising middle-class foreshadowed the development of a higher
form of political state based no longer upon feudal or dynastic
authority, but upon the theory of nationhood-a political
theory still to be evolved.
The collapse of the feudal empire of the Moghuls, however. was not caused directly and exclusively by the rise
of the middle-class. The Muslim state-feudalism maintained by military force, was subverted by the growth of
native feudal monarchies which were more virile because
l'f their closer contact with the people, whose serfdom
constituted the social basis of their power. In the d·ays of
the Moghul Empire, its armies had become mere bands of
marauders, without any vital connection with the people.
The leaders of these armies were mere adventurers looking
for personal aggrandisement than defenders of an existing
economic and political order. Instead of defending the
integnty of the Empire, the nobility of the effete court
utilised their control of the army for the realisation of
personal ambition, and a good many of them ended by
establishing independent kingdoms headed by their respective dynasties. Its own internal disintegration, together with
the rise of the Sikh, Rajput and Maratha powers, caused
the disruption of the Moghul Empire. These three might all
be looked upon as the revindication of native feudalism,
whose normal growth had been disturbed and delayed by
the introduction of Muslim state-feudalism.
. When the Moghul Empire declined in the first part of the
~ighteenth century, there existed in the country a trading and
mtell~ctual middle-class which objectively was the most progressive social factor. It was destined to cepture the political
state power eventually, because· its economic growth could
?It01 fully be realised under feudal political institutions. But.
": 8.5 not yet strong enough to enter the contest openly for
pohtical supremacy. A state which is to be the political
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expression of middle-class must be based upon the theory of
the sovereignty of the people, because the middle-class cannot
overthrow and supplant the feudal po~er without the support
of the people. So, on the eve of beginning its struggle for
political power, the middle-class formulates the theory of
nationhood based upon the so-called 'natural right' of the
people, to rule itself through delegated or elected repre!lentatives. But the Indian bourgeoisie in that period had not yet
evolved a political ideology of its own. Its socio-economic
position was such, that it was forced to remain the unseen
power behind the throne on which the feudal monarchs still
sat. There was, therefore, no force to contest the absolute
authority of the latter. Its political immaturity prevented the
middle-class from initiating and heading a movement having
for its object the establishment of a national state, based upon
democratic principles. Conrquently, the dissolution of the
Muslim power was followed by a long period of chaos and
anarchy from the midst of which arose the Maratha feudal
monarchy.
The rise of the Maratha power marks the first stages of
the political nationalism in the history of India. The Maratha
kings, under the influence of their ministers, who belonged
to the Brahman intelligentsia, conceived the idea of establishing a Hindu federal empire on the ruins of the Muslim
supremacy. This project of founding a national state was
realised to a certain extent, not alone by the feudal chiefs.
but under the rule of the Brahman ministers, who captured
the political power of the state, peacefully replacing the
royal dynasty. The federal empire of the Marathas was
consolidated, not under the leadership of the feudal dynasty
which had originally started the revolt against the Moghul
power, and which eventually contributed to its dissolution
more than any other factor, but under the astute statesmanship of the Brahman intelligentsia in control of the state
power, including the victorious military forces. Its political
philosophy, however, could hardly be separated from feudal traditions. Consequently, before the primitive Hindu
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nationalism of the Marathas could crystallize itself as such,
11 degenerated into medieval imperialism of the worst sort.
The fact that the Maratha Confederacy itself was, ere long,
dismembered into several principalities fighting against
each other, proves that the ideal of a national state had.not
been realist•d. It was not so much the awakening national
consciousness as the military prowess of the Marathas,
which defeated the mercenary armies of the decrepit Moghul
Empire.
The Maratha Confederacy failed to consolidate the peopJe
into a national unit, because the economic foundation of the
~ociety on which such a political super-structure could be
su!ltained for any length of time, had been shaken. The economic life of the country was no longer nourished exclusively
hy serf labour; the rise of the middle-class, given to prosperous
lr:tde and banking, signified a radical change in the productive
forces. A state power that could, in the period, assume a
national character, should have been built on the economic
factor; should have been the political apparatus in the hand
of the trading-class; should have brought peace and order out
1'f chaos and anarchy in order to help the development of
the new productive forces. Instead of using it for pillage
and plunder, it should have wielded its military power as
a police force. These are the characteristics of the bourgeois
state; but the feudal character of Maratha power prevented
it from adapting its nationalism to the contemporary economic factors and social tendencies. Thus, despite its patriotism, based on religious antagonism, the Maratha power
coul~ not help but degenerate into rabid imperialism, which
"'~s instrumental in ruining the country, instead of contributing to the growth of nationhood. The Maratha revolt
against the Muslim authority failed to realise its original
pro.gramme, viz. the building up of ·a unified Hindu
nation-because it was the political and military expression
~f nat~ve. feudalism, which had been suppressed by Muslim
hmpen~hs~. But feudalism, as a socio-economic institution
ad ob1ect1vely reached the stage of decline; it could no
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longer be the state power. Therefore, in the latter part of
the eighteenth century, the Indian people refused to respond
to the reactionary cult of the religi~-political nationalism
preached by a feudal state. Instead of being a unifying force,
the Maratha power degenerated to such an extent that its
very name became a terror all over the country.
By the time the representative of the English tra~ing
bourgeoisie began the first stages of struggle for political
power in India, the Marathas had reached the pinnacle of
ascendency, and were already on the decline. The political
chaos and social anarchy reigning since the beginning of the
eighteenth century, had reached their climax. Civil war was
the order of the day, and the economic life of the r.puntry
was seriously injured. Feudalism, Hindu as well as Muslim,
had landed in political bankruptcy, having failed to maintain
an established government;'uling over any considerable part
of the country. It could not bring order out of chaos. A more
advanced social factor had to appear on the field in order
to build a political institution appropriate to the situation: a
social factor that could count upon the tacit support of the
people at large by advancing social progress; a social factor
that could put an end to the ruinous civil wars and inaugurate
an era of economic reconstruction and political peace. A
progressive middle-class, controlling production and distribution by means of trades capital, was this power-to-be. This
element did exist in the country at the moment, but its
development had been rather stunted and immature owing
to the troubled conditions obtaining just about the time thJl
it assumed the proper social significance. The English bourgeoisie, which happened to appear on the scene in the person
of the East India Company, as it were, took the hint from
history and began to estfblish its domination over the country
with the aid of the Indian people themselves.
Maratha nationalism, sanctified by religious traditions.
failed to enlist the support even of the various Hindu communities; but a handful of foreign traders could become the
paramount power of the country without meeting any serious
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popular re,istance. The British East India Company happened to embody the social force which alone was able to
.. ccure what the Indian people badly needed. This was a form
of government which could bring peace and order to the
'"ou~ntry. The people were craving for the cessation of the
~t\11warr1vaging the land. Every class, except the doomed
kudal rulers and their henchmen given to plunder and pil1.ige. cried for settled conditions, and would welcome any
t!,,vrrnment which could assure it. Peasants, artisans, traders,
mtl'llectuals, all were sick of the civil war which had affected
more or le~s seriously their respective material interests. The
llCJ\ant could not peacefully till his land unless the danger
ol marauding horde~ tramping over it was removed: artisans
..md trader~ suffered alike because the general insecurity of
itte and tran~portation had ruined commerce, and the heavy
toll, levied by the irresponsible rulers were killing the economic
hfe of the country; the intellectuals needed an established
order of society in order to thrive. The foreign traders also
re4u1red i.ettled conditions. Thus it happen~d that the malt>nal mtere~ts of the would-be conqueror coincided with
lho11e of the about-to-be conquered. The representatives of
the Brit1\h bourgeoisie entered the field ot political aggres'ton with the standard of 'peace and order'. and soon became
the paramount power of India with the aid and connivance
ol the Indian people themselves.
At the time of British conquest, the Indian people were
nothmg but a mass of humanity. in the period of transition from
a d1~integrated feudalism to a higher stage of social evolution.
The forces that could weld it into a national entity in the
PJlitical sense, had not yet fully developed. The imperialist
theory that the people of India were incapable of ruling
themselves, and therefore, needed the protection and guidance
of ~ more civilised nation, is preposterou,;. But what is histm ically true is that in the first part of the eighteenth
~entury • Indian stood in need of a new social force which could
head her out of the chaos and anarchy resulting from the
reakdown of the feudal states. In the bourgeoisie was to be
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found the saviour. The failure of the Maratha confederacy had
demonstrated that a national state could not be build upon the
basis of feudalism. A higher form of political institutuon was
necessary, and this new institution sho*ld have been the bourgeois state resting on the theory of the sovereignty of the
people-political nationhood. But the native middle-class failed
to rise to the situation. It had not attained the necessary political maturity.
If a handful of English merchants could subdue such a
vast population and one not in a barbarous stage of development, it was not, as the nationalists hold simply because
of the 'devilish perfidy' of the invaders. There were deeper
social reasons behind the tragic episode called the British
conquest oflndia. Such an outstanding historical event~anno!
be explained light-heartedly away with th.e flourish of such
eloquent phrases as 'unscrupulous intrigues of perfidious
Albion', marshalled by th/ conquered; nor as 'an agreeable
accident of history' piously pronounced by the apologists of
British Imperialism. To an unprejudiced student, the British
conquest of India does indeed appear more as an accident
than as the result of consummate intrigues. But to call it
an accident pure and simple, divorced from the gigantic
scheme of human progress, might flatter imperial egoism.
but it betrays sheer ignorance of social history. The British
conquest of India is one of those accidents which are not
very rare in human history-accidents precipitated by the
coincidence of events and forces developing with method,
and in conformity with definite material laws. The English
traders who came to the shores of India without any political
pretensions, could eventually establish a great and mighty
empire, because they happened to embody the social force
which, in accordance with the imperious material Jaws
determining all human progress, was n~xt to assert itself
over .the political life of the country.
The British East India Company succeeded in establishing
·itJ political domination over India with the help of, ~nd
subsequently at the cost of, the native trading class which.
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together with the intelligentsia, constituted the progressive
dnJ ob1ectively most revolutionary factor of Indian society
'" the middle and latter parts of the eighteenth century. In
order to consolidate its power, the Company's government
n.iJ to enlist the support of a sufficiently strong social class,
,m~·e othe. wise the political domination of a handful of
fort'lgners could not be expected to endure. The natural ally
"'J' of course, the native trading class, since it belonged to
1hl! 1,,ame social category as the foreign invader. In fact, the
n.1t1\I! trader did enter into an alliance with the British
l 11mpany even before the latter had entered the political
,11ugglc and render it valuable services. It was a social
,1 ugglc, m which national differentiation was overwhelmed
ll\ imperious economic necessities.
f'hc religious role of freeing the people from feudal
ktcep, did not fall to the lot of the Indian middle-class
lrbt•r1anans. It was misappropriated by the British bour!?ct11i.1e. represented by the East India Company. The facil11\ "'-Ith which the English aggressor could defeat one after
Jllother the feudal monarchies with armies recruited from
Jmong the native peasantry, demonstrated that the social
lnundallon of Indian feudalism was decayed. The forces for
0 h·rrhrowing feudalism had grown in the social organism.
The tragedy was, that it was not the native bourgeoisie which
mar,halJed and led these revolutionary forces on the path
of 'oc1al progress, but a foreign agency which appeared on
th\!' i.cene at the critical moment and exploited the revoluttonary forces for its own benefit, thereby throttling lndtan
'>Oclal progress and causing national stagnation.
The thread-bare feudal political structures collapsed like
0
'
many houses of cards before the attack of the foreign
commercial bourgeoisie, because the latter objectively correllponded to and was actually backed by the native social
fori:es which would have performed the same exploit, perhaps
\~me~hat later, had not the English intruded. Thus, by overt rowmg feudalism from the political power, the English
invaders did perform a revolutionary act: but it was not long
38
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before they transfonned themselves into a counter-revolutionary force obstructing the progress of those very native elements which had helped them come to power. The British
bourgeoisie was interested in the estattlishment of a colonial
state, which did not need the same economic foundation as
a bourgeois national state. The exploitation of an imperial
bourgeiosie governing a colonial i:ountry, does not follow the
same line as that of a national bourgeoisie. The progres!'. and
prosperity of the latter require the fomenting of national
conciousness and then of jingoism in the people, while the
former obstructs the growth of national consciousness. To let
the social forces develop, which brought the English trader!-.
to political power, would have meant the inevitable.rise of
the native bourgeoisie, a factor positively dangerous to the
safety of the foreign domination. Therefore, the policy of the
British Indian government was to crush the native trading
class. Its power of resista.fce broken, feudalism was perpetuated in the persons of newly-created landed aristocracy and
impotent native states. The reinstatement of the feudal show
however, put the peasantry back into practical serfdom. All
economic progress was made impossible by the coercion of
the state. Thus, the British conquest of India, which could be
called a coup d'etat made by a foreign bourgeoisie with the
help of a series of rather premature revolutionary forces.
brought peace and order. But the peace soon proved to be
the inactivity of the exhausted. The British power secured
its own position in India by economic suppression and the
social stagnation and political slumber that unavoidably
followed it. First utilized and misled, then betrayed and
ultimately wantonly destroyed by its more developed foreign
prototype with a state power behind it, the Indian middlec lass remained practifally non-existent politically. for a
considerable time after its fore-fathers had helped the En·
glish lay the foundation of their Indian Empire. The econom·
ic supression of the propertied and intellectual middle-class.
made a liberal bourgeois political movement impossible. The
absence of a bourgeoisie precluded the evolution of those
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forces that make for the national consciousnes& of a people.
Such was the background out of which has evolved the
modern political movements of India. The political nationali!lm of modern India expresses the political ideology and
a!lpiration of a youthful bourgeoisie, which has risen in spite
of innumerable obstacles and which has never had the opportunity of utilising the state apparatus for disseminating and
inculcating in the people the idea of nationhood. But at the
,..imc time, it enjoys the advantage of shielding its exploitations under the cry against foreign oppresssion. The nationalism of contemporary India lacks the tradition of a
r.:i1ional unity, but it rests on the reaction against a common
oppression. This negative basis, however, renders the national liberation movement led by the bourgeoisie, inherently
v.rak. Therefore, the political liberation of the oppressed
people of lndia depends less on the nationalism of the
hourgeoisie than on the struggle of the exploited masses for
lC1momic and social emancipation. It will be seen presently
how the political movement in the India of today is being
"trengthened by the class struggle that is overshadowing the
nationalist sentiment, which has never gone beyond the
l1m1ts of a certain section of the middle-class.

7. Political Movement-II
The first hundred years of British rule was a period of social
a.nd political stagnation resulting from the ruthless destrucl~(~n of the progessive tendencies in production. The political power passed on to the control of a foreign bourgeoisie which. instead of helping the development of higher
Prnductive methods, pushed the society back, to the stage
of agrarian economy. This told heavily on the native middleclass, which had already reached an advanced stage of
!rades capitalism and was standing on the-eve of large-scale
industrial production. Economic suppression of the native
middle-class precluded the possibility of a political move~ent of a modern democratic character. There was no other
e ement in the native population which could resist or be
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hostile to the foreign ruler. The programme of 'peace and
order', which was gradually realised, secured the foreign
conqueror active support from certain sections and the
passive connivance of the masses \)f the population. The
much longed for peace put the society, as it were, to a
political sleep.
Peace established by a bourgeois state is usually fol·
lowed by social progress and economic prosperity of a
certain section of the people. But the peace, which the
British conquest gave to India, turned to be the listles!>ncss
of the paralytic; the order was not that of a new society
evolved out of the decayed old-it was the artificial
maintenance of the status quo which had been d~o;turbcd
by the rise of new social forces. The fact of its being a
colonial government turned the bourgeois state establi!ihcd
by the English in India, ipto a reactionary force, because
its safety and continued e'xistence had to be secured hy the
destruction of all progressive forces in the native sodcty.
The practical elimination of the bourgeoisie from the political
field made the growth of the spirit of nationhood an impossibility. The government was a bourgeois political
institution, and as such was indeed an improvement on the
older forms the country had evolved, but it was not a
national state. Therefore its policy was not to foment national consciousness by means of public instruction. a capitalist press, ceremonie~ etc., but to keep the people in 1heir
primitive ignorance. In order to hold the society in a backward state, skeletons of the undermined feudal structure were
maintained and pampered. These impotent feudal rulers.
together with the newly-created landed aristocracy to which
the rich trading class was cleverly diverted, constituted the
social basis of the British rule for more than a hundred years.
So in spite of being in itself a bourgeios state, the British
Indi~ government allied itself with the conservative and
reactionary element of the native population. This unholy
alliance enabled it to betray and choke its former partner.
the native trading and intellectual middle-class. The
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elimination of the latter caused a social reaction inevitably
followed by political apathy.
Such a social atmosphere, which prevailed till after the
middle of the nineteenth century, was not conducive to the
t!volution of any political movement of a national character.
The revolt uf 1857 was the first serious attempt to overthrow
th\! British domination; but by no means could it be looked
upon as a national movement. It was nothing more than the
last !ipasm of the dying feudalism. In so far as it aimed at the
ov.:rthrow of foreign domination, which had obstructed t~e
,ocial growth of the people, the revolt of 1857 was revolu11onary; but socially it was a reactionary movement, because
11 wanted to replace British rule by revived feudal imperialism,
either of the Mughals or the Marathas. This objectively rearnonary character was the reason of its failure. It could not
have been suppressed had it been a progressive national
movement, led by the native bourgeoisie with advanced social
ideas and political programme. But such a movement was
1rnpo,s1ble in that epoch. The necessary social elements were
ah .. cnt. The following opinion of the imperialist historian
Seeley is on the whole a correct interpretation of the situation:
We could subdue the mutiny of 1857, formidable as it was,
because it spread through only a part of the army, because
the people did not actively sympathize with it, because it was
possible to find Indian races who would fight on our side. The
moment a mutiny is threatened, which shall be no more
mutiny. but the expression of a universal feeling if nationality,
"~ that moment all hope is at an end of preserving our empire.
for we are raot really conquerors of India, and we cannot rule
h~r as conquerors.
The revolt of 1857 was predominantly a military mutiny
brought about by the intrigues of the deposed and discontened
~eudal chiefs. The people at large had very little to do with
~; ~~e majority of them either remained passive or helped the
~lhsh government. The only powerful Indian community
wnh. some sense of national solidarity, rendered valuable
services to the British. It was the Sikhs, who had maintained
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an independent national state until but a few years before the
mutiny. whose military aid contributed largely to the suppression of the rebellion. The English syste~ of education introduced in the 30' s, had brought into existence a small clas,
of modem intellectuals who could be looked upon as the
forerunners of the national movement of the subsequent epoch.
The mutiny found all these intellectuals with modern an,1
progressive thought, on the side of the British government
Only in some of the minor native states the people were
somewhat drawn into the revolt because feudalism was still
a living force in those parts. The failure of the mutiny proved
that the intrigues of a backward social force, doomed to death
by history. could not realize a national unity in oppositiQfl to
a foreign domination which, nevertheless, objectively embodied an advanced political thought. The country was still
undergoing a reaction agains.J.- the long period of chaos and
anarchy through which it had passed, and would thus stand
by that political power which could ensure peace and order.
however dearly the latter might cost.
Orthodox nationalists of a later period looked upon and
interpreted the rebellion of 1857 as a great struggle for
independence. This tendency betrays the grave danger of
reaction which is contained in the nationalism built on a
religious basis. No Indian nationalist who stands for the
social progress of his people and who struggles for political
independence as a step towards that goal, would be treading
the right path by clinging to the sentiments that lay behind
the revolt of 1857. which was not merely a military effort to
overthrow the foreign domination. It was provoked by a fierce
spirit of social reaction. being a revolt not against the British
government in particular. but against the advanced social and
political ideas it embodie'1-the ideas which were hailed by
the intellectual middle-class of India, because the latter was
materially prepared for them, and would itself have evolved
them, had they not been brought into the country through the
agency of a foreign conqueror. In fact. the foreign 'barbarians•, against whom the ideological leaders of the mutiny
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..;ought to incite the Indian masses, were detrimental to the
untrammelled evolution of progressive social and political
thought in the native middle-class, inasmuch as they obstructed the latter's economic development.
A hundred years had passed since the British began to
implant their political domination in the country. The earlier
yi:ars of their rule were marked by wanton economic suppres'ion. which was executed partly by plunder and spoilation,
partly by destroying the native handicraft industry in competition with the machine production of England. The former
method was used against the feudal rulers, while the latter
-.erved to reduce the trading class to social inaction and
political impotency. The wisdom of the policy of basing
British domination on the landed aristocracy, inaugurated
under the direction of a semi-feudal Parliament at home, came
to be questioned by not a few Englishmen in the government
of India. These representatives of the English liberal bourgeoisie held that it was dangerous to rely on a reactionary
social element. They suggested that the middle-class was the
natural ally and that its intellectual growth should be helped
hy the government. This new tendency was expressed in the
desire to introduce Western education into India. The object
was to allow the progressive forces of the native society an
intellectual expression, which however, being devoid of any
economic might, would not be able to be politically dangerous, but at the same time would constitute a bulwark against
possible reactionary upheavals. A pure political manoeuvre
on the part of the British rulers, this policy was interpreted
by the apostles of reaction as a clever design to undermine
their hold on the people; nevertheless, obviously contrary
to the expectation of its promoters, it marked the. birth of
modern India. Inadvertently, it let loose that dynamic social
force which was destined to prove eventually mortal to the
British, and in order to be able to fulfil its historic mission,
had to prove itself an enemy of the native reactionary elements which stood in the way of progress in the name of
national culture and traditions. As a result of this policy of
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introducing Western education, a class of intellectuals with
modern thoughts and progressive tendencies had come into
existence already in the 30's of the nineteenth century. Still
in its infancy, this progressive elemerH showed signs of
vigour in social and religious reformism, if not in the political
field, which was naturally closed to it owing to the economic
stagnation in which it was forcibly kept. But its very exi!'ltence, which happened to be still under the fatally miscalculated patronage of the British government, was a challenge
to the old order of things. The social significance of the revolt
of 1857 was the reaction it embodied against this revolutionary force, which had not appeared as such till then, but
which was the harbinger of a new India, to be dominated
•
neither by a foreign imperialism however liberal, nor by the
native conservatism however glorified.
••All the vested interests connected with the old order of
things in the religious as well 's in the political domain. felt
the ground swaying under their feet, and the. peril with which
they were confronted came not only from their alien rulen
but from their own countrymen, often, of their own caste and
race, who had fallen into the snares and pitfalls of an alien
civilization.'' These words of Valentine Chiral can be taken
as a picture of the social background of the mutiny, if only
the last phrase is substituted by "who had awakened to the
ideas that the old social and political institutions were detrimental to the future progress of India". The failure of the
Mutiny proved conclusively that the people of India were
not united by the old social institutions and religious
traditions-that the future of India was to be secured not by
the impossible revival of the old order of things, but by the
birth of a new force arising upon the ruins of the old- The
birth of this new force was obstructed, but could not beo!
prevented by the foreign ruler.
The safe continuation of the foreign domination, however.
still needed the sinister services of the reactionary forces in
order to keep the masses of the population away from the
influence of the progressive intellectuals. The social and
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religious superstitions were very useful in keeping the people
m ignorance and resigned to their position. Therefore in the
memorable Queen's Proclamation which followed the supprt•ssion of the Revolt, was emphasized the determination of
the British Government ''to abstain from all interference with
religious beliefs or worship''. This was obviously a conces'>lllll to the forces of reaction, whose good graces should be
enlisted as a counterpoise against the rising progressive
mrdlectuals, who were always looked upon with suspicion
llO account of their objectively revolutionary character. The
,·anguard of the native society, they could not however be
Jhcnated, because their support was the most reliable founLlarion on which the foreign rule could rest itself. Therefore,
m order to demonstrate that the British government was not
inimical to the aspirations of the intellectuals, the following
liberal and democratic clause was also incorporated in the
"ame proclamation : "British subjects of whatever race or
i:rccd will be freely and impartially admitted to the offices
m the services of the Crown, the duties of which they may
he qualified by their education, ability and integrity duly to
J1llcharge." But in the same breath it is added "in framing
and administering the law, due regard will be paid to the
anc:ient rights, usages and customs of India" as if to reassure
the conservative elements that their social rights and privileges would be protected by the government.
From such a background has arisen the forces which made
for the political movements of modem India. The policy of
the British government in the first half of the nineteenth
century at the same time obstructed and contributed to the
evolution of that social-class, on which depended the formulatron of the idea of nationhood of the Indian peop,le. By
protecting the factors which made for social reaction, even
long after the feudal political power was br.oken, the government rendered the growth of national consciousness among
the mass of people impossible; but on the other hand, in ttie
person of the intellectuals educated in modem ideas, were
allowed to be born the forerunners of Indian nationalism.
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Ever since the earlier decades of the nineteenth century,
by which time British domination was fairly consolidated,
there had existed the tendency to enlist for the government
the support of the native intelligentsia," which, without an
economically strong middle-class behind itself, could not
constitute a political danger. This tendency naturally gave
birth to the controversy over the introduction of the Western
system of education. The opposition against it was strong, first
from the English administrators, then from the conservative
Indians. The former held that the introduction of modern
education would sooner or later widen the political vision of
the native middle-class. Putting forward this point of view.
Sir John Malcolm sounded an alarm in the following w~rds
pronounced in 1813 : ''It will be something like suicide if
we will increase the facilities for education in India.'' The
class instinct and imperialist c~ution, which made him utter
this warning, have since been ~ery well justified: The Indians
were against English education, because they saw in it a covert
attack on their religious and social institutions. This apprehension was based on the fact that it was the Christian missionaries who first opened English schools.
The new policy of drawing the native intelligentsia closer
to the government triumphed when a Special Committee appointed by the Parliament after the Reform Bill of J833.
reported that ''Indians were alive to the grievance of being
excluded from a larger share in the executive government"
and testified that ''such exclusion is not warranted on the score
of their own incapacity for business or the want of application
or trustworthiness.'' On the basis of this testimony it was laid
down that •'no native of the said Indian territories shall b}
reason only of his religion, place of birth, descent, colour, or
any of them be disabled from holding any place, office or
employment under the Company'', which was the government
of India. in those days.
It was indeed a bold step on the part of the British bourgeoisie to have brought Western education within the reach
of the Indian intelligentsia. It broke the spell of reactionary
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nationalism, which subsequently took the violent expression
of the mutiny, but laid the foundation on which was built
eventually the theory of the political nationhood of the Indian
people. Macaulay, who is to be thanked more than any body
else for the introduction of West~m eduation into India,
appeared to have understood the gravity of the step he was
advocating, and perhaps even the fatality involved in it.
Because in course of the debate on the question in 1833 he
put to the British Parliament these ominous questions : ''Do
you think we can give the Indians knowledge without awaki:ning their ~mbition? Do you think we can awaken their
ambition without giving some legitimate vent for it?" What
induced the British imperialists to start on such a dangerous
path in spite of having foreseen what lay ahead? It was indeed
not the humanitarian mission of civilizing the backward
pt~ople as the imperialist prophets preach. The object was
to foment the growth of a native element which would
consciously support the British government as the most
beneficial political institution-an element so educated as
to understand that any other form of government based on
native traditions, would be a step backward in the path of
:-ioc1al progress. The wisdom of this policy was demonstrated by the part played by the modern intelligentsia during
lhe revolt of 1857. The immediate effect of the introduction
of English education was the adherence of the most progressive native element to the rule of the foreign bourgeoisie. This adherence was complete, being moral and intellectual as well as political. With this achievement, British
domination found itself planted on a more secure ground,
that of the social class historically destined to be the political leader of the people. The young, progressive elements
of Indian society of the early Victorian age proved to be
a useful appendix to the foreign ruling-class. The economic
suppression of the middle-class precluded the possibility
of its being politically revolutionary, which it nevertheless
Was, as an objective social force. Therefore its activities
were confined to the fields of social and religious
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reforms-activities which invoked upon its members the
wrath of the forces of reaction and conservatism.
The alacrity and enthusiasm with whit.h English education
was hailed by a section of the rich middle-class, shows that
the latter was in a receptive mood. Modern political ideal'i
and advanced social philosophies were studied earnestly by
thousands of young men not only in the schools and college::
in India, but many of those who could afford went to the
Universities in England, thus violating the old social prohibitions. Judged from the point of view of the native culture
and traditions, the first generations of the modern-educated
intelligentsia could be called de-nationalized, because they
were more English than Indian. Their religion was th~ of
Spencer and Comte, their philosophy that of Bentham and
Mills. But they were the first rebels, boldly raising a voice
challenging the old order of \)iings, and herald~ng the birth
of a new India which could not come into existence without
shattering the still cherished religious and social ideal and
institutions of old. In the earlier days they were politically
impotent, but it was not long before these so called denationalized intellectuals proved to be the fathers of the modern
political nationalism of India.
With the suppression of the revolt uf 1857, feudalism was
altogether eliminated from the political domain, notwithstanding the fact that for convenience, imperialist domination still
perpetuated its hollow skeleton clothed in comic pomp and
grandeur. The economic backbone of the native bourgeoisie
had long ago been broken. The evolution of higher means of
production having been obstructed for the benefit of colomal
capitalism, the overwhelming majority of the population lived
in villages steeped in ignorance and submerged in social
stagnation. Politics, forms .of government, national subjugation of freedom remained matters outside their concern and
beyond their comprehension. The only section of the people
showing any sign of life was the modern intellectuals educated in Western methods and thoughts. The numerical
strength of this class was infinitesimal in comprarison with
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che vast population economicaJly suppressed, sociaJly stagna! and politicaHy inarticulate . Trained in the school of
bourgeois liberalism and staunch believers in English con'titutional traditions , these 'de-nationalized' intellectuals
wi::re instrumental in bringing to India, for the first time in
her long evl'ntful history, political patriotism. The rise of
a class educated in modern political thought marked the
he}!inning of a movement which was to develop into a strugr,lt· for national liberation, to culminate eventually in the
t''tahlishment of a centralized state embracing the various
l'11mmunities, united by common oppression, and represented
h~ a native bourgeoisie strong economically, and ambitious
for political supremacy.
The economic development of the middle-class having
hl·cn impeded first by political instability and civil wars
iwfore the English government was established, and then by
tht· capture of state power by a foreign capitalist imperialism.
th~ modern ideology of bourgeois democracy could not evolve
out of the native society. But when modern political thoughts
"ccame accessible by means of foreign education. Indian
mtl'll~ctuals responded to them enthusiastically. Being a
bourgois state, the Government of India was at first accepted
hy them as the best political institution. However it was not
long before they discovered the discrepancy between the
theory and practice of British political philosophy, in so far
as the Indian administration was concerned. Having been
taught by English authorities that representative government
wa!l the noblest of the political institutions and that the world
was indebted to the Anglo-Saxon race for this blessing, the
Indian intelJectuals found in the British government of India
a .rota) negation of the priciple of pupular representation. This
discovery created discontent in them, their Anglicism notwithstanding. Thus was initiated the first stage of the struggle
~or representative goverment: This struggle of the radical
•~teJJigentsia was not against an effete and antiquated polihca l institution, but for the democratization of the existing
government which, by virtue of its being controlled by the
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bourgeoisie, was the most advanced that the country had had
till then. The ideology of this struggle had to be therfore.
borrowed from the English bourgeoisie itself. Disciples of
English schools of political philosophy and admirers of
British constitutionalism, the pioneers of the Indian national
movement could not question the legitimacy and authority
of the government established and carried on in the name
of that greatest constitutional democratic body-the British
Parliament. Their contention was that the government of
India should live upto the doctrines of popular representation, the cornerstone of all bourgeois political structure ...
The agitation for giving the British government of India
a representative character was obviously based on the th;or~
of nationhood inherent in the people. A central state had been
established uniting the people of India in one political enti1y.
which awakened in the liber?l intellectual the vision of an
Indian nation desiring to be represented in the administration
of its public affairs. This new nationalism was not founded
on the old traditions nor cultural unity of the Indian people.
It was a political conception having for its object the establishment of a bourgeois national state. The idea of the pafitical
nationhood of the people led the intellectual democrats to
think that they were their popular repensentatives, and a~.
such had the right to be included in the government of the
country. Their former docile admiration for the British
goverment gradually changed into criticism, 'loyal opposition'. Such was the origin and evolution of the political movement
in the 70's and early 80's.
The intellectuals trained in modern political thoughts laid
down the theoretical foundation for the nationalism which was
still to come, but the dynamic cause behind the movement was
the economic revival of \he native middle-class, after more
than a hundred years of repression. The years following the
revolt of 1857 were marked by a policy of reconciliation on
the part of the British government. The modernized intellectuals and the progressive trading-class, which rendered valuable
services in the critical days of the Mutiny. were patronized
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The former, engaged in liberal professions and
pnbhc administration, grew rich, while the latter was also
bt•commg prosperous on account ot the thriving internal trade,
~ hu.,e volume increased in proportion to the import of
mJnufactured commodities and export of raw materials.
Coni.1derable wealth was accumulated in the hands of both
the.,e elements, and consequently the desire for economic
,•\p.m.,ion was felt. The number of English-educated young
men wa~ rapidly growing. The liberal professions were be'" nnung overcrowded. The government could not employ very
rudn) of the.-..e young men in higher posts without running the
mk of lm~ing control of the public administration. The native
••1pllah.,t clas!il could not be allowed to enter the industrial
lil'ld without violatiing of the imperiahst monopoly.
honomic disabilities created the necessity of political
rt'\olution. The time came when the most powerful elements
11t lht· Indian population felt their ambitions restricted by the
torctl!n government. Intellectuals found the doors to the higher
.11Jmm1\trat1ve positions closed to them; and the industrial
~'<pan\1on of the capitalist middle-class also met resistance
I rum the government. The political movement was initiated
"> 1he former, armed with the doctrines of representative
government learnt from English authoritie~. and was subsequently reinforced by the latter. Although the dynamic force
of the movement against foreign rule is to be primarily looked
tor m the revival of the native capitalist-class, the formulation
of the philosophy of Indian nationhood must be attributed to
the liberal intellectuals, who are usually scorned by the orthodox nationalists as 'de-nationalized patriots'. Opposition of
th\! British go"emment could be put up otherwise than in the
name of the nation. A common school of education united the
intellectuals on a common field of activities in order to realize
the ~ame aspirations. They began the struggle in the name of
the people of India as a political unit which they claimed to
represent, and whose national interest they pretended to defend.
Thu., the forerunners of Indian nationalism, who were as much
divorced from the national life and tradition, culturally and
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ideologically, as the English rulers themselves, assumed the
role of popular representatives.
The fathers of Indian nationalism could be called rather
constitutional democrats and reformers man nationalist. They
believed more in English political ethics than in the social
and cultural teachings of their forefathers. Their cult was no1
of nationalism. but of representative government. Unlike tlie
progenitors of the European bourgeoisie, they were not evolving
the doctrines of a new state based on new social relations
Socially they were revolutionaries, while politically the~
were but reformers, because the political revolution with the
object of building a bourgeois state on the ruins of feudalilim.
had been accomplished in the form of the British conciue!'t.
Therefore their political struggle consisted in pointing out that
the British Indian government did not comply with all the
teachings of the prophets of lhe English school of constitutional liberalism. They consfituted an oppsition-but a 'loyal'
opposition, to the policy of maintaining a strict British monopoly
on the administration of the country. Their class instinct made
them conform with the established government, so long as it
was conrolled by the bourgeoisie, nationality making no difference. They were not against the fundamentals of the hour·
geois philosophy of state. They were convinced that any other
form of state would not be compatible with thier progressive
social ideals, which were antagonistic to native traditions of
feudal autocracy. absolutf' monarchy, religious reaction and
patriarchal conservatism. They implicitly believed with their
English preceptors, that the progress of the people, the civilization of the nation. would be realized under the protection
of an enlightened government. But such a form of government
could not be evolved from the contemporary Indian society.
in which they educat~d, progressive and propertied
middle-class still remained and almost negligible factor.
Therefpre they accepted the political institutions introduced
by the British bourgeois imperialist as the best that the
country had had till then. But according to the doctrines of
bourgeois democracy, which were supposed to be the guidtn8
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of British rule, these institutions should be
repre'\entative. An enlightened modem government should
di.iw its authority from the people, in whose name it must
mle. The government of India should be representative of the
people; it must become a democratic institution by including
the progres!.ive intellectuals in its structure. Here in this
lkm.md, if it could be called a demand in those days, lay the
gl.'rm of the idea of nationhood developed later on in
.tl1.01Jance with the growth of the native middle-class.
Bchmd this demand for representative government, whicl}
looked lik.e academic di&cussions indulged in by young inll'lil·ctual visionaries, lurked the urges of economic interest
"h1ch eventually supplied the motive-power of the national
mm·cment. So far, in return for the peace and order which
ti undoubtedly established, the British government in India
h.ill 1-..cpt the native!I excluded from the domain of political
.1nJ nuhtary aurthority, in order to secure for the imperiali&t
hnurgeoh.ie a position of great privilege in the field of
1'l nnom1c exploitation permitting the dissemiantion of modern
l'du<:at1on, which awakened the Indian intelligentsia to a
nl."'w pohttcal vision, had not in any way changed the policy
o! the Bntish government, formulated as far back as 1833
in thci,e words of the then Governor-General: "Our very
cx1 .. tence depends upon the exclusion of the native from
nuhtary and political power." Ruthless economic u.ploitat1on, aided by the policy of obstructing industrial development through native capitalist enterprise had prevented the
n~c of a class which might contest this monopoly. In its
earlier generation, the modern intelligentsia did net
lOnMitute a political factor; on the contrary, it served the
purpo1;e of the imperialist bourgeoisie by denouncing the
native social and religious institutions as well as political
backwardness. This attitude of the most ·enlightened and
Progressive element of her people was used by the
nnperialists to prove that India could not govern herself and
needed the protection of a civilized nation. But the growth
of a middle-class, notwithstanding all obstacles, changed the
lCJ
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attitude o'f the intelligentsia. which retaining still its
admiration for and faith in British constitutionalism. began
to agitate for representative institution~. The representation
sought for was evidently in the interest:. of the middle-cla~s.
The claim was that the government of the country should
not overlook the aspirations of the propertied and intellectual
middle-class, in order to be recognized as the best political
institution for the country. The spiritual vanguard of the
modern bourgeoisie that is the Western educated intelligentsia. was the first to register its claim, joined subsequently
by its capitalist colleague. The intellectuals wanted to be
admitted to the higher administrative positions as representatives of the governed. and later on this programJUe of
administrative reform was supplemented by the demand for
fiscal autonomy. which voiced the aspiration of the nascent
native capitalist-class.
The expression of the aspiration of a soc.ial class with
identical economic interests but still in its infancy was clothed
in the language of the democratic scriptures of 'National Will'.
'Sovereign Prerogative of the People' etc. The rise of the
modern middle-class. capitalist as wen as intellectual, marked
the laying of the foundation of Indian nationalism in the
political sense. In order to prove that, according to the principles of democracy, they were entitled to be parts of the
government, the bourgeoisie intellectuals began to talk of the
Indian as a political unit whom they claimed to represent. Had
not the forerunners of the Indian bourgeoisie been suffocated
in the middle of the eighteenth century by historical accidents.
they would have built, most probably, several modem nations
out of the mass of humanity living on the continent of India.
A hundred and fifty years later began the renaissance of the
Indian bourgeoisie, but qnder different circumstances. History had deprived it of the noble role of liberating the people
from feudal serfdom, but its new mission was no less imposing
and no more altruistic. It was to assume the leadership of
the lnd"ian people, united and led in the struggle for national
liberation, which would be achieved by replacing the foreign
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domination with the democratic dictatorship of the native
hourgeoisie.
As soon as the young intelligentsia began to extend its
activities to the political field, the British government found
in it no longer a support, which it really had been, so long
Js it had oc~upied itself in attacks against native social and
religious insti.tutions. The British government was not slow
in foreseeing the inevitable. It could read a serious menace
111 the apparently tame and impotent agitation for representative institutions and an 'open door• to the public service_$.
The demand for popular representation, however mild at first,
heralded the appearance of a class which would sooner or later
Ji'ipute the political supremacy of the British, and would do
'H\ in the name of the people united into a nation, demanding
;mtonomy and democratic government.
In the years preceding the organization of the Indian National
Congress in J885, the industrial aspiration of the native capiralist-class had been expressed in the growing number of
modern factories, which, however, could not thrive on account
of the competition of imperialist capital, as well as the determined hostility of the Indian government It was imminent
that the intellectuals with political education would constitute
a revolutionary factor, by agitating for the interests and grievances
of their own class, as well as those of the struggling capitalists.
The cause for a potential political movement had been accumulating, and the very disciples of English liberalism were
going to put themselves at the head of this movement. The
National Congress was founded with the object of ventilating
·popular grievances• and formulating 'national aspiration '-in
other words. to forward the grievances of the intellectuals who
~ra~ed for higher positions, and the aspirations of the capitalist-class to enter the industrial field. But the reaJ sponsors
of the Congress were not Indian nationalists, conscious of the
full s~gnificance of what they were initiating~ but a few patriotic
Enghsh liberals, who were disturbed by the ominous clouds
gathering in the political sky. The unfiJled aspirations of the
young intellectuals, backed by the nascent capatilist-class,
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could be very well expected to turn into dissatisfaction, which
might lead to developments more dangerous when too late 10
control the situations. A retired British .~fficial A. 0. Hume,
of Gladstonian creed, who is called the.'Father of Lhe Indian
National Congress, called the attention of the government to
the unrest of the 'masses' of India caused by the increa!lin!!;
alienation of the educated natives from the administration .~
the country. In helping the young liberal intellectuals organize
the National Congress, Hume expected to provide them with
a glittering toy so that they could be kept out of harm's length.
He seemed to have impressed on the then Viceroy. Lon.I
Dufferin, the policy of conferring on the Congress the official
benediction, with the object of makmg it assume the r<Me ot
'Her Majesty's Opposition' at home. But one cannot conspire
against history. Social forces cannot be deceived, not even
by the cleverness of imperif'I liberalism. Subjectively disciples and admirers of British constitutionalism, the Indian
intellectuals objectively were the defenders of the interests
of the rising native bourgeoisie, the standard-bearers of
nationalism. Therefore it was not long before the Indian
followers of John Bright turned traitors to their political
preceptors and became rank protectionists.
The first session of the Indian National Congress wa!i
celebrated in Bombay ( 1885), which was then the main industrial centre of the country, under the presidency of W. C.
Bonnerjee, a prosperous lawyer. The tame character of the first
Congress can be well judged from the fact that the English
governor of the Province was requested to take the chair. and
that it emphatically declared its loyalty to the Crown. The
principal resolutions contained the demand for the appointment of a Royal Commission on which the 'people of India'
should be represented, w enquire into the composition of
public services, and the request for the expansion of the
Legislative Council. So it is evident that it was only the
grievances and claims of the intelligentsia which the Congre~s
consciously focused. The economic interests of the bourgeoisie still remained an unseen force behind the scene.
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But it was not long before the Congress took such a tum
that its official and semi-official patrons had to lament their
1udgement. It was soon looked upon as a seditious body trying
tn create disaffection; because in spite of the protestations of
loyalty to British rule, it demanded the recognition of the
·1tving forces of elective principles' which. it contended,
could not be realized without 'representative institutions'. The
government of India made some efforts to retain the loyal
.;upport of the intelligentsia. The Local Government Act of
I ~88 made some concession in the municipal administration
and the India Councils Act passed by the British Parliament
in 1892, declared that the Government of India should rely
1Mrl! on the experience and advice of responsible Indians.
Thc!<e were evidently attempts to convice the Congress that
the British Government was not a negation of the principles
of democracy. But the political consciousness of the Indian
liberal intellectual had outgrown the stage of apprenticeship.
The demand was 'not for Consultative Councils, but for reprl!'ientative institutions'.
Although it represented the interests and expressed the
grievances of the most advanced section of the Indian people,
politically the Congress retained its reformist tendency. Edu~ation, constitutional convictions and above all, instinctive
class-affiliation prevented the Congress leaders from questioning the 'benefits' of British rule. All they desired was
~hat che government should become representative by including them in its organism. They could' not possibly conceive
of the idea of national independence, because their social
~osition did not enable them to go to such an extent. Admints•rati ve reform to be achived by constitutional means, therefore, remained their programme. The political ideal of the
Congr~ss in its earlier years is best typified in the following
~uotat1on from the speech made at its second annual session
in_ 1886 by Madan Mohan Malaviya, today a radical nationahst, demanding nothing less than complete self-government:
d "It is not to the great British government that we should
emonstrate the utility, the expediency, the necessity of
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representative institutions; it is surely unnecessary to say one
word in support of such a cause to the British nation-the
descendants of these great and brave men who fought and died
to obtain for themselves, and preserve intact for their children.
these very institutions, which, taught by their example, we
now crave. What is an Englishman without representative
institutions? Why, not an Englishman at all, a mere sham. a
base imitation, and I often wonder, when I look around our
nominally English magnates, how they have the face to call
themselves Englishmen, and yet deny us representative institutions, and struggle to maintain despotic ones. Representative
institutions are as much a part of the true Briton as his language
and literature."
This passionate admiration was, indeed, not for the Aritish
government as such, neither did it signify 'de-nationalization', because the man who pronounced the words is still
a partisan of Hindu cultule and has been one all through
his long public career. It was fomented by the spontaneou~
enthu.siasm for certain ideals held sacred by the liberal
bourgeoisie of all countries. Democratic government is the:
political reflex of bourgeois society. Therefore it was bur
natural that the pioneers of the Indian bourgeoisie would
hail enthusiastically the doctrines of democracy. In it~
earlier years, the ideal of the Congress was not a national
government, but a democratic government, by which was
meant that the civil administration of the country should
be entrusted to the liberal intellectuals-the forebears of
a new social order.
The political reformism of the Congress was unavoidable.
Its leaders were pioneers of a national renaissance. They
dreamt of an Indian marching in the path of social progress
and economic evolution under the guidance of a government
infused with the spirit• of bourgeois liberalism. To them.
absence of British rule signfied the active revival of the
forces of reaction in every aspect of life, political, social and
religious. Therefore radical nationalism, having for its object
the subversion of the British domination, could not be the
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programme of the Congress, not only because it was an
1111 possibility, but such an idea could not be entertained by
tht" lib~ral intellectuals. Radical or extremist ~ationalism in
rhose days, could not but be based on reactionary forces,
whose success would entaiJ a political retrogression to a
monarchiral state and the reinforcement of social and religious conservatism which such a political set-back would
.;urdy bring about. The forces which would make for the
o\'erthrow of the foreign bourgeoisie without at the same time
threatening a social reaction, were yet in the process of
c\'olution. The political reformism of the Congress was
augmented by these revolutionary forces accumulating behind the scene. Revolutionary nationalism- nationalism
which does not stand for social and political reaction-could
not be evolved before the liberal bourgeoisie had acquired
\Ufficient strength. The national liberation of India, which
would put her people on the road to moral and material
progress, is not be realized by political movements with
orthodox reactionary ideology. This is the mission of the
progressive bourgeoisie, and those spiritual pioneers of the
ri:iing progressive bourgeoisie, the liberal intellectuals assembled in the first sessions of the National Congress,
ht'ralded the birth of a new India. Historically they were
revolutionaries. They rebelled against two mighty forces,
namely. those of social conservatism and religious superstition still dominating the Indian society, and the ahsolute
political monopoly exercised by the foreign bourgeoisie.
The revolutionary role of these men becomes more apparent when we turn to their social tendencies. A man of the type
nf Mahadev Govind Ranade, whose patriotism has always
been unimpeachable and whose personality stands as a land~iark of the political renaissance of India. worked with the
firm conviction that the progress of the If!dian people depende~ on a radical readjustment. The patriotism of Ranade and
his co-workers was revolutionary, in as much as it recognized
the banefulness of the old religious corruptions and social
customs and boldly declared war on them. It would be a serious
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mistake to can those brave men servile imitators, an epithet
often ascribed to them by the adherents of orthodox nation-·
alism, which originated as a reaction ~gainst the social radicalism of the Congress. If the fathers of'-the Congress devoted
more time and energy to the discussion of social questions
than to the agitation for a popular franchise, it was because
they were the embodiment of a revolutionary force which wa.,
eating into the vitals of the old order, doomed to destruction.
By bravely condemning the old they voiced the judgement of
history, and indicated that the forces of native reaction were
more detrimental to popular progress than the political domination of a foreign bourgeoisie. Based on social foundation~
of a higher order, the British power was not to be shaken till
the people of India would be stirred up by progressive i8eals.
New social relations bring about new poltitical institutions.
This law determined the psychology of the Indian intellectuals. A national state condutive to the growth of the bourgeoisie could not be expected to be built on the foundation
of a social organism still greatly dominated by feudal traditions, partriarchal conservatism and religious superstition.
These obstacles must be removed before India could be reborn
to a new life. By declaring their desire to struggle on against
time honoured customs and institutions, these men proved
themselves to be the vanguard of a social revolution to be
carried through, not by the reformistic measures advocated
by them, but by the imminent rise of the native bourgeoisie
as the leader of the new society.
In its earlier days the social significance of the Congre:i.•
outweighed its political role. Its programme of social reform
was not actuated, as is generally believed, by the 'de-nationalizing' Western education of its leaders. None but a rank
jingoist discriminates against knowledge on racial or national
grounds. In course of its continuous evolution. the human race
passes through various stages, which are everywhere marked
by corresponding social ideologies and institutions. The simple accident of being born in diverse countries does not make
of the various human communities isolated units, with diferent
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paths marked out for each. To discriminate against certain
branches and kinds of human knowledge as outlandish and
therefore to be looked upon with suspicion and as injurious
ii; not a sign of healthy nationalism. One must not be ashamed
to learn from the others when necessary. The period in which
the European people made great progress in political, social,
.~conomic and cultural fields, saw India infested with civil
wars and thus unable to keep pace with the modem world.
foreign conquest kept her in stagnation another hundred years.
Consequently it was but natural that, in the scale of material
civilization the people oflndia Jagged behind. Not to recognize
this histmical fact and to sublimate this backwardness by
dothing it in the glorious garb of a 'spiritual' civilization is
the effort of reactionary forces. The so-called 'aggressive'
nationalism, which refuses to learn anything from others and
hug~ the old traditions, is a questionable phenomenon, as it
tc-nds to prefer ignorance to knowledge.
The ideals of bourgeois society and the doctrines of a
democratic state, which are the foundation of the material
1:1\'ilization of the modern world, happened first to be evolved
hy che European people. Left alone and uninterfered with
by foreign conquest, India would have evolved political and
'ocial ideals of a similar nature. Because these are not the
outcome of a particular European civilization, but are realtled by every human community at a particular stage of
ecomomic progress. Foreign domination had been· harmful
to the Indian people chiefly because it prevented their
development and deprived them of the full benefit of these
modern thoughts and institutions. If the foreigner could
continue to dominate over India, it was because there did
not exist in her population an element which tended ~o break
down the old, in order to build a new social and political
structure. The fact that the Indian intellectuals ~esponded to
the European social and political thoughts did nQt by any
means betray slavishness; on the contrary, it proved that they
were objectively revolutionary. Because these thoughts
were not European-a monopoly of the so-called Western
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peoples-they were progressive ideals, and any one who
would respond to them must have reached a stage of material
development which spontaneously giyes origin to such tendencies. Therefore Western education:: instead of being a denationalizing factor, caused a national renaissance.
From the very beginning the Congress did not raise the
standard of political revolution, bl.It it did lay down the foundation on which the political nationalism of India was built
subsequently, The demand for representative government
challenged the right of the British rule in India, and established
the theory that in the people was vested the sovereign authority.
This was indeed a new departure in the political history oflndia
It not only questioned the legitimacy of the benevolent dictatorship of the British, but also signified opposition to that •school
of nationalism which in the name of freedom, would revi\'t'
backward political institutions under native rulers. The programme of the Congress re~ained one of 'nation-building' 1ill
Tilak swept it with his doctrine of 'integral nationalism' in thl'
closing years of the nineteenth century. Tilak's was a revolt
more against the ideology and tactics of the Old Guard of the
Congress than against Government. His theory was that the
nationalism of India should be nourished with the native traditions, and that the nationhood of the Indian people was an
accomplished fact in view of their religio-cultural unity. We
will deal with this phase of nationalism later on.
The Congress assumed the title 'national' as if the bourgeoisie whom it represented, was ordained providentially to
be the custodian of the popular welfare. The small numbr1
of government officials, merchants, manufacturers, progres·
sive landlords and intellectual liberals, constituting ii, be·
lieved themselves to be natural and legitimate representative!'
of the inarticulate masses. The grievances of the office-seek·
ing intellectuals were put forth as those of the people. The
ambitions of the native capitalist class were identified with
the right of the nation. In the Congress were crystallized an~
through it were expressed the social ideals and political as~i
rations of an element of the people, which in spite of its
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numerical smallness, was intellectually competent and materially fitted to advocate the theory that India was a national
unit and as such, should have the rights and dignities of one.
To this element, nationhood was a political conception, and
1he national right of a people was to be asserted in the domain
Clf material progress. The struggle against foreign rule was,
therefore, only insofar as it stood in the way of those sections
of the people which were conciously feeling the urge of
material advancement. This discontented class began to fight
for its own benefit, but in order to prove that the foreign
governme11t was in the wrong, it must talk of national interest
and popular representation. Thus the modern nationalism of
India was based on the economic interest of the native bourgeoisie, and the programme of securing the needed protection
for the latter's development as a potential factor in sociali.>conomics. was taken for that of nation-building.
The programme of social reform which had been given
precedence over political demands in the first sessions of
the Congress, was gradually abandoned. This was not because
thl! men assembled therein had lost their radicalism on social
4ul"stions, but because it began to dawn upon them that the
nld customs and traditions could not be shaken until material
l'nnditions helpful to their preservation, were changed. Or,
m other words, they instinctively felt that until and unless
the economic basis of Indian society was revolutionized, no
radical change could be introduced in the social domain of
the past and adoration of the golden future. For example,
the caste system, which was a legitimate object of assault,
could not be abolished by legislation, nor by agitation. Higher
ml"ans of production, based on new property relations had
to be evolved before it could be uprooted. Eve~ such a
programme as the 'uplift of the depressed classes' could not
be realized, because educational facilities were not available
from the foreign government and the native bourgeoisie was
not in a position to tackle the problem without the backing
of the state. Indian society could be freed from the galling
bond age of religious superstitions only by the dissemination
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of scientific knowledge ; but the foreign government would
be safely seated in power only so long as the people could
be kept in ignorance. Therefore public education, one of the
boons of the bourgeois state, was withheld determinedly, and
the liberal reformers with all their sincere zeal, could not
do anything worthwhile to dissipate the ignorance of the
people. Its enthusiastic programme of social reform having
been thus rendered futile and not to be realized, under the
contemporary economic and political conditions, the Congress became a purely political body, given to the struggle
for administrative and fiscal reforms. Its demand was to
'lndianize' the public services by giving more employment
to the native intellectual, and protection to the nascent
indigenous industrial enterprises.
If the Indian adepts of English liberalism dared question
the justice and benificence of the doctrine of Free Trade. it
was not that their faith in th~ bourgeois political philosophy
had in any way been shaken, but because of the growth of
an economic force which stood behind and determined then
political ideology and activities. The modernized middleclass, led by the liberal intelligentsia had entered the political
arena. But its political struggle would remain impotent till
sufficient economic power was acquired. Therefore the slogan of the national movement was the 'development of home
industries', which meant the strengthening of the native
capitalist class. The political nationalism inaugurated by the
Congress thus promised to become a bitter struggle between
the two capitalist classes-the native and the imperialist. The
former sanctified its cause by christening it 'national', while
the latter claimed to be ruling India for the welfare of her
people. The struggle between the two elements of the same
social character, however, could not break out into open
hostility owing to the fact that one controlled the state
power of a mighty capitalist empire, while the other was
still in its infancy economically, and socially, its leadership of and oppressed nation was but theoretical. It did
not make any difference to the masses of the people,
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unquestionably oppressed by foreign capitalism, by whom
they were exploited. National consciousness in the political sense, awakened in the bourgeoisie, was not to be
found in the people. Under such circumstances, the struggle could not be anything but 'legal' and 'constitutional',
a~ che Congress termed its agitation.
The aspirations of the intellectual and propertied middleclass were pressed with all the sanction of the precepts learned
from English political seers. The tactics seemed to be to beat
1he British bourgeoise with its own arguments. But already
m the closing years of the century not much illusion was left.
Newspapers voicing the sentiment of the Congress wrote in
rhis strain: "As there can be no revival of the Indian industry
without some displacement of British industry, we understand
the difficulty of ruling India for the people of India." With
the growth of this spirit of mistrust in the liberalism of the
English bourgeoisie was brought to a close the first period
•1f the modern political movement, which unquestionably laid
the theoretical foundation of the struggle for national liberation, but did not exceed the bounds of constitutional agitation
for democracy.
The period that followed was apparently more revolutionary, because its guiding principle was a challenge to the
authority of a foreign power ruling another nation. Even the
possibility of recognizing this authority, when democratized
by including the available native element in it, was not admitted. But in socio-political significance this new phase was
less revolutionary than the former, because its theory of 'inte?ral nationalism' wt,en put to practice would push the country
~mo a backward stage of development in spite of national
ind~pendence. Youthful impatience and unseen forces of react_aonary conservatism, brought about the apparently revolut,tonary violent outbursts which were the characteristics of
~his phase of the movement. ·And in these very causes lay its
inherent weakness. But its unmixed influence was but of short
d_u~ation, because in order to be potential. the interests of the
rising industrial capital had to be made the motive force of
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the movement, which nevertheless, retained its orthodox and
reJigious phraseology.
The new movement was not onlt~. a reaction against the
political impotency of the Congress, fundamentally it embodied the revolt of the spirit of orthodoxy and conservatism
against the social radicalism of the prominent Congress
leaders, particularly of Ranade and Telang. Himself a young
intellectual, educated according to the so-called de-nationalizing Western methods, and a disciple ofRanade, the leader
of the new movement was Bal Gangadhar Tilak, who started
his career as an enthusiastic worker in the field of social and
educational reform. In the nineties, tendencies of religious
reform were being expressed as if to counteract the•wave
of radicalism headed by the modernized form in the Arya
Samaj in the north and the Ramakrishna Mission in Bengal.
The object was the rejuvenapon of the teachings of Hinduism
in order to make them compatible with the psychology created
by modern education. But in fact, it was the resistance of
the forces of conservatism and reaction trying to adapt
themselves to the new environments. The glaring social
corruptions and stifling religious superstitions could not be
overlooked, even by the stoutest admirers of the spiritual
civilization of the Aryans. The best that could be done and
was done by those elements, which constituted the bulwark
of the old, was to lay the blame on the degeneration brought
about by time. The pristine purity of the original doctrines
was vigorously upheld. And a national revival was advocted
with the slogan of 'back to the Vedas' which even in th~
present moment finds an apostle in Gandhi. The new movement headed by Tilak perhaps unconsciouly transplanted into
the political field this tendency of looking backward, in order
to find inspiration for '! forward march.
The advanced social views of its leaders had naturally
kept the activities of the Congress confined within a narrow
circle of rich intellectuals and liberal bourgeoisie. The great
majority of the population was left entirely outside its
influence. The material and intellectual condition of the
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masses had not changed in the response of the political
postulates and the social radicalism of the men assembled
10 the Con-gress, which, therefore, failed to enlist any large
following. The far-sightedness of its constructive programme
was not understood by the youthful elements, which had more
reason to bt dissatisfied with the British government. There
was great unemployment among the lower middle-class to
which these youthful elements belonged. They were mostly
students, many more of whom were annually graduating from
the schools and universities than could be absorbed in the
governmerat services or the liberal professions open to them.
The students in the coJieges looked ahead in their life and
found all roads to prosperity and distinction blocked. New
t"ducation, new environments of the modem cities had aroused
new ideai;, new aspirations in them. Economic desperation
drove them to an extreme, one way or the other. The majority
!luccumbed in the struggle, turning into semi-proletarianized
petty intellectuals submerged in degenerating apathy, devoid
of all social and political vision. A small number rebelled.
But not having considerable incomes from government
service, or profitable professions, or trade or industry or
landed property or several of them combined, as was the case
with the members of the Congress, the rebellious elements
of the lower middle-class found no consolation in the idle
deliberations and programme of gradual reform of the Congress. They wanted to have an immediate change and a
radical one at that. Constitutionalism did not appeal to them.
They were driven to violence which, however, proved futile
to lead them anywhere.
The dissatisfied members of the lower middle-class jeered
at th.e Congress, because the redress of their grievances was
not included in its programme, which advocated the interests. ~nly of those who were already in a relatively better
posuion than themselves. If demanded more positions for
~hose who were already well posted in comparison with the
ower middle-class youths, whose university degrees hardly
enabled them to keep starvation off their doorsteps. The
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demand for protection of the native industries was calcu
lated to help the rich become richer. In ·Short, the petti
bourgeoisie found itself left out ~f the scheme of nation;
advancement put forth by the ricft intellectuals and capi·
talists assembled in the Congress, which, however, hac
repeatedly held British exploitation responsible for the
economic backwardness and bankruptcy of the Indian people.
Having learned from the Congress leaders that foreign
exploitation was the root of all the economic suffering of
the people, the lower middle-class youths revolted against
the tactics of their political preceptors. The rational eco·
nomic theory of the Congress that India was poor because
she was kept in an agrarian stage in an industrial 1ge, was
not appreciated by the impatient youths, who argued thar
nothing could be achieved unless political autonomy was
realized and that it was not to be gained by prayer and
petitions. As leader of ti<is point of view, "Tilak vigorousi}
assailed what he called the 'piece-meal' policy of the Congress, and put forward his programme of 'integral nationalism' which meant to say that the nationhood of the Indian
people was an historically accomplished fact, and that its
right to self-government was not conditional upon any
preliminary evolution, either social or economic. This
challenge to the older leaders rallied the discontented and
rebellious lower middle-class youths around Tilak.
But to have condemned the old policy as impotent was 001
enough. It still remained for Tilak and his followers to find
the force with which their 'integral nationalism' could be
rendered more effective. If the old leaders had failed to make
the Indian people appreciate the philosophies of Bentham a~~
Mills, neither could the 'Duties of Man' as depicted by Mazzini
nor the 'Social Contra~t· of Jean Jacques Rousseau make any
better impression, the patriotic efforts of Tilak notwithstand·
ing., The people of India, excepting the small circles of the
middle-class, were not materially fitted to respond to one or
the other. The forces that could unite them in a fight {Cir
political independence had· not yet fully developed. In the
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bourgeoisie was to be found the force, but the bourgeoisie
could not be politically powerful until it should have reached
a i.:ertam stage of economic advancement. By advocating the
crowth of the bourgeoisie, the Congress stood at the vanguard
;lf the objectively revolutionary force. The theory of nationalism expre~.-;ed in the person and preachings ofTilak, ignored
the ,ocial law that political nationalism in modem times could
not exist without an economic foundation. The task of creating
.i modern nation out of a people in a backward stage of social
progress belongs to the middle-class, which under normal
"·unditions. leads the struggle against feudal autocracy. Iii
lr1Jia this struggle happened to be against a foreign ruler which
had largely destroyed feudalism as a factor of social economic:s. but the exploitation of imperialist capital had prevented
the people from outgrowing the social and economic order
that prevails under patriarchy and feudalism. However, divested of idealistic verbiage, both the socio-political formulas,
namely, Liberation from Serfdom and National Indepenence,
make for the economic aggrandizement of the middle-class.
In the first case. the evolution of higher means of production
necessitates the moblization of wage-earners freed from the
feudal yoke, in order that they can sell their labour-power
in the open market of capitalist competition; and the second
'ignifies the installation of the native bourgeoisie in the
political power so that it can carry on freely the exploitation
of the manpower and the natural resources of the nation.
Therefore the political nationhood of a people is conditional
up~n the rise of the bourgeoisie; and the economic evolution
which makes the bourgeoisie a paramount factor in the society,
de!i.troys all old social institutions of a feudal and patriarchal
character.
Indian nationalism, indifferent to or scornful of the steps
necessary for the development of the bourgeoisie, was, therefor~, not more revolutionary; but was actuated by. for:ces of
s~cial and religious reaction against the progressive tendencie~ of the Congress, which focused the ideology of the
coming society. The reactionary fQrces contributing to the
40
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doctrines of 'integral nationalism' stood revealed, when Tilak
declared that Indian nationalism could not be purely secular.
that it must be based on Hindu orth~oxy. In its earlier days,
orthodox nationalism assailed the ·congress more for its
social radicalism and religious heresy than for its reformistic
political programme. A national independence, which would
push Indian society back to Hindu orthodoxy, was indeed
not a very revolutionary ideal. If material welfare should be
sacrificed for things spiritual, then why should the people
be asked to fight for political independence which, after all.
is a secular matter? Hindu religion had not been violated hy
the British conquerors; so it was not necessary to defend it.
On the contrary, the British government had a1wa¥s been
very anxious to insure the prepetuation of the religiou~
superstitions and beliefs which kept the people in blissful
ignorance, resigned to thejr lot however hard, as ordained
by a superhuman powerf Advocates of Hindu orthodoxy
consciously or unconsciously desired to keep the people in
the darkness of ignorance and submission.
When we remember that Tilak parted ways with his preceptor on account of the controversy over the Age of Consent
Bill of 1891, the social tendencies behind his political theories become palpable. His fierce and bold criticism of the
Bill, brought him before the public eye as a stout defender
of Hindu orthodoxy. The Age of Coosent Bill proposed to
increase the age limit to twelve instead of ten when a girl's
consent to her marriage would be legally valid. Being intended for reforming the custom of child marriage, which
had given origin to unspeakable abuses, this measure enlisted
the sympathy and support of the liberal intellectuals of the
Congress. Tilak's argument was that the foreign govemmenf
should not be allowed to interfere in the social institutions.
He entered the politic~l arena as the champion of orthodox
nati.onalism as against the 'de-nationalizing patriotism' of the
Congress leaders, and sought to unite the people in a fight
for the defence of national religion and culture. He put
forward the theory of 'integral nationalism' because the
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~·\·olutionary nationalism of the Congress was calculated to
tJii;;rupt the national life. He demanded that on the strength
of her old glories and traditions, India should have selfgovernment at once in order that her national heritage of
rdigious orthodoxy, social conservatism and patient resignation to earthly suffering for the sake of spiritual uplift,
might not be defiled by the rise of a progressive social force.
The movement of national renaissance inauguarted by the
Cnngress, which in its earlier years was but the spiritual
rl'fll·ction of the social forces most revolutionary at th.at
p~rwd, threatened to be more destructive to the reactionary
l'kments than had been the British Government. The con,111utional democracy or evolutionary nationalism advocated
hy the liberal bourgeoise led by the intellectuals, spelled
doom to the old social heritage and religious orthodoxy.
<>rthudox nationalism was and still is more of a spontaneous
rt'ai.:tion of the moribund old order against this progressive
forre. than a revolutionary struggle against foreign rule.
In fact, the British government had always been rather
fril'ndly disposed towards the reactionary forces as expressed by religious orthodoxy and social conservatism,
and those elements of the population which actively focused
these reactionary tendencies had always been the mainstay
of the foreign domination. The British government, in spite
of being a bourgeois institution, patronized the reactionary
tendencies because by keeping the people ignorant on the
pretext of spiritual uplift, these proved themselves greatly
helpful to the former. The memorable Queen's Proclamation
of 1858 and other protestations made solemnly on various
0 ~,asions, assured the native reactionary forces of a free
ha~d in the field of social and religious exploitation. This
~emg the case, it is to be deduced that orthodox nationalism. which sought for political power in order to preserve
the ancient culture and save the purity of religion, was a
~~volt ~rimarily against the native forces making for the
•sruption of these cherished treasures of the past. And these
revolutionary forces were crystallizing in the Congress under
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radical leaders, whose programme wa~ not to revive the India
of the Rishis (patriarch I sages) with its contented handicraft
workers saturated with ignorance and do~d in the name of
religion, but to build a new society on the ruins of the old.
Orthodox nationalism, in the social sense, was the resistance
of the forces of reaction against the ominous radicalism of
the 'de-nationalized' intellectuals who led the Congress. The
same force, whose military explosion was the Mutiny of
1857, could be discovered behind the political theories of
the orthodox nationalism of half a century later.
National Social Conferences had been held annually ever
since 1887, in spite of the opposition of the conservati\'e
elements which found their way into the Congress. The growth
of orthodox nationalism strengthened the latter, whose point
of'11iew on the question of social reform was thus formulatecl
in the Congress of 1895 :
{
"The raison d'etre for excluding social question from the
deliberations of the Congress, is that if it were to take up such
question, it might lead to serious differences, ultimately culminating in a schism, and it is a matter of first importance
to avoid a split."
The position of the radicals, on the other hand, was put
forth by their leader Ranade, who held that the political
movement of a people could not be separated from its social
problems. In 1900, Ranade ,.aid: "You cannot have a good
social system when you find yourself low in the scale of
political right, nor can you be fit to exercise political rights
and privileges unless your social system is based upon reason
and justice." Here is raised the sanctimonious voice of a petty
bourgeois moralist. The intricate social problems of India.
with their roots struck deep in the traditions of the hoary
past, could not be solved By the reformism of a moralist.
But the ·r~ason and justice' of a bourgeois intellectual, whose
sincerity ,·by the way, is not to be questioned, were not holl~W
words. They were based upon an imperious force which
would bring about in time a new society based upon a new
code of ethics. They meant to say ••you cannot make the
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at large a conscious political unit so long as you are
tor keeping learning a monopoly of the Brahmin oligarchy;
,·ou cannot unite the peopl~ in a struggle for political ad~..uu;~ment so long as you teH them to sacrifice material
things for a spiritual life; you cannot make the people fight
for national independence or democratic government, which
~\ 111 put you in power, unless you tell them that the future
will be better than the present; you cannot expect the people
co move forward carrying you to power on their shoulders,
unll'!'>S you free them from the influences of feudal and
patriarchal customs, which are hostile to the modern political
.:oncepts.'' These words meant all this and many more
revolutionary doctrines preached by the bourgeoisie of all
~·ountries in a particular stage of sociaJ development. It is
n~\crtheless true that society based on the 'reason and justice'
nf the bourgeois libertarians does not end, but intensifies the
exploitation of the majority by the minority. Only then does
H become naked, shorn of all the religious and spiritual
hypocricies which kept the people ignorant, resigned to their
,Ja\·ery. In bourgeois society, the sting of explo~tation is felt
hy the masses directly and the reaction against it is eventually
provoked. That is, the people consciously begin their march
on the road to progress and emancipation. The justice and
reason of a bourgeois libertarian are the spiritual expression
uf a rising social force, which breaks up the decayed and
~1 1 ~ling old order and plunges society into a biuer struggle
which exacts torrents of tears and rivers of blood. Patient
~uffering comes to an end, and the stagnation of the ignorant
becomes a struggle of the awakened. This is a movement
forward, and the radical nationalism of the Congress stood,
though unconsciously. for this revolutionary forward movement: Consequently, it was a sworn enemy of the forces of
reaction, still strong under the fostering care ~of the British
government. Orthodox nationalism was the political outburst
of these dying forces of reaction.
T~e problematical realization of the programme of 'aggressive nationalism' depended on the political potentiality
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of these forces of reaction and conservatism. The aggressive
exponents of orthodox nationalism, including Tilak himself
invoked the teachings of the Hindu s~~iptures and philo'ioph;
to serve the purpose of a modern political movement. It was
an impossible task fraught with grave danger. For example.
the Anti-Cow-Killing Society, founded by Tilak obviou~Iy
as an instrument of political agitation, soon degenerated, a~
was to be expected, into an organ of extreme religious
orthodoxy. He delved into history to find inspiration for the
present and thought to produce a magnetic charm in the
personality of the Maratha hero Shivaji. Festivals to celebrate Shivaji's birthday were organized and stirring speeche!I
were made in the name of religion, which was suppps!!d to
be defiled by the foreign rule. The orthodox spirit of 'aggresssi vi:
nationalism' crystallized in the formation of such organiza·
tions as the •'Society for t).e removal of obstacles to Hindu
religion.'' The very name speaks for the nature and ~ocial
tendency of such organizations.
Orthodox nationalism, however, remained impotent in the
field of practical politics. It thrived in the secret revolutionar}
societies composed of small number of discontented middleclass youths. Orthodox nationalism, which rallies all the force!I
of reaction under its banner, may temporarily appeal to the
imagination of the ignorant people, but never can be of any
permanent strength. Because the national liberation of a people
from capitalist domination, such as the British government
is, can be achieved only by the development of progressi\·e
forces objectively revolutionary. Modern political national·
ism is a progressive movement, therefore its motive force
cannot be found in religious orthodoxy and social conservatism. This social law was vindicated when the orthodo'element in the national movement, subseq~ently organized
as the Extremist wing of the Congress, had to take the cue
from the evolutionary radical leaders on the stage of pragmatic politics.
lnspite of its orthodoxy and the desire for reviving the
golden days of yore, the Extremist Party became a political
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force only when it came to the conclusion that the real fight
had to take place on the economic field. Aggressive nationalisrs proved themselves more revolutionary 'than the old
consritutionalist leaders when their aggressiveness was
brought to bear upon the tactics, not of social reform, but of
the best auJ most effective way to foment the growth of the
nativt: bourgeoisie. It criticized those who believed that the
government would ever concede protection to Indian industries. Swadeshi (to encourage the use of indigenous articles)
and boycott of foreign goods were put forward as the b~st
means of helping the development of national industries. The
evolutionary radicals, who were called Moderates, accepted
the programme of Swadeshi and boycott which, however,
proved to be premature in practice.
This doubtful tactical triumph of the Extremists was gained
when they recognized the necessity of giving predominance
to mdterial questions. By adopting the programme of Swadeshi
•md boycott they repudiated their own principles and abanilnned thc!ir original orthodox ideal. Becaues these measures
were resoned to with the object of helping the growth of native
industries, that is, for strengthenig the national bourgeoisie,
which by its very nature, was an irreconcilable enemy of the
old traditions and established social institutions based on
orthodoxy. The prospective rise of a modem bourgeoisie
h~ralded such a revolution in the economic foundation of
Indian society, that the national heritage o~ spiritual culture
and religious beliefs, the defence and glorification of which
was the motive force of orthodox nationalism, would become
~ntenable. The reborn Indian nation would outgrow them, and
•i..' fight would be for progress still further ahead.
~he political ascendency of the Extremist Party forced the
National Congress to adopt the programme of Swadeshi in its
~~~~ty-first session held at B_enares ( 1906), and of boycotting
.uash goods the next year. The triumph was the more
rem~rkable because the Congress gave up its former policy
of view under the presidency of two of its most outstanding
veterans, who had been staunch believers in constitutionalism
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and evolutionary progress both in the economic and political
fields. Gopal Krishna Gokhale, the great political opponent
of Tilak, launched the programme of Swadeshi, which had
already been adopted in Calcutta under..the leadership of Bepin
Chandra Pal, as an answer to the partition of the Province of
Bengal. So long as orthodox nationalism had desired to prov..:
itself more revolutionary by its religious fervour and sc.•<.:ial
conservatism, the Maratha country in the Province of Bomba~
remained its stronghod, and Tilak its great expounder. But it'
political strength, expressed in the form of the Extremist Part).
was first felt in the Province of Bengal under the leader~hip
of Bepin Chandra Pal and Aurobindo Ghose, both of whom
were men of modem education and keen intellect. •
It had been long since the British government looked for
some pretext in order to nullify the Permanent Settlement of
Bengal, which had created "1d perpetuateda r_ich landholding
class. The necessity for having such a privileged class. to the
detriment of the public exchequer, had ceased to exist. The
government of Lord Curzon divided the Province of Bengal
into two parts in 1905. The object was twofold. First to nullify
the Permanent Settlement and second, to foment ill-feeling
between the Hindus and the Mohammedans. The first object
was to be achieved by ordering a new settlement of land in
both the new provinces, which were so constituted territoriallv
as to include areas Regulated and Non-regulated under tht'
Permanent Settlement. The second object was to be realized
by creating an overwhelming Hindu majority in one and a
Muslim majority in the other province. Such a distribution
of the population would enable the government to play one
community against the other, on the pretext of protecting thr
minority.
Religious nationalisl'll of the orthodox as well as reformed
school had begun to come into evidence in the province of
Bengal since the first years of the twentieth century· Although its political philosopher and leader were found su~
sequently in the persons of Aurobindo Ghose and Bepin
Chandra Pal respectively, its fundamental ideology was
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i.:onceived by a young intellectual of petty bourgeios origin.
He was Narendra Nath Dutta, subsequently known as Swami
Vi,·ekananda-the sanyasi name he adopted. ·while still a
,tudent in the University of Calcutta, Dutta felt the rebellious
,pirit affecting the lower middle-class intellectuals. It was
111 the earl) nineties. He was moved by the sufferings of the
~·ommon people. De-classed socially, posseing a keen intellccl. he made a spectacular p.lunge into the philosophical
depths of Hindu scripture and discovered in his cult of
v,·Jantism (religious Monism of the Hindus) a sort of w•:1alisti<.: humanitarian religion. He decried scathingly orthoLlnxy in religion as well as in social customs. He was the
r1rturesque, and tremendously vigorous embodimen of the
uld trying to readjust itself to the new. Like Bal Gangadhar
Tilak. Dutta was also a prophet of Hindu nationalism. He
;11'0 was a firm believer in the cultural superiority of the
Indian people, and held that on this cultural basis should be
huilt the future Indian nation. But he was not a partisan of
orthodoxy in religion : to social conservatism, he was a
\'i:ritahle iconoclast. He had the courageous foresight, or
perhaps instinct, which convinced him that if religion was
In he saved, it must be given a modern garb; if the priest
was still to hold his way over the millions of Hindu believers,
~c must modify his old crude ways; if the intellectual ar'"tocracy of the fortunate few was to retain its social predominance, spiritual knowledge must be democratized. The
reaction of native culture against the intrusion of Western
education ran wild, so to say, in the person of Vivekananda
and .the cult of Universal Religion he formulated in the name
or. hie; precepto1, Ramakrishna Paramahans. He preached that
Hi~duism, not Indian nationalism, should be aggressive. His
nati_onalism was a spiritual imperialism. He called on young
~ndta to believe in the spiritual mission of India. The following quotation from his voluminous writings and speeches can
be taken as the fundamentals of his philosophy, on which
was subsequently built the orthodox nationalism of the dedassed young intellectuals, organized into secret societies
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advocating violence and terrorism for the overthrow of British rule, Vivekananda said :
"Materialism and all its miseries ~-~moot be conquered by
materialism. Armies, when they attempt to conquer armies,
only multiply and make brutes of humanity ..... Spiritualitv
must conquer the West. Now is the time to work for Indii,
spiritual ideals penetrating deep into the West. We musi go
out. We must conquer the world through our spirituality and
philosophy. We must do it or die. The condition of Indian
national life, of unashamed and vigorous national life, is th~
conquest of the world by Indian thought."
This romantic vision of conquering the world by spiritual
superiority electrified the young intellectuals, whose de~per
ate economic position made them restive. Victims of the
existing order, they were rebelling against it and would
destroy it, if possible. The~ritish domination stood in the
way as the root of all evils. Thus, an intelligently rebellious
element, which otherwise would have been the vanguard of
the exploited class in a social struggle, had to give into
national pre-occupations, and contribute itself to a movement
for the immediate overthrow of foreign rule, not for progress
forward, but in order to go back to an imaginary golden
age-the fountain-head of India• s spiritual heritage. This
youthful band of rebels fanatically believing in the spiritual
mission of their Motherland, embodied in themselves the
clash of two forces; that of Reaction inducing them to put
their nationalism on a religious basis, to hoist the banner of
so-called 'aggressive nationalism' which proposed to put up
a determined resistance to the menace of materialism in order
to preserve the assumed superiority of their spiritual heritage:
and that of Revolution, driving them to political nihilism.
together with tendencies towards religious or utopian socialism without, however, a~y appreciation of the laws of social
progre.ss. In their religiousness and wild spiritual imperialism.
they embodied the reactionary social forces. Their no Jess
sincere and ardent desire, on the other hand, to educate the
people, to improve the latter's conditions, to revive the golden
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age unsullied by the vices of the existing system, were geni:rated by the objectively revolutionary forces heralding a
coming social struggle. Despite the apparent predominance
of their religious tendencies in the ideological domain, it was
the latter spiru of revolt, generated as it was by a powerful
material cause, which really determined their activities and
made them a power behind the Extremist Party. But the deeIas~ed character of the members of these secret revolutionary
!IO<.:icties becomes clear when we see them pay but little
attention to the programme of the Congress, which, whetqer
un\ler the leadership of the Moderates or Extremists, advocated the .interests of the bourgeoisie. Their de-classed chara(ter enabled them to avoid falling helpless victims to the
reactionary tendencies running through them. Revolutionary
force~ expressed through them got the upper hand.
The revolutionary idealism of the secret societies was
"umptuously fed with suitable interpretations of the Hindu
''riptures. Agressive nationalism_ must be self-sufficient. It
1nu!lt exclude the necessity of outside inspiration for its
dl'wlopment. Therefore, the ideology of a modern political
movement had to be drawn from the fountain of national
philosophy. Complete national independence, which was its
ideal. was to be more of a spiritual uplift than political
progress. The philosopher of agressive nationalism, Aurobindo Ghosh-he who adapted the teachings of Vivekananda
to political purposes-said, '•Achievement of Swaraj (selfgovernment) will develop Indian spirituality.'' On another
occasion he declared : •'British rule and Western civilization
for which it stands, threaten the very life of Hinduism.'' Thus
the ideal of agressive nationalism could not be realized,
unless foreign domination was overthrown. And ·for the
destrul·tion of foreign domination, all sorts of foreign means
were welcome. For example, the spiritual idealists resorted
~o bombs and dynamite and pistols and this practice was
Justified by rulings from the scriptures.
B -~he partition of Bengal brought a new element into the antinti!iih movement. It was the landholding class, which had
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so far been the most loyal support of the government. But the
partition threatened to injure the privileged position of the
landed aristocracy, whose traditional . loyalty was thus tam.
pered with. The agitation against the Partition brought the
agressive nationalists led by Bepin Chandra Pa1, into political
prominence. Bombs and dynamite were supplemented by the
programme of fomenting national industries by meam of
Swadeshi and boycott. It was argued by those who came to
be known as the Extremist Party that nothing could be secured
by petitioning which, they held, had been the tactical principle
of the Congress so far. Demands must be made, and meam
should be devised to back the demands. Thus the Extremis!
Party, in spite of its ideals of spiritual nationalism, materialized itself on a political platform, which was ratified by the
Twenty-second Congress held in Calcutta ( 1907) under the
presidency of the veteran c,smstitutional dem':lcrat, Dadabhai
Naoroji. who not only approved the fighting programme of
Swadeshi and boycott, but declared that the ideal of the Indian
National Congress was Swaraj. that is self-government.
The cause of this change in the policy of the Congress is
not to be looked for in the apparent vigorousness of the
orthodoxy which characterized the youthful revolutionaries
standing behind the Extremist Party. It was not the spiritual
nationalism of the orthodox that proved itself more revolutionary, and consequently more powerful, than the 'de-nationalized' patriotism of the Congress. On the contrary, it was the
material forces of revolution which proved triumphant over
the reaction clothed in orthodoxy. Three material factors
contributed to the victory of the Extremist Party : (I) The still
slow but steady development of native industrial capital. (2)
The discontent created by growing unemployment among the
lower middle-class yout~s. (3) The disaffection of the landed
aristocracy, whose privileged position was threatened by the
partition of Bengal. If the Congress abandoned its former
tactics of seeking government protection for the development
of native industries, it was not that its old leaders bad turned
orthodox nationalists. They still believed that the national
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rei::eneration of India was conditional upon the rise of a modem
bo-urgeoisie. The programme of Swadeshi and boycott was
intended for the advancement of national industries. In 1905
the Congress adopted this programme because it perceived the
rise of those forces which heralded the advent of a new
industrial india.
The adoption of the programme of Swadeshi and boycott
did not signify the defeat of the progressive liberals; on the
cnntrary, it vindicated their social tendency, which was objectively revolutionary. It was the orthodox nationalism wh~h
wa . . vanquished, because by subscribing to the programme of
industrial development, it practically surrendered its fundamental principles. It tacitly admitted that it was not the old
~piritual heritage, but a modem bourgeoisie with a materiali~tic philosophy, that was going to save India as a nation. In
moving the resolution on the poverty of the Indian people in
the Benares Congress of 1905, Tilak himself admitted that the
growth of modern industries would alone solve the problem.
Thus. the greatest prophet of orthodox nationalism was forced
to pay homage to that force against whose social tendencies,
as expressed in the earlier Congresses, he revolted, and which
would make the cherished ideal of spiritual civilization an
impossibility.
The theory of "integral nationalism" formulated by Tilak
was subsquently accorded a philsophico-spiritual sublimity
hy Pal and Ghosh; but it had to cut loose from its rigid
<~rthodox moorings, which invoked only the forces of reaction of an apparently violent nature, but of little durable
~trength. The surrender of its intrinsic principles in favour
?t more revolutionary social forces, signified the inherent
~mpotency of the reactionary tendencies that ran through its
~deological structure. It revealed the impossibility of building the future after the image _of the past, h~wever admirable,
however ideal the latter might be. It gave an ominous warning
that it was the sordid material interest of the bourgeoisie,
a
's c.o~parativ~ly small class of the society, an~ not the
· Pmtual uphft' of the people, that was the motive force
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behind the movement for national independence. The 'integral nationalism' of the Extremist Party became a political
force when it entered the struggle fQr material benefit, and
that too of a small class of exploiters. Although its abstract
philosophical ideology still remained couched in modernized
orthodoxy with a tint of mysticism, the cardinal points in
its political programme dealt with things temporal. It ould
hardly be distinguished from modern nationalism, in that 11
also advocated the development of a new economic basis nf
society, which the growth of capitalist industrial production
would inevitably entail.
The rise of the bourgeoisie and the dissipation of thl·
old social order, were factors indispensable for the ~cce~'
of Indian nationalism. Everything should be sacrificed on
the altar of the coming national deity, the bourgeoisie. Thi'
was to take place, in spile of all the talk .about the 'pirituality of Indian nationhood. Besides the struggle with thi:
foreign enemy, there was another struggle of greater . . 1gn ificance inside the national movement. This was a social
strife, a struggle between the old and the new, between the
forces of reaction and those of progress. As was ordained
by the imperious verdict of history, the latter proved tnumphant. The nationalism of lower middle-class. whose
economic condition must make it more revolutionary than
the rich liberal intellectuals, went on gradually extricating
itself from the quagmire of orthodoxy. In the field of
pragmatic politics, it took the lead from the progressiw
elders~ and soon went ahead of them. It could do so. not
on account of its orthodox and spiritual philosophy, but in
spite of it, because the latter failed to prevent the material
laws from asserting themselves. The lower middle-clas~
was economically ban.k.rupt; there was no hope for it but
in a radical change of the existing order of society. The
rich .intellectuals and the propertied bourgeoisie could not
help being cautious, despite their social progressiveness.
since they needed the protection of an established govern·
ment. But the proletarianized lower middle-class, which
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y,as the social origin of 'integral nationalism' had nothing
to stake. and therefore could afford to be more reckless and
more extreme in its political views.
Jn 1907 the programme of the Extremist Party, as formuIJted by Bepin Chandra Pal, stood as follows :
I . Prumotion of education as widely as possible.
2. Raising of national volunteers.
3. Development of national industries.
4. Establishment of a political organization with the
ohject of assuming the functions of national govemment when the time came.
With this programme, conspicuous by the absence of its
•'P!!inal orthodoxy of creed as formulated by Tilak, "intl!gral nationalism'' dominated the Congress of 1906 which
declared Swaraj to be its political ideal. Defence of Dharma
(rclig10n) and the Cow (held sacred by· the Hindus) were
tt•placcd by Swadeshi (encouragement of home industries)
and boycoH. Thus it was proved that orthodoxy was not the
\\ eapon with which such a mighty modern enemy as British
Imperialism could be fought. A hundred and fifty years of
dl~tcrmined, systematic supression could Pot kill the germs
\\hi ch were to develop into modern bourgeoisie, which
i:\ enrually was to be born in the course of evolution. In order
to fall in with the scheme of this process of social evolution,
orthodox. nationalism had to bow down before imperious
material laws, in spite of its ideal of spirituality. It could
not have become a factor in the modern political movement
had it persisted in clinging to its original practice.
The boycott, however, failed to achieve any serious result.
s,.,, adeshi propaganda found the common people rather lukewarm. Economic fallacies involved in these steps were
responsible for the failure. Nevertheless, machine industries
owned by native capital received a conside"rable impetus, and
the political leaders learned ·a lesson. They discovered that
the popular support behind the Congress was not strong
enough to warrant an uncompromising struggle with the
government. The latter, on its part met the liberal bourgeoisie
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half-way with petty concessions, and came down upon
Extremists with the heavy hand of repression. Lord Morlev\
policy of rallying the Moderates' was a recognition of th~
dynamic forces of revolution conta'tned in the progrc'isiv~
element of Indian society. The object, however, was not to
give full sanction to the aspirations of the bourgeoisie. but
rather to deceive it by worthless administrative refonr.. Tht
'Moderates accepted the Morley-Minto Reforms of 1909, not
as valuable concessions in themselves, but as the beginning
of a new era.
The following years saw a steady growth of native indu~
trialism, in spite of the fact that the government still per~isteJ
in its policy of obstruction. But the economic basi.s of imperialism itself had changed. Capital was being exported to
the colonies, in an ever-increasing amount. The industrialization of India had begup. and the native bourgeoisie could
no longer be excluded altogether.
The questionable success of agressive tactics once mor~
convinced the Moderates of the prudence of evolutionary
methods. They looked dubiously upon the sentimental enthusiasm stirred up by the orthodox nationalists, whose rl!actionary social tendencies appealed to the people, kept in
ignorance by the carefully manipulated policy of the Brimh
government. But the forces of reaction also had lost their
potentiality, in consequence of the loss of an economic
basis. They were largdy maintained by the artificial stimulation given by the British government. Therefore. the
faint popular response to orthodox nationalism was merely
sentimental and temporat~. lf t\\c ma\\C\ a{ t\\e \>~~?le
remained apathetic to the national movement sanct1fied
with religion, it was not the foreign rule that was to be
bla?1e~ fo~ it: _The popular apathy was the result of
social institutions and religious teachings of the past. 1
Of~be successful, modem nationalism, instead of
· those institutions and teachings making for the
*-'should base itself upon tile forces and ten·
disrup1 and dissipate....,_. and that

th:
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promise to infuse new vigour in the social organism as a
n.· . . ult of new property relation.
.
The attempt of the Moderates to rescue the Congress from
\\.hat they considered the reckless tactics of the Extremists,
resulted in the split of 1907. The following years saw the
Moderates in the background, leaving the political arena not
,o much to the Extremists as to the extra-Congress revolutwnary organizations, which dominated the situation less by
political agitation than by terrorist activities. Persecution of
1b principal leaders including Tilak, who was sentenced to
''' )Cars hard labour in 1908, broke down the Extremist
Party. A year and a half in jail (I 908-09) brought the phi!o,opher and ascetic in Aurobindo Ghosh into predominance,
and he practically retired from politics. Pal appeared to be
be"'ildered by the extremely contradictary tendencies of his
11 \\·11 ideas. Bourgeois radicalism coupled with religious
reformism rendered his political vision rather foggy. He
m1g.ratcd to London ( 1908) to propagandize the British
dl.'mocracy, thus undertaking an act for which he and his party
follows had heaped insults on the Moderates The astounding
r:hange in his political convictions became evident when on
leaving London in 1912 he declared:
··should Providence offer me choice of absolute independence for India with one hand, and the alternative of selfgovernment within the Empire with the other, I would
unhesitatingly accept the latter."
This statement betrayed the modification, if not abandonment, of his former theory of •'aggressive nationa/n.m" wb.\t.\\ -wou\d no\ \')Ctm\\ a.n~ {mc\r,n. c\cmcn\ \o
enter into the making of the lndi::m nation. It was admitte.;:I
that tht:. spiritual civilization of India would not satisfy the
needs of a modern nation ' and that the benefits of the
.soulless' Western civilization were necessary. Progressive
h_bera.Jism was getting the upper hand of the religious mysticism. m Pal's nationalistic philosophy. Revolutionary ten:~ncies overwhelmed the forces of reaction focussed through
•m. His pathetic desire for the imperial connection, in

.
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itself, was but a sign of subjective weakness; but this desire
originated in a hidden mistrust of all those ideals cherished
by orthodox nationalism.
The practical extermination of the Extremist Party did noi
stamp out orthodox nationalism, which found a stronghuld
in the secret revolutionary societies, whose programme was
the overthrow of British domination by means of te!'rori't
campaigns, to culminate in an uprising at a suitable opportunity. The members of these secret organizations, which
outlived years of severest persecution by the government.
were more romantic ascetics of justice character than re\'olutionaries with a political vision. Through them were
expressed the forces of reaction and revolution. Ttiey were
the product of a society in a great crisis, which was marked
by a fanatic resistance of the old to the inevitable appearance
of the new. Both these ,eonflicting forces. with their origin
in the material background of social disintegration on tht>
one hand and readjustment on the other, acted and reacted
on the psychology· of these young men organized in secrel
revolutionary societies, and produced in them political n1·
hilism, social confusion and mystic religious orthodoxy. To
them national independence meant spiritual imperialism.
Clarification of the political tendendies of these fanatical
ascetics could not take place until the class cleavage in the
society became more glaring and more cruel. And since
class cleavage was to folJow the development of the hour·
geoisie, the field of activity of these ardent revolutionariel>
remained confined to futile conspiracies, until the society
underwent the necessary transformation. In every respect
proletarianized by the capitalist society, these lower mid·
die-class intellectuals were objectively social anarchists.
National pre-occupations clouded their vision of social
antagonism, and made them fall temporary and uncon·
scious victims of the forces of reaction. Their natural
tendencies towards religious socialism were taken by s~~rrn
by the romantic ideal of a great spiritual mission awa1ung
the Indian nation.
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The years preceeding the great world war saw the recuperation of the bourgeois political tendencies in the revived
Congress, which had played a rather insignificant role in the
vcars following the disaster of J907. In J910 the Congress
~vas recornized by the right-wing moderates. An English
liheral, Su William Wedderburn, was called to preside, as
1f to vivify the thanks for the Morley-Minto Reforms. Then
followed a period of calm, to be disturbed by a violent storm
111 the first years of the war, when the secret revolutionary
'ticietics made a determined, but abortive attempt at a national
upri.,ine Subsequently, the Congress became the fighting
political apparatus of the bourgeoisie united upon a common
rlatform, until the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms of 1919
hrnught a split. But the most outstanding feature of thi~
period wa~ the appearance of a new factor on the political
field. This was the working-class.

8. Present Situation : Review and Perspective
Strong Cross-Currents have always been the feature of the
political movement of modern India. In th.· last three years,
thi1-. feature has become more and more r"markable i~ proportion as the nationalist movement acquired strength and
.tsliumed dimensions positively alarming to the British authoriries. It is since 19 I 8 that the movement for national liberation
began to spread beyond the narrow circle of the middle -class
and affect the masses of the people. The gro .. ing disaffection
of the people at large has added potentiality to the nationalist
movement. But the very awakening of the masses, which
has enabled the political movement of the bourgeoisie to
?utgrow the stage of agitation and propaganda and enter
int_o an active fight, has at the same time brought into
evidence another cross-current which threatens to turn the
1.ide in the near future. It marks the initiation of a triangular
~ tght.' in which class antago:nism and the national struggle
will be intensified side by side. The development of the
0
. ~rgeoisie stiffens the national struggle as well as intens1 f
·
ies the class-cleavage by creating a proletarian class.

:s
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This process of class-readjustment has been going on 10
India within the last few years and the political movement
must be affected by it.
Indian nationalism, whether of the progressive character
of evolutionary tactics as advocated by the Moderates now
in league with the Imperialist Government, or based on th~
integralist theory of the Extremists, orthodox in social tendencies, is fundamentally a bourgeois movement. Exceptm/
the religious orthodox-whose violent outbursts not so much
against the British Government a~ against the 'Western Cl\ilization' it stands for, do not make them any le~!-. the exponents of the forces of reaction-all shades of opinrnn m
the national movement tend con~ciously or unconsciou1,I}.
to the enhancement of the material interests of the mt~lcc
tual and propertied middle-class. Even the reactionar} ndtionalism of the orthodox religionists, in its purely pohtll'JI
activitie11, finds it!i.elf obligetf to back the bourgeo1s1e Th11,
was proved when the greatest stalwart of relig1ou~ nationalism. Tilak, formulated the theory of attaining SwaraJ b'I
fostering the growth of indigenous industries. At the pre!!lent
moment, Gandhi also tries to save the spiritual c1v11izauon
of India through the aggrandizement of the merchant~ and
manufacturers.
The representative institutions demanded by the evolution·
ary Moderates, when fully inaugurated, will open the gate!>
of the paradise lost more than a hundred and fifty years ago.
to the intellectual and capitalist bourgeoisie. Free acces~ to
the higher administrative posts will be allowed to the former.
while fiscal autonomy will mean the protection of Indian
industries by means of tariff barriers against all foreign
competitors, including England herself. Only in that ca~e.
boycott of foreign goods, considered by the Extremists to
be a powerful weapon in. the political struggle, can be usrd
with effect. The following extract from the address of the
Chairman of the Reception Committee of the Calcutta Con·
gress ( 1890), contains the fundamental doctrines and object
of bourgeois liberal nationalism.
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··1t is perfectly correct that the ignorant classes whom
we seek to represent are still unable to take an active interest
m the many social and administrative problems which are
now engaging the attention of the educated class; but history
teaches us that in all the countries and in all ages, it is the
thinking who lead the unthinking, and we are bound to think
foi ourselves and for those who are still too ignorant to
excecise that important function.''
Himself a rich lawyer, as well as belonging to the landed
aristocracy, the speaker of these words voiced what his class,
~till in a backward stage of development, understood by a
national government based on principles of popular repfe~cntation. It is the rule of the national bourgeoisie which the
Congress sought for; the Moderates as well as the Extremists,
the progressive liberals as well as the orthodox religionists,
all agree on this political conviction in their nationalism.
The Extremists, who have always based their nationalism
on the superiority of India's spiritual civilization, in the field
of pure politics prove themselves equally ardent defenders
of the material interests of the ,·1ational bourgeoisie. On
supporting the Resolution of Self-Government in the Lucknow Congress of 1916, Tilak, the great advocate of the
·common people' said: "I would not care if they (rights of
~elf-government) are granted to the lower and lowest classes
of the Hindu population, provided that the British Government considers them more fit than the educated classes of
India for exercising those rights." These words contain a
challenge to the possible thought that the Jower classes are
and can be better fitted than the educated classes to exercise
the rights and privileges accruing from political autonomy.
Iri answer to a question put to him ''Whether the Indian
m~sses would be any less exploited by the native bo~rgeoisie
wielding political state power'•, Lajpat Rai once told that
prefer to be kicked by his .brother than by a
the would
.
i oreign~r. And above all, the programme of fostering native
ndustnes betrays the bourgeois character even of the orthodox nationalism of the Extremists.
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The movement for national liberation is a struggle of
the native middle-class against the economic and political
monopoly of the imperialist bourgeoisie. But the former
cannot succeed in the struggle, nor e"en threaten its opponent to make substantial concessions, "without the support
of the masses of the people. Because the Indian middle.
class is still weak numerically, economically, and socially.
hence the necessity of the nationalism in the name of which
the people can be led to fight; the victory gained in thi!I
fight, however, wiH not change very much the condition
of those whose blood it will cost. The constitutional democratic theories of the Moderates are beyond the comprehension of the common people, and therefore cannot be the
motive force of Indian nationalism. Their econcvnic
programme, which professes to foster modern industric"
with native capital by every means, is bound, nevertheless.
to revolutionize the positionff the toiling masses. and will
eventually bring them within the reach of political agitation. But the development of a native capitalist class will.
at the same time, inevitably intensify the class-antagonism
between the bourgeoisie and the working-masses. When
the latter will begin the struggle earnestly, it is expected
to be more of a social nature than a political movement
for national liberation. Since 1918. the Indian movement
has entered this stage. It may still have the appearance
of a national struggle involving masses of the population.
but fundamentally it is 11 social strife, the revolt of the
exploited against the exploiting class, irrespective of
nationality.
The Extremists, now called the Non-cooperators. have
had better success than the Moderates in drawing the masses
under the influence of nationalism. But a closer study shows
that it is not the demagogic methods nor the religio~s
character attached to the nationalist campaign to which this
apparent success is to be attributed. There are deeper e~o
nomic reasons behind it. It is not by a better understanding
of the social problem that the Extremists have succeeded
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"h~re the Moderates failed. In fact, the reactionary tendency of orthodox extremism makes it blind to these social
problems on whose radical solution depends the success of
rhc Indian movement. The discontent and growing unrest
among the masses, brought about by economic exploitation
intensified during the war, was seized by the Congress
under the 1t~adership of the Extremists, and turned into a
popular demonstration demanding national liberation. But
rn !-pile of their religious idiosyncrasies and orthodox
inclinations, the social affiliation of the Ext1emists is identical
with that of the Moderates. In the spontaneous mass-uph~avals. they discovered the force which could be utilizc!d
for the triumph of the native bourgeoisie. But they could
not develop the potentiality of the mass movement by
lt•ac.ling it in accordance with its economic urges and social
kn(Jt-ncies. Their tactics were to strengthen the nationalist
movement by the questionable method of exploiting the
ignorance of the masses. And the best way of exploiting
the ignorance of the masses was to make a religion of
nationalism. These tactics led to th1. ippearance of Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi on the political horizon, and the
temporary eclipse of all other politico-~ .lcial tendencies
in the shade of Gandhism, which has reac!ied a crisis after
ha"ing swept the country for two years.
In Gandhism culminates all the social tendencies that
have always differentiated the two principleit of Indian
nationalism. In fact, Gandhism is the acutest and most
desperate manifestation of the forces of re.1ction, trying to
hold their own against the objectively revolutionary tendencies contained in the liberal bourgeois nationalism. The
impending wane of Gandhism signifies the collapse of the
reactionary forces and their total elimination from the
political movement.
·
~ver since its inception, the political mpvement of modern
India has contained two tendencies of .diverse character.
Progressive politically and revolutionary in social questions,
the one has always been evolutionary and compromising in
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tactics. In spite of its apparently intransigent attitude towards
the foreign domination, the other is reactionary socially. Not~
withstanding its subjectively reformistic character, the first
is and has always been objectively revo)utionary because its
social basis is the bourgeoisie, and it is conscious of the fart.
But this tendency has failed and will always fail to play any
outwardly revolutionary role because the conditions for a
purely bourgeois revolution do not exist in India. The Indian
national movement is not a struggle of the commercial and
industrial middle-class against decrepit feudalism. The Indian
bourgeoisie is not engaged in a class-struggle. The basis of
the national movement is the rivalry of a weak and suppre:J'.red
bourgeoisie against its immensely stronger imperialist prototype controlling the state power. To its great misfortun<iii the
Indian middle-class was long ago deprived of its historic role
of freeing the productive classes from the fetters of feudal
bondage. The present fight of the Indian bourgeoisie cannot
be, therefore, unrelenting. Itl growth and prosperity arc not
necessarily conditional upon the total destruction of its present
enemy. Owing to this relative weakness of its social foundation, nationalism of the progressive tendency headed by the
class conscious bourgeiosie, is bound to be compromising. It
is inherently more inimical to the possible revival of social
and political reaction than to the British rule which, in spilt'
of itself, promises protection to the advent of capitalist civilization in India. A mass revolt temporarily swayed by the
influence of orthodox nationalism, or actuated by the vigorous
spirit of class-struggle, will be looked upon with equal apprehension by the progressive national democrats, conscio~~·
of their economic interests and social affiliation. Becaust:. tf
the first is the case, it will signify a social and political reaction
seriously detrimental to the still weak progressive movemen~.
whereas a revolt of the working-class is always very disq_u•eting to the bourgeoisie. Both eventualities are more menacmg
to the interests of the liberal bourgeoisie than the Briti.sh
government. Therefore, the constitutional democrats, in spite
of their revolutionary significance as an objective force, are
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not only not in a position to stir up and head a mass movement, but are very likely to be driven to the protecting arms
of their imperialist peer in the event of such a movement,
which is mortally menacing to the bourgeois institutions, so
precious, so profitable, so congenial to the peaceful development of the middle-class.
Orthodux nationalism, on the other hand, is closer to the
understanding of the people, and for this reason succeeds in
provoking enthusiasm from time to time. but the reactionary
tendencies inherent in it preclude the possibility of its ever
becoming a dynamic revolutionary force, which alone is able
to shake the foundation of foreign rule and start the peop'le
on the road to further progress. The backwardness of the
pl!ople makes them respond more to religious nationalism than
to rnnstitutional democracy. The inevitable incapacity of the
progressive bourgeoisie to assume the leadership of the national movement on a mass basis, left the ground at the
command of orthodox nationalism which sought to incite the
p~ople against the foreign domination in the name of religion
and culture. But they also failed, bt; ... ause the masses remained
equally passive to the national movement based upon religion.
At last the stings of economic exploitatit:n exhausted their
patience and religious calm, which owed tl1eir baneful origin
and durability, to the very spiritual national culture they are
called upon to defend. It was the narcotic effect of the muchvaunted ·spiritual civilization' which kept the Indian masses
apathetic to any movement for material progress. They have
been taught to sacrifice the hallucinations or the phenomenal
world in expectation of a blissful existence hereafter. The
present awakening is a reaction against the age-long resig~ation, created by religious teachings and the tenets of spiritual culture. Therefore it cannot be used for a national movement
ten~ing towards the revival of the spiritual civilization of
India. Here lies the contradiction in the orthodox nationalism
as expressed of late in the cult of Gandbism. It endeav"urs
to utilize the mass energy for the perpetuation or revival of
that heritage of national culture which has been made
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untenable by the awakening of this energy. The orthodox
Extremists in control of the Congress, freed from all Moderate
influence, assumed the leadership of a popular mass movement, national in appearance which con..ins, nevertheless, a
challenge to all the fundamental doctrines of orthodox nationalism. Therefore, the intention of the present Congress, which
has acquired the status of a political party, to unite the people
of all classes in a struggle for national liberation to be carrie~
on under the banner or Gandhism, is bound to be defeated.
The signs of the impending defeat are already perceptible.
Gandhism will fall victim to its own contradictions. By
Gandhism is meant the school of nationalism which has bel·n
reigning supreme in the Indian movement during the last three:
years. It can be put in another way: The Indian nati•nal
movement, actuated by the spirit ofGandhism, connot succeed
because in that case it would defeat its own end. Jn spite of
the pious desire of its leader51 post-British Indi_a cannot and
will not become pre-British India. The Indian people will not
be able to overthrow foreign domination until and unless all
that is cherished by orthodox nationalists have become thing~
of the past, of venerable memory. Sanctimonious antagonism
to the 'satanic Western civilization'. a tendency which in lipite
of its pathetic impotency, smacks of reaction, cannot be the
life of a movement whose success will be marked by the
crowning of the native bourgeoisie, who will prove to he as
disruptive as the British ruler in so far as the i;ocial and
religious ideals of orthodox nationalism are concerned. The
victory of Indian nationalism will be the victory of the progressive middle-class, which may build a monument to the
memory of the Mahatma for the valuable services he rendered
them involuntarily, but which will never share his pious
indignation against Western civilization, which is after all
only a certain stage of soci~l development through which every
human community has to pass. This victory will be won. not
through 'suffering and soul-force', but with blood and tears
and will be maintained by blood and iron. But it must come.
The introduction of "Western civilization" so heartily hated
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hy Gandhi
the reward of the fierce fight for national independence to which he seeks to lead the people. He is working
for somt~thing which is mortally antagonistic to the reactionary
forces operating through him, and whose standard bearer he
unconsciously is.
Before proceeding to review the happenings in the Indian
movement ;,ince the begining of the world war from the point
of view stated above, it will be worth while to analyse Gandhism,
hecaui.e in it is ample expression of all the ebbing vitality
i.:untained in orthodox nationalism. The imminent collapse of
fiandhism will close a romantic and exciting chapter of the
Indian na:ional movement. It will demonstrate that a sociany
rcrnlutionary movement cannot be influenced by reactionary
lnrces. It will disclose the incompatibility between the national 'trugglc having for its object the aggrandizement of the
hourgeoisie and the revolt of the working masses against class
exploitation-a revolt which nevertheless has contributed
~trength to the Congress in the last years of its activities.
Although somewhat unique in its idiosyncracies and fan:nicism. the Gandhi cult is not au innovation. Divested of
the rebellious spirit and the shrewd politician in him, Tilak
would resemble Gandhi in so far as rel1zious beliefs and
'Piritual prejudices are concerned. But for his ver~atility in
modern thought and characteristic looseness of conviction,
Bepin Chandra Pal would perchance join the Mahatma in the
passionate denunciation of everything that adds to the material
1.:omfort of man. Had he been more of a monomania~ than
a profound thinker with metaphysical preoccupations,
Aurobindo Ghosh would subscribe to Gandhi's philosophy,
which pretends to command a rushing tide. ''Thus far shalt
thou go and no farther''. In the contemporary epoch outside
lnd1.:i, Tolstoy has been the apostle of what Gandhi professes.
~n fact the latter is an avowed disciple of the former. Gandhism
is n~thing but petty-bourgeois humanit'!rianism hopelessly
bewildered in the clashes of the staggering forces of human
progress. The crocodile tears of this humanitarianism are
shed ostensibly for the undeniable sufferings of the majority
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in capitalist society, but they are really caused by grief over
the end of the old order, already destroyed or about to be
so. It pines for that ancient golden age when the majority
were kept in blissful ignorance in order that a few could roll
in idle luxury, undisturbed by the revol(of the discontented:
the spiritual culture of which was based on the barbarism
of the people at large; the simplicity of which was the sign
of its backwardness. This longing glance backward is due.
in some cases, to the consummate intrigues of the forces of
reaction, and in others, to involuntary subordination to the
influence of the same agency. Its tendencey towards a sort
of religious or utopian socialism proves that Gandhism. a"
well as its source Tolstoyism, belongs to the latter category.
Or in orther words, the services rendered by it to reaction
are involuntary.
•
It was in 1908 while still in South Africa that Gandhi
formulated his philosophy of 'Non-resistance' and 'Soulforce'
in a small book called Indian fiome Rule. It appears that since
then he had not learnt anything nor had he forgotten anything
till January 1921, when in the preface to the third edition ol
his book he confessed :
"It (the book) teaches the gospel of love in the place of
that of hate. It replaces violence with self-sacrifice. It pits soulforce against brute force. I withdrew (in this edition) nothing ..... But I would warn the reader against thinking that I am
today aiming at the Swaraj described therein. I know that India
is not ripe for it ... .I am individually working for the selfrule pictured therein. But today my corporate activity is
undoubtedly devoted to the attainment of parliamentary Swaraj
in accordance with the wishes of the people of India. I am
not aiming at destroying railways or hospitals, though I
would certainly welcome their natural destruction. Neither
railways nor hospitals are a test of a high and pure
civilization ... .It requires a·higher simplicity and renunciation
than th~ people are today prepared for."
These passages make one suspect a wavering in the belief
.of the author. But the preceding as well as following para-
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graphs obviate such possible suspicions. Before declaring
rhat the ideals of his philosophy are practically untenable
in these days, Gandhi fortifies himself by the following
confession of faith : "My conviction is deeper today than
ever. I feel that if India would discard modern civilization,
. . he can only gain by doing so." And he reassures himself
by declari rig : "If India adopted the doctrine of love as an
active part of her religion and introduced it in her politics,
Swaraj would descend upon India from heaven." Gandhi's
4uarrel is not with the British government, but with 'Western
c1V1lization' which is satanic according to his estimation. An
Indian government, which would stand for bringing or fostt:nng the same civilization, would be no more acceptable
tu him. ls there anything more incongruous than this-that
a man with suchI a philosophy should be at the head of a
movement which strives for the establishment of a capitalist
. . ocicty? And is there any doubt whatsoever that Gandhism
must discredit itself before long if the movement for national
liheration is to go ahead?
Gandhi's criticism of modern civilization, that is, cap1tali!'t society, is correct. But the remedy he prescribes is
not only wrong but impossible. One neeJ not be a sentimental humanitarian, nor a religious fanatic in order to
denounce the present order of society in the countries where
capitalism rules. But the knowledge of material and social
'>ciences makes one see through the Christian piety of
Gandhism, not only Indian, but international (there are
Gandhis in every country) and discover th~ sinister forces
of reaction busy in its depths. Its true social character no
longer remains unknown on finding such tenets in its
philosophy:
·'The more we indulge our pa$sions, the more unbridled
~hey become. Our ancestors, therefore, set a limit to our
mdul_g~nces. They saw that happiness was largely a mental
cond1t1on. A man is not necessarily happy because he is rich,
or unhappy because he is poor. The rich are often seen to
he unhappy, the poor to be happy. Millions will always
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remain poor. Observing all this, our ancestors dissuaded us
from luxuries and pleasures.''
This sanctimonious philosophy of poverty is not unfamiliar. It has been preached by many prophets who have not
only been proved false by history, but the questionableness
of their humanitarianism has also been revealed. Such phi.
losophy serves but one object-to guarantee the safety of
the vested interests, whose character may differ in different
epochs but which essentially is always the same, being based
on the right of exploitation of man by man.
Capitalist civilization is rotten; but it cannot be avoided
Neither is it permanent. It must pass away in due course of
evolution. giving place to a higher order of society. as the
ones preceding it were replaced by it. But it will not coll•pse
because sentimental humanitarians find it full of cruelty and
injustice. It will break down under the pressure of its own
contradictions. Whether we,want it or not, it ~ust be lived
through somehow. It must be lived through in order that
the fetters of moral and material ignorance that kept the
human race bound hitherto can be broken, and mankind in
all countries may have the facilities to strive for a higher
stage of civilization. National freedom will not enable the
people of India to go back, but to surge ahead.
In itself capitalist society has many defects; but it i 11
undoubtedly an improvement on the patriarchal or feudal
civilization for which Gandhi and his kind pine. Indian
society is inevitably heading toward capitalist civilization.
in spite of the premonitions of Gandhi, among many other
prophets of similar creed. The desire to see it hark back J!as futile as to expect a river to rush back to its source. Caught
in the morass of such hopeless contradictions, Gandhism
cannot supply the ideology of Indian nationalism. The revolutionary character of the latter is contrary to it. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that Gandhism, better said, the person·
ality of Gandhi, exercised a considerable influence on the
Indian movement in the last three years. Or in other words.
just about the. time that the National Congress was finding
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the first response among the ranks of the working masses,
1t came under the domination of a spirit which is essentially
reactionary and non-revolutionary in a very frank way. How
did it happen? How could a revolutionary movement accept
J leadership with antagonistic tendencies? This question
leads us to a review of the movement.
The att-..;mpts made by the secret revolutionary societies
to organize an armed uprising in the ftrst year of the world
war were easily thwarted. These organizations could be
~:rushed, or prevented from constituting any serious danger,
hc<:ause they relied more upon conspiracies than upon r~v
olutionary social forces. There was some discontent among
1he Indian soldiers, which was suffocated if not removed,
hy severe m•litary measures. The masses of the people
remained passive, while the educated lower middle-class
gloated over German victories and expected a possible
defeat of the British, which prospect was conducive to the
~uccess of Indian nationalism. But the political parties,
without any remarkable exception, protested loyalty to the
British government and offered uuconditional assistance in
the prosecution of the war. Even Tilak, who had just come
out of jail after six: years, was not an excepti"n. The Congress,
under the leadership of the Moderates representing the rich
intellectuals and capitalist class, outdid everybody in these
protestations of loyalty. But behind this mask of loyalty
was to be noticed either an anxious expectation or a spiteful
glee on all faces. A whisper ran through the length and
breadth of the country that the British power was crumbling.
Even in the far-off villages this whisper raised an echo. There
was a period of suspense and tension.
In 1915 the miiitary strength of the British Indian government was depleted to the minimum. All the available
troops were sent out, and the new recruits, British as well
a~ native, were qualitatively incapable .of resisting a po~
sib~e national upheaval. If 1here had been a revolutionary
national consciousness in the Indian people anywhere outside
the small middle-class, that was the most opportune moment
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to strike a blow which would have been mortal in all
probability. The loyalty professed so vigorously was false:
there was much discontent and disaffection. but it had not
yet contaminated the masses. The pot~ntiality of this dil!content was reduced to almost nothing when the capitalist
class. the backbone of nationalism, unexpectedly found
opportunities for industrial development. The monopoly of
imperialist capital was made untenable by war conditior.s,
the competition of manufactured goods imported from
European countries, including England herself, was removed. Indian industries suddenly entered upon an era of
spectacular growth. This economic revolution depri~ed the
political movement of its most powerful social foundation.
The intellectual and capitalist middle-class found it,1>rofitable to stand by the government. Obstacles to ih industrial
aspiration removed, the bourgeoisie had no more quarrel
with the foreign ruler. at 1,ast for the time being. On the
contrary, the new era of industrial development needed the
protection of an established government. Therefore the
loyalty of the bourgeoisie became real, and the leadership
of the Congress sank into such sycophancy that to preside
over its session of 1915 was selected a man who combined
in his person the landed aristocracy, rich liberal profession!-1
and officialdom. He was S. P. Sinha later on Sir, then Lord.
then His Britannic Majesty's Privy-Councillor etc. on whose
head had been showered more blessings of governmental
concessions than on any other Indian. He proved himself
worthy of the innumerable distinctions received hitherto,
and merited more that were to be bestowed subsequentl) ·
by uttering in his presidential address such sentiments a!-1
the following : "In that critical time it was the duty of India
to prove to the great British nation her gratitude for peace
and the blessings of civilization secured to her under its
aegis for the last hundred and fifty years and more." These
words should not be taken as expressing the sentiments of
a slavish individual. They were the voice of the class that
he represented.
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This remarkable abdication of the Congress betrays the
innate weakness of the nationalist forces. That element which
1 ~ the most revolutionary from the objective point of view is
hahle. nevertheless, to make compromises in every critical
moment, by virtue of the fact that its revolutionary energy
1., not pitted against an enemy which would be unrelentingly
ho:itiJe to it on the ground of class-struggle. Had the Indian
hourgeoisie been fighting against a feudaJ absolutism, no such
rompromise would be possible; because the two could never
he accommodated as is the case in the relation of the former
with capitalist imperialism, which will always readjust its
mt'thod of exploitation in the way of making concessions fo
1:~ native partner before risking the eventual conflict. This
"quivocal position of the socially revolutionary factor in the
ranks of the nationalist movement, makes for the possibility
of the latter's falling under the orthodox &chool. The reac1iona1y forces behind orthodox nationalism make them suhJt"\."tively more hostile to British rule. The antagonism between
the reactionary tendencies of orthodox nationalism and the
modern civilization which the Bril'sh domination embodies
•~ much more deep-seated and uncompromising than the rivalry between the Indian and British hour r.eoisie.
The interests and aspirations of the economically bankrupt lower middle-class not being identical with those of the
rich intellectuals and capitalist bourgeoisie, the arrangements that give temporary satisfaction to the lcitter do not
rt:move the grievances of the former, thu~ leaving it in a
d~,contented frame of mind which gets worse. When by
virtue of their compromising tactics, the Moderates forfeit
~he leadership of the movement, the lower middle-class steps
tn The latter's economic position makes it more intransigent,
mo~e extremist in its political demands. But the pet~y bour~eois social bearing of the Extremists makes them suscep~thle to the influence of the forces of reaction masquerading
'" ~he_ garb of such cults as- spiritual civHization, humanit~namsm and the like. On account of its reactionary tendencies, orthodox nationalism, embraced by the discontented
42
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petty bourgeoisie, is more uncompromising in its fight against
foreign rule, which is the personification of a social order
mortally inimical to its ideals. But doomed to death by the
imperi~us verdict of hist~ry, i~ cann~.t infuse any vitality in
the national movement m spite of its more revolutionary
appearance. Nevertheless, its bitter hostility to modern civilization enables it to be more uncompromising to British
rule, and therefore to take up the fight and carry it on further
than the point at which the Moderates desert it. This wa~
the social reason which explains how the Indian national
movement in its most revolutionary period, could be actuated
by such a reactionary philosophy as Gandhism.
The second year of the war found the rich intellectual and
bourgeois leaders of the national movement reconcileg to thl'
British rule and actively supporting it, at a time when it could
possibly have been overthrown or at least substantial concessions wrung fro~ its reluct"1t hand, by threats of withholding
assistance to conduct the war. But such measures were altogether unthinkable for the Moderate Party, whose economic
interest would be jeopardized more by the unsettled conditiom
that were most likely to follow a premature overthrow of the
British Government than by its continuation, specially when
the latter was forced by unexpected circumstances to modify.
if not abandon, its former economic policy. The position of
the Moderates at that critical moment was very well formulated in the following words of B. L. Mittra, one of their
leaders:
"The Moderates consider co-operation with the English
necessary for national development, political, industrial.
economic and otherwise. The Extremists would straightaway
assume full responsibility of government; the Moderates thin_k
that would lead to chaos, and would proceed by stages. It 1 ~
the difference between cataclysm and evolution. The Extrem·
ists' ideal is destructio~ of the existing order of things in the
hop~ that something better will take its place, for nothing ~an
be worse than what is, the Moderates' ideal is for formauon
of a new order of things on definite progressive lines."
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But the very possibility of economic and industrial developmenl which satisfied temporarily the aspirations of
the rich bourgeoisie promised the emergence of another
!olocial factor which would be more revolutionary than both
rhe political parties hitherto sharing the leadership of the
national movement. The rapid development of large scale
machine ;ndustries and the emergency extension of the
alr~ady existing ones, led to the concentration of the masses
of working people in cities with utterly insufficient accommodation for the sudden influx of additional inhabitants.
The sudden increase in the number of consumers was verv..
readily taken advantage of by the speculating traders.
Consequently prices went up so much that they exceeded
•h~ limits of the miserable wages in the newly-grown capitalist
111dustries. AJI the effects of a social readjustment resulting
from a sudden industrial revolution were felt. Potential
causes of a mass revolt were to be expected from such a
.;ituation. Increased export caused an acute scarcity of food
grains. The burden of forced contribution to the war loans,
'o liberally subscribed to by the ioyal landed aristocracy,
who transferred them immediately on to the shoulders of
the poor cultivator, prepared the grounJ for an agrarian
revolt. Then, the petty bourgeoisie and the lower middleclass were still smarting under their unredressed grievances: their hopeleH economic condition could not be expected
lo improve in any way by the prospect of a great industrial
development or administrative reforms. The surrender of
the progressive Moderates left all these rev~iutionary forces
either partially manifest, or still brewing under the surface,
without p(\litical leadership. The field was clear for orthodox. nationalism. Reaction sought to unite all these unconscious forces cf revolution in a movement ostensi.bly antiBritish, but really, and according to the confession of the
orthodox. leaders, to combat the advent of a new order which
was denounced as 'satanic' or 'sordid materialism'. All
those revolutionary forces directly or indirectly tended
towards the destruction of Imperalism, as the ra~kest

.
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manifestation of class-domination; reactionary nationalism
also desired the overthrow of British rule, but with a different purpose. A common foe made for the alliance of the.~e
two most incompatible, may antagonistic tendencies. And the
ignorance of the masses, aided by ihe lack of social or
political conviction of the petty bourgeoisie, handed the
leadership of the movement over to the orthodox Extremists.
The advent of native orthodoxy in the person of Ga:idhi
was preceded by a reaction voluntarily or involuntarily serving
the cause of Imperialism. Annie Besant was its apostle. She
was seemingly an avowed spiritualist dreading all contamination of things material, but in reality a masked defender of
the interests of the imperialist bourgeoisie to which she belonged, in spite of her Irish birth. She had always J>een a
champion of the British Empire, which she chose to call tht
foundation of a real League of Nations. Her ideal of the
League of Nations was eydently the incorporation of the
whole world in the British 9Empire. The same instinct which,
thirty years ago, had induced the liberal imperialist Hume
to promote the idea of founding the National Congress, led
Mrs Besant to arise from her theosophical esoteries, in which
she had immersed herself ever sin<..e she came to India, and
poJlute her holiness with such sordid materialism as politics.
Her instinctive zeal for the welfare (not spiritual) of the
imperialist bourgeoisie disquieted her at the sight of the
ominous clouds gathering on the political horizon. Long
residence in the country and intimate relation with the lower
middle-class intellectuals, enabled her to gauge the situation
cleverly. She set out with the mission of stemming the rising
tide of revolution.
Unnoticed by the bourgeois political parties, a new c?m·
bination of social forces was in the process of consummauon
The imminent spontan~ous upheaval of the working masses.
both in the cities as well as in the countryside, would ~pe.n
up a ..new vision to the de-classed young intellectuals d1ss1·
pating their revolutionary energy in futile conspiracies· T~e
revolt of the oppressed masses and the ruthless manner an
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which such· a revolt would surely be suppressed by the government with the aid and connivance of the national bourgeoi-tie. would clarify their social tendencies, thus rescuing them
from the vicious circle of orthodox nationalism, and push them
forward into the healthy and envigorating atmosphere of an
in~vitable class struggle against the native as well as the
foreign e;.ploiting class. Once launched on such a consciously
rt:volutionary road the Indian national movement would soon
acquire real strength. Neither British oppression, nor the
compromising tactics of the bourgeoisie, nor the questionable
orthodoxy of the reactionary religionists would be able to
check or distort the victorious march of such a movement.
This was a gloomy prospect for imperial domination as
well as that of which the native bourgeoisie was dreaming
m the name of national independence. How could such a fatal
cvrntuality be averted? An outburst of orthodox nationalism
tickling the spiritual imperialism of the young revolutionaries, supplemented by a show of extremism in political
demands. might be expected to save the situation. Mrs Besant
captured the imagination and admiration of the revolutionary -inclined young intellectuals by preaching with her wanted
eloquence the familiar gospel of the spi1 itual superiority of
Indian over Western culture, and condemning the Briti~h
government as the worst manifestation of Western materialism
from which, she exclaimed, the innocent children of sacred
India must be saved. Thus a wrong channel was opened for
the great revolutionary wave that was raisi:lg its majestic crest
on the offling of the society. Essentially a socio-economic
struggle, the impending movement must assume a political
manifesta!ion with considerable latitude for nationalist preoccupations. The astuteness of Mrs Besant caught on to the
familiar, but harmless, political ~logan of 'Home Rule' which
~wung the Extremists on her side, because it promised to lead
the movement abandoned by the Moderates. In consequence,
~hos_e who might have sought the destruetion of British domination with the aid of revolutionary mass-action committed
themselves to the ambiguous programme of self-government
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within the British Empire. Mrs. Besant rendered a valuable
service to the imperial cause so dear to her, although the
bureaucratic government did not seem to appreciate her merits
and made a pseudo-martyr of her.
The prospect of a mass upheaval completely drove the
progressive bourgeosie into the protecting arms of its imperialist peer, but inspired the orthodox Extremists, who stepped
into the control of the movement. Under their leaderst.ip it
assumed a politically aggressive character. but its social
significance was confused for the time being. Mrs Besant
could not prevent the inevitable ; she only prepared the ground
for Gandhi, whose advent pushed her into welJ-merited disgrace. Both preached the doctrine of orthodox nationalism,
but the difference lay in the respective object in view. The
former desired to save the Indians from modem materialism
in order to insure the continuance of British domination, while
the latter's hostility to Wptern civilization _was fomented b)
the apprehension that it would strike at the root of the religious, intellectual and patriarchal vested interests which, in
the name of spiritual culture, held the Indian masses in moral
as well as material bondage.
In 1916 the National Congress entered upon a new chapter
of its history. From that year it ceased to be the loosely
organized deliberative body that it had been so far, and assumed the character of a cohesive political party- a fighting
organ. The political programme of the Extremists was com·
pletely adopted, though the Moderates still participated in
the Congress, and one of the most mediocre from their midst
was chosen to preside over the session of 1916 held in Lucknow·
The embarrassing position of the imperial power, together
with the indications of a popular awakening, encouraged the
Congress. It decided to demand an adequate price for the
support which the ln4ian bourgeoisie was willing to render
the British government. The latter had already shown an
inclination to make the concessions by placing with the native
factories large orders for war materials, by encouraging war
production in industrial plants owned by native capital, and
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la,tly by appomting a commission to investigate the possihihuec; of modem industries in India and devise ways and
meani, of fostering them by native capital. Something more
,1g01fo.·ant happened to show that the British government was
,enou'l m 1ts new policy of compromise. Just before his
extended term of office was over in the middle of 1916, the
then vicuoy Lord Hardinge was known to be engaged in
dr.iftmg a scheme of reforms which would cater hberally to
the cimb1t1onc; of the bourgeoi~e. as represented by the Modrrate1i Then, the talk of a radical reconstruction in imperial
rclauon' after the war reached the ears of the Indian bourgcm,1~. The British Premier's-Lord Asquith's-promise {hat
m con1i1derat1on of her war services India would be looked
.it f1om 'a new angle of vision' was interpreted as the offer
l'f dommrnn status with a government responsible to the Indian
r~ople All these factors contributed to the crystallization of
'uch a feeltng that the Lucknow Congress ( 1916) swayed clear
to the left It was dommated by the Extremists' outlook in
'Pile nf 11\ Moderate president
In wa' not only the Congres~ dominated by the Extremist
pClht1c1ans that reflected the vigour felt by the bourgeoisie.
h wa, manife!lted in another and quite um. 11,.pected way. Before
the Congre~~ met, the elected members of the LegHlative
C'ouncal, which owed its existence to the Morley Reforms of
1909, pre!lented a memorandum to the government demanding
dn 1mmed1ate readjustment in the state admmistation. The
rcpeitl of the Arms Act and the organization of an Indian
volunteer corps were very energetically prt."!lsed. The necessity
of mending the autocratic character of the British Indian
government and of transferring some of its power to the elected
repre~entat1ves of the people was emphatically urged. The
memorandum expressed the point of view of that section of
the bourgeoisie already in alliance with the government, which
raised its voice to say that if the gov~mment desired to be
alii~ured of its valuable services, it must show an inclination
to pay a reasonablt: price. Still looking up to the British
government as an indispensable protection, the bourf?eoisie
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was enc~uraged !o assume s~c~ an aggressive attitude not onl>
through its growing economic importance, but mainly becau1,e
of the awakening mass-energy, which could be utilized for
backing up the demands made. Constitutional agitation wa,
replaced by the hagglings of a bargainer. The mass awakenmg
was not yet a conscious movement. But the politically minded
middle-class felt the impulse of strength proceeding from the
knowledge that the people would follow its lead. The ~our
geoisie' s claim to national leadership was at last materializmg
What had been formulated as the ultimate goal of the
Congress in 1906 was categorically demanded in 1916 In
return for the Indian people's support of the war, immedtdte
self-government-Dominion Status-and complete fti,cal
autonomy were asked for. Both the wings of the CQllgre"'"'·
the Moderates as well as the Extremists, subscribed to th"
demand. It fell to the lot of Surendra oath Banerji, the Moderate
veteran and one of the founders of the Congress, to move the
resolution on self-governnf'ent. The president, in course of ht~
speech, formulated the demand as follows:
''India must cease to be a dependency and be rai~c:d to
the status of a self-governing state, as an equal partner with
equal rights and responsibilities, as an independent unit of
the empire'' .
He declared that a 'bloodless revolution' was already m
progress, and a resolution was passed requesting that ''the
King-Emperor should issue a proclamation announcing that
it is the aim and intention of the British policy to confer ~elf·
government on India at an early date".
Another epoch-making feature of the Lucknow Congre~~
was the unconditional endorsement of its programme and
demands by the AU-India Muslim League simultaneously in
session in the same city. This rapprochement of the two great
rivals, if not antagonistJc communities, culminated in the ~ 0 called Congress-League Scheme formulated and issued as the
programme of the Indian National Movement in August 1917 ·
Self-government within the British Empire, with compl~te
fiscal autonomy, was the slogan, and the Congress in which
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its sister Muslim organization was incorporated, entered the
period of an active political fight.
At this point it is neccessary to make a retrospective study
in order that the full significance of this rapprochement may
be well understood. Except for one or two solitary figures,
the founders of the National Congress were all non-Muslims.
Orthodox nationalism was based upon aggressive Hinduism.
The Extremist party was born and developed as a Hindu
party. It was actuated by the Hindu religion; its ideology
was derived from Hindu philosophy. The ruling power of the
land till but a relatively short time ago, the Muslims, at least
the upper class with the blood of the conquering race, did
not consider themselves the same as the Hindu population.
With their fierce fanaticism, they could not be expected to
feel themselves an integral part of the Indian people, welded
together by religious consciousness and cultural traditions.
Then, on account of a higher grade of social development,
the Hindu intellectuals responded more readily to those
progressive political and social thoughts which made for the
birth of modern nationalism anc:! •he eventual foundation of
the Congress. When the Western educated Hindu intellect11als began the agitation for representafr ·e government, the
Muslims would not have anything to do with them. The latter
looked upon the former with suspicion. The Hindus were in
the majority in the bulk of the population as well as in the
intellectual and propertied* middle-class. A government based
upon the principles of national representation threatened to
be a Hindu supremacy. Naturally the Mu)ims were not very
e_nthusiastic over a movement fraught with such possibilities. In fact the landed aristocracy and the comparatively
few intellectuals among them were decidedly hostile to such
a movement. This attitude of theirs gave the foreign ruler
the opportunity of using the large Islamic community as
~n opposition to the nationalism of the Congress. And the
imperialist government did use this weapon very cleverly
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*According to the census ot' 1921, there are 70,000,000 Muslims out
a total population of 319,000,000.
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and not with~ut effect. But t~e bl~me for this lack of unity
among the Hindus and Muslims ts not to be laid entirely
at the doors of the government, whose 'divide and rule'policy
could not have succeeded had then~. not been conflicting
interests between the two communities. As soon as both
communities came to have identical material interests, their
union in a political movement could no longer be prevented
by the cleverest artifices of the government, nor by the
traditional religious antagonism.
The masses of both the communities were equally indifferent to questions political. They lived for centuries side bv
side in the same villages, engaged in the same occupation ~f
toiling for the maintenance of an extravagantly luxurious
ruling class.
Religious antagonism, which undoubtedly did exist, could
not however interfere with the unavoidable phenomenon that
the society was divided intp two classes, the exploited lower
class and the exploiting upper class. People professing antagonistic religions were to be found in the ranks of both
classes. For convenience of exploitation, religious antagonism was kept alive among the people by the upper class
of both the communities. Fanaticism fed upon ignorance
made such strategy possible. But the relation between the
rich propertied classes of the two communities could not be
harmonious, either under the Mohammedan rule, nor afterwards. It was marked by bitter rivalry. The trading middleclass flourishing in the l..itter days of the Muslim empire was
predominantly Hindu, while the ruling Islamic community
remained in the backward social stage of feudalism. The
British conquest found the Muslim population generally
divided into feudal landlords and peasantry. In accordance
with the policy of British imperialism in its earlier days. the
feudal rulers as well a!\ the landed aristocracy were crushed
politically and militarily to a state of impotency-to be
preserved, petted and pampered later on. This being the case.
the social basis for a liberal intelligentsia was absent in the
Muslim community at the time of the British conquest, and
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it was long before such a social factor could come into being
during the British period.
When the Hindu liberal intellectuals organised the National
Congresli, the few modern educated Mohammedans that exissed
in the country belonged· exclusively to the landed aristocracy
of feudal descent. By class affiliation, these were not prone
to progres~i ve ideas, either political or social. Sir Syed Ahmed
Khan, an aristocratic intellectual, did the pioneer work in
starting in 1880 the Aligarh College, with the intention of
hringing modem education within the reach of Muslim youths
without tampering with the religious prejudices and suscep1ihilities of his reactionary community. Unlike the Hindu
middle-class. the Muslims were still in a stage of social
development which was not conducive to the introduction of
'ccular education. The separation of education from religion
was looked upon with great apprehension and was universally
opposed. Despite his progressive tendencies, Syed Ahmed
Khan had to bow down before the forces of reaction still
rampant in the Muslim community and compromise on an
adjustment of modem secular education with theological teaching
'" the Aligarh College. He sought to get as many young men
it), possible educated in modern ways compatible with the
tenets of Islam. which, reflecting the tendencies of his community, he held to be indispensable for and more conducive
to the welfare of Muslim society than Western civilization.
Nevertheless, he looked upon British rule as a providential
contact-and implicit loyalty to it was thP. theme of clll his
educational and public activities. Under his z~alous patronage,
Aligarh came to be the Eton of Muslim India. The intellectual
centre of the rich aristocracy, its concession to modern ed:.:cation amply counter-balanced by a good dose of theological
train_ing, Aliga1 h naturally failed to produce youthful _elements
holdmg social and political ideas similar to the Hindu intel~ectuals who conceived of a political natiqnalism as expressed
m the organization of the National Congress. While the earlier
~eneration cf the Hindu modem intelligentsia became 'denahonalized', or in other words, were capable of imbibing fully
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progressive social and political thoughts, the products of
Aligarh were staunch Muslims above all, and implicit in their
loyalty to the British government. This loyalty, however, did
not speak for any special characteris~ic of the Muslim community. It was a natural and inevitable outcome of the social
position the Muslims occupied in those days. Besides it was
provoked by instinctive rivalry and suspicion against a movement
whose success, even partial, would mean a Hindu supremacy
in Indian politics. And in those days, to the Muslim upper class
of feudal origin, Hindu domination was by no means a better
prospect than British rule, which was always willing to show
them favouritism. The absence of a class-cohesion was responsible for the political divergence between the Hindus and
Muslims. Those of the former, who inaugurated the a&itation
for representative government and social reforms, were intellectual bourgeoisie, whereas the Aligarh alumni, on whom
were showered the good p:aces of the British government.
belonged to the landed anstocracy with social and political
tendencies predominantly feudal. Elements so diverse socially
could not unite in a national movement. The foreign ruler was
not slow in finding this social divergence and communal
rivalry, and made full use of them.
The Muslim intellectuals remained loyal to British ruk
because feudal class affiliation rendered them unresponsive
to the progressive political thoughts embraced and propagated
by their Hindu contemporaries. Theirs was not loyalty to
British rule as such, but loyalty to a particular social order
they were zealous to preserve. If they were hostile to the
Congress, it was not for its alleged 'seditious' character. but
because it represented a tendency inimical to the social, po·
litical and religious institutions and traditions cherished as
ideal by them. Their support and sympathy for British ruh:
were not purchased, ..as is generally believed, by petty
favouritism, but originated in the belief that British rule
would provide a protection for the social order and religious
institutions they desired to preserve, and which, they apprehended, would be endangered if the Hindu liberals were to
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be given their way. This apprehension was corroborated by
rhe growth of orthodox nationalism, which was bigotedly
Hindu in character and therefore could not be expected to
be looked upon with equanimity by the Muslim. It was not
governmental favouritism, but class affiliation that first kept
the Muslim intellectuals away from the Congress, and subsequently trrayed against it the forces of their community.
The Muslims could not take part in the national movement
until there should arise in their midst a modern bourgeoisie
divorced from all feudal connection, whose economic vision
\\ould not be limited to land-owning, but extended to commercial a11d industrial horizons.
•
Till the earlier years of the tw~ntieth century, polit•~ally the Muslim intellectuals were less concerned with
Indian affairs than with Pan-Islamism, which embodied
the dream of a federation of the Muslim states; a sort a
rlimantic imperialism sanctified by religious authority. In
this politico-religious movement, no force making for the
growth of nationalism among the Indian Muslims was to
he found. In fact, it was an impeda.nent to the development
of national consciousness. The Muslim intellectuals of
modern India awoke, not to nationalism, "'ut to the dream
of an extra-national existence whose realization, however,
had been made impossible by various other factors outside
India and beyond their control and comprehension. When
the politically independent or semi-independent Muslim
'Hates like Persia and Turkey felt the call of nationalism
as expressed in the revolutions of 1907 and 1908, the
impracticability and illusiveness of Pan lslamism became
apparent. The religious solidarity of the Muslim world also
P.roved to be little more than a pleasant myth, due to the
silence and passivity with which the declaration ~f Jehad
by t~e Khalifa during the Tripohtan and Balkan Wars was
received by the faithful. On the other hapd, the attitude of
England during the Balkan .war led the Indian Muslims to
s~spect the sincerity of the British patronage they had
hitherto believed in.
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This double disillusionment made the Muslim intelle .
tuals of India turn towards home politics. They could :
longer remain satisfied with the fond dream of Pan-Islamismo
which failed to stand the test of e'periment in a politicai
as well as a religious sense ; nor could they any longer entrus:
the interests of their community entirely to the questionable
patronage of the British. Pan-Islamism had been smiled upon
by the British government so long as it remained a fashionable cult, harmless politically. It was a diversion for the
young intellectuals who otherwise might run into mischief.
in imitation of their Hindu contemporaries. But in the yem
following the Turkish revolution, under the spiritual leadership of the Committee of Union and Progress (Young Turk
Party), Pan-Islamism took on the character of iiicipient
imperialism. Therefore the condescending smile with which
the British Indian government had regarded the Pan-Islamism
of Sultan Abdul Hamid)umed into a frown when it was
converted into the Pan-turanism of the Y'oung Turks. The
spread of Pan-Islamism of the new denomination threatened
to be an anti-British movement, and could not be tolerated
among the Indian Muslims. This led to a disruption of the
relation hitherto subsisting between the Muslim middle-class
of India and the British government. Bµt mere anti-Bntish
sentiment could not make the Muslims consider themselve~
as part of the Indian nation, predominated by Hindu ideology
and traditions.
It was a factor of an entirely ·different nature which
contributed to the tendency towards political nationalism in
the Muslim community. This was the mercantile and indu~
trial class, which developed quite independent of the ~eh
gious unity of the Muslim world. Its interest in Pan-Islamism.
where it existed, was purely that for a fashionable c~ll.
without any vital attachment. It was the political situauon
of India and the economic policy of the British government
which had a vital bearing upon its own developme~t. Th~
anti-British feelings created by events outside India. a~
spreading among the new genera~ion of Muslim intellectua 5
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did not affect the Muslim capitalist class, which looked upon
British patronage as a necessary factor for its development.
By the time the first years of the twentieth century had come
mto existence a small number of young intellectuals, the
ideological pioneers of the Muslim bourgeoisie, who stood
for nationalism in which religious and sectarian disputes
should b~· submerged. But the first political expression of
1he Muslim community was rather anti-nationalistic than
national. It was the organization of the All-Indict Muslim
League, in which took part members of the loyal intellectual
landed aristocracy and some of the mercantile and industrial
dalis. In fact, the League was organized under the benign
au!-ipices of the British government, which wanted to make
l>t it a Muslim opposition to Hindu nationalism. Under the
leadership of the religious aristocrat Aga Khan and the
uff u:ial reactionary Ameer Ali, the League proved to be a
Mlling instrument for the insidious designs of the British
government. It emphatically protested 'loyalty' as against
the 'seditious' attitude of the Hindu Congress, whose claim
to national representation was ch .• llenged by the very organization of the League which pretended to voice the sentiment of the sixty-seven million Muslim ·
Apart from being a bulwark against hindu nationalism,
the League served another purpose of the imperialist government. It raised an opposition against the spread of Panlslamism in India. Already in the latter nineties Syed Ahmed
Khan as leader of the liberal Muslims oflndia, had repudiated
the title of the Turkish Sultan to the Kha1.•1at. For this act
he had on his side the traditional authority of the Muslim
emperors of Delhi, who never recognized the Turkish Sultan
as their Lord Teniporal and Spiritual. The founder and first
leader of the League, Aga Khan himself claimed direct
descent from the Prophet in his capacity as the spiritual head
of the Khoja dissenters.
But the pronounced political significance of the MusJim
League, under its founders and old leaders, was the opposition
to the National Congress, the realization of whose programme
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of representative government would be tantamount to Hind•
rule. The League came into existence on the very eve of th~
Extremist triumph over the Congress. Orthodox nationalism
with its pronounced religious ideol'?gy could not but arouse
apprehension among the Muslims. Thtrefore the need of British
protection was doubly felt by the latter. The Partition of
Bengal, while a great butt of attack on the government from
the nationalists of all shades of opinion, received the approval
of the newly born Muslim League; because one of the objects
of the partition was to create a large province with an overwhelming Muslim majority in the population. It was in thi~
new province that the Hindu nationalism of the Extremists wa!>
very rampant, and the government did succeed in setting the
religious fanaticism of the ignorant Muslim majorit~ against
it with disastrous results. The atrocities committed on the
Hindu minority by the infuriated Muslim mob egged on by
the police, seriously harmrd the possibility of a national unit}
embracing the people at l'arge. In spite of all these lamentable
consequences of the Partition, the Muslim League went so far
as to warn the gover:nment, when it was considering its repeal.
not to make hasty concessions, which would make for a Hindt:
supremacy. It was in deference to the point of view put forth
by the League that the Indian Council Act of 1909, which was
followed two years later by the repeal of the Partition. was
based on the Principle of community representation, thus
guaranteeing the Muslim minority a privileged position as a
remuneration for its loyalty.
But events outside India weakened the faith of the Muslim
intellectuals in the good will of the British government.
notwithstanding the loyalism of the League and the recipro~al
favouritism of the government. Not a few of the young Mushm
intellectuals joined the nationalist movement, and bega~ to
participate in the C<?ngress. A middle-class had come mto
existence in the Muslim community. It grew out of t~~
poorer strata of the landed aristocracy and the commercia
community. The modern educated youths of this cJas~
were violently anti-British on account of the ripples 0
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Pan-Turanism reaching India. Therefore they swelled the
ranks of the Extremists in spite of their religious diversity.
The news of the Turkish revolution stirred up the imagination
of these young enthusiasts, who sought connection with the
Committee of Union and Progress, whose leaders were hailed
as the saviours of the Muslim world. The loyalist policy of
1he Muslim League was assailed by these young intellectuals
who could be called revolutionary, considering their antiBritish sentiment. But they were far from nationalism as yet.
They were willing to join hands with the Hindu Extremists
in r')rder to destroy British Imperialism, not for the natio!lal
liberation of the Indian people, but because they considered
the British to be the mortal enemies of Islam. It was the spirit
of Pan-Islamism which had an acute out-burst in consequence of the triumph of the Young Turks, who aspired to
launch on an imperialist venture in the name of Islam, with
the questionable friendship of the Pan-Germans. This wave
of Pan-Turanism in India did not go beyond the walls of
the modern Madrassas whose number was very small, but
a few members of the thin lowt... middle-class were also
.1gitated by it. The rich upper class remained unshaken in
Its loyalty, while the Muslim masses w.:re electrified by
1: as much as the Hindus were by orthodox nationalism.
Nevertheless, the overthrowing of reactionary loyalists
like Aga Khan and Ameer Ali from the leadership of the
League brought the political movement of the Mush ms closer
lo the Congress. The new leaders of the Lf'a~ue were mostly
young middle-class intellectuals, and thert:tore susceptible
lo nationalism. Even before capturing the leadership, they
had criticized the League's advocacy of community repreo;entation as detrimental to national solidarity. The gradual
~ubordination cf religious orthodoxy to the political.radical1sm of the Extremists, on the other hand, removed another
cause which might have kept, and to sorpe extent did keep,
the Musi im intellectuals away from the Congress. The growth
0 f. a capitalist bourgeoisie socially distinguished from the
anstrocratic scions of the reactionary feudal landlords, made
43
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the conception of nationalism possible among the India
Muslism. This nationalism was distinct from a politico~
religious movement on behalf of an imaginary world federation of Islam~c states; it was the .~ationalism of an integral
part of the Indian people. Reactionary Muslim landlords
could be the object of governmental favouritism as against
progressive Hindu intellectuals; but the interests of Muslim
capitalists were as hostile as those of the Hindus to imperialist exploitation. This being the essence of the situation,
the years preceding the great World War were marked by
a steady closing of the ranks of the bourgeoisie, Hindu as
well as Muslim, in the movement of political nationalism.
In 1916, it was under the presidency of a rich merchant that
the Muslim League made common cause with the ~ongre11s.
which thus became the political organ of the national bourgeoisie, undivided by religious or sectional interests.
The firm attitude of,.the Congress, especially the Congress-League Scheme, commanded the attention of the
government, which promptly showed indications of introducing such reforms as would placate the native capitalist
class, till then the driving force behind the increasing vigour
of the Congress. The first practical measure by way of these
promised concessions was the increased rate of customs duty
imposed on the manufactured cotton imported into India.
This touched a vital spot by conceding a partial protection.
so persistently sought for to the principal and most prosperous Indian industry. It appeared to have had the desired
effect. The Indian bourgeoisie did not hesitate to pay thr.:
price demanded for this concession. A War Fund _of
£ 100,000,000 to be sent as a gift to England, was read_ily
contributed. This partial protection was hailed by the Indian
bourgeoisie as an earnest of further concessions that w~re
to come, as the hen1ld of the radical revision of the enure
fiscal relation on the different parts of the Empire after the
war, as promised by the government.
The schism between the two wings of the nationalist ca~P
could no longer be averted, when the following declaration
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was simultaneously made by Montagu in the House of Commons and by the Viceory, Lord Chelmsford, in Simla:
''The policy of the British government henceforth was
declared to be not only the 'increasing association of Indians
in every branch of administration, but also the greatest
development of self-government institutions with a view to
the progr~ssive realization of responsible government in India
as an integral part of the British Empire".
This declaration complied with almost all the demands of
the Moderates. For all those who happened to be free from
distrust of the imperialistic policy, it was indeed a lib(.ral
promise. The Moderate Party, that is, the rich intellectuals and
hig capatiaJists, hailed this declaration as the advent of a new
era. They obviously did not believe that the imperialist government would, without a struggle, concede to India that
amount of self-government which would practically make her
lost to the empire. But they considered it a mistake to press
any further at that point. According to their estimation, enough
had been secured, and it was advisable to consolidate the new
acquisition and prepare for a funner advance in due course
of time. Gandhi himself, &till out of politics and engaged in
humanitarian activities, in the beginning of 1915 defined
Swaraj as partnership in the British Empire, and prescribed
that they way to the realization of Swaraj was by services
rendered for the successful prosecution of the war. At the
outbreak of the war he had offered his services in an Indian
Volunteer Ambulance Corps, like the ont> he had organized
and led to the great appreciation of the high command during
the Boer war.
. The Br!tish government, however, felt that the situation
~n India was much more seriou~ than in 1908-9, in spite of
~he apparent foyalty of the bourgeoisie during the. war and
ns grateful acceptance of the new reforms. Potential social
factors, which did not exist before, had come into operation,
an~ were beginning to make their influence felt on the
~attonalist movement. Imperial shrewdness did not fail to
oresee that the wave of popular revolt following the
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cataclysm of the World War could not leave India entirel't
unaffected. A mass upheaval would add dynamic strength
to the nationalist movement. Therefore it was found necessary to convince a powerful social ~lass that it had a stake
in the existing government. The Moderates could not be
rallied by the government with so little as was found sufficient by the liberal Morley in 1909. The rich bourgeoisie
must be made to understand that their further development
would no longer be obstructed by the British, in order that.
for the continued maintenance of law and order as against
the threatening popular disturbances, their unconditional
support could be counted upon. With a safe road to progressive development open before it, the rich bourgeoisie would
certainly throw its weight against a movement majnly destructive in character. The instinct to preserve vested interests, economic as well as political, would make the rich
liberal and propertied boprgeoisie togethe~ with the landed
aristocracy, oppossed to all popular upheavals, threatening
the subversion of the established order in favour of ~ome
thing uncertain, which could be either too reactionary or too
radical. Neither eventuality was welcome.
These considerations determined the policy of the British government in the latter part of the war and also in the
post helium years. The declaration made by the Secretary
of State for India and the Viceroy in August, 1917 contained
the following statement : •'That substantial steps should
be taken in this dire"-tion (of introducing self-governing
institutions) as soon as possible, and that it is of highest
importance that there should be free and informal exchange
of opinion between those in authority at home and India.'·
The latter purpose took Montagu to India towards the end
of the year. But dominated by the political extremism of
the orthodox nationalists, the Congress in December 191?.
reaffirmed the resolutions of the previous year and declared
that nothing less than Home Rule would be acceptable. Here
triumphed the spirit of Mrs Besant who presided over t~e
Congress of 1917. By introducing the slogan of Home Rue
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she saved India for the Empire ; left alone, the Extremists.
who controlled the Congress completely, might have repudiated the imperial connection, because the awakening mass
energy had fired their imagination. The reactionary nationalism preached by Mrs Besant and subsequently taken up by
Gandhi, was not compatible with that form of political state
which wCJuld be the corollary to Home Rule. But Mrs Besant' s
rt'actionary designs concerned the political and not social
aspect of the India movement. The reactionary tendencies
contained in the orthodox nationalism of the followers of
T1lak and the Gandhiites are social; therefore they would not
hrook any compromise with a political institution which
would render them untenable. They would demand complete
~eparation from the British Empire with the desire to save
India from the unholy contamination of the sordid materialism of Western civilization, if they dared.
The publication of the Montagu-Chelmsford Reform
Scheme forced a clear split in the ranks of the nationalists.
The majority of the Moderates, thouJ!h not fully satisfied by
the reforms promised. accepted uaem as a big step forward,
while the Extremists declared them to be utterly inadequate
and rejected them summarily. The Moderait:s read a promising
future in such passages in the Repon on which the suggested
reforms were based : "We must remember too that the educated Indian has come to the front by hard work; he has seized
the eduction which we offered him because he fint 'i8W its
advantages; and it is he who has advocated and worked for
political progress. All this stands to his creeltt. For thirty years
he has developed in his Congress, and latterly in the Muslim
League. free popular convocations which expressed his ideals.
We owe him sympathy because he has conceived and pursued
the idea of mar.aging his own affairs, an aim which DC? Englishma~ can fail to respect.'' These patronizing words tickled the
vanity of the rich intellectuals, to whom they meant a recognition of their own importance by the .British government.
Th~y also concluded from- these phrases that their political
point of view had been accepted by the government; the logical
0
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consequence of which acceptance was a matter of elation to
them. They looked forward to the advancement of the interest
of their class under the protection and sanction of the British
government.
The bourgeoisie was further reassured of the prospect of
its aggrandizement by the following Statement contained in
the Report : "We cannot stay their (of the intelligentsia)
progress entirely until education has been extended to the
masses ... We have not succeeded in making education practical. It is only now, when the war has revealed the importance
of industry, that we have deliberately set about encouraging
Indians to undertake the creation of wealth by industrial
enterprise, and thereby have offered the educated classes any
tangible inducement to overcome their traditional i11.clination
to look down upon practical forms of energy.'' The aspirations
of the capitalists and liberal intellectuals on their way to be
realized even if but paip.any, the Moderates gave up their
opposition to the government. They condemned the uncom·
promising attitude of the Extremists as imprudent and detri·
mental to the constructive progress of the Indian nation. The
Congress of 1918 was totally deserted by the Moderates.
Gandhi himself, who as a membc:r of the Government Com·
mission appointed for making inquiries in connection with the
agrarian troubles in Champaran, had glimpsed the volcano of
discontent seething under the hitherto unruffled surface of the
society, expressed a favourable opinion about the Reforms.
But the govemm~nt was smelling trouble in the air. The
first indications of an imminent mass upheaval were to be
noticed in the general restiveness all over the country. It was
neither from the compromising rich bourgeoisie, nor from the
objectively impotent but apparently aggressive orthodox
nationalism of the lower middle-class. intellectuals involun·
tarily under the influence of the forces of reaction, that the
gravest danger was t~ be expected. Placating the Moderates
did not put an end to the possibility of troubles from ot~er
quarters. Prolonged economic exploitation intensified dunng
the war, had exhausted the traditional patience of the people.
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large masses of whom had been herded into the new industrial
centres, where they found themselves in conditions worse than
before. In the beginning of the war, several thousand workers
came back from the United States of America where they had
emigrat~d. These emigrants had experienced a higher standard
of living in America ; they had seen that the ordinary comforts
available for the working-men in other countries were luxuries
in comparison with the miserable condition of the Indian
toiler, urban as well as rural. Besides, while in America they
had received political ideas of a revolutionary trend. They all
came back with the intention of overthrowing the British
domination. In this they had failed, since the conspiracie~ of
the secret revolutionary organizations were frustrated in the
~arlier part of the war. But these returned emigrants did more
revolutionary service than to take part in an abortive insurrection. Originally they all belonged to the poor peasantry of
the north, especially the Punjab. The attempt to organize
insurrections being frustrated, these returned emigrants all
went straight into their villages with their new vision and
experience acquired in foreign .. ountries. It was not long
hefore their spirit was caught by the people they came in
contact with. There was another factor wh; :h rendered similar
1,ervices in awakening the mass energy. More than a million
Indian soldiers were sent out to different fronts where they
fought side by side with Europeans. In the towns and villages
of Europe they found even the poorest peop1e Jiving in a
condition better than theirs at home. These soldiers were also
coming back changed men. The immin~n1 demobilization
would scatter these discontented and disturbing elements
broadcast all over the country .
. These were the potential sources of the impending danger.
Discontent was no longer confined within the small middle
cla~s; it had penetrated the villages, it had rudely shaken the
resignation of the masses of Indian people. This situation had
not been created by the agitation of the bourgeois democrats,
nor by the aggressive nationalism of the religious orthodox.
It was brought about by the development of objective forces.
0
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Therefore it could not be handled successfuUy merely bv
placating the Moderates and persecuting the Extremists. At
last there was the menace of a huge popular upheaval, caused
essentially by economic exploitati~n not alone of imperial
capital, but by native agencies as we'll. The imminent popular
upheaval was a social outburst-the.. rise of a socially revolutionary force uncompromising, unrelenting, implacable, which
would mark the commencement of the inevitable class-war.
Success in 'rallying the Moderates' did not insure the
situation in face of this theatening mass-revolt, which would
add immense strength to the Extremists. In fact the latter could
take such a firm stand on their political demands only because
encouraged, though unconsciously, by the strength that would
accrue to the nationalist movement as a result of a mass
•
upheaval. The religious ideology of the orthodox Extremis!~
was capable of influencing the zeal of the ignorant masses
in the first phases of their struggle. The result would be an
immense strengthening of the national movement, under the:
leadership of the Extremist Party. Mass revolt provoked by
a still confused class. antagonism, could be easily diverted into
the channel of anti-British sentiment. The National Congress
threatened to become a really powerful body, in spite of the
defection of its founders.
Consequently, the government launched upon a dual policy; it tried to combat the Indian movement with a doubleedged sword. It adopted the policy of conciliation and concession on the one hand, and brutal repression on the other.
The Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms typified the former, while
the latter was ominously heralded by the introduction of the
Rowlatt BiJI in the Legislature. The apprehension of a great
popular outburst, which induced the government to pass
emergency legislation putting the country practically under
Martial law. was manifest in the following words uttered .by
the Viceroy in defending the Rowlatt Bill in the Legisla~ive
Council. He sounded the alarm saying: "The reaction agamst
all ·authority that has manifested itself in many parts of
civilized world are unlikely to leave India entirely untouche

th:
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and the powers of evil are still abroad". The powers which
the Viceroy had in mind were evidently discovered outside
the camp of the Extremists, whose following was still confined
to a small section of the lower middle-class. The al4Ulri was
sounded in the beginning of 1919. The echoes of the Russian
Revolution had been for sometime reverberating upon the
horizon d India; the news of the great upheaval of the European
working class as expressed in the German, Hungarian, and
Bavarian revolutions was not altogether unknown; serious
•troubles were brewing among the toiling masses of Japan.
There was indeed ample reason for the British government
to be anxious about its position and to take precautions. The
Rowlatt Bill was enacted in the face of unanimous opposition
from all shades of nationalist opinion. Even the elected Indian
members of the Legislative Council voted en bloc against it.
The agitation against the Rowlatt Bill brought Gandhi
prominently into the political field. So far he had kept himself
practically aloof from any noteworthy political activities.
Gandhi had seen active demonstrations of mass action in South
Africa. where he had led the stru~gle of the Indian emigrants.
His recent works in connection with the agrarian revolts in
Champaran had also given him a good idl.a of mass psychology. All his accumulated experience was brought to bear up
on the mass energy on the eve of an outburst in India. While
the political leaders, Moderates and Extremists alike, were
agitating against the projected coercive measures, there appeared on the scene the magnetic personality ot Mohandas
~aramchand Gandhi, an ardent apostle of religious nationalism and a bitter opponent of what he called the 'Satanic
~estern Civilization' which was being feverishly introduced
1nto India in the form of large capitalist industries. By inaugu~ating the campaign of Satyagraha (passive res~stance to
evil), an active vent was given to the Opposition, which could
thus transcend the limits of mere indig,nation meetings and
pas~ing resolutions of protest. Devoid of any other weapons
t~ fight the l;\ritish government, the Indian people were provided in the campaign of passive resistance with a way of
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making their energy felt by the opponent. Gandhi postulated
that the Indian people would "refuse to obey these laws and
such other laws", but would at the same time "faithfully follow
the ~~uth_ and .refrain from ~iolence t~ life~ person and property . With this vow a committee was orgamzed, which replied
to the enactment of the Rowlatt Bill by calling a hartal
(national strike). Everybody should cease work; all shops
should be closed; all business should be suspended.
For the first time in its history, the Indian national
movement entered into the period of active struggle, and
in doing so it had to call upon the masses of the people.
A national strike cannot be carried on with any effect by
the lower middle-class, which too is very small in India.
The time for mass-action was ripe. Economic fosces. together with other objective causes had created an atmosphere in which a spontaneous response could be expected
to a call for a national ,_strike. Had this .step been taken
several years earlier, there would have been hardly any
response. Gandhi did not think of backing up the CongressLeague demands of 1916 by a hartal, not even by a big
demonstration. Great ideas originate and are determined by
the prevailing material conditions. In 1919 the state of
affairs was such that the idea of a national strike could be
conceived. A considerable portion of the population was
in an inflammable state of mind. There had been various
strikes in the industrial centres. The call for a hartal was
enthusiastically responded to by the working-class. It was
a great mass upheaval, an essentially socio-economic, and
not a mere national demonstration, that led up to the Punjab
massacres culminating in Amritsar. The powder magazine
was there; Gandhi set fire to it.
This mighty mass revolt scared the Moderates into t~e
shelter of their spiritual home, under the throne of the Imperial
bourgeoisie. They were not slow in issuing a manifesto c.on·
demoing the hartal which, apparently a demonstration agamst
the government, was essentially a great social upheaval-th:
prelude to the coming class-struggle. Gandhi himself appeare
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have surmised instinctively the dangerous character to be
e\'entually assumed by the mighty forces he was instrumental
in invoking. Therefore from the very beginning he firmly took
his stand on the ground that 'truth' should be followed by
·refraining from violence to property'. This strong instinct of
prt!serving property rights above all betrays the class affiliati<'n of Gandhi, in spite of his pious outbursts against the
~ordid materiahsm of modem civilization. His hostility to
capitalist society is manifestly not revolutionary, but reactionary. He believes in the sanctity of private property, but seeks
to prevent its inevitable evolution to capitalism. In the ye.ars
following the Industrial Revolution, Great Britain was swept
h} a wave of anti-machine philosophy; but it was a revolutionary movement, because the attack against private property
was its feature. A radical cure of that civilization so heartily
hated by Gandhi, can be effected, not by returning to a backward
Mage of society based upon private property, but by eliminating property rights root and branch. And before being
altogether eliminated, private prooerty must go through suct:essive stages of evolution, the highest being capitalism.
Gandhi took his stand on dangerous ground. He embodies
simultaneously Revolution and Reaction, he must perish in
the fierce clash.
Before spreading to the Punjab, the strike was most
successful in the industrial districts of the province of
Bombay. Several hundred workers in the textile factories
mostly owned and managed by native canjtalists, not a few
of whom were-Congressmen, were in a state of open revolt,
which could be put down only by the free use of machine
guns and bombing planes. Jt was clearly demonstrated that
!he military machine of the state would always protect the
~ropertied boargeoisie against any riotous actiQn of the
ignorant mob. Gandhi himself confesed that he had underestimated the 'forces of evil• he helpe4 let loose upon the
respectable bourgeois order of society. Therefore, while in
those stirring days of 1919, there were about fifty thousand
textile workers on strike in Ahmedabad, and the railway
10
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workers were holding up the traffic in order to prevent the
rushing of troops to suppress the Punjab revolts by wholesale
massacre and terrorism. Gandhi could be found 'co-operating' with the 'Statanic Government_' in restoring order in hh
home town (Ahmedabad).
·
The unerring instinct for safeguarding class-interest reigns
supreme, even in the prophet of spiritual civilization. The
valuable properties of the Gujarati capitalists-notorious for
sucking the blood of the Indian people by means of usury-were
endangered by the 'infuriated mob'. Was it possible for any
respectable bourgeois believing in the sanctity of private
property, to stand aloof? Not only did Gandhi rush to the
rescue, but under his presidency the Satyagraha Committee
ruled a temporary suspension of 'civil disobedi1Jtce' and
ordered every patriot to follow the noble example of the:r
leader in helping the government restore order.
The response of the~uslim populati~n to the Khilafat
propaganda also showed that the country was undergoing a
great social transformation. The bulk of the Indian Muslims
had never been well informed of, much less interestd in Pan·
Islamism, which remained a fashionable cult among the re·
actionary intellectuals. The fact that the declaration of Jehad
during the Tripoli and Balkan Wars, as well as the entrance
of Turkey into the great European conflict, had left the Muslim
masses of India practically unmoved, betrayed the weakness
of the assumed religious solidarity on which Pan-Islamism was
based. It proved that what could be possible several hundre~
years ago, had become untenable in the twentieth century· ll
was not the dismemberment of the Turkish empire that agitated
the Indian Muslims in 1919, when they revolted en masse with
the rest of the Indian oppressed class. Their revolt was ~Iso
brought about by material causes, religion having very httle
to do with it essentiQ.lly. Hunger, intensified exploitation and
above all the undermining of old property relation~ by the
growth of native capitalism-all these factors contributed 1~
the rebillious mood of the Indian masses, Muslims as we
as Hindus. The agitation against the Rowlatt Bill and subse·
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quently the'Khilafat propaganda were successful in stiring up
a tremendous popular movement, because the ground had been
prepared by these fundamental socio-economic causes.
The fiasco of the Hijrat (Khilafat emigration) revealed the
. . uperficiality of religious sentiment, held to be so strong
among the Indian Muslims. It showed that movements which
fail to tai-..e deeper causes into consideration and which are
based on supposed forces, whose original vitality has. been
lost in the process of social evolution, are doomed to failure.
The best that can be achieved by such movements is futile
demonstrations, which but dissipate popular energy and l?rovide some bitter and costly experiences.
By an ukase issued by the high priesthood, the faithful were
enjoined to leave the Kafir-ridden India and migrate to the
Muslim countries or to swell the forces of Ghazi Mustapha
Kemal Pasha. This religious edict was very dubiously respondt'd to. Hardly thirty thousand out of the seventy million Muslims
of India took part in the holy Hijrat. and more than 90 per
l·cnt of these emigrants did not go further than a few dozen
miles beyond the Indo-Afghan irontier. The treatment rel'eiv1::d from the government of the first Muslim country
encountered convinced them of their erro. and of the advisability of returning home. A dose investigation showed that
in spite of the religious ardour which undoubtedly existed on
the surface, it was some material motive or other which
actuated almost every one of those emigrants. ft was not so
much the Fatwa of the Maulana Abul Kalam Azad as the
declaration of the Afghan Ameer to the effec1. that every Indian
Muslim coming to his territories would be given free land as
well as some working capital, that induced most of the emigrants to leave home. Of course. there were some young visionaries among them, and a number of daring adven~ures bent
on making fame and fortune upon some unknown battle-field.
~o. it was not the indignation over .the violation of the
K~1lafat, nor the capture of-the Holy places by the infidel that
agnated the Muslim masses of India. They felt the impulse
of the same social upheaval as shook their Hindu compatriots
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from their age-long resignation and apathy. The great wave
of mass energy, which threw Gandhi and his colleagues m
the nat~onal, ~ovement on to the t~werin~ crest of leadership,
was raised neither by the awakem~ national consciousness
of the Hindus, nor by the religious "fervour of the Muslims.
It was the revolt of the exploited masses, still unconscious
of their purpose. It was provoked neither by the personality,
however magnetic, of a prophet preaching a bankrupt gospel.
nor by the injunction of the theological authorities, nor by the
equivocal opposition of the bourgeois nationalist. The dynamic causes had been accumulating for a long time ; the fire of
discontent and unrest had been smoldering under the surface
for years. At last the flames of open revolt broke out under
such auspices that its essential social significance •ould be
confused with wild political demonstrations. It is not the
awakening national consciousness, but the socio-economic
struggle of the exploited piasses that has le~t apparent potentiality to the political movement of the bourgeoisie. But the
revolt of the exploited masses cannot be for any length of time
a dependable force behind the nationalism of the bourgeoisie.
It was possible in the past, in countries in which different
socio-political institutions obtained ; in which the liberal
democratic movement of the national bourgeoisie was based
upon class antagonism. But the world has changed since then.
and the relations between the classes of Indian society today
do not correspond to those of central Europe in the forties
and fifties of the nineteenth century, nor to those of the British
American Colonies towards the end of the eighteenth centur}.
nor to those of the Italian states in the sixties. Bitter war
between the classes is being waged all over the world. This
world situation cannot but be reflected in the Indian move·
ment. The awakening of mass energy, which has strengthened
the movement for natipnal liberation and which alone is capabk
of making this movement an success, at the same time weakens
the. position of the bourgeois nationalist movement.
.
The present situation in India is not unique in history· It !~
a stage of social development marked by a sudden and rapt
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introduction of modem means of production, resulting in a
dislocation of the status quo, economic as well as territorial,
of the population. Great Britain passed through a similar epoch
in the years following the Reform Bill of 1832 and leading up
to the Chartist Movement. But the same development cannot
be expected to take place in India, although similar social and
political tendencies are to be noticed in the movement. The
propertied middle-class, which eventually dominated the situation in England as a result of the Reform Bill and the failure
of the Chartist Movement, does not occupy an identical sociopolitical position ·in India today. The struggle of the Indian
bourgeoisie is not against a government controlled by ·rich
landed aristocracy with strong feudal traditions ; it is against
the highest form of capitalism in an extremely critical moment
of its existence. Consequently, there is a great possibility of
compromise in this struggle.
Democracy, the slogan of the English middle-class in the
days of the Reform Bill and Chartism, has lost all its illusive
charms. After the bitter experience of almost a century, it stands
today naked in its true character, which is the dictatorship of
the bourgeoisie heading towards a plutocratic Imperialism. The
struggle of the English bourgeoisie took piace when capitalist
society was in the process of building. The Nationalism of India
rends towards the aggrandisement of the native bourgeoisie at
a time when capitalism has gone bankrupt-when it is collapsing
under its own contradictions all over the world. In the thirties
and forties of the nineteenth century, the bourgeois class was
a revolutionary factor in England as well a::. on the Continent.
It was struggling to build a new civilization on the ruins of the
old. To their great misfortune, this much cannot be said of the
bourgeois nationalists of India. They have appeared too late on
the sence. It is not their fault. They did not choose lo be late.
They were kept back by Imperialism. They are late, all the same;
and, therefore, cannot be expected to pJay the same role as
their kind played in other oountries in more opportune times.
In relation to the past and present Indian society taken as a
whole, they are undoubtedly revolutionary. But they are trying
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to build what is crumbling the world over. They happen to
be at the head of a revolutionary movement at a period when
their class has ceased to be a revolutionary social force
The Indian bourgeoisie today stands between two fire'· one
just beginning to break into flames still clouded with thit.k
smoke. the other large and awe inspiring, but its irnpo1,mg
glare is not that of living flames-it is of burning ember,, to
be soon covered with ashes. On one side is the great 1,oci.i.I
upheaval fomented by the rising tide of mass energy which u
endeavours to manipulate according to the requirement of 1t,
own benefit and convenience ; on the other side stand1i 1hc
Imperial Power intent upon maintaining its political and ecflnomic hegemony, but at the same time showing inchnat1on' to
compromise. The unbridled advance of the first. whjch alone
can dehever a death blow to Imperial domination, a ~pell!io !l.enou'
menace to the desings of the nationalist bourgeoi!ioie ; while tu
enter into partnership wjth Imperial capitalist 1s not a bJ.d
prospect. But the Indian bourgeoi!iie. by itself. is too Y.eak to
make the Imperialist Government pay heed to itl'I demand'
Therefore it must depend upon-mass action for imposing it.., will
This is playing with fire, digging one's own grave. It ha!I been
demonstrated on various occasions during the last three year,.
that the mass movement cannot always be kept within the hm11'
set according to the convenience of the bourgeoisie. Sign!!. a1L'
already to be seen that the workers and peasants, who arc
steadily emerging from the first confusion of a great !IOc1al
upheaval, do not find the Congress and Khilafat programmt:'
include their interests. The inevitable consequence of the,..
tendencies 1s the eventual divorce of the mass movement f1om
bourgeois leadership. In that case, bourgeois nationalism will
end 1n a compromise with Imperial supremacy, and the liberation of India will be left to the political movement of the worker~
and peasants, conscio\lsly organized and fighting on the ground!<
of class-struggle.

Appendix Ill

What do we want?
M. N. Roy

1.

Political Independence

We want, first of all and as soon as possible, political inde-

pendence, becau&e it is the first step towards our goal. But
we must know that merely the ovenhrow of foreign rule will
not bring us all we lack today and all that is indispensable
in urdt:r that the masses of the Indian p~ople shall live like
human beings. Why are we determined to overthrow the
British Government? Because, it is based on the principle
against which t:veryone who lives by honest labour must rebel.
It is based upon the right of th'- ?ossessing class to exploit
thl! expropriated toiler.
The task of a government is to admi1•ister the affairs of
the country. If the government is not a part of tht! country,
it can not execute its task in accordance with the interests of
Che inhabitants. In order to safeguard the people's interests,
the government should be controlled hy them : it should
represent the people. In other words, the people of a ..:ountry
administer their own affairs through the ·11:~dium of a government which is constituted by means of elected representatives ; any government not so constituted, not based on the
~rinciple of elecled representation, cannot take care of the
interests of the community.
The British Government, which has been ruling India for
more than a hundred and fifty years, is not a part of the
~ountry; it does not represent the Indian people whose affairs
n administers. It is not constituted of representatives of the
people. Th~ British Government rules over India not for the
44
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sole purpose of administering the affairs of the Indian peopl
but with the object of exploiting them. The present govern~
ment of India is not elected by the people of India : it i~
appointed by the capitalist class ~l England, which make~
profit by exploiting the labour of the Indian and Engli,h
working class. We are rebelling against the present government because it lets the British capitalist rob the Indian
people. A government which does not administer the affair~
of the country in the welfare of the people of that countrv
has no right to exist, and must therefore be overthrow 1;,
Foreign domination must be replaced by a national government. India must be governed by her own people. who
will elect their own representatives to look after their interests and welfare.
•
The concern of British Government is to see that the British
merchants and manufacturers, who rule England today. get
the greatest amount of profit by robbing the Indian people.
The fact that the Viceory is an Englishman and all the high
government officials are also Englishmen does not mean that
India is ruled by the English people as a whole. No, India i~
ruled by a very small section of the English nation-the small
section which makes profit by exploiting the Indian peopk
and natural resources of our country, and which is called th1·
capitalist ruling-class. It is this capitalist class which carries
on trade, owns railways, mines, and plantations, and makes
money by robbing the Indian worker and peasant of the fruits
of his labour. It is this class which rules not only India, but
England and the whole British Empire today. The Britil.:
Government is composed of the representatives of thil powerful class of exploiters, who control the affairs of the Empire
in their own interests.
The same thing may happen when India will be governed
by the Indians. The fllct that an Indian gentleman may sit where
Lord Reading sits today; that Indian officials administer the
affairs of the country instead of English ones ; that all the
governors of the provinces will be Indians ; that all th~
magistrates, collectors and judges will also be Indians. does
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mean that the country will be governed in the
mtcre~ts of the entire people of India.
Why is this so? It is because the interests of all the people
111 tlll\' given country are not identical. The Zamindars of
Bengal, the Taluqdars of Oudh, the Patwaris of the Punjab,
thl' rmllownen. of Bombay and the Brahmins of Madras are
.111 mhab11ant!-. of India ; they are all a part of the Indian nation
.ind helong to the same nationality. So also are the tenants
nt the Zamindar~. Taluqdars and Patwaris in the various Indian
pnn mcc'i ; the factory-hands of Bombay the Pariahs of
\1.1dra . . -a11 arc a part of the Indian people, belonging to .the
,,,mt> ndmmahty But can we believe that ~imply because they
lwlong to the ~ame country, they have the same interests'! No,
ol 1..·our'e not. It cannot be so. The Zamindar~ and Taluqdars
l .mnot continue to occupy their pre-.ent position of rich and
Hill· p.ira..,ites unh•ss there exists a class of people to cultivate
th£• mil and pay them rents and tributes. The mill-owners
L.mnot exist unless they have tens of thousands of worker.i;
to run their factories. The Brahmins cannot maintain their
'upcnor religiou~ and social po!iillon unless a certain section
of the population is held in intellectual darkness and social
1la1·erv. All these people, the Zamindar ~. Taluqdar~. mer1..hant~. manufacturer~ and para11itic prie~ts, belong to the same
da....., of exploiters whose interest it is to live at the expen!ie
1>f another and larger section of the population-the Indian
worker!I and peasants.
It I!!> clear then that the interests of all ti'! neople belonging
to 1he same country are not identical. The ir.ttrests of the rich
Jre opposed to those of the poor ; those of the landlord are
not the same as those of his tenants ; the interests of the mill"Wner are contrary to those of his factory-hands. Why? Because
or1.e class thrives on the exploitlltion of the other.
The present government represents the British capitalist
l'lass. whose interest it is to exploit the Jabour of the Indian
working-class, on whose wealth it fattens. When the British
Government is overthrown, and a government of the Indian
landlords, merchants and manufacturers is established in its
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place, will that change the present miserable condition of the
Indian workers and peasants? No, for the interests of the!.e
two classes are not the same. A government composed of the
upper and middle classes of the Indi~n people, in spite of being
a national government, will protect only the interests of tho'ie
classes, and not of the exploited majority. The power of the
Zamindar will increase; more profits will swell the purse of
the mill-owner ; the Indian middle-class intellectuals will foll
heir to the fat government jobs today reserved for Civil Service
men imported from Great Britain. How can this in any way
alter the existing economic condition of the majority of the
Indian people? In what way will this change of English ruler~
for Indians improve the Jot of the toiling peasant and starving
wage-slave?

Outlines of Swaraj
Thus it is nec~ssary for ~s to ~nquire what kind of natio~al
government will be estatf'lished m the country after the foreign
domination is overthrown. We cannot remain satisfied with
the vague formula of Swaraj as our goal. It is necessary to
define Swaraj ; to know what definite provisions will be madr
by the national government to improve the condition of the
Indian masses.
The national government must represent the interest.; of
the majority of the Indian people in order to protect the
national interests. Who are the majority of the people of India'.'
Who constitute the backbone of the nation? Is it the idle
landlords and rich capitalists or the industrious workers anu
peasants? Ninety out of every hundred people in India belot1g
either to the poor peasantry or the exploited city workers.
These are the people who produce everything necessary to the
life and comfort of the nation ; they till the soil, weave t~e
cloth, build .the hoqses, construct roads and railways, dig
mines, run the trains and ships. It is they who conduce to the
daily activity and progress of society, therefore the we~far~
of her peasantry and working class constitutes the nationa
welfare of India.
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This being the case, the national government of India will
not be really representative unless it is controlled in the
interests of and by the majority of the Indian people, the Indian
workerli and peasants. A government which represents the
productive element of the society is the only truly national
government which will foster and defend the interests of the
majority. The capitalist employer and parasitic landlord cannot protect the interests of the productive classes, since the
former thrives on the exploitation of the latter. Government
power in the hands of the exploiting class will be wielded for
rhe benefit of that class alone. The condition of the ma~ses
will he very little improved unless such improvement is guaranteed beforehand by a clear statement of national reconstruction
put forward as a political programme to be fulfilled after the
overthrow of foreign rule.
We demand the formation of such a programme of national
reconstruction, which shall contain the following measures:
I. That our National State (Swaraj) will be based on the
prinf"iple of Universal Suffrage.
2. That the principal means of production. distribution
and PJ.change (land, mines, factories, railways, waterways,
etc.) will be owned by the Democratic ~;ate and operated
under the control of Workers• Committee.Ii, elected by and from
am,,ng the workers employed therein.
3. That Landlordism be abolished, and the ownership of
land he vested in the State, which will distribute it among those
whn cultivate it.
We demand these things in order that tho:.;e who work shall
enjoy the fruits of their labour, in order to bring the exploitation of man by man to an end.
The workers and peasants of India want to conquer Swaraj
because it will open to them those avenues of progress now
closed by the foreign ruler. The national government which
replaces foreign rule must not administer the country in the
sole interests of the Zamindars, factory-owners and other rich
people. It must be the chatn.pion of the toiling masses, who
have b~en exploited for so long by foreign imperialism. We
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not overthrow one exploiter to put a new one in his place.
simply because the latter happens to be born in the same
country as ourselves, belongs to the same race and speak~
the same tongue. It hu~ts just as ~uch to be kicked by mv
own brother as by an Englishmariqn the street.
'
The British Government is the rule of the rich propertied
class over the workers who live by their honest toil. That is
the reason we are against. It exploits our people. therefore
we are determined to overthrow it. It is not only because it
is foreign that we are rebelling against it ; we are struggling
to end it because it represents the class which grows rich by
exploiting the toiling masses, by robbing them. by depriving
them of the fruits of their labour. The British Government in
India is a part of the capitalist system, which rgake~ the
workers live like animals while the idle roll in luxury.
The masses of our people are striving for something
human; there is nothin, spiritual or su.blime in it. the}
produce everything, but live in misery and die of starvation.
It is this state of affairs we are out to fight. Every human
being requires something to live on. He has to struggle for
his existence if he does not wish to die. The Indian people
are no exception and if they are to live a human life, they
must struggle to conquer that fight. This is the true nature
of the struggle we are involved in-to conquer the right 111
live as human beings. This is the motive force of the movement
for national liberation. Before we talk about the spiritual
uplift of the Indian (leople. we must look at their material
existence. Do the majority of our people live a human life.
No. Look at the places they call their homes. They are nothing
but dirty dens, unfit even for animals to live in! Pet do~s.
horses and other domestic animals belonging to the capitaltst
class, British as well as Indian, are kept in rooms which are
·heaven compared to. what the Indian workers and peasants
live in. Just imagine their food! The pet dogs of the master
class get fresh meat every day, and what do they eat ? It mav
be said that their rooms, their food, their clothing are 50
miserable because they cannot earn more. But why do they
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earn so little? Because somebody deprives them of the greater
part of what they produce, of what rightfully belongs to them,
because it is created by their honest labour. The wages of
the worker are so low because his employer ·grows rich on
profit~. The peasant lives in hunger, borrows money to buy
food and pay his rent and taxes ; often he sells his plough
and cattl·· to liquidate his debt, and eventually he is driven
off his land. 'Why is this so? Why should he who makes
the earth yield heaps of food grains live in hunger'? Because
tht• greater part of what his labour produces is taken away
from him in the shape of rent, taxes, interest and other
trihutt·,,· to the landlord, and government and money-Len'iler,
~rho do no productive work.
It is this system of exploitation and expropriation which
i!>. responsible for the present miserable condition of the
majority of the Indian people. True freedom of the human
being cannot be realized so long as society is based upon
the right of man to exploit his fellowmen. The British
Government upholds this system; therefore we want to
overthrow it. We are fighting nvL for political independence
and self-government alone, but a Swaraj that will enable the
Indian people to advance on the road . o greater freedom
in every field, social, economic and political. Foreign rule
must be ended, and national self-government put in its
place. But the administration of independent India must not
he allowed to fall completely into the hands of the native
exploiting class. The government must be controlled by
those who form the majority of the nat11m, and on whom
the economic life of society depends, without whose labour
no progress can be made. India should be liberated from
foreign rule, not only to secure a greater scope for native
capital and a more comfortable life for the upper classes,
hut in order to conquer a new life for the toiling ·masses as
well. We are determined to free the Indian masses not from
foreign exploitation alone. but from all ~orts of exploitation.
T~e Indian people have begun a struggle which will not end
with the attainment of political freedom alone.
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2. Economic Emancipation
We will win political freedom as a step towards economic
emancipation. Everybody, rich or poor, educated or ignorant.
fights for his own interests. But t~ interests of every nun
are not the same. The interest of the· rich cannot be the same
as that of the poor ; that of the employer cannot be identical
with the interest of his workers, nor that of the Zamindar with
his tenant. If the poor worker fights to improve his miserable
condition, he comes immediately into conflict with the rich
because the poverty of the one can be cured only by limiting
the power of the other to rob and exploit him. The wages and
living conditions of the city worker cannot be improved without
reducing the profit of the employer ; the lot of the agricultural
classes can be lightened only at the expense of the
landlord.
A nation struggles for its independence, but since every
nation is divided into tw,e classes, viz, the property-owning
and the propertyless, the employer and the employee. thr
landowner and the cultivator, the capitalist and the worker-the
object of this struggle for national independence cannot be
the same for both these classes into which the people of every
country are divided. The rich man wants Swaraj because under
it he expects to grow richer. The factory-owner will build more
factories and employ more workers to produce more goods
and make more profit under the protection of the national
goernment. The British Government does not Jet him build
as many factories as he would like, because the English
merchants and manufacturers want to sell to the Indian peoplt
the cloth, shoes, and other articles made in English factories.
Therefore the Indian factory-owners want Swaraj. When India
has a government controlled by the native propertied classe.s.
the Indian capitalists will be helped instead of hindered in
building more factori"s, employing more workers, producing
more goods and making more profit.
JThe present government is foreign. The huge amount of
money that it collects as revenue from land is sent to England.
When the country will be free, this money will go to the Indian
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Lamindars. The profit that the English capitalist class makes
hy ruling India will be inherited by the Indian landlords,
merchants and manufacturers when the foreign domination
will be overthrown, when the English will no longer rule the
country. But what will the common people get from this
Swaraj? What will be their share in this freedom for which
wr are fighting, and to win which the blood of the Indian
malises must be shed in torrents?
Theory of National Wealth Wrong
We are told that the industrial and commercial development
of India will increase the national wealth, and that consequently, the economic conditions of all classes will be impr!'ved.
But is it so? Let us examine some facts. Today India has
tu pay an enormous sum of money to buy the cloth imported
from England. Thus it is argued that if the cloth we need
1~ manufactured in this country, the money that today goes
I•> England will stay in the country. Very good. But who pays
this money? The people who buy the cloth, that is the common
p!!ople, the workers and peasa1u::., contribute a very large
portion of this huge sum that goes out to England in payment
for the cloth imported into India. Now "hen the cloth will
he manufactured in the country, it surel) will not be given
free to the people who now buy it, they will have to buy
It just as they always did. In other words, when the Indian
masses buy country-made cloth instead of the imported
commodity, their money will go into the pockets of the native
merchant and manufacturer instead of to Lne British capitalist. How will this fact make any appreciable difference
m the economic condition of the common people? The same
:ugument holds good for other industries. Some people say
that the foreign cloth can be driven out of India by the revival
of the Charkha and handloom. These people are vi.sionaries.
T~eir economics are wrong and they are.socially reactionary.
Fust of all, machine-made commodities cannot be ousted
from the market by handmade stuff, which can always be
undersold by the former, on account of lower cost of pro-
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duction and increased output. So those are mistaken who
argue that the Charkha and handloo~ will drive away foreign
cloth and the money thus saved will be evenly distributed
among all the people. Then, supp?sing that handicraft production will be able to supply the· demands of the countrv
in sufficient quantities and at a low enough price so as t~
throw the machine-made imported commodities off the market.
even this will not mean an eq1.1al distribution of the n:ttional
wealth. The Charkha and looms will be owned by privatr
individuals ; cotton will be produced by people interested
in selling it at the highest possible price ; the land on which
cotton will be grown will carry rent. Thus all the element'
of trade are latent in this primitive means of production. a
return to which is held by many of our leaders Jo be tht!
panacea for all the present troubles and miseries of the Indian
people. And as long as all the economic elements giving
impetus to trade are there, trade will develop and expand.
changing the primitive fndividualistic character of industr~
into manufacture, machinefacture and large-scale produv
tion concentrated in the hands of a few who possess capital
to purchase raw materials, machinery and hire labour ju~t
as it happened in Europe during the Industrial Revolution.
The result will be the same in India as it was in
Europe-capitalist industry will expropriate the wmker
whose labour produces commodities and the profits l~f
production wrung from the unpaid labour of the worker will
go to enrich the idle employer. So under no conditions can
the theory of an equal distribution of national wealth b·
put into practice.
The increase of national wealth means the enrichment of
the native properti.ed cla.s.s, and the enrichment of this cl~Sl
means the expropriation and pauperization of the produf•ng
class.
The industrial dev.elopment of India under a national g~v·
ernment will mean more extensive and intensive exploitauon
of the labour power of the working-class. The building of more
facto~ies will require the employment of more labourers.
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Increased profit can be made only by paying lower wages.
rf the textile production of the country is increased, raw
material must also become more plentiful and cheaper. This
necessity will affect the economic position of the peasants who
grow cotton. Methods .of large-scale production will haye tb
be introduced into agriculture to improve the quality and
increase 1he quantity of the produce. This will mean the
~oncentration of land in the hands of capitalist farmers, producing raw materials not for the use of the village weaver as
in the olden days, but for exchange on the capitalist market.
Concentration of land takes place only by ousting the poor
pt!asantry. who are driven to the industrial centres to live the
hfe of wage-sla'ves in the great factories.

E:ctt'llsive industrialization of a country-the process by
ll'hich national wealth is increased-means the liberation of
the peasamry from feudal bondage, the expropriation of the
fru cultivator, the gradual elimination of individual productum and the tran.vformation of the pauperized peasants and
urti.mns into proletarian wage-slaves.
This is exactly what is going tu happen in India. National
fret•dom will open up avenues for the aggrandizement of the
propertied upper classes. But will that . . :1tisfy the requirements of the common people? Are we to call upon the
peasants to join us in the struggle for Swaraj in order that
they may be driven off their land or continue to live as now,
completely at the mercy of the landlord, on the morrow of
the establishment of Swaraj? Are we to call upon the working
masses to follow us in the fight against 1"oreign rule, only
to see them exploited by the native instead of the foreign
capitalists? This is surely not what we want. This is not a
revolutionary ideal. If this is our goal. if this is the Swaraj
we are fighting for, then we can abandon the stormy path
of non-cooperation and follow after the co-operating Moderates, who are also striving for the same thing and who lead
us there in a much more orderly and p~aceful manner. But
~e do not want to follow the Moderates. Why? Because there
15 a different between their ideal and ours. The Swaraj ~hat
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we strive for then must be something more than a national
government, under which the Indian propertied classes will
thrive at the expense of the toiling masses.
It becomes necessary, therefore, to define what are the
interests of the common poeple. It is necessary to know clearly
for what we are fighting. It is necessary to put before the Indian
workers and peasants a programe of action. Above all, it is
necessary for us to know that what we want is not the same
thing that the rich and propertied classes of India want.
We are fighting for the economic interests of the Indian
masses, which are distinct from those of the classes that
thrive by robbing them.
It has already been seen that we want to overthrow British
rule because under it, the masses of our people a~ ground
down in chronic poverty. We are convinced that unless che
chains of capitalist imperialism are broken, there is no chance
of improving the econoipic condition of the Indian people.
But the Swaraj that will put the native exploiting class in the
place of the foreigner will not secure what we strive for. The
Swaraj needed for the welfare of the Indian masses-of those
labouring in the factories and toiling on the fields is not the
Swaraj that will satisfy the aspirations of the propertied upperclass and prosperous intellectuals.
In order that Swaraj may bring about such radical economic
changes as will improve the life of the working class, it must
be something more than a political makeshift or a spiritual
formula. It must signify certain principles of economic recon·
struction and social readjustment of the entire nation. Th1.
progressive upper classes of India are also oppressed by
foreign rule in so far as free progress is not permitted to them.
These classes have also a part to play in the general scheme
of our social revolution. Their free development will break
down all the old bondages of social conservatism and religious
prejudice, bonds whi~h can only be broken by the free de·
velopment of economic forces by the rise of higher means of
production. Therefore, we must lead the masses of our peop~e
to support the progressive upper and middle classes in their
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struggle against imperialistic domination. But we must never
for a moment confuse our goal with theirs. They want to go
a certain distance and stop. As soon as they have conquered
political power, as soon as they have become the rulers of
lhe country in place of the overthrown foreigner, or as soon
a~ the latter makes them sufficient concessions of power, they
will stop all revolutionary agitation. It is our part to push them
forward by strengthening their demands with the support of
revolutionary masses. But this support must not be given
unconditionally, since we must always remember that their
g\)al and ours is not the same. We must support their demands
on condition that certain demands of our own are included
111 their programme. We must make them declare that Swaraj
,,.;/[ guarantee the substantial economic improvement of the
'rnrking-clas.s.
Our demands should be so formulated as to secure as much
a~ possible for the masses in return for their support of the
nationalist cause. Our slogans should be such as will appeal
to the imagination and desires of the exploited masses. We
must put forward demands whic.l can be easily understood
by the most ignorant worker, and which will help him to see
that such a Swaraj means something mor.a for him than the
Paradise of the propertied classes or the L"topia of the Social
reactionaries. Our programme must interpret Swaraj according to the needs and desires of the wide masses of the population, it must advocate concrete improvement in the econcmic condition of the working masses. We must define
Swaraj to mean a state of national indepea·.Jence which will
guarantee lo the Indian workers and peasants a higher standard
of living and the opportunity for further progress, free from
the exploitation of capitalism. Such a Swaraj will open up a
new vision of life to the Indian people. and such a Swaraj is
alone worth fighting for.
·

Abolition of Landlordism
~e demand the expropriation of all big .estates belonging to
t e Zamindars, Taluqdars, Jagirdars and other aristocrats and
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feudal lords. The land is to bear fruit for an who labour, but
none of these idle rich men do anything to make the land yield
harvests. It is the poor peasants who do an the work. Whv
then should these idle aristocrats o~n the land and make th~
cultivator pay them rent? There are 'iakhs of peasant families
living on two or three bighas of land, whereas almost onehalf of the whole country belongs to a small number of the
idle and corrupt landlords. Swaraj must put an end to this
inequitable distribution of land-a distribution that is based
on the principle of exploitation. The land should be given to
those who cultivate it. The peasants must organize village
councils to enforce the expropriation of large estates, and these
village councils, composed of all the poor and landless peasants, should take charge of the redistribution of theJand. The
expropriated landlords, village traders, money-lenders and all
others owning capital or large properties should be excluded
from these village councps. The reason for such exclusion i~
plain. It is to protect the mterests of the poor peasantry, freed
from the age-long exploitation of landlordism, and to make
the confiscation real. If legislative and executive power is not
vested in the poor peasantry, they will be cheated by the
cunning trader and money-lender, and a new class of land
speculators will replace the old landlords.
The confiscation must be complete and unconditional. No
compensation should be made, because in that case the confiscation will have no economic value. Who would pay this
compensation? The Government? Where could the Govern·
ment get the money? It would have to be raised by taxation.
The expropriated landlords would hold heavy bonds and through
these, control the Government. This would mean the same state
of affairs as now prevails. We are against compensation bec~us~
it nullifies the act of confiscation. You talk about 'justice
to the landlords. where is your sense of 'justice' now towar~s
the expropriated peasants? There can be no talk of justice 111
what is an economic question, pure and simple. If we ~ant
the welfare of the peasant masses, the rights of landlordis~
must be unconditionaIJy challenged and abrogated. A SwaraJ
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which does not put the welfare of the exploited masses above
that of the privileged upper classes cannot be of any interest
or concern to a revolutionary who strives for the political
freedom of India, not for the sake of political freedom in itself,
1m1 as a necessary step towards the happiness of the majority
11f the Indian people, now sunk in an abyss of misery.
Our Agrarian Programme is Unconditional Abolition of
f.a11dlordism, the national ownership of land and its distribution among the poor peasantry. Our slogan is confiscation
without compensation.
Our Agrarian Programme can only be executed by ~~e
c~propriated peasantry itself. Thus we must popularize our
programme in the villages and organize the poor peasantry
mto militant class-organisations which will carry on a con1inuous struggle against the landlords, the usurers and speculating trr.zders.
Futility of Village Reform
The attempts of some of our nationalists to revive the old
Panchayats are reactionary. These attempts are not inspired
hy any revolutionary ideal, but by the desire to blunt the edge
of the class-conflict, which is growing sharper every day.
Neither will the reformist activites of the social workers do.
To try to teach the pauperized peasantry self-help before they
learn self-assertion is useless. It is like advising a man to
l:ook his food tastefully to make up for deficiency in quantity.
The village cannot be reformed, because i~s economic basis
is rotten.Excessive and multifarious exploitation is the cause
of !he chronic poverty of the peasantry which requires a
radical remedy. No patchwork will do. How can you save
•he peasant from pestilence by ~inking a well or starting a
ch~ritahle dispensary, when he falls so easily victim to any
~pidemic disease because of his undermined vitality, which
in turn is produced by life-long malnutri.tion? How can you
le~ch the peasant co-operation when the villages are infested
wnh money-lenders and traders, with their thousand and one
cunning schemes of exploitation, which they carry on witb
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the support of the local officials? In addition, so long as th
peasantry will be submerged in debt as they are today, the;
will not be in a position to dispose of their products in a
fair market. Excessive rents and ~axes imposed alike by the
Government and the landlord, force him into the clutche~
of the usurer and land-speculator; the only release is found
in the slums of the large industrial cities. Burdened with
heavy debts, which always increase, the majority of the
peasants are forced to mortgage their own crops even before
they are sown. How can you save them form this situation
so long as the law sanctions even the worst forms of explot·
tation? While his crops are liable to be auctioned off by the
court bailiff, or seized by the creditor before they are harvested, it is idle to preach to the peasant the magic charm
of co-operative stores. Such movements will be encouraged
by the landlords as well as by the Government because the}
are instrumental in pacifying the discontent of the peasantr~.
It is necessary to go tdeep into the root cause if we are
sincerely fighting for the welfare of the peasantry, which
constitute more than eighty per cent of our nation. The
peasants are poor because a large part of what they produ~e
is taken away from them in the form of rent, taxes, lnteresh
and contributions. Their poverty cannot be cured unless the
system which sanctions and protects all these innumerable
forms of robbery is changed. Reformist activities only help
to perpetuate the system by teaching the peasant to make
the best of the situation and to accept it as inevitable. Th11J
reformism, besides being futile, is reactionary and countr
revolutionary.

Militant Village Councils
We are against the revival of the old Panchayats because they
do npt suit the present requirements. In former days, th~Y
were a politico-econ'omic institution corresponding to a certain
siage of economic development of the people. The Panchayat
is a form of organization suitable to a community just emer:·
ing from a state of tribal communism. But this cannot e
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said of the Indian village today, where private ownership
prevails. When the village land was still held in common,
the Panchayat functioned as the government of the community. The evolution of private property long ago destroyed
ihe economic significance of this institution, and with the
disappearance of its economic significance its political
1mportam. I! becomes nil. Today the Panchayat can have no
1uridical, legislative or administrative authority, because all
these functions are vested in a government whose foundations do not rest on the Panchayat. The line that divides our
present society into two great classes-viz., exploiter and
c:xploited-runs also through every village community. the
Punchayat cannot eliminate this division, which is based
upon private ownership. If the Panchayat be elected by all
1hc adult population of the village, it becomes nothing more
nur less than a little Parliament, with all the limitations and
abuses of parliamentary democracy latent within its organism. It is proven by experience in countries where this form
of government prevails that parliamentary democracies do
not b:y their very nature protect ta.~ interests of the working
da~s. which is only able to wrest some rights for itself by
the use of militant class-action. Therefore, ·he Panchayat will
not solve the agrarian problem uf the villag"s. It may possibly
act as an arbitration court, but such courts have no possibility
of changing the economic status of the peasantry.
The village councils which we propose to organize will
he militant class-organizations which will represent, not the
interests of the whole village population but those of the poor
P~asa.ntry. Just as the nation is not a homogeneous whole
~Ith identical interests among all classes, so neither is the
vill~ge community: A governing body composed of the landlord
or his representative, the rich peasant proprietor, the moneyl.ender, trader, artisan, poor peasant landless proletariat will
surely not protect the interests of the. last three named.
T~erefore, our organization will include only those expropr.iated elements that are constantly engaged in a struggle
wuh the exploiting upper classes and their partisans.
45
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A programme which expresses their immediate interests will
be easily understood by the ignorant rural masses, and through
this programme their struggle will be guided towards the
wider channels of national liberation and complete social and
economic emancipation. It is in the process of struggle itself
that their revolutionary consciousness will be aroused. The
fight against the money-lenders will bring them up against
the government, personified in the law courts that protect
the rights of the usurer to exact interest. The conflict with
the landlords will draw the government into the field to
protect the rights of the latter. Thus the necessity of
overthowing the foreign domination that upholds the present
system which oppresses him will become forced upon th~
understanding of the peasantry.
It is thus we should organize the peasantry. Not~ givin~
them "constructive programmes", not to teach them "selfhelp", not to tell them to spin after the hard day's labour
in order to earn a few _pice more, not to set up dummy
arbitration courts withoul any authority to enforce their own
decisions-but ta demand the reduction of rents and taxes,
to back up such demands by refusing payment and resfa·ti11~
arbitrary collections, to organize mass demonstrations tn
protest against the imposition of indirect taxation such a.\
the salt tax, against high prices, low wages and the payment
of usury. We must learn to direct the organized energy of
the rural masses towards the redress of those innumerable
immediate grievances which make their lives a burden.
Mass action thus begun will develop into organized
agrarian strikes, into food riots, the plunder of corn-stocks
and assaults upon large estates with the idea of confiscation.
The down-trodden peasantry must be made conscious of
their right to live like human beings and our propaganda
should be aimed at making them understand that they shoulc'
conquer this right by militant action. Such action, properly
organized on a large scale, will arouse them from their
agelong mental and spiritual slavery, and make them conscious of their own might. Reactionary pacifism must be
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repudiated. What burst out spontaneously at Gorakhpur,
Rae Barelly. Chauri Chaura, Malabar, Central India, and
what is going on in the Punjab must be developed by every
possible means. Peasant revolts should spread like wildfire from one end of the country to the other. We must
formulate our programme to correspond to the economic
interests of the masses, then go forward boldly with the
programme till we reach our goal.
The Government of the people-a government which
represents the interests of the majority-should not allow
the backbone of our country. the peasantry. to be ground
down in abject poverty. We want to see the life of the p~asant
improved. Why should those who produce food for the entire
country remain eternally in the miserable condition they live
in today? Science has shown how abundant harvests can be
yielded from the land with little labour if modern methods
are introduced into agriculture. A hundred years ago, people
had to walk from one end of the country to the other. Merchandise was carried from province to province by horses, mules
or camels. Today it is otherwise. Railway trains take people
from Calcutta to Lahore in three days. Lakhs of maunds of
merchandise are carried hundreds of miles without effort in
a few hours. How much trouble has been saved! The work
that formerly needed the labour of hundreds of men is done
by one steam engine.
The same can be done in agriculture. With the aid of modem
implements the peasant can cultivate his soil with much less
labour. A plough driven by steam can take the place of at least
a hundred of those we use now. Thus a steam-plough will free
the peasant from an enormous amount of labour. On the other
hand, it tills the land much better and faster, and makes it
yield more crops. Instead of toiling from sunrise ·to sunset.
the peasant need work but a few hours a day to secure a larger
harvest. The rest of the time he can spend in play. amusement,
rest and study, in developing the hisher side of his nature
which today he has no time for. Those pleasant aspects of life,
enjoyed at present only by the idle rich, will then be w~thin
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the reach of all. Life will become an enjoyment and a blessing
instead of a burden and a drudgery.
Thus we want the method of agriculture to be improved
under Swaraj. But one may ask, "a steam plough, even a
modern steel plough, costs so much that the ordinary peasant
cannot buy it''. Well, we are fighting for Swaraj, for our
own government which will administer the country not in the
interests of the foreign merchants and manufacturers, but for
the benefit of the Indian people. The present government does
not help the peasant to improve his condition, it extracts rent
and taxes and leaves him to starve. This must not be the case
under Swaraj. Our own government must care for the welfare
of the people. Now the peasant cannot buy modern implements
because he is poor. It is not his fault that he is poor ; he i~
made so by the exploitation of the foreign government and
• which
native Zamindar. We must set up such a government
will help the poor peasants buy modern agricultural machinery and improve their primitive agriculture. We will set up
village councils. Not the 61d Panchayat ovet which the village
bully ruled. Our councils will be elected by the poor peasant11
from among themselves and will administer the affairs of the
village. The national government will buy modern agricultural
implements and place them at the disposal of these village
communities, which in their turn will rent these out to the
peasants at a very moderate charge. As the village councils
will be controJled by the peasants themselves, the rent will
naturally be fixed according to their own capacity to pay. Thus
the poverty of the peasant will no longer prevent him from
obtaining the help of modern science and invention to free
himself from his present misery.
Small plots of land cultivated independently by individual
owners are not suitable for the use of modem agricultural
machinery, which can be used to advantage only on large tracts
of land. It is also true that the productivity of the soil cannot
be very much increa~d under the primitive system of agricultui:e that prevails among our peasantry. Individual cultivation
should be replaced by large-scale farming in order to raise the
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productivity of the soil and utilize modem farm implements.
Only thus can the maximum production be secured by the
minimum Jabour. Large-scale farms, however, become vehicles
of intensive exploitation if owned by private capitalists for their
own profit. In order that the mass of the peasants should derive
advantage from them, these large-scale farms should be owned
by the state and everybody who works on them should share
equal/\ in the produce.
Individualism is the main trait of the peasant's character.
Under the evolution of the system of private ownership, the
old primitive tribal communism breaks down and the sense of
private ownership of property becomes very strong in the
peasant. Today, oppressed by the government and landlOrd, by
the usurer and trader, this land-hunger is intensified. He hugs
to his bosom the small plot of land which he possesses or
imagines he possesses, and which is all that stands between
him and starvation. His first instinct is to own the land which
he tills. This psychology is bred by the eeonomic law of his
environment, and cannot be killed in a day. To work against
it would be disastrous. We must therefore slowly proceed and
by steps to train him to the idea of large-scale farming on the
basis of social or community ownership. The first act of the
revolution must be to put him in posseHion of the land which
ht1 cultivates, whose final ownership shuuld be declared vested
in the state.
In order to show the peasant the advantages of community
ownership, communal agricultural farms should be started to
serve as models under the direct supervision of government
experts. Great estates now under a modem system of agriculture and tracts of waste land can be utilized for such
communal farms, which will be controlled by the council of
peasants who work on them.

Nationalization of Public Utilities
Besides land, there are other institutions and properties used
by everybody and which are indispensable to the life and
progress of the nation. Such are the railways, canals, tele-
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graphs, mines etc., which are known as public utilities. These
public utilities should cease to be owned by private individuals for their own profit, but should be owned by the whole
society. They have not been specially created by anyone. The
workers have brought them into existence by dint of hard
labour. Gold, copper, iron, coal a~ other minerals are dug
out of the earh by the toil of the miners, who work like beasts
of burden, while the rich owners make profit by selling the
minerals. The worker who digs the coal out of the bowels
of the earth has to pay for it if he wants a bucketful to cook
his own food. This is nothing but robbery, and we are not going
to let it continue under Swaraj. The railways, telegraphs,
mines and canals should belong to the nation. No private
individual should be allowed to make profit out of these
public utilities. At present many railways, the canals and
telegraphs do not belong to private persons, but tfeither do
they belong to the nation. They are the property of the British
Government which is controlled by the rich English bankers,
merchants and manufac"'rers. This is no national ownership.
If Swaraj means simply the transfer of the administratic,n
of country to the native capitalist class, the workers will not
be benefited very much. In that case the railways, telegraphli,
canals and mines will be given over to private owners who
will operate them for their own profit. Our capitalist clasii
has already registered its opinion against the state ownership
of public utilities. They want to inherit the position occupied
today by imperialist capital. Such a change of hands will
swell the profits of those who are already rich, but what
benefit will the workers get out of it? We are against privat"
ownership of public utilities. We demand their nationalization under Swaraj.

Handicrafts versus the Machine
We are told that it is a shame to put on foreign cloth, to use
any article made in abother country. Our leaders say that we
must weave all the cloth we wear here in India; we must
manufacture ourselves everything the nation needs. Very well.
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We also agree that all foreign goods should be thrown out of
the country. What follows this resolution? Big industries
must be built in India to produce the goods formerly imported
from outside. Hardly one-half the cloth needed by the people
is manufactured inside the country; it is produced in the large
factories as well as by the weavers in the village. Boycott of
foreign cloth cannot be successful unless twice as much cloth
is manufactured in the country. How can this be done? Our
leaders find the solution in the Charkha. With this solution
we cannot agree. First of all, as seen previously, we cannot
compete successfully against machine-made products by primttive handicrafts. Then the progress of science has made the
life of man more comfortable than in the ancient days. Modem
machinery saves human labour. Why should a hundred people
bend their backs before the loom when the same work can
bt: done by one person with the help of a machine, which is
also the creation of man? When men knew of no other way,
they made the women spin with the primitive Charkha. Now
the work of several hundred Charkhas can be done in the
course of one hour by the use of machinery Why should we
condemn our womanhood to the ancient drudgery, which is
no longer necessary?
Cloth produced in the factories by the use of machines
i!\ cheaper than that made on the hancHooms. Machine-made
articles are always cheaper than hand-made ones because of
large-scale production, which increases the output and lowers the cost of each article. Machine-made cloth is .also more
comfortable to wear than khaddar, and why should we not
be comfortable? We are human beings after all. If Swaraj
wants to take us back to barbarism, we don't want it. Why
should we suffer sacrifice and die for something which will
not improve -our material condition? We are fighting not
for mere abstract freedom alone, but for material prosperity. We want Swaraj because foreign dominatiOn has sucked
the blood of our nation. It has obstructed the national
progress. We are fighting for a Swaraj which will carry us
forward with the rest of mankind. We have been kept back
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too long already; why should we go further backward into
primitive savagery?
The Charkha will not help us. It is a step backward, not
forward. Why should our women spin all day when a good
piece of machine-made cloth can be bought more chepaly in
the market? We don't want sixty crqres of rupees to be taken
from our country by the British merchants who sell us their
cloth, but if we have to pay more for a piece of cloth made
in India how can we buy country-made goods?
More factories must be built in the country so that everyth~ng the people need can be supplied by articles manufactured in India. This is the only way by which foreign good!l
can be thrown off our home market. But if thousands of
factories are built in the country, who is going to prosper
thereby? Those people who own them. This prosperity will
not be for the workers who form the majority of ttr'e nation.
If the mill-owners of Bombay grow richer, does that make
our hunger less biting? Therefore we declare that ample provision should be made s6 that the Indian workers can share
in the national prosperity that will come with political and
economic independence.
This prosperity will be created by the workers. Factorie!I
will be built and operated by them, just as the existing ones
are built and operated. The labour of the workers has enabled
the factory-owners to make profits but have the workers
gained anything except a bare existence? No. nothing. The
fact that the factory was owned by a foreigner or an Indian
has made no difference to the Indian working class. The
capitalist pro-prietor is interested in making profits. Ht
pays the workers the smallest possible wages, just sufficient
to keep them alive and working. In the last four years, the
profits from the cotton mills of Bombay and Ahmedabad
have increased six to seven times, while the ·wages have
hardly doubled.
·
We want all this ft> be changed. Swaraj must help India
to build more industries, to build more factories, to employ
mo~e workers. But we are not fighting for a Swaraj that will
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increase the means of exploiting the working class. The latter
must derive some benefit if they are asked to fight for it. And
it must not be forgotten that there can be no Swaraj unless
rhe Indian workers and peasants join in the struggle for it.
If Swaraj is to be won through the combined strength of the
workers and peasa~ts, they must be convinced that they are
fighting for something which will benefit them, whose fruits
they will reap and enjoy.
A Minimum Wages And on Eight-hour Day for Labour
We demand that every worker shall receive a minimum
wagt which will secure for him and for his family a decent
stan'dard of living which will guarantee him an im)>rovemenc in his present miserable condition. Out of the profits
derived from the factories, houses should be built for the
workers. If the National Congress desires to lead the masses
in the struggle for liberation, it must endorse these demands of the working class.
The workers are human beings and are entitled to lead a
human life. Why should they spend their whole time in working
for the profit of the employer? They need time to enjoy
themselves, to educate themselves, to develop the finer aspects
of I ife, and to rest. This they can ne\ er do so long as they
must spend ten, eleven, twelve and fourteen hours a day in
mines, factories and workshops, earning a miserable pittance
insufficient for themsevles and their families to exist upon.
We want the industrialization of the country because with the
help of modem machinery, all requirements of society can be
secured by the minimum amount of human labour and in the
shortest possible time. But this will not mean the betterment
of the condition of the working class, so long as the means
of production, remain the property of private individuals,
whose object is not to produce commodities Jot: the use and
benefit of the community but to produce them for txchange
in order to make profit. This is demol)strated by the condition
of the working class in highly industrialized countries like
England, Germany and France and the United States. Indus-
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trialization is a curse so long as it is conducted on the basis
of capitalist production for profit, of private ownership.
Eight hours a day for five and a half days a week should
be the maximum amount of compulsory labour performed
by anybody. In that space of time, ·a factory worker produces
much more value than the amounf-he receives in wages for
a ten or eleven hours day. Why are the Indian workers forced
to work such long hours? Because the employers, both native
and foreign. make more profit by exploiting him (them) thus.
Eight hours labour in a modern factory produces more than
sufficient value to pay for three full meals a day. clean clothes
and a decent place to Jive in, besides leaving a good margin
for profit. In few Western countries, where there is an eighthour law, do the workers work longer ; yet their wages are
higher and standard of Ii ving far superior to that of the Indian
•
workers. This is not due to the fact that Western capitalists
are any more charitable than our own, but to the organi:.ed
strength of the working clas.f, which has been able to enfor1·c•
a minimum wage and tight-hour day by means of direct
action. If the masses contribute their forces towards the
winning of Swaraj, their demand for a fair standard of livmg
must not be ignored. The national freedom that leaves the
majority of the people in their present condition of wageslavery will not mean anything to themj and will prove a
hollow mockery.
The Indian working class is becoming articulate after
being dumb for centuries. It is developing a consciousness of
its economic interests. It will fight for national liberation
because such liberation will be more helpful to its economi\.·
progress, or not at all. The days of docile slavery are gone
forever. The Indian masses are learning self-assertion. Swaraj
will cease to have any charm for them if it does not promise
at least some modification of their present economic servitude·
They will not build the nation only to become the servants
of native masters. Th~y will not fight to free the country only
to return meekly to their chains after the establishment of
Swaraj.
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our goal i!it not to secure political power and economic
Jggrand1zement for the native landholders, financiers. merLhants and manufacturers, but to put an end to the economic
1,lavery of the masses of the population. So our programme
of national liberation must include provisions for the economic emancipation of the working class.
Our programme must be put into action at once. We must
dcmor• .. trate by deeds that it is not the aggrandizement of the
upper classes but the emancipation of the masses under Swaraj
that we strive for. To rally the working class under the banner
of Swaraj, we must make this economic struggle a part of the
poht1cal struggle. The redress of the immediate grievances of
the Indian workers and peasants should be our object. In case
of conflict between the interests of the native capitalist and
the worker, we must boldly take the side of the latter if we
.i1c !.\incerely fighting for the welfare of the majority of the
Indian people. Such demands of the workers as the right of
organization, the right of strike, the recognition of the unions,
the eight hour day, minimum wage, proper housing facilities,
etL' !ithould be included in the Action Programme of the Indian
National Congress, or failing this, a Party of the Masses would
he organized setting forth the demands of the Indian workers
.md peasants. Every local strike should be developed into a
general strike with combined political .ind economic demands
at e~ery available opportunity. Labour unions should be
orgamzed. not to reconcile the mterests of the employers and
the employees but to act as militant organs of the working
class struggle.

Workers• Control of Industry
In the industrial field we must go farther if our goal is the
complete economic emancipation of the masses. Industrial
development will release the working class from the drudgery
of primitive production. Machinery enables man to procure
hi!. necessities with the least amount of labour. This process
of saving human labour.and releasing human effort for higher
pursuits will continue with the development and application
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of science. Every blessing conquered by the genius and efforts
of men should be brought within the reach of our peopJe. But
this cannot be done unless the present social system, the system
of private property, is radically changed. We advocate thili
change. Considering the industrial backwardness of our country, it may be necessary to advance gradually towards this
goal. But in order to counteract the abuses and miseries of
capitalist industrialism, we propose state supervision and
workers' control of industry.
AH heavy industries shouJd be placed under the supervision of the National State based upon universal suffrage.
But experience in the Western countries has shown that
political democracy alone does not restrict the exploitation
of the working class by capitalism. On the contrary. it
protects the most flagrant and intensive forms. Therefore
we demand that Swaraj shall be based not only upon political,
but upon industrial democracy as well. Those who control
the means of production monopolize the political state
power. If the industrie/of the country are left entirely as
the property of and under the control of the individual
capitalist, political freedom even under a democratic go\'·
ernment will be only a myth. The protection and welfare
of the working class therefore demands a certain degree of
supervision and restraint over capitalist ownership of industries. This supervision and restraint will be exercised
by the workers' council, elected from among and by the
workers in the factory. These councils will see that the laws
regarding the protection of the workers are enforced and
that the profit accruing to the owner does not exceed .i
certain limit set by the democratic government. In this way
the national wealth, increased by the development of industries, will be as evenly distributed as is possible within the
limits of capitalist ownership. Excessive exploitation of the
workers will be prohibited and the industries of the country
will be run no longer in the exclusjve interests of a few
individuals who contribute nothing themselves to the actual
process of production, but whose pockets are swelled by
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the unpaid labour of the workers. State Supervision and
Workers'Control of Industry will enable the people in general to benefit at least in part by the process of modern
machine production, and will hold somewhat in check the
abuses of capitalistic exploitation.
Our ultimate object, however, is a complete social revolution. which means the abolition of private ownership in the
mean.f n.f production, distribution and exchange. Only thus
will the real freedom of the Indian people be achieved. The
r~alization of our goal depends upon the development of the
working class.
The political independence of the nation must be followed
hy the economic emancipation of the masses, because without economic freedom the labouring classes, which constitute the overwhelming majority of every community, cannot
attain an all-round elevation on every plane, physical, in1elle~tual and spiritual.

3. Social Emancipation
The real and lasting freedom of a people demands their
complete and unconditional social emancipation. From time
immemorial, the working class has lived in a state of social
slavery. Why is this so ? Why is the class which produces
everything condemed to slavery? Is it because. it is by nature
inferior to the other classes? Is there any reason to believe
that those who maintain society by their toil are in. any way
inferior to those who live in idle luxury'! No, we cannot
believe that some have been specially ordained to live in
comfort and happiness, while the great majority exist in want
and misery. Two hundred workers build a house. In this
house, a few people live comfortably. Who decides that these
few. and not the many whose labour has built th~ house, shall
live in it? The law of private property decides. The people
who have paid for the house are said to own it, though they
h~ve done nothing to bring it into existence. They have not
laid one brick; they have not moved a piece of stone; they
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have not carried one pitcher of water. Yet we are told: "the
owners have paid the workers wages for their labour.•• Where
did the owners get this money with which they paid wages
to the workers? They did not coin it, neither did it drop from
heaven. This money with which the workers are paid their
wages does not belong to the owners, because it has been
gained by exploitation, by robbing other workers of the fruits
of their labour. The money has been gained from profits made
on land or industry or trade and all profits, as we have seen.
are made from the unpaid labour of the working class. Thu~
the wealth of the rich does not rightfully belong to them.
but to those who have worked to produce it.
Ju.flt so long as everything that is produced by the labour
of the many remains the property of the few, ju.flt so long will
the working class continue to be the slave of the 'apitalist
class, of those who own private property. Until this system
based upon private ownership, which leads to the exploitation
of human labour, is changed there cannot be real freedom.
Since everything of valle is created by human labour, these
should belong to all those who work. And in order to earn
the right to live in human society, productive labour shoulcl
be made compulsory to all.
Some argue thus : "Well, the people of the upper classe!'
are more educated and more intelligent than the workers, that
is why they are able to earn more money.'• This is a foolish
argument. If the children of the workers and peasants were
sent to the same schools and colleges as the children of the
rich, would they be any less educated than the latter? Of
course not. It is not lack of ability, but lack of opportunity.
that creates a difference in education and culture. It is not
natural inferiority but economic disability that creates such
a wide gulf between the rich privileged classes and the poor
and down-trodden masses. The wages they receive are not
sufficient to feed their
children; how then can they send them
t
to school. especially in a country where education is neither
free nor compulsory? No, it is not natural inferiority; they
are maintained in poverty so-t'hat the few may live in luxury.
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Against this system, we must rebel. We declare war on it,
and we demand its overthrow. This is what we want. National
freedom, a small increase in wages, some improvements in
our miserable way of living will not, after aU, change our life
very much for the better. The cost of living will keep step
with the increase in wages. As long as capitalism exists, so
long as society is based upon private ownership, the working
class will continue to be exploited by the possessing class.
Wt• demand the liberation of the industrious classes. We are
struggling for that state of society in which everyone shall
work, and each will enjoy the full fruits of his labour. We
fight for national independence because we know that it is
the first step forward towards our ultimate goal. W6at we
really strive for, what we reaUy want, is for the Indian nation
to become a free community of those who labour productively
for the good of society. In such a community the idle rich
can have no place. It is the task of the workers to establish
!loch a society. We propose to educate, organize and lead the
working class in this struggle for Social Emancipation, which
will be hard and prolonged. The goal cannot be reached at
once, we must' progress by stages. In order to free the toiling
ma~ses from social slavery, we have to fight every inch of
the way. The privileged class is seated very firmly in the
saddle. It cannot be overthrown at once, When the foreign ruler
is driven out, our native master class will take its place. Agelong economic enslavement has obstructed our moral and
intellectual progress. For this reason, in spite of the unbearable
misery in which the majority of us live, many are still resigned
to their lot. They believe fate has ordained them to be poor
and to suffer. This ignorance and passivity of the masses has
always been fomented by the upper classes and maintained
by every means within their power, chief among which has
been the pre.aching of religions that teach resignation to our
earthly lot as to the will of God. The first thing we have to
f~ght and overcome is this spirit of resignation and submiss~on engendered by superstition and ignorance. This task is
aided by objective economic forces, which have shaken the
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traditional passivity of the Indian masses and have set them
on the warpath. It is our task to direct this awakening in the
channels that will lead to real freedom.
We must educate the ignorant workers. We must show them
how they are robbed and exploited. Many do not know what
slaves they are; they think it a vit.tue to be poor. We must
teach them that those who preach the virtues of poverty are
not true spiritual guides, but the protectors of the interests (lf
the master class. The masses must be freed from their moral
slavery in order to realize fully the misery of their material
life. Throughout the ages they have been taught that they will
be rewarded in the afterlife if they suffer patiently in this. This
is all very well to say, but we know that the hope of future
bliss does not lessen the sufferings of our everyday life, which
is the only actuality we know of. No, we must fifht to win
freedom in this life, to improve our present economic condition in order to release other and higher faculties, born of
leisure and enjoyment. We must teach the masses that the=
philosophy of poverty (s conducive to the interests of the
idle, because it keeps the people docile and harmless. This
spirit of docility and resignation does not make for freedom:
so long as the Indian people remain victims of this pernicious
doctrine, even the political liberation of our country cannot
be realized.
Therefore we want to organize the workers in their own
class organizations with the object of fighting for the interests of their class. If they do not wish to be deceived
and betrayed, let them not trust the leadership of the upper
classes, whose interests are fundamentally opposed to their
own. The exploited masses can be educated and organized
effectively only in the school of revolutionary mass action.

Revolutionary Mass Action
The working class must be organized first of all to defend
its own interests. We have seen how the interests of the
el)tire people in any country cannot be the same, because
they are divided into two antagonistic classes, namely, the
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propertied and the property less, the owner and the producer,
1he employer and the employee, the capitalist and the worker.
The former thrives on the exploitation of the latter, therefore the interest of the one cannot be the interest of the
other. Both may unite temporarily to fight- together against
a common enemy,.but this union can never be permanent,
hccause each is struggling for a different goal-neither is
actuat.-d by the same motives; each wants liberty, but the
liberty of their respective class.
The Indian people as a whole are exploited by the foreign
ruler. and therefore the British Government is their common
enemy irrespective of class distinction. Rich and poor.
capit:ilist and worker. bourgeoisie and proletariat, are fighting and must continue to fight in a united front against the
foreign domination. This fight is called the struggle for
nati~nal freedom. The Indian people are fighting for their
political independence, for the right to rule themselves. The
Indian propertied class want to be free of foreign rule
l•ecause under it, feeedom of development and the unrestricted right of exploitation is denied to this class. If all
thl! wealth produced by the workers and peasants of India
remained in the hands of the rich native capitalists the
British would cease to rule India, because there would be
no profit in their rule. As long as a foreign government rules
the country. the native capitalist class must lose a portion
nf the proceeds of exploitation, which are appropriated by
the foreign ruler and which the native consider their legitimate due. Such being the case, the native upper classes
must fight the foreign exploiter. They say they are strug~ling against foreign domination to make the country free,
but what they are really fighting for is their own interest.
They are fighting for the freedom tu exploit the Indian
workers and peasants and the natural resources of the country: in order to secure this they must become the rulers of
~ndia. This is the national freedom they are striving for; this
is what they want.
But is this what we want? Will the condition of the toiling
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masses, who constitute the great majority of the Indian people.
be any better off after gaining such national freedom? No.
surely not. The Indian workers and peasants are poor. the} are
starving, they die by thousands from famine and pestilence.
because the exploitation of the pr9pertied class deprives them
of the fruit of their labour. The British, being the rulers of the
nation, are able to rob the people more than the native capitalist~
do. Therefore we must fight to overthrow them. But the overthrow of British rule will not be enough to free the entire people
from economic exploitation and social slavery. The fu11dame11tal motive of our struggle is to abolish the source of huma11
exploitation, which lies in the system of private property, o.f
production for profit, in a word, Capitalism. Since the entir~
Indian people are exploited by a foreign power, the entire peoph:
must rebel against it, must unite their forces to fight againlil
and overthrow it. But this does not alter the fact that the people
are divided into two antagonistic classes, with mutually opposing interests.
The Indian worker( and peasants will join the struggll!'
against foreign rule, impelled by the interests of their cla!I~.
~ecause it exploits them, keeps them economically backward
and. obstructs their social progress. Our fight is of a different
nature from that of the rich Zamindars, capitalists and intrllectuals. We are fighting for the interests of the commoii
people and our goal must be always clear before us. We want
to end foreign exploitation of the Indian masses in order to
better their economic condition. This is our immediate goal.
Our ultimate goal is the end of all exploitation. We want to
break the agelong social slavery of all those who live by labour.
who create all wealth.
How to achieve this ultimate goal? How to proceed? A hard
struggle lies before us. Our fight will be a long one. Intelligent
leadership is necessary, but we must ultimately learn to depend
on the irresistible strength of mass action, impelled ever
forward by relenttess economic forces, which in the end
~lways triumph. Our task is to develop in the minds of the
masses this consciousness of their own power, to awaken their
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interest and develop their indomitable will to conquer freedom. They will do the rest.
By agitation, we can educate the workers to understand the
interests of th~ir class. We can teach them how to organize
lhcmselves for concerted action on the economic and political
field. We can help to root out of them the spirit of resignation.
of submission to fate, which robs them of all initiative and
desire to improve their material existence by active struggle.
We must teach them their right to live as human beings, and
help them to formulate the demands which must be backed
by determined mass action. which under perfect organization
and leadership can be developed into a country-wide general
o;trike.
•
Our task will be aided by external forces, ever at work.
Starvation and age-long suffering have already shaken the
traditional resignation of the Indian working class. They are
m a rebellious mood, ready to fight. They demand a change
in their condition but because of their centuries of moral and
material slavery, the majority of them do not know exactly
what to fight for. It is our task to infuse consciouness in these
toiling masses -to develop the spontaneous awakening and
intcnsify their rebellious spirit of leading their struggle for
the redress of their immediate grievances. Our object should
be to create discontent everywhere against the present .1ystem
of eYCp/oitation, and to intensify it wherever it exists. Thus will
thr. ideal of Swaraj be brought within the understanding of
the workers and peasants of India. Let us lead them forward
under the slogans: "Down with Foreign Rule''; "Down with
all Exploitation"; "Land to the Peasant and Bread to the
Worker''.

Appendix IV

The Indian Struggle*
Subhas Chandra Bose

The Anti-Climax (1922)
It is not possible at this distant date to understand how
profoundly the people of India believed in 1921 that Swara1
would be won before the end of that year. Even the mo!.t
sophisticated people shared this optimism. I remember Jjo;.
tening once to the speech of an able Bengalee ldvocate at
a public meeting in 1921. in the course of which he assertc:,t
in all seriousness : 'We are surely going to get Swaraj before
the year is out. If youlask me how we are going to win it.
I cannot answer. But we are going to win it all the same.'
On another occasion in 1921, I was discussing with an
exceptionally able Calcutta politician some instructions
issued by the Mahatma. He had declared that all funds at
the disposal of the Congress should be spent before the end
of the year and that nothing should be left over for the next.
To a normal rational mind this seemed improper. but defending the Mahatma. this friend said, 'We have deliberately
chosen not to look beyond December 31st'. All this may
appear now as madness; nevertheless, it gives some idea
of the exuberance of naive enthusiasm and optimism that
had taken possession of the country that year.
With the dawn of the new year, 1922, a special effort
was made by the Mahatma to whip up public enthusiasm.
It was therefore decided to proceed to the last item in his
plan-namely, noD-payment of taxes. On February I st,
•Excerpts from: 'The Indian Struggle' by Subhas Chandra Bose (on C'haun
Chaura Incident)
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1922. he sent an ultimatum to the Viceroy, Lord Reading,
saying that if within seven days the Government did not
demonstrate a change of heart, he would commence general
non-payment of taxes in Bardoli subdivision in Gujerat
inorthern part of Bombay Presidency). It was reported that
in Bardoli subdiv.ision there were many people who had
worked with Mahatma Gandhi in the passive-resistance
mov( ment in South Africa and had acquired experience in
work of that kind. The beginning of the no-tax campaign
in Bardoli would be the signal for starting a similar campaign all over the country. Elaborate arrangements were
also made to start a no-tax campaign* in Bengal simultaneously. and the United Provinces and Andhra (n"orthern
portion of Madras Presidency) were also well-prepared for
a campaign of that sort. The ultimatum of the Mahatma
threw the whole country into a fever of excitement. With
hated breath everybody began to count the hours as they
!>ped by. Suddenly there came a bolt from the blue which
left the people speechless and dumbfounded. That was the
incident al Chauri-Chaura.
On February 4th, at a place called Chauri-Chaura in the
United Provinces, the villagers in a fit of exasperation set
firl· to the police-station and killed some policemen. When
this news reached the Mahatma, he ~as horrified at the turn
of events and immidiately summoned a meeting of the Congre'\s Working Committee at Bardoli. At his instance, the
Committee decided to suspend the civil disobedience movement (that is, the defiance of laws and governmental decrees,
including non-payment of taxes) entirely throughout India for
an indefinite period and all Congressmen were enjoined to
confine themselves to peaceful constructive work. The 'con~tructive programme' included hand-spinning and hand-weavm~, removal of untouchability, promotion of ir:itercommunal
unity, suppression of the drug traffic, extension of 'national'
education, suppression of litigatiop and establishment of

* Non-payment of the Chowkidari tax, which all villagers then had to
pay for the upkeep of the village police, etc.
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arbitration-boards-without voluntarily violating any law or
governmental ordinance existing at the time.
The Dictator's decree was obeyed at the time but there
was a regular revolt in the Congress Camp. No one could
understand why the Mahatma sh~uld have used the isolated
incident at Chauri-Chaura for sttangling the movement all
over the country. Popular resentment was all the greater
because the Mahatma had not cared to consult representatives from the different provinces and because the situation
in the country as a whole was exceedingly favourable for
the success of the civil-disobedience campaign. To sound the
order of retreat just when public enthusiasm was reaching
the boiling-point was nothing short of a national calamity.
The principal lieutenants of the Mahatma, Deshabandhu Das.,
Pandit Motilal Nehru and Lala Lajpat Rai, who ~ere all in
prison, shared the popular resentment. I was with the
Deshabandhu at the time and I could see that he was beside
himself with anger and sorrow at the way Mahatma Gandhi
was repeatedly bungli/g. He was just beginning to forget the
December blunder when the Bardoli retreat came as a staggering blow. Lala Lajpal Rai was experiencing the same
feelings and it is reported that in sheer disgust he addressed
a seventy-page letter to the Mclhatma from prison.

Appendix V

The Communist Party of Great Britain
and ourselves *
Muzaffar Ahmad

Ou~s

was a subject country of Great Britain, which made
n easy for Englishmen to journey to and back fcom our
~mrntry. This was the reason also behind the Communist
lntcrnational's directive to the Communist Parties of the
metropolitan countries to help in building Communist Parties in their respective dependencies.
Ttae Communist Party of Great Britain has rendered us
considerable service. The British Communists tried to work
among the Indian students and sailors although in the case
uf the sailors their labour was fruitless. We did not come
across any sailor in the Calcutta port who, coming back.
hl India, joined our Party or did any organizational work
with us. The only exception was Ahdul Haqim, a Calcutta
sailor, who carried a letter for us; but his good intentions
notwithstanding, there was a storm over this letter. He
carried this letter safely up to Calcutta and stayed there
on that occasion for quite a number of days. However, when
he came to the office of the Workers' and Peasants' Party
at 2/ 1 European Asylum Lane (which has now been renamed
Abdul Halim Sarani after Abdul Halim, a pioneer member
of the Communist Party of India) he completely forgot the
directions given to him to hand over the letter to me. When
in the course of his voyage again, he was ~oing to write
home from Aden, he found the letter lying undelivered in

.

"' Excerpt from ••Myselfand the Communist Party of India'' by Muzaffar

Ahmad.
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his writing-pad and posted it at Aden at once. A big envelope
addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad at 21 I European Asylum Lane
could not but fall in the hands of the police; and there wa~
terrible commotion over this letter in the Central Legislative
Assembly. The letter was Exhibit No. 377 submitted on
behalf of the Government in the·. Meerut Conspiracy Case.
I do not know whether any Indian sailor from Bombay
and Karachi ports having association with the British Party
joined the Party here. The well-known Amir Haider Khan
and Shamsul Huda of Calcutta were, it is true, sailors; but
they joined the Party in India as a result of their association with the Communist Party of America.
It was among the Indian students that the labour of the
Communist Party of Great Britain was fruitful. In former times
while mixing with the kala admis of India, the Englishmen.
perhaps, did not lose their separate identities. But 1he British
Communists did not suffer from such inhibition and mixed
freely with the Indian students. They, therefore, attracted the
Indian students easily ./But none of the Indian students of
l 920's who, in the course of their studies in any universit)'
in London or in any other English university, became
Communists through their association with the British Party.
joined the Communist movement or any mass movement
after their return to India during that decade.
When Mr P. C. Nandy of Bengal, a Chartered Accountant returned to India in 1927-28, he delivered to me a
verbal message from comrade Clemens Palme Dutt and
a sum of £IS, which the latter had collected in London
for Ganavani. Through auditing the accounts of traJe
unions, he maintained a sort of distant contact with our
Party, but he dropped even that very soon.
When, after becoming a barrister, Pulinbehari Dinda of
Midnapore returned to India, he joined the Workers' and
Peasants' Party in 1928. But after the arrests in connection
with the Meerut Communist Conspiracy Case, he left not
only the Party, he left even Calcutta. He spent the rest
of his life in Midnapore. He is now dead.
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While studying in Cambridge in l 920's, Prof Kshitishprasad Chattopadhyaya used to maintain close contact with
ihe emigrant section of the Communist Party of India and
distribute its literature published from Germany among the
Indians in England. He went to Berlin and even met M. N.
Roy. His name finds special mention in the l.P.I. (Imperial
Police Intelligence) reports. However, on returning home,
instead of working with us he joined the Congress; but in
the forties and in the fifties also he became involved deeply
and with his entire family in working with us.
Jiwanlal Kapoor, the Lahore barrister, was one of those
who became a Communist through association with the
British Communist Party. He expressed his willingness to
defend us in the Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case in the
Se~sions Court, but Qutbuddin Ahmed and Abdul Halim
from Calcutta had already engaged Manilal Doctor. Among
th~ Indian students who had come into contact with the
British Party and returned to India in I 930's, many joined
the Communist Party of India and are still working for it.
I have already mentioned that Dr Kunwar Muhammad Ashraf
came into our contact in the beginning of 1923 and his
name has been mentioned in contemporary police records.
He was in close contact with the Party in Britain. He
returned to India in the thirties and became a wholetime
worker for the Party. Sajjad Zahir, Dr Z. A. Ahmad and
Hazra Begam also returned in the thirties and joined the
Party. So did S. Mohan Kumarmangalam and his sister,
Parvati Krishnan of Tamilnadu. Nikhilnath Chakravarty,
Jyoti Basu, lndrajil Gupta and Renu Roy (Chakravarty) of
Bengal became Communists through their association with
the British Party. They teturned in the beginning of the
forties or a little earlier or a little later and joined the
Coinmuni&i Party of India. Bhupeshchandr~ Gupta also
re~umed to India at that time and joined the Communist Party·
His case is a little different. He was detained without trial
for being a member of Surendramohan Ghose's terrorist
revolutionary party. In the thirties along with other terrorist
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revolutionaries he also started to study Marxism in the
detention camp. It was as a detenue that he appeared in the
B.A. Examination of the Calcutta University from the
Behrampore detention camp and passed with distinction.
His father, a wealthy man, wro~e to the Government that
he wanted to send his son to Ehgland for higher studies.
The Government agreeing, Bhupesh Gupta went for studies
to England, where he carried forward the study of MarxismLeninism which he had begun in India. There were many
others who joined the Party after returning from England
in the forties. It is not possibe for me to mention here tht'
names of all of them. During the twenties, thirties and
forties, many of the Indian students became staunch Communists in England but did nothing after coming back home.
Among those whose names I have mentioneft above Dr
Ashraf had died and only Jyoti Basu is a member of the
Communist Party of India (Marxist). All the others have
remained in the Riglft Communist Party.
The Communist Party of Great Britain has helped us
in other ways also. Members of the Communist PMty of
Great Britain came to India to help us in our mission. They
were, of course, sent by the Communist International. Since
India was a subject country of Great Britain, it was much
easier for Englishmen, at least for any British subject, to
come to India and help us in our work. There was no law
under which any citizen of Great Britain or any other
British subject could be expelled from India. Percy
Gladding, a member of the British Party, came to India in
January, 1925, but he could not contact the real Commu·
nists. I was then in jail.
GEORGE ALLISON

A year more or less after Percy Gladding's return, George
Allison came to India. He reached Bombay on April 30, 1926.
He was a Scot by nationality, a coal-miner by profession.
and a high-ranking and important member of the Communist
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Party of Great Britain. I never heard him say what instrucuom he had received from the Red International of Labour
l'nionc; at the time of coming to India but from his programme of activities we got the impression that he would do tradeunion work openly, while maintaining contact with the Party
'e"'•etly. He was in Bombay from May to October and did
not have to face any dangerous situation there. He passed
thelie .. 1x months safely. None could suspect that he was a
('ummunist.
George Allison came to India under an assumed name.
It wa' not possible for him, a well-known member of the
B11t1'h Communilit Party, to secure a visa for empire travel
m hi' own name. So he came to India with a passport obtained
um.IC'r the code-name of Donald Campbell. Allison alias
C.impbell came to Calcutta in November, 1926, with a letter
•1f introduction from Joglekar to me. I was then bed-ridden
Y.1th 1llness. There was no mention anywhere in Joglekar's
lett~r that ih. bearer was a member of the British Party.
Perhap1i, he did not know that. Joglekar wrote to me that the
bearer of the letter was a British trade-union leader, who
~ dnted to be introduced to some trade-union leaders in
Calcutta. Allison, also spoke about meeting trade-union
ll'aden. when he called on me one morning at 37 Harrison
Rodd He said that he would call again in the evening. I told
Alh1ion that there was a trade-unionist living nearby and that
I would ask him to come to my room at night. I got Shibnath
B.indopadhyaya to come over to my place and Allison had
ct lot of d1scuss1on with him. Later, when both of them were
tdkmg leave of me, I told Sh1bnath, •·Look here, I am ill.
Plea!le wait on the footpath and get him into a taxi or a
hackney-carriage.''
S1bnath Bandopadhyaya had recognised Allison. Getting
down on the footpath, he asked Allison if he could recogDl\e him, for they bad met in such-and-such year on the
Leningrad station in Moscow. Allison was instantly put in
mind of the meeting, for only once in his life he had met
an Indian on the Leningrad station in Moscow. Allison was
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convinced that since Bandyopadhyaya had studied in the
Communist University of Moscow and had been introduced
to him by Muzaffar Ahmad, he could not be anything but
a Communist. After this, Allison became very chummy with
Bandopadhyaya. Allison even gave the passport in Donald
Campbell's name to him to keep With good care and in a secret
place and the seed of a disaster was sown at once.
I was anxious for news about Allison but could hear
nothing at all from him. I started wondering whether he wa~
somebody important or perhaps one of those who came
every year from Europe, especially from England, to study
working-class conditions and movements. Then I went to
Lahore that very November or in December. There I found
that a letter had arrived from Muhammad Ali, Member.
Foreign-Bureau of the emigrant section of the Communhl
•
Party of India. He had written, among other things.
that
Donald Campbell was an important member of the British
Communist Party and ,special care should be taken for h1~
security. I got alarmed lest he should run into some danger
in Calcutta, because Campbell had already got involved in
a quarrel between two factions in the trade-unions in Calcutta.
To put it in plainer language, drawn by Kishorilal Gho~e\
gift of the gab, he had turned towards Mrinalkanti Basn's
group. I wrote to Abdul Halim in Calcutta, explaining
everything. He met Campbell immediately, but he (Campbell)
refused altogether to entercain Abdul Halim. whom he had
met at 37 Harrison Road. If he had confided everything
to Halim that day, disaster could have been averted.
On reaching Bombay from Lahore in January, 1927. I
found that Donald Campbell also had arrived there from
Calcutta. The visit of Shapurji Saklatvala was the occasion
for our meeting in Bombay. Janakiprasad had accompanied
me. Shamsuddin Hassan and Krishnaswami Ayengar had
also arrived from Lahore and Madras respectively. For the
first six months of his stay in Bombay, after his arrival in
India, Donald Campbell had not aroused anybody's suspicion. The letter he sent by post from Calcutta to Joglekar
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fell in the hands of the police in Bombay, and this prompted
them to .start investigations about him. When we reached
Bombay, everything about Donald Campbell had been
t:xposed. We were in Bombay surrounded by police informers. but none of us yet knew that Donald Campbell was,
in fact, George Allison.
We took some decisions in Bombay : (1) The Workers'
and Pi·asants' Party, instead of remaining confined only
to Bengal, should be extended to other provinces; steps
had been taken already to establish the Workers' and
Peasants' Party in Bombay; (2) A Marathi Weekly named
Kranti would be published in Bombay; The Bengali Weekly,
(;anavani, having ceased publication, it was decided to
revive it; (3) It was further decided that Donald Campbell
would stay in Calcutta and the newly-arrived Philip Spratt
would stay in Bombay.
According to arrangements made between Campbell
and me, Campbell would return by the Calcutta Mail on
•he Bengal-Nagpur Railway. As for myself. I would return
by a different route, by the Calcutta Mail on the East Indian
Rai 1way. The latter being a somewhat longer route, it took
me a longer time in the journey. The train also had started
late from Bombay.
On reaching 37 Harrison Road in Calcutta, I came to
know that the place had been searched. I got nervous about
Donald Campbell, who had arrived a few hours earlier. He
was staying at a boarding-house at Sudder Street. I sent
Soumyendranath Tagore, who flad by then reached 37
Harrison Road, to find out about Campbell. He returned to
inform me that Campbell had been arrested. The passport
that he had given Shibnath Bandopadhyaya to keep had led
to his arrest. Shibnath Bandopadhyaya had entrusted the
pas1;port with Kalidas Bhattacharyya of. Bhatpara.
Bandopadhyaya and Bhattacharyya were Secretary and
P~e~ident respectively of the Bengal Jute Workers' Associat1on. The police had received definite information. After
entering Kalidas Bhattacharyya's room, they just put their
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hands in a niche in the wall, found the passport there and
left with it. Donald Campbell had just arrived at his Sudder
Street boarding-house from the railway station when the
police party went there and said, ''Mr Campbell, we have
got your passport. Please accompany us to Lalbazar."
Lalbazar was the police head.quarters. From Lalbazar
Campbell was produced in the Chief Presidency Magi!I·
trate's Court. But as Campbell had landed at Bombay, he
was to be tried there. As the warrant from Bombay had
not arrived, the Magistrate ordered him to be released on
bail. But Campbell had instructed us that in case he wa1;
arrested, none of us should come forward to do such thing~
as going bail for him; and in order to mislead the police,
this business was to be done through the trade unionisb
with whom he mixed. But as the police had found out
everything about him after his visit to Bombay that month.
there was no question of misleading the police. Still we
went from one trade-union leader to another but none agreed
to go bail for him. w~. therefore, had to go forward to bail
him out. Soumyendranath Tagore stood bail for him.
There was a serious row in Bengal over the arrest of
Donald Campbell. There were some who accused Shibnath
Bandopadhyaya of getting Campbell arrested; otherwise
how could the passport given to him to keep secretly be
discovered in a niche in the wall of the house of Kalidas
Bhattacharyya of Bhatpara! Shibnath said, •'I really entrusted the passport with a reliable person, and cautioned
him in everyway. Kalidas Bhattacharyya was a member
of a terrorist revolutionary party and was detained "1thout trial during World War I. He is still a member of the
Bengal Provincial Congress Committee and moves with
the Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal. "I did noth·
ing wrong.'' On being questioned, Kalidas Bhattacharyya
said that he had kept the passport at his sister's place. On
the previous day; when leaving for Gouripore in Assam.
bis sister had returned the passport to him. Before he
could make any fresh arrangement, the police had found
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it. The police had acted on definite information. They
entered Kalidas Bhattacharyya's house, put their hands
straightway into the niche in the wall, picked up the
passport and left the room at once. A fantastic thing!
Kalidas Bhattacharyya knew the importance of a passport. Why didn't he make any arrangement for keeping
the passport in a new place! The Brahmins in Bhatpara
had sn many large buildings. He could have walked a few
yards and left the document in one of them. It is extremely doubtful whether the police would have entered any of
the!le buildings in January of the year 1927. It has never
beer. cleared up who was responsible for this affair. But
the police came on definite information and Kalidas
Bh.ittacharyya was a very needy man. Donald Campbell
was ultimately taken to Bombay, where he was tried for
u!ling a forged passport. The Civil Service Officer and
certain other persons came from London to give evidence. It was proved that the passport in Donald Campbell's
name had been forged and that Donald Campbell was in
fact George Allison, an important member of the Communist Party of Great Britain. He was sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for eighteen months. As a British
subject, he could have stayed, if he wanted, in India at
the end of his term. There was no law under which a
British subject could be expelled from India. But the
British Government in India in conspiracy with the Home
G\lvernment put George Allison abroad an England-bound
vessel even before the expiry of his term.
Allison had been incapacitated for mining work as a result
of a mine accident. He had an inborn gift for leadership. He
was a member of the Polit-Bureau of the British Party. He
died in London in September, 1951.
Pa1ur SraA.n

Fro~ the Communist Party of Great BEitain following George
~ll.•son came Philip Spratt. Taking occasion of Saklatvala's
visu to Bombay in January, 1927, George Allison also came
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to Bombay. At that time he had long discussions with Phihp
Spratt for several days.
Spratt was then a young man aged only twenty-seven. He
had graduated with Honours in Physics (Tripos) from Cambridge University and become a member of the Communist
Party of Great Britain. Clemens Piilme Dutt sent him to India
after instructing him properly. Spratt reached Bombay in
December, 1926. Some writers have put the date as December
30, 1926. I met Philip Spratt for the first time on the evening
ofJanuary 13, 1927,attheBombay Y.M.C.A. C. Krishnaswam1
Ayengar had taken me to see him.
I have already said that George Allison got involved in
a case for using a forged passport. Before long Philip Spratt
also got involved in a case for sedition (124-A, I.P.C. ). Hi~
co-accused were S. S. Mirajkar and another person. Sprau
wrote a book entitled 'India and China'. which• was published by Mirajkar and printed by another person. A ca!.e
for sedition was instituted against all three of them. They
were, however, relealed on bail.
Our Bombay comrades, who addressed Mrs Sarojini
Naidu as mother, all of them together, pressed her to persuaJe
Mr M.A. Jinnah to look after the case, but he declined the
brief. However, he gave a valuable piece of advice to Mrs
Naidu. His advice was that we should make an application
and get the case transferred to the High Court Ses-sion!..
where Philip should give up the demand for trial by a
European jury; and then the case would be tried by a
majority of Indian jurors, who would naturally be sympathetic to an Englishman being tried for treason in Ina•a
The Bombay comrades acted according to Mr Jinnah's advice.
The case was committed to the High Court Sessions and
a jury, consisting of one European and eight Indians, was
selected for the trial. At the end of the trial, the eight Indian
jurors returned a verdict of not guilty. Only the European
juror adjudged the a~cused guilty. Agreeing with the majority
verdict, the Judge acquitted the accused. The 'India-China'
Case ended in this manner.
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In September, 1927, Benjamin Francis Bradley (Ben
Bradley), member of the British Communist Party, came
10 India. It was decided that as Ben Bradley would stay in
Bombay, Philip Spratt should go to Calcutta. But Philip
Spratt did not come to Calcutta immediately to stay there
permanently. Describing himself as a German-American,
a Soviet comrade came to Calcutta with a party of American
tourist·~. He was called Mazut. I do not know what th~ real
name of this comrade was, but he was called Mazut also
rn the Sixth Congress of the Communist International. He
was a leader of the Young Communist International at that
time. As long as the tourists were in Calcutta, Philip Spratt
:ilso had to stay with this comrades at the Continental Hotel.
The period under reference was December, 1927. I also had
to go to Continental Hotel one night to meet comrade Mazut.
There are different Republics in the Soviet Union. However, Philip Spratt could not ascertain which place comrade
Mazut belonged to. Mazut, in his opinion, was certainly not
a Russian; he could be a Turk or even a Caucasian. Anyway,
on that occasion, Philip Spratt, stayed with us for a few
days at 2/1 European Asylum Lane. We went t1>gether to
attend the session of the the Indian National Congress in
Madras (in December, 1927). It was .>n the occasion that
a mainfesto of the Workers' and Peasa:us' Party, addressed
to the Indian National Congress, was circulated for the first
time. The previous year the Communist Party of India had
circulated for the first time a manifesto in its own name
addressed to the Congress Session at Gauhati. This manifesto was printed in.London by the eni:glant section of the
Communist Party of India. We got printed copies of the
manifesto in packets by post in Calcutta. Comrade Abdul
Halim arranged to distribute them m Gauhati.
From M:idras Philip Spratt went to Bombay where
throughout the month of January he wrote the articles
printed in A Call to Action.
. In the beginning of F.ebruary, 19l8, a committee meeting of our Communist Party was held in Bombay· The
47
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articles printed in A Call to Action were discussed and
adopted at the meeting. I also attended the meeting. It wa,
at this time that the Simon Commission had landed at
Bombay where a hartal was observed and many facton·
workers struck work. We led a workers' procession walk·ing all the distance from Matimga to Foras Road. It wa~
on this occasion also that the Workers' and Peasants' Partv
came out on the streets with red flags and festoons di~·
playing hammer and sickle. In Bombay there was a massive meeting, at which, perhaps a mike was used for the
first time.
I do not know where comrade Mazut's party of tourist'
went. They had come to Bombay in February, 1928. I met
comrade Mazut a second time in a hotel in Bombay and
had a long talk with him on that occasion. He questioned
•
me also about M. N. Roy.
In March, 1928, Philip Spratt came to Calcutta and began
to stay with us on a permanent basis at 2/1 European
Asylum Lane (now' Abdul Halim Sarani). This time he
adapted his mode of living and food habits to ours, remaining half-European only in his clothes. We raised stronE
objections, but Spratt did not budge at all. He bagan to work
also in the trade unions. It was not as easy to work in th~
trade unions in Calcutta as it was in Bombay. In those day~.
the factories in Bombay were situated within the city dDd
one could travel everywhere by tram at a fare of four pice.
But the industrial area of Calcutta sprawled on either banl
of the Hoogly over a distance of 60170 miles, if not more.
A poor European could not survive on a diet on which a
poor Indian could live. The standard of living of a poor
European was much higher than that of a poor Indian. But
Philip Spratt reduced his standard to ours.
Spratt did not flinch from the strenuous labour of organizing working-class movements in Bengal in t 928. He
never deviated even slightly from Party discipline. ~e
deviated only from his European standards. Possibly. this
was why he could not go back to Europe.
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Philip Spratt and ourselves, the other accused in the
Meerut Conspiracy Case, were arrested and went together
to Meerut Jail. He never did anything unbecoming in the
jail. He never allowed his revolutionary prestige to suffer.
This is a book of my reminiscence of Party life. I am
chronicling events here, recording them without any embellishment. I must acknowledge the magnitude of Philip Spratt's
contr!bution to the Communist Party of India, but it is a
matter of grt!at pity that this Philip Spratt i.fi now a renegade.
It is not that he left the Party and became a sympathiser.
He has become an open enemy of the Communist Party and
Marxism-Leninism. Such things have happened many times
in the world. Nonetheless, I feel sometimes that it· would
have perhaps been better if it had not happened in Philip
Spratt's case. It is not that Spratt had got a high-salaried
job for his renegacy. He has married an Indian and been
living in hardship. His major mission today is to oppose
the Communist Party in every way.
B!!:NJAMIN FRANCIS BRADLEY

This is his full name. Ben liradley is an affectionate abbreviation. Son of the working-class, he became a factory
worker at fourteen and shortly after wards hegan learning
engineering jobs. He was sixteen when World War I began.
In J916 he joined the navy and was released two years and
a half later. Appointed by the Government of India, he once
came to India in 1921-22, and stayed for a period of nine
months. He worked in an arms repairinj!' factory m Rawalpindi.
Afterwards he became a journeyman engineer. He was a
member of the Amalgamated Union of Engineers.
India was not an entirely unfamiliar country to him, when
he came to work with ns here in 1927. Sharp working-class
struggles were going on in 1927 and 1928, ~nd it was in
the midst of these struggles that Ben Bradley came. ~e
became seriously involved in the :;truggles of the text1~e
and the railway workers. Bombay was the centre of his
activities. Unlike Philip Spratt. he did not lower his
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standard of living, particularly his diet, hence his health
nevei; suffered.
Accused in the Meerut Conspiracy Case, he never di~
played the slightest weakness. He was sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for ten years. This sentence was reduced.
on appeal, to one year by the :.High Court.
On March 20, 1929, the police went to arrest him like
all the others, but as he was away from Bombay on railwa~
union work, he could not be arrested on that day. He wa'
arrested two or three days later and was released in
November, J933. On his return to Europe he submitted a
detailed report to the Communist International about thl'
Communist Party of our country. It was Ben Bradley who
under the name of Tambay represented the Communillt
Party of India in the Seventh Congress of the.Commum't
International.
Ben Bradley maintained contact with the Indian stud~nt~
in London. He woul,tl mention with a feeling of pride the
fact that he had been to India, had conducted movement~
there and as a result had undergone imprisonment. He
dreamt of going back anyhow to India once more. But the
Communist Party of India failed in getting this dream of
his translated into reality.
He corresponded with us regularly. He was suffering
from high blood pressure and had to be hospitalised. At the
time of going to hospital, he wrote me that he was going
there as his pressure had gone up. I do not know why I diJ
not reply at once. Had I done so, he would have rece!ved
the reply. I cannot repent too much my failure to send him
a prompt reply. This great friend and comrade-in-arms of
ours died in January, 1957.

Appendix VI

India and Communism*

The history of
Indian Communism reached back to the very t.•arly 1.J...1ys of
the Bobhcvik regime in Russia, when the possibility of
attading England through her easkrn possessions. particularly India, was already present to the minds of the Moscow
icadcrs. In December 19 I 8, the wireless stations of the
SO\, ict Government broadcast a report of a memorandum
handed lo the Central Executive Committee of the Soviet
hy an "Indian delegation", in the name of the "Peoples
of India". The memorandU"' called upon the Soviet for
a ... ..,istam:e and ended with an expression of confidence that
the Jays of England were numbered and that free Russia
\';ould stretch out a frat~rnal hand t·J oppressed Indians.
Mes1'.ages sent out a year later spoke llf the facts that the
Ru'isian Communist Party had del'ided "to take concrete
measures to spread revolution in the East"' and that the
Third International was about to establish s~.:tions in oriental countries. On the 9th February ! 1.: ~4. Moscow turned
her eyes more directly on India, and speaking through
Chicherin, proclaimed that. •'Future India must stand :it the
head of the free Eastern Republic1)." Tht!:se declarations,
~elected more or less at random, could be suppkmented
almost ad infinitum from the voluminous early writings of
So:m;

--.

EARLY COMMUNIST PRONOUNn:MENTs :

• Ex..:crpt from ·1~-dia a.'ld Commllnism' (0ompilcd b~ the ln1clligcncc
B1.1reau of the Home Deparrment, Government of India, 19B. Revised
upto t93'i. Chapter 12, Pages 108-116).
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prominent Communists in the International Press Correspondence and elsewhere. There is evidence also to sho\\
that they are no chance expressions of a vague intention.
but rather the deliberate avowal of an abiding purpose-the
calculated statement of a policy which is steadily and remorselessly being put into execution.
MANABENDRA NATH Roy's EARLY HISTORY : It was in
1920 that Manabendra Nath Roy, the father of Indian Communism, made his first appearance in Russia. After a hurried
departure from India in 1915, when, as Narendra Nath
Bhattacharji, he absconded from bail in a case of terroriM
dacoity. Roy made a protracted tour of the Far East and
eventually found his way to America where he was indicted
in the San Francisco conspiracy case. He again absconded
and crossed the border into Mexico, whence .he departed
in 1920 for Europe and for Moscow, the scene of his greatest
revolutionary achievements. Amongst other missions on
which his masters in the Comintern dispatched him wert"
one for Afghanistan1during the hijrat movement in 1920
and another to China during the disturbances there in 192627. On each of these occasions the task allotted to him
consisted of corrupting, by means of subversive propaganda, and otherwise, loyal Indians (Muslims in the former case
and Sikhs in the latter) and assisting in the plots of those
who were already disaffected. He was helped in this work
by his wife. Evelyn, nee Trent, an American lady whose
views on Communism were similar to his own. Roy wa:i
also placed in charge of a propaganda school at Tashkent.
and was compelled to seek refuge in France in 1923 after
the anti-Bolshevik coup in Germany, where he was working
at the time. He was expelled from France also early in 1925.
Wherever he has gone Roy has left behind him a trail of
anti-British conspiracy and intrigue and his capture and
imprisonment in 1931 is an achievement which the police
in India may well regard as important.
RoY AS Moscow's INDIAN ADVISER: Arrived in Europe,
Roy quickly placed himself at the head of a small but
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extremely virile group of other malcontents. who, like
himself. found the atmosphere of post-war Berlin and neorevolutionary Moscow more congenial than that of their
native India. The inevitable rivalries, of course, occurred
e\"en at this early stage in the proceedings. Virendra Nath
Chattopadhyaya CC.hattarji), who had appeared on the scene
~everal years earlier being Roy's chief opponent. Roy overi:ame ~11 opposition however, and succeeded in securing
hill own recognition by the Moscow leaders as the spokesman of "Indian nationalists•'. Ambitious. energetic and
uns~rupulous Roy managed to retain the confidence of
the Soviet to an extraordinary degree and apparently
'uccceded in so magnifying his achievements that he
\.\ai. regarded as having gone a long way towards the
promotion of Communism in India.
'fHE FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNISM IN INDIA: It was when
the first of Roy's and Chattopadhyaya's following began to
Jrift back to India, the finished products of Moscow's infant
Oriental Academy, that Communism first came to India. In
the vanguard were Nalini Gupta and Abani Mukharji, who
returned to India. the one on Roy's behalf in 1921 and the
other in 1923 as an agent of Chattopadhyaya. Both had been
members of terrorist organisations in Bengal prior to their
dell<lrture abroad and both were sent back as Communist
cm\s':!iar\es to renew the\t o\d acq_ua\ntances and to see\\.
from amongst them recruits to the new "ideology". But of
these two, more anon; their history is too engrossing to be
dealt with so summarily as the limits of this particular
chapter would seem to demand. Sh.."' to take root in a
country where the feudal spirit and hereditary principles
are so ingrained as in India, the Bolshevik movement grew
no less surely on that account. By 1924 its menace to India's
peace and prosperity had become sufficiently s"rious to
necessitate the first important Communist conspiracy ca~e
ex.elude the Peshawar conspiracy case of 1923), and ID
February of that year a formal plaint ·was lodged at Cawnpore
against a selection of eight (including the absent Roy) of
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168 Indian Communists whose names the ''brief'' of the
case contained, the charge being that of conspiring to deprive
the King-Emperor of the sovereignty of British India.
THE CAWNPORE CONSPIRACY CASE AND AFTER: For various
reasons only four were actually brought to trial and convicted but their removal hit the movement hard, for leaden
(even of the calibre of Shaukat Usmani, Sripad Amrit Dange
and Muzaffar Ahmad) were rare in those days. M. N. Rov
was stilJ at work abroad, having by this time found a plac~
in the Executive Committee of the Communist International
(l.K.K.I.), and it soon became clear that the setback wai.,
only temporary. In July 1924 (before all the stages of tht'
case had actually been concluded) the Communist International decided to adopt Roy's suggestion that a new Indian
Communist Party should be formed as a branch of the
Communist InternationaJ. Three months later, a co~respon
dent to a Calcutta newspaper announced that ''in the Cawnpure
Bolshevik Conspiracy Case it ha1' been settled that to have
faith in Communism in tftself is no offence. Thus the fear
of the law against Communism has been removed'· while
another newspaper announced the open formation of an
Indian Communist Party with branches at Madras, Bombay.
and Cawnpore, and added that '·an .all-India Communist
conference will be held in three months' time". This, the
first conference of its kind, was duly held in the last week
of December 1925. So, too, in November 1924, Roy wrote
of the Cawnpore case that it had had good effects as well
as bad: •'People have got used to hearing things which
simply terrified them before ..... We must reap the benefi:
of this situation ... We must prepare to begin the struggk
for the legalization of our party.'•
The events of the next few years were to make it very
clear that Communism had come to stay and that nothing
short of the collapse of the Soviet system itself would ever
eradicate manifestations of sympathy for that system. at
any rate in the urban areas of India. The most that the
authorities could hope to do was to mitigate, by constant
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watchfulness and by judicious and timely action both within
the narrow limits of the law and in the broader economic
field, the evils and dangers of the preaching of class
hatred to those who are ill-adapted to receive such doctrines
with thought and discrimination. This was the position
at the time of the institution of the Meerut conspiracy
case in 1920 and is roughly the position to-day.

The Period of Regeneration
AN ESTIMATE OF Rov's EARLY

There ca11
hardly be a better exposition of the present Communist
policy of turning every subversive movement ta its own
account than the history of Indian Communism in the years
1924 to 1928, which is roughly the period covered by Sir
David Petrie's book already referred to. In summarising the
degree of progress achieved during that period, Sir David
Petrie showed how utterly bankrupt M. N. Roy had been
1n the way of practical achievement, and went on to say:
"It would be quite ei:roneous, however, to suppose that
Roy's singularly barren record can be taken to mean that
Communism has obtained no footing whatever in India. For
instance, many recent articles in Indian-edited papers could
be cited to show that the Press is bt!coming increasingly
alive to the immense power of mas~ action as a political
weapon. Communism, as expounded by Mr Saklatvala during
his recent tour, earned appreciative comment in several
quarters which could not all be dismissed as irresponsible.
It is hardly to be supposed that such pape·rs accept the
doctrines of Communism with their ultimate implications
(the reverse is almost certainly true), but it is indisputable
that the mass action idea has come to stay, as also the
impression that, as this particular weapon broke the dominion of the Tsars in Russia, so it may again b~ used to win
India her freedom from the overlordship of Great Britain.
There are many clear evidences al~o of a growing recognition on the part of the Indian National Congress (and
cognate political bodies) of the need of organising the
AcaIEVEMENTS :
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labouring masses in order to associate them with the general
movement for the country's political advancement. Then
there are the organisation of Workers' and Peasants' Parties
and the growing intrusion into Labour movements of persons working for avowedly Communist purposes. The address
of Bhupendra Nath Dutt to the Political Sufferers' Conference at Gauhati, no less than the association of individual
revolutionaries with Communism, could be fittingly quoted
to support M. N. Roy's contention that the 'tendency of
"going to the masses" is gaining ground among the nationalist intellectuals of advanced views'. The penetration
by Communism of indigenous revolutionary movementsnotably the Sikh-is also a feature the significance of
which it would be dangerous to ignore. All these various
manifestations must be regarded as so many symptoms
that can be diagnosed in only one particular way.•'
DOUBTS OF Rov's ABILITY: To this appreciation. which
was written in September 1927. it will be necessary to add
a brief description of ttk events on which it was based
and of one or two incidents which were just outside its
scope, before proceeding to deal, in another chapter, with
the more serious events of the year 1928 which must
indubitably be classed as the dangers of which the above
appreciation gave warning. It was during the period
covered by Sir David Petrie's volume that the Communist
International began to realize and correct its previous errors
and to place less reliance on M. N. Roy's omniscience and
infallibility where Indian affairs were concerned. From
1924 onwards new tactics became clearly discernible in
Moscow's handling of the Indian situation. The Communist
note in propaganda, where it was likely to offend the native
populations was suppressed, and nationalism was exploited
as an unconscious means of furthering Communist aims.
It was at this time, too, that the indifferent quality of Roy's
Indian agents, practically all of them greedy opportunitsts
lacking in scruples and principles and even in common
honesty, began to attract attention at headquarters where
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demands were made for a greater return for the vast sums
of money expended. Although Roy's reply, to these
demands was to lay impudent claim to such outbreaks as
the Moplah rising and the Aika movement in the United
Provinces as the work of his agents, he did not completely
set at rest the do.ubts and questionings mentioned and
Zinoviev demanded and obtained the adoption of a scheme
··of direct contact between the Comintern and the proletarian organisations and parties of British India, ignoring
the local Communist Party'' (and presumably also M. N.
Roy, the then directive agency).
CHANGED TAcT1cs-EuROPEAN SUPERVISION: The orientatior. of this new policy and the wane of Roy's monopoly
of power caused the dispatch to India, in spite of Roy's
vehement protests, of the first of a series of British Communist agents in the form of Percy E. Glading, alias R.
Cochrane, of the National Minority Movement. It is true
that Glading arrived in India armed with credentials from
M. N. Roy, but the disparaging report on Communism in
India which he rendered on his return makes it very clear
that he was by no means an agent of Roy. He was followed
by George Allison, alias Donald Campbell, a prominent
member of the British Communist Party, who arrived in
Bombay in April 1926. Allison had visited Moscow in 1924
and had remained there till July 1925, and was sent to India
·'to develop the left wing inside the Trades Union
Congress" but "to keep out of party politics except in an
advisory capacity if necessary''. This latter he failed to do
and the prominent part which he took in labour affairs in
Bombay and Bengal eventually led to his discovery and
apprehension in November 1926 and his subsequent prosecution and conviction OJ:\ charges of using as genuine a
forged document and of having counterfeited .the seal and
stamp of the London Foreign Office on his passport. He was
sentenced to eighteen months' rigorQus imprisonment in all
~nd was deported on the expiry of his sentence. It is of some
interest that he was again sentenced at the Winchester
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Assizes in November 1931 to three years' penal servitude
for attempting to provoke mutiny in His Majesty's Navy.
SPRATT, 8RADU:Y AND HUTCHINSON: Allison's place wa ..
taken by Philip Spratt, who arrived in India in December
1926 ostensibly on behalf of a firm of booksellers but m
reality to open in India a Labour Publishing House through
which Soviet money could be received and distributed.
In actual fact, he took up the work which Allison had
compulsorily abandoned, an,J, industrious and capable
Communist that he was, gave the Indian group not only
the benefit of his advice and experience, but, what was just
as important, a not inconsiderable amount of financial
assistance. Spratt was joined in September 1927 hy
Benjamin Francis Bradley, also a capable and devoted worker.
who took a similarly active part in the organisati~n of the
Workers' and Peasants' Party and in work amongst the
employees of the cotton mills and the railways. The last
of this almost unbroken chain of foreign agents was a man
of less forceful charact,r, Hugh Lester Hutchinson, who
came to Bombay in September 1928 after a short sojourn
in Berlin where he came into close contact with Virendra
Nath Chattopadhyaya. Soon after his arrival in Bomba)'
he became involved in the Communist movement there!.
but his weakness of character and his dalliance with
Chattopadhyaya's sister, the communistically-mindcd
Mrs Suhasini Nambiar, rendered largely innocuous any
harm that his upbringing (his mother is to this day a rabid
member of the Communist Party in Manchester) might
have caused him to attempt to do.
OTHER AGENTS FROM ABROAD: Before leaving this subject.
it would be as well to refer to two other Communist agents
who visited India at the end of 1928 when the flood-tide
of Communism was at its height. Each sought to help the
furtherance of Moscow's aims but fortunately neither was
allowed to remain
India long enough to do any great
har.m. The first was J. F. Ryan, an important member of
the Communist Party of Australia and the then chairman

in
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uf the New South Wales Trade and Labour Councils. He
arrived in India on the 18th November 1928 after attending
a meeting of the Pan-Pacific Trades-Union Secretariat in
Shanghai. His mission was to attend the annual session of the
All-India Trades-Union Congress at Jharia on the 22nd
December 1928, in order to secure the affiliation of that body
to the Pan-Pacific Trades-Union Secretariat and thus link up
the fir.ht against imperialism in India with that in the Far
East. This he failed to do, though his speech at the Congress
created a very favourable impression. The other was J. W.
Johnstone, an American emissary of Chattopadhyaya's newlyformed Berlin organisation. the League Against Imperialism. who was sent on a similar mission on the League's
hrhalf. He had freely associated with Spratt, Muzaffar
Ahmad and other well-known Indian Communists and had
ddivered several most objectionable speeches before he
"al\ arrested and deported, with his mission only partly
fulfilled. The brief appearance of these two minor actors
on the Indian political stage would not have been worth
mentioning were it not for the impression which they gave
of the interest caused beyond the seas by the dawn of Indian
Communism. There can be no doubt that this impression,
coupled with numerous expressions of sympathy, some
verbal and some in the more soli.:I form of monetary
assistance, raised the Indian Communists in their own
t:stimation and provided a source of inspiration for further
and greater efforts. The meaning of the slogan "Workers
of the World, Unite!" was made clearer to Indian labourers.
IN01AN LEADERSHIP : Meanwhile, the four original
conspirators had been released from the Cawnpore jail. three
at least of them (Muzaffar· Ahmad, Dange and ShaukatUsmani) to resume old friendships, to revive old associations, and to take up the threads where the Ca.wnpore case
had broken them. Meanwhile, too, Moscow's Eastern
academies had not been idle and the\r oucput was producing
in India a new generation of Communist leaders, each with
his following, some more, some less, but none inconsiderable.

Appendix VII

Communist University
for the Toilers of the East

A.

COMMUNIST UNIVERSITY FOR THE TOILERS

OF THE EAsT•

After the Third World Congress, it was decided to abolish
the Turkestan Bureau of the Communist International, and
to open an Eastern Section of the headquarters in Moscow
to take over the charge of promoting and guiding the revolutionary movement in the colonial world. The attempt to
establish contact with the revolutionary movement in the
Asiatic countries from t-he base in Central Asia having
proved not very fruitf'l'I, it was decided that in future the
Communist Parties in the imperialist countries should be
directed to make similar attempts in the colonies of the
respective Powers. In this respect, their activities would be
guided by the Eastern Section of the Executive Committee
of the Communist International. and the latter, in its turn.
would be assisted by representatives of the Communist
Parties in the imperialist countries. Under the new arrangement, the African and South American countries, in addition to Asia, would come within the radius of the activities
of the Communist lnlernational. South America was regarded as a semi-colonial region, because of the American
domination of the New World.
The decision was that I should return to Moscow and take
charge of the Eastern Section of the Communist Internati<'·
nal, so as to maintain the continuity of the initial work done
from Central Asia. But I had already planned to go to
, *Taken from the Memoirs of M. N. Roy, 1964 publication, pageb>
525-532
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Western Europe after the Central Asiatic base for developing a revolutionary movement in India was wound up.
for that reason, I declined to take over charge of the Eatern
Section ·at the headquarters of the Communist International,
and recommended Safarov for the post. But before any final
decision could be. made, Safarov must be consulted, and
it must be ascertained whether the Russian Communist
Party was willing to release him from his responsibilities
in Central Asia. In any case, I was to go there to wind up
the Turkestan Bureau of the Communist International, to
disband the Indian Military School and to settle the future
of the Indian revolutionary emigrants there. I was not much
concerned about the majority of the latter. But my· effort
of une year had resulted in the conversion of a minority
of the fanatical Mujahirs into a small cadre of conscious
revolutionaries. Most of them were powerfully attracted by
Communism and were keenly desirous of receiving further
training in the theory and practice of revolution. Thinking
about the problem of their future, I conceived the idea of
establishing in Moscow a centre for the political training
of revolutionaries from various Asiatic countries.
Lenin enthusiastically approved of the idea and advised
me to consult Stalin about its execution. The latter was the
recognised authority in the Russian Communist Party on
questions of the communist approach to the problem of
national minorities and subject nationalities. But Stalin was
dangerously ill, the hardships of the Civil War having
brought him nearly to death's door. It would be at least
months before he could be disturbed for any serious discussion of political and organisational problems.
In the earlier years of the Revolution, the Commissariat
of Foreign Affairs served as an instrument of revolutionary
propaganda in foreign countries. It had an agency in Tashkent,
which co-operated with the Turkestan Bureau of the Communist International. As it was virtup.lly a part of the Central
~siatic base of revolutionary propaganda in the surrounding countries, the Tashkent Office of the Commissariat of
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Foreign Affairs also had to be closed down. Therefore.
Lenin advised me to discuss with Chicherin the future plan
of activity. After the receipt of the British Foreign Secretary, Lord Curzon's Note about the Indian Military School
at Tashkent, Chicherin recommended that the base of revolutionary propaganda in the Eas.t should be shifted to a
more convenient place. He enthusiastically approved of the
idea of opening in Moscow a centre for training young men
from the Asiatic countries for revolutionary work in their
respective countries. He also thought that my plan of
establishing contact with India from Western Europe wa~
likely to be more effective. Because of the unfriendly attitude
of the Afghan Government, nothing much could be done
from Central Asia.
In the middle of 1921, the news of the non-co-operation
movement in India had reached Moscow. The Rus~ian Communists were enthused by the news, believing that India
was in the throes of a revolution. The non-co-operation
movement was interpreled as a revolutionary mass upheaval. Though of a sober and doubting disposition, Chicherin
shared the enthusiastic belief about the imminenc~ of :i
revolution in India. Referring to my discussion with Lemn
about the revolutionary possibilities of the non-co-operation movement, and particularly Gandhi's role, he remarked
that I was very pessimistic. Having listened to the arguments in support of my view, he suggested that I should
write a comprehensive report about the situation in India
for the information and guidance of the Russian Communist
Party. The report should include an analysis of the soci.11
background of the non-co-operation movement. I agreed to
write the report, but pleaded that it could not be done before
I returned from Turkestan. For the moment, I briefly outlined
the structure of contemporary Indian society and the class
composition of the non-co-operation movement, in order
to back up my polnt of view that the non-co-operation
movement was politically immature, with little revolutionary potentialities. Chicherin requested me to prepare a
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svnopsis of the report, pending the preparation of that
c~mprehensive document, which eventualfy took the form
of my book, India in Transition.
At Tashkent, it was easy to wind up the Turkestan Bureau
of the Communist International. But the disbandment of the
India House was a difficult problem. What to do with the
inmates? I took the politically trained and intelligently
rt:volutinnary minority into confidence and communicated
to them the idea of a Communist University in Moscow.
They welcomed the idea very enthusiastically and were
cager to go to Moscow. But I was not willing to take any
l'.xcept a chosen few all the way to Moscow. Going over
the! list of the students in the Tashkent Military School, I
~:ame to the conclusion that not more than twenty-five could
he admitted to the proposed Communist University.
After a few days. in a general meeting of all the Indian
emigrants, I announced the dec.sion to close down the
Military School, and enquired what they wanted to do. In
the course of time, the fanatical enthusiasm to proceed to
Turkey to fight for the defence of the Khilafat had cooled
down The perspective of the Indian centre in Tashkent
being broken up in the near future seemed to caust" a great
deal of anxiety to those cm1cerned. But few volunteered to
rnturn to India to participate in the ami-British movement
there. What would they do when the India House was
disbanded in the near future? Some of them would settle
down in Turkestan and take to some small trade to earn their
livelihood. Others would try their luck in Persia or AfghaniMan. if they were given some monetary help. The more
adventurous few would take the risk of reaching the NorthWestern frontier of India through the no-man's land of
Eastern Bokhara.
Accordingly, a fair amount of money was gi.ven to each,
and different groups of the non-political majority left on
their way back, respectively chosen by themselves. It was
a sad experience. But nothing better c-0uld be done. Nearly
a hundred emigrants could not be indefinitely kept with no
48
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purpose. According to reports received subsequently, the
emigrants returning home did not fare very badly on th~
way. But I never knew whether they actually reached home.
and what they did there. But from my nearly one year\
experience with them, I was fully convinced that nothing
else could be done with them. Therefore, to let them return
as they desired and wherever they wanted, was the only
thing to do under the circumstances.
Of those who remained behind, twenty-two were chosen
to go to Moscow and join the Communist University there.
Three wanted to join the Red Army. They were allowed to
do so. The minority who were chosen for further political
training were happy to be relieved of the company of the
rest. They were thrilled by the idea of going to MoscoY..
and resolved to make the best of the unexpected chance.
A year and a half ago, I had left Moscow with great
expectations. The experience in Central Asia was ver}
valuable. But from there I could do nothing about India
Yet I was not disapp6inted, because I 'got the opportunity
of serving the cause of revolution directly. The contact with
a cross-section -of the Indian masses at the samt: time
dispelled some of my earlier illusions and gave me a re·
alistic view of the latter. I was convinced that the Indian
revolution was stilJ a long way off, and an uphill path lay
ahead. Arms and money would not make the revolution. The
army of revolution should be first trained politically. Having
travelled around the world since I left India in I 9 I 5, I had
reached very near her frontiers with plenty of arms and
money. It was in quest of those that I had left India. But
when I was in a position to get plenty of them, I discovered
that it was useless to search for arms before there were
people ready to bear them. I was sure that if the resources
I had at my disposal in Central Asia could be taken to the
Indian frontiers they would most probably be seized by the
enemy or misused by mercenary adventurers or otherwise
lost. So I closed an exciting chapter of my life with the
experience of a failure, but withoout regret. Now I must
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discover other ways to my gmrl and to help the Indian
Revolution.
Before leaving Turkestan on my way back to Moscow,
1 maae the acquaintance of a young man who was closely
a~sociated with me during the whole of my stay in Russia.
One day he approached me in front of the Tashkent Office
of the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, with the enquiry
1f I needed an interpreter. I was pleasantly surprised, because
I did need one. The American who had originally come to
Tashkent as my Secretary-Interpreter accompanied me to
Mol\cow when I went there for the Third World Congress
and had refused to return. As my second visit to Tashkent
wa!'I to be short, I did not look for a substitute. The young
man who approached me was remarkable in more than one
way. I felt that he would be a valuable help in many things.
I a!-.ked him to accompany me so that we could talk the
matter over.
He was a young man, indeed much younger than he
looked, of short stature, with black longish hair and a
pointed heard. With a prominent nose and dark complexion,
h!! was evidently a Jew. Introducmg himself, he said that
his family lived in Baku. There he was born. From the very
heginning he actively participated in the Revolution, but
would not join the Communist Party, because by conviction
he was a mystic anarchist. Nor could he join the Party even
if he wanted, because of his bourgeois parentage; he was
born in a rich Jewish family. Nevertheless, he took part in
the Civil War, which was very fierce in Baku and the
neighbourhood. Restlessness and a spirit of adventure drove
~im from place to place, until he reached Tashkent as a
Journalist. On my enquiry why he came towards Central
~sia instead of proceeding towards Moscow, he said that
nis dream was to go to India and help the revol.ution there.
~laving heard that an army to liberate India was being raised
in Tashkent, he had come there to j.oin it. Since he could
not go to India immediately, he would be very happy to
work with me if I found him to be suitable.
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He spoke English fluently and in the course of time I
discovered that he spoke also German and French equal!\
well. He had never been abroad and had learned the foreig~
languages while he was in school. His family name was
Levit. To hide his identity and his Jewish parentage, he
called himself Tivel. In a few days I was impressed by hi~
intelligence, earnestness and efficiency and appointed him
as my Secretary-Interpreter. But would he accompary me
to Moscow? He would gladly, as there was no chance for
him to proceed to India and he did not want to stay on in
Turkestan.
Tivel's willingness to act as my Secretary-Interpreter and
to go to Moscow in that capacity solved a problem for me.
How to take the twenty-two lnaians selected for admission
into the Communist University to Moscow? I c\id not likt·
the idea of personally leading the caravan; nor could they
be left to travel the long distance all by themselves. Railwa}
travel was still very hjlzardous. It was quite possible that
travellers would be stfanded somewhere on the way. Tivel
readily agreed to take over the responsibility of herding thl'.
flock to Moscow. He would be delighted to be associated
intimately with the Indian comrades.
In consultation with Safarov and other Russian leader~
in Tashkent, it was decided that, having disbanded the Militar)
School and sent off the majority of the Indian emigrants on
their way back home or whereever they liked, I should go
to Moscow to look after the preparations for the opening of
the Communist University. On hearing from me, Tivel would
follow with the Indian students. The plan of sending so many
Indians back with some financial help for the journey was
kept a secret. It was quite conceivable that they would be
arrested either in Afghanistan or in Persia by the British
Military Police as Bolshevik agents going to make trouble
in India. The plan was to send them off secretly in small
batches and instru~t the Russian Frontier Guards to put them
across with the maximum degree of secrecy. Once they were
on the other side of the Russian border, they had to depend
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on their own wits. In any case, we did not feel in any way
responsible for whatever might happen to them. They refused
persistently to be trained as intelligent revolutionary propagandists according to our advice. and chose to go their own
way. As a matter of fact, they were quite satisfied with the
monetary help give.n to them. It seemed they did not expect
even that much.
The Winding up of the Turkestan Bureau of the Communist
International and the disbandment of the Indian Military
School. however, were announced at a public function held
under the auspices of the Turkestan Government. As both
the events were likely to have adverse repercussions in the
neighbouring countries, they had to be explained. 1n the
puhiic function, Safarov spoke to explain the closing of the
Turkestan Bureau of the Communist International : It did
not mean that the Comintern had ceased to be interested in
rhe struggle of the Asiatic peoples for liberation; the Turkestan
Bureau was closed because experience had proved that its
function could not be performed effectively from there. The
Sections of the Communist International in the imperialist
rnuntries must play an active role in colonial peoples' strug!!le for liberation. The Communist International would more
effectively implement its programme of helping the liberation of the oppressed peoples by urging its national sections
m the imperialist countries to do their duty. For this con!lideration, the function allotted to the Turkestan Bureau of
thl! Communist International would be taken over henceforth
directly by the Executive Committee of the Comintern. The
result of this change would only increase the activities of
the Communist International in helping the development of
the revolutionary movement in the colonial countries.
l had to speak to explain the disbandment of the Indian
Military School. It was an emergency measure. ~y accident,
a fairly large number of Indians had reached the territory
of the Soviet Republic. The latter had.naturally to offer them
hospitality. As they all ~laimed to be. revolutionaries, it was
felt that the hospitality should help the promotion of their
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purpose. The Communists believed that, to be beneficial, a
revolution must have a social purpose. Accordingly, we
wanted to make the Indian emigrants cons~ious of their
revolutionary purpose. But they insisted on learning the use
of arms. They had to be satisfied, so that they might not lose
fail~ in the sincerity of the professions of the Soviet Republic. The emergency arrangement, however, served the purpose of helping a fairly large number of students in the
Military School to understand the purpose of a revolution
and the responsibility of a revolutionary. The work initiated
in Tashkent would henceforth be done more elaborately. on
a larger scale, in the Communist University for the Toiler!I
of the East, to be founded in Moscow in the near future. The
Indian comrades who had taken the fullest advantage of the
hospitality of the Turkestan Republic would now proceed to
Moscow to learn the lessons of the Russian RevT>lution, so
that they could return home as soon as possible to resume
political activities there, which would bear greater fruit.

8.

COMMUNIST UNIVERSITY OF THE TOILING EAST*

The other name of the University was the Stalin University.
"As the Commissar of Nationalities and recognised authority on the problems of revolution in the Eastern Countries, Stalin was to be something like the Chancellor of the
projected University, which was actually named after him''.
(M. N. Roy's Memoirs p. 536.)
Lenin was both alive and active in April, 1921. It is
to be noted that it was during this time Stalin's name was
also attached to the Communist University of the Toihng
East. It is to be particularly noted that Stalin was yet to
be elected General Secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. I am recalling these facts because, after
Khruschov's sudden accession to power, there started a
fierce storm of propaganda against Stalin. A leader or two
•Excerpts from: Muzaffar Ahmad's Memoirs: "Mys,lfand tire Com·
munist Party of India", Pages 71-83
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of the Communist Party of India lost their heads in consequence ~nd exclaimed. "Well, now we see that Lenin did
not trust Stalin at all.·' But the history of the Soviet Union
during the period under reference bears the firm impress of
Stalin, and many documents reveal that Lenin took no decision
on Eastern Affairs without consulting Stalin. That the Communist University of the-Toiling East was named after Stalin
is an r- \•idence of this.
It is not only students from the Eastern republics of the
present Soviet Uuion, who have learned the rudiments of
Communism in the Communist University of the Toiling
EaM, students from many countries outside the Soviet .Union
have also had their lessons in Communism there. Many of
the present leaders of the Chinese Communist Party had their
training in this University. I am unable to write down their
names here correctly. I have read in an article, written by
M. N. Roy in the Amrita Bazar Patrika, that Ho Chi-Minh,
President of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam, was a
student of this University.
After their return to Peshawar, the Indian students of the
University said that the name of the Principal was Barida.
But it is difficult to say whether Barida was the Principal
or the Director of the University. Wt; have found mention
of the post of the Direct.or but no mention of the post of
a Principal anywhere.
An article entitled Russia's University of Oriental Communism, written by A. C. Freeman, appeared in the Soviet
Russia Pictorial of Apr.ii, 1923. The magazine was the
monthly organ of the Friends of Soviet Russia Committee
and was publi11hed from 20 l, West Thirteenth Street, New
York. Freeman writes:
COMMUNIST UNIVERSITY Of THE. TOILING EAST

This inscription is written in huge letters above the entrance
to a large white building near the Pushkin Monument in
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Moscow. And people with all sorts of picturesque costume~
~ere going in and out of the building. There were Turcomani.
in high black wool hats, Sarts from Bokhara with bright
embroidered caps, almond-eyed Tartars from the Volga and
the Crimea, Moslem mountaineers from the Caucasu\,
political refugees from India, C.hina, Japan and KJrea.
The University is not, as one might imagine from its name.
primarily an institution for spreading revolutionary unrest
throughout Asia. This certainly is one side of its work. Students from such foreign countries as China, Japan, India.
Persia and Turkey, are accepted upon the recommenda~ion
of the Third International. They are undoubtedly expected
to go back to their native countries and work for the triumph
of Communist idea.
But these foreign students represent only a very smat:
part of the University's enrolment. Most of tlfe Oriental
young men and young women whom one finds studying in
the crowded class-rooms of the institution, and Jiving in
the various houses wWich have been taken over as dormitories, come from the eastern and southern provinces of thl"
vast federation of Soviet Republics. And the chief purpo.sc:
of the Soviet Government in maintaining the University i!>
not to turn out professional revolutionaries, out rather t•.l
train the future political and economic leaders of the mor~
primitive sections of the Republic. Most of the student!-.
come from Muhammadan countries, but there is no attempt
to cultivative Pan-Islamism or any other religious or nationalist sentiment among them, for Russia herself would be the
chief sufferer if a wave of racial or religious fanatici -m
should unite the innumerable Moslem tribes who are scattered over wide stretches both of Europe and of Asia. The
strictly international character of the instruction given in
the University was emphasized by one of its leading
directors.
"We regard an)' display of nationalist feeling as the
most fatal disqualification for our students," he said. ··of
course we teach the students who come from countries
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outside the fronflers of Soviet Russia that they must fight
against imperialism, whether the imperialism comes from
within or from without. But this fight must be carried on
in the name of international communism and the right of
every people to self-determination, not through appeals
to racial and religious prejudice and fanaticism.''
I asked the Director how the courses of study were planned
and airanged.
"We have to be very flexible in fixing our requirements
for entrance and graduation,•• he replied. •'I doubt if any other
university in the world can show such wide variations in the
menial background and previous training of its students. We
often get Muhammadan peasants from some village" in the
Caucasus or the Crimea, who have not even the most rudimentary ideas about science and literature. And side by side
with these we have political refugees from China and India
and Japan who hold degrees from Oxford and Heidelberg. We
have a large number of courses adapted to the most varied
mental preparation. To the bulk of our students, who come
from the more primitive and backward parts of European and
Astatic Russia, we try to give a good general training in
history, science and literature, along with courses in the fundamental principles of Marxian Socialism. We have instructC\rs who can speak all the various native dialects; and then
the students usually learn Russian very rapidly."
"What is the chief purpose of the University?" I asked.
·'To spread the ideals of Soviet Russia among the people
of the East," replied the Director. "This purpose finds
expression in two ways. We are not imperialist. We do not
believe in taking up the white man's burden, in Kipling's
sense of the phrase. And so we do not attempt to train
Russians for the purpose of governing the Oriental peoples
who live within the frontiers of the Republic. We believe
that these peoples should govern themselves, and so we
encourage their young men to coµle to this University,
where they are able to get both practical and theoretical
education and to make themselves fit to become leaders in
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their communities. The regions from which we recruit most
of our students, the Crimea and the Caucasus, Turkestan.
Bokhara, and the Tartar Republic on the Volga, have always
been comparatively backward culturally; and even a few
educated men can act as a very beneficial progressive
leaven.
''Not being imperialists ourselves, we naturally do not
believe in imperialism for other countries. The Oriental
students who come to the University from foreign countries
are taught to combat reaction, whether it takes the form of
foreign tyranny or domestic conservatism.''
I was allowed to inspect the whole University, visiting
both the classrooms and the buildings which are used as
dormitories by the students. There was the same contrast
between ardent intellectual ambition and scanty material
equipment that one finds so often in present-dly Russia.
The classrooms were bare and over-crowded ; the apparatu~
used in the physics anci chemistry courses was pitifully
meagre. But the students, among whom almost every country in Asia was represented seemed bright and eager to learn
and quite undaunted by the cramped accommodations with
which they were compelled to put up. One of the most striking
things about the University was the number of women among
the students, who had apparently discarded their eastern habits
of thought along with their veils.
What will be the result of turning loose thousands of
students, schooled in Western science and Marxian political
and economic theory, among primitive races whose simple
patriarchal life is dominated chiefly by the precepts of tin!
Koran? It is difficult to predict; but there are all sorts of
interesting possibilities in the experiment. Unless all signs
fail, the graduates of the Communist University of the Toiling
East are likely to play a very important part in the future
political life of Asiatic Russia, of the Caucasus, and of the
neighbouring countties of the Near and Middle East. (Soviet
Russia Pictorial : New York 1923.)
· I have reproduced A. C. Freeman's article here so that
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everybody can form an idea about the Communist
University of the Toiling East. We do not know much about
Freeman except that he was an American. It appears that
he was connected with the Friends of Soviet Russia Committee's movement. But it is difficult to find out whether
he was a member of the Communist Party or not; very
probably, he was not.
Roy's Wrong Statement Corrected
Before concluding this history of the formation of the Communist Party of India abroad, I want to make one point clear
here, even though it may not have much relevance. I have
done it also previously ; I want to do it once again: On p.
464 of his memoirs, Roy writes that Abdur Rab and Acharya
came from Kabul to Tashkent. On p. 465 he writes that Shafiq
accompanied them from Kabul to Tashkent. This accout is
incorrect. Abdur Rab and Acharya went back to Kabul from
Russia and from Kabul they went to Tashkent long before
the commencement of the Second Congress of the Communist International. It was from Tashkent that Prativadi Acharya
and Shafiq went to Moscow to attend the Second Congress.
M. N. Roy has himself written that a good number of days
after the Congress had ended, he and his party left for
Tashkent by a special train. Acharya and Shafiq travelled
by the same train to Tashkent.

Inside India
I have started my book with a very bnef account of the
events of my life that took place during the first two
decades of the twentieth century. I have also tried to say
a few things also about the contemporary political situa_tion. I ha 'le also said many things touching_ on subjects
1ike the foundation of the Communist Party of India abroad,
its affiliation with the Communist International, etc. I
shall have to write furt-her on the s~ject later. Now I will
try to describe what happened inside India.
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The Evening Daily-Navayug
I have already said that at very beginning· of 1920 I decided
to make polities rather than literature, the pursuit of my life.
When the 49th Bengali Regiment was disbanded in 1920, Qazi
Nazrul Islam came, by previous arrangement, to stay with me
in Calcutta. He was a Quarter-Master Havildar in the armv.
It was agreed that Nazrul Islam would pursue politics in
addition to poetry and literature. He was then only twentvone or twenty-two years old. Within a few mo~ths of his arriv~I
in Calcutta, Nazrul Islam made his mark as a poet. Nazrul
and I along with three or four others brought out an evening
daily Navayug. The paper consisted of a single sheet-26
inches by 20 inches in size. The first issue of the paper came
out on July 12, 1920. The real proprietor of the paper wa~
Mr A. K. Fazlul Huq, a vakil (now called advocate) of the
•
•
Calcutta High
Court. We were free to write whatever
we
wanted. Inflammatory articles about the masses, especially
workers, appeared in the paper. The paper was in circulation
for a few months only/After Navayug had stopped, we (i.e ..
Qutbuddin Ahmad, Nazrul Islam amd I) embarked upon a new
venture. We decided to start a joint-stock company and ha' e
it registered in order to finance a paper, but the project failed.*

First Efforts to Build
The Communist Party Inside India
At various times, both earlier and later, attempts to build
the Communist Party began at four places in India. These
attempts were not the outcome of any decision taken after
discussions at a joint meeting of those who first ventured
upon this task; they started independently of each other and
at different places: one even did not know the other. India
is a vast country. The first four of these places-Calcutta.

* I have written about this in detail in my Qaz.i Na;;rul Islam : Rem·
in;scences (published by National Book Agency {Private) Ltd., Calcutta·
12). I am not, therefore, going over the same ground again.
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Bombay, Lahore and Madras- are separated from one another
by a distance of more than a thousand miles. Far apart from
one another as we were, we ventured upon the task of building

an all-India Party. We were able to do so because Communism is an international movement. For all of us, the epicentre
was the Communisl International; its headquarters lay thou.;ands of miles away, in Moscow. However, the Communist
Intern.:ttional established independent connections with each
of these four places. In some cases the Communist International introduced us to one another (as, for instance, it did
Dange to me).
Among us, the pioneers, some started on the job in 1921,
for instance. Shaukat Usmani, a member of the emigrant
section of the Communist Party of India. Some started early
in 1922. In 1924, Lt-Col. C. Kaye, Director of the Intelligence Bureau under the Home Department of India, who as
complainant on behalf of the Government of India filed the
case against the accused in the Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy
Case, stated in his petition that the accused Sripat (spelt
Sripat instead of Sri pad in the petition) Amrit Dange, Mowla
Bakhsh alias Shaukat Usmani, and Muzaffar Ahmad were
involved with the Communist International in a conspiracy
to deprive the King Emperor of the sovereignty of India. It
is. the refore, quite clear that the offenc~ with which the court
charged the accused persons in the Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case and for which they were convicted had begun
a~ long back as in 1921 ; their real offence was to establish
connections with the Communist International.
Beginnings of the Party in Bengal
My experiences are directly connected with Bengal; I shall,
therefore, start my narrative with Bengal. I cannot say that
the workers' strike and other movements going 9n in Bengal
at the time left me wholly unaffected. Further, in course of
editing Navayug I became interestecl to some extent in the
problems of workers. I was in the habit of moving among the
11 ailors in Calcutta, though not exactly for the purpose of
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carrying on agitation among them. In those days the people
of Sandvip, my birth-place, served on ship"s in large number~
and my real purpose in going about among the sailors was
to come in touch with my countrymen. In the process I became
interested in the problems of sailors. I wrote a lot about the
demands of the sailors in Navay¥g.

I Purchase Marxist Literature For The First Time
These circumstances prompted in me a desire to study a little
about labour movement in general. About this time our friend.
Makhanlal Gangopadhyaya, in course of a conversation with
me one day at the office of Bangiya Musalman Sahitya Samiti.
told me that Chakravarty, Chatterjee and Company Limited
of College Square had received from England some books on
labour problem. It was through Pabitra Gangopadhyaya that
I had become acquainted with Makhanlal Gangopldhyaya. He
wrote excellent English and Bengali and had studied a Jot
about literature. He became a very close friend of ours. He
used to visit Bangiya" Musalman Sahitya Samiti and also
assumed many responsibilities for the Samiti later. To come
back to the main. story, when Makhan Gangopadhyaya told
me about the imported books, I procured ten rupees after much
effort. It was difficult for me in those days to collect a sum
of ten rupees. With this sum of momey I went one day to the
shop of Chakravarty, Chatterjee and Company Limited. I was
in dhoti and shirt that day. When I enquired about books on
labour problem, the men at the counter gave a start and asked,
"Where are you coming from?" I realized at once that they
were feeling nervous about the imported books and had taken
me for a police agent. I replied promptly, "I have been sent
by Mr Mohammad Mozammel Huq. He is a friend of mine."
The expression on their faces changed immediately, and they
took me cordially to their godown on the first floor of a
building on Shyamacharan De Street. And thereby hangs a tale.
The Albert Hall building with its numerous bookshops.
the coffee-house, etc., which we see today, 'is a new constrUCtion. The management of the Albert Institute had the former
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dilapidated building demolished and the present one constructed in its place. When the old building was demolished,
many were rendered homeless. Chakravarty, Chatterjee and
Company Limited was one of them: their problem was where
to go. When this shop had been registered as a joint stock
company, my frit'.nd, Mr Mozammel Huq, had bought a
number of its shares. This was how he came to know the
propr!etors of the shop. It was because of him that Chakravarty,
Chatterjee and Co. was rescued out of its homeless state.
Mr Tafazzul Ahmad an engineer in the Public Works Department, was in charge of the buildings of the Presidency College,
Harl! School, the Sanskrit College and the Hindu School, etc.
He and Mozammel Huq were disciples of the same pir,
(Muhammedan saint). Using this connection, Mr Mozammel
Huq approached Tafaz-zul Ahmad, the engineer, and pressed
him earnestly, ••Brother, you must see to it that Chakravarty,
Chatterjee and Company gets a site for a shop in the outhouse
of the Sanskrit College.'' These outhouses usually remained
vacant. Mr Ahmad agreed and had an excellent shop built at
the junction of College Square (Bankim Chatterji Street) and
College Street-with doors on either side. Some alterations
also had to be made here and there. This was why Mohammad
Mozammel Huq enjoyed great prestige with Chakravarty,
Chatterjee and Co. Mr Tafazzul Ahmad was the elder brnther
of the famous eye-surgeon, Dr T. Ahmad.
I am talking of November, 1921. Books were cheap in those
days. I bought a number of books for ten rupees. Among the
books were (I) a booklet of an article by Lenin, Can the
Bolsheviks Retain State Power? (2) Lenin's Left-Wing
Communism-An Infantile Disorder; (3) People's Marx :
Abridged Popular edition of Capital, Edited by Julian Borchardt,
Translated in English by Stephen L. Trask, pp. vii 284,
printed 1921. In the introduction to the last-named book, the
editor wrote that he had studied Marx for thirty· years to
produce this abridged edition. The~ were a number of other
books also, but I cannot recollect their names. One was a
catechism on Karl Marx with Marx's photo on the cover. There
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was another book, hostile to Marxism, written by some padre.
There was not a single primer among the books I had purchased. If! could get My Reminiscences ofthe Russian Revoluti()n
by Philips Price at that time, I could have learnt something
at least about party organization. I came by this book in the
latter half of 1922.
The Khilafat movement and-its spiritual off-shoot-the
Non-cooperation movement, shook the country, but I did
not participate in any of them. What I mean is that I did
not go to prison by violating the orders under Sec. 144 of
the Criminal Procedure Code of India or by doing anything
else. Nazrul, of course, joined processions connected with
this movement in Camilla and composed numerous songs
on it. For the whole of 1921 we did not also make any
political criticism of the movement or write anything against
it. On the other hand, we severely criticised any act of
repression launched against the participants. In 1920 the
security deposit of Navayug was forfeited for the sharp
language it had used if( attacking the police firing upon the
participants in the Hijrat. In 1920 I was nominated a member
of the Bengal Provincial Khilafat Committee, but I did not
accept the office. But I used to attend the joint meetings
of the Khilafat-Non-cooperation movement, even the meetings
which were held at night. These nightly meetings were helJ
for the working people, who were engaged in work at
various places during the day.
The last few months of 1921 were passing in this way. I
have already written about purchasing Marxist books. But I
did not know what I was going to do with them. I had not
read any Marxist literature previously. We were still staying
at 3/4-C Taltalla Lane. Nazrul Islam composed his famous
poem Bidrohee in this house. It was about this time we were
introduced in a surprising manner to a certain person. The
introduction was brought about by one who was not a very
desirable sort of company. We realized much later that the
man to whom we had been introduced was himself also an
undersirable character.
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My Acquaintance with Abdul Hafiz Shareefabacli
When I was working in Bangiya Musalman Sahitya Samiti,
1 became acquainted with Abdul Hafiz Shareefabadi. He
hailed from the district of Burdwan. When I first became
acquainted with him, he told me that he was a student of
the Calcutta Training {Normal) School. In those days teachers of Bengali language were given training in the Normal
Schoc•J. I found out later that Abdul Hafiz was not at that
rime or ever had been a student of the Normal School. He
was a house-agent in Calcutta and usually went about in
khaddar pyjamas, sherwani and cap. A certain Haran Chandra
from the district of Bakerganj also was associated with him
in lhis business.
·

C.

THE POLITICAL TASKS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF THE PEOPLES OF THE EAST*

Comrades, permit me, first of all, to greet you on the
occasion of the fourth anniversary of the existence of the
Communist University of the Toilers of the East. Needless
to say, l wish your University every success on the difficult
road of training communist cadres for the East.
And now let us pass to the mattt"r in hand.
Analysing the composition of thf" student body of the
University of the Toilers of the East, one cannot help
noting a certain duality in it. This University unites reprl."sentati ves of not Jess than fifty nations and national
groups of the East. All the students at this University are
sons of the East. But that definition does not give any clear
or complete picture. The fact is that there are two main
groups among the students at the University, representing
t~o sets of totally different conditions of development. The
f 1rst group consists of people who have come here from
the Soviet East, from countries where the rule·of the bourgeoisie no longer exists, where imperialist oppression has

.

• Sp~ech delivered by J: V. Stalin at a ·Meeting of Students of the
Communist University of the Toilers of the East May 18, 1925
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been overthrown, and where the workers are in power. The
second group of students consists of people who have come
here from colonial and dependent countries, from countries
where capitalism still reigns, where imperialist oppression
is still in full force, and where independence has still to
be won by driving out the imJl'erialists.
Thus, we have two Easts, living different lives, and developing under different conditions.
Needless to say, this duality in the composition of the
student body cannot but leave its impress upon the work of
the University of the Toilers of the East. That explains the
fact that this University stands with one foot on Soviet soil
and the other on the soil of the colonies and dependent
countries.
Hence the two lines of the University's activi&y : one line
having the aim of creating cadres capable of serving the need~
of the Soviet republics of the East, and the other line having
the aim of creating capres capable of se~ving the revolutionary requirements of the toiling masses in the colonial and
dependent countries of the East.
I
Hence, also, the two kinds of tasks that face the University
of the Toilers of the East.
Let us examine these tasks of the Communist Univer~ity
of the Toilers of the East separately.

The Tasks of the Communist University
of the Toilers of the East in Relation
to the Soviet Republics of the East
What are the characteristic features of the life and development of these countries, of these republics, which distinguish them from the colonial and dependent countries?
Firstly, these republics are free from imperialist oppression.
Secondly, they are developing and becoming consolidated
as nations not unaer the aegis of the bourgeois order. but
under the aegis of Soviet power. That is a fact unprecedented
'in history, but it is a fact for all that.
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Thirdly, inasmuch as they are industrially underdeveloped,
they can in their development rely wholly and entirely on the
·!>Upport of the industrial proletariat of the Soviet Union.
fourthly, being free from ·colonial oppression, enjoying
the protection of the proletarian dictatorship, and being
members of the Soviet Union, these republics can and must
be drawn into the work of building socialism in our country.
Tu~ main task is to make it easier to draw the workers
and peasants of these republics into the work of building
liocialism in our country, to create and develop the prerequi!lites, applicable in the specific conditions of life in these
republics, that can promote and hasten this proces.s.
Hence, the immediate tasks that face the leading cadres
in the So" iet East are :
J) Tu create industrial centres in the Soviet republics of
the East to serve as bases for rallying the peasants around
the working class. You know that this work has already begun
and it will advance together with the economic growth of
the Soviet Union. The fact that these republics possess all
kinds of raw materials is a g1Jarantee that in time this work
will be completed.
2) To raise the level of agriculture, above all irrigation.
You know that this work has also b~en pushed forward, at
any rate in Transcaucasia and in Turkestan.
3) To start and further promote the organisation of co1'.>perati ves for the broad masses of the peasants and handicraftsmen as the surest way of drawing the Soviet republics
in the East into the general system of Soviet economic
construction.
4) To bring the Soviets closer to the masses, to make them
national in composition, and in this way implant nationalSoviet statehood, close to and comprehensible: to the toiling
masses.
5) To develop national culture. to set up a wide network
of courses and schools for both general education and
vocational-techmcal training, to be conducted in the native
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{t i.s precisely the fulfilment of these tasks that will
facilitate the work of building socialism in the Soviet re
publics of the East.
There is talk about model republics in the Soviet Ea~ 1
But what is a model republic? A model republic l!I <'ne
which carries out all these tasks honestly and comcient1ously, thereby attracting the workers and peasant~ of the
neighbouring colonial and dependent countries to the hheration movement.
I have spoken above about bringing the Sovieb clo!>er tu
the toiling masses of the different nationalities- about makmg
the Soviets national in character. But what does that mean.
and how does it manifest ibelf in practice? I t!Jink that tht'
national delimitation recently completed m Turkestan can
serve as a model of the way the Soviets should be brou~hl
closer to the masses. The bourgeois press regards th1i. de
limitation as .. Bolshivik cunning." It is obviou~. howc\er.
that this was a manifestation not of •'cunning'', but of the
deep-rooted aspiration of the masses of the peopk of
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan to have their own orgam. ol
power. close to and comprehensible to them. In the pre
revolutionary epoch, both these countries were torn to piece'
and distributed among various Khanates and states, thu'
providing a convenient field for the exploiting machinattom
of •'the powers that be.'' The time has now come when it
has become possible for these scattered pieces to be reunited
in independent states, so that the toiling masses of Uzbek1!.tan
and of Turkmenistan may be brought closer to the orgam. of
power and linked solidly with them. The delimitation of
Turkestan is, above all, the reunion of the scattered parts
of these countries in independent states. That these states
later expressed the wish to join the Soviet Union as equal
members of it merely shows that the Bolsheviks have found
the key to the deep-rooted aspirations of the masses of rhe
people of the East, and that the Soviet Union is a voluntary
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union of the toiling masses of different nationalities, the
only one in the world. To reunite Poland, the bourgeoisie
needed a whole series of wars. To reunite Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan, however, the Communists needed only a few
months of explanatory propaganda.
That is the way .to bring the organs of government, in this
case the Soviets, closer to the broad masses of the toilers
of different nationalities.
That is the proof that the Bolshevik national policy is the
only correct policy.
.
I 1;poke, further, about raising the level of national culture
in the Soviet republics of the East. But what is national
culture? How is it to be reconciled with proletarian ctdture?
Did not Lenin say, already before the war, that there are
two cultures-bourgeois and socialist; that the slogan of
national culture is a reactionary slogan of the bourgeoisie,
who try to poison the minds of the working people with
the venom of nationalism? How is the building of national
rulture, the development of schools and courses in the
native languages, and the training of cadres from the local
people, to be reconciled with ~he building of socialism, with
the building of proletarian culture? Is there not an irreconcilable contradiction here? Of cot.rse not! We are building proletarian culture. That is absolutely true. But it is also
true that proletarian culture, which is socialist in content,
assumes different forms and modes of expression among
the different peoples who are drawn into the building of
socialism, depending upon differences in language, manner
of life, and so forth. Proletarian i11 content, national in
form-such is the universal culture towards which socialilim is proceeding. Proletarian culture does not abolish
national culrure, it gives it content. On the other hand,
national culture does not abolish proletarian culture, it
gives it form. The slogan of national culture was a bourgeois
slogan as long as the bourgeoisie was in power and the
consolidation of nations proceeded under the aegis of the
l>ourgeois order. The slogan of national culture became a
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proletarian slogan when the proletariat came to power, and
when the consolidation of nations began to proceed under
ihe aegis of Soviet power. Whoever fails to understand the
fundamental difference between these two situations will
never understand either Len~nism or the essence of the
national question.
".
Some people (Kautsky, for instance) talk of the creation
of a single universal language and the dying away of all
other languages in the period of socialism. I have little faith
in this theory of a single, all-embracing language. Experience, at any rate, speaks against rather than for such a
theory. Until now what has happened has been that the
socialist revolution has not diminished but rather increa!ied
the number of languages; for, by stirring up the lowest
sections of humanity and pushing them on to the politit:al
• unknown
arena, it awakens to new life a number of hitherto
or little-known nationalities. Who could have imagined that
the old, tsarist Russia consisted of not less than fifty nation~
and national groups'fThe October Revolution, however, by
breaking the old chains and bringing a number of forgotten
peoples and nationaJities on to the scene, gave them new
life and a new development. Today, India is spoken of as
a single whole. But there can scarcely be any doubt that.
in the event of a revolutionary upheaval in India, scores
of hitherto unknown nationalities, having their own sep·
arate languages and separate cultures, will appear on the
scene. And as regards implanting proletarian culture among
the various nationalities, there can scarcely be any doubt
that this will proceed in forms corresponding to the Ian·
guages and manner of life of these nationalities.
Not Jong ago I received a Jetter from some Buryat comrades
asking me to explain serious and difficult questions concern·
ing the relations between universal culture and national
culture. Here it is:
"We eamestl)' request you to explain the following, for
us, very serious and difficult questions. The ultimate aim of
·the Communist Party is to achieve a single universal culture.
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How is one to conceive the transition to a single universal
culrure ·through the national cultures which are developing
within the limits of our individual autonomous republics?
How is the assimilation of the specific features of the individual national cultures (language, etc.) to take place?"
I think that what has just been said might serve as an
answer to the anxious questions put by these Buryat
com1·tdes.
The Buryat comrades raise the question of the assimilation of the individual nationalities in the course of building
a universal proletarian culture. Undoubtedly, some nation .
alit1es may, and perhaps certainly will, undergo a process
of alisimilation. Such processes have taken place before. The
point is, however, that the process of assimilation of some
nationalities does not exclude, but presupposes the opposite
process of the strengthening and further development of quite
a number of existing and developing nations; for the partial
process of assimilation of individual nationalities is the
result of the general process of development of nations. It
is precisely for this reason that the possible assimilation of
some mdividual nationalitic--; does not weaken, but confirms
the entirely correct thesis that proletarian universal culture
does not exclude, but presupposes and fosters the national
culture of the peoples, just as the national culture of the
people does not annul, but supplements and enriches universal proletarian culture.
Such, in general, are the immediate tasks that face the
leading cadres of the Soviet republics of the East.
Such are the character and content of these tasks.
Ad vantage must be taken of the period that has begun of
intense economic construction and of new concessions to the
peasantry to promote the fulfilment of these tasks, and thereby
to make it easier to draw the Soviet republics in the East,
which are mainly peasant countries, into the work of building
socialism in the Soviet Union.
. It is said that the P~ty's new poficy towards the peasantry,
in making a number Qf new concessions (land on short lease,
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permission to employ hired labour). contains cenain elements of retreat. Is that true? Yes, it is. But those are elements
of retreat that we permit alongside the retention Of an O\'erwheJming superiority of foces on the side of the Party and
the Soviet power. Stable currency, developing industry.
developing transport, a credit systetn which is growing stronger.
and by means of which it is possible, through preferential
credits, to ruin or to raise to a higher level any stratum of
the population without causing the slightest upheaval-all
these are reserves at the command of the proletarian dictatorship by means of which certain elements of retreat on one
sector of the front can only facilitate the preparation of
an offensive along the whole front. Precisely for this reason.
the few new concessions that the Party has made to the
peasantry should, at the present time, make it easier rath~r
than more difficult to draw the peasantry into the work of
building socialism.
What can this circumstance mean for the Soviet republics
in the East? It can on)y mean that it places in the hands of
the leading cadres in these republics a new weapon enabling
these countries to be more easily and quickly linked with
the general system of Soviet economic development.
Such is the connection between the Party's policy in the
countryside and the immediate national tasks confronting the
leading cadres in the Soviet East.
In this connection, the task of the University of the Peoples
of the East in relation to the Soviet republics of the East is
to train cadres for these republics along lines that will ensure
the fulfilment of the immediate tasks I have enumerated above.
The University of the Peoples of the East must not isolate
itself from life. It is not, nor can it be, an institution standing
above life. It must be connected with actual life through
every fibre of its being. Consequently, it cannot ignore the
immediate tasks confronting the Soviet republics in the East.
That is why the talk of the University of the Peoples of the
East is to take the immediate tasks that face these republics
into account in training the appropriate cadres for them.
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In this connection, it is necessary to bear in mind the
existence of two deviations in the practice of the leading
cadres in the Soviet East, deviations which must be combated
within the precincts of this University if it is to train real
cadres and real revolutionaries for the Soviet East.
The first deviation lies in simplification, a simplification
of the tasks of which I have spoken above, an attempt
med.mically to transplant models of economic construction which are quite comprehensible and applicable in the
centre of the Soviet Union, but which are totally unsuited
to the conditions of development in the so-called border
regions. The comrades who are guilty of this deviation fail
to understand two things. They fail to understahd that
conditions in the centre and in the "border regions" are
not alike and are far from being identical. Furthermore, they
fail to understand that the Soviet republics themselves in
the East are not alike, that some of them, Georgia and
Armenia, for example, are at a higher stage of national
fonnation, wheras others, Chechnya and Kabarda, for example.
are at a lower stage of national formation, and others again.
Kirghizia, for example, occupy a middle position between
these two extremes. These comrades fail to understand that
if the work is not adapted to local conditions, if all the
various specific features of each country are not carefully
taken into account, nothing of importance can be built. The
result of this deviation is that they become divorced from
the masses and degenerate into Left phrasemon.gers. The
task of the University of the Peoples of the East is to train
cadres in the spirit of uncompromising struggle against this
simplification.
The second deviation. on the other hand, lies in the exaggeration of local specific features, forgetfulness of the
common and main thing that links the Sovie~ republics of
the East with the industrial areas of the Soviet Union, the
hushing up of socialist tasks, adaetation to the tasks of a
narrow and restricted.nationalism.. The comrades who are
guilty of this deviation care little about the internal
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development of their countries and prefer to Jeave the de.
velopment to the natural course of things. For them, the mai
thing is not internal development, but ·'external'' policy, th~
expansion of the frontiers of their republics, litigation with
surrounding republics, the desi~e to snatch an extra piece of
territory from their neighbours and thus to get into the good
graces of the bourgeois nationalists in their respective coun.
tries. The resuJt of this deviation is that they become divorced
from socialism and degenerate into ordinary bourgeois nationalists. The task of the University of the Peoples of the
East is to train cadres in the spirit of uncompromising struggle against this concealed nationalism.
Such are the tasks of the University of the Peoples of the
East in relation to the Soviet republics of the East.

The Tasks of the Communist University
of the Toilers of the East in Relation to the
Colonial and Dependent Countries of the East
Let us pass to the secdnd question, the question of the tasks
of the Communist University of the Toilers of the Ea:>t in
relation to the c~lonial and dependent countries of the East
What are the characteristic features of the life and de·
velopment of these countries, which distinguish them from
the Soviet republics of the East?
Firstly, these countries are living and developing und(r
the oppression of imperialism.
Secondly, the existence of a double oppression, internal
oppression (by the native bourgeoisie) and external oppres·
sion (by the foreign imperialist bourgeoisie), is intensif> ing
and deepening the revolutionary crisis in these countries.
Thirdly, in some of these countries, India for example.
capitalism is growing at a rapid rate, giving rise to and moulding
a more or less numerous class of local proletarians.
Fourthly, with the growth of the revolutionary movement.
the national bour~oisie in such countries is splitting up into
two parts, revolutionary part (the petty bourgeoisie) and a
compromising part (the big bourgeoisie), of which the first
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is continuing the revolutionary struggle, whereas the second
is entei-ing into a bloc with imperialism.
fitthly, parallel with the imperialist bloc, another bloc is
taking shape in such countries, a bloc between the workers and
the revolutionary petty bourgeoisie, an anti-imperialist bloc, the
aim of which is complete liberation from imperialism.
Sixthly, the question of the hegemony of the proletariat
in su~h conturies, and of freeing the masses of the people from
the influence of the compromising national bourgeoisie, is
becoming more and more urgent.
Seventhly, this circumstance makes it much easier to link
the national-liberation movement in such countries with the
proietarian movement in the advanced countries of ttie West.
From this at least three conclusions follow :
I) The liberation of the colonial and dependent countries
from imperialism cannot be achieved without a victorious
revolution : you will not get independence gratis.
2) The revolution cannot be advanced and the complete
independence of the capitalistically developed colonies and
dependent countries cannot he won unless the compromising
national bourgeoisie is isolated, unless the petty-bourgeois
revolutionary masses are freed from the influence of that
bourgeoisie, unless the policy of tl'te hegemony of the proletariat is put into effect, unless the advanced elements of
the working class are organised in an independent Communist Party.
3) Lasting victory cannot be achieved in the colonial and
dependent countries without a real link between the liberatio11
movement in those countries and the proletarian movement
in the advanced countries of the West.
The main task of the Communists in the colonial and
dependem countries is to base their revolutiona1y activities
upor. these conclusions.
·
What are the immediate tasks of the revolutiona,ry move~ent in the colonies and dependent countries in view of these
circumstances?
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The distinctive feature of the colonies and dependent countries
at the present time is that there no longer exists a single and
all-embracing colonial East. Formerly the colonial East was
pictured as a homogeneous whole. Today, that picture no
longer corresponds to the truth. We have now at least three
categories of colonial and dependent countries. Firstly, countries like Morocco, which have little or no proletariat, and are
industrially quite undeveloped. Secondly, countries like China
and Egypt, which are under-developed industrially, and have
a relatively small proletariat. Thirdly, countries like India,
which are capitalistically more or less developed and have a
more or less numerous national proletariat.
Clearly, all these countries cannot possibly be put on a par
with one another.
In countries like Morocco, where the national ~ourgeoisie
has, as yet no grounds for splitting up into a revolutionary
party and a compromising party, the task of the communist
elements is to take all measures to create a united national
front against imperialilm. In such countries, the communi&t
elements can be grouped in a single party only in the course
of the struggle against imperialism, particularly after a victorious revolutionary struggle against imperialism.
In countries like Egypt and China, where the national
bourgeoisie has already split up into a revolutionary party and
a compromising party, but where the compromising section
of the bourgeoisie is not yet able to join up with imperialism,
the Communists can no longer set themselves the aim of
forming a united national front against imperialism. In such
countries the Communists must pass from the policy ot a
united national front to the policy of a revolutionary bloc of
the workers and the petty bourgeoisie. In such countries that
bloc can assume the form of a single party, a workers' and
peasants' party, provided, however, that this distinctive party
actually represents a bloc of two forces- the Communist
Party and the party of the revolutionary petty bourgeoisie.
The tasks of this bloc are to expose the half-heartedness and
inconsistency of the national bourgeoisie and to wage a deter·
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mined struggle against imperialism. Such a dual party is
necessary and expedient, provided it does not bind the Communist Party hand and foot, provided it does not restrict the
freedom of the Communist Party to conduct agitation and
propaganda work, provided it does not hinder the rallying of
th~ proletarians around the Communist Party. and provided
it facilitates the actual leadership of the revolutionary movement hy the Communist Party. Such a dual party is unnecessary
and inexpedient if it does not conform to all these conditions,
for it can only lead to the communist elements becoming
dissolved in the ranks of the bourgeoisie, to the Communist
Party losing the proletarian army.
The situation is somewhat different in countries like India.
The fundamental and new feature of the conditions of life of
colonies like India is not only that the national bourgeoisie has
~plit up into a revolutionary party and a compromising party,
but primarily that the compromising section of this bourgeoisie
has already managed, in the main, to strike a deal with imperialism. Fearing revolution more than it fears imperialism, and
concerned more about its money-bags than about the interests
of its own country, this section of the bourgeoisie, the richest
and most influential section. is going over entirely to the camp
of the irreconcilable enemies of the revolution, it is forming
a bloc with imperialism against the workers and peasants of
it!o. own country. The victory of the revolution cannot be achieved
unless this bloc is smashed. But in order to smash this bloc,
fire must be concentreated on the compromising national
bourgeoisie, its treachery exposed, the toiling masses freed from
its influence, and the conditions necessary for the hegemony
of the proletariat systematically prepared. In other words, in
colonies like India it is a matter of preparing the proletariat
for the role of leader of the liberation movement, step by step
dislodging the bourgeoisie and its mouthpie~es from this
~onourable post. The task is to create a revolutionary anti~mperialist bloc and to ensure the hegemony of the prolewiat
ID this bloc. This bloc can assume, al&hough it need not always
necessarily do so, the fonn of a single workers' and peasants'
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party, formally bound by a single platform. In such countries
the independenc of the Communist Party must be the chief
slogan of the advanced communist elements, for the hegemony
of the proletariat can be prepared and brought about only by
the Communist Party. But the Communist Party can and musl
enter into an open bloc with tht revolutionary wing of the
bourgeoisie in order, after isola-ting the compromising national
bourgeoisie, to lead the vast masses of the urban and rural petty
bourgeoisie in the struggle against imperialism.
Hence, the immediate tasks of the revolutionary movement in the capitalistically developed colonies and dependent .countries are :
1) To win the best elements of the working class to the
side of communism and to create independent Communist
Parties.
2) To form a national-revolutionary bloc of the workers,
peasants and revolutionary intelligentsia against the bloc of
the compromising nayonal bourgeoisie and imperialism.
3) To ensure the hegemony of the proletariat in that bloc.
4) To fight t~ free the urban and rural petty bourgeoisie
from the influence of the compromising national bourgeoisie.
5) To ensure that the liberation movement is linked with
the proletarian movement in the advanced countries.
Such are the three groups of immediate tasks confronting
the leading cadres in the colonial and dependent countries of
the East.
These tasks assume a particularly important character
and particularly great significance when examined in the
light of the present international situation. The characteristic feature of the present international situation is that the
revolutionary movement has entered a period of temporary
lull. But what is a lull, what does it mean at the present
time? It can only. mean an intensification of the pressure
on the workers of the West, on the colonies of the East,
and primarily on the Soviet Union as the standard-bearer
of the revolutionary movement in all countries. There can
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scarcely be any doubt that preparation for this pressure on
the Soviet Union has already begun in the ranks of the
imperialists. The campaign of slander launched in connection with the insurrection in Estonia, the infamous incitement against the Soviet Union in connection with the explosion
in Sofia, and the general crusade that the bourgeois press
is conducting against our country, all mark the preparatory
stage ,,fan offensive. It is the artillery preparation of public
opinion intended to accustom the general public to attacks
against the Soviet Union and to create the moral prerequisites for intervention. What will be the outcome of this
campaign of lies and slander, whether the imperialists will
risk undertaking a serious offensive, remains to bt seen;
but there can scarcely be any doubt that those attacks bode
no good for the colonies. Therefore, the question of preparing a counter-blow by the united forces of the revolution
to the blow likely to be delivered by imperialism is an
inevitable question of the day.
That is why the unswerving fulfilment of the immediate
tasks of the revolutionary movement in the colonies and
dependent countries acquire~ particular importance at the
present time.
What is the mission of the Univenity of the Peoples of
the East in relation to the colonial and dependent countries
in view of all these circumstances? Its mission is to take into
account all the specific features of the revolutionary development of these countries and to train the cadres coming from
them in a way that will ensure the fulfilment of the various
immediate tasks I have enumerated.
In the University of the Peoples of the East there are about
ten different groups of students who have come here from
colonial and dependent countries. We all know that these
comrades are thirsting for light and knowledg~. The task of
!he University of the Peoples of the East is to make them
•nto.real revolutionaries ' armed with the theory of Leninism,
equipped with practical experience of Leninism, and capable
of carrying out the immediate tasks of the liberation movement
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in the colonies and dependent countries with all their heart
and soul.
In this connection it is necessary to bear in mind two deviation,
in the practice of the leading cadres in the colonial East, two
deviations which must be combated if real revolutionary cadre),
are to be trained.
:
The first deviation lies in an under-estimation of the revolutionary potentialities of the liberation movement and in an
over-estimation of the idea of a united, all-embracing national
front in the colonies and dependent countries, irrespective of
the state and degree of development of those countries. That
is a deviation to the Right, and it is fraught with the danger
of the revolutionary movement being debased and of the voice!I
of the communist elements becoming drowned in the general
chorus of the bourgeois nationalists. It is the direct duty of the
University of the Peoples of the East to wage •a determined
struggle against that deviation.
The second deviattpn lies in an over-estimation of the revolutionary potentialities of the liberation movement and in an
under-estimation of the role of an alliance between the working
class and the revolutionary bourgeoisie against imperalism. It
seems to me that the Communists in Java, who not long atzo
mistakenly put forward the slogan of Soviet power for their
country, are suffering from this deviation. That is a deviation
to the Left, and it is fraught with the danger of the Communi't
Party becoming divorced from the masses and converted into
a sect. A determined struggle against that deviation is an essential
condition for the training of real revolutionary cadres for the
colonies and dependent countries of the East.
Such, in general, are the political tasks of the Univ~rsity of
the Peoples of the East in relation to the peoples of the Soviet
East and of the colonial East.
Let us hope that the University of the Peoples of the East
will succeed in carrying out these tasks with honour.

.

(Taken from the Collected Works of J. V. Stalin, Volume No.
pages 13S-l S4)
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Appe11dix VIII

Programme of the

Communist International*
Adopted at the Sixth Congress in 1928

Introduction
The epoch of imperialism is the epoch of moribund capitalism.
The world war of 19 I 4-1918 and the general crisi~ of capltalism
10 "·iiich it led, being the direct result of the sharp ccmtradict1om between the growth of productive forces of world economy
.md the national State barriers which intersect it, have shown
and proved that the material pre-requisites for socialism have
already ripened in the womb of capitalist society, that the shell
of capitalism has become an intolerable hindrance to the further
development of mankind and that history has brought to the
forefront the task of the revoh;tionary overthrow of the yoke
of capitalism.
imperialism subjects large masses l ·f the proletariat of all
countries-from the centres of capitai.st power to the most
remote corners of the colonial world-to the dictatorship of the
finance capitalist plutocracy. With elemental force, imperialism
tx.poses and accentuates all the contradictions of capitalist
'iociety; it carries class oppression to the utmo!-tt limits, inten~ifies the struggle between capitalist go .. ernments, inevitably
gives rise to world-wide imperialist wars that shake the whole
~rcvailing system of relationships to their foundations and
inexorably leads to the world proletarian revolution.
Binding the whole world in chains of finance capital; forcing
•ts yoke upon the proletariat and the nations and races of all
countries by methods of blood iron and starvation; sharpening

-

'

.

* Reprinted from the publication of People's Publishing House Ltd.,
Bomhay (now Mumbai), First Indian Edition of 1948.
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to an immeasurable degree the exploitation, oppression and
enslavement of the proletariat and confronting it with the
immediate task of conquering power, imperialism creates the
necessity for close union of the workers of all countries, irrespective of State frontiers and ~f differences of nationality.
culture, language, race, sex or pfOfession, in a single international army of the proletariat. Thus, while imperialism develop!i
and completes the process of creating the material pre-requisite~
for socialism, at the same time it musters the army of its own
grave-diggers and compels the proletariat to organise in a militant
international association of workers.
On the other hand, imperialism splits off the best-providedfor section of the working class from the main mass of the
workers. Bribed and corrupted by imperialism, this upper stratum of the working class constitutes the leading element in the
•
social-democratic parties; it is interested in the imperialist
plunder of the colonies. is loyal to its own bourgeoisie and ''ih
own" imperialist Sta!e. and, in the midst of decisive battlr~.
has fought on the sidl of the class enemy of the proletariat. The
spilt that occurred in the socialist movement in 1914 as a result
of this treachery, and the subsequent treachery of the so\:ialdemocratic parties (which in reality have become bourgeoi~
labour parties), demonstrated that the international proletariat
will be able to fulfil its historical mission-to throw off the yoke
of imperialism and establish the proletarian dictatorship-only
by a ruthless struggle against social-democracy. Hence, the
organisation of the forces of _the international revolution
becomes possible only on the platform of Communism. In
opposition to the opportunist Second International of sucialdemocracy-which has become the agency of imperialism in
the ranks of the working class-inevitably rises the Third.
Communist International, the international organisation of the
working class, the embodiment of real unity of the revolutionary
workers of the whole world.
The war of 1'9 t 4-1918 gave rise to the first attempts. lli
establish a new, revolutionary International, as a counter-poise
to the Second, social-chauvinist International, and as a weapon
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of resistance to bellicose imperialism (Zimmerwald and
KientH"al). The victorious proletarian revolution in Russia gave
an impetus to the formation of Communist Parties in the centres
of capitalism and in the colonies. In 1919, the Communist
International was formed, and for the first time in world history
the most advanced strata of the European and American
proletariat were really united in the process of practical
re\'nlutionary struggle with the proletariat of China and India
and with the coloured toilers of Africa and America.
As the united and centralised international Pany of the
proletariat, the Communist International is the only Party to
continue the principles of the First International, and to carry
them out upon the new mass foundation of the revolutionary
proletarian moven:ient. The experience gathered from the first
imperialist world war, from the subsequent period of revolu·
tionary crises of capitalism, from the series of revolutions
in Europe and in the colonial countries; the experience gathered
from the dictatorship of the proletariat and the building up of
llocialism in the U.S.S.R. and from the work of all the Sections
of the Communist International as recorded in the decisions of
its Congresses; finally, the 1..<ct that the struggle between the
imperialist bourgeoisie and the proletariat is more and more
alisuming an international character; lll this creates the need
for a uniform programme of the Communist International that
shall be common for all Sections of the Communist Interna·
tional. This programme of the Communist International, being
the supreme critical generalisation of the whole body of his·
torical experience of the international revolutionary proletarian
movement, becomes the programme ot struggle for the world
proletarian dictatorship, the programme of struggle for world
Communism.
Uniting as it does the revolutionary workers, who lead the
~illions of oppressed and exploited against the ~ourgeoisie and
~ts .. socialist" agents, the Communist International regards
Itself as the historical successor to the "Communist League"
and the First International led by
and as the inheritor of
the best of the pre·war traditions of the Second International.

Marx,
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The First International laid the ideological foundation for the
international proletarian struggle for socialism. The Second
International, in the best period of its existence, prepared the
ground for the expansion of the labour movement among the
masses. The Third, Communist International, in continuing the
work of the First International, aind in accepting the fruits of
the work of the Second International, resolutely lopped off the
latter's opportunism, social-chauvinism, and bourgeois distortion of socialism, and set out to realise the dictatorship of the
proletariat. In this manner the Communist International continues the glorious and heroic traditions of the international
labour movement of the English Chartists and French insurrectionists of 1831 ; of the French and German working clasirevolutionaries of 1848; of the immortal warriors and martyr~
of the Paris Commune; of the valiant soldiers of the German.
Hungarian and Finnish revolutions; of the workers under tht'
former Tsarist despotism-the victorious bearers of the proletarian dictatorship; of the Chinese proletarians-the heroes of
Canton and Shangha(
Basing itself on the experience of the revolutionary labour
movement of all continents and of all peoples, the Communi~t
International, in its theoretical and practical work, stands wholl}
and unreservedly upon the ground of revolutionary Marxism.
and its further development, Leninism, which is nothing tlse
than Marxism of the epoch of imperialism and proletarian
revolution.
Advocating and propagating the dialectical materialism of
Marx and Engels and employing it as a revolutionary method
of conceiving reality, with the view to the revolutionary transformation of this reality. the Communist International wages
an active struggle against all forms of bourgeois philosophy and
against all fonns of theoretical and practical opportunism.
Standing on the ground of consistent proletarian class struggle
and subordinatinf the temporary, partial, group and nat~ona!
interests of the proletariat to its lasting, general, intemat1ona•
interests, the Communist International mercilessly exposes all
forms of the doctrine of "class peace" that the reformists have
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accepted from the bourgeoisie. Expressing the historical need
for . an international organisation of revolutionary
proletarians-the grave-diggers of the capitalist order-the
Communist International is the only international force that bas
for its programme the dictatorship of the proletariat and Communism, and that openly comes out as the organiser of the
international proletarian revolution.

I. The World System of Capitalism, its Development
and Inevitable Downfall
1. The Dynamic Laws of Capitalism
and the Epoch of Industrial Capital
The characteristic features of capitalist society which arose on
the basis of commodity production are the monopoly of the most
important and vital means of production by the capitalist class
•md big landlords; the exploitation of the wage labour of the
pro1etariat, which, being deprived of the means of production,
is compelled to sell its labour power; the production of commoJities for profit and, linked up with all this, the planless and
anarchic character of the t . ocess of production as a whole.
Exploitation relationships and the economic domination of the
bourgeoisie find their political ex11ression in the organised
capitalist State-the instrument fo.: the suppression of the
proletariat.
The history of capitalism has entirely confirmed the theories
of Marx and Engels concerning the lawi: of development of
capitalist society and concerning the contradictions of this
development that must inevitably le&J to the downfall of the
wholt: capitalist system.
In its quest for profits the bourgeoisie was compelled to
develop the productive forces on an ever-increasing scale and
to ~trengthen and expand the domination of capitalist relationships of production. Thus, the development of capitalism
constantly reproduces on a wider scale all the inherent contradictions of the capitalist syste~. primarily, the vital contradil"tion between the social character of labour and private
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acquisition, between the growth of the productive forces and
the property relations of capitalism. The predominance of
private property in the means of production and the anarchy
prevailing in the process of production have disturbed the
equilibrium between the various branches of production; for
a growing contradiction deveh•ped between the tendency
towards unlimited expansion of production and the restricted
consumption of the masses of the proletariat (general overproduction), and this resulted in periodical devastating crises
and mass un-employment among the proletariat. The predominance of private property also found expression in the competition that prevailed in each separate capitalist country as
well as on the constantly expanding world market. This latter
form of capitalist rivalry resulted in a number of wars, which
are the inevitable accompaniment of capitalist development.
On the other hand, the technical and economtt advantages
of mass production have resulted in the squeezing out and
destruction in the competitive struggle of the pre-capitali~t
economic froms and "' the ever-increasjng concentration and
centralisation of capital. In the sphere of industry this law of
concentration and centralisation of capital manifested ibelf
primarily in the- direct ruin of small enterprises and partly in
their being reduced to the position of auxiliary units of large
enterprises. In the domain of agriculture which, owing to the
existence of the monopoly in land and absolute rent. must
inevitably lag behind the general rate of development, this la'~
not only found expression in the process of differentiation that
took place among the peasantry and in the proletarianisation
of broad strata of the latter, but also, and mainly, in the open
and concealed subordination of small peasant economy to the
domination of big capital; small farming has been able to
maintain a nominal independence only at the price of extreme
intensification of labour and systematic under-consumption.
The ever-growing application of machinery, the constant
improvement in tcachnique and, consequently, the uninterrupt~d
rise in the organic composition of capital, accompanied by still
further division, increased productivity and intensity of Jabour.
meant also increased employment of female and child labour.
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the formation of enormous industrial reserve armies which are
constantly replenished by the proletarianised peasantry who are
forced to leave their villages as well as by the ruined small and
middle urban bourgeoisie. The collection of handful of capitalist
magnates at one end of social relationships and of a gigantic
mass of the proletariat at the other; the constantly increasing
rate of exploitation of the working class, the reproduction on
a wider scale of the deepest contradictions of capitalism and
th~u consequences (crises, wars, etc.); the constant growth of
social inequality, the rising discontent of the proletariat, united
and schooled by the mechanism of capitalist production itself-all
this has inevitably undermined the foundations of capitalism
and has brought nearer the day of its collapse.
Simultaneously, a profound change has taken place in the
social and cultural life of capitalist society; the parasitical
decadence of the rentier group of the bourgeoisie; the breakup of the family, which expresses the growing contradiction
between the mass participation of women in social production
and the forms of family and domestic life largely inherited from
previous economic epochs; the growing shallowness and degenera,·y of cultural and ideological life resulting from the minute
specialisation of labour, tht:. monstrous forms of urban life and
the restrictedness of rural life; the incapability of the bourgeoi~ie, notwithstanding the enormous a:.hievements of the natural
sciences, to create a synthetically scientific philosophy, and the
growth of ideological, mystical and religious superstition, are
all phenomena signalising the approach of the historical end
of the capitalist system.

2. The Era of Finance Capitalisn• tlmperialism)
The period of industrial capitalism was, in the main, a period
of· •free competition''; a period of a relatively smooth evolution
and expan9ion of capitalism throughout the whole world, when
the as yet unoccupied colonies were being divided up and
conquered by armed force; a period of continuous growth of
the inherent contradictions of capitalism, the burden of which
fell mainly upon the systematicarlly plundered, crushed and
oppressed colonial periphery.
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Towards the beginning of the 20th century. this period was
replaced by the period of imperialism, during which capitalism developed spasmodically and conflictingly; free
competition rapidly gave way to monopoly. the previously
"available" colonial lands were all divided up, and the
struggle for a redistribution Of colonies and spheres c.f
influence inevitably began to assume primarily the form of
a struggle by force of arms.
Thus, the entire scope and truly world-wide scale of the
contradictions of capitalism became most glaringly revealed in
the epoch of imperialism (finance capitalism), which, from the
historical standpoint, signifies a new form of capitalism, a new
system of relationships between the various parts of world
capitalist economy and a change in the relationship between the
principal classes of capitalist society.
This new historical period set in as a result of Fhe operation
of the principal dynamic laws of capitalist society. It grew out
of the development of industrial capitalism, and is the historical
continuation of the lat~r. It sharpened the manifestations of all
the fundamental tendencies and dynamic laws of capitalist
development, of. all its fundamental contradictions and antagonisms. The law of the concentration and centralisation of
capital led to the formation of powerful combines (cartels.
syndicates, trusts}, to new forms of gigantic combinations of
enterprises, linked up into one system by the banks. The merging
of industrial capital with bank capital, the absorption of big land
ownership into the general system of capitalist organisation, and
the monopolist character of this form of capitalism transferred
the epoch of industrial capital into the epoch of finance capital.
·'Free competition" of the period of industrialcapitalism, which
replaced feudal monopoly and the monolopy of merchant cap·
ital, became itself transformed into finance capital monopoly·
At the same time, although capitalist monopolist organisations
grow out of free competition, they do not eliminate competition.
but exist side by stde and hover over it, and thus give rise to
a series of exceptionally great and acute contradictions, frictions
and conflicts.
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The growing use of complex machinery, of chemical processes and of electrical energy; the resulting higher organic
composition of capital, and, consequently, decline in the rate
of profit, which only the biggest monopolist combines are able
to counteract for a time by their policy of high cartel prices,
still further stimulate the quest for colonial super-profits and
the struggle for a new division of the world. Standardised mass
pr(l•:Juction creates the demand for new foreign markets. The
growing demand for raw materials and fuel intensifies the race
for their sources. Lastly, the system of high protection, which
hinders the export of merchandise and secures additional profits
for exported capital, creates additional stimuli to the export
of capital. Export of capital becomes, therefore, the decisive
:ind specific form of economic contact between the various
parb of world capitalist economy. The total effect of all this
is that the monopolist ownership of colonial markets, of sources
of raw materials and of spheres of investment of capital
extr'!mely accentuates the general unevenness of capitalist
development and sharpens the conflicts between the •'Great
Powers" of finance capital over the redistribution of the
colonies and spheres of influence.
The growth of the productive forces of world economy thus
lead!.I to the further internationalisation of economic life and
'imultaneously leads to a struggle lur a redistribution of the
world already divided up among the biggest finance capital
States, to a change in, and sharpening of, the forms of this
struggle and to the method of forcing down prices being
superseded to an increasing degree by the method of forcible
pressure (boycott, high protection, tariff wars, wars proper,
etc.). Consequently, the monopolist form of capitalism is
inevitably accompanied by imperialist wars, which. by the area
they embrace and the destructiveness of their technique, have
no parallel ·in world history.
3. The J.i'orces of Imperialism
and the Forces of Revolution

Ex.pressing the tende~cy for unification of the various sections
of the dominant class, the imperialist form of capitalism places
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the broad masses of the proletariat in opposition, not to a single
employer, but, to an increasing degree, to the capitalist class
as a whole and to the capitalist State. On the other hand, this
form of capitalism breaks down the national barriers that have
become too restricted for it, widens the scope of the capitalist
State power of the dominant Cheat Power and brings it in
opposition to vast masses of nationally oppressed peoples in
the so-called small nations as well as in the colonies. Finally,
this form of capitalism brings the imperialist States most sharply
in opposition to each other.
This being the case, State power, which is becoming the
dictatorship of the finance capitalist oligarchy and the expression of its concentrated might, acquires special significance for
the bourgeoisie. The functions of this multi-national imperialist
State grow in all directions. The development of State capitalist
forms, which facilitate the struggle in forefgn market~
(mobilisation of industry for war purposes) as well as the
struggle against the working class; the monstrous growth of
militarism (armies, nival and air fleets, and the employment
of chemistry and bacteriology); the increasing pressure of the
imperialist State upon the working class (the growth of exploitation and direct suppression of the workers, on the one hand.
and the systematic policy of bribing the bureaucratic reformist
leadership, on the other), all this expresses the enormous growth
of the power of the State. Under these circumstances, more or
less every important action of the proletariat becomes trans·
formed into an action against the State power, i.e., into political
action.
Hence, the development of capitalism, and particularly the
imperialist epoch of its development, reproduces the fundamental contradictions of capitalism on an increasingly magnified
scale. Competition among small capitalists ceases, only to make
way for competition among big capitalists; where compitition
among big capitalists subsides, it flares up between gigantic
combinations of capitalist magnates and their governments;
local and national crises become transformed into crises affecting a number of countries and, subsequently, into world crises:
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local wars give way to wars between coalitions of States and
10 world wars; the class struggle changes from isolated actions
of ~ingle groups of workers into nation-wide conflicts and,
subsequently, into an international struggle of the world proletariat against the world bourgeoisie. Finally, two main revolutionary forces are organising against the organised might of
finance capital-on the one hand, the worker in the capitalist
Sta r••.f, on the other hand, the victims of the oppression of foreign
capital, the masses of the people in the colonies, marching
under the leadership and the hegemony of the international
revolutionary proletarian movement.
However, this fundamental revolutionary tendency is tempt'rarily paralysed by the fact that certain sections of the European,
North American and Japanese proletariat are bribed by the
imperialist bourgeoisie, and by the treachery of the national
bourgeoisie in the semi-colonial and colonial countries who are
scared by the revolutionary mass movement. The bourgeoisie
in imperialist countries, able to secure additional surplus profits
from the position it holds in the world market (more developed
tcchniqu~. export of capital to countries with a higher rate of
profit, etc.), and from the pr'"··.:eeds of its plunder of the colonies
and semi-colonies, was able to raise the wages of its "own"
workers out of these surplus profits, ~bus giving these workers
an interest in the development of "!lome" capitalism, in the
plunder of the colonies and in being loyal to the imperialist State.
This systematic bribery was and is being very widely practised in the most powerful imperialist countries and finds most
striking expression in the ideology and practice of the labour
aristocracy and the bureaucratic straict of the working class,
i.e., the social-democratic and trade union leaders, who proved
to be the direct agencies of bourgeois influence among the
proletariat and stalwart pillars of the capitalist system.
By stimulating the growth of the corrupt upper stratum of
~he .working class, however, imperialism, in the end, destroys
Its mfluence upon the working class, because the growing
contradictions of imperialism, the worsening of the conditions
of the broad masses of the workers, the mass unemployment
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among the proletariat, the enormous cost of military conflicts
and the burdens they entail, the fact that certain Powers have
lost their monopolist position in the world market, the breakaway of the colonies, etc., serve to undermine the basis of socialdemocracy among the masses. Sil~ilarly, the systematic briberv
of the various sections of the boargeoisie in the colonies and
semi-colonies, their betrayal of the national-revolutionary
movement and their rapproachment wit~ the imperialist Power~
can paralyse the development of the revolutionary crisis only
for a time. In the final analysis, this leads to the intensification
of imperialist oppression, to the decline of the influence of the
national bourgeoisie upon the masses of the people, to the
sharpening of the revolutionary crisis, to the unleashing of the
agrarian revolution of the broad masses of the peasantry and
to the creation of conditions favourable for the establishment
of the leadership of the proletariat in the colonieJ and dependencies in the popular mass struggle for independenct= and
complete national liberation.

4. Imperialism and the Downfall of Capitalism
Imperialism has. greatly developed the productive forces of
world capitalism. It has completed the preparation of all the
material pre-requisites for the socialist organisation of society.
By its wars it has demonstrated that the productive forces of
world economy, which have outgrown the restricted boundaries of imperialist States, demand the organisation of economy on a world, or international scale. Imperialism tries to
remove this contradiction by hacking a road with fire and
sword towards a single world State-capitalist trust, which is
to organise the whole world economy. This sanguinary utopia
is being extolled by the social-democratic ideologists as a
peaceful method of newly "organised" capitalism. In reality,
this utopia encounters insurmountable objective obstacles of
such magnitude that capitalism must inevitably fall beneath
the weight of its .. own contradictions. The law of uneven
development of capitalism, which becomes intensified in the
epoch of imperialism, renders firm and durable international
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c:ombinations of imperialist Powers impossible. On the other
hand; imperialist wars, which are developing into world wars,
and hy which the law of the centralisation of capitalism strives
to reach irs world limit-a single world trust-are accompanied by so much destruction and place such burdens upon the
~houlders of the working class and of the millions of colonial
proletarians and peasants, that capitalism must inevitably perish
ber "ath the blows of the proletarian revolution long before
this goal is reached.
Being the highest phase of capitalist development, developing the productive forces of world economy to enormous dimensions, refashioning the whole world after its own image,
imperiali'im draws within the orbit of finance capitalf.~t exploitation all colonies, all races and all nations. At the same time,
however, the monopolist form of capital increasingly develops
the elements of parasitical degeneration, decay and decline of
capitalism. In destroying, to some extent, the driving force of
l·nmpetition, by conducting a policy of cartel prices and by
having undivided mastery of the market, monopoly capital
reveals a tendency to retard the further development of the forces
of production. In squeezing -.:normous sums of surplus profits
out of the millions of colonial workers and peasants and in
ac:cumulating colossal incomes from this exploitation, imperialism is creating a type of decaying and parasitically degenerate
rentier class, as well as whole strata of parasites who live by
clipping coupons. In completing the process of creating the
material pre-requisites for socialism (the concentration of the
'means of production, the enormous socialisation of labour, the
growth of labour organisations), the epoch of imperialism
intensifies the antagonisms among the "Great Powers" and
gives rise to wars which cause the break-up of single world
economy. Imperialism is, therefore, moribund and decaying
capitalism. It is the final stage of development of the capitalist
system. It is the threshold of world social revolution.
Hence, international proletarian {CVolution logically emerges out of the conditions of development of capitalism generally,
and out of its imperialist phase in particular. The capitalist
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system as a whole is _approaching its final collapse. The dictatorship of finance capital is perishing to give way to the
dictatorship of the proletariat.

II. The General Crisis of Capitalism
and the First Phase of World Revolution
1. The World War and the Progress
of the Revolutionary Crisis
The imperialist struggle among the largest capitalist States for
the redistribution of the globe led to the first imperialist world
war (1914-1918). This war shook the whole system of world
capitalism and marked the beginning of the period of its general
crises. It bent to its service the entire national economy of the
belligerent countries, thus creating the mailed fist of State
capitalism; it increased unproductive expenditures to enorrnou~
dimensions, destroyed enormous quantities of the means of
production and human labour power, ruined large masses of the
population and impos~d incalculable burdens upon the industrial
workers, the peasants and the colonial peoples. It inevitably led
to the intensific~tion of the class struggle, which grew into open.
revolutionary mass action and civil war. The imperialist front
was broken at its weakest link. in Tsarist Russia. The February
revolution of 1917 overthrew the domination of the autocracy
of the big land-owning class. The October revolution overthr~w
the rule of the bourgeoisie. This victorious proletarian revolution expropriated the expropriators, took the means of produc·
tion from the landlords and the capitalists, and for the first time
in human history set up and consolidated the dictatorship "f the
proletariat in an enormous country, brought into being a new,
Soviet type of State and laid the foundations for the international
proletarian revolution.
The powerful shock to which the whole of world capitalism
was subjected, the sharpening of the class struggle and the direct
influence of the Qctober proletarian revolution gave rise to a
series of revolutions and revolutionary actions on the continent
of Europe as well as in the colonial and semi-colonial countries;
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January 1918, the proletarian revolution in Finland; August
1918 9 the so-called "rice riots" in Japan; November 1918, the
rev<'lutions in Austria and Germany, which overthrew the semifeudal monarchist regime; March 1919, the proletarian revolution in Hungary and the uprising in Korea; April 1919, the
Soviet Government in Bavaria; January 1920, the bourgeoisnational revolution in Turkey; September 1920, the seizure of
the factories by the workers in Italy ; March 1921, the rising
of the advanced workers of Gennany ; September 1923, the
uprising in Bulgaria; Autumn l 9:.l3, the revolutionary crisis in
Germany; December 1924, the uprising in Esthonia; April 1923,
the uprising in Morocco; August 1925, the uprising in Syria;
May 1926, the general strike in England; July 1927, the proiclarian uprising in Vienna. These events as well as events like
the uprising in Indonesia, the deep ferment in India, the great
Chinese revolution, which shook the whole Asiatic continent,
are links in one and the same international revolutionary chain,
~on11tituent parts of the profound general crisis of capitalism.
This international revolutionary process embraced the imme<.liate struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat, as well as
national wars of liberation .... 1d ~olonial uprisings against imperialism, which go together with the agrarian mass movement
of millions of peasants. Thus, an en<.rmous mass of humanity
was swept into the revolutionary torn..nt. World history entered
a new phase of development-a phase of prolonged general
crisis of the capitalist system. In this process, the unity of world
economy found expression in the international character of the
revolution, while the uneven development of its separate parts
was expressed in the different times ot Lhr outbreak: of revolution
in the different countries.
The first attempts at revolutionary overthrow, which sprang
from the acute crisis of capitalism (1918-1921 ), ended in the
~ictory and consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat
m the U.S.S.R. and in the defeat of the proletanat in a number
of other countries. These defeats were primarily due to the
treacherous tactics of the social-den1ocratic and reformist trade
union leaders, but they. were also due to the fact that the majority
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of the working class had not yet accepted the lead of the
Communists and that in a number of important countries th~
Communist Parties had not yet been established at all. As a result
of these defeats, which created the opportunity for intensifying
the exploitation of the mass o(the proletariat and the colonial
peoples, and for severely depressing their standard of living.
the bourgeoisie was able to achieve a partial stabilisation ot
capital relations.

2. The Revolutionary Crisis
and Counter-Revolutionary Social-Democracy
During the progress of the international revolution, the leading
cadres of the social-democratic parties and of the reformist
trade unions, on the one hand, and the militant capitalist
organisations of the fascist type, on the other, 1cquired special
significance as a powerful counter-revolutionary force actiwly fighting against the revolution and actively supporting tht'
partial stabilisatio?" of capitalism.
The war crisis of 1914-1918 was accompanied by the
disgraceful collapse of the social-democratic Second International. Acting in complete violation of the thesis of the
"Communist Manifesto" written by Marx and Engels, that
the proletariat has no fatherland under capitalism, and in
complete violation of the anti-war resolutions passed by the
Stuttgart and Basel Congresses, the leaders of the socialdemocratic parties in the various countries, with a frw
exceptions, voted for the war credits, came out definitely in
defence of the imperialist .. fatherland" (i.e., the State
organisations of the imperialist bourgeoisie) and instead of
combating the imperialist war, became its loyal soldiers.
bards and propagandists (social-patriotism, which grew
into social-imperialism). In the subsequent period, social·
democracy supported the predatory treaties (Brest-Litovs~.
Versailles); it.actively aligned itself with the militarists 1 ~
the bloody suppression of proletarian uprisings (NoskeJ: 11
conducted armed warfare against the first proletarian repub·
lie (Soviet Russia); it despicably betrayed the victorious
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proletariat (Hungary); it joined the imperialist League of
Nations (Albert Thomas, Paul Boncour, Vandervelde); it
op~nly supported the imperialist slave-owners against the
colonial slaves (the British Labour Party); it actively supported the most reactionary executioners of the working class
(Dulgaria, Poland); it took upon itself the initiative in securing the passage of imperialist "military law~" (France);
it 11etrayed the general strike of the British proletariat; it
helped, and is still helping, to strangle China and India (the
MacDonald Government); it acts as the propagandist for the
imperialist League of Nations; it is capital's herald and
organiser of the struggle against the dictatorshjp of the
proletariat in the U.S.S.R. (Kautsky, Hilferding).
In its systematic conduct of this counter-revolutionary policy,
sodal-democracy operates on two flanks; the right wing of
social-democracy, avowedly counter-revolutionary, is essential
for 'legotiating and maintainning direct contact with the bourgcoi!.ie; the left wing is essential for the subtle deception of
the workers. While playing with pacifist and at times even with
rt:volutionary phrases, "left wing" social-democracy in practice acts against the workers, particularly in acute and critical
~ituations (the British I.L.P. and ''le"'t'' leaders of the General
Council during the general strik~ in i 926; Otto Bauer and Co.,
at the time of the Vienna uprising), and is, therefore, the most
dangerous faction in the social-democratic parties. While serving the interests of the bourgeoisie in the working class and being
wholly in favour of class co-operation and coalition with the
bourgeoisie, social-democracy, at cerl.lda periods, is compelled
to play the part of an opposition party and even to pretend that
it is defending the class interests of the proletariat in its industrial
struggle, in order, thereby, to win the confidence of a section
of the working class and to be in a position more shamefully
!o betray the lasting interests of the working class, particularly
m the midst of decisive class battles.
. The principal function of social~democracy, at the present
ttme, is to disrupt the essential militant unity of the proletariat
51
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in its struggle against imperialism. In splitting and disrupting
the united front of the proletarian struggle against capital, socialdemocracy serves as the mainstay of imperialism in the working
class. International social-democracy of all shades-the Second
International and its trade union brioch, the Amsterdam Federation of Trade Unions-have thus become the last reserve of
bourgeois society and its most reliable pillar of suppon.

3. The Crisis of Capitalism and Fascism
Side by side with social-democracy, with whose aid the bourgeoisie suppresses the workers or lulls their cJass vigilance.
stands fascism.
The epoch of imperialism, the sharpening of the class
struggle and the growth of the elements.of civil warparticularly after the imperialist war-led to the bankruptcy
of parliamentarism. Hence, the adoption of "new" method11
and forms of administra~on (for example, the system of inner
cabinets, the fO"mtation of oligarchical groups, acting behind
the scenes, the deterioration and falsification of the function
of •'popular representation,'' the restriction and annulment of
•'democratic liberties,'' etc.). Under certain special historical
conditions, the progress of this bourgeois, imperialist, reactionary offensive assumes the form of fascism. These conditions are : instability of capitalist relationships; the existence
of considerable declassed social elements, the pauperisation
of broad strata of the urban petty bourgeoisie and of the
intelligentsia; discontent among the rural petty bourgeoisie
and, finally, the constant menace of mass proletarian action.
In order to stabilise and perpetuate its rule, the bourgeoisie
is compelled to an increasing degree to abandon the parliamentary system in favour of the fascist system, which is
independent of inter-party arrangements and combinations.
The fascist system is a system of direct dictatorship, ideologically marked by the ••national idea'' and. representation of
the "professions" (in reality, representation of the various
groups of the rolling class). It is a system that resorts to a
peculiar form of social demagogy (anti-semitism, occasional
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sorties against usurers' capital and gestures of impatience with
the parliamentary "talking shop") in order to utilise the discontent of the petty bourgeois, the intellectuals and other strata
of society, and to corruption-the creation of a compact and
well-paid hierarchy of fascist units, a party apparatus and a
bureaucracy. At the same time, fascism strives to permeate the
wrrking class by recruiting the most backward strata of workers
to its ranks, by playing upon their discontent, by taking advantage of the inaction of social-democracy, etc. The principal aim
of fascism is to destroy the revolutionary labour vanguaro, i.e .•
the Communist Sections and leading units of the proletariat. The
wmbination of social-cJemocracy, corruption and aetive white
terror, in conjunction with extreme imperialist aggression in the
sphere of foreign politics, are the characteristic features of
fascism. In periods of acute crisis for the bourgeoisie, fascism
resorts to anti-capitalist phraseology, but, after it has established
itself at the helm of State, it casts aside its anti-capitalist rattle
and discloses itself as a terrorist dictatorship of big capital.
The bourgeoisie resorts either to the method of fascism or
to the method of coalition with social-democracy, according to
the changes in the political situation ; while social-democracy
Itself often plays a fascist role in periods when the situation
is critical for capitalism.
In the process of development social-democracy reveals
fascist tendencies which, however, do not prevent it, in other
political situations, from acting as a sort of 1-'ronde against tlte
bourgeois government in the capacity of an opposition party.
The fascist method and the method of coalition with socialdemocracy, are not the methods usually employed in ''normal''
capi~alist conditions; they are the symptoms of the ge.neral
capitalist crisis, and are employed by the bourgeoisie in order
to stem the advance of the revolution.

4. The Contradictions of Capitalist Stabilisation and the
Inevitability of the Revolutionary Collapse of Capit•lism
Experience throughout the post-war historical period has sho~n
that the stabilisation achieved by the repression of the working
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class and the systematic depression of its standard of living can
be only a partial, transient and decaying stabilisation.
The spasmodic and feverish development of technique,
bordering in some countries on a n~w technical revolution. the
accelerated process of concentration and centralisation of capital,
the formation of giant trusts and of ''national" and "international" monopolies, the merging of trusts with the State
power and the growth of world capitalist economy cannot.
however, eliminate the general crisis of the capitalist system.
The break-up of world economy into a capitalist and a socialist
sector, the shrinking of markets and the anti-imperialist movement in the colonies intensify all the contradictions of capitalism, which is developing on a new, post-war basis. This very
technical progress and rationalisation of industry, itJe reverse
side of which is the closing down and liquidation of numerou!enterprises, the restriction of production, and the ruthless and
destructive exploitation,-of labour power, leads to chronic unemployment on a scale never before experienced. The absolme
deterioration of the conditions of the working class become'
a fact even in certain highly developed capitalist countries. The
growing competition between imperialist countries, the constant
menace of war and the growing intensity of class conflicts
prepare the ground for a new and higher stage of development
of the general crisis of capitalism and of the world proletarian
revolution.
As a result of the first round of ·imperialist wars (the world
war of 1914-18) and ~f the October victory of the working class
in the former Russian Tsarist Empire, world economy has been
split into two fundamentally hostile camps : the camp of the
imperialist States and the camp of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the U.S.S.R. The difference in structure and in the
class character of the government in the two camps, the fundamental difference1 in the aims each pursues in internal, foreign.
economic and cultural policy, the fundamentally different courses
of their development, brings the capitalist world into sharp
conflict with the victorious proletarian State. Within the fr~m~
work of a formerly uniform world economy, two antagonistic
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systems are now contesting against each other : the system of
capitalism and the system of socialism. The class struggle, which
hitherto was conducted in circumstances when the proletariat
was not in possession of State power, is now being conducted
on an enormous· and really world scale; the working class of
the world has now its own State-the one and only fatherland
of •he international proletariat. The existence of the Soviet
Union and the influence it exercises upon the toiling and oppressed
masses all over the world is in itself a most striking expression
of the profound crisis of the world capitalist system and of the
expansion and intensification of the class struggle to a degree
hitherto without parallel in history.
·
The capitalist world, powerless to eliminate its inherent
contradictions, strives to establish international associations
(the League of Nations) the main purpose of which is to retard
the irresistible growth of the revolutionary crisis and to strangle
the Soviet Proletarian Republics by war or blockade. At the same
time, all the forces of the revolutionary proletariat and of the
oppressed colonial masses are rallying around t~e U.S.S.R. The
world coalition of Capital, unstable, internally corroded, but
armed to the teeth, is confronted by a single world coalition
of Labour. Thus, as a result of the first round of imperialist
wars, a new, fundamental antagonism ha.~ arisen of world
historical scope and significance : the antagonism between the
U.S.S.R. and the capitalist world.
Meanwhile, the inherent antagonisms within the capitalist
~ector of world economy itself have become intensified. The
shifting of the economic centre of the world to the United States
of America and the fact of the "Dollar Republic" having
becC'lme a world exploiter have caused the relations between the
United States and European capitalism, particularly British
capitalism, to become strained. The conflict between Great
Britain-the most powerful of the old, conservative imperialist
S_ta~es, and the United States-the greatest of the young impe~iahst States, which has already won world hegemony for itself,
18 becoming the pivot of the world conflicts among the finance
capitalist States. Germany, though plundered by the Versailles
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Peace, is now economically recovered; she is resuming the path
of imperialist politics, and once again she stands out as a serious
~ompetitor on the world market. The Pacific is becoming involved in a tangle of contradictions. which centre mainly around
the antagonism between America and Japan. Simultaneously.
the antagonism of interests among the unstable and constantly
changing groupings of powers is increasing, while the minor
powers serve as auxiliary instruments in the hands of the
imperialist giants and their coalitions.
The growth of the productive capacity of the industrial
apparatus of world capitalism, at a time when the European home
markets have shrunk as a result of the war, as the result of the
Soviet Union dropping out of the system of purely capitalist
intercourse and of the close monopoly of the mo"' important
sources of raw material and fuel, leads to ever-widening conflicts between the capitalist States. The ''peaceful'' struggle for
oil, rubber, cotton, coa!.and metals and for a redistribution of
markets and spheres for the export of capital is inexorahly
leading to another world war, the destructiveness of which will
increase in proportion to the progress achieved in the furiou1'1y
developing technique of war.
Simultaneously, the antagonisms between the imperialist
home countries and the semi-colonial countries are growin8·
The relative weakening of European imperialism as a result of
the war, of the development of capitalism in the colonies, of
the influence of the Soviet revolution and of the centrifugal
tendencies revealed in the premier maritime and colonial
Empire-Great Britain (Canada, Australia, S\luth Africa)-has
helped to stimulate the movement of rebellion in the colonies
and semi-colonies. The great Chinese revolution, which roused
hundreds of millions of the Chinese people to action, caused
an enormous breach in the imperialist system. The unceasing
revolutionary fe"°"nt among hundreds of millions of Indian
workers and peasants is threatening to break the domination
of the world citadel of imperialism, Great Britain. The growth
of tendencies directed against the powerful imperialism of the
United States in the Latin American countries threateqs to
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undermine the expansion of North American capital. Thus, the
revolutionary process in the colonies, which is drawing into
the struggle against imperialism the overwhelming majority
of the world's population that is subjected to the rule of the
finance capitalist oligarchy of a few ''Great Powers'' of imperialism also expresses the profound general crisis of a capitalism.
E· '""n in Europe itself, where imperialism has put a number of
srpall nations under its heel, the national question is a factor
that intensifies the inherent contradictions of capitalism.
Finally, the revolutionary crisis is inexorably maturing in
the very centres of imperialism : the capitalist offensive against
the working class, the attack upon the workers' standard of
living, upon their organisations and their political rights, and
the growth of white terror, rouse increasing reitistance on the
part of the broad masses of the proletariat and intensify the class
!ttruggle between the working class and trustified capital. The
great battles fought between Labour and Capital, the accelerated
swing to the left of the masses, the growth in the influence and
authority of the Communist Parties; the enormous growth of
sympathy of the broad ma~ses of workers for the land of the
proletarian dictatorship--all this is a clear symptom of the rise
of a new tide in the centres of imperialism.
Thus, the system of world imperialism, and with it the partial
stabilisation of capitalism, is being corroded from various
causes: First, the antagonisms and conflicts between the
imperialist States; second, the rising for the struggle of vast
masses in the colomal countries; third, the action of the revolutionary proletariat in the imperialist home countries; and
lastly, the leadership exercised over the whole world revolutionary movement by the proletarian dictatorship in the U .S.S.R. ·
The international revolution is developing.
Against this revolution, imperialism is ga~hering its forces.
Expeditions against the colonies, a new world war, a campaign
against the U.S.S.R., are matters wjiich now figure prominently
in the politics of imperialism. Thi& must lead to the release of
all the forces of international revolution and to the inevitable
dooin of capitalism.
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III. The Ultimate Aim of the Communist
International-World Communism
The ultimate aim of the Communist International is to replace
world capitalist economy by a wor~d system of Communism.
Communist society, the basis for which has been prepared by
the whole course of historical development, is mankind's only
way out, for it alone can abolish the contradictions of the
capitalist system which threaten to degrade and destroy the
human race.
Communist society will abolish the class division of society,
i.e., simultaneously with the abolition of anarchy in production,
it will abolish all forces of exploitation and oppression of man
by man. Society will no longer consist of antagonistic classes
in conflict with each other, but will represent a unite8 commonwealth of labour. For the first time in its history mankind will
take its fate into its own hands. Instead of destroying innumerable human lives and iniakulable wealth in struggles between
classes and nations, mankind will devote all its energy to the
struggle against t~e forces of nature, to the development and
strengthening of its own collective might.
After abolishing private ownership in the means of production and converting them into social property, the world system
of Communism will replace the elemental forces of the world
market, of competition and the blind process of social production, by consciously organised and planned production for
the purpose of satisfying rapidly growing social needs. With
the abolition of competition and anarchy in production, devastating crises and stiU more devastating wars will disappear.
Instead of colossal waste of productive forces and spasmodic
development of society there will be planned utilisation of all
material resources and painless economic development on the
basis of unrestricted, smooth and rapid development of productive forces.
•
. The abolition of private property and the disappearance of
classes will do away with the exploitation of man by man.
Work will cease to be toiling for the benefit of a class enemy:
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instead of being merely a means of livelihood it will become
a nf'!~essity of life; want and economic inequality, the misery
of enslaved classes, and a wretched standard of life generally
will disappear; the hierarchy created in the division of labour
system will be abolished together with the antagonism between
mental and manual labour; and the last vestige of the social
inc quality of sexes will be removed. At the same time, the
organs of class domination, and the State in the first place,
will disappear also. The State, being the embodiment of class
domination, will die out in so far as classes die out, and with
it all measures of coercion will expire.
With the disappearance of classes the monopoly of education
m every form will be abolished. Culture will become the acquirement of all and the class ideologies of the past will give
place to scientific materialist philosophy. Under such circumstances, the domination of man over man, in any form, becomes
impossible, and a great field will be opened for the social
~election and the harmonious development of all the talents
inherent in humanity.
In Communist society nu social restrictions will be imposed
upon the growth of the forces of production. Private ownership
in the means of production, the st'lfish lust for profits, the
artificial retention of the masses in a state of ignorance and
poverty-which retards technical progress in capitalist
society-and unproductive expenditures will have no place in
a Communist society. The most expedient utilisation of the
forces of nature and of the natural conditions of production in
the various parts of the world, the removal of the antagonism
between town and country, that under capitalism results from
the low technical level of agriculture and its systematic lagging
behind industry; the closest possibte co-operation between science
and technique, the utmost encouragement of ~search work and
the practical application of its results on the widest possible
~o.cial scale; planned organisatiOI\ of scientific work; the apphcation of the mosf perfect methods of statistical accounting
and planned regulation of economy; the rapidly growing social
needs, which is the most powerful internal driving force of the
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whole system-all these will secure the maximum productivity
of social labour, which in tum will release human energy for
the powerful development of science and art.
The development of the produc~ive forces of world Communist society will make it possiblt to raise the well-being of
the whole of humanity and to reduce to a minimum the time
devoted to material production and, consequently, will enable
culture to flodrish- as never before in history. This new culture
of a humanity that is united for the first time in history, and
has abolished all State boundaries, will, unlike capitalist culture.
be based upon clear and transparent human relationships.
Hence, it will bury for ever all mysticism, religion, prejudice
and superstition, and will give a powerful impetus to the
development of all-conquering, scientific knowledie.
This higher stage of Communism, the stage in which Communist society has already developed on its own foundation.
in which an enormous ffOwth of social p~oductive forces has
accompanied the manifold development of man, in which
humanity has already inscribed on its banner : •'From each
according to hi"s abilities, to each according to his
needs ! ''-presupposes, as an historical condition precedent, a
lower stage of development, the stage of socialism. At this lower
stage, Communist society only just emerges from capitalist
society and bears all the economic, ethical and intellectual
birthmarks it has inherited from the society from whose womb
it is just emerging. The productive forces of socialism are not
yet sufficiently develuped to assure a distribution of the products
of labour according to needs : these are distributed according
to the amount of labour expended. Division of labour. i.e., the
system whereby certain groups perform certain labour functions.
and especially the distinction between mental and manual
labour, still exists. Although classes are abolished, traces of the
old class division o(society and, consequently, remnants of the
proletarian State power, coercion, laws, still exist. Consequontly, certain traces of inequality, which have not yet managed
to die out altogether, still remain. The antagonism between town
and country has not yet been entirely removed. But none of these
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survivals of former society is protected or defended by any
social force. Being the product of a definite level of devlopment
of productive forces, they will disappear as rapidly as mankind,
freed from the fetters of the capitalist system, subjugates the
forces of nature, re-educates itself in the spirit of Communism,
and pdsses from socialism to complete Communism.

IV. The Period of Transition from Capitalism
to Socialism and the Dictatorship of the Prole~riat
1. The Transition Period and the Conquest
of Power by the Proletariat
Between Capitalist society and Communist society a period of
revolutionary transformation intervenes, during which the one
changes into the other. Correspondingly, there is also an intervrning period of political transition, in which the essential
State form is the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.
The transition from the world dictatorship of imperialism to the
world dictatorship of the proletariat extends over a long
period of proletarian struggi~s with defeats as well as victories;
a period of continuous general crisis in capitalist relationship
and growth of social revolutions, i.~ , of proletarian civil wars
against the bourgeoisie: a period of national wars and colonial
rebellions which, although not in themselves revolutionary
proletarian socialist movements, are, nevertheless, objectively.
in so far as they undermine the domination of imperialism,
constituent pans of the world proletarian revolution; a period
in which capitalist and socialist economic and social systems
exist side by side in ''peaceful'' relationships as well as in armed.
conflict; a period of formation of a Union of Soviet Republics;
a period of wars of imperialist States against Soviet States; a
period in which the ties between the Soviet Slates and colonial
peoples become more and more closely established, etc.
Uneven economic and political development is an absolute
law of capitalism. This unevenness is still more pronounced and
~cute in the epoch of imperialism. Hence, it follows that the
•ritemational proletarian revolution cannot be conceived as a
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single event occurring simultaneously all over the world: at first
socialism may be victorious in a few, or even in one single
capitalist country. Every such proletarian victory, however,
broadens the basis of the world revolution and consequently,
still further intensifies the general 'Crisis of capitalism. Thul.,
the capitalist system as a whole reaches the point of its final
collapse; the dictatorship of finance capital perishes and gives
place to the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Bourgeois revolutions brought about the political liberation
of a system of productive relationships that had already established itself and become economically dominant, and transferred political power from the hands of one class of exploiters
to the hands of another. Proletarian revolution, however, signifies
the forcible invasion of the proletariat into the ~omain of
property relationships of bourgeois society. the expropriation
of the expropriating classes, and the transforence of power to
a class that aims at the ?dical reconstructicn of the economic
foundations of society and the abolition of all exploitation of
man by man. The political domination of the feudal barons all
over the world was broken in a series of separate bourgeois
revolutions that extended over a period of centuries. The
international proletarian revolution, however, although it will
not be a single simultaneous act, but one extending over a whole
epoch, nevertheless, thanks to the closer ties that now exist
between the countries of the world, will accomplish its mission
in a much shorter period of time. Only after the proletariat ha!.
achieved victory and consolidated its power all over the world
will a prolonged period of intensive construction of world
socialist economy set in.
The conquest of power by the proletariat is a necessary
condition precedent to the growth of socialist forms of economy
and to the cultural growth of the proletariat, which changes its
own nature, perfects itself for the leadership of society in all
spheres oflife, draws.into this process of transformation all other
classes and thus prepares the ground for the abolition of classes
altogether.
In the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat, and later
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for the transformation of the social system, as against the
alliance of capitalists and landlords an alliance of workers and
peasants is formed, under the intellectual and political leadership of the former, an aJliance which serves as the basis for
the dictatorship. of the proletariat.
The characteristic feature of the transition period as a whole
1
is he ruthless suppression of the resistance of the exploiters,
the organisation of socialist construction, the mass training of
men and women in the spirit of socialism and the gradual
disappearance of classes. Only to the extent that these great
historical tasks are fulfilled will society of the transition period
become transformed into Communist society.
•
Thus, the dictatorship of the world proletariat is an essential
and vital condition precedent to the transition of world capitalist
economy to socialist economy. This world dictatorship can be
established only when the victory of socialism has been achieved
in certain countries or groups of countries, when the newly
established proletarian republics enter into a federal union with
the already existing proletarian republics, when the number of
'iuch federations has grown and extended also to the colonies
which have emancipated themselves from the yoke of imperialism, when these federations of republics have finally grown
into a World Union of Soviet Socialist Republics uniting the
whole of mankind under the hegemony of the international
proletariat organised as a State.
The conquest of power by the proletariat does not mean
peacefully ''capturing'' the ready-made bourgeois State machinery by means of a parliamentary majority. The bourgeoisie
resorts to every means of violence and terror to safeguard and
str<'!ngthen its predatory property and its political domination.·
Like the feudal nobility of the past, the bourgeoisie cannot
abandon its historical position to the new class without a desperate
and frantic struggle. Hence, the violence of the bourgeoisie can
be suppressed only by the stem violence of the proletariat. The
conquest of power by the proletariat is the violent overthrow
of bourgeois power, the destruction of the capitalist State
apparatus (bourgeois armies, police, bureaucratic hierarchy, the
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judiciary, parliaments, etc.), and substituting in its place new
organs of proletarian power, to serve primarily as instrument:-.
for the suppression of the exploiters.

2. The Dictatorship of the Proletariat and its Soviet Form
As has been shown by the experience of the October revolution of 1917 and by the Hungarian revolution, which
immeasurably enlarged the experience of the Paris Commune
of 1871, the most suitable form of proletatian State is the
Soviet State-a new type of State-which differs in principle
from the bourgeois State, not only in its class content, but
also in its internal structure. This is precisely the type of State
which, emerging as it does directly out of the broadest possible
mass movement of the toilers, secures the maxinvim of mass
activity and is, consequently, the surest guarantee of final
victory.
The Soviet form of;tale, being the hi.ghest form of democracy, namely, proletarian democracy, is the very opposite of
bourgeois democracy, which is bourgeois dictatorship in a
masked form. The Soviet State is the dictatorship of the proletariat, the rule of a single class-the proletariat. Unlikt!
bourgeois democracy, proletarian democracy openly admits its
class character and aims avowedly at the suppression of the
exploiters in the interests of the overwhelming majority of the
population. It deprives its class enemies of political rights and.
under special historical conditions, may grant the proletariat a
number of temporary advantages over the diffused petty-bourgeois peasantry in order to strengthen its role of leader. While
disarming and suppressing its class enemies, the proletarian
State at the same time regards this deprivation of political rights
and partial restriction of liberty as temporary measures in the
struggle against the attempts on the part of the exploiters to
defend or restore t~eir privileges. It inscribes on its banner the
motto: the proletariat holds power not for the purpose of per.petuating it, not for the purpose of protecting narrow craft and
professional interests, but for the purpose of uniting the backward and scattered rural proletariat, the semi-proletariat and the
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toiling peasants still more closely with the more progressive
strata of the workers, for the purpose of gradually and systematically overcoming class divisions altogether. Being an allembracing form of the unity and organisation of the masses
under the leader~hip of thl! proletariat, the Soviets, in actual fact,
draw the broad masses of the proletariat, the peasants and all
to;lers into the struggle for socialism, into the work of building
up socialism, and into the practical administration of the State;
in the whole of their work they rely upon the working-class
organisations and practice the principles of broad democracy
&&mong the toilers to a far greater extent and immeasurably closer
to the masses than any other form of government.· The right
of electing and recalling delegates. the combination of the
executive with the legislative power, the electoral system based
on a production and not on a residential qualification (election
hy workshops, factories, etc.)-all this secures for the working
cla11s and for the broad masses of the toilers who march under
its leadership, systematic, continuous and active participation
in all public affairs-economic, social, political, military and
cultural-and marks the s~:irp difference that exists between
the bourgeois-parlimentary republic and the Soviet dictatorship
of the proletariat.
Bourgeois democracy, with its formal equality of all citizens
before the law, is in reality based on a glaring material and
r.conomic inequality of classes. By leaving inviolable, defending and strengthening the monopoly of the capitalist and
landlord classes in the vital means of production, bourgeois
democracy, as far as the exploited '"lasses and especially the
proletariat is concerned, converts this formal equality before
the law and these democratic rights and liberties-which in ·
practice are systematically curtailed-into a juridical fiction
and, consequently, into a means for deceiving and enslaving
the masses. Being the expression of the political domination
of the bourgeoisie, the so-called democracy is, therefore, capitalist democracy. By depriving t~e exploiting classes of the
means of production, by placing the monopoly of these means
of production in the hands of the proletariat as the dominant
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class in society, the Soviet State, first and foremost, guarantees
to the working class and to the toilers generally the material
conditions for the exercise of their rights by providing them
with premises, public building~. printing plants, travelling
·:.
facilities, etc.
In the domain of general political rights ·the Soviet State,
while depriving the exploiters and the enemies of the people
of political rights, completely abolishes for the first time all
inequality of citizenship, which under systems of exploitation
is based on distinctions of sex, religion and nationality; in this
sphere it establishes an equality that is not to be found in anv
bourgeois country. In this respect also, the dictatorship of the
proletariat steadily lays down the material basis upon which
this equality may be truly exercised-by introducing measure~
for the emancipation of women, the industrialisat1.on of former
colonies, etc.
Soviet democracy therefore, is proletarian democracy.
democracy of the toi~ng masses, democracy directed against
the exploiters.
The Soviet State completely disarms the bourgeoisie and
concentrates alt arms in the hands of the proletariat; it 1s the
armed proletarian State. The armed forces under the Soviet State
are organised on a class basis, which corresponds to the general
structure of the proletarian dictatorship, and guarantees the role
of leadership to the industrial proletariat. This organisation.
while maintaining revolutionary discipline, ensures to the warriors
of the Red Anny and Navy close and constant contacts with
the masses of the toilers, participation in the administratit.>n of
the country and in the work of building up socialism.

3. The Dictatorship of the Proletariat
and the Expropriation of the Expropriators
The victorious proletariat utilises the conquest of power as a
lever of economi~ revolution, i.e., the revolutionary transfor·
mation of the property relations of capitalism into relationshi~s
of the socialist mode of production. The starting point of this
great economic revolution is the expropriation of the landlords
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and capitalists, i.e., the conversion of the monopolist property
of the bourgeoisie into the property of the proletarian State.
In this sphere the Communist International advances the
following fundamental tasks of the proletarian dictatorship :
(A) INDUSTRY, TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES

(aj The confiscation and proletarian nationalisation of all
l<.rge private capitalist undertakings (factories, works, mines
and electric power stations), and the transference of all State
and municipal enterprises to the Soviets.
Cb) The confiscation and proletarian nationalisation of privak capitalist railway, waterway, automobile and l:!ir transport
'ervices (commercial and passenger air fleet) and the transference of all State and municipal transport services to the Soviets.
(c) The confiscation and proletarian nationalisation of
private capitalist communication services (telegraph, telephones
anrl radio) and the transference of State and municipal communication services to the Soviets.
(d) The organisation or workers' management of industry.
The establishment of State organs for the management of industry with provision for the close participation of the trade
unions in this work of management. Appropriate functions to
be guaranteed for the factory and works councils.
(e) Industrial activity to be directed towards the satisfaction
of the needs of the broad masses of the toilers. The reorganisation
of the branches of industry that formerly served the needs of
the ruling class (luxury trades, etc.). The strengthening of the
branches of industry that will fac..!irate the development of
agriculture, with the object of strengthening the ties between
industry and peasant economy of facilitating the development
of State farms, and of accelerating the rate of development of
national economy as a whole.
(BJ AORICULTURF.
(a) The confiscation and prolc;tarian nationalisation of all
large landed estates in town and country (private, church,
monastery and other lands) and the transference of State and
municipal landed property. includi~g forests, minerals, lakes,
52
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rivers, etc., to the Soviets with subsequent nationalisation of
the whole of the land.
(b) The confiscation of all property utilised in production
belonging to large landed estates, ~uch as, buildings, machinery.
etc., cattle, enterprises for the ·manufacture of agricultural
products (large flour mills, cheese plants, dairy farms, fruit and
vegetable drying plants, etc.).
(c) The transfer of large estates, particularly mo:lel estate'
and those of considerable economic importance, to the management of the organs of the proletarian dictatorship and ol
the Soviet farm organisations.
(d) Part of the land confiscated from the landlord!-> anJ
others, particularly where the land was cultivated by the pca!-lant•
on a tenant basis and served as a means of holding.the pca!-lantr~
in economic bondage, to be transferred to the use of the pcasantr)
(lo the poor and partly also to the middle strata of the peasantry l.
The amount of land ~ be so transfe1Te~ to be determined h)
economic expediency as well as by the degree of necessity to
neutralise the peasantry and to win them over to the side of tht•
proletariat; this amount must necessarily vary according t'-1 thl·
different circumstances.
(e) Prohibition of buying and selling of land, as a means of
preserving the land for the peasantry and preventing its passing
into the hands of capitalists, land speculators, etc. Offender!!
against this law to be severely prosecuted.
(t) To combat usury. All transactions entailing term~ of
bondage to be annulled. All debts of the exploited strata of
the peasantry to be annulled. The poorest stratum of the peasantry to be relieved from taxation, etc.
(g) Comprehensive State measures for developing the pro·
ductive forces of agriculture; the development of rural electrification; the manufacture of tractors; the production of artificial
fertilisers; the prpduction of pure quality seeds and the raising
of thoroughbred stock on Soviet farms: the extensive organisation
of agricultuqil credits for land reclamation, etc.
(h) Financial and other support for agricultural co-operation and for all forms of collective production in the rural
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di!->tricts (co-operative societies, communes, etc.). Systematic
pr.Jpaganda in favour of peasant co-operation (selling, credit
and supply co-operative societies) to be based on the mass
:icuvity of the peasants themselves; propaganda in favour of
the transition to large-scale agricultural production
which-owing to the undoubted technical and economic
a... , antages of large-scale production -provides the greatest
11nmcdiate economic gain and also a method of transition to
!\Ociali!-.m most accessible to the broad mas ..;es of the toilling
pl!a!'.ants.
(C) TRADF. AND CREDIT

ta l The proletarian nationalisation of pri vatc hanks (the entire
g:0ld resc.rvc!-1. all securities, dcpo!-.its, etc. to be transferred to
the proletarian State): the proletarian State to take over State,
municipal. etc. banks.
'.h) The centralisation of banking; all nationalised big hanks
to he ~uhordinated to the central State bank
(c) The nationalisation of wholesale trade and large retail·
trading enterpri~es (wareli•'Uses, elevators, stores, stocks of
goods, etc.), and their transfer to the organs of the Soviet State.
(d) Every encouragement to be given to consumers' cooperatives as representing an integ!"al part of the- distributing
apparatus, while preserving uniformity in their system of work
and securing the active participation of the masses themselves
in their work.
(e) The monopoly of foreign trade.
(0 The repudiation of State de~it::. to foreign and home
capitalists.
(D) CONDITIONS Of UFF., LABOUR, ETC

(a) Reduction of the working day to seven hours, and to six
hours in industries particularly harmful to ~he healti!_ of the
workers. Further reduction of the working day and tran"sition
to a five-day week in countries with developed prQductive
~·orces. The regulation of the working day to correspond to the
increase of the productivity of labour.
(b) Prohibition, as a rule, of night work and employment in
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harmful trades for all females. Prohibition of child labour
Prohibition of overtime.
(c) Special reduction of the working day for the youth la
maximum six-hour day for young. persons up to 18 years of age 1.
Socialist reorganisation of the labour of young persons so a~
to combine employment in industry with general and political
education.
(d) Social insurance in all forms (sickness, old age, accident.
unemployment, etc.), at State expense (and at the expense of
the owners of private enterprises where they still exist), insurance affairs to be managed by the insured themselves.
(e) Comprehensive measures of hygiene; the organisation of
free medical service. To combat social diseases (alcoholi!ln1.
venereal diseases, tuberculosis).
CO Complete equality between men and women before the
law and in social life; a radical reform of marriage and farnil)
laws; recognition of,tnaterpity as a soc_ial function; protection
of mothers and infants. Initiation of social care and upbringmg
of infants and children (creches, kindergartens, children's homes.
etc.). The establishment of institutions that wi 11 gradually rd ieve
the burden of house drudgery (public kitchens and laundrie!-1).
and systematic cultural struggle against the ideology and traditions of female bondage.
(E) HOUSING

(a) The confiscation of big house property.
(b) The transfer of confiscated houses to the administration
of the local Soviets.
(c) Workers to be removed to bourgeois residential districts.
(d) Palaces and large private and public buildings to be placed
at the disposal of labour organisations.
(e) The carrying out of an extensive programme of house
construction.
(f) NATIONAL AND COLONIAL QUESTIONS
(a) The recognition of the right of all nations, irrespecti~e
of race, to complete self-determination, that is, self-determ•·
nation inclusive of the right to State separation.
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<b JThe voluntary

unification and centralisation of the military
economic forces of all nations liberated from capitalism
for the purpose of fighting against imperialism and for building
up socialist economy.
(c) Wide and determined struggle against the imposition of
any kind of limitation and restriction upon any nationality,
n.·tion or race. Complete equality for all nations and races.
(dl The Soviet State to guarantee and support with all the
resources at its command the national cultures of nations liberatedfrom capitalism, at the same time to carry out a consistent
prol~larian policy directed towards the development of the
1.ontcnt of such cultures.
(e) Every assistance to be rendered to the economic, political
and cultural growth of the formerly oppressed "territories",
.. dominions" and "colonies," with the object of transferring
tlll·m to socialist lines, so that a durable basis may be laid for
complete national equality.
iO To combat all remnants of chauvinism, national hatred,
rc1.c~ prejudices and other ideological products of feudal and
capitalist barbarism.
and

(G)

MEANS OF IDEOLOGICAL INFLUENCE

Ca) The nationalisation of printing plants.

(b) The monopoly of newspapers and book-publishing.
(c) The nationalisation of big cinema enterprises, theatres, etc.
(d) The utilisation of the nationalised me-ans of ''intellectual
production" for the most extensive political and general education of the toilers and for the bm~.Jmg up of a new socialist
culture on a proletarian class basis.

4. The Basis for the Economic Policy
of the Proletarian Dictatorship
In carrying out all these tasks of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the following postulates .must be borne in mind :
(I) The complete abolition of private property in land, and
t~e nationalisation of the land, cannot be brought about immediatdy in the more developed capitalist countries, where the
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principle of private property is deep-rooted among a broad slrata
of the peasantry. In such countries, the nationalisation of all
land can only be brought about gradually, by means of a sene1;
of transitional measures.
(2) Nationalisation of production should not, as a rule, he
applied to small and middle-sized enterprises (Peasants, small
artisans, handicrafts, small and medium shops, small manufacturers, etc.). Firstly. because the proletariat must draw a
strict distinction between the property of the small commodity
producer working for himself, who can and must be gradually
brought into the groove of socialist construction, and the
property of the capitalist exploiter, the liquidation of which
is an essential condition precedent for socialist construction.
Secondly. because the proletariat. after seizin&, power, may
not have sufficient organising forces at its disposal. partkularly
in the first phases of the dictatorship, for the purpose of de'troying capitalism anp at the same time to establish comacc1.
with the smaller and medium individual units of production on
a socialist basis. These small individual enterprises (primaril~·
peasant enterprises) will be drawn into the general sociali!>t
organisation of production and distribution only gradually, with
the powerful and systematic aid which the proletarian State
will render to organise them in all the various forms of collect1v~
enterprises. Any attempt to break up their economic system
violently and to compel them to adopt collective methods h)
force will only lead to harmful results.
(3) Owing to th~ prevalence of a large number of small uniti.
of production (primarily peasant farms, farmers' enterprises.
small artisans, small shopkeepers, etc.) in colonies, semi-1.·olonies and economically backward countries, where the pettybourgeois masses represent the overwhelming majority of the
population, and even in centres of capitalist world industry (the
United States of .America, Germany, and to some degree also
England), it is necessary, in the first stage of development. to
preserve to some extent the market forms of economic contacts.
the money system etc. The variety of prevailing economic form~
(ranging from socialist large-scale industry to small peasant and
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artisan enterprises), which unavoidably come into conflict with
l!ach other; the variety of classes and class groups corresponding
to this variety of economic forms, each having different stimuli
for economic activity and conflicting class interests; and finalJy,
the prevalence. in all spheres, of economic life, of habits and
traditions inherited from bourgeois society, which cannot be
removed all at once-all this demands that the proletariat, in
exercising its economic leadership. shall properly combine, on
the basis of market relationships, large-scale socialist industry
with the small enterprises of the simple commodity produ<.ers,
i.e .. it must combine them in such a way as to guarantee the
lt'ading role to socialist industry and at the same time hring about
ihc greatest possible development of the mass of peasant enterprises. Hence. the greater the importance of scattered, small
pca"ant labour in the general economy of the country, the greater
will be the volume of market relations, the smaller will be the
sig11ificance of directly planned management, and the greater
will be the degree to which the general economic plan will
depend upon forecasts of uncontrollable economic relations. On
the other hand, the smaller !!le importance of small production,
the greater will be the proportion of socialised labour, the more
powerful will be the concentrated and socialised means of
production, the smaller will be the ,,olume of market reJations,
the greater will be the importance of planned management as
compared with uncoordinated management and the more considerable and universal will be the applicatio~ of planned
management in the sphere of production and distribution.
Provided the proletarian dictato1 :i1ip carries out a correct
clas!I policy, i.e., provided proper account is taken of class
relationships, the technical and economic superiority of largescale socialised production, the centralisation of all the most
imponant economic key positions (industry, trausport, largelicale agricultural enterprises, banks, etc.) in "the hands of the
proletarian State, planned management of industry, and the
power wielded by the State apparatus as a whole (the budget,
~axes, administrative 'egislation and legislation generally), render
tt possible continously and systematically to dislodge private
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capital and the new outcrops of capitalism which, in the period
of more or less free commercial and market relations, will
emerge in town and country with the development of simple
commodity production (big farmers, kulaks). At the same time
by organising peasant farming oft co-operative lines, and as~
result of the growth of collective forms of economy, the great
bulk of the peasant enterprises will be systematically drawn into
the main channel of developing socialism. The outwardly
capitalist forms and methods of economic activity that are bound
up with market relations (money form of accounting, payment
for labour in money, buying and selling, credit and banks, etc.).
serve as levers for the socialist transformation, in so far as they.
to an increasing degree, serve the consistently socialist type o!·
enterprises, i.e., the socialist section of econo"l)'.
Thus, provided the State carries out a correct policy, market
relations under the proletarian dictatorship destroy themselve1,
in the process of their;,.own development by helping to dislodge
private capital, by changing the character of peasant
economy-with time the means of production become more and
more centralised and concentrated in the hands of the proletarian
State-they help to destroy market relations altogether.
In the event of probable capitalist military intervention, and
of prolonged counter-revolutionary wars against the dictatorship of the proletariat, the necessity may arise for a warCommunist economic policy ("War Communism"), which is
nothing more nor less than the organisation of rational consumption for the purpose of military defence, accompanied by a
system of intensified pressure upon the capitalist groups (confiscation, requisitions, etc.), with the more or less complete
liquidation of freedom of trade and market relations and a sharp
disturbance of the individualist, economic stimuli of the small
producers, which results in a diminution of the productive forcei,
of the country. 'J:his policy of "War Communism," while it
undermines the material basis of the strata of the population
in the country that are hostile to the working class, secures a
rational distribution of the available supplies and facilitates the
military struggle of the proletarian dictatorship-which is the
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historical justification of this policy-nevertheless, cannot be
regarded as the ''normal'' economic policy of the proletarian
dictatorship.

s. Dictatorship of the Proletariat and

the Classes

The dictatorship of the proletariat is a continuation of the class
sl 111ggle under new conditions. The dictatorship of the proletariat is a stubborn fight-bloody and bloodless, violent and
peaceful, military and economic, pedagogical and
administrative-against the forces and traditions of the old
society. against external capitalist enemies, against the remnants
of the exploiting classes within the country, against the upshoots
of the new bourgeoisie that spring up on the basis of still
prevailing commodity production.
After the civil war has been brought to an end the stubborn
dass struggle continues in new forms, primarily in the form
of a struggle between the survivals of previous economic systems
and fresh upshoots of them, on the one hand, and socialist forms
of economy, on the other. The forms of the struggle undergo
a change at various stagei, .>f socialil't development, and in the
first stages the struggle, under certain conditions, may be
extremely severe.
In the initial stage of the proletarian dictatorship the policy
of the proletariat towards other classes and social groups within
the country is determined by the following postulates :
( I ) The big bourgeoisie and the landowners, a section of the
officer corps. the higher command of the forces, and the higher
bureaucracy-who remain loyal t0 the bourgeoisie and the
landlords-are consistent enemies of the working class against
whom ruthless war must be waged. The organising skill of a
certain section of these strata may be utilised, but as a rule, only
after the dictatorship has been consolidated a~d aH conspiracies
and rebellions of exploiters have been decisively crushed.
(2) In regard to the technical int~lligentsia, which was brought
up ~n the spirit of bourgeois traditions and the higher ranks of
which were closely linked up with the commanding apparatus
of capital, the proletariat, while ruthlessly suppres~ing every
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counter-revolutionary action on the part of hostile sections of
the intelligentsia, must at the same time give consideration to
the necessity of utilising this skilled social force for the work
of socialist construction; it must give every encouragement to
the groups that are neutral, and· especially to those that the
friendly towards the proletarian revolution. In widening the
economic, technical and cultural perspectives of socialist construction to its utmost social limits, the proletariat must systematically win over the technical intelligentsia to its side.
subject it to its ideological influence and secure its close cooperation in the work of social reconstruction.
(3) In regard to the peasantry, the task of the Communisr
Parties is, while placing its reliance in the agricultural proletariat, to win over all the exploited and toiling.strata of rhr
countryside. The victorious proletariat must draw strict distinctions between the various groups among the peasantry, weigh
their relative importan~e. and render every support to the prop·
ertyless and semi-profetarian sections of the peasantry by tran11ferring to them a part of the land taken from the big landowner~.
and by helping them in their struggle against usurer's capital.
etc. Moreover, the proletariat must neutralise the middle strala
of the peasantry and mercilessly suppress the slighest opposition
on the part of the village bourgeoisie who ally themselves with
the landowners. As its dictatorship becomes consolidated and
socialist construction develops, the proletariat must proceed
from the policy of neutralisation to a policy of durable alliance
with the masses of middle peasantry, but must not adopt the
viewpoint of sharing power in any form. The dictatorship of
the proletariat implies that the industrial workers alone are
capable of leading the entire mass of the toilers. On the other
hand, while representing the rule of a single class, the dictatorship of the proletariat at the same time represents a special
form of class alliance between the proletariat, as the vanguard
of the toilers, and \he numerous non-proletarian sections of tht
toiling masses, or the majority of them. It represents an alliance
for the complete overthrow of capital, for the complete suppression of the opposition of the bourgeoisie and their attempts
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at restoration, an alliance aiming at the complete building up
and consolidation of socialism.
(4) The petty urban bourgeoisie, which continuously
waver hetween extreme reaction and sympathy for the
proletariat. must likewise be neutralised and, as far as
possible, won over to the side of the proletariat. This ~an
bl' achieved by leaving t9 them their small property and
permittiug a certain measure of free trade, by releasing them
from the bondage of usurious credit and hy the proletariat
helping them in all sorts of ways in the struggle against all
and every form of capitalist oppression.

6. Mass Organisations in the System
of Proletarian Dictatorship
In the process of fulfilling th_ese tasks of the proletarian
dictatorship. a radical change takes place in the tasks and
functions of the mass organisations, particularly of the labour
organisations. Under capitalism, the mass labour organisations.
in which the broad masses of the proletariat were originiallY.
organised and .trained, i.e., the trade (industrial) unions, serve
as the principal weapons in the struggle against trustified capital
and its State. Under the proletariar1 dictatorship, they become
transformed into the principal leve1 of the State; they become
transformed into a school of Communism by means of which
vast masses of the proletariat are drawn into the work of socialist
management of production; they are transformed into
organisations directly connected with all parts of the State
apparatus, influencing all branches ol its work, safeguarding the
permanent and day-to-day interests of the working class and
~ighting against bureaucracy in the departments of the State. Thus;
m so far as they promote from their ranks leaders in the work
of construction, draw into this work of construction broad
sections of the proletariat and aim at combating bureaucracy,
which inevitably arises as a result of the operation of class
influences alien to the proletariat ond of the inadequate cultural
development of the masses, the trade unions become the backbone
of the proletarian economic and State organisation as a whole.
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Notwithstanding reformist utopias, working-class co-operative organisations under capitalism are doomed to play a very
minor role and in the general environment of the capitalist
system not infrequently degeneJiate into mere appendages of
capitalism. Under the dic!atorship of- the proletariat, however.
these organisations can and must become the most imponant
units of the distributing apparatus.
Lastly, peasant agricultural co-operative organisations (selling, purchasing, credit and producing), under proper management, and provided a systematic struggle is carried on against
the capitalist elements and that really broad masses of thr
toilers who follow the lead of the proletariat take a really active
part in their work, can and must become one of the principal
organisational means for linking up town and cqµntry. To the
extent that they were able to maintaiit their existence at all
under capitalism, co-operative peasant enterprises inevitably
became transformed yito capitalist enterprises, for they were
dependent upon capilalist industry, capitalist banks and upon
capitalist economic environment. Under the dictatorship of the
proletariat, however, such enterprises develop amidst a different
system of relationships, depend upon proletarian industry.
proletarian banks, etc. Thus, provided the proletariat carries out
a proper policy, provided the class struggle is systematically
conducted against the capitalist elements outside as well as
inside the co-operative organisations. and provided socialist
industry exercises its guidance over it, agricultural co-operation
will become one of the principal levers for the socialist
transformation and collectivisation of the countryside. All this.
however, does not exclude the possibility that in certain countries the consumers• societies, and particularly the agricultural
co-operative societies led by the bourgeoisie and their socialdemocratic agents will at first be hotbeds of counter-revolutionary activity and. sabotage against the work of economic
construction of the workers' revolution.
In the course of this militant and constructive work, carried
on through the medium of these multifarious proletarian
organisations- which should serve as effective levers of the
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Sc,. iet State and the link between it and the masses of all strata
of the working class-the proletariat secures unity of will and
action and exercises this unity through the medium of the
Communist Party, which plays the leading role in the system
of the proletarian dictatorship.
The Party of the proletariat relies directly on the trade
u111ons and other organisations that embrace the masses of the
workers, and through these relies on the peasantry (Soviets,
co-operative societies, Young Communist League, etc.): by
means of these levers it guides the whole Soviet system. The
proletariat can fulfil its role as organiser of the new society
only if the Soviet Government is loyally supported by all the
mass organisations; only if class unity is maintained, and only
under the guidance of the Party.

7. The Dictatorship of the Proletariat
and the Cultural Revolution

The role of organiser of the new human society presupposes
that the proletariat itself will become culturally mature, that
it will transform its own nalUre, that it will continually promote
from its ranks increasing numbers of men and women capable
of mastering science, techniques <illd administration in order
to build up socialism and a new socialist culture.
Bourgeois revolution against feudalism presupposes that
a new class has arisen in the midst of feudal society that is
culturally more advanced than the ruling class, and is already
the dominant factor in economic life. The proletarian revolution, however, develops under other conditions. Being
economically exploited, politically oppressed and culturally,
dt'wntrodden under capitalism, the working class transforms
its own nature only in the course of the transition period, only
after it has conquered State power, only by destroying the
bourgeois monopoly of education and mastering all the
sciences, and only after it has gained experience in the great
work of construction. The mas~ awakening of Communist
con.;ciousness, the cause of socialism itself, calls for a mass
change of human nature, which can be achieved only in the
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course of the practical movement, in revolution. Hence, revolution is not only necessary because there is no other wa\'
of overthrowing the ruling class, but also because only in th~
process of revolution is the o~_rthrowing class able to purge
itself of the dross of the old society and become capable of
creating a new society.
In destroying the capitalist monopoly of the means of
production, the working class must also destroy the capitalist
monopoly of education, that is, it must take possession of all
the schools, from the elementary schools to the universities.
It is particularly important for the proletariat to train member"
of the working class as experts in the sphere of production
(engineers, technicians, organisers, etc.), as well as in tht'
sphere of military affairs, science, art, etc. Par.allel with thi~
work stands the task of raising the general cultural level of
the proletarian masses, of improving their political education.
of raising their gen91"al standard of k~owledge and technical
skill, of training them in the methods of public work and
administration, and of combating the survivals of bourgeoa~
and petty-bourgeois prejudices, etc.
Only to the extent that the proletariat promotes from its
own ranks a body of men and women capable of occupying
the key positions of socialist construction, only to the extent
that this body grows, and draws increasing numbers of tht
working class into the process of revolutionary-cultural
transformation and gradually obliterates the line that divides the proletariat into an "advanced" and a "backward"
section will the guarantees be created for successful socialist construction and against bureaucratic decay and class
degeneracy.
However, in the process of revolution the proletariat not
only changes its own nature, but also the nature of other
classes, primarily the numerous petty-bourgeois strata in town
and country and especially the toiling sections of the peasantry·
By drawing the wide masses into the process of cultural
revolution and socialist construction, by uniting and Communistically educating them with all the means at its disposal.
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by strongly combating all anti-proletarian and narrow craft

itleologies, and by persistently and systematically overcoming
the general and cultural backwardness of the rural districts,
the working class, on the basis of the developing collective
forms of economy, prepares the way for the complete ~emoval
of class divisions in society.
One of the most important tasks of the cultural revolution
affecting the wide masses is the task of systematically and
unswervingly combating religion-the opium of the people.
The proletarian government must withdraw all State support
from the church, which is the agency of the former ruling
dass: it must prevent all church interference in State-organised
educational affairs, and ruthlessly suppress the counter-revolutionary activity of the ecclesiastical organisations. At the
same time, the proletarian State while granting liberty of
worship and abolishing the privileged position of the formerly dominant religion, carries on anti-religious propaganda with all the means at its command and reconstructs the
wh(lle of its educational work on the basis of scientific
materialism.

.

8. The Struggle for the World Dictatorship of the
Proletariat and the Principal TJpes of Revolutio11
The international proletarian revolution represents a combination of processes which vary in time and character: purely
proletarian revolutions; revolutions of a bourgeois-democratic type which grow into proletarian revolution; wars for
ndtional liberation; colonial revoluttons. The world dictatorship of the proletariat comes only as the final result of the
revolutionary process.
The uneven development of capitalism, which became more
accentuated in the period of imperialism. has given rise to a
variety of types of capitalism, to different stages of ripeness
of capitalism in different countries, and to a variety of
s~ecific conditions of the revolutionary process. These
circumstances make it historically inevitable that the
proletariat will come to power by a multiplicity of ways and
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degrees of rapidity; that a number of countries must pas:\
through certain transitional stages leading to the dictatorship
of the proletariat and must adopt varied forms of socialist
construction.
,
The variety of conditions and ways by which the proletariat will achieve its dict11torship in the various countries mav
be divided schematicall~ into three main types.
Countries of highly developed capitalism (United States
of America, Germany, Great Britain, etc.), having powerful
productive forces, highly centralised production, with
small-scale production reduced to relative insignificance,
and a long established bourgeois democratic political system.
In such countries the fundamental political demand of the
programme is direct transition to the dictaiorship of the
proletariat. In the economic sphere, the most characteristk
demands are: expropriation of the whole of the large-scale
industry; organisat;,on of a large number of State Soviet farm!I
and, in contrast to this, a relatively small portion of the land
to be transferred to the peasantry; unregulated market rela
tions to be given comparatively small scope: rapid rate of
socialist development generally, and of collectivisation of
peasant farming in particular.
Countries with a medium development of capitalism
(Spain, Portugal, Poland, Hungary, the Balkan countries, e1c.).
having numerous survivals of semi-feudal relationships in
agriculture, possessing, to a certain extent, the material
pre-requisites for socialist construction, and in which the
bourgeois-democratic reforms have not yet been completed.
In some of these countries a process of more or less rapid
development from bourgeois-democratic revolution to
socialist revol•tion is possible. In others, there may be types
of proletarian revolution which will have a large number of
bourgeois-de111ocratic tasks to fulfil. Hence, in these
countries the dictatorship of the proletariat may not come
about at once, but in the process of transition from the
democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry 10
the socialist dictatorship of the proletariat; where rhe
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revolution develops directly as a proletarian revolution it is
presumed that the proletariat exercises leadership over a
broad agrarian peasant movement. In general, the agrarian
revolution plays a most important part in these countries,
and in some cases a decisive role; in the process of expropriating large landed property a considerable portion of the
c.:nfiscated land is placed at the disposal of the peasantry;
the volume of market relations prevailing after the victory
of the proletariat is considerable; the task of organising the
peasantry along co-operative lines and, later, of combining
them in production occupies an important place among the
tasks of socialist construction. The rate of this construction
is relatively slow.
Colonial and semi-colonial countries (China. India, etc.}
and dependent countries (Argentine, Brazil, etc.), having the
rudiments of, and in some cases considerably developed
industry, but in the majority of cases inadequate for
independent socialist construction; with feudal medieval relationship~. or ''Asiatic mode of production" relationships
prevailing in their economies and in their political superstructures; and in which the principal industrial, commercial and banking enterprises, the principal means of transport, the large landed estates (laufundia), plantations, etc.
are concentrated in the hands of foreign imperialist groups.
The principal task in such countries is, on the one hand,
to fight against feudalism and pre-capitalist forms of
exploitation and to systematically develop the peasant agrarian
revolution; on the other hand, to fight against foreign
imperialism for national independence. As a rule, transition.
to the dictatorship of the proletariat in these countries will
be possible only through a series of preparatory stages, as
the outcome of a whole period of tr1:nsformation of
bourgeois-democratic revolution into socialist revolution,
while in the majority of cases. successful socialist construction will be possible only if direct support is obtained
from the countries in which the proletarian dictatorship is
established.
53
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In still more backward countries (as in some parts of Africa)
where there are no wage workers or very few, where the
majority of the population still lives in tribal conditions.
where survivals of primitive. tribal forms still exist, where
the national bourgeoisie is almost non-existent, where the
primary role of foreign imperialism is that of military occupation and usurpation of land, the central task is to fight
for national independence. Victorious national uprisings in
these countries may open the way for their direct development towards socialism and their avoiding the stage of
capitalism, provided real, powerful assistance is rendered to
them by the countries in which the proletarian dictatorship
is established.
Thus, in the epoch in which the proletaliiat in the mo't
developed capitalist countries is confronted with the imml!diate task of capturing power, in which the dictatorship ofthc
proletariat is alrea~ established in th.e U.S.S.R. and is a factor
of world significance, the movement for liberation in colomal
and semi-colonial countries, which was brought into being by
the penetration of world capitalism, may lead to socialist
development-nQtwithstanding the immaturity of social relationships in these countries taken by themselves-provided
they receive the ~ssistance and support of the proletarian
dictatorship and of the international proletarian movemt:nt
generally.

9. Struggle for the World Dictatorship
of the Proletariat and Colonial Revolution
The special conditions of the revolutionary struggle prevailing
in colonial and semi-colonial countries, the inevitably long
period of struggle required for the democratic dictatorship of
the proletariat and the peasantry and for the transformation
of this dictator4'hip into the dictatorship of the proletariat, and.
finally, the decisive importance of the national aspects of the
struggle impose upon the Communist Parties of these countries
a number of special tasks, which are preparatory stages to the
general tasks of the dictatorship of the proletariat. The Com-
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munist International considers the following to be the most
important of these special tasks :
(I) To overthrow the rule of foreign imperialism, of the
feudal rulers and of the landlord bureaucracy.
(2) To establish the democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry on a Soviet basis.
(3) Complete national independence and national unification.
(4) Annulment of State debts.
(5) Nationalisation of large-scale enterprises (industrial,
Lran~port. banking and others) owned by the imperialists.
(6) The confiscation of landlord, church and ·monastery
lands. The nationalisation of all the land.
(7) Introduction of the 8-hour day.
(8) The organisation of revolutionary workers' and peasants' armies.
In the colonies and semi-colonies where the proletariat
ro; the leader of. and commands hegemony in, the struggle,
the consistent bourgeois-democratic revolution will grow
into proletarian revolution-in proportion as the struggle
develops and becomes more intense (sabotage by the
bourgeoisie, confiscation of the eOlerprises belonging to the
1,abotaging section of the bourgeoisie, which inevitably
r:xtends to the nationalisation of the whole of large-sc~le
industry). In the colonies where there is no proletariat, the
overthrow of the domination of the imperialists implies
the establishment of the rule of pei.>ple's (peasant) Soviets,
the confiscation and transfer to the State of foreign
enterprises and lands.
Colonial revolutions and movements for national libera~ion play an extremely important part in the struggle against
imperialism, and in the :-.truggle for the conquest of power
?Y the working class. Colonies and semi-~olonies are also
important in the transition period.because they represent the
world rural district in relation to the industrial countries,
which represent the· world city. Consequently the problem
of organising socialist world economy, of properly
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combining industry with agriculture, is, to a large extent,
the problem of the relation towards the former colonies of
imperial\sm. Hence, the establishment of a fraternal, millitant
alliance with the masses of. the toilers in the colonies
represents one of the principal tasks the world industrial
proletariat must fulfil as leader in the struggle against
imperialism.
Thus, in rousing the workers in the home countries for the
struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat, the progress
of the world revolution also rouses hundreds of millions of
colonial workers and peasants for the struggle against foreign
imperialism·. In view of the existence of centres of socialism
represented by Soviet Republics of growing economic po\\ler.
the colonies which break away from imperialisin economically
gravitate towards, and gradually combine with, the industrial
centres of world socialism, are drawn into the channel of
socialist construcyon, and by skipping the further stage ot
development of capitalism, as the predominant system, obtain
oiiportunities for rapid economic and cultural progress. The
Peasants' Soviets in the backward ex-colonies and the Workers' and Peasants' Soviets in the more developed ex-colonies
group themselves politically around the centres of proletarian
dictatorship, join the growing Federation of Soviet Republics.
and thus enter the general system of the world proletarian
dictatorship.
Socialism, as the new method of production, thus obtains
world-wide scope of developn:ient.

V. The Dictatorship of the Proletariat in the U.S.S.R.
and the International Social Revolution
1. The Buildin1 Up of Socialism in the U.S.S.R.
and the Cla55 Stru1gle
The principal manifestation of the profound crisis of the
capitalist system is the division of world economy into
capit111ist countries, on the one hand, and countries building
up socialism, on the other. Therefore, the internal
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consolidation of the proletarian dictatorship in the U.S.S.R.,
the success achieved in the work of socialist construction,
the growth of the influence and authority of the U.S.S.R.
among the masses of the proletariat and the oppressed
peoples of th~ colonies signify, therefore, the continuation,
intensification and expansion of the international social
r~volution.

Possessing in the country the necessary and sufficient
material pre-requisites not only for the overthrow of the landlord and the bourgeoisie, but also for the establishment of
complete socialism, the workers of the Soviet Republics, with
the aid of the international proletariat, heroically repelled the
attacks of the armed forces of the internal and foreign countern~volution, consolidated their alliance with the bulk of the
peasantry and achieved considerable success in the sphere of
socialist construction.
The contacts established between proletarian socialist
industry and small peasant economy, which stimulates the
growth of the productive forces of agriculture, and at the same
time assures the leading role to socialist industry; the linking
up of industry with agriculture in place of capitalist production for the satisfaction of the unproductive consumption of
parasitic classes that was the system formerly; production,
not for capitalist profit, but for the satisfaction of the growing
needs of the masses of the consumers~ the growth of the needs
of the masses, which in the final analysis greatly stimulates
the entire productive process; and, finally, the close concentration of the economic key po'litions under the command
of the proletarian State, the growth of planned management
and the more economic and expedient distribution of the
means of production that goes with it-all these enable the
proletariat to make rapid progress along the road of socialist
construction.
·
In raising the level of the groductive forces of the whole
economy of the country, and in steering a straight course
for the industrialisation of the U.S.S.R.-the rapidity of which
is dictated by the international and internal situation-the
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proletariat in the U.S.S.R., notwithstanding the systematic
attempts on the part of the capitalist Powers to organise an
econom~c and financial boycott against the Soviet Republics
at the same time increases the relative share of the socialised
(socialist) section of nation~) economy in the total means of
production in the country, in the total output of industry and
in the total trade turnover.
Thus, with the land nationalised, by means of the lever~
of State trade and rapidly growing co-operation, and with the
increasing industrialisation of the counrty, State socialist industry, transport and banking are more and more guiding the
activities of the small and very small peasant enterprises.
In the sphere of agriculture, especially, the level of the
forces of production is being raised amidtt conditions that
restrict the process of differentiation among the peasantry
(nationalisation of the land, and consequently the prohibition
of the sale and 1'1rcha-se of land: sharply graded progressiw
taxation; the financing of poor and middle peasants' co-operative societies and producers' organisations; laws regulating
the hiring ef labour; depriving the kulaks of certain political
and public rights; organising the rural poor in separate
organisations, etc.), However, insofar as the productive forces
of socialist industry have not yet grown sufficiently to enable
a broad, new technical base to be laid for agriculture, and.
consequently, to render possible the immediate and rapid
unification of peasant enterprises into large public enterprises
(collective farms), the kulak class tends to grow and establish.
first ecomomic and then political, contacts with the elements
of the so-called •'new bourgeoisie.''
Being in command of the principal economic key positions
in the country, and systematically squeezing out the remnan_rs
of urban and private capital, which has greatly dwindled in
the last few lears of the "New Economic Policy;" restricting
in every way the exploiting strata in the rural districts that
arise out of the development of commodity and money r"~a
tionships; supporting existing Soviet farms in the rural districts and estabJishing new ones; drawing the bulk of the
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peasant simple commodity producers, through the medium of
rapidly growing co-operative organisations, into the general
system of Soviet economic organisations, and, consequently,
into the work of socialist construction, which, in the conditions
prevailing under the proletarian dictatorship and with the
economic leadership of socialist industry. is identical with the
development of socialism; passing from the process of
restoration to the process of expanded reproduction of the
entire productive and technical base of the country-the
proletariat of the U.S.S.R. sets itself, and is already beginning to fulfil, the task of large-scale capital construction
(production of the means of production generally, development of heavy industry, and especially of electrification),
and developing still further selling, buying and credit
co-operation, sets itself the task of organising the peasantry
in producing co-operatives on a mass scale and on a collectivist basis, which calls for the powerful material assistance
of the proletarian State.
Thus, being already a decisive economic force determining, in the main, the ""ntire economic development of the
U.S.S.R., socialism by that very fact makes stilJ further strides
in its development and systema; :cally overcomes the difficulties that arise from the petty-bourgeois character of the country
and the periods of temporarily acute class antagonism.
The task of re-equipping industry and the need for large
investments in capital construction unavoidably give rise
to serious difficulties in the p~th of socialist development
which, in the last analysis, are to 1)c attributed to the technical
and economic backwardness of the country and to the ruin
caused in the years of the imperialist and civil wars. Notwithstanding this, however, the standard of Jiving of the
working class and of the broad masses of the toilers is
steadily rising and, simultaneously 'with the socialist
rationalisation and scientific organisation of industry, the
7-hour day is gradually being introduced, which opens up
sti)J wider prospects for the improvement of the conditions
of life and labour of the working class.
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Standing on the basis of the economic growth of the U.S.S.R.
and on the steady incr~ase in the relative importance of the
socialist. section of industry; never for a moment halting in
the struggle against the kul~ks; relying upon the rural poor
and maintaining a firm alliance with the bulk of the middle
peasantry-.the working class, united and led by the Communist Party, which has ben hardened in revolutionary battles.
draws increasing masses, scores of millions of toilers into
the work of socialist construction. The principal means
employed towards this aim are. : the development of broad
mass organisations (the Party, as the guiding force; the trade
unions, as the backbone of the entire system of the proletarian
dictatorship; the Young Communist League; co-operdtiv~
societies of all types; working womens' andJ>easant womens'
organisations; the various so-called .. voluntary societie!':· ·
worker and peasant correspondents' societies; sport, scientific.
cultural and edu~tional organisations); full encouragement
of the initiative of the masses and the promotion of fresh strat;1
of workers to high posts in all spheres of industry and administration. The steady attraction of the masses into the
process of socialist construction, the constant renovation of
the entire State, econimic, trade union and Party apparatus
with men and women fresh from the ranks of the proletariat,
the systematic training in the higher educational establishments and at special courses of workers, generally, and young
workers, in particular, as new socialist experts in all branches
of construction-all these together serve as one of the
principal guarantees against the bureaucratic ossif1cation of
social degeneration of the stratum of the proletariat directly
engaged in administration.

2. The Significance of the U.S.S.R.
and Her World Revolutionary Duties
Having defe~ted Russian imperialism and liberated all ~he
former colonies and oppressed nations of the Tsarist Empire.
and systematically laying a firm foundation for their c.ult~ra~
and political, development by industrialising their territories.
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having guaranteed the juridical position of the Autonomous
Territories, Autonomous Republics and Allied Republics
in the Constitution of the Union and having granted in full
the right of nations to self-determination-the dictatorship of
the proletariat in the U.S.S.R. by this guarantees, not only
formal, but also real equality for the different nationalities
an the Union.
Bemg the land of the dictatorship of the proletariat and of
socialist construction, the land of great working class achievements, of the union of the workers with the peasants and of
a nt"w culture marching under the banner of Marxism-the
U.S.S.R. inevitably becomes the base of the world movement
of all oppressed classes, the centre of international revolution,
the greatest factor in world history. In- the U .S.S.R., the world
proletariat for the first time acquires a country that is really
its own, and for the colonial movements the U.S.S.R. becomes
a pow~rful center of attraction.
Thus, the U.S.S.R. is an extremely important factor in the
general crisis of capitali~m. not only because she has dropped
out of the world capitahst system and has created a basis for
a new socialist system of production, but also because she
plays an exceptionally great rev11lutionary role generally; she
is the international driving force of proletarian revolution
that impels the proletariat of all countries to seize power; she
is the living example proving that the working class is not
only capable of destroying capitalism, but of building up
socialism as well; she is the prototype of the fraternity of
nationalities in all lands united in lhe World Union of Socialist
Republics and of the economic unity of the toilers of ~II
countries in a single world socialist economic system that
the world proletariat must establish when it has captured
political power.
.
The simultaneous existence of two economic systems, the
~ocialist system in the U.S.S.R. and the capitalist system
in other countries, imposes on- the Proletarian State the task
of warding off the blows showered upon it by the capitalist
v.orld (boycott, blockade, etc.), and also compels it to resort
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to economic manoeuvring and the utilisation of economic
manoeuvring and the utilisation of economic contacts with
capitalist countries (with the aid of the monopoly of foreign
trade-which is one of the fundamental conditions for the
successful building up of socialism, and also with the aid
of credits, loans, concessions, etc.). The principal and fundamental line to be followed in this connection must be the
line of establishing the widest possible contacts with foreign
countries-within limits determined by their usefulness to
the U.S.S.R., i.e., primarily for strengthening industry in the
U.S.S.R., for laying the base for her own heavy industry and
electrification, and finally, for the development of her own
socialist engineering industry. Only to the extent rtlat the
economic independence of the U.S.S.R. in the capitalist
environment is secured can solid guarantees be obtained
against the danger that soafalist construction in the U.S.S.R.
may be destroyed and that the U.S.S.R. may be transformed
into an appendage ~f the world capitalist system.
On the other hand, notwithstanding their interest in the
markets of the U.S.S.R., the capitalist States continually
vacillate between their commercial interests and their fear
of the growth of the U.S.S.R., which means the growth of
international revolution. However, the principal and fundamental tendency in the policy of imperialist powers is to
encircle the U.S.S.R. and conduct counter-revolutionary
war against her in order to strangle her and to establish a
world bourgeois terrorist regime.
The systemetic imperialist attempts politically to encircle
the U .S.S.R. and the growing danger of an armed attack upon
her, do not, however, prevent the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union-a section of the Communist International and
the leader of the proletmian dictatorship in the U.S.S.R.-from
fulfilling its international obligations and from renderi~g
support to all the oppressed, to the labour movements 1.n
capitalist countries, to colonial movements against imperialism and to the struggle against national oppression in every
form.
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3. The Duties of the International
Proletariat to the U.S.S.R.
In view of the fa~t that the U.S.S.R. is the only fatherland
of the international proletariat, the principal bulwark of its
achievements and the most important factor for its international emancipation, the international proletariat must on its
part facilitate the success of the work of socialist construction
in the U.S.S.R., and defend her against the attacks of the
capitalist Powers by all the means in its power.
·'The world political situation has made the dictatorship
of the proletariat an immediate issue, and all the events of
world politics are inevitably concentrating around one central
point, namely, the struggle of the world bourgeoisie against
the Soviet Russian Republic, which must inevitably group
around itself the Soviet movements of the advanced workers
of all countries on the one hand, and all the national
liberation movements of the colonial and oppressed nationalitie!i on the other.' '-(Lenin.)
Jn the event of the imperialist States declaring war upon
and attacking the U.S.S.R., the international proletariat must
retaliate by organising bold and determined mass action and
struggle for the overthrow of the imperialist governments
with the slogan of: dictatorship of the proletariat and alliance
with the U.S.S.R.
In the colonies, and particularly the colonies of the
imperialist country attacking the U.S.S.R., every effort must
be made to take advantage of the diversion of the imperialist
millitary forces to develop an anti-imperialist struggle and to
organise revolataonary action for the purpose of throwing off
the yoke of imperialism and of winning complete indepen·
dence.
The development of socialism in the U.S.S.R. and the
growth of its international influence not only rouse the hatred
of the capitalist States and their social-democratic agents
against her, but also inspires the toilers all over the world with
sympathy towards her, and stimulate the readiness of the
oppressed classes of all countries to fight with all the means
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in their power for the land of the proletarian dictatorship, in
the event of an imperialist attack upon her.
Thus the development of the conttadictions within modern
world economy. the development of the general capitalist
crisis, and the imperialist millitary attack upon the Soviet
Union inevitably lead to a mighty revolutionary outbreak
which must overwhelm capitalism in a number of the so-called
civilised countries, unleash the victorious revolution in the
colonies, broaden the base of the proletarian dictatorship to
an enormous degree, and thus, with tremendous strides bring
nearer the final world victory of socialism.

VI. The Strategy and Tactics of the Communist
International in the Struggle for the
Dictatorship of the Pfoletariat
I. Ideologies Among the Working Class
Inimical to Communism
In its fight against capitalism for the dic:atorship of thi:
proletariat, revolutionary Communism encounters numerous
tendencies among the working class, which to a more or less
degree express the ideological subordination of the proletariat
to the imperialist bourgeoisie, or reflect the ideological influence exercised upon the proletariat by the petty bourgeoisie,
which at tilnes rebels against the shackles of finance capital,
but is incapable of adopting sustained and scientifically plan nee!
strategy and tactics or of carrying on the struggle in an organised
manner on the basis of the stern discipline that is characteristic
of the proletariat.
The mighty social power of the imperialist State, with irs
auxiliary apparatus, schools, press, theatre and church-is
primarily reflected irtthe existence of religious and reformi~t
tendencies among the working class, which represent the mam
obstacles on the road towards the proletarian social revoluticn.
The confessional, religiously tinged tendency among the
working class finds expression in the confessional tr~de
unions, which frequently are directly connected with
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corresponding bourgeois political organisations, and are
affiliated to one or other of the church organisations of the
dominant class (C~tholic trade unions, Young Men's Christian
Association, Jewish Zionist organisations, etc.). All these
tendencies, being the most striking product of the ideological
captivity of certain strata of the proletariat, in most cases, bear
a romantic feudal tinge. By sanctifying all the abominations
of the capitalist regime with the holy water of religion, and
by terrorising their flock with the spectre of punishment in
the world to come, the leaders· of these organisations serve
as Lhe most reactionary units of the class enemy in the camp
of the proletariat.
A cynically commercial, and imperialist secular form of
subjecting the proletariat to the ideological influence of the
bourgeoisie is represented by contemporary "socialist"
reformism. Taking its main gospel from the tablets of imperialist politics, its model to-day is the deliberately anti'iocialist and openly counter-revolutionary ''American Federation of Labour". The ideological dictatorship of the servile
American trade union bureaucracy, which in its turn
ex presses the ideological dictatorship of the American dollar,
has become, through the medium of British reformism and
His Majesty's Socialists of the British Labour Party, the most
important constituent in the theory and practice of international social-democracy and of the leaders of the Amsterdam
International, while the leaders of German and Austrian
social-democracy embellish these theories with Marxian
phraseology in order to cover up their utter betrayal of
Marxism. "Socialist" reformism, the principal enemy of
revolutionary Communism in the labour move.ment, which
has a broad organisational base in the social-democratic
~arties and through these in the reformist trade unions, in
11~ entire policy and theoretical outlook stands out as a force
directed against the proletarian revolution.
I~ the sphere of foreign politics, the social-democratic
parties actively supported the imperialist war on the pretext
of "d &
•
eaendmg
the fatherland." Imperialist expansion and
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•'colonial policy'' received their wholehearted support.
Orientation towards the counter-revolutionary ''Holy Alliance•• of imperialist Powers ("Th~ League of Nations").
advocacy of ultra-imperialism, mobilisation of the masses
under pseudo-pacifist slogans, and at the same time, active
support of imperialism in its attacks upon the U.S.S.R. and
in the impending war against the U.S.S.R.-are the main
features of reformist foreign policy.
In the sphere of home politics, social-democracy has set
itself the task of directly co-operating with and supporting
the capitalist regime. Complete support for capitalist
rationalisation and stabilisation, class peace, ''feace in
industry;'' the policy of converting the labour organisations
into organisations of the employers and of the predatory
imperialist State; the practice of so-called "Industrial
democracy" which in ~ct means complete subordination
to trustified capital; adoration of the imperialist State and
particularly of its false democratic labels; active participation in the building up of the organs of the imperialist
State-police, army, gendarmerie, its class judiciary; the
defence of the State against the encroachments of the
revolutionary Communist proletariat and the executioner's
role played in time of revolutionary crisis-such is the line
of social-democratic reformist home policy. While pretending to conduct the industrial struggle, reformism considers
its function in this field to be to conduct that struggle i11
such a manner as to guard the capitalist class against any
kind of shock, or, at all events, to preserve the complete
inviolability of the foundations of capitalist property.
In the sphere of theory, social-democracy has utterly and
completely betrayed Marxism, having traversed the road
from revisionism to ·complete liberal-bourgeois reformism
an~ avowed social-imperialism: it has substituted in place
of the Marxian theory of the contradictions of capitalism the
bourgeois theory of its harmonious development; it has
pigeon-holded the theory of crisis and of the pauperisat~on
of the proletariat; it has turned the flaming and menacrng
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theory of class struggle into prosaic advocacy of class peace;
it has exchanged the theory of growing class antagonisms
for the petty-bourg~ois fairy-tale about the' 'democratisation''
of capital; in place of the theory of the inevitability of war
under capitalism it has substituted the bourgeois deceit of
pacifism and the lying propaganda of "ultra-imperialism;"
it has exchanged the theory of the revolutionary downfall
of capitalism for the counterfeit coinage of •'sound''
capitalism transforming itself peacefully into socialism; it
has replaced revolution by evolution, the destruction of the
bourgeois State by its active upbuilding, the theory of
proletarian dictatorship by the theory of coalition with the
bourgeoisie. the doctrine of international proletarian solidarity by preaching defence of the imperialist fatherland; for
Marxian dialectical materialism it has substituted the idealist
philosophy and is now engaged in picking up the crumbs
of religion that fall from the table of the bourgeoisie.
Within social-democratic reformism a number of tendencies stand out that are characteristic of the bourgeois degeneracy of social-democracy.
Constructive Socialism (MacDonald and Co.), which by its
very name suggests the struggle against the revolutionary
proletariat and a favourable attitude towards th.e capitalist
11ystem, continues the liberal philanthropic, anti-revolutionary
and bourgeois traditions of Fabianism (Beatrice and Sydney
Webb, Bernard Shaw, Lord Olivier, etc.). While rupudiating
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the use of violence in
~he struggle against the bourgeoisie as a matter of principle,
It favours violence in the struggle against the proletariat and
the colonial peoples. While acting as the apologist of the
i=apitalist State and preaching State capitalism undet the guise
of _socialism, and in conjunction with She most vulger ideologists of imperialism in both hemispheres-declaring the
theory of the class struggle to be a •'pre-scientific'' theoryConstructive Socialism ostensibly advocates a moderate
rogramme of nationalisation with compensation, taxation of
and values, death duties, and taxation of surplus profits as
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a means of abolishing capitalism. Being resolutely ·opposed
to the dictatorship of the proletariat in the U.S.S.R., C~nstruc
tive Socialism, in complete alliance with the bourgeoisie, is
an active enemy of the Communist proletarian movement and
of colonial revolutions.
·.
A special variety of Constructive Socialism is
Co-operativism or Co-operative Socialism (Charles Gide
and Co.), which also strongly repudiates the class struggle
and advocates the co-operative organisation of consumers
as a means of overcoming capitalism, but which, in fact,
does all it can to help the stabilisation of capitalism. Having
at its command an extensive propagandist apparatus, in the
shape of the mass consumer's co-operative organisations,
which it employs for the purpose of systematicJllY influencing the masses, Co-operativism carries on a fierce struggle against the revolutionary labour movement, hampers it
in the achievement ofits aims, and represents to-day one
of the most potent factors in the camp of the reformist
counter-revolution.
So-called Guild Socialism (Penty, Orage, Hobson and others)
is an eclectic attempt to unite "revolutionary" syndicalism
with bourgeois Liberal Fabianism, anarchist decentralisation
(''national industrial guilds'') with State capitalist centralisation
and mediaeval guild and craft narrowness with modern capitalism. Starting out with the ostensible demand for the abolition
of the "wage system" as an "immoral" institution which
must be abolished by means of workers' control of industry.
Guild Socialism completely ignores the most important question, viz., the question of power. While striving to unite
workers, intellectuals and technicians into a federation of
national industrial 'guilds,' and to convert· these guilds by
peaceful means ("control from within") into organs for the
administration of iQdustry within the framework of the bour·
geois State, obscures its class, imperialist and anti-proletarian
character and allots to it the function of the non-class
representative of the interests of the "consumers" as against
the guild-organised ''producers.'' By its advocacy of
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"functional democracy," i.e., representation of classes in
capitalist society-each class being presumed to have definite
social and productive function-Guild Socialism paves the
way for the fascist "corporate State." By repudiating both
parliamentarism and ••direct action,'' the majority of the Guild
Socialists doom the working class to inaction and passive
subordination to the bourgeoisie. Thus Guild Socialism represents a peculiar form of trade unionist utopian opportunism,
and as such cannot but play an anti-revolutionary role.
Lastly, Austro-Marxism represents a special variety of
social-democratic reformism. Being a part of the •'left..· wing''
of social-democracy, Austro-Marxism represents a most
subtle deception of the masses of the toilers. Prostituing the
terminology of Marxism, while divorcing itself entirely from
the principles of revolutionary Marxism (the Kantism,
Machism, etc., of the Austro-Marxists in the domain of
philosophy), toying with religion, borrowing the theory of
''functional democracy'' from the British reformists, agreeing
with the principle of •'building up the republic,•' i.e., building
up the bourgeois State, Austro-Marxism recommends "class
co-operation" in periods of so-called "equilibrium of class
forces,'' i.e., precisely at the time when the revolutionary crisis
is maturing. This theory is ajustificr.-tion of coalition with the
bourgeoisie for the overthrow of the proletarian revolution
under the guise of defending •'democracy'' against the attacks
of reaction. Objectively, and in practice, the violence which
Austro-Marxism admits in cases of reactionary attacks is
converted into reactionary violence against the proletarian
revolution. Hence the "functional role" of Austro-Marxism
is_ to deceive t~e workers already marching towards Communism, and therefore it is the most dangerous enemy of the
proletariat, more dangerous than the avowed adherents of
predatory social-imperialism.
All the above-mentioned tenden~ies, being constituent
pans of 'socialist'' reformism, are agencies of tbe imperialist
bourgeoisie within the working class itself. But Communism
has to contend also against a number of petty-bourgeois
S4
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tendencies, which reflect and express the vacillation of the
unstable strata of society (the urban petty bourgeoisie, the
degenerate city middle class, the lumpen-proletariat, the declassed
Bohemian intellectuals, the pau~rised artisans, certain strata
of the peasantry, etc.). These te'iidencies, which are distinguished for their extreme political instability, often cover up
a right-wing policy with left-wing phraseology or drop into
adventurism, substitute noisy political gesticulation for
objective estimation of forces, and often tumble from astounding heights of revolutionary bombast to profound depths of
pessimism and downright capitulation before the enemy.
Under certain conditions, particularly in periods of sharp
changes in the political situation and of forced temporary
retreat, these tendencies may become very dangeg>us disrupters of th~ proletarian ranks and, consquently, a drag upon
the revolutionary proletarian movement.
Anarchism, the mpst prominent rep~esentatives of which
(Kropotkin, Jean Graves and others) treacherously went over
to the side of the imperialist bourgeoisie in the war of 19141918, denies the necessity for wide, centralised and
disciplined proletarian organisations and thus leaves the
proletarian powerless before the powerful organisations of
capital. By its advocacy of individual terror, it distracts the
proletariat from the methods of mass organisation and masli
struggle. By repudiating the dictatorship of the proletariat
in the name of ''abstract'' liberty, Anarchism deprives
the proletariat of its most important and sharpest weapon
against the bourgeoisie, its armies and all its organs of
repression. Being remote from mass movements of any kind
in the most important centres of proleiarian struggle,
Anarchism is steadily being reduced to a sect which, by its
tactics and actions, including its opposition to the dictatorship of the wort,ing class in the U.S.S.R., has objectively
joined the united front of tJie anti-revolutionary forces.
''Revolutionary'' Syndicalism, many ideologi•ts of which
in the extremely critical war period went over ·to the camp of
the fascist type of anti-parliamentary counter-revolutionaries,
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or became peaceful reformists of the social-democratic type,
by its repudiation of political struggle (particularly of revo-

lutionary parliamentarism) and of the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat, by its advocacy of craft decentralisation
of the labour movement generally and of the trade union
movement in particular, by its repudiation of the need for a
proktarian party, and of the necessity for rebellion, and by
its exaggeration of the importance of the general strike (the
··fold arm tactics''), like Anarchism, hinders the revolutionisation
of masses of the workers wherever it has any influence. Its
attacks upon the U.S.S.R., which logically follow fro~ its
repudiation of the dictatorship of the proletariat in·general,
place it in this respect on a level with social-democracy.
All these tendencies take a common stand with socialdemocracy, the principal enemy of the proletarian revolution,
on the fundamental political issue, i.e., the question of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Hence, all of them come out
more or less definitely in a united front with social-democracy
against the U.S.S.R. On the other hand, social-democracy,
which has µtterly and completely betrayed Marxism, tends to
rely more and more upon the ideology of the Fabians, of the
Constructive Socialists and of the Guild Socialist. These
tendencies are becoming transformed into the official liberalreformist ideology of the bourgeois ''socialism'' of the Second
International.
In the colonial countries and among the oppressed peoples
and races generally, Communism encounters the influence of
peculiar tendencies in the labour movement which played a
useful role in a definite.phase of development, but which, in
the new stage of development, are becoming transformed into
a reactionary force.
Sun Yat-senism in China expressed the· ideology of
petty-bourgeois democratic "socialism." In the "Three
~inciples'' (Nationalism, Democracy, Socialism), the concept
people" obscured the concept "classes;"· socialism was
presented, not as a specific mode of production to be .carried
on by a specific class, i.e., by the proletariat, but as a vague
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state of social well-being, while no connection was made
between the struggle against imperialism and the perspectives of the development of th~ class struggle. Therefore,
while it played a very useful rQle in the first stage of the
~hinese revolution, as a conseqtience of the further process
of class differentiation that has taken place in the country
and of the further progress of revolution, Sun-Yat-senism has
now changed from being the ideological expression of the
development of that revolution into fetters of its further
development. The epigones of Sun Yat-senism, by emphasising
and exaggerating the very features of this ideology that have
become objec!ively reactionary, have made it the official
ideology of the Kuomintang, which is now an openly counterrevolutionary force. The ideological growth ot the massei.
of the Chinese proletariat and of the toiling peasantry must,
therefore, be accompanied by determined decisive struggle
against the Kuomint'-.1g dece~ti~n and. by opposition to the
remnants of the Sun Yat-semst ideology. ·
Tendencies like Gandhism in India. thoroughly imbued
with religious conceptions, idealise the most backward and
economically most reactionary forms of social life, see the
solution of the social problem not in proletarian socialism.
but in a reversion to these backward forms, preach passivity
and repudiate the class struggle, and in the process of the
development of the revolution become transformed into an
openly reactionary force. Gandhism is more and more
becoming an ideology directed against mass revolution. It
must be strongly combated by Communism.
Garveyism which formerly was the ideology of the masses.
like Gandhism, has become a hindrance to the revolu·
tionisation of the Negro masses; originally advocating social
equality for Negroes, Garveyism subsequently developed
into a peculiar form of Negro "Zionism" which, instead
of fighting American imperialism, advanced the slogan :
•'Back to Africa''! This dangerous ideology, which bears
not a single genuine democratic trait, and which toys with
the aristocratic attributes of a non-existent '·Negro
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kingdom." must be strongly resisted, for it is not a help
but a hindrance to the mass Negro struggle for liberation
against American imperialism.
Standing out against all these tendencies is proletarian
Communism. The sublime ideology of the international
revolutionary working class, it differs from all these
tendl·ncies. and primarily from social-democracy. in that,
in complete harmony with the teachings of Marx and Engels,
it conducts a theoretical and practical revolutionary struggle
for the dictatorship of the proletariat, and in the struggle
applies all forms of proletarian mass action.

2. The Fundamental Tasks
of Communist Strategy and Tactics
The successful struggle of the Communist International for
the dictatorship of the proletariat presupposes the existence
in every country of a compact Communist Party. hardened in
the struggle. disciplined, centralised, and closely linked up
with the masses.
The Party is the vanguard of the working class, and consists
of the best, most class-conscious, most active and most
courageous members of that class. It incorporates the whole
body of experience of the proletarian struggle. Basing itself
upon the revolutionary theory of Marxism and representing
the general and lasting interests of the whole of the working
class, the Party personifies the unity of proletarian principles,
?f proletarian will and of proletarian revolutionary action. It
is a revolutionary organisation, bound .by iron discipline and
strict revolutionary rules of democratic centralism, which can
be carried out owing to the class consciousness of the
pr~l~tarian vanguard, to its loyalty to the revolution, to its
abthty to maintain inseparable ties with the proletarian
masses and to its correct political leadership, which is
constantly verified and clarified by the experiences of the
masses themselves.
In order that it may fulfil its historic mission of achieving
the dictatorship of the proletariat, the C::ommunist Party must
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first of all set itself and accomplish the following fundamental
strategic aim :
Extend its influence over the majority of the members of
its own class, including working women and the working
youth. To achieve this the Comittunist Party must secure
predominant influence in the broad mass proletarian organisations (Soviets, trade unions, factory councils, co-operative
societies, sport organisations, cultural organisations, etc.). It
is particularly important for the purpose of winning over the
majority of the proletariat, to capture the trade unions, which
are genuine mass working-class organisations closely bound
up with the everyday struggle of the working class. To work
in reactionary trade unions and skilfully to capture them. to
win the confidence of the broad masses of the ipdustrially
organised workers, to change and remove from their posts the
reformist leaders, represent important tasks in the preparatory
period.
1
The achievement of the dictatorship of the proletariat
presupposes also that the proletariat acquires leadership of
wide sections of the toiling masses. To accomplish this thr
Communist Party must extend its influence over the masse~
of the urban and rural poor, over the lower strata of the
intelligentsia, and over the so-called "small man," i.e., the
petty-bourgeois strata generally. It is particularly important
that work be carried on for the purpose of extending the Party'
influence over the peasantry. The Communist Party must
secure for itself the wholehearted support of that stratum of
the rural population that stands closest to the proletandt.
i.e., the agriculture labourers and the rural poor. To this end
the agriculture labourers must be or&anised in separate
organisations; all possible support must be given to them in
their struggles against the rural bourgeoisie, and strenuous
work must be carried on among the small allotment farmers
and small peasant;. In regard to the middle strata of the
peasantry in developed capitalist countries, the Communisl
Parties must conduct a policy to secure their neutrality. The
fulfilment of a.II these tasks by the proletariat-the champion
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of the interests of the whole people and the leader of the broad
masses in their struggle against the oppression of finance
capital-is an essential condition precedent for the victorious
Communist revolution.
The tasks of· the Communist International connected
with the revolutionary struggle in colonies, semi-colonies
and :.lependencies are extremely important strategical tasks
in the world proletatian struggle. The colonial struggle
presupposes that the broad masses of the working class and
of the peasantry in the colonies must be won over to the
banner of the revolution; but this cannot be achieved unless
the closest co-operation is maintained between the proletariat
in the oppressing countries and the toiling masses in the
oppressed countries.
While organising under the banner of the proletarian
dictatorship the revolution against imperialism in the so-called
civilised States, the Communist International supports every
movement against imperialist violence in the colonies,
semi-colonies and dependencies themselves (for example, LatinAmerica); it carries on propaganda against all forms of
chauvinism and against the imperialist maltreatment of enslaved
peoples and races, big and samll (treatment of Negroes, ''yellow
labour,'' anti-semitism, etc.), and supports their struggles
against the bourgeoisie of the oppressing nations. The
Communist International especially combats the chauvinism
that is preached in the empire-owning countries by the
imperialist bourgeoisie, as well as by its social-democratic
agency, the Second International, and constantly holds up in
contrast to the practices of the imperialist bourgeoisie the
practice of the Soviet Union, which has established relations
of fraternity and equality among the nationalities inhabiting it.
The Communist Parties in the imperialist countries must
render systematic aid to the colonial revolutionary liberation
movement, and to the movement of oppressed nationalities
generally. The duty of rendering active support to these
movements rests primarily upon the workers in the countries
upon which the oppressed nations are economically,
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finan-cially or politically dependent. The Communist Parties
must openly recognise the right of the colonies to separation
and their right to carry on propaganda for this separation,
i.e., propaganda in favour of the in..dependence of the colonies
from the imperialist State; they must recognise their right
of armed defence against imperialism (i.e., the right of
rebellion and revolutionary war) and advocate and give active
support to this defence by all means in their power. The
Communist Parties must adopt this line of policy in regard
to all oppressed nations.
The Communist Parties in the colonial and semi-colonial
countries must carry on a bold and consistent struggle against
foreign imperialism and unfailingly conduct propaganda in
favour of friendship and unity with the proletviat in the
imperialist countries. They must openly advance, conduct
propaganda for, and carry out the slogan of agrarian revolution, rouse the bro'Jd masses of the peasantry for the
overthrow of the landfords and combat the reactionary and
mediaeval infl.uence of the priesthood, of the missionaries
and other similiar elements.
In these countries, the principal task is to organise the
workers and the peasantry independently (to establish class
Communist Parties of the proletariat, trade unions, peasant
leagues and committees and-in a revolutionary situationSoviets, etc.), and to free them from the influence of the
national bourgeoisie, with whom temporary agreements may
be made only on the condition that they, the bourgeoisie,
do not hamper the revolutionary organisation of the workers
and peasants, and that they carry on a genuine struggle against
imperialism.
In determining its line of tactics, each Communist Party
must take into account the concrete internal and external
situation, the correlation of class forces, the degree of stability
and strength of the• bourgeoisie, the degree of preparedness
of the proletariat, the position taken up by the various
intermediary strata, etc., in its country. The Party determines
slogans and methods of struggle in accordance with these
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circumstances, with the view to organising and mobilising
the masses on the broadest possible scale and on the highest
possible level of this struggle.
When a revolutionary situation is developing, the Party
adva~ces certain transitional slogans and partial demands
corresponding to the concrete situation; but these demands and
slogans must be bent to the revolutionary aim of capturing
power and of overthrowing bourgeois capitali~t society. The
Party must neither stand aloof from the daily needs and
struggles of the working class nor confine its activities exclusively to them. The task of the Party is to utilise these minor
~veiyday needs as a starting point from which to "lead the
working class to the revolutionary struggle for power.
When the revolutionary tide is rising, when the rulling
classes are disorganised, the masses are in a state of revolutionary ferment, the intermediary strata are inclining towards
the proletariat and the masses are ready for action and for
sacrifice, the Party of the proletariat is confronted with the
task of leading the masses to a direct attack upon the bourgeois
State. This it does by carrying on propaganda in favour of
increasingly radical transitional slogans (for Soviets, workers'
control of industry, for peasant committees, for the seizure
of the big landed properties, for dis-arming the bourgeoisie
and arming the proletatiat, etc.}, and by organising mass
action, upon which all branches of Party agitation and
propaganda, including parliamentary activity, must be concentrated. This mass action includes : strikes; a combination
of strikes and demonstrations; a combination of strikes and
armed demonstrations, and, finally. the general strike
conjcintly with armed insurrection against the State power of
the bourgeoisie. The latter form of struggle, which is the
supreme form, must be conducted according to the rules of
war; it presupposes a plan of campaign, offensive fighting
operations and unbounded devotion and heroism on the part
of the proletariat. An absolutely essential condition precedent
~or this form of action is the organisation of the broad masses
mt~ militant unita, which, by their very form, embrace and
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set into action the largest possible numbers of toilers (councils
of workers' deputies, soldiers' councils, etc.), and intensified
revolutionary work in the army and the navy.
In passing over to new and more fadical slogans, the Parties
must be guided by the fundamental 'role of the political tactics
of Leninism, which call for ability to lead the masses to
revolutionary positions in such a manner that the masses may.
by their own experience, convince themselves of the correctness of the Party line. Failure to observe this rule must
inevitably lead to isolation from the masses, to putschism, to
the degeneration of Communism into ''leftist'' dogmatism,
and to petty-bourgeois •'revolutionary'' adventurism. Failure
to take advantage of the culminating point in the development
of the revolutionary situation, when the Party of the.,roletariat
is called upon to conduct a bold and determined attack upon
the enemy. is not less dangerous. To allow that opportunity
to slip by and to fail to,,start rebellion at ~hat point means to
allow the initiative to pass to the enemy and to doom the
revolution to defeat.
When the revolutionary tide is not rising, the Communist
Parties must advance partial slogans and demands that
correspond to the everyday needs of the toilers, and combine
them with the fundamental tasks of the Communist International. The Communist Parties must not, however, at such a
time, advance transitional slogans that are applicable only
to revolutionary situations (for example workers' control of
industry, etc.). To advance such slogans when there is no
revolutionary situation means to transform them into slogans
that favour merging with the capitalist system of organisation.
Partial demands and slogans generally form an essential part
of correct tactics; but certain transitional slogans go inseparably with a revolutionary situation. Repudiation of partial
demands and transitional slogans "on principle," however,
is incompatible with the tactical principles of Communism,
for in effect such repudiation condemns the Party to inaction
and isolates it from the masses. United front tactics also occupy
an important place in the tactics of the Communist Parties
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throughout the whole pre-revolutionary period as a means
towards achieving success in the struggle against capital,
towards the class mobilisation of the masses and the exposure
and isolation of the reformist leaders.
The correct application of united front tactics and the
fulfilment of the general task of winning over the masses
pre-~uppose in their turn systematic and persistent work in
the trade unions and other mass proletarian organisations.
It is the bounden duty of every Communist to belong to a
trade union, even a most reactionary one, provided it is a
mass organisation. Only by constant and persistent work in
che trade unions and in the factories for the steadfast and
energetic defence of the interests of workers, together with
ruthless struggle against the reformist bureaucracy, will it
be possible to win the leadership in the workers' struggle
and to win industrially organised workers over to the side
of the Party.
Unlike the reformists, whose policy is to split the trade
unions, the Communists defend trade union unity nationally
and internationally on the basis of the class struggle, and render
every support to and strengthen the work of the Red Trade
Union International.
In universally championing the current everyday needs of
the masses of the workers and of the toilers generally, in
utilising the bourgeois parl~ament as a platform for revolutionary agitation and propaganda, and subordinating the partial
tasks to the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
Parties of the Communist International advance partial demands and slogans in the following main spheres :
In the sphere of Labour, in the narrow meaning of the term,
i.e .• questions concerned with the industrial struggle (the fight
against the trustified capitalist offensive, wages questions, the
working day, compulsory arbitration, unemployment), which
~row into questions of the general political struggle {big
tn~ustrial conflicts, fight for the right to organise, right to
stnke, etc.); in the sphere of politics proper (taxation, high
cost of living, fascism, persecution of revolutionary parties,
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all, it is most important to have the strictest international
discipline in the Communist ranks.
This international Communist discipline must find expression in the subordination of the partial and local interests of
the movement to its general and lasting interests and in the
strict fulfilment, by all members, of the decisions passed by
the leading bodies of the Communist International.
Unlike the social-democratic Second International, each
Section of which submits to the discipline of "its own,"
national bourgeoisie and of its own ''fatherland,'' the Sections
of the Communist International submit to only one discipline,
viz., international proletarian discipline, which guarantee!.
victory in the struggle of the world's workers for world
proletarian dictatorship. Unlike the Second lnternatonal which
splits the trade unions, fights against colonial pe"J>les and
practices unity with the bourgeoisie, the Communist International is an organisation that guards proletarian unity in all
countries and the unity ott\he toilers of all races and all peoples
in their struggle against the yoke of imperialism.
Despite the bloody terror of the bourgeoisie, the Communists fight with courage and devotion on all sectors of the
international class front, in the firm conviction that the victory
of the proletariat is inevitable and cannot be averted.
''The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims.
They openly declare that their aims ca~ be attained only by
the forcible overthrow of all the existing· social conditions.
Let the ruling class tremble at a Communistic revolution.
The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They
have a world to win."
Working men of all countries, Unite !

Appetulix. IX

Principles of Party Organisation*

Organisation And Structure of The Communist Party
I. General Principles
1. VANGUARD OF THE PROLETARIAT: The organisatioq of the
Party must be adapted to the conditions and to the goal of
its activity. The Communist Party must be the vanguard, the
advanced post of the proletariat, through all the phases of
revolutionary class struggle and during the subsequent transition period towards the realisation of Socialism, i. e., the
first stage of the Communist society.
2. There can be no absolutely infallible and unalterable
form of organisation for Communist Parties. The conditions
of the proletarian class struggle are subject to changes in a
continuous process of evolution, and in accordance with these
changes, the organisation of the proletarian vanguard must be
constantly seeking for the corresponding forms. The peculiar
conditions of every individual country likewise determine the
special adaption of the forms or organisation .of the respective
Parties.
But this differentiation. has definite limits. Regardless of all
peculiarities, the quality of the conditions of the proletarian
class struggle in the various countries and through ~he various
phases of the proletarian revolution is of fundamental
* The document which is being reprinted here is th~ 'Thesis on the
Organisation of the Communist Parties' adopted by the Third Con1ress of
the Communist International in 1921. Thia basic document lays down the
rev~lutionary principles of Communist or1anistion. It was drafted under
~mn's guidance and passed at the Consress'1ed by him. A popular exposition of these general principles is given by Stalin in his book, 'foundations
of Leninism', published by National Book Asency Private Ltd.. 1967.
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importance to the international Communist movement, creating
a common basis for the organisation of the Communist Parties
in all countries.
Upon this basis, it is necessary to develop the organisation
of the Communist Parties but no(io seek to establish any
new model parties instead of the existing ones and to aim
at any absolutely correct form of organisation and ideal
constitutions.
3. INSTRUMENT OF THE REVOLUTION : Most Communist Parties,
and consequently the Communist International as the united
party of the revolutionary proletariat of the world, have this
common feature in their conditions of struggle, that they still
have to fight against the dominant bourgeoisie. To conquer
the bourgeoisie and to wrest the power from its hands is for
•
all of them, until further developments, the determining
and
guiding main goal. Accordingly, the determining factor in the
organising activity of tht; Communist Parties in the capitalist
countries must be the upbuilding of such organisations as will
make the victory of the proletarian revolution over the possessing classes buth possible and secure.
4. ORGANISATION OF LEADERS : Leadership is a necessary condition for any common action, but most of all it is indispeni.able in the greatest fight in the world's history. The organisation
of the Communist Party is the organisation of Communist
leadership in the proletarian revolution.
To be a good leader, the Party itself must have good
leadership. Accordiflgly the principal task of our organisational
work must be-education, organisation and training of efficient Communist Parties under capable directing organs to the
leading place in the proletarian revolutionary movement.
S. The leadership in the revolutionary class struggle
presupposes the organic combination of the greatest possible
striking force and of the greatest adaptability on the part of
the Communist Party and its leading organs to the everchanging
conditions of the struggle. Furthermore, successful leadership
requires absolutely the closest association with the proletarian
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masses. Without such association, the leadership will not lead
the masses, but at best, will follow behind the masses.
The organic unity in the Communist Party organisation
must be attained through democratic centralisation.

II. On Democratic Centralisation
6. W11AT IT 1s NoT : Democratic centralisation in the Communist Party organisation must be a real synthesis, a fusion
of centralism and proletarian democracy. This fusion can
be achieved only on the basis of constant common activity,
constant common struggle of the entire Party orgaqisation.
Centralisation in the Communist Party organisation does not
mean formal and mechanical centralisation but a centralisation
of Communist activities, that is to say, the formation of a
strong leadership, ready for war and at the same time capable
of adaptability. A formal or mechanical centralisation is the
centralisation of the 'power' in the hands of an industrial
bureaucracy, dominating over the rest of the membership or
over the masses of the revolutionary proletariat standing
outside the organisation. Only the enemies of the Communists can assert that the Communist Party conducting the
proletarian class struggle and centralising the Communist
leadership is trying to rule over the revolutionary proletariat.
Such an assertion is a lie. Neither is any rivalry for power
nor any contest for supremacy within the Party at all compatible with the fundamental principles of democratic centralism adopted by the Communist International.
NEITHER BUREAUCRACY NoR FORMAL DEMOCRACY : In the
organisation of the old. non-revolutionary labour movement.
there has developed an all-pervading dualism of the same
nature as that of the bourgeois state, namely, the dualism
~etween the bureaucracy and the 'people'. Under thi~ baneful
influence of bourgeios environment there has developed- a
separation of functions, a substitutiott of barren, formal democracy for the living association of common endeavour and the
splitting up of the organisation into active functionaries and
I
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passive masses. Even the revolutionary labour movemnet
inevitably inherits this tendency to dualism and formalism to
a certain extent from the bourgeois environme.nt.
The Communist Party must fundamentally overcome these
contrasts by systematic and perseveri•g political and organising
work and by constant improvei:nent and revision.
7. In transforming a Socialist mass party into a Communist
Party. the Party must not confine itself to merely c~ncentrating
the authority in the hands of its central leadership while
leaving the old order unchanged. Centralisation should not
merely exist on paper, but be actually carried out, and this
is possible of achievement only when the members at large
will feel this authority as a fundamentally efficient instrument
in their common activity and struggle. Otherwise, it will
appear to the masses as a bureaucracy within the Party and,
therefore, likely to stimulate opposition to all centralisation,
to all leadership, to all stringent discipline. Anarchism is the
opposite pole of bureautracy.
Merely formal democracy in the organisation cannot remove either bureau.cratic or anarchical tendencies, which have
found fertile soil on the basis of just that democracy. Therefore, the centralisation of the organisation, i.e., the aim to
create a strong leadership, cannot be successful if its achievement is sought on the basis of formal democracy. The necessary preliminary conditions are the development and maintenance of living associations and mutual relations within the
Party between the directing organs and members, as well as
between the Party and the masses of the proletariat outside
the Party.

III. On the Duties of Communist Activity
8. FIRST DuTY OP A MEMBER : The Communist Party must
be a training schoo• for revolutionary Marxism. The organic
ties between the different parts of the organisation and the
lilembership become joined through the daily common work
in the Party activities.
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Regular participation on the part of most of the members
in the daily work of the parties is lacking even today in
lawful Communist Parties. That is the chief fault of these
parties, forming the basis of constant insecurity in their
development.
9. In the first stages of its Communist transformation every
workmen's party is in danger of being content with having
accepted a Communist programme, with having substituted the
old doctrine in its propaganda by Communist teaching and
having replaced the official belonging to the hostile camp by
Communist officials. The acceptance of the Communist
programme is only the expression of the will to become a
Communist. If the Communist activity is lacking and the
passivity of the mass members still remains, then the Party
does not fulfil even the least part of the pledge it had taken
upon itself in accepting the Communist programme. For the
.first condition of an earnest carrying out of the programme
is the participation of all the members in the constant daily
work of the Party.
·
The art of Communist organisation lies in the ability of
making a use of each and every one for the proletarian class
struggle; of distributing the Party work amongst all the Party
members and of constantly attracting through its members
ever wider masses of the proletariat to the revolutionary
movement. Further it must hold the direction of the whole
movement in its hands not by virtue of its might, but by its
authority, energy, greater experience, greater all-round knowledge and capabilities.
10. A Communist Party must strive to have only really active
•nembers, and to demand from every rank and file Party worker,
that he should place his whole strength and time, in so far as
he can himself dispose of it under existing conditions at the
disposal of his Party and devote his best forces to these.services.
Membership in the Communist Party entails naturally,
besides Communist convictions, formal registration, first as
a candidate,. then as a member, likewise, the regular payment
of the established fees, the subscription to the Party paper,
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etc. But the most important is the participation of each
member in the dai~y work of the Party.
11. EVERY MEMBER IN A PARTY UNIT : For the purpose of
carrying out the Party work every member must as a rule
be also a member of a working Slltflller group, a committee,
a commission, a broad group, fraction or nucleus. Only in
this way can the Party work be properly distributed, directed
and carried on.
Attendance at the general meeting of the members of the
local organisation, of course, goes without saying; it is not
wise to try. under conditions of legal existence, to replace
these periodical meetings under lawful conditions by meetings of local representatives. All the members must be bound
to attend these meetings regularly. But that is in no way
sufficient. The very preparation of these meetints presupposes work in smaller groups or through comrades detailed
for the purpose, effectively utilising as well as the preparations of the general w6rkers' meetings, demonstrations and
mass action of the working class. The numerous tasks connected with these activities can be carefully studied only in
smaller groups, and carried out intensively. Without such a
constant daily work of the entire membership divided among
the great mass of smaller groups of workers even the most
laborious endeavours to take part in the class struggle of the
proletariat will lead only to weak and futile attempts to
influence these struggles, but not to the necessary consolidation of all the vital revolutionary forces of the proletariat
into a single united capable Communist Party.
12. IMPORTANCE OF FACTORY CELLS : Communist nuclei must
be formed for the daily work in the different branches of the
Party activities; for timely agitation, for Party study, for
newspaper work, for the distribution of literary matter, for
information service, for constant service, etc.
The Communist nuclei are the kernel groups for the daily
Communist work in the factories and workshop in the trade
unions, in the proletarian associations, in military units, etc.
Wherever there are at least several members or candidates for
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membership in the Communist Party. If there are a greater
number of Party members in the same factory or in the same
union, etc., then the nucleus is enlarged into a fraction and
its work is directed to the kernel group.
Should it be necessary to form a wider opposition fraction
or to take part in existing one, then the Communists should
try to take the leadership in it through special nucleus.
Whether a Communist nucleus is to come out in the open,
as far as its own surroundings are concerned, or even before
the general public, will depend on the special conditions of
the case after a serious study of the dangers and the advantages thereof.
13. The introduction of general obligatory work in the Party
and the organisation of these small working groups is an
especially difficult task for Communist mass parties. It cannot
be carried out aJl at once; it demands unwearing perseverence,
mature consideration and much energy.
It is especially important that this new form oforganisation
~hould be carried out from the very beginning with care and
mature consideration. It would be an easy matter to divide
all the members in each organisation according to a formal
scheme into small nuclei and groups an<! to call these latter
at once to the general daily Party work. Such a beginning
would be worse than no beginning at all; it would only call
forth discontent and aversion among the Party members towards these important innovations.
How To BUILD COMMUNIST CELLS : It is recommended that
the Party should take counsel with several capable organisers
who are also convinced and inspired Communists, and thoroughly acquainted with the state of the movement in the
various centres of the country, and work out a detailed foundation for the introduction of these innovations. After that
trained organisers or organising committees must take up the
work on the spot, elect the first leaders of the groups and
conduct the first steps of the work. All the organisations,
working groups, nuclei and individual members must then
receive concrete, precisely defined tasks presented in such a
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way as to at once appear to them to be useful, desirable and
capable of execution. Wherever it may be necessary they must
be shown by practical demonstrations in what way these tasks
are to be carried out. They must be warned at the same time
of the false steps especially to be;_avoided.
14. This work of re-organisation must be carried out in
practice step by step. In the beginning too many nuclei or
groups of workers should not be formed in the local organisation.
It must first be proved in small cases that the nuclei formed
in separated important factories and trade unions are functioning properly and that the necessary groups of workers have
been formed also in the other chief branches of the Party
activities and have in some degree become consolidated (for
instance, in the information, communication, women's movement, or agitation department, newspaper work, tlnemployment movement etc.). Before the new organisation apparatus
will have acquired a certain practice the old frames of the
organisation should no"1>e heedlessly broken up. At the same
time this fundamental task of the Communist organisation
work must be carr~ed out everywhere with the greatest energy.
This places great demands not only on a legalised Party, but
also on every unlegalised Party.
Until widespread network of Communist nuclei, fractions
and groups of workers will be at work at all central points
of the proletatian class struggle, until every member of the
Party will be doing his share of the daily revolutionary work
and this will have become natural and habitual/or the members.
the Party can allow itself no rest in its strenuous labours for
the carrying out of this task.
1S. CHECKING UP : This fundamental organisational task imposes upon the leading Party organs the obligation of con·
stantly directing and exercising a systematic influence over
the Party work. This requires manifold exertion on the part
of those comrades "who are active in the leadership of their
9rganisations of the Party. Those in charge of Communist
activity must not only see to it that comrades-men and
women-should be engaged in 'Party work in general, they
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must help and direct such work systematically and with
practical knowledge of the business with a precise orientation in regard to special conditions. They must also endeavour
to find out any mistake committed in their own activities
on the basis of experience, constantly improving the methods
of work and not forgetting for a moment the object of the
struggle.
16. REPORTING FROM ToP To BorroM-KEv TASK OF LEADERSHIP:
Our whole Party work, consists either of direct struggles on
theoretical or practical grounds or of preparation for the
struggle. The specialisation of this work has been very defective up to now. There are quite important braRches in
which the activity of the Party has been only occassional.
For the lawful parties have done little in the matter of
combating against secret service men. The instructing of our
Party comrades has been carried on as a rule, only casually,
as a secondary matter and so superficially that the greater
part of the most Important resolutions of the Party, even the
Party programme and the resolutions of the Communist
International have remained unknown to the large strata of
the membership. The instruetion work must be carried on
methodically and unceasingly through the whole system of
the Party organisation in all the working committes of the
Parties in order to obtain an ever-higher degree of specialisation.
17. To the duties of the Communist activity belongs also
that of submitting reports. This is the duty of all the
organisations and organs of the Party a& well as every
individual member. There must be general reports made
covering short periods of time. Special reports must be
~ade on the work of special committees of the party. It
is essential to make the work of reporting so systematic
that it should become an established procedure as the best
tradition of the Communist movement.
·
18. EVERY Orc.GANISATION REPORTS TO ITS LEADING COMMITTEE:
The Pany must hand in its quarterly report to the leading body
of the Communist International. Each organisation in the Party
has to hand in its report to the next leading committee (for
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instance, monthly report of the local branches to the corresponding Party committee).
Each nucleus, fraction and group of workers must send
its report to the Party organ· under whose leadership it is
placed. The individual members must hand in their reports
to the nucleus or group of workers (respectively to the
leader) to which he belongs, and on the carrying out of some
special charge to the Party organ from which the order was
received.
The report must always be made on the first opportunity.
It is to be made by word of mouth, unless the Party or the
person who had given the order demands written report. The
reports must be concise and to the point. The receiver of the
report is responsible for having such communication as cannot
be published without harm kept in safe custod' and that
important reports be sent in without delay to the corresponding
Party organ.
19. How TO REPORT : ACll these reports must natuarally be
limited to the account of what the reporter has done himself.
They must contain also information on such circumstances
which may have come to light during the course of the
work and which have a certain significance for our struggle, particularly such considerations as may give rise to
a modification or improvement of our future work, also
proposals for improve~ent necessity for which may have
made itself felt during the work, must be included in the
report.
In all Communist nuclei, fractions and groups of workers,
all reports, both those which have been handed into them and
those that they have to send, must be thoroughly discussed.
Such discussions must become a regular habit.
Care must be taken in the nuclei and groups of workers
that individual Party members or groups ofmembers be regularly
charged with obsen>ing and reporting on hostile organisations.
especially with regard to the petty-bourgeois workers'
organisations and chiefly the organisation of the "socialist"
parties.
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IV. On Propaganda and Agitation
20. OUR PROPAGANDA IS REVOLUTIONARY : Our chief general
duty to the open revolutionary struggle is to carry on revlutionary propaganda and agitation. This work and its organisation
is still, in the matn. being conducted in the old formal manner,
by means of casual speeches at the mass meetings and without
special care for the concrete revolutionary substance of the
speeches and writings.
Communist propaganda and agitation must be made to take
root in the very midst of the wodc.ers, out of their common interests
and a~pirations, and especially out of their common struggles.
The most important point to remember is-that Communist
propaganda must be of a revolutionary character. Therefore,
the Communist watchword {slogans) and the whole Commumst attitude towards concrete questions must receive our
special attention and consideration.
In order to achieve that correct attitude, not only the
professional propagandists and agitators but also all others
Party members must be carefully instructed.
21. FORMS OF PROPAGANDA AND SLOGANS : The principal forms
of Communist propaganda are :
(i) Individual verbal propaganda.
(ii) Participation in the industrial and political labour
movement.
(iii) Propaganda through the Party Press and distribution of
literature. Every member of a legal and illegal Party is to
participate regularly in one or the other of these forms of
propaganda.
Individual propaganda must take the form of systematic
house to house canvassing by special groups of workers.
Not a single house within the area of Party influence must
be omitted from this canvassing. In larger towns a special
organised outdoor campaign with {>Osters and distribution of
leaflets usually produce satisfactory results. In addition the
fraction should carry on a regular personal agitation in the
workshops accompanied by a distribution of literature.
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In countries whose population contains national minorities,
it is the duty of the Party to devote the necessary attention
to propaganda and agitation among the proletatian strata of
these minorities. The propaganda and agitation must, ofcourse,
be conducted in the languages of."the respective national
minorities.for which purpose the Party must create the necessary
special organs.
22. In those capitalist countries where a large majority of
the proletariat has not yet reached revolutionary consciousness, the Communist agitation must be constantly on the
lookout for new forms of propaganda in order to meet these
backward workers half-way and thus facilitate their entry into
the revolutionary ranks. The Communist propaganda with its
watchwords (slogans) must bring out the budding, unconcious,
incomplete, vacillating and semi-bourgeois revo,utionary
tendencies which are struggling for supremacy with the bourgeois
traditions and conceptions in the minds of the workers.
At the same time, c6mmunist propaganda must not rest
content with the limited and confused demands or aspirations
of the proletatian masses. These demands and expectations
contain revolutionary germs and are a means of bringing the
proletariat under the influence <:tf Communist propaganda.
23. LEAD THE DAILY STRUOOLES OF THE WoRKINO CLASS :
Communist agitation among the proletarian masses must be
conducted in such a way that our Communist organisation
appears as the courageous, intelligent, energetic and everfaithful leader of their own labour movement.
In order to achieve this, the Communist must take part in
all the elementary struggles and movements of the workers.
and must defend the workers' cause in all conflicts between
them and the capitalists over hours and conditions of labour.
wages, etc. The Communists must also pay great attention to
the concrete questions of working class life. They must help
the workers to come to a right understanding of these questipns. They must draw their attention to the most flagrant
abuses and must help them to formulate their demands in a
practical and concise form. In this way they will awaken in
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the workers the spirit of solidarity, the consciousness of
community of interests among all the workers of the country
as a united working class, which in its turn is a section of
the world army of proletarians.
It is only through an every day performance of such elementary duties and participation in all the struggles of the
proll'!tariat that the Communist Party can develop into a real
Communist Party. It is only by adopting such methods that
it will be distinguished from the propagandists of the
hackneyed, so-called pure socialist propaganda, consisting of
recruiting new members and talking about reforms and the
use of parliamentary possibilities or rather impossibilitie~.
The self-sacrificing and conscious participation of all the Party
members in the daily struggles and controversies of the
exploited with the exploiters is essentially necessary not only
for the conquest, but in a still higher degree for the carrying
out of the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is only through
leading the working masses in the petty warfare against the
onslaughts of capitalism that the Communist Party will be able
to become the vanguard of.the working class, acquiring the
capacity for systematic leadership of the proletariat in its
struggle for supremacy over the bourgeoisie.
24. IN THE FOREFRONT 01-· EVERY STRUGGLE: Communists must
be mobilised in full force, especially in times of strikes,
lockouts, and other mass dismissals of workers in order to
take part in the workers' movement.
It would be a great mistake for Communists to treat with
contempt the present struggles of workers for slight improvements in their working conditions, even to maintain a passive
attitude to them on the plea of the Communist programme
and the need· of armed revolutionary struggle for final aims.
No matter how small and modest the demands of the workers
m~y be, for which they are ready and willing. to fight today
wnh the capitalist, the Communists must never make the
smallness of the demands an excus~ at the same time for nonparticipation in the struggle. Our agitational activity should
not lay itself bare to the accusation of stirring up and inciting
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actions. The Cnm11111nist must try lo acquire the reputatwn
among the struggling masses of being couraKeous and
effective participator in their struggle.
25. LEARN TO WAOE FmHT FOR PARTIAL DEMANDS : The Communist ceJls (or fractions) within the trade union movement
have proved themselves in practice rather helpless before
some of the most ordinary questions of every day hfe. It j,
easy, but not fruitful, to keep on preaching the general prmciples of Communism and then fall into the negative attitude
of common place syndicalism when faced with concrete que!"o.tions. Such practices only play into the hands of the Yello~
Amsterdam International.
Communists should, on the contrary, be guid~d 10
their actions by a careful study of every asp~ct of the
question.
For instance, instead of contenting themselves wllh
resisting theoretically'and on principle all working agreements (over wages & working conditions), they ~hould
rather take the lead in the struggle over the specific nature
of the tariffs (wage agreements) recommended by the
Amsterdam leaders. It is, of course, necessary to condemn
and resist any kind of impediment to the revolutionar)
preparedness of the proletariat and it is a well-known fact
that it is the aim of the capitalists and their Amsterdam
myrmidons to tie the hanCls of the workers by all manners
of working agreements. Therefore, it behoves the Communists to open the eyes of the workers to the nature of the
aims. This the Communists can best attain by advocating
agreements which would not hamper the workers.
The same should be done in connection with the unemployment, sickness and other benefits of the trade union
organisations. The creation of fighting funds and the granting
of strike pay are measures which in themselves are to be
commended.
Therefore the opposition on principle against such activ·
ities would be ill-advised. But Communists should point out
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to the workers that the manner of collection of these funds
and their use as advocated by the Amsterdam leaders is against
all the interests of the working class. In connection with the
sickness benefit etc., Communists should insist on the
abolition of the ~ontributory system, and of all binding conditions in connection with all volunteer funds. If some of the
tradt" union members are still anxious 10 secure sickness
benefit by paying contributions, it would not do for us to
simply prohibit such payments for fear of not being understood by them. It will he necessary to win over such workers
from their small bourgeois conceptions by an intensive
personal propaganda.
26. MAKE CoNCRF.TF. EXPOSURES Of' REFORMIST LEADERS : In
the struggle against Social-Democratic and petty-bourgeois
trade union leaders, as well as against the leaders of various
labour parties one cannot hope to achieve much by persuasion. The struggle against them should be conducted in the
most energetic fashion and the best way to do this is by
depriving them of their following, showing up to the workers
the true character of these treacherous socialist leaders who
arc only playing into the hands of capitalism. The Communists should endeavour to unmask these so-called
leaders, and subsequently, attack them in the most energetic
fashion.
It is by no means sufficient to call Amsterdam leaders
0.e., leaders of the reformist trade unions) yellow. Their
yellowness must be proved by continual, and practical illustrations. Their activities in the trade unions, in the International Labour Bureau of the League of Nations, in the
hourgeois ministries and administration, their treacherous
speechess at conferences and parliaments, the exhortations
contained in many of their written messages and m the Press
and above all, their vacillations and hesitating attitude in all
struggles even for the most modest rise in wages, offer
constant opportunities for exposing "the treacherous behaviour
of the Amsterdam leaders in simple worded speeches and
resolutions.
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The fraction must conduct their practical vanguard movement in a systematic fashion. The Communists must not at
all allow the excuses of the minor trade union officials-who,
notwithstanding good intentions, often take refuge, through
sheer weakness, behind statutes, u~on decisions and instructions from their superiors to hamper their march forward. On
the contrary, they must insist on getting satisfaction from the
minor officials in the matter of removal of all real or imaginary
obstacles put in the way of the workers by the bureaucratic
machine.
27. How FRACTIONS MUST WoRK : The fractions must carefully
prepare the participation of the Communists in conferences
and meetings of the trade union organisations. For instance.
they must elaborate proposals, select lecturers and counsels
and put up candidates for elections capable, experienced and
energetic comrades. The Communist organisations must, through
their fractions, also make careful preparations in connection
with all workers' meeti ..gs, election meetings, demonstration,
political festivals and such like arranged by the hostile
organisations. Wherever Communists convene their own worker's
meetings, they must arrangt; to have considerable groupJ· of
Communists distributed among the audience and they mu.rt
make all the preparations for the assurance of satisfactory
propaganda result.
28. WORK IN Au. WORKERS' ORGANISATIONS: Communists must
also learn how to draw unorganised and backward workers
permanently into the ranks of Party. With the help of our
fractions, we must induce the workers to join the trade unions
and to read our Party organs. Other organisations, as for
instance educational boards, study circles, sporting clubs,
dramatic societies, co-operative societies, consumers' associations, war victims' orgnisations, etc., may be used as intermediaries between us and the workers. Where the Communist Party is wotking illegally, such workers' association
may be formed outside the Party through the initiative of Party
members and with the consent .and under the control of the
leading Party organs (unions of sympathisers).
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Communist youth and women's organisations may also be
helpful in rousing the interests of many politically indifferent
proletarians, and in drawing them eventually inside the Communist Party through the intermediary of their educational
courses, reading circles, excursions, festivals, Sunday rambles, etc., distributing of leaflets, increasing the circulation
of the Party organ, etc. Through participation in the general
movement, the workers will free themselves from their small
bourgeois inclinations.
29. WrN OvER THE PErrv-BouRoEors SECTIONS : In order to
win the semi-proletarian sections of the workers as
sympathisers of the revolutionary proletariat the .Communists must make use of their special antagonism to the
landowners, the capitalists and the capitalist state in order
to win those intermediary groups from their mistrust of the
proletariat. This may require prolonged negotiations with
them, or intelligent sympathy with their needs, free help
and advice in any difficulties, also opportunities to improve
their education, etc., all of which will give them confidence
in the Communist movement. The Communists must also
endeavour to counteract the pernicious influence of hostile
organisations which occupy authoritative positions in the
respective districts or may have influence over the pettybourgeois working peasants, over those who work in the
home industries and other semi-proletarian classes. These
are known by ~he exploited, from their own bitter experience, to be the representatives and embodiment of the entire
criminal capitalist system, and must be unmasked. All every
day occurrences which bring the state bureaucracy into
conflict with the ideals of petty-bourgeois democracy and
jurisdiction, must be made use of in a judicious and
energetic manner in the course of. Communist agitation.
Each local country organisation must carefully apportion
among its mt"!mbers the duties of house to house canvassing
in order to spread Communist propdganda in all the villages,
farmsteads and isolated dwellings in their district.
30. WoRK AMONG THE ARMED FoacF.s : The methods of
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propaganda in the armies and navies of capitalist states must
be adaptable to the peculiar conditions in each country.
Antimilitarist agitation of a pacifist nature is extremely
detrimental and only assists the bourgeoisie in its efforts to
disarm the proletariat. The proleta~iat rejects on principle and
combats with the utmost energy every kind of military institution of the bourgeois state, and of the bourgeois class in
general. Nevertheless, it utilises these institutions (army, rifleclubs, citizens' guard organisation, etc.) for the purpose of
giving the workers military training for the revolutionary
battles to come. Intensive agitation must therefore be directed,
not against the military training of the youth and workers.
Every possibility of providing the workers with weapom.
should most eagerly be taken advantage of.
The class antagonisms revealing themselves .as they do
in the materially favoured positions of the officers as against
the bad treatment and social insecurity of life of the common
soldiers, must be mad~ery clear to the soldiers. Besides. the
agitation must bring home the fact to the rank and file that
its future is inextricably bound up with the fate of the exploited
classes. In a more advanced period of incipient revolutionary
fermentation, agitation for the democratic election of all
commanders by the privates and sailors and for the formation
of soldier's councils, may prove very advantageous in undermining the foundations of capitalist rule.
The closest attention and the greatest care are always
required when agitating the ·picked troops used by the bourgeoisie in the class war, and especially against its volunt~er
bands.
Moreover the social composition and corrupt conduct of
these troops and bands make it possible, every favourable
moment for agitation should be made use of for creating
disruption. Wherever it possesses a distinct bourgeois class
character, as for example in the officer corps, it must be
un-masked before the entire population and made so despi·cable and repulsive that they will be disrupted from within
by virtue of their very isolation.
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31. How POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS MUST BE RuN : For the
Communist Party, there can be no period in which its Party
organisation cannot exercise political activity. For the
purpose of utilisi~g every political and economic situation,
organisational strategy and tactics must be developed. No
matt~r how weak the Party may be, it can nevertheless take
advantage of exciting political events or of extensive strikes,
affecting the entire economic system, by radical propaganda
systematically and efficiently organised. Once a Party has
decided to thus make use of a particular situation, it must
concentrate the energy of all its members and Party in this
campaign.
Furthermore all the connections which the Party possesses
through the work of its nuclei and its workers' groups must
be used for organising mass meetings in the centres of
political importance and following up a strike. The speakers
for the Party must do their utmost to convince the audience
that only Communism can bring the struggle to a successful
conciusion. Special commissions must prepare these meetings very thoroughly: If the Party cannot for some reasons
hold meetings of its own, suitable comrades should address
the strikers at the general meetings mganised by the strikers
or any other sections of the struggling proletariat.
Wherever there is a possibility of inducing the majority
or a large part of any meeting to support our demand, these
must be well-formulated and properly argued in motions
and resolutions being passed, attempts must be made to
have similar resolutions or motions adopted in ever-increasing numbers, at any rate supported by strong minorities at all the meetings held on the same question at the
same place or in other localities. In this way we shall
be able to consolidate the working masses in the movement, put them under our moral innuence, and have them
recognise our leadership.
. After all such meetings the comm~ttees which participated
10 the organisational preparations and utilised its opportunities,
56
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must hold a conference to make a report to be submitted to
the leading committees of the Party and draw the proper
conclusion from the experience or possible mistakes, made for
the future. In accordance with each particular situation, the
practical demands of the workets involved must be made
public by means of posters and handbills of leaflets distributed
among the workers proving to them by means of their own
demands how the Communist policies are in agreement with
and applicable to the situation. Specially organised groups are
required for the proper distribution of posters, the choice of
suitable spots, as well as the proper time for such pasting.
The distribution of handbills should be carried out in and
before the factories and in the halls where the workers concerned want to gather, also at important points in the town,
employment offices and stations, such distributit!n of leaflet~
should be accompanied by attractive discussions and slogans.
readily permeating all the ranks of the working masses. Detailed
leaflets should, if p(;ssible, be distributed only in halls.
factories, dwellings or other places where proper attention to
the printed matter may be expected.
Such propaganda must be supported by parallel activity at
all the trade unions and factory meetings held during the
conflict and at such meetings, whether organised by our comrades
or only favoured by us, suitable speakers and debators must
seize the opportunity of convincing the masses of our point
of view. Our Party newspapers must place at the disposal of
such a special movement greater part of their space as weli
as their best arguments. In fact, the active Party organisations
must, for the time being, be made to serve the general purpose
of such a movement whereby our comrades may work with
unabated energy.
32. MoBll.E LEADERSHIP AND ORGANISATION BASED ON FACTORY
CELLS rs THE GUARANTEE OF SuccEsSFUL DEMONSTRATION: Demonstrations require very mobile and self-sacrificing leadership closely intent upon the aim of a particular action. and
able to discern at any given moment whether a demonstration
has reached its highest possible effectiveness, or whether
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durmg that particular situation. a further intensification is
possible by inducing an extension of the movement into an
action of the masses by means of demonstration, strikes
and eventually general strikes. The demonstrations in favour
of peace during the war have taught us, that even after
dispersal of such demonstrations, a really proletarian fighting
Par•v must neither deviate nor stand still, no matter how
. . mall or illegal it may be, if the question at issue is of
real importance, and is bound to become of ever greater
interest for the large masses. Street demonstrations attam
grl!atest effectiveness when their organisation is based on
the large factories. When efficient preparations by our
nuclei and groups by means of verbal and handbill propaganda has succeeded in bringing about a certain unity
of thought and action in a particular situation, the managing committee must call the confidential Party members
in the factories and the leaders of the nuclei and groups
to a conference, to discus!t and fix the time and business
of the meeting on the day planned, as well as the determmation of slogans, the prospects of intensification and
the moment of cei.sation and dispersal of the demonstration. The backbone of the demonsrration must be formed
by a well-instructed and experie1aced group of diligent
ofhc1als, mingling among the masses from the moment
of departure from the factories up to the time of the
dispersal of demonstration. Responsible Party workers
must be systematically distributed among the masses, for
the purpose of enabling the officials to maintain active
contact with each other and keeping them provided with
the requisite political instructions. Such a mobile, politically organised leadership of a demonstration permits
most effectively of constant renewal and eventual intensification into greater mass actions.
33. ORGANISATION OF UNITED WORJCING-CLASS STRUGGLES &
THe lsoLATION OF THE REFORMISTS : Communist Parties already
possessing internal firmness, a tried corps of officials and a
considerable number of adherents among the masses, must
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exert every effort to completely overcome the influnence of
the treacherous socialist leaders of the working class by
means of extensive campaign, and to rally the majority of
the working masses to the Communist banner. Campaignli
must be organised in various wa.ys depending upon whether
the situation favours actual fighting, in which case they
become ~ctive and put themselves at the head of the proletarian movement, or whether it is a period of temporary
stagnation.
The make-up of the Party is also one of the determining
factors for selection of the organisational methods for
such actions.
For example, the methods of publishing a so-called "open
letter" was used in order to win over the socially decisive
sections of the proletariat in Germany to a great• extent than
had been possible in other countries. In order to unmask the
treacherous socialist leaders, the Communist Party of Germany addressed itself \() the other mass. organisations of the
proletariat at a moment of increasing desolation and intensification of class conflicts, for the purpose of demanding from
them, before the eyes of the proletariat, whether they. with
their alleged powerful organisations, were prepared to take
up the struggle in co-operation with the Communist Party.
against the obvious destitution of the proletariat and for the
slightest demands e,ren for a pitiful piece of bread.
Wherever the Communist Party initiates a similar campaign, it must make complete organisational preparations for
the purpose of making such an action reach among the broad
masses of the working class.
All the factory groups and trade union officials of the Party
must bring the demand made by the Party, representing the
embodiment of the most vital demands of the proletariat to
a discussion at their next factory and trade union meetings.
as well as at all public meetings, after having thoroughly
prepared for such meetings. For the purpose of taking advantage of the temper of the masses, leaflets, handbills and posters
must be distributed everywhere and effectively at all places
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where our nuclei or groups intend to make an attempt to
mfluence the masses to support our demands. Our Party Press
must engage in constant elucidation of the problems of the
movement during the entire period of such a campaign, by
mean!I of short. or detailed daily article~. treating the various
pha~e .. <'f the question from every possible point of view. The
organi,ation must continually supply the Press with the material
for uch articles and pay close attention that the editors do
not let up m their exertions for the furtherance of the Party
~ampaign. The parliamentary groups and municipal representative~ of the Party must also work systematically for the
promotion of such struggles. They must bring the movement
mto discu~~ion according to the direction of the Party leadcr,hip of the various parliamentary bodies by means of resolution' or motion~. These representatives must consider
thcm,elve~ as conscious members of the struggling masses,
their exponents in the camp of the class enemy; and as the
rl',p<.insible officials and Party workers.
In ca~c the united. organisationally consolidated activities
of all the torces of the Party succeed, within a few weeks in
including the adoption of large and ever increasing numbers
of re~olutions "upporting our demand'i, it will be the serious
organi~ational task of our Party to con ... olidate the m.tsses thus
1oi.own to be in favour of our demands. In the event of the
movement having as~umed a particular trade union character
It must be attempted, above all, to increase our organisational
mtluence in the trade unions.
To this end our groups in the trade ·111ions must proceed to
\\ell-prepared direct action against the local trade union leaders
m order either to overcome their influence, or else to compel
them t'l wage an organised struggle on the basis of the demand
of our Party. Wherever factory councils, industrial committees
or ~imilar institution exist. our groups must exert influence
through plenary meetings of these industrial committees or
factory councils also to decide in favour of supporting the
~truggle. If a number of local organisations have thus been
influenced to support the movement for tbe bare living interests
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of the proletariat under Communist leadership, they must be
called together to general conferences, which should also be
attended by the special delegates of the factory meetings at
which favourable resolutions were adopted.

VI. The New Leadership
The
new leadership consolidated under Communist influence in
this manner, gains new power by means of such concentration
of the active groups of the organised workers, and this power
must be utilised to give an impetus to the leadership of the
socialist parties and trade unions or else to fully unmask it.
In those industrial regions where our Party possesses its
best organisations and has obtained the greatest support fo!"
its demands, they must succeed by means of or1anised pressure on the local trade unions and industrial councils, in
uniting all the evident economic isolated struggles in these
regions, as well as the developing movement of other groups,
into one co-ordinate~ struggle.
This movement must then draw up elementary demand!.
entirely apart from the particular craft interests. and then
attempt to obtain the fulfilment of these demands by utilising
the united forces of all orgauisations in the district. In such
movement the Communist Party will then prove to be the
leader of the proletarians prepared for struggle, wherea~ the
trade union bureaucracy and the socialist party who would
oppose such a united, organised struggle, would then be exposed
in their true colours, not only politically, but also from d
practical organisational point of view.
FROM PARTIAL STRUGGLES TO Co-ORDINATED STRUGGLES :

34. How

TO SHAPE DEVELOPMENTS DURING

AN

AcuTE CR1s1s :

During acute political and economic crisis causing as they do
new movements, the Communist Party should attempt to gain
control of the masses. It may be better to forego any specifo;
demands and rather appeal directly to the membe-1s of the
socialist parties and the trade unions pointing out how distres~
and oppression have driven them into the unavoidable fights
with their employers in spite of the attempts of their bureaucratic
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leaders to avoid a decisive struggle. The organs of the Party,
particularly the daily newspapers, must emphasise day by day,
that the Communists are ready to take the lead in the impending
and actual struggle of the distressed workers, that their fighting
organisation is ready to lend a helping hand wherever possible
10 al1 the oppressed in the given acute situation. It must be
pointed out daily that without these struggles there is no
po ..;11ibility of increasing tolerable living conditions for the
workers in spite of the efforts of the old organisations to avoid
and to obstruct those struggles. The Communist fractions
within the trade unions and industrial organisations must lay
srress continually upon the self-sacrificing readiness of the
Communists and make it clear to their fellow workers that
die fight is not to be avoided. The main task, however, is to
unify and consolidate all the struggles and movements arising
out of the situation. The various nuclei and fractions of the
industries and crafts which have been drawn into the struggles
must not only maintain the closest ties among themselves, but
also assume the leadership of all the movements that may
break out, through the district committees as well as through
the central committees furnishing promptly such officials and
responsible workers as will be able to lead a movement, hand
in hand, with those engaged in the struggle, to broaden and
deepen that struggle and make it widespread. It is the main
duty of the organisation everywhere to point out and emphasise
the common character of all the various struggles, in order
to foster the idea of the general solution of the question by
political means, if necessary. As the struggles become more
intensified and general in character, it becomes necessary to
create uniform organs for the leadership of the struggles.
Wherever the bureaucratic strike leaders have failed, the
Communists must come in at once and ensure a determined
organisation of action-the common preliminary
organisation-which can be achieved under capable militant
leadership, by persistent advocacy at the meeting of the
fractions and industrial councils as well as mass meetings
of tht" industries concerned.
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When the movement becomes widespread and owing to the
onslaughts of the employer's organisations and government
interference it assumes a political character, preliminary
propaganda and organisation work must be started for the
elections of worker's councils which may become possible
·
and even necessary.
It is here that all Party organs should emphasise the idea
that only by forging their own weapons of the struggle can
the working class achieve its own emancipation. In. this
propaganda not the slightest consideration should be shown
to the trade union bureaucracy or to the old socialist parties.
35. The Communist Parties which have already grown
strong and particularly the big mass parties, must be equipped
for mass action. All political demonstrations and economic
mass movements, as well as local actions, must 1lways tend
to organise the experiences of those movements in order
to bring about a close union with the wide masses. The
experience gained pY all great movements must be
discussed at broad conferences of the leading officials and
responsible Party workers, with the trusted (trade union)
representatives of large and middle industries and in this
manner the network of communication will be constantly
increased and strengthened aud the trusted representative!i
of industries will become increasingly permeated with the
fighting spirit. The ties of mutual confidence between thr
leading officials and responsible Party workers, with the
shop delegates, are the best guarantee that there will be no
premature political mass action, in keeping with the
circumstances and the actual strength of the Party.
Without building closest ties between the Party organisations
and the proletarian masses employed in the big mass actions,
a really revolutionary movement cannot be developed. The
untimely collapse of the undoubtedly revolutionary upheaval
in Italy last year. which found its strong expression in the
seizing of factories was certainly due to a great extent to the
treachery of the trade unionist bureaucracy, unreliability of
the political party leaders, but partly also to the total lack of
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initimacies of organisation between the Party and the
industries through politically informed shop delegates
interested in the welfare of the Party. Also the English
coal-miners' strike of the present year(l921) has undoubtedly
suffered through this lack to an extraordinary degree.

VII. On The Party Press
36 Do's & DoNT's FoR A COMMUNIST PAPER: The Communist
Press must be developed by the Party with indefatigable
energy. No paper may be recognised as a Communist organ
if it does not submit to the directions of the Party.
The Party must pay more attention to having good papers
than to having many of them. Every Communist Party must
have a good, and if possible, daily central organ.
37. A Communist newspaper must never be a capitalist
undertaking as are the bourgeois, frequently fllsO the socialist papers. Our paper must be independent of all the
capitalist credit institutions. A skilful organisation of the
advertisement, which render possible the existence of our
paper for lawful mass parties, must never lead to its being
dependent on the large advertisers. On the contrary its
attitude on all proletarian social questions will create the
greater respect for it in all our mass Parties.
Our papers must not serve for the satisfaction of the desire
for sensation or as a pastime for the general public. They
must not yield to he criticism of the petty-bourgeois writers
or journalist experts in the striving to become "respectable".
38. The Communist paper must in the first place take care
of the interests of the oppressed and fighting workers. It must
be our best agitator and the leading propagator of the proletarian revolution.
It will be the object of our paper to collect all the valuable
experience from the activity of the party members and to
demonstrate the same to our comrades as a guide for the
continual revision and improvement of Communist working
methods, in this way it will be the best organiser of our
revolutionary work.
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It is only by this all-embracing organisational work of the
Communist paper and particularly our principal paper that
with this definite object in view, we will be able to establish
democratic centralism and lead to the efficient distribution
of work in the Communist Party. thus enable it to perform
its historic mission.
39. ORGANISATION OF A COMMUNIST PAPER : The Communist
paper must strive to become a Communist undertaking, i.e.,
it must be a proletarian fighting organisation, a working
community of the revolutionary workers, of all writers who
regularly contribute to the paper, editors, type-setters, printers, and distributors, those who collect local material and
discuss the same in the paper, those who are daily active in
propagating it, etc. A number of practical measures are
required to turn the paper into a real fighting organ and a
strong working community of the Communists.•
A Communist should be in closest connection with his
paper when he has to work and make sacrifices for it. It i11
his daily weapon which fuust be newly hardened and sharpened
every day in order to be fit for use. Heavy material and
financial sacrifice will continually be required for the existence of the Communist paper. The means for its development
and inner improvement will constantly have to be supplied
from the ranks of Party members until it will have reached
a position of such firm organisation and such a wide circulation
among a legal mass Party that it will itself become a strong
support of the Communist movement.
It is not sufficient to be an active canvasser and propagator
for the paper, it is necessary to be contributor to it as wdl.
Every occurrence of any social or economic interest
happening in the workshop-from an accident to a general
workers' meeting, from the ill-treatment of an apprentice to
the financial report of the concern-must be immediately
reported to the paper. The trade union fraction must communicate all important decisions and resolutions of its meetings
and secretariats, as well as any characteristic actions of our
enemies. Public life in the street and at the meetings will often
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give an opportunity to the attentive Party member to exercise
social criticism on details which, published in our paper,
will demonstrate even to indifferent readers how already we
follow the daily needs of life.
WORKER'S CORRESPONDENCE : Such communications from
the life of workers and working-class organisations must be
handled by the board of editors with particular care and
affection; they must be used as short notices that will help
to convey the feeling of an intimate connection existing
between our paper and workers' lives; or they may be used
as practical examples from the daily life of workers that help
to explain the doctrine of Communism. Whenever possible,
the board of editors should have fixed hours at a convenient
time of the day when they would be ready to see any worker
coming to them and listen to his wishes or complaints on the
troubles of life, which they sought to note and use for the
enlightenment of the Party.
EXAMPLE OF 'PRAVDA' : Under the capitalist system it will
of course be impossible for our papers to become a perfect
Communist workers' community. However, even under most
difficult conditions it might be possible to obtain a certain
success in the organisation of such a revolutionary paper.
This has been proved by the 'Pravda' of our Russian
comrades during the period of 1912-13. It actually represented a permanent and active organisation of the conscious
revolutionary workers of the most important Russian centres.
The comrades used their collective forces for editing,
publishing, distributing the paper, and many of them doing
that alongside with their work and sparing the money
required from their earnings. The newspaper in its turn,
furnished them with the best things they desired, with what
they needed for the moment and what they can still use today
in their work and struggle. Such a newspaper should really
and truly be called by the Party members and . by other
revolutionary workers "our newspaper".
40. INSTRUMENT OF RUNNING MASS CAMPAIGNS: The proper element for the militant Communist Press is direct participation
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in the campaigns c·onducted by the Party. If the activity of
the Party at a given time happens to be concentrated upon a
definite compaign it is the duty of the organ to place al its
departments, not the editorial pages alone, at the service of
this particular campaign. The edit.orial board must draw material and sources to feed this campaign, which must be incorporated throughout the paper both in substance and in form.
41. The matter of canvassing subscriptions for "our newspaper" must be made into a system. The first thing is to make
use of every occasion stirring up workers and of every situation
in which the political and social consciousness of the worker
has been aroused by some special occurrence. Thus, following
each big strike, movement or lockout, during which the paper
openly and energetically defendend the interests of the
workers, a canvassing activity should be organised and carried
on among the participants. Subscription list~ and subscription
orders for the paper should be distributed not only in the
industries where the 9ommunists are e~gaged and among the
trade union fractions of those industries that had taken part
in the strikes, but also whenever possible, subscription orders
should be distributed from house to house by special groups
or workers doing propaganda for the paper.
Likewise following each election campaign that aroused
the workers, special groups appointed for the purpose should
visit the houses of workers carrying on systematic propaganda
for the workers' newspaper.
At times of latent political and economic crises manifesting themselves in the rise of prices, unemployment and other
hardships affecting great numbers of workers, all possible
efforts should be exerted to win over the professionally
organised workers of the various industries and organise
them into working groups for carrying on systematic house
to house propaganda for newspaper. Experience has shown
that the most appropriate time for canvassing work is the
last week of each month. Any local group that would allow
even one of these last week of the month to pass by without
making use of it for propaganda work for the newspaper will
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be committing ·a grave omission with regard to the spread
of the Communist movement. The working group conducting
propaganda for the newspaper must not leave out any public
meeting or any demonstration without being there at the
opening, during the intervals, and at the close with the
subscription list for the paper. The same duties are imposed
u~on every trade union fraction at each separate meeting of
the union, as well as upon the group and fraction at shop
meetings.
42. DEFEND THE PARTY PRESS : Every Party member must
constantly defend our paper against all its opponents and carry
on energetic campaign against the capitalist Press. He must
Pxpose and brand-mark the venality, the falsehoods, the
suppression of information and all the double-dealings of the
Press.

The social-democratic and independent Press must be overcome by constant and aggressive criticism, without falling into
petty factional polemising, but by persistent unmasking of
their treacherous attitude in veiling the most flagrant class
conflicts day by day. The trade union and other fractions must
seek by organised means to wean away the members of trade
unions and other workers' organis:ttions from the misleading
and crippling influence of these social-democratic papers.
Also the canvassing by means of house to house campaign
for our Press, notably among industrial workers, must be
judiciously directed against the social-democratic Press.

VIII. On The Structure of the Party Organism
43. The Party organisation spreading out and fortifying itself
must not be organised upon a scheme of mere geographical
divisions, but in accordance with the real economic, political
and transport conditions of the given district. The centre of
gravity is to be placed in the main cities, and the centres of
large industries.
. In the building up of a new Party, there usually manifests
Itself a tendency to have the Party organisation spread out at
once all over the country. Thus disregarding the fact that the
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number of workers at the disposal of the Party is very limited.
these few workers are scattered in all directions. This weakens
the recruiting ability and the growth of the Party. In such cases
we saw an extensive system of Party offices springing up, but
the Party itself did not succeed iJl gaining foothold even in
the most important industrial cities.
44. PROVINCIAL AND DISTRICT ORGANISATIONS : In order to get
the Party activity centralised to the highest possible degree,
it is not advisable to have the Party leadership divided into
an hierarchy with a number of groups subordinate to one
another. The thing to be aimed at is that every large city
forming an economic, political or transportation centre should
spread out and form a net of organisations within a wide area
of the surroundings of the given locality and the economic
political districts adjoining it. The Party committee gf the large
centre should form the head of the general body of the Party
and conduct the organisational activity of the district, directing its policy in close co11nection with the membership of the
/
locality.
The organisers of such a district elected by the district
conference and confirmed by the Central committee of the
Party are obliged to take active part in the Party life of the
local organisation. The Party committee of the district must
be constantly reinforced by members from among the Party
workers of the place, so that their should be close relationship
between that committee and the large masses of the district.
As the organisation keeps develOping, efforts should be made
to the effect that the leading committee of the district should
at the same time be the leading political body of the• place.
Thus the Party committee of the district, together with the
Central Committee should play the part of the real leading
organ in the general Party organisation.
The boundary lines of the Party districts are not naturally
limited by the area of the place. The determining factor
should be that the Clistrict committee be in a position to
direct the activities of all the local organisations within the
district in a uniform manner. As soon as this becomes
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impossible the district must be divided and new Party
districts formed.
It is also necessary in the larger countries to have certain
intermediate organisations serving as connecting links between the Central Committee and the local. Under certain
c.:unditions it may be advisable to give to some of these
intermediary organisations, as for example, an organisation
in a large city with a strong membership, a leading part,
but as a general rule this should be avoided as leading to
decentralisation.
45. LocAL ORGANISATION : The large intermediary organisations
are formed out of local Party organisations : counky groups
or of small cities and of districts, of the various parts of the
large city.
Any local Party organisation that has grown to such an
extent that it is existing as legal organisation, it can no longer
conduct general meetings of all its membership, must be
divided.
In any Party organisation the members must be grouped
for daily Party activities. In large organisations it may be
advisable to combine various groups into collective bodies.
As a rule such members should be included in one group at
their place of work or elsewhere and have occasion to meet
one another in their daily activity. The object of such a
collective group is to distribute Party activity among the
various small or working groups, to receive reports from
various officials and to train candidates for membership.
46. E.C.C.I. : The Party as a whole is to be under the guidance
of the Communist International. The instructions and
resolutions of the Executive of the International on methods
affecting the affiliated parties are to be directed firstly, either
(I) to their Central Committee of the Party, (2) through this
Committee to some special committee or (3) to the members
of the Party at large.
The instructions and resolutioni of the International are
binding upon the Party, and naturally also upon every Party
member.
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47. CENTRAL COMMITTEE AND PouT-BUREAU : The Central
Committee of the Party is elected at a Party Congress and
is responsible to it. The Central Committee selects out of
its own midst a smaller body consisting of two sub-committees for political activity. Both this sub-committees are
responsible for the political and current work of the Party.
These sub-committees or bureau arrange for the regular joint
sessions of the Central Committee of the Party where decisions of immediate importance are to be passed. In order
to study the general and political situation and gain a clear
idea of the state of affairs in the Party, it is necessary to
have various localities represented on the Central Committee
whenever decisions are to be passed affecting the life of the
entire Party. For the same reason differences of opinion
regarding tactics should not be suppressed by.the Central
Committee if they are of a serious nature. On the contrary.
these opinions should get representation upon the Central
Commi~tee. But the s~aller bureau (Polit-Bureau) should be
conducted along uniform lines, and in order to carry on a
firm and sure policy, it must be able to rely upon its own
authority as well as upon a considerable majority of the
Central Committee.
Carried on such a basis the Central Committee of the Party.
especially in cases of legal parties, will be able in the shortest
time, to form a firm foundation for discipline requiring tht•
unconditional confidence of the Party membership and at the
same time manifesting vacillations and deviations that make
their appearance done away with. Such abnormalities in the
Party may be removed before reaching the stage where they
should have to be brought up before a Party Congress for a
decision.
48. D1v1s10N OF WoRK Sue-COMMITTEES : Every leading Party
committee must have its work divided among its member!'
in order to achieve efficiency in the various branches of work.
This may necessitate the formation of various special
, committees, as for example, committees for propaganda.
for editorial work, for the trade union campaign, for
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communications etc. Every special committee is subordinated either to the Central Committee or to the District
Committee.
The control over the activity as well as the composition
of all committees should be in the hands 9f the given district
1.:ommittees, and, in the last instance, in the hands of the Party
Central Committee. It may become advisable from time to time
to :hange the occupation and office of those people attached
for various Party work such as, editors, organisers, propagandists, etc., provided that this does not interfere too much with
the Party work. The editors and propagandists must participate
in the regular Party work in one of the Party groups.
49. C.C.R. : The Central Committee of the Party as also the
Communist International, is empowered at any time to demand
complete reports from all Communist organisations, from
their organs and individual members. The representatives of
the Central Committee and comrades authorised by it are to
be admitted to all meetings and sessions with a deciding voice.
The Central Committee of the Party must always have at its
disposal pleni-potentiaries _(i.e., Commissars to instruct and
inform the leading organs of the various districts and regions
not only by means of their circulars and letters, but also by
direct and verbal and responsible agencies on the questions
of politics and organisations).
Every organisation and every branch of the Party, as well
as every individual member has the right of communicating
his re~pective wishes, suggestions, remarks or complaints
directly to the Central Committee of the Party or to the
International at any time.
50. SueoRD!NATION OF LowER Boo1Es To HIGHER: The instructions and decisions of the leading party organs are obligatory
for the subordinate organisations and for the individual
members. The responsibilities of the leading organs and duty
to prevent either delinquency or abuse of their leading position,
can only partly be determined in a "formal manner. The less
their formal responsibility (as for instance, in unlegalised
Parties} the greater the obligation upon them to study the
S7
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opinion of the Party members, to obtain regular and sohd
information, and to form their own decisions only after
mature and thorough deliberation.
51. The Party members are obliged to act alway.ir a.~
disciplined members of a milit9nt organisation in all their
activities. Should differences of opinion occur as to the
proper mode of action, this should be determined as far
as possible by previous discussions inside the Partv
organisation, and the action should be according to th~
decision thus arrived at. Even if the decision of the
organisation or of the Party committee should appear
faulty in the opimon of the rest of the members, these
comrades in all their public activity should never Jose sight
of the fact that it is the worst form of undisciplined conduct
and greatest military error to hinder or to bs;ak entirely
the unity of the common front.
It is the supreme duty of every Party member to defend
the Communist Part~ and above all, ~he Communist International, against all the enemies of Communism. He, who
forgets, on the contrary, and publicly assails the Party or tht:
Communist International, is a bad Communist.
52. The statutes of the Party must be drawn in such a manner
as not to become a hindrance but rather a helping force. to
the leading Party organs m the Communist development of
the general Party organisations and in the continuous improvement of the Party activity. The decisions .of the Communist
International must be promptly carried out by the affiliated
Parties even in the case when corresponding alterations in the
existing statues and Party decisions can be adopted only at
a later date.

IX. Legal and Illegal Activity
53. PREPAREDNESS : The party must be so organised that it
shall always be ii} a position to adapt itself quickly to all the
changes that may occur in the conditions of the struggle. The
Communist Party must develop into a militant organisation
capable of avoiding fight in the open against overwhelming
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forces of the enemy, concentrated upon a given point, but on
the other hand. the very concentration of the enemy must be
so utilised as to attack him on the spot where he least suspects
it. It would be the greatest mistake for the Party organisation
to stake everything upon rebellion and street-fighting or only
upon condition of severe repression. Communists perfect their
preliminary revolutionary work in every situation on a basis
of preparednes~:, for it is frequently next to impossible to
forc!see the changeable wave of stormy and calm periods and
even in cases it might be possible, this foresight cannot be
made use of in many cases for reorganisation, because the
change as a rule comes quickly and frequently quite-suddenly.
54. COMBINATION Of LEGAL AND ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES : The legal
Communist Parties of the capitalist countries usually fail to
~rasp all the importance of the task before the Party to be
properly prepared for the armed struggle, or the. illegal fight
in general. Communist organisations often commit the error
of depending on a permanent legal basis for their existence
and of conductmg their work according to the needs of the
legal task.
On the other hand, illegal parties often fail to make use
of all the possibilities of legal activities towards the building up of a Party organisation which would have constant
intercourse with the revolutionary masses. Underground
organisations which ignore these vital truths run the risks
of becoming merely groups of conspirators wasting their
labours in futile tasks.
Both these tendencies are erroneous. Every legal Communist organisation must know how to insure for itself
complete preparedness for an underground existence, and
a~ove all for revolutionary outbreaks. Every illegal Communist organisation must, on the other hand. make the fullest
~.ie of the possibilities offered by the legal lab~ur movement,
m oi:der to become, by means of intensive Party activity, the
organised and real leader of the great revolutionary masses.
SS. No WATERTIGHT COMPARTMENT OF ILLEGAL

FR~M

LEGAL :

Both among legalised and underground Party circles there
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is a tendency for the unlegalised Communist organisational
activity to evolve into the ~stablishment and maintenance
of a purely military organisation isolated from the rest of the
party organisation and activity. This is absolutely erroneous.
On the contrary. during the p~-revolutionary period, the
formation of our militant organi'sations must be mainly accomplished through the general work of the Communist
Party. The entire Party must be developed into a militant
organisation for the revolution.
Isolated revolutionary military organisations, prematurely created in a pre-revolutionary period are apt to show
tendencies towards dissolution because of the lack of direct
and useful Party work.
56. It is of course imperative for an illegal party to
protect its members and Party organs from bei•g found out
by the authorities and to avoid every possibility of facilitating such discovery by registration, careless collection,
by contribution and jtljudicious distri~ution of revolution·
ary material. For these reasons, it cannot use frank
organisational methods to the same extent as the legal Party.
It can nevertheless, through practice acquire more and more
proficiency in this matter.
On the other hand. a legal mass Party must be fully prepared
for illegal work and periods of struggle. It must never relax
its preparations for any eventualities (viz. it must have safe:
hiding places for duplicates of members' files and must, in
most cases, destroy correspondence, put important documents
into safe keeping aand must provide conspirative trainin~ for
its messengers).
It is assumed in the circles of the legal as well as the illegal
Parties, that the illegal organisations must be in the nature
of a rather exclusive, entirely military institution, occupying
within the Party a position of splendid isolation. This assum·
ption is quite erroneous. The formation of our fighting organisation in the pre-revolutionary period must depend principally on the general Communist Party work. The entire Party
must be made into a fighting orJ;anisation for the revolution.
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57. PARTY OaoANJsAnoN SHOULD as ADEQUATE FoR RevoLunoNARY Acr10Ns : Therefore, our general Party work must be
aprortioned in a mannar which would ensure, already in the
pre-revolutionary period, the foundation and consolidation of
a fighting organisation commensurate with the needs of the
revolution. It is. of the greatest importance that the directing
body of the Communist Party should be guided in its entire
ac: i vity by the revolutionary requirement and that it should
endeavour, as far as possible, to gain a clear idea of what these
are likely to be. This is naturally not an easy matter, but that
should not be a reason for leaving out of consideration this
very important point of Communist organisational l~adership.
Even the best organised Party wo~ld be faced with very
difficult and complicated tasks if it had to undergo great
functionary changes in a period of open revolutionary risings. It is quite possible that our political Party will be
called upon to mobilise in a few days its forces for the
revolutionary struggle. Probably it will have to mobilise,
in addition to the Party forces their reserves, the sympathising
organisations, viz. the unorganised revolutionary masses.
The formation of a regular· Red Army is as yet out of the
question. We must conquer without a previously organised
army through the masses under the leadership of the Party.
For this reason even the most determined effort would not
succeed should our Party not be well-prepared and organised
for such an eventuality.
58. BUILD SPECIAL SECRET APPARATUS: One has probably seen
that the revolutionary central directive bodies have proved
unable to cope with revolutionary situations. The proletatiat
has generally been able to achieve great revolutionary
organisation as far as minor tasks are concerned, but there
has nearly always been disorder, confusion and chaos at
headquaners. Sometimes there has been a lack of even the
most elementary "apportioning" of work. The intelligence
department is often so badly organised that it does more harm
t~an ~ood. There is no realiance on postal and other communacat1ons. All secret postal and transport arrangements, secret
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quarter and printing works are generally at the mercy of lucky
or unlucky circumstances and afford fine opportunities for
the "agent provocateurs" of the enemy forces.
These defects cannot be remedied unless the Party organises
a special branch in its administra.tion for this particular work.
The military intelligence service requires practice and special training and knowledge. The same may be said of the
secret work directed against the political police. It is only
through long practice that the satisfactory secret department
can be created. For all these specialised revolutionary work,
every legal Communist Party must make preparations, no
matter how small. In most cases such a secret apparatus may
be created by means of perfectly legal activity.
For instance it is quite possible to establish secret postal
and transport communications by a code systelll. through the
judiciously arranged distribution of legal leaflets and through
correspondence in the press.
59. DEVELOP EVERY l/DIVIDUAL MEMBE~ FOR REVOLUTION An
TASKS : The Communist organiser must look upon every
member of the Party and every revolutionary worker as a
prospective soldier in the future revolutionary army. For this
reason he must allot him a place which will fit him for his
future role. His present activity must take the form of useful
service, necessary for present Party work and not more
drilling which the practical worker of today rejects. One mu~t
also not forget that this kind of activity is for every Communist the best preparation for the exigencies of the final
struggle.

Appendix X

Revolutionary Movement
in the Colonies and Semi-Colonies
Thesis Adopted By The Sixth Congress of
The Communist International : 1928
I.

Introdu~tion

Changes in the International Situation
1. The Sixth Congress of the Communist International
declares that the "Theses on the National and' Colonial
Questions" drawn up by Lenin and adopted at the Second
Congress are still valid, and should serve as a guiding line
for the further work of the Communist Parties.. Since the time
of the Second Congress the actual significance of the
colonies and semi-colonies, as factors of crisis in the
imperialist world system, has vastly increased.
On the one hand, as necessary objects of exploitation
for imperialism, the colonies have become a perpetual
source of conflicts and wars between the imperialists, to
dn even higher degree than in the past. Wars, and new plans
for wars, ·by individual imperialist States against various
peoples which have remained more or less independent, as
welJ as intensified preparations of the imper;alist Powers
for wars against each other for a new division of the colonies,
continue without ceasing.
On the other hand, the vast colonial and semi-colonial
world has become an unquenchable blazing furnace of the
revolutionary mass movement. The basis of this phenomenon,
which is of colossal historical importance, is furnished in part
~Y changes which have taken place, during and after the
imperialist world war, in the internal situation of the most
important colonies and semi-colonies in their economic and
social structure-e.g.. the strengthening of the elements of
capitalist and of industrial development, the intensification
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of the agrarian crisis, the growth of the proletariat and the
beginning of its organisation, the pauperisation of the mass
of the peasantry, etc. In part also the basis is to be found
in changes in the international situation; on the one hand, the
difficulties encountered by th~ leading imperialist powers
during the world war and in tlle post-war crisis of world
capitalism, and afterwards, as a result of the imperialist "peace,"
the intensified rapacious aggressiveness of the colonial policy
of Great Britain, Japan, the United States, France, Italy and
Holland; on the other hand, the transformation of Russia from
an imperialist into an anti-imperialist proletarian power, the
victorious struggle of the peoples of the Soviet Union in
defence of their independence, the example of the revolutionary solution of the national question in the Soviet Union and
of the revolutionising influence of the work of building up
socialism there, and furthermore, the strength!ning of the
communist movement in the capitalist countries and the activity
of this movement in the defence of the colonies.
All these circumstabces immeasurably accelerated the process of the political awakening of the vast human masses in
the colonial an~ semi-colonial countries, and led to a whole
series of important revolutionary mass risings, in most cases,
moreover, on the basis of a close-knit, characteristic association of the anti-imperialist emancipatory struggle with the
development of the forces of internal class struggle.

The Chinese Revolution
2. Of first-rate international importance was the Chinese revolution. The shooting down of the Chinese workers in Shanghai on May 30th, 1925, was the signal for the letting loose
of a revolutionary wave until then unparalleled in China. The
most important industrial centres of China-Shanghai, Tientsien,
Hankow. Canton and the British colony of Hong Kong-were
the arena of a mass revolutionary strike struggle which called
forth an answering wave of mass peasant revolts against the
Chinese landlords and gentry in the rural districts. Already,
at this early stage of the wide national-revolutionary front,
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the national bourgeoisie attempted to limit the revolutionary struggle exclusively to such national tasks as the fight
against the imperialists and the anti-imperialist boycott.
Almost simultaneously with the rise of the revolutionary
wave, the counter-revolution began to organise its
forces.(Chiang.Kai Shek's coup d'etat in March, 1926, the
firing on student demonstations in Peking, the formation
of d right group in the Kuomintang, the start of the struggle
against the peasantry in Kwantung , the start of the struggle
against the peasantry in Kwantung and Kwansi, etc.). The
Northern Expedition, which began in the summer of 1926,
the capture of a number of provinces and the d.~feat and
disintegration of a whole series of reactionary militarist
groups, were accompanied by an enormous growth of the mass
movement (the seizure of the British concessions in Hankow
and Kiukiang, the general strike in Shanghai, which developed into an armed insurrection, and the gigantic growth
of the peasant movement.). The successful insurrection in
Shangahai in April, 1927, posed the question of the hegemony of the proletariat in the national-revolutionary movement, finally impelled the native bourgeoisie into the camp
of reaction and called forth the counter-revolutionary coup
d'etat of Chiang Kai Shek.
The independent activity of the workers in the struggle
for power, and above all the further growth of the peasant
movement, which developed into agrarian revolution,
impelled also the Wuhan Government, which had been
established under the leadership of the petty-bourgeois wing
of the Kuomintang, to go over to the camp of the counterrevolution. The revolutionary wave, however, was near to
subsjdence. In the course of a number of uprisings (the rising
led by Ho-Lung and Ye-Ting, and the peasant uprisings in
Hunan, Hupen, Kwantung and Kiangsu) the· working class
and peasantry still strove to tear the power from the hands
of the imperialists, bourgeoisie abd landlords, and in this
way to avert the defeat of the rev·olution. But in this they
were not successful. The last powerful onslaught of this
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revolutionary wave was the insurrection of the heroic Canton
proletariat, which under the slogan of Soviets attempted to
link up the agrarian revolution with the overthrow of the
Kuomintang and the establishment of the dictatorship of
the workers and peasants.

The Indian Movement
3. In India the policy of British imperialism, which sued to
retard the development of native industry, evoked great
dissatisfaction among the Indian bourgeoisie. The class
consolidation of the latter which replaced its former division
into religious sects and castes, and which was expressed
in the fusion of the Indian National Congress (organ of the
Indian bourgeoisie) with the Muslim League effected in 1916,
confronted British imperialists with a national uiiited front in
the country. Fear of the revolutionary movement during the
war compelled British imperialism to make concessions to the
native bourgeoisie wtJich found expression, in the economic
sphere, in insignificant parliamentary reforms introduced in
1919. Nevertheless, a strong ferment, expressing itself in a
series of revolutionary outbreaks against British imperialism,
was produced among the masses of the Indian people as a result
of the ruinous consequences of the imperialist war (famine
and epidemics, 1918), the catastrophic deterioration of the
position of wide sections of the working population, the
influence of the October revolution in Russia and of a series
of insurrections in various colonial countries (as, for example.
the struggle of the Turkish people for independence). This first
great anti-imperialist movement in India ( 1919-1922) ended
in the betrayal of the cause of the national revolution by the
Indian bourgeoisie, which in the main was caused by terror
before the rising wave of peasant insurrections, and also
by the workers' strikes against native employers. The collapse
of the national-revolutionary movement and the gradual
decline of bourgeois nationalism enabled British imperialism once more to return to a policy of hindering the
industrial development of India. The recent measures of
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British imperialism in India show that the objective contradicti"Ons between British colonial monopoly and the tendencies in the direction of the independent economic development of India are becoming more accentuated from year to
year, and are leading to a new revolutionary crisis.
The real threat to British domination comes, not from the
bourgeois camp, but from the growing mass movement of the
InJian workers, which is developing in the form of large-scale
strikes; at the same time the accentuation of the .crisis in the
village bears witness to the maturing of an agrarian revolution.
All these phenomena are leading to a radical transformation
of the whole political situation in India.
Indonesia
4. In Indonesia Dutch imperialism is compelled· in an everincreasing degree to give its more powerful neighbours (American and British imperialism) the opportunity of importing
foreign commodities and foreign capital into this colony. Thus
Dutch imperialism itselft in Indonesia is actually more and
more compelled to play a subordinate role, as, so to say, that
of a "commissionaire" who at the same time is compelled to
perform the functions of a policeman and executioner.The
immediate impulse to the insurrection which broke out in Java
in November, 1926, was given by the economic crisis, and
the resulting worsening of the conditions of the mass of the
population, as well as by the cruel repression exercised by
the Government against the national-revolutionary movement.
To a considerable degreee the rebellion was carried· out under
the leadership of the Communists. The Government succeeded
in drowning the insurrection in blood, in suppressing the
Communist Party, and in executing or throwing into prison
thousands of the best leaders of the proletariat and peasantry.
Insignificant reforms, instituted thereafter by the Government in order to weaken the hatred of the masses and to
purchase the assistance of the national-reformist leaders for
~he work of "pacification" of the masses, have in no way
unproved the conditions of the working sections of the
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people. The continuing economic crisis in the country,
sepecially in the sugar and rubber industries, the capitalist
offensive with the object of worsening the conditions of
labour, and growing unemployment, create the objective preconditions for the inevitable new rising of the masses of
workers and peasants against the ruling imperialism.

Northern Africa and Syria
S. In North Africa in 1925 there began a series of rebellions
of the Kabyle tribes of the Riff against French and Spanish
imperialism, followed by the rebellions of the Druse tribes
in the mandated territory of Syria against French imperialism.
In Morocco the imperialists only succeeded in dealing with
these rebellions after a prolonged war. The intensified penetration of foreign capital into these countri~s is already
calling into life new social forces. The appearance and growth
of an urban proletariat manifests itself in a wave of mass
strikes that are, for t]le first time, sweeping over Palestine.
Syria, Tunis and Afgiers. Gradually, 'but very slowly, the
peasantry also is being drawn into the struggle in these countries.

Ladn America
6. The growing economic and military expansion of North
American imperialism in the countries of Latin America is
transforming this continent into one of the most important
meeting places of the antagonisms of the whole imperialist
colonial system. The influence of Great Britain, which before
the war was the decisive influence in these countries, and
which reduced many of them to the position of semi-colonies.
is being replaced since the war by a still greater dependence
on the United States. By means of its increased export of
capital, North American imperialism is conquering the
commanding positions in the economy of these countries.
subordinating thl"ir governments to its own financial control
and at the same time swallowing them one after other. This
aggressive policy of American imperialism is more and more
taking on a character of undisguised violence, passing over
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into armed intervention (e.g., Nicaragua). The nationalemancipatory struggle against American imperialism which
has begun in Latin America is taking place for the most part
under the leadership of the petty-bourgeoisie. The national
bourgeoisie, which represents a thin stratum of the population
(with the exception of Argentine, Brazil and Chile), and which
is connected, on the one hand, with the big landowners, and,
on the other hand, with American capital, is in the camp of
the couter-revolution.
The Mexican revolution which began as a revolutionary
peasant struggle for land against the landowners and the
church, at the same time to a considerable degree· assumed
the character of a mass struggle against American and British
imperialism, and led to the formation of a government of the
petty-bourgeoisie, which endeavoured to keep itself in power
by means of concessions to the big landowners and to North
Amrrican imperialism. The peasant risings, strikes of workers,
etc., in Ecuador directed against the government of the landlords of the Guayaquil bankers and commercial bourgeoisie,
ended in a military coup d'eatat and the establishment of a
military dictatorship in 1925. The series of military .revolutions in Chile, the guerrilla war in Nicaragua against North
American imperialism, the series of risings in South Brazil,
the uprising of the agricultural labourers in Patagonia and
Argentine, the revolt of the Indians in Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador
and Colombia, the mutinies and spontaneous general strikes
and mass demonstrations in Venezuela and Colombia, the
mass anti-imperialist movement in Cuba and throughtout the
whole of Central America, Colombia, etc.-all these are events
of the last few years which bear witness to the widening and
deepening of the revolutionary process and, in particular, to
the ever-growing popular indignation in the Latin American
·
countries against world imperialism.

Contradictions of Imperialism ·
7· In the majority of ~ases imperialism has up to now succeeded in bloody suppression of the revolutionary movement
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in the colonial countries. But all the fundamental questions
raised by these movements remain unsolved.
The objective contradiction between the colonial policy of
world imperialism and the independent development of the
colonial people is by no means~ done away with, neither in
China, nor in India, nor in any other of the colonial and semicolonial countries; on the contrary, the contradiction only
becomes more acute and can be overcome only by the victorious revolutionary struggle of the toiling masses in the
colonies. Until this contradiction is overcome it will continue
to operate in every colony and semi-colony as one of the most
powerjul objective factors making for revolution. At the same
time, the colonial policy of the imperialist Powers acts as a
powerful siimulant to antagonisms and wars between these
Powers. This antagonism is becoming more and more acute,
especially in the semi-colonies, and notwithstanding the blocs
that are frequently established between the imperialists, it
plays a fairly import¥1t role. The great~st significance, however, for the development of the revolutionary movement in
the colonies is borne by the contradictions between the imperialist world,· on the one hand, and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the revolutionary Labour movement
in the capitalist countries on the other hand.

The Colonies and the Social Revolution
8. The establishment of a fighting front between the active
forces of the socialist world revolution (the Soviet Union and
the revolutionary Labour movement in the capitalist countries)
on the one side, and between the forces of imperialism on the
other side, is of fundamental importance in the present epoch
of world history. The toiling masses of the colonies struggling
against imperialist slavery represent a most powerful auxiliary
force of the socialist world revolution. The colonial countries
at the present tbne constitute for world imperialism the
most dangerous sector of their front. The revolutionary
emancipatory movements of the colonies and semi-colonies
more and more rally aroqnd the banner of the Soviet Uni~n,
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convincing themselves by bitter experience that there is no
salvation for them except through alliance with the revolutionary proletariat, and through the victory of the world
propletarian revolution over world imperialism. The proletariat of the U.S.S.R, and the workers' movement in the
t.:apitalist countries, headed by the Communist International,
in their turn are supporting and will more and more effectiv" IY support in deeds the emancipatory struggle of all the
colonial and other dependent peoples; they are the only sure
bulwark of the colonial peoples in their struggle for final
liberation from the yoke of imperialism. Furthermore, the
alliance with the U.S.S.R. and with the revolutionary
proletariat of the imperialist countries, creates for the toiling
masses of the people of China, India, and all other colonial
and semi-colonial countries, the possibility of an independent, free, economic and cultural development, avoiding the
stage of the domination of the capitalist system or even the
development of capitalist relations in general.
Thus, the whole perspective of development of the
colonial people is bounded by a new framework in the epoch
of imperialism, of wars and of revolution, an epoch in which
is born the proletarian dictatorship. Since the analysis of
contemporary world economy as a whole in no way leads
to the perspective of a new prolonged period of flourishing
capitalism, but, on the contrary, leads to the inevitability of
the overthrow of capitalism, which has already fulfilled its
progressive historical role, has already become a brake on
further development, is already in process of disintegration
(and giving place to the proletarian dictatorship, e.g., the
U.S .S .R. ), and is leading humanity to ever new catastrophesaJJ this denotes the presence of the objective possiblity of
a non-capitalist path of development for the backward
colonies, the possiblitity of the "growing.:.over" of the
bourgeois-democratic revolution in the leading colonies into
the proletarian socialist revolution with the aid of the
victorious proletarian dictatorship in the other countries.
Under favourable objective conditions this possiblity is
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converted into reality, whereby the true path of devel~pment
is determined by struggle and by struggle alone. Consequently the theoretical and practical defence of this path, and the
most self-sacrificing struggle for it, is the duty of all Communists. In connection with ~his perspective there arises
before the colonies also the pro'hlem of revolutionary power
on the basis of Soviets.
Thus all the basic questions of the revolutionary movement in the colonies and semi-colonies are found to have
an immediate conection with the great epoch-making struggle between the capitalist and socialist systems-a struggle
which at present is being conducted by imperialism against
the U.S.S.R on a world scale, and inside each separate
capitalist country between bourgeois class rule and the
Communist movement.
In this struggle the co-operation of the revolutionary
proletariat of the whole world and of the toiling masses of
the colonies repres,-it the surest guarantee of victory over
imperialism. In this struggle every conflict between two
imperialist States and war of the imperialists against the
U .S .S .R., must be utilised in the colonies for the mobilisation
of the masses and for drawing them into a decisive struggle
against imperialism, for national emancipation and for the
victory of the workers and peasants.

II. The Characteristic Features of Colonial
Economics and of Imperialist Colonial Policy
Effects of Imperialism in the Colonies
9. The recent history of the colonies can only be understood
if it is looked upon as an organic constituent part of the
development of capitalist world economy as a whole, begin·
ning with its earliest forms and ending with its latest stage.
viz., imperialism.
In proportio~ as capitalism more and more stron~ly
draws the immense colonial areas into the sphere of its
world economy based on exploitation and profit-hunting,
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there is seen, reflected as in a mirror, in the economic and
political. history of the colonial and semi-colonial countries
alJ the charcteristic features of the so-called "civilising" and
cultural mission of the capitalist mode of production and
of the bourgeois social order. In particular, it reveals with
mercilesss accuracy all the methods and practices of "primary capitalist accumulation." Its policy of conquest and
op tress ion, unsurpassed in cruelty, bound up as it has been
with colonial robbery and punitive expeditions, with opium
wars and piratical raids for the compulsory provision of the
native populations with Bibles, whisky and other trash, as
conducted by the most Christian countries of Eqrope and
America, was one of the most important factors which
hastened the consolidation of the capitalist structure.
In spite of the disgusting lies of the imperialists and of
their reformist lackeys (MacDonald, Otto Bauer and Co.),
who maintain that imperialism "educates the backward races
for prosperity, progress and culture," the transition to the
epoch of monopolist capitalism in no way lightened the yoke
weighing upon the many millions of the mass of humanity
in the colonial countries. The devastating consequences
everywhere brought about by capitalist development, in
particular in the first stage of its existence, are reproduced
in the colonies to a monstrous degree and at an accelerated
rate, owing to the penetration of foreign capital. The progressive results of capitalism, on the other hand, are, for the
most part, completely lacking in the colonies. Where in the
colonies the ruling imperialism is in need of social support,
it first of all allies itself with the ruling strata of the previous
social structure, with the feudal lords and with the trading
and 111oney-lending bourgeoisie, against the majority of the
people. Everywhere imperialism attempts to preserve and to
perpetuate all those pre-capitalist forms of exploiting (espe~iaJly in the villages) which serve as the basis for the
~x1stence of its reactionary allies.• The mass of the people
18 these countries are compelled to pay out enormous sums
for the upkeep of the military, police and administrative
S8
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apparatus of the colonial regime. The growth of famines and
epidemics, particularly among the paupe~ised peasantry, the
mass expropriation of the la~d of the native population, the
inhuman conditions of labour (on the plantations and mines
of the white capitalists, and s~ on), which at times are worse
than open slavery-all this eierts its devastating effect on
the colonial population and not infrequently leads to the dying
out of whole nationalities. The "cultural role" of the imperialist States in the colonies is in reality expressed in the
role of an executioner.

The Dominions
10. In the colonial countries it is necessary to distinguish
between those colonies of the capitalist countries which have
served tbem as colonising regions for their surplus population,
and which in this way have become a contin1tation of their
capitalist system (Australia, Canada, etc.), and those colonies
which are exploited by the imperialists primarily as market~
for their commodities, as sources of raw material and ai.
spheres for the export of capital. This distinction has not onl)
a historic but ~lso a great economic and political significance.
The colonies of the first type on the basis of their general
development, became "Dominions," that is, members of the
given imperialist system with equal, or nearly equal, rights.
Capitalist development reproduces among the white population the class structure of the metropolis,• while native population was, for the most part, exterminated. There cannot be
there any talk of the colonial regime in the form that it shows
itself in the colonies of the second type. Between these two
types is to be found a transitional type (in various forms)
where, alC'~gside·the numerous native population, there exists
a very considrable population of white colonists (South Africa.
New Zealand, Algiers, etc.). The bourgeoisie, which has comi:
from the metropolis, in essence represents in these countries
(emigrant colonies) nothing else than a colonial extension ~f
the bourgeoisie of the metropolis. The interests of thl!i
• The imperial centre-the .. mother country"
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bourgeoisie coincide to a considerable degree with the colonial interests of the metropolis. The metropolis is interested
to a certain extent in the strengthening of its capitalist subsidiary in the colonies, in particular when this subsidiary of
imperialism is successful in enslaving the original native
population or even in completely destroying it. On the other
hand, the competition between various imperialist systems for
iafluence in the semi-independent countries can lead also to
their breaking of from the metropolis and even to a union with
the competitors of the latter. These reasons frequently compel
imperialism to rer Jncile itself to a certain political and economic independen~e of its agencies in such coloni~s (Dominions), which arise on the bas1. of its united and native strength
m relation to the c_orresponding imperialism.

Parasitic Nature of Imperialism
11. The imperialist colonial regime is essentially based
not only on economic pressure but also on the extraeconomic compulsion of the monopoly of the bourgeoisie
of the imperialist countries in the corresponding dependent countries. This monopoly, however, expresses itself
in two basic functions: on the one hand it serves the
purpose of merciless exploitation of the colony (various
forms of immediate and indirect exaction of tribute, superprofits in connection with the sale of its own industrial
goods, with the obtaining of cheap raw material for its own
industry and with the utilisation of very cheap labour
power, etc.); on the other hand, the imperialist monopoly
serves for the preservation and development of the conditions of its own existence, the functions of enslavement
of the colonial masses.
. In its function as colonial exploiter, the ruling imperialism
m relation to the colonial country acts primarily as a parasite
sucking the blood from the economic organism of the latter.
The fact that this- parasite in relation to its victim represents
a society with a highly developed.culture makes it a so much
the more powerful and dangerous exploiter, but, from the point
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of view of the colonial country, this in no way alters the
parasitic character of its function. Capitalist exploitation in
every imperialist country has proceeded by way of the development of productive forces. The specific colonial forms of
capitalist exploitation, put into ~peration by the same British,
French or any other bourgeoisit', in the final analysis hinder
the development of the productive forces of the colonies
concerned. The carrying through of the minimum of constructive activity (railways, harbours, etc,) is indispensbale both
for military domination in the country and for guaranteeing
the uninterrupted activity of the taxation machine, as well as
for the trading needs of the imperialist countries. Agriculture
in the colonies is compelled to a considerable degree to work
for export, but peasant economy is thereby no means liberated
from the oppression of its pre-capitalist features, As a general
rule it is converted to a "free" trading economy by means of
the subordination of the pre-capitalist forms of production to
the needs of finance;.capital, the deepening of pre-capitalist
methods of exploitation through subjection of peasant economy to the yoke of rapidly developing trade and usury capital,
the increase of tax burdens, etc. The exploitation of the peasantry
is increased, but the productive methods of the latter are not
improved. As a general rule, the industrial working up of
the colonial raw material is not carried out in the colonieii
themselves, but in the capitalist countries, and primarilly in
the metropolis. The profits obtained in the colonies are, for
the most part, not expended productively, but ar~ sucked out
of the country and are invested either in the metropolis or
in new spheres of expansion on the part of the imperialism
concerned. Thus the fundamental tendency of colonial exploitation acts in the direction of hindering the development of
the productive forces in the colonies, of despoiling them of
their natural riches, and, above all, of exhausting the reserves
of human productive forces in the colonial countries.

Development Wndered By Imperialism
12. In as much, however, as colonial exploitation presupposes
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a certain encouragement of the development of production
in the colonies this development, thanks to the imperialist
monopoly, is directed on such lines and accelerated only in
such a degree as corresponds to the interests of the metropolis, and, in particular, to the interests of the preservation
of its colonial mono ploy. It may cause a part of the peasantry,
for example, to pass over from grain (Sudan, Cuba, Java,
Ugypt), but this takes place in such a way and by such means
that it not only on no way corresponds to the interests of
the independent economic development of the colonial
country, but, on the contrary, still further strengthens the
dependence of the latter on the imperialist metro.Poli11. With
the object of widening the raw material base for world
imperialism, there are created new agricultural crops in the
place of those destroyed by colonial policy. New systems
of irrigation are constructed with the same object in view
in the place of the old ones that have been de'Stroyed, and
become in the hands of the imperialists a weapon for increasing the exploitation of the peasantry. With a view to widening
the internal market, attempts are undertaken to adapt to the
capitalist mode of production that agrarian relationships
which are partly created by colonial policy itself. Plantations
of various kinds serve the interest of metropolitan finance
capita]. The exploitation of the mineral wealth of the colonies
is conducted in accordance with the needs of the metropolitan industry, especially its need to put an end to dependence on sources of raw materials in other countries to which
the monopoly of this imperialism does not extend.
These are the main spheres of colonial production. Only
where manufacture constitutes a very simple process (tobacco industry, sugar refineries, etc.) or where the expense of
transporting raw material can be considerably decreased by
the firsl stage of manufacture being performed on the spot,
does the development of production in the colonies attain
comparatively large dimensions.• In any case, the capitalist
enterprises created by the imperialists in the colonies (with
the exception of a few enterprises established in case of
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military needs) are predominantly or exclusively of an agrariancapitalist character, and are distinguished by a low organic
composition of capiatal. Real industrialisation of the colonial
country, in particular the building up of a flourishing
engineering industry, which mjght make possible the independent develoment of the productive forces of the country,
is not accelerated, but, on the contrary, is hindered by the
metropolis. This is the essence of its function of colonial
enslavement : th~ colonial country is compelled to sacrifice
the interest of its independent development and to play the
part of an economic (agrarian raw material) appendage to
foreign capitalism, which, at the expense of the labouring
classes of the colonal country, strengthens the economic and
political power of the imperialist bourgeoisie in order to
perpetuate the monopoly of the latter in the colonies and to
increase its expansion as compared with the rest of the world.
Just as the "classical capitalism" of the pre-imperialist
epoch most clearly demonstrated its negative features of
de~truction of the ·old without an equivalent creation of the
new precisely in its policy of plunder in the colonies , so
also the most characteristic side of the decay of imperialism.
its essential feature of usury and parasitism, is especially
clearly revealed in its colonial economy. The endeavour of
the great imperialist powers to adapt to an ever-increasing
degree their monopolised colonies to the needs of the
capitalist economy of the metropolis, not only evokes the
destruction of the traditional economic structure of the
indigenous colonial population, but, side by side with this.
leads to the destruction of the equilibrium between separate
branches of production, and, in the fianl analysis, leads to an
artificial retardation of the development of the productive
forces in the colonies.
·
A general tendency on the part of all the metropolitan
centres is the endeavour to draw the colony into, and make
it a subordinate constituent part of the particular imperialist
system concerned, in order to guarantee the latter's economic
supremacy, and so as to be able, on the one hand, to maintain
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it in opposition to other imperialist systems, and, on the other
hand, to cut off the colony from immediate relations with
world economy as a whole, and to keep to themselves the
function of intermediary and supreme regulator in all its
economic relations with the outer world. This tendency of the
imperialists to ·strengthen the one sided dependence of the
colonies leads to growth of competition between the different
imperialist Powers and international trusts, etc.
As conditioned by these circumstances, the development
of capitalist relationships and of the exploitation of the masses
of the people in the colonies assumes very varied forms.

Impoverishment of the Peasantry
13. In as much as the overwhelming mass of the colonial
population is connected with land and lives in the villages,
the plundering character of the forms of exploitation of the
peasantry made use of by imperialism and its allies (the class
of landowners and trading -usury capital) acquires a specially
important significance. Owing to the interference of imperialism (imposition of taxation, import of industrial wars from
the metropolis, etc.) the drawing of the village into the sphere
of monetary and trading economy is accompanied here by a
process of pauperisation of the peasantry, destruction of village
handicraft industry, etc., and proceeds at a much more rapid
rate than was the case when the same process took place in
the leading capitalist countries. On the other hand, the delayed
industrial development in the colonies has put sharp limits
to the process of proletarianisation. This enormous disproportion between the rapid rate of destruction of the old forms
of economy and the slow development of the new has given
rise in China, India, Indonesia, Egypt, etc., to an extraordinary
"pressure on agriculture," and to agrarian immigration, rackrenting and extreme fragmentation of the land cultivated by
the peasantry. At the same time, the whole burden of the
previous feudal or semi-feudal conditions of exploitation and
bondage, in somewhat '"modernised," but in no way lighter,
forms, lies as before on the shoulders of the peasantry.
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Capitalism, which has included the colonial village into
its system of taxation and trade apparatus, and which has
overturned pre-capitalist relations. (for instance, the
destruction of the village commune), does not thereby
liberate peasants from the yoke of pre-capitalist forms
of bondage and exploitation~, but only gives the latter a
monetary expression (feudal services and rent in kind are
partially replaced by money rent, while payment of taxes
in kind is replaced by money taxes, and so on), which
still more increases the suffering qf the peasantry. To
the "assistance" of the peasants in their miserable position
comes the usurer, robbing them and under certain conditions
(e.g., in some localities of India and China) even creating a
hereditary slavery based on thier indebtedness.
Notwithstanding the great variety of agrvian relationships in different colonial countries, and even in different
parts of one and the same country, the poverty-stricken
position of the peasant masses is alomst everywhere the
same. Partly owing fo unequal exchange, and partly to direct
exploitation, the peasants in these countries are not in a
position to raise the technical or organisational level of their
economy. The productivity of their labour, as also the demand for it, is falling. The pauperisation of the peasantry
in these countries is a general phenomenon. In India, China
and Indonesia the pauperisation of the peasantry has reached
such a height that, at the present time, the most characteristic
figure in the village is the poor peasant, almost or entirely
deprived of land and not infrequently suffering starvation.
Big landownership is here hardly connected in any way with
large-scale agriculture, but serves only as a means for extorting
rents from the peasants. There is frequently to be found a
hierarchy of many stages, consisting of landlords and sublandlords, parasitic intermediate links between the labouring
cultivator and the big landowner (zemindar) or the State. The
ancient systems artificial irrigation, which in these countries is of great importance for agriculture, thanks to the
interference of imperialism, first of all fell into decay. and
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when later they were re-established on a capitalist basis, then
they were found to be too dear for the peasants to make use
of Famines became a more and more frequent occurrence.
The peasant finds himself completely helpless in the face
of epidemics and various kinds of elemental misfortune.
Wide masses of the peasnatry are thrown out of the process
of production; they have no chances of finding work in the
h •wns and rarely find work in the village, where they develop
into miserable coolies.
This poverty-stricken position of the peasantry denotes at
the same time a crisis in the internal market for industry, whicb
in its tum represents a powerful obstacle to thp capitalist
devolpment of the country. Not only the national bourgeoisie
of India, China, Egypt, etc., but also imperialism itself is
sensible of this peasant misery as an obstade in the path of
the expansion of their exploitation; but the economic and
political interests of both of them are so closely bound up
with large ownership, as also with trading and usury capital
in the village, that they are not in a position to carry through
an agrarian reform of any wide significance.
Peasant domestic production and artisan production becomes more and more disintegrated. The development of trade
creates an important stratum of native trading bourgeoisie,
which fulfils also the functions of purchasing agent, usurer,
etc. The predominance and hegemony of trading and usury
capital, in the specific conditons of colonial economy, delays
the growth of industrial capital. In the struggle for the internal
market, national capital again and again meets with the competition of imported foreign capital in the colonial country
itself and the retarding influence of pre-capitalist relations in
the villages. In spite of these obstacles, there does arise in
certain branches of production a native large-scale industry
(chiefly light industry). National capital and national banks
come into being and begin to develop .
. The pitiful attempts at carryirrg through agrarian reforms
Without damaging the colonial regime are intended to facilitate the gradual conversion of semi-feudal landownership
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into capitalist landlordism, and in certain cases to establish
a narrow stratum ofkulak peasants. In practice this only leads
to an ever increasing pauperisation of the overwhelming
majority of the peasants, which again, in its turn paralyses
the development of the internal market. It is on the basis
of these contradictory economic processes that the most
improtant social forces of the colonial movement have their
development.

The Role of Finance Capital
14. In the period of imperialism there stands out with especial
prominence the role of finance capital in the seizure of
economic and political monopoly in the colonies. This
especially finds expression in definite economic consequences
resulting from the export to capital to the colonies, The exported
capital here flows predominantly into the sphere of trade, it
functions mainly as usurious loan capital and it pursues the
task of preserving an~ strengthening the oppressive apparatus
of the imperialist S'te in the colonial· country (by the aid of
State loans, etc.), or of achieving full control over the so-called
independent State organs of the native bourgeoisie in the
colonial countries.
The export of capital to the colonies hastens the development in them of capitalist relation. A portion of the
exported capital, despatched to the colony for productvie
purposes, does in part conduce to an aceleration of industrial development; by no means, however, in the direction
of independence, but rather in a direction which strengthens
the dependence of colonial eccnomy on the finance capital
of the imperialist country. In general, imported capital is
concentrated in the colonies almost exclusively for the
extraction and supply of raw materials, or for the first stages
of their utilisation. Exported capital is· used also for
extending the system of communication (railways, shipbuilding, harbour works, etc.), thus facilitating the transport of raw material and binding the colonies more closely
to the metropolis. A favourite form of investment of capital
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in agriculture is in large plantations, with the object of
cheap production of food products and the monopolisation
of vast sources of raw material. The transference to the
metropolis of the greater portion of the surplus value
extorted from the cheap labour power of ·the colonial
staves retards .to a correspondingly enormous degree the
upward growth of the economy of the colonial countries
arJ the development of their productive forces, and serves
as an obstacle to the economic and political emancipation
of the colonies.
Another basic feature in the mutual relations between the
capitalist States and the colonial countries is the endeavour
of various monopolist groups of finance capital to monopolise
the whole external trade of the separate colonial and semicoloniat countries, and in this way to subordinate to their
control and regulation all the channels which connect the
colonial economy with the world market. The direct influence
of this monopolisation of external trade by a few monopolist
exporting firms on the course of capitalist development in the
colonies is expressed, not so much in the development of a
national internal market, as in the adaptation of the scattered
internal colonial trade to the needs of export, and in the
"bleeding" of the national wealth of the colonial countries by
the imperialist parasites. This peculiar development of colonial trade finds its specific expression also in the form and
character of the imperialist banks in the colonies, which
mobilise the savings of the native bourgeoisie chiefly for
financing the foreign trade of the colonies, etc.
Imperialist Economic Policy
15. The entire economic policy of imperialism in relation to
!he colonies is determined by its endeavour to preserve and
increase their dependence, to deepen their e)lploitation and,
all far as possible, to impede their independent development.
Only under the pressure of special circumstances may the
bourgeoisie of the imperialist States find itself compelled to
co-operate in the development of big industry in the colonies.
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Thus. for example, requirements for preparation or conduct
of war may. to a limited extent, lead to the creation of various
enterprises in engineering and chemical industry in certain of
the most strategically important colonies (e.g., India).
Competition on the part of more powerful competitors may
compel the metropolis to granl'"-definite concessions in matters
of tariff policy. in which case it safeguards itself by means
of preferential duties.
With the object of buying up definite strata of the
bourgeoisie in the colonial and semi-colonial countries.
especially in periods of a rising revolutionary movement, the
metropolis may, to a certain degree, weaken its economic
pressure. But, in the measure that these extraordinary and, for
the most part, extra-economic circumstances lose their influence, the economic policy of the imperialist powers is
immediately directed towards repressing ad retarding the economic development of the colonies. Consequently the development of the national economy of the colonies. and especially
their industrialisatifSn, the all-round independent development
of their industry can only be realised in the strongest
contradiction to the policy of imperialism. Thus the specific
character of the development of the colonial countries is
especially expressed in the fact that the growth of productive
forces is realised with extreme difficulty. spasmodically.
artificially, being limited to individual branches of industry.
The inevitable result of this is that the pressure of impe-·
rialism on the colonial and semi-colonial countries is reproduced each time in a higher degree and evokes an ever more
powerful resistance on the part of the social-economic factors
originating from imperialism itself. The continual hindrance
to independent development more and more deepens the
antagonism of the colonial peoples in relation to imperialism
and leads to revolutionary crises, boycott movements, nationalist revolutionary insurrections. etc.
On the one hand, the imminent objective contradictions in
the capitalist development of the colonies become strengthened. which itself deepens the contradictions between the
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independent development of the colonies and the interests of
the bourgeoisie of the imperialist States; on the other hand,
the new capitalist forms of exploitation bring into the arena
a genuine revolutionary force-the proletariat, around which
the many millions of the peasant masses rally more and more
strongly in order to offer organised resistance to the yoke of
finance capital.
All the chatter of the imperialists and their lackeys about
the policy of decolonisation being carried through by the
imperialist Powers, about co-operation in "free development
of the colonies", reveals itself as nothing but an imperialist
lie. It is of the utmost importance that Communi!its. both in
the imperialist and in the colonial countries, should completely expose this lie.

III. Communist Strategy and Tactics
in China and Similar Colonial Countries
Tasks of The Democratic Revolution
16. As in all colonies and semi-colonies, so also in China
and India the development of productive forces and the
socialisation of labour stands at a comparatively low level.
This circumstance, together with the fact of foreign domination and also the presence of powerful relics of feudalism
and pre-capitalist relations, determines the character of the
immediate stage of the revolution in these countries. In the
revolutionary movement in these countries we have to deal
with the bourgeois democratic revolution, i.e., of the stage
signifying preparing of the prerequisites for proletarian dictatorship and socialist revolution. Corresponding to this, the
following kinds of tasks can be pointed out, which may be
considered as general basic tasks of the bourgeois democratic
revolution in the colonies and semi-colonies :
(a) A shifting in the relationship of forces in .favour of
the _proletariat : emancipation of the country from the yoke
of_ imperialism (nationalisation · of foreign concessions,
railways, banks, etc.), and the establishment of the national
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unity of the country where this has not yet been attained:
overthrow of t~e power Qf the exploiting classes at the· back
of which imperialism stands : organisation of Soviets of
workers and peasants : establishment of the dictatorshi of the
proletariat.and peasantry :· con$.olidation of the hegemony of
the proletariat.
·,
(b) The carrying through of the agrarian revolution ·
emancipation of the peasants from all pre-capitalist and
colonial conditions of exploitation and bondage;
nationalisation of the the land; radical measures for alleviating the position of the peasantry with the object of
establishing the closest possible e'Conomic and political
union between the town and village.
(c) In correspondence with the further development of
industry, transport, etc., and with the accompanying growth
of the proletariat, the widespread development of trade union
organisations of the working class, strengthening of the
Communist Party al)d its conquest of~ firm leading position
among the tqiling masses : the achievement of the eight-hour
day.
(d) Establisbment of equal rights for nationalities and of
sex equality (equal rights for women) : separation of the
church from the State and the abolition of caste distinction :
political education and raising of the general cultural level
of the masses in town and country, etc.
How far the bourgeois-democratic revolution will be able
in practice to realise all its basic tasks, and how far it will
be the case that part of these tasks will be carried into effect
only by the socialist revolution, will depend on the course
of the revolutionary movement of the workers and pesants
and its successes or defeats in the struggles against the
imperialists, feudal lords and the bourgeoisie. In particular.
the emancipation of the colony from the imperialist yoke _i!i
facilitated by thF development of the socialist revolution m
the capitalist world, and can only be completely guaranteed
by the victory of the proletatiat in the leading capitalist
countries. The transition of the revolution to a socialist phase
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demands the presence of certain minimum prerequisites, as,
for example, a certain definite level of development in the
ccuntry of industry, of trade union organisations of the
proletariat and of a strong Communist Party. The most important
1., precisely the development of a strong Communist Party
with a big mass influence, which would be in the highest
degree a &low and difficult process were it nut accelerated
b the bourgeois-democratic revolution which already grows
and develops as a resulr of the objecrive conditions in these
countries.
Character of Colonial Democratic Revolution
17 The bourgeois democratic revolution m the colonies is
d1!itmguished from the bourgeois democratic revolution in an
independent country chiefly in that it is organically bound up
with the national-emancipatory struggle against imperialist
dommation. The national factor exerts considerable influence
on the revolutionary process in all colonies, as well as in those
11,emi-colonies where imperialist enslavement already appears
m il~ naked form, leading to the revolt of the mass of the
people. On the one hand, national oppression hastens the
ripening of the revolutionary classe", strengthens the dissatisfaction of the masses of workers and peasants, facilitates their
mobilisation and endows the revolutionary mass revolts with
the elemental force and character of a genuine popular revolution. On the other hand, the national factor is able to
influence not only the movement of the working class and
peasantry, but also the attitude of all the remaining classes,
modifying its form during the process of revolution. Above
all, the poor urban petty-bourgeoisie, together with the pettybourgeois intelligentsia, is during the first period to a very
considerable extent brought under the influence of the active
revolutionary forces; secondly, the position of the colonial
bourgeoisie in the bourgeois-democratic revolution is "till for
the most part an ambiguous one,· and its vacillations in accordance with the course of the revolution are even more
considerable than in the bourgeoiRie of an independent country
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(e.g., the Russian bourgeoisie in 1905-17). It is very important.
in accordance with the concrete circumstances, to investigate
very carefully the special influence of the national factor
which to a considerable degree determines the special character of the colonial revolution, and to take it into account
in the tactics of the Communist Party concerned.
Along with the national-emancipatory struggle, the agrarian revolution constitutes the axis of the bourgeois democratic
revolution in the chief colonial countries. Consequently
Communists must follow with the greatest attention the development of the agrarian crisis and the intensification of clas'
contradictions in the village, they must from the very hcgmning give a consciously-revolutionary direction to the d1,,atisfaction of the workers and to the incipient peasant movement, directing it against imperialist exploitation and bond
age, as also against the yoke of the variou~ pre-capllah\t
(feudal and semi-feudal) relationships as a result of which
peasant economy is suffering, disintegrating and perishing
The incredible baci'wardness of agriculture, the prevalence ot
oppressive rent relations and the oppression of trading-usun
capital, represent the greatest hindrance to the development
of productive forces in village economy in the colonie!i, and
stand in monstrous contradiction with the highly orgam!led
forms of exchange between the village agricultural productwn
of the colonies and the world market created by monopoly
imperialism.
I

Attitude of the National Bourgeoisie
18. The national bourgeoisie in these colonial countrks doe!I
not adopt a uniform attitude in relation to imperialism. A
part of this bourgeoisie, more especiaUy the trading bourgeiosie.
directly serves the interests of imperialist capital (the socalled compradore• bourgeoisie). In general, it .more or less
consistently defends the anti-national imperialist point of
• Native merchants, engaged in trade with imperialist centres, whose
interests are in continuation of imperialist exploitation. They act as agents. for
exploiting the masses in the colonial couqtries.
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view directed against the whole nationalist movement, in
common with the feudal allies of imperialism and the more
highly paid native officials. The remaining portions of the
native bourgeoisie, especially the portion reflecting the interests of native industry, support the national movement and
represent a special vacillating compromising tendency which
may be designated as national reformi.sm (or, in the termi.·~logy of the theses of the Second Congress of the Communist International, a "bourgeois-democratic" tendency).
This intermediate position of the national bourgeoisie
between the revolutionary and imperialist camps is no longer
to be observed, it is true, in China after 1925; there the greater
part of the national bourgeoisie from the beginign, owing
to the special situation, took the leadership in the nationalemancipatory war; later on it passed over finally into the
camp of counter-revolution. In India and Egypt we still
observe, for the time being; the typical bourgeoisie-nationalist movement-an opportunist movement. subject to great
vacillations, balancing between imperialism and revolution.
The independence of the country in relation to imperialism,
being to the advantage of the whole colonial people. corresponds also to the interests of the national bourgeoisie, but
is in irreconcilable contradiction to the whole esse~ce of the
imperialist system. Various native capitalists, it is true; are
by their immediate interests to a great extent bound by
numerous threads to imperialist capital. Imperialism is able
directly to buy up a considerable portion of them (it may be
even a greater portion than heretofore), and to create a definite
compradore position, a position of intermediary trader. subexploiter or overseer over the enslaved population. But the·
~oi:ition of slave owner, of monopolist supreme exploiter,
imperialism reserves for itself alone. Independent. rule, a
future of "free" independent capitalist de~lopment. hege·~ony over an "independent" people-this imperialism will
never voluntarily yield to the national bourgeoisie. In this
rt:spect the contradiction of interests between the national
bourgeoisie of the colonial country and imperialism i~
59
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objectively of a radical character. In this respect imperiali~ni
demands capitulation on the part of the national bourgeoisie
The native bourgeoisie, as the weaker side, again and again
capitulates to imperialism. Its capitulation, however, 1s not
final as long as the danger of class revolution on the part of
the masses has not become immediate, acute and menacing
In order, on the one hand, to avoid this danger, and, on the
other hand, to strengthen its position in relation to imperialism, bourgeios nationalism in these colonies strives to obtain
the support of the petty-bourgeoisie, and in part also of the
working class. Since, in relation to the working class, n ha'
little prospect of success (as soon as the working class in the'e
countries has at all begun to awake politically), it become'
the more important for it to obtain support from the pea!-lanlr)
But just here is the weakest point of the col011ial bourgeomc
The unbearable exploitation of the colomal peasantry can onh
be put an end to by the way of the agrarian revolution. The
bourgeoisie of Chjna. India and Egypt is by its immediate
interests, so close1y bound up with landlordism, with usun
capital and with the exploitation of the peasant ma!lseii m
general, that it takes its stand not only against the agrarian
revolution but also against every decisive agrarian reform. It
is afraid, and not without foundation, that even the mere open
formulation of the agrarian question will stimulate and accelerate the growth of the process of revolutionary fermentation in the peasant masses. Thu4' the reformist bourgeo1 .. 1t'
hardly dares to decide to approach practically this basic ur~ent
question.
Instead it attempts by means of empty nationalist phra'e"
and gestures to keep the petty-bourgeois masses under n11
influence and to induce imperialism to grant certain conce 11sions. But the imperialists draw the reins over tighter. and the
national bourgeoisie is incapable of offering any seriou'
resistance. Accordingly, the national bourgeiosie in ever)
conflict with imperialism attempts, on the one hand, to make
a great show of its nationalist "firmness" of principle, and.
on the other hand, it sows illusions as to the possibility of
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a peaceful compromise with imperialism. Through both, the
one and the other. the masses inevitably become disillusioned,
·md in this way they gradually outlive their reformist illusions.

Proletarian Leadership in Colonial Emancipation
19. An incorrect estimation of the basic national-reformist
tendency of the national bourgeoisie in these colonial coun~nei, gives rise to the possibility of serious errors in the strategy
and ta<..tics of the Communist Partieli concerned. In particular
two kmds of mistakes are possible :
(a) A non-understanding of the difference between the
national-reformist and national-revolutionary t8ndency can
lead to a "khvostist"* policy in relation to the bourgeoisie,
to an insufficiently accurate political and organisational dehm1tation of the proletariat from the bourgeoisie, and to the
blurring of the chief revolutionary slogans (especially the
slogans of the agrarian revolution), etc. This was the fundamental mistake into which the Communist Party of China fell
m 1925-27.
Cb) An under-estimation of the special significance which
the bourgeios national-reformsit. as distinct from the feudal1mperialist camp, possesses, owing to its mass influence on
the ranks of the petty-bourgeoisie. peasantry and even a portion
of the working class, at least in the first stages of the movement, may lead to a sectarian policy and to the isolation of
the Communists from the toiling masses.
In both these cases insufficient attention is given to the
realisation of precisely those tasks which the Second Congress
of the Communist International had already characterised as
the basic tasks of the Communist Parties in the colonial
count_rie~. i.e., the tasks of struggle against the bourgeoisdemocratic movement inside the nation itself. Without this
~truggle, without the liheration of the toiling masses from the
influence of the bourgeoisie and of national-reformism, the

* Khvnst equals "tall". Following behind events m pohcv rather than
Iead1nr
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basic strategical aim of the Communist movement in the
bourgeois-democratic revolution-the hegemony oj the
proletariat---cannot be achieved. Without the hegemony of
the proletariat, an organic part of which is the leading rn/e
of the <;ommunist Party, the bourgeois-democratic revolution
cannot be carried through to an end, not to speak of the socialist
revolution.

Role of The Petty-Bourgeoisie and Peasantry
20. The petty-bourgeouisie in the colonial and semi-colonial
countries plays a very important role. It consists of var1ou1o
strata, which in different periods of the national-revolutionary
movement play very diverse roles. The artisan, who is hit by
the competition of foreign imported goods, is hostilely d11oposed towards imperialism. At the same time be is intere!lted
in the unlimited exploitation of his journeymen and apprentices, and accordingly he is hostilely disposed torward!i th~
class-conscious La~ur movement. At the same time. also, ht'
usually suffers himself from the exploitation of trading and
usury capital. The excedingly ambiguous and hopless posiuon
if this stratum of the petty-bourgeoisie determines its vacillations, and it frequently falls under the influence of utopian
reactionaries. The small trader-both in town and village-1'
connected with village exploitation through usury and trade.
and he clings to the old forms of exploitation in prefernce to
the prospects of an expansion of the internal market. The!lt:
strata, however, are not homogeneous. These sections of tht:
trading bourgeoisie, which in one form or another are conneted
with the compradores, occupy a different position from those
sections the activity of which is limited mainly to the internal
market.
The petty-bourgeois intelligentsia, the students and suchlike, are very frequently the most determined representative:t.
not only of the specific interests of the petty-bourgeoisie. but
also of the general objective interests of the entire national
bourgeoisie, and, in the first period of the national moveme~t,
they often come out as the spokesmen of the nationalist
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struggle. Their role on the surface of the movement is comparatively important. In general they cancot act as representatives of peasant interests, for the very social strata from
which they come are time and again connected with landlordism.
The upward growth of the revolutionaly wave may drive them
mto the Labour movement. bringing with them their pettyhourgeois ideology of vacillation and indecision. Only a few
l•i chem in the course of the struggle are able to break with
th1er own class and rise to an understanding of the tasks of
the class struggle of the proletariat, and to become active
defenders of the intersts of the latter. It frequently happens
that the petty-bourgeois intellectuals give to their ideology
a sociali~t or even Communist colour. In the struggle against
imperialism they have played. and in such countries as India
and Egypt they even now still partially play a revolutionary
role. The mass movement may draw them after it, but it may
:ll"io push them into the camp of extreme reaction or, at least,
cau!lc the spread of utopian reactionary tendencies in their
ranks.
Alongside of these strata there is to be found in the colonial
towns considerable sections of urban poor, the position of
which objectively drives them to the support of revolutionartisans who do not exploit the labour of others, ~treet traders,
unemployed intellectuals, ruined peasants seeking work, etc.
Further, the colonial town, as also the village, has a populous
section of "coolies," semi-proletarians who have not passed
through the school of factory production and who live by
casual labour.
The peasamry, along with the proletariat and in the character of its ally, represents a driving force of the revolution.
The immense many-millioned peasant mass constitutes the
overwhelming majority of the population even in the most
developed colonies (in some colonies it is 90 per cent of the
population). The many millions of starving tenant-cultivators,
petty-peasants oppressed by wanl11nd groaning under all kinds
of p~e-capitalist and capitalist forms of exploitation, a
considerable portion of them deprived of the possibility of
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cultivation even on the lands that they rent, thrown out from
the process of production and slowly dying from famine and
disease, village agricultural labourers-all these allies of the
proletariat in the village. The peasantry can only achieve n11
emancipation under the leadership of the proletariat, but the
proletariat can only lead the bourgeois-democratic revolution
to victory in union with the peasantry. The proce!ts of cla,lli
differentiation of the peasantry, in the colonies and semicolonies which possess important relics of feudalism and of
precapitalist relationships, proceeds at a comparatively i.Jow
rate. Nevertheless, market relationships in these countne'
have developed to such a degree that the peasantry already
no longer represent a homogeneous mass, as far as their cla1i'
relations are concerned. In the villages of China and India,
in particular in certain parts of these countri9, it is already
possible to find exploiting elements derived from the peallantry, who exploit the peasants and village labourers through
usury, trade, employment of hired labour, the sale or letting
out of land on renl, the loaning of cattle or agricutural implements, etc. In general, it is possible that, in the first period
of the struggle of the peasantry against the landlords, the
proletariat may be able to carry with it the entire peasantry
But in the further development of the struggle some of the
upper strata of the peasantry may pass into the camp of
counter-revolution. The proletariat can achieve its leading role
in relation to the peasantry only under the condition!!I of
unflinching struggle for its partial demand!t, for complete
carrying through of the agrarian revolution, and only if it will
lead the struggle of the wide masses of the peasant1) for a
revolutionary settlement of the agrarian question.

The Workin1 Class
21. The working class in the colonies and semi-colonies hall
characteristic features which play an improtant role in the
building up of an independent working-class movement and
proletarian class ideology in these countries. The predomi~ant
part of the colonial proletariat is derived from the paupensed
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village, with which the worker remains in connection even
when engaged in production. In the majority of cdonies (with
the exception of some large factory towns such as Shanghai,
Bombay, Calcutta, etc.) we find, as a general rule, only a first
generation of proletarians engaged in large-scale production.
A11other portion is made up of the ruined artisans who are
bemg driven out of the decaying handicrafts, which are widely
;Jread even in the foremost colonies. The ruined artisan, a
petty owner, carries with him into the working class a guild
tendency and ideology which serves as a basis for the penetration of national-reformist influence into the Labour movement of the colonies. The mobile composition of the proletariat
(frequent renewal of the labour force in the factories owing
to workers returning to the village and the inflow of new
ma~ses of poverty-stricken peasants into production); the
conMderable percentage of women and children, the numerous
different languages, illiteracy, the wide distribution of
religious and cast prejudices-all make difficult the work of
Ii) ~tematic agitation and propaganda and retard the growth of
cld~s-c.onsciousness among the workers. Nevertheless, the
merciless exploitation, p1u.cllsed in the most oppressive forms
by native and foreign capital, and the entire absence of
political rights for the worker~. create the objective precond1ttons on the bash of which tne Labour movement in the
~olome!\ is rapidly overcoming all obstacles, and every year
draws greater and greater masses of the working class into
the Mruggle against the native exploiters and the imperialists.
The first period of the growth of the Labour movement in
the colonial and semi-colonial countries {approximately 19191923) is organically bound up with the general growth of the
national-revolutionary movement which followed the world
war, and which was characterised by the subordination of the
class interests of the working class to the interests of the
anti-imperialist struggle headed by the native bourgeoisie. In
'lo far as the Labour strikes and other demonstrations bore an
organisational character, they were usually organised by pettybourgeois intellectuals who restricted the demands of the
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workers to questions of the national struggle. The most
important characteristic of the second period of rapid growth
of the Labour movement in the colonies, on the other hand,
the period which began after the Fifth Congress of the Communist International, was the emeifgence of the working class
of the colonies into the political arena as an independent class
force directly opposing itself to the national bourgeoisie, and
entering upon a struggle with the latter in defence of its own
immediate class interests, and for hegemony in the national
revolution as a whole. The history of the last few years has
clearly confirmed this characteristic of the new stage of the
colonial revolution, first of all in the example of the great
Chinese revolution, and subsequently in the insurrection in
Indonesia. There is every ground to believe that in India the
working class is liberating itself from the influlnce of the
nationalist and social-reformist leaders, and is being converted
into an independent political factor in the struggle against
the British imperialist:, and the native bourgeo1~ie.

Tasks of The Communists
22. In order to correctly determine the immediate tasks of tht>
revolutionary movement it is important as a starting-point to
take into consideration the degree of maturity attained by the
movement in the separate colonial countries. The revolutionary movement in China is distinguished from the present
movement in India by a series of essential features, characterising the different degrees of maturity of the movement in
the two countries. The previous experience of the Chine-;e
revolution must undoubtedly be utilised in the revolutionary
movement in India and other analogous colonial countries. But
it would be a completely mistaken application of the Chinese
experience if. at the present time in India, Egypt, etc., we were
to fromulate the immediate tasks. slogans and tactical methods
in exactly the same· form as took place in China, for example,
in the Wuhan period. or in the form in which it is necessary
to formulate them there at the present time. The tendency to
skip over the inevitable difficulties and special tasks of the
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present stage of the revolutionary movement in India, Egypt,
etc., can only be harmful. It is necessary to carry through much
work in the building up and consolidation of the Communist
Party and trade union organisatiqns of the proletariat, in the
revolutionisation of the trade unions, in the development of
economic and political mass demonstrations, and in the winning
over of the masses and their liberation from the influence of
the national-reformist bourgeoi!iie. before it is possible to
advance in these countries with definite prospects <'f success
to the realisation of such tasks as those which were fully
carried out in China during the Wuhan period as the immediate
tasks of the struggle of the working class and peasantry.
The interesh of the struggle for the class rule of the national
bourgeoisie compel the most important bourgeois parties in
India and Egypt (Swarajists, Wafdists) still to demonstrate
their opposition to the ruling imperialist-feudal bloc. Although
this opposition has not a revolutionary but a reformist and
class-collaborationist character, this by no means signifies
that it has not a special significance. The national bourgeoisie
has not the significance of a force in the struggle against
imperialism. Nevertheless. thi4i bourgeois-reformist opposition has its real ~pecial significance tor the development of
the revolutionary movement-and this both in a negative as
well as in a positive sense-in so far as it possesses any mass
influence at all. Its chief feature is that it exerts a braking,
retarding influence on the development of the revolutionary
movement, in so far as it is successful in drawing the toiling
masses in its wake and holding them back from the revolutionary struggle. On the other hand. however, the demonstrations of the bourgeois opposition against the ruling imperialist-feudal bloc, even if they do not have any deep foundation,
can exert a certain accelerating influence on the process of
the political awakening of the wide masses of toilers; the
concrete open conflicts of the· national-reformist bourgeoisie
with imperialism, although of little significance in themselves,
may. under certain conditions. indirctly serve as the cause of
the unleashing of even greater revolutionary mass actions.
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It is true that the reformist bourgeoisie itself endeavours
not to allow any such effect of its oppositional activities, and
in one way or another seeks to prevent it in advance.But
wherever the objective condition exist for a far-reaching
political crisis, there the activities of the national-reformist
opposition, even their insignificant conflicts with imperialism
which are least of all connected with the real source of the
revolution, can become of serious importance. The Communists must learn how to utilise each and every conflict, to
develop such conflicts and to broaden their significance, to
connect them with the agitation for revolutionary slogans,
to spread the news of these conflicts among the wide masses,
to awaken these masses to independent, open manifestations
in support of their own demands, etc.

Nadonal·Reformist Danger
23. The correct tactics in the struggle agamst such parties a"
the Swarajists and Wafdists during this stage consist m the
successful exposure of their real national-reformist character.
These parties have already more than once betrayed the national-emancipatory struggle, but they have not yet finally
passed over to the counter-revolutionary camp in the manner
of the Kuomintang. There is no doubt that they will do thi~
later on, but at the present time they are so particularly
dangerous precisely because their real physiognomy has not
yet been exposed in the eyes of the wide masses of toilers.
For this exposure there is still needed a very large amount
of Communist educational work, and a very great deal of
new political experience on the part of the masse~ themselves. If the Communists do not already succeed 1n this stage
in shaking the faith of the toiling masses in the bourgeois
national-reformist leadership of the national movement, then
this leadership in the coming upward growth of the revolutionary wave will represent an enormous danger for the
revolution.
Consequently it is necessary, by means of correct Communist tactics, adapted to the conditions of the present stage.
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to help the toiling masses in India, Egypt, Indonesia and such
colonies to emancipate themselves from the influence of the
bourgeois parties. This is not to be achieved by any noisy
phrases, however radical they may sound superficially, about
the absence of any distinction between the oppositional
national-reformists (Swarajists, Wafdists, etc.) and the British
imperialist or their feudal counter-revolutionary allies. The
national-reformist leaders would easily be able to make use
of such a deviation in order to incite the masses against the
Communists. The masses see the chief immediate enemy of
national emancipation in the form of the imperialist-feudal
bloc, which in itself is correct at this stage of the movement
in India, Egypt and Indonesia (as far as one side of the matter
is concerned). In the struggle against this ruling counterrevolutionary force, the Indian, Egyptian and lndoensian Communists must proceed in advance of all, they must fight more
determinedly. more consistently and more resolutely than
any petty-bourgeois section or national-revolutionary group.
Of course, this fight mu~t not be waged for the organising
of any kind of "putsch" or premature attempt at a rising on
the part of the small revolutionary minority, but for the
purpose of organising the widest possible strata of the masses
of toilers in demonstrations and other manifestations so that
m this way the active participation of these masses can be
guaranteed for a victorious uprising at a further stage of the
revolutionary struggle.
At the same time, it is no less important to mercilessly
expose before the toiling masses the national-reformisr character of the Swarajist, Wafdist and other nationalist parties,
and in particular of their leaders. It is necessary to expose
their half-heart~dnHs and vacillation in th~ national struggl~.
their bargainings and attempts to reach a compromis~ with
British imperialism, their previous capitulations and counterrevolutionary advances, theit reactionary resistance to the
class demands of the proletariat and peasantry, their empty
n~tionalist-phrueology .. their dissemination of laannful illusions about the peaceful decolonisation of the country and
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their sabotage in relation to the application of revolutionary
methods in the national-emancipatory struggle.
It is necessary to reject the formation of any kind of bloc
between the Communist Party l(ld the nationalist-reformist
opposition; this does not exclude the formation of temporary
agreements and the co-ordinating of separate activites in connection with definite anti-imperialist demon~trations, provided that these demonstrations of the bourgeois oppm:ition can
be utilised for the development of the mass movement, and
provided that these agreements do not in any way limit the
freedom of the Communist Parties in the matter of agitation
among the masses and among the organisations of the latter.
Of course, in this work the Communists must know how at
the same time to carry on the most relentless idealogical and
political struggle against bourgeois nationalism and against
the slightest signs of its influence inside the Labour movement. In such cases the Communist Party must take particular
care not only to maintain its complete political independence
and to make quite clear its own character, but also, on the
basis of facts, to open the eyes of the maHes of toilers who
are under the influenec of the bourgeois opposition, so that
they will perceive all the hopelessness of this opposition and
the danger of the bourgeois-democratic iJlusions that it
disseminates.

Need for Communist Independence
24. An incorrect estimation of the chief tendency of the parties
of the big national bourgeoisie gives rise to the danger of an
incorrect estiamtion of the character and role of the pettybourgeois parties. The development of these parties, as a
general rule, follows a course from the national-revolutionary
to the national-reformist position. Even such movements as
Sun Yat Senism in China, Gandhism in India, Sarekat Islam
in Indonesia, were originally radical petty-bourgeois indeological movements which, however, as a result of their service
to the big bourgeoisie, became converted into a bourgeois
nationalist-reformist mcwement. After this, in India, Egypt
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and Indonesia, there was again founded a radical wing from
among the diferent petty-bourgeois groups (e.g., the Republican Party, Watanists, Sarekat Rayat), which stand for a more
or less consistent national-revolutionary point of view. In such
a country as India the rise is possible of some new analogous
radical petty-bourgeois parties and groups. But the fact must
not be lost sight of that these parties, essentially considered.
are connected with the national bourgeoisie. The petty-bourgeois intelligentsia at the head of these parties pub forward
national-revolutionary demands, but at the same time appears
more or less conscious as the representative ttf the capitalist
development of their country. Some of these elements can
become the followers of various kinds of reactionary utopias,
but when confronted with feudalism and imperialism they,
in distinction from the parties of the big national bourgeosie,
appear at the outset not as reformists but as more or less
revolutionary representatives of the anti-imperialist interests
of the colonial bourgeoisie. This is the case, at least, so long
as the development of the revolutionary process in the country
does not put on the order of the day in a definite and sharp
form the fundamental international questions of the bourgeoisr~volution, particularly the qu~stion of the realisation of the
agrarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat and
peasantry. When this happens then it usually denote the end
of the revolutionary character of the petty-bourgeois parties.
As soon as the revolution has placed the class interests of the
proletariat and the peasantry in .:rirical contradictiun not only
to the rule of the f eudal-1mperiahst bloc, but also to the class
rule of the bourgeoisie, the petty·bourgeois groups usually go
back to the position of the national-reformist parties.
It is absolutely essential that the Communist Parties in these
countries should from the very beginning demarcate tMm·
selves in th~ most clear-cut fashion, both politically and
organisationally, from all th~ petty-bourgeois gtoups and
parties. In so far as the needs of the revolutionary struggle
d\.mand it, a temporary co-operation is permissible and in
certain circumstances even a temporary union between the
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Communist Party and the national-revolutionary movement,
provided that the latter is a genuine revolutionary movement,
that it genuinely struggles against the ruling power and that
its representatives do not put obstacles in the way of the
Communists educating and organising in a revolutionary sense
the peasants and wide masses of the exploited. In every such
co-operation, however, it is essential to take the most careful
precautions in order that this co-operation does not degenerate
into a fusion of the Communist movement with the bourgeoisrevolutionary movement. The Communist movement in all
circumstances must unconditionally preserve the independence in agitation, in organisation and in demonstrations. To
criticise the half-heartedness and vacillation of the pettybourgeois groups, to anticipate their vacillatio~. to be prepared for then: and at the same time to utilise to the full all
the revolutionary possibilities of these strata, to carry on a
consistent stuggle against petty-bourgeois mfluence over the
proletariat, employ all means to liberate the wide ma!\ses of
the peasantry from the influence of the petty-bourgeo1l\
parties, and to win from them the hegemony over the
peasantry-these are the tasks of the Communist Parties

Development of The Revolutionary Movement
2S. How rapidly the revolutionary movement in India, Egypt,
etc., will reach such a high degree of maturity as it has already
reached in China, depends to an essential extent on hoy.
quickly there arise:.s a big revolutionary wave. In the event of
its postponement for a considerble time the political and
organisational ripening of the driving forces of the revolution
can only proceed by way of a gradual and relatively slo~
process of development. If, however, the coming powerful
revolutionary wave rises earlier, then the movement may
quickly be able to attam a much higher stage ~f maturity·
Under exceptionally favourable circumstances it is not even
excluded that tbe revolution there may be able in one single
mighty wave to achieve the conquest of power by the proletariat and peasantry. It is al~o possible that the process of
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the development of the revolution from one stage to another
more mature stage will be interrupted for a more or less
prolonged period of time, in particular if the coming wave
of revolutionary upheaval reaches a relatively small height,
and is not of great duration. Consequently it is necessary in
every case to subject the concrete situation to the most detailed
analysis.
The following factors are of decisive significance for the
immediate growing over of the revolution from on stage to
another higher stage: ( 1) the degree of development of the
revolutionary proletarian leadership of the movement, i.e .• of
the Communist Party of the given country (the number of its
members, its independent character, consciousness and fighting readiness, as well as its authority and connection with the
masses and its influence on the trade union and the peasant
movement); (2) the degree of organisation and the revolutionary experience of the working class, as well as, to a certain
extent, of the peasantry. The revolutionary experience of the
masses signifies experience of struggle: in the first place.
liberation from the influence over them of the bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois partie~. Since these prerequisites for the fir~t
big mass outburst of the revolution, even in the best circumstances, are present only to an insufficient degree, an unusually
deep revolutionary crisis and unusually high and persistent
revolullonary wave are required for 1t to be pos&ible for the
bourgeois-democratic revolution with the aid of this one wave
of upheaval to lead to the complete victory of the proletariat
and peasantry. Such a possibility is most easily presented, for
example. when the ruling imperialism is temporarily distracted by a long continued war outside the frontiers of the colonial
country concerned.

Chinese C.P. and The Revolution
26. Living, concrete. historical dialectics, such as were demonstrated by the now completed first period of the bourgeoisdernocratic revolution in China, will give to the Communists.
especially those working in the colonial countries. a valua\tle
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experience which it is necessary to study diligently in order
to draw the correct conclusions, especially from the mistakes
committed in the course of Communist work in the colonies.
The rise of the revolutionary_ wave in China was unusually
prolonged (over two years), since it was connected with a
protracted internal war. In as much as the Northern Expedition
was not conducted directly against the great imperialist
Powers, and in as much as the latter, owing to competition
between them, were partially passive during the first period,
while the bourgeois leadership of the national movement had
already for some years held Canton in its hands-a definite,
though limited territory-as well as a centralised power backed
up by the army, etc., it is accordingly understandable that in
this exceptional case a great part of the bo»rgeoisie in the
beginning looked upon the national-emancipatory war as ih
own particular affair. The Kuomintang, in which it practicaJly
played a leading role, in the course of a short time came to
be at the head of the national-revolutionary movc:ment, a
circumstance which in the course offurther events reprcscmcJ
an extremely great danger for the revolution.
On the other hand, among the peculiarities of the situation
in China must be numbered the fact that the proletariat there
was stronger in relation to its bourgeoisi~ than the proletariat
of other countries. It is true that it was weakly organi~ed.
but during the upward growth of the revolutionary wave the
growth of Labour organisation proceeded at a very rapid rate
The Communist Party also rose in a short time from bem~
a small group to a Party with 60,000 members (and present I)
even more), and possessing a wide influence among the
workers. Naturally in these conditions many bourge011oo
elements also entered the Party. The Party was lacking in
revolutionary experience and, ever more, in tradition!! of
Bolshevism. In the beginning the upper hand in its leader.;h•r
was taken by wavering elements, which were still onl) to
a very small degree liberated from petty-bourgeois opportunist tendencies which inadequately understood the independent tasks and role of the Communist Party, and wlm:h
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came out against any decisive development of the agrarian
revolution.
The entry of the Communists for a certain period into the
leading party of the national revolution, the Kuomintang, in
itself corresponded to the requirements of the struggle and
of the situation, and was al&o in the interests of the indispensable Communist work among the fairly wide masses ol
toilers who followed this Party. In addition, at the beginning
the Communist Party of China received in the territory under
the rule of the Kuomintang Government the possibility of
independent agitation among the ma\se& of workers and
peasants and among the soldiers of the national army and
their organisations. At that time the Party possessed greater
po,sibilities than it actually made use of. At that time n did
not ~uffic1ently carefully explain to the masse~ Its proletarian
class po~ition m distinction from Sun Yat Senism and other
petty-bourgeois tendencies In the ranks of the Kuommtang
the Communists did not carry out any independent policy,
leaving out of account that m any ~uch inevitable bloc the
C'ommumst must conduct themsel\'es m an unconditionally
~ntical fashion toward~ the bourgeois elements and always
come out as an indt"pendent force. The Communists neglected to expose the vadllations of the nat1onal-bourgeo1s1e and
of bourgeois-democrat1c nationalstm, just at the time when
this exposure ought to have constituted on of the moM
important tasks of the Communist Partv. The ine\'ltable
d1!\ruption ot the Kuomintang drew nearer and nearer as the
national army advanced. bur the leadership of the Chinese
Communist Party undertook nothing. or almost nothing, in
order to prepare the Party in case of a breach. and in order
to guarantee its independent pos1t1on and to unite the revolutionary workers and peasants in an independent fighting
bloc which would oppose itself to the leadership of the
Kuommtang.
·
!hus the bourgeois counter-re\'olutionary coup of Chiang
Kai Shek found the revolutionary proletariat completely
unprepared, and threw its ranks into confusion. Further. the
60
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leadership of the Communist Party even at that time badly
understood the process of the development of the revolution
from one stage to another and did not carry through the correct
change in the line of the Party made necessary by this coup.
In as much as the left-wing of the petty-bourgeois leaders of
the Kuomintang during the courses of a certain time still went
together with the Communist Party, there took place a territorial separation; there arose the separate governments of
Nanking and Wuhan. But the Communist Party did not occupy
a leading position even in Wuhan. Very quickly in the Wuhan
territory there commenced a second period, characterised.
among other things, on the one hand, by the presence of
elements of an incipient. still indefinite dual power (the seizure
by peasant unions of a number of ruling f"nctions in the
villages, and the extension of the functions of the trade unions,
determined by the endeavour of the masses to reach a "plebeian" independen' solution of the question of power), and.
on the other hand, by the absence of sufficiently mature
conditions for the organisation of soviets as organs of revolt
against the Wuhan Government, in so far as the latter stall
carried on a revolutionary struggle against the Nanking
Government, which represented the treachery of the bourgeoise to the revolution.
The Communist Party at that time directly hindered the
independent actions of the revolutionary masses, it did not
facilitate their task of gathering and organising forces, it did
not assist in breaking down the influnence of the leaders of
the Left Kuomintang and their position in the country and
in the army. Instead of utilising its participation in the
Government for these purposes, it, on the contrary, disgui!ied
the whole activity of this Government (individual pettybourgeois leading members of the party went so far that they
even participated in the disarming of the workers' picket11
in Wuhan and in sanctioning the punitive expedition to
Changsha!).
At the bottom of this opportunist policy lay the hope of
avoiding a rupture with the petty-bourgeois leaders of the
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Wuhan Government. But, as a matter of fact, this rupture
could only be put off for a short space of time. When the
mass risings acquired a threatening character the leaders of
the Wuhan Kuomintang also began to reach out towards unity
with their allies on the other side of the barricades. The
revolutionary movement of the workers and peasants still
continued to exert all its forces in order to achieve victory.
The Communist Party of China now also corrected its line,
elected a new leadership, and took its place at the head of
the revolution. But the revolutionary wave was already
falling. The heroic mass struggle under the slogan of soviets
could only achieve a few temporary successes. Only in
mdividual localities did the uprising of the agrarian revolutton begin sufficiently early, in the remainder the many
m1lhons, of the peasant rearguard were delayed in their
advance. Instead of the former gross errors of opportunist
leaders,hip, there were now revealed, on the contrary, in
various places extremely harmful .. putschist" mistakes. The
preparations for rising also did not take place without great
mistakes, on the part of the Communists. The heavy defeats
once more threw back the revolution. which in the south had
,dready entered mto the second stage of development, to the
i.,tartmg point of this stage.

Tasks of the C. P. of China
27. Thanb to the fact that the Chinese national bourgeoisie
obtained ~articipation in power, the composition of the former
bloc of the imperialist and militarists was partly altered, and
the new ruling bloc now represents the immediate chief
enemy of the revolution. In order to overthrow it, it is
necessary to win over the decisive masses of the proletariat
and pesantry to the side of the revolution. This constitutes
the most important task of the Chinese Communist Party for
the immediate future. The Chinese workers have already
acquired an enormous experience. The further strengthening
and revolutionisation of the trade union movement and the
furthf'r strengthening of the Communist Party is essential.
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A certain portion of the Chinese pesantry has already outlived
bourgeois-democratic illusions and shown considerable
activity in the revolutionary struggle, but this is only an
insignificant minority of ta.e huge peasant population of
China. It is very probable that some petty-bourgeios groups
will take up the position of national reformism (inside or
outside the Kuomintang) in order by a certain display of
bourgeios-democratic opposition to conquer influence over
the toiling masses (to these petty-bourgeois reformists belong
also Tang Ping San and the social-democratic leaders).
Under no circumstances must the significance of the~e
attempts be under-estimated. The isolation of the~e group\
and their exposure before the masses by means of correct
Communist tactics constitutes an absolute~y essential precondition for the Communist Party to be able to take a reall}
leading position in the movement of the coming new nse
of the revolutionary wave in China. At the present time thl'
party must everywhere propagate among the ma~~e~ the ide.t
of sovieb, the idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat and
peasantry, and the inevitability of the coming revolutionar;
mass armed uprising. It must already now emphasise in 11'
agitation the necessity of overthrow of the ruling bloc an<l
the mobilisation of the masse~ for revolutionary demonstrJtions. Diligently studying the objective conditions of the
revolution as they continue to mature, utilising every po!isibility for the mobilisation of the masses, it must con!ii!itently and undeviatingly follow the line of seizure of State
power, organisation of soviets as organs of the insurrection.
expropriation of the landlords and big property owner,,
expulsion of the foreign imperialists and the confiscation ol
their property.

IV. The Immediate Tasks or the Communists
Dimculties in ColonJal Countries
28. The building up and development of the Commun1 .. 1
Parties in the colonies anyd semi-colonies, the removal of
the excessively marked lack of correspondence between the
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objective revolutionary situation and the weakness of the
subjective factor, represents one of the most important and
primary tasks of the Communist International. This task
comes up against a whole host of objective difficulties,
determined by the historical development and social structure of these countries. Corresponding with the weak development of industr.y. the working class an these countries is
still young and, for their population, relatively small in
numbers. The colonial regime of terror, as also the presence
of illiteracy, numerous different languages. etc., renders
diff1culf the organisation and development of the working
cla~s in general and the rapid development of the Communist
Party in particular. The fluidity of composition and the large
percentage of women and children are characteristic features
of the colonial proletariat. In many places seasonal workers
predominate, and even the basic ranks of the proletariat still
have one foot in the village. This facilitates the connection
between the working clas~ and the peasantry. but makes
more difficult the development of the class-consciousnes~
ot the proletariat.
Experience has shown that, in the majority of colonial and
wm1-colonial countries an important if not a predominant
part of the Party ranks in the first stage of the movement
1s recruited from the petty bourgeoisie and, in particular.
from the revolutionarily-inclined intelligentsia. very frequently students. It is not uncommon that these elements enter
the party because they see in it the most dec1s1ve enemy of
imperialism. at the same time not always sufficiently understanding that the Communist Party 1s not only the Party of
struggle against imperialist ex.ploitation and oppression. but,
is the Party which, as the Party of the proletariat. leads a
decisive struggle against all kinds of exploitation and expropriation. Many of these adhqrents of the party in the course
of the revolutionary struggle will reach a proletarian class
point of view, another part will find it more difficult to free
themselves to the end from the mood... waverings, and halfhearted ideology of the petty bourgeoisie. It is precisely these
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elements of the party that find it especially difficult at the
critical moment to estimate correctly the role of the national
bourgeoisie and to act consistently, and without any kind of
vacillation, in the questions of the agrarian revolution, etc.
The colonial countries do not possess social-democratic traditions, but neither do they possess Marxist traditions. Our
young parties in the process of struggle, in the process of
building up the Party, will have to overcome the relics of
national petty-bourgeois ideology in order to find the road to
Bolshevism.
These objective difficulties make it all the more obligatory
for the Communist International to give an absolutely special
attention to the tasks of building the Party in the colonial and
semi-colonial countries. An especially great ftsponsibility in
this connection lies with the Communist Parties of the imperialist countries. This demands not only assistance in the
matter of working out the correct political line. accurate
analysis of experience in the sphere of organisation and
agitation, but also systematic education of the party ranh.
the creation of the certain minimum of Marxist-Leninist
literature and its translation into the langauages of the different colonial countries, most active assistance in the matter
of study and Marxist analysis of the economic and social
problems of the colonies and semi-colonies, and in the creation
of a party press, etc. The Communist Parties in the colonial
and semi-colonial countries are bound to exert all their effort!!
for the creation of a cadre of party functionaries from out of
the working class itself, utilising members of the
party-intellectuals-in the role of leaders and lecturers for
propagandist circles and legal and illegal party schools. so all
to educate from the leading workers the necessary agitator,,
propagandists, organisen and leaders permeated by the spmt
of Leninism. The Communist Parties in the colonial countrie:;
must become genuinely proletarian parties also in their social
composition. Including in their ranks the best elements of the
revolutionary intelligentsia, becoming steeled in the process
of the daily struggle and of big revolutionary fights, the
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Communist Parties must give their chief attention to the task
of strengthening the Party organisation in the factories and
mines, among the transport workers and among the semislaves in the plantations. Everywhere where capitalism herds
together the proletariat, the Communist Party must establish
its nuclei, including the working class tenements, the big
working class barracks of the factories, and the barrack-like
plantations so strictly guarded from working class agitation.
Nor should work be neglected among the journeymen, apprentices and coolies employed in small handicraft workshops. The
native workers and the workers who hav~ come from the
metropolis must unite together in one and the same Party
organisation. The experience of the older Panics in the matter
of a correct combination of legal and illegal work must be
utilised in accordance with the situation in the different
colonial countries, m order as far as possible to avoid that
which took place. for example, in China, where the vast
mass organisations were broken up comparatively easily and
without any great internal resistance under the blows of the
reaction, thus greatly weakening the connection between the
Communist Party and the masses.

Trade Union Work in the Colonies
29. Alongside the development of the Communist Party, the
most important of the immediate general tasks of the Communists in the colonies and semi-cl"lonies is that of work in
the trade unions. The organisation of the unorganised workers,
above all in the largest branches of industry (engineering.
mining, transport, textiles, etc.), the conversion of the existing organisations into real class trade unions, the fight
with the national-reformists and reactfonary trade union
leaders for the leadership in these organisations-all these
things must be included in the tasks of trade union work.
Another category of tasks consists in support of the economic
interests and immediate demands of the workers in the struggle
with the employers and, in particular, in resolute and correct
leadership of strikes. It is obligatory for the Communists to
carry on revolutionary propagandist work in the reactionary
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trade unions which contain masses of workers. In those
countries where circumstances dictate the necessity for creating
special revolutionary trade unions (because the reactionary
trade union leadership hinders the organisation of the
unorganised workers, destroys the most elementary demands
of the trade union democracy and converts the trade unions
into strike-breaking organisations, etc.). it is necessary to
consult on this question with the leadership of the R.1.L. U. *
Special attention needs to be given to the intrigues of the
Amsterdam International in the colonial countries (China,
India, North Africa), and to the exposure of its reactionary
character before the masses. It is obligatory for the Communist Party in the metropolis concerned to afford active
help to the revolutionary trade union movement of the colony
by its advice and by sending permanent ins&ructors. Up to
now too little has been done in this connection.
Work among the Peasants
30. Wherever pelsant organisations exist-entirely irrespective of their character, as long as they are real mass
organisations-the Communist Party must adopt measures
in order to penetrate into these organisations. One of the
immediate tasks of the party is the correct formulation of
the agrarian question m the ranks of the working class,
explaining to the latter the importance and decisive role
of the agrarian revolution and acquainting members of the
party with methods of agitation, propaganda and organisational
work among the peasantry. Every party organisation has the
duty of studying the specific agrarian situation in the region
of its activity and of formulating the corresponding current
demands of the peasants. The Communists must everywhere
attempt to give a revolutionary character to the existing
peasant movement. They must organise both new revolutionary peasant unions and peasant committees, between
which and the Communist Party it is necessary to establish
regular connections. Both in the peasant masses and in the
~Red
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ranks of the proletariat it is essential to carry on energetic
propaganda in favour of a fighting bloc of the proletariat
and peasantry.
Special "Workers' and Peasants' Parties," whatever revolutionary character they may possess, can too easily at particular periods be converted into ordinary petty-bourgeois
parties, and, accordingly, the Communists are not recommended to organise such parties. The Communist Party can never
build its organisation on the basis of a fusion of two classes,
and in the same way also it cannot make it its task to organise
other parties on this basis, which is charac;teristic of pettybourgeois groups. The fighting bloc of the masses of workers
and peasants can find expression in carefully prepared and
periodically convened joint conferences and congresses of
reprensentative of revolutionary peasant unions (or their
committees) and of trade unions; in certain circumstances
it may be found expedient to create revolutionary committees of action, co-ordinating the activity of the organisations
of the workers and peasants which stand at the bead of various
ma~s activities, etc. Finally, during the revolution one of the
fundamental tasks of the Communist Party is to promote the
creation of elected soviets of workers' and peasants· deputies. Under any and all circumstances, the Communist Party
1~ bound to exert a decisive influence on the peasant movement, to find out and apply those organisational forms of
bloc between the workers and pea~ants which will most of
all facilitate the task of leadership in the peasant movement
and to create the prerequisities for the further transformation
of these forms into soviets as organs of struggle and power.

Youth in the Colonies
31. In the colonial countries the proletarian youth is exposed
to especially grievous suffering, and the relative part played
by the youth in the composition of the working · class is
considerably higher in the colonial countries than in the old
cap~talist countries. The exploitation of the working youth is
subJect to no legal limitations: there is no legal restriction of
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the working day, the conditions of labour are unbearably
burdensome and are accompanied by inhuman conduct on the
part of the employers and overseers. Matters are no better with
the peasant youth. It is not remarkable that the worker-peasant
youth is taking an active part in all the revolutionary movements of the colonial countries. From this youth was derived
a great part of the revolutionary organisations and peasant
armies in China, the guerilla armies of Korea, which have
carried on the struggle against Japanese colonisers, as well
as the participants in the heroic risings in Indonesia, etc.
An immediate fundamental task of the Communist Youth
International in the colonies is the creation of revolutionary
mass organisations of the proletarian youth under Communist
leadership, i.e., mass Communist Youth I.eagues: In thh
connection the training of genuinely Communist leading cadres
of the youth movement is just as important as securing a mass
character and basjc proletarian composition for the Communist youth organisations. Together with working youth, it 1s
de~irable to attract the best and most devoted revolutionary
elements taking part in the peasant youth movement in order
to strengthen the proletarian elements in the leading organ~
of the Communist Youth Leagues. A mass recruitment of the
youth from non-proletarian strata into the Communist Youth
Leagues is only permissible to the degree that there is guaranteed in the latter an overwhelming proletarian composition
and firm Communist leadership.
While taking part in all struggles of the Communist Party,
the Communist youth organisation must avoid both efforts to
put itself in the place of the Party as regards leadership of the
working class (the so-called "vanguard" tendency) as also the
peculiar liquidatory tendencies expressed in the denial of the
necessity for a youth Communist movement and in the reduction
of the significance of the Communist youth organisation to the
role of student or other general indefinite youth organisation.
Young Communist Leaguers of the colonies, with the object
of winning over the wide masses of the youth taking part in
the workers', peasants' and revolutionary movements, and of
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liberating them from the influence of national-reformism and
pseudo-revolutionary tendencies, must also make use of a
system of auxiliary and, in relation to the Y.C.L. legal
organisations, building them on the basis of a revolutionary
programme and securing the leadership for the Communist
Party and Y .C.L.
The Y .C.L. must work in the already existing organisations in such a fashion as to draw them into revolutionary
activity and to win influence and leadership within them. .
While utilising all these organisations and drawing the working
masses of the young workers into the revwutionary struggle,
the Y .C.L. organisations must not lose their independence or
diminish their immediate work. The Joss of the Communist
youth character and the consequent possible loss of their
leadership over the revolutionary youth movement represents
a great danger to be faced. Consequently, while utilising,
developing and working in auxiliary organisations, the Y.C.L.
must strengthen its own immediate work, coming out openly
before the masses of working youth and attracting the best
elements of the mass organisations into the ranks of the Y.C.L.
In the number of these organisations must be reckoned the
youth sections of the trade unions and peasant unions, associations of working youth, anti-militarist unions, sports associations, local union, etc.
The Sixth Congress of the Communist International makes
it obligatory for all Communist Parties in the colonies to render
all possible assistance in the..creation and deve\ot,>ment of the

C.ommun\s\
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deviations or backward views in the working class and trade
unions which express themselves in ignoring the interests of
the working youth and in disinclination to participate in the
struggle for the demand for improvement of the conditions
of the exploited young workers .

.

The Position of Women and Children
32. The exploitation of the labour of women and children
in the colonial countries takes on especially wide dimen-
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sions and plunderous forms. The most miserable starvation
wages, an unbearably long working day, the association m
some regions of women and children for work under slave
condition in plantations, etc., prison-like life in working
class dwellings, barbarous and reconsiderate treatmentsuch are the conditions of labour of these sections. At the
same time, there is carried on a widespread reactionary
work among the proletarian women on the part of the
bourgeoisie, missionaries, etc., who have at their disposal
considerable monetary resources. But the women worker~
of the colonies, driven to desperation, are gradually awakening to class consciousness, are entering upon the revolutionary path and decisively and boldly joining the rank11
of the struggling colonial proletariat. Thi, was evident.
above all, in the self-sacrificing participation of the Chine~e
working women in the events of the revolution (mass strake'
of women workets, individual acts of heroism of women
workers, the entrance of peasant women into the ranh of
guerrilla fighters). The Communist Parties of the colome1i
and semi-colonies must pay great attention to work among
these strata, particularly in enterprises where women''
labour pr~dominates, systematically attracting the women
into trade union organisations and winning over the be!iot
of them for the Communist Party. In struggling again!lt
the influence of hostile organisations, the Party must use
all the resourC'es of oral, written, legal and illegal agitation
and propaganda at its disposal in order to win over the
working women.
Alongside these general tasks, the Communist Parties in
the various colonies have a series of special tasks, resulting
from the particular social-economic structure and political
situation in each country. In proposing to the particular
Communist Parties concerned the working out of the whole
of these tasks in their concrete plans of action, the Congress
indicates below some of the most important of these immediate tasks.
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China
33. In China, the future growth of the revolution will place
before the Party as an immediate practical task the preparation for and carrying through of armed insurrection as the
sole path to the completion of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution and to the overthrow of the power of the imperialists, landlords and national bourgeoisie-the power of the
Kuomintang. Under existing circumstances, characterised
fundamentally by the absence of a revolutionary impulse
among the wide masses of the Chinese people, the general
line of the Party must be the struggle for the masses. The
carrying through of this line under the conditions of the
~trengthening of the anti-imperialist movement, of a certain
revival of the strike struggle and of the continuing peasant
activity, demands from the Party the application of all its
!>trength for gathering, consolidating and uniting the proletariat around the basic slogans of the Party, an immense
organisational work for the strengthening of the revolutionary trade union and peasant associations, maximum attention
to the conduct of the everyday economic and political work
dmong the masses of the proletariat and peasantry, and
intense activity in explaining to the proletariat the experience
of the preceding period of the revolution. At the same time,
the Party must explain to the masses the impossibility of
a radical improvement in their position. the impossibility of
the overthrow of imperialist domination and solution of the
tasks of the agrarian revolution, without the overthrow from
power of the Kuomintang and militarists and the creation
of the rule of soviets.
The Party must utilise every conflict, however insignificant, between the workers and capitalists in the factories,
between the peasants and landlords in the villages, between
the soldiers and officers in the army, deepening and sharpening these class clashes in order to mobilise the widest
masses of workers and 'Peasants and to win them over to
its side. The Party must utilise all occurances of violence
on the part of international imperialism against the Chinese
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people, which at the present time take the form of a military
seizure of different region, as well as all the bloody exploits
of infuriated reaction in order to widen the popular protest
of the masses against the rolling classes.
The success of the struggle for the masses will be determined to a considerable degree by the extent of the success
achieved in applying tactics based on a correct estimate of
the situation, and in outliving the mistakes and tendencies of
an extreme-left character (putschism, military adventurism,
individual terror, etc.) which have occurred in the party, a~
well as those of an opportunist character such as found their
expression in the demands for summoning a national assembly
and for the revival of the Kuomintang mass movement
Simultaneously, the pany must conquer every tendency in the
direction of replacing methods of convincirfg and educating
the masses by methods of compulsion and commandment,
which in the pres_9nt conditions of cruel class terror, serve !IO
seriously to enhafice the danger of a rupture between the party
and the toiling masses.
In the sphere of internal party work, the Party must strive
to re-establish the nuclei and local Party committees which have
been destroyed by the reaction, to improve the social compoMtion of the party, and, in so doing, to concentrate especial
attention on the creation of party-nuclei in the important
branches of production in the big factories, workshops and
railway shops. The Communist Party of China must also devote
most serious attention to regulating the social composition of
the village organisations, so that these organisations shall be
recruited basically from the proletarian, semi-proletarian and
the poorest elements of the villages. The putting into effect
of the principles of democratic centralism; the guaranteeing,
as far as illegal conditions of work permit it, of inner party
democracy; transition to collective discussion and decision of
questions; and, along with this, struggle against ultra-democratic tendencies in certain organisations leading to breach of
party discipline, to the growth of irresponsibility and to the
destruction of the authority of the leading party centres.
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It is necessary to strengthen the work in the theoretical
training of the membership of the party, in the raising of their
political level; the establishment of systematic propaganda of
Marxism and Leninism, the investigation of the experience
and lessons of the preceding stages of the Chinese revolution
(the Wuhan period, the Canton insurrection, etc.,). In relation
to "third" parties (Tan Ping-san, Wang Tsin-we1), representing
a weapon of the bourgeois-landlord counter revolution, the
task of the Chinese Communist Party consists in a decisive
\truggle against them, and in the exposure, on the basis of
the practical anti-imperialist and mass movement, of the
national-reformist activity of these parties as agencies of the
·
ruling classes.
The fundamental slogans, through which the Party must
seek to win over the masses, are the following :
(i) Overthrow of imperialist domination.
(ii) Confiscation of foreign enterprises and banks.
(ui) Union of the country, with recognition of the right of
each nationality to self-determination.
(iv) Overthrow of the power of the militarists and the
Kuomintang.
(v) Establishment of the power of soviets of worker~',
peasants' and soldiers' representative.
(vi) The 8-hour working day, increase of wages, assistance
to the unemployed and social insurance.
(vii) Confiscation of all lands of big landlords, land for the
peasants and soldiers.
(viii) The abolition of all g~vemmental, millitarist and local
taxes and levies; a single progressively graduated income tax.
(1x) Union with the U.S.S.R. and the world proletarian
movement.
India
34. The basic tasks of the Indian Communists consist in
struggle against British imperialism for the emancipation of
the country, for destruction of all relics of feudalism, for the
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agrarian revolution and for establishment of the dictatorship
of the proletariat and peasantry in the form of a soviet republic.
These tasks can be successfully carried out only when there
will be created a powerful Communist Party which wiU be
able to place itself at the head of the wide masses of the
working class, pesantry and all the toilers, and to lead them
in the struggle against the feudal-imperialist bloc.
The strike movement of the Indian proletariat now taking
place, its independence from bourgeois nationalism, the allIndian character of this movement, its distribution over almost
all branches of industry, the frequent and pro,racted strikes,
the stubbornness and great resoluteness with whicfa the worker!!
have carried them on, the coming forward of leaders of the
strikes from the midst of the workers themselves-all the~e
things denote a turning point in the hiltory of the struggle
of the Indian proletariat, and prove that in India the preconditions hye matured which are essential for the creation
of a mass Communist Party. The union of all Commum!tt
groups and individual Communists scattered throughout the
country into a single, independent and centralised Party represents the first task of Indian Communists. While rejecting
the principle of the building of the Party on a two-class bas1..,,
the Communists must utilise the connections of the existing
workers' and peasants' parties with the toiling masses for
strengthening their own party, bearing in mind that the
hegemony of the proletariat connot be realised without the
existence of a consolidated, steadfast Communist Party armed
with the theory of Marxism. The agitational work of the
Communist Party must be bound up with the struggle for the
immediate demands of the workers, at the same time explaining to them the general aims which the Communist Party set~
out to achieve and the methods which it applies for their
realisation. It is essential to establish nuclei in the various
industrial and other enterprises, and these must take an active
part in the Labour movement, in the arganisation and conduct
of strikes and political demonstrations. The Communist
organisations must from the very beginning devote special
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attention to the training of leading Party cadres from the ranks
of the workers.
In the trade unions, the Indian Communists must mercilessly ex.pose the nationalist-reformist leaders and carry on
a decisive struggle for the conversion of the trade unions into
genuine class organisations of the proletariat and for the
replacement of the present reformist leadership by consistent
revolutionary representatives from the mass of the workers.
It J!I especially necessary to expose the method so much
favoured by Indian reformists of deciding conflict.; by means
of petition to the representatives of British imperialism, as
well as to "impartial" courts for adjudicatiOJ! between workers
and employers. In this struggle, it is necessary to push forward
the demands for trade union democracy, for putting the trade
union apparatus into the hands of the workers, etc. The levers
for Party work in the trade unions must be the Communist
fractions as well as groups founded by the Communists and
sympathising with them. It is necessary to utilise the present
\trike wave in order to organise the unorganised workers. The
miners and engineering workers, the coolies working on the
plantation~ and agricultural labourers in general, represent the
least organised sections of the Indian proletariat and the
Communists need to devote the necessary attention to them.
The Communists must unmask the national reformism
of the Indian National Congress and oppose all the phrases
of the Swarajists, Gandhists, etc .• about passive resistance,
with the irreconcilable slogan of struggle for the emancipation of the country and lhe expulsion of the imperialists.
In relation to the peasantry and peasant organisations.
the Indian Communists are faced above all with the task
of ~cquainting the widest strata of the peasantry with the
~eneral demands of the Party in the agrarian question, for
which purpose the Party must work out an agrarian programme
of :iction. Through workers connected with the village, as
well as directly. the Contmunists must stimulate the struggle of the peasantry for partial demands, and in the process
of struggle organise peasant unions. It is essential to pay
61
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particular attention to make sure that the newly-created
peasant organisations do not fall under the influence of
exploiting strata in the village. It is necessary to give to the
existing peasant organisations a concise programme of
concrete demands and to support the activities of the peasant&
through demonstrations of workers in the towns.
It must be remembered that under no circumstance~ can
the Communists relinquish their right to open criticism of
the opportunist and reformist tactics of the leadership .

Indonesia
35. In Indonesia, the suppression of the rising of 1926, the
arrest and exile of thousands of members of the Commumst
Party, greatly di~organised its ranks. The need for rebuilding the destroyed party organisation demands from the part}
new methods of work, corresponding to the illegal conditions created by the police regime of Dutch impenah&m.
The transference of the centre of gravity of all activity of
the party to the 6laces where the town and village proletanat
is aggregated-to the factories and plantations; the restoration of the dissolved trade unions and the struggle for their
legalisation; special attention to the partial practical demands of the peasantry; the development and strengthenmg
of the peasant organisations; work within all the mas& nationalist organisations, in which the Communist Party mulll
establish fractions and rally round it national-revolutionary
elements; decisive struggle against the Dutch social-democrats who, utilising the support of the Government, are
attempting to secure a base for themselves in the native
proletariat; winning over the numerous Chinese workers for
the class struggle and national-revolutionary struggle and the
establishment of connections with the Communist movements in China and India-these are some of the most important
tasks of the Indonesian Communist Party.

Korea
36. In Korea, the Communists must strengthen their work in
the ranks of the proletariat, and in their efforts for a general
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increase of activity and strengthening of the workers'
organisations and peasant federations, they must attempt to
secure the reorganisation of the trade unions so that they
include the most important strata of the working class and
combine economic struggle with political demands. At the
same time, they must associate in the closest possible fashion
the demands for the national emancipation of the country with
the slogan of the agrarian revolution, which is acquiring
evermore pressing importance in consequence of the growing
pauperisation of the peasantry under the plundering colonial
regime.
In the ranks of the toiling masses, from which are derived
the big religious-national unions (Chun-Dokyo, etc.), it is
necessary to carry on a patient, revolutionary educational
work in order to liberate them from the influence of the
national-reformist leaders. The Communist movement must
be strengthened in all existing revolutionary mass organisation~;
instead of attempting to create a general national-revolutionary party. on the basis of individual membership. endeavours
must be made to co-ordinate and unite the activities of the
different national-revolutionary orgamsations with the aid
of local committees of action, so as to create, in fact, a bloc
of revolutionary elementc; under proletarian Communist
leadership, criticising in so doing the half-heartednes~ and
vacillations of the petty-bourgeois nationalists and continually unmasking them before the masses. New forces must
be drawn into the Communist Party, above all from among
the industrial workers; this will be the best guarantee for the
Bolshevik development of the Party, and especially it will
facilitate the absolutely necessary liquidation of the harmful
spirit of factionalism in its ranks.
Egypt
37. In Egypt, the Communist Party will be able to play an
important role in the national movement, but only if it bases
itself on the organised proletariat. The organisation of rrade
unions among the Egyptian workers, the strengthening of
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the class struggle, and leadership in the class struggle are,
consequently, the first and most important tasks of the
Communist Party. The greatest danger to the trade union
movement in Egypt at the present time lies in the bourgeois
nationalists getting contl'91 of the workers' trade unions.
Without a decisive struggle against their influence, genuine
class organisation of the workers is impossible. One of the
essential defects of the Egyptian Communists in the past
has been that they have worked exclusively among the urban
workers. A correct setting out of the agrarian question, the
gradual drawing into the revolutionary struggle of the wide
masses of agricultural workers and peasants, and the
organisation of these masses, constitutes one of the most
important tasks for the Party. Special attention needs to be
devoted to the building up of the Party ic.&elf, which is still
very weak.

Northern Afrip
38. In the French colonies of North Africa, the Communi~ts
must carry on work in all the already existing national-revo·
lutionary mass organisations in order to unite through them the
genuine revolutionary elements on a consistent and clear plat·
form of a fighting bloc of workers and peasants. As far as the
organisation "Etoile Nord Africain" is concerned, the Commu·
nists must secure that it develops, not in the form of a party,
but in the form of a fighting bloc of various revolutionary
organisations, collectively associating with it as a whole the
trade unions of industrial and agricultural workers, peasant
unions, etc. In so doing, it is necessary to guarantee the leading
role of the revolutionary proletariat, and for this purpose it is
necessary, above all, to develop the trade union movement as
the most important organisational mass basis for Communi~t
influence. The achievement of an ever-closer co-operation of
the revolutionary sections of the white proletariat with the
native working class must be our constant task. In the agrarian
question, it is necessary to be able to direct the growing hatred
of the village population, evoked by the policy of expropriation
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conducted by French imperialism, into the channels of useful
organised struggle (improved organisation of strikes of
agricultural workers, strengthening of unions of agricultural
workers in Algiers, etc.). The Communist organisation in each
mdividual country must attract into its ranks in the first place
native workers, fighting against any negligent attitude towards
them. The Communist Parties, actively basing themselves on
the native proletariat, must formally and in fact become
mdependent sections of the Communist International.
The Negro Question
39. In connection with the colonial questU>n, the Sixth Congre~s draws the close attention of the Communist Parties to
the negro question. The position of the negroes varies in
different countries and accordingly requires concrete investigation and analysis. The territories, in which compact negro
masses are to be found, can be divided according to their
general 'features mto the following groups :
(i) The United States and some South American countries,
m which the compact negro masses constitute a minority in
relation to the white population.
(ii) The Union of South Africa, where the negroes are the
majority in relation to the white colonists.
(iii) The negro States which are actually colonies or semicolonies of imperialism (Liberia, Haiti, San-Domingo).
(iv) The whole of Central Africa divided into the colonies
and mandated territories of variou~ imperialist Powers (Great
Britain, France, Portugal, etc .). The tasks of the Communist
Parties have to be defined in their dependence on the concrete
situation.
In the United States are to be found 12 million negroes.
The majority of them are tenants, paying rent in kind and
hving under semi-feudal and semi~slave conditions. The
position of these negro tenant farmers is exactly the same
as that of agricultural lab6urers, being only formally distinguishable from the slavery that the constitution is supposed
to have abolished. The white landowner, uniting in one
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person the landlord, merchant and usurer, employs the lynching of negroes, segregation and other methods of American
bourgeois democracy, reproducing the worst forms of exploitation of the slavery period. Owing to the industrialisation
of the South a negro proletariat is coming into existence.
At the same time, the emigration of the negroes to the North
continues at an ever-increasing rate, where the huge majority of negroes become unskilled labourers. The growth of
the negro proletariat is the most important phenomenon of
recent years. At the same time there arises in the negro
quarters-the negro ghetto-a petty bourgeoisie, from which
is derived a stratum of intellectuals and a thin stratum of
bourgeoisie, the latter acting as the agent of imperialism.
One of the most important tasks of the Communist Party
consists in the struggle for a complete and real equality of
the negroes, for the abolition of all kinds of racial, social
and political inequalities. It is the duty of the Commum\t
Party to carry,..on the most energetic struggle against any
exhibition of white chauvinism, to organise active res1!ltance against lynching, to strengthen its work among negro
proletarians, to draw into its ranks the most conscious
elements of the negro workers, to fight for the acceptance
of negro workers in all organisations of white workers, and
especially in the trade unions (which does not exclude, if
necessary, their organisation into separate trade unions},
to organise the masses of peasants and agricultural worker:-,
in South, to carry on work among the negro petty-bourgeo1!I
tendencies such as "Garveyism" and to carry on a struggle
against the influence of such tendencies in the working class
and peasantry. In those regions of the South in which
compact negro masses are living, it is essential to put
forward the slogan of the "Right of Self-determination for
Negroes". A radical transformation of the agrarian structure
of the Soathern States is one of the basic tasks of the
revolution. Negro Communists must explain to non-negro
workers and peasants that only their close union with the
white proletariat and joint struggle with them against the
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American bourgeoisie can lead to their liberation from
barbarous exploitation and that only the victorious proletarian revolution will completely and permanently solve
the agrarian and national questions of the Southern United
States in the interests of the overwhelming majority of the
negro population of the country.
In the Union of South Africa, the negro masses, which
constitute the majority of the population, are being expropriated from the land by the white colonists and by the State,
are deprived of political righb and of the right of freedom
of movement, are subjected to most brutal forms of racial
and class oppression, and suffer si111ultaneously from
pre-capitalist and capitalist methods of exploitation and
oppression. The Communist Party which has already achieved
definite succe~ses among the negro proletariat. has the duty
of continuing still more energetically the struggle for complete equality of rights for the negroes. for the abolition
of all special regulations and laws directed against negroes,
and for confiscation of the land of the landlords. In drawing
mto ib organisation non-negro workers, organising them
m trade unions, anu in carrying on a struggle for the acceptance
of negroes by the trade unions of white workers, the Communist
Party has the obligation tu struggle by all methods against
every racial prejudice m the ranks of the white workers and
to eradicate entirely such prejudices from its own ranks.
The party must determinedly and consistently put forward
the slogan for the creation of an independent native republic, with simultaneou~ guarantees for the rights of the
white minority, and the struggle in deeds for its realisation.
In proportion as the development of capitalist relationships disintegrates the tribal structure, the Pany must
strengthen its work in the education in class consciousness
of the exploited strata of the negro population, and cooperate in their liberation from the influence of the exploiting tribal strata, which become more and more agents
of imperialism.
In the Central African colonies of imperialism, colonial
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exploitation takes on the very worst forms, uniting
slave-owning, feudal and capitalist methods of exploitation. In the post-war period, capital from the imperialist
metro-politan countries has flowed in an ever-growing stream
to the African colonies, compelling the concentration of
considerable masses of the expropriated and proletarianised
population in plantations, mining and other enterprises. The
Congress makes it a duty of the Communist Parties in the
metropolitan countries to put an end to the indifference
which they have exhibited in regard to the mass movements
in these colonies, and instead, to afford energetic support
both in the imperialist centres and in the colonies themselves to these movements, at the same time attentively
studying the situation in these countries for the purpose of
exposing the bloody exploits of imperialism and of creatmg
the possibility of organisational connections with the
developing proletarian elements there which are ~o
mercilessly exploited by imperialism.
(

Latin America
40. In Latin America, the Communists must everywhere
actively participate in the revolutionary mass movemenb
directed against the landlord regime and against imperialism,
even where these movements are still under the leadership of
the petty bourgeoisie. In so doing, however, the Communist~
may nol under any circumstances politically subordinate themselves to their possibly temporary ally. While struggling for
the hegemony during the revolutionary movement, the
Communists must strive in the first place for the political and
organisational independence of their party, securing its
transformation into the leading party of the proletariat. In their
agitation, the Communists must especially emphasise thefollowing slogans :
(i) Expropriation without compensation and the handing
over of a part of the big plantations and latifundia * to the
collective cultivation of the agricultural workers, and the
• Huie farms or plantations worked by serf labour.
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distribution of the other portion between the peasants, tenant
farmers and colonists.
(ii) Confiscation of foreign enterprises (mines, indllstrial
enterprises, banks, etc.), and of the big enterprises of the
national bourgeoisie and big landlords.
(ni) The repudiation of State debts, and the liquidation of
any kind of control over the country on the pan of imperialism.
(iv) The introduction of the 8-hour working day and the
iitamping out of semi-slave like conditions of labour.
(v) The arming of the workers and peasants and the conversion of the army into a workers' and peasants' militia.
(vi) The establishment of the Soviet power of the workers,
peasants and soldiers, in place of the class rule of the big
landlords and of the church. The central place in Communist
ag1tat1on must be occupied by the slogan of a Workers' and
Peasants' Government, in contradistinction to the so-called
"revolutionary" governments of the military dictatorship of
the petty bourgeoisie.
The fundamental pre-requisite for the success of the
whole revolutionary movement in these countries lies 10 the
1deological and organisational strengthening of the Communist Parties and in their connection with the toiling
masses and with the mas1; orgamsat1ons. The Communist
Parties must unceasmgly strive for the organisation of the
mdusrial workers into class trade unions, especially the
workers in big enterprises owned by imperialism, for the
ra1smg of the level of their political and class consciousnen
and for the eradication of reformist, anarcho-syndicalist
and corporate ideology. At the same time it is necessary
to organise the peasants, tenant farmers and cultivators into
peasant unions. It is necessary to assist the extension of
~ections of the League Against Imperialism, in which Communist fractions must carry on work. Very important is the
closest possible mutual co-operation between all the revolutionary mass organisattons of workers and peasants, and
primarily of the Communist Parties, in the countries of Latin
America and their connection with the corresponding
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international organisations and also with the revolutionary
proletariat in the United States.

Tasks in Imperialist Countries
41. The immediate tasks of the Communist Parties of the
imperialist countries in the colonial question bear a three-fold
character. In the first place, the establishment of regular
connections between the Communist Parties and the revolutionary trade union organisations of the imperialist centre!\,
on the one hand, and the corresponding revolutionary
organisations of the colonies, on the other hand. The connections hitherto established between the Communist Parties of
the imperialist centres and the revolutionary organisations of
the corresponding colonial countries, with the exception of
a few cases, cannot be regarded as adeciuate. This fact can
only in part be explained by objective difficulties. It 1-.
necessary to recognise that so far not all the Parties in the
Communist International have fully understood the decisive
significance of the establishment of close, regular and constant
relations with the revolutionary movements in the colonie.,
for the purpose of affording these movements active support
and immediate practical help. Only in so far as the Communi~t
Parties of the imperialist countries render in fact practical
assistance to the revolutionary movement in the colonies, m
so far as their help actually facilitates the struggle of the
corresponding colonial countries against imperialism, can
their position in the colonial question be recognised as a
genuinely Bolshevik one. In this lies the criterion of the
revolutionary activity in general.
The second series of tasks consists in genuine support of
the struggle of the colonial peoples against imperialism through
the organisation of mass demonstrations and other effective
activities of the proletariat. In this sphere, the activity of the
Communist Parties of the big capitalist countries has also been
insufficient. The preparation and organisation of such demonstrations of solidarity must undoubtedly become one of tht
basic elements of Communist agitation among the mass of
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the workers of the capitalist countries. The Communists must
expose the true spoliatory character of the capitalist colonial
regime by all the agitational means at its disposal (press,
public demonstrations, parliamentary platform); they must
mercilessly tear aside the network of lies with the help of
which the colonial system is represented as an affair of
civili~ation and general progress. A special task in this sphere
is the struggle against missionary organisations, which acts
as one of the most effective levers for imperialist expansion
and for enslavement of the colonial peoples.
The Communists must mobilise the wide masses of workers
and peasants in the capitalist countries on the basis of the
demand for granting, unconditionally and without reservation,
complete State independence and sovereignty to the colonial
peoples. The fight against the bloody suppression of colonial
risings, against armed intervention of the imperi,lists against
the national revolutions, against the growth of the military
aggressiveness of imperialism, with its new armed seizures
of territory, demands from the international proletariat a
systematic, organised and self-sacrificing struggle. It is necessary to take into account the lessons to be drawn from the
fact that not a single section of the Communist International
m the capitalist countries has succeeded to an adequate degree
in mobilising the masses for active support of the Chinese
revolution against the unceasing attacks of world imperialism.
The preparations for world war, the attack of the imperialists
against the peoples of ''their'' colonies, with a view to their
''pacification,'' places the task of active support for the colonial
revolution in the centre of attention and struggle for the
proletariat of the capitalist countries.
Striving for the immediate recall of the armed forces of
imperialism from the oppressed countries, the Communist
Parties must work unceasingly for the organisation of mass
action in order to prevent the transport of troops and munitions
to the colonies.
The struggle against the colonial policy ofsocial-democrac J
must be looked upon by the Communist Party as an organic
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constituent part of its struggle against imperialism. The Second
International by the position it adopted on the colonial question
at its last Congress in Brussels, has finally given sanction to
what has already always been the practical activity of the
different socialist parties of the imperialist countries during the
post-war years. The colonial policy of social-democracy is a
policy of active support of imperialism in the exploitation and
oppression of the colonial people. It has officially adopted the
point of view which lies at the basis of the organisation of the
"League of Nations", according to which the ruling cla~ses
of the developed capitalist countries have the ''right'' to rule
over the majority of the peoples of the globe and to subject
these peoples to a cruel regime of exploitation and enslavement
In order to deceive a portion of the working class and to secure
its co-operation in the maintenance of th• colonial regime of
plunder, social-democracy, in the most shameful and repulsive
manner, defends the exploits of imperialism in the colomes
It disguises the real content of the capitalist colonial system,
it wilfully ignores the connection between colonial policy and
the danger of a new imperialist war, which is threatemng the
proletariat and toiling masses of the whole world. Wherever
the indignation of the colonial peoples finds vent in the
emancipatory struggle against imperialism, social-democracy,
notwithstanding its lying phrases, in practice always stands on
the side of the imperialist executioners of the revolution. During
the last few years, the socialist parties of all the capitalist
countries have been voting for the credits which the Governments of these countries demand for the carrying on of war
against the colonial peoples struggling for their freedom (Morocco,
Syria, Indonesia), they themselves take a direct part in the
business ofcolonial exploitation (French socialists act as governors
in the colonies at the appointment of imperialist Governments,
the socialist co-operatives of Belgium participate in colonial
enterprises for the exploitation of the negro population of the
Congo), and they approve of the most cruel measures for the
suppression of colonial uprisings (defence by the leaders of the
British Labour Party of intervention in China, the activity of
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the Dutch Socialist Party in defence of the suppression of the
insurrection in Indonesia). The social-democratic theory, alleging that the capitalist colonial regime can be reformed and
converted into a ''good colonial regime,'' is a mask behind
which the social-democrats attempt to conceal their true socialimperial ist character. The Communists must tear this mask from
them and demonstrate to the toiling masse!i of the imperialist
countries that the socialist parties are the collaborators and
direct accomplices of imperialist colonial policy, that they have
in this sphere betrayed in the most flagrant fashim. their own
socialist programme and that they have become an agency of
imperialist plunder in the imperialist countrie§'11ld in the colonies.
The Communists must pay the greatest attention to the
attempt of the social-democrats, made with the aid of the
capitalist Governments, to extend their influence in the colonies and to establish there their own sections and organisations.
These attempts correspond to the policy of that portion of the
imperialist colonisers which makes it its aim to reinforce its
position in the colonies by the buying up of definite strata
of the native popuhtion. The specific conditions obtaining in
some colonies may lend a certain success to these attempts
and lead to the temporary development of a reformist movement in these countries urder the influence of the socialdemocracy of the capitalist countries. ·The task of the Communists must be to wage a decisive struggle against such
attempts, to expose the colonial policy of the socialists before
the native masses and in this way to du~ct against the socialdemocratic leaders-servan:c; of imperialism-the same welldeserved hatred which the oppre~sed colonial peoples bear
against the imperialists.
ln all these spheres, the Communist Parties of the capitalist
l'Ountries can only achieve success if they also carry on an
intensive propaganda in their own ranks in order to explain
the Communist attitude to the colonial question, in order to
eradicate completely ever)' vestige of social-democratic ideology in this question and to resist any possible deviation from
the correct Leninist line.

App~ndix

XI

From 'The Labour Monthly', London

A.

INDIA IN THE LABOUR WORLD.

There is a vague idea that India is an agricultural country, 1s
industrially dormant, and is only slowly awakening to modern
industrialism.
But fifteen per cent of a population of tbiee hundred millions
makes up a number of forty-five million people in India living
by industrial and commercial activity. The case of Great
Britain as a s"8dard is misleading. Each group of industrial
workers producing outputs in immense quantities at a very
rapid rate, with the assistance of scientific appliances, requires
a large group of human beings employed on large tracts of
land and sea, near or far, for the supply of raw materials. In
all large countries, therefore, tile ratio of 80 per cent. of
peasantry to 20 per cent. of industrial workers is a necessary
factor of modem industrial life.
Modem imperialism makes up for Great Britain what cannot
be provided by nature in her island bounds. Thus alongside
of the polilical imperialism, which can always be altered or
abolished by a stroke of the pen in the legislature, there ha&
now grown up an economic inter-relationship between Britain
and the East which cannot be given up without disaster to the
industrial workers of Britain. Political imperialism of Britain
artificially prevented India from manufacturing her own raw
products. The growing strength and demands of Labour in
Great Britain created an interest for the British manufacturers
• WriHen by Shapurji Saklatvala, Published in : Th~ Labour Mon1hly
November, 1921, London.
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to start manufacturing a limited amount of output in India.
This in the course of years opened the eyes of the Indian
bourgeoisie, who adopted modem industrialism for their own
gain and in direct rivalry against the European concerns. This
in process of time brought about a mutual understanding
between the foreign and Indian exploiters, who jointly decided
to speed up industrialism. The European owner of small factories
m India was soon reduced to the necessity of extending awnd
consolidating his concerns in India to keep pace with the local
rivalries. He now finds that with a wise manipulation of his
a ffairs by becoming the owner offactories and mines in India.
01.;tensibly as a foreign rival of himself and his own concerns
m Great Britain, he can obtain a controlling advantage over
British Labour at home, by creating a rival cheaper group of
Labour in India.
This development of the economic significance of India
and England can be observed in the exultant and self-congratulatory speeches at meetings of companies registered in England
which have their places of industry in the East. The new
concerns registered annually in India from 1910 up to the
outbreak of the war in 1914 were 245, 334, 289, 356 for each
year respectively. Then caMe the war years with the consequent scarcity of European and American machinery and
Government control over investments in private companies.
Thus during the years 1914 to 1918 the above figures of new
concerns in India shrank to 112, 121, 184, 276, 290. As soon
a~ the artificial barriers of war years had been raised, the
number of new companies 1rgistered in India, March, 1919,
to March, 1920, was 905, and 1920 to 1921 was 965. The
average total capital of the new companies registered in India
year by year was approximately £ 12,000,000* per year for the
years 1910-1914. In the first three years of the war this average
fell to £6,000,000 per year. With the revival of war industries
it sprang up to £ 18,000,000 per year during the last two years
of the war. In 1919 it assumed the enormous figure of
• For facility of European readers all money fi1ure1 are reduced from
Indian Rupees to British£. sterling at the normal rate of Rs. IS to the£.
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£ 183,000,000 and 1920 to March, 1921, owing to the extraor·
dinary disturbances in the exchange rate, it came up to
£ 100,000,000. From these figures one can imagine the acceJ.
erated speed with which industrialism is growing in India. A'it
if this was not sufficient to satisfy the ambitions of the Indian
as well as the British company promoters, the cry of protective
duties has not only been theoretically advanced, but is prac.
tically pushed forward by 11 per cent and 20 per cent. dutie~
on imports of manufactured articles.
The following are up-to-date figures of the position m
leading lines of industry :
INDIAN INDUSTRIAi. 0EVELOPM~NT, 1921.
Companie.v
Total Capital
264
Cotton
£19,000,000
Jute
76
I 0,000,000
Iron and Steel
4
20.000,000
236
6,000,000
Coal Min!Jig
300
22,000,000
Tea
All the above concerns can produce goods under advan·
tageous conditions of native raw materials close at hand and
docile labour, at least as it was before the war and before
serious attempts at Labour organisation were made. Further.
with cheap labour and by ignoring mass claims to education,
insurance, etc., the manufacturers obtain advantages of cheap
transit, cheap postage and light taxes. The selling prices of
articles produced in India are always regulated by th~ sellmg
prices of rival articles imported from Europe, which have to
pay transport charges, sea freight, marine insurance, Customii
duties. In the commercial world India had once attained fame
on vague reports of her diamonds and pearls and gold and silks.
but to-day, amongst the investing world, India is gaining a
very substantial reputation for high dividends. Take her cotton
mills. In good years Indian cotton concerns as a whole have
*A considerable number of m1nes being pravate proprietary concern,,
their capital is not reg1Stered and is not included in the above figure'
Similarly, leather works and oil mills are not to be found in official registen
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in a single year earned fully J00 per cent. of capital as
dividends, considering the earning to be made on original
bona-fide investments and disregarding the bonus and presentation shares given to the shareholders out of the profits.
Taking the Central India Mills-which is undoubtedly one of
the most successful firms in the cotton world-its published
dividend for the year 1920 has been 160 per cent. but one has
to realise that this percentage is on an inflated figure of capital
of over £300,000, whereas it actually works out at 500 per
cent. on the original investment of £I 00,000. which was all
that the shareholders ever had to find for this concern. The
Bombay Dyeing Mill!-> and the Century Mills both show a
dividend of 128 per cent. in 1919. The Swadeshi Mills of
Bombay had a dividend of 120 per cent. each for the years
1919 and 1920, and so did the Dunbar and the Muir Mills of
Calcutta divide 120 per cent. in 1920. The Phoenix Mill, the
New City of Bombay Mill, and Madhowji Mills had a dividend
of I 00 per cent. in 1919 The Fajulbhoy Mills declared a
dividend of 168 per cent. m 1920. dnd the New City of Bombay
dnd the Phoenix Mills also declared 160percent. each in 1920.
but the New Rmg Mill, under Messrs. Kettlewell. Bullen and
Co., of Calcutta, beat the ab"ve records bv declaring a dividend
of 365 per cent. for the y,.ar 1920
Dozens of cotton mills may be cited which declared d1vidt:nds between 50 per cent. and I 00 per cent. m the years
1919 and 1920. And these are the concerns that after mouthfuls
of talk of .. reform·• and ..charities" for the workers still msist
upon 60 hours a week and harely a shilling a day average
wages, and plead poverty and shout at injustice if ever anybody
offered a mild suggestion of an eight-hour day and a minimum
waf!e of at least £3 per week.
Opening the dividend sheets of jute mills, where not only
wages but the general treatment of workers can both be described
as a disgrace of modern mankind, the following dividends are
publicly recorded either fot the year 19 I 9 or for the year 1920:
Albion Mills
125 per cent
150 ..
Alexandra Mills
62
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Alliance Mills
175 per cent
150 ..
.,
Auckland Mills
Budge-Budge Mills
132 ..
..
140 "
"
Caledonian Mills
Clive Mills
160 ,.
,,
I 50 ,,
..
Dalhousie Mills
150 ,,
,,
Delta Mills
Empire Mills
200 ,,
,,
Fort Gloster Mills
225 ,,
,,
180 ..
,,
Ganges Mills
Goure-Pore Mills
260 ..
,.
Hoogly Mills
400 ,,
,,
Howrah Mills
130 ,,
,,
220 ,.
,,
India Mills
Kamar Hatty Mills
250 ,,
..
and following the concerns further down the alphabetical hlit
from the letter K to the letter W, I can assure the reader of
quite a dozesr concerns which have during one of the three
years 1918, 1919, or 1920 earned dividends between 150 per
cent. and 330 per cent.
The Dundee jute workers do not yet realise the urgent need
of making the Bengal jute workers, as well as the Bengal Jute
growers.a part and parcel of the British Jute a Worker-;'
Federation, demanding a six-hour day and £5 a week minimum
wages, whether the factory be in Dundee or in Calcutta. The
wages in Bengal jute factories are registered by the Government Commission at 14s. a month up to 38s. a month in varioull
departments. The Dundee jute workers, to maintain this rivalry
against themselves, have got to contribute not only in mone~
towards the maintenance of the British Navy, but even in men.
by supplying Scottish Highlanders to terrorise over the Jute
growers, as well as the jute workers, in Bengal, and to ted~h
them obedience to a law and order which insists on maintainm1Z
the right of the masters to extract 200 per cent. and 300 per
cent. dividends from the misery of the people.
To continue the list of profits from industry to industry
would be an endless task. The Bengal coal mines, which are
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mostly under the ownership of British masters, and where the
miners work from 60 to 72 hours a week on an average wage
of under Sd. per day per head, show dividends rising t.J 120
per cent. In one case the average dividend per annum steadily
for fifteen years from 1906 has been 95 per cent. Tea plantations have given average earnings between 1913 and 1919
of 20 to 27 per cent.; and this does not include the private
companies' profits, which are not published. The Bengal Paper
Mills have given a dividend of 52 per cent. for the last four
years, the Bengal Timber Trading Company 40 per cent. for
two years, and 75 per cent. for three years. The Cawnpore
Sugar Works gave 40 per cent. in 1919 a.nd 60 per cent. in
1920. The Hooghly Docking Company has given dividends
of 80, 150, and 100 per cent. in the last three years of the
war. The Bombay Flour and Oil Mill Company has given 100,
70 and 140 per cent. during the last three years. Thacker and
Company, a publishing firm, has declared an increasing dividend of 40, 60, 80. 80 and 100 per cent. during the last five
years.
The British worker desires his wages to be increased and
\afeguarded, and he would even like on this account to see the
product of his toil to be a little higher in price if necessary.
So far, unfortunately, he ha& failed to reali~e that the customer
of the product of his toil should also be able to respond to this
economic adjustment, and if the Indian workers' wages do not
nse appreciably, and the British wages aspire to rise continually,
the Indian worker cannot be the customer of the British worker.
If the Lancashire worker will look at the trade figures from J905
up till 1920 he will perceive that the total money value of his
goods sent to India was for the first five years £23,000,000 to
£24,000,000; for the next four years it averaged £31,000,000
per year, and in the war years with the heJp of high prices it
mamtained an average of about £25,000,000 a year; and in
the period 1919-1920, with booming profiteering, the value
nominally was £46,000,000, but the bulk of these goods
still lie unpaid for in the Indian ports. The value of woollen
goods for all these fifteen years kept between £800,000 and
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£ 1,000,000. But these are figures of values, which are of mterel'lt
to the profiteers, and the workers have got to study the figurt'
of quantities, because it is the quantities that represent employment or unemployment. In the pre-war years, the cotton good!l
sent to India ranged from 2,000,000,000 y3rds to 3,000,000,000
yards a year, and during the war years this quantity fell to about
1,800,000,000 yards per year. But with soarmg prices of Briti'h
goods and with miserable wages of Indian peasants and worker,,
the quantity of Lancashire piece goods fell to below 1,000,000,000
yards per year for 19 J9 and J920. Similarly, woollen good,,
which were for ten years before the war about 12,000,000 yard'
per year, fell to 3,000,000 yard!I lai,t year. This repre,ent'
shrinkage of employment in Great Bntam. Wtth th111i l'lhrtnkagc
of employment in Great Bntain, the con1"1umpt1on of the workm~
clas~es in Great Britain herself must need~al I below the normal
line. The report of the Co-operative Wholesale Society for tlm
year reveals this doleful tale, where the working-clal'ls fam11ic'
had to buy 8 per cent. less food, 50 per cent. le!l!I clothmg. f.ll
per cent. less draperies, and 35 per cent. lcs!I furniture and
household articles during the last year owmg to w1de!lprcad
unemployment. The part that has been played in th1i, by the
destruction of the markeb of Central Europe and of Ru!IMa h.t'
already been widely pointed out; but the part that ha!> been played
by the impoverishment of the Indian workers 1s lei,s generalt}
realised. In either ca~e the neglect of effective workmg-cla!I'
solidarity abroad has reacted ruinously on the home poMtion
of the workers.
One ot the reasons of the very long continuance of the
miserable condition of Labour in India alongside the rapid
strides of Western industrialism wa!I the overlooking of the
importance of Labour organisation by the Indian leaders of
thought, who for a generation were completely swayed by the
hypocrisies of the British Liberal Party. At a certain period
the Indian National Congress officially prided itself in bemg
the representative of the aristocracy of wealth and talent
When the question of Indian Labour was first taken up by an
official committee in England, the millowners of Bombay
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4iecured the most brilliant and promising Parsi politician (whose
career was cut short by hi& untimely death), Dr. Bahdoorji,
as their delegate, and sent him to England to fight for L~abour
conditions in India to be left as they were.
The first ostensible serious champion of Labour as such
was Mr. Lokhande, of Bombay. He wa&. however, widely
Jenounced as set up by wire-pullers, not for the purpo!le of
fighting Labour. but for the deliberate purpo!ie of discrediting
the demands of Indian politicians. Later on, durmg the Montagu
Reforms agitation, a similar role was attributed !o Dr. Nair,
of Madras. The action and methods adopted by both the~e
gentlemen did not disprove the charge agai.n~t them, and they
had les~ of a programme of Labour rights and more of a
reactionary propaganda again~t India's political rights. However. both were persistent Labour agitator4i, whatever their
ulterior motives may he, and Lokhande, of Bombay. remained
m very intimate touch with the daily life of the Bombay cotton
mill operatives, and at times he did e"'pose certain conditions
of Bombay labour life which commanded public attention.
Whatever the direct purpose of Lokhande, the very role that
he undertook to play did a mea!lure of good in the early 4itages
of the first Factory Act for India, and perhaps in a lesser degree.
Dr. Nair's activities al&o contributed their share in the acceptance of a semblance of rights for the worker~ in the Montagu
Scheme. Lokhande's agitation. and his familiarity with Bombay
worker!I, produced another good result. in that the conscJOl!&nl'Ss amongst the Bombay mill worker~ of their wretched
conditions, and a desire ft'' united action, were definitely
created m them.
The genius of uniting together within a certain trade has
always existed amongst the Indian people. For instance, the
particular ca&te that gives hall porters and night watchmen to
t.ommercial office~ and banks in large cities has been always
united together in its own way for the last thirty years and
has at times even put forward joint action against some grievous
wrong. It was in the commencement of the present century
that the European railway guards working on the Great Indian
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Peninsular Railway, though not possessing any regular Union.
combined together temporarily and carried out an organised
strike and won their point. The Indian signallers in the same
railway company, following this example, but forgetting that
they were not the blessed. bearers of the white man's burden.
organised themselves into a regular Union and went in for a
strike, with the disastrous result that the railway company,
using the British Army signallers to blackleg them, broke the
strike and finally dismissed them all. The Bombay cotton mill
operatives have for thirty years been organised under some
benevolent committee, as a society for the protection of the
workers, This society has at times functioned with fair succes~.
and it left a slight impress of its power on the Factory Commission
and the Factory Act of 1911.
In 1911, a systematic effort was made in London to draw
the attention of prominent Trade Union leaders here to their
duty to assist in organising Indian Labour along British line~.
for the mutual"protection of Indian as well as British Labour.
but, after a couple of enthusiastic meetings, the British Trade
Union leaders decided to drop the whole matter and preferred
not to arouse· anger amongst the India Office authorities. From
1912 to 1915 the younger Indians in England took variou~
opportunities to arouse an interest amongst the leader~ of
public opinion in India on the question of mass rights and
Labour organisations. The early years of the war prevented
any active operations being launched out. However, as the war
developed into an unending campaign of European international jealousies, definite measures were taken in 1916 to
found in London a joint body of Indian and British Trade
Unionists and Socialists (the Workers' Welfare League of
India of London), with the definite object of bringing about
a workmg connection between the workers of India and the
workers of Britain in the same industries, and of demanding
an approximation of legislative and economic standards for
workers of both countries.
Meanwhile, on another side, an impetus was given to
Labour organisation in India on European lines by the activities
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of Mrs. Annie Besant and those associated with her. Taking
timely advantage of a strike that was being carried on by certain
cotton mill operatives in Madras, Mr. B. P. Wadia, Mrs.
Besant' s staunch adherent in Theosophy, and a loyal lieutenant
tor a long time in all her activities, headed the cause of the
Madras workers and formed the strikers into a Union. after
the pattern of British Union. Mr. Wad1a then came over to
England and supplemented the political propaganda of Mrs.
Besant with a Labour propaganda in British Labour circles.
Mr. Wadia's efforts and work for the first time- aroused a
general interest amongst the British Trade Unionisb m questions of Indian Labour. and indirectly solipified the floating
opinion that was aroused in this matter by the Workers'
Welfare League of India working from its head-quarters in
London.
Organisation rapidly extended, particularly in the Punjab
and in Bombay, under the direction of Joseph Baptista, Chaman
Lall and Lajpat Rai. Unions were formed of railway workers,
post office workers, printers, cJerks. textile workers tramwuy
drivers, gasworkers. and other trades. After a period of effort.
during which some 600,000 workers in diffirent trades weu:
organised in some fashion or another under most difficult
circumstances, the definite .)tep was taken of establishmg the
All India Trade Union Congress. The first meeting of this
congress took place in Bombay in the autumn of 1920. and
its second meeting is now announced to be held in November
of this year in the centre of the Bengal coal fields, in a colliery
town called Jharria, round t'hout which 400,000 miners an:
grouped.
The future of Trade Unionism in India will depend in its
early stages upon the cJose co-operation of British Labour.
The formal Jegililation legalising the nght of the workers to
combine is not yet forthcoming. To secure the neces~ary
continuous co-operation between Indian and British Labour
is the task of the Worker,;' Welfare League of India. which
has been duly accredited b) the Indian Trac.le Union CongreM1
as its repre~entative. The interests of Indian and British
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Labour are bound up by their economic relations. If by any
chance continued unwisdom, apathy or arrogance on the part
of British Labour drives the Indian Labour or mass movement
into open hostility against them, British Labour will have to
be prepared for evil days. The extent and rapidity of the
development of the movement in India will at the beginning
depend upon the sincerity and support which the British workerc:i
give to the Indian movement, but very shortly afterwards the
united and full strength of the organised Indian masse~ wall
play no small part in the British Labour struggle for 11\
economic emancipation and independence.
The spirit of the international movement is conspicuou!ily
in front of the Indian organisers. At considerable cost to their
popularity they have steadfastly differentiated between the
international solidarity of Labour and t~ non-co-operative
movement as a temporary political weapon in India agam't
the imperialist exploiter. The question of internatloncll
affiliations is already much agitated among the active leader\
of Indian Trade Unionism. In Indian eyes the Amsterdam
International is largely discredited by its 1mpenahst as!iociations; and at present the balance of opimon leans toward'
the Red Trade Union movement. It 1s doubtful, however.
whether the movement is yet ready for mternational affiliation. In the meantime the present breakdown of polit1cal
imperialism throws a great part to play on Indian Labour
Any set of conditions that would allow this imperialist pohllcal
fight to lead to the partition of nations into water-tight
national ccimpartments, even in the realms of economic
inter-relationship, would be a disaster to all the small
countries like Great Britain who must economically depend
upon the outside world for raw materials as well as for
markets for finished products. The only solution for the
workers would be to let the political disruption take Its own
course as a side issue, and to take immediate steps for an
•
economic consolidation of interests of the working classes
of all nations and countries.
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THK EMPIRE AND THE REVOLUTION •

The fact that in spite of its general bankruptcy Capitalism is
'itill holding its own in the Western countries proves that as
a world-dominating force it has not reached such a state of
decay that its immediate collapse is inevitable. Since the
period when Capitalism entered upon its last and most highly
developed stage-imperialism-its stronghold was no longer
confined to the industrially advanced countries of Western
Europe. In imperial expansion was found a wa) out of the
ruinous effects of over-production. Of course, it ~as a temporary solution bound to prove equally ineffective to &ave the
capitalist mode of production from eventual collapse under
its own contradictions. But the fact is that, until to-day,
imperial expansion and exploitation do render strength to
Capitalism to maintain ib po~ition in Europe.
The great imperialist war shook the very foundation of the
capitalist order in European countries: had the leading memb~r~ of the victorious combination not had the access to l)ther
!\Ources of recupertaion, the European bourgeoisie would ha\'e
had much less success in defending the citadel of the capitalist
State than is actuauy the case. This source of strength hes
m the imperialist character of the present-day Capitalism.
which holds in its bandit th~ entire control-economic, political, and military-of the whole world, and thus finds itself
m a position to put up a stiff and continued resistance against
the proletariat in the home countrie,. The existence and power
of the Western bourgeoisie do not :my longer depend wholly
and exclusively on its abilitv to wring the greatest amount of
surplus value from the labo~·1-power of the workers in Lhe
home countries. The imperial right of exploiting the vast nonEuropean toiling masses and markets has supphed and still
supplies it with an additional modus vivendi and a weapon
to defend its poitition at home, in spite of the apparent precariousness and impossibility of maintaining its power there
for any length of time.
*Written by Manabendra Nath Roy, PubhsheJ in. The Labour Monthl)".
October, 1922, London.
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As the result of the war the world finds itself divided mto
two great colonial empires belonging to two powerful capitalist States. The United States of America endeavours to
assume the supreme and exclusive right of exploiting and
ruling the entire New Wodd; while Great Britain has annexed
to her empire the greater part of the continents of Asia and
Africa. A third imperialist factor, Japan, also aspires to become
formidable; but in spite of her considerable local importance
in Eastern Asia she has still to play second fiddle to one or
the other of these two great rivals. Then Continental Europe,
owing to its utter economic ruin. financial bankruptcy, and
industrial dislocation, is bound to become a politico-financial
dependency of either of those two great imperialist power!I,
which are preparing for another giant struggle for world
domination. The power of the American.bourgeoisie has not
been very seriously affected, expect an that it has to withstand
the repercussion of the severe blows received by Capitalism a~
a social institution. On the contrary, the control of world hnance, the monopoly of the British capitalist for a century and
a-half, is transferred to a great extent into the hands of the
American capitalist class, which cannot be said to have reached
the period of decay and degeneration as yet. In order to consolidate its newly acquired world-power, the American bourgeoisie
inclines towards keeping temporarily away from the infectiou'
ruin of Europe. Thus the British bourgeoisie becomes the
supreme ruler of the Old World and the backbone of the
capitalist order in Europe.
Now, where does the source of strength of the Br1t1sh
bourgeoisie lie? Judging from the industrial conditions ~b
taining in the British Isles during the last years, it will appear
that had its resources been limited exclusively to the productivity of those islands and the consumptive power of
continental Europe, the capitalist order in Britain would certainly
stand on tbe very brink of collapse. But despite all the chrome
contradictions of the order, the contradictions that put almo~t
insuperable difficulties against reconstructing the industrial
fabric of tho home country on the pre-war basis, the capitalist
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class of Britain does appear to be losing its grip on the State
power. It is still very firm in the political saddle, because the
economic ground within its wide range of operation ha~ not
become unreliable. It still succeeds in deceiving one section
and coercing another of the proletariat. By foregoing a part
of the rich fruits of colonial exploitation, the British bourgeoi~ie is able to corrupt the upper strata of the proletariat-to
create a Labour aristocracy which not only becomes a willing
protagonist of imperialism, but constitutes a bulwark of reaction in the home country. Nor is this reactionary role of the
bought-up Labour aristocracy confined within national boundaries : the British Labour Party is the main µillar of the Second
I"ternational as well as of the Amsterdam Federation of Trade
Unions. The possession of a vast non-European colonial empire
with unlimited resources of raw material, labour-power, and
markets, on the one hand, makes British Capitalism considerably independent of continental Europe, but on the other
p1 ovides it with the means to turn the latter practically into
it~ economic dependency. Brith.h capital to-day has a very
wide scope of action. The economic and industrial development of the rich and thickly populated countnes of Asia would
supply it with new vigour. There are great possib1ht1es in these
countries. particularly India and Chma, which will provide
cheap labour-power and new markets not to be exhausted very
soon. Let those who fondly think that the bankruptcy of
Germany will destroy more than a third of Britain's industries
remember the saying, "If the Chmctman's shirt-tail 1s lengthened by six inches the text1}P production of the world will
~ave to be doubled." The consumptive power of the teeming
millions of India is also immense.
The post-war readjustment of the economic relations between the various parts of the Empire show that the British
bourgeoisie-at least the forward-looking section of it-has
not been slow in finding the necessity of falling back on its
reserve forces. By means of the projected system of imperial
preference, the British Empire is to become a self-contained
economic unit, whose existence will not be seriously threat-
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ened by the economic and industrial conditions in other
countries. On the contrary, this self-contained economic unit
will establish domination over the rest of the world, which
must become more or less dependent on it. Thus the succeM1
of the scheme of imperial federation will not only stabilise
the position of the British bourgeoisie, but will react upon
the international situation. Entire Europe may become an
economic dependency of this federation, but Capitalism a!I
a social institution will have its lease of life renewed. Th1ti
being the case, it is of great importance that the development
of the forces contributing to this scheme of capitalist reconstruction be studied with an application not less than "
devoted to the problems concerning Europe.
Never has it been more neces!'lary to remember the tru1tim
that the world transcends the boundane!I of Europe and America
After turning the centre of modem civilisation into a heap of
ruins Capitalism is seeking new fields of activity. If it succeed'
in thi!> attempr the European proletariat may sink into abject
degeneration instead of revolution. The bourgeoh~ie 1s trymg
to beat a clever retreat. which should be cut off tf the world
revolution is to develop. In view of the fact that the power
of international capital is rooted all over the globe, anything
less than a world-wide revolution will not bring about the end
of the present order and the triumph of the Western proletariat
The struggle of the latter. in order to be successful, must be
co-ordinated with the revolutionary action of the toiling ma!!i~e'
of the lands subjugated by capitalist imperialism. In its effort"
to extricate itself from the vicious circle Capitahsm entered
the stage of imperial expansion and exploitation, thus bringing
huge armies of colonial workers under its domination. By
turning the peasants and artisans of the subject countries into
mostly agriculture and partly industrial proletariat, Imperialism reinforced its position, but at the same time brought into
existence •another force destined to contribute largely to its
ultimate destruction. This being the case, the overthrow of the
borugeois order in Europe, which order to-day is supported
by colonial exploitation whose possibilities are not yet ex-
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hausted, will not be realised, as is commonly believed, alone
by the advanced proletariat of Europe. It is necessary to secure
the conscious co-operation of the working masses and Jther
available revolutionary elements in those colonial and "protected countries" which afford the greatest economic and
military support to Western Imperialism, and which are the
most developed, economically, industrially, and politically.
India occupies the foremol\t place in thil'> category of colomal countries. She has not only been a powerful pivot on which
British Imperialism rec;ted, but the scheme of de,·eloping her
resources intensively and extensively with the co-operation
of the national bourgeoisie will, 1f real:sed, help British
capital to ~tabilise itself for the time being. And this possible
l\tabili!tation of the British capitalist class will react upon the
continental countries in a way which 1s not very encouraging.
Therefore. a clear underc;tanding of the socio-economic
conditions as well as the political movement m contemporary
India becomes necessary for the leaders of the Western
proletariat.
The point of vtPW that the peoples of the East, because
they are not in general on the same economic and political
level with Western countries, can be reckoned as one and
the same social unit with identical problems to solve, is
erroneou~. The Eastern countrie~ vary greatly in their pl>litical, economic, industrial, and social conditions, consequently their problem is not the same. and the movement in thoc;e
countries will not develop along a 11mform line. Whereas in
the Mus~ulman countries of the Near East the religious
fanatici:.-.m of the ignorant ma~ses and the anti-foreign sentiments of the land-owning gentry can be counted upon,
though only to a certain extent, as a force which can be
directed against imperialist domination, these elements no
longer possess the same political significance in India, where
a radical economic and industrial transformation has taken
place during the last quartu of a century. In the Near Eastern
countries the exploitation of imperial capital has not penetrated deep enough to bring about a fundamental change
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in the social organism. The economic structure of these
countries is still predominantly feudal, and the influence of
the clergy is strong. But the same thing cannot be said about
India, which since a considerable time ago has been brought
fully under the extenshte, if not intensive, exploitation of
capital mainly imperial and partly native (the latter has been
growing very fast in the last years). Feudalism has been
destroyed, not by means of a violent revolution, but by ib
long contact with the modern political and economic institutions that are the reflex of the most highly developed capitalist State. There has come into existence in India a national
bourgeoisie, which more than thirty years ago began its
historical struggle for the conquest of political power from
the foreign ruler; and a proletarian class, including a huge
landless peasantry, which grows in nuinber and class-consciousness in proportion to the rapid industrialisation of the
country. Consequently, the revolutionary movement in India
to-day does f'Ot rest upon the religious fanaticism of the
ignorant masses, which fanaticism is fast losing its potentiality owing to the economic transformation of the society,
nor does it rest upon the abstract conception of nationhood,
an idea reared upon the imaginary unity of interest of the
entire people, and not taking into consideration the cla!!ill
division which is becoming more and more clearly defined
as a result of the development of native capitali~m. Indian
capitalism promises to be an ally of imperial domination
rather than a revolutionary force. The liberal bourgeoisu:.
which stands at the head of the National Democratic Move·
ment, cannot be expected to play the same revolutionary role
as was done by he European middle class in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The bourgeoisie m India become!!.
a revolutionary factor only if its economic development Ill
altogether impossible under imperial rule. But post-war
imperialism depends more upon finance than upon industrial
capital. Since, for the interests of imperial capital, the colonial
country has to be industrialised, the native bourgeoisie cannot
be any longer excluded altogether from this feast of exploi·
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talion. This peculiar economic situation deprives the Indian
bourgeoisie Qf the possibility of playing a revolutionary role.
The conditions for a pure bourgeois revolution do not exist
in India. The national struggle is not a class struggle. The
national bourgeoisie is not pitted against an old order of social
production. The weak native bourgeoisie finds it more profitable to ally itself with the imperialist power in return for
such changes in the political and economic administration of
the country as will permit it greater opportunities for developing as a class. Imperial capital, for the reasons stated above,
is not averse from giving the colonial bourgeoisie such opportunities. In fact, the new policy is already introduced in
India, and it has had its effects on the political movement for
national liberation. The class-cleavage in the Indian society
has become evident.
The object of this new colonial policy is, first, to check
the movement for national liberation, and second, to draw
upon the reserve forces in order that capitalism can hold
its own in the home countries. The enormous extent of these
reserves forces is visualised by few in the revolutionary
camp, although <.11~r enemy seems to be fully cognisant of
it. It is hardly understood that if Impenali~m succeeds in
carrying through the new i'olicy the Central European proletarian may be reduced LO the state of a colonial coolie.
While Capitalism is spreading out to the far-off corners of
the earth to save itself from the ruinous effects of the
imperialist war, it is a monumental mistake for the revolutionary proletariat to stake its future on its success in
Middle Europe. This bluno..:1 arises out of a provincialism,
from which deplorable trait the leaders of the international
proletariat must free themselves ere long.

c. THE

NEW TREND OF INDIAN NATIONAi.iSM*

The outstanding feature of the Indian Nationalist Movement
during the last half year has been a swing to the right. The
•

•Written by Manabendra Nath Roy. Published in: The Labour Monthly,
February, 1924, London
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programme of militant mass~action. insepara~l! involved 10
the Non-Co-operation campa1gn, has been defmitely replaced
by constitutionalism. Every tendency of a revolutionary nature
has been repudiated. The leadership of the National Congre~~
has passed over into the hands of the upper middle clas,,
whose programme is not to boycott the Government, but to
make the way clear for negotiations which will eventually lead
to a compromise with Imperialism. The object of the Congre"·
under the new leadership of the Swaraj Party, has been declared frankly to be the realisation of Dominion status withm
the Empire. The pseudo-parliamentary institutions known a'
the Reform Councils, heretofore boycotted by the Non-Cooperators, have been proclaimed by the new leadership to be
the most u~eful field for nationalist activities.
Last year, when the Congre!i.~ was ~ill controlled by the
followers of Gandhi, the nght wing. under the leader~h1p of
C.R. Das, brought forward the demand for the repudiation of
the council beycott. In the Gaya Congress of December. 1922.
this resulation wa~ defeated. The right wing, which refu,cd
to abide by the Congress decision, constituted itself into a new
party within the Congress, known as the Swaraj Party, and
began to agitate for the removal of the ban upon the counc1li.
The new party was composed of the upper middle-da''
elements withm the Congress and therefore counted among
its ranks some of the ablest and cleverest pohticiani. m
the Nationalist Movement. The orthodox Gandhists, on the:
other hand, had nothing concrete to offer which could
give new impetus to the movement. They could onl)
repeat the worn-out formulas which had been found
miserably impotent in the field of practical politics. B}
roundly-repudiating the militant action of the. masses, the
Gandhists had forfeited the confidence of the latter. The
once-powerful Non-Co-operation Movement had become
nothing.but a dramatic show. Inactivity and disintegration characterised the movement at this period. Divorced
from the masses, the Nationai'ist Movement had become
once again a purely middle-class affair. Under such
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circumstance&, it was but natural that tho&e leaders who
could give out a programme calculated to further the
interests of the bourgeoisie should carry the Congress
with them.
This is precisely what happened. After half a year of bitter
recrimination, it was decided to call a special session of the
National Congrci;~ at Delhi. This met m the middle of September and gave its verdict in favour of the Swaraj Party. The
ban on the councils was raised, and the Congressmen were
dllowed to contest the coming general elec.t1ons. fha:i. constituted a complete victory for the upper middle class, which
''very cloro.ely connected economically and·tdeologically with
the big capitalists and landlords, and s1gnah,ed the defeat and
demorahsat1on of the petty bourgeo1Me which had led the NonCo-operation Movement. The v11.:tory of the Swarajjsb wal!I
..t.11 the more dec1Mve ina~much a' most of the outstanding
t1gure~ of the Gandhtst wmg. which stood for the continuation
of the council boycott, came to an open or tac at under!.tanding
with the right wmg. Mohamed Ah, the chief lieutenant of
Gandhi and leader of the Khilafat Movement, himself called
upon the Congre!!i~ to &anct10n the removal of the council
boycott. He even mtlmatect that he did &o with the authority
of Mr. Gandhi.
The Special Congress at Delhi marked a turning point m
the entire movement. The petty bourge01s1e, which did not
fmd its own mtere'lts reflected in th<'" new programme, cou:d
not agree wnh the new leaders, neither could 1t develop a
programme of its own whic!• ,1nght command a hearmg m the
Congre~~. Had the petty bourgeoisie been bold enough to
revive the original Non-Co-operation Programme with full
consciousness of its revolutionary &ignificance, they might
have re-captured the leaden.hip of the Congre~&. That 1s to
'ay, they could h.1ve held their own only 1f they had had
courage enough to fall back upon the mas!te~. m order to fight
tht' right wing.
But this is too much to expect from the perty hourgeoisie.
It, however, remains a fact that this element, d1s~at1sfied with
63
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the Delhi decision, provides a fertile field for the propaganda
of revolutionary nationalism.
The two months following upon the Delhi Congress were
marked by the election campaign for the new Reform Council11,
this campaign being tho only sign of nationalist activity. In
view of the fact that the six million people constituting the
Indian electorate, out of a population of three hundred and
twenty million, belong to the propertied upper classes, rich
intellectuals, and peasant-proprietors clo§ely related to the
landlords, those seeking election could not but commit themselves unequivocally to the defence of the interests of these
elements. Therefore, the election campaign has brought out
clearly the true nature of the Swaraj Party, which to-day
controls the leadership of the National Congress.
Cleared of all the froth and foam (ff sentimentality with
which Mr. C. R. Das originally clothed it, the programme
of the Swaraj Party (and therefore of the Congress) has for
its main p1'nks : ( 1) Dominion status; (2) Parliamentary
opposition, with a view to forcing the Government to
negotiate with the "representatives" of the nation; (3) Protection of private property and development of native capitalism; (4) Defence of the landed aristocracy; (5) Protection
of the Native States; (6) Decentralised government.
The methods proposed forthe realisation of this programmr
are eminently bourgeois. Constitutional opposition has become the main pivot of the movement. The plan is to capture
a majority of the elective seats, then to bring in a resolution
on Self-Government. If the Government rejects the resolution.
a policy of obstruction will be adopted to make government
through the councils impossible. This all sounds quite plausible until we examine the facts. First, the Swaraj Party, though
scoring notable victories in the elections just terminated, have
failed to capture more than about a third of the seats. The
conquest of a majority, upon which hangs the success of the
entire plan, will be possible only when the bourgeoisie a~ a
class stands solidly behind the Congress, that is, when the
Congress has become quite frankly the representative of the
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upper classes. Secondly, a parliamentary majority, even when
liecured, will be of no avail unless the Congress is ready with
a plan of extra-parliamentary action at the time when, as is
inevitable, its resolution is rejected. The two cannot go together because extra-parliamentary action implies a revolutinary
movement based on the masses-a movement which will not
be tolerated by the bourgeoisie. Therefore, the logical evolution of the new Congress programme will be full-fledged
conlitttutionalism, which means going back to the stage which
existed previous to the mauguration of the Non-C1J-operation
campaign m 1919.
Though the Swaraj Party has failed, in the recent elections,
to 'ecure anything like a majority, a number of its candidates
have gained seats at the expen&e of the prominent moderate
and loyalist leaders. The men at the head of the Swarajists
could not have had any illusions about the results of the
eleC'tions; they knew quite well that they could not obtain a
maJonty by themselves. Therefore, already before the election
campaign was fully begun, they sought coalition with the left
wmg of the Liberal Party-the former leader& of the National
Congre~s and repre4ientat1ves of the big bourgeoisie and progressive landlords.
Although suC'h a coalitkn ha~ not bet>n formally accomplished, the parhamentary fraction of the SwaraJ Party will
be strongly diluted by out-and-out bourgeois members, who
have been given the stamp of the Party during the electious
m spite of the fact that most of th~se men never took any
direct part in the Nationali~; Movement. Theu adhesion has
been bought at a rather high price, since they do not subscribe
to the tactics formulated by the Swarajists. In order, therefore, to retain them in its fold, the Swaraj Party will have
to modify its parliamentary tactics. Thus the plan of •'wrec.kmg" the council'>, of which so much has been talked, becomes totally problematical, since first of all there is no
SwaraJist majority, and, "secondly, thl"lSe who have been
elected as Swarajists do not all unanimously 'ubscnbe to
these tactics. What then can be left to the Congress led by
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a party in such an equivocal position, but to become, for all
practical purposes, a party of the bourgeoisie, given over to
constitutional agitation with the object of driving a bargain
with Imperialism?
This shifting of the .Nationalist Movement on to purely
bourgeois grounds leaves the lower middle class and the
masses out in the cold. But unrest is still acute among the,c
elements, and the cause of this unrest cannot be removed
short of a complete revolution. Wnh the ~battering of all It'
illusions, one after another, the petty bourgeoisie is in a
pitiable condition; but there 1~ a large unruly element within
its ranks, the element which was the original vehicle of
revolutionary expression m this country during the fmt
period. These are the de-classed intellectuals. with absolutely nothing to lose but their prejudice~ The collapse of th~
Non-Co-operation Movement and the reversion of the Con·
gre~s to the old methods of constitutionalism have thrown
these revolwtionary elements back on their own re~ourct!\.
which, however, are not very great. They have returned to
terrorism, which time and again has proven ibelf futile.
But the idealism and determination of this element an:
undeniable. Given a well orientated political leadership the)
are sure to give a better account of themselves. In view of the
mtellectual backwardness of the masses, it becomes historic all}
necessary that the mitial leadership of a truly emancipatory
movement should come from these de-classed intellectuals. The
cadre of a working-class party must be recruited for some tim~
from its ranks. The clarification of the class-character of the
Congress has made this task easier. The rapid development of
bourgeois nationalism is dissipating many reactionary social
and economic doctrines, which have until now confused the
vision of the lower middle class of India.
Along with its contemporary, the Non-Co-operation campaign, the Khilafat Movement has also died of inanition. The
dangerously reactionary tendencies embedded in this movement gradually paralysed its superficial political efficacy, and
since last year led up to the religious and communal conflict~
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that have of late assumed such serious proportions in India
as to put the nationalist leaders at their wits' end. Particularly
m the northern provinces, where the Moslem popu:ation
predominates, communal confhcts have become a veritable
civil war, which is backed by the reactionary elements of both
communities and deftly encouraged by the Government.
This logical development of the extreme fanaticism aroused
by the Khilafat Movement led to the organisation of the AllIndia Hindu Sabha, in which all the reactionary tendencies
of the Hindu community are cry!ltalhsed. The av"lw~d object
of this Hindu organisation is the defence of it!! own community. Many prominent Congres!I leader1; take an active part in
'upportmg this reactionary Hindu Movement-a fact which has
given a handle to the Mo!llem clergy, landlords, and loyalist
officials m their attempt lo sho~ up to the Moslem masses
the · 'trreconcilable'' hostility of the Hmdus. A spmt of fanaticism,
fomented by intense agitation for the defencc of rehg1on and
~odal tradition, such as the Khilafat Movement called forth,
can be easily diverted in any direction from which the attack
upon religion is alleged to emanate. The Khtlafat Movement
ha~ thus degenerated into a revival of the acute rivalry between
the two great Indian communities. The result, so far as the
Nationalist Movement is concerned, ha' been di!lastrou~.
On the other hand, the bottom ha' been knocked off the
Khrlafat Movement as such by the marc·h of events in Turkey.
When the news filtered through that the Turks, who ha·1e
b~en held up as custodians of the Khilafat. have themsclve~
repudiated this antiquated i.•,!itution, the task of maintaining
the enthusiasm of the Indian Moslems on thi~ issue became
more and more difficult. Then it is not generally rt>alised
that very few of the real leaders of the Moslem community
adhered to the Khilafat campaign. They merely "lay low"
until the enthusia'\m of the masses, aroused by quite other
causes than the ••Khilafat wrongs,'' but exploited by Khilafat
enthusiasts. had subsided~ These kaders have now started
a campaign in favour of reconciliation with England. They
have revived the old arguments, namely, that Moslems are
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m a minority in India. and that self-government on the
principle of popular representation will put them under H mdu
'supremacy. Therefore, they argue, Moslem interests should
be treated as a separate issue. Attempts made to revive the
All-India Moslem League. which was a rival organisatmn
to the National Congress until its absorption by the latter
after the Lucknow Compact of 1916, are but other indication'
of the exceedingly shallow foundation upon which the • 'Hmdu-Moslem unity'' (founded upon the Son-Co-operationKhilafat agitation) rested.
The leaders of both communities stand dismayed at the
turn of events, which anyone with an once of foresight might
have foreseen. Being unable to find a solution, they evade
the issue, while the bitter communal conflict eats into the
very vital~ of the Nationalist Movement. The only solution
of the present impasse lies in the total abolition of separate:'
communal organisations, such as the Khtlafat and Hmdu
Sabha. and 'f>lacing the agitation among the masses more on
a nationali&t than on an extra-nationahst or communal
bastl\-more upon the economic struggle than upon rehg1ou'
fanatict!tm. It is only by pointing out the identity of their
cla&s interests, as di&tingu1shed from &ectional or communed
ones, that a real and permanent unity can be elitablished b)
the Indian masses.
This fact is strikingly demon!ttrated by the development
of this semi-agrarian, semi-religious movement of the Sikh~
in the Punjab, which developed as a local or rather a provincial
issue, due to the failure of the National Congress to place it
on a nationwide basis. In this case, too, the bourgeois leadership sabotaged at every step the revolutionary tendenc1e~
of the movement, thereby seriously weakening its immen!te
potentialities. The Sikh peasantry responded to the cry for
''Reform of the Shrines,'' in the hope of gaining acces!l to
the tentple lands. The Shrine Reforms Committee, controlled
by the lay landlords (as distinguished from the clergy they
were seeking to oust from control) and capitalists, did its brst
to confuse and sidetrack the dynamic forces of mass action
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that underlay and gave strength to the entire movement. While
the rank and file were demonstrating their firm determination
to carry on the fight to a finish. the Committee enterc:J into
negotiation with the Government and the Shrine authorities.
Hoping to arrive at a compromise, the Committee suspended
practically all militant activities, whose efficacy had been the
only mean!!. of inducing the Government to negotiate. The
latter was not slow to seize upon this mtemal weakness of
che movement and rebuffed the Reforms Committee's overtures towMds an understanding.
The result was a schism in the movement. The most
militant section launched on a premature campaign of violence,
which could only take the form of spasmodic and entirely
ineffectual terrorism. The Government came down upon this
element with the heavy hand of repression. On the other hand.
1t' attitude towards the other elements in the movement
likewise stiffened. The Reform~ Committee started once
more a campaign for ma~s demonstrations against the action
of the Government. The latter replied by Jeclaring the wh.:>le
movement to he illegal and putting it under ban. More than
three hundred ot the most prominent Sikh leaders were
arrested. including all the members of the Reforms Committee, while the organ!!. of extremist Sikh opinion were suspended and tht"ir offices closed. The Government dared to
take these drastic measures, which met with little or no
opposition from the Nationalist Movement, because it judged
the situation correctly. The National Congres~. torn by
communal and factional strife. was not in a position to come
to the aid of the Sikhs; even had it been strong enough to
do so. it had never understood the revolutionary significance
and potentialities of the Sikh Movement, and would have
opposed them. had it done so. even as it opposed the mass
movement that threatened to overwhelm the constitutionali~m of the Non-Co-operation Movement. Under no concei~
able drcumstances wi11 .the Congress. as at present constituted, subscribe to the !tlogan of ''Lano to the Peasant'~.
which is the only objective cry for the Sikh Movement if
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it aims to hold its own against Government persecution and
to realise its programme of Reform of the Shrines.
The programme of political independence, placed before the
National Congress last year and repudiated by its leaders, has
been taken up by a considerable section of the left wing, and
a definitely worded resolution brought before the provincial
conference of the United Provinces this year, defining the
Congress objective as being ''complete independence from all
foreign rule,'' was adopted by a large majority. A study of the
nationalist Press makes it clear that the ideology of the Indian
movement is undergoing great changes towards the Left, no
less than towards the Right. While until recently the programme
of the National Congress was charactensed by vague generalities about ''Swaraj,'' to-day there 1s no political party m the
country worthy of the name that does QOt contain clau!le'- m
its programme concerning the social and economic welfare of
the masses. In every province, large ma~ses of the petly
bourgeoisie a,re looking for a new leader~h1p. The !iilogan ··Alliance with the Workers and Peasants'' i!I rapidly gaimng ground
A prominent Congressman, m movmg the resolution on Labour
Organisation m the Provmc1al Conference JUSt referred to, came
out openly and denounced the National Congress as the orga11
of the bourgeoisie, and called upon the revolutionary nationalists to throw in their lot with the mas!le!I. An ever larger bod)
of opinion in the country holds to the idea that mere pohucal
freedom, without a complete social and economic revolut10n.
will be a meaningle~s and futile phenomenon.
Thus the struggle against Imperialism i~ ever w1denmg, and
the element of class-conflict is being ever more clearly revealed and developed within the framework of the Indian bod)
politic, as the political ideology becomes clarified and the
Nationalist Movement divides itself into two streamii-une
.. constitutional" and compromi~ing; the other, by dint of
economic pressure, ever more revolutionary and uncompromising in its struggle against a two-fold enemy, Foreign and
Native Capitalism, which tend to unite in the end. Upon the
future development of this struggle, and its ultimate outcome.
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hangs the fate of the three hundred millions of the Indian
proletariat and peasantry.

D.

SOME FACTS ABOUT THE BOMBA y STRIKE

*

One hundred and fifty thousand mill operatives, including
thirty thousand women and children, have been on strike and
locked-out of the textile mills of Bombay for nearly three
months. All the mills of the district, eighty-three in number,
are closed down. The question at issue is the payment of the
annual bonus to the operatives, in addition to their usual wage.
In July of last year, the owners put up a notice that the usual
bonus. received by the operatives during "the last five years
and regarded by them as a form of supplementary wages,
would not be paid. The men did not heed the notice, most of
them being illiterate, and it was not until the end of the year
when the bonus became payable that thf'y realised the issue
ar .,take. A strike was declared in the middlt: of January,
followed immediately by a lockout on the part of the owners,
in an attempt to force the men back to work unconditionally.
The monthly Wui!Je of a Bombay mtll operative 1s 35 rupc..c:.s
for men, 17 rupees for women-for a ten-hour day. This sum
Ill in~ufficient to mamtain rneir bodily health and strength, or
to provide them with the most elementary necellsities. For this
reallon, during the height of the post-war boom period when
mill profits soared to several hundred per cent., the annual
honu~ was granted as a form of supplementary wages. The
cost of living has risen (according to official figures) 58 per
ct:nt. since 1914; profits ha\t' nsen from 674 lakhs of rupees
m 1917 to 1,559 lakhs in 1921, with a s hght falling-off in
1922-23. The cotton mill workers are proverbially underpaid
an<.l overworked, with the result that they are always heavily
tn debt to the mone-y-lender. Their right to organise into trade
unions is not legally recognised; they have no regular labour
organisations and no union fund. Their leaders, up to the time
• Written by E\elyn Roy, Pubh11hed m : The Labour Monthly, May,
1924, London
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of the present strike, were drawn from the ranks of the
bourgeoisie-lawyers, politicians, philanthropists and profei,sional labour leaders, who were closer in interests and sympathies to the employing class than to the workers. They
sabotaged every attempt to strike on the part of the latter; they
took the part of the employers in every decisive issue; they
used their influence to keep the men at work and satisfied with
the old conditions instead of attempting to better themselves
The Governme"nt. which affects to maintain its neutrality m
labour disputes, has never hesitated to call out armed police
and military to aid the employers in guarding their property
and crushing a strike.
Thus every institution and condition wai, against the !luccess of the present strike, as 1t hai, been of previous ones. Yet
the textile workers of Bombay have maintained their stmggle
for three months in face of all odds; they have remained
peaceful and nonviolent in the teeth of the most open provocation; they have repudiated tbeir old leaders and elected ne~
ones from their own ranks to present their demands before
the Government and the employers; they have endured with
marvellous fortitude the sufferings of hunger and pravat1011
throughout the whole of the strike period. They have never
wavered in their demand for the payment of bonus as a prerequisite for returning to work; they have maintained their
solidarity of front against the efforts of the employeri, to
seduce a part of them back to work, and against the sabotage
of the Government and the public, which has refrained from
giving them any concrete help during the long and batter
dispute.
The textile workers of Bombay are dying in the streets from
starvation. Their January wages, already earned before the
declaration of the strike and lockout, have been illegally
withheld by the owners. The grain dealers and provision shop~
have long ago refused them credit. They are unable to pay
their rent for the miserable rooms in which they huddle by
tens and dozens in the infamous Bombay Chawls (tenemenb)
The workers have never possessed any material resourceci to
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carry them from one day to the next, nor any central fund to
maintain them in time of strike. They are sticking to their
demands in the face of slow starvation. Appeals to the public
for material help and to the Government have met with no
response. The charitable associations of Bombay are all
controlled by the Mill Owners' Association, and have refused
to give aid to the strikers. The Legislative Councils, both
national and provincial, have made no move to come to the
.tssistance of the sufferers. The Indian National Congress,
which in each of its annual sessions since 1916 hal\ pledged
its support to the cause of Indian labour, refused to sanction
the granting of a sum for supplying gra.in or credits to the
starvmg strikers. The All-India Trade Union Congress, which
presumes to lead the struggle of the Indian workers against
the employing class. has never so much as mentioned the
Bombay strike, nor ~ent one of its office-holders to the scene
of the struggle to investigate and guide it, not issued a single
appeal on behalf of the starving strikers. The Fourth Annual
Session of the All-India Trade Union Congress, which was
scheduled to be held on March 7, the very day on which the
workers of Bombay were being shot down by the guns of the
police and military, deferred its session indefinitelv because
oj internal quarrels and jactional disputes among its officebearers. When it finally met on March 14, it broke up in a
ram of abuse and a free-for-all f 1st fight, without so much as
giving one thought to the cause of the 1,50,000 striking mill
hand~ of Bombay. or of identifymg the All-India Trade Union
Congre~s with the greate. 1 industrial struggle that has ever
been waged in India.
The British Labour Government and Labour Party. which
rule the destinies of the Indian people to-day, has limited its
interest in the fate of the starving Bombay workers on strike
for a living wage to a statement in the House of Commons
rhat the matter ''has been left to the Government of India.''
While in Britain the Docken' strike. the tram and bus strike,
and other threatened strikes have been subjected to the immediate and closest scrutiny of the Government, which spares
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no efforts to bring them to a speedy and satisfactory solution.
in India an industrial dispute affecting the welfare and very
lives of 1,50.000 workers. to which must be added the count
of their families and dependents, and reaching out in it"
consequences to the verY. shores of England in its effect on
the Lancashire textile industry. has been allowed to proceed
for three months without a motion to interfere on the part of
the Labour Government or a gesture of sympathy or solidarity
on the part of the Labour Party.
The British Labour Government anti the Briti.vh Labour
Party have permitted the vtriking and locked-out mill ha'1cl\
of Bombav to die in the streets from starvation, to he ,\/wt
down bv the rifles of armed police and military, without u.m1g
their supreme power as head of the British Empire to hring
thi.v strike to an end and to secure l'ictm~ to the jtut demwzcb.
of the Bombav workers.
What are the facts of this strike? Jn what way is it proceeding. and what will be the reo;.ult of a defeat of the worker\,
both in India and in Great Britain?
The present struggle i~ more than a mere demand for
payment of bonus on the part of the workcri.. It is an offenMH'
on the part of Indian capitali~m (which include~ both Europeans and natives) against the Indian working clasi. to
reduce still further its already pitiably low standard of livmg
It was intended to follow up the refusal of the bonus with
a cut in wages. The comparative lull in the textile indu11try
was seized upon by the owners as a favourable moment to
cut into the wage-bill, which had been slightly raised durm~
the boom period in response to the rise in the cost of livmg
and the consequent strike wave that visited Bombay in 191 Q.
Such an offensive had already taken place in Ahmedabad,
where the workers were forced to accede. The Bombay mill
owners were prepared to close down for a short time to force
the men•to "iubmit to the new conditions. The strike of the
operatives in January was promptly replied to by the d~~
laration of a two-week lockout. It was held that this period
would suffice to bring the men to their knees. In spite of
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the opposition of their so-called leaders, who tried by every
means to persuade them to resume work uncond1tionally.
havmg failed m all their efforts to prevent the strike, the
workers instictively realised that more than the bonus wa!I
at stake-if they yielded, the next attack would be directed
agamst their wages. Therefore they held firm, and the lockout
had to be extended for two further i,ucce!IMVe periods of two
week .... At the cloi,e of each one. unsuccessful attempts were
made by the owners to reopen the mill~ with blackleg labour.
Sign' were po!lted, saying that 1f the men would r.:: ... ume work
the owners guaranteed not to reduce wage-;, but nothmg was
'aid about the bonus. The men held out,. and at the end of
week' the owner!I began to feel the effecb of the complete
,toppage, and d1v1sion aro~e m their o~n ranks. At a meeting
of the Bombay Mill Owner~' As~ociauon, a strong Indian
nunonty were for grantmg the demand for bonus, but a shght
mdJOnty agam!-lt 1t carried the day In the battle between
Lancashire and Bomba\', in u·/11ch Lancair/11re textile prod"' I\ Clre protected at the expeme of natlve mdustrv, it u the
Indian worl..er s who mlut pav tilt' dlfjerence in a lower wage
/nil to permit the ltzJ1a11 te uile mdustnr to thrivl'.
At the end of stx week~ m re,pon"'c to the urgent demand!"!
of the worler!I and the pre!-1'-Ure of puhhc opmion, the Governor
of Bombay, Sar Lei;he Wihon, who had reframed from takmg
any action calculated to brmg the dii;pute to a clo~e. appomtcd an Inquiry Committee with power to investigate '·~he
cu~tomary, legal or equitable claim of the men to payment
uf bonus.'' This Committ~-- t~ad neither power to recommend
nor to arbitrate; despite the reque\t of the workers, no representative of labour was included among its members,
appomted from the promment cap1tahsts and Government
henchmen of Bombay. It was a move to gain time. by appearing
to do somethin~. and to drag out the negotiations until the
workers would be forced to surrender. This Committee held
three sittings. extended o\'er a period of two weeks. Appointed on February 29, it publi~hed its fmdings on March 12,
five days after the evenb of March 7, when protest meetings
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of the strikers were fired upon by the police, resulting in five
killed, four wounded and thirteen arrests. The decision of the
Committee caused no surprise, given its nature and comp 0 •
sition; it declared that : "The mill workers have not estab.
lished any enforceable claim, customary, legal or equitable,
to the payment annually of a bonus," .... and that "the result~
of the working of the mill industry as a whole for the year
1923 are such as to justify the contention of the mill owner'
that the profits do not admit of the payment of a bonus.''
Would that the mill workers of Bombay could say to then
Christian rulers: ••1 asked for bread, and you gave me a stone.''
On March 7,just before these findings became public, a notice
was posted on all the mill premises to the effect that : ''To all
workers willing to resume work unconditionally, the mills will be
opened for resumption of work on Marcil 8, and two days later
the January wages will be paid.'' The notice was signed by S. D
Saklatvala, Chairman of the Bombay Mill Owners' Association
The result ~ the tragic and, till present writing, unexplained
events of March 7, when in reply to some stone· throwing on the
part of assembled groups of strikers gathered together to discu~~
the notice, p01ice fire was opened without warning on the unam1ed
crowd, killing five and· wounding four. Thirteen workers whv
attempted to loot a grain shop were arrested.
This brutal massacre, which would have been unthinkabl~
in Britain, and which roused a storm of indignation in the
Indian public mind, was brushed aside by the Bombay Gov·
ernment with the single statement in the Bombay Legislative
Council on March 8 that ''the Government desire to offer their
sympathy to the victims, particularly in view of the very
creditable behaviour of the men hitherto .... Military patrob
have been called out, but it is hoped that it will not be necessary
to use them unless absolutely essential to preserve law and
order." Asked by a member if there was any loss to property
as a result of the acts of the strikers, the Home Member replied·
''I understand there has been lome window breaking and some
looting in the mills. But so far I have no information oj anv
uriou.f injury to any of the mills.''
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Human life may be held cheap in a country inhabited by
320,000,000 souls, but in the interests of what assumes itself
to be "civilised government" it might have been expecteJ that
an official inquiry would be undertaken into the reasons for
an order to shoot, on the sole authority of a deputy police
inspector (European), in the absence of a magistrate, and before
the crowd had been warned to disperse or blank shots had been
previously fired into the air. Can mere stone-throwing on the
pctrt of justly-aggrieved men in the face of the most intense
provocation be held to justify the calling out of armed police
and soldiery and the shooting into an unarmed and defenceless
mob? Are industrial Amritsars to be repeated all over India with
nnpumty under the aegis of a Labour Government!
The events of March 7 precipitated long-delayed action on
the part of the Bombay Government, and the Mill Owners'
A\!lociation was informed by His Excellency that: "January
wages should be paid at once without affecting the question
of bonus and irrespective of resumption of work by the men.
and that the mill owners should meet the representatives of
the men to discu"ls the questions at issue.'· It should be
remembered that this tardy step to effect negotiations was
made two month!'I after the beginning of the dispute which
had plunged 1,50,000 workers, together with their wives and
families, into the direct distress and the whole industrial life
of Bombay mto an abnormal state. Would a similar strike of
!\Uch dimensions have been allowed to drag out its course in
Lanca!ihire without some action hring taken by the Labour
Government?
Yet still another month has been allowed to pass without
any decisive action being taken to bring the dispute to a close.
The latest reports bring news that the striking operatives,
exhausted and starving, have appealed to the Government for
help to assist 50.000 of them, with their wives and children,
to be repatriated to their villages, where they hope to find some
kmd of work. Fifty thousand have already found their own
way back to the country districb-the remainmg ones, three
time., fifty thousand at the least if we count those dependent
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upon them, remain in Bombay to fight it out to the end,
performing causal labour, subsisting on precarious charity, or
dying outright in the streets of Bombay. The Government has
been asked to provide them with some form of work to enable
them to survive the struggle. A few of the smaller mills are
reported to have opened, to which a few thousand men had
straggled back to work. But the overwhelming majority remain
firm to their voluntary pledge to abstain from rejoining the
mills until their original demands have been met. Nor their!I
is the cry of the British proletariat, "Work or maintenance."
To claim such a boon as their right is beyond their humble
dreams. They know only how to do that which is within reach
of their own human endurance-to resist the capitali~t offensive dumbly, peaceably, uncomplainingly, but with what world\
of determined fortitude, until either th•ir cause is won or they
themselves are no more. There is something truly Indian in
this infinite capacity for suffering; in this strength of the meek
to resist injustice even unto death. What scorn of human life
it expresses-or of human existence reduced to a status lower
than the beasts!
The British Labour Party, in power to-day as the Briti~h
Labour Government, has it within its means to save the Bombay
workers from death by starvation and from the lingering
existence which exploitation renders worse than death. It can
send material help to support the starving strikers, and it can
demand arbitration of the dispute in a manner fair and ju!lt
to the cause of the Indian working class.
Upon the outcome of this strike hangs the fate, for the
next few years, of the Indian textile workers in their heroic
struggle for a living wage. And upon the payment of a livi11g
wage to the Indian textile workers depends the future well·
being of the textile workers of Great Britain, whom the Indian
workers are being forced, against their will, to undercut. The
Bombay strike is but another instance of the fact that the
international proletariat must hang together or they will hang
separately.
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E. THE EMPIRE AND THE PROLETARIAT*

Speaking at Baku, several weeks ago, Mr. A. A Purcell. the
head of the British Trade Union delegation, declared that on
returning home the delegation would organise a "Hands off
Egypt" movement, to prevent Briti&h Imperialism from throttling weak and defenceless Egypt. Thill attitude taken on
behalf of the militant proletariat contrasts remarkably with
the official view of the Labour Party on this grave que!ltlt'n.
The Labour Party wants the Anglo-Egyptian conflict to be
referred to the League of Nation!I. It .ippeari, that 1.·,en thi!o
view will not be pressed much. In fact, 1udging from the
lukewarm speech of Mr. MacDonald. the Labour Amendment
to the King's Speech will only "expre!I~ regret at the way
His Majesty's Government i& handling the Egyptian i.ituauon." The scrapping of the 1922 agreement and grabbmg
of the Sudan are a fait accompli. The Baldwm C'abmet has
not left any room for doubt that the suggei.tion of League
arbitration will not be heeded. In these circumstance!I 1t
matters very little how the Labour amendment 1& worded.
But the official Lahour Party attitude cannot be very exigent,
bemuse Mr. MacDonald's stern refusal to place the d1!1pute
before the League, as pr<"posed by Zaghlul Pai.ha, is too
recent to be forgotten. The •1ncomfortablc:> knowledge of their
own complicity in the imperiahi,t aggre,!lion m the valley
of the Nile doe& not permit the Oppo\ition Front Bench to
voice the feeling of the working c1ass. as wa& doni= by Mr.
Purcell.
Whatever may be the '":fficial attitude of the L:tbour
Party, the seriousness of the Egyptian question i!I undeniable. Egypt groans under the iron heel of lmperiahi.m. The
semblance of national self-government, grudgingly conced··d to cope with the dangerous revoluttonary crisis of t~e
post-war years, 1s brushed aside. Lord Allenby rules m
Cairo. The formidable military might of Britain i~ turned
• Wntten by M. N. Roy, published m . 'Tiie LAbo11r Montl1/\o' January
1925, London.
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upon a weak and defenceless people. The Government,
headed by the ..Father of the Egyptian people." is turned
out because it dared take exception to some of the atroc1ou,
demands of Imperialism. Egypt is placed in a state of s1egl'
The annexation of the Sudan is complete.
As long as Egypt is subordinated to a foreign military
dictatorship, she will claim the right of rebellion. The right
of the Egyptian people to complete independence is undeniable. The recognition of the right of a particular people
to determine its own political status definitely rule~ out di!
outside interference under any pretext. Smee the Agreement of 1922 terminated the British Protectorate only m
name, it could not deprive the Egypatian people of the
historically recognised right of rebellion against foreign or
native oppres~ion. We -.hould con~ider it superfluou' to
prove that the sole object of the conque~t and protectorJte
of Egypt was not altruistic. Nor was the ··sacred re~pon11ibility" ef protecting the Egyptians and ~afeguarding the
Sudanese "accidentally" thrust upon Britain, as the imperialist historian, Seely, would argue. Nevertheless, a brief
recapitulation of facts will be useful.
Until the fifties of the last century, British merchanh.
side by side with the French and Italian traders, penetrated
the valley of the Nile. The growth of commercial mtere't'
whetted theu appetite for pohtical power. The indebtedne''
of the Khedive Ismail Pasha to the French and Bnt1~h
bankers grew to the amount of two and a half m1lhard
francs. Ismail extended the Turkish suzerainty up the Nalt
to Nubia, and built Khartoum and other cities. The'!!
"civilising" efforts of Turkish Imperialism were financed
by the European bankers. Presently the latter thought it
would be much more profitable to eliminate the intermediary and let "civilisation" march under the insignia of the
Cross instead of the Crescent. The Christian Shylock~
demanded their money or their pound of flesh. which was to
be a mortgage on the sources of the State revenue. bmail
refused the terms of financial capitulation. In order to remove
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this obstacle from their way to political power, the FrancoBritish Debt Commission engineered a" revolt" against Turkish
!luzerainty. (By the way, if the Zaghlulist Government fomented the anti-British movement in Sudan, as it is accused, for
its own political purpose, it learnt these tactics from the
European imperialists.) Ismail was deposed and succeeded by
Tewfik Pasha- a nominee of the Anglo-French creditorswho accepted unconditionally the term~ of f mancial capitulation. The tale sounds very famihar. Under the aegis of
Imperialism in the backward countries history r~pt"ats itself
remarkably. The drama staged at Cairo sixty years ago is being
enacted all over again to-day.
Under the pressure of the Debt Comm1s!l1on. the new
Khedive dismissed a large number of army officers and
government employees whose loyalty to him and his AngloFrench masters wa!' open to doubt. This was done on the
pretext of economy. The trader11 were taxed heavily to mLrea~e the revenue, which was mortgaged to the Debt Comnuss10n. Discontent against the new regime, openly acting
under the dictation of Anglo- French banks , became wide">prcad. The Egyptian Nationalist Party was organised. Tne
followmg passage is found in the fir11t manifesto of the
Nationalist Party, publish~d in 1868 :
"The Briti11h Lion has a voracious appetite. But it does not
kill 1ts prey. It lets them live, to relish their blood and flesh
bit by bit. The treatment meted out to our brothers i'n India
await11 us. Poor Egypt is doomed. Better death than such a
hfe. Let us rise, we the Servants of God. Egypt for the
Egyptidns!"
This does not sound like the voice of a happy people,
gently led on the path of "civilisation." Obviously it was
the frantic cry of those led to the slaughter. These backward
barbarians have no sense of gratitude. They are still speaking the same language. Fifty years of fleecing could not
make them, appreciate Jhe benefits of civilisation.
Among all the innumerable boons conferred upon Egypt
by Britain is counted the abolition of slavery. In 1874, the
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Britisher Gordon was appointed Governor-General of the
Sudan. In those days, the principal trade of that country wa\
that of ivory, coming from the wild regions of Central Africa
Gordon declared the ivory trade a state monopoly; consequently he had to declare the abolition of slavery, which
was connected with the ivory trade. Italian and French merchant,
were competing with the British in this trade. By abohshrng
slavery, the competitors were deprived of practically coi-tle,,
labour on the one hand, and the declaration of state monopoly, on the other hand, diverted the entire trade to Cano.
there to fall exclusively into British hands. There was a th1rd
and more insidious motive. Thi!! was to drive the Sudane'e
slave-owner!! and ivory-traders to revolt, so that Bnt1,t.
intervention could take place. All the!iie sordid motive' ot
the "~aintly" Gordon were realised. The di~contented Sudane!le
established relations with the Egyptian Nationah't Party
headed by Col.Arabi Pasha. The Mtuataon, careful!} pre
pared, came to a head. The tame wa~ npe for mahtar}
intervention and occupation.
In 1881 the Nationalist revolt broke out m Egypt. Simultaneously, the Sudan ro!le in revolt under the leader~h1p of the
Mahdi. British and French fleets bombarded Alexandna, m
May, 1882. A joint note was presented to the Khed1ve. demanding the resignation of his Cabmet and the exile of the Nauondl1't
leader Arabi. But popular demonstrations, on the contrar).
forced the Khedive to appoint Arabi as Minister of Defence
The rebel~ were outnumbered by the invaders ; Arabi'~ force'
were defeated, and he was taken prisoner at Tel-el-Keb1r.
Egyptian soldiers refused to join the expedition to reduce
the Sudan, where the whole country was in revolt. Gordon
was besieged at Khartoum. So the Egyptians did not \\ant
the British invaders to conquer the Sudan for them. Gordon
died not for Egypt, but in the attempt to suppress the revolt
of the Sudanese against the British invaders. Neither an
Egypt, nor in the Sudan, has England, therefore, any right
but that of an invader, who conquered by means of dirty
intrigues and clever stratagems. It is this right of might thal
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ait bemg defended to-day by the Tory Government, and which
yesterday was also defended by the MacDonald Cabmet. It
1'1 thi~ clear ts&ue between the victor and the vanqu1lthed,
exploiter and the exploited, that the Labour Party urges
,hould be referred to the League of Nation\, while the League
by tilt very con&titutton (the Wllsoman Covenant) ts pledged
to leave the~e "mtemal" 1s~ues of lmpenah&m out&1de its
,cope Not only has the British Government roundly re1ected
dll sugge~tlon of League mtervent1on, but the League ttself
has wa,hed lt4t hand, of this thorny problem Once more it
hd4t proved itself the "orgamlted impotence" 1t really 1r, What
doe~ the Labour Party propose to do ngw ?
Bntt'h dommatton acquired m the valley of the Ntle by
.ill mean&. fair or foul over a period of half a century, wa&
by no mean~ abandoned by the agreement of 1922 Not an
iota of Bnt14th authority was conceded The ·•mdependence"
gr.inted to Bgypt by that agreement wali utterly madequate
fh1' Camouflaged form of lmpenah\m could not be legahsed
unttl the approbation of Zaghlul Pa&ha wa~ \~cured, after the
attempt to 4tet 1m lirveral dummy governmenb had f atled
Zaghlul and htit party accepted the "mdependence" only as
the ba&i' ot further neg<'t1at1on Had they not kept the fundamental que,tmn& of mil 1cary ev clCUcltton and the Sudan open,
they could not have earned the people with them m this
c..ompromt\e But the pohcy of followmg d Jme of evolution
with the agreement of 1922 a\ the baMs created an amb1~1 01A\
~ltuauon which could not conttmu mdefm1tely fhe p'lht1C"i'l
career of Zaghlul walt ,t. \ ·rl on ht~ problemattcal ab1hty tCI
wm complete mdependence for Egypt and the revmd1cation
of the Sudan through amicable settlement wtth Bntam No
~ovemment m Egypt could permanently hold the forces of
Ndt1onal Rev"ht1on m control which •ivas not able to secure
liat1~fact1on on these pomt, If anybody m Egypt was at all
m d position to attempt this 1mposs1ble ta&k, 1t was Zaghlul,
owmg to the enormous popularity and unhm1ted confidence
that he enjoys. Had not the profe,stons of the Bntish
bourgeo1s1e and of the Labour Government tor an amicable
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settlement of the Anglo-Egyptian conflict been hyprocritical,
the Zaghlulist regime would have been supported. But, on
the contrary, egged on by insati~ble imperialist greed, n
was the Labour Government which finally rendered tht'
position of Zaghlul untenable.
The revolutionary wing of the Nationalist Party, which
since the days of Arabi has worked for the overthrow of
British Imperialism, did not approve of Zaghlul's compromise with Britain. But their faith in the ~incerity and ability
of the veteran leader induced them to let Zaghlul try his
policy of conciliation and gradual acquisition of power. The
latter is too shrewd to ignore the precariousness of hii.
position. The advent of the Labour Government was seized
upon by him as a possible way out of the predicament. But
Mr. MacDonald did not permit the reminiscence of per!\onal
friendship with the Egyptian leader to interfere with imperial
stakes. His treatment of the Egyptian question could hardly
be improve,t upon by Lord Curzon. The Labour Government
sowed the seeds of the Chamberlain Ultimatum. Sitting on
the Opposition Bench, the official leaders of the Labour Party
are not absolved from the crime against the Egyptian people-a
crime which they share equally with the present Tory Cabinet. The rupture of his conversation with Mr. MacDonlad
exposed the bankruptcy of Zaghlul' s policy of peaceful national
evolution within the frame-work of the British Empire. If
even a Labour Government, with all its professed regard for
self-determination and democracy, could summarily dismi&s
the proposal of military evacuation of country presumably
"independent," and of an appeal to the League of Nationi..
how could the policy of reconciliation be maintained ? The
alternatives were clear before the Egyptians: either to submit
themselves to perpetual British domination, thinly disgu1~ed
as "independence," or to fall back upon a permanent state
of warfare, suspended temporarily to give the Zaghluhst
policy a chance. It is hypocritical for the official Labour
Party leaders to demand, in their capacity of His Majesty's
loyal Opposition, the submission of the Anglo-Egyptian
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confhct to the League of Nations while, in office, they
refused to take a similar step, and thereby wrecked all the
possibility of constitutional advance.
If the attitude of the Labour Party in the Egyptian question
ha~ been so hypocritically ambiguous, as regards the Sudan
1t has been frankly imperialist. Even today the official leaders
of the Labour Party are not prepared to oppose the British
annexation of the Sudan. It is argued that the Sudan is not
Egypt, the Egyptians have no claim on that country. But have
the British capitalists anything more to do th re than the
Egyptians ? If conquest is the foundation of right, the Egyptians, who conquered the Sudan much earlier than the British,
po1;sess the benefit of priority.
But the question of the Sudan rests upon entirely different ground. A huge amount of British capital has been
mve!iited in the Sudan, which 1s expected eventually to make
the Lanca~hire textile industry independent of the American
cotton ring. The Mkouar Barrage on the Blue Nile alone
has cost £ 13,500,000. which was raised m the Loncon
market with the guarantee of the Government. Britain is
determined to stay in the Sudan in order to protect this huge
ve~ted interest. All talk of protecting the Sudanese from
Egyptian aggression, of aescuing them from chaos and of
brmging them the blessings ot civ11isation, 1s hypocritical.
Expansionist interests of British capital del'landed the
pacification-a plausible term for subjugation-of the Sudan,
which was done mainly at the ~ost of Egyptian lives and
Egyptian money, ostens;t-fv on behalf of Egypt. Gordon,
Kitchener, Cromer and th& innumerable others who carried
the banner of British Imperialism up the valley of the Nile
were supposed to be conquering the Sudan for Egypt. Thus,
the sovereigntv of Egypt o~er the Sudan was clearly recognised
from the beginuing. But this academic recognition is repudiated as soon as it even slightly conflicts with the
monopoly rights of British capital in the Sudan.
This ticklish question of cotton ~upply is cleverly
manipulated to make the interests of the British working
0
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class appear identical with those of Imperialism. Taking
their cue from the imperialist-economists, trade union bureaucrats, like J. H. Thomas and J. R. Clynes, liave of (alt'
been holding before the workers the terrible disaster that
will befall British industry if those parts of the Empire
which supply the metropolis with raw materials and food
break away. The moral of this i!c. that the proletariat muM
give fullest support to imperialist expansion and, con~e
quently, to the policy of militarism and coercion like that
in the valley of the Nile. So the Labour Government "firmly" handled the Egyptian question, not because it wa~ a
minority government, but because the official leader~ of the
Labour Party are convinced of the necessity of maintaining
imperialistic domination over Egypt and the Sudan.
Normal economic security of the .iritish proletariat doc'
not depend, as Mr. Clynes would maintain, upon the maintenance and expansion of the Empire. The British working
class will ,lerive' no profit from the cotton-plantation~ of
the Sudan. As far as the life and prosperity of the Lanca,hm:
textile industry are concerned, it can be said that if the
cotton required could be up till now bought from Amcrn:a.
there is no rea&on why it cannot be bought from Egypt anJ
the Sudan in future, if necessary. If the dependence of
Lancashire upon American cotton did not necessitate the
British conquest of the United States, free access to the
actual and potential produce of the Sudan does not ncce'sarily demand the military occupation of the valley of the
Nile and political subjugation of the Egyptian people. It i'
argued that British evacuation will throw the Sudan bad
into disorder. That is only an hypothesis. There is absolutely no reason to believe that the peoples subordinated
to imperialist domination for decades will not follow a
steady and normal course of development if all foreign
interference ceases. Besides, to secure the provision of
cheaper cotton, which will increase the profits of Lancashire
industry, is no justification for the outrages committ~d
against weak and defenceless peoples.
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Apart from political and historical reasons, economically Egypt is inseparable from the Sudan. If a union of peoples
on economic grounds is desirable for the evolution 1.1wards
the Co-operative Commonwealth of the World, the union
of the entire valley of the Nile into one economic organism
1s much more reasonable than to hold the Sudan perpetually
as a source of raw materials for the Lancashire cotton
industry. The Egyptians have more than enough reason to
look upon the British invaders with distrust. Their contention that from the Sudan. Brithh Imperiafo.m can strangle
the economic hfe of Egypt, is not altogether groundless. ·
It has been borne out by the decision tQ extend unlimitedly
the ~cope of the Gezua irrigation. In fact, thi~ irrigation
work, which constitutes the pride of "civilisation" introduced m the Sudan by Britain, ill a standing menace to
Egyptian agriculture. The enormous volume of water that
will be held up by the gtganllc barrage, to irrigate 4,00,000
hectare!! of de~ert, will undoubtedly reduce the flow of the
lower Nile, on which Egyptian agriculture depends.
The disquiet of the Egyptians on thi~ score cannot be
pooh-poohed, while Britain feels the same disquiet about
the Gez1ra irrigation. Measures have been taken that thtwater supply of the ba; 1·age will not be cut off higher up
m Abyssini,1. Already in 1902, .l:sritarn signed a treaty with
King Menelik. binding the latter not to permit any con"truction on the Blue Nile or 1t~ source, the Lake Tsana.
which might affect the flow ·lt water. The question was
agam raised in l 92 l, i l 'Jiew of the events iri Egypt dnd
of the growing French influence in Abyi,sinia. Britain's
new demands approximated to i,eriou~ encroachment on
the sovereignty of A by!lsinia. The latter, under French
mspiration. rc:>torted by applying for admission into the
League of Nalions. Some agreement is supposed to have
been reached, at least temporarily, when last summer the
Abyssinian Regent •. Ras Ta fan. visited France and
England. Mr. MacDonald was the custodian of British
imperialist interests in those days. Did he prepare the way
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for the eventual annexation of another small country to
the Empire ?
British domination in the valley of the Nile is of much
greater importance than to safeguard the local capitafot
interests, which by th~selves are enormous. Egypt is the
strategic centre of the Empire. This point was bluntly made
by a number of noble lords during the debate on the King',
Speech in the Upper House. Certainly it is. But here again.
how does this consideration. vital for the master cla!oir;;,
concern the proletariat ? India is becoming more difficult
to govern every day. The Moslem peoples of the Near East
find in the Union of Soviet Republics a staunch supporter
of their relentless resistance to imperialistic aggres'iion.
Young China, also inspired by the Russian Revolution,
challenges British supremacy in the liar East. The Empire
is indeed in danger. Therefore, imperialht interests demand
that in this fateful moment the half-way house of Egypt
should in ne> way be shaken. This is the paramount consideration that indicates the policy of a .. firm hand .. in the
valley of the Nile. The eventful necessity of crushing a
revolution in India, or of sending a ''punitive expedition"
to recalcitrant China, or of keeping the Turks within "reasonable" bounds of nationalist ambition, is no inducement
for the British workers to shed their blood on the Jesert!oi
of Africa, or to sanction that the taxes paid by them shall
be squandered in a military adventure. The benefit .. f the
Empire is no Jess a myth for the British proletariat than
for the subjugated peoples. The doctrine of carrying the
blessings of civilisation to the backward peoples is a blatant
lie. The theory that the disruption of the Empire will rum
the British working class is an economic fallacy.
Not only is the Empire of scant benefit for the Britt!oih
workers; it is a veritable bondage for them. Firstly. they
have to pay for its conquest and maintenance in men and
money. Secondly, the Empire only consolidates the power
of capitalism at home. The beggarly share in the colonial
plunder, in the shape of unemployment pensions (which
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the capitalhts would have ceased to pay long ago had
they not been in a position to draw enormous super-profit
from the colonies), and the shameful glory enjoyed hy the
treacherous leaders "who sit by the King," are poor compensation for the working-class support of Imperialism.
The question of Egypt and the Sudan embodies the
entire question of Imperialism-of the right of colonial
expansion at the cost of the liberty of the so-called backward peoples. The British proletanat must approach and
solve this question as such. Once and for aH, they must
decide whether it is their duty and responsibility to support
the perpetuation of the Empire. An ec~nomic union of the
countries now forming the British Empire cannot be realised
within the capitalist ~ystem, unless the umon is to be a
capitalist union to oppre~s and exploit the working class.
The Empire mu~t first be broken up. Then such a union
will be possible on a Socialist bash. The desirable preservation of the present industrial organism, freed from
~ap1talist ownership. is dept"ndent on the ability of the
Britil-h proletariat to win the confidence of the subject
peoples. The desire to transform the Empire intu a
voluntary economic commonwealth will never be realised
~o long as the political and racial distrust bred by imperialist aggre1.sion remains. All talk about the "Commonwealth of Free Nations" is justifiably distn1sted by the
subject races. How can British Labour convince the colonial
peoples of its good intenttons 1f it fails to give unconditional support to their drmand for freedom, even to the
exte-nt of breaking altogether away from the Empire?
Therefore, it is neither the half-hearted demand of the
official Labour leaders for a reference to the League of
Nations, nor '1ypocritical resolutions of the I.L.P .• that
express the verdict of the proletariat m accordance with
their objective interests. Mr. Purcell's pledge to organise
direct action against imperialist violence in the valley of
the Nile indicates the way the British working class should

follow.
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F.

INDIAN POLITICS-AN ANALYSIS*

Present Tendencies in India
The death of C. R. Das, the leader of the Swaraj Party, came
at a critical moment. For India at the present time standi,
before a new stage or' political development. That is the
explanation of the present spectacle of confusion in Indian
politics, a confusion not merely obvious to outsiders, but
apparent and alarming to the central figures on the Indian
political stage. During the crowded experience of the po,twar years many changes have taken place, which hai.c
served to demonstrate clearly the nature of the class force!I
involved in the play of Indian politic!!., and which have
culminated in the present position of complete bankruptq
of Indian nationalist politics on existiqg lines. The collap~e
of the non-cooperation movement, as led by Gandhi, marked
the end of one stage in development. The crisi!I which ''
now threatel}ing the Swaraj Party, which took the place of
Gandhi's movement as the repre~entative movement of Indian
nationalism, marks the end of another !ltage. Much to tht:
surprise of the Swarajists them!!.elve!\ the logical conclu,1on
of their policy is showing itself to be a relap!!.e to liber.11
politics. It has been apparent to all that C. R. Da' w,1,
recently angling for a pos~ible reconciliation with tht:
British Government. His policy was supported by otht:r
Right wing leaders such as Mr. Motilal Nehru, and therl'
were even faint indications of a response from Great Bntam.
in so far as a modification of the Indian Constitutwnal
Reform Scheme was the chief point at issue. Meanwhile
the rank and file of the Indian nationalist movement ~tand
aghast before the collapse; while new forces, in particular
the slowly growing force of organised labour and the more
rapidly growing appreciation of its importance, indicate
that an entirely new situation is gradually emerging .
•

• Written by Clemens Dutt, Pubhi;hed in : 'The labour Mcmthh · Jul~
1925, London.
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The Economic Bases
To obtain a proper appreciation of the various factors which
have determined the present situation, it is essential to e>..amine
the economic bases of Indian politics. In the light of such
knowledge, the developments which have caused such confu·
Mon and uncertainty in the minds of the chief protagonisb stand
clearly explained, and it is found, indeed, that the whole history
of the last five year~. including Gandhism and its inevitable
collapse, and ..Swarajism" and it!) relapse into moderatism.
could all have been predicted with a'\tonishing accuracy. I~ spite
of the vaunted "spirituality" of India, and of the mysticism
which is supposed to be such a feature of .~he Indian mind, the
l'ffects of economic factors seem to be more clearly demon·
!ltrable in India than even in materialistic We~tern Europe. The
reai;on for this i", perhaps, to be found in the very evident
e~onomic cxploitution that ha~ always been the background of
British domination in India, and in the con~equent tug-of-war
of various British and Indian commercial interests which is so
largely responsible for the reality of Indian politics.
These variou · interests can be roughly characterised as
follow!!. On the British ~ide. we have a practically uuited
front in defence of Briti~h mtere~ts. The prime concern of
British administration 111 India. and of Bntish capitalist
politicians at home, is, naturally, the protection of the
interests of British imperialist capitalism in India Sir Michael
O'Dwyer, in an illuminating phrase, recently spoke of "our
duty to our imperial positition, 10 our kinsfolk in India, and
to a thousand millions o< British capital inve~ted in Indiii.."
Behind British rule, ther~tore, stands British capitalism.
and the concern of the one is the interest of the other. That
phrase of a thousand millions of Briti~h capital investments
in India i~ wnrth noting also by thosP- Indians whose conception of Briti3h capitalism and its relation to India seems
to be limited to the competition of the Lancashire textile
industry. In the present stage, foreign capital investment
is playing a far more tmportant part than is the dumping
of foreign manufactures or the draining of 1aw materials.
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On the Indian side, the two great bulwarks of Briti,h
domination have always been, firstly. the passive acquie!icence of the vast mass of 300 million ignorant exploited
workers and peasants; and. secondly, the active support of the
few million titled tools apd mercenaries constituting the Indian
landlord class and aristocracy with its hangers on. Bes1dei.
these, a number of new forces have gradua11y come into
prominence, and it is, of course, just this contmuous development of new social classes. and the antagonisms resultmiz
therefrom, that renders vain any hope of establishing a ~tate
of equilibrium in the tug-of-war of interests such as to allo~
of the perpetuation of the status quo.
First in class consciousness, if not in ultimate importance.
is the rising Indian capitalist class. They are already stroniz
enough to cha11enge successfully the Brttish claim to excJu,.1ve
exploitation of India, but they fear their own workers too muc.:h
to dare risk an attempt to throw off the British connection
Next comtt's the ever-increa~ing educated middle-cla''·
professionals, intelligentsia and petty-bourgeoisie with much
less to lose and much more to gain from a thorough-going
policy of India for the Indians. As a social force, however.
they count for little, for taken as a whole they are weak,
incapable of self-reliance, hesitant and timid. The crucial
factor of the present day is the emergence of a class-conliciou1i
working class. The capitalist transformation of India create1o
out of the masses a modern homogeneous proletariat m
defiance of the traditional limits and differences of caiitei..
sects and races. They form the advance-guard of a movement
which will eventually put an end to the dumb passivity of the
peasant millions. More and more of the latter, whose poverty
and exploitation continually increases, are day by day thrown
into the ranks of the wage labourers.

The Pelitical Pardes
As yet the working class is practically unorgan1sed. The
various political parties, however, reflect pretty accurately
the economic needs of the other sections we have men-
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tioned. Thus the Liberal or Moderate party voices the interests
of the landlords and more substantial Indian capitalist. At
one time they dominated the National Congress, but they
were soon swamped by the swelling influx of the pettybourgeoisie. During the rapid period of development during
tile war and immediately after, British capitalism wa~ ready
to make big sacrifices to secure the loyalty of the Moderates. As a matter of fact very little was required, the
promise of assistance for the development of Indian industry and the Montagu-Chelmsford scheme of CfJn1>titutional
reform sufficing for the purpose. The reforms drew off the
big bourgeoisie from the National Congress, which was left
m the hands largely of the petty-bourgeoisie. The latter,
under the leadership of Gandhi, with his banner of nonviolent non-co-operation, attempted to put themselves at
the head of the growing movement of the masses, but, as
m !IO many analogous cases m European history, they succeeded of course only in betraymg it. The final collapse
,,f Ge&ndhi~m took place in February, 1922. when the Bar<!oli
Conference renounced mass civil disobedience, but for two
years afterwards Gandhi's followers conducted a lo~ing
Mruggle for the old negative programme. The revolutionary
crhi~. however, was p..•.,t, direct action was out of the
question, and the active nationalisb could less and less
content them"elves with preaching Gandhi's version of
Tolstoyamsm. The important bourgeois section that had not
been rallied to the Moderate i'anner by the MontaguChelmsford reforms wer.! determined to use the Councils
a~ a new field of activit). They formed the Swaraj Party
in December, 1922, in defiance of th~ Gandhist majority
in the National Congress, but in the course of the next two
years they obtained the ascendancy also within the Congress itself.

The Swaraj Party
The history of the Swaraj Party is an illuminating chapter
in the history of Indian nationalism. It illustrates the
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development of a peaceful constitutional opposition. an
ordinary "Redmondite" nationalist party, from a bellicose
party which entered the Councils with the sole intention to
obstruct, to wreck and to destroy. In this transformation the
Swaraj Party has shown itself true to the character of ih
leadership and the nature of the electorate it serves. It Ill
definitely a bourgeois nationalist party. and its prominent
figures are practically all connected with capitalist and landlord
interests. The electorate constitutes a small fraction of relatively well-to-do elements, numbering hardly 2 per cent of
the population. and in enlisting their support, a task which
the Swarajists found more difficult than they expected, little
attention could be spared for the de!lires and needi. of thl·
remaining 98 per cent.
The Swaraj Party was formed wtth a view to the elec
tions held at the end of 1923. Just in the nick of time th~v
received the benediction of the National Congresi. at ~
special se§sion of the latter. Naturally their first pro~ram
me was a radical one, thunderous in its demand for
responsible government, and declaring, in the actual word'
of the text. for "uniform, continuous and con!lil'ltcnt
obstruction within the Councils, with a view to makin~
Government through the Councils impossible." Except in
the Central Provinces, however, they did not ohtarn a
majority, and this simple objective had to be abandoned.
Their first step was to bargain for the support of a section
of the tiberals. By the terms of this bargain the forty-three
Swarajists in the Central Legislative Assembly re<.·e1ved
the support of some twenty-four Liberals on condition that
obstruction should only be resorted to if there was m1
response from the Government after a reasonable ume to
a resolution demanding a reform of the constitutional
machinery. This demand was moved and carried in the
Legislative Assembly in February, 1924, by seventy-MX
votes 10 forty-eight. There was, of course, no response,
and obstruction was at last entered on by refusal of
supplies-the throwing out of the Budget. The rejected
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measures were, of course, all restored by use of the Viceroy's power of certification. Even this obstruction, however, proved too unconstitutional for the Liberal "lnd~pen
dents" who had entered into coalition with the Swarajists.
This year, when the time for the annual display of obstrucuon came round, the Independents discovered that it was
not logical to refuse supplies, when the vote was rendered
powerless by the Viceroy's prerogative, unless it was backed
up by recommending the people not to pay taxation.
According]v, this year the Independents refu\ed to .vote
with the Swarajb.ts and the Fmance Bill was passed.
The renouncement of the original S~arajist policy of
obstruction is naively explained in an official statement of
the party is~ued in Ma}, 1924. It states :
''Our position is really not so much one of "obstruction"
m the parliamentary sense as that of resistance to the
obstruction placed m the path of Swaraj by the bureaucratic
Government.''
A transparent cloak for the confesMon that they h.td
returned to the pdths of ordinary constitutional opposition.
A further change of pohcy also took place, of considerable interest as laying hare in the clearest possible way,
the class character of the :-,waraJ Party. Originally the party
was pledged not to accept office, to serve on Committees,
or to move resolutions and introduce Bills. This was an
unnecessary limitation for a constitutional party representmg capitalist interests. Thus w~ find that the manifesto
above-mentioned declare" that the Swaraj policy "must in
future be more and effectivdy directed to the varying needs
and problems of our national life." Accordingly, the
programme was modified so as to allow of the introduction
of "resolutions. measures and Bills nece~sary for the healthy
growth of our national life." No clearer proof is required
that by national interests the Swaraj Party understands
Indian capitalist interests than to note that the use made
of the above decision was for SwaraJisB to serve on the
Government Steel Protection Committee, and to vote for
65
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the Steel Protection Bill, granting an enormous bounty to
the Tata steel interests without a thought for the condition,
of the exploited steel workers.

The British Labour Government
It should not be forgotten that some measure of responsibility for the stultification of the Swaraj Party lie~ at
the door of the British Labour Government. For years India
has been ground down in suffering under the political
oppression of Tory imperialism. Some Indian nationa11't,
were disposed to see signs for hope in the coming of a
Labour government. But an ominous presage was the letter
of Mr. MacDonald, rightfully interpreted as a threat, the
meaning of which was to be made clear in the nine month'·
regime that followed. The Britist\ Labour Governmcnr
changed nothing at all. It was made clear that there \\a'
to be no advance towards self-government, no freedom for
the thou{ands of political prisoners. no introduction of
political liberty, no relaxation of military autocracy, no
amelioration of the lot of the millions of worker" and
peasants. It demonstrated the complete identification ot
the British Labour Government with the interests of Bnl1'1h
capitalism. Further, the Labour Government wai.. rel'!ponsible for the addition of two measures of the first impor·
tance to the long list of crimes agarnst Indian pohucal
freedom. The first was the Cawnpore Communist trial (m
which a pioneer group of Indian Communists were convicted on a charge of "waging war against the King" for
the crime principally of receiving political letter~ from
Mr. M. N. Roy), which struck a blow at the very possibihty
of working-class political organisation. The second wa~
the Bengal Ordinance, the virtual introduction of martial
law in Bengal, which served as an excuse for the arrest
and imprisonment without trial of the Left wing leaders
of the Swaraj Party. The effect was two-fold. It finally
killed the possibility for "civil disobedience" and in so far
assisted the Swarajists. But it made the Swaraj Party itself
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helpless before the ascendency of the Right wil'g. The
Swaraj1sts were driven into the hands of the capitalists and
mto the paths of barren con11titutionalism. Nor has there
been any real change smce the fall of the Labour Government in the British Labour attitude. In spite of the hopeless
hankruptcv of the sham constttution, Lord Olivier stiU
mamtams that there was "no primafacie case'' for the Labour
Governement even going 110 far as to set up a Royal
Commission. Colonel Wedgwood. m a letter to LaJpat Rai,
1ipeaks as if the Swarajists had betrayed the Labour Party
rather than the reverse. He notes that there i~ in the labour
Party:
"A growing feeling of bemg completely out of touch with
the Swaraj1sts and out of sympathy "Just another set of self~eeking bos~e1>." is the feeling prevalent."
The Indian nallonah~t press could, perhaps, be pardoned for hinting that the same de1icnptlon ought be more
aptly applied to their experience of the British Labour
Government.

The Reversion to Liberalism
At the present time the C'waraJ Party clearly stands hefore
a crisis. It~ relapse into n·oderatlsm means that there is now
very little difference between Swara11sts and Liberals. This
1s evident in such accessions to the party as Mr. P. C. Ray,
Secretary of the Calcutta National Liberal League, who
recently declared : "I do not no~ fmd any material difference between me and Mr.<" R. Das in regard to our political
objectives, or in the methods of obtaining them." The fact,
also, that such a typical loyalist as the Rt. Hon. Srinivasa
Sastri could say that he "was very near the end" of his
membership <'f the Liberal Party, and was "inclined to be
a Swarajist." tlarows a clear light on the present tendency
of the party. The only point in reality that separates .~he
two parties is that of obstruction on principle. If the SwaraJlSls
were only to give that up, the last distinction would be gone
and the Liberals and Swarajists together could co-operate
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with the British administration in securing law and order
and promoting measures for "the healthy growth of the
national life." But for such docility, the Swarajist leader,
would expect some tangible reward, notably positions of
greater responsibilit;Y that can be given by the present
puppet Councils. It is to this bargain with the Government
that the Swarajist leadership is now tending. Mr. C. R
Das, in particular, was advancing step by step in th 1,
direction, and at the end it seemed that very little would
suffice for a complete "reconciliation" between him and
the British Government. To show his readiness, he had not
merely emphasised the ideal of Dominion status as the
whole goal of the nationalist movement, he had not onl}
taken every opportunity to denounce violence and dll
forms of revolutionary activity, bull' he went out of hi!i way
to utter panegyrics on the British Empire (that '"free
alliance" and "great Commonwealth of Nations" as he
described it at the recent Faridpur conference), and to
declare how little was wanting for him to undertake to
begin to co-operate with the Government. Speaking m the
Bengal Legislative Council in March. 1925, on the motion
for the rejection of the Ministers' salaries he declar~d
"I am not opposed to co-operation, but co-operation is not
possible under this sy~tem. Honest co-operation cannot ht
offered now because the system does not allow it. It c:an be
done when you have improved your system, when there is real
give and take, when there is anxiety on the part of Government
to relieve the distress of the people, to recognise the nghh
of Indians.••
Again, at the Bengal Provincial Nationalist Congres\
he declared with regard to the Montagu-ChelmsforJ
reforms:
''If there was a chance for self-government under it l
would co-oper11te. If some real responsibility were tran'·
ferred, I would co-operate. And he affirmed his confidence
that he could see "signs of a real change of heart•• on the
part of the Government.''
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It is clear that the major aim of the Swaraj Party under

the leadership of Das became to strike a bargain with the
Government for the reform of the reforms. Up to now the
Government has only gone so far as to appoint a committee,
the Muddiman Committee, which has issued two reports, a
majority and a minority report, both of which provide a clear
exposure of the unworkability of the Act. Lord Birkenhead
encouraged Mr. Das with the propo&al that he should cooperate in putting down revolutionary violence, and it is
currently reported that the question of a possib1e modification of the reform schemes is one of the objects for which
the Viceroy has made his present visit to-Great Britain. This
•~ about the sum total of the &1gns of Government .. change
of heart," and there 1s no reason to believe that the Government will feel any need to hurry to secure another support
for its rule in India by rallying the Swaraj1st leaders. But
a bargain of some sort is inevitable, whether m the near future
or not, and with it tht" rever&1on of the Swarajists into the
Liberals of 1914 wiJJ be complete. But thtre wilJ be this
difference. The rink and file of the SwaraJ Party, and the
ma~s of active nationalists up and down the country, have
passed through many ex.,enence~ 11ince 1914, and will no
longer follow their leadns blindly. The rank and file are
already alienated. They are not interested in the pa11iamentary manoeuvrmg. Hence a widespread feeling that the
nationalist movement is at a standstilJ, which is not confired
to the masse~. The Bombay Chrl'T11cle speaks of a" general
paralysis and stagnation.·· Y'\la Lajpat Ra1 speaks of "chaos
and confusion." "The pout1cal situation is anything but
hopeful and encouraging." he declares ...The people are sunk
111 depression. Everything-principles, practices, parties and
politics-seem to be in a state of disintegration and
dhsolution."
There 1s• therfore • an admitted failure of the nationalist
•
movement on all sides. Gandhi• s political mfluence has been
destroyed. He has admitted the Swaraj1sts ''defeated and
humbled him." His yarn-spinning franchise for membership
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of the National Congress is arousing a final revolt. At the
recent Maharashtra Nationalist Conference he was openly
requested to retire from politics. But the Swarajists are not
much betier off. A pact between them and the Government
would be an open betrayal of the nationalist movement and
a split in the Swarajist Party would be inevitable. It would
be the old story over again, British imperialism winning the
allegiance of a new set of leaders only to find that they have
not the masses behind them.

The Labour Party
So far the masses, the millions of illiterate workers and
peasants have been entirely left out of account. True, it hai;
become fashionable to recognise their existence. Even Mr.
Das was once insistent on the n!ed of "Swaraj for the
masses, and not for the classes." But events have proved
that this is nothing but a verbal trick and means nothmg
in practi~e. Several of the Swarajist leaders, however, have
been genuinely dismayed at the absorption of the party m
bourgeois interests to the utter neglect of interest in even
ordinary labour welfare questions. With experience of contact
with British Lab'Jur Party leaders in their minds, the result
has been the sudden new formation of an Indian Labour
party. But there are many features connected with this
Labour Party which give rise to serious doubts as to its
future as an organised movement. In the first place 1t
appears to consist only of leaders, and they all members
of the Legislative Assembly. Further, these leaders are
mostly personalities already well-known as bourgeois
nationalists, whose personal rivalries with the nationali.;t
leaders, and general standing in the nationalist movement
is unaffected by the fact that they appear as leaders of a
Labour Party. Starting under these handicaps, the party 1 ~
almost poisoned at birth, and could almost be written down
as a mere parliamentary manoeuvre. But the need for
attention to labour economic questions, not to speak of
political organisation of labour, is so urgent that it would
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be strange if the new party could give no help in this
direction. But whether it can ever become a party of the
masses, and a political organisation too, 1s another qu~stion.
With the present bankruptcy of nat1onalis{ politics, the
~tage is set for a re-grouping. Supposing, howeve, the
Swaraj Party splits, as indicated above, will the rank and
flle go into the new Labour Party? It is extremely unlikely.
The new Labour Party cannot take the place of a nationalist
organisation. It must be concluded that its function must
be limited to the representation of the needs of the youthful
trade union organisation. Even so, if it is to become a hve
organisation, representmg working-ch. s\ interests, its impetus must come from below, and not from above. If it
hmits itself to solid work in assisting trade union
organisation, the political careerists will leave it, the real
trade umonists will come to the fore, and it could develop
1nto a body of real value and sigmficancc.
It must be remembered that labour organisation is still
at a very elementary stage. In many re§pects labour conditions are n(lt'lriously the worsf m the world. Labour
legislation is as brlckward, or more so, than in China or
Japan. Legislation lega•ising the existence of trade unions
1s sttll only pending. Not unnaturally, therefore, trade unions
are only weakly developed, and the Indian Trade Union
Congress has negligible power. Labour is disgracefully
unrepresented in the Legislative Assembly and Provi11cial
Councils. while existmg Labour leaders are only too often
merely bourgeois phil •r.tluopists, or even middle-etas\
careerists bent on obtainmg public notice or Government
recognition.

Wanted-A Workers' and Peasants' Party
Any Indian party which would avoid the fiasco of present
nationalist politics must base itself on a social-economic
programme for remed)'ing the present disabilities of Indian
Labour. Demands for adequate labour legislation, including
the establishment of the rights of trade orgatnisation, must
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find a prominent place in its programme. It must concentrate its attention on housing, education and the sociaJ
conditions of the people. It must fight the rent oppression
of the landlords and work for the improvement of peasant
conditions. So far these things have been dropped because
they have been against the interests of the Indian capitalists
and landlords. It will be remembered that even Lajpat Ra 1,
now heading the Labour party, spoke more of the danger
of hurting Indian industry than of helping Indian labour.
The nationalist leaders have refused to advance any such
programme as we have indicated, because they will not
countenance an invasion of their positions as capitalists or
landlords. Mr. Das called for help from public fund!\ for
the Bengal peasants. But he must have known that such help
would only be swallowed up by the raek- renting landlord~.
and that the real help must come from a revision of the
present oppressive rights of the landlords. A popular party
based on a real social economic programme would lose the
present nationalist leaders, but it would have the ma!\~e!I
behind it. In championing the cause of the masses it would
inevitably be thrown into the struggle against imperialism
British imperialism is the biggest exploiter of the Indian
workers and peasants, and the native capitalists and landlords look on it as their ally in exploitation. Such a party,
therefore, must be more than a labour welfare party; It mu!it
be a mass nationalist party. It is along these lines alone,
the lines of a workers' and peasants' party, that a new
nationalist party can rally the whole country to its support,
and achieve national independence.

G.

INDIA : TEXTILE WORKERS' STRIKE*

The strike of mill hands in the Bombay cotton industry ended
with the withdrawal of the notices of reduction of wages on
Dece~ber I, which followed the Government's announcement
of November 30 that the cotton excise would be suspended.
• Publi•hed in : 'The Labour Monthly' February 1926, London.
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The strike, which lasted for ten weeks, was the cause of intense
suffering to the 1,50,000 workers engaged. Many are reported
to have succumbed in the effort to travel by road back to their
villages, and many more have fallen victims to the epidemics
which appeared in the slum tenements which they inhabit in
Bombay. Jt was stated that at first the mills were resuming
work slowly, but the number of hands presenting themselves
was insufficient. Actually only a few thousands were ready
to accept the reduced wages.
The chief excuse used by the millowners for their action
m cutting wages by 11 ~per cent. was the burden of the excise
duty of 3~ per cent on Indian woven cotton goods, amounting
to 21,000,000 rupees per year for the whole mdustry, of which
about two-thirds is paid by the Bombay millowners. The
campaign for the removal of this duty has been one of the
planh in the whole Nationalist struggle for a long period, and
has been especially intense since the slump set in after the
post-war period of prospenty. A demand was made f<'r its
abolition by the Legislative As~embly m March of this year,
and again on September 16, after the outbreak of the strike,
the Go,ernment was defeated by 57-32 on a motion that the
excise duty be suspendt.J for th£ rest of the year. These votes,
however, \\ere ignored by the Government. Subsequently
deputations from the millowners extracted from the Viceroy
a promise that the duty would be removed when financial
con!)iderallon1,, permitted. Finally the Government gave way.
and it was announced .f,1t th~ financial position was now
sufficiently assured to allvw of the duty being ~uspended from
December 1, 1925. Thereupon the millowners announced the
restoration of the previous wage rates, and the strike came
to an end.
The leader:. of Indian Labour took part in the campaign
against the excise duty and, while opposing the wage-cut.
proclaimed their complete solidarity with the millowners on
that question. Their deputation to the Viceroy in August put
forward as its chief demand that the duty be removed, on
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condition that the relief so obtained be used to restore the
wage-cut.
No steps, however, were taken to organise resistance by
the operatives to the employers' attack, and until the last
moment the Bombay leaders expressed themselves against a
strike, although they warned the millowners that the mood of
the men was such that a strike could hardly be averted. A few
days after the strike actually broke out, a meeting of the Labour
leaders was held in Bombay which "resolved that as the
situation had become serious and had got out of hand the
leaders should do nothing for the present, but to watch
things for a week or so'' (Bombay Chronicle, September
21, 1925).
Meanwhile they contented themselves with making unavailing representations to the Governor of Bombay.
The extraordinary solidarity and determination of the men
finally compelled the assistance of the leaders, and towards
the end of October a Committee of Assistance to the Textile
Workers was organised representing the chief Labour
organisations in Bombay. with Mr. N. M. Joshi at the head,
for the purpose of providing relief for destitute and starving
workers. By its help many hundreds of strikers were enabled
to leave Bombay for their village homes, and towards the end
of the strike over 5,000 strikers in Bombay were being given
a grain allowance daily at nineteen different centres, the totalexpenditure increasing to about £60 per day.
This relief work would have been impossible but for the
donations that have come from the European Trade Union
Movement, and it is thanks to their aid that the strikers have
been helped to hold out and a great deal of suffering alleviated. The Indian trade union organisations have given such
help as their meagre financial resources permitted, but the
Indian· Nationalists and politicians generally, in whose
interest the struggle had actually been brought about, stood
by without lifting a finger to give financial or other support
to the strikers.
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H.

INDIAN NATIONALISM AND THE ELECTIONS*

India is a country of 300 million inhabitants which has been
on the brink of a social revolution. That fact, with all its
significance for the British Empire, Asia and the world, is the
dominating factor for appreciating what is taking place in India
to-day It is natural, therefore, to measure the stages of development since the war from the abortive upheaval of 192021. The betrayal by bourgeois nationalism of the mass movement at Bardoli in February, 1922, is the starting point of a
retreat which has put the revolution temporarily in the background, but which will have the effect for its delay of making
the next explosion more forceful, consc1ou& and effective. For
nothing in the central features of the situation has been changed,
but there has been rapid economic development, which has
produced a correspondmg development in class differentiation
and class consciousness.
This differentiation 1s expressed ID the 11tages since Bardoli
through which the nat1onah'§t movement has passed. Up to
the close of the present yea1 three such &tages can be distinguished. T1' • fir.:it penod from Bardoh to the Gaya session
of the National Congre'§s in December, 1922, when the Swaraj
Party was launched, wa~ the period of retreat from Gandhism
and the formulation of~ new policy for bourgeois nationalism.
The second period was a further stage of clarification marked
by the gradual modification of Swarajist policy during its
expenence of parliamentarism and reversion to Liberalism.
It culminated in th~ acceptance •>f Government office and the
resignation from the S ,, r111 Party ID the autumn of 1925 'ly
Mr. Tambe, the Swarajist leader in the Central Provmces (the
only provinces in which the Swarajists had a majority in the
Legislature), which thus opened the new period of differentiation marked by the splitting of the ,ationalist ranks and the
formation of new parties. The imminence of this new phase
was pointed out in an article ID the Labour Monthly in the
• Wntten by Clemen' Dutt, Published an . 'Th' Labour Monthly'
December 1926, London.
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summer of last year. The rapid developments of this phase
will reach a conclusion in the results of the elections now
being held and in the decisions of the forthcoming National
Congress at Gauhati in Assam.
The economic characteristics of this period are a continuation of the preceding one. There has been a series of good
monsoons, which has meant that harvests have been satisfactory (an all-important question in India, where the exploited mass of peasants have no reserve to fall back upon) and
which, in the resulting absence of famine and consequent
economic crisis, has allowed of the establishment of relative
stabilisation. Economic development has proceeded rapidly
and the policy of economic rapprochement and reconciliation
between British imperialism and the Indian big bourgeoisie,
determined upon by the former ever ,ince it discovered in
the first shock of of the war that it would have to be dependent
for vital iron and steel products on the Indian firm of Tata,
has gone flkther ahead. Salient features of the recent period
have been the establishment of the Indian Tariff Board and
the abolition of the cotton excise duty. Nothing marks th~
new era of the development of Indian industries behind high
tariff walls more clearly than this last step, for the whoie
history of the Indian National Congress has been bound up
with the struggle of Indian capitalism for the removal of the
cotton excise.
The results of the new economic situation are obvious m
recent political history. Agrarian agitation, the centre of the
previous mass movement, has been relatively quiescent. The
Indian bourgeoisie, discovering that political freedom is not
so indispensable for the furtherance of their immediate eco·
nomic interests as they had previously imagined, are more
disposed to be satisfied for the present with the existing
constitution, and therefore to ''work the reforms.'• At the
same time, the Left Wing in the nationalist movemen~ has
become more articulate as it has begun to realise the direction
in which the nationalist leaders are going. Moreover, in spite
of the legal terrorism exercised against the Communists, the
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Indian Communist Party has grown in strength, and sympathetic nationalist groups. such as the Workers' and Peasants'
Party in Bengal, have extended their influence. A "omplicating political factor, which reached its maximum intensity
during the last year, has been the unprecedented growth uf
communal conflict between Hindus and Moslems, resulting
m religious riots in which thousands of persons have been
killed or injured. This communal ten Iii ion is closely connected
with the political differences in the nationali~t ranks.

The Electoral System
All the factors above mentioned affect the present general
<.'lections to the Imperial and Provincial legislatutes and go
to make the situation more complex than at any time previously. The first elections. in 1920, were boycotted by all except
the loyahst upper strata of the bourgeoisie. In the second
general election, in 1921, the new s~araj Party Wal§ the sole
representative of the National Congre~s. Now the nationalist
ranks are divided into a number of different warring pa:ties
or factions, eacl't claiming to represent the nation and to speak
m the name of the nationalist movement and the Natiunal
Congress. and seeking seats and positions of power in thf'
legi~latures at the expen~e of its opponents. They quanel and
compete among themselves for the chance of getting into the
councils, and they roundly denounce the Government for not
giving them more power when in the councils, but they
neglect to attack or even to nmice the essential feature of
the councils. viz., the ... !l•Jrmously restricted franchise Ort
whilh they are based, \\ h1ch make them something aloof
from, and useless to, the vast body of the nation. The character of the elections, and the social composition of the
membership of the councils themselves, is above all determined by the nature of the electorate. The restricted franchise
is based on both communal and property qualifications.
There are also special .constituencies for electing representatives of Europeans. big landlords and big commercial and
ind1.lstrial organisations.
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Take, for example, the Bengal Legislative Council. First
of all, out of J 39 members only 113 are elected at all. The
remainder are Government nominees, the remnant of the old
system in which the members of the Legislative Council were
all merely "advisers" appointed by the Provincial Governor.
Of.the 113 elected representatives, only eighty-five are elected
by general, though communal, constituencies. The whole province
is divided into forty-two geographical areas forming nonMohammedan constituencies in which no Mohammedan, even
if otherwise qualified, is allowed to vote. The same province
is also divided geographically into thirty-four constituencie!I
in which only Mohammedans can vote. This separation .,
applied th~oughout practically the whole of British India, and
is intended to ensure representation of the special intere!ll\
of the Moslems. It, of course, considenbly assists in dividing
them off from the rest of the population.
The rest of the elected members, twenty-eight in numh~r.
are returned by special constituencies. Europeans, numbering
less than 25,000 in a total population of 46,000,000 have five
representatives. The Bengal Chamber of Commerce returni.
six members. The big landowners of Burdwan, Chittagong,
& c., each elect a representative of their own. The Indian Jute
Mills Association, the Indian Tea Association, the Indian
Mining Association, Calcutta University, the Calcutta Tradei.
Association, the Marwary Association are all reckoned a'
special constituencies. Most of these special representatives
will be Europeans, and all will stand for big capitalist or
landlord interests.
The number of voters in the special constituencies will be
very small. They constitute, in this respect, something very
like the ''pocket'' boroughs of pre-Reform England. On
the othtr hand, the vast bulk of the workers and peasants are
totally disfranchised. The property qualification for voters
varies from region to region, but it is sufficiently high to
exclude ninety-seven to ninety-eight per cent of the popula·
tion. Take the Bombay rur~l constituencies as an example. The
essential qualification for an elector is payment of land
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revenue amountmg to not less than \lXteen to thirty-two rupees
per annum, according to region A~ the land revenue for the
total assessed area m Bombay Pre111dency vane& from nalf to
one and a-quarter rupee., per acre. 1t can be concluded that
only cult1vatori; of some fifteen acre~ or more will be entitled
to a vote Recent stat1st1cs \how that three-quarten of ,111 the
Bombay holdmgs are below fifteen acres All the.,e cultivator&,
therefore, would be d1.,franch1sed together with the large
number of landle~~ wage-worker~ dnd agnculture labourers
For tht" All-India Leg1slat1ve A.,,embly th1~ franchise 1&
even more re&tm.. ted Only 104 out of 144 members are elected
All but two or three of the general constitvenc1e~ cLre ~eparated
on communal hne., Mo&t of the province., have special c.on.,t1tuenc1e., of Europeans and of big landholde1&, and spec1cll
representation I\ given to the Indian Merchants' Chamber and
Bureau, Ahmedabad Mdlowners A'~oc1atton. Madra~ Indian
Commerce, Bengal MarwcLn A'1oot.1cltion.&c
Urban electon to the As.,embly have to pay mcomt"' tax
(not levied on mcomes below 2,000 rupee~ prr year) ur a
high rate of other taA.e,, while the rural elector\ mu&t pay
ldnd revenue ot about fifty rupees or upwards The 1ebult
of the restnct1on 1~ that the total electorate for dll the seals
m the Assembly 1~ belo ,, cl mdhon. there bemg only a few
thousand voters for each sea•
It mu&t not be forgotten dl&o that the Central Leg1blature
mclude., an upper chamber, the Councd of State, with sixty
member&, of whom thirty-four dft ,.. lected Electors to thlS bod)
must be very rich or hav,. been memners of the Central Leg1~lature or held high oft ....c: m mumc1pal government The
electorate numbers a few hundred& m each constituency Thu\
ma by-election, earher this year, m West Bengal, the succe,~ful
~and1date polled seventy-eight voteb, the remaining three
received f1fty-e1ght, twenty-six, and one votes respectively
Without taking any account, therefore, of the question of
the authority of the coul}cds, it 1s obv1ou\ that they are utterly
unrepre&entat1ve m character and cannot be an index of the
de~ires of the mass of the nation
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1llt Break·UP of T/Je S,,1nj P1rlJ'
Nevertheless, the attention of the nationalist movement ha11
become more and more exclusively directed to obtaimng
control of these puppet legislatures. The forty-odd SwarajtMli
that entered the Cential Legislative Assembly in J923 were
very quickly deflected from their early intransigence. By the
autumn of 1925 the desire of the Right Wing for a drastic
modification of the programme, so as to allow of the dcceptance of office and the practice of the so-called policy of
"responsive co-operation" (i.e., the policy of working the
constitutional reforms scheme as far as possible, and only
voting against the Government when British policy conflicted
directly with the immediate interests of the Indian bourgeoisie), led to a crisis in the party and the secessions began
In November the Bombay Swara)ist leaders, Jayaker and
N. C. Kelkar, resigned and at the National Congrt."'!I' at
Cawnpore in December, 1925, there was a definite bloc.
led by the Mahrattas from Bombay and the Central Provinces and Berar, calling for a modification of the programme
The National Congress, however, in spite of its limaller
numbers, represents a wider field than the electorate of the
Assembly, and it endorsed the official Swarajist pohc}
Thereupon the dissidents seceded from the Swaraj Party and
organised the Responsive Co-operation Party, which wa'
definitely launched on February 2, 1926.
The Liberals were not slow in attempting to profit from
the situation by forming a bloc with the Respon111ve
Co-operationists aimed against the Swaraj Party. The new
alliance, formed in March, 1926, was chnstened the Indian
National Party, and it contained representatives of the
Liberals, the Independents, the Home Rule League, led by
Mrs. Besant (to all intents and purposes identical with the
Liberals, but united in pushing the Commonwealth of India
Bill), the non-Brahmins, the Muslim League and the
Responsivists. The latter, however, only gave a quali~aed
support to the new party, retaining their separate idenuty.
The real difference of the Responsivists from the Libcrab
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lay only in the fact that they were still members of the
National Congress, and they were aware that if they lost
their connection with the Congress they would be "onsidered purely as Liberals, and as such less trustworthy and
experienced than the old Liberal leaders.
The other groups in the National Party, with one exception
were outside the National Congress, and they based their
refusal to have anything to do with the Congress on the ground:
(I) that the present Congress creed still endorses mass civil
disobedience and general non-payment of taxe-s a~ a policy
for which the country should make preparation; (2) that the
Congress is still dominated by the Swaraj Party which ts
committed to a policy of obstruction; (3) that they cannot agree
to enter the Congress unles~ they get an adequate share of the
Congress offices; and, finally, (4) that wearing of khaddar
(homespun cloth) is still compulsory at Congress functions
( a last rule of the period of Gandhi's domination).
The only semi-Liberal leader of note who remained
within the Congress was Pundit Malaviya. who even du:mg
the most revolutionary period fought the Liberal battle
m~ide the Congress, and who has been pressing fo1 the
adoption of a Congress programme which would embrace
all shades of nat1onah !TI.
f<aced with the possibility of & union of the secessionists
from the Swaraj Party with Lhe Liberals. Pund1t Nehru, the
Swaraj1st leader, attempted a compromise which would
break up this union, and, by ;>ractically giving in to the
Responsiv1sts, draw thf'"11 back into the Swaraj Party. This
compromise was formuh:tc:J in the Sabarmati Pact. signed
at Ahmedabad on April 21, 1926.
The Swarajist leader, however, had under-estimated the
~trength of the Left Wing within his party. The All-India
Congress Committee, which comprises 350 members. mostly
local Congre!I~ officials who are closer to the rank and file
of the Congress membership and nol direc.tly interested in
the question of parliariientary office, r4'fused to ratify the
pact. They showed their distrust of Nehru also in their action
66
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in defeating his resolution for a committee to inquire into
Mrs. Besant's Commonwealth Bill. Since Mrs. Besant had
seceded from the Congress over the non-co-operation issue
and her scheme was being canvassed by various Liberals and
other groups without the endorsement of the Congress, Pundit
Nehru's action in attempting to raise the matter was a clear
indication of his Right-Wing tendency, and the defeat of his
resolution was a clear vote of no confidence in him.
The existence of a Left Wing within the National Congress
and the Swaraj Party, which prevents the leadership from
openly entering into co-operation with the Government,
has been evident at all the larger Congress gatherings.
Under the spinning franchise introduced by Gandhi the
registered membership of the Congress dropped to about
14,000 and even though the four11nna subscription was
re-introduced in 1925, the paying membership at the time
of the Cawnpore Congress was still under 20,000. Nevertheless the rank and file. comprising mainly petty bourgeois elements, was sufficiently in evidence to compel the
Swarajist leaders to adopt a revolutionary phraseology, to
talk of the preparation of mass civil disobedience and to
declare that the Swaraj Party would leave the Legislative
Councils if their demands were unheeded by the Government.
It was this Left Wing that called Pundit Nehru to heel. It
was this Left Wing that at the Bengal Provincial Congress in
May, 1926, began an agitation against Sen Gupta, the Bengal
leader, because of his Right-Wing tendencies, and even moved
a resolution of protest at the disparaging remarks of the
president, Sasmal, concerning the ex-revolutionaries in the
Bengal Congress organisation.
The latest stage in the disintegration of the Swaraj Party
has followed the fiasco of the party's method of putting into
practice the resolution of the Cawnpore Congress for with·
dra~ing from the councils.
In order to make a demonstration to impress the rank ~~d
file, and to hide their bankruptcy in policy, the SwaraJ15t
members of the Assembly and of the provincial councils made
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a spectacular withdrawal in March, thus, mcidentally. saving
themselves the task of voting agamst the budget, which many
of them were loath to do. It was not long, however, before
the members in most of the councils were clamouring for
permission to return ID order to defend or oppose certain
measures. Permission was given, for otherwise there would
have been many defections from the party, and 1t 1s noteworthy
that ID all cases the walk back was openly for the defence of
class interests. Thus, ID the Punjab, the Swara11sts returned
to oppose the Money Lenders Bill, which threal~ned to curtail·
the power of the moneylenders; 10 Madras the issue was the
Malabar Tenancy Bill, and m Assam a Land Revenue Assess·
ment Bill
Fmally, 1t was decided that the members of the Central
Leg1slat1ve Assembly themselves should return in order to
oppose the new Currency Bill, and then retire agam, takmg
no further part in the la~t session of the Assembly. This led
to the latest split in the Party, for LaJpat Ra1, the veteran
nationahst and deputy-leader of the party. refused to walk out
agam and severed his connection with the party.
This new spht meant a serious weakening of the strength
of the SwaraJ Party. It also gave a new opportunity to Pundit
Malav1ya. Under his ausr ices the Congress leaders, hke himself
and LaJpat Ra1, who were m the Congress but not m either
the SwaraJ or Responsive Co-operation Parties, began negot1at1ons for unity with both of the latter groups
It was obvious that Nehru was only deterred by fear of his
own rank and file from a~t--mpting to conclude a revised fom
of the Sabannati Pact. Act.ordingly it was the Respon~ive Cooperationists who first jomed hands with LaJpat Rai and
Malaviya. Early in September they decided to form an Independent C'on~ss Party to unite the Right-Wing members- of
the Congress, who were outside the SwaraJ Party. They adopted
a resolution declaring that, since the pobcy of wholesale
obstruction in the counu-ies had faded, as had also the policy
of "walking-out" from the legislatures, .md that no basis had
been found for unity with the SwaraJ Party- the only course
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left open to such members of the Congress as do not agree
with the Swarajists' policy and progamme is to form them.
selves into a separate party within the Congress ...
''The policy of the party will be to work the legislatures,
defective though their constitution is, for all they are wonh
and use them for accelerating the establishment of full responsible government.
''It will be open to the party to accept office, provided
the power, responsibility, and initiative necessary for the
effective discharge of their duties are secured to the
ministers.
''The party will work in full co-operation with the
Responsive Co-operation Party.''
Lajpat Rai was appointed the president of the new party
and Pundit Mala vi ya its general sc!'cretary. The formation
of th'e new party was hailed as a triumph for their principles
by the Responsivists, though they generally gave as their
opinion that it would have been better for Lajpat Rai and
his followers to have joined the Responsivists altogether.
The Communal Conftict
The dissensions within the nationalist movement were
greatly complicated by the growth of Hindu-Moslem conflict
leading to a series of religious riots in all parts of the
country, during which hundreds have been killed and thousands injured. The underlying causes are very complex.
Apart from direct economic issues (as in Bengal and the
Punjab, where Moslem peasants are to a great extent faced
by Hindu landlords and moneylenders), the conflict has
been closely connected with the struggle for political influence between the rival communities. This rivalry has always been fostered by the British Government, and it has
been deliberately fomented by the nationalist leaders. ~~
long as the common national revolutionary struggle was in
the forefront and Government positions were boycotted.
rivalry between the comunities was not acute. Now, how·
ever, communal passions have been deliberately aroused
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for political purposes. The leaders of each community are
competing against each other for positions of influence in
the councils and other bodies.
During 1925 Hindu and Moslem religious organisations
developed rapidly. Most of the prominent Hindu and Moslem
nationalist leaders declared it to be their object especially to
defend the interests of their co-religionists. In April, 1926,
Sir Abdur Rahim, a Liberal Moslem leader in Bengal, formed
a Bengal Moslem Party. In May, 1926, the Khilafat Conference, which had been more or Jes& in abeyclnce since the
abolition of the Khilafat, enlarged its objects to embrace all
the interests, temporal as well as spiritual. of Mohammedans.
In June the chief Hindu organisation. the Hindu Mahasabha,
countered by deciding, where necessary for support of Hindu
mterests. to run its own candidates at the elections. In August
an Independent Muslim Party was formed through the agency
of the Khilafat Committee to contest the elections on behalf
of Moslem interests. It consists now largely of former Moslem
Swarajists.

The Elections
From what has been said it will be clear that thf' candidates
for election to the co·mcils and A,sembly are appearing
under a great variety of labels. The differences between
them are, hCJwever, nol very important. All of them profess
to stand on a nationalist platform, and now that the most
extreme Swarajist demand has bt"t..n whltlled down to Dominion
~tatus or even merely -1; encouragement for ''honourable
co-operation,'' the SwaraJists do not stand so far removed
from the most right-wing moderates. The parties can be
divided into three main groups, representing roughly the
three section" of the Indian bourgeoisie. The big bourgeoisie dominate the Liberal and National Parties; the
Responsive Co-operationists and the Independent Congress
Party stand for the middle bourgeoisie; while the Swaraj
Party is predominantly petty bourgeois in composition and
outlook.
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The National Party is practically indistinguishable from
the Liberals. It represents merely an election block to prevent
clashing of non-Congress candidates in some regions, notably
in Bombay and Bengal. As a party it was stillborn, being killed
by the mutual suspicions between those in and those outside
the Congress.
The Responsivists and Independent Congressmen represent the new dominant trend of bourgeois nationalist policy
and, therefore, are gaining in strength. Their organisation,
however, has a firm hold only in the Mahratta provinces. Both
of the parties, and particularly the Independent Congress
Party, are strongly pro-Hindu, and in fact, if not in profession, stand for the special interests of Hindus as against
Mohammedans. They agree with the Swarajists except on the
one point that they believe the naftonal cause should be
pushed by using the reforms to the full, including the
acceptance of office. Naturally the Swarajists brand them as
job-hunters and Liberals, and in return they retort that the
Swarajist policy is bluff and make-believe and that the Swaraj1sts
are really Liberals themselves. Mr. Jayaker, the leader of the
Responsivists. says :
''The Swarajists practise nothing but responsive co-operation, but refuse to call it by that name.•'
In spite of being weakened by successive splits and defections, the Swaraj Party still includes the bulk of the rank
and file of active nationalists. Its leaders, against their own
desires, have refrained from advocating a change of policy
in the hope of getting a majority in the elections. The electoral arrangements, however, between the Liberals and
Responsivists, and between the Responsivists and Independent Congress candidates, have in many places prevented
triangular contests, and left the elections to be fought on the
clear issue of co-operation or non-co-operation. In such
cases, since the bulk of the electorate consists of landlord
and capitalist elements, there are bound to be many defea_ts
suffered by the Swarajists, and their hope of a majority m
the councils is rendered vain.
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The great asset in their favour is their possession of the
Congress machinery, and it is freely charged against them that
they have used funds collected for the Congress for th ~ir own
election purposes. The latest election results appear to show
that in no case can the Swarajists secure an absolute majority,
that in general they have lost ground, but that they have
mcrased their representation in som~ places, such as Madras,
where the formerly dominant moderates have been discredited
through their past actions.

The National Congress
Whatever the result of the elections, t!ie coming session of
the National Congress at Gauhati, in Assam, at the end of the
}'ear wdl witness a determined effort on the part of the Right
Wing to commit the Congress to a policy of Liberalism under
the guise of uniting all wings of the nationalist movement.
Hints have been thrown out by prominent Swarajists that the
Swaraj Party is only waiting for the result of the elections
to modify its policy. If they do not suceed in obtaining thnmpmg majorities, the Swarajist leaders will be ready to accept
their defeat as tue verdict of the country and adapt their policy
accordingly. It will need a bold stand by the rank and file of
the party if another Sab.irmati Pact is to be avoided. The rank
and file are opposed to the "urrcnder policy of the leaders,
for they are closer to the masses and themselves also have
nothing to gain by the alliance with British imperialism, but
they are disunited, confused 1'y communal and other side
issues and easily decP.ived by the pesudo-revolutionary
phraseology used by tht oourgeois leaders.
Nevertheless, there is no way forward unless they come
out into the open with a programme of their own based on
the class needs of the masses. The Left Wing can only rally
itself around the demand for a free democratic republic. Thus
the class issues are getting more defined. After the elections
it is to be expected that the communal issue will cease to
occupy such a promin~nt position, and the class issue become
more pronounced. After the big bourgeoisie the middle
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bourgeoisie also is forsaking the national revolutionary struggle and finding its ally in the imperialist camp. The workers
and peasants will be compelled to fight their own battle and
find their own allies. The latter are especially to be found
outside India, where ~her workers and peasants are engaged
in the struggle with the same enemy.

I.

THE INDIAN TRADE UNION MOVEMENT*

It is commonly said, indeed so commonly that the phrase
becomes mechanical, that the Indian Trade Union Movement
"is still in its infancy." The present writer has frequently had
occasion to combat the use of this phrase, not so much because
it is untrue, as because it is misused. Every kind of mistaken
policy, sheer inactivity, sectarianism, abstention from politics,
• on the other hand, it
are all excused on the same plea. And,
conveys the idea that the only policy for Indian Labour in slow,
patient progress on the present lines. It is not intended to deny
the truth of what is meant by the statement, namely that Indian
labour organisation is poor by Western standards. But the analysi!I
of the situation implied by it is inadequate. It is the thesis of
this article that Indian unionism is in its second stage, in which
it will remain until there come into being the conditions necessary for the next stage. That these conditions will ripen fairly
soon is also expected, and indeed the beginnings are already
to be seen.
The broad facts of the present position have recently been
given 'ery completely by Mr. Joshi in his pamphlet, The Trade
Union Movement in India, and the figures in the table below
are taken from it. Though necessarily based to some extent on
guesswork they are as sound as can be obtained and are nem
enough in any case for the present purpose.
Of the population of just over 300,000,000, 138,000,000
are taken to be workers, divided according to occupations as
follows : Agriculture, I 00,000,000 ; industry, with mining,
• Written by Philip Spratt, Published in : 'The Labour Monthly' in October
1927, London.
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J5,517 ,000; transport, 1,900,000; commerce, 8,000,000;
domestic, 2,500,000; public services, 4,000,000. The more
detailed facts are arranged under columns : (a) estimated number
of wage-earning employees, (b) wage-earners in organised parts
of occupation, or such as can be organised in trade unions,
(c) number of unions m existence; (d) total membership.
WAGE EARNERS AND TRADE UNIONISTS IN

Occupation
Agnculturt"
Industry

1 ransport

C'ommerc.e
Domestic
Pubhc admm1stration

(a)
25,000,000
12,147,000

1,500,000

4,000,000
2,5000.00

(b)
821,000
294,000
773,000
169,000
82,000

f NDIA
(c)

(plaritahons}
(mtrung)
I
18
(text!les)
(metal)
8
(glass,&c)
I
(Pnntmg,
5
5
1,00,000 engmeenng,
20
general)
(wood, leathf'r,
chemicals,
'B2 000 food, clothmg,
bu1ldmg, gas,
furniture, & c )
155,000 (construction)
25
800,000 (railways,
~
o;hippmg,
6
1,00,000 docks & c,
6
tramways)
6
100,000
1
500,0 )11

(d)
1,500
34,000
1 J,000
6,000
1,000
15,000

50,000
20.00
3,000
2,000

!,000

4,000,000

500,000

60

50,000

Totals 49,147,000

4,727,000

164

196,500

The distrihution by provinces 1i, also important. In 1925 the
numbers of workers in factories subject to the Indian Factories
Act were : In Bengal, 551,342 ; Bombay, 370,460'; Madras.
123,563; Burma, 97,346;. U.P., 78,942; Bihar and Orissa, 73,461;
C.P. and Berar, 67,104; Punjab. 53,533; .Msam, 48,697. Others,
30,330. Total, 1,494,958.
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Government employees, railwaymen,&: c., will be distributed roughly according to population. The number of trade
unionists by provinces is more difficult to state, but is approximately as follows: Bombay (June, 1927), 76,000; BengaJ,
probably 50,000; Madras, about 25,000; others up to a few
thousands each. The total number of unions affiliated to the
All-India Trades Union Congress is now 60, with 125,000
members.
It is also necessary to show roughly how the present
situation is related to the past. Organisation on a large scale
practically began in 1918, and at the first All-India Trades
Union Congress, in Bombay, October, 1920, sixty unions were
affiliated, having 140,000 members, while it was claimed that
the total membership of unions expressing sympathy. &c.,
was 500,000. At the second Congress, at Jharria, November,
1921, it was stated that 1,000,000 affiliated members were
represented. It is doubtful if these numbers were actually even
approached, but it is certain that there was a very big fall after
1922. At the end of 1924, only eight unions were affiliated,
but by the time of the fifth Congress, in Bombay, February.
1925, there were thirty-one unions with perhaps 80,000
members. The number has risen steadily from that time.
The more exact figures compiled by the Labour Office
for the Bombay Government show the same tendency. There
were in the Presidency in June, 1922, twenty-two unions
with 58,000 members; in September, 1923, nineteen unions
with 42,000 members; September, 1924, twenty-one with
47 ,000 members, and since then a fairly steady rise to the
present figures : six.ty-six unions with 76,000 members.
The Bombay Government commented on these facts in its
criticism, dated January, t 925, of the draft Trade Unions Bill.
It cannot be denied that the progress of Trade Unionism
in this Presidency is at the best stationary at the present
moment. .. the movement seems to be able to show solid
progress only in Ahmedabad. The quarterly review ... is a tale
of lassitude and disillusionment. The present slump in the
movement is due largely to failing prices and rising wages.
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The "slump" in the movement after 1922 would be better
shown by statistics of industrial disputes. The period 191922, saw a very intense "strike wave," which fell away almost
to nothing by 1924. In the character of the Congresses also,
a similar contrast is to be seen between those days and the
present. The first two Congresses were practically huge
demonstrations. At Jharria there were several thousand delegates, and strike was held specially for the occasion in the
local coalfield. Many of the bestknown political leaders of
the country were present at both Congresses, a11d took active ·
part. In the Trades Union Congress, which the present writer
attended in March this year, the number of delegates was
under fifty, not more than ten of whom were workers.
Perhaps a score or so of members of the public were present,
while as the place was Delhi, a few Congress leaders "dropped
m," but said nothing.
Mr. R. K. Das, in his book The Labour Movement in India
( 1923). remarks that, while in the first years of intense
activity the unions were mainly industrial in type, in the
later period in' 1 hkh he was wtiting, craft unions also began
to appear. This is an important observation, for though the
unions which were the'l making their appearance, and b)
this time are the predocninant type, are not craft unions in
the strict sense, they do closely resemble craft unions in
many ways. The figures of unions for the whole country,
and especially for the Bomhay Presidency, show a large
increase recently in the number of unions, but a fall in the
average membership, • "f this is characteristic:.
The union movement of 1919-22, and that of 1924-27,
are really quite distmct in orgamsation, composition, and
aims, as well as in magnitude and methods. The difference
has been compared plausibly with t"at which came about
in the British movement between the 'thirties and the'
sixties of last century. The former movement was the
product of a period of universal instability and excitement,
and was fundamentally a revolutionary response to a
revolutionary situation. The economic circumstances were
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enough to bring about universal discontent and protest. But
the workers were also undoubtedly affected by the political
excitement of the time. Thus, du~ing the famous pilgrimage in 1921 of the primitive and ignorant plantation "coolies" of Assam and .Bengal, some hundreds of them were
suddenly and brutally cleared out of the Chandpur station
yard at midnight by armed soldiers. They made no resistance, but shouted "Mahatma Gandhi ki jai." The revolutionary consciousness was of course generally extremely
dim, but there can be no doubt that it was present. Strike
took place in every part of the country in all kinds of
occupations. There was in most cases no organisation
before the strike, but some kind of union was often established afterwards. All grades of workers took part.
Frequently the demands of the strilrers were not formulated
until they had been out for some days, and they were then
of an "extravagant" nature. The chief concrete demand was
nearly arways for wage increases, with reduction of hour~
a close second, but there were others often not of an
economic character. The unions then formed were what
wbuld be expected from the circumstances of their origin.
They were indu1ttrial in type, but usually covered only a
restricted area. They often had no regular membership.
payments, &c., and have been, in fact, accurately described
as "little more than strike committees."
There are now few remnants of those days. The present
movement operates in conditions of economic stability and
political quiescence. Only in Bombay in the last two or three
years has the depression in the cotton industry brought
about a general tendency towards worsening of conditioni;.
But the pressure has only sufficed to give a spurt to
organisations of the present type.
The present movement, as has been remarked. while n01
strictly a craft unionism, 1 is similar in several respects to
a typical craft movement, such as that in Britain in the
1 Practically the only pure craft unions, apart from the Mecha~ic~
Bnglneen' Association of Atola, which could almost be called a profession
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middle of the last century. It is mainly a movement of the
upper grades of workers for extremely limited aims. The
organisation is fairly thorough, but narrow as 1egards
activities, the classes of workers involved, and the areas
from which they are drawn. There is little inter-union
organisation or solidarity, little class-consciousness, and a
general avoidance of political activity.
It is proposed here to describe the trade union movement
as the writer has hithert<. seen it, in a little greater detail,
m the hope that it will be of interest to Western r~aders, and
will give some idea of present conditions and possibilities
of development. The writer's observations are limited to the
Bombay Presidency and the Punjab, but conversations and
published reports enable it to be said that statements applicable to those Provinces are fairly sound in regard to the
rest of India, apart, perhaps, from Madras.
There are several unions which aim at covering the whole
of India. They are mainly of long standing, contain only
uppergrade workers, and remain practicalJy aloof fron:. the
general movement. 2 The All-India Postal and R.M.S.Association
and the All-Ina1a Postal and Lower Grade Staff Union are
loose federations of provincial and local unions. In some
places one or other is ~lllit, so that in these towns there are
three Postal unions with perhap~ not more than one or two
hundred members each. Poona and Baroda are examples. The
Association was founded in 1906, and is well established, with
nearly 40,000 members and a iuud of perhaps a lakh of rupees.
The Union arose from lr~al unions founded in 1918 and later
Both are recongnised by the Government.
The All-India Telegraph Association was founded in 1908,
and has about 3,000 members and substantial funds. A split
assoc1at1on.~thoseconst1tutangtheAhmcdabadTexbleWorken'Union.
It 1s significant ..,f the atmoshpere m which this umon, and _andeed the
movement generally, works, that craft unionism haVJn~ ~n 1n~roduced,
some work.en demand more of it than their officials are walbng to gave them.
2 Only the Bombay section of the Postmen• s t.Jnion has been affiliated
to the T.U.C., and ha• recently withdrawn because of the protest
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occurred in J923, when the All-India Telegraph Union was
formed. The Association contains all the Anglo-Indian and
European members, while the Union has only Indians. The
lower grade employees have severa separate local unions.
There are other All-India federations such as that of the
Currency Office Associations.
The Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants of India
and Burma has 2,250 members, almost all Anglo-Indians
and Europeans (drivers, guards, &c.). It was founded in
1898, and is thus the oldest union in India. It is strictlv
non-political and tends to separate its members from othe'r
railway employees. It tried, successfully, to keep its members at work during the N.W. Railway strike of 1925. There
should also be mentioned the AU-India Railwaymen's
Federation, founded in 1925, afller similar attempts had
been made in 1921. It includes most of the railway unions,
but its existence is only nominal. During the N.W.R. strike
of 1925 it sent its secretary to the scene of action, but,
according to Mr. Miller's report, he confined himself to
mediation, and when that failed, to delivering defeati~t
speeches. During the B.N.R. strike of this year the
federation was entirely inactive.
The G.l.P. railway has at present four separate unions,
all situated at Bombay. One is for the Bombay shops, two
for the headquarters clerical staff, and one for the suburban station-masters, clerks, &c. The total membership
is S,000 to 6,000. The railway employs in all over I 00,000
men. It is perhaps not an accident that the shop union.
while perhaps less successful than the others in remedying grievances, &c., is the only one affiliated to the
T.U.C. or the Central Labour Board, and has recently established a branch at Kalyan. The B.B.C.I. Railway has three
separate unions, one with about 2,000 shopmen at Bombay.
made by the Delhi T.U.C. 11ainst the dispatch of Indian troops to Chin~
About the same time the Department of Posts and Tele1raphs announc~
that unions of its employees must not affiliate to the T. U. C., 15 l e
Janer is a political body.
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one with 6,000 members of all grades at Ahmedabad. and
one at Ajmer. Even the N.W.R. has had separate unions at
Karachi and Sukkur. but these are dying out. A separate
union of railway clerks has recently been formed at
Lahore, but it adopted Mr. Miller as its president, and is
the result rather of discontent with the old union than of
sectarian aims. Other militants, headed by Miller, have also
recently broken away from this union and begun to orp;anise
a new one.
The N.W.R. union, at one time probably the most pow ..
erful union in Asia, really requires separate treatment. It
began to organise in 1920, and in th~ same year fought a
long and successful strike. The membership soon afterwards reached 85,000, out of about 125,000 then employed,
and included all grades, among them a substantial proportion of the Europeans It has fallen since then, with a
temporary revival in 1925, owing partly to the general
stabilisation of conditions, but also because of the special
measures taken against it on account of the strategic importance of the line. Mr. Miller was imprisoned, other
leading members were suborned, "tame" rival unions started, and so on. The raying membership of the existing
recognised union is auout 2,000.
Unions are now in most cases confined practically if not
formally to upper or skilled grades of workers. Thus, the
Bombay Port Trust has three unions (with a purely theoretical joint committee), one f.:>r the 600 men on the Port
Trust Railway, one fo .. the J,000 workshopmen, & c., and
one for the 1,600 tally clerks, shed superintendents, &c.
And this last is the most successful and is the only one
"recognised." But the 2,000 or more dock labourers are
entirely unorp;anised. Even in these unions the upper grades
are more strongly represented than the lower. The ~ame
thing applies in a less degree to the railway shop unions,
and to others.
Thus, the Bombay Port Trust Docks Staff Union show& the
following composition (May. 1927) :
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Grade

No. Employed No. in Union Wage rates (Rs.per mth.)

Minor officials ..
Senior clerks
Junior clerks
Menial staff

120
200
350
900

105
175
300
550-600

125, 175, 225 (3 grade'i)
85-110
50-85
18-30

Similarly with the G.l.P. Railway Workmen's Union.
which has the following membership (roughly) in the
Matunga shop!- :
Grade
Foremen
Chargemen
Mistries
Workmen
Smiths
Assistants
Apprentices
Coolies

No. Employed No. in Union Wage rates (Rs.per mth J
25
250
100
4,000
700
2,000
100
1,000

IO
25
1,500
500
500

so

260140-190, 200.-260
86-140

50-86
50-86
30-40
16-32

23-2Q
This is partly the result of the natural tendency of the
unions to fall into the hands of the more literate member11.
who in present circumstances do not urgently require the
strength to be derived from the solidarity of the lower
grades. It is one aspect also of the general difficulty of
organising the more illiterate workers, which is exemplified
by the failure yet to establish a really successful union m
the Bombay textile industry. There are here two unions, the
Bombay Textile Labour Union, founded January 1. 1926,
which has about 7 ,500 members, and the Girni Kamgar
Mahamandal (Mill Workers' Association), founded 1923.
with about 3,000. The total number employed is about
150,000. Even the Ahmedabad Textile Workers' Union.
with all its resources and traditions, is finding it difficult
to keep its members. Though 20,000 strong' in 1922. and
successful in regaining nearly 15,000 members in two year11
after the strike of 1923, it is now losing members, and has
about 11,000(outof over 50,000). Similarly the textile unions
at Broach and Sholapur have disappeared, though on the other
100
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hand one has been recently established at Indore. The migratory character of mill labour, of which much has been said,
is decreasing, and is no longer of much importance, at any
rate at Bombay.
Many other classes of workers of &im1lar skill and education remain practically or wholly unorganised-in Bombay,
building, oil, gas, tramway, and other workers, and generally miners, jute workers, &c. Even when organised,
either in their own or in predominantly upper grade unions,
workers .)f this kind tend to form a "floatmg 11opulation" ·
m the union. All textile uniom say the same thing. The
Bombay Textile Labour Union had in ;anuary, 1926, 6,000
members. It increased to over 9,000 by the end of the year,
but agam fell to JUSt under 7 ,500 m June, 1927. The G1rni
Kamgar Mahamandal speaks of a "&teady stream of members through the union"
The aims of the present movement are very limited. Though
petitions and memoranda are continually being presented on
general grievances, such as wages and hours. they are almost
always unsuccr~sfuJ, and there are not the spirit or material
resources necessary to conduct a struggle for improvements.
Stnke& occur fairly freq11ently, mamly on account of attempt ..
to worsen conditions, ,,l' vicumi~auon, which 1s very common. Employers and managers are almo&t always arbitrary
and provocative in theu attitude. except when dealing with
superior grades.
The effortli of unions are, therefore, directed mainly to·
wards the remedying ~r •ndividual complamts, and in th ....
the upper grades are mctrkedly more successful than the
lower. The usual complaints are excessive fines, arbitrary
dismissals, irregularities in promotions due to bribery and
favouriti~m. &c.
There is a general sentiment in favour of benefit funds.
The older unions, especially the A.S.R.S., have them in
picnty, but the new unions and the customary contributions.
(I to 8 annas per month) are too small to Anake them generally
succ.essful. Many unions already have Death Benefit schemes,
67
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and voluntary benefits with special subscriptions are becoming more common.
A few unions conduct educational classes for their members
the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal, the Bombay Postal and
Lower Grade Staff Union, and the Ahmedabad Union in
particular (The last- named runs also temperance work, a
research department, a hospital, &c.). But the education
provided is in all cases the "Three R's" (plus religiou~
instruction at Ahmedabad). Mr. Joshi has attempted an
inter-union class in the history and principles of Trade
Unionism, but without great success.
The organisation of unions is commonly good for the
very limited purposes. The proportion of actual to possible
members is often high, at any rate for upper grade worker'i.
A committee is appointed in the earlf stages, usually representative of all grades, and is re-elected at annual meetings.
(It is not unusual, after the first month or two, for the annual
meeting{ to be the only occasions on which the mass of
members meet or take any part, save payment.) The active
officers, owing to the danger of victimisation, are often
"outsiders." The union has an office, usually a small room
with a typewriter. These are sometimes shared with another
union, especially in Bombay. where unions are numerouli
and rooms expensive. The older and bigger unions have
permanent officials, and many of the newer unions in Bombay
employ for part of their time the paid servants of the Social
Service league or the Central Labour Board. The committees in most cases meet regularly and conduct the small
amount of routine business. Rules and reports are published.
in many cases in vernacular and English editions. The older
unions publish journals, which rival their European co~n
terparts in dullness, and some of the newer ones pubhsh
occasional bulletins. Contributions are usually ~ollected at
the place of work by committee members, and receipts are
passed. A few unions adopt the system of membership car~s.
The books are in most cases well kept. In short,. "~trict
Business" might be the motto of Indian Trade Unionism.
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A warning should at once be uttered against accepting this
as a picture of the movement as a whole. It is correct <'~those
unions of the upper grade type, which are active, as nearly
all the Bombay unions are at the moment. But in a few cases
there, and in many elsewhere, when demands are temporarily
satisfied, or further advance is found to be impossible, or
a severe defeat has been suffered, stagnation sets in. The um on
may simply cease to work, or if individuals try to keep it going,
members drop away. There is Httle or nothing, material or
moral, to keep them together.
It is typical of social conditions generally that women's organisation hardly exists. Women are employed
10 large number~. but as lower grade workers. The Girm
Kamgar Mahamandal has about twenty women members,
and there are a few organised m Ahmedabad and Bengal
Uute workers).
Inter-union organisation is not of importance. The Alllndia T.U.C. contains a ma1ority of the organised worker~.
though not of the unions. It and its subsidiary bodies. the
Provincial Fed. atiuns (ni Bengal, Bombay and Madras. and
ma nebulous form in the Central Provmces and the Punjab)
exist main I} because •'1ey are the representatives of the
labour movement offic.Jlly recogni!1ed by the Central and
(!iometime~) by the Provincial Governments. Owmg to the
great distances and the general poverty of the movement,
meetings can seldom be held between Congresses, and the
work done 1s mainly of a rouu.1e c1'aracter. The ml·mbers
of the unions take litth.. •• terest in its doings, and if the)
send delegates they do not usually receive reports.
There is only one body m the country which can in any
way be compared to a Trades Council, the Central Labour
Board of Bombay.* And that is s.>lely because of its

* The Prov1~cial Federations of course tend to become m pra<.ttce
confined to Madras City, Calcutta, &c. o\nd ther~ ts in Rangoon a general
labour umon with 10,000 members from dtffere11t mdustr1es. It appearb
to be an unusually successful tower grade orgamsat1on. and is probably
in practice nearer to genume Trades Counctl than any other·
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constitution. It does not work as a Trades council. It, or rather
Mr. Jhabvala, organises separate unions, and sometimeii
conducts temperance propaganda. The former he does as
provincial organiser for the T.U.C., the latter as secretary
of the Central Labour Board.
There is commonly great solidarity among members of
the same union, especially of the same grade, and strike!i
often result from this, But general class-consciousness is
seldom to be noticed, except among lower grade worker1i.
It may be mentioned that the writer was present at a meeting
of railway workers at the time of the agitation against the
dispatch of Indian troops to China, and although the men
in question have grounds for grievance against the Chinese.
who are employed in the railway on the same work for higher
pay, they brought forward a y<1Ung Chinese. worker and
cheered him loudly as a demonstration of class solidarity.
The first May-day demonstration was held in Bombay this
year, atfld was attended mainly be municipal-, mill-, and
railway-men, i.e., by lower and middle grade workers. (It
is possible that the upper grade men were kept away by their
characteristic petit bourgeois "respectability complexe1;1.") It
should be said that men of the lower grades, though generall)
unorganised, have some knowledge of what the Labour
Movement means. Every worker in Bombay appears to know
and respect Jhabvala, just as all Punjab workers know Miller.
A word should be said on the difficulties in labour
organisation arising from differences of language, religion.
&c. They are no doubt obstructions, but are not as important
as is commonly thought in Europe, even in the Punjab, where
communal feeling is at its worst.* The chief difficulty of this
• Efforts are occasionally made by employen to arouse co~muna~
passions,
recendy in the Bombay Port Trust Docks Staff Umon, an
previously in the N. W. R. union. Neither had any success. In fact llD:Y
three cases have come to the writer's notice. The Moslems have recent~
withdrawn almost en bloc from the Ahmedabad Weavers' Union. The PunJB
Press Workers' Union is said to have collapsed last year from this ca:~·
but it was in any cue a feeble body. The Indian Seamen's Union, Bomd:a~
har. split nominally on this ground. Many of the saloon crc~s <~the
Christians, mainly Goanese) have withdrawn to form a new union.

e.,.,
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nature is due to the relatively large differences in the wage
rates of various grades (see tables on page 1056). It comes
about through the greater effectiveness of uppea grade
workers in pressing their claims, through the scarcity of
persons with elementary or technical education, and partly,
no doubt, through a deliberate dividing policy.
The influence of "outsiders" as officials and leaders is
a dehcate question, and one of great importanre. They are
certainly necessary, especially for lower grade unions, because of general ilhteracy and the nsk of v1ctim1sation.
Only one such union, the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal, i&
carried on nominally without outside ~elpers. They tend to
be ehminated for practical purposes by upper grade unions,
when the need for them disappears. But it is the writer's
impression that the present "outsider~" as a whole deserve
their bad name. Many enter the movement with mterested
mott ves, and though they may promote eff1c1ency they are
not to be relied upon. A notorious Cdse m that of the B.N.
Railway strike of thi~ year. Even 1f, as is often the rase,
thetr motives are purely unselfish, they generally &trengthen the sectarian and otherwise reacnonary tendenc1e~ to
which the movement 1s so prone. The Ahmedabad Union
1s perhaps the worst cci_e. Here the President is an ordinary
humanitarian, a member of a mtll-owning family, and a
conscious advocate of class-collaborauon. Other officials,
though they see something of its dangers, allow themselves
to be completely led by Ga11tth1, whose policy ts (m most
respects, but not all) the same.
Bombay is blessed w1tn disinterested and not Ul'lprogressive leaders. The Punjab is not so fcrtunate. The policy of
the officially recognised body is one of sheer servility. Bengal
old one also ~outams engine and deck har.ds (non Chnst1ans, matnly
Mohammedans) Communal feehng 1s present, but the spht was promoted
by the shipowners and brokers, because the old umon was opening its doors
to the other crews, and was trying to extend its act1V1t1es beyond the
trad1t1onal hmns of a mere dmployment bureau The differences which often
separate Indians from Anglo Indians and Europeans are economic. The latter
are !nvariably pnvileged, and often paid much higher rates.
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has officials of both kinds, and has for years been divided
by quarrels, which have more than once split unions, probably
of purely personal origin. Many of the unions seem to be of
the type described by Mr. Tom Johnston in his report on the
jute industry. Three.out of the four unions in that industry were
bogus, and served merely to advertise their presidents. Madras
has leaders who do not commit the usual error of abstaining
from political activity, but their politics is not that of the
working class. A Labour Party has been established which
runs candidates in local elections. These make the grave mistake
(in present circumstances) of opposing Congress candidate!i.
The Party in fact seems to be entirely for electoral purposes,
which are of very minor importance for labour at the present
stage, and to have been organised in support of the reactionary
remnants of the Home Rule Leagwe.
The acknowledged national leader of the trade union
movement is Mr, N. M. Joshi, the General Secretary of Trade
Union Congress. With all respect it must be said that he is
as much out of place in his position as, let as say, Mr. Sidney
Webb would be as Secretary of the Miners' Federation. He
carries on his work with the same disinterested care that Mr.
Webb would no doubt devote to the position suggested, and
undoubtedly does the best that is possible along his lines.
But his function is observation, research and the drafting of
Bills, not leadership.
Enough has now been said to give some idea of the
movement as it stands. It is clear that the most important
circumstances determining the present phase are the
economic stability and the political deadness-the slow
collapse of bourgeois nationalism, and the continued
paralysis of the petty-bourgeoisie.
India can expect on general grounds a prosperous industrial future. But Indian industry and economics g~n
erllly are still very closely dependent upon Britain, which
is becoming more and more a broken reed in these matters.
And it is almost certain that the immediate political future
of the British Empire, and Asia generally, is a stormy one.
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It seems m any case safe to prophesy that the decades of
peaceful progress, which many Indian leaders, apparently on the example of Britain, appear to expect, will not
materialise. But it is even safer to predict that the
present political quiescence in the country will not last
for more than a year or two. The petty-bourgeoiMe in the
national movement are beginning to revolt against the
bourgeois leadership, the last remnants of which are fast
going over to the Imperialist camp, ID preparation for the
Statutory Commission. It is to be expected in view of
the generally difficult position of British capitalism, that
they will not be disappomted. Sub.stantial concessions,
probably "Dominion Status," &c., will be offered, and
obviously the whole of the bourgeois political school will
accept them thankfully. All pretence of Swarajist oppoi.1t1on will probably disappear fairly quickly. The mantle
of nationalism will fall upon the ~boulders of the pettybourgeois1e, who will be forced to seek the ass1~tance of
the Labour Movement. (The example of Ireland mu\t not
be taken too seriously, as there the c1v1l war up\et the
"normal" couise of events.) The emergence of the Worker~· and Peasanh' Parue~. of which four,* counting the
Young India Socict.. of the Punjab, now ID existence,
shows thb tendency. The) have .ilready made some impression upon the Labour Movement. Owing partly to their
mfluence the T.U.C. at its la~t session earned a resolution
m favour of industrial umC't'ISm. Unfortunately, a la~t
minute amendment by a railwa)' representative was accepted, substituting "t ·l!crations of unions" for "umons."
Thus the resolution, which might have had some httle
effect, was rendered absolutely u~eless, by the action of
•in Beng:il, Bombay, RaJputana (AJme ) and the Punjab. The Pun1ab
Society was tht:> first to orgamse a May-day demonstration ID India, ID
Lahore m 192«>. The Bombay Party has establtshed itself as leader of
the opposition in the Bombay provmcial Congress C'omm1ttee. lt organised
the May-day demonstratton this yeor, and 1~ leadmg the present (e~d
of August) strike of protest agamst the attempt to make the weavers 10
so1:1e mills work three looms mstead of two.
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the industry which stood most to gain, at the moment, from
its application.
In Bombay in particular, the Workers' and Peasants' Party
is carrying on propaganda for-greater activity in the unions
(some unions have now cgmmenced monthly general meetings) and for the transformation of the Central Labour
Board into a genuine Trades Council, &c. It is clear from
what has been said above that they will have largely to
depend upon what has here been called "lower grade"
labour, and the solution of the still unsolved problem of
the organisation of the great mass of Indian Labour probably lies with them.
There is a general realisation in political circles of
the future importance of the Labour Movement, and though
nothing is done, Congress leaders speal: more frequently
than ever of Labour work. At the Delhi Congress, two
leaders, Mr. Chaman Lal and Lala Lajpat Rai, who had
been out of touch with labour for some years, reappeared.
The former rejoined the movement because, after three
years of Swarajist politics, he realises that bourgeois
nationalism is dead, and that the future conduct of the
struggle will depend upon Labour. The latter came for
exactly the contrary reason, that he saw the future danger,
for the bourgeoisie, and wished to check it in time."' The
struggle between Nationalism and Imperialism for the
possession of the Labour Movement has begun. When it
has fully opened out, the next great stage in the history
of Indian labour will have commenced.

* Cf. his remarks in the People (Lahore, March 20, 1927) on the
Delhi session of the Trades Union Congress : "It (the Labour Movement) is a teqder plant which requires careful nursing-careful watering
and protection from the rigours of the climate... What the Indian worker
wants is not dogma, but help in organising, and in the redress of his
grievances against the Government and the employers. To feed him on
doctrines ... i~ to lead him astray."
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J.

CAPITALIST EXPLOITATION IN INDIAN AGRICULTURE•

Introduction
The basis of British imperialist exploitation of India is to
be found in the exploitation of the agricultural population.
India has been primarily valuable to British capitalism as
a source of raw material and as a market for British manufactured goods, and the development of India in these two
directions has involved the transformation of the old social
order, the destruction of the old self-contained village economy and skilled handicrafts, and the conversion of agriculture into a capitalist industry. The effect of British
policy is seen in the overpressure on agriculture, resulting
in no less than 72 per cent. of the total population of 320
millions being now dependent on this one form of occupation, and in the extreme and growing poverty of millions
of cultivators. This poverty is only partially attributable to
the direct burden of Government land revenue exactions.
More important, as will be seen, are the less obvious forms
of exploitation due to the penetration of capitalism in the
village and the conversion of the cultivating peasant into
a producer of commodities for the capitalist market. In this
process, exploitation by the Government, by landlords, by
money-lenders and capitalist merchants all play their part
and no remedy for the poverty-stricken conditions of the
peasant can be found by considering any of these evih
apart and alone, any more than remedies can be found by
isolated reforms in the direction of improving agricultural
methods, devising checks on sub-division of holdings, &
c. The change that is taking place in the village is a whole
process of social change, involved in the replacement of
feudalism by capitalism and the development of capitalism with its accompanying class differentiations marked
above all by the creation of a class of landless agricultural
proletarians.
• Written by Clemens Dutt, Published m : 'Tht Labour Monihly' in
December 1927, London.
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Exploitation by Government
A direct levy on the peasant cultivator or landlord based
on the area cultivated or the amount of the crop was the
earliest form of government revenue, and for a long time
was the chief source of income for the British administration. Sir William Hunter, in his book on The Indian Empire
(1882), declared that :
.. The land furnishes the chief source of Indian revenue and the collection of the land tax forms the main
work of Indian administration."
At that time the gross revenue collected amounted to £22
millions. In 1924-25 the total land revenue from British
India had increased to Rs. 37. 7 crores or the equivalent of
about £22 millions. With the development of other sources
of revenue, especially from customs du"'es and from railways, the land revenue, although greater than before, ceased
to represent the most important item of the budget receipt~.
The report of the taxation inquiry committee issued in 1926
declares that the land revenue which forty years ago contributed 53 per cent. of the total receipts of the Government,
now contributed only 20 per cent. Nevertheless, this burden,
which falls with especial hardship on the millions of small
cultivators, is sufficiently great, added to as it is by local
exactions and the payment of indirect taxes on salt, &c.,
to cause many Indian nationalists to see in it the main reason
for the now universal poverty of the peasants. The opinion
of Keir Hardie, written after his tour in 1907, may be taken
as typical and is worth quoting at length. He says :
"Eighty per cent. of the taxes in India are raised by
revenue assessment upon land. The Government steadily
discourages private ownership in land as it objects to an
idle landlord class coming between itself and the real
producers of wealth-those who till the soil. The amount
of taxes raised direct from the peasant is from SO to 65
per cent. of the value of the yield of the land, in addition
to which they have to pay local taxes and various other smalJ
items so that probably not less than 75 per cent. of the harvest
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goes in taxes ... From time to time the revenue charges are
revised so that the Government may obtain the last penny
which can be wrung from the over-weighted peasant. Increases
of 30 per cent. are common, and there are many on record
of SO, 70 and even l 00 per cent. It is this fact which keeps
the people of India in a condition of perpetual, hopeless,
grinding poverty.''
Keir Hardie quotes also some figures which he reiards as
fairly conclusive evidence that the peasant pay Ii more now than
he did under pre-British rule. Thus, he points out that when
the province of Bengal came under British dominion in 1817,
the revenue claimed by its rulers from the peasants wa~
estimated at 8 million rupees or one-fourth of the crop. After
1817 the process of forcing up the land revenue began, so that
by 1823 it had been increased to 15 million rupees, and by
1875 to 48 million rupees. According to the latest official
report (Agricultural Statistics, 1924-25) the total land revenue
from the fully assessed area of the Bombay Presidency for
which figures are available, and excluding Indian states, was
43.8 million rupees. This, however.excludes about 48 million
acres not fully assessed, and another million acres of which
figures were not available. The estimated revenue for 1925-26
given in the provincial budget amounts to 56 million rupees.
There has been considerable controversy over the question
whether or not land taxation is heavier in its incidence now
than it was under pre-British rule, but one thing is ~ertain,
and that is that the peasant is made to yield as big a tribute
as can possibly be exacted without causing his absolute ruin,
and that he receives very little in return. The peasant might
just as well be paying the money directly to the British
Treasury in England for all the return that he sees. There are
many villages which pay a contribution of several thousand
rupees and never see a British official or and sign of Government enterprise. not even a school. The provision of village
education should obvtously be the first charge on the money
taken from the peasants, yet its neglect in India is a by-word
throughout the world, and two villages out of every three will
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be found to have no school at all. Nor can Government
irrigation schemes be regarded as a return for land revenue
payments, for irrigation water is made the subject of a special
charge, and, in fact, the Government irrigation works taken
as a whole yield a return of? to 8 percent. on the capital invested
in them.
Apart from its magnitude as a whole, the British system
of obtaining revenue from the peasantry exhibits several
features which involve special hardships for the poorest part
of the population. In the first place, the revenue demand is
based on the area and rental value or quality of the soil and
is independent of the size of the crop, on which all pre-British
land taxation was based. Only in the case of very severe crop
failure can there be a compassionate remission of land taxation. Consequently when the crop is incijfferent or poor the
peasant usually suffers severely. In the second place, together with abolition of estimation of the tax according to the
crop, payment in grain has also been abolished and replaced
by payment in money. Thirdly, payment is enforced with the
utmost severity. There have been many cases where peasants
have had to sell their cattle and household utensils to pay
the tax, and even more frequently cases where they have had
no alternative but to fall into the clutches of the moneylender
to avoid distraint. Even more harsh is the nature of the
incidence of the tax, which is levied uniformly whether the
cultivator has a holding of several hundred acres or a miserable plot of less than an acre. In the case of a big landlord
or cultivator, the payment of land revenue is a comparatively
small burden ; in the case of the poor peasant it is an exaction
which represents a relatively enormous toll on the amount
available for the purchase of the necessaries of life.
More than half of the total cultivated area in India is held
under the ryotwari system of tenure, where the ryot or
cultivator pays the land revenue direct to the government
officers under an assessment which is revised at periods of
about thirty years. Frequent cases of discontent occur among
the peasantry at the enhancement of land revenue on revision
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of the settlement. Thus, in the Alibagh district there has been
this year a considerable movement of revolt among the
peasants, who have refused to pay land tax owmg to the
increases imposed. In such cases, the Government has the
power to sell the goods of the ryot and even to alienate his
holding. In the report published in March, 1927, of the
Committee on Land Revenue appointed by the Bombay
Legislative Council, there is a minute of dissent by Rao Saheb
D. P. Desai which, among other things, calls attention to the
"stringent provisions of the Bombay Land Revenue Code
which enable the collector to sell the immoveable property
of an agriculturist under sections 153-55 for arrears of land
revenue," and he declares :
''The pre~ent land revenue law of procedure is arbitrary
and harsh and even the small concessions that it makes are
never carried out in practice ... ownership once enjoyed by the
ryot over his holding has been snatched away from him and
he is made a serf of the Government.''
Provincial reports on land revenue show that sale of peasant
holdings in default of revenue payments still take place. In
1922-23 the Madras Government sold land estimated to be
worth over 11 lakhs of rupees in order to recover arrears of
revenue amounting to less than 214 lakhs. The sale realised
less than 2 lakhs.
The facts relating to land revenue show that it plays an
important part in the exploitation of the peasant population.
The cultivators holding their tenancies direct from the Government under the ryotwari system are not in the position
of peasant proprietors, but are virtually tenants of an exacting
and oppressive landlord. The final stage of capitalist agriculture is reached when the land is cultivated by wagelabourers hired by the capitalist landlord. Under the present
system in India that stage has not yet been reached, but since
so large a proportion of the small peasants are hardly able,
or definitely unable, to make a bare subsistence out of the
land, the)' may be considered to all intents and purposes as
wage labourers on an enormous State farm who receive for
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their labour only just sufficient for their reproduction, while
the rest of the value that they create goes into the pockets
of the exploiters.
Exploitation by Landltlrds
The intr.oduction of capitalism into Indian agriculture involved a number of processes including as the most important ( 1} the break-up of the village communal system
of production, (2) the introduction of private property in
land, (3) the replacement of barter by money economy,
(4) the abolition of serfdom and other relics of feudalism.
The first two processes naturally go together, and from
the earliest occupation of India, the officials of British
administration consciously sought to reproduce the social
relations of capitalist agriculture wifh which they were
familiar at home. Their desire was to create a body analogous to the landlord class in England and they considered
the best way to secure this object was to confer large
property rights in land on loyal ruling chieftains or on their
own cr.eatures (often originally mere farmers of the revenue), and to fix the land tax payable by them in perpetuity. This was the origin of the permanent settlement
made in 1793, under which the amount payable as land
revenue by the big landlords or zemindars was fixed once
for all. Later, the Government found that it was undersirable
to be unable to change the rates of asseument, and so the
later assessments under the zemindary system, in which
the Government collects the revenue not dire..::tly from th~
peasant but through the class of superior landlords, were
made temporary. The area under the zemindary system
in British India amounted in 1921 to about 318 million
acres (i.e., about 48 per cent. of the total ar~a), of which
123 million acres are under permanent settlement.
The big zemindars are still the typical representatives
of the Indian bourgeoisie. Of the 229 millions dependent
on agriculture as estimated by the 1921 census, including
Indian States, l 0 millions are put down as obtaining income
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from rents.• The majority of the zemindars are a sheer
burden on agriculture, mere rent-receivers, rack renting
and exploiting the peasants under them. The total burden
of this parasitic class in agricultural production on the backs
of the actual cultivators is considerably greater than that
of the Government land revenue exactions. Professor K.T.Shah
attempts by two different methods to arrive at an estimate
of the total income of the landlord class. The first elitimate
is derived from the figure of the total land revenue paid
on land held under the zamindary system. Tlus land revenue
amounts to about 18 crores of rupees and on the assumption
that the zemindars pay away about· ten per cent of their
mcome as land tax, their total imcome would be approximately 189 crores of rupees, or about£ 135 millions. Reckon mg that there are rather over 10 milhons supported by
rent m British India, or nearly two million families, this
estimate would give an average annual income of 180
rupees per head or 900-1,000 rupees per f amity. This sum
i\ at least several times as large as the average annual
income of a peasant cultivating f amity, and, of course, while
many famihes of rent-receivers will be also cutivators,
there wall be a large number of big propnetors with incomes
much above 1,000 rupees per year.
The second method of estimatmg the burden of landlordism
1s of especial interest, as being based on the toll taken of the
agncultural i'roduction of the peasanh. Professo1 Shah
calculates the total net agncultural production for 1921-22 to
be valued at just over 2,000 crores of rupees.** Of This,
the i,hare of British India on an area basis is about 1,300
crore~. or allowing for richer land and greater cultivation,
say 1,500 crores. Nearly half of this 1s produced under the

* Professor K.T. Shah estimates the total number of rent receivers
tht several provinces of British India as I 2 ~ million as compared
wnh 193 mllhon ordinary cultivators. (Wealth and Taxable Capae11y

in

oJ b1d1a.)

• • One crore
mllhons.

=10,000,000. A crore of rupees =appro1Umatcly £7~
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zemindary system, i.e., an annual value of 600-750 crores
of rupees. If, then, rent is taken as equal to a quarter of
the gross produce, the total income from agricultural rents
will be 150-188 crores of rupees.
It is possible that the above estimates are rather on the
high side for some parts of the country, but this is certainly
not the case for the permanently settled area, particularly
in Bengal. In Bengal, the land revenue under the permanent settlement remains what it was a century ago, viz ..
about 21A crores of rupees, but the rental value of the land
has so much increased that, according to the All-India
census report, "the total realised as rent by the landlord
class including middle men in Bengal is Rs. 13.5 crore!i
per annum." In some parts of Bengal there are as many
as 12 or even 16 intermediate landloliifs between the revenue
paying zemindar and the cultivating peasant, each one of
whom does his best to rack-rent those below him, the final
oppressivr. burden being borne by the poverty-stricken
ryot.
Formerly, with more land available and fewer possible
tenants, the landlords could not afford to dispossess their
tenants and rents were lower. During the last century.
with the growing pressure on land, rack-renting hai.
enormously increased, so that the Government has been
forced to introduce legislation in order to prevent the
landlords from demanding exorbitant rents and ejecting
the tenants from their holdings. As an example, the Revenue
Admin;stration Report for the Province of Agra, 189293, notes that in one year at that time .. application for
ejectment of tenants-at-will rose from 57,875 to 64,353."
Two years later the figure rose to 72,105. The Agra Tenancy
Act, 190 I , attempted to counteract this by defining different
classes of tenants, with the object of making it illegal to eject
or raise the rent of the established holders.In spite of leg1i.lation, the number of non-cultivating landlords and tenants 111
everywhere on the increase. Madras statistics show that the
proportion of non-cultivators supported by agricuture increased
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from 20 per 1,000 in 1901 to 27 per 1,000 in 1921 (Pillai,
Economic Conditions in India, 1925). In the Guntur region of
Madras, the proportion of non·cultivating landowners increased
from 30 per 1,000 in 1901 to 34 in 1911 and 56 in 1921. The
number of non·cultivating tenants increased from 2 per 1,000
in 1901 to 32 per 1,000 in 1921. (Economic Organisation of
Indian Villages, Ranga and Reddi. 1926.) Professor Radha Kamal
Mukerji declares that "in the Punjab alone, the number of rent
receivers has increased from 660,000 to 1,000,000 during the
last decade." (Forward, January 17. 1926.)Even undertheryotwari
system the number of non·cultivators is on the increase. In his
study of the village of Jutegaon Bruk in -the Bombay Presidency,
Dr. Mann found that there were 146 landholders and only 114
~eparate cultivators. The following figures quoted by Pillai
(Economic Conditions in India) give an idea of the growing rate
at which land was changing hands in the Punjab at the end of
the nineteenth century.

1866-74
1875·80
1880-85
1885-90
1890-95

Average Annual
Average Annual
Area mortgaged
Salel of Land
(area m acres)
88,000
143,000
93,000
212.000
160.000
296,000

310,000
338,000

590,000
554,000

Mr. Pillai notes that "the new owners have not generally turned
to the cultivation of the soil; the old cultivators were to remain
not as owners but as t.nants."
These figures bear witness to the prevalent increasing
poverty and distress of the peasant cultivators and the increas·
ing expropriation from their holdings. The peasant proprietors
are passing away. they are becoming mere workers for a
parasitic landlord class, or are even definitely thrown into the
ranks of the landless agricultural proletariat. The following
quotation from a recent study of agricultural conditions in
MaJabar describes the same process of landlordism at work
in another part of India.
68
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"In a simple lease of the Verrumpattam type it is not at
all uncommon that the tenant is called upon to pay to the
landlord the whole of the estimated net produce after
deducting the bare cost of seed and cultivation and consequently he is merely a labourer on subsistence wages, though
it suits his landlord to bind him by contract. It frequently
happens that the rent which the tenant covenants to pay is
more than the land could yield, and in this case a burden
of debt accumulates on him, and his position becomes little
better than that of a slave. If he incurs his landlord's displeasure, a decree for eviction and arrears of rent, and his
means of livelihood are gone for ever." (Economic Life in
a Malabar Village, S. Aiyer, 1925).
This sort of situation could be paralleled from almost every
part of India. Connected with the development of capitalism
in agriculture and the increase of the landlord class is another
feature which is becoming more and more ~ommon all over
India, viz., c1bsentee landlordism. Formerly only the biggest
landlords left their estates to be managed by an agent and
themselves lived in the towns or abroad. The majority of the
lesser zemindars were themselves interested in agriculture and
were not yet attracted by the new methods of spending monl!y
available under capitalist civilisation. Since then more and
more have left their holdings for the luxuries of a town life.
Thus we have reproduced in India all the evils associated with
..absentee landlordism," familiar in the history of Ireland. Sir
P. C. Ray, giving evidence before the Economic Inquiry
Committee in 1925, declared, "one of the principal causes of
the growing poverty of the rural population is absentee
landlordism." Naturally, with the hierarchy of landlords in
Bengal under the permanent settlement, absentee landlords are
more common there than elsewhere, but similar reports are
available from all parts.
In Malabar, it is declared that "The bigjanmis or landlord!!
are more often than not absentees living in a distant place
interested only in the punctual collection of their dues.''
(Economic Ufe in a Malabar Village, S. Aiyer, 1925).
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A study of a village Bheka* in the Allahabad district
reports that '"practically all the zemindars are absentees."
and comments on its evil results in the lack of example
and assistance to the cultivators, (such as could be
afforded by the running of model farms) and the absence
of communal activity. The author declares that whereas
indifference to neighbourly obligations was formerly a
characteristic only of the towns it i& now finding its way
to the village also.
.
The modern system of landlordism in India is predominantly on a capitalist money basis. Nevertheless many
relics of feudalism still exist in m~ny parts of India and
especially in the Indian States. The depressed classes or
outcash, the so-called untouchables, were at one time in
many cases serfs bound to the soil. Landlord oppression
of these classes and of the poorer cultivators takes the
form of the exaction of many other !tervices and contributions be~ide& that of rent. Such ex.actions consist especially of compulsory labour for the landowner and
forced contributions and levies on special oc-=asions paid
either in money or in kind. Professor Mukerji ( 1925) says
that many serfs still exist in most village~ of the central
provinces. In Malabar a peculiar feature of agricultural
labour is the existence of a clan of &emi-slaves .called
Cherumas or Pulayas. It is only half a century ago that
their legal status as slaves was removed and even now
they are agricultural slaves attached to their master's soil
and transferred to the buyer of land when it is sold. Their
wages are paid in kind. In Cochin, they comprise 50 per
cent. of the field labourers in the State. In Bombay
Presidency there occurs a well-known form of tenancy
known as th~ "Khoti" system. under which the owners
of the soil, the "Khots," regard themselves as having
various feudal rights ·over the peasants, who complain of
• Studitos in-;;;;-,,ural E~onomv of thC' Allahabad Distracf, B. G.
Rh1tnagar, 1924.
·
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exaction of forced labour and other semi-feudal dues.
These relics of feudalism are survivals from the precapitalist period. They are now rapidly passing away with
the conversion of the former serfs into free proletarian
labourers, but the exploitation of the latter is not any the
less intense under their new status.

Appendix XII

Attitude and Reactions of the British
Government in India*
Towards the Formation of Workers' & Peasants'
Party in India and about its activities
Extract from a Private Letter from a Calcutta (British)
Merchant
Spratt the emisary from Moscow, co.ntinues to hold weekly
(and his satellites almost daily) meetmgs at the Fort Gloster
Mills, at which the chief dish served up to the workers
is "Russia" and the advantage which would follow the
expulsion of the 'Sahib' and his replacement by communi~tic rule. In the meantime the malls are as good as silent
(as they have been since July 16th) and 12 to 15 thousand
operatives are out of work l80Ck of whom are in a state
of ~emi-starvation and would willingly work were it not
for the picketting and intimidation).
Spratt's bag during the past twelve month!I has been the
matiation and active furtherance of disorder (in every case
resulting in blood&hed) amongst the B. N. Railway workers
of Kharagpur, the E.l. Railway workers at Lilluah (resulting
in the wrecking of a train), Tata's workers at Jamshedpur, the
workers of a group of mills at Dauria-and many others. And
m no single instance has a Provincial Government or the
Government of India made by attempt to interfere with him.
It is encouraging, therefore, to those of us who are entrusted
with the management of large and hitherto prosperous and
contended concerns, to pick up our morning and read the
enclosed. We are all wondering what ''the Government
concerned'' conceive to be ·'their responsibilities·· to which
they are so "fully alive"! The atmosphere out here just now
• Ellccrpts from "Communism in India", Unpublished Documents,
1925- 1934, pages 45 to 77, 6'11ted by Subodh Roy.
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is highly charged and pregnant with trouble-a deep feeling

of insecurity on our side, and arrogant insolence on the other.
SUBJECT :
A rt-view of the Book .,., CAU TO ACTION'
-published by the WORKERS' AND PEASANTS' PARTY
OF BENGAL, 211 Eur6pean Asylum Lane', Calcutta-] 928.
It contains the resolutions and report of the 3rd Annual
Conference of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bengal
which was held at Bhatpara in March l 928.
In this book a deliberate attempt has been made by the
Executive of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bengal to
show that complete national independence is not possible so
long as the Indian capitalist class is associated with the
Congress and is at the helm of ''national struggle for freedom". In it, they also condemn the 11on-militant policy of
the T.U. movement in India and says that the task of the Party
is to transform the existing organisation so that it will give
expression to real working class demands and to make the
leadership such that it will give a courageous, militant and
correct lead.
Then the Executive suggests ways and means as to how
the ''complete independence of India can be brought about
by marshalling the organised forces of the masses of workers
and peasants in the country.
I give below the extracts from this book to show what the
aforesaid aims at :
P .2. In the Presidential address of the aforesaid conference.
Atul Chandra Gupta, M.A., B.L. said "we have to wage an
effective fight against both our exploiters and the foreign
Government .... Our movement, while fighting for economic
demands, must be a political one, and for the present our
political work must be done to a large extent in connection
with and within the Congress which we must aim to capture'' ...
P.3. The Soviet Republics not only add greatly to tht>
strength of the movements for emanciP.ation all over the
world but prove the possibility of socialist reconstruction of
society by the working class alone. They constitute a menace
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to the stability of Imperialism and Capitalist exploitation,
and the capitalist world especially Britain. prepare.; to attack
and destroy this menace. Only the unstable state of international relationship in Europe and class situation in Britain
have prevented the consummation before this time of the
policy of attack on Russia. The danger of war against the
Workers' Republic is increasing and demands the attentio11
of the masses" ...
P.4. The British Empire generally. and India particularly
is experiencing ''movement of revolt again!!tt the imperialist
powers.'' The search for profits for Bntish interests has
intensified. More capital is mvested m India, particularly
since 1914 .......
P.5. In the political sphere, the British Empire is in a very
serious position. It is threatened with formal secession of
the white Dependence ... Its industrial and financial supremacy is least and its position i~ still declining. This critical
situation leads the British bourgeoisie to seek support within
the colonies, to secure its hold upon them. particularly in
the event of war, which almost lead to the seperation of India
on the last occasion. This political necessity dictates the
fundamental line of imperiahst political policy within India
-the extension of alliance with the Indian upper classes,
to the bourgeoisie as a whole. This ts the essence of the
reformed Constitution.
The British bourgeoisie as a whole, derive wealth from
India in four main ways : by selling British goods, by buying
or producing cheap raw materials. by taxation. and by investment of capital in India in industries. Though the monopoly
of India as a market is least. British goods still occupying the
most important place.
P.6. The policy of imperialism in India to retain its position
of dominance is three-fold one. ( 1) It secures firm control of
the chief industries, administration etc. (2) Secondly, by
encouraging internal conflicts of various kinds, it disintegrates
the forces of opposition to it. (3) Finally it conducts a policy
of direct suppression of movements dangerous to its rule.
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p. 7. The most important case of this policy of fomentation

of differences is that of Hindu-Muslim divergence.
P.8. At the same time the policy of imperialism has been
one of continued suppression of efforts to extend the basis
of national movement to include the masses. The men retiring
from Russia with radical or communist ideas have been practically
all imprisoned and victimised. Others with similar ideas have
been treated in the same way in the Cawnpore Conspiracy
Case. There is a continuous series of prosecutions for inciting
the masses to hatred against the Government. Finally there
is maintained a vigorous censorship of mails especially foreign, and wholesale prescription and seizure of literature with
tendency.
P.9. It shows that the Indian bourgeoisie is in position of
subordination to British capital and Za'Qlindars etc. are allies
of the Government.
P .12. The class differences within the Congress membership has been accentuated, the upper strata following the
bourgeoisie and its Council policy the lower strata falling into
indifference or a radical policy ... The lower strata of the petty
bourgeoisie and the remnant of the terrorist parties are the
"Uniformed" of the Congress and constitute part of the
ground, from which the Workers' and Peasants' Parties are
now rising.
P .17. It is essential that working class organisations, the
TUs, and T. U. C. fight and obtain freedom from the bourgeois
control. These things require an independent workers' political party to educate, organise and lead the workers in their
struggle.
P.17-18. Under the leadership of the industrial workers.
the movement of the masses can go forward to abolish foreign
exploitation, to establish democracy, and those elementary
pre-requisites of life which 9Stf, of the peasants of India still
lack. By means of strike, demonstrations, hartals and the more
laborious means of organisation and education, the class
consiousness and solidarity of the masses will be raised to
the level necessary before its tasks can be achieved.
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P.18. Almost the most important problems which the
masses will have to solve is the agrarian question, the relation
of the cultivators to the soil on which they work-the central
question of the ownership of land for the cultivator himself
will have to be decided by the organised power of the peasants
and landless labourers in conjunction with the general
nationalists.
The Party has its tasks to gather together all sincere fighting
elements from the ranks of the workers and peasants, and
exploited middle class and the militant national movement ahd
to force them mto one united whole for conducting their united
!l.truggle. It will establish particularly·close relations with the
youth, the future leaders of the country and the T Us, the source
from which mosts of its strength will be drawn.
P.22-23. The pohcy of the Party must be to carry forward
the campaign for the boycott of the Simon Commission to the
utmost extent inspite of the sabotage. Strikes and hartals must
be encouraged, and the masse& brought mto the movement by
as&ociating their demands with the National slogans. The
campaign must demands complete National Independence, and
must work for calling a Constituent A&smebly elected by
Universal Adult Suffrage which will concentrate and express
authoritatively diverse demands and scattt·red struggles of the
masses. The Constituent Assembly which can give the masses
the united and militant lead which the All-Parties Conference
has failed to give, wiU be the Nation's real answer to the British
Government and the Simon Commission, and will constitute
a definite step forward in the struggle of the masses for
complete independence and the satisfaction of their pressing
economic needs.
The slogan of the boycott of British goods may be supported
as a means of rousing enthusiasm but only as a subsidiary to
the slogan of a constituent Assembly.
The Party must also carry on propaganda in relation to
mternational affairs. ·The League Against Imperialism be
supported and its propaganda for the alliance of the
revolutionary labour movement and colonial revolutionary
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movements be assisted. Solidarity must be encouraged with
the Russian and Chinese Revolutions, particularly in view
of the danger of war. As a definite campaign must be conducted
against war, especially amongst the peasants who supply
the soldiers, and among the workers, who supply the materials
and transport. The slogln must be advanced of non-cooperation with the Government and the war machine in the event
of war.
P.2S. The Party will try to rescue the peasants from the
tyrany of the landlords and also exploitation of the moneylenders.
P.28. It is essential that the Workers' and Peasants' Party
should attract to its banner the newly organising forces of
the youth and give them its scientific social outlook and
energetic radical policy. There muat be established an
independent youth organisation which undertake the
following:
1. Particip.ation in political nationalist movement
2. Advance the cause of Trade Unionism among the workers
3. FiJht for the redress of the special grievances of the
youth, especially unemployed
4. Political study and self-preparation
S. Conduct of education in political and economic subjects
among workers, villagers an students
6. Act as a centre within the existing general youth
organisations for the propaganda of radical ideas and the
advancement of a sound policy
This youth organisation must have working class anJ
peasant youths as its members.
P.32. Writing on Trade Unions it says that the workers be
rallyed around the following programme of immediate
demands on a national scale :
I. Eight-hour day
2. Abolition of child labour
3. Minimum living wage
4. Abolition of system of fines
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S.
6.

State support for unemployed etc.
Improvement of laws re: workmen's compensation
and employers' liability
7. Installation of modem safety appliances in factories,
mines etc.
8. Abolition of the system of Sardars.
P.34. The Party unequivocally stands for giving land to
the present cultivators, eliminating all idlers livin~ on the
tributes from the peasants... He must be under obligation to
none but the State, representing his own interest~ and himself.
P .35. The Conference protests against the action, taken by
the Government forces and European staff which has now
become a regular practice in strikes, of shooting upon strike
(at Bamungachi) with the object of disheartening and
defeating them.
It congratulates the workers of E.I. Railway, now locked
out and those on strike in sympathy with them, both in the
railways and in other work~ and promises them full support
of the Party.
P.36. Muzaffar Ahmad, Dharam Goswami. A. Roy and
Abdul Halim have been appointed to form a sub-committee
m making arrangements to form the united pany and to an
all-India conference in December next.
It urges the formation of a Centre for conducting the
propaganda of the League Against Imperialism in India and
protests against the proscription of the publications of the
League by the Govel'Q,!Dent.
It deplores the action of the Executive Council of the
AITUC in breaking off its relation with the Workers Welfare
League in India, London.
P.36-37. It urges upon the TU movement the necessities
of organising disciplined workers Defence Crops for conducting strikes, demonstrations etc .• in effective mann&.
P.37-49. 1bese pages contam in plans of re-organisation
and the constitution of the Party and its relation with other
existing organisations in the country.
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The Party has under it the following organisations :
1. Bengal Jute Workers' Association
2. Mymensingh Workers' and Peasants' Party with branch
at Atia
3. Dhakeswari MUI Workers' Union
4. Bengal Glass Workers' Union
5. Scavengers' Union of Bengal with branches at Howrah,
Dacca and Mymensingh
6. Workers' Protection League
On this page it traces the publication of GANAVANI as
the organ of the Party. The Bengali weekly JAGARAN,
(awakening) of Kustia supports the programme of the Party.
P.52. The General Secretary of the Party, S. N. Tagore is
in Germany. He was sent to Europe to study the labour and
political movements.
P.52-53. The following members of the Party were prosecuted by the Government :
1. S.A. Dange of Bombay
2., Shaukat Usmani of Bikaner
3. Md. Shafique of N.W.F.P.
4. Ramchandra Kapur of Lahore
5. P. Spratt of Labour Research Bureau, London
6. S.S. Mirajkar, Secretary of the Peasants' & Workers'
Party, Bombay
7. Malik Fazli Elahi Qurban of Lahore
8. D. Combell of the C.P.G.B.
9. Md. Akbar Khan
P.53. It complains against the interception of letters etc. of
the Party, especially in foreign Mails.
One Registered cover posted to them in Bombay on 11th
February has not yet been delivered. A second registered and
insured cover for Bombay was delivered late. The General
Secretary sent M.O. from Germany in December last for£ 40.
It has not been delivered. A similar sum sent to Bombay has
also not been received. All periodicals sent from abroad .:ire
withheld. The authorities deny "'our" assertion that C.I.D.
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interferes. It also protests against the proscription of the
pamphlet "India and China" by the Government.
P. 54-55. These contains the names of office bearers of
the Party.
On the cover of this book there is an advertisement of a
Hindi weekly organ of the Party named ''LAL NISHAN''
(Red Flag). It publishes ever Wednesday and is priced of two
pice only.
Submitted.
Sd/- Ginja Bhusan Roy,

S. I., S. B.
31.7.28.
Home/Political/1928
F 18/VII K.W. XI

Secret :
Events and Developments in the Communist Situation in India from September 1928
to January I 929
BOMBAY : The Labour situation in Bombay, which was more
or less under the control of the Communist Party, headed by
Bradley, Joglekar, Ghate, Nimbkar and others continued to
deteriorate. The Communist Party captured nearly all the
labour unions, and their representatives in the Strike Committee became virtual dictators. They attempted to frame an
alternative scheme for )tandardized wages and in order to
enable them to do so, the Mill-owners agreed to place
the muster rolls at their disposal. Their scheme involved an
increase of 30% over the standardiz~d rates proposed by the
Mill-owners' representatives on the Strike Committee. After
this Jhavwala, Nimbkar, Bradley delivered lectures on 12th
September 1928, and fdvised the men to refrain from going
to work. Later on Jhavwala enquired from the Mill Owners'
Association whether they would agree to a settlement on the

following tenns:
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A committee of enquiry to be appointed by the Government to consider and report to the Mill-owners and the
Strike Committees standardization scheme and the workers' 17 demands; immediate resumption of work on prestrike wages; and, in cae of these mills where earnings had
fallen below the average of 1925 the owners adjust rates
in such a manner as to restore 50% of the decrease in
earnings to the workers. On receipt of this, the secretary
of the Mill Owners' Association put forward his own scheme
with Jhavwala without any result. On 26th September a
committee of the Mill Owners' Association and the Negotiation Sub-committee of the Joint Strike Committee held
meetings to consider the new scheme of standardization
framed by the Strike Committee, and although agreement
was reached on several points, the nelotiations broke down
on 29th September, again over the question of wages of
workers. So, the strike in Vishnu the Luxmi, the Jam and
the Narsingarji mills, Bombay continued. In the meantime
the Communist group continued to incite mill-workers h}
speeches and writings to carry on the strike policy, and
intimidation was employed to induce them not to join work.
On this the management of certain mills applied to the
Magistrate for an interim injunction, which was granted,
restraining these persons from making objection.ible speeches
or inciting the mill-workers. The situation became so grave
that Messrs. Turner Morrison & Co, agents of the Globe
Mill, which was one of the mill involved in the General
Strike, Bombay Textile Mills, decided to close down the Mill
permanently. On 4th October, however, a settlement wa~
arrived at, under the auspices of the Government, between
the joint Strike Committee and the representatives of the Mill
Owners' Association and the Strike was called off.
On Sth October, a huge mass meeting of the strikers.
numbering more than 20,000 was addressed by Messrs.
Nimbkar, Mirajkar, the communist leaders. who told their
audiences that the compromise was a distinct defeat of the
owners. in so far as cutting weavers' wages and introducing
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the new rules were concerned, and the workers by means of
the defensive strike had been able to maintain the status quo.
The speakers declared that they did not expect any appreciable
result from the proposed committee of Euquiry to be set up
by the Government, and regarded the suspension of the strike
merely as a truce. They impressed upon their audience that
they would utilise the intervening time in building up a strong
organization and in making preparation for a well-organised
fight in the future. They persuaded the strikers to believe that
with a view to securing better conditions of life and work in
future, the workers should now prepare themselves for an
offensive and not merely a defensive strike. This speech was
with shouts of "VICTORY TO RED FLAG", "VICTORY TO
vIRNI KAMGAR UNION", "LONG LIVE THE WORKERS'
FIGHT", and "VICTORY TO THE WORKERS' AND PEASANTS' PARTY". Red flags were enthusiastically displayed,

and where they were not available, the workers even used their
red turbans as flags. At the end of the meeting a huge procession of the strikers was formed and it went to the office
of the Girni Kamgar Umon, where it saluted the Red Flag
amidst cheers from leaders.
The Bombay Government appointed a Committee consistmg of Sir Charles Fawcett. Mr. M. P. Khareghat, I.C.S.
(Retd.) and Mr. B. S. Kamat, lately a member of the Royal
Agricultural Commission. The Committee sat, and asked
both sides to lead evidence, but while they were sitting arose
m d1fferent groups of mills, and twice the police were
murderously assaulted. On one occasion revolvers had to be
used, with the result that both the police and the strikers had
several men killed on each side. The local communist agitators had been sowing the wind, and it appeared that they
would reap whirlwind. On two occasions Messrs. Nimbkar
and Dange were set upon by certain mill hands and were be
laboured. The situation is still out of hand.
During the course
strike Jhavwala received a sum of
Rs. 1,095/- through ''All Russian Genuyyenschafts Bank'',
Moscow from the •'Central Kumitee Der Textilarbeiter''.

of
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Potter Milson, of the Workers' Welfare League of India,
London, writing on August 9th 1928, B. F. Barucha, Bombay
said: '"Again the leaders of the ··HERALD" of July 12 spills
tears over the ••ptucky but unavailing struggle lasting over
six months', but did not emphasize the need for material
assistance, and its news columns mentioning the fact that the
Textile International, the British Trade Union Congress and
the International Federation of Trade Unions have sent over
some money, but completely ignoring that fact that the Work:ers'
Welfare League have been circulating the rank and file of the
workers of this country, collecting small sums from the workers
at their meetings and branches-more than that have been
obtained-an international connection-impossible for the
British T.U.C. as witness the fact that over 2,000 was sent
through the League from the Pan Pacific Secretariat, and also
a cheque had been received from the Federation Federation
Unitaire Des Industries Textile Vetelent Et Parties SimilarieJ·
De France & Des Colonies, for 2,000 frances, which will be
sent you by the next mail. Also a collection is being made
in Germany at the instigation of the League which we hope
will realise something for the workers in the throes of struggle!
of Bombay''.
It may be recalled that in May 1928 Mr. N. M. Joshi
received from the same source Rs. 20,000/- from which Jhavwala
received l,095/- Saklatvala also sent 16/- to Barucha for the
Bombay strike fund in September 1928. The "Worker" of
August 31st, 1928 published the following : ''The Fifth Annual
Conference of the National Minority Movement sends fraternal greetings to the toiling workers and peasants of India.
We express our pride in the magnificent struggle that the
Indian workers in the Textile, Railways and other industries
have made against the combined forces of native and British
capitalism... we pledge ourselves to suppon you by every
available means and express the hope rhat we shall be able

to organise closer connections between the Indian Trade
\lnion movement and the revolutionary workers organised
under the banner of the Nat\ona\ Minotit~ Movement."
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BENGAL : In Bengal, events in the Gloster Jute Mills; Dauria,
assumed uglier proportions. Foiled in their attempt to compel
the management to discharge the outside recruits, the agitaton
resorted to more violent methods of persuasion. On 23rd
November, a private meeting convened by Bankim Mukberji
and Radha Raman Mitra at Karbala Maidan, of which
resolutions were passed to seize the Ferryghat Road and tu
introduce Saryagraha in the colie lines. Direct actions against
the outsiders were also agreed upon. Methods of terrorisipg
outside workers by assaults and by preventing food-stuffs
from entering the mill bazar were quickly agreed brought into
operation. S. C. Bose, Gopen Chakravarty, Radha Raman Mitra
and Bankim Chandra Mukherji addressed a meeting of 4,000
people. While they were delivering speeches, a man informed
the audience that the recruits were outraging the modesty of
their families. A huge rush of some 3,000 strikers to the coolie
lines ended in assaults upon recruits with lathis, kataris, and
other offensive weapons and in a number of injuries. The police
speedily restored order. The strike is still continuing, and
one of the communist leaders Gopen Chakravany, has taken
up his abode in Dauria, while several others including Philip
Spratt, are continuously visiting the area and encouraging
the men to hold out. During an affray which occured at this
Mill in December, the Head Clark of the Mill was stabbed
by one of the worker. Kalidas Bhattacharji has cabled
for assistance to the strikers 10 Saklatvala in England and
Soumendra Nath Tagore in Germany. (Tagore is actually in
Moscow. but has a covel' address in Berlin), Spratt has also
wired to the Workers' Welfare League for funds.
In October, a new Bengali weekly entitled; .. Lal Paltan"
{Red Anny) was published under the editorship of Bimal
Ganguly, the Publicity Officer of the Lilloah E.l.R. Union.
who took a prominent part in the last E.l.R. strike. This Weekly
has on the front page a picture of a sickle and a hammer and
a capitalist being blowa from the mouth of a cannon by a
labourer. lt preaches the Communist gospel of equalit-y and
\he abo\i\ian of the upper classes.
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On 13th October 1928, about 3,000 workers of the Lilloah
workshops, carrying about I 00 red flags marched in a
procession led by K. C. Mitra, the Secretary of the E.I.R.
Union, to the Holiday Park in Calcutta, where a meeting was
addressed by K. C. Mitra and others. The processionists while
passing along Harrison Road and other streets, waved Red flag
and shouted out "Lal Paltan ki Jai" (victory to the Red Army),
"Mazdoor Bhaion ki Jay" (victory to the labourers).
PUNJAB : In September Sohan Singh Josh of Amritsar, leader
of the Punjab Kirti Group was summoned by Spratt and
Muzaffar Ahmad to attend an important meeting regarding tht>
formation of the All-India Workers' and Peasants' League;
but as Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad had to go off suddenly to
Bombay. Sohan Singh Josh missed them. During his stay
Sohan Singh was reported to have Taeld confabulations with
Baba Gurdit Singh and Bengal Kirti Dal. Ho exhorted the
other members of the Dal to co-operate with the Baba in
thoroughly organising and strengthening the Kirti Dal. On
November Sth Muzaffar Ahmad, writing to Sohan Singh Josh
said: Please prepare a report of the Punjab Party at once giving
full details of your activities. In this way we shall procure
report from Bombay also and on the basis of these reportr.
a general report for whole of India will be prepared. I draw
vour attention to the fact that Sikhs in Calcutta form a Bengal
branch of the Punjab Party. This is really ludicrous. I held
a Conference with some of them and what I understand is that
the workers themselves are not unwilling to merge into the
Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bengal but there are some
people who do not like the idea at all. especially the Bengal
secretary is against it. Please do send a wire to anyone whom
you know, I' II make the Bengal Kirti Dal at least a branch
of the Bengal Party. Your wire must reach them before Sunday
next. Also print a notice in the Punjabi addressing the Punjabi
workers, Sikhs, Hindus and Mussalmans ir. Calcutta and
nearabout. In this notice deal with the following points :
l. What Kirti Dal stands for?
2. Ralation between the different parties in different
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provinces-here you will say that all parties are working
with the same principles and programme. In the coming
conference all parties will be united and the Workers' and
Peasants' party of India will be formed.
In October information was received that amalgamation of
the Bengal Kirti Dal and the workers' and Peasants' Party
became an established fact, and the Punjab members agreed
to the inclusion within their organization of Bengali members.

Bengal Klrti group & Worken' and Peasants' Party·
On Novermber 11th, a public meeting of Sikhs was held m
Calcutta under the auspices of the Workers' & Peasants' Pany
with the object of popularising the Party Programme amongst
the workers, and particularly the Sikhs, and securing their
help in the forthcoming All-India Workers' and Peasants'
Party Conference. The proceedings were opened by Phillip
Spratt who explaind the programme of the Party and advised
labour organisations to unite. Other speeches on the subject
of oppression by Government, as well as by money-lenders,
zammdars and other capitah~ts were made. About the end
of November Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad and the members
of the Executive Committee of the Workers· and Peasants'
Party, Bengal, elected Sohan Singh Josh of the Kirt1 Dal,
Punjab, for the presidentship of the All-Ind1a Workers' and
Peasants' Conference, which was held at Calcutta tn the last
week of December.

Punjab Worken' &: .._nts' Party Conference
The second session of the Workers• and Peasants' Party of
the Punjab, organised by the Kirti group of Amritsar, was held
at Lyallpur along with the political conference. The Kirti
Party had confidently announced that S. A. Dange of Bombay
would preside over the conference and that Sprau, Bradley
and other well-known. communists would attend. No extraprovincial communist. however, of any importance attended
and the Conference had to elect as President Chabil Das, a
Lahore propagandist of Nau Jawan Bharat Sabha.
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Ram Chandra, chairman of the Reception Committee,
delivered his address, which was an objectionable discourse
of Communism coupled with laudatory reference to
revolutionism, and denunciation of imperialism, capitalism
and the present systein of society. It recommended the nationalization of wealth, a social revolution, the organization
of Workers and Peasants to resist exploitatian by capitalism,
and contained spt:cific suggestions for the assessment of land
revenue on the principles of the Income-tax Act, the unrestricted lndianization of the Army and the withdrawal of the British
Army from India. The Village Patrol Act, the Land revenue
system and canal water rates were all attacked. Resolution!-.
were passed appealing to the people not to take part in any
future war, condemning the Trade Disputes Bill, congratulating the peasants of Bardoli on their \uccessful organization
and opposition to the Government. The Communist doctrine~
were proclaimed with more candour than on any previou'
public occasion, and anti-Government and anti-British propaganda was the predominating note.

United Provinces
In the United Provinces two Workers' and Peasants' Partie'
were formed during October, 1928. One was styled "The
Bundelkhand Workers' and Peasants' Party" with headquarter at Jhansi and N .L. Kadam as its secretary. and the
other "The U.P. Peasants' and Workers' Party" at Meerut,
with PC. Joshi, an Allahabad student as its secretary. The
Jhansi group held a Conference on 28th and 29th October.
under the presidentship of Jhavwala of Bombay. The Meerut
group also held a conference at Meerut. It was attended by
Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad, Kedar Nath Sa.hgal and others. At
both places the speeches were extremely objectionable.
At Meerut Spratt openly preached direct action. A ne\\
Communist organ ""The Krantikari" was started from
Jhansi under the editorship of the well-known revolutionary
Krishna Gopal Sharma. The articles in Krantikari are openly
communistic and its tone is always objectionable.
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"Call to Action"
A pamphlet entitled ••A call to Action'', issued by the Bengal
Workers' and Peasants' Party, came to notice in September,
J928. It clearly showed and avowed the revolutionary aim of
the Party. The author is said to be Phillip Spratt. A few extracts
given below will show the stuff the pamphlet contains :
" ... The lower strata of the petty bourgeoisie, the unemployed, etc., a section of a non-cooperators, and the remnant
of the terrorist parties are the informed left of the Congress
and constitute part of the ground from which the Workers'
and Peasants' parties are now rising. .. By means of strikes,
demonstrations and hartals and the more labonous means of
organisation and education, the class consciousness and solidarity of the masses will be raised to the level necessary
before its task can be achieved."
''The most important problem which the measses will have
to solve is the agrarian question, tht relation of the cultivators
to the soil on which they work. No solution can be satistactory
unless the central question of the ownership of land is decided;
agamst the reactionary system of the partition of land among
a few big owners with arbitrary powers of expulsion and
exploitation; for the principles of land to the cultivator him~elf..... The Party must also carry on propaganda in relation
to mtemational affairs. The League against imperialism must
he supported, and its propaganda for the alhance of the revolutionary movements be assisted. Sohdanty mu~t be encouraged with the Russian and Chinese revolutions, particularly
m view of the danger ol war. And a definite compaign must
be conducted against war, especially amongst the peasants
who supply the soldiers, and among the workers who supply
the meterials and transport. The slogan must be '•ADVANCE
OF NON-COOPERATION WITH THE GOVERNMENT AND THE
WAR MACHINE IN THE EVENT OF WAR''.
Instructional Cl1111e1·
Phillip Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad, in order to expand the
principle of their party, arranged a small instructional class
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in Bombay, to which C.G. Shah delivered a series of lectures
on Russian Revolution, Imperialism, the class struggle etc.
The Communist policy of educating the masses to ''class
consciousness'' was also pursued by the Bengal Peasants' and
Workers' Party.
·

Activity Amon1st Transport Worken
About the end of October, the Bengal Communists were
endeavouring to gain a footing among the dock labourers
in Calcutta. Under the auspices of Bengal Workers' and
Peasants' Party, a few meetings were held and addressed by
Muzaffar Ahmad, Dharani Goswami and Shamsul Huda, a
Moscow trained youth. They urged the necessity of forming
a Dockers' Union to be called the Transport Workers' Union.
Phillip Spratt was also active in tffis connection and paid
visit to Kidderpore Docks. In November a Transport Worker~·
Union of Khalasis and Lascars of inland and sea-going
vessels ~as organised.
Communism and the Youth Movement
Jawaharlal Nehru, speaking at the Bombay Presidency Youth
Conference, Poona, said : ''We must aim at the destruction
of all imperialism and reconstruction of society on another
basis. That basis must be one of cooperation and that was
another name for socialism. Our national ideal must therefore,
be the establishment of a cooperative Socialist Commonwealth and our international idea a worlds federation of sociali~t
States. The voice that claims freedom must be the voice of
revolt. When the voice is raised England will bow to the
ineviatable".
At the instance of B. F. Bradley, labourers started Factory
Committees in Bombay mills on the lines followed in Soviet
Russia.
Connections with the League A1ain1t Imperialism
The League Against Imperialism, with V. N. Chattopadhyaya
as its secretary and Berlin its Head Quarter, has been
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increasingly active in establishing connection with India.
There is abundant evidence to prove that the League is a
Communist organisation-contact between this organisation
and Indian Revolutionaries and communists such as
Jawaharlal, Dange and Jhavwala has been continually strengthened. A mass of correspondence and literature of an
objectionable nat'llre sent out from Berlin with in the last
three months leaves no doubt that it is working u11der the
direct control of Moscow and is controlled by the
Communist International. The League &cnt a number· of
letters and pamphlets to the Communist delegates at the
Jharia Trade Union Conference, and as. the same time forwarded
to Bakhale a signed photograph of Com. Rykov, which
showed beyond doubt the connection of the League Against
Imperialism with Profintern.
In a letter dated November 7th, 1928, to Jhavwala,
Chattopadhyaya wrote that the question of placmg the necessary funds at Jhavwala's disposal for running an office "'!as
being considered and that he hoped to give him a reply in a
week or two: and he asked Jhavwala and other comrades to
work energetically this year to overcome all the objections
to the affiliation of the AITUC to his League. He at the same
time informed Jhavwala that the All-Russian Federation of
Trade Unions had declared its formal affiliation to the League
Agamst Imperialism. The typewnter on which these letters
have been typed, and the paper and the envelops, are very
similar to thJse sent by notorious M. N. Roy. who 1s at present
m Berlin. Expert opinion on this pomt is bemg sought.
On 18th August, 1928. the following resolution on India
was passed by the League Agamst Imperialism : "'The
Executive Committee of the League Against Imperialism
reaffirms, its determination to support the policy of complete
national independence for India ... And the League holds that
the progress and development of the Workers and Peasants
of India is impossible under foreign dommallon, and further
that the British control of India is an insuperable obstacle to
general disarmament and a standing menace to peace''.
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In a letter dated 3rd October, 1928, Jawaharlal wrote to
Chattopadhyaya. secretary of the League Against Imperialism
as follows :
"You have heard no doubt of the new Independence for
India League. Very lilcely this will associate with you. It may
also be a meeting ground for anti-imperialist activities, but
so far it is in its infancy and requires organization ... .It would
be a very good thing if you can send a representative to the
All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party of the Trade Union
Congress at Jharia ••.

Arrival of Apnts from Abroad
During the last three months the following agents of communism were sent out to India :
J. F. Ryan
2. J. W. Johnstone
3. ff. L. Hutchinson
4. Shamsul Huda
5. Dr. Gangadhar Moreswar Adhikari
J. F. RYAN : Ryan is a member of the Communist Party
of Australia and Chairman of New South Wales Trade and
Labour Councils. He arrived in India in the 18th November
1928, having a world-wide visa, after attending the Pan Pacific
Trade Union Secretariat meeting in Shanghai. He is one of
the signatories to an appeal of the Pan-Paciffic Trade Union
Secretariat entitled "Help the Chinese workers! Protest
Against the Treacherous Kuomingtang and Against the white
Terror''. This appeal was published in the '•International Press
Correspondence", Vol.-, No. 17, dated 15th March 1928.
In a letter dated 2nd November 1928, written from Bombay
to a lady in Australia, Ryan informed the addressee that the
Congress at Jharia had been postponed until about the 22nd
of December; So he was actually a month too early and the
only thing to do was to stay. This clearly showed that his
visit to India was to attend the annual session of the AITUC.
As he himself gave out at Jbaria, he had come to secure the
affiliation of AITUC to the Pan Pacific Trade Union
J.
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Secretariat. In the course of a speech at the session of the AllIndia Workers' and Peasants' Conference Ryan urged the
necessity of establishing the workers' swaraj in India and
assured the Indian workers that the Pan-Pacific Federation
would stand by them in all their efforts in overthrowing the
capitalists, landlords and the chiefs who were part British
imperialism.
J. W. JOHNSTONE: J. W. Johnstone was specially sent by
the League Against Imperialism to attend the AITUC
conference at Jharia, and from a telegram dated I0th D~cem
ber, 1928 sent by him to "ANCOLINA" Berlin (League
Against Imperialism), it appeaa, that he was specially
deputed to obtain the application of the AITUC to the League.
While at Calcutta he freely mixed with Spratt, Muzaffar
Ahmad and other well-known communists.
On 12th December he received £ 1OS sent to him from
Berlin. He also received cables from the League Against
Imperialism, directing him to attend the National Congress,
Independence League and Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference as the League's delegate. In his speech he told the strikers
at Calcutta that all workers under imperialistic powers were
fighting against economic exploitation and the League Aganist
Imperialism was ready to help any country in its struggle for
freedom. At Dauria and at Ludlow Jute mills, which he visited,
he advised the strikers to continue the strike. His presence was
considered by Commissioner of Police, Calcutta, as dangerou!I,
and he was arrested at Jhana after the first sitting of AITUC
where he delivered a most objectionable speech, and deported
under Act III of 1864. While at Calcutta he also addressed
a meeting of the workers of the E. I. R. workers at Lilloah
on 8th December. The meeting consisted of about 6,000 workers
and was organised by Shibnath Banerji, Bimal Ganguly and
others. Johnstone in the course of his speech, said that he knew
that there was a movement on foot among the capitalists in
England to open factories in India, as Indian labour was much
cheaper. He would, therefore, like to warn the Indian labourers
to guard against this movement by organising themselves
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beforehand. As regards the Welfare Committee started by the
railway authorities at Lilloah to look into the grievances of
the workers, the speaker said that it was a bogus organisation
brought into existence by the capitalists, not for the benefit
of the labourers but for the benefit of themselves, as its real
object was to dissuade them from joining their union. The
speech was translated into vernacular by Shibnath Banerji.
In a cablegram to the Peasants' and Workers' conference
at Calcutta, Chattopadhyaya protested against the arrest and
deportation of Johnstone who was sent as a fraternal delegate
to the several conferences in India.
H. L. HUTCHINSON : H. L. Hutchinson is a young journalist
who is reported to be a communist. He has been in Bombay
since 17th September, 1928. He was formerly in Berlin, where
he was hand in glove with A. C. Nambiar, Chattopadhyaya'&
brother-in-law. Soon after his arrival in Bombay he got in
touch with Bradley and other communists in Bombay, but he
has not as 1et displayed much activity. Hutchinson's mother,
Mrs. Knight, 1s a member of the Communist Party in Manche&ter, he himself was not considered to be of much importance
by the authorities in England.
SHAMSUL HuoA : Shamsul Hoda, who was known in Moscow
as Maqbul, returned from Europe and joined the Communist
Party of Bengal. Ever since his arrival he has been working
with Muzaffar Ahmad, Spratt and others. He was tramed at
the Eastern University of Mo&cow and he is said to have
been sent to India by Soumendra Nath Tagore. He has been
speciaJly active in endeavouring to send youths to Moscow
under the guise of ascaris by offering money to the Serangs
of different ships.
Dll. AoHIKAlll : Dr. Gangadhar Moreshwar Adhikari was
sent out to India by Nambiar and Chattopadhyaya. It was
reponed on 1st January, 1928 that Adh1kari was a member
of thb German Communist Party. On his arrival in India his
luggage was searched and a large number of communist books
and literature was found on him, and also a letter from

Jaggo, dal\Xl 4th Dec:cmbcr \ ')'l.1. 'P.011\\>'A"Y w\\ic\\ t.\\awed that
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Adhikari was an active Communist and that he had been
circulating Communist Literature such as ''Masses of India•' .
He had been receiving from India regular reports about the
Workers' and Peasants' Party activities in Bombay. Soon after
his arrival in Bombay he left for Calcutta, and there met
Dange, Joglekar, Spratt and Bradley.
UsMANI, HABIB AHMED AND RAFIQ : About the end of May
1928, Shaukat Usmani, Habib Ahmed and Shafiq left India
surreptitiously, and on 27th September 1928 London reported
that Shaukat Usmani, Muhammed Shafiq and Habib Ahmed,
S.N.Tagore, C. P. Dutt were Indian delegateli to the World
Congress at Moscow, where Shaukat is reported to have made
very objectionable speeches. It may be noted that in the last
week a December Shaukat Usmani suddenly disappeared in
Calcutta and took part m the deliberations of the Workers'
and Peasants' Party there. Another man known to be A. B.
Khard1kar of Nasik, who was sent to London by Bradley, was
reported to have left for Moscow in September 1928 in ac~ordance with the arrangements made with Comintem by C.
P. Dutt. He has gone there to study in the Lenin Institute.

Jharia Congress of the AITUC
The AITUC Congress was held at Jharia from the 17th December
onward. It wa& attended amongst others by Johnstone and
Ryan, delegates from the League against Imperialism and Pan
Pacific T. U. Secretariat respectively. One of the resolutions
declared the aim of T. U C. to be the converting oflndia into
a Soc1ah&t Republic of the workers. It wa& also resolved to
send 50 delegates to.the AU-Parties Conference with definite
instructions to place the following demands before the conference :
1. Nat1onahsation of land and industry
2. Universal adult suffrage
3. Right to go on stnke
4. The Const1fut1on to be based on the principle~ of a
soc1ehst Republic of working classes and the abohtion of the
States and landlords.
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Another resolution empowered the TUC to apply for
affiliation with the League Against Imperialism. Berlin. D.
R. Thengdi and Jaglekar were nominated to attend the Paris
Session of the League Against Imperialism to be '1eld in July
1929. It may be seen irom the election of the office-bearers
that there is a strong leaven of Communists in the Executive
of this organization. Among the office-bearers, Jawahar Lal
Nehru has been elected President, D. B. Kulkarni, Bhupendra
Nath Dutta, Muzaffar Ahmad and Sethi as Vice-Presidents,
while S. A. Dange has become one of the Assistant Secreatrie!I
with Bakhale. Another significant resolution was the calling
of an Asiatic Labour Congress to be held at Bombay at an
early date. Other resolutions condemned the Trades Bill and
directed one day's general strike as a protest; and in case the
bill was passed a general strike throufhout India was resolved
upon. A committee of Spratt, Sethi and P. C. Bose was appointed
to study l;>our conditions and the condition of the Workers
and Peasants in Bihar. Besides the foreign delegates Messrs
Bradley, Spratt and Kirk were the other Europeans who
attended the Conference. Among Indians were Pandit Jawahar
Lal Nehru, Dewan Chamanlal, Aswale, Dr. B. N. Dutta, M.K.
Bose, Kishore Lal Ghosh, Aftab Ali, Muzaffar Ahmad.
Shamsuddin Ahmad. S. C. Bhattacharji, Miss Das Gupta, Giri.
Joshi, Bakhale and Pillay. Messages of sympathy from the
National Minority Movement in Great Britain, Pan Pacific
Trade Union Secretariat, British Trade Union Congress, Irish
Labour Party, League Against Imperialism, and from the
Union of Soviet Russia were received. Johnstone and Ryan
made long speeches explaining the objectives of their respective Institutions and urging the AITUC to affiliate with them.
Both the speeches were well received by the audience.
The decision taken last year to appoint the General Council
of Ute British T.U.C. as the AITUC representative was
rescinded. A telegram was received by the President of the
AITUC Jharia, from Berlin, sent by the League Against
Imperialism. In the course of this telegram the signatories
among whom were made Madame Sun-Yat-Sen, Saklatvala,
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Baldwin, Scott Nearing, Barbusee and other Communists,
said: •'Latest events, specially the Simon Commission, show
enormous importance of Indian working class struggle against
Imperialism. At the end ecomomic, political struggle of Indian
workers was underlying factor of anti-Imperialist attitude of
Indian National Congress. Despite different European labour
leaders' attempts to combat League, influential European,
South African. Latin Ameriacn Trade Unions are affiliating.
On behalf of affihated Trade Unions League dec!are fullest
sympathy with the Indian workers and invites heartily AITUC
to participate anti-imperialist world Congress July 1929 and
affihate to League''. Fraternal greetings were also received
from Moscow, USSR. At the end of the session Joglekar in
thanking the Presidium said that he hoped that the next year's
Congress to be held at Nagpur would turn out •'considerably
red".

All-India Worken' and Peasants' Party Conference
The new formed Workers' and Peasants' Party in the foundation of which Philhp Spratt played the chief part, met in
Calcutta from 21st to 24th December, 1928. A good deal of
propaganda had been carried on for months before and D.K.
Go11wami, in a notice re: the All-India Workers' and Peasants'
Conference, said the Party believed m the development of
militant labour and peasant movement for the improvement
of the economic and political position of the masses and for
the attainment of complete independence and held that this
movement must cooperate, but on an independent basis, with
the general political movement. (Another leaflet, issued on
behalf of the Bengal Workers' and Peasants' Party, contained
the foJlowing paragraph : "What you had is being drained
away and you are suffering miseries at the hands of the
zamindars. For fear of them you cannot speak anything against
them. The zamindars are enjoying the harvest of your labour.
The zamindars never do any work, but still they are wallowing
m luxury, but you cannot appea~e your hunger even twice
daily. They are taking away everythmg, but you are dying of

hunger and living in dingy places where air and light cannot
penetrate. You arc sweating in summer and shivering in winter.
If any of your children fall ill you cannot provide them with
medicine and your darlings die before your eyes and you
cannot do anything ... lf you combine and want to free yourself
from this serfdom you will be driven to death owing to the
opression of the zamindars. The Workers' and Peasants' Party
stands for the poor and those distressed by the oppression~
of the capitalists and the zamindars ... The adminstration of
Hindustan is in the hands of foreign capitalists. The foreign
government is endeavouring to amass fortunes of this country
by leading and also by trying to establish themselves more
firmly in this country. It should be the aim of this party to
neutralise the effect of the capitalist oppression by establi~h
ing self-governments'').
Attempts werre made to affiliate the party to the League
Agains~ Imperialism, but owing to certain opposition the
question was left pending. At a sitting of the Conference on
23rd December, the necessity of a Central Organisation
affiliated to the League Against lmperialtsm was urged by
Muzaffar Ahmad and Spratt, and it was decided ultimately
to form an All India Central Organisation for the Workers'
and Peasants' Puty consisting of 16 executive members, 4
each from Bombay, Calcutta, Punjab and U .P., with one General
Secretary and a Cashier.
It was also decided to from 3 groups namely Peasant, Trade
Umon, and Education. The following were elected member~
of the Cental Executive organisation.
BOMBAY:
S. V. Ghate
Nimbkar
Dange
Joglekar
P. Spratt
BENGAL
Dharani Goswami
Muzaffar Ahmad
Hemanta Kumar Sarkar
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PUNJAB

Sohan Singh Josh
Bhag Singh Canadian
Ferozdin Mansoor
Ramprosad or
Kedar Nath Saigal
U. P.
Lachmi Narain
Dr. Vishnu Nath Mukherji
P. C. Joshi
Gauri Shankar
"Down with Jmperilaism", "Land for the Peasants and
Bread for the Workers", "Long live the Soviet Revolution"
etc. have been dinned into their ea;s. In their processions they
now carry red flags bearing Communist devices, and the spirit
of violence has manifested itself on frequent occassions. The
mdegenous Communist leaders, by their reckless advocacy of
Lenin's doctrines, have brought into being forces which they
can no longer control. In a few instances, the workers have
taken the law into their own hands and have mercilessly
assaulted fellow workers whose activities did not meet with
their approval Conflicts with the police and frenzied attacks
on properly have been features of the situation, which are
symptomatic of the grave unrest brought about by a handful
of local communist agitators. The dire results of their activities
will be viewed with gratification by Head Quarters in Moscow,
for everything has worked according to Plan.
The creation of unrest, as a preliminary to the "workers'
revolution" has been the avowed policy of the Communist
International not only in India, but in every other country
where they have attempted to gain a footing.
The contact between the Indian labour movement and
foreign communist organizations has considerably increased.·
It is well-known that Pan Pacific Trade Union Secretariat
is communist in inspiration and has received strong support
from Head Quarters in Moscow. The Soviet leaders have
frequently expressed the desire that the All India Trade
Union Congress should affiliate with the Secretariat. In
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pursuance of this object, John Francis Ryan was despatched
from Sydney in the guise of a tourist. He attended the Jharia
Congress and did not attempt to conceal the object of his
mission.
Through another important auxiliary organisation of the
Comintem, the League Against Imperialism, Moscow is
striving to penetrate the Indian T. U. movement. The arrangements to send delegate of the League to attend the Jharia
Congress were planned in careful and elaborate detail. When
the scheme to sound A. J. Cook or some other British
communist as the League's delegate was frustrated, J. W.
Johnstone, who but recently attended and Moscow World
Congress, was despatched to India, also in the guise of a
tourist.
Ever since the begining of the Communist conspiracy, the
importance of securing personal contact with promising Indian recruit~. has been emphasised, time after time by M.N.
Roy and otfier communist leaders abroad. Moscow was especially anxious that the representatives from India should
attend the World Congress, and it is now certain that Shaukat
Usmani, Habib Ahmad and Shafiq were all present there under
various aliases, and delivered speeches before the Congress.
Usmani has since returned in order to continue his work
amongst the labourers. Shamsul Huda, another trained communist, immediately on his return to Calcutta, got into contact
with Spratt and all the other local leaders, and began active
work among the mill employees. It will be seen therefore that
inspite of all precautions to prevent the departure from, or
ingress into India of those Communist agents, some of them,
still succeeded in evading surveillance and in accomplishing
the mission for which Moscow has trained them.
The rapidly growing influence of the Communists was
reflectt;d in the proceedings of the recent session of the AllIndia National Congress at Calcutta. More than in any other
previous congress, the Calcutta gathering showed that it was
anxious to placate the labour extremists. Resolutions
condemning the Public Safety Bill and the Trade Disputes Bill
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were passed, and it was decided that the Congress should take
up the organization of the workers and peasnats as parts of
its future programme of constructive work for non-~ooper
ation. Some communists have secured places in th AICC.
Similarly the communist group in Bombay were remarkably
successful in the municipal elections; and in other public
bodies throughout the country they are gradually gaining a
footing. While the Congress was sitting a huge demonstration
of some 30,000 labourers marched in procession with red
banners and took possesssion of the Congress pandal inspite
of the protest of the Congress leaders. The labourers held
demonstration for over an hour and w~re finally induced to
evacuate the pandal. The fact that such an incident could have
happened is an indication of the enormous increase in the
influence and powers of organization of the workers.
After the comparative failure of M. N. Roy's organisation
to achieve any tangible results in India, the success of the new
methods (delegation of Allison, Spratt, Bradley, Johnstone,
Ryan etc.) with the consequent upheaval in industrial circles
in India, is bound to encourage the Soviet leaders to still
further efforts. The menace of communism to the peace in
India is looming larger than ever, and unless the authorities
are armed with wider powers to deal with the leaders of the
movement in this country (especially those imported from
outside), the events of the next year or two may well be fraught
with the greate1tt consequence~ of the security of the country.

a

SUBJE.CT : PRIVATE AND PERSCNAL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN

H. E.

VICEROY AND THE SECRETARY OF STATE PRIVATE :

C'opy of a letter from the Viceroy to the Secretary of State. Dated 24th
May, 1928.

I read with great interest your letter of 3rd May and
enclosures re: the activity of Communists in India, and I am
grateful for the information and suggestions which you
forwarded. Your didgnosis of the situation is, I think,
substantially the same as ours, that is to say, that these motives
are still in their infancy and may not be a serious menace in
70
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India for some little time, nevertheless they contain great
potentialities of danger, and are bound therefore to see what
steps can be taken to discourage them while they are weak
and prevent anythint in the nature of a rapid growth. I am
in full agreement with you that the line of proscribing such
movements does not .hold out much hope of success and that
we must consider rather what we can do in the way preventing
the Indian movement, which by itself is very weak, from
receiving an impetus from outside either in the form of
money or what is still more important, of brains and organising
capacity. I was already in consultation with the Hime Department, thinking alone these lines, before I received your
letter. With regard to the first point namely the keeping out
of foreign remittance. a draft Ordiaance has been prepared
(which I shall be discussing tomorrow with my Coundil) with
the object of enabling us to take immediate action should
we hear of the remittance of any substantial ~um of money.
Present indications do not suggest that any such action 1~
likely to be necessary. A comparatively small sum ha~ been
sent for the Bombay strike, and another for the East Indian
Railway Strike. Both these remittances are in the nature
of "tokens of fraternal solidarity", and it is possible that
Moscow is not prepared at the moment to proceed furtht."r;
but we must be ready for possible eventualities. As tht!i
method of proceeding by ordinance is not satisfactory, we
shall also consider whether we should introduce in the commg
Simla session a regular Bill designed to deal with !luch
foreign remittances in a more comprehensive way.
With regard to the second point, namely preventing the
movement being stimulated by British foreign workers, I wai.
considering whether powers could be taken to depon British
subjects. as we now deport foreigners. This is the main additional
power which you also suggest in your letter, might be taken.
The particular form of achieving this object, which you suggest
in the draft Bill forwarded with your letter will require and
receive very careful and prompt attention, and we. ~o~~
to the conclusion that leaislation to secure these addruon
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powers is desirable, I am disposed to agree. subi,.ct to the
views of my Council, that we must consider its introduction
in the Simla session. As soon as we have reached provisional
conclusions: I think I s~all have to put them secretly to
Governors, 10 as much as 1f we get the legislation in question,
we may have to rely largely on local governments for carrying
it into effect. You mention the ca'ie of Alhson. I understand
it is not likely there will be any difficulty about deporting him
at the end of his sentence. The matter 1s not bdng overlooked.
I think it is important to bear m the mind that we require
not only to prevent access of commvm~ts from outside, but
to prevent Indians going abroad and receiving communist
traming which may convert them into ''fonmdable'' agents
on their return. This check we endeavour to exercise at present
through passport system, and mdeed I do not at the moment
...ee in what other way this danger could be dealt wit'1. We
muM in some form or other retain the power to prevent Indians
from going abroad, tf we have no power. as I thmk we cannot
have, to prevent their returning.

Governor of Bombay to Viceroy
Telegram P., Ganc!lkhtnd, 9th Augu!lt, 19:?8

Secretary Home Department wrott: )e~terday to Haig sending
him a copy of a letter received from the Commissioner of
Police, Bombay re : communists in Bombay. The IT.cltter i~
very urgent. I sincerely trust Go' emment of Indi3 will be
able to take action at once particularly in view of serious
poMtion of mill strikes and activities ~ hich communists are
now showing to ally themselves \\tth political attacks on
Government.

Viceroy to Governor of Bombay
Telegram P., 13th August, 1928
_,vatc cl Personal No. S&S-S Commumsts

·Reference your telegram of 9th August. I have ~een the letter
Commissioner of Police, and I fully recognise that you h~ve
an anxious situation to meet. We de~ire to do everything
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reasonably possible to assist you. But the main proposal
of your government is that the Government of India should
take all-India action, which means introducing legislation
that will apply to all provinces. You will understand that this,
particularly in a matter of such extreme complexity as the
measures that can effectively and reasonably be taken against
Communists, involves the consultations of all local governments. We are laking steps to put the whole situation before
them and to get their opinions. I hope your letters to local
governments will issue within the next day or two. You
recognise fully the difficulties of government action again~t
Communists who are engaged in labour disputes and the
danger that the Government may be led into measures which
seem to be not merely anti-Communist but anti-labour. The~e
considerations which lie at the root f>f the problem apply with
ever greater force to action by Government of India than to
action bY.. your government, especially when the Governmem
of Indi/ are just introducing important labour legislation.
You will understand that it must take some time to consult
the local Governments and to consider their views. I fear,
therefore, you will have to face your immediate position with
the resource~ of the ordinary law supplemented by the powers
under the Bombay Regulation XXV if a real emergency
arises. The conditions for the use of such emergency powers
are stated in paragraph 3 of our official telegram of 2nd
August. No. 196-C.
2. Isenmonger leaves for Bombay tomorrow, and I trust
you will find him useful in discussing the details of the
situation. He will also be able to bring back to us a first-hand
impression of the situation as your police view it.

Viceroy to Secretary of State
Telegram P , 21 •t December, 1928

•

Private & Personal. No. 410-C. Reference your private and
persinal telegram No. 3897 of December 19th, I am very glad
to be in possession of your views. My own mind has been
moving rather in the same direction, and I will have the matter
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examined from the point of view you have put. I shall expect
your further considered opinion on the advice of your experts
as soon as possible.

Secretary of State to Viceroy
Telegram P., 19th December, 1928 (Received 20th)

I have sent to your Home Department on December 7th an
official telegram replying to certain questions about the Public
Safety Bill and the possibility of using Regulation III against
Europeans if necessary. I am quite clear that it would be most
undersirable, even if it is actually legal, to use this Regulation
against European British ~objects, and I am actually clear that
it is important to get the Bill passed at the earliest opportunity
by use of your power of certification if necessary, though I
doubt whether it would be practicable to deport persons who
had been unsuccessfully prosecuted.
But the powers that the Public Safety Bill will give, though
they will cover the existing loophole through which European
British subjects slip are not operative against Indian subjects,
and even when it is passed, we shall have no means of dealing
!tummarily with Indian Commumsts except Regulation III, the
use of which excites comment sonner or later. All mformations
that the activities of the Indian Communists whether or not
they openly describe themselves as such are rapidly on the
mcrase and I am considering whether the time has not now
come to take power to deal drastically with the Communist
agitation and propaganda comprehensively. After the Fiasco
of Spratt' s trial I think it is most unwise to rely for this purpose
on a successful prosecution of any Communist. Indian or
British before a Jury. Moreover, trials of the kind you are now
contemplating are spun out endlessly, e.g .• the Cawnpore
Conspiracy trial and mischief is going on all the time. What
I have in mind is that all bodies which advocate communist
doctrines or have communistic connections whether in India
or outside it should 'be proclaimed to be illegal and membership of them punishable. I am getting my expert advisers to
examine views as soon as possible. In the meantime perhaps
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you would turn this suggestion over in your mind. The
information which is being collected in connection with the
proposed conspiracy trials will probably throw some light on
its practicability. I appreciate the difficulties and realise that
such action would cause an outcry as being an attempt to
stiffle freedom of opinion, but a line of critism which is tenable
in the west is not necessarily applicable in very different
conditions of India.
SECRET

18th January, 1929

My dear Sykes,
Since my return to Delhi we have been considering our
policy in regard to communists. We have decided subject to
the concurrence of the Secretary Qf State, which I think may
be assumed, to reintroduce the Public Safety Bill at the begining
of the coming session, and to include in it provisions for
forteitttre or control of funds remitted to India from abroad
for communistic purpose. We recognise that this measure,
though important in itself, particularly as putting a stop for
the future to the marked impetus the Communist movement
has received recently from abroad, does not directly touch the
existing Indian Communist agitators. We have, however, at
present reasonable good hopes of being able to run a
comprehensive conspiracy case against these men. If we could
do this, it would in our opinion deal a more severe blOw to
the Indian Communist movement than anything that could
be effected through further special legislation, and this is in
fact substantially in accordance with the policy of our
government recommended in its official letter No. S. D. 1038,
dated 10th September, 1928.
The conspiracy case, however, could hardly be started till
early in April, and in the meantime you may be going through
a• difficult period in Bombay. I hear from Rainey, as had
gathered also from the papers, that commercial opinion in
Bombay is much upset at the present disturbed conditions
of labour and that they are inclined to press for drastic action.
No doubt they tend to take an exaggerated view of the
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situation, when their own pockets are threatened, and to form
unreasonable expectations and make unrea&onable demands
from Government, and certainly we are not in favour of
dealing with the situation by taking new powers (apart from
the Public Safety Bill) until it is quite clear that the existing
law is inadequate. At the same time I suppose it is the case
that there is a good deal of intimidation prevalent in Bombay
with occasional instances of violence and murder. I know
the difficulties the police have to encounter in dealing with
activities so widespread, and I am confident your govemment
have been giving the whole situation the most careful attention. Perhaps you would let me- know whether you think
anything more could be done to try and enforce respect for
the ordinary law. I suppose this invloves on the one hand
having an ample police force available, wherever intimidation
is likely to be attempted, and on the other hand the ability
to secure convictions in the case of flagrant breaches of the
law. I do not know whether your police force is sufficient for
this task, or if not, whether it would be possible to make any
temporary addition to it. Prosecution no doubt present difficulties. But so far as these are based on the attitude of juries
it seems probable that a Bombay jury would now be much
less sympathetic towards the activiti("s of Communists than
it would have been a year ago.
I shall much look forward to the opportunity of discussing
these things with you when you come here. It might be helpful,
if you could manage it, for you to bring your Home Member
up with you, so that he could talk at the same time to our people
here. If you think this would be useful, we shall be delighted
to put him up at the same time.
Yours Sincerely
Sd/- Irwin
His Excellency,
The Right Hon'ble
Sir Fredrick Sykes, G. C. I. E., C.B.E., K.C.B., C.M.G.
Governor of Bombay.
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SECRET
18th January, 1929.
My dear Stanley,
Since my return to Delhi, we have been considering our
policy in respect to communists. We have decided subject to
the concurrence of the Secretary of State which I think may
be assumed, to re-introduce the Public Safety Bill at the
begining of the coming session, and to include in it provisions
for the forfeiture of control of funds remitted to India from
abroad for communistic purposes. We recognise that this
measure, though important in itself, particularly as putting a
stop for the future to the marked impetus the communist
movement has received recently from abroad, does not directly
touch the existing Indian communist agitators. We have, however,
at present reasonably good hopes of being able to run a
comprehensive conspiracy case against these men. If we could
do this, it would in our opinion deal a more severe blow to
the Indian,.communist movement than anything that could be
effected through further special legislation, and we are not
in favour at present of taking any new powers (apart from the
Public Safety Bill).
The conspiracy case, however. could hardly be started till
early in April. and in the meantime you must be going through
a difficult period in Calcutta. The foundation of policy must
be to enforce respect for the ordinary law. Intimidation of
course, as experience have shown, is not always easy to deal
with and I know the difficulties the police have to encounter
when faced by widespread activities of this kind. Perhaps you
would let me know whether you think in this respect the
situation in Calcutta is satisfactory, or whether it is necessary
or possible to do anything more to uphold the ordinary law.
I suppose what is required is on the one hand to have an ample
police force available wherever intimidation is likely to be
attempted, and on the other hand to be able to secure
convictions with promptitude in the case of flagrant breache~
of the law. Rainey mentioned to me a case in connection with
the Fort Gloster Mills, which seems to have given rise to a
good deal of public uneasiness and indeed bewilderment.
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You will remember I did speak to you about this when I was
in Calcutta. I understand that one of the prmcipal agitators,
who has been promoting the strike, has been three times
convicted of aggravated assaultli on mill employee!!.. In each
case the agitator has been released on bail within two days
of his conviction, in each case the appeal has been heard by
the Session Judge, and in case, although it appears that one
of these appeals is more than 3 months old, Judgement ha!I
not been delivered. I know the courts in Bengal terd to be
weaker or more technical then el!t.ewhere, but one would hav('
supposed tha1 there must be liome meam .,f preventing
developments of this kind, which would appear to be not so
much to weakness, as to sheer neglecfof duty and mefftciency.
I should be glad to know whether you have found yourself
able to take any action about th1~. for if once the law is believed
to be impotent in such ca~e!I, dangerous developments of
these kinds must be expected.
Yours ever,
(S. Irwin)
His Excellency,
The Rt. Hon'ble
Sir Stanley Jacbon. P.C .. G.C.l.E.
Governor of Bengal.
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